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ROYAL SOCIETY OF CANADA.

FOR 1884.

THIRD GENERAL MEETING, MAY, 1884.

SESSION I. (May

The Royal Society of Canada held its third general meeting on May 20th, in the Parliament

Buildings, Ottawa. The members assembled at the hour of 10 o'clock A. M., in the railway commit-

tee room, and the President, Dr. Chauveau, took the Chair and formally called the meeting to order.

The Honorary Secretary then read the following

REPORT OF COUNCIL.

The Council have the honour to submit their Annual Report.

In the month of June last, the following Resolutions were unanimously adopted, at a meeting of

the Council, with reference to the publication of the Transactions of the Society :

1. That the Proceedings of the Society and the Transactions, composed of papers contributed by

members and others, be published in quarto form, the Proceedings having pagination by Roman nu-

merals and the Transactions of each section having separate pagination. (Moved by Mr. Macfarlanc;

seconded by Professor Cherriman.)

2. That each portion of the Proceedings and Transactions of the Society be published in the

language in which such portion was presented. (Moved by Mr. Macfarlane
;
seconded by Dr.

Frechette.)

3. That authors be informed that they can receive one hundred copies of their memoirs on ap-

plication to the printers before the final printing of the same. (Moved by Dr. Selwyn ;
seconded by

Mr. Whiteaves.)

4. That the following gentlemen constitute a Committee to arrange for the printing of the Pro-

ceedings and Transactions :

Dr. T. Sterry Hunt, Chairman, Dr. J. Clark Murray,

Dr. L. H. Frechette, Mr. T. Macfarlane,

Dr. Alex. Johnson,

of whom two shall be a quorum, and that this Committee be empowered to make suitable arrange-

ments, financial and otherwise, for the editing and publishing of the same. (Moved by Professor

Cherriman
j seconded by Dr. Frechette.)

Pro. 1884. A.
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The following Report of the Printing Committee, BO appointed, has been made to the Council :

"The Chairman of the Printing Committee reports that, in accordance with the instructions

received from the Council, this Committee secured a publisher and made all necessary arrangements

tor the publication in proper shape of the first volume of Proceedings and Transactions of the Society.

Of this volume of 750 pages, Quarto, with numerous illustrations, an edition of 1,500 copies was

published and has already, within the past few weeks, been in the hands of the fellows of the Society

and those other persons in the Dominion who, by our Constitution, were entitled to receive it.

"A large list of Academies, Libraries and Universities in foreign countries, to whom the volume

Is also to I* sent, has loen prepared by the Committee and its distribution to these is in progress and

will I* completed within the next month. The accompanying letter from the publishers, Messrs.

Ihiwson Hn*. <>f Montreal, will give many details with regard to the arrangements for distribution.

Accompanying it will alo be found a full statement of expenditures on behalf of the publication up
to this time.

'' In view of certain difficulties which arose with regard to the printing, on account of the absence

of author*, and other irregularities, the Committee on publication have deemed it proper to recom-

mend a few simple rules fur the future guidance alike of authors and publishers, which will bo

submitted for the. approval nf the Society."

The letter to which allusion is made. in the above Report is subjoined :

MONTREAL, May Hth, 1884.

To the Cfuiirman of the Print inj fommittre, Jiuyal Society of Canada.

I'KAK SIB,

o
r.-jHirt that we have distributed the volumes of Transactions, as per memorandum

The delivery by the Secretary covered all the list of members at Ottawa, and
The total number so disposed of amounts to 711 copies,

leaving at the
<li-p..*a| of the Society, 780

; covering the whole edition of 1,500.
i.lume* for British Columbia. Newfoundland, and Manitoba, went off last week only. The

the opening of navigation and all waited more favourable rates for freight. The other
vere delivered by our own correspondents at the chief cities, thus enabling us to forward

cat*.-* in bulk by freight lines and save express rates on separate packages.
We have now th,. IM

,,re,ri-.l by you for Foreign Societies. This would require, with some
since, about .1X0 copies; so that, when all are sent off, about 200 copies will remain

We would suggest that these be put into the custody of the Society's officers
at Ottawa for careful preservation in future yoare.

'ivcd a letter from the Secretary of the Treasury of the United States permitting
! enter that country free of duty. Although, in the strict terms of the United States

was allowable, yet the regulations of the Department were so framed as to prevent it

regulation. have been relaxed in respect of all those Societies, to whom it is desirable that the
book should be oent.

Wo can arrange, through our own correspondents at London, Edinburgh, Paris, Antwerp, Leipzig
livery in tho^e cities. By this moans the lowest rates of freight in bulk can be

we send with this, the express rates to the various towns in the United States
and the expense ascertained with exactness

fot n "*- "M at "" -*

Yours truly,

DAWSON BROS.
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MONTREAL, May 14th, 1884.

The Boyal Society of Canada.

To Dawson Brothers, Dr.

I'm' 1,600 copies of Proceedings and Transactions, 750 pp. Demy 8vo. :

Printing, Paper, and Press Work $2,923 75

Lithographic Plates, Heliotypes and Woodcuts 820 60

Paid for Editing 250 00

Binding 675 00

Alterations and Cancellations 112 30

Circulars 6 25

Special Bindings for Presentation Copies 27 50

Freight and Express Charges on Members' Copies to date 18 33

Packing Cases for Foreign Despatch 14 00

Insurance 30 00

Preparing 100 Extra Copies of Separate Articles for each member 17 50

Postage and Express Charges to date , 10 11

$4,905 34

By Cash $1,500 00

1,500 00

1,727 95

4,727 95

$177 39

Soon after the second general meeting, the Secretary communicated the grateful acknowledg-

ments of the Society to the Institute of Franco, for the gracious reply which that distinguished body

had been pleased to give to the invitation of the Royal Society of Canada. At the same time, Messieurs

Xavier Marmier and Camille Doucet were informed that the Society had unanimously elected them

to be corresponding members.

To these communications the Secretary has received the following replies :

INSTITDT DE FRANCE, ACADEMIE FRANCHISE,

TROUVILLE-SUR-MER, le 9 juillet 1883.

MONSIEUR,

Dans sa derniere stance, 1'Acade"mie a recu communication de la deliberation quo la Socidtd Royalo

du Canada a bien voulu prendre pour la remercier de la sympathie, tres cordiale en effet, qu'elle lui a

te'moigne'e en chargeant un de ses membres, M. X. Marmier, d'aller la repr<$senter aux fStes du mois

de mai dernier.

La maladio de not re confrere a pu seulo 1'empe'cb.er de remplir I'agre'able mission qu'il avait

accept^e avec grand plaisir, et I'Acad^niie 1'a regrette" vivement.

Yeuillez, Monsieur, agre"er les nouveaux remerciemcnts de la compagnie, et en faire parvenir 1'ex-

pression jusqu'& Son Excellence M. le marquis de Lome.

J'ai 1'honneur d'etre, Monsieur,

Votre tres obe"issant serviteur,

CAMILLE DOUCET.

Monsieur BOURINOT, secretaire honoraire

de la Sociiti Royale du Canada.
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INSTITUT DK FRANCE, AOADEMIE FRA^AISE,

PARIS, lo 9 juillet 1883.

Le Kcrttaire perpttvtl de CAcadlmie, A

MONSIEUR BOURINOT, secrttavrc honoraire de la SocitU Royale du Canada.

En iiu-iiii- temps que vous m'addressioz, pour 1'Acadeinie, uno copie de la deliberation prise par la

Royale dn Canada, vous avez bien voulu m'informor qu'& la stance generale du 25 mai dernier,

nous avions eu, mon confrere Marmier et moi, 1'honneur d'etre nommes mcmbres correspondante de

cettc jcnnc et deji illustrc compagnie.

J'aurais dft, et voulu, Monsieur, vous rcmercier plus tot d'une faveur & laquelle je suis, pour ma

jmrt, infinimcnt eniblo. Marmier 1'a fait sans doute et j'y aurais mis le memo empressement si,

depuix deux inoi*, uno oplilalmie asscz grave no m'eut empt-chi? de lire et d'ecrire.

Pre-<|ue entitlement gu^ri maintcnant, je incsuis rendu i Paris pour la derniere stance, et j'ai com-

niuniqut' oflii-icllfinont :\ nn-s confreres les bonnes nouvoiles coutenues dans votre double dtSpe'che du

3 juin.

Sore* awsez N)n. Monsieur, j)our etro aupres dc la Soci5t<5 Royale 1'intorpreto do ma tres vive gra-

tiiii-li', et rwovox, jxnir vous pereonnelleinent, 1'assurance do ma haute consideration et de mon entier

dvviiucineiil.

CAMII.I.E DOUCET, secretaire perptlueldel'Acadtmie frangaise,

membre rorresjMtulant de laSocUti Royaledu Canada.

1 HUE ST-THOMAS u'AquiN, le 20 juin.
MuNSIKI H,

Je re,-ois nvec uno cordiale emotion 1'aelo offieiel quo vous avez eu la bonte de m'adresser.

Cetait mon fervent desir et in<m heuroux cspoir do rctourner dans votre pays, que j'aime depuis

longtempM.

("ctait majoiedc Bonger que j'irais li represontor l'Aealemio francaiso en une jouraee solennelle

dc MI jeunc soeur d'()ttawa.

Mon i-;e, mon <-tat do sante no tn'ont pas pcrmis d'entreprendre co voyage.
La Societe lioyale du Canada a eompris mos regrets ot a voulu mo consoler.

Par hi motion do MM. LcMoine et Faucher dc Saint-Maurice, ello m'a donne un temoignage de
bienveillunce dont je KULS tre touelit?.

J'ar lo litre qu'ello m'a donnd, elle m'a fait un honncur auqucl j'attacho le plus grand prix.
>. Muin fier d'etre wljoint commc mombre correspondantacctte Societe Royale, fondeesous les

ieob du noble gouverneur du Canada, Son Excellence M. le marquis le Lome, et composed d'hom-
mw i ditttingues.

Voulez-vouM bion transmottrc 4 mes honored confrtres 1'expression de ma gratitude ?

Agrfet, je voua prie, Monsieur, tous mes remercicmcnta jxmr votre obligoante lettre et mes tres

compliraentM.

XAVIER MARMIER.

In accordance with the Renolution of the last general meeting, the following Memorial was sent
UieGorernor-Gcner.1 in Council, respecting the International Fisheries Exhibition, then opened at

Sonlh Kensington :

To Hit ExetUauy the Governor-General in Council, Ac.

The memorial of the Royal Society of Canada humbly showeth :-That the Society has heard
i dpe.t interest and pride of the success that ha, rewarded the effort* of the Government to
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have Canada properly represented at the International Fisheries Exhibition, opened a few weeks ago
at South Kensington.

That the Society feels that the exhibit made by Canada will be a most efficient means of adver-

tising the groat resources of the Dominion, and must very materially aid in attracting wealth and

population into this country.

That the Society, in giving expression to the gratification which its members naturally feel, in

common with all Canadians, begs leave at the same time to submit to your Honourable Body the ad-

visability of the Government taking measures to secure, for the intended National Museum, such

specimens from the Fishery Exhibit as may be of permanent scientific value to the Dominion.

Therefore your Memorialists trust that your Honourable Body will be pleased to give due consid-

eration to this question, and come to a conclusion which will practically promote the cause of Science

in Canada.

Invitations have been addressed to Literary and Scientific Societies throughout tho Dominion, and

the Secretary has received replies from the following bodies, with tho names of their respective dele-

gates, all of whom we hope will be present at this meeting :

NAMES OF SOCIETIES AND DELEGATES.

1. Numismatic and Antiquarian Society, Montreal R. W. McLacJdan.

2. Literary and Historical Society, Quebec Dr. Harper.

3. Institut Canadien, Ottawa Dr. L. C. Prevost.

4. Natural History Society of New Brunswick M. Chamberlain.

5. Entomological Society of Ontario James Fletcher.

6. Ottawa Field Naturalists' Club The President, Dr. Small.

7. Historical Society, Winnipeg Prof. Bryce.

8. Natural History Society of Montreal W. F. Ferrier.

9. Geographical Society of Quebec Colonel Rhodes.

10. Nova Scotian Institute of Natural Science M. Murphy, 0. E.

11. Canadian Institute C. H. Carpmael.

12. Historical Society of Nova Scotia Professor Lawson.

13. Institut Canadien de Quebec Abbe Bruchtsi.

14. Ottawa Literary and Scientific Society W. P. Anderson.

15. Historical Society of Montreal Abbi Verreau.

Invitations have also been sent to English and Foreign societies, to whom the same courtesy was

paid on a previous occasion, but, owing to the visit of the British Association a few months henco, it

has not been possible for English bodies to send delegates to the meeting. The American Association

for the Advancement of Science, however, we are glad to inform you, has appointed as its delegate

Dr. Persifor Frazer, of Philadelphia.

The following reply has been received from tho Academie Royale des sciences, des lettrcs et des

beaux-arts de Belgiqite, and from L'Athcnle louisianais, of New Orleans :

ACADEMIE ROYALE DES SCIENCES, DES LETTHES ET DES BEAUX-ARTS DE BELOIQUE,

PALAIS DES ACADEMIES,

BKUXELLES, le 9 avril 1884.

A Monsieur JOHN GEO. BOUHINOT, secretaire honoraire

de la Sociite Royale du Canada, Ottan-a.

MONSIEUR LE SECRETAIRE HONORAIKE,

Je me suis fait un honneur de communique!- & 1'Academic royale des sciences, des lettrcs et des

beaux-arts do Belgique, votre lettre du 22 feVrier dernier par laquelle vous 1'informiez quo la Socie'te'

Royale du Canada tiendra sa troisicme session annuelle a Ottawa, le 20 mai prochain.
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L'Acaddmie t*i Ires reconnaissante an conseil de la Socidtd pour 1'invitation qui lui a 6t6 faite

d'envoyer des ddegnds cette rdunion. Ello rcgretto vivement qu'aucun de ses membres ne soit en

mature de so rondre 4 cette gracieuso invitation.

Veuillez agrder, monsieur le secretaire honoraire,

IVxjuv ii >n do nice sentiments les plus distingues.

T. LIAQBE, le secretaire perpetuel de I'Academie.

NOUVELLE-OBLEANS, le 25 avril 1884.

Monsieur Joint GEO. BOURINOT,

ucrttaire honoraire de la Sonttf Royale du Canada.

Mo* ''HER MONSIEVR,

(V>mmo vi ins le verrcr. on lisant la proehaine livraison des comptes rendus de 1'Athdnde louisianais,

j'ai rt-vii 1 lettre (jue vous m'aviez fait l'hnnenr de m'adrosser, et par laquelle, au nom de la Socie'td

Hvulc <lu <'anaila, vous nr>us invite/. A envoyer des d<51(5gu(5s i la session annuelle de votre institution.

L'Atlii'-m'o feni cortaiiieinent tout son jx>ssible jxiur r^pondre i, 1'invitation d'une socidtd qu'il tient en

i haute cstinio, <juoiqu'il soil bion difficile A ses membres, qui wont tous hommes de profession, de

h'aWntor m.'ine p>ur un temps tix-s limite. La SociuW Royale du Canada a toutos nos sympathies ;

n-'iis a>lniirf>ni wui patriotisme, (-on ddvoument si la science
; nous appluudissons i ses efforts.

Yi-uilloK, inon chcr Monsieur, donner nux memlires du conseil I'assurance de nos meilleurs senti-

ineni", ft les pricr d'agr/'er 1'expression dc not re gratitude.

Agivi
1

/., je vous prie, monsieur lo secretaire honoraire,

mos salutations les plus cordiales.

ALFRED MEKCIER,

secretaire perpetuel.

\Vc liavo also mucli pleasure in communicating the following telegram by the Atlantic cable,

whii-h has dccn received from the President of L'Association framboise pour Favancement des

PARIS, le 19 mai, 1884.
Au prftident dt la Soctitt Royale du Canada, Ottawa.

Le President adresso au nom de 1'Association francaisc pour 1'avancement des sciences, des sou-

^la^t^ de j>ro*pcrit<S k la Soci<;t<; Royale du Canada.

The American Association for the Advancement of Science has also forwarded the following cor-

dial invitation to the Royal Society of Canada, which wo hope will receive a favourable response before

the clone of this meeting :

PHILADELPHIA MEETING:

AMIBICAJI ARHOTIATION FOB THE ADVANCEMENT or SCIENCE, SEPTEMBER, 1884.

COMMITTEE ON INVITATIONS AND RECEPTIONS, )

April 16th, 1884. jTo the Royal Society of Canada.

The Local Committee, which has been organized to prepare for the forthcoming meeting of the
American Aiimriation for the Advancement of Science on September 4th of this year, mindful of the

Wljcordiml reception accorded to the Association at its last meeting in Montreal, is desirous that the

NpMuuUtive scientific body of oar sister country should be present at what promises to be one of the
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most important international gatherings of scientific men which have ever been hold; and therefore

cordially invites the members of the Royal Society of Canada to visit Philadelphia on September 4th

next, to meet those of the American and British Associations, and of various European scientific

societies.

The Local Committee, speaking in behalf of citizens of Philadelphia, as well as of the American

Association for the Advancement of Science, promises a most cordial welcome to the Royal Society

of Canada on that occasion.

JOHN WELSH, Chairman of Local Committee.

C. W. YOUNG, President of American Association for the Advancement of Science.

J. P. LESLEY, President Elect, American Association for the Advancement of Science.

It is with much regret that we refer to the sudden death of one of the ablest and sincerest friends

of the Royal Society, Dr. Alpheus Todd, for so many years the Librarian of Parliament. All of us

know full well the ability and learning of that distinguished gentleman, who had an abiding confidence

in the success of the Society, and was considering earnestly, up to the very hour of his death, how he

could best assist it in its work of encouraging literary and scientific studies in Canada.

Since we last met in this building a year ago, the Marquis of Lome, the distinguished founder of

this Society, has left the Dominion, but we are glad to know that he continues to feel the deepest in-

terest in its success. The Council would suggest that his name should always appear in the Transac-

tions as the Founder of the Royal Society. A resolution on this subject will be submitted for your

approval .

We have every reason to believe that the successor of Lord Lome takes much interest in the work

of the Society, and will not fail to give it that encouragement which a Governor-General can always

give. An Address will be formally presented to His Excellency, the Marquis of Lansdownc, asking

him to act as Honorary President of the Society, in succession to the Marquis of Lome.

We are glad to be able to state that the Parliament of the Dominion has most generously con-

tinued its grant of five thousand dollars for the present and following years toward the publication of

the Transactions of the Society. We hope that the initiative taken by the Government will incite

liberal-minded and wealthy men throughout Canada to make such generous donations as will enable

the Society to promote the many objects to which it should devote itself.

The British Association for the Advancement of Science has decided to hold its annual meeting

in Montreal, in the week beginning August 27th, on which occasion a large number of the leaders in

science from the United Kingdom will bo present. It seems fitting on this occasion that this Society

should take a part in welcoming to our Dominion such a distinguished body, and it is therefore desira-

ble that a Committee should be appointed for that purpose.

LIST OF MEMBERS PRESENT.

The Honorary Secretary then proceeded to call the roll of members, and the following responded

to their names :

P. J. 0. Chauveau, Paul de Gazes, Pamphile LeMay, Faucher de St. Maurice, L. Frechette,

Joseph Tasse", F. G. Marchand, Benjamin Suite, 1'abbe* Casgrain, 1'abbd Tanguay, J. M. LoMoine,

Napoleon Legendre, John George Bourinot, Rev. ^Eneas Macdonell Dawson, William Kirby, John

Reade, George Stewart, jun., George Murray, Charles Sangster, George T. Denison, Charles Baillarge",

Professor Cherriman, E. Deville, Professor Dupuis, Sandford Fleming, F. N. Gisborno, 1'abbe" Hamel,

Professor Harrington, G. C. Hoffman, Dr. T. Sterry Hunt, Professor Johnson, Professor J. G. MacGre-

gor, Professor Bailey, Dr. Robert Bell, Dr. G. M. Dawson, Dr. G. A. Grant, I'abbe
1

Laflamme, Pro-

fessor Macoun, W. Saunders, Dr. Selwyn, J. F. Whiteaves, John Lesperance, Herbert Bayne, C. H.

Carpmael, Professor Chapman, Professor Girdwood, Professor Lawson, G. F. Matthew.
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REPORTS FROM AFFILIATED SOCIETIES.

The list of Delegates was then read, and the following Reports were duly presented from the fol-

lowing Literary and Scientific Societies in Canada :

I. Prom the Nova Scotian Institute of Natural Science, through Mr. MAKTIN MURPHY, C.E. :

The Nova Scotia Institute of Natural Science was instituted on December 31st, 1862. It may

be considered as a result of the effort to represent Nova Scotia at the great London International Ex-

hibitin of 1862. The Nova Scotinn Commission secured the cooperation of a number of naturalists,

n<) other gentlemen who took an interest in Natural History. The Secretary of the Commission, R. G.

Haliburton, Kwj., barristor-at-law, took active stops in convening these gentlemen, with a view to mutual

improvement in the study of Natural Science, as well as for the development of the natural resources of

the Province. It wa agree*!
" that a society be formed under the name of the Nova Scotian Institute

of Natural Science; That the Institute undertake the publication of lists of the various natural pro-

duction* of t!u Province, with such observations as their respective authors may deem necessary; That,

MI fur a* the funds of the Institute will permit, the President's address, the list of native productions,

and u election of tin- jiapers read at the meetings by members be published, as the ' Transactions of the

Nova Srotian Institute of Natural Science,' and distributed gratuitously to the members." The Institute

has eutilinued in active operation from 18t!2 to the present time.

'I he session of 18S:!-8-t, just finished, of Proceedings and Transactions, Part I, Volume VI, has

IHM-II ju-t published. These volumes are considered us a highly creditable record of original work

done in the various ln-audics of Natural Science. Their distribution has been world-wide. The popu-

larity of tin- Institute aliro.ul is still increasing. The volumes of the Transactions are out of print, so

thai it i' impossible to meet constantly recurring applications for thorn. The annual grant from the

Provincial Legislature of from one hundred to two hundred dollars, in connection with the fees of

members, has enabled the Institute to print and distribute its Transactions, but not to illustrate them
with maps ami figures. The Institute, owes its success largely to the efforts of its secretary, the Rev.

I) ll"in viniiM. I>.C.L. As well as being the most active member, ho is ever zealous, ever working, in

the advancement of its interests and in the cause of science. The following is the list of Papers road

during the Session, lsj<3-K4 :

1. Ie Hert Coal Field, \>y Kdwin (iilpin, B.A., Government Inspector of Mines, N. S.

2. Natural History of the Canadian Department of the Great International Fisheries Commission,
London, iat'1, by Hcv. Dr. Honeyman, D.C.L.

3. On Manganese Ores of Cape Breton, by Kdwin Gilpin, B.A.

4. Note-* on Special Aurora1
, by J. G. MacGrcgor, A.M., D.Sc.

5. < >n the Northern Limit* of Indigenous Grape Vinos, by George Luwson, Ph.D., LL.D.
6. On Sable Island : its Changed Position, by S.D. McDonald, F.G.S.

7. On Glacial Action at Iliraouski, Canada, and Loch Kck Argylshire, Scotland, by Rev. D. Honey-
mn, D.C.L.

8. Not on Palariscopic and Microscopic Examination of Crystalline Rocks of Nova Scotia and
Capo Breton, by Rev. D. Honeyman, D.C.L.

9. Some Physical Features of Nova Scotia, with Notes on Glacial Action, by M. Murphy, C.E.
Provincial Government Engineer, N.S.

10. Not of French Water Sponges, by A. H. McKay, M.A., B.Sc.

II. From the Geographical Society of Quebec, through LIEDT.-COL. RHODES:

I have the honour to report that the Geographical Society of Quebec has done a considerable
work during the past year, a portion of which appears in their Bulletin, which is now

ore you. As Geographical enterprise moans commercial progress, it is not surprising that
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there is a growing demand for a better arid more general knowledge of our misknown territories, and

this can only bo gained by voyages of discovery, undertaken by a settled government. To the

climate of Canada wo must credit the source of all our health and wealth. Cold gives us vigour,

the power of reproduction, our numerous populations and the probability of their indefinite increase,

while again, it makes it possible to cover our lands with vegetation, and thus ensures fertility on

the surface. Canadians need not be deterred by low temperatures, but rather believe scientific and

civilized man may live in abundance, where nature has so lavishly prepared the way for an intelligent

and educated race to work out its national existence.

As the Geographical Society advocates and promotes, on all possible occasions, voyages of dis-

coveiy, I am glad to report that :

A Survey by water will bo made this season of Hudson Bay and its Strait, by the Government of

the Dominion.

An Expedition will also start by land from the lower St. Lawrence to Lake Mistassini and James

Bay, equipped for wintering on or about the height of land between the Province of Quebec and

the Northeast territory. This party will be under the general^instructions of Dr. Solwyn, the Director

of the Geological Survey for the Department of the Interior.

Manitoba, having obtained powers to construct a railway from Winnipeg to Hudson Bay, there

will be exploration parties in that direction.

The Pacific Railway is now in the Rocky Mountains, opening the way to a better knowledge of

those sections
;
which are also being further explored by parties from the Geological Survey, under the

immediate superintendence of Dr. G. M. Dawson.

The United States Government is promoting Voyages of Discovery in Alaska and up the Yukon

River, which takes its source in the north-western corner of Canada. A report of (his survey has

been sent to us, and appears in our Transactions.

Though I am happy to acknowledge much encouragement within the year, from the general pub-

lie, to Geographical science, yet I regret to state that both the Dominion and the Government of the

Province of Quebec have withdrawn their money grants, leaving us to contend with financial difficul-

ties, which may become very embarrassing. The proper view to take of young Societies, such as ours,

is the educational. We do not require much more than official recognition, such as we are receiv-

ing from the Royal Society of Canada
; but, as our work is essentially of a national character, Can-

ada ought not to be the only country in the world without a Geographical Society, which will assur-

edly be the case, if we fail through a want of funds. Economy is very well, but the saving of a

few hundred dollars by the Dominion Government and by that of the Province of Quebec will not

materially add to the public purse, whilst the adult portion of our population will bo the losers from

a scientific body's being unable to publish and circulate gratuitously trustworthy information, inde-

pendent of and unconnected with the Railway and Land Companies of the period.

I beg to tender my respectful thanks to the Royal Society of Canada for a copy of their Proceed-

ings and Transactions for 1882-83, as well as for the honor of taking a part in the assemblage of this

year. These meetings have a special interest for the members of the Geographical Society of Quebec.

W. RHODES, President.

QUEBEC, May 16th, 1884.

IH. From the Numismatic and Antiquarian Society of Montreal, through Mr. R. W. McLxcHLAN :

In presenting to the Royal Society of Canada a report of original work done during the past year,

the Numismatic and Antiquarian Society would congratulate the country on the organization of such

an institution, and hopes that the promises for future literary work and scientific research may bo

fully carried out.
Pro. 1884. B.
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Th Societv wu organized in 1862, with a membership of twenty, interested in the colled ion andl

tody of coins and medals, under the nnmo of the Numismatic Society of Montreal. In 18G3, iln

Societv undertook the publication of a work describing the coins and medals relating to Canada.

Owing to unavoidable delays, such as the death of one member of the committee and the removal of

another from the city, the book was not issued until 18C9. As, since that time many new coins and

much information has come to light, a new book on the subject has been undertaken by one of the

members of the Society. As it seemed to be the desire of the members to enlarge the scope of the

Society, it name was changed, in 1868, to that of the Numismatic and Antiquarian Society of

Montreal. This, while it still retained the Numismatic department as its most prominent feature,

permitted the introduction of Arehieological Research in all ite branches. The Society in 1870 was

incorporated by act of Provincial Parliament, and in 1872 was made the recipient of a small govern-

ment grant, which was continued annually until last year. With the aid of this grant, the Society

commenced, in 1^72. the publication of a quarterly entitled, the Canadian Antiquarian and Numis-

matis Journal. Hut it is feared that, on account of the withdrawal of the annual grant, this publica-

tion may have to lie suspended, or much reduced in size. In this quarterly have appeared the

Transactions of ihe Society, original papers and communications, and other matters relating to

Arclurology ami Numismatology, e-pecially of the Dominion.

The. Membership of the Society, which has never been large, docs not now number over fifty,

t'ould the Society succeed in increasing its membership, much more work would' ba; accomplished.

The following papers havo Ix-cn read during the year 1883 :

1. Some Gossip about Hooks, h\- Henry Mott.

2. .Voles on Morgan's <'elebratod Canadians, by W. McLennan.
:i. The Fk'ur-dc-Lis, by J. II. Howe.

4. The Hoj.wo.jd Token, by R. W. McLachlan.

5. A Few Waifs from My Portfolio, by C. S. Baker

;. A Cent of INV.) Struck from an Altered Die, by R. W. McLachlan.

7. Fort St. Gabriel, by R. C. Lyinan.
i. On the Formation, Growth and Decline of Commercial Cities, and the Probable Future of

Montreal, by T. D. King.

9. A British Columbia Gold Coinage, by R. W. McLachlan.
1. A public lecture on the Osnuarics of the Ilurons, by C. II. Ilirschfolder.

The collection of the Society, mainly the contributions of members, consists of over two thou-
sand coins and medals, and alwut one hundred volumes, principally Numismatic.

Thanking the Royal Society for this opportunity of making ite work public, and for the valuable
volume of the Transactions of the Royal Society for 1883, donated to its library, the Numismatic niul

Antiquarian Society of Montreal has much pleasure in submitting the above report.

MOHT.EAL, May, 1884.
*' W' M :UcHI'AN

.

TV. From the Canadian Institute, Toronto, through Mr. C. CARPMAEL :

The following is a list of the papers read at the Institute during the past session :-

Complexion, Climate and Race, by J. M. Buchan, M.A.
-The Literature of English Speaking Canada, byC. P. Mulvany, M.D.
-Land and Lalwur, by W. A. Douglas, B.A.
-<>,ir Federal Government, by D. A. O'Sullivan, M.A.
The Tran<fcn.f Land, by J. Herbert Mason.

8, 1883.-The Theory or Heat, by J. M. Clark, B.A.
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Dec. 15, 1883. -England's Oldest Colony, by T. B. Browning M.A.

22, 1883. Abattoirs, by Alan Macdougall, C.E.

Jan. 12, 1884. The Nervous System of the Cat-fish, by Prof. R. Ramsay Wright.

19, 1884. The History of Musical Instruments, with 'special reference to the Orchestra,

the Piano, Violin and Organ, by W. Waugh Lauder.

26, 1884. The Antiquity of the Negro Race/by Frederick Phillips.

Feb. 2, 1884. The Real Correspondents of Imaginary Points, by Prof. G. P. Young.

9, 1884. The Rhitan Languages, the Aztec and its relations, by Prof. Campbell, Montreal.

The Celtic Topography of Wales and the Isle of Man, by Dr. McNish, Corn-

wall, Ont.

16, 1884. The Skeleton of the Cat-fish, by J. P. McMurrich, M.A.'

23, 1884. Canadian Local Climates, by J. Gordon Mowat.
March 1, 1884. Some Factors in the Malaria Problem, by P. H. Bryce, M.A., M.D.

8, 1884. Old English Spelling and Pronunciation, by W. Houston, M.A.

15, 1884. Photography and the Chemical Action of Light, by J. P. Hall, B.A.

22, 1884. The Radiometer, by W. J. Loudon, B.A.

29, 1884. The Upper Niagara River, by Henry Brock.

April 5, 1884. The Myology of the Cat-fish, by J. P. McMurrich, M.A.

The Alimentary System of the Cat-fish, by A. B. McCallum, B.A.

The Vascular System and Glands of the Cat-fish, by T. McKenzie, B.A.

12, 1884. Compulsory Education in Crime, by Dr. E. A. Meredith.

19, 1884. An Entomological Trip in the Rockies, by Capt. Gamble Geddes, A.D.C.

26, 1884. The Art of Etching, by H. S. Howland, jun.

Report submitted, through Mr. C. CARPMAEL, by

R. W. YOUNG, Assistant-Secretary.

Oral statements were also made on behalf of the following Societies :

V. From the Historical Society of Montreal, through ABBE VERREAU.
VI. From the Historical and Scientific Society of Manitoba, through PROFESSOR BRYCE.

VII. From the Institut Canadien de Qudbec, through ABBE BRUCHESI.

VIII. From the Natural History Society of Montreal, (in the absence of Mr. W. F. FERRIER),

through DR. T. STERRY HUNT.

THE AMERICAN ASSOCIATION.

DR. PERSIFOR FRAZER, delegate from the American Association for the Advancement of Science,

then presented his credentials and addressed the meeting, on the invitation of the President :

Mi-. President and Gentlemen of the Royal Society : I am fully sensible of the double honour

which I enjoy at this moment, that of appearing for the representative scientific body of my
country ;

and that of being received by this distinguished body and invited to address it. It is

not my purpose, however, to occupy any part of your valuable time with purely subjective feelings,

for, to my understanding, the occasion of my presence has a vastly deeper significance than any
that can be attached to the actor in it. The year 1884 is destined to be memorable in the annals of

science. The scientific representatives of that mighty nation which we of the United States, equally

with you of Canada, are proud to call the Mother Country, after many attempts, have decided to

consecrate the metropolis of their imperial Dominion of the West as the seat of one of their annual

gatherings. Your own influential national society has held out its hand to its democratic sister across

the southern border, the American Association for the Advancement of Science, inviting her to your
annual conference of to-day, and she cordially accepts your courteous invitation and speaks her
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words of greeting through me, whom she charges moreover to emphasize the formal invitation sent

by her to you, the hosta, and to the British Association for the Advancement of Science, your

guest*, to attend the Philadelphia meeting in September.

What can be more fitting than that scientific men, who know no creed but love of truth, and no

boundaries but those which limit our finite effort* to attain it, should set the example to the world of

those brotherly amenities ? What portion of the globe can be more fitting to lead in these courtesies

than Canada, distinguished for her sturdy efforts in the van of peaceful progress ? And to what

people could Canada more suitably offer this graceful invitation than to the United States, her neigh-

bour and friend ? Canada and the United States are bound together by many and strong bonds. They
have had the same wildernesses to reclaim ;

the same problems of the new western life to solve. Our

border* separate no hostile people; but Canada's glories are ours, and ours are hers. Indeed, some of

the names which shed the greatest lustre on science, literature and art are those of Canadians. Is it

not noticeable that the dictionary of the people of the United States, so fecund in expanding itself to

meet the want.- occasioned by new conditions of things, has but one adjective to specify the na-

tionality of our own illustrious men, one which will apply equally to those of Canada, American.

The American Association for the Advancement of Science has twice made its sojourn in Canada, and

ha* twice adjourned under a deep dolit of gratitude for the hospitality of the Canadians. The first

time was in lS.
r

>7, when it was welcomed by General Sir William Kyre, and the second in 1882, when

your Miciety, having just sprung into being, armed cap-a-pie the Minerva of the great northern

IkiininiuM welcomed us with open arms to your metropolis. In this connection, it is not uninter-

esting t<> note that Montreal is one of the only four cities of the continent at which the American

Association has held two of its thirty-three sessions.

It earnestly invites you to give it the opportunity of returning your civilities at the next and

greatest of it- meetings The formal invitation to this efl'cct has been already laid before you, and I

am here to aviirc you that it is in no conventional or perfunctory spirit that it has been given. The
lnds uf union which this year will lie established between the scientific men of Canada, Great Britain

and the United States will owe no inconsiderable part of their durability to your acceptance and to

the presence' of representatives of the lioyal Society in Philadelphia next September ;
and these bonds

are but the first warps in the net which will one day unite scientific men of all nations in an inter-

national, or, rather, a national, organization, of which even now the whispered aspirations of some of

the greatest of those who will constitute it lead us to form a vague picture. Indeed, whatever success

in the unification <ii" human interests diplomacy may achieve, it is certain that science will precede it

by many years in this direction. May that time soon come.

Monsieur* les membrcs dc la section franchise: Je me permettrai de vous adresser maintenant

quel<|uex mots, bien quo j'aio la crainte quo ma connaissance imparfaite de votre langue no trahisse

mon bun vouloir, et nc m'empechf de vous traduirc fidelcment ma pons<Se. Tout a 1'heure, au nom de

I'AmtocUtion amcYicaino pour 1'avancement do la science, j'exprimais 1'espoir quo la Societe" Eoyalo
da Canada assisterait a notre conference du 4 septombre prochain, et en rehaussorait l'e"clat. MM. les

membrt-H de la section francaise sont tout naturollcment compris dans cetto invitation, quo je tiens

pourtant & k-or renouveler dans leur belle langue, afin de mini x e'tablir que leurs freres mdridionaux,
de I'autre o6td de la barriere nationale, pensent a eux d'une facon toute spe'ciale ;

car rien ne serait

plua injure. Messieurs, que de croirc que nous ayons pu vous oublier, nous qui avons avec vons tant

de liens anncns et tant dc grands souvenirs qui nous sont a tons cgalement prdcieux.
A one stance anmiclle de la Socie^ historique do la Ponnsylvanio, & la quolle j'ai assist^ il y a

deux ncmaines, j'avais le pluisir d'entendre un mdmoire des plus interessante sur lo chevalier de Beau-

Jon qui n'wt BI noblemcnt dirtingu*, ot qui a perdu la vie au moment de la victoire, pros de la ville que
Ton nomine aujounl Imi Pittsburg.

L incident* dc la vie de ce h<ros ont vivement impressionne I'auditoire, qni a exprimd le voen

qu'nne pin* large place fflt dordnavant reservfc, dans les comptes rendus de notro socicte ainsi quo
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dans les recueils consacrds & 1'histoire de notre civilisation, a eette dpoque spdciale ou 1'influence

fran90-canadienne out uno action si grando sur notre dostinee.

II ne me reste plus qu'il vous romercier pour 1'accueil bienveillant quo vous m'avez fait, et aussi

pour 1'attention quo vous avcz bion voulu me tdmoigner. Ello vous a permis, j'en suis sur, malgrd les

defauts du mon discours, de saisir facilement dans toute leur etendue, dans toute leur since'rite', les

sentiments d'amitid et de sympathio dont 1'Association amdricaine m'avait chargd d'etre I'interprdte

auprcs de vous.

J'acheve, maintenant, de remplir le devoir quo mes compatriotes m'ont imposd en vous rappelant
leur cordiale invitation, et on vous donnant rendez-vous, messieurs los mombres francais, au 4 septem-
bro prochain, i Philadelphio.

Attention having been called to the fact that Dr. Hart Merriam, Secretary of the Ornithologists'

Union of New York, was present, he was formally invited to take a part in the proceedings of the

Society. He accepted the invitation with a few appropriate remarks.

A draft of an Address to His Excellency the Governor-General was then submitted to the Society

by the President, and formally adopted. The meeting then adjourned until 3 o'clock in the afternoon

of that day.

SESSION II. (Afternoon Sitting.')

ADDRESS OF COUNCIL TO THE GOVERNOR-GENERAL.

At 3 o'clock, all the members of the Society having assembled, the President presented the

following Address :

To His Excellency the Most Honourable Henry Keith Petty Fitzmaurice, Marquis of Lansdowne, Governor-

General of Canada :

May it please Your Excellency : We the President, Council and members of the Royal Society
of Canada, beg leave to avail ourselves of this opportunity afforded by our first meeting since Your

Excellency assumed the duties entrusted to you by Her Most Gracious Majesty the Queen, as Governor-

General of the Dominion, very respectfully to express to you the high gratification with which we
welcome the accession to the vice-regal office of one already trained by active participation in public

life, and by the experience derived from important administrative duties in the mother country, for

the responsible functions which now devolve on you as the representative of our beloved Sovereign and
the chief Magistrate of the Dominion of Canada.

We beg leave with profound respect to tender to you and to Lady Lansdowne our cordial greet-

ings, and the assurance of our earnest wishes that your abode in Canada may be no less agreeable to

Your Excellency and to Lady Lansdowne than conducive to the best interests of the Dominion and
of the Empire at large.

The Royal Society of Canada owes its origin to the enlightened zeal of Your Excellency's prede-

cessor, the most noble the Marquis of Lome, who with a view of the more effectually promoting the

progress of letters and science in the Dominion, elicited the cooperation of representatives of the

various departments embraced in its plan of organization, from the different provinces, to take the ini-

tiative in an associated body, on which the Parliament of Canada conferred corporate powers, and

Her Most Gracious Majesty was pleased to bestow its distinctive title.

During the first two sessions of the Royal Society of Canada, it enjoyed the special aid and

encouragement of His Excellency the Marquis of Lome, its founder, and owed not a little of its early

success to his courteous and enlightened cooperation ;
and we beg now very respectfully to pray that
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the same countenance ind favour may be extended to us by Your Excellency, and that you will b e

graciously pleased to accept the office of Honorary President of the Royal Society of Canada.

P. J. O. CHAUVEAU, President.

JOHN GEO. BOURINOT, Secretary.

THE GOVERNOR-GENERAL'S REPLY.

His Excellency replied as follows :

Mr. President, Dr. Storry Hunt, Ladies and Gentlemen : My presence in this room is, I hope,
MithVi.-nt evidence that I do not intend to offer an obstinate resistance to the invitation contained in

the Addrww, with which you have been good enough to present me. In thanking you for it, I am afraid.

I can <lo little more than acknowledge the compliment which you have paid me in asking me to

a.Hsume an office which, though honorary, certainly confers some reflected distinction upon the holder
I have always felt, that one of the privileges which renders the Governor-General's office most attrac-

tive, in to IK- found in the opportunities which he enjoys of becoming acquainted with those persons in

every sphere and profession of life within the Dominion, whose acquaintance is best worth making. If
that proposition is true generally, it is one from which I am certainly not disposed to recede when I find
the members of the Koyal Society ready, not only to welcome the Governor-General to the country,
but also to give him un official status in connection with the distinguished body to which they belong.

Hut, ent lemon, I do not forget that I owe the honour which you propose to confer upon me to

ling besides a desire on your part to extend agreeably the circle of the Governor-General's
His presence at your meetings is not without its significance. When you applied for

litainc.1 permission to assume the title of "Royal," when you determined that the Queen's repre-
nUtive should be your Honorary President, you wore giving expression to a feeling that the work

were engaged was one which deserved recognition, not only as-of national moment to the
ninion, but as one having an ink-rest for the great Empire of which the Dominion forms a part If

our conception of that Umpire that, while the mother country shall exert a moral influence
t upon her different colonies, each of these as it advances in culture and development
ual power, shall, in its turn, exert an influence which shall re-act upon her, sorely it is
tcbod statement to say that the mother country has an interest in what you are doing to
LC an.l literature in this great Canadian community. And, after

all, of the many points
veen the Old World and the New, none is closer than that at which the Literature and

iwo merge imperceptibly into each other. This is true in regard to the past and
not loss true in regard to the present.

k back at the history of Canada, we see that the events which led to the colonization
ami New France form a part of the history of Old England and Old France

, partly religious and partly political, which led to the earliest settlement on the banks
Lawrence and on the Atlantic seaboard of America

; the fierce struggles of race which
brought suffering and bloodshed to these shores, are uninte.ligtble unless wt , ,,,.

lh . l,Sht of contemporaneous cvenU in Europe. In the domain of Science, the
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clings. I cm, alas! lay no claim to a position amongst the distinguished confraternity whom I am

addressing. My contributions to Literature have consisted for the most part in the preparation of

sundry parliamentary volumes, the colour of whose binding has, I have no doubt, been reflected upon

the faces of the unfortunate persons who have had occasion to read them. In regard to Science, I have

never even performed the operation which Pope decribes as "
holding the eel of science by the tail."

It is therefore clear that I cannot aspire even to the lowliest of footstools in this learned conclave. And

perhaps it is as well that this should be so, for, to speak quite frankly, I should say that the less you had

to do with official interference, however well intentioned, in your affairs, the better for you. The form

of government in the world of letters, we all know, is republican, and that literary community will

prosper most which depends least upon external guidance and official recognition. I say this with a full

knowledge of the obligations under which this Society lies to my predecessor, Lord Lome, to whoso

efforts it is probably due that the Society came into existence when it did, and who took so distinguished

a part in its first organization. He did so, I think, because it was inevitable that some one should incur

responsibility for the first step in the movement, which led to the formation of the Society, and because

he was not the man to shirk that responsibility when it involved a good deal of invidious work and

exposure to criticism. I think, however, I am right in saying that this step once taken, Lord Lome
felt as fully as I do how necessary it is that your independence should bo absolute and complete.

Well, sir, if this is true, perhaps I shall bo told that we should push our theories a little further.

If it is the case that a Literary Society is likely to prosper in proportion as it is independent of official

patronage and interference, may we not say that Literature itself will thrive best in an atmosphere of

independence, and that any attempt to impose upon her such an organization as this will do her more harm

than good. I can conceive such an argument being held. I can even conceive that a person using it

should go on to say that the case of Literature is widely different from the case of the Fine Art,*, because,

while the art student of the New World is excluded from the treasures and teachings of the Old, the

literary student of the New World has, in these days of cheap books and public libraries, access to the

best sources of information, and the noblest examples which the Old World can supply. Well, sir, all this

is perfectly true. It is perfectly true that in the age in which we live, thanks to these facilities, thanks

to the avenues opened by the public press, to the volumes of our periodical literature, and to the intel-

lectual activity of our public life, the influence of such a Society as yours is absolutely incapable of

keeping a man of good literary abilities in the background, or of forcing an indifferent performer to the

front. To this extent it is perfectly true that freedom from official trammels, a fair field and no favour,

should be the password of every friend of Literature. But, sir, is this contention inconsistent with the

belief, that there is good and useful work to be done by a Society such as yours? Nothing could. I

think, be further from the truth. Your Society has not been formed for the purpose of creating a liter-

ary monopoly, or erecting a close literary corporation, or overriding the efforts of individuals or of

societies. I have read with pleasure the statements which have, at different times, been laid before

you of the objects which the Royal Society desires to achieve. I certainly do not gather from those

statements that is your ambition to put the Literature and the Science of Canada into leading strings,

or to deprive them of the natural vigour and spontaneity of their growth.

What then are the objects of the Society ? May we not say, in the first place, that as man is

naturally social and gregarious in his habits, it would be a little hard if the friends of Literature and

Science were to be the only section of society without an organization of their own. I think, too,

we might say that the need of such an organization, such a rallying point, such a common ground,

upon which the representatives of the Literature and the Science of the Dominion may meet together

is specially felt in a nation, where the population is as widely scattered, and the centres of intellec-

tual activity are as far apart, as they are with us, and where eveiy effort to give cohesion to the dif-

ferent portions of the nation deserves encouragement and support. Nor will the effects of its exist-

ence be less valuable because it includes representatives of the Literature of both the great races,

which dwell side by side in this country, and each of which brings to the common fund a contribution
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having a distinctive character and importance of its own. That, gentlemen, is, I apprehend, one

justification of the existence of the Society. The publication of the handsome volume of Transactions,

of which you have boon good enough to present me with a very magnificent copy, affords another.

Here, again, we may be asked why cannot you leave those literary productions to sink or swim

according to their own deserts, instead of printing them as you do at the public expense ? The answer

to thin question is, I think, that there must always be some work which, either because it anticipates

|M>|iular taste, or because it is too recondite for the general reader, will be slow to obtain publicity through

the ordinary channels. Such work will be conveniently and appropriately brought before the public

l.v the |x>riodical issue of your Transactions. I confess for myself, I am not sorry that the solid meal

is relieved here and there by a few pieces, which appeal to the reader rather by the classical

grace of their construction, and which are capable of being more easily assimilated by an ordinary

intelligence.

There is one other duty which such a society as this is admirably qualified to perform. I

mean that of, upon occasion, speaking and acting with authority on behalf of Canadian Literature

ami Science. Its action in this rcspcet may take more than one direction. Tt may take that of cor-

respondence with other Associations, either local Societies of which you have several excellent ones

in Camilla, or (lie great and learned Societies of Europe and this continent, with many of which you
have. I am glad to know, cntahlishcd relations. There is one such Society which is probably in all

our thoughts at the present time. I mean that great English Association which later in the year will

jiav u- a \\-ii to our great delight on Canadian territory. There is, however, another public body
with which I can conceive that you may, upon occasion, confer with great advantage. That public

|H|\- i- the liovenmicnt of the Dominion. I can conceive numerous cases in which it might be of

the greatest assistance not only to Literature and Science, but to the Government itself that there

fhoiild IK; in existence a Itody from which an authoritative expression of opinion in regard to public

questions affecting national culture might, ujion occasion, be elicited. I will give you a single illustra-

tion of my ineaniiig. (die case occurs to me in which such a body as yours might operate most use-

fully in the manner in which I have suggested. I refer to the case of the Historical Records of this

country. Anyone who has had to do with valuable manuscripts knows the difficulty of. on the one

hand, rendering these available for the legitimate purposes of the historian, and on the other of

restricting their use to proper pel-sons. In England, wo founded a few years ago a standing commis-
sion which was entrusted with the task of investigating and reporting upon the groat mass of valu-

able materials which are scattered about the country, and of which the existence and value arc often

unsusjK-cted by their owners. 1 do not see why your Society should not, to some extent, take the

place of ( ,ur Historical Manuscript Commissions in regard to the historical records which may exist

here.

Thee are all legitimate openings for your activity, and justifications of your corporate exist-

ence. In each of these directions you should be able, without claiming a monopoly, without discour-

agement of private efforts, to do good national work in the broadest sense of the word, work which
because it will be the property of the whole Dominion will help to bind its parts more firmly to-

gether and to raise your country, not only in the estimation of its own people, but in that of the
whole civilized world.

I have now only to thank you for the honour yon have conferred upon me, and for the kindly
trmu in which you have welcomed me to the Dominion, and last but not least, for the courteous

.vhich your addre*. contains to Lady Lansdowne, who, if she had known that the fair sex
to bo so largely represented in this room, would, I am sure, have come hero with me.
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ADDRESSES BY THE PRESIDENT AND VICE-PRESIDENT.

His Excellency was followed by the President, the HON. P. J. O. CHAUVEAU, who spoke as follows:

Milord, Mesdames et Messieurs, Dans notre derniere rdunion, nous avons du faire nos adieux

aufondateur de cette Socidtd, qui nous avait informd de son prochain ddpart. Nous avons tachd d'ex-

primor notre reconnaissance au marquis de Lome pour tout ce qu'il a fait pour dtablir cette insti-

tution et on assurer la prospdritd. Son Excellence a bien voulu faire A 1'adresse que nous lui avons

jiivsontdo la plus graciouse rdponse.

Depuis ce temps, Son Excellence et son illustre compagne, la princesse Louise, qui elle aussi avait

donnd i cette Socidtd des marques du plus vif intdrSt, ont quittd le Canada, regrettds de toute la popu-

lation, et laissant ici de vifs et profonds sentiments d'estime et de reconnaissance.

Lour residence au milieu de nous a dtd surtout remarquablo par le patronage dclaire qu'ils ont

donnd en toute occasion aux sciences, aux lettres et aux arts. Lafondation do cette Socidtd et celle <lo

1'Acaddmie des beaux-arts en sont des preuves bien dvidentes, et qui, espdrons-Ie, subsisteront longtemps.

Enacceptant aujourd'hui le titre de president honoraire de notre Socidtd, et en faisant i I'adresse

que nous venons de lui presenter la bienveillante rdponse quo nous venons d'entondre, Son Kxcellenco

lord Lansdowno a fait preuve de ses dispositions & favoriser les travaux et les rocherchos littdrairos

et scientifiques, ct il nous a fourni de nouveaux motifs d'encouragement dans 1'accomplissement do la

tfiche que nous avons entreprise.

Cetto tftchc, Messieurs, est agrdable en ce qu'elle a rapport i\ des objets qui nous sont chors, et sur-

tout en co qu'il ost permis achacun do nous d'y suivre son inclination naturollc ct do choisir le genre
de travail pour lequol il se connait le plusd'aptitude; mais, d'un autro cotd, bien des oirconstancesparti-
culicTes a notre pays, ajoutdos aux obstacles que 1'on rencontre partout ailleurs, rondont not re mission

bien difficile.

Je ne ferai pas il mos collegnes 1'injure dc croire qu'ils pourraient considdrer lo litre dc memliro

de la Socidtd Royale comme purement honorifiquc, comme uno recompense pour dos travaux passes,

enfin cornme uno retraite honorable
;
mais les devoirs quo ce titro impose sont pour quclquos-uns

d'entre nous d'un accomplissement assez ondreux.

L'dloignement, les voyages, des occupations diverses, et, pour le plus grand nombre, 1'absenco

prcsque complete de loisirs, sont autant de causes qui retarderont peut-Otre longtemps encore los

progres de notre jeune Socidtd.

Nos deux premieres sessions annuelles ont cependant donnd de bons rdsultats, et fourni une ample
moisson de travaux utiles. La publication de cos travaux, ainsi que des comptos rondus de nos ddlibd-

rations, n'a pu se fairo que tout rdcemmont. Le tout forme un volume de pnss de sept cents pages, ornd

de gravures et de planches. Une grande partie des seize cents oxemplaires qui ont dtd imprimds so

distribue en ce moment aux socidtds scientifiques et littdraires et aux bibliotWques publiques, dans

le pays et & 1'dtranger.

Les essais qui ont dtd lus et discutds dans les sections n'ont pas tous dte imprimds. Le choix

de ceux qui devront tre publids a dtd laissd, d'apres nos reglements, au conseil de chaque section. En

gdndral 1'originalitd et 1'utilitd de ces mdmoires ont dtd les motifs ddterminants du choix. Tout on

regrettant que plusieurs travaux qui font honneur i leurs autem-s ne se trouvent point dans notre

volume, les membres charges de la tdche bien ddlicate d'apprdcier ainsi les oeuvres de leurs coll&-

gues ont du cd.ier 4 la ndcessitd de ne pas ddpasser certaines limites quant aux frais d'impression.

D'autres mdmoires n'ont pas dtd publids, uniquement parcequ'ils n'ont pas dtd envoyds a temps au

comitd chargd de sui-veiller la publication du volume.

II ne m'appartient de faire ni 1'dloge ni la critique de ces travaux. Je me bornorai a dire que
les essais qui ont dtd lus devant les deux premieres sections, traitant comme ils le font de sujets qui se

rapportcnt a 1'histoirc primitive, ;i la ddcouvcrte et ;i la colonisation de ce pays, ct aux ddbuts do

Pro. 1884. c.
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noire jeune literature, foment une belle et remarquable introduction aux truvaux qui dovront suivro.

II mesuffira aussi d'ajouler quo los imSmoires des'deux sections scientifiques, ceux em-tout qui ont

trmlt t U geologic et A 1'histolrc naturclle, sont d'une grande utilitd publique, et forment de> une collec-

tion digne d'tre apprdciee par tous ceux qui s'interessent an deVeloppement materiel do notre

continent.

Mais il Herait niohoux que 1'on s'imaginat que la Socidt^ n'a pas d'autre objet, d'autre but que la

lecture et la publication do ces mdmoires. D'abord chacun d'eux est, au sein de la section, le sujet de

discussions tonjours inti-ressantes et souvent tres importantos.

I>e plus la Stx-idttf s'uccupo do tout co qui a rapport au progres des sciences et de.s lettres, et dcji

elle n pris 1'initintivo sur plusieurs points important*.

Kile s'est occupeo do fairo ropresoutcr not re pays mi eongres international teuu pour I'dtablissc-

mont l'un nuVidien ]*>ur lo temps moyen, ainsi qu'a 1'oxposition Internationale des pficheries &

Londres. Ello n reoommand(5 la construction, dans la capitale, d'un Edifice destine
1

a recevoir nos

archives hixtnriqiicx. et d'un iniisee archeologique, <5thnologique ct g<Sologique. La question do la pro-

prietf litte'rairo ot artistique, cello d'une diminution des droits do douane ot do posto sur les publica-

tion* et los livres ut surtout sur los revue.-* t^ciontifiquos ou litt^raii-os, 1'dtablisscmont de concours pour

d* traviiux MII- It-s scicnco <>u pour des a-uvres liltoruircs, comme encourngement aux jc-unes aspirante

& In roiioinniiV <Ian- i-t-s doux curriorcs, out t5t(5 t<>ur s\ tour lo stijot ties ddlibe'rations do la Socii5t(5.

.!< >iii^ houroiix ilo coustatorqiio pour jilusiours de cessujcls nos ottbrts n'ont pas(5t(S sans influence

MII- 1' action puivorni'iin-'iitalo ;
ct ^i, jiour (juclqiies uulres, ]>cu dc chose a encore etd fait, ccla ost

ilu priiicipaloiiu-nt
u la ililliculu' qii'il ya ilo nous roiinir ct d'agir uvec plus do concert ot de per-

Distance.

IViix -ii|i'i- >u: i"iii mt'riu-iit d'attiiur 1'altontion <lu pays ut de tous les amis des sciences et dos

li-tin-- li- pn-mior. c'o-.t la conservation de nos bibliothequea ot do nos archives
;

lo second, c'est

1'amelioration do la loi --ur la
]iro]irit'tt-

liltt-rairo et artistique.

Saiivoi- \<-i livrcs ot Ics maiMi-crits, laisser aux autuurs les moyens do vivre, en no les privant

point clti pi-o.luii
do lours voillos. sombleiit dos choses si raisonnables que 1'on ost dtonnd dos obstacles

qui s'v ojpi>M-iit ciii-oro.

Troi.t grandos liibliotlii-ijiios out cio dotriiitcs ]>ar le leu, depuis quolques anndes. L'incendie do

1*4!' i Montreal, ol ooluido 1X5 1 ;\ (^iu'-l)cc, ont ote dc ve'ritablos calamit(5s litteraires : les deux collec-

tions ijiii
out di-p:iru oiaiont d<- voritables bibliotheques nationales. (,'elle du parlomont de Qudbec qui

viont d'otro di'truito. IJIIO'HJIIO iivins importante, renfermait <lcji un grand nombro de volumes ct \\iw

prk-ioue collection do livren sur rAinuritjue, provenant de la bibliothequc du d<5partomont do 1'ins-

truction pul>lii|iio. ilont iino partic avail etc, depuis quelques anm'cs, rounio i cello do la lo^islaturo.

II svml'lo que l'<eiivre d<- fonder une bibliotheque nationale dans co pays soit toujours A. recommoncer.

D'autrea bibliothequea ot plusiours musees ont 6(6 aussi entierement ou partiollemont d^truits, et

cortainemont les ]ertert qui out ete faites dans toutes ces circonstances devraicnt 6tro une Iccon pour
1'avenir.

Lt le\-on dorrait ttro d'autant plus profitable (ju'une tres grundc partie de nos collections provo-
naient de dons des gouvornemcnts dtrangei-s, et surtout du gouvernement francais, qui s'est toujours
nu-iitii'- d'une grande tr.'m'K.sit,'- & notre cgard. Pouvons-nous espdrer quo 1'on continuera a r^parer
MM OMW Iw suites de notre improvoyanco ?

Le oout plus grand d'Alificestout & fait incombustibles serait amplement coinpensd par le profit qui
en r&ulterait de toutes maniorex. A ce point de vue n'est-il point tout a fait regrettable que la belle

hil.lioth.'-quo du parlement 4 Ottawa ne soit pas anssi complement a 1'abri du feu qu'on 1'avait CSJH'K'

d'abord, et que rien ne parai-.se devoir 6tre fait pour conserver la nouvelle bibliotheque qne Ton com-
menco i former dans la province de Quebec ?

La plus ancienne mai-on d'e\Iuca(ion du pays a donn<? rdcemment un bon exemplo en faisant do
*on nonvMU grand a^minairr <lc thi'..lo^io un odifico '.-ompli-tement incombustible

;
et 1'on doit s'estimer
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hottreux qu'uno partio au moins do la bibliothiquo do 1'universite Laval, la plus pr<Jcieuse peut4tre

qu'il y ait dans le pays, ait pu y trouver place.

Quant aux manuscrits et aux anciennes archives, il reste encore boaucoup a faire pour les classer,

les mettre 4 1'abri do 1'humidite d'un cote, a 1'abri du feu de 1'autre.

C'est un sujot dont notre SociStS s'est dej4 occupe'c, et il suffit d'en reTerer aux travaux de M.

LeMoine et a la proposition du Dr Todd. La perte dans ce cas-14 est encore plus irreparable que celle

des livres mC-me los plus precieux.

La question dcs droits d'auteurwaoceupd les legislatures des pays etrangers 4 plusieurs reprises, et

la notro a fait plusiours dispositions 4 ce sujet. On a tenu une conference internutionale en p]urope

pour la discuter
;
mais tous les efforts qui ont 616 fails jusqu'ici pour concilier les justes droits dos

auteurs avec les preventions que Ton fait valoir au nom de la societe n'ont pas encore, il me semble,
rendu pleine justice aux families de ceux qui suivent une carriure generalement ingrate. Dans ce

pays ou les difficult^ qui entourent le savant et le litterateur sont plus grandes qu'ailleurs, ses droits

et ceux de sa famillo dans le fruit de ses labours sont encore moins reconnus et moins protege's que
dans plusieurs autres contrees.

Jo ne me dissimule point tout co que Ton pout opposer au mot charmant d'un spiritual homme do

lettres fran9ais : "Jo demande, disait-il, que Ton decrete que la propriete litteraire est une proprittt."

mais, d'un autre cold, si Ton ne pout souffrir quo los droits de la societe soient enticement meconnus, il

semble quo dans un pays comme celui-ci, la propriete litteraire devrait durer dans tous les cas toute la

vie de 1'auteur, ot pendant un certain nornbre d'aniu'es apres sa mort au profit de ses hc'riticrs ou do

ceux ;V qui il aurait pu la vendro.

Tandis que des homines qui ont araassd des fortunes dans des entreprises lucralives et quelquefois

peu honorables peuvent les transmettre intactesk leurs enfunts, est-il juste que ceux qui ont travaillu

pendant toute leur vie pour la plus grando gloire de leur pays ne puissent laisser comme un modeste

patrimoine 4 leur famille la propriete de leurs ouuvres ? Et suffit-il de dire que la bonne renomme'e,

que la gloire litteraire d'un pore ou d'un ai'eul sont une protection et uno aureole pour leur posterite?
Protection qui ne protege pas toujours contre la faim, aureole qui brille tristement dans le vide quo
fait la misere !

Pour ce qui est d'un projet qui nous a dej;\ occupes, celui de fonder des bourses et des concours, il

t regrettable que nous n'ayons pour le rdaliscr aucune ressourco pecuniaire.

La somme que le parlement federal a genereusement votee pour notre Societe, vote qui a ete rdite're'

dans la session qui vient de finir, doit tre, d'apres les termcs dont on s'est servi, employee uniquement
4 la publication de nos Memoires. Espdrons que plus tard le gouvernement consentira ;\ voter une

somme additionnelle pour les autres fins de notre institution, ouque des particuliers riches dotcront la

Societe Royale, commo 1'ont ete d'autres societes du meme genre en Europe et en Amerique, et qu'enfin

le Canada aura ses Montyon et ses Bridgewater, comme il a cu ses Laval, ses McGill, ees Masson et

ses Girouard.

Nous avons adress6, comme nous 1'avions fait 1'tuine'o derniero, dos invitations 4 plusieurs societes

eavantes de 1'etranger, et 4 dcs associations litteraires et scientifiques do notre pays, dont le meritc nous

6ta.it connue et que nous nous sommes affiliees.

Le rapport du Conseil constate qne plusieurs des societes eirangeres se sont excusees en tei-mes

bien sympathiquos ;
1'Association francaise vient de nous transmettre un teiegramme bienveillant, et

si I'lnstitut de France ne nous a pas fait encore de reponse officielle, je puis comprendre par une lettro

tres gracieuso de M. Marmier que les mSmes dispositions existaient chez les membres de 1'Academie

et chez les ministres que 1'annee derniere, mais qu'il n'a pas pu encore cette fois, malgre son grand
ddsii- de revoir le Canada, se charger de la mission qu'on lui offrait aupres do nous. II est malheureux

qu'avec tous les liens qui existent cntre ce pays et son ancienne m6re patrie, des obstacles incontr61a-

bles s'opposent 4 la representation de I'lnstitut de France dans une de nos reunions. Je ne doute pas

que tous les membres de la Societe ne forment des voeux pour qu'il en soit autrement 1'annee prochaine.
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I>u ivMe la grande. reunion scicnlitique <[\\\
l>it avoir lieu cet automnc aMontieal, rcndunt pcU

probable le presence dans lo moment actuel d'un grand nombre de delegues des socie^s (Strangles,

no invitations ont d& etro plus restreintcs.

La plupart dos associations scienlinques ou lilldraires de notre pays sont repre'sonte'es ici.

(Test un devoir bien agitable pour moi que de souhaitor la bienvenue a leurs delegues, et de les

remercicr de lour precieux coneours. J'ajouterai cependant qu'il nous est pdnible d'approndre que

celled qui apparticnncnt a la province de Quebec vont elre privies des subventions ordinaires. Nul

doute que ilcs raisons imjH'rieuses d'lconomio n'aient ford lo gouverneraont local d'en vcnir a cette

tleterniiiiniion ;
mais il nous sera bion pcrmis d'exprimcr le voeu que la bonne ceuvre intcrrompuo par

ni<ccssite soit reprise le plus promptoment possible.

Ix- montant total de ces subventions <5tait bien modique, et les mdmoires et annuaires publics par

quclques-unes <le PCS soci<5tc"s, leurs bibliothequos, leurs mus<Ses, leure conferences sont d'uno bien

^rnii'lc valeur. C'est d?ji beaucoup, dans un jeunc pays commc le notre, que des amis des sciences et

do* Icttres ciiiiMicrent une partie do leur temps a maintenir des institutions de co genre; il est difficile

d'exiger qii'ils fournisscnt cux-inenies tons les fonds ndcessairos a leur fonctionncment.

L ini]M>rtance des efforts que font ees socie'te's pour populariser les dludes saines et serieuses, Hail

purlaitement appnVioV ]>ar un de DOS collogues que nous avons eu la douleur de perdre, M. le docteur

Alplieui Tod<l. Hans nn ivmarqiiable article qu'il a lu a notre premiere reunion, il pi-^conisait dans

un lanL.r :is:<' plcin d'arclciir ct dc sincerity le bien (jue pcuvcnt faire de bonnes bibliotheques miscs :i

la
|xii-tt-o

<lu ]'U]>lc.

l.a ni"H ilu l)r T'fdil est une grande jterte pour notre monde ]K)litique, comme pour notre lit.tdm-

tiirt-. Siv, i.nvrag's >m- la con>tiiution et Mir I'histoire pai-Iementairo n'ont consorvd pour la postdritd

i|u'uiif jwirtie sfiilement des trt'sors qu'il avail amasses. Conservateur depuis do longucs anndes do la

biblioibi-qiii- ilu ]iarlement, il s'l'luit, j>our bion dire, ident i Ke avcc sa charge ;
la partio anglaiso do

rrtte Iwlle collection n'avait point de secrets pour lui.

J>c tail, il (Hah lui-meinu une bibliotheqtio vivante, ot plus d'un liommo d'Etat fut trop heureux

de ce reiiMeigncr aupre* <le lui dans des circonstances difficiles. Si 1'on a pu dire en plaisantant qu'il

avail toitjours un b-m ]ut'ci'dent pour tons ecus qui lo consullaicnt, c'cst quo la constitution britanni-

que udinei ilo solutions a loutes les difticultes, ot no reconnait point d'impasse dont on ne puisso
sirtir i force de Um sens, et, disons-le, qnelquefois i\ 1'aidc d'uno subtilitd qui n'ost elle-mfimo que lo

bon M-n> aiguiM* par la neVoswite.

Apr-s le deuil cause par la mort <l'un collegue si justemcnt regrettd, apres le depart du fondatenr

de la .Socit'tc, nous avons encore eu a soutl'rir ai-jebesoin de le dire, et ne le constatez-vous point trop
ibleineiil nous avons eu ;'i soufl'rir ot nous souffrons surtout en ce moment de 1'abence do celui que

Ton jeut considdrer comme le second fondaleur de la Socidt<?, notre premier president, M. le doctour

Damon.

HeoreOBement qu'il roviondro bientot, tralnant avec lui tout un cortege de savants de toutes

nations et de toutc* socialite's, el qu'il goQlera au soin du congi-es scientifique, dont plus que personnc
il a pruvoque et assur5 la reunion a Monlrdal, un bien grand bonheur, une sorte de couronnement a

toute une vie de labcurs et do tucces.

<iuant i Son Excellence, lo marquis de Lome, s'il ne nous est point pcrmis d'espe'rer le rovoir

jmrmi noun, il n'est point non plus tout 4 fait absent, II eat avoc nous par la pensee, par une
anxieuse sympathie dont il nous donne constamment des ju-euvos. La plus gracicuse et la plus
tonchantc et |>ent-tre dans la d<5dieace d'un livre charmant ou toutes les parties du Canada, toutes les

languor qui y Bont parlees, sont representdes, livre ou la jx^sio le dispute a la jn-ose, ou la patrie de

1'mateurpar un sentiment bien delicat cede lepas a la n6trc, livre enfin qu'il onvoio, dit-il, aux membres
de la Soci^W Royale comme une marque de son respect et de son affection.

J'ai eu I'honncur de lire anx applandisgemenU d'un anditoire qudbecquois les premieres po&ics
qui flgnrent m t.'-t.- .|e c,. volume, et qni ont pour titre: 1'une Canada, 1'antre Qutbec. C'i'tait V la
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trance publique quo la premiere section do cetto socie'te' a tenuo re-comment dans la Hallo dos pro-
motions do I'universite' Laval. Le nom do 1'illustro fondatcur do cotte grande institution so trouve

ansssi dans ces vers :

Where flows the Charles past wharf and dock,
And learning from Laval looks down,
And quiet convents grace the town.

La premiere section a ainsi inaugure', sous la pre'sidence do M. Marchand, un mouvemcnt qui, jo

1'espere, so continuera. Le succes qu'a eu cette reunion i Qudbec engagei a sans douto los autres

sections a so re'unir de temps a autres aux endroits los plus commodes. Elles <5taient du resto tres bien

represent e"es it Quebec, la seconde par M. Stewart, la troisieme par notre digne vice-prdsidont, M. Hunt,
et par M. 1'abbe" Hamel, la quatrieme par M. 1'abbe" Laflammc et par M. Saint-Cyr.

Quelques-uns dcs essais et dos poesies qui ont dtd lus dans cctte circonstance seront sans doule

transmis pour Ctre publids dans le prochain volume do nos Mdmoires, ce qui me dispense d'en dire plus

long sur cet heureux dvdnement.

Jo no saurais toutefois trop insister sur tout ce qui pent donner de la permanence, de la

continuity a nos operations. Le grand danger et quellc est Institution si prospere qu'cllo soit

qui n'a pas dprouvd des dangers a ses debuts le grand danger pour notre Societe, e'est le manque
de cohesion.

Nous nous voyons encore trop rarement et pour trop peu de temps. Deux on trois jours de seances

pour le parlement confdddrd des lettres, de 1'histoire et de toutcs les sciences
;

c'est bien peu dc chose.

Alors quo chaque section j'allais dire chaque parlement local siege i son tour aussi souvent qu'elle

le pourra ; que chacune se constitue une petite capitalo, ou bien, si on le prdfere, que chacunc uille de

ville en ville fairo connaitre notre reuvre.

De cette maniere, 1'autonomie des sections so maintiendra
;

cllos aUront une vie proprc ;
elles

rayonneront chacune dans sa sphere; elles attireront 5. elles, chacune d'apres sa nature et ses qualites

propros, tout ce qui lui sera sympathique; et cela sans nuire en aucuno maniere aux travaux d'ensem-

ble, sans porter ombrage aux grandes assises qui se tiendront ici plus rarement.

Dans ces sessions particuliei es, bien des choses que nous n'avons point le temps de faire ou de

discuter dans nos reunions gdndrales, pourront etre faites ou discutifes. En attendant, par exemple, que
nous dtablissions des concours, chaque section pourra examiner les ouvrages que leurs auteurs vou-

dront bien lui adresser, et faire connaitre dans des rapports transmis a la Sod(?te le mdrite de chacun

d'eux. Deja, a Quebec, des essais d'un jcune e'crivain canadien ont dt(5 lus et renvoyds a une commis-

sion, qui a ddcidd d'en faire une mention honorable.

11 importe surtout do faire connaitre i la jeunesse canadienno que notre Societe" ne lui ferme point
ses portes, qu'olios lui sont au contraire ouvertes en tout temps et a tons dgards. II sufHt qu'un mem-
bre de la Socidtd se charge dc la lecture d'un e.ssai pour qu'il soit admis dans nos Mdmoires s'il on est

juge" digne, sur le memo pied quo coux des membres de la Socidtd. Ceci a dej&dtd fait dans les sections

des sciences, et dcs homines distingues ont bien voulu nous envoyer leurs travaux.

Les sections scicntifiques no rcnferment qu'un petit nombre de mombres de langue fran^aise. Us

se sont deja montrds disposes a faire connaitre les recherches des travaillcurs qui prdftrcnt <5crire dans

cette langue. Ce n'est pas ici le lieu d'insister sur I'importanco qu'il y a pour cette partio dc la popu-

lation A, s'affirmer dans los sciences comme elle 1'a fait dans les lettres
;
mais il est bon d'attirer

1'attention dc la jcunesse fi-anco-canadicnnc sur les avantages qui lui sont efforts, pour so frayer un

chemin dans cette direction rclativemont nouvelle.

II me resterait bcaucoup :i dire sur la tilche qui nous est de"volue, mais j'ai pout-etrc deja trop long-

temps abusd de votre indulgence. Cette tache est importante non seulement au point de vue intellec-

tuel, mais encore au point de vue moral et religieux.

L'Acad&nie francaise, en choisissant pour sujet du prochain concours de poe"sie : Sursum corda,
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a indiqu* d'un seul trait les dangers quo court la Socidte par 1'abaissemont des caracteros, par la soif

de 1'or et de toutea les jouissances qu'il procure.

Les travaux intellectuels sent un des meilleurs ddrivatifs centre ces tendances, et c'est pour cela

qne la religion lee favorise ot quo plusicurs de ses ministres n'ont point detfaigne" de faire partie de

notre Soeie'te'.

Je no saurais terminor sans dire combien nous devons de reconnaissance a Sa Majeste la reine

pour It- litre qu'elle a bien voulu nous confe>er, au gouvornemcntct au parlement federal pour 1'octroi

de notrc chartc et pour los subventions qui nous ont ete'donne's, a la prosse en gdndral ot aXix amis des

sciences ot des lottrw qui ont favorisd notro cntreprise.

A vous, Milord, nous devons aussi bien des rcmorciomontd. Votre bienveillante reponse a notre

drome a 6U justement applandie. Jc risqucrai cepcndant unc critique. Personno n'approuvera ce

passage oft votre excessive modostie semblo rt'pudier tous les titres quo vous avez a prendre une part

a<-(ivo ft infliifntotlans la direction do nos travaux. Dans tous les cas, j'ose eepe'rer que le descendant

d'une div< fi-iiinics los plus spirituellcs du commencement do co siecle, et dont le nom est celebre duns

la littcrature fran;aisc, voudra bien so trouver choz lui dans notrc premiere section.

Kntin, tout en m'excusant ile la maniore tres insuffisante dont j'ai rempli les devoirs de ma charge,

malgiV If phis grand desir d'etre utili1

, jo dois rcconnaitre tout 1'aido que j'ai recu du Conseil et des

oftiriers d In Societc et en parliculior <le notrc vice-president, du secretaire honoraire et du tre'sorier.

Jc n'ai pas i fain- 1'elogo du Dr Jlunt, qui jouit d'une haute reputation dans le monde scientifique ;

inais je [mis din- qu'il a niontru un tri-s grand /.fie, et (]iie conimo president du comitd des impressions

il a ivndii do grands services.

II me rei*to i exprimer 1'espoir quo la lionno harmonic, lo bon vouloir, 1'assiduitd, 1'esprit do tra-

vail qui <nt signalr los d6buts dc notre jeuno Socicte, continucront i so manifestor do plus on plus et

en a>Mircront 1'avenir. Si nnu< jugeons dc cot avenir par cclui de notre beau et grand pays, si nous le

nu>-urons \ scs vasteti ressourcfs, au courage ct i\ 1'intelligencc do sa population, aux flots d'dmigration

<*uro|M>vnne qui vionnent chaque jour 1'accroitre, nos succcsseurs n'auront rien a craindre de lacompa-

raison qui pourra etro faito ontre la Society Royalc du Canada ct les vioilles institutions qui font la

gloire di-sautrcs natiniis.

Tin- following spcfdi was then made l>y the Vice-President, Da. T. STERRY HUNT :

May it
].le:L-c Your Excellency, The present occasion, which is the second anniversary of the

founding of this Royal Society of Canada, will be memorable for us by your acceptance of the position

of Honorary President, in place of its distinguished founder, tho Marquis of Lome. Your predecessor
in the high charge of Governor of this Dominion, always alive to its best interests, sought to mark his

administration by tho encouragement of whatever might conduce to intellectual advancement, and has

made his name honoured among us by services rendered, alike to the Fine Arte, to Literature and to

Science. Foremost among these good works the historian will, wo believe, record that of the concep-
tion and the organisation of this Society, which ho hoped to constitute on such a basis that it might
serve att a bond of union, and a means of friendly cooperation, among all those engaged in tho cultiva-

tion alike of letters and of ncicnco throughout our Dominion. He saw tho need of an organization
which should conduce to these ends, and conceived the grand idea of welding into one body tho various

and complex element* at hand. Not content with establishing separate and independent Academies for

tbo devoted to literature and to scientific studies, he recognized tho close relations which uniti> tlioc

apparently distinct pursuit*, and moreover, felt the importance of the strength which is to bo found

in concerted action. From these considerations he was led to conceive of an association which should
be for this Dominion something not unlike tho Institute of France, a union of several Academies, for

such is the real constitution of our body, which, with the gracious permission of Her Majesty, calls

itMlf the Royal Society of Canada.

Considered from the point of view alike of belles lettres, and of our history in civilized times,
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Canada presents exceptional conditions, demanding especial recognition in the very inception of the

plan of the new Society, which includes representatives of two groat European races, with differences

of language and of national traditions. This is not the place to recall the heroic story of French

colonization in America, of the work of its pioneers in discovery and civilization from the Gulf of St.

Lawrence to the Gulf of Mexico; nor of the conflict, transferred from the Old World to the New,
which ended in the conquest of Canada by Great Britain, and made ite people, while retaining their

language, their institutions, and their laws, the loyal subjects of the British crown. The scholar,

however, notes as a result of all this, the existence in Canada of a people under the British flag,

cherishing the sentiment of their French nationality, and proud of the great nation from which they

sprang. Kemembering the glorious history of their ancestors on both continents, they have

preserved their language as a sacred trust, and by works of history, criticism and poetry, have

created in Canada a French literature of which they may justly boast. The existence of this element

in the country required, as we have said, especial recognition, and hence in our Royal Society we find

a Section which is devoted to this native French literature, and which may become another Ai-adfmie

franraise.

Side by side with this in our Society is found a corresponding English Section, the members

of which, while not neglecting belles lettrcs, have before them a great field of usefulness in history

and ethnology, in which there is ample scope for the work alike of French and Knglish students

in connection with our aboriginal races. Here the two Sections can work together harmoniously,
each in its own language, in antiquarian and prehistoric, researches. Such studies serve to bridge

over the interval which in the popular apprehension separates literature from science. This

latter, in its wider sense, includes not only mathematical, physical, and chemical studies, but the

whole range of natural history and natural philosophy, embracing the three kingdoms of nature.

To give to these scientific pursuits due place in the new Eoyal Society, and an equal weight with

literature, two corresponding Sections were established, among which, irrespective of language and

nationality, the members selected as representatives were divided: the third Section, including

mathematics, physics, and chemistry; and the fourth, geography, geology, and general natural

history.

It is in the world of science that the importance of a national organization such as ours becomes

more especially evident. The man of letters may hope to find, in a publisher and a reading public,

encouragement and pecuniary recompense for his labour; but the student of science, though he may
perchance gain fame, has little hope for such rewards. Yet the field of study before him is vast. In

mathematics, in chemical and physical sciences are secrets untold which attract him
;
while the natural

history of our vast territory provides material which it will require generations of ardent workers to

make fullj' known. The student of science asks only for generous criticism, and the means ofpublication.

As regards the latter, scientific pursuits have always, in these latter times, enjoyed the protection and

encouragement of enlightened states, and our own government, by its liberal grant for the printing of

Transactions, showed in advance its appreciation of the objects and aims of the new Eoyal Society. The

first volume, already before the world, will help to prove that we are not unworthy of the confidence

reposed in us, alike by our noble founder and by the representatives of the people. Among its con-

tributions to French and English letters, and to various departments of science, will be found not a

few which will do honour to the country and contribute to the reputation of our young Society. It is,

therefore, with satisfaction at the success already achieved, and with confidence in the future, that wo
are again met together, after two years of existence, for counsel and discussion. "While we regret the

absence of our founder and first Honorary President, the Marquis of Lome, we are consoled by the

consideration that your Excellency has been pleased to become his successor in the Presidency. The

traditions of your illustrious family, not less than your own high attainments, assure us that our

endeavours as members of this Society will not want your generous appreciation and your encourage-

ment. Be assured that it will be our task to make the Eoyal Society of Canada worthy of its high
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position *> a body representing both the letters and the science of the Dominion, and accept our

renewed thanks for the honour which you have done us in accepting the position of our Honorary

.

His Excellency having retired, the meeting adjourned until the following day at 10 o'clock, A. M.

SESSION III. (May 21sf.)

The President took the chair at 10 o'clock A. M., and the Honorary Secretary read the list of

Sucictie* who had not made reports on the previous day.

RKPOHTS FROM AFFILIATED SOCIETIES. (Continued.)

The following rc|x>rts were then submitted :

IX. From tin- Ottawa Field-Naturalists' Club, through DR. BEAUMONT SMALL:

During tho your that ha* elapsed since my last report, the Ottawa Field-Naturalists' Club has

pur-.no! its >|--'i:il work of developing the Natural History of this neighbourhood, with all its former

vigour and activity, and its prospects have never bccmnoro promising than at the present time. It

has added fortv new names to its roll, it has become an incorporated society in accordance with

the Ontario statute-;, and marked success has attended its efforts in every branch of Natural History.

In the Miinincr months much /.cal was displayed in pursuing tho field-work, and the efforts ef tho

Council have been specially directed to rendering this work as systematic as possible. Under tho

direction of the leaders, the various branches. representing Geology, Mineralogy, Botany, Entomology,

Conehology and Ornithology, made numerous afternoon excursions, some of them being held fort-

nightly throughout the season. These were well attended by the working-members, and those desirous

of becoming acquainted with the study of the branch
;
and in many instances they assumed the char-

nctorol' classe* for the instruction of beginners. The regular excursions were held monthly, the attend-

ance varying from twenty-live to sixty. The first excursion of the season has been arranged for

Th 11 ixlay next, that the Club may have the honour of entertaining the Fellows of this Society on an

"outing" umong the ever attractive Lnurentians, and to allow those who are interested in Natural

History an opportunity of studying this neighbourhood.
Our soirees or winter meetings were seven in number, at which Reports of the work done in the

sections during the summer were presented, and papers read on subjects of local interest. The

following i the programme :

Dec. 6, 1883. Inaugural Address, by H. B. Small, M.D.

20, 1883. Notes on the " Flora Ottawaensis," with special reference to the introduced

plant-, by J. Fletcher.

Heport of the Ornithological Section.

Jan. 7, 1884. The Sand-plains and Changes of Water-level of the Upper Ottawa, by E.

Odium, M.A.

Report of tho Geological Section.

Notes on, and a list of, the Cambro-Silurian Fossils of the vicinity of Ottawa,

by H. M. Ami.

31, 1884. Edible and Poisonous Fungi, by J. Macoun, M.A., F.L.S., F.R.S.C.

Report of the Botanical Section.

I
'

14, 1884. Ottawa Colcoptora, with not,- on New Species, and on those Beetles not

previously recorded from Canada, by W. II. Harrington.
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Revision of the Suctoria, by J. B. Tyrrell, B.A., F.G.S.

Report of the Geological Section.

Feb. 28, 1884. The occurrence of Phosphate Deposits, by G. M. Dawson, D.S., Assoc. R.S.M.,

F.G.S., F.R.S.C.

Note on a new species of Archteocrinus, by W. R. Billings.

Report of the Entomological Section.

Mar. 13, 1884. The Deer of the Ottawa Valley, by W. P. Lett.

Report of the General Zoology Section.

Classes of instruction were continued throughout the winter months, that in Botany being espec-

ially successful under the direction of Mr. Fletcher. The attendance averaged, and the examination

held at the close showed that the course had been earnestly followed. No. 4 of our Transactions has

been issued containing eighty-four pages and a plate. It embraces the work of the winter of 1882

(a copy of which is presented herewith). Our Library is now assuming considerable proportions,

being entirely formed of publications received in exchange for our Transactions. As they are all

devoted to Natural History and kindred subjects, and represent the work of Naturalists throughout

the country, they form a most valuable collection of original papers, such as are not to be found in the

ordinary scientific works.

The Officers for this year, elected at the Annual Meeting in March, are:

Patron His Excellency the Governor-General.

President II. Beaumont Small, M.D.

Vice-President 1st, James Fletcher
; 2nd, R. B. Whyte.

Secretary W. H. Harrington.

Treasurer W. P. Anderson.

Librarian ....W. L. Scott.

Committee Professor J. Macoun, H. M. Ami, F. R. Latchford.

As an evidence of the work we have accomplished, the lists, published in our Transactions,

are worthy of notice. In the field of botany, 920 plants have been collected; of shells, we have

found 208 species ;
of birds, 198

;
of fishes, 48

;
and of insects 1,004. This last collection, presented

by Mr. Harrington during the past winter, is one of special merit. It is arranged and named after

the revised check-list of Drs. LeConte and Horn, and is probably the first so adopted in this country.

As all the collections have been made within a few miles of this city, I think we can reasonably

claim to have one of the most thoroughly worked districts of Canada. This local study of Natural

History is one we would earnestly ask the Royal Society to encourage. Were local societies, instead

of wandering aimlessly among the paths of natural science, to devote themselves to this work, and

report to the meetings of your Society, there would soon be accumulated a fund of information more

perfect and complete than by any other method.

BEAUMONT SMALL, President, O.F.-N.C.

May 28th, 1884.

X. From the Natural History Society of New Brunswick, through Mr. G. F. MATTHEW :

I regret, on this occasion, the absence of our delegate, Mr. Montague Chamberlain, who has been

prevented by unavoidable circumstances from attending this meeting. Mr. Chamberlain is one of the

most active members of our Society, and could have presented to you the work done by it during the

past year in a fitting manner.

Details of the operations of the Society during the past year will be found in bulletin No. 3, a

copy of which has been sent to you. The active work of the Society during the past year has been

Pro. 1884. D.
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chiefly in the department* of Physics, Archaeology, Botany and Zoology, and especially in the study

of birds and mammals. Dr. Boteford, our President, has pursued some investigations on the conver-

sion of light into heat; other members have explored a village of the stone age at Bocaboc. in

Charlotte County, New Brunswick; and a number of botanists in different parts of the Province i.f

New Brunswick have made observations on the flora, which have resulted in adding sixty species of

flowering plants ty those previously known as inhabitants of New Brunswick. The value of the work

of these local botanist* may be learned from the fact that the Dominion botanist ha,s been satisfied to

trust to their zealous investigations, and has given his time to the exploration of the adjoining

provinces, where the study of botany is not so actively pursued.

Mr. Chamlierlain, our delegate, who was to have presented these and other facts to you, has him-

self been engaged in the preparation of the list of mummals contained in the bulletin and in pursuing

his work of investigating the migration of birds. In this line of study he is working in concert

with the American Ornithologist Union, of which he was one of the original promoters. The

aim- ami methods of this association have been very ably presented to you by Dr. Merriam, its dele-

pi to to the Royal Society of Canada.

Tin- Natural History Society of New Brunswick hold its annual field meeting in Juno and a

conversazione in April, and conducted a course of free lectures on Science during the winter months.

The monthly meetings of the Society were well attended, and important additions were made to its

museum anil library.

Respectfully submitted,

<!. F. MATTHEW, Acting Delegate.
OTTAWA, L'lst .May, 1M*4.

XI. l-'iom thi! Entomological Society of Ontario, through Mr. JAMES FLETCHER:

Ii a ft'oiiU rue much pleasure, a* delegate from one of the, Societies honored with an invitation to

wnil a roprc-cntativc to the mooting* of the Hoyal Society of Canada, to report that during the past

year the work of the Entomological Society of Ontario has been vigorously prosecuted, on the name,

plan a- that heretofore followed, with satisfactory and evident results. The monthly organ of the So-

ciety, the t'anaditin Entomologist, has boon regularly issued, its pages having been entirely filled with

original contributions from members of the Society, on Scientific and Practical Entomology. The
volume which closed with the year 1SS.3, No. XV, consisted of 240 pages, and contained a number of

papers on Descriptive Entomology, embracing descriptions of no less than four genera and sixty-

seven
>>|ie<-ioH of insects now to Science; also papers on Practical Entomology, including life histories

of |iecies, some of which have been minutely described in all their stages, and among them many in-

jurious to agriculture.

With a view to popularize the science of Entomology, and to encourage beginners in the study,
a special scries of illustrated articles has been published, which we hope will have the effect of increas-

ing the number of observers in this important branch of Biology. To further this end, and to sys-

tematize the descriptive work being done, in such a manner as to secure uniformity in this department
of research, the Council have prepared forms containing instructions for describing insects in their

different stages. There has also appeared during the year in the Canadian Entomologist much valuable

information in reference to the geographical distribution of North American insects.

For the benefit of those interested in Agriculture and Horticulture, the Annual Report, which is

always devoted to thin practical aspect of the study, has recently been published, covering eighty-
three page* and embracing the Report of the Council, the Treasurer's Statement, the President's Inau-

gural Address, in which a review is given, not only of the work of the Society during the yoar, but also

of tho most important event* of interest to entomologists in North America; as well as popular
article* giving dese.riptions of and remedies for such insect foes as may have been found particularly
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injurious to our forest trees and field crops. In addition to this, a circular is being now prepared for

circulation among the farmers and agriculturists of the province, requesting them to report as

promptly as possible on any inserts which they find injuring their crops, with a view to the sugges-

tion of appropriate remedies.

The membership of the Society still increases, and now stands at about 400, and wo have on our

roll nii'inlicrs who are working for us in every province in the Dominion, as well as" many of the lead-

ing entomologists in the United States. We have, however, to deplore with the whole scientific world

the loss by death, during the past year, of some of our most active members. Of these special men-

tion may be made of Professor Croft, the founder of our Society, and Dr. J. L. LeConte, the cele-

1 coleopterist.

The large collections of the Society have been further added to and the Library considerably aug-

mented, their usefulness for purposes of reference and study thus being much increased.

At the request of the Dominion Government, the Society undertook the preparation of a collec-

tion of specimens designed to illustrate insects injurious and beneficial to fish, to be exhibited in the

International Fisheries Exhibition, held last year in England. This collection, consisting of forty cases,

was prepared and sent forward to London, where it formed a most useful and attractive feature of the

Canadian Exhibit, and its merits were recognized by the award of a silver medal.

The council of the Entomological Society of Ontario are glad to learn that the suggestions con-

tained in their Report to your honorable Society last year, with regard to increased facilities for the

transmission of Natural History specimens by mail, are, in response to a petition from the naturalists

and students of science in Canada, receiving favourable consideration from the Honourable the Post-

master General, and they trust that the Royal Society of Canada will continue (o use its influence in

this direction on behalf of students of Natural History.
J. FLETCHER, Delegate.

XII. From the Literary and Historical Society of Quebec, through DR. HARPER:

The Society, which I have the honour to represent as delegate, is, if not the oldest Literary

Society organized in Canada, at least one of the oldest, and, at the present moment, perhaps the only

one, which enjoys the dignity of an Imperial charter. Like the Royal Society of Canada, the Literary
and Historical Society of Quebec had for its founder one of the Governors-General of Canada. It

had also, as a model for its organization, the constitution of that highly distinguished body, so well-

known to every literary society in America, the Literary and Historical Society of New York. It

was towards the end of the year 1823, that Lord Dalhousie laid the foundation of our Society. Ably
assisted by Dr. John Charlton Fisher, joint editor of the New York Albion, and enthusiastically sup-

ported by many of the prominent citizens of Quebec, the Governor-General had the satisfaction of

seeing the Society fully organized before the end of 1824, when it was placed on a permanent basis

through the liberality of the Government, which voted a sum of money to defray the expenses con-

nected with the Society's early efforts in collecting the scattered materials of Canadian History; it

was, moreover, this fund which enabled the Society to persevere in a work that has earned for it a

name in connection with the archives of Canada and their perservation.

The honours which have been conferred upon our Society from time to time have been fittingly

crowned by the invitation of the Royal Society to send a delegate to its annual meetings ;
and yet

Mr. President, with you in the chair, and supported as you are by such distinguished fellow-townsmen

as Mr. LeMoine, Mr. Faucher de St. Maurice, Mr. George Stewart, jun., and many others who are

members of the Literary and Historical Society of Quebec, I may venture to say that the honour haa

been purchased at a fair exchange, an exchange which our Society endorses with the greatest pride

in seeing you, sir, and these gentlemen occupying such a high position in Canadian Literature. It is,

therefore, with the pardonable feeling that its activity has done something towards the development
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of native literary tastes and historical research, perhaps even in promoting the universal fooling

which ha* greeted the efforts of the Marquis of Lome in forming this Royal Canadian institution,

that the oldest literary society in Quebec sendeth greeting to the Royal Society of Canada.

The Literary and Historical Society of Quebec, while resembling to some extent the Royal So-

ciety in its origin, differs from it at least in one respect. The Royal Society has its tendencies all

turned towards the prospect of a brilliant future, a future which I think every one is ready to

admit has l>een assured by the character of the first issue of its Transactions, which, I may say, forms

at the present moment one of the most attractive volumes in our library at Quebec, and for which I

have instructions to tender to this Society the thanks of our Council. The Royal Society has a bright

future, while the Literary and History Society of Quebec has perhaps only its past to contemplate.

There are no less than three memoirs of our Society in print; altogether there is material enough

in connection with its internal history to make up an interesting paper, worthy of the pages of the

Transactions of the Royal Society. As delegate, however, I have only to make my report for the

year, U'ing content to remark that a full guarantee is given of the dignity of our Societv in

some of the names which arc to be found upon its roll, such names as Garneau, the historian; Abbd

Home, the geographer ;
Admiral Bayfield, the hydrographer ; Chauveau, the educationist; Sewell, the

jurist ; LcMoinc, the antiquarian ;
Dr. Anderson and Dr. Douglas. It would be a very pleasant and

easy task to give an account of the work of our Society under the auspices of such distinguished

ineml-ers. fur it is all on record
;
but my present duty is merely to read the following very simple

Hcj>ort of last year's work.

Our annual meeting was held, as usual, in January, and from the Reports read on that occasion

the following facts may bo gleaned. Three of our most prominent members died during the year,

namely, Mr. 11. S. Scott, one of the oldest, most zealous, and devoted members, and for several years
one nf our Vice-Presidents; Dr. James Sewell, a life member; and Judge Alleyn. There were in all

sixteen resignation*. some of them caused by the removal of the members from our city, while

twenty now incmbon) were elected and five names enrolled as corresponding members. At the

pulil
< meetings of the Society, the following papers wore read: "Great Explorers before Colum-

" The Origin and Development of the Greek Drama," by John

Harper. Queln-c ;

' The Genius and Life-work of Longfellow" and "The Regime of Fron-

tcnac," l.y George Stewart, jun, ;

" A Visit to Naples," by the Hon. D. A. Ross, President of the

iety; and Involution in the French Language," by Frederick do Kastner, Quebec. In the

the month of February, the Society had the pleasure and privilege of listening to Mr. Matthew
Arnold, who delivered at one of our public gatherings his lecture on "Literature and Science."
An addition of over two hundred volumes has been made to our Library, which has to some extent
been rearranged so that greater facility in finding books in the various departments has been afforded
to those who make use of the books on the premises. Valuable additions have also been made to our
collections in the Museum

;
and in their Report the Council urge the necessity of increased accom-

modation for specimens in Natural History, etc.

In the matter of finances, lam sorry to report that we are at present in danger of losing our
government grant, or of having that grant curtailed. Should we really be deprived of this source of
revenue, we shall have to forego, to a large extent, the work which the noble founder of our Society

should accomplish. In his excellent memoir, M. Louis P. Tureotte remarks that though
)f the Literary and Historical Society of Quebec, was the advancement of Literary

ilture, yet it had also in view the collecting of historical materials and the transla-
I. and historical works; and one has only to read a list of the works which have

Society from time to time, to see that it has been faithful to its early promises.
frant from Government, however, one is hardly able to predict what the future of our

Society will be.

Th following is a lint of onr Officers for the current year:
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President , Hon. D. A. !.'---

(" George Stewart, jun.

I William Hossack.

1 Joseph Whitehead.

[ C. Tessier.

Treasurer E. Pope.

Librarian F. C. Wurtele.

Recording Secretary J. F. Belleau.

Corresponding Secretaries
]

'

( A. Robertson.

Curator of Museum J. U. Gregory.

Curator of Apparatus R. McLeod.

J. M. LeMoine.

W. Clint.
Members of Council { T -

'

J. Harper.
G. G. Stuart.

XIII. From the Ottawa Literary and Scientific Society, through Mr. W. P. ANDERSON :

The Literary and Scientific Society of Ottawa was incorporated by act of the Ontario Legisla-

ture in the year 1869, which empowered two preexisting societies, the " Mechanics' Institute and

Athenaeum " and the " Natural History Society," to unite under a new name. The " Mechanics' In-

stitute and Athenajum," established in 1849, had been for some years in receipt of an annual grant of

$300 from the Ontario Government, and this has been continued to the Literary and Scientific Society.

Having thus sprung from two .societies, one somewhat popular in its nature, and the other more

strictly scientific, the Literary and Scientific Society has endeavored to continue, in a certain measure,

the work of both. It has maintained classes of instruction, as well as courses of lectures, generally of

a serious character as regards the subjects treated of, and it has been fortunate in engaging for

these, at different times, the services of many of the foremost men in Canada, including several Fel-

lows of your Society.

During the past winter the lectures delivered and papers read have been as follows:

1. Inaugural Address, on the Conditions of Intellectual Progress, by the President, W. D.

LeSueur.

2. Lecture on the Boundary Question, by Hon. Win. Macdougall, C.B.

3. Paper on the Testing of Petroleum, with practical Illustrations of Tests, by Wm. P. Anderson.

4. Paper on Some Early Canadian Explorers, by F. H. Ghborne.

5. Essay entitled " Your Face and Mine," by J. M. Oxley.
6. Lecture on Music in its Analogies and Relations, by J. W. Harrison.

7. Lecture on Anglo-Saxon Civilization, by J. Hannay.
8. Lecture on Recent Improvements in Telegraphy, by F. X. Gisborne, F.R.S.C.

Short original Papers on Educational subjects, by Mr. J. A. McCabe, Principal of Ottawa Normal

School; Mr. S. Woods, Principal of the Ottawa Ladies' College; and Mr. J. C. Glashan, City Inspector

of Schools. The course also included a Piano-Forte Recital by Mr. Ernest White.

The Society, which started with a Library made up of the joint libraries of the constituent bodies,

has devoted what funds it could spare to the purchase of new books
;
and during the past year has,

through the liberality of friends, been able to apply nearly $500 to this object. The number of books

at present on the shelves is about 2,000 volumes. The Library has of late been much used by the mem-

bers, and, as it consists mainly of high-class works of Literature and Science, must be regarded as a very
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**,! educational medium. The reading-room of the Society is maintained on a liberal footing.

About $1(50 annually are expended in the purchase of newspapers and periodicals.

The Society has also a Museum comprising some valuable collections, chiefly Mmeralogical,

Botanical and Entomological. The basis of this Museum has lately been changed, the presentpurpos

to confine our effort* to making local representative collections; and some articles which the

Society possessed that were not of a local character, have been disposed of to other scientific bodies

return for specimens more suitable to the Society's object*.

The number of members at present on the Society's books is about 350, and the annual subscrip-

n is fixed at the very low rate of $2. The Society, under the vigorous presidency of Mr. LeSueur,

ha -luring the pat year, made a very gratifying advance, attributable chiefly to its having moved

to very central and otherwise suitable promises, and to the improvements made in the Library and

Rea-ling-room ;
its prospect* for the future may therefore be considered of an encouraging character.

The Officers of the Society for the current year are as follows :

President ....................................W. D. LeSueur.

1st Vice-President .........................Wm. P. Anderson.

2nd do ................................ J. Fletcher.

Secretary ....................................G. M. Greene.

Treasurer.................................... J- B. Armstrong.

Librarian .................................. T. G. Bothwell.

Curator .................................... A. McGill.

f W. Scott.

Members of Council .................
]
B. B. Whyto.

v E. I). Martin.

WM. P. ANDERSON, First Vice-President,

Delegate to the Royal Society of Canada.

XIV. From the Nova Scotia Historical Society, through PROFESSOR G. LAWSON:

The special objects of the Nova Scotia Historical Society, the arrangement by which its Li-

brarv ha* been amalgamated with the Provincial Library of Nova Scotia, and the work accom-

plUhod, anil in progress, of collecting rare publications and documents bearing upon the history of

the Province, were so fully detailed by Dr. Allison, the Delegate of last year, that it is unnecessary

now to refer to them further than to say that the arrangement and cataloguing of the Library are

now no far completed that the books can bo consulted with facility. The work of collection still goes

on, and the additions are incorporated in the Card Catalogue as soon as made.

Volume III of the Society's "Report and Collections," extending to 208 pages, has been pub-

linhol during the pant year. It contains the concluding portion of the History of St. Paul's Church,

Halifax, by the Rev. George Hill, D. C. L. The first two portions of this paper traced the history of

the church, and recorded the historical affairs connected with it, from the first settlement of Halifax

down to the year 1823. The present jmrt continues the narrative for the remaining sixty years, to the

present time. The volume also contains a document of no inconsiderable importance in tho history

of the country, viz., the "Journal of Colonel John Winslow, of the Provincial Troops, while engaged

in removing the Acadian French Inhabitant* from Grand Prc", and the neighbouring settlements, in

the autumn of the year 1755," transcribed from the original manuscript Journal, in the Library of

the Historical Society of Massachusetts, by permission of the Society, in March, 1880, under the di-

rection of the Record Commission of Nova Scotia. The Society's volume likewise contains a History

of the substantial stone edifice in Halifax, known as Government House, by the Hon. Adams G.

Archibald, C. M. G., Lientenant-Govornor, in which iU progress in building, from the laying of tho
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foundation stone in the year 1800 to its completion in 1807 is traced, and details are given of discus-

sions and transactions connected with it
;
also of the accommodations provided for the several Gover-

nors of the Province, from the time of the arrival of Governor Cornwallis, who held a Council at

Halifax on October 15th, 1749, down to the year 1873, when the present building hsd nearly fallen u

sue ritice to the spirit of trade by a proposal to sell it to a company to be converted into a hotel.

From its first occupation in 1805, to the date of confederation in 1867, thirteen governors had

lived in the house, some of whom have been statesmen of mark, others successful soldiers, while

several have performed important duties in other parts of the empire. Four in succession left the

post of Governor of Nova Scotia to become Governors-General of Canada.

During the session 1883-84, just closed, the following papers have been read at the Society's

meetings, and will be published in the fourth volume of Reports and Collections:

1. On the Province Building, Halifax, by His Honor Lieut.-Govorn.or Archibald, C.M.G.

2. Early Reminiscences of Halifax : an old document, communicated by Thomas B. Aikins, D.C.L.

3. The Stone Age of the Mic-Macs, by Rev. Dr. Patterson.

4. Newfoundland, past, present, and future.

5. Early Years of the Life of Sir John Wontworth, by Hon. Adams (i. Archibald, C.M.G.

6. Origin of the Names of the Streets of Halifax, by Rev. George Hill, D.C.L.

7. Visits of Literary Men to Nova Scotia, by Peter Lynch, Esq.

8. A Tour with General Campbell in 1785, along the Coast of Nova Scotia, by Lieut. Booth.

9. Ships of War wrecked on the Coast of Nova Scotia, by S. Macdonald, F.G.S.

During the past year, twenty new members have been elected. There having been no deaths

or resignations, the membership stands as follows:

Number of members, 1882-83 103.

1883-84 125.

The members have had the satisfaction of seeing added to the Library the tirst portly volume of

the Transactions of the Royal Society of Canada, which they regard as an earnest of the valuable

results in Literature, History, and Science, which the establishment of the Royal Society is destined

to accomplish for this rapidly-growing Dominion.

MISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS.

Dr. Hart Merriam, Secretary of the Ornithologists' Union of New York, on the invitation of

the President, then addressed the meeting, showing the objects of the Union and the valuable work

it is performing on this continent.

The Honorary Secretary then read letters from Dr. Goldvvin Smith and Judge Routhier, regret-

ting their unavoidable absence.

On the motion of Mr. G. Stewart, jun., seconded by Colonel Denison, a Committee was again

appointed to consider the question of Copyright, in accordance with the recommendation of Section

II, made at the meeting of 1883, said committee consisting of Principal Grant, M. Faucher do

St. Maurice, Professor Cherriman, Dr. Bell and Dr. Chauveau.

Professor Johnson made the following Report from the Committee appointed at the previous

meeting to inquire into the Forms of Aid and Encouragement given in other countries to young men
deemed qualified and desirous to engage in Original Literary and Scientific Work, and to suggest the

best means of providing similar aid and encouragement to young men in Canada :

" The Committee beg to report that, partly in consequence of the regretted death of the Con-

vener, the late Dr. Todd, they have been unable, as yet, to collect a sufficient amount of information

to lay before the Society. They recommend that the Committee be continued, and report at the

meeting of next year.
" A. JOHNSON, for Committee."

May, 1884.
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On tho motion of Professor Johnson, seconded by Professor Chorriinan, tho following Com-

mittee was appoint**! on tho foregoing subject: Professors Johnson, MacGregor, Cherriman, Dr. Hunt
and Mr. Suite.

On tho motion of Dr. Hunt, seconded by Professor Cherriman, it was unanimously

Retoleed, That tho name of the Marquis of Lome, the creator and organizor of our Society, appi :n-

henceforth in the volumes of our Transactions as "Tho Founder of the Royal Society of Canada."

The Society then elected, on the proposal of Messrs. Stewart, Kirby and Denison (vide Rule 8)

tho following gentlemen to bo corresponding mombora of the Society: The Right Honourable the

Marquis of Lome, and Mr. Francis Turkman, also M. B. Rameau de Saint Pere, on the proposal of

Dr. KnSohette, AbW Tanguay, and Mr. LcMoine.

The following Resolution was then adopted, on tho motion of Professor Johnson, seconded by
Mr. <i. Stewart, jun. :

That in acting under Rule 8 of the Constitution, four of the corresponding members shall be

ehvted fur each section; and the name or names proposed, tho names of the proposers, and the

reasons in writing, shall lx> announced to the Society through the Honorary Secretary at least one

day before the balloting for any such corresponding member."

Hri.Ks RESPEOTINO THE REAUIMI OF PAPERS.

!>!. Hunt submitted tin- following rules with respect to the reading of papers:

I. The representatives of each Section in the Council shall be the judges of tho papers to be ae-

i-i'pUil or nvjeotod. No pajn-r shall be read in any Section, at any general meeting of the Society,
mile-, it has been presented, either in full or in abstract, at least three weeks before the first day of
the meeting. :m<l formally accepted by the Council, in accordance with Rule 10 of the Society, except
by special permission of the Council. Tho publication of any paper not so accepted, as having been
read before or presented to it, may be disavowed by the Society.

No paper already published shall be accepted by the Society except in cases where it shall

have been entirely recast.

A programme containing the titles of papers to be read shall be printed and sent to the
member* of the Society at least one week before tho time of meeting.

shall IM- the duty of the secretaries of each Section to prepare before each day's meeting
a list of the paper* to ! presented to each Section, with the names of the authors and the time de-
manded for their reading. These lists shall be printed and made public each morning before the
lime fixed fur the meeting.

On the motion of Professor Lawson, seconded by Dr. Selwyn, the foregoing rules were agreed to.

ELECTION OF OFFICERS.

The Society then proceeded Uj the Election of Officers for the ensuing year, and the following
were unanimously chosen:

President DR. T. STERRY HUNT, on the motion of Colonel Denison, seconded by Mr. G.
Stewart, jun.

Vice President-D*. DANIKL WILSON, on the motion of the Very Reverend T. Hamel, seconded
by Profewor Chapman.

Honorary Secretary-3OHN GKOROK BOURINOT, on the motion of Professor Lawson, seconded by
JTOfMKli Johnson.

Honorary Trcawrer-toi. J. A. GRANT, on the motion of Mr. George Stewart, jun., seconded by
Colonel DeniHon.

On the motion of Professor Lawmm, seconded by Dr. Grant, the following Resolution Wti
10 ^^ >
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"That the retired and retiring Presidents of the Society bo continued as members of the Council

for three years from the time of the vacating of their positions, and that it be remitted to tho Coun-

cil to suggest such Amendment in the Constitution as muy bo necessary to give effect to this Resolu-

tion during this year."

Tho President communicated a letter from the Ottawa Field-Naturalists' Club, inviting the

members of the Society to an excursion on the following day to the Laurentide Hills.

The meeting was then adjourned until Friday, at 10 o'clock A. M.

SESSION IV. (May 23rd.)

MISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS.

The President took the Chair at 10 o'clock A. M.

The Honorary Secretary communicated tho following resolution, which was adopted on tho

motion of Dr. Hunt, seconded byM. Frechette:
" In accordance with instructions given at the meeting on Wednesday last, tho Council recom-

mend that number 5 of the Regulations of the Society be amended by adding at the end thereof tho

following words : 'Together with all retired or retiring Presidents, who will lie members of the

Council during three years from the date of their retirement.'
"

On motion of Professor Johnson, seconded by Dr. Hunt, the following words were added to Rule

12, with respect to the distribution of tho Transactions: "Such Scientific Periodicals as may lie

selected by the Council."

The Honorary Secretary communicated the following letter, received under Rule fi:

OTTAWA, 20th May. 1884.

To the President and Council of the Royal Society of Canada :

GENTLEMEN,

I have the honour to report that the section of English Literature, at a meeting held this day,

nominated by ballot the Rev. W. H. Withrow, D.D., author of " The Catacombs of Rome and their

Testimony relative to Primitive Christianity," "History of the Dominion of Canada,'
1 and many

other works, to fill the vacancy caused by the lamented death of the late Dr. Alpheus Todd.

I have tho honor to be, Gentlemen,

Your obedient servant,

GEOROE STEWART, JUN., Secretary.

On the motion of Mr. G. Stewart, jun., seconded by Mr. Lesperance, the recommendation of Sec-

tion II, just read, with respect to Dr. Withrow's election as a member of the Royal Society, was

agreed to.

On the motion of Dr. Hunt, seconded by Professor Lawson, the President, Vicc-President, Hon-

orary Secretary, and such other members of the Royal Society as may bo present in Montreal at tho

time of the meeting of the British Association for the Advancement of Science, were appointed a

Committee to tender a hearty welcome to the members of that distinguished body.

On the motion of Professor Johnson, seconded by Mr. LeMoine, the cordial invitation of the

American Association for the Advancement of Science, was accepted, and the following Committeo

appointed to visit Philadelphia in September next : Dr. Hunt, Principal Dawson, the Very Rev. T. E.

Hamel, Dr. Daniel Wilson, Professors Bailey, MacGregor, Johnson, Lawson, Cherriman, Chapman,

Pro. 1884. E.
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Messrs. Bourinot, LeMoine, Carpmoel, G. Stewart, jun., Dr. Chauveau, with such other members of the

Society as may be present at the lime and place in question.

The following Resolutions were adopted :

1. The President having announced, on behalf of Section I, the desire of that Section to meet

in Montreal in October next, in oirier to the reading of papers, and promoting the Society's objects in

that city, the Society do approve of such meeting and authorize the Section to make such arrange-

ment)* a may be necessary in regard thereto. (On the motion of Professor Lawson, seconded by Mr.

G. Stewart, jun.)

2. The Council would draw attention to the fact that, by the Constitution, the meetings of the

Society must be held in the C'ify of Ottawa, unless otherwise determined. They would recommend

that when a proposal to hold them elsewhere is made, it should take the shape of a formal invitation

from gentlemen undertaking to represent the city or town suggested, and to provide proper accom-

modation therein for the meetings of the Society. (On the motion of Professor Johnson, seconded by
Professor I.awson.)

Tin 1

meeting then adjourned at noon until 2 o'clock, P. M., that day.

SF.SSION IV. (Afternoon Sitting.)

IJfl.KS KKSI'KCTINO THE PUBLICATION OF PAPERS.

Dr. Hunt submitted certain rules respecting the Publication of Papers, which wore agreed to

alter debate, and are as follows:

I.- The author shall revise his MS. after reading, to prepare it for the press.

-The tirst proof in galley shall be sent to the author, and also a revise in galley.
- The matter shall then be put into page, and a proof sent to the secretary of the section to

which ii belong., who will sign the proof when be has corrected it. Should the author demand it, he

may sec a proof in page.

IV. The chairman of the printing committee or his deputy, will sign the final revise, and will

see that eoiitormity in heading and in typo is. observed.

-If the author* of papers happen to be absent in places not accessible without delay, they shall

indicate some person by whom the proof shall be read
; failing whch, the secretary of the section shall

be rcsjMUisible for their reading and correction.

roni the absence of the author, the proof of a paper cannot bo read by him, and he has
named no representative, and if the secretary will not read it, the printing committee shall not dclaj
the volume for the author's return, but shall ornit the paper.

-All matter in the French language shall be read for literal errors by a French proof-reader
skilled in the tyjiographic art. and familiar with the present usage in Franco.

REPORTS OK SECTIONS.

The President then called upon the respective Sections to report their Lista of Officers and the
work in aid Sections during the present meeting.

'

The following reports were accordingly made:

Section I. Rapport des stances de mai 1884.

(kmformument :, la permission aecordee 1'annee derniere, notre section s'est rennie, A Qudbec, ,

4, et a tcnu troi* stances, au cours dosquelles plusieurs ouvrages ont M examines et le

mature* concernant les lettrcs on general, ain.Hi quc les interfit* propres de la section ont et<$ discut
I* derniere w'anoe a eu lieu le lundi 31 mars.
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Lo 20 mai 1884, cotte section s'est assembled & Ottawa, ot a examinu plusieurs ucrits, parmi les-

quols coux dont les titres suivent sent recommandes pour impression dans les m<5moires de la Soci<5t6,

en m6me tomps qu'uno certain nombro d'ouvragcs lus a la session de Quebec et acceptes a la rdunion

g^ndralo.

I. M. L'ABB CASGRAIN :

" Etude critique sur les Quarante dernieres anntes, de M. John Chs Dent."

II. M. CHAUVEAU : "Notes sur le chevalier de Ldvis."

III. M. FRECHETTE : Certains poemes intitules :

" Au bord do la Creuse,"
"
L'Ewpagno

"
et " Trois

('jii-Diles de la Conquote."

IV. M. LEGENDRE :

" La province de Quebec et la langue fran^aise
"

ct "Les races indigenes
do I'AmeYique devant 1'histoire."

V. M. LEMOINE :

" Les aborigines de I'Amerique et leurs rites mortuaires."

VI. M. CHAUVEAU: Deux chants d'un poeme in<$dit intitule:
" Le SacnJ-Cu'tir.'

1

VII. M. MARCHAND : Satire: " Les Travers du siecle."

VIII. M. MARMETTE :

" Uno promenade dans Paris."

IX. M. DE CAZES : "Date du quatriomo voyage de Jacques Cartier," et
' Date do IVxpcdition

du marquis de La Iloche."

X. M. FAUCHER :

" Lo grand derangement des Acadiens, 1775."

XI. M. L'ABB^ TANGUAY: " La famillo de Catalogne."
XII. M. SULTE :

" Poutrincourt en Acadie."

XIII. M. L'ABB^ VERREAU: "Notes sur les commencements de I'Rglise du Caimdii."

Par un comit^ nommd i cct effet, il a etc fait mention honorable d'une si'rie d'artk'Ie.-i inthulrc,

Fanlaisies litttraires, dont 1'auteur est M. fieorges Le^Iuy, /tmliant do 1'univci site Laval, a QiK-U>c.

Cctto section dcmande la permission de so ruunir durant la vacanc-o, vcis la lin do scptembro, a

Montreal, pour s'occuper des travaux qui sont de son ressort. Le Conscil y a conscnti.

Voici le rdsultat des Elections faites par la section :

President F.-Cr. MAIU-IIAX i>.

Vice-president PAUL HE CA/ES.

Secretaire BENJAMIN STI.TE.

Le tout humblement soumis.

L. FRECHETTE, President.

F.-G. MARCHANP, Vice-president.

BENJAMIN SULTE, Secretaire.

OTTAWA, 23 mai 1884.

.Report of Section II.

I beg to report that Section II has elected, as Office-bearers for the ensuing year :

EEV. J. CLARK MURRAY, LL. D., President.

LT.-COL. GEORGE T. DENISON, B. A., Vice-President.

GEORGE STEWART, JUN., Secretary.

The Committee on publications is composed of Dr. Daniel Wilson, .Rev. J. Clark Murray and

George Stewart, jun.

A Committee was appointed to consider the paper read by Eev. Prof. J. Bryce of Winnipeg, a

delegate to the Royal Society, in which the question of publishing memoirs or old books relating to

Canadian history, travel, &c., under the auspices of the Royal Society, is discussed. The Committee

ia composed of J. G. Bourinot, John Reade, John Lesperance and George Stewart, jun.

The Rev. W. H. Withrow, D.D., author of the Catacombs of Rome, etc., was ballotted for by
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the Section to fill tho vacancy in the Society caused by the death of tho lamented Dr. Alphcus Todd
and his name was duly communicated to tho council of the Royal Society, in accordance with
the provisions laid down in Rule. 6.

The following papers were read:

I. Vowel Sounds. By M. L. ROUSE.

II. The Functions of the Royal Society. By WM. KIRBY.

III. A Plea Ibr a Canadian Camdon Society. By REV. PROP. J. BRYCE.

IV. Tho Medals and Coins of Canada under tho French Regime. By 11. W. McLACHLAN.
V. The Pools of Canada. By JOHN LBSPERANCE.

VI. Scptimius Soverus in North Britain. By REV. .ENEAS McD. DAWSON.
VII. Mary Stuart's Adieu to Franco. By REV. .ENEAS McD. DAWSON.
VIII. The Literary Faculty of the Native Races of America. By JOHN READB.
IX. The Making of Canada. Hy JOHN HEADE.

X. The Huron-Iroijuois (presented). By DR. DANIEL WILSON.

The following papers are to be printed in full :

1. The Iluron-Iroquois. By DH. DANIEL WILSON.
A I'l.-a for a Canadian Camden Society. By REV. PROK. J. BHYCE.

.'!. Tin- I'oets of Canada. By JOHN LESPERAXCE.
e Literary Faculty of tho Native Races in America. By JOHN READS.

">. Tho Making of Canada. Hy JOHN RKADK.

To I.e printed in ali.-lraet :

< Medal- and Coin- of Canada under the French Regime. By R. W. McLACHLAN.

I have the honour to bo, sir, &c., &c.

GCOKCIE STEWART, JCN., Secretary.

li.j'urt nf Si'i-tiun III.

of members of the Sccii,,,, i,, attendance was sixteen. Of the absent members,
rdeda communication to l,e read. The other absent members were Dr. Fortin,
Mr. Ma, farlanc. Mr. Murphy, delegate from the Nova Scotian Institute of Science

I and took part in the di-cu-io,, ,,f one of the papers.
The OtHcors elected for the en-iiing year were:

DH. JOHNSON. President.

C. IF. CARPMAEL, Vice-President.

I>K. MACGRE^OR, Secretary.
Tho accompanying list gives the title of the papers read in full or in abstract :

FJeo.rical Induction in underground and aerial Metallic Conductors. By P. N. GISBORNE

Hi 'M'
1

!^!'
l

'7;;''\^'
lra li

';-K'"
.- Wat,,-IIammer. ByC.E. BAILLAIRGS.

the present Theory of the Science of

IV. Tlio Origin of CrynUllme Rock.. By Da. T. STram Hoi
""" Th0r""

sir with
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VII. Ksisai rsur la constitution atomique do la matiero. Par L'ABBE II AMU

VIII. Tho Algebraical Devolopmont of Certain Functions. By PROFESSOR DUPUIS.

IX. Contributions to our Knowledge of the Iron Ores of Ontario. By PROFESSOR CHAPMAN.

X. Note sur un fait me'te'orologique particulior i Quebec. Pur T/ABBE LAFLAMME.

J. B. CHERRIMAN, President.

A. JOHNSON, Secretary.

Report of Section IV.

In this section the following papers wore read, either in extenso or by title :

I. Note on observations made in 1883 on the Geology of a portion of the North Shore of Lake

Superior. By A. R. C. SELWYN, L.L.D., F.R.S.

II. Revision of the Canadian RanuneulacetD. By PROF. G. LAWSON, Ph.D., LL.D.

III. Geology and Geological "Work in the Old World in their relation to Canada. By PRINCIPAL

DAWSON, C.M.G., LL.D., F.R.S.

IV. On the Occurrence of certain Butterflies in Canada. By W. SAINHEUS.

V. Tho Taconic Question in Geology. Part 2. By T. STKUKY HI;NT, LL.D., F.R.S.

VI. On the Conocoryphidffi of the St. John Grouji with remarks on Paradoxides. By G. F.

MATTHEW, M.A.

VII. On some Deposits of Titaniforous Iron Ore in the Counties ol
'

llaliburton ami Hastings,
Ont. By PROF. E. J. CHAPMAN, Ph. D., LL.D.

VIII. On Mimetism in Inorganic Nature. By PROF. E. J. CHAPMAN. Ph. I)., LL.D.

IX. A Monograph on Canadian Ferns. By T. J. \V. BURUESS, M. D., and I'ROK. J. MA<-OI \. M.I).

X. On Geological Contacts and Ancient Erosion in the Province of Now Brunswick. By I'KOF.

L. W. BAILEY, M.A., Ph.D.

XI. Description of a supposed new Ammonite from tho Cretaceous Hooks of Fort St. John on

the Peace River. By J. F. WHITEAVES, F.G.S.

XII. On a Decapod Crustacean from the Upper Cretaceous of Highwood liiver, N.W.T. By J.

F. WHITEAVES, F.G.S.

XIII. On the Manganese Ores of Nova Scotia. By E. GILPIN, M.A., F.G.S.

XIV. Note sur certains depots auriferes de la Beance. Par L'AIIH LAFLAMMK.

XV. De"couverte de 1'Emoraude an Saguenay. Par L'ABB LAFLAMME, D. D.

XVI. The Glacial deposits in the vicinity of tho Bow and Belly Rivers. By G. M. DAWSON, D.S.,

A.K.S.M., F.G.S.

XVII. On the Geology and Economic Minerals of Hudson Bay and Northern Canada. By R.

BELL, M.D., LL.D., F.G.S.

XVIII. A Revision of the Geology of Antigonish County, N.S. By REV. D. HONEYMAN, D.C.L.

XIX. Junction phenomena of Carboniferous and Post Carboniferous with Pre-Carboniferous

formations in Nova Scotia. By REV. D. HONEYMAN, D.C.L.

XX. Note snr la constitution geologique de 1'apatito canadienne. Par S. OBALSKI.

The section recommend to the Council that in future the Geological and Biological Section

should separate into sub-sections of Geology and Biology, but only for the purpose of reading and

discussing scientific papers. The Officers of the past session were reelected, viz. :

A. R. C. SELWYN, LL.D., F.R.S., President.

PROP. G. LAWSON, Ph.D., LL.D., Vice-President.

J. F. WHITEAVES, F.G.S., Secretary.

J. F. WHITEAVES, Secretary.
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CONCLUDING RESOLUTIONS.

The following Resolutions were proposed and adopted ;

1. That this Society tenders its thanks to the Ottawa Field-Naturalists' Club for the courteous

attentions shown to its members yesterday on the occasion of the pleasant excursion to the Lauren-

title Hills. (On the motion of Mr. George Murray, seconded by Mr. George Stewart, jun.)

2. That the thanks of this Society be given to the Honourable Sir Charles Tapper, Minister of

Railways, and t the Managers of the Grand Trunk and Canadian Pacific Railways for the facilities

allordcd the members in visiting Ottawa on the occasion of this meeting. (On the motion of Mr.

Gil>rne, seconded by Mr. Carpmael.)
.'!. That the thanks of this Society be tendered to the Honourable the Speaker of the House of

Commons for the use of the rooms occupied during its meeting, and for other arrangements which
have greatly facilitated it* labours. (On the motion of Mr. LeMoine, seconded by Mr. George
Stewart, jun. i

-I. That the he-t thanks of the IJoyal Society be tendered to the retiring President for his

zealous exertions mi behalf of the Society and his able conduct in the chair. (On the motion of Pro-

tes.pr ('herrinian, -ccundcd bv Professor Lawson.)

Society make its acknowledgments to Mr. Bourinot, Honorary Secretary, and to

Honorary Treasurer, for their earnest efforts to promote the objects of the Society. (On
the iii'itiiin n| I'rofcssor Johnson, seconded bv Father Paxvson.)

l>i rhauveaii. Mr. Itotirinot and l>r. Grant returned thanks for the kind manner in which their

Illllllble erviec- Were I'eci ii;n i/cd li\' |||C- SocictV.

in niMtjnii .,f Professor MacGrcgor, eeonded bv Professor Johnson, it was,
I hat Sec-linn ii of the Constitution be adopted as a provisional arrangement for the

ie Council be rei|iic.tcd to furnish the members before or at the next meeting with
iiiforiiiaii..n which may lorm a basis of di-eiission of (he .subjects of this Section.

The .Society then adjourned until May, 1.SH5.
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] MEMOIRES S. R. CANADA.

1 Deux points d?histoire,

Par PAUL DE GAZES.

(Lus le 21 mai 1884.)

MESSIEURS,

Quoique notre histoire lie date que d'hier, si on la compare a celle de la plu-

part des autres peuples, on y trouve cependant un certain nombre de points obscurs que
nos historiens n'ont pas encore pu completement eclairciv.

Deux des faits les plus controverses et dataut des premieres auuees qui out suivi la

d6couverte de la Nouvelle-France, m'ont paru particulierement curieux a etudicr : tous

deux ont rapport aux premieres tentatives d'etablisscment qui out etc faites dans la nou-

velle colonie fran9aise.

Le premier a trait au quatrieme voyage que Jacques Cartirr aurait fait ati Canada,

pour en ramener M. de Roberval. Le second se rattache a 1'expt'dition du marquis de La

Roche, dont le seul episode connu nous est arrive de generation on generation, comme line

des plus navrantes legendes de notre histoire.

C'est le resultat de 1'etude que j'ai faite de ces deux points historiques que je vais

avoir 1'honneur de soumettre a votre appreciation.

QUATRIEME VOYAGE DE JACQUES CARTIER

Je n'ai pas, Messieurs, a vous faire ici le recit du premier essai de colonisation un peu
s6rieux qui fut tente au Canada. Personne de vous n'ignore que M. de Roberval, apres

avoir obtenu de Franpois ler une commission qui lui conferait le titre de vice-roi et de

lieutenant-general de toutes les possessions fran9aises en Amerique, qtiitta le port de La

Rochelle, au printemps de 1542, avec trois vaisseaux monies par environ deux cents per-

sonnes, tant hommes que femmes, et vint poser les bases d'uii etablissement a 1'embou-

chure de la petite riviere du Cap-Rouge ; puis qu'apres avoir eu a hitter coutre la rigueur

de la saison d'hiver, 1'indiscipline de ses gens, la famine et la maladie, il se vit bientot

oblige, faute de secours, de retourner en France avec tout son monde.

La plupart des ecrivains qui se sont occupes de notre histoire s'accordent a dire que
c'est Jacques Cartier que le roi de France chargea de rapatrier M. de Roberval.

Voici ce que dit a ce sujet notre historien national, M. G-arneau :

" Au lieu de lui envoyer les secours qu'il demandait, le roi, suivant Lescarbot, chargea

Cartier, en 1543, de ramener Roberval en France, ou sa valeur et son influence sur les

populations de la Picardie qui allait devenir le th6atre des hostilites, pouvaient lui etre

utiles."

Sec. 1,1884 1.
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M. 1'abW Ferland, dans son Cours tfhistoire du Canada, apres avoir relate cet incident a

peu pres de la memo facon, termine en disaut :

" Des pieces officielles nous apprennent que ce voyage dura huit mois." Puis il ajoute

en note :

"
Parti dans 1'automne de 1543 pour son quatrieme voyage, Cartier aurait hivern6

au Canada et 1'aurait qnitte d la fin d'avril on au commencement de mai 1544."

En fin, je lis dans VHistoire des Canadiens-franfais de M. Suite :

" Mais comme Roberval

ne revenait pas, le roi donna commission a Cartier d'aller le prendre avec sa colonie et

de le ramoner en France. Le decouvreur partit done vers 1'automne de 1543, et retourna le

printemps suivant avec les debris de la bande de France-Boy."

Vu runanimite des historieus a cet egard, le quatrieme voyage de Jacques Cartier

serable tin fait acquis sans conteste a 1'histoire. Mais je ne partage pas 1'opinion de MM.

Ferluud ft Suite, lorsqu'ils avancent qu'il a eu lieu de 1'automne de 1543 au printemps

de lf.44.

Et voi'i sur qtioi je base mon assertion sinon raes preuves :

Dans It- n-irlciiifnt df coiuple eutre Cartier et Roberval arrete le 21 juin 1544 par

Mtrf Robert Le Goupil, document decouvert dans les archives de la ville de Saint-Malo

par M Charles Cnnat ft dont M. Desmazieres de Sechelles envoya une copie, en 1861, au

president df la Societe historique et litteraire de Quebec, je lis ce qui suit :

"
Kt fii cf qui est du tiers navire celui qui fit partie du troisieme voyage avec

la Granite Herminr ft YEmcrillon, mottre pour dix-sept niois qu'il a reste au diet voiage

du dirt Cart if r, ct jiuur huit nuns t/u'il a este <l retoitrner querir le diet Roberval au diet Canada, au

peril df nault'aigf quc les atitres deux, ce seront deux mil cinq cents livres, etc."

M'appuyant sur cf document, je soutiens que si Jacques Cartier avait fait son qua-

triciiif voyajre df 1'automnf df 154.'5 au printemps de 1544, il n 1

aurait pas ete de retour a

tfinps pour obtfiiir cet arrete df comptf du 21 juin 1544, si Ton considere surtout que le

replenifiit df scs difficulties avec Roberval fut lieu en vertu d'uue ordonnance royale.

Car, ronnaissant le pays pour y avoir deja passe deux hivers, il n'est pas probable que

Jacques Cartier, qui avait mis pros de trois mois a faire chacune des traversees pr6cedeutes,

out commis 1'imprudeuce de s'embarquer apres le ler septembre pour le Canada d'ou il ne

l>ouvait guere ropartir avant If ler mai.

En admottant qu'il ait eu a sou retour une traversee exceptionnellement belle, c'eet

tout au plus s'il cut pu etre d3 retour a S-iiut-Malo dans la derniere quinzaine de juin,

'est-a-dire vers 1'epoque ou le reglement de compte concernant ce voyage etait arret6 &

Rouen.

Ainsi ( quatrieme voyage de Cartier, qui, d'apres un document dont 1'authenticite ne

l>eut etre mise n doute, n'a ete que de " huit mois," en aurait dure alors de neuf a dix.

D'un autre cot6, le fait que nos historiens, qui paraissent bien renseignes sur les paset
demarches de M. de Roberval au Canada jusque vers le mois de juin 1543, semblent avoir

perdu completement ses traces apres cette epoque, fournit en faveur de ma these un argu-
ment qui a bien sa valeur.

M. Garneau semble appuyer cette derniere conjecture, qnand il dit :

"
le gouverneur

( M. de Roberval ) partit dans le mois de juin avec soixante-dix homines, pour voir s'il ne

senit pas plus henreux que Cartier, et s'il ne pourrait pas atteindre le pays ou les sauvages
disaient qne Ton trouvait des pierres fines et des metaux precieux. Mais il parait qu'il
n'alla pas loin, si on en jnge par le silence qui regne a ce sujet ; car, malgre la perte d'une
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partie de ses relations, si Roberval eut fait quelque decouverte importante, il en serait

yenu sans doute quelque bruit jusqu'a nous."

Sans rendre mon argumentation completement inattaquable, toutes ces concordances

historiques sur lesquelles j'ai tente de 1'etayer, me semblent suffisantes pour me permettre

d'exprimer 1'opinion que ce quatrieme voyage de Jacques Cartier a du avoir lieu du prin-

temps a 1'automne de 1'annee 1543.

EXPEDITION DU MARQUIS DE LA ROCHE

Avant de discuter l'6poque do 1'expedition du marquis de La Roche, je vous deman-
derai la permission de citer quelques lignes du Cours d'histoire du Canada de 1'abbe Ferland,

qui me serviront a appuyer mon argumentation.
"
Apres le retour de Roberval en France, il s'ecoula bien des annees, pendant losquolles

le Canada semble avoir ete completement perdu de vue par la cour du roi tres chretien.

Neanmoins, la G-rande-Baie et I'entr6e du fleuve Saiut-Laiireut continuaient d'etre fre-

quentees par les Malouins, les Normands et les Basques, qui remontaient jusqua Tadousac

pour y faire la traite des pelleteries. Lajaunaye-Chaton et Jacques Noel, neveux et heri-

tiers de Jacques Cartier, voulurent avoir aussi une part de ce commerce lucratif, mais

plusieurs de leurs pataches ayant ete detruites par des compagnies rivales, ils presente-

rent une requete au roi, aim d'obtenir une commission semblable a celle dont avait joui
leur oncle. Par des lettres patentes en date du 14 Janvier 1588, ils furent autorises a

faire seuls le trafic des pelleteries. De leur cote, les marchands de Saint-Malo armerent

leurs vaisseaux pour resister a ceux qui tenteraient d'entraver leurs relations avec les

sauvages, et ils firent jouer tant de ressorts que le privilege accorde a Chatou et a Noel fut

revoque.

"Un homme bien plus important que les neveux de Jacques Cartier s'occupait versle

meme temps de fonder des colonies dans le nord de 1'Amerique. Troilus du Mesgouez, mar-

quis de La Roche, issu d'une ancienne famille de la Bretagne, avait ete attache a la cour des

sa jeunesse, comme page de Catherine de Medicis. Protege par la reine, il re9ut de nom-
breuses faveurs des rois Henri II, Fra^ois II et Charles IX. Mais, soit que ces houneurs et

ces richesses ne fussent point suffisants pour satisfaire son ambition, soit qu'il eut dans son

esprit un but plus eleve, 1'agrandissement de la puissance fra^aise, il sollicita une com-

mission qu'il obtint de Henri III, en 1578....
" Le marquis de La Roche, muni de cette ample commission qui lui permettait de tout

entreprendre, voulut, ayant d'armer une flotille, aller lui-meme reconnaitre le pays avec

un seul vaisseau sur lequel il s'embarqua accompagne de Chedotel, habile pilote normand.

Independamment de son equipage, il avait sur son vaisseau environ cinquante miserables

tires des prisons de France. La Roche aborda a File de Sable, qui ne convenait certaine-

ment pas a 1'etablissement d'une colonie, et, apres y avoir debarque ses cinquante colons, il

alia reconnaitre les cotes du continent. Ayant pris tous les renseignements dont il avait

besoin dans la suite, il repartit pour la France, esperant toucher en passant a 1'ile de Sable,

et y embarquer ses gens. Mais une violente tempete s'eleva et le poussa si rapidement
vers 1'est, qu'en moins de douze jours il abordait en France. A son arrivee il trouva des

obstacles invincibles a un nouveau voyage d'exploration, et il fut momentanement force

d'abandonner ses projets du cote de l'Am6rique.
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" Les troubles de la Ligue etaient commences. Durant la guerre civile qui agitait alors

la Franco, il prit le parti du roi et deploya une grande activite dans la Bretagne. En 1588,

comme il traversait la ville de Sable que les troupes de la Ligue menapaient, il fut arrelt par Vordre

du due de Merraur et conduit au chateau de Nantes ou il resta prisounier jusqu'en 1596,

c'est-a-dire pendant huit ans.

"
Cependant les malheureux abandonues sur Tile de Sable etaient dans une triste

position. Sur cette terre aride et desolee, ils avaient bien sujet de regretter la prison dont

on les avait tir6s. Pour se preserver des intemperies de 1'air, ils se creuserent des tanieres

dans le sable, ou se construisirent des baraques avec des debris de vaisseaux trouves sur le

rivaire. Heureusement pour eux que les bestiaux et les pourceaux qu'y avaient laisses le

baron de Lory et les Portugais s'y etaient multiplies et suffirent avec la peche a letur

Iburuir de quoi vivre. Enfin, le marquis de La Roche, etant sorti de prison, raconta a la

cour sii mulheureuse aventure en Amerique, et parla des hommes restes sur 1'ile de Sable.

Ton. he de compassion, le roi onlonna n C/u-dotel, qui se rendait <i Terre-Neuve pour lape'che, de

les mueillir en passant. Selon quelques tcrivains, eel ordrefut donn6 par le parlement de Rouen.

Quoiqu il en soit, Chedotel s'acquitta fidelemeut de sa mission. II retrouva sur l'ile douze

homines hideux, port ant une longue barbe et converts de peaux de loups marins. On les

transports a la cour clans lour accoutrement sauvage, et ils furent presentes au roi, qui fil

donner < inquante ecus a chacun d'eux."

Nos historiens no sout pas tous d'accord sur la date de cette expedition funeste qui

s'est resumee p;ir la terrible catastrophe de l'ile de Sable. Les uns, s'appuyant sur une

commission qui iiit uccordee au marquis de La Roche par Henri III, le 12 Janvier 15*78,

assureiit qu'ello .-ut lii'ii dans le cours de cette meme aunee ; les autres pretendent au con-

traire, qu'ayant etc retciiu en France par la guerre de la Ligue pendant laquelle il fut fait

prisomiier, le marquis de La Roche obtiut une autre commission du roi Henri IV, en 1598,

vu qu'il n 'avait pas pu se servir de la premiere.

M<ni (tpiniou a moi, est bien que cette prevention soit tres osee que la tentative

de colonisation du marquis de La Roche au Canada n'a etc faite ni en 1578, comme les uns

le sontionnont, ui en 1598, comme I'afnnnent les autres.

II est raisonnable de supposer, comme du reste 1'admettent la plupart de nos histo-

riens, que M. de La Roche n'a pu obteuir uue commission qu'apres la revocation de celle de

Jacques Noel et Etienne Chaton. M. 1'abbe Ferland semble le reconnaitre, comme nous

venous de le voir, de la mauiere la plus explicite, et M. Garueau, apres avoir dit que les

deux ueveux de Jacques Cartier avaient sollicit6 du roi Henri III le renouvellement des

privileges qui avaient ete accordes au decouvreur du Canada, s'exprime ainsi :

" En consi-

deration des services du grand uavigateur, des lettres patentes leur furent accordees

1588 ; mais aussitot que la chose fut connue, les marchauds de Saint-Malo se pourvurent en

conseil prive et reussireut a faire revoquer ce privilege, sans cependant beaucoup profiter

.ux-memofi de leur succes, car, des 1'annee du retablissement de la paix, c'est-a-dire en

1598, le marquis de La Roche, qui etait de la Bretagne, fit confirmer par le roi une commis-
sion de lieutenant-general de 1'Acadie, du Canada et des pays circonvoisins, que lui avait

dfejA acoordee Henri III, et dont les troubles du royaume 1'avaient empeche de jouir."
Enfin M. Suite semble j-artager 1'opinion de ces deux historiens :

" Ces debats souleves
a Saint-Malo autour des pretentious de la famille Cartier, dit-il dans son Histoire da

finirent par nttirer les yeux vers le Saint-Laurent. On cut connais-
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sance d'uugros commerce qui se faisait dans ces endroits. L'idee viiit a quelques seigneurs

de e'en faire accorder le monopole. Les Bretons remontrerent du mieux qu'ils le parent

centre une telle injustice ;
mais ces gens etaient de la ribaudaille inconnue en haut lieu.

Neaumoins on laissa encore quelque temps la famille de Cartier leur tenir tete.

" Le marquis de La Roche ne donna ni a une faction ni a 1'autre 1'avantage de devenir

maitresse de la situation. En grand seigneur qu'il etait, il passa par-dessus les manants,

se fit pourvoir d'une patente exclusive, et mit a la voile... pour aboutir a la catastrophe

de 1'ile de Sable (1578)."

Si nos historiens ne sont pas du meme avis en ce qui concerne la date de 1'expedition, an

moins semblent-ils tous d'accord sur un point, savoir : que le marquis de La Roche n'a re9U

sa commission qu'apres la revocation des privileges dont jouissaient avant lui Jacques Noel

et Etienne Chaton.

Ce point eclairci, il s'agit maintenant de savoir a quelle date precise les lettres patentes

furent accordees aux neveux de Jacques Cartier, et quand elles iurent revoquees.

Un document qui se trouve dans les archives municipales de Samt-Malo doit faire dis-

paraitre toute incertitude a cet egard. Voici ce que M. Desmazieres de Sechelles ecrivait, le 8

decembre 1860, au president de la Societe historique et litteraire de Quebec, relativement au

document en question :

" On voit dans nos archives municipales, sous la date du 14 Janvier

1588, des lettres de Henri III, en vertu desquelles, pour recouuaitre les services rendus

a 1'Etat par Jacques Cartier, leur oncle, Sa Majeste daigna accorder aux sieurs Etieniie

Chaton de la Jaunaie et Jacques Noel on Nouel, capitaines de uavires et maitres pilotes de

Saint-Malo, le commerce exclusif du Canada pendant douze aiis, avec faculte a eux de

transporter chaque annee dans ce pays, pour 1'exploitation des miues decouvertes ou a

decouvrir, soixante criminels, tant hommes que femmes, eoudamnes a mort ou a quelque
autre peine corporelle. Mais cette faveur ne dura que jusqu'au 5 mai 1589, epoque ou les

Malouius obtinrent du m6me prince la retractation de ce privilege."

Si la commission du marquis de La Roche lie date que de la revocation de celle qui

avait 6t6 accordee aux neveux de Cartier
( pour pen qu'ou s'en rapporte au dire de nos

historiens) cette revocation n'ayant ete prononcee que le 5 mai 1589, comme doit le

prouver un document dont 1'authenticite me parait indeniable, il est evident que 1'expe-

dition en question n'a pu avoir lieu en 1578.

Une autre consideration de nature a me confirmer dans cette opinion, c'est qu'il ne

serait guere raisonnable de supposer, d'apres la version de M. 1'abbe Ferlaud, que le mar-

quis de La Roche, fait prisonnier en 1588, c'est-a-dire dix aiis apres sa malheureuse expe-

dition, eut attendu jusqu'a sa sortie de prison, qui n'aurait eu lieu qu'en 1596, pour faire

part au roi de la triste position dans laquelle il avait laisse ses compagnons sur l'ile de

Sable.

Comment aussi expliquer le mutisme et 1'indifference coupables de ce Chedotel, qui

avait coutume, paraitrait-il, d'aller faire la p6che dans ces parages ?

D'uu autre cote, 1'opinion de ceux qui placent 1'expedition du marquis de La Roche en

1598 ne me parait pas plus soutenable ;
car un des principaux incidents qui s'y rat-

tachent se trouve en contradiction directe avsc des faits indiscutes de 1'histoire de France.

Sans autres commentaires, je dirai done que, s'il avait entrepris son expedition en 1598,

le marquis de La Roche n'aurait pu etre, a son retour, fait prisonnier par le due de Mercosur,

qui avait fait sa paix avec Henri IV, le 20 mars de la meme annee.
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Or, si ce voyage n'a eu lieu ni en 15T8 ni en 1598, quelle ann6e faut-il lui assignor'

O'eat la la question que je me suis posee. Je ne me flatterai pas de 1'avoir resolue d'ui

mani&re irrefutable : mais je crois avoir fait une preuve de circonstances que vous trot

verez peut-Atre digne d'arreter votre attention.

En admettant qne le marquis de La Roche ait entrepris son voyage an Canada en 1589,

c'et-a-dire 1'annee meme ou furent revoqu6es les lettres patentes des neveux de Jacques
Oartier, il est fort possible alore qu'il ait 6t6 fait prisonnier, a son retour, par le due de
Mercoaur qui, au printemps de cette meme annee, et a la suite de I'assassinat du due de
Guise, etait devenn le chef du parti de la Ligue, en Bretagne.

Sa captivity aurait dure de 1589 a 1596 epoque a laquelle M. 1'abbe Ferland en fixe

le terme et il anrait (>t(>. relftch6 pendaut la treve qui suivit 1'abjuration de Henri IV.

Puis, pen de temps apres sa sortie de prison, a 1'assemblee des notables qui s'ouvrit a

Rouen Ic 4 novembre 1596, et a laquelle sa naissance devait 1'appeler, il aurait racontfi au
roi le tristo result at do sa tentative de colonisation au Canada.

Enfin. Messieurs, si 1 'appreciation que je viens de faire de ces deux points de notre
histoirf ne vons somble pas eiacte, j'espere que vous voudrez bien reconnaitre au moins

qu'.'ll.- a le merite de faire .'oncorder les principaux faits qui s'y rattachent avec des docu-
nn-nts d'une incontestable authenticite.

Pent-etro est-c ici le cas de diro : .Se nan 6 vero tbene trovato.
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II Etude sur unefamille canadienne : Famille De Catalogue.

Par L'ABBfi 0. TANGTTAY.

( Lne le 22 mai 1884. )

La Nouvelle-France venait d'etre cedee a la couronne d'Angleterre.

Un grand nombre de ses enfants devoues ne pouvaient se faire a 1'idee d'avoir a vivre

a 1'ombre d'un drapeau etranger et sous la domination d'un gouvernement qu'ils avaient

combattu pendant de longues annees. Le sentiment si naturel de 1'orgueil national vibrait

trop fortement dans leurs cceurs : il fallait necessairement s'eloigner, retourner dans la

mere patrie, ou prendre le chemin de 1'exil.

Au nombre des families qui disaient adieu a leur patrie d'adoption, au Canada, pour
se rendre, les unes dans la vieille France, les autres dans uue colouie i'raii9aise, la Marti-

nique, se trouvait la famille de G-edeon de Catalogne, dont 1'aucetre utait veuu se fixer au

Canada, vers la fin du siecle precedent (1685). Cette i'amille va faire le sujet de 1'etude

que j'ai 1'honneur de soumettre a la Societe.

Plusieurs raisons en ont motive le choix :

lo La noblesse d'origine qui 1'a distinguee ;

2o Ses alliances nombreuses avec les plus remarquables families cauadieiines ;

3o Les services eminents qu'elle a rendus dans la defense de la eolonie, et dans le

genie civil et militaire, aussi bien que dans les lettres et dans 1'histoire.

BEANGHE ANEE

L'origine de la famille De Catalogne se perd dans la nuit des temps. On lui assigne

toutefois le Beam pour berceau.

D'apres une tradition bien accreditee, un Jean de Catalogne accompagnait Louis IX

en Egypte, en 1249, et assistait a la prise de Damiette, ou il se distingua par sa bravoure.

C'est en memoire de cette campagne que le croissant se trouve daus les armoiries de la

famille.

Une branche de ses descendants se trouve etablie dans le Bazadois.

La bibliotheque nationale, departement des manuscrits, possede un acte uotarie en

date du 15 Janvier 1565, concernant le sieur Louis de Catalogne, demeurant a Pommier en

Bazadois.

De 1590 a 1660, on trouve a la mairie de la commune de Saint-Felix de Toncande dont

depend Pommier, une dizaine d'actes de 1'etat civil des differents membres de cette famille.

Les archives departementales de la Q-ironde et des Basses-Pyrenees contiennent aussi

plusieurs pieces la concernant.

C'est en 1*766 que la branche ainee De Catalogne s'eteignit. Elle avait en apanage le

marquisat de Mauleon,
J

qui tomba en quenouille, faute par la branche cadette de reclamer

8 Dans les Basses-Pyr&iges.
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Le major Provoet commandait alors la garnison de Qu6bec, en 1'absence de M. de
Frontenar, le gouverneur.

Le nombreuses families dont il wt I'anc&re, compteut des membrcs distingu^a dans 1'gtat eccMsiastique (

dans la nia^iMratnrp- Vir lo Dictiimnairc <?tntalor/itjue.
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Oil retrouve le nom de Gedeon de Catalogue trois ans plus tard (1693) mentionne a

1'occasion d'uue autre expedition anglaise, que commaudait le chevalier Frauds Wheeler.

Dans le rapport des officiers de cette aunee (1693) Gedeon est mentionne comme bon
officier et honorable homme.

En 1709 (14 octobre) les MM. Raudot, intendants, recommandaient d'une mauiere

toute speciale la promotion de Gedeon de Catalogue, dans leur lettre adressee au ministre :

" Les sieurs Raudot eurent 1'honueur de vous envoyer 1'annee derniere les cartes du

gouvernement de Montreal qui vous furent presentees par le sieur de Marigny. Us ont

1'honneur de vous envoyer cette annee celles des gouvernements des Trois-Rivieres et de

Qu6bec. Le sieur de Catalogue, lieutenant des troupes de ce pays, qui a leve toutes ces

cartes, s'est donne toutes les peines et tous les soins possibles pour qu'elles fussent justes et

exactes. Us peuvent vous assurer qu'il merite 1'honneur de votre protection, et que vous

ayez la bonte de vouloir bien 1'avancer dans la promotion qui est a faire en ce pays : ses

services, Monseigneur, et tous les mouvements qu'il s'est donnes pour ces cartes leur font

esperer que vous voudrez lui accorder une place de capitaiue. Cette recompense qu'il

merite par plusieurs endroits, vous epargnerait une pension qu'il meriterait pour cet

ouvrage qui lui a coute deux annees de travail pendant lesquelles il a etc oblige de visiter

toutes les cotes de ce pays et meme dans les temps les plus rudes et les plus dilficiles. Cet

ouvrage, Monseigneur, lui a attire 1'mdignation du sieur LeVasseur,
:t

ingenieur en ce pays,

qui lui demanda au chateau, devant Mme la gouvernaute, de quel ordre il travaillait, et

fach6 apparemment de ce qu'il faisait, par les ordres que vous aviez eu la bonte de nous

donner, il lui dit qu'il vous manderait que toutes ces cartes n'etaieut point justes, le dit

sieur de Catalogue ne put souffrir, Monseigneur, qu'on le coudamuat sans avoir vu son

ouvrage, et lui dit que pour juger et decider eutre eux de quelque chose, il y faudrait tou-

jours un troisieme. Us peuvent cependant vous assurer qu'elles sont tres justes, ayaut ete

exposees ici pendant plus de quiiize jours, a la censure de tout le monde, et il ii'y a personne

qui ne les aient trouvees de cette maniere, si bien meme que plusieurs persouues veuleut en

faire faire des copies sur les originaux qui sont restes ici."

M. GEDEON DE CATALOONE, AUTEUR

La Societe historique de Quebec publiait, il y a quelques annees, un ouvrage qui a

pour titr,e : "Recueil de ce qui s'est pass^ en Canada au sujet de la guerre tant des Anglais que

des Iroquois, depuis I'annee 1682."

Ce recueil si interessant ne porte aucune signature, et jusqu'a ce jour, il a semble

impossible d'en connaitre 1'auteur.

La Collection de manuscrits recemment editee (1884) sous les auspices de la legislature

de Quebec, attribue ce memoire ou recueil a M. De Lery, ingenieur. (Voir la note de la

page 625.)

Quelques citations de ce recueil que je me permettrai de faire ici, demontreront a

1'evidence, je 1'espere, que 1'ecrivain qui, dans ce recueil, se met a la premiere personne en

relatant des faits accomplis de 1695 a 1*712, est bien le meme que les annalistes designent

' LeVasseur avait pr6par6 les plans des fortifications de Quebec, que Ton commenca en 1702. II eut aussi quel-

que discussion avec M. le marquis de Crisafy, qui alors commandait la place.

Sec. 1, 1884 2.
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sous le nom de De Catalogue. II ne pent fetre question de M. De Lery, dans ces ann

puisqu'en 1695 il n'avait encore que treize ans d'age, et que les instructions de partir pot

le Canada ne lui furent donnees que le 23 juiii 1716.

On trouve encore a la page 54 de la quatrieme serie du meme recueil publie par

Socifetfe historiqne, annee 1695 :
" On envoya a M. de Louvigny, au lac Saint-Fran9ois, der

daachements, 1'un commande par M. de Repentigny, etj'e commandais le second"

" Le 24 fevrier, 1'hopital de Montreal brula. Le 28, M. de Callieres fit assembler tous

lee prinripaux habitants dans la paroisse, ou chacun fit des offres pour le reparer. On me

chargea de la conduile des travaux."

Rapprochons mainteuaut cet article de celui que nous lisons dans la vie de

Manro, ou il est dit :

"
Apres 1'inrendie de l'II6tel-Dieu de Montreal, M. Gideon de Catalogue vint au secot

de ret to communaute si eprouvee. Arrhitecte habile, il prepare les plans du nouvel edifice,

diri-n' les homines pour la preparation des bois neeessaires au retablissement de 1'Hotel-

Dieii, et, conjoiiiteinent avec M. Polhier, inarchand de Montreal, est charge de la direction

des travaux, par une deliberation prise dans une assemblee generale des citoyens presidee

par M. de Callii-ros.

" CVs dfux messieurs s'acquitterent de cette commission honorable avec toute 1'activite

qu'on pouvuit atteudre de k-ur parlait devouemeut." (Vie de Mile Mance, t. II, p. 130.)

M. Gi)ox DE CATAI/OGNE, INOKNIEUR MILITAIKE.

A la pag> Gleme du re( neil, on lit encore :

"
Jefus envoyt pour faire faire 1'enceiute de

la ville des Trois-Hiviores.
"

I*' '2 novembre suivaiit, nous jxirtimes de Quebec au uombre de quarante Fran9ais et

(jnarantc Abenaquis, et arrivames a 1'laisance ( Terre-Neuve )
le 15 novembre.

" On envisagea les consequences qu'il y avait de fortifier Chambly, 6tant le passage
de IVnnemi.... Les iutendants ordonnereut des fonds pour cette depense et obligerent

tous les habitants du gouvernemeut de Montreal d'y donuer chacun huit jours de corv6e,

et que pour commencer ces ouvrages et les mettre en etat de defense, on m'ordonna de m?y

transjtorlcr, 1'automne, pour y faire amasser des materiaux."

Une page, pour les annees 1 711-1712, se lit encore comme suit :

"
L'on avait commence ajeter les fondemeuts de deux redoutes a Quebec pour etre

roniiimes 1'annee suivante, quoique les fonds fussent epuises.
" L'une des redoutes fut achevee, a la menuiserie pres, et la ma9onnerie de 1'autre

montee au carre, et en outre on fit un mur le long de la cote du Palais, jusque vis-a-vis

1'Hotel-Dieu, et on commeu9a deux bastions et la courtine, entre la redoute du Cap-au-

Diaroant et le cavalier de M. Dupont
4

et ces ouvrages en sont demeures la.
" M. de Beaucour ayant etc envoye a 1'ile Royale.ye/ws cliarge de la conduite des ouvraget

et det toitet."

En 1714, 1'actif et intelligent Gedeon dirigeait encore a Quebec les travaux de la redoute

du Cap-an-Diamant et du chateau Saint-Louis.

4 L batte da moaUn qui gervait de cavalier 6t*it i l'extrtmit<5 de la rue MontrCarmel, sur 1'eepice de jotee

qni ezictfl encore on arridre doa Utiasog servant aujourd'hui do palais de justice. ( LeMoyne, Ibrttfcationi de Qut-
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Six ans plus tard, il etait envoye en garnison a Louisbourg, Cap-Breton, ou il prSsidait

& 1'execution des travaux de fortification de cette ville.
8

O'est dans cette derniere ville que Gredeon de Catalogue terminait une carriere des

plus honorables et des plus chretiennes, rendant son ame a Dieu, le 5 Janvier 1*729.

II laissait pour h6ritiers de son etonnante activite et de ses .qualites sociales, un fils,

Joseph, et cinq filles, Mmes Damours, Gramelin, Pothier, Dubuisson, De Gaiines-Falaise,

et De Landrieve.
8

II JOSEPH

Joseph, fils de Gredeon, naquit a Montreal le 5 mai 1694. 7 Son pere apres 1'avoir fait

etudier a Paris, lui fit prendre le parti des armes, et, des 1'annee 1722, il recevait sa commis-

sion d'enseigne. II servit en cette qualite a 1'ile Eoyale en 1727, et trois aus plus tard il

etait eleve au grade de lieutenant de marine.

En 1*733, le 3 fevrier, il epousait a Montreal Charlotte Dubuisson.

Ses merites lui obtinrent bientot 1'honneur d'etre decore de la croix de chevalier de

1'ordre royal de Saint-Louis.

Bien que militaire experiment^, Joseph s'etait adonnu a la litterature et aux sciences.

D composa un Traite sur Vaiguille aimantee, qui lui valut uu fauteuil a 1'Academic des

sciences de Paris.

Malheureusement pour la science et la colonie, il decedait a Loriisbourg en 1735, six

ans seulement apres son pere, ne laissaut qu'un fils, Louis-Charles-Frau9ois-Gredeou.

Ill LOUIS-CHARLES-FBAN^OIS-GEDEON

Louis-Charles-Fraiifois-Gredeon, fils unique de Joseph, naissait a Louisbourg le 14

fevrier 1734. II voulut, comme ses ancetres, embrasser la carriere militaire, et comme eux

fut decore de la croix de chevalier de Saint-Louis.

II fut un des braves de 1759 qui combattirent si vaillamment pour couserver a la

France cette belle et vaste contree du Canada. Le succes n'ayant pas couronne leurs efforts,

le Canada fut c6de a la couronne d'Angleterre.

En 1765, une ordonnance portait' que tous les proprietaires cauadiens qui voulaient

demeurer au Canada et preter sermeut de fidelite a 1'Augleterre, resteraient en possession

de leurs biens.

Mais le caractere de 1'omcier fran9ais ne lui permit pas de se plier sous la domination

d'un souverain 6tranger, et des lors il renon9a a ses proprietes, pour rester fidele a la foi

juree au roi et a la France, aimant mieux perdre ses titres et ses droits a la seigneurie des

Prairies-Marsolet, qui etait passee dans sa famille, que de consentir au sacrifice de sa

nationalite. En 1766, il partit pour Saint-Domingue, ou bientot il eut le commandement de

la place des Cayes, qu'il conserva jusqu'a sa mort, arrivee en 1781. Sou corps repose dans

1'eglise de Saint-Pierre de Saint-Domingue.

6 Les mines de ces fortifications subsistent encore (1884).
* Ces families comptent de nombreux et honorables descendants.
T II est a remarquer que la famille Getldon de Catalogue s'est toujours dirigee vers le continent de I'Am^rique

depuis deux siecles. Toua les descendants du premier G&ieon ne passfirent en France que le temps de leur Edu-

cation. Aucun n'y rejut le jour, et tous sont demeurs franjais, fideles au roi et & leur France bien-aimfe.
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De son mariage avec Mile Louise Guyon-Despres, celfebre le 19 ifevrier 1759 a Mont-

rfcal, naquit Charles-Gedeon.

IV CHAKLES-GfiDflON

Ne a Montreal le 11 septembre 1764, Charles-Ged6on n'eut pas 1'avantage deconnaitre

sa mere patrie, puisqu'en 1766 ses parents passaient a la Martinique ;
mais il avait devant

lui 1'exemple de ses aucetres dont il retra9ait la liguee jusqu'aux croisades et dont il lisait

les armoiries :

D'or au chevron de gueules accompagnt au chef (Tun croissant et (tune etoile du m&ne, enpointe

dun pin au nature! sur une terrasse sablee. L'ecu timbre (Tun casque de baron, orni de tous ses

lambrequins.

II entra et fit ses 6tudes a 1'ecole militaire de Paris et obtint la decoration de Saint-

I.rfizare decernee aux six premiers de 1'ecole. En 1782, il partit pour 1'Espagne, avec son

regiment et assista aux batailles de Cadix et de Gibraltar. II entrait, I'anu6e suivante

(17X3), au regiment do la Martinique, et des lore servit avec graude distinction. De

brillants faits d'armes signalerent sa presence a Sainte-Lucie.

En IT'.'O, il obtouait le grade de capitaine, et quelque temps apres, bien jeune encore, il

etait decore de la croix de Saint-Louis.

C'est a eette epoque (1791) qu'il epousa Mile Gallet de Saint-Aurin, appartenant a

une des families lee plus honorables de la Martinique. Elle deceda en 1840, a Saint-Pierre

de la Martinique.
" En 170.*], ecrit Sydney Daney, a la tete de qiielques royalistes, il s'empara de la bat-

torie Carnicas. au Crros-Morne, afin de, combattre Kochambeau, lieutenant-general des

arineoK de la Kepublique, et gouverneur de la Martinique, qui se trouvait a la tete des

patriotes.

Dans 1'attnquedu morne Vert-Pre par Eochambeau, les colons, ayant neglig6 de suivre

lesconsoila de Charles-Gedeon, furent battus. Celui-ci put neaumoins reunir quelquea

rompagiions jwur prevenir les suites d'uue defaite qui pouvaient etre terribles. II protegea
aiiiNi les f'einmes et les enfants qui f'uyaient un vainqueur dout ils etaient loin d'avoir

entendu ranter la clemenre. II voulut meme les conduire jusqu'a la Trinite, ou ils s'embar-

querent." (Histmre de la Martinique, par Sidney Daney, imprimee & Port-Royal en 1846.)

L'Angleterre s'etant rendue maitresse de 1'ilede la Martinique, en 1794, Charles-Gideon

crut, dans son patriotisme hereditaire, devoir renoncer d la carriere des armes plutot que
d'accepter les otfres brillantes que lui faisait le nouveau gouverneur de la colonie alors

devenue un des joyaux de la couronne d'Angleterre.
A cette epoque deja bieu eloignee, il ne pouvait en aucune manidre temoigner qne des

Bcntimente de froidenr pour la nation maitresse de Pile.

II con9ut in. -in.-, en 1809, le projet d'nn coup d'Etat, pour en reprendre possession ;

mai trahi dans ses plans, il eut a subir une longue detention au fort Saint-Louis.

Vaincu mais non abattn, Charles-Gedeon repondit au gouverneur anglais qui, presi-
dant au conseil reuni pour le juger, lui reprochait d'etre hostile au gouvernement de Sa

Majeutfc britannique :

"
Qu'entendez-vous, Monsieur le gouverneur, par cette expression

"
hostile" ?

"
Ett-ce que vout voudriezfaire couler du sang anglais dans mes veines ? Ce serait aussi difficile que"
dtfaire couler d* tang franfait dans les vdtres. Ce qui est un merite pour vous serait done un

"
crime po*r moil"
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Sea juges, qui etaient d'ailleurs des gens d'honneur, n'oserent pas condamner un citoyen

aussi devoue et aussi fenne. II fat remis en liberte.

Les repr6sentants du gouvernement fran9ais qui, en 1814, avait repris possession de

1'ile, n'oublierent pas, dans sa retraite, le brillant officier du regiment de la Martinique, et

mettant a profit son zele, son courage, ses lumieres et son experience, ils le nommerent

d'abord commandant, puis colonel du bataillon des milicee. II fut successivement membre
du conseil general et membre du conseil prive, et, en 1823, il etait decore de la croix de la

Legion d'honneur.

Le brave, loyal et genereux Charles-Gedeon s'eteignit le 9 aout 1854 a la Martinique,
a 1'age de quatre-vingt-dix ans.

V AUGUSTE-FRANgOIS-MARIE-GEDEON

N6 en 1796 a Saint-Domingue, Auguste-Franfois-Marie-Gedeon epousait en 1823, Mile

Marie-Louise-Josephine de Carbonel, origiuaire de Provence, et petite niece de 1'abbe de

1'Epee. II etait lieutenant des bataillons coloniaux, et membre du conseil colonial. II

mourut le 31 Janvier 1850 a Madison, Etat de New-Jersey, laissant deux fils Ged6on-

Auguste et Jules-Charles.

VI GEDEON-AUGUSTE

Gedeon-Auguste, fils aine du precedent, re9ut le jour le 8 juillet 1824, a Saint-Pierre

de la Martinique. II y etudia le droit et y exer9a les professions de notaire et d'avocat.

Dans VEtat present de la noblesse franfaise on trouve meutioune le baron Gedeon de

Catalogne, notaire a Saint-Pierre de la Martinique.
8

Le 16 novembre 1852, il epousait Mile Louise-Hylaris Tiberge, fille de Noble-

Hypolite Tiberge
9 et de demoiselle Hodebourg DesBrosses. Cette derniere etait pareute

avec les Dauray de Maupertuis, les Tascher de la Pagerie et les Dubuc de Rivery, dont un

des membres, Mile Aimee, fut enlevee par des pirates sur les cotes d'Algerie, et envoyee par

le Bey comme present au Grand Turc Selim III.

Elle devint sultane favorite, et a 1'avenement de son fils Mahmoud II au tioue, en 1808,

elle fut declaree sultane validee.

Gedeon-Auguste est decede a Saint-Pierre le 10 septembre 1861, ne laissaut qulun fils

Paul-Louis-Gedeon, et une fille, Marie-Gabrielle-Laurence.

VII PAUL-LOUIS-GEDEON

Paul-Louis-Gedeon, septieme descendant de la branche cadette, est aujourd'hui 1'heri-

tier des titres de cette famille si remarquable. II occupe la propriete de ses peres, et pos-

sede toute 1'estime de ses concitoyens.

8 Voir Bachelin de Florence, p. 421, &L 1873-74.

9 Petit neveu du c616bre abb4 Tiberge, baron d'Andr6, bien connu sous le rgne de Louis XTV, et dont il est fait

mention dans les lettres de Mme de Maintenon.
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Quelque temps apres la publication du premier volume du Dictionnaire

1'auteur recevait de M. Paul-Louis-Gedeon de Catalogue la lettre suivante :

" Monsieur I'abb6,

"
J'ai appris, par une revue litteraire, que vous aviez public un premier volume du

dictionnaire des families canadiennes. J'ai songe immediatement a vous ecrire pour vous

expedier quelques documents coucernant ma famille qui a habite le Canada pendant pres

d'un siecle. Je regrette vivement qu'ils ne soient pas plus detailles ; mais toutes mes ten-

tatives pour los completer sont venues echouer centre le mauvais vouloir de 1'archiviste du

ministerc de la marine, a Paris.

" Plus heureux que moi, vous avez sans doute pris connaissance, aux archives de la

marine, d'une somme de documents dont 1'acces estrefusee a beaucoup d'historiens archeo-

logues. Nul doute aussi que vos archives du Canada ne soieut tres riches ettres precieuses.
" De nombreuses i'amillcs fraii9aiso.s, Monsieur 1'abbe, doiveut s'interesser vivemeut 4

votre ouvragu ; dcpnis longtemps en effet, les noms de nos exi!6s du Canada attendaient

une plume pent-reuse qui les reveillat de 1'oubli et des teuebres dans lesquels ils etaient

plonges ;
c't-st assez vous dire, Monsieur 1'abbe, le succes qui attend votre dictionnaire.

"
Permettez, Monsieur 1'abbc, que je vous exprime les VCDUX les plus sinceres pour

que le deuxieme volume de votre interessaut et si precieux ouvrage rencontre le succes

mt'rite de son aine. Plusieurs de mes amis, dont les families ont eu des alliances au

Canada, s'interessent vivement a votre publication, et se sout adresses a un libraire de
Paris pour le faire venir du Canada.

"
Veuillez agreer, Monsieur 1'abbe, 1'assurance de ma consideration la plus distinguee.

"
P. DE CATALOONE."
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( Lu a Quebec le 29 mars 1884, et approuv6 a Ottawa le 21 mai suivant. )

II y a maintenant pres d'un siecle et un quart que nous avons passe de la domination

de la France a celle de 1'Angleterre. Apres la grande bataille qui a place le drapeau

etranger sur nos murs, mais surtout apres le traite par lequel la cession du pays a ete

ratifiee, il n'est reste sur cette ancieune terre fran9aise qu'uue simple poignee de Fraii9ais.

Ils n'avaient pour vivre que leur hache et leur mousquet ;
mais leur cceur etait aussi

grand et aussi fort que 1'immense et vigoureuse foret a laquelle ils allaient livrer bataille,

comme leurs peres 1'avaient fait depuis au-dela de deux cents ans. Et cos Fraii9ais, sans

consulter leur nombre, se sont mis hardiment a Po3uvre. Or, ce n'etait pas une chose

ordinaire que celle qu'ils entreprenaient. Non seulement il leur fallait tirer peniblement

leur existence quotidienne d'une culture sans cesse interrompue Q\\ ruinue par les incur-

sions des saurages et des b6tes fauves, mais ils devaient en outre lutter constamment et

pied a pied centre un envahissement encore plus redoutable, celui des mceurs, des cou-

tumes et de la langue d'un etranger. Sans aigreur et saus haine, mais aussi sans faiblesse

et sans compromis, ils ont fait cette lutte par tous les moyens hoimetes et legaux qu'ils

avaient a leur disposition. Ils ont passe successivement sous le regiie d'uue commission

militaire, puis d'une commission mi-partie civile et militaire, eusuite sous un gouverne-

ment civil absolu, puis sous un regime soi-disant constitutional et representatif, accorde

en 1791. Mais ce gouvernement, qui n'etait ni assez large ni assez populaire, a du subir

beaucoup de modifications, en 1841, pour arriver a la constitution plus liberale encore de

186*7, sous laquelle nous vivons.

Pour nous, aujourd'hui, cette periode peut sembler courte, et il suffit de quelques

lignes pour la resumer. Mais songeons a la duree qu'elle a eue reellement pour ceux

qui ont 6te obliges de la subir, de la vivre jusqu'a la fin, et nous aurous une idee de 1'im-

mense travail accompli.

Or, pendant toutes ces luttes que 1'element fran9ais a du soutenir sur ce continent,

qu'a-t-il gagne? tout ; qu'a-t-il perdu ? rien. Pour tous les avantages serieux qu'il a con-

quis si longuement et si peniblement, il n'a sacrifie rien de 1'heritage precieux qui lui

avait ete confie : sa foi, ses coutumes, sa langue ;
il 1'a conserve intact comme au premier

jour. Bien plus, il s'est accru et developpe dans des proportions etonnantes. Les quel-

ques milliers de families qui sont restees attachees au sol canadien apres le traite de 1763,

forment aujourd'hui au dela d'un million d'ames, sans compter les deux ou trois cent

mille des notres etablis sur le territoire qui nous avoisine, et qui forment autant de groupes

au milieu desquels se conservent et se cultivent les traditions de la famille et de la natio-

nal^. Non seulement nous ne nous sommes pas laisses envahir, mais nous avons envahi

.les autres. Et avec cela, j'aime a le repeter, sans cesser d'etre les loyaux sujets du
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nonvean ponvoir sous lequel nous jouissons maintenaut, du reste, des plus grandes Iibert6s

nous sommes restes rr;un;:iis par le cceur, par les coutumes et par la langue. Mais c'i

surtout cette conservation intacte de la langue fraii9aise qui forme un des traits les pli

saillants de cette merveilleuse vitalite dont 1'histoire du monde ne nous offre que bier

peu d'exemples.

En eflet, on conceit facilemont que les Fran9ais du Canada aient garde leur religion,

d'abord parce qu'un traite solenuel leur en assurait le libre exercice, et que, du reste,

c'etait un point sur lequel on ne pouvait les attaquer qu'avec les plus grands menag
ments. Pour ce qui est des coutumes, on sait qu'il est extremement difficile de les dera

ciner chez un peuple, dans quelqiies circonstances qu'on le place ; et, au surplus, nos nou-

veanx tronvernants n'avaient aucun interet immediat a nous susciter des embarras sur

point. Mais, quant au langage, nous etions dans une tout autre position. Meles cons-

tamment a uu peuple qui parlait une langue eirangere, nos peres etaient obliges de

servir de cette langue non seulement dans la plupart de leurs rapports journaliers, mais

encore pour fairo valoir ou defendre leurs droits devant les tribunaux, et surtout devant le

ponvoir legislatif, ou bien pour comprondre des edits et ordonnances qu'on ne se donnait

pa toujours la peine de leur traduire. On con9oit, des lors, quels efforts il leur a fallu

faire, quels combats ils out du soutenir pour ne pas se laisser entrainer peu a peu sur la pente
vers laqnelle tout concourait a les faire glisser. Et, quand on a sous les yeux le travail cons-

tant que font les Prussiens dans le but de germaniser 1'Alsace et la Lorraine en imposant
la langue allomande et en proscrivant par tons les moyens 1'usage du franpais, on peut

comprendre ce que faisait ici, dans uu but analogue, une bureaucratic qui avait tout a

gamier en aflirmant son xele ardent centre notre nationalite. Places dans une position

dcja inferieure sous le rapport de 1'existence materielle, attendu que dans tous les etats,

professions, ou emplois publics, la race qu'on qualifiait modestement de superieure etait

natnrellement la plus favorisee, nos compatriotes avaient encore le desavantage d'etre

obliges d'apprendre deux langues pour no pas tre exposes a se heurter chaque jour, dans

les details ordinaires de la vie, centre des obstacles et des retards continuels.

La difficulte etait moins graude, peut-etre, pour les habitants des campagnes, qui se

trouvaient moius souvent en contact avec 1'element Stranger ; mais, dans les villes et les

centres un peu considerables, ou la population etait toujours plus ou moins m6lang6e, c'etait

un danger, et par consequent une lutte de tous les instants.

Une autre source de peril etait le manque de livres et de journaux. On comprend que,
par suite du nombre restreint des lecteurs, celui qui imprimait un livre ou publiait un
journal dans notre langue pouvait rarement faire rentrer ses avances, et perdait le plus
sonvent des sommes relativemeut fortes, sans compter le sacrifice de son temps et de son
travail. II s'ensuit done que ceux qui voulaient se renseigner Bur les affaires publiques
on augmenter leur instruction sur d'autres points 6taient obliges de recourir aux journaux
et aux livres imprimes dans une langue etrangere, qui nous arrivaient en grand nombre
soit d'Angleterre soit des Etats-Unis. Et cet etat de choses a dure assez longtemps pour
que bien deg personnes, vivantes encore aujourd'hui, se souviennent d'avoir 6t6 obligees
de copier en clasae la plupart des cours qu'elles suivaient, parce qu'il n'y avait qu'un seul
livre imprime pour le professeur ; sonvent meme ce livre unique faisait completement
defaut.

Dans les circonBtances ordinaire*, il aurait pu en resulter un moindre inconvenient :
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mais, etant donne la situation qui nous etait faite et la pression morale que nous eprou-

vions de toutes parts, il y avait la un danger que nous n'avons 6vite que grace aux

plus continuels efforts et au deploiement du plus grand patriotisme.

Et, au milieu de ces tribulations qui prenaient souvent la forme de seductions, nous

sommes restes fermes et inebranlables jusqu'a la fin. Non seulement nous avons conserve

notre langue dans toute sa purete, dans toute son integrite, mais nous 1'avons meme fait

accepter a ceux qui voulaient nous imposer la leur. Par nos protestations incessantes, par

nos efforts persistants, nous en sommes arrives a faire reconuaitre a la langue fran9aise le

droit de cite dans ce pays qu'elle avait jadis conquis a la civilisation, et dont on avait

voulu plus tard 1'expulser ; nous 1'avons fait mettre sur un pied d'egalite avec la laugue
de uos compatriotes d'une autre origine. Et, s'il nous est permis de nous enorgueillir du

travail que nous avons accompli sous ce rapport et du succes qui 1'a couronne, nous ne

devons pas oublier d'apprecier en meme temps comme il le merite 1'esprit si liberal du

pouvoir qui a su, lorsqu'il a ete suffisammeut eclaire sur la situation, nous reudre cette

justice et faire amplement droit a nos legitimes aspirations.

Du reste, ceux qui out voulu se mettre au-dessus des mesquins interets ou des que-
relles du moment, ont toujours, meme en Angleterre, estime a sa veritable valeur ce sen-

timent si naturel qui nous faisait lutter sans relache pour la conservation de notre laugue
et par consequent de notre nationalite. Voici ce que disait lord Grenville, lors de la dis-

cussion du projet de constitution de 1791 :

" On a appele prejuge 1'attachement des Caua-

diens a leurs coutumes, a leurs lois et a leurs usages, qu'ils preferent a ceux de 1'Angle-

terre. Je crois qu'un pareil attachement merite un avitre uom que oelui de prejuge ;
selou

moi, cet attachement est fonde sur la raison et sur quelque chose de plus eleve encore que la

raison, sur les sentiments les plus nobles du coeur humain." Et cet esprit large et impar-

tial que nous constatons chez plusieurs de nos gouverueurs, entre autres lord Durham, sir

Charles Bagot, lord Elgin et lord Dufferin, ne se retrouve-t-il pas heureusement aujour-

d'hui dans les belles paroles que pronoii9ait S. E. le marquis de Lome, gouverneur general

du Canada, lors de 1'inauguratiou de cette academic qui lui doit sa foudation :

" Dans une

des sections, ceux de nos concitoyeus qui tirent leur origiue de la vieille Franco, pourront

discuter, avec cette elegance de diction et cette critique judicieuse si remarquable chez

eux, tout ce qui a trait a leur litterature
;

ils s'y attacherout a conserver dans toute sa

purete le grand idiome qui est entre pour une si large part dans la formation de la langue

anglaise."

Aujourd'hui done, non seulement la langue frau9aise est une des langues officielles

dans notre province de Quebec, mais elle est aussi, non pas simplement toleree, mais lega-

lement recounue au siege du pouvoir federal. Dans les debats du parlement d'Ottawa, et

dans la correspondauce officielle des departements, 1'usage des deux langues est facultatif
;

et les lois, de meme que les documents publics et le Hansard,
l doivent s'imprimer et se

publier en fran9ais et en anglais.

Nous pouvons done montrer avec une legitime fierte la position que nous avons con-

quise, au point de vue de -la langue surtout, puisque dans cette academic, sur quatre-vingts

fauteuils, nous en possedons vingt-six.

1

Compte-rendu officiel des debate du parlement

Sec. I, 1884 3.
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Voila, succinctement, la vie que nous avons faite depuis plus d'un siecle et les resul-

tats que nous avons obtenus.

Mais il y a encore une esperance que nous n'abaudonuons pas et que nous devons,

par tous nos efforts, tacher de realiser, c'est d'etre reconnus officiellement, sous le rapport

du langage, par le pays d'ou nos ancetres sont veuus ; c'est d'etre admis a concourir,

comme nos freres d'outre-mer, a 1'augmentation de 1'heritage paternel. Car, cette laugue

si belle, qui est restee la langue offieielle de presque toutes les cours de 1'Europe, non

contents de la couserver dans toute sa purete et son integrite, nous 1'avous enrichie

d'nne foulo do mots et de locutions empruntees a des circonstances nouvelles et qui

ne pouvaient se produire que diflicilcment ailleurs qu'ici. Places dans une situation

spvciule, dans un milieu different de 1'aucien monde, non settlement au point de vue du

mode de vivre, mais encore sous le rapport de la nature materielle, nous avous du nfcces-

sairomcnt oxprimer des etats nouveaux et des idees uouvelles, par des mots nouveaux.

C'os mots, nous les avons crees et nous nous en servous tous les jours. Avions-nous le

droit d> les error ? avons-nous droit de nous on servir ? Et pourquoi nou ? Une langue

n'est pas une chose immuable ;
il ost vrai qu'on peut bien en fixer d'une facon a pcu pros

definitive les retries graramaticales, mais jamais on ne pourra empecher ceux qui la parlent

d'etondre ou do modilier d'un coinmun accord et suivant les circonstances, certaines expres-

sions, on bien, au besoin, de ereor des expressions nouvelles. Autrement, cette langue

passorait bientot a 1'etat do langue morte ou tout au moins eoudamnee; car ici, graced
la rapiditr avoc laqudle man-he le siecle, tout moment d'arret est presque uu pas en

arrii-re. Aussi, malirre les defenses solennolles de 1'Academic, on voit la langue fra^aise

s'aiurmonter chaquo jour de mots nouveaux que le dictionnaire officiel rejette, mais qui

sont acme illis par Boschorollo, Poitovin, Littre et surtout par Larousse, sur ce principe,

sans douto qu'un dictionnaire est principalement un registre de constatation, et qu'on doit

exercer la plus grando prudoiK-e quand il s'agit de declarer qu'un terme usuel est ou

n'et p:us admissible. C'ost a la totalite do ceux qni parlent et qui ecrivent qu'il appar-

tient, dans ce cas, do so prononcor. Et c'est pourquoi, malgre les dictionuaires memes,
vous voyez los errands journaux et los grandes revues affirmer ici leur autorite. Ouvrez la

Revue des deux mondes, la Noiivelle Revue ou YOjfidel, et vous y reucontrerez tres souvent des

expressions ou des acceptions que les dictiouuaires ne dounent pas. Pour cela, en sont-

elles moins francaisos et en rosteront-elles moins dans la langue ? Au contraire, elles s'y

fixoront davantage, et les autorites officielles, pour etre les dernieres & ceder, seront bien

forct-es, un jour ou 1'autre, de les accueillir et de les reconnaitre. Au surplus, la meme
chose se produit dans toutes les langues ; c'est une espece d'evolution qu'il est impos-
sible d'arreter. Et, sous ce rapport, nous ue pouvons pas citer de meilleur exemple que
cclui de nos voisins des Etats-Unis, dont le dictionnaire est beaucoup plus etendu que
le dictionnaires faits en Angleterre, grace au grand nombre de mots nouveaux que les cir-

constances out fait surgir.

Or, dans ce monvement de progres, nous, les reprfesentants legitimes de la langue
dans 1'Amerique du nord, nous avons marcb.6 avec les autres, et nous avons

apporte notre quote-part de travail. Pourquoi maintenant ce travail serait-il mis de cotfe,

rejeti par ceux qui ont la mission officielle de 1'etudier et de le juger? Pourquoi <,>

expressions que nous avons et6 obliges de crfier n'entreraient-elles pas de pleiu droit dans

le dictionnaire de la langue francuise, avec une note indiquaut le lieu de leur provenance ?
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Voila ce que je demande, et ce a quoi je crois sincerement que nous avons droit.

Je ne veux pas, naturellement, parler ici d'uii grand nombrc d'expressions que Ton

trouve dans les glossaires sous le litre :

"
d'Expressions particulieres au Canada" et qui ne

sout que des variantes, souvent legeres, de prononciation, telles qu'on en trouve dans

certains departements, en France. Ainsi, je m'inquiete fort peu qu'on disc fanil pour

fenil, dttorse pour entorse, greyer pour greer, ondains pour andains, etc., ou hien encore qu'on

se senre de certaines expressions demodees, usitees dans quelques provinces seulement,

comme jouer aux marbres, pour jouer aux billes, siler, dans certains cas, pour siffler, devirer

pour retourner, etc. Plusieurs de ces mots disparaissent a mcsure que 1'iustructiou se

repand ; quant aux autres, ils donnent a notre langage un certain cachet d'originalite et

d'archaisme, que Ton aurait tort de lui reprocher dans la plupart des cas.

Mais les expressions ou acceptions auxquelles je tiens davantage, et pour lesquelles je

reclame le droit de cite, ce sont celles que nous n'avons pas etc libres de no pas freer, et

qui, pour la plupart, du reste, buivent exactement les regies d'une jiidieieuse etymologie,

ou bien sont de bonnes adaptations du terme anglais correspondaiit.

Ainsi, les mots balise, baliser, sont deux termes de marine. En France les balises d'un

port sont des bouees qui en marquent I'eutree
;

le verbe baliaer s'emploie dans le memo
sens. Ici nous avons etendu cette signification. l\rar indiquer la place des chemins,

en hiver, sur nos grands champs de neige ou sur la surface glacee des fleuves et des

rivieres, on plante, de chaque cote, de petits sapins ou autres arbustes, qui guident le

voyageur, quand les rafales ou la poudrerie out efface la trace des voitures. Ces arbustes,

nous les appelons balises, et nous disons, dans le meme sens, baliser un chemiii. Cette uou-

velle acception n'est-elle pas rationnelle, et, au lieu d'avoir ici defigure la langue, comme
certains ecrivains peu reflechis nous 1'ont reproche, ne 1'avons-nous pas, au coutraire,

enrichie ? J'ai ecrit un peu plus haut le mot poudrerie ; c'est encore iin terme, non seule-

ment fort juste, mais de plus tres pittoresque. On connait peu, en effet, en France, le

tourbillonnement ou plutot le poudroiement de la neige, tel que nous 1'avons ici, et que
les Anglais appellent drifting. Ce sont done les circoustances locales qui nous out impose
ce mot, et nous disons avec beaucoup de raisou : II y a de la poudrerie, il pmulre. Nous
avous aussi le terme contraire : pour indiquer que la ueige ne poudre pas et qu'elle est

devenue humide par suite de 1'elevation de la temperature, nous employons le verbe

peloler, auquel les dictionnaires ne reconuaisseut pas cette acception, bien qu'ils donnent

pelote de neige. Nous disous encore des chemins d'hiver qu'ils sont boulants, lorsque la

neige fait boule sous le sabot du cheval, que le cheval se trouve bolte, et qu'il court le

risque de s'embourber ; nous disons aussi des chemius qu'ils sont moulineux, et de la neige

qu'elle est moulineuse. Ces adjectifs viennent, le premier du verbe hauler, et le second du

verbe mouliner; leur derivation est done parfaitement juste. Barauder et renvoi, sont encore

deux termes dus a notre climat. Les renvois sout des pentes de glace ou de neige durcie

que le patin du traineau creuse dans le chemin, et qui font barauder la voiture, c'est-a-dire,

glisser lateralement jusqu'a une petite accumulation qui arrfite brusquement le mouve-

ment et renvoie les voyageurs dans 1'autre sens. Les patins ou lisses du traiueau sont

deux mots auxquels nous avons doniie une acception que la nature m6me de 1'objet nous

iudiquait. II y a aussi 1'expression cahot, par laquelle nous designons les fosses qui se

creusent dans la neige du chemin et qui font cahoter la voiture. Ici, cependant, nous

ne faisons que transporter a un chemin de neige un terme qui s'appliquait deja a un
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chemin d'ete. Berlot, berline, carriole, sont encore des appellations qui nous servent a desi-

gner certaines voitures d'hiver partieulieres au pays, et pour lesquelles nous n'avions pas

deuoms correspondants dans la laugue fraufaise ;
nous avons done etc obliges de creer un

mot et de donner a deux autres une nouvelle acception. Une autre expression aussi juste

que pittoresque, c'est le mot bor&iges, par lequel nous designons les glaces qui se forment

sur les bords des rivieres avant que le milieu soit congele, ou qui tiennent encore a la

rive apres que la debacle s'est faite. Sur le Saint-Laurent, ou les bordages sont beau-

coup plus considerables, on lour doune le nom de battures. Nous avons encore le mot

/*/, que nous appliquons surtout a la glace qui se forme sur le fleuve en face de Quebec,

et cela avec raison, puisque, presque toujours, 1'eau reste libre en aval et sur une certaine

etendue en amout de ce point ; c'est done un veritable pont de glace. II y a bien des

annees, le lleuve avait pris en une seule nuit, depuis les rapides de Lachine, en haut

de Montreal, jusqu'a 1'ile aux Grues, a dix lieues en bas de Quebec, c'est-a-dire sur un

(space de 210 milles ( 850 kilometres). On a etendu, pour cet hiver seulement, la signi-

fication du mot jiont a tout le lleuve, et 1'annee de ce remarquable pheuomene est restee

coniiue sous le nom d'/iwt-e du grand jx>nt. Pendant cet hiver on n'a pas 6t6 oblige de

. onstruin- d-s imliiutirs urtiiiciels. car le fleuve lui-meme formait un immense skating rink;

comme disent les puristes. Et, sur cet espace ouvert a tous les vents, les jeunes lilies

prud-ntes s'enveloppaient la tete d'un niuige ou d'uu nube en fine laiue.

II y a encore uue expression pour laquelle je ne demande pasle droitde cite, puisque

les dictionnaires le lui out deja accorde, mais que je signale comme 1'une de nos plus

hcureimes adaptations ;
c'est le mot rnquette que les grands puristes remplaceut, bieu a tort,

par IVxpn-ssioii soiiliers <' neige. Cette derniere expression u'est ni plus ni moins qu'une

absurditc, attendu que lu raquette n'a rieu du soulier, si ce n'est qu'elle s'attache aux

pieds comine ce dernier. On pourrait, avec tout autaut de raison, appeler le parapluie

un chapeau a pluie, puisqu'il couvre la tete comme le chapeau, ou bien encore appeler

le patin nn soulier ('
glace. Pour marcher u la raquette on se sert du mocassin ou soulier

num.

Et, puisque j'en suis a parler des mots que nous a inspires notre saison d'hiver, c'est

peut-etre le lieu de citer ici la sucrerie avec tous les termes nouveaux qui s'y rapportent.

La sucrerie proprement dite, c'est la foret d'erables avec sa cabane a sucre, et tous les usten-

siles qui servent a fabriquer le sucre d'erable. Par les sucres, on entend 1'epoque ou se fait

le sucre et 1'ensemble des travaux que necessite cette exploitation. Entailler, c'est pra-

tiquer, dans 1'aubier de 1'erable, une entaille ou incision par laquelle la seve s'ecoule, et

etablir une piece de bois rainee, avec un vase, pour recueillir cette seve. Cette petit.-

pie<-e, qui se uomme coulisse, goudrelle ou goutterelle a huit ou dix pouces de longueur sur

deux pouces de largeur ; elle sert de conduit ou de gargouille pour faire tomber la seve

ou eatt d'erable dans le vase, qui pent etre un auge ou un cassot. Ce cassot est une petite
boite etanche, faite d'e-orce de bouleau. On fait bouillir la seve dans de grandes chau-

dieres, et quand, par suite de 1'evaporatiou, elle a acquis une belle couleur brune, on

1'appelle rtduit ; c'est alors qu'on peut en faire de la trempette. Ce redutt devient ensuite,

par une nouvelle ebullition, du sirop, puis de la tire avec laquelle on fait des toques, et,

enfin, du sucre, qu'on laisse refroidir dans des monies. Pour agiter le sucre, on se sert de
la mouvdU ; exploiter une sucrerie s'appelle faire couler. La plupart de ces expressions, j.-

le saia, ae trouvent daus les dictionnaires, mais elles u'y out pas 1'acception que nous l.-ur
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donnons ici, pour Pexcellente raison que I'industrie a laquelle elles s'appliquent est parti-

culiere au pays et n'est pas connue en France.

Notons en passant : bordee de ntige, terme que nous employons parce que la neige

nous arrive, le plus souvent, comme une veritable bordee ; croute, qui indique la couche

duroie qui se forme a la surface de la neige et qui est bien differente du verglas. Nous

disons la croute porte, c'est-a-dire, on peut y marcher sans enfoncer. Notons encore lefrasil,

qui designe une glace rompue en menus morceaux et melangee d'eau. Ce mot n'est-il pas

parfaitement derive du verbe/rarag-ere ? Et glissade, glissette ? Jamais vous ue parvieudrez

a faire disparaitre ces mots de notre vocabulaire, tant qu'il y aura des cotes et de la ueige

au Canada.

II me serait impossible, sans douner a ce travail une etendue qu'il no doit pas avoir,

do n 'lever tous les termes et locutions que nous pouvons reclamer comme nous apparte-

nant ; en voici cependant un certain uombre que je ne saurais passer sous silonce.

Tous les Canadiens, en hiver, portent le casque, qui n'est pas aussi militaire qu'ou

le pense. C'est une espece de bonnet en fourrure, ou bonnet a poil ;
il nous est indis-

pensable, et il fallait le nommer de quelque fa9on ; or, comme il a plusieurs points de

ressemblance avec le casque du militaire, nous lui avons doiine ce nom. Nous avons

encore ici le capot, qui n'est ni le capot du mariu, ni la grosse capote du soldat, mais qui

tient de 1'un et de 1'autre. Cette acception est passee dans notre langue, et elle y restera de

meme que le verbe encapoter, ou s'encapoter, auquel nous tenons, et qui est tout aussi ration-

nel que caoulchouter, accepte par les dictionnaires.

Nous avons encore le verbe se pieter, qui signifie resistor fortement, se defendre
;

le

mot craws, qui s'applique aux rocs denudes et tallies a pic que Ton trouve sur les berges

des rivieres. Nous disons :

" Ce navire est venu s'echouor, se briser sur les craws." II y
a ensuite le defaut de la cdte, qui designe 1'endroit ou un chemin commence a s'elever ou a

s'abaisser :

" Ma maison est construite dans le defaut de la cdte."

Parmi les noms des arbres qui sont particuliers a ce pays, il en est un certain nombre

que la France a admis, entre autres, epinette, qui desigue une variete de bois assez commune

ici, et que Bernardiu de Saint-Pierre appelle impropremeut sapinette, puisque 1'epinette

etant plus grande que le sapin, c'est uu augmentatif et non un dimiuutif qu'il cut fallu

employer. II y en a beaucoup d'autres qu'on ne trouve pas dans les dictionnaires, par

exemple, le merisier (dans son acception canadienne), le bois d'orignal, le bois de plomb, la

pruche, qui, tant pour son bois qu'a cause de sou ecorce, eutre pour une si large part dans

le commerce que nous faisons avec les Etats-Unis. J'espere pourtaut que ce mot finira

6tre reconnu, avec sapinage qui est si joli, et cage, cageux et planfon, dans leur acception

.nadienue. II faudra bien aussi que 1'Academic se resigne, un jour ou 1'autre, a accepter

otre meublier, qui vaut bien mieux que son ebeniste, et les expressions traine, tobogdne et

itasses qui, pour avoir une legere odeur de boucane, u'en sont pas moins d'excellentes adap-

tions. II en sera de mdme, je 1'espere, pour carre, char et lisse qui ont infinimeut plus de

ison d'etre que square, wagon et rail, de meme que char urbain et chemin defer urbain, au

ieu de tramway. On nous a aussi reproche chequer et chequage, que nous avons du

creer, parce que la langue franfaise ne possede pas de termes equivalents, et que le che-

quage n'est pas la meme chose que 1'enregistrement du bagage tel qu'il se fait en France.

M. Malezieux, cependant, dans son ouvrage sur les chemins de fer amtiricains, nous donne

raison et 6crit hardiment, comme nous, cheque, chequer, chequage. Et, dans le fait, j'aime
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mieui dire chtquer que stopper ;
notre verbe a au moins pour lui une excellente raison d'etre :

la necessite , taiidis que 1'autre n'est veritablement qu'uu mot de fantaisie.

Je pourrais signaler, en outre, un certain nombre de termes qui ont une couleur fort

poetique, et que nous lie sacrifierions pas sans une serieuse resistance ; ce sont, entre autres,

la bntnante, qui me parait dire plus que la brune; la noirceur, qui remplace avantageusement

la nuit ou I'obscurite dans certaines circonstances. Du reste, pourquoi ne pourrions-nous

pas nous servir de ce mot dans un sens litteral, quand plusieurs auteurs du grand siecle

IVmploient au figure-, notamment dans cette phrase de 1'un d'eux :

"
Pardonnez-moi

dV-gayer un pen la noirceur que ma transplantation repaiid dans mon ame." C'est encore

! mot recollin. dont nos marins se serveut au lieu d'embrun; cailler, pour se laisser aller au

sonunc il : s'endormir, pour avoir sommcil
; parolie, pour petite assemblee politique ou muni-

cipak- ; brumasxer, pour dire (ju'il tombe une pluie tres fine, qui tient plutot du brouillard
;

df meme qu'un grand nombre d'autres frequentatifs, qui s'emploient surtout dans les

campagnes, comine jioiissiiiller, miirhouiller, rolltiail/er, moutflasser, bourrasser, cisailler uu cheval,

cVst-a-dirc tircr alternativement et rapidement les guides.

Je iiifiitiunnfrai encore le mot ccntin, qui desigue la ceutieme partie d'une piastre, et

qiit>
nous avons adopt r. a la place de centime, qui designe deja la ceutieme partie du franc

;

1 'adji-ctif nirrrnuti; etolie carreauti-e, pour utolle a carreaux ; pagce, qui iudique chaque division

d'une cKiture renferim'e entre deux picux. Cette curieuse expression vient sans doute de

l:i ressemblance frappante qu'oflre une cloture surtout la cloture en zigzag des terres

imuvfllfs avec le.s pajiL-s ouvertos de res anciens livres qui se pliaieut dans un ct

coiniiif ivrtaiiH-s cartes modcrncs
;
les lignes d'ecriture sur chaque page representent

bii'ii les perches de la jmgve. Cldlure (Tembarras est aussi une expression pittoresque, tir

de la nature lueine de la clio.se
; en effet, cette cloture, faite de branchages et de tronc

d'arbres jetes pcle-niflf, otire aux be.stiaux plutot un embarras qu'un obstacle infranchie

sable. &iuttr les rapides, porlager H /><ig<ii/er, sont encore des expressions pleines de juste

que k-s circonstauct's memes nous out forces d'employer. Citons encore pouvoir d'eau,

ihantiir et ramp, pour lieu de campeiaeiit ; voi/ugeur, dans le sens de bucheron de chantiers;

iliMi/i nts, jxnir contrilmables appurtenant a la religion de la minorite dans une munic

palite ncolaire ; grmul brfile et petit brute, partie d'uue foret que le feu a detruite ; catalog

sortf de tapis fabriquc dans nos campagnes ; embfitre, cMriere, frfniere, etc., endroi

oil c-roissent IV-rablf, k; ccdre, le Irene
; crosse-, espece de raquette recourbee ave

laquelle on joue a la balle, ce jeu nous vieut des sauvages ; tpluchette de ble a"Me, esp
de corvee pour fjtlwher les regimes de mais ;fort, pour village, parce que dans les commer
cements de la colon ie tous les villages etaient fortifies

; habitant pour cultivateur ;

ruban de bois qu'enh'-ve le rabot ou la varlope ; repaussis, petites tiges qui poussent
apres qu'on a abattu les gros arbres

; tore tl la hache, c'est-a-dire n'avoir plus rien que
ha<he pour vivrc

; saboter, en parlant d'une voiture qui cafiole ; rang et concession sont de
divisions d'une paroisse ou d'un canton

; le chemin qui divise les rangs dans les cantoc

s'appelle cordon ; 1'endroit ou le cordon frappe un autre chemin a angle droit s'appelle ]

trail-cant. Je ne voudrais pas ennuyer 1'auditoire, cepeudant je ne puis resister au d.-ir
de citer encore une trentaine de mots ou d'acceptions qui meritent, il me semble, d'avoir
lew place ici.

Ainsi nous disons accuioire au lieu a"avaloire ; auditer est un verbe aussi regulierement
forme que le mot auditeur ; barrer et debarrer une porte, une armoire, un tiroir, ne vaut-il
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pas I'expression former a clef, ou ouvrir avec une clef; le mot est plus court, et, du reste, le

pene de la serrure, pour etre moins long que la barre ordinaire de nos portes, n'en est pas
moins une barre. La balterie et la tasserie d'une grange sont deux expressions canadiennes

doublees de normand
;
ne les sacrifions pas au purisme ;

tomber en botte : cette expression ne

vii'iit pas du mot fran9aia botte mais de 1'italieu botte qui siguifie tonneau
; d'oii, tomber en

botte, c'est-a-dire, tomber comme un tonneau dont les cercles se sout detaches ; caucus est

un mot de couleur latiue qui a passe par 1'anglais ; qu'on nous en trouve un meilleur et

nous nous engageons en meme temps a dire cercle au lieu de dub ; souxer est un verbe ori-

ginal et plein d'harmonie imitative ;
on dit : souxe ! pour exciter les chiens : c'est la le radical

de notre verbe ; clairons, pour aurores boreales, est presque fraiifais, puisqu'on appelait ainsi

autrefois une eclaircie dans le ciel ; conferencier, dans 1'acception que nous lui donnous,

passera de lui-meme dans la langue fran9aise ;
avoir lex cdtes sur le long, pour etre inoulu :

je crois que cette expression est bien cauadieuiie ; elle n'est pas poetique, mais file a le

merite de 1'originalite. Etre degrade en route, se dit sur terre et sur mer, et accuse une

origiue latine tres-authentique. Der4ner un cheval ; echiffe, echiffer, vient probablement

de 1'anglais chaff qui signifie balle ou dechets du grain ou bien de chiffon. La ferrce

est une beche qui autrefois etait en bois et n'avait qu'une piece do fer a 1'extremite du

tranchant. Frotter les bottes, les souliers : je me demande pourquoi Ton nous reproche

cette expression, attendu que dans cette importante operation le froltnge 1'emporte sur

le cirage. Grille, pour hale par le soleil : je regretterais qu'on nous chicanat trop sur ce

mot qui fait reellement tableau dans une phrase. Indictement est un vieux mot frai^ais

que nous avons repris sur 1'anglais ;
nous en avions le droit. Mal-&-main, malrhance,

malendurant, malchanc&ux, valent tout autant, il me S'.'mble, que malgracieux. Marcher nu

catechisme : je ne sais pas trop d'ou cette curieuse expression pent veuir
; gardons-Ia, dans

le style familier, a titre d'originalite. Menoirs et travail, au lieu de timons, me paraissent

tres rationnels et nous avons raison d'y tenir. Ouaouaron, uu mot de ueuf lettres qui con-

tient sept voyelles ;
c'est du reste notre chef-d'oeuvre d'harmonie imitative. Parfisannerie,

qualification et qualifie sout des derives de 1'anglais et meritaient d'etre crees. Pensionner et

pi/otter viennent, le premier de pension et le second de pilotis. On dit je jtensionne en

ville, et la terre est toute pilottee. Precedes, dans sou acception canadienne, est la tra-

duction de 1'anglais proceedings qui dit a lui seul autant que deliberations, proces-verbal,

compte-rendu ; tachons de le conserver. Rapporlable : un bref rapportable dans huit jours ;

servons-nous de ce mot, mais ne disons jamais retoumable. Tinton, c'est 1'appel supreme

que fait la cloche de 1'eglise par petits coups repetes avaut les offices
;

il derive tres natu-

rellement de tinier. Transquestion, transquestionner me semblent pourtant des mots de bou

aloi, je ne sais pas pourquoi ils ne seraient pas fran9ais. Enfiu nous disons tric-trac au

lieu de cr6c.elle ; les deux mots, sont bons, mais je crois, en definitive, que le notre fait un

peu plus de bruit et que, a cause de cela, il est meilleur.

Je pourrais, si je voulais epuiser le sujet, ecrire tout un volume ; mais mon intention

n'a pas 6te de faire un glossaire, qu'un de nos collegues a deja ebauche. J'ai voulu sim-

plement montrer, par cette liste de mots pris au hasard, que, non seulement nous avions

le droit de creer la plupart des expressions ou acceptions dont nous avons enrichi notre

langue, raais que, meme pour celles qui n'etaient pas d'une absolue nScessite, nous avons

toujours suivi scrupuleusement les regies de I'etymologie et de 1'analogie.

Personne plus que moi ne desire que nous corrigions nos fautes de langage, que nous
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fassions disparaitre de notre conversation comme de nos Merits les anglicismes qui s'y sont

glisses de temps a autres ;
mais pourquoi, je le demande, serions-nous obliges de rejrt

des expressions qui, loin d'etre du patois, comme ont bien voulule dire certains ecrivains

plus fantaisistes que renseignes, sont, au contraire, reguliereinent formees, a ce point que

nous pouvons toujours en rendre compte a la satisfaction des linguistes les plus difficiles.

Les diet ionuaircs franfais donnent tous les jours asile a une foule d'expresions derivees.

soit des dilferents dialectes des provinces frai^aises, soit des langues etrangeres, et dans

ce dernier cas, on ne prend meme pas la peine de franciser le mot, temoin, les wagons, lea

trwlers, les rails, les steamers, le turf, le sjmrt, etc. Fourquoi done ces memes dictionuaires

n'accueilleraient-ils Ps des mots provenant d'un pays qui, par les preuves qu'il a donnees

dans toute son histoire, a bien le droit do demander qu'on lui conserve sou titre de province

francaiso, et qu'on lui perrnette de travailler au developpement d'une langue qu'il a eon-

servee ct sauveo pour ainsi dire sur ce continent, au prix des plus grands sacrifices?

Lnrsqnc nous etions moins connus en France, et que le Canada passait pour un pays a

demi sauvutfe, je comprends qu'il eut etc difficile de demauder cette reconnaissance de nos

droits : mais anjourd'hui que des rapports frequents nous ont fait mieux connaitre, que lee

ouvrages de nos ecrivains sont lus et apprecies par le public fraii9ais, et qu'un des notres a

I'-tr i-ouronne par 1'Academiede France, le plushaut tribunal del'uuivers, nous demandons,
nou pas qu'on >ious i'asse une i>lace nouvelle dans le domaine de la langue, mais qu'on nous

rende celle que nous oceupions autrefois et que, en rcalitc, nous n'avous jamais abdiquee.
Uu auteur a dit avecraison: "(^uandun peuple perd sa langue, il est bien pres dl

pcrdre sa national itr.'
1 Eh bien, cette languo francaise dont nous etions les depositaires,

les pardiens, nous 1'avons, nous, scrupuleusement conservee
;
et voila pourquoi, apres une

separation de plus d'un siede, tout en nous montrant loyaux sujets de la Grande-Bretairiif.

nous somineK restes franyais et francais (juand meme. Voila pourquoi, sans vouloir indis-

crctement nous imposer, nous reclamons notre droit de naturalite ; nous demandons que

lorsqu'il s'airira de la langue de France, de cette langue que nous avons aimee et que nous

aimons enron; par-dessus toutes les autres, on nous donne au foyer maternel 1'humble place
n-sttV vide si longtemps ; qu'on nous permette de faire partie de ce conseil de famille>

quand il prononce sur des iuten>ts (|ui tiennent a notre vie meme.
Autrefois, quand un citoyen remain voulait faire reconnaitre ses privileges, il n'avait

qu'a j>rononcer ces simples mots :

"
Civis sum rotnanus." A notre tour, nous rcpetonsce cri

qni doit nous rouvrir toutes graudes les portes hospitalieres de 1'aucienne patrie : "Nona
sotnmeii restes frau^-ais !

"
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IV Lea races indigenes de TAmerique devant I'Histoire,

Par NAPOLEON LEOENDRE.

( La & Ottawa lo 21 mai 1884.)

L'histoire de la colonisation de ce continent par les puissances europeennes represente

la plupart des races qui 1'habitaient avant I'arrivee des blancs, comme des hordes barbares

et feroces qui se sont opposees, par tous les moyens, legitimes ou non, a 1'entree et au

progres de la civilisation parmi elles, et qui ont recompense par les tortures et une mort

affreuse les hommes devoues qui venaient repandre ici leurs inappreciables bienfaits. Aux
sentiments de la plus sincere amitie, elles ont repondu par la trahison

;
aux services reudus,

par 1'ingratitude ;
a tous les actes les plus louables et les plus desinteresses, par le meurtre,

le pillage et 1'incendie. Voila ce que disent formellement eu bieu des circonstauces, et ce

que laissent entendre presque toujours ceux qui out ecrit uotre histoire.

Maintenaut, si nous mettous de cote un esprit de zele et de partialite qu'il est facile de

concevoir tout en le regrettaut, et que nous envisagions les faits au seul point do vue de la

verite historique, je crois qu'il nous sera facile de replacer les choses dans leur etat reel, et

de montrer que ni le desinteressement et la bienveillancc des uns, ni 1'ingratitude et la

malice des autres n'out ete aussi marques qu'on a voulu le faire croire.

Et d'abord, pour remonter a 1'epoque ou les premieres impressions ont du se faire, de

part et d'autre, voyons quelle a ete la conduite des sauvages lorsque Christophe Coloml)

debarquait, en 1492, sur 1'ile de San Salvador. Us n'ont fait preuve d'aucune hostilitu
;
ils

ont seulement manifeste une surprise bien naturelle. Et cependant, comment Colomb, de

son cote, a-t-il agi ? Son premier acte en debarquant n'a-t-il pas ete de prendre possession,

au uom de Dieu et de 1'Espagne, d'une terre que ces sauvages pouvaient bien legitimement

considerer comme leur propriete ? II fait la memo chose a Saint-Domingue, ou il construit

un fort, et, plus tard, il affirme encore son droit de propriete sur tout le continent. En droit

international, on appelle cela uue decouverte ou uue couquete ;
mais en droit ordinaire, ce

n'est ni plus ni moins qu'une spoliation. Et c'est ainsi que cet acte a du fitre cousidere

phis tard lorsque ses consequences sout devenues apparentes par ces peuples primitifs

qui ne connaissaient pas encore les subtilites et 1'elasticite de principes du conquerant. Ce

qui, au reste, a du les induire fortement a se former cette opinion, c'est qu'ils ont vu ces

memes hommes qu'ils avaient regardes comme des demi-dieux, ne pas pouvoir meme s'en-

tendre entre eux, ni continuer a imposer leur pretendue superiorite par des dehors au

moins convenables. Ce Colomb, qui avait pris possession de leiir territoire au nom de Dieu

et de ses souverains, ils 1'ont vu, plus tard, charge de chaines comme un malfaiteur, repartir

pour sou pays, pendant qu'un autre, son rival, commandait a sa place. N'ont-ils pas du

alors eprouver non seulement de la mefiance, mais du mepris pour ceux auxquels ils s'etaieut

cms naguere obliges de donner leur confiance et leur admiration.

Sec. 1,1884 4.
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Et au Mexique, qu'ont du penser les naturels de la conduite de Cortez et de ses

cents soldats qui s'emparent du pays et en considerent les habitants comme autant d'e

claves ? II est vrai qu'ici, Cortez n'est pas re$u comme Colomb ; il eprouve de la resistanc

Mais cette resistance si legitime pouvait-elle motiver les longs et inhumains traitements

que les vainqueurs out fait subir aux malheureux vaincus ? Si 1'intention des etrangers

etait reellement d'apporter a cos peuples les bienfaits de leur foi et de leur civilisation, leur

maniere de proceder indiquait bien tout le contraire ; et leur cruaute, loin d'attirer des

adeptes, explique parfaitement et justifie les revoltes iudignees des victimes sur lesquelles

pesait ce Jong detestable.

I'M pen phis tard, les memes faits so repetent au Perou, avec des nuances peut-etre plus

horribles encore. Les malheureux Incas, trahis, depouilles, tortures, ne comprennent plus,

on plutot ne coinprouncnt que trop ces etrangers qui venaient a eux les bras ouverts et la

croix do chevalier sur la poitrine, leur apporter la paix ici-bas et la felicite dans une \ it-

future. A en jugor par la maniure dout on tenait les promesses pour cette terre, ces paiens

otaient bien fomles a ne pas avoir une confianee illiinitee dans les engagements qu'on
formai t jxmr 1'autre monde

;
et il est de fait que cette coufiance s'eteignait peu a peu chez

toutes les tribus qui venaient en contact avec les Europeeus, mais surtout chez les plus

eivilisecs d'entre elles, qui etaient parfaitement a portee d'apprecier les motifs et de prevoir

le but des nouveaux arrives. Car il ne faut pas oublier que, lorsqu'on qualifie de sauvages
los peuplades de 1'Amerique, il faut en excepter un certain nombre, les Peruviens et les

Mexicains surtout, qui avaient une haute civilisation. Chez ces deux derniers peuples, ily
avail des eooles d'art, un code de lois civiles et religieuses et un systeme tres avance d'agri-

culture
; on y voyait des temples et des monuments magnifiques. Du reste, meme chez les

peuplades plus amerces, cette transformation instantanee et a hautes doses qu'on voulait

faire accepter, finissait bientot par revolter des gens iuhabitues au joug, et qui tentaient

nature! lenient les plus grands efforts pour s'en debarrasser. C'est alors qu'on les accue

de trahison envers leurs maitres h'critimes, et qu'on leur faisait subir les chatiinents les

plus arbitrages et les plus terribles. Et pourtant, ils ne faisaient que s'opposer de toutes

leurs forces et par tous les moyens dont ils pouvaient disposer, a un 6tat de choses qui leur

semblait et qui etait, en effet, une profonde injustice.
C'est quelque temps apres ces eveuements que Cartier abordait sur les rives du fleuve

Saint-Laurent, et prenait, lui aussi, possession du pays au nom de Dieu et du roi de France.

Ici encore les sauvages font bon accueil aux etrangers, car, probablement, on n'avait pas
encore eu connaissance des atrocites commises dans le midi du continent

;
ils les traitent

en h6tes distingues, et leur font visiter le pays. Le voyage de Cartier, de Quebec a Hocl

laga, ne provoque que des marques d'amitie. Tout le long des cotes, il voit de nombret
cabanes habitees par des gens qui se livrent a la peche et qui lui apportent du poisson en

^change de menus articles. A Hochelaga meme, il est 1'objet d'uue veritable ovation. En
revenant, il retrouva en parfait etat VEmerUlon qu'il avait etc oblige d'abandonner dans
le lac Saint-Pierre, a la garde de quelques hommes. Si les sauvages avaient 6t6 mal dis-

poses et qu'ils eussent voulu faire un mauvais parti a ces marins, qu'est-ce qui pou\ ait

lea en empecher ?

Plus tard, quand les Francais, pendant leur hivernage, sont decimes par le scort

c'est encore un sanvage qui leur indique le remede qui les guerit. II est vrai que Cartier
avait rtuwi a cacher 1'etat d'extreme faiblesse auquel etait reduit sa garuison ; mais qu.-lle
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resistance auraient pu opposer aux guerriers sauvages, m6me dcs hommes valides, dans les

circoustauces ou ils se trouvaient, eloignes de tout secours, emprisounes par les glaces et en

butte aux rigueurs d'uu climat nouveau pour eux ? Et malgre tout cela, non settlement les

sauvages se sont abstenus d'inquieter les blancs, mais ils sont mfeme venus a leur aide. Et

comment ces bons offices sont-ils recompenses ? Sur un simple soup9on, Cartier fait enlever

Donuacona, ainsi que plusieurs autres chefs sauvages, et les emmene en France ou ils meu-

rciit de nostalgic. Puis, a son retour, quatre ans plus tard, il s'empare pen a peu du pays,
et etablit les siens aux meilleurs endroits, refoulant, doucement peut-etre, mais irresistible-

ment, les malheureux possesseurs du sol, qui veulent en vain s'opposer a ses empietements.

Car, il faut bien le dire, cet etablissement des Europeens sur ce continent, dans les lieux

deja occupes par les sauvages, constituait un veritable empietement. C'est aiusi que le

jugent tous ceux qui envisagent les evenemeuts historiques a un point de vue desinteresse,

c'est-a-dire comme un spectateur qui, sans etre mele a I'action, regarde froidement les faits,

soit au moment m6me ou ils se produisent, soit lorsque, plus tard, le calme est retabli.

Et c'est egalement ainsi que 1'ont apprecie les premiers occupants du sol.

Loin de moi 1'idee de vouloir mettre en doute les bonnes intentions de Colomb, de

Cartier et de la plupart de ceux qui out travaille personnellement a la colonisation de ce

continent. Mais est-il possible de preter les memes motifs desinteresses aux gouverne-

ments qui les dirigeaient et les iuspiraient ? Ces gouvernements n'etaient-ils pas plutot

animes par le desir d'obteuir la possession de riches territoires, pour grossir leur tresor
'
l
.

On se rappelle les paroles signilicatives de Francois ler :

"
Quoi ! les Espagnols et les

Portugais se partagent tranquillemeut entre eux le nouveau moude ! Je voudrais bien

voir 1'article du testament d'Adam qui leur legue I'Amerique." Le memo esprit se retrouve

du reste chez Henri IV, qui, en 1599 et en 1608, charge alternativement Pierre Chauvin et

M. de Mouts, deux calvinistes, d'etablir la religion catholique dans la Nouvelle-France !

Un siecle se passe, pendant lequel les Europeens continuent a venir ranconner le pays,

toujours du droit du plus fort, en y apportant beaucoup moins de civilisation qu'ils

n'en rapportaient de fourrures precieuses. Car il est de fait qu'un grand nombre de ceux

qu'on amenait de 1'ancien monde etaient pris parmi une classe fort douteuse, temoiu la

colonie de Roberval, et la tentatiAre de M de La Roche avec ses cinquante repris de justice.

II est egalement hors de doute que les compaguies qui se faisaient octroyer des privileges,

sous pretexte d'evaugeliser les sauvages s'occupaient beaucoup plus de leurs comptoirs

que du salut des infideles. Si bien que ces derniers commeucerent a mieux conuaitre leurs

freres d'outre-mer, et s'aper9urent que, loin d'etre des persounages surnaturels et parfaits,

comme ils les avaient juges d'abord, ils etaient au contraire des mortels assez remplis de

vilains defauts, et n'ayant de remarquablement superieur que la grandeur de leurs navires

et la portee de leurs armes a feu.

L'annee 1603 voit arriver M. de Champlain qui, avec les intentions les plus louables,

il n'en faut pas douter, commet cependant la faute de prendre parti pour certaines peu-

plades centre d'autres, leurs ennemies. II avait ete bien refu partout, avait obtenu, pendant
ses voyages dans 1'interieur du pays, tous les renseignements dont il avait besoin. Et

ccpendant, a la demande des Algonquins, il va porter la guerre chez les Iroquois, etablis

sur les bords du lac Champlain. L'annee suivante, il y retoume encore. Aussi, est-ce de

cette epoque que date cette haiue profonde des Iroquois centre les blancs, haine qui devait,
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pendant plus d'un siecle, mettre la colonie dans tin danger perpetuel, et ne s'eteindre

qu'avec les derniers guerriers de cette vaillante nation.

Peu a peu, nou seulement au Canada, mais sur tout le littoral et memo dans 1'interieur

du continent, les Europeans se groupent et s'emparent du sol. Partout les faits sont le

meraes : le sauvage, d'abord iuoffensif, devient remuaut sous 1'agression ; il a 1'experienc

de ses voisins ; il Bait comment se terminent toutes ces protestations d'amitie et ces sem-

blants de protection, qui ne servent qu'a deguiser des empietements. S'il craint eucor

1'Europeen, il n'a plus pour lui ni admiration ni respect. Le charme est completement

rompn.
II y a bien encore les missionnaires, qui font tous leurs efforts pour reparer les faute

et les imprudences des colons ; mais lour influence n'est pas assez considerable pour fair

ontn-poids. D'ailleurs, tous ii'enseignent pas les memes dogmes et n'imposent pas les

menu's pn'ceptes, car il y a des missionnaires de croyances diflerentes. Ce qui est stric

term-lit d'ifendu par les uns est facilement tolere, quelquefois commande par les autres
; il

s'accusent m-iproqueinent de precher et d'enseigner 1'erreur. Le missionnaire catholique
alfirme aujourd'hui au sauvage qu'il lui est impossible de se sauver hors de son eglise, et

que !< ministrc protestant le trompe en se trompant lui-meme ; le lendemain, le mission-

naire protestant lui ailirme aver line egale certitude que, s'il veut faireson salut, il lui faut

tniivrv st>s euseignements a lui, et ne pas ecouter la robe noire qui 1'iuduit en erreur. Com-
ment vonlez-vous qu'il ait conliance et se laisse persuader ? Et, du reste, y eut-il uuit6 de

doctrine et d<> predication, le sauvage, en voyant les efFets qu'ont apparemment produits,

sur la plupurt des Europeens avec lesquels il est mis en contact, la religion et la morale

qu'on vent lui faire accepter, a bien le droit de se demander si, reellement, il vaut la peine
de <-hanvr. On lui prevhe la paix et le pardon des injures: et il voit tous les jours des

disputes et des assauts, des guerres et des represailles. On lui enseigne 1'amour de la probit6
et 1'horreur du vol, et il constate en memo temps que, non seulement on le triche autant

que possible dans la traite des fourrures, mais qu'on s'empare anssi de son sol, comme
c'f-tait 1'action la plus naturelle et la moins reprehensible. II est vrai encore qu'il y a, d'un

autre cote, la conduite des missionnaires qui prechent autant d'exemple que de parole,

qui scellent de leurs souffrances et souvcnt de leur sang leurs affirmations et leurs

messes ; mais, je le repete, cela ue suffit pas pour faire contrepoids. Et, du reste, s'il

vrai que, meme chez nous, on soit enclin a croire plutot au mal qu'au bien, a plus foi

raison doit-ou concevoir 1'existence de cette propension chez des gens depourvns pour
plupart de civilisation, et naturelleraent port6s, par leurs traditions religieuses et le

croyances actuelles, a voir dans les actions qui les eionnent des manifestations de 1'esp
du mal.

t c'est ce qui explique la haine croissante du sauvage pour 1'Europeen ;
et voil

pourquoi, trompe, maltraite, spoli6 par ces Strangers qu'il avait accueillis comme des ami
il fait tout ce qu'il pent pour les chasser et reprendre ce qu'ils lui ont enlevfe. Peut-etr

agit-il qnelquefois, souvent meme, avec une cruaute qui nous fait fremir, mais qui ne dor

pas nous surprendre, si nous tenons compte de ses mceurs et de son degr6 de civilisatioi

Du reste, les plaintes de ses victimes et la flamme de ses buchers n'ont pas 6t6 les premie
& monter vers la voute des cieux ; et meme dans cette Europe, si bien civil isee, ou, au com
mencement du XVe siecle, (1431) 1'eveque de Beauvais avait fait bruler Jeanne Dare, ou,
un stecle plus tard (1572), eurent lieu les epouvantables massacres de la Saint-Barthelemy,
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il y avait bien, $a et la, quelque bucher qui fumait encore, et quelque sombre cachot ou Ton

mettait une victime a la torture. Tant que vous n'aurez pas efface de 1'histoire la lueur

sinistre de ces horribles aittodafes, et fait taire 1'echo qui apporte jusqu'a nous les cris des

malheureux brules vifs ou dechires sur la roue, il vous est interdit de parlor de la cruaute

des sauvages. Leur conduite a du moins 1'excuse de 1'ignorauce et d'une violente irrita-

tion, tandis que la votre a cette aggravation de la pleine connaissance et du libre exercice

d'un jugement froid et eclaire.

Cette question ecartee, que reste-t-il done a reprocher aux sauvages de ce continent ?

Ce qu'ils out fait n'est-il pas ce qui s'est pratique et ce qui so pratiquera dans tous les

temps et chez tous les peuples du monde ? Ce qu'a fait le peuple de Dieu quand il se

defendait centre les envahisseurs ;
ce qu'ont fait les G-recs et les Eomains

;
ce qu'ont fait les

Francs, les Graulois, les Saxons ;
ce que fait 1'Irlande depuis si longtemps ;

ce que fait la

Pologne depuis plus d'un siecle
;
ce que font les Indes et ce qu'a fait la France, il y a dix

ans a peine. Us se sont tous battus pour leur religion, leur famille et leur patrie. Us out

tous defendu pouce par pouce le sol natal, et venge la mort de ceux qui sont tombes sur le

champ de bataille en soutenant une cause qu'ils avaient raison de considerer comme juste

et sainte. Us ont defendu leur propre existence qu'ils sentaient menacee
;

et ils avaient

cent fois raison, car les evenements ont Justine leurs alarmes. Que sont-elles devenues ces

races puissantes et fieres qui deployaient leurs nombreuscs tribus sur tout ce continent ?

Presque partout elles sont disparues ; et, la ou on en trouve encore quelques groupes, ce

sont de pauvres desherites sans uationalite reelle. Dans plusieurs endroits on les voit

errants, pourchasses par les blancs, qui contiuuent a les tromper et a les pressurer. C'est

aux Etats-Unis surtout que leur sort est plus digne de pitie.
" Je voudrais, dit le reverend

Savage, au cours d'un sermon sur la
"
question des sauvages," je voudrais faire penetrer

au plus profond de vos cceurs les verites. que je viens d'affirmer. Tout ce que les sauvages

demandent, c'est la simple justice. Pendant plus de deux cents ans, 1'histoire de 1'occupa-

tion anglaise dans ce pays n'offre qu'une serie non interrompue de fraudes... On a chasse

les sauvages de leurs foyers ;
on a fait avec eux des traites pour les rompre le lendemain ;

on leur a reserve des terres pour les leur reprendre de force au premier besoin... Dans

toutes les guerres qui se sont allumees entre les sauvages et les blancs, neuf fois sur dix

elles sont dues a I'mjustice, a la trahison et aux actes agressifs de ces deruiers. Les blancs

ont force les Indiens a se refugier sur des terres steriles et depourvues de gibier, ou il leur

est impossible de trouver leur subsistance... On leur reproche aussi leurs vices. Leurs

pires vices sont ceux que les blancs leur ont inculques..."

Voila comment est depeinte la situation des sauvages aux Etats-Unis, par un temoin

desinteress6. Exploites, pressures par une valetaille administrative, ils fuient eperdus. Et

quand, irrites par leurs longues souffrances, ils osent lever la tete, comme derniere protes-

tation, ou exe^cer leur vengeance sur quelque eunemi isole, aussitot on crie a la trahison, a

la revolte, et 1'on sabre sans merci
; tous y passent : hommes, femmes et enfants. Avant

cinquante ans, toutes ces tribus, que 1'on a voulu civiliser par le fer, le feu et 1'eau-de-vie,

eront completement effacees.

Et que sont devenus ces puissants Incas, plus civilises que leurs conquerants ,
ces fiers

Lzteques, egalement superienrs a ceux entre les mains desquels la trahison les a fait tom-

er ? Ils sont tous eteints ; leur souvenir meme surnage a peine au milieu des discordes

jui agitent constamment les hordes qui ont envahi ces malheureux pays.
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Ici, none avons peut-6tre ete moms cruels, et les quelques sauvages qui vivent dans le

Dominion y sont relativement libres et tranquilles ;
mais ils s'eteignent doucement, et n'ont

plus d'existcnce nationale. Ils sont virtuellement rayes du livre des nations.

Voila comment, a mou sens, on doit envisager ce cote de notre histoire. Nous ne

datons qne de trois siecles, et nous ne sommes pas assez anciens pour avoir nos legendes,

DOB temps mythologiques. Nos anuales sont presque d'hier et font partie de la periode

contemporaine : n'y mettons rieu de faux ; ne permettons pas qu'ou y introduise quoi que
ce soit qui indique 1'exageration et le zele du partisan. Soyons vrais, meme quand nous

devrons en soufl'rir ; soyons justes, meme quand il faudra confesser un tort. Si nous avons

pecho, nous no sommes malheureusement pas les seuls, du reste ; et notre humiliation sera

nn pen moins gn ude quand nous considererons que, meme dans ce grand siecle de lumie-

re oii nous vivons, il se trouve encore des pays qui pretendent marcher en tete de la civi-

lisation, et ou Ton regarde comme patriotique de repousser tout habitant du Celeste-

Empin
1

qni vient y chorcher 1? pain et 1'abri
;

et d'autres ou Ton tolere les epouvantables

tortures inlligees aux prisonniers dans les cachots de Saint-Petersbourg et les colonies

pcnalos do la Siberie.

Soyons un pen plus severes pour nous-memes, et plus indulgents pour les races que
nous avons remplacees sur ce vaste continent. Elles pouvaient avoir des defauts, mais

ellfs araicnt en lour faveur lo droit et la raison. Si nous n'avons pas su leur rendre justice

pendant leur existence, rotablissous au moius aujourd'hui la verite des faits pour rendre

juutice a leur memoire.
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M^MOIRES S. E. CANADA.

VPovtirixtcowrt en Acadie 1604-1623,

Par B. STTI/TE.

(Lu le 21 mai 1884.)

A la suite des explorations faites de 1597 a 1603 sur le Saint-Laurent, et qu'avaient

dirigees Pontgrave, Chauvin, de Monts et Champlain, sur toute la partie navigable de ce

fleuve, le sieur de Monts s'identifia avec les projets dont la Nouvelle-France etait Tobjcctif,

et il obtint un privilege d'etablissement qui donna naissance a la colouie acadienne. Rap-

pelons ce qu'6tait ce personnage.

Pierre du Gua ou du Guast, sieur de Monts, n& en Saintonge, patrie de Samuel de

Champlain, mais d'une famille italienne, appartenant a la religion reformee, bon serviteur

du Bearnais, avait ete mfile aux troubles de la Ligue. Peut-etre etait-il parent du capitaine

du Guast, favori de Henri III, charge par celui-ci de tuer le cardinal de Guise (1588).

D'apres Brantome, du Guast etait Thomme le plus accompli de son temps. Marguerite de

Valois, premiere femme de Henri IV, disait du meme officier :

"
C'est un corps gate de toutes

sortes de vilenies, qui fut donne a la pourriture, et son ame au demon, a qui il en avait fait

hommage." A la suite d'intrigues de cour, ou le trouva assassine dans son lit, suivant la

coutume du temps. Desportes fit sur sa mort un sonnet passable qui se termine par

ces vers :

Enfin, la nuit, au lit, faible et mal dispose^

Se vit meurtrir de ceux qui n'eussent pas os6,

ED plein jour, seulemont regarder son visage.

Cela rappelle Casimir Delavigne disant des soldats de la vieille garde morts a Wa-

terloo :

L'ennemi, les voyant couches dans la poussiere;

Les regarda sans peur pour la premiere foia.

Pierre du Gua fut nomm gouverneur de Pons, en Languedoc, gentilhomme ordinaire

de la chambre de Henri IY, et se tint en faveur pendant de longues annees. C'etait, dit

Charlevoix, un fort honn&te homme, dont les vues etaient droites et qui avait du zele pour

Itat, et toute la capacite necessaire pour reussir dans 1'entreprise de I'Amerique. Comme
offrait de couvrir les depenses, le roi lui donna carte blanche, avec le titre de son lieute-

ant-general au pays de la Cadie, du 40e au 46e degre, pour peupler, cultiver et faire habi-

er, rechercher les mines d'or et d'argent, batir des villes, conceder des terres, etc. Le pri-

vilege, en dehors de la concession des terres aux habitants, s'etendait jusqu'au 54^ de

.titude.

La compagnie fonnee en cette circonstance se composait de marchands de Rouen,

aint-Malo et La Rochelle. C'est la premiere fois que nous voyons cette derniere ville

gurer dans les arrangements concernant le Canada. II n'en est pas moins vrai que, depuis

es lougtemps deja, ses armateurs envoyaient sur les cotes de 1'Acadie et au golfe Saint-
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Laurent des navires qui faisaient la pfeche et la traite ; Cartier avait rencontrS, en 1534

dans le detroit de Belle-Isle, un grand vaisseau de La Rochelle. Deux Eochelois, associSs

de Mouts, en 1604, se nommaieut Macquin et Georges.
' Au printemps de 1604, U

equiperent deux bailments, de cent vingt et de cent quarante tonneaux, commandos par les

capitaines Timothee, du Havre-de-Grace, et Morel, de Honfleur, aides des pilotes Cramolet

et Pierre Augibaut dit Champdore. A bord monterent le sieur de Monts, son secretaire

Ralleau, Jean <le Biencourt, sieur de Poutriucourt, Champlain, Pontgrav6, Louis Hebert et

cent vingt artisans et soldats. Bien qu'arrivee un peu tard a 1'ile Sainte-Croix situ6e

dans la baic de Fuudy, pres de la cote du Nouveau-Brunswick, la petite troupe commen?

dt>8 cultures et
"
y fist un fort gamy de canons et de plusieurs bastimens de charpenterie

II y on oust aulcuns qui se cabanercut a la mode des sauvages." Durant 1'hiver (1604-5)

tronto-six homines moururont du mal de terre, sorte de scorbut
;
soixante et huit furent

nialados ;
onze seulement subirent sans trop de malaise la mauvaise saison :

"
c'etaieut les

rhassours qui, on gail lards compagnons, aimaient mieux la picor6e que 1'air du foyer,"

dit ! IMTO Biard qui, en loll, rerueillit cette tradition.

I"n tel < ommeneemont de colonie ne promettait pas des mcrveilles. De Mouts avait

repomlant amene des laboureurs et des moutons,
"

peut-6tre aussi des bestiaux, mais

n't-n ost point parli'
1

. Lo printemps venu, on se dtVida a adopter Port-Royal de preferenc

a Sainte-Croix. Quaraiito-quatro homines s'installereut a Port-Royal ; les champs ens

menees do Sainte-Croix ne furent nullement negliges.

De Monts se derouragoa. II dut retourner en France cette aunee (1605), par suite des

plaintes iormulees eontre lui. Le moins (ju'on puisse dire, c'est que la traite formait alors la

base de ses caletils. II nsait de son privilege avec une grande rigueur a 1'egard des marins

qui irequontaiont les rotes, depuis Terreneuve jusqu'a Boston, ce qui 1'avait fait derrior

a la < our. 11 ne semble pas avoir saisi des le debut le cote civilisateur de sa missior

Lesrarbot le prise pourtant beaucoup :

Id) Monts, tu es colui do qui lo haut courage
A tra<x' lo cliemin u un si grand ouvrago.

L'hiver de 1GO">-G, douze homines moururent du mal de terre presque en mfir

temps. La troupe de 1G04 renfermait des catholiques et des protestauts, dans une prop
lion a peu pres t'-gale, parait-il. La France etait a moitie protestante ou a peu pres. Je

i-onnais pas le nom du pasteur de cette croyance, mais 1'un des deux prfetres catholique
uoinmc Ni'olas Aubry, de Paris, appartenait a uue bonne famille, qui s'etait opposee a

son voyage en Amerique. C'est le memo qui s'cgara dix-sept jours dans les for6ts, et dont

Champlain et Lescarbot nous ont raconte les aventures. II vivait encore en France en

1G12, et desirait reprendre ses voyages. L'autre prMre et le ministre moururent dans

1'hiver de 1605-6; on les enterra ensemble, bien qu'ils se fussent disputes vaillamment
en plus d'uue rencontre et mfime combattus a coups de poiugs sur le fait de la religion

Champlain nous ra-onte ces curieux details.
1 Poutrincourt etait egalement repass6 en France. C'est lui qui releva les affaires

Port-Royal, abandonees ou fort negligees par de Monts. Nous reverrons ce dernier

1
J'al rorueilli tona le noms qni sont passes sous mes yeux pendant quo je prtparais cet article.

' I.'un d'eux, 6t*nt tonilW; la iiior, donna son nom au port Mouton.
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sonnage s'occupant de nouveau des interfits de 1'Acadie
; mais Poutrincourt s'identifia

plus que lui avec cette contrSe.

La famille de Poutrincourt remonte dans 1'histoire a Gaultier 1'Ancien, sieur de La

Ferte, mort avant 1'annee 1090, et qui etait seigneur de la vicomte de Biencourt dans le

Ponthieu, en Picardie. Le quinzieme descendant en ligue directe de ce Gaultier se

nommait Florimond de Biencourt, ne vers 1500, ou mfime plus tard, et qui debuta dans la

carriere des armes (1525) sous le due de Guise. II fut nomme gentilhomme ordinaire de

la chambre du roi en 1532, et ne cessa, durant plus de trente autres aunees, de remplir des

charges importantes. Sa femme, Jeanne de Salazar, fille de Jacques de Salazar, chevalier,

seigneur de Marsilly, tue a la bataille de Pavie (1525), lui donna iieuf enfauts, parmi lesquels

Jean de Biencourt, ne en 1557, et qui, en vertu du testament de ses pere et mere (1565),

h6rita de la terre de Marsilly. Ce fut le seigneur de Port-Eoyal.

Jean de Biencourt, sieur de Poutrincourt, seigneur de Marsilly, baron de Guerard en

Brie, seigneur de Guibermesuil, baron de Saint-Just en Champagne (
du chef de sa mere

)

et seigneur de plusieurs autres lieux, servait, avec son frere aine Jacques, le parti de la

Ligue ou de Henri III, durant les annees 158*7-89, et, conime il se tronvait assit'ge dans le

chateau de Beaumont par le roi de NaA'arre, celui-ci lui proposa, mais sans succes, de lui

donuer le comte ou il etait, s'il voulait se mettre a son service. Plus tard, Henri IV

s'Stant fait catholique (1593), Poutrincourt se declara pour lui, et re9ut ce compliment

de la part du souverain,
"
qu'il etait un des hommes des phis de bien et des plus

valeureux de son royaume." Beau soldat, la main prompte et le ccour genereux, il gagna
la confiance de Henri IV, qui 1'honora de plusieurs lettres relatives aux aifaires militai-

res, le fit chevalier de ses ordres, gentilhomme ordinaire de sa chambre, mestrc de camp
de six compagnies de gens de guerre, et lui temoigua constamment une grandi' arnitie.

Vers 1590, il avait epouse Claudine Pajot et en cut sept ou huit enfants, savoir : lo Jean,

qui signait comme son pere "Jean de Biencourt," ce qui signifierait qu'il etait 1'aiue

des gar9ons ; il parait s'etre eteint sans alliance vers 1'annee 1613. 2o Charles de Bien-

court,
4

qui passa en Acadie (1610), ou il mourut (1023) empoisonne, dit-on. 3o Jacques,

qui a continue la lignee ; il a porte le uom de Salazar. 4o Jeanne, mariee a Charles

Vion, chevalier, seigneur de La Fie. 5o Marie, epouse, en premieres uoces, de Jacques
du Bourg, chevalier, seigneur de Mariolles, arriere-petit-neveu d'Autoine du Bourg, chan-

celier de France
;
et en secondes noces, de Charles L'Huillier, seigneur de Saint-Mesmin

et de Courlanges. 60 Claudine, mariee a Pierre L'Huillier, frere de Charles, puis a

Charles Gauthier. Et deux autres enfants morts sans alliances.

Poutrincourt, substitue a de Monts, parviut en 1606 a recruter une autre troupe,

formee a peu pres des m6mes elements que la premiere, et 1'embarqua a La Rochelle, sur

le Jonas, capitaine Foulques,
"'

pilote Olivier Fleuriot, de Saint-Malo. De Monts envoyait

son secretaire, le sieur Ealleau, pour surveiller ses interets.

Un auteur dont il faudrait etudier les livres avec plus d'attention qu'on ne 1'a fait

' Archives cwrieuses de mistoire de France, lire se'rie, t XV, p. 379.
* Dans une lettre de 1618 que je cite plus loin, il prend le nom de Poutrincourt, ce qui montrerait que son

i ;ii MI' i'tai t mort avant cette date.
6
Peut-^tre le me'me qui fut captif a Tunis en 1611, et qui a fait un mdmoire au snjet des corsaires barba-

jues (Archives curicuses de I'Sistoire de Prance, t. XV, p. 363).

Sec. I, 1884 5.
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jusi juYi present, nn homme precieux qui vient au second rang parmi les fondateurs de

1'Acadie, Marc Lescarbot etait du voyage. Le grand calme de son esprit et sou indepen-

.l.iii' ont d6plu aux manipulateurs de notre histoire, qui ne veulent accepter les temoi-

gnages ou les jugements des ecrivains qu'a condition de trouver en eux des instruments de

leurs idfees etroites. Mais un jour on lira YHistoire de la Nouvelle-France et les Muses de

Lescarbot... lorsque le terrorisme aura disparu de la province de Quebec. Ceci veut dire

que cet excellent homme, bon chretien, franfais jusqu'au bout des ongles, n'etait pas de

I'l-cole des jesuites.

Marc Jjosoarbot, n6 a Vervins, en 1570 ou a pen pres, se qualifie dans ses ouvrages de

seigneur de Saint-Audebert, non loin de Soissons, et d'avocat en parlement. II avait public

(1500) une traduction du Discours de Corigine des Russiens, de Cesar Baronius, savant

historien ecdrsiastique. Saluons le premier poete qui ait vecu au Canada ! Voici comment

il raronte le motif de son voyage :

"
Ayant eu 1'honneur de connaitre le sieur de Poutrin-

court quelqnes annees auparavant, il me demanda si je voulais etre de la partie... Desi-

rein, non tant de voir le pays que de connaitre la terre occulairement, et fuir un monde

corrompu, je lui donnai parole." II venait de perdre uu proces qui lui tenait au coeur ;
a

son retour en France, il en appela et cut gain de cause. A La Rochelle, au printemps de

1600, il ecrivit une epitre dont je detache une strophe :

IVmtrincourt, c'ost done toi qni as toucM inon ftmo

Kt lui ae inspirt: uno <16votc flamino

A cMbror ton los ot fairo par mos vcrs

Qu'A I'avonirton noin volopar 1'univors.

Lescarbot avait beaucoup d'etude et savait observer. Son style rappelle celui de

Montaigne. Pourquoi la Societe royale ne ferait-elle pas un examen de ses ouvrages au

doubk- point de viu do 1'histoire et de la bibliographie ancienne ?

IM premii-re culture de la terre avait ete faite a 1'ile Saiute-Croix. Dans l'6te de 1606,

Poutrincourt mit ses homines au labourage a Port-Royal. II y a apparence que ces tra-

vaux se iirent sous la direction de Louis Hubert, apothicaire de Paris, lequel, outre son

penchant pour 1'agriculture, herborisait et etudiait les plautes du pays nouveau. "Le la-

bourage est la premiere mine qu'il nous faut chercher," disait Lescarbot. Le plan seigneu-

rial de Poutrincourt etait bati sur ce principe.

Dans la troupe de de Monts (1604) il n'est fait aucune mention de femmes. Louis

Hebert, qui en formait partie, etait marie avec Marie Eollet depuis au moins deux ans

ct-tte epofjue ; son premier enfant connu, Guillemette, parait 6tre n6 en 1606 ; mais, en sup-

ponant que ce fut en 1605 ou 1607, je me croirais toujours justifiable de lui donner Port-

Royal pour berceau. Cette fille de race blanche, premiere-nee dans la Nouvelle-France,

{ponsa (1621), a Quebec, Guillaume Couillard, et vit le developpement de la colonie puis-

qu'elle mourut en 1684 ajoutons entouree du respect de tous ses concitoyens. Nos

chroniques racontent sa vie.

Une ile, situee dans la rade de Port-Royal, et une petite riviere qui coule non loin de

la, ont re9U, dds 1605 ou 1606, le nom de Hebert, lequel a ete corrompu en Imbert par les

cartograpb.es ; finalement, les Anglais leur ont impose les appellations de Bear Island et de

An moment oi jY-cria, kw journux do U Noiivollo-Ecowo discutont sur 1'origino de ce deux noma.
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Avant de repasser en France, dans l'6te de 1606, Poutrincourt pouvait done regarder

d'un ceil satisfait sa colonie augmentee et en voie de se suffire a elle-meme par 1'agricul-

ture. Je tiens a faire disparaitre, autant que la verite le permet, ce caractere d'aventuriers

applique par les historiens aux hommes de de Mouts et de son successeur. On voit jus-

qu'ici quelques faux calculs de la part des chefs, mais aussi une grande pensee dominant

toute 1'entreprise de Poutrincourt : celle d'une colonie agricole.

Le sonnet suivant de Marc Lescarbot, en date de Port-Koyal le 24 aout 1606, m'a ete

communique comme inedit par un membre de la famille Biencourt :

Adieu aux Franfois retournant de la nouvelle France en la France gauloise.

A M. DE POUTRINCOURT.

Scipion, ennuy6 do la trompeuso vio

D'un siecle corrompu, passa do sos vioux ans

Le chagrin au deduit dos jardins etdos champs,

Declaignant les douceurs d'uno ingrato patrio.

Ton ame, Poutrincourt, d'injustice onnemio,

En nos mumrs corrompus no prond mil passe-temps,

Et, commo Scipion, tu chorchos des longtemps
Un sejour d'innocence 61oign6 do 1'onvio.

Mais en co point ici tu passes Scipion :

C'estquo, fuyant si loin dos hoinmos la malico,

Non seuloment tu sers a la religion ;

7

Mais tu t'acquiers encore un ronom glorioux :

Et 1'autre, s'ecartant loin do sos onvioux,

Se contenta d'avoir aux piods fou!6 le vice.

Avec des terres en culture, des maisons commodes, des moulins ( construits par Les-

carbot
), la peche, la chasse, 1'amitie des sauvages, un peu de secours de France, la colonie

se voyait assez fermement etablie pour envisager 1'avenir. C'est de Paris que devait

sourdre 1'orage ;
on etait loin de s'en douter.

Au mois de mai 1607, un nomme Chevalier, de Saint-Malo, apporta des lettres de

de Monts, ordonnant a Poutrincourt de ramener tout son monde en France. Chevalier,

raconte Lescarbot, avait eu charge de capitaine au navire, et comme tel etait respousable

les provisions dertinees a Port-Royal ; mais il prouva adroitement que le tout avait ete ou

ardu ou endommage... "par les chemins, par fortune de gueule," ajoute en riant le nar-

iteur. Sur le Jonas, avec Chevalier, etaient le pilote Nicolas Martin et le capitaine Pont-

rave. A Canseau, ils rencontrerent "unbon vieillard de Saint-Jean-de-Luz, nomme le

apitaine Savalet," lequel en etait a son quarante-deuxieme voyage dans ces lieux, ce

qui suppose autant d'annees de navigation, pour le moins.

Poutrincourt, 1'abbe Aubry, Champlain, Pontgrave, Biencourt, Champdore, Lescarbot,

[ebert et tout ou partie de leurs hommes s'embarquerent done pour la France, apres

i nouvelles. Champlain fonda Quebec 1'annee suivante.

' A plusieurs reprises Lescarbot revient, dans ses ouvrages, sur les sentiments de pie'te' de Poutrincourt, et il le

aange chaleureusement de ses efforts pour convertir les sauvages.
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Si Lescarbot ne demeura pas longtemps en Acadie, son influence n'en fat pas moins

grande sur les destinies de cet etablissement, car il ne cessa, durant plusieurs annees,

d'occuper sea lecteare da projet de la Nouvelle-France. Avant de monrir, il eut la

satisfaction de voir Richelieu prendre en mains les affaires de la colonie. Ce vaillant ecri-

vain a fait meutir le dicton populaire : ."Un poete ne vaut pas un fendeur de pieux." Nous

avons de Lest-arbot unc Histoire de la Nouvelle-France et les Muses de la Nouvelle-France, pu-

bliees a Paris i>n la meme annee 1609, et dans lesquelles les historiens ont beaucoup puise.

" On y voit un auteur exact et judicieux, dit Charlevoix, un homme qui a des vues, et qt

cut etc aussi t apable d'ctablir une colouie que d'en ecrire 1'histoire." L'aun6e de la publi-

cation do VHisloire de la Nouvelle-France, un pasteur protestaut, Pierre Eroudelle, en donna

une paraphrase en langue anglaiso, qui parut a Londres sous les auspices de Richard

Hakluyt ;
le texte fraii9ais eut trois editions en peu d'annees. Les Muses ont eu deux

editions du vivant de 1'auteur. II imprima aussi, en 1G12, une Relation derniere de ce

gut s'cst jMissii nu royiige du sieur de Poulrincourt en la Nouvelle-France, depuis 20 mois en

fit. Pierre de Castillo, fils du celebre president Jeannin, visita la Suisse en 1617;

Lescarbot 1'accompagua et ecrivit en vers le Tableau de la Suisse, publi6 en 1618, en meme

ti-mps qu'une nouvello edition de VHisloire de la Nouvelle-France, completee jusqu'a la mort

do Potitrincourt. (Vtte publication, co'incidant avec la lettre de Charles de Biencourt du

lor soptombro ItilK, out produit de grands n'-sultats, si 1'ouverture de la guerre de Trente

aus n'uut paralyse la politiquo francaise. Nomme commissaire de la marine, Lescarbot

parait s'etre eteiut dans ces fonctions. La Clifixse aux Anglais, composee en vers (1628), est

son dernier livre connu. Leisrarbot est, avec Champlain, le plus fort penseur des premiere

temps do la Nouvelle-France. L'un et 1'autre se sont'tenus en dehors des partis religieux
et sont re.stes bons ratholiqucs.

Qu'on me permettf un mot de digression. Jean-Francois de La Roque, chevalier, sei-

gneur do Roborval, de Nogens ot de Prax, signait :

"
J. La Roque." II est connu dans notre

histoire sous le nora do Roberval, a 1'oocasion de ses voyages dans le Saint-Laurent avec

Jacques Cartier. On sail que Frai^ois ler 1'appelait le petit roi de Vimeu, a cause de la

grande consideration dont il jouissait dans cette partie de la Picardie, sa province. Ecou-
tons maintenant <-e que I^esoarbot disait en 1612, parlant des predications que M. Fleuche
faisait aux sauvages a Port-Royal :

"
Quelquefois aussi il a conduit sa troupe en procession

sur uno moutagne qui est au nord de leurs habitations, sur laquelle il y a un roc carre de
toutes parts, de la hauteur d'uue table, couvert d'une mousse epaisse ou je me suis quel-

quefois couche plaisamment. J'ai appele ce lieu le mont de La Roque, au portrait que j'ai
fait du Port-Royal en mon Histoire, en faveur d'un mien ami nomm& de La Roque, pre-
vost de Vimeu en Picardie, qui desirait de prendre la une terre et d'y envoyer des hommes."
Voila bien, ce me semble, un petit-fils de Roberval qui s'occupait de 1'Acadie.

De Monta obtint, en 1607, le droit d'exploiter (durant une seule ann6e) la traite du
fleuve Saint-Laurent, et, par sa protection, il permit a Champlain de fonder un poste a

Quebec (1608). Voyons la suite de sa carriere. Malgre la mort du roi (1610), ce gentil-
homme fetait reste au poste de gouverneur de Pons, et jouissait encore d'un certain
credit a la cour. Sur les instances de Champlain, il ressaisit (1611) ses droits dans la

Nouvelle-France, envoya des hommes, des arbres fruitiers, entre autres des pommiers, &

Quebec, et geconda de tous ses efforts la traite du Saint-Laurent; mais il ceda a Mme
de Guercheville ses pretentious sur 1'Acadie. On le voit s'interesser dans les affaires du
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Canada en 1612, 1613, 161*7 et 162Y. Apres cela nous le perdons de vue. 8 Son influence

a 6te tres grande sur les commencements de notre colonie. Champlain savait le trouver a

propos. Bien different de ceux qui, avant lui, avaient tent6 d'etablir des postes dans ces

erritoires nouveaux, il sut enfin concilier 1'idee du commerce des fourrures et de la peche
aritime avec la colonisation, et s'il ne parvint pas a fonder en Acadie et a Quebec, de
>n vivant, des paroisses prosperes, la faute en est a 1'ignorance et aux prejuges de ses

witemporains. Sully, principal ministre de Henri IV, ne disait-il pas qu'il etait dan-

ereux d'envoyer des cultivateurs dans les contrees lointaines, atteudu que Ton cour-

lit le risque de depeupler la France ! II a fallu bien des travaux, uue experience
leremeut acquise pour arriver, sous Richelieu (1627), a faire reconuaitre le priucipe des

alonies agricoles, et sous Colbert (1665), a mettre le principe resolumeut en pratique,
jombien ne devons-nous pas savoir gre a de Monts, a Poutrincourt, a Champlain surtout,

du devouement dont ils ont fait preuve dans cette grande lutte en favour d'une idee uou-

velle, large, honorable, nationale et humanitaire !

Dans l"automne de 1607, aussitot apres sou arrivee en France, Charles de Bieneourt, alors

age de seize ans a peine, se fit passer par de Monts la seigueurie de Port-Royal, ce qui le

mit en etat de continuer les travaux en les augmentant, surtout du cote de la culture des

terres. Les annees 1608 et 1609 s'ecoulerent de la sorte. Poutrineourt preparait en France

une expedition plus importante que les precedentes. Jean de Bieneourt, 1'aine des enfants

de Poutrincouit, age de dix-sept ans, alia rejoindre son cadet a Port-Royal en 1008. A
partir de 1609, ecrit M. Rameau,

"
il y eut une suite toujours croissante de cultures et de

defrichements dans le haut de la riviere, vers le lieu, probablement, qui fut plus tard appele
la Pree-Ronde. Non seulement la colonie possedait du betail, mais on elcvait des poulaius,

des veaux et des pourceaux." Les chevaux ici mentionnes paraisseut avoir ete iinportes de

France en 1611.

Jeanne de Salazar, mere de Poutrincourt, decedee vers 1608, avait laisse a ce fils la

baronnie de Saint-Just, en Champagne, et selon les apparences il en hypothequa les revemis

pour se mettre en etat de preparer une nouvelle expedition en Acadie. Au commencement
de fevrier 1610, il partit done du manoir de Saint-Just, et s'embarqua sur un bateau qui
descendit 1'Aube, puis la Seine jusqu'a Dieppe. II amenait deux de ses fils : Charles, sieur

de Saint-Just
(
c'est Bieneourt ), et Jacques, sieur de Salazar, ages respcctivement de dix-huit

et quatorze ans, si je ne me trompe. Plusieurs gentilshommes le suivaient, en route vers

1'Acadie
;
ce fut comme la seconde fondation d'un poste qui promettait cette fois de pros-

perer. Parmi ces gentilshommes etaient Thomas Robin de Coulogue,
9 Rene Maheu, Belot

de Montfort, de Jouy et le sieur Bertrand, natif de Sezanne. Louis Hebert \oulut revoir

les lieux ou il avait espere s'etablir pour jamais. Claude de Latour etait du voyage, avec

son fils Charles, age de quatorze ans. Claude de Latour, ou simplement Latour, car les

uns en font un geutilhomme et les autres un simple mason,
10 observe M. Rameau, parait

avoir toujours ete protestant, et tantot fransais tantot anglais. II est nomme Claude Turgis
le Saint-Etienne, sieur de Latour, et designe comme venant de Paris, appartenant a la

laison de Bouillon. Des revers de fortune 1'avaient pousse dans le nouveau monde.

8 Chassis de France par la revocation de 1'ddit de Nantes, les de Monts se fixfirent en Allemagne. Le contre-

airal comte de Monts, actuellement au service de la Prusse, est le descendant direct du fondateur de 1'Acadie.

9 Fils de M. de Sicoine, gouverneur de la ville de Dieppe, catholique plein de zele et de piet, dit le P. Biard.

10 Ces rneprises sont trtSs frequentes dans nos archives. On ne peut les attribuer qu'a 1'inadvertance de 1'^cri-

in. J'ai vu le nom d'un juge avec le litre de charpentier.
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Poutrincourt s'etait assure le service d'un pretre nomme Jesse Fleche ou Fleuche ou

Fleche, natif du diocese de Laugres,
" homme de bonnes lettres ", envoye par Robert Ubal-

dini, uonce du pape a Paris, et qni jouissait d'une reputation de science et de vertu. Les

Souriquois donnerent a cet ecclesiastique le suruom de patriarche, qui s'est trausmis a tous

les missionnaires de la Nouvelle-France. Les sauvages prouoncent
"
patliasse

"
;

ils appe-

laient
"
petits patliasses" les eleves de nos semiuaires.

L'expeditiou mit a la A'oile le 26 fevrier.
" La saison etait rude, dit Lescarbot, et le

vents le plus souveut contraires, mais on peut bien appeler un voyage heureux quand enfin

on arrive a bou port. Ils ne furent guere loin, qu'ils rencoutrerent, vers le Casquet, un

uavire de forbans, lesquels, voyaut le dit sieur et ses gens bien resolus de se defendre si on

les attaquait, passerent outre. Le G de mars, ils rencoutrerent onze navires flamands, et se

saluerent 1'un 1'autre de chacun un coup de canon. Depuis le 8 jusqu'au 15, il y et

tempete, duruut laquellu une Ibis ledit sieur, etant couche a la poupe, fut porte de son lit

par-dessus la table, an lit do son fils." Quelques jours apres 1'Ascension, ils toucherent a

l'ile iSainte-Croix,
"
la ou le dit sieur lit faire des prieres pour les trepasses qui y etaient

enterres des le premier voyage du sieur de Monts, en 1'an 1604." De ce lieu ils se dirigerent

vers Port-Koyul. Le 24 juin, fete de saint Jeau-Baptiste, furent baptises par M. Fleuche,

Membertou et vin^t autres sauvages ; il y en eut plusieurs autres de baptises du 14 au 16

aoiit, !< 8 et oetobre et le ler decembre de cette aunee 1610 : en tout cent quarante et un.

M. Fleuche, ccrit Lescarbot,
"
s'empara de mon etude et de mes parterres et jardinages,

ou il dit avoir trouvt'1

quant ite de raves, naveaux, carottes, panais, pois, feves, et toutes

Kortes d'herbes jardinieres bonnes et plantureuses. A quoi s'etant occupe, il ya laisse a son

retour, qui i'ut le 17 juin 1011, un beau champ de bit- a beaux epis et bien fleuri."

Le.s plus ancieunes concessions de terres en Acadie dateut de 1610. M. de Meulles,

intendant de la Nouvelle-France (1685), en a vu les titres ecrits et sigues par Poutrincourt.

II est regrettable que les noms de ces premiers tuibilants de 1'Acadie ne nous aient pas 6t6

conserves.

Le 8 juillet, trois semaines apres 1'arrivee a Port-Royal, Jean de Biencourt, baron de

Saint-Just, Ills aine, repartit pour la France dans le dessein de preparer des ren forts, tant i

hommes qu'en argent et marchandises. En cette occasion, 1'amiral de France houora ce

jeune homme
" du titre de vice-amiral en la mer du Ponant es cotes de dela." Lescarbot

ajoute :

"
Ayant a nourrir beaucoup d'hommes au moins 1'espace d'un an et plus, attendant

une cueillette de ble, il etait besoin d'une nouvelle charge de vivres et marchandises propres
au commun usage tant de lui et des siens que des sauvages." Biencourt entra dans le por
de Dieppe le 21 aout.

Ce n'est certes pas 1'activite et les bonnes conceptions qui mauquaient a Poutrincourt.

Son energie surmontait les obstacles les uns apres les autres. Assiste de ses fils, tres jeune
encore, mais evidemment doues de courage et de capacites hors ligne, il agrandissait sa

fondation et la voyait sur le j>oint de prosperer par ses seules ressources. L'ambition de ce

brave seigneur, qui travaillait plus qu'aucun roturier et risquait son bien au gre des evene-

ments, etait de commencer une Nouvelle-France, dont il eut ete le premier baron, et de

ser a sa famille un heritage conquis sur le domaine de cette grande Amerique inconnue

II voyait deja les campagnes rempla9ant la foret primitive, une population rurale heurei

et riche se repandre le long des cotes et dans 1'interieur du pays, les ports frequentes pa
les navires marchands, des moulins, des fabriques, des usines produisant les mille choses
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qu'exige la civilisation et qui rendent la vie plus supportable, et par dessus tout cela, le

drapeau de la France flottaut dans la brise, salue par les acclamations d'un peuple nouvel-

lement cree, defendu par les bras et les cceurs d'uue jeunesse patriotique ! Ce reve ne

devait pas se realiser. Une jalousie s'eleva. Une force occulte sut contrecarrer les projets

du digne gentilhomme. II n'aimait pas les jesuites : on lui declara la guerre dans ces

quartiers. Deja, en 1606, des personnes, sans doute bien intentionuees, lui avaient conseille

de demander des missionnaires a ces peres, mais il n'avait pu s'y resoudre. Le jour vint

ou sa colonie prit forme et annon9a devoir prosperer : les jesuites se presentment et surent

s'imposer. Notons que c'etait au lendemain de 1'assassinat de Henri IV, et que, grace a

Marie de Medicis et aux Italiens qui gouvernaient la France, les jesuites reparaissaient au

pouvoir. Une observation de Lescarbot trouve sa place ici :

"
Qnand il

(
Poutriueourt

)

aura de plus amples moyens, il pourra envoyer des hommes aux terres plus peuplees, ou il

faut aller fort et faire une grande moisson pour 1'amplificatiou de 1'Eglise. Mai.s, il faut

premierement batir la republique, sans laquelle 1'Eglise lie peut etre, et, pour ce, le pre-

mier secours doit etre a cette republique et uon a ce qui a le pretexte de piete, car cette

republique etant etablie, ce sera a elle a pourvoir a ce qui rogarde le spirituel." Les

jesuites savent s'emparer a la fois du spirituel et du temporel.

Mme de Guercheville, personne de graude piete, desirant contribuer a la conversion

des sauvages, avait resolu de debourser les sommes neeessaires a cet objet. Les jesuites

se servirent de sa fortune et de son influence. En 1610, le roi Henri IV venait d'etre poi-

gnarde, lorsque Jean de Bieucourt u
reparut en France dans les interets de 1'Acadie.

Mme de Guercheville, voyant que, malgre ses obsessions, Poutrincourt n'avait rien

repondu relativement au projet de conduire des jesiiites dans la colonie, et comprenant que
ce seigneur perdait son principal appui dans la personne du souverain disparu, decida le

sieur Robin a se charger d'une partie de la depense des missions. Le jeune Louis XIII,

guide par sa mere, atfecta cinq cents ecus a 1'entretien des religieux ; Mmes de Guer-

cheville, de Verneuil 12
et de Sourdis firent cadeau de riches ornemeuts de chapelle. Le

pere Christophe Balthazar, provincial des jesuites, designa les PP. Biard
(
alors a Poitiers

)

et Enemoud Masse pour missionnaires.

Arrives a Dieppe le 24 octobre 1610, ou etait fixe 1'embarquement, les peres eurent

contestation avec les associes de Poutriucourt, qui etaient en devoir de faire radouber le

navire : deux marchands huguenots : Duchesne ou Duquesue
1S

et Dujardin ;

"
ils se reti-

rerent au college d'Eu. Sans se decourager, Mme de Guercheville fit une collecte en

cour, racheta
( quatre mille livres

)
les droits de ces marchands, et comme, apres cela, il lui

restait en main une certaine somme, elle en composa uu fonds pour empecher, disait-elle,

que les peres ne fussent a charge a Poutrincourt,
15

laissant a celui-ci 1'ordre de consacrer

le revenu des pecheries et du commerce des fourrures a 1'entretien de Port-Royal, dont les

linistrateurs devaient etre les sieurs Robin 1G
et de Biencourt, avec 1'entente que les

11
II avail appris cet evenement le 28 juillet, dans le voisinage de Terre-Neuve.

" Tres compromise dans le complot qui avait abouti 4 1'assassinat du roi.

" On dit qu'il fut le pere du fameux marin de ce nom.
11 Selon Lescarbot, ils offraient de s'entendre avec des religieux mais pas avec les j&mites, disant que cenx-ci

ar prendraient lours biens.

15 II n'eut plus manqu6 que d'obliger Poutrincourt 4 se charger de 1'entretien des religieux, lui qui avait tant

3e peine 4 fonder sa colonie !

11 Le sieur Robin devou6 k Mme de Guerchoville, laquelle obeissait aux jesuites.
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missionnaires recevraicnt leur part des profits provenant de cctte source. Le texte du cdn-

trat,
IT

passe le 20 Janvier 1611, montre quo les jesuites fitaieut mis sur le pied d'asso< ics

dans 1'entreprise.
'*

La Grace de Dieu, qui fit voile de Dieppe, le 26 Janvier 1611, sous le commandoment

du capitaiue Jean Daune et du pilote David, de Bruges, tous deux protestants, avec un

equipage en bonne partie de la meme croyance,
19 amenait en Acadie les PP. Biard et

Masse, Mme de Poutrincourt et Jean son fils aiu6, regarde comme le chef de 1'expedi-

tion. Le navire n'arriva a Port-Royal que le 22 mai. II n'est pas dit que Mme Hebert

fut retournee a Port-Royal avec son mari en 1610 ; peut-etre se trouva-t'elle du voyage de

1611. En lout eas, le P. Biard ecrivait de Port-Royal, au mois de Janvier 1612 : "Nous

Kommes vingt, sans compter les femmes."

Le P. Pierre Biard, m- a Grenoble en 1565, enseignait la theologie a Lyon depuis neuf

ans Inrsqu'il fut designe aux missions de 1'Acadie. II s'etait offert dans le meme but en

1>08, et avait ete accept
'

; mais. rendu a Bordeaux, ne recevant pas de nouvelles, il avait

du rcnoncer au voyage.
"
C'est un homme fort savant, gascon de nation, dit Lescarbot,

duquel monsieur le premier president de Bordeaux m'a fait bon recit." Le P. Enemond

Masse, ne a Lyon vers 1">74, appartenait a la compagnie de Jesus depuis 1594, et elait

devenu assistant du cclebre P. Cotton, predicateur du roi. Entendant parler du nouveau

monde, sa vocation de missionnaire se revela ;
il quitta la cour avec joie pour suivre les

fondateurs de 1'Acadie.

!> 17 juin 1011, Poutrincourt repartit pour la France, amenant M. Fleuche et plusieure

homines (ju'il n'avait pas le moyen de nourrir. La poigne des jesuites 1'attendait. En

premier lieu, sa position etait suiiisainmcnt vague pour le mettre dans 1'embarras si on lui

deniandait des titres rlairs touchant los terres de 1'Acadie. Ensuite, il n'y avait qu'ii lui

pr<>i>oser la rompagnie des jesuites pour le determiner ii rompre avec ses projets. L'affaire

fut conduite diplomatiquement. Les jesuites, puissants en cour, pouvaient exiger la r6vi-

sion des papiers de ce digne homme, moitie squatter, moitie seigneur, mais avant tout

1'anie de la colonisation de 1'Acadie. Introduit dans la filiere legale, il lui fallait se sou-

met tre ou se retirer.

Mme de Guercheville continuait a recucillir des ofFrandes destinees aux mission-

naires. Poutrincourt, tres gene dans ses finances, la trouva en apparence disposee a se

joindre a sa so<'iete, qu'il disait etre favorable a la conversion des sauvages et qui 1'fetait en

elfet. C'ette dame voulait donner millc ecus pour 1'armement d'un navire, moyennant
quoi, elle participerait dans les benefices qui en resulteraient, et aussi dans les terres accor-

dees par la couronue, soit immediatemeut ou plus tard
;

w mais Poutriucourt s'etait deja

taille en imagination un vaste territoire a coloniser, dont il soutiut qu'il etait seigneur et

maitre. Appele a produire ses titres, il n'en put rien faire, et vit bientot qu'il s'6tait

enferre ; car Mme de Guercheville se retourua vers le sieur de Monts, dont les lettres

patentes 6taient, pensait-on, restees en vigueur, et qui lui ceda ses droits. Les lettres

"
II et aussi fait mention de Daniel <lo Quentevillo, bourgeois, conseiller-^chevin de la ville de Dieppe, comme

ialf-imf- dans lea affair d'Acadie.
" En Acadie comme au Canada, ib soignaiont lours potites affaires temporellos.
" Je cite cw fail* pour montror que Poutrincourt 6tait encore mattre choz lui, et qu'il prenait los Franfais tola

jn'ila ^taiont, tans vinor a 1'exclusivisme.
*

Fborqnoi la speculation vienUelle gator le don de mille 6cus ?
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royales qui confirment cet arrangement accordent a Mme de Guercheville toutes lea

tcrres de la Nouvelle-France, depuis le fleuve Saint-Laurent jusqu'a la Floride, ne reser-

vant a Poutrineourt que le seul Port-Royal. Quaud on prend du pays, on n'en saurait

trop prendre. Resultat bien net : Poutrincourt se voyait enlever ses droits, lui le colonisa-

teur
;
un ordre religieux redoutable, i'ameux par 1'iutrigue, allait marcher sur ses brisees.

On lui dirait: Tu n'es plus maitre dans ta maison. S'il resistait, on eleverait colonie

contre colouie, peusant que
"
ceci tuerait cela."

La noble dame versa les mille ecus au frere Gilbert du Thet, de la compaguie de Jesus,

qui partait pour 1'Acadie et qui devait, en route, les remettre a quelques marchauds

de Dieppe. Le P. Biard nous fait entendre amerement que non seulement Poutrincourt

eut 1'adresse de tirer quatre cents ecus de cette somme, mais encore qu'il pla9a au com-

mandement du navire un de ses propres employes, uoinme Simon Imbert,
"
ceudrier et

ancien tavernier de Paris," a qui il avait fait la laugue. C'etait de bonne guerre. II en

avait le droit. Le vaisseau partit de Dieppe le 31 decembre 1611, et arriva a Port-Royal

le 20 Janvier. C'est a ce voyage, je crois, que furent amenes les chevaux que les Anglais

enlevereut de Port-Royal en 1613, et qu'ils mangereut pevi apres, faute d'autre uourriture.

Qu'etait Mme de Guercheville ? Une persoune devote, im instrument sous le pouce

d'une compagnie habile et sans scrupule.

Antoinette de Pous, pieuse et belle, disent les chrouiques du temps, s'etait fait remar-

quer par son merite et sa piete, au milieu de la cour dissolue de Henri III. Le marquis de

Guercheville, son mari, etant mort, le roi Henri IV avait eu pour la jolie veuve une passion

assez prononcee. II comptait bien emporter la place aussi lestement qii'il prenait les villes ;

mais, cette fois, la vertu et la dignite de la sujette firent echec au roi.
"
Sire, lui dit-elle,

mon rang ne me permet pas d'etre votre femme
; j'ai trop de cceur pour devenir votre mai-

tresse !

"
Reponse d'autant plus belle que la noblesse se i'aisait souveut une gloire de ce hon-

teux commerce. Et, sans plus de paroles, la marquise se retira a son chateau de La Roche-

Guyon, sur la Seine, a dix lieues de Paris, ou elle meuait un train priucier. Henri IV,

toujours entreprenant, poussa un jour une partie de chasse de ce cote, et, sur la fin de la

journee, il envoya un gentilhomme demander le couvert pour lui et quelques uns des sieus,

pretextant qu'il etait trop loin de la capitale pour y retourner sans avoir pris du repos.

Mme de Guercheville 1'accueillit avec empressemeut, fit illuminer le chateau, com-

manda un souper somptueux, se montra aimable et prevenante comme une bonne et fidele

amie, declara au roi qu'il etait maitre chez elle, et... mouta en voituie pour aller coucher

a deux lieues de la, chez une dame de sa connaissance ! L'aventure fit du bruit. Plus tard

(1594), la marquise epousa, en secondes noces, Charles du Plessis, seigneur de La Rochefou-

cauld, comte de Beaumont, chevalier des ordres du roi, premier ecuyer de Henri IV, et, en

cette occasion, elle joua une nouvelle piece au souverain eu refusant de prendre le nom de

La Rochefoucauld, qui avait appartenu a la celebre Gabrielle d'Estrees. Gabrielle s'etait

vue fiancee, d'autres disent mariee, avec Nicolas d'Armeval, seigneur de La Rochefoucauld-

Liaucourt, qui perit on ne sait comment, mais fort a propos, assure-t-ou, pour la tranquil lite

de sa femme. En 1599, Gabrielle mourut. L'annee suivante, Henri IVdivorpad'avec Mar-

guerite de Valois
(
la reine Margot ) et epousa Marie de Medicis. En memoire de la con-

duite de Mme de Guercheville
(
on la nommait toujours ainsi malgre sou second mariage ),

I

prince voulut qu'elle occupat 1'un des tabourets places autour de la reine dans les

Sea I, 1884 6.
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reunions d'Sclat. Ce fut la premiere dame qu'il pr6senta a Marie de Medicis, lui disant :

" Je vous donne nne dame d'honneur qui est en verite une dame pleine d'honm-ur."

L'epoux de Mme de Guercheville etait alors gouverneur de Paris. A quelque temps de la,

Mme la connetable de Lesdiguieres, une coquiue fieffee, entra a la cour
;

le rang de son

mari lui valut uu tabouret elevfi d'un ou deux degr6s au-dessus de celui de la belle mar-

quise. Or, Malherbe, le poete, qui ue mauquait pas les occasions de placer ses epigrammes,

assista uu jour a une fete ou la situation des deux dames eveilla son esprit caustiqne.
" Je

vois, dit-il, la vertu recompensee, et le vice encore mieux traite." Mme de Guercheville

monrut ii Palis en 1632, ayant ete, comme on 1'a vu plus haut, seigneuresse de toute

Nouvelle-France.

Jean de Biencourt disparait apres 1611. Son frere cadet, Charles, commaudait a For

Royal. Yers cette epoque, il etait constamment en voyage, soit sur mer ou parmi les Sol

quois, ses amis fidcles. C'est
" un jeune seigneur de grande vertu et fort recommaudable,"

disait de lui le P. Biard en 1612. II savait la langue des sauvages a la perfection et

f-tait devenu uu veritable coureur dc bois, sans jamais se plaindre du dur regime que lui

imposait cette nouvelle existence.

Iri If disaccord entre Poutrincourt et les jesuites prit une forme sensible. Ave

I'ardfiir de son temperament, le j'eune de Biencourt s'opposait aux desirs des jesuites

refusait df rccounaitrc leurs reclamations a litre d'associes. En realite ces peres etaient

des iutrus. Pour compliquer la situation, le fils de Poutgrave, appele Robert, lutt

d'influenre, parmi les sauvages, coutre le bouillant gouverneur de Port-Royal. On en'

a deu voics dc fait. La colonie devait sotiffrir de cet etat de choses : elle s'affaiblit en effet

an lieu de prendre des forces. Biencourt, voyant que les peres jesuites demandaient

retourncr en France, s'opposa a leur depart. II se sentait plus maitre de la situation tant

qu'il les tenait sous sa main. II ne savait done pas que les jesuites pfichent toujours en

eau trouble. Neanmoins, 1'avenir paraissait pen rassurant aux colons. Ce fut sans dout

en <-f moment (1612) que Mme de Poutrincourt abaudonna Port-Royal avec ses enfants,

car il n'est plus fait mention d'elle en ce lieu, et la suite des recits nous porte a croire qu'il

n'y demeurait pas de fcinmes en 1018, lorsque les Anglais devasterent le poste.

Le fri-re Du Thet repassa en France au milieu de I'cte de 1612, apres I'appaisement de

dissensions, et il induisit Mme de Guercheville a fonder un poste separe. En cons

quence, elle equipa uu navire de cent tonneaux, capitaine Charles Flory, de HablevilU 1

lequel, paHi de HonhYur If 12 mars 1613, sous le commandement du capitaine La Saussaye
arriva a La Heve le 16 mai, d'ou il se rendit a Port-Royal. La reine Anne d'Autriche,

portee pour les jfsuites, avait contribue a 1'achat des armes et de quelques munitions,

part les matelots, au nombre d'une quinxaine, il y avait a bord viugt-sept personnes, qui i

proposaient d'hiverner dans le uouvel etablissement. Le P. Jacques Queutin, jesuite, et

frere Du Thet, accompagnaient I'expt'-dition, avec le dessein de retourner en France
le mi-Hi.' navire. Des chevaux et des chevres, des approvisionnements pour une aunt

qnatre tentea ou pavilions, etc., etaient transposes en m6me temps. La Saussaye
trouva ;. Port-Royal que cinq

"
personnes : les deux peres jfesuites ; Hebert, qui tenait

place de Biencourt
( pendant que celui-ci etait alle au loin chercher des vivres ) ; Valentii

Pageau, domestique des peres, et un engage. Rien ne nous indique la presence de

"
Cinq pernonncB dmna lo posta Le antree n'^taicnt pag loin.
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lebert ; elle avait du repasser en France avec Mme de Poutrincourt. C'est a H6bert

jue La Saussaye remit les lettres de Ja reine, enjoignant de relacher les jesuites. Ceux-ci

suivivent le oapitaiue, qui les conduisit aux Monts-Deserts, a 1'entre de la riviere Pentagoet,
ir une ile qu'ils nommerent Saint-Sauveur, et ou La Saussaye debarqua trente hommes.
la mi-juiu, on fit les jardinages et les semailles. Les jesuites voulaient que leur comp-

jir fut le principal poste, le pivot, la clef de voute des etablissements fran9ais en Acadie
;

lais Saiut-Sauveur perit sous 1'etreiute des Anglais, et Port-Royal resta debout malgre

Anglais et en depit des jesuites.
"
D'apres une lettre meutionuee par Lescarbot, Poutrincourt serait parvenu a expedier

La Rochelle, en mai,1613, un mois et demi apres le depart de La Saussaye, uu navire

irge de provisions," dit M. Rameau ; puis il ajoute :

" Ce fait n'est pas tres certain
; il

I'est mentionue que dans 1'edition de IGIT."

Les Anglais de la Virginie pechaient le long des cotes, en remontant au nord. A
juinze ou seize lieues de 1'ile des Monts-Deserts, ils eurent connaissance, par les sauvages

probablement, de la formation d'un poste fraii9ais. Le capitaiue Samuel Argall resolut de

surprendre cet etablissemeut. La paix regnait eiitre les deux courounes, mais Londres et

Paris etaient si loin ! Les uavires anglais s'approcherent done de Saint-Sauveur. La

Motte le Vilin, lieutenant de La Saussaye, alia au-devaut d'eux, et, apres un combat dans

lequel le frere Du Thet fut tue, il lui fallut coder au nombre. La Saussaye etait a terre

en ce moment. Voyant le desastre, il s'enfuit dans les bois
;
mais le lendemain il crut

devoir se montrer. Argall le refut avec une politesse appareute, lui demandant de pro-

duire sa commission... qu'il avait enlevee la veille du navire de La Motte; naturellement

on ne la trouva pas. Des lors, les Anglais le traitereut de forban, et pillerent le poste.

Apres des pourparlers, voyant qu'il etait a peu pres impossible de renvoyer ses prisonniers

en France, Argall leur proposa de les emmeuer dans la Virginie, ce qui fut accepte tout

d'abord par quatre personnes, avec 1'entente qu'ou ne les molesterait point au sujet de la

religion, et que, apres un an de service, ils pourraient retoumer en France. Fiualemeut

quiuze hommes, avec les PP. Biard et Queutiu, furent transposes a la Virginie. Le com-

mandant de cette plantation, Thomas Dale, voiilut les mettre a mort, mais Argall sortit

alors de ses bagages la commission de La Saussaye et leur sauva la vie. Bientot apres,

trois de ces infortunes moururent de maladie. En 1G15, quatre autres etaient encore en

Virginie. On ne conuait rien du reste de la bande. Retouruons en Acadie.

Le pere Masse,
^ avec trente hommes, fut embarque pour la Heve, ou le navire de

Pontgrave
a

et un autre batiment fran9ais les re9ureut pour les rapatrier. La Saussaye

parait s'etre echappe de Saiut-Sauveur et avoir repandu 1'alarme a Saiute-Croix et a Port-

Royal. Argall le suivit de pres, trouva ces deux postes ubandounes et y mit le feu.

Bieucourt etait en course dans les bois. A 1'aspect des ruines de ses maisons, ce jeune
homme (vingt-deux ans) moutra un courage digne de celui de son pere. Selon Lescarbot,

aurait fait proposer a Argall un combat singulier, ou un combat entre un nombre egal

1'hommes de part et d'autre. Hannay, dans son History of Acadia, ne mentionne point ce

5fi chevaleresque ; mais il dit que les deux chefs se rencontrerent dans line prairie, accom-

w Missionnaire au Canada, de 1625 a 1629 et de 1633 a 1646
;
il mourut cette derniere annee & Sillery, pres de

limbec.

23 La carriere de Pontgrav^ est celle d'un marin et d'un traiteur, II fut le bras droit de Champlain & Quebec.
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pagnes de quelque suite, et que 1'offre de Biencourt de diviser la traite entre les Anglais

et les Fran9ais ne fat pas acceptfee. Le 9 novembre, Argall se remit en route, et il arriva

temps dans la Virginie pour sauver la vie aux Fran^ais mentionnes plus haut.

Les PP. Biard et Queutin farent ramenes en Europe, apres plusieurs mois d'unt

navigation accideutee. Aux iles A9ores, ils surent reiidre un service important au capi-

taine anglais qui les couduisait et qui, a partir de ce moment, se comporta a leur ega

avec deference. Quand ils furent rendus en Augleterre, les autorites fran^aises iutervin-

rent en leur faveur ; ils rentrerent en France vers la fin d'avril 1614, et se refugiereut chez

les jesuites d'Amiens. La Motto le Vilin reussit a se rendre en Angleterre vers le mer

temps que les PP. Biard et Quentin. Mine de Guercheville envoya La Saussaye
w

Londres solliciter la restitution de son navire ; ce fut tout ce qu'elle obtint. Le P. Biar

a iVrit des lettres datees de 1'Acadie et de France, et une interessante relation qui fut im-

priinec en janvior 1G16. II s'eteignit a Avignon le 19 novembre 1622.

En trois annees (K510-13), dit ce missionnaire, il ne mourut de maladie a Port-Royal et

a Saint-Sauveur que deux homines, 1'un de Saint-Malo et 1'autre breton. Sans doute, les

colons s'etaient acclimates et savaient se pourvoir des choses necessaires sous le rapport du

vetement, de 1'habiiation et de la nourriture. Poiitriucourt avait accompli a Port-Koyal,

a la date de 1(513, plus que Champlain lui-meme n'avait pu faire a Quebec. Sans 1'actede

piraterie d'Arirall, son 'tablissement etait en voie de prosperer, uouobstant la division des

forces des Francais en deux seigneuries ou colonies. Apres de Monts, auquel revient

I'honneur de la premiere anuee, tous les travaux, de 1606 a 1618, furent son couvre et celle

de ses ills : c'est pourquoi je me suis applique a demontrer que Port-Royal etait devenu,

en 1013, autre (hose qu'uu vulgaire poste de traite. Je vais maintenant expliquer ce qui
eut lieu dans les annees 1 61 4-1(523, et Ton se convaincra, d'une part, que les Fram^ais

n'abandonnerent point 1'Acadie, et d'autre part, que cette occupation fut encore 1'couvre de

la i'auiille de Poutrincourt J'ai mis en relief de Monts et ses merites, Mme de Guercheville

et ses louables intentions, Hebert et son devouement, Lescarbot et son patriotisme; mais

aucun d'eux ue saurait etre compare a Poutrincourt pour les sacrifices de temps, d'argent,

et pour la perseverance indomptable dont il fit preuve, tout en etaut auime des plus haut

motifs. L'impression creee en France par les evenements de 1618 fut que tout etait

detruit : les jesuites ne parlerent pas autrement. Si jamais ils ont su que Biencourt et ses

hommes avaient conserve leurs postes et bati de nouveaux forts, ils ont gard6
" de Conrard

le silence prudent."

Biencourt rassembla ses gens, fit reunir le betail que les Anglais n'avaient pas aper9U,
coustata que son mouliu 6tait intact, que les terres promettaient une recolte pour l'ann

suivante si on les cnsemencait, et, sans balancer, il fit ses preparatifs d'hivernement

N'ayant plus de provisions, il fallait vivre de chasse ; mais cette chasse devint une source de

richesse. Grace aux sauvages, on se trouva, le printemps venu, en possession de nom-
breuses pelleteries, sur lesquelles Biencourt comptait pour relever Port-Royal. L'eipfirience

acquise a 1'egard du climat, du mode de logement, de la nourriture et des voyages dans ces

contrees nouvelles, permit d'eviter les malheurs survenus en 1604 et 1605. La peche nefut

pas negligee. Ainsi done, au lieu de repasser en France sur les nombreux bailments qr
sillonnaient les eaux de la presqu'ile, ces conrageux pionniers, se regardant comme ancres

* L'un de w< deioondMita, qui porte lo m6me nom, oat au nombre des plus savants archfologues de France.
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dans le pays, voulaient s'y maintenir en depit des orages et des contretemps de tons genres.

II est impossible de dire combieu d'hommes demeurerent avec Biencourt dans ces circon-

stances difliciles. Au moment de 1'attaque d'Argall, les colons etaient occupes aux travaux

des champs, sur le haut de la riviere Dauphine, a deux lieues du fort
; ils echapperent faci-

lement aux Anglais. Quelques uus, assure-t-on, se dirigerent du cote du Canada
;
mais rien

ne nous fait croire qu'ils parvinrent jusqu'a Quebec. D'autres ont pu s'embarquer pour la

France sur les bailments de peche. De Port-Eoyal a la Heve, on coupe aisement a travers

la foret. Ce qui parait certain, c'est que la petite colonie ne renfermait plus aucune femme,

sauf peut-etre Marie Eollet, epouse de Louis Hebert, dont la date du retour en France n'est

pas precisee.

Poutrincourt, ruine par ses entreprises, n'en persistait pas moins a vouloir fonder un

grand fief en Acadie. Pour cela il sollicitait de tons cotes des secours et une protection

bien difficile a obtenir dans un tel moment. II trouva enlin de 1'aide chez certains mar-

chands de La Eochelle qu'il lia au commerce des pelleteries ; puis, ayaut equipe un uavire de

soixaute-dix tonneaux, il mit a la voile le 31 decembre 1613, et arriva, le 27 mai,
4 ' devant

Port-Eoyal, ou il fut re$u comme un envoye de la Providence. Les terres, eusemencees

1'annee precedente, promettaient de belles moissous. La colonie, ravitaillee si a propos,

reprit vigueur. En uu instant on releva les edifices detruits ou ecroules, et tout revint a

la vie.

Louis Hebert se rembarqua avec Poutrincourt, et tous deux etaient de uouveau a La

Eochelle avant le 18 juillet 1614. Hebert rencoutra en France Samuel de Champlain, qui

le determina a s'etablir a Quebec (1617), dont il fut le premier colon vivant du produit de

sa terre. Bien qu'il ait demeure a Port-Royal, on rte pout regarder comme sa descendance

les Hebert de 1'Acadie, qui sont de date tres ancienne daus cette partie de I'Amerique, et qui

comptent de nos jours plusieurs milliers de representants parmi les divers groupes acadieus

de notre Confederation ;
mais il pout y avoir eu pareute entre les deux souch.es.

En 1614, Poutrincourt se rendit en Suisse dans I'mteret de ses entreprises. Au
moment ou il se preparait a reprendre la route de Port-Eoyal, une circonstance se presenta

qui lui devint fatale. Le prince de Conti s'agitait dans la Champagne ;
il avait meme pris

les armes. Le marechal d'Ancre, premier ministre, nomma Poutrinpourt gouverueur de

Merysur-Seine. Ce fut en defendant cette place que le seigneur de 1'Acadie mourut, le 5

decembre 1615. Les soldats, qui le cherissaient, firent elever, a 1'eudroit ou il succomba,

une croix de pierre qui porte encore aujourd'hui le nom de Croix (le Poutrincourt. Bisons ce

que devint sa famille, car il est a peu pres le seul
(
sauf Hebert et La Saussaye ) de ses

compagnons sur lequel il nous reste de semblables reuseiguements. II y a apparence que
Mme de Poutrincourt deceda vers 1616. Son fils Charles, deja qualifie de sieur de Saint-

Just en 1611, entra des lors en possession de la terre et domaiue de ce nom, vu que Jean, le

fils aine, etait mort a cette epoque. Charles demeurait en Acadie et se nommait Biencourt
;

on suppose qu'il ne se maria jamais. Jacques, troisieme fils, continua la liguee de la branche

dite Poutrincourt. Marie, le ler octobre 1622, avec Franfoise, fille de Jean de Mornay, che-

valier, seigneur d'Ambleville, du G-uerard et de Eeuilly, il cut pour successeur son fils

Charles, qui epousa, le 9 novembre 1647, Edmee, fille de Jean de Tremelet, chevalier, sei-

gneur de Grumery. Gabriel, fils de ces derniers, contracta alliance, le 8 mai 1696, avec

M
Cinq mois de navigation dana une barque !
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Marguerite, fille de Jean de Pelletier, seigneur de Montmort. De ce mariage naquit Chris-

tophe-Augustin-Gabriel, qui devint chevalier et mousquetaire de la garde du roi, et qui

epousa, le 19 juin 1722, Marie-Anne, fille de Charles du Pare, seigneur du Plessis et du Meix.

Leur fils, Christophe-Augustin, se maria, le 18 decembre 1758, avec Marie-Jeanne-Victoire,

fille d'Edme-Thomas Saudrier, seigneur de Mailly. Leur fils, Ange-Pierre-Louis-Frai^ois

de Biencourt, re?u page de Monsieur, frere du roi, le 23 juin 1776, puis garde de marine au

dt-partement de Brest, en 1779, perit vers 1783 sur la fregate la Diane, faisant partie de

1'escadre du comte de Guichen. Dans sa personne s'eteignit la descendance du seigneur

de Port-Royal. Le trisaieul de Poutriuconrt avait eu pour frere Jean de Biencourt, dont la

descendance subsiste seule aujourd'hui de toutes les branches de cette ancienne i'amille.

Kile compte vingt-quatre generations en ligne directe, et est representee par le marquis de

Biem-ourt et ses trois fils dont 1'uu a pris recemment le nom de Poutriiicourt.

La mort de Poutriiirourt rompait ses projets et ceux de son fils, car celui-ci ne pouvait

plus comptor que sur lui-meme. Ses ressources pecuniaires se bornaient a ce qu'il retirait

de lu traite. Son inlluence parmi les bailleurs de fonds et les armateurs etait mince. Sans

se dtVourager, neanmoins, il resta au poste et se prepara a braver la mauvaise fortune. Ses

relations n'gulieres avec la France cesserent presque tout a fait. On ne voyait a Port-Royal

aucun menage purement francais, mais il y rcstait quelques cultivateurs. II semble certain

que qtielque mt-tissage avait dt'ja eu lieu, bien que la chose soit contestee. Les elements

d'une colonie stable existaient d'ailleurs dans ces hommes formes a la rude ecole des annees

preccdentes. On possedait dos logements commodes. Les cultures etaient prosperes. Le

moulin a i'arine et un mouliii a scie fonctiouuaient. Les bestiaux se multipliaient. Le

commerce avait pris tine bonne direction par l'entremise des batiments de pSche. A 1'aide

de signaux on attirait les navires, qui livraient des produits europeens en echange des

pellcteries. Bientot une station permanente fut etablie au cap Fourchu, Yarmouth aujour-

d'hui. et recut le nom de fort Ix>meron. Des postes volants commencerent a la Heve et au

cap Sable. Kn attendant des jours plus heureux, c'etaient la des noyaux d'etablissements

tres apprcciables. Mais on lit davantage. Apres le desastre de Port-Royal, Claude de

Latotir sc bAtit un poste de traite a 1'entrue de la riviere Penobscot, dans le Maine. Les

Anglais de Plymouth Ten chasserent douze ou treize ans plus tard. II est le foudateur de

cet ttablissement celebre dans les guerres et les coups de main, de 1626 a 1713. La pre-

miere dispersion des Acadiens accomplie par la raz/ia du capitaine Argall eut pour resultat,

on le voit, de faire naitre de nouveaux etablissements sur les deux cotes qui regardent la

baie de Fundy et meme sur le rivage de 1'Atlantique et le territoire du Maine. Je me per-

mettrai aussi de supposer que Charles-Amador de Latour, age de dix-sept ou dix-huit

anuees en 1614, dirigea son attention vers le fleuve Saint-Jean, ou les fourrures abondaient

et oil il joua un si curieux role par la suite. Certes, avec de pareilles dispositions nos aven-

turiers, comme on les appelle, se montraieut de dignes eleves de Poutrincourt
;
et il est

bien malhenreux que la France ait attendu vingt ans pour leur preter main-forte. La con-

tinuite de 1'occupatiou fran9aise sur ces cotes ne saurait etre contestee. Les navires de la

baie de Biscaye et meme de la Normandie frequentaient les postes de Biencourt et en

retiraient des cargaisons de fourrures en place des armes, des vetements, des outils qu'ils

livraient aux habitants, et des babioles que ceux-ci destiuaieut a la traite avec les sauvages.

Lea ressources uaturelles de Port-Royal en faisaient le quartier general de cette bande
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hardic, moiti6 labourcurs, moitie conreurs des bois ; ce lieu etait le pivot sur lequel tour-

naient toutes les operations, taut il est vrai qu'il ne pent y avoir de colonie sans 1'agricul-

ture.

En 1618, Biencourt fit demander aux autorites de la ville de Paris des colons, auxquels
il proraettait nn etablissement avantageux. Sa lettre est d'une graude valeur historique ;

la voici :

" Aux authorites de la ville de Paris. Du Port-Royal, en la Nouvelle-France, ce

premier septembre 1618. Messieurs : Comme ainsy soyt que la Societe des hommos s'en-

tretienne par un mutuel secours, j'ay pense vous rendre un agreable service, si je vous

dounais advis de la chose qui importe graudement au bieu de vostre ville, laquelle il est

notoire estre une bonne partie de 1'an sustenee de 1'abondance de ce pays.
*" Feu raon pere,

monsieur de Potrincourt et moi, avons, depuis quatorze ans en ?a faict nos efforts d'estre

utiles a la France en ce regard et planter icy le nom Frar^ois et par mesme voye le nom de

Dieu.
"
Deja tous ces peuples se disposaient a recevoir le Saiuct Baptesme quand la mort

funeste de mon dit feu Sicur &c., pere arriva, ayant este laschement w tue pour le service

du Roy au siege de Mori, sur Seine, il y a trois ans, ce qui a recule 1'ceuvre commencee.

Mais si cela doit estre regrettable, nous avons aussy a regretter que le nom Fraufois peu a

peu s'evanouira icy, si Ton n'y donne ordre de bonne heure, et vous feront pour les Molues

(
la grande manne de vostre ville et de 1'Europe que ce pais vous domic gratuitement )

tri-

butaire au gre de 1'Anglois qui nous traitte hostilement par dcqa, en a chasse les Jesuittos,

et yceux mesmes captifs avec leur equipage, brusle nos habitations,
**

et cet este a encore

pris un navire de Dieppe. Cependant, il peuple puissamment la Virginie et le Bormude,

ou il erivoye des colonies tous les ans, et naguerres est icy passe une flotte de cinq cens

hommes avec uombre de femmes de ladite nation, laquelle s'est pourvue d'eau douce et de

bois en mon voisinage. II y a un conseil particulier pour la Virginie, et des escoles a

Londres pour faire instruire les naturels du dit pais, et ils promettent bien aux Auglois que

quand ils auront ce qui est au dela, ils aurout aisement le de9a.
a

" Ce n'est chose, messieurs, qu'il vous faille mespriser ;
vous estes les Peres du peuple,

c'est a vous pour veoir a ce qu'on ue luy arrache le pain de la main. II faut done prevenir

le dessein de 1'Auglois, puisque nous le voyons de loing, et pour veoir a ce que ce pais soit

plustost habite de Fra^ois et garuy de deux ou trois forts le long de cette coste pour leur

asseurance et conserver la liberte de la pescherie de dt>9a qiu vault tous les aus un million

d'or a la France. Une petite despense fournira a cela, messieurs
;

il faudrait un ou deux

navires allans et venans qui conduiroient gratuittement ceulx qui vouldroient veuir icy, et

quelques petits fonds pour nourrir quelque tems les plus pauvres, comme il faut faire la

premiere despense, moyennant quoy on pourroit retirer icy vos mandians valides, et soulager

beaucoup de families grevez de trop grand nombre d'enfans, voirre mettre a 1'aise plusieurs

qui gemissent en secret et n'osent faire paroistre leur necessite
; que si ces peuples barbares

viveut au milieu des terres, pourquoy ne vivront point ceux a qui Dieu adoniie 1'invention

i

56 Done Paris s'approvisionnait de poisson et atitres donrees en Acadie.
87 Des princes du sang s'6taient reVoltes. C'est en les combattant, par les ordres du roi, que Poutrincourt avait

trouve la mort. Je ne pense pas qu'il fut assassind, comme le mot " laschement "
le ferait croire.

K C'est 1'affaire d'Argall, en 1613.

29 Si je comprends bien, ceci veut dire : les sauvages des cdtes promettaient aux Anglais de leur procurer 1'Aca-

die, lorsqu'ils auraient fait de bons 6tablissement en Virginia
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de tant de metiers et qni out la France voisine, pour leur fournir les choses nfecessaires aux

dits metiers et a la vie.

" La terre est icy bonne au labourage, messieurs ;
la chasse y est abondante, et le poisson

4 foison, et je ne voudrois point avoir faict eschauge du Pirou d cette terre, si une fois elle

estoit serieusement habitee.
"

"
Faictes done, messieurs, quelque petite despense, et ayez la gloire d'avoir icy plante

le nom do Dieu et premiers estably ce pais et vous servir de nous tandis que vous le pouvez

faire. Nous avons decouvert touttes ces costes au peril de nos vies^ Elles nous sont touttes

cognues et avons 1'intelligeuce et 1'usage du language de depa.
"
Sonffrirez-vons que, pour peu de choses, le nom Franfois soit honny par toute cette

torre ? Vous qui avez le navire
"

pour marque des trophez navales de vos ancestres,

laisserez-vous perir cette gloire et n'ayderez-vous point aux navigations de la Nouvelle-

Frauce, qni vous rendra uu jour abondamment 1'usure de vostre despense, car, outre la

"ramie maniic de ses poissons, sos bois et pres se rempliront bientot, qui vous fourniront

abondancc <lc cuirs, graisses, chairs et laitages, d'ou vostre peuple aura du soulagement ;

coinmo aussy les bois do dopa voits fourniront de navires, de cendres et secours de basti-

inons que vous faites venir de Suede, Danemarck ou Mascovie, avec une navigation plus

longut' et perilleuse quo celle-cy.
"
J'aurois beaucoup de choses a voxts dire cy-dessus, messieurs, lesquelles je laisse pour

ne vous estre ennuyeux et vous dire que si ce paiis a este meprise jusques icy, fa este par

ignorance et par la malice des marchans.
' On (lit : il y a longtems qu'on parle du Canada et on n'en voit aucun fruict. Je

n'-pons qu'il y a longtems (jue nous ne sommes point assistez, et est aise de parler entre

oisifsou assis dans une chaise.

".Settlement je vous ropresente 1'Anglois,
c vous laissant a considerer ses desseins, et

sur ce je prie Dieu, messieurs, vous donner accvoissement de toute prosperite. Votre tres

humble serviteur, PorTRINOoURT." m

II ne parait pas que la ville de Paris ait repondu a cet appel si eminemment patrioti-

que. Force fttt done a Bioncourt de recourir plus que jamais au trafic, ce qui 6tait chose

assez facile, mats moins gloriettse que le developpement de la colonie agricole si bien coupue

par Pontrincourt et son fils. Neamnoins, la lettre ci-dessus arrivait dans un moment
favorable

;
elle ne dut pas etre etrangcre a la formation (1619) de deux compagnies dont

Tune fut autorisee a faire la peche le long des cotes, et 1'autre a trafiquer desfourrures avec

les sauvages de 1'Acadie. Les peeheurs s'etablirent a Miscou, les traiteurs au fleuve Saint

Jean. Trois recollets fureut envoyes a Miscou, a Port-Royal et au fleuve Saint-Jean, tant

pour assister les Fraucais que pour precher les sauvages. On assure que, en 1621, huit cents

vaisseanx allaieut et venaient de 1'Acadie en France. La guerre de Trente ans commenpait

(1618) ; le royaume, agit6 par les revokes des princes, allait passer aux mains de Richelieu.

Selon la remarque de M. Rameau, les recollets eurent cette utilite, de tenir rattaches

A la civilisation les Fraucais disperses dans ces solitudes. II ajoute :

" Us purent at;

* Leocarbot disait la momo chose-
" Les artnos de la ville de Paris wmt un navire BOOS voiles.

1 Le Doronibrci 1620, lea /"i/prim father* arrivOrent on vuo du cap Cod pour fonder la colonio du !

1 Ce nom mt celui do Charlns de Bionconrt, second fils de Pontrinconrt et de Claudino Pajot
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r6gulariser a diverges reprises quelques unes des unions grossieres contractees entre les

Fraii9ais et les squaws... II se constitua ainsi quelques rudiments de families metisses,

qui apporterent plus tard un certain contingent d'utilite, lors de I'etablissement des pre-

mieres families europeennes."

La colonie du Massachusetts, fondee deux ans apres la date de la lettre de Biencourt,

confirmait les previsions de cet esprit 6clair6. Au mois de septembre 1621, un Eoossais, sir

William Alexander de Menstrie, obtiut du roi Jacques ler, la concession de toute 1'Acadie

sous la denomination de Nouvelle-Ecosse, et dressa un vaste plan de colonisation que
Charles ler approuva en 1625.

Biencourt mourut (1623) au moment ou sir "William tentait (1622-23) de prendre pos-

session de la contree au nom du roi d'Angleterre. Jusque-la, la troupe de Biencourt s'etait

recrutee des habitants fixes de Port-Royal, et assez regulierement de matelots deserteurs,

d'aventuriers et de pecheurs, outre les sauvages, qui lui etaient tres attaches. Tous

ensemble, ils firent une si bonne contenance, que les premiers emigrants du seigneur

ecossais (1623) ne crurent pas devoir roster dans ces lieux ct repartircnt sans retard.

Charles de Latour, fidele lieutenant de Bieucourt, etait tout designe pour prondre sa

place. Le fort Lomeron passa sous son commandement. 31 Un autre fort, appele Saint-Louis,

construit dans le voisinage vers le meme temps, se trouva aussi range sous les ordres de

Latour.

En 1624, trois recollets arriverent de France, parcoururent le Nouveau-Bruuswick,

voyageant a pied, ce qui veut dire a travers la forfit, et se rendirent a Quebec, en suivant

la riviere Chaudiere.

Je voulais m'arreter a 1623, avec la fin de la carriere de Biencourt ;
mais le successeur

de ce dernier merite quelques lignes touchaut les premieres aunees de son pouvoir comme

chef de la- colonie.

C'etait un personnage singulier qiie Charles-Amador de Latour. On 1'a un peu mele

avec son pere, et, comme il resulte de ce malenteiidu une double legende, je vais tacher do

remettre chacun d'eux a sa place. Charles etait catholique et resta toujours bon Fran9ais.

On le nommait tantot Latour, tantot le siear de Saint-Etienne. Sa fille Jeanne, nee vers

1626, et doht la mere etait souriquoise, fut legitimee au berceau. Elle epousa Martinon

ou Martin d'Aprendistigny ou d'Arpentigny, plus tard seigneur sur la riviere Saint-Jean.

Un certain nombre de Fra^ais, deserteurs de navires peut-etre, s'etaient assembles sur

grande riviere de la Heve et refusaient obeissance a Latour
;

ils formaient meme une

ide rivale de la sienne. Par un manque d'attention des historiens, ces hommes ont etc

3nfondus avec ceux de Latour. II ne faut pas s'y tromper : de memo que Biencourt avait

Mitinue la tradition de son pere, de meme Latour adoptait les idees de Biencourt.

De 1604 a 1613, sous de Monts et Poutrincourt, 1'histoire de 1'Acadie est a present

sez bien fixee.

De 1614 a 1623, sous Biencourt, elle echappe a l'6tude exacte et se prete a la legende.

Lvec Latour, elle combine les deux genres et captive 1'imagination. Latour et plus tard

3aint-Castin fnrent des heros de roman
;

aussi les conteurs et les poetes se sont-ils

empares de leurs noms comme d'un bien appartenant a la litterature.

M En 1631, on lui donna lo nom de fort Latour.

Sec. I, 1884 7.
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Lee disaccords survenus entre Richelieu et 1'Angleterre aboutirent (1626) a des hos-

tilite*. Da camp de La Rochelle, a\x printemps de 1627, le cardinal signa 1'acte constituant

la compagnie des Cent-Associes, en vertu duquel le Canada et 1'Acadie devenaient un terri-

toire colonial sous 1'ancien nom de Nouvelle-France. Charles de Latour resolut de faire

des de-marches pour renouer des relations avec la mere patrie et conserver son autorite

dans les forts et sur les terres qu'il admiuistrait. II jeta les yeux sur son pere, Claude de

Latour, a qni les Anglais venaient (1626) d'enlever son poste de traite de Penobscot, et le

vieillard s'ombarqua, le 27 juillet 1627, porteur d'une lettre de son fils qui demandait au

roi Louis XIII d'etre nomrae commandant de toute la cote de 1'Acadie. L'accueil que lui fit

le souverain n'est pas connu. A son voyage de retour (1628), il tomba dans la flotte de

Kortk, qni venait de transporter quelques families ecossaises a Port-Royal, au nom de sir

William Alexander, et fut pris.

Los expeditions clu capitaiue Charles Daniel au Cap-Breton, en 1629 et 1630 ;
le retour

de Claude de Latour en Acadie a la tetc des Ecossais (1630), les combats qiii s'en suivirent ;

et le debanpiement de Razilly, en 1632, avec des colons fran9ais, sont des faits connus.

L'Acadie redevint possession francaise avouee. Cela n'empeche nullement Biencourt de

premlre sa place dans 1'histoire, tout ainsi que son pere. A lui la gloire de la conservation

de Port-Royal, et du developpement des postes franfais dans la baie de Fundy ! A lui

I'honneur d'avoir attire I'attention de scs compatriotes sur ces belles contrees, cent fois

parconmes, cent fois incomprises. A lui I'hominage de 1'histoire, puisque ses projets

etaient grands, justes, sages, pratieables, et qu'il avait le courage de les executer malgr6

1'indifference de la mere patrie. Apres la descente d'Argall a Saint-Sauveur et a Port-

Hoyal, les Anglais ne sont pas revenus dans ces parages ; qui done empechait les Franpais

de France de s'interesser a la colonie acadiennc ? Ceci : on en avait chasse les jesuites,

et la reine regente, toute a la devotion des jesuites, voulait bien croire que c'etait un eta-

blissement ruine. Qu'importe que Poutrincourt et son fils travaillent avec succes et

patriotisme, que Lescarbot reimprime ses livres, que le commerce pers6vere dans 1'exploi-

tation du pays : on en a chasse les jesuites, et les jesuites disent que tout est detruit !

Copeudant Bieucourt etendra son commerce, il conservera Port-Royal, il implorera du

secours, demandera a la France des cultivateurs, des artisans, des hommes d'ordre ; il

signalera le danger de 1'approche des Anglais ; une f&conde idee nationale 1'animera ;

mais non, 1'histoire n'existe pas ou les jesuites ue gouvernent point. Le reveil provoqu6
par Poutrincourt servira la cause des reverends peres, ou il ne servira a rien. Taut pis

pour la France !
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VI Les Quarantc demises annees : Le Canada depuis I Union de 1841, par John

Charles Dent. * Etude critique,

Par L'ABBJS CASGRAIN.

(Lu lo 20 mai 1884.)

II y aurait une etude assez curieuse a eerire sur les evolutions de 1'opiniou publique
dans notre pays depuis 1'union des Canadas. Avaut 1840, les deux provinces tHaient

restees en quelque sorte etrangeres 1'une a 1'autre. De lii beaucoup de prejuges mutuels

tres intenses. Mais les rapports incessants que 1'Union etablit entre les homines les plus

marquants du Haut et du Bas-Canada modiliereut cnsuite ces sentiments. Du parlemont,

ou les deputes apprireut a se connaitre et a s'estimer, les vues impartiales des esprits

eclaires se firent jour peu a peu dans la presse, et, par elle, dans les differentes classes de la

societe. Le journalisme anglais, qui, jusque-la avait ete presque uuiversellement hostile

aux Canadiens-fran9ais, prit uue attitude plus mesuree, que ces deruiers ne tarderent pas a

reconnaitre et a apprecier. La plupart des publications qui se firent depuis en langne

anglaise, se ressentireut plus ou moins de cette influence. II s'est forme parmi uos conci-

toyens d'origine britannique deux ecoles bien distinctes : 1'une, certainement encore trop

nombreuse et trop puissante, qui s'obstine dans les idees retrogrades d'un autre temps, et

continue a entretenir les prejuges ; 1'autre, qui se recrute parmi les intelligences d'elite et

qui s'est raise a etudier nos institutions, qui en a compris le merite, et qui travaille active-

ment a effacer les preventions.

II serait facile d'en citer plus d'un exemple : nous n'en trouvons pas de plus frappaut

que celui offert recemment par un ecrivain fort remarquable d'Outario, le principal Grant,

sous la direction duquel vient de s'achever la publication d'un grand ouvrage illustre, le

Picturesque Canada, destine a prendre rang parmi les meilleurs travaux du genre qui aient

6te imprimes en Amerique. Outre une connaissance peu ordinaire de uos anuales histori-

ques, il regne dans ces deux volumes un ton d'impartialite et de bienveillance que Ton

n'est pas encore accoutume a rencontrer chez les auteurs qui ne partagent pas les croyan-

ces catholiques.

C'est apres avoir connu cet excellent ouvrage que nous avons eu occasion de lire les

Quarante dernieres annees de 1'histoire du Canada de M. John Charles Dent, dont nous

entreprenons de faire la critique. Nous pensions y trouver la meme absence de prejuges

et la meme largeur de vues ; le modele que 1'auteur avait sous les yeux dans le beau

travail dirige par le principal Grant, dont les premiers fascicules se publiaient a Toronto,

lorsque M. Dent imprimait son livre, semblait permettre de 1'esperer. Mais les livres se

* The last Fdrty Years: Canada since the Union of 1841, by John Charks Dent, Toronto. Published by George

Virtue, 1882.
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snivent et ne se ressemblent pas. Celni de M. Dent, nous regrettons de le dire, releve

directement de 1'ecole arrieree et fanatique que nous venons de mentionner, et qui, pour

nous servir d'une expression de 1'historien Justin McCarthy,
"
s'imagiue qu'il ne peut

exister rien de reellement bon en dehors du protestantisme."
' Au lieu de reagir centre

ces idfces etroites, de dominer la foule ignorante pour 1'instruire et la guider, 1'auteur s'est

mis a sa suite et s'est fait 1'eeho des prejuges.

Je me suis impose la tache de lire ces deux epais volumes in-quarto, ce qui n'est pas

un mince merite ;
et je declare qu'il m'est arrive raremeut de lire rien d'aussi mediocre sur

1'histoire. L'ouvragc ne se rachete guere que par un cote : celui du luxe du papier et de

rimpressiou. Convenous que ce n'est pas le cote le plus important.

Des 1'ubord, on jugera de 1'esprit de 1'auteur par I'appreciatiou qu'il fait du peuple et

du clerge cauadieu-franfais en 1840 :

" The rural population, dit-il, were in a condition of

"intellectual stagnation, if not of positive retrogression... The habitant... was illiterate,

"
superstitious, and wholly insensible to the value of education. The habitant, indeed, was

"not merely indifferent to education he was opposed to it in principle ;
AND HE WAS

" OEVEU.VMiY ENCOURAGED IN THIS OPPOSITION BY HIS PARISH PRIEST."
(
t. I, pp. 53 et 54).

Mouvement retrograde, ou tout au moins stagnation dans 1'ordre moral et intellectuel,

et, relu par la faute du clerge ;
telle etait, suivant M. Dent, la situation du peuple canadien-

franpais, a 1'epoque de 1'uuiou des deux Canadas.

Mais 1'auteur est-il bien assure quo les faits soieut conformes a sa vue des choses ?

Nous allons ! constater rai>idement en mettant en regard deux epoques de notre his-

toire : '-file du la Oomjuete et celle de 1'Uuion.

Qtid ctait 1'etat de notre population on 1760, et quel etait-il en 1840 ? .

Lorsque le sort des armes nous jeta entre les mains de 1'Angleterre, nous n'etions (on

1'a souvent repete ) qn'une soixantaiue de mille Frau9ais, completement ruines par la

guerre, abandonnes par une grande partie de la classe aisee et instruite qui allait emigrer
en France, ct dout 1'Angleterre favorisait le depart, comptant venir plus facilement a bout

du reste de la population. Le seul element de reorganisation qui subsistat dans cette

debacle generale fut le clerge. Un historien dont M. Dent ne suspectera pas I'impartialit6

en faveur du catholicisme, M. Parkman, a dit, en parlant de cette epoque: "Confusion, if
" not anarchy, would have followed but for the parish priests, who in a character of
" double paternity, half spiritual and half temporal, became more than ever the guardians
" of order throughout Canada."

( The old Regime in Canada, by F. Parkman, p. 400 ).

Sous le regime francais, le haut enseignemeut avait toujours ete entre les mains du

clerge ; elle avait eu pour source principale le college des jesuites de Quebec, qui, depuis

I'origiue de la colouie, avait rendu des sen-ices iuappreciables. Le seminaire de Quebec
s'ttait occupC- exclusivement de 1'educatiou et du recrutement du clerge.

Un certain uombre d'ecoles avaient et6 etablies dans les campagnes, sous les auspices

plus ou moins directs du gouvernement ; mais aucun systeme d'instruction prirnaire
n'fetait reguliorement suivi. II n'est peut-etre aucun rapport sous lequel le regime fra^ais

ait^ plus defectuenx. A cette epoque, 1'education populaire etait loin d'attirer autant

qu'aujonrd'hui 1'attention en Amerique et en Europe ; et, d'ailleurs, les guerres contiuuelles

" Who believe in the existence of nothing really good outside the limits of protestantism." (Hittory of our
\ Ttmt$, by Justin McCarthy, t II, p, 8ft)
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qne la France avait eu a soutenir pour garder pied au Canada, avaient fait de ce dernier

pays une colonie militaire autant qu'agricole. Les habitants, toujours pres d'etre appeles

sous les armes, soit pour defendre le sol, soit pour faire partie d'expeditious lointaines,

6taient souveut obliges d'abaudonner a leurs enfants le soin de la culture des terres. A

peine ceux-ci avaient-ils grandi dans les labours des champs, que, la plupart du temps,

ils etaient convoques a leur tour pour le service de 1'Etat.

L'education des filles avait et6 de tout temps entre les mains des communautes

religieuses. Les ursulines, les hospitalieres de I'Hopital-General et les dames de la

Congregation avaient des etablissements a Quebec ;
les ursulines en avaient un autre aux

Trois-Rivieres ;
a Montreal, les dames de la Congregation s'etaient devouees a 1'enseigne-

ment depuis la fondation de la ville, et avaient etabli des convents dans une dizaine de

paroisses rurales.

Telles etaient a pen pres les sources intellectuelles quo presentait le Canada au len-

demain de la Couquete ;
elles etaient dues presqu'entiercment au clerge et aux commu-

nautes religieuses.

L'Angleterre le comprit bien tout d'abord
;
aussi chercha-t-elle a les tarir a la fois en

tarissant la source meme du clerge. Mgr de Pontbriand, eveque de Quebec, etant mort

I'annfie qui suivit la prise de cette ville, elle apporta toute cspece d'obstacles et de delais a

la nomination de son successeur. On peiit dire, sans rien exagerer, que le plus grand
ennemi de I'education au Canada, depuis la Conquete jusqu'a la veille de 1'Union, ce fat

1'Angleterre. Elle commen9a par supprimer le college des jesuites, et si elle ue supprima

point egalement le seminaire de Montreal, c'est que les eveuements ne lui permireut

pas d'ex6cuter ce dessein. On ruit quelle part du revenu public elle employa a fonder ct

entretenir le fameux Institut royal, qu'elle avait imagine pour protestantiser les Canadians.

L'opposition qu'il fallut faire a cette perfide organisation, qui nous entourait de dangers
1'autant plus a craindre qu'ils etaient plus dissimules, et qui disposait des fonds publics et

toute 1'influence du pouvoir, paralysa, pendant plusieurs annees, une partie de nos efforts

sur repaudre I'education franfaise. Cette opposition a servi de pretexts aux calomnies

lont M. Dent se fait aujourd'hui 1'echo. Que serait-il arrive, cependant, si nous avious

Jrete 1'oreille aux suggestions qui nous furent faites ? si nous avions flechi devant les

lenaces et le deni de justice ? si, de guerre lasse, nous eussions renie notre religion et

aotre nationalite ? L'Angleterre aurait-elle pu resister aux deux invasions americaines de

et de 1812 ? Quelles raisons aurions-nous cues de nous battre contre uos voisius ? Nos

iterets n'eussent-ils pas ete les memes ? Si la religion et la national ite n'avaient pas eleve

le barriere entre nous et les Americains, il y a plus d'un siecle que 1'Angleterre aurait

erdu le Canada ; et cette perte aurait entraine probablement celle de toute l'Amerique

aritannique. Aujourd'hui la republique americaine compterait qxielques Etats de plus, et

I'aurait d'autre limite du cote du nord que la mer Grlaciale. Pour nous, nous serions noyes
ins 1'immense flot humain qui inonde les Etats-Unis ; nous aurions perdu notre caractere

lational, c'est-a-dire notre force et notre originalite, et nous serious moutres du doigt comme

peuple d'apostats. L'Angleterre elle-meme serait la premiere a nous reprocher notre

lison.

Au lieu de cela, nous sommes restes un peuple pur d'alliage, homogene, vaillant et

srospere. Les deux premieres nations du monde, la France et 1'Angleterre, sont fieres de

lous : la France, qui nous avait crus perdus, nous a retrouves apres un siecle, et nous a
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reconnus pour ses plus dignes eufants ; 1'Angleterre, qui nous avait meconnus, uous reclame

comme ses plus fideles sujets.

Ce fut dans les circonstauees que nous venons de dire que le clerge et le peuple cana-

diens trouvereut, dans 1'inspiration du patriotisme, les moyeus de developper 1'iustructio

generale et de creer des etablissements de haute education, d'ou sont sortis nos homines

publics, et qui font aujourd'hui rhonneur et la force de notre race en Amerique. Les cours

d'etudes qu'on y suit ont fini par nous assurer sur plusieurs points, particulierement en

histoire et en litterature, une superiorite qui n'est pas contestee.

La cause de cette superiorite remonte a 1'esprit conservateur du catholicisme. Grrac

a cet esprit, la tradition des fortes etudes c-lassiques qui out fait les grands siecles, ne s'es

jainais perdue parmi nous. Elle a imprime a notre societe uue direction moius pratiqt

mais plus elevee qu'a cellos qui nous envirounent.

Le seminaire de Quebec ouvrit un cours classique apres la suppression du college de

it-suites ;
le college de Montreal fut foude en 1773 par 1'abbe Curateau

;
le college de

Nii-oK-t, en 1804, par le cure Brassard; le college de Saint-Hyacinthe, en 1811, par

cure Girouard; le college de Suinte-Therese, en 1825, par le cure Ducharme ;
le colle

de C'hambly, en 1820, par le cure Mignault ;
le college de Sainte-Anue, en 1827,

1> run- I'aint-haud ;
le college de I'Assomption, en 1832, par le cure Labelle

;
le collej

d- Kingston, en 1837, par Mgr McUonell ;
les Ecoles chretienues, en 1837, par les sulpi

maisons d'education pour les filles se multiplierent en proportion.ciens.

Toutes ces 1'ondations sont dues a 1'initiative individuelle ou a nos corporations reli-

gieuses, et n'ont eu, la plupart du temps, d'autres ressources que le devouement des par

culiers ;
et cela a uue epoque ou il i'allait reagir centre la tyrannic oligarchique qui trahis

sail la cause de 1'instruction publique pour servir celle de son fanatisme.

Est-il necessaire de dire que 1'education morale du peuple, loin d'avoir etc neglij

fut toujours la priucipale et coustante occupation du clerge ; que chaque paroisse et

reglt-e a la maniere d'une famille, dout le cure etait comme le pere vigilant et austere ; qi

par ses instructions religieuses, eclairees et suivies, il communiquait a ses ouailles les

vertus civiques en meme temps que les vertus chretiennes dont il etait lui-meme Texemple?
C'est sous 1'empire de ces graves enseignemente que s'est formee cette population ca

dienne-fran9aise, paisible et morale, amie de 1'ordre et des lois, modeste dans ses desir

comme dans ses habitudes, accessible aux idees elevees et geuereuses, en un mot,
M-ilant les (jualites qui font le bouheur et la prosperite des Etats.

II ne faut pas chercher aillcurs la cause de 1'influence si grande que le clerge s't

acquise sur le peuple cauadien : elle s'explique par cette action bieufaisante.

Mais, au-dessus de toutes ces considerations, il y a un fait eclatant qu'on a cite souvent

et qui ne saurait etre mis trop en evidence, car il est une preuve sans replique de

moralite de notre race: c'est I'accroissement presque fabuleux de la population. De 1760

1840, c'est-a-dire dans 1'espace de quatre-vingts ans, elle s'est accrue de 65,000 a 650.0C

ames. Elle est anjourd'hui d'un million et demi.

En presence des faits qui precedent et que 1'auteur des Quarante dernieres anntes ne pet

ig^norer, comment a-t-il pu ecrire que, sous le rapport moral et intellectuel, les Canadiens

francais aient suivi un mouvement retrograde ? N'avaient-ils pas, au contraire, suivi une
man-he progressive, d'autant plus remarquable qn'elle avait et6 entravee par des difficult. -,-,

de tonte nature ? Quand on reflec-hit a tous les desavautages de leur position apres la Con
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quete, a leur faiblesse numerique, au petit nombre d'hommes instruits qui etaient restes

parmi eux, a 1'isolement et a 1'abandou dans lesquels ils avaient ete jetes soudainement,

n'ayaut de contact qu'avec un vainqueur qui les detestait et qui aurait voulu les faire

disparaitre du sol, s'il en avait trouve les moyens, ne jouissant, dans le principe, d'aucune

liberte politique, etant obliges de defendre leurs institutions toujours menacees, on se

demande comment ils ont pu resister a tant d'obstacles et ne pas etre aneantis. On admire

1'habilete et la prudence avec lesquelles ils se sont conduits, d'abord pour se faire par-

donner leur existence, et ensuite pour assurer le maintien de leur religion, de lour langue
et de leurs lois, et enfin pour conquerir leurs libertes politiques.

Lorsque leur nombre eut commence a s'accroitre, et que 1'Angleterre leur cut aocorde

une constitution, ils comprirent que la premiere chose qu'ils avaient a faire etait d'aug-

menter le nombre de leurs maisons de haut enseignement, afin de former d'abord un

clerge plus nombreux, et eusuite une classe de citoyens iustruits et devoues qui fussent en

etat de defendre leurs int6rets sur. tous les terrains de la vie publique. C'est cette pensee

qui a donn6 naissance a tous ces colleges classiques qui sont devenus des pepiuieres

inepuisables pour FEglise et pour 1'Etat.

On a eu raison de dire que I'instruction primaire avait ete fort negligee, mais nous

avons montre sur qui en retombait la responsabilite. Si les gouvernants d'alors, au lieu

de depenser les fonds publics et 1'influence dont ils disposaient, a essayer de pervertir le

peuple en 1'enlevant au catholicisme, avaieut employe les memes moyens pour etablir uu

bon systeme d'ecoles, I'instruction primaire eut ete proportionnellement aiissi avancee en

1840 qu'elle Test aujourd'hui. Mais les efforts des hommes eclaires et notamment du

clerge etaient venus, je le repete, se briser centre la mauvaise volonte du gouvernement.
Ceux qui, comme nous, frequentaient les ecoles a cette epoque, se rappellent les regrets

qu'excitait I'impuissance ou Ton etait de remedier a ce mal. N'est-il pas etrange que main-

tenant on en fasse une arme centre les Canadiens, et surtout centre le clerge ?... M. Dent,

qui redit ces accusations, ne s'apercoit pas qu'il est un demeurant d'uu autre age, que
le temps des prejuges est passe, qu'uu esprit de justice prevaut a present parmi ses com-

patriotes et que les plus eminents d'entre eux ^e font un merite de savoir nous apprecier.

Le piquant qu'il a cru ajouter a son livre en cherchant a nous rabaisser, lui doune une

pente invincible vers le ruisseau : il aura le sort de ses predecesseiirs. Qui songe aujour-

d'hui a 1'historien Smith et aux calomnies dont il a voulu ternir les premiers temps de

notre histoire ?

II

II est plaisant de voir comme M. Dent le prend de haut avec nous, de quel ton de

superiorite il nous traite. Macaulay ou Carlyle ne pronon9aient pas leurs jugemeuts avec

plus d'assurance. Ce naif ne doute pas de lui-meme ; il croit simplement que The last Forty

Years est le pendant de VHistory ofour own Times de Justin McCarthy. Rien que cela. Pour

qu'ou n'en doute pas, il a la modestie de nous en prevenir dans son prospectus :

" As its

name implies," dit-il, "it will be a veritable Canadian "History of our own Times."

Or j'ai lu TJie History of our own Times en meme temps que The last Forty Years, et je

declare que je ne connais rien de plus desastreux en litterature que cette comparaison.

Imaginez une enseigne d'epicier aupres d'un tableau de maitre !

Evidemment M. Dent s'est persuade qu'il n'y a dans le Dominion qu'un seul historien
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digne de ce nom : M. Dent. On s'en apercoit a la maniere dout il traite VHistoire du Canada

de Garneau.
" The current year," dit-il en la mentionnant,

"
finds us unprovided with any

general history of our country that is worthy of the name."

II importe peu quo la critique etrangere ait trouve cette histoire digne de la litterature

francaiso, que des historieus comme Henri Martin en aient fait 1'eloge, et qu'uii des der-

niore vct>ux de ce savant aeademicien, avant de mourir, ait ete de lui servir de patron pour

lafaire couronner par 1'Acadeinie fra^aise ;
M. Dent en ajuge autrement: son arret est

sans appel.

Si, du moins, avec de telles pretentious, 1'auteur des Quarante dernieres annees faisait

preuve d'un veritable talent ; mais son livre ne supporte pas la critique. II est ecrit plutot

avec la plume d'un journaliste qu'avec celle d'un historieu. Compose sans plan arrete, il

manque absolument de proportion. Confoit-on uu ouvrage qui s'iutitule : Histoire de

ifvnrante ana et qui, formant deux gros volumes de 985 pages, n'a que ciuquante pages sur

los dix dernieres annees.

En revanche, certaines parties sont traitees avec une eteudue tout aussi dispropor-

tionnoo, -t i-ontiennont on ne sait combien do longiieurs, de redites iuterminables.

L'administ ration do lord Metcalfe, par excmple, qui u'a dure que deux ans et huit

mois, n'oivupe pas moins de o.ent cinquante et u)ie pages.

En maints ondroits. 1'autour ne fait grace d'aucuu detail, si insignifiant qu'il soit. II

triompho a nous dire )ion seulement quel quantieme du mois, quel jour de la semaine,

mais meine quollo hoiuv du jour tel gouverneur est arrive dans le pays, ou telle session du

parlement s'ost ouvorte. Sir Charles liagot, rai-onte-t-il, n'est debarque du vaisseau qui

1'avait transports on Ameriquo, que le lendemain de son arrivee a New-York, dans 1'apres-

midi ; son bagago et oolui de sa suite pesaient exactement quarante-deux tonneaux. Et

ainsi do suite. M. Dont apparemment ignore que 1'histoire u'est pas un iuventaire, et ne

s'eorit pas oomine une iaoturo.

L'auteur des Qmimnte dernieres dunces a une te)idauce qu'il a peut-etre empruntee a

Justin M< t'artliy : il c-herehe a i>iquer la curiositedu lecteur en mettant, au commencement

do chaque t-hapitre, quolquo titre a eifet. Ce true, qui rappelle trop 1'art du romancier, con-

vient peu a la gravite de 1'histoire. Mais Justin McCarthy se le fait pardonner par un gout

littoraire dont M. Dout ignore le secret. Je ne veux citer qu'uu exemple de la maniere de

M. Dent, que je trouve dans sou second volume.

Le trente-sixieme ohapitre porte en vedette ces deux motsfranfais : LAnnte terrible. A
quel propos ? Quolle anuee de uotre histoire depuis 1840 jusqu'a nos jours merite cette

formidable epithete ? Nous 1'ignorons. M. Dent 1'ignore aussi. ILAnnie terrible de Victor

Hugo lui sera tomb6e sous les ycux, et il u'a pu resister a 1'attrait de ce titre. Alors il s'est

mis a la recherche d'une aunee terrible. Pourquoi n'aurions-nous pas, comme la France,

notre annee terrible ? II ne s'agissait que de la decouvrir. La voila, dit M. Dent en toute

assuram-e: c'est 1'annee 1857. Mais elle n'est pas du tout terrible, I'annee 185t. Elle Test

moins, dans tous les cas, que d'autres qui se sont ecoulees durant les demiers quaranteans,
telles que 1847, I'annee de 1'exode des Irlandais et de 1'epidemie du typhus ;

mais per

importe. Stet pro ralione volunlas. Et cela s'appelle faire de 1'histoire !

Un pareil livre ne merite pas les honneurs d'une longue critique ;
aussi ne voulons-

nous insister sur quelqnes points que pour retablir la verite.

Le t hi-mo favori de M. Dent est la superiorite des Hauts-Canadiens sur noe compa-
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triotes. A 1'entendre, ils sont a peu pres la seule population eclairee, la seulc qui ait de

1'initiative, soit pour les affaires privees, soit pour les affaires publiques, la seule qui ait

bien compris ses droits et qui les ait fait valoir avec intelligence.

Nous allons mettre les deux provinces en presence, les montrer a I'omvre, a Tune des

epoques les plus decisives de notre regime parlementaire, et il sera facile de constater

laquelle entendait mieux ses droits et ses devoirs, laquelle savait mieux combattre pour la

liberte. Nous voulons parler de la crise politiquc quo subit le Canada sous 1'administra-

tiou de lord Metcalfe. Voici en quelques mots quelle 6tait la situation.

Sir Charles Bagot, predecesseur de lord Metcalfe, avait pris radministratiou de la

colonie (1842) des mains de lord Sydenham, dont la conduite tyrannique avait souleve un

profond meeontentement dans la population. Ami sincere de la justice ct de la liberte, sir

Charles Bagot n'avait pas tarde a ramener 1'ordre et la tranquillite par la sagesse de son

gouvemement. II avait etabli avec franchise le regime du gouvernomeut responsable,

pour lequel les notres avaient combattu avec autant d'ardeur quo de perseverance.

D'autres reformes importantes qu'il favorisa et introduisit, acheverent de lui couquerir une

estime et une popularite universelles. Sa mort viut trop tot mettre un terme ii cette

administration qui avait fait entrer le Canada dans une voie de, liberte, de calme et de

;progres

incounue
j usque-la.

Ce fut sous ces heureux auspices que sir Charles Metcalfe prit la direction de la

colonie. L'Augleterre ne pouvait faire un choix plus malheureux. Ancien gouverneur
de 1'Inde, et eusuite de la Jamaique, il s'y etait imbu d'idees autoritaires incompatibles

avec le gouvemement d'uu peuple librt. De 1'Orient, oii il avait etc longtemps temoiii de

1'astuce et du despotisme des rajahs et des nababs,
"
aupres de qui le pouvoir est tout et le

peuple n'est rien," il avait ete transporte aux Indes occidentales, ou il avait trouve un
autre genre de servilisme qui avait acheve de le rendre inapte a comprendre les aspirations

des races civilisees. Son experience s'etait faite en sens oppose aux tendances des societes

modernes, et il etait trop avance dans la vie pour refaire sou education politique. Tel

etait le gouverneur que la G-rande-Bretagne imposait au Canada apres 1'administration

liberale de sir Charles Bagot.

C'etait reveiller 1'antagonisme que ce gouverneur avait mis ses soius a detruire. Sir

Charles Metcalfe n'eut pas d'autre idee que de faire retrograder le pays an temps de lord

Sydenham, en demolissant ce que son predecesseur avait si habilement edifie. II se mit

en guerre ouverte avec le ministere La Fontaine-Baldwin, alors au pouvoir, par uiie suite

d'actes arbitraires et de precedes inconstitutionnels, qui forcereut La Fontaine a lui donner

sa resignation. Get evenement fut le signal d'une tempete qui ne devait cesser qu'apres

son depart. Le Canada se trouva replouge dans un etat de trouble et d'agitatiou voisiu

de 1'auarchie.

Pendant neuf mois, le gouverneur se consuma en vains efforts pour reconstituer un

ministere. Les echecs qu'il subit ne firent qu'augmenter son obstiuation : il s'erigea en

petit souverain et gouverna sans conseillers officiels, sans chefs de departements, violant

ainsi les principes du gouvemement responsable qui avaient ete etablis et mis en pratique

avant lui.

Enfin le ministere si tristement connu sous le nom de ministere Draper-Viger fat

forme, le parlement dissous et de nouvelles elections fixees pour 1'automne de 1844.

Sec. 1, 1884 8.
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Ce fut alors quo se dessiua 1'attitude des deux provinces. Elles avaieut les memes

droits a faire valoir, les memes priucipes a faire triompher. Leur cause etait commune :

sauver le gouvernemeut respousable, qui leur avait apporte la paix et le progres ; repousser

le retablissement du regime arbitraire, qui avait ete la source de luttes steriles et sans fin.

En un mot, elles avaiout a choisir entre Ja liberte et I'assujettissement.

Malgre les efforts de lord Metcalfe, qui, sans respect poursa dignite, se jeta dans 1'arene

politiqtie et se fit le premier partisan de sa cause ; malgre les moyens iuiques et la corruj

tiou qn'il encouragea, la province de Quebec vota en masse pour 1'opposition, tandis quele

Hunt-Canada soutiut la politique du goviverneur et lui assura une majorite de cinq ou sii

voix en parlement. Le senl liomme marquant parmi les Canadiens-frai^ais qui, en cett

occasion, se separa de ses compatriotes, M. Vigor, lequel avait accepte un portefeuille dans

le nouveau ministere, fut battu dans deux comtes et vit sa carriere publique brisee pour

jamais.

Toutes les ruses diplomatiques de lord Metcalf'e, appuyS par 1'Angleterre, pour rompre

les ran ITS des Canadiens-franeais, furent inutiles. Elles ne servirent qu'a assurer un plus

eclatant triomphe au parti liberal ou reformiste, dirige par MM. La Fontaine et Baldwin,

qui ontimierent a hitter jusqu'en 1848, et rcmonterent alors au pouvoir avec un pk

grand prestige qu'auparavaut.

Le gouvernement responsablc fut, depuis cette date, etabli definitivement ;
une ere

nouvelle s'ouvrit pour le Canada sous les auspices de lord Elgin, qui reprit la politique

sage t-t vraiincnt anglaise de sir Charles Bagot.

Yoila, en quclqiies mots, le n'-i-it de cette lutte memorable et le role qu'y joua chacune

d's deux provinces. On est a meme de jnger maintenant laquelle des deux y prit la part

la plus iutflligente, laquelle se montra la plus amie de la liberte et du progres.

On aura beau chercher a le nier, 1'histoire impartiale dira que 1'etablissement du gou-

vernement responsable dont nous jouissons, et qui a ete le point de depart du grand deve-

loppeinent auqnel nous assistons, est du avant tout aux efforts eclaires et patriotiques de

Ciinadiens-l'raiK/ais.

On serai* loin de le soupconner en lisant VHistoire des quarante dernieres anntes de

Dent. Obliffi'- de ra.-outer les fails, il se donne bien garde d'en tirer les conclusions. II:

pardon ne gin'; re plus a nos compatriotes leur patriotisme que lord Metcalfe, qui le qualifiait

d'aveugleiuent (
Mindnets )

et (jui en faisait un chef d'accusatiou centre eux. Au lieu d'a

inirer le sentiment qui les tenait uuis ensemble comme un seul homme autour de leur

chefs, pour reclamer leurs droits, il s'en etonne et semble ne pas le comprendre. II reser

ses sympathies pour nos adversaires les plus declares. Sans parler des pretextes qu'il s'ir

genie a trouver pour pullier la conduite de lord Sydenham, il est curieux de voir le ma

qu'il se donne pour excuser la fat ale administration de lord Metcalfe. Cette idee fixe 1'ei

traine dans les jugements les plus contradictoires, comme celui-ci, par exemple, sur

caracterc de lord Metcalfe. Apres avoir dit au sujet des elections sanglantes de 1844;
" The Governor himself did not scruple to turn his personal influence to account, as wel

as to resort to stratagems which he despised, in order to win votes... and became, in hi

own estimation, something of a trickster," (
t. I, p. 375, t. II, p. 10 ) ; 1'auteur ajoute,

un autre endroit :

'

I do not mean that he did or sanctioned anything incompatible

with public virtue... No man ever went through life with better intentions..." (t.

pp. 11 et 27 ).
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III

Nous no termiuerous pas cette critique sans relever un autre passage du livre de M.

Dent, ou. 1'on verra avec quelle ignorance et quelle legerete certains auteurs traitent 1'his-

toire. II n'est pas necessaire d'en counaitre bien long sur la colonisation primitive de

notre pays, pour savoir quels furent les motifs qui fireut adopter le systeme de concessions

territoriales qui a prevalu dans la Nouvelle-Frauce. A I'origiue de la colonie, le fleuve

Saint-Laurent et ses tributaires etant les seules voies de communication, les premieres sei-

gneuries furent concedees sur ses rives. Chaque seigneurie etait divisee en concessions

d'une quarantaine d'arpents de profondeur, et ordinairement de deux ou quatre arpents de

front. En s'etablissant sur ces terres, les colons avaieut besoiu de deux choses essentielles :

d'abord une voie de communication, dont ils s'assuraient en construisant leurs habitations

au bord de 1'eau
;
ensuite quelques moyens de defense contre les incursions ties Iroquois,

auxquelles ils etaient sans cesse exposes. La forme parallelogrammique des terres oifrait

sous ce rapport uu grand avantage, en permettant de rapprocher les maisons autant cjue

possible les unes des autres. Au premier signal d'alarme, toute la concession, mise sur

1'alerte, se levait en armes et formait \inc ligne de defense, le long do laquelle il etait plus

facile de se porter secours. Si 1'ou etait oblige de se replier devant IVnuomi, los families

trouvaient un refuge a peu pres inexpugnable dans le manoir du seigneur, qui etait un
Edifice toujours solidement constrait, entoure de palissades et ordinairement muni de

quelques pieces de canon.

Tels etaient les avantages qu'ofFrait autrefois le systeme de colonisation adopt*': par

les Fran9ais.

On a observe depuis que cette division de la propriete territoriale presentait un autre

avautage tout a fait favorable a 1'agriculture. II suffit de regarder nos campagnes pendant

1'hiver, pour constater que les clotures qui divisent les champs, reiiennent de chaquo cote

d'elles une quantite de la neige poussee par le vent. Cet amas de ueige a 1<> double eflet

de preserver le sol d'.une gelee trop profonde et d'y laisser une espece d'engrais. Ce fait

est si universellement reconnu que certains cultivateurs elevent quelquefois de nouvelles

lignes de clotures pour augmenter cet amas de neige.

Apres cette courte explication, yoyons si les paroles ironiques de M. Dent, que nous

aliens citer, ont leur raison d'etre.

" Most of the farms, dit-il, consisted of narrow strips, forming rectangles, nearly a mile

and a half in length, with a frontage of only a few yards. These " ribbons of land," as they
have been called, with the land all longitude, were held under the old feudal seignorial

tenure, and generally involved the performance of certain antiquated and more or less

absurd services on the part of the occupants."
:

UHistoire des quarante dernieres anntes n'est cependant pas sans merite : elle accuse un
bon nombre de recherches, et renferme beaucoup de details absents de VHistoire du Canada

sous I' Union, par L.-P. Turcotte, la seule qui ait etc publiee avant celle-ci et dont M. Dent

fait, au reste, un juste eloge en rendant temoignage de son exactitude.

* Pour ce qni, dans ce passage, a trait au regime feodal, nous renvoyons le lecteur a notre Histoire

; canadienne au XVJTe ttede.
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IV

L'esprit qui a inspirt le livre de M. Dent n'est pas nouveau ;
ce n'est qu'une forme

de 1'autipathie que 1'ancien parti tory, ne de la Conquete, avait vouee aux Canadiens-fran-

9ais. Si, an lendemain de la cession du pays, quelqu'un fut venu dire aux hommes de ce

parti : Vons voyez cette poignfee de Canadiens, vaincus, mines, abandonnes, desorganises,

que vons pensez tenir sons votre talon ;
eh bien ! a cette meme date, dans un siecle d'ici,

ils seront un million d'hommes, maitres des deux rives du Saint-Laurent, heureux et pros-

peres ; ils seront aussi fran^ais d'esprit et de ccBur qu'aujourd'hui, avec la meme religion,

la memo langue et les memes lois ; ils auront leur systeme d'education, leur litterature,

leurs homines publics ;
ils auront secoue, 1'une apres 1'autre, toutes les servitudes que

vous aurc/ chorche a leur imposer ;
ils seront aussi libres et jouiront de la mfime constitu-

tion que les eitoyens de la Grande-Bretague ; si, dis-je, qiielqu'un cut tenu ce langage,

avec quol sourire d'incredulite il aurait et6 accueilli ! Et pourtant cela s'est r6alis, et an

dela.

Do memo et avoc plus do raison encore, noiis pouvons dire aujourd'hui aux represen-

tants aetuols do cette faction dont M. Pent n'est qtie lo disciple attarde : Nous avons us6

vos devanciers ; nous vous uscrons, vous aussi. Impuissants a nous opprimer, vous em-

ploye/ contrc nous la derniere armo qui vous reste et qui a longtemps reussi aux votres,

cello du prrjucr. Eh bion ! nous brisorons cette arme entre vos mains comme les autres;

nous ferons tomlxT les pn'-juges quo vous soulevez centre nous. Les esprits droits que
votis avex dt'-voyes apprendront a nous connaitre et a nous apprecier. Notre defense sera

toujours la meme : non de vaines paroles, mais 1'action. Res nee verba. Travailleurs labo-

rieux et patients, nous laissons dire, et nous batissons avec des materiaux imperissables

I'edifice de notre nationality. La foi, la moralite et le patriotisme en sont les fondements ;

avec cela on arrive ii tons les progres. C'est un fait reconnu et admis que notre popula-

tion, par son seul devoloppomont naturel, se double tous les vingt-huit ans. Pour cela,

nous n'avons besoin que de 1'espace, et nous 1'avons. A ce compte, nous formerons, dans

un siecle, un peuple compact et homogeno de plus de quinze millions d'habitants ;
c'est-a-

dire gin'-re inoins que la population de la France sous le regne de Louis XIV. N'aurons-

nous pas le droit alors de nous appeler la France americaine, et d'aspirer a remplir sur ce

continent le role qu'elle a joue en Europe ? Ecoutez ce qu'a dit de nous un homme dont

vous ne contesterex pas la A-aleur et qui a etudie a fond notre genie national, lord Dufferin :

.. J'ai toujours considere comme du meilleur augure la collaboration de la race fran-

caise dans le Canada. Cette race, qui a deja contribue si puissamment a civiliser

1'Europe, ne peut manquer de suppleer et de corriger de la fa9on la plus heureuse les

qualites et les defauts consideres comme inherents au John Bull traditionnel. Avec la

generosite. 1'esprit d'invention, 1'elan, la grace, la delicatesse, la precision du jugement et

la finesse artistique des Fran9ais, avec le flegme et le temperament britanniques, on peut
dire que nous reunissons les elements qui gouvernent en grande partie le monde moral et

le monde physique... II ne faut pas oublier que c'est a 1'elevation d'esprit de la race fran-

9aise, a son amour de la liberte, et a son exacte appreciation des droits civils contenus en

germe dans la constitution primitivernent accordee par 1'Angleterre au Canada, que
devons le developpement de cette autonomie parlementaire dont le pays est fier a si bor
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droit ..."
(
Canada under the Administration of the Earl of Dufferin, by Q-eorge Stewart, Esquire,

pp. 300 et 301 ).

Ces paroles d'un des hommes d'Etat les plus eminents que 1'Angleterre ait envoyes

pour gouverner le Canada sont d'autant plus significatives qu'elles resumeut 1'opinion de

tous ceux qui ont approfondi cette question.

Les Canadiens-fran9ais out foi en leur destinee
;
elle est d'ailleurs eutre leurs mains.

Us n'ont besoin pour y arriver que de rester fideles a eux-memes.
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VII Des commencements de TEglise du Canada,

Par 1'abbe VERREAU.

( Lu le 21 mai 1884.
)

II n'est pas sans importance pour 1'histoire do 1'Eglise du Canada do savoir comment
les premiers missionnaires re9urent le pouvoir d'etablir le christianisme dans los vastes

contr&es quo les Fran9ais commencaient a coloniser.

On sait que Champlain s'etait adrcsse aux reoollets do la province, roligiense do la

Touraine pictavieune
'

pour avoir des missionnaires, ot quo sa demaiide avait etc rorue

avec empressement par le superieur.

Les religieux designes par celui-ci vinrent a Paris domandor ail nonce Ubaldini los

pouvoirs necessaires pour commencer cctte mission. Mais le nonce leur repondit qu'il

n'avait aucun "
poiivoir special pour dc tellos affaires, ot quo e'etait a lour general qu'ils se

devaient adresser."
^

Le P. Le Clercq, plus au fait des choses eoelesiastiqu.es que Champlain, est aussi plus

explicite :

" Son Eminence leur temoigna qu'elle n'avait pas 1'autorite do lour on expedior

les pouvoirs, et qu'il fallait en ecrire a Rome ail procurour do 1'ordro, afin de les obtenir do

Sa Saintete."
3

Or la saison etait avancee
; 1'epoque du depart des vaisseaux approchait ;

et il no

restait pas assez de temps pour entrer en negociation a Rome avec le general dos franeis-

cains. II fallut done renoncer au voyage, et les religieux rentrerent dans lour convent de

Brouages, remettant "
1'affaire a 1'annee snivante."

4

Ce projet fut done rompu parce que le pape seul pent envoyer los missionnaires, et qu'il

6tait impossible de recevoir son autorisatiou en temps opportun.

II est assez siugulier que Sagard ne parle pas dc ces premieres tentatives de Cham-

plain ; il a pu les ignorer, parce qu'il n'appartenait pas a la province de rimmaeulee-Cou-

ception.

Bientot les recollets de la province de Saint-Denis ou de France,
''

reprirent, pour

leur propre compte, 1'idee des missions canadienues, soit que leurs freres y eussent renonce

1 Cette province dsigne sous le nom de 1'Immacul^e-Conception, s'^tendait jusqu'A 1'ocdan du c6t<5 do la

Rochelle et de 1'lle d'Ole>on. II y avait un couvent de recollets il Brouages m6me. Cette circonstance, autant

que les remarques de M. Houel, peut avoir dtermin6 le choix de Champlain.
*
Champlain, p. 499, pagination infe>ieure, 6dit. de Laverdiere.

* Etablissement de la Foy, t I, p. 32.

*
Champlain, p. 493. L'auteur de VHist. de la Colonie fran^aise, t. I, p. 145, me parait sVJtre un peu trop hdt^

de conclure que les recollets ne voidurcnt pas user de ce moyen, c'est-a-dire recourir a leur sup<5rieur de Rome. Les

t"gieux

envoyfe de Brouages & Paris n'avaient qu'une chose a faire, c'e'tait do laisser agir leurs suprieurs immd-

te, et de rentrer dans leur douvent ; ce qu'ils firent
6 Elle avait et4 fondee en 1612.
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definitiveraent, soit qne les idees de Champlain eussent change. Le P. Gamier de Chapoin,
'

superieur de la province, prit la chose a cceur ; il en parla aux cardinaux et aux eveques,

reunis a Paris pour les etats generaux, et il eut le plaisir de voir son zele loue et approuve

de tons. Fort de ces encouragements, le P. Chapoin choisit quatre missionnaires, les PP.

Jamet, d'Olbeau,
7 Le Caron et du Plessis, qui s'embarquerent bientot pour le Canada.

Champlaiu, que je viens d'analyser, ne parle plus cette fois des demarches faites aupres

de rautorite religieuse pour obtenir des pouvoirs necessaires aux missionnaires. De son

silence on pourrait rondure ou qu'il a ignore ces demarches ou que les recollets ne se

seraient plus adresses au nonce, se contentant de 1'approbation des eveques et des cardinal

Mais nous avons un temoin contemporain qui supplee au silence de Champlain. Le

frere Sagard nous apprend
"

qu'il se trouvait le compagnou du P. Chapoin, quand on lui

demanda des missionnaires. Non seulemeut il etait son compagnon, mais encore il avait

part, dit-il, a ses soins, et connut ses sentiments et ses intentions. Or Sagard dit positive-

meiit que les recollets s'adresserent an pape :

" Mais pour que la chose etait d'importanc
"

ft quVlle ne pouvait etre bien faite que par les voies ordinaires et bienseantes aux reli-

''

gieiix de 1'ordre de Saint-Francois, noun eftmes recours ft- Sa Sainlettpour en avoir lespermissions
"

Hffeasuiri's, li-qm 1 agreant not re xele en ecrivit a son nonce residant en cour de France,
"
duquel m>s religieux destines pour la mission refurent avec sa benediction une permission

"
t-irlxile d'aller dans les terres infidelcs et canadiennes pour travailler a leur conversion."

Le temoignage de Sagard se trouve conlirme par celui de quelques eerivains presque
contentporains.

Le P. Ix'lebvre, qui ecrivait en 1677,
9
tout en confondant plusieurs choses, est

explicite sur le fait principal : "...Attendu que cela ne se pouvoit faire sans avoir la mission
" de Sa Saintfte. et rautorite du roi, Paul V ecrivit a son nonce qui estoit actuellement en

France de donuer de sa part la mission necessaire a ces religieux en attendant qu'il en-

voyat le bref. tjui arriva deux ans apres. Cei)endant le nonce donna la permission
vante

"
ft If bon pere, par inadvertance sans doute, cite le bref qui ne fut accorde qu*

Le P. Le Clercq est un peu plus exact dans les details :

" M. le nonce lui
(
au P. Chapoin )

"
accorda la mission selon 1'ordre qu'il en avait re9u du pape, en attendant le bref que Sa

"
Saintete lui envoya en date du 18 mars 1618."

Knfin je lis dans un memoire presente par les peres recollets en 1684 :

" L'annee 1615,
"

le pere provincial des recollets de Paris en vertu des ordres du Paul V, donne a son

"nonce "qui estoit actuellement en France... envoia quatre recollets en Canada ou ils
"
arrivcrent la meme anuee, etc."

Les demarches des recollets durent avoir lieu dans les premiers jours du mois de ma
1015, puisqtie ces religieux, apres s'etre presentes au nonce, arrivereut a Rouen le 29 ma:

et qu'ils s'embarquerent a Honfleur le 24 avril.
"

Le nonce auquel ils s'adresserent etait encore Robert Ubaldini, qui ne fut rempl

Champlain, p. 493. Le Clem], Champlain ecrivent Chapovin, et Sagard, Chapoin.
1
J'ai auivi I'ortlKigrapho do Sagard, 1 1, p. 74, et de Le Clercq, 1 1, p. 69, qui reproduisent des lottres sig

de OH noms.
1

I'ajw 28. t I, l/.ti'.lr, du (Janada, M\l. de Tron.
IK* rhronoloffique dt la /Von.icc dt Ricollett de Parit, etc., Paris, chez Deny Thierry 1677.
DtcowrrUi et ttablimemenU da /Vanjaw datu FOuett, etc., publiet par P. Margry, Parit, 1875, t I, p. 18.

"
Oianiplain, pp. 490 et suiv., Sagard, fltt du Canada, p. 36, edit de Tross.

:
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par Bentivoglio qu'au mois de deeembre de 1'annee suivante, 1616,
"

circonstance qu'il
faut bien remarquer.

Aiiisi, le fait de la mission apostolique donnee am peres recollets est parfaitement
etabli.

Us n'ont refu encore, il est vrai, qu'une permission ou mission verbale
;
mais nous

allous la voir bientot renouvelee et appuyee sur un document ecrit qui a etc publie, et dont

1'original existe a la propagande.
J'insisterai sur quelques details. Nos historiens les plus exacts sont tombes dans 1'er-

renr, ou n'ont pas mis assez de clarte dans leur recit, parce qu'ils n'ont pas etudi& tres

attentivemeut les documents cites par Sagard et Le Clercq.
13

Ces deux ecrivains, dans leur ardeur de faire voir que la mission de leurs peres est

bien authentique, citent, pour le spirituel, le bref qu'ils attribuent a Paul V, et, pour le

temporel, les lettres patentes du roi. Mais ils paraissent croire que ces documents auraient

ete accordes au moment du depart des missionnaires, et qu'ils n'auraieut ete re9us par ceux-

ci que deux ou trois ans plus tard, par suite d'une negligence assez inexplicable.

Ce sont differents points qu'il importe d'eclaircir et de fixer.

Commencons par les lettres patentes.

II s'agit de savoir : lo si la date que leur assigue le P. Le Clercq est exacte
;
2o si elles

ont precede ou suivi le bref du nonce.

lo Les PP. Sagard, L3febvre et Le Clercq citeut tout au long les lettres patentes de

Louis XIII, avec cette difference que les deux pr: miers ne leur assignent aucune date, et

que le P. Le Clercq, au contraire, les termine ainsi :

"Donne a Saint-G-ermain-en-Laye, le 20 mars, 1'an de grace 1615, et de nostre Eegne le

Cinquieme."
"

Ce passage renferme une erreur manifesto.

D'abord, il est impossible que le roi, a cette date, eut quitte Paris. Les etats generaux
venaient a peine de se terminer

;
les principaux deputes attendaient encore les reponses de

la cour a leurs cahiers ;
la soaur de Louis XIII devait partir pour aller epouser le fils de

Philippe III. De sorte que les affaires et les fetes de la cour retenaient tout le monde a

Paris. Le 19 mars, d'apres le Mercure de France,
v>

il y eut grande demonstration et ballet

feerique au palais Bourbon en 1'honneur de la future reine d'Espagne. Le roi et la reine

mere y assisterent. II est bien difficile, sinon impossible, que le roi se trouvat, le lende-

main, a Saint-Germain pour expedier les affaires de 1'administratiou.

Mais il y a une preuve qui est concluante, et le document royal lui-meme la fournit.

II rappelle que les recollets etaient deja rendus au Canada et qu'ils y avaient converti et

baptise plusieurs indigenes. Or, ils se sont embarques la premiere fois pour le Canada, le

24 avril 1615
; les lettres patentes doivent done etre d'une date posterieure. Voici les

" " Ora posso avvisare V. S. Illma il mio arrivoin Parigi cheS seguito oggi alii 15 prosperamente col divino

favore. . . Di Parigi li 15 d4cembre 1616." Liltere diplomatiche di O. Beativoglio, Torino, 1852.

15 L'erreur oi est tomb4 1'auteur de VHist. de la Col. Franc;, au sujet du nonce a e'te' relev<je par LaverdiSre,

(Eiivres de Champlain, p. 492, note. L'erreur de Ferland au sujet des lettres patentes du roi n'a pas 'encore 6t6

signalee, & ma connaissance.
"

Etablis. de la Foy, 1. 1, p. 51.

15 Mercure de France, t IV, annge 1616, p. 9.

Sec. 1, 1884 9.
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paroles de Louis XIII :

" Nostre cher et devot orateur, le P. provincial de la province de

"Saint-Denis, en France... se seroit
I6

cy-devant, et en secondant nos desirs, offert d'eu-

"
voyer es pais de Canada des religieux du dit ordre pour y prescher le sainct Evangile...

"
et a cet effect y en ayant envoye nombre, leur labeur

( par la grace de Dieu
) u'auroit pa

"
este inutil, au contraire, quelqu'uus des dits habitants de Canada, recongnoissans lei

"
vieil erreur. ont embrasse avec ardeur la saincte Foy et y ont receu le sainct baptesme

" uouvelle qui nous a este aussi agreable qu'aucune qui nous peust arriver, et ne re

"
maintenant qu'a affermir ce qui a este commence par les dits religieux, ce qui ne peut

" mieux estre qu'en permettaut aux dits religieux de continuer ensemble de s'habituer
"
dit pais et y bastir autant de couvens qu'ils jugeront estre necessaire, etc." 1T

Comment le P. Le Clercq a-t-il pu se tromper? II est assez difficile de ledire. S'il avait

sous les yeux les dates eerites en chitfres, il a pu, comme cela arrive assez souveut, preudr

le chiffre 8 pour ">, et lire :

"
1'an 1615... et notre regne le 5e," au lieu de "

1'an 1618... le 8e."

Le P. Le Clercq a pu aussi, de bonne foi, corriger ce qu'il croyait une erreur.

II est possible en elfet, que le roi ait donne aux recollets, lors de leur premier voya
des lettres de cachet, pour couper court ii toutes les difficultes que les marchands tor

jours Apres au gain, auraient pu faire a leur embarquemeut, ou a leur installation

Canada.

I>> P. Le Clercq n'ayant que les secondes lettres sous les yeux a pu croire que c'etaier

les premieres, et y aura ajoute la date que celles-ci devaient avoir.

Ce n'est la qu'une simple conjecture ; mais cette conjecture est autorisee par

que les recollets disoiit dans leurs remontrances au roi en 1621: "Depuis six annees en
''

qu'il a phi a Dieu se servir de leur ministere sous Vautoritt de Vostre Majeste, taut ai
"
voyage de code terre etrangere, etc., etc."

'"

Dans tons les cas, le document royal que nous lisons dans le P. Sagard et les autr

historiens est posterieur A 1'annee 1*51
">,

et si la date du mois de mars est exacte, ce ne

etre que le mois de mars de 1G17 ou de 1618.

Je crois qu'il faut s'arreter a cette derniere annee.

2o Cette conclusion se trouve confirmee par 1'examen de la seconde question, savoir

les lettres ont precede ou suivi le. bref.

Sagard, apres avoir transcrit le bref, ajoute :

"
Ensuite de la permission de Sa Saintet

" donuee a nos peres, j'ai trouve coppie d'une lettre du roy... dont voicy la teneur."

Le P. Lefebvre dans son Histoire chronologique de la province des recollets de Paris,

positivement, ch. 22 :

" Sa Majeste donna depuis les lettres patentes qui suivent,
"
et pli

loin, parlant du bref et des lettres patentes, il dit que ces documents furent donnes at

le depart des religieux.

Deux memoires faits en faveur des r6collets, Tun en 163Y et 1'autre en 1684,
"

cor.

firment assez clairement cette affirmation du P. Lefebvre.

Le premier memoire, apres avoir rappele qu'en 1618 le pape fut sollicite d'accorder

des pouvoirs aux recollets, ajoute :

" Sa Majeste les y a appeles par lettres patentes du
dit temps."

u Dana Sgard, on lit : * wit. Tous ceux qui sont venus apri* lui ont repdtf cette erreur typographique.
1

Sagard, IKtt. du Canada, t, I, p. 33.
" Etablit. dt la Foy, t I, p. 187.
"
Collection des mlmoiros publics par M. Margry, 1 1.
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Dans le second, nous lisons :

"
L'annSe 1615, le P. provincial des ER. de Paris, en

" vertu des ordres de Paul V donnes a son nonce... et en consequence des lettres patentes
" de Sa MajestS expedites ensuite, envoya le P. Potanten."

De ces differents passages, il me parait resulter que les lettres patentes sont posterieures
au bref.

II est bon de remarquer que si les missions du Canada ont commence en dehors de
l'intervention du gouvernement qui avait d'ailleurs a cette epoque bien des affaires

difficiles a regler, c'est le roi qui les fait etablir authentiquement par le saint-siege.

Champlain est le premier qui a 1'idee d'appeler des missiounaires, ou du moius il est

le premier qui travaille pour en obtenir. II fait les principals demarches aupres des

r6collets, afin qu'on lui accorde quelques peres; c'est lui qui s'adresse a la cour et aux

etats generaux pour provoquer des secours necessaires a une pareille entreprise. Si le

roi y contribue, c'est tout au plus en doimant des lettres de cachet pour obliger les mar-

chands a transporter les religieux au dela de 1'Ocean.

Quaud nous disons que Champlain est le Pere de la patrie, nous no considerous ordi-

nairement que 1'ordre temporel ou politique ;
mais nous devous reeonuaitre qu'il est aussi

le pere de notre jeune pays dans 1'ordre moral et religieux. Champlain s'est trouve a la

hauteur de cette double tache. A 1'Eglise il a ouvert de vastes contrees dout elle a pris

possession ; a la France il a donne une colonie qui aurait pu etre sa force et qui est au

moius une de ses gloires.

Ce sont les recollets, il est vrai, qui firent a irtome les demarches uecessaires pour
obtenir leur mission ; mais le roi n'intervint point, et tout se regla entre le superieur des

recollets d'un cote, et le nonce de 1'autre.

L'essai tente par les reverends peres parut bientot suffisant
;
on avait la preuve que

la conversion des sauvages etait possible, sans compter que les Francais avaient besoiu de

secours religieux. Mais il fallait uu etablissement stable ou le zele iutempestif de per-

sonne, religieux d'un ordre etranger ou du meme ordro, et ne vint les derauger.

Champlain, les PP. Jamet, Le Caron et d'Olbeau, dans les differents voyages qu'ils

firent en France de 1616 a 1618, pour attirer 1'attention de la cour sur les iiombreux

besoins de la colonie, durent faire des instances dans ce sens.

Le P. Jamet fut retenu en France par ses superieurs,
"
parce qu'estant instruit a fond

" de 1'estat du Canada, il pourroit mieux que personne en gerer les affaires et en procurer
"
les avantages en cour et ailleurs."

Jusqu'a present nous ne connaissons de ces demarches que ce qu'en rapporte le P.

Le Clercq
K d'une maniere generale. Furent-elles, comme il le donne a entendre, comple-

tement inutiles ? contribuerent-elles au changement qui s'opera dans les idees du roi en

161*7 ? II est assez difficile de se prononcer en 1'absence de documents positifs. Toujours

est-il qu'une des premieres mesures de Louis XIII, quand il prit la direction de son

royaume, fut d'entamer des negociations avec Paul V, afin de donner a la mission du

Canada des bases plus solides que celles qu'elle avait eues jusqu'alors.

Le bref accorde par Bentivoglio fut la reponse du pape aux demandes du roi.

Ce document a une valeur historique importante pour nous. Malheureusement nous

i'en avions, jusqu'a present, qu'une traduction imparfaite donn6e par Sagard et copiee

Etablis. de la Foy, t I, p. 105.
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par Lefebvre et Le Clercq. J'ai 6t6 assez heureux que de me procurer le texte ori-

ginal, conserve aux archives de la propagande, comme je 1'ai dit plus haut. Je le donne

en en tier, separant par des chiffres de renvoi les parties sur lesquelles j'attirerai plus loin

1'attention du lecteur.

"
||
1 GUIDO BEXTIVOLUS, Dei et Sanctae Sedis Apostolicae gratia Archiepiscopus Rho-

diensis, S. D. N. D. PAULI divina providentia Papae quinti ad Christiauissimum D. Domiuum

Ludovicum tertium decimum Francorum et Navariae Regem Nuntius Apostolicus, &c.,

2 et Judex seu Commissarius hac in parte ab eodem S. D. N. Papa Paulo quinto spe-

cialiter commissus et deputatus, ||
8 Dilecto Nro Venerabili Patri, Fratri Josepho Caron

presbytero relisrioso professo Recollecto ordinis Sti. Francisci et aliis Patribus et Fratribus

Rejollectis eiusdem ordinis Sancti Francisci professis, in sacro presbyteratus ordine con-

stitutis ac ab ordinario ad sacras confessiones audieudas approbatis, propediem ad partes

tantum pasranorum pro illorum ab idolatria ad catholicam religionem conversione tecum

per praefatum Patrem provincialem mitteudis et deputandis, seu per te de eius licentia ac

permissions assumendis :

" Salutem et sinceram in Domino charitatem.

"|| 4 Noveritis quod cum ita sit quod nuper seu alias Rmus Dnus Archiepiscopus et

comes Lugdunensis, orator Sacrae Majestatis Christianissimae apud praefatum Sauctis-

simuin Dnum Nrum et Sanctam Sedem Apostolicam requisiverit et expostulaverit ab eadem

Sanctitate Sua quatenus sub beneplacito praedictae Suae Sanctitatis, et cum facultatibus

infrasc riptis, Revereudus Pater Provincialis Religiosorum Recollectorum dicti ordinis Sti.

Francisci mittere posset aliquot religiosos eiusdem ordiuis et proviuciae suae Sti Dionisii

qui essent suHicientes et idonei ad propagandam fidem catholicam in partibus infidelium,

et quantum hoc opus erat ex se ipso moritorium, et placuerat praedictae Sanctitati Suae

nobis < ominittere potestatem concedendi facilitates pro praemissis exequendis necessaria

et convenientes :
||

"> Ideo PX causis et rationibus praenarratis, auctoritate et permissione

apostolica praedictis. praefato Rdo Patri vestro provincial! et vobis de eius nominatione et

elect ione ac deputatione facilitates sequentes dedimus et concessimus damusque et con-

cedimus quibus uti poteritis dummodo ibi non sint qui similes habeant facultates et"

durarit, et donee vos, Frater .Tosephufi Caron, et socii vestri praedicti in iis partibus

norum fueritis duntaxat. Et sunt praedictae facultates tenoris, virtutis et continentiae ut

sequitur, videlicet :

"
Infidelium et fidelium natos infantes et alios quoscumque ad veritatem Christiana

fidei venire volentes, servatis servandis, recipiendi, et etiam extra ecclesias in casu neces

eitatis baptizandi. confessiones audiendi, et poenitentium confessionibus diligenter auditie

illos a quibuscumque sententiis excommunicationis aliisque censuris et pocnis ecclesis

ticis, necnon qnibuscumque criminibus, excessibus, et delicitis, etiam apostolicae Se

etiam in litterisdic Coenae Domini logi solitis reservatis et contentis, imposita eis pro mode

culpae poenitentia salutariet iniunctis iniungendis, in foro conscientiae absolvendi : Eucha

ristiae, Matrimonii et Extremae Ilnctionis sacramenta ministrandi : paramenta, vasa,

ornamenta ecclesiastica ubi non adhibetur sacra unctio benedicendi. Cum probatur,

neophitis in quocumque, non tamen primo et secundo neque inter ascendentes et descen-

Qookjnes mote ont t ornia par lo copixte. La tradnction de Sagard porte :

"
et dont le temps no soil

]
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dentes consanguinitatis et affinitatis gradu, dummodo mulieres raptae non fuerint ac

uterque contrahentium sit catholicus acque ads it iusta causa tarn in contractis quam in

contrahendis, gratis dispensandi, ac prolem legitimam declarandi, vel nuutiandi :
||
6 altare

portabile decenter habeudi ac super eo in locis decentibus, et ubi non est commoditas

ecclesiarum, celebrandi.
" In quorum praemissorum fidem et testimonium, praesentes litteras manu nostar

subscriptas et subsignatas per Dilectos nostros D. Ludovicum Savanutium, in utroque
iure doctorem, auditorem nostrum, et magistrum Thomam Grallot, Clericum parisiensem
in Pontificio et Caesareo iuribus licentiatum, notarium publicum auctoritate Apostolica

venerabilisque Curiae episcopalis parisiensis, in sequendo edictum regium descriptum et

immatriculatum Parisiis in Vico Novo Beatae Mariae Virginis commorantem, nostrum hac

in parte Notarium, fieri et signari sigillique nostri iussimus et fecimus appositione com-

muniri.
" Datum Parisiis, anno Domini millesimo sexcentesimo decimo octavo, die vigesima

mensis Martii.
"
(Signatum) :

"
G-. Archiep. Rhodieu. Nuntiiis Aplicus,

"
et infrascrip : De maudato praefati Illmi et Rmi Dili,

" Dni Nuntii Apostolici, et Commissarii delegati,

"F. GALLOT, Not. Pbcus, qui supra, &c.

" LUDOVICUS SAVANUTI, Auditor."

lo Le nom seul qui est en tete du document aurait du faire comprendre ail P. Sagard

que le bref n'avait pu etre accorde lors du depart des premiers missionnaires, t'poque ou

Bentivoglio n'etait pas encore arrive en France. II aurait du faire compreudre, d'un autre

cote, au P. Le Clercq que ce bref n'etait pas donne par le souveraiu pontife lui-meme,

mais purement et simplement par le nonce, en vertu de pouvoirs speciaux qu'il avait reus
du pape.

2o En effet, Bentivoglio avait ete nomme commissaire apostolique pour les missions

canadiennes, commissarius in hac parte, et non pas comme le P. Sagard traduit :

" commis-

saire en ces quartiers" auctoritate et permissions apostolica... dedimus, etc., etc.

Comme la propagande n'existait pas encore, Paul V prenait done le moyen le plus

efficace de favoriser les missions, en les confiant a la surveillance et a la direction de son

lonce a Paris: Quantum... placuerat jtradictce Sanctitati Siue nobis committere jwtestatem con-

idifacilitates... necessarias, etc.

3o Le bref est adresse au P. Le Caron, qui se trouvait en ce moment au Canada,

commissaire ou superieur des quatre peres missionnaires. Les pouvoirs qu'on lui accorde

sont restreints aux religieux profes, pretres, deja approuves par 1'ordinaire, qui se rendaieut

au Canada pour travaillera la conversion des sauvages, et non dans un autre but, ad paries

tantum paganorum pro illorum...conversione...tecum...mittendis, et encore ces religieux devaient

itre designes par le provincial de Saint-Denis, ou choisis avec sa permission par le P. Le

Caron.

4o Sagard a traduit nuper par autrefois
M

ce qui est contraire a la signification du mot

" " Vous pourrez scavoir qu'autrefois le r6v6rendissime archevesque, comte de Lyon... ayant requis le saint
'

si^ge, etc." Sagard, 1. 1, p. 29, 6dit de Tross.
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latin, en mftme temps qu'a la verite historique. En efFet, 1'ambassadeur dout il est ques-

tion ici, Denis Simon de Marqnemont,
a avait etc envoye a Rome en mission extraor-

dinaire, apres 1'assassiuat du marechal d'Ancre, c'est-a-dire apres le 24 avril 161*7, proba-

blement vers la fin de juin 161*7.
"

Les demarches de 1'ambassadeur fraii9ais n'ayant pu avoir lieu plus tot, le temps ecoule

entre la demande et la reponse ne doit done 6tre que de quelques mois.

La correspondauce ofiicielle de Marquemont pourrait fixer la date precise des negocia-

tions ;
mais il parait que cette correspondauce n'existe pas a Paris, au ministere des affaires

etrangeres, ou je 1'ai vainement demandee.

Le Memoire faict en 1637 jxmr Va/aire des peres recollects,
*

qui rapporte tres exactement

les dates, place ces demarches en 1618 :

"
le pape Paul V, requis par monsieur 1'ambassa-

" dour residant a Rome, 1'an 1618, au nom de Sa Majeste, commanda au nonce en France, etc."

Au fond, co qu'il importe surtout de constater, c'est que jusque-la Louis XIII n'avait

pas tent*'- de demarches oflicielles aupres de la cour de Rome, et que Paul V, de son cote,

avant de faire aucuu acte public d'autorite religieuse, avait attendu qu'on Ten priat au

uom du roi de France. Les negociations furent terminees a temps pour que le P. d'Olbeau

et Champlain, retournant a Quebec au printemps de 1618,
K

pussent emporter des copies

du brt'f et des lettres patontos.

oo Le pere provincial, par ces paroles, se trouve nomme le premier superieur ou prefet

de la mission On voit, en parcouraut le P. Le Clercq, plusieurs actes de son autorite ;

mais If plus important est certainement 1'appel qu'il fit aux peres jesuites de venir partager

les fatigues et It's travaux de ses freres de Quebec. Ceux-ci les demandaieut, et
"
le reve-

" rend pore provincial, <> qui sen/, privativement a tout autre, la mission etait soumise en
"
qualito cle prefet, pour y envoyer qui bon lui semblerait en vertu du bref apostolique

" dont il a fait mention, assembla son definitoire a 1'occasion des affaires du Canada, dont
"
celle-lii fut la principale."

'r'

60 Outre les pouvoirs necessaires pour la conversion des infideles et 1'administra-

tion des sacroments', le nonce accorde lo privilege de 1'autel portatif, pouvoir qui

iwrmet a celui qui le refoit de celebrer la sainte messe partout ou il se trouve, pourvu que
ce soit dans uu lieu couvenable. Le concile de Trente * avait enleve ce privilege a tous

les ecclesiastiques excepte aux cardinaux et aux eveques. Les missionnaires, meme les

plus eloigues, ue pouvaient avoir cette faveur que par une concession speciale du pape, et

il me parait probable que les notres la re9urent alors pour la premiere fois.
M

C'est ce qui pent expliquer le retard qu'ils ont apporte a celebrer la messe en arrivant

GaUia Chrittiana, IV, 192e colonue, 61it de Palm& P&latius, Pbtti CardinaKum, Venise 1703, t IV, col 124,

dit quo Marquemont fut deux fois ambassadeur A Rome, en 1617 et en 1622. M. Avenel, Lettret de Richelieu, sembte

croire qu'il n'eut qu'uno seule ambassade.
' Lettrei. . . du Cardinal de RicMitu ptibli^es par M. Avenel, t II, p. 16, note. Je n'ai pu arriver ft fixer la date

exacte de la nomination de Marquemont ft I'ambasgade extraordinaire de Rome. Je veils bien, par la correspon-

dance de Bentivoglio qne 1'ambaasadenr ordinaire, rapped par Villeroy, arrive & Paris le ler juin, et qu'au milieu

de juillet, 1'archeveque de Lyon Uit rendu ft Rome. Lettere diplomatiche di O. Bentivoglio, lettres du 4 juin ot du

19juillet 1617.

* Dtcowrrtti et ilabliniemenU, t I, p. 6.

" Ib mirent ft la voilo le 24 mai. Champlain avait quitW Paris des le 22 maw. Champlain, pp. 599 et 600.
n EtabliM. de la Fay, t I, p. 298.

SAM. 22, ch. 9.

Elle vit et^ rendue aux jjeres j6suites par Gregoire XIII, bulle du ler octobre 1679.
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dans le pays. On trouve singulier aujourd'hui qu'ils aient ete un long mois sans la dire,

malgre leur zele, leur piete et le desir des pauvres Fran9ais de Quebec, prives depuis si

longtemps des secours de la religion,
" tandis que plus tard on les voit celebrer meme sur

les navires.
3I

Aussitot que les missions du Canada eurent ete reconuues au nom du saint-siege, Louis

XIII donna les lettres patentes dont il a ete question plus haut, et qu'on peut voir tout au

long dans les PP. Sagard, Lefebvre et Le Clercq.

Ces lettres etaient destinees a proteger les missionnaires et consacraient leur etablisse-

ment en Canada :

"
II ne reste a present qu'a afFermir ce qui a este commence par les dits

"
religieux, ce qui ne peut mieux estre qu'en permettant ausdits religieux, de continuer

" ensemble de s'habituer au dit pays et y batir autant de couvents qu'ils jugeront etre

"
uecessaires."

La province de Saint-Denis avait seule le privilege d'euvoyer des missionnaires, et

ceux-la seuls devaient etre re9us a s'embarquer qui avaieut ete designes par le provincial.
" Cela pour empescher," dit le roi,

"
toute confusion qui pourroit subvenir si chaque reli-

gieux a son premier mouvement se portoit de passer en Canada."

Les missions du Canada relevaient du provincial de Saint-Denis.

Celui-ci pouvait envoyer autant de religieux missionnaires qu'ils le jugeraieut a propos :

" Nous avons dit et declare, disons et declarons par ces presentes, signees de uostre main,
"
nostre intention et volonte estre que le pere provincial de Saiiit-Deuis en France, seul

"
puisse et luy soit loisible d'envoyer au Canada aataut de ses religieux recollets qu'il

"jugera etre necessaire, etc."

Enfin la personne des missionnaires et les monasteres qu'ils bfitiraieiit dans ces con-

trees lointaines etaient placees sous la protection immediate du roi.

Cette mesure n'etait pas inutile parce que les missiounaires allaient augmeiiter les

depenses des associes, sans compter que plusieurs personnes pourraient voir de mauvais

roil la presence des religieux, soit sur les vaisseaux, soit sur les lieux oil se faisait la traite.

Tel est le second et dernier acte qui consacre I'etablissement de 1'Eglise au Canada.

Les precautions qui y sont prises coutre le zele envahissant d'autres missionnaires

peuvent nous paraitre etranges aujourd'hui ;
il n'en etait pas aiusi au XVII siecle, ou

chacun se montrait tres jaloux de ses privileges. II est evident que les peres recollets eta-

blis a Quebec avaient a soutenir une lutte centre d'autres religieux qui voulaient partager

leurs travaux et leurs merites. Qui etaient-ils? L'histoire le dira peut-etre un jour.

Je resume :

lo En 1614, Champlain demande des missionnaires aux peres recollets de la province
de rimmaculee-Conception.

2o Les religieux choisis par le provincial et envoyes a Paris, voyant que le nonce ne

peut leur accorder les pouvoirs dont ils ont besoin, abandonnent 1'entreprise.

So Vers la fin de 1614, quelqu'un, tres probablement le procureur general a Rome,
demande au pape les pouvoirs de missionnaires pour quelques uns des peres de Saint-

I

Denis en France qui desiraient travailler a la conversion de nos sauvages.

10
Depuis que cette note a 6t6 ecrite, les solennites du cinquantenaire de la socie^ St-Jean-Baptiste m'ont rap-

pe!6 que la premiere mease ce16br6e au Canada, 1'a ele
1

le 24 juin, jour memo de la f<te de saint Jean-Baptiste, et tr^s

probablement dang Pile de Montreal. Voir Champlain, p. 499, note, et les Dtcouvcrtes etc., de M. Margry, 1 1, p. 3.

51 .EtaWw*. de la Foy, 1 1, p. 216.
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4o En 1615, le nonce Ubaldini donue, au nom du pape et de vive voix seulement, ces

pouvoirs aux quatres peres qui s'embarqtient pour le Canada.

5o Vers la fin de 1617, peut-etre au commencement de 1618, Louis XIII demande
a Paul V d'arcorder au provincial de Saint-Denis, avec les autres pouvoirs, le privilege

exclusif de choisir et d'envoyer des missionnaires au Canada.

60 Au mois de mars 1618, le nonce Bentivoglio accede a la demande du roi, en vertu

d'une commission speciale du pape.

7o Enfin le roi confirme 1'etablissement de la mission des recollets par des lettres

pati-ntes.
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VIII Une promenade dans Paris Impressions et souvenirs,

Par JOSEPH MABMETTE.

( Lu le 22 mai 1884. )

Pour le bibliophile, 1'amateur de bibelots et des productions de 1'csprit de toutes

especes, 1'endroit le plus charmant de Paris ou vous puissiez promencr vos reveries est

certaiuement le quai Voltaire et le quai Malaquais.
" Les boulevards, a ecrit M. Claretie,

c'est la vie meme de Paris, et comme son petit Journal. Mais les quais, c'est son passe, c'est

sou histoire, c'est sa veritable bibliotheque."

Si done, vous le voulez bien, nous noiis eloiguerons, pour aujourd'hui, des immenses
arteres ou le pouls de la grande ville bat son pleiu, et, par une de ces tiedesjoumees d'avril,

qui sont le reuouveau de 1'annee parisienue, nous irons de compaguie denicher des souve-

nirs litteraires et artistiques dans ce coin plus silencieux de la capitale du monde intel-

lectuel.

Lorsque, laissant derriere soi le portique de la Chumbre des deputes, on rcmonte la

rive gauche de la Seine, Ton suit d'abord le quai d'Orsay auquel Boucher d'Orsay, prevot
des marchands, donna son nom au commencement du dix-huitieme siecle. Ce quai est tout

d'un aspect solennel, borde qu'il est a droite par des ministeres, des ambassades, des hotels

aussi graves, aussi corrects que les personnages de distinction qui les hubitent. Vieiment

ensuite le palais de la Legion d'honneur, incendie par la Commune et rebati par les legion-

naires aussitot apres ;
et puis, a cote, les ruines majestueuscs de la Cour des comptes dont

les murailles calcinees et noircies temoignent encore de la folie furieuse des communards
de 18*71. Apres avoir enfin longe la caserne et le cafe d'Orsay, nous voici vis-ii-vis du Pont-

Koyal a la tete duquel commence le quai Voltaire. Le philosophe de Ferney lui a laisse

son nom pour etre venu mourir dans une maison situee a Tangle de la rue de Beauue et du

quai dont il est devenu le parrain. Une inscription rappelle qu'il mourut au premier

Stage, chez sou ami, le marquis de Villette, dans un appartement que 1'on tint ferme jus-

qu'au temps du premier empire. On en profita, pendant la Terreur, pour y cacher, sous la

protection du souvenir de Voltaire, ceux-la meme qu'il avait tant accables de sa haine et de

ses sarcasmes, des pretres !

A cote de cette maison historique est 1'hotel Voltaire. II me souvient que c'est ici que
notre historien, M. Grarneau, descendit lors de son premier voyage a Paris, en 1831. En

fevoquant la memoire de ce grand esprit, si eminemmeut habile a redonner la vie aux choses

du passe, ne trouvez-vous pas curieux comme moi de connaitre les impressions de 1'illustre

voyageur a la vue de ce merveilleux Paris dont, comme nous, il avait si souvent reve avant

de le voir, et qu'il aimait tant se rappeler par la suite.
"
J'avais hate, dit-il, d'abord en

debarquant a Calais, de fouler cette vieille terre de France dont j'avais tant eutendu parler

par nos peres et dont le souvenir, se prolongeant de generation en generation, laisse apres

Sec. 1, 1884 10.
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lui cet interet plein de tristesse qui a quelqu6 chose de 1'exil." Et, plus loin, il ajoute :

" Je

descendis a 1'hotel Voltaire, en face du Louvre. La Seine settlement nous separait. On

celebrait, ce soir-la, 1'anuiversaire de la revolution de I'ann6e precedeute, qui avait mis

Louis-Philippe d'Orleans sur le trone des Bourbons. Je passai sur un balcon d'ou je pus

voir le feu d'artifice qui se tirait sur le pont d'Arcole. Le spectacle que j'avais sous led

yeux avait quelque chose de feerique. A mes pieds, c'etaient les quais ou se pressait une

foule immense, et la Seine ou se reflechissaieut mille flambeaux. En face les Tuileries et

le Louvre, a ma droite le portail de 1'eglise de Saint-Germain 1'Auxerrois et plusieurs pouts

jusqu'au Pont-Neuf; a ma gauche, le Font-Royal, le pout et la place de la Concorde, le

jardin dos Tuileries, les arbres des Champs-Elysees et, dans le loiutain, 1'Arc de triomphe

do 1'Etoile tout rayonnnnt de lumieres. Des ligues enflammees, embrasant 1'horizon de

tons cotes, tVlairaiont ootte vaste etendue et permettaient aux monuments de dessiner leurs

prandes masses sur los ombres de la nuit, tandis qu'a leurs pieds les rayons tombes des

flambeaux doraient la tete des promeneurs et faisaient etinceler les armes des patrouilles.

Le i-iel etait on feu. Des fusees do toutes les formes et de toutes les couleurs s'elevaient de

tons les points de Paris. Jo passai une partie de la nuit au milieu de ces enchantemeuts. Le

londomain, jo m'cvoillai comino apres un reve de choses merveilleuses. En rouvrant les

yeux, j'aporcus devant moi la galerie du Louvre. Ma chambre etait en face de ce palais, et

j
> dus oommonror a roeonnaitre la realite du spectacle qui, la veille, avait saisi niou imagi-

nation."

II faut avoner que Paris, cette grande coquette, avait, ce soir-la, revetu ses plus beaux

atours, oomine pour faire honneur au joune etranger venu de si loin pour la voir!

Pi-puis le ommenrement du quai Voltaire, en passant par le quai Malaquais et celui

do Conti, jusqu'au Pont-NVuf, d'ou Henri IV, du haut de sou fier cheval de bronze, laisse

tomlxT son sourin- scopticjuo sur le ban peuple de Paris, la librairie, le bric-a-brac envahis-

sent tout, parapet des quais, devantures des boutiques et rez-de-chauss6es au plafond bas

d'en fan>. A 1'etalaov en plein air s'offrent partout leslivres, 1'imagerie de moindre valeur
;

les trop fr'(juentes averses du < iel parisien ne permettant pas d'exposer aux intemperies de

1'air les editions princeps et les gravures avant la lettre. Voulez-vous plutot admirer des

incunables authentiques, de vrais elzevirs, des pasdeloups irreprochables, traversez la rue

et vous am%tez aux vitrines qui longent les quais a perte de vue. L^, des milliers de chefs-

d'tBiivre de 1'imprimerie, de la reliure et du burin charmeront votre regard, tandis que,

tout a cote, s'amuserout a vous tirer l'a>il toutes les merveilles du bric-a-brac : vieilles ar-

mures damasquinees d'or ou d'argent, epees a poignee fmement cisel6e par quelque armu-

rier-maitre des quinzieme et seizieme siecles, bahuts d'ebene, coffrets mauresques aiix deli-

cates et fantasques incrustations de (^uivre ou de nacre, lustres en vieux cuivre fouilles &

jour, emaux cloisonnes, faiences de Bernard Palissy, ivoires, potiches, statuettes, porcelaines

de Chine, de Saxe ou de Sevres, tout cela vrai souvent, mais parfois aussi imite avec une

perfection telle que des connaisseurs serieux ont pu s'y laisser prendre.

Mais, croyez-m'en, il ne fait pas bou s'attarder a reluquer toutes ces curiosites : 1'ceil

d'abord s'y laisse prendre, 1'esprit ensuite, et enfin votre porte-monnaie plus que vous ne

1'anriez voulu peut-etre. Retournons au parapet ou les caprices sont moins dangereux 4

satisfaire. Pour ceux qui, comme moi, aiment les livres pour le plaisir raffine qu'on

6proure & les lire et non pour la satisfaction sterile de posseder des exemplaires plus ou

moins rare* d'ouvrages que 1'ou n'etudiera jamais, voici 1'endroit ou Ton peut faire, aux
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plus has prix, ample provision de pature intellectuclle. Depuis les feuilletons populaires

jusqu'aux productions plus serieuses de la litterature et aux ouvrages de droit ou de science

cedes a vil prix par des etudiants besogneux, on trouve ici au meilleur compte et s'eta-

lant sur un parcours de pres d'un mille, a peu pres tous les elements d'une bibliotheque
de choix.

Un cri, parti du pont des Saints-Peres, pres duquel nous passons, nous fait dresser

1'oreille. II est pousse par un gamin qui se penche sur le garde-fou, en se faisant un porte-

voix de ses deux mains. Eh ! la-bas ! 9a mord-il ?... Une bordee de jurous qui monte
de la berge, nous revele aussitot la presence d'uii pecheur malheureux quo la voix eraillee

du gamin a brusquement tire de sa beate esperauce. Pour peu que nous nous penchious
aussi sur le parapet du quai, nous apercevons, tant que la vue peut porter, en aval et en

amont du fleuve, une armee de pecheurs a la ligne qui, d'un ceil anxieux et d'un hamo9on
inofFensif, fouillent vainement en tous sens 1'eau bourbeuse de la Seine qui, en cot endroit

du moins, contient bien des choses, le poisson excepte. Ce qui n'empeche pas que, dans la

belle saison, comme dans la mauvaise du reste, les bords de ce fleuve en miniature ne soient

couverts de pecheurs, les uns dans des bateaux ancres au milieu de la riviere, d'autres debout

sur des trains de bois, ceux-la sur la rive, ceux-ci plus a 1'aise les moins convaincus, les

tiedes assis jambes pendantes sur le parapet inferieur des quais, tous attendant avec

foi le poisson qui n'arrive jamais ou qui ne se montre, a de bien rares intervalles, que sous

une forme si deplorablement exigue que c'est vraiment etrange de voir cette passion aussi

malheureuse que tenace chez un peuple sceptique et remuaut comme lo parisien. On se

rappelle encore avec stupefaction tout un groupe de ces chevaliers de I'hame9on, qui, lors

du siege de 1870, et meme durant la Commune, suivaieut, impassibles a leur poste ordi-

naire, le mouvement de leur ligne agacee par le seul courant du fleuve, alors que les obus

prussiens veuaient eclater aupres d'eux et que, a deux pas, les Tuileries, le Louvre, le palais

de la Legion d'houneur et la Cour des comptes, incendies par les communards, se tor-

daient dans un gigantesque embrasement qui euflammait le ciel et empourprait le fleuve

comme d'une longue trainee de sang. Mais laissous ces stoiques tendre leurs hame9ons a

une proie chimerique, sans plus s'occuper des revolutions qui passent et des trones qui
s'ecroulent que des bateaux-mouches qui sillonnent la Seine en tous sens et des blanchis-

seuses et des chiens qui barbottent a cote des pecheurs, et resumons notre promenade et

nos observations. Aussi bien s'offre a nos regards une figure qu'il eut ete vraiment dom-

mage de laisser passer sans lui dormer notre attention, d'autaut plus que cette physionomie
fait necessairement partie du tableau vivant qui anime 1'etalage des boiiquiuistes. Presque
toutes les apres-midi, quand il ne pleut pas, un vieillard, vert encore, au teint frais, a 1'oeil

vif, a la figure fine et bienveillante, reprend son eternelle promenade le long des parapets

couverts de livres ses plus chers amis. Ce doyen, peut-etre, des bibliophiles de Paris, ce

grand denicheur de livres rares, c'est M. Xavier Marmier, de 1'Academie fraii9aise. Pour

donner une idee de ce que cette passion de bouquiner a du lui procurer de vives jouissances,

il me sufnra d'ajouter, ce qui le peindra d'un trait, que, par une clause de son testament,

M. Marmier laissera une somme assez ronde pour convier, apres sa mort, tous les bouqni-

nistes de Paris a un diner plantureux.

Mais, il nous a reconnu, 1'erudit et aimable bibliophile ! Comment vous portez-vous,

cher ami ? me dit-il avec bonte. Et, le voila qui passe familierement son bras sous le mien

et se met a marcher doucement avec inoi, tout en me demandant des nouvelles de ce
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Canada quil aime taut. Ainsi devisant, et nous arretaut parfois tous deux pour feuilletor

un livre dont la reliure et le titre a fixe notre attention, nous arrivons au pont des Arts.

La tour de Nesle, la fameuse tour de Nesle de romautique memoire, s'elevait la, sur uotre

droite, au lieu meme ou se dresse aujourd'hui le classique Institut de France.

II y a seance solennelle a I'Academie. M. Marmier me le rappelle et me demaude

j'ai recu le billet d'admission qu'il m'a envoye la veille. Je lui reponds affirmativement

Ten remereie. Vous entrez ? me dit-il. Certes ! je n'aurais garde manquer d'assister

cette fete de 1'esprit ! II vous va fsittoirfaire queue, remarque en souriant mon interlocu

teur. Et il mo montre la foule qui stationne a 1'uue des portes laterales du temple ou 1

quaranto Immortols pontifient dans toute la dignite de leur gloire.

Mon illustre compagnon me donne vine poignee de main, et disparait par la porte

trale, tandis que je vais me confondre avec le commun des mortels, privilegi6s cepeudan

qui attendent, quelques uns depuis plus d'une heure, que Ton ouvre les portes donnant

acces aux tribunes du palais.

On allait, ce jour-la, lire les deux rapports de 1'Academic sur les ouvrages couronn

et sur los prix Montyon accordes aux plus beaux exemples de vertu remarques duran

Tannee. Comme toutes les seances de 1'illustre corps, qui sont bien courues par le mon<

elegant, cello-ci avait attire un grand nombre de personnes, et les quelques centairies

sieges que la salle pout contenir etaieut occupes jusqu'au dernier. La partie inferieure

la rotondo du dome de 1'Institut, le parquet, est occupee par les academiciens, par 1

parents des deux rapporteurs, et, aux jours do reception, par ceux des recipiendaires.

quelqnes privilegies, des dames surtout, ont souls 1'honneur des'asseoir toutpres des mem'

bros de I'Aeiulemio. Le gros des spectateurs prond place dans des tribunes en amphitheat

d'ou Ton a 1'honneur de dominer 1'auguste assemblee.

Mon billet me placait dans 1'amphitheatre du nord, en face du bureau. II y avait bi

vino heure que j'etais occupe, on attendant comme tout le monde, a lorgner et analyser les

toilettes <-harmantos de cos incomparables Parisiennes qui etalaient complaisamment aux

yeux braques sur olios leur coquets minois, leurs robes fraiches, leurs bijoux et leurs den

telles do grand ton, lorsquo enfin, les deux portes placees a cote du bureau s'ouvri

Entre deux haios de soldats qui leur presentent les armes, les academiciens apparaissen

J'on reconnais quelques uns dont la gravure a rendu les traits familiers a chacun : le

premier d'entre tous, Victor Hugo, la plus grande personnification de la poesie au XIX*

Mecle. Cette tete blauchie par pros de quatre-vingt-trois hivers et couronnec d'une aureole

de phis do soixante annees de gloire, je la revois bien telle que je me la devais fixer dans la

memoire, deux heures plus tard, en face du beau portrait que Bonnat, 1'habile artiste, a fait

de 1'auteur des Contemplations. Assis dans 1'attitude du penseur, il appuie sur sa main

droite ce vaste front ou s'anima tout un monde de prodigieuses creations qui out promene
la renommee de Victor Hugo sur tous les points du globe. Ses yeux percants plongent

dans les profondeurs des siecles pour en sender les mysteres et les reveler a I'humanite

attentive a la voix de son barde si longtemps inspire.

Et puis, ce sont : Alexandrc Dumas, fils non moius celebre aujourd'hui du plus mer-

veilleux contour qui existat jamais ; Xavier Marmier, le revelateur, en France, de la lit

rature des pays du uord de 1'Europe et le bienveillant ami du Canada; Jules Simon, avec

qui j'avais eu 1'honueur de dejeuner chez M. Marmier en compagnie de MM. Chapleau et

Fabre
; Henri Martin, qui, dans son Histoire de France, a parle du Canada avec un enthou-
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siasme qui nous fait tant d'honneur, ct qu'il me fut doune de connaitrc persounellement

quelques mois avant sa inort ; Sardou, le spirituel auteur dramatique, dont la figure rail-

leuse reflete tout 1'esprit qui petille dans ses Faux bonhommes et dans Divarfons. Enfin,

Reuan, qui, malgr6 son scepticisme, n'a pu se departir de ses airs de seminariste defroque,

et qui, de loin, a toute la degaine d'un bon gros bedeau de cathedrale.

J'en passe et des meilleurs.

La seance est ouverte, dit le secretaire perpetuel, M. Camille Doucet. II prend la

parole d'une voix un peu grele, mais qui sait nuancer avec art les passages delicats qui

abondent dans sou rapport sur les ouvrages couronnes par 1'Academic. Au noml>re de ces

livres se trouvent deux romans exquis : Le Crime de Sylvestre Bonnard, de I'lnstitut, par M.

Anatole France, et L'abbe Constantin par Ludovic Halevy.

Mais, le nom qui provoque les applaudissements les plus prolongs ost celtii de

Grustave Nadaiid, auteur de tant de chansons si populairos jusque chez nous, et dont 1'Aca-

demic s'est plu a courouner I'oeuvre si gauloise et si profondement philosophiquc sous ses

dehors legers.

Nadaud est la, assis, radieux, a cote de ses juges qui lui sourient.
"
Est-ce un poete, est-ce un musicieu, est-ce un philosophe ? dit M. Camille Doucet.

C'est tout cela, Messieurs, c'est un chansonnier. Depuis plus de trente ans il chante
;
ses

chansons nous sont allees au co3ur et nous les avons tous chantees apres lui :

C'est bonhotnmo

Qu'on mo notnmo I

a-t-il dit uu jour, et le nom lui en est reste. J'allais vous parler du talent, de la belle-

humeur, du desinteressement, de toutes les vertus de ce bonhomme. Je m'arreto. Dtjja,

du milieu de vous, j'entends s'echapper comme un echo d'un refrain connu qui nous dit :

'' Vous avez raison !

"

Et 1'auditoire d'applaudir avec d'autaut plus d'entrain qu'il sent bien que c'est peut-
etre a 1'oBuvre du dernier vrai chansonnier de France qu'il accorde ses chaleureux suf-

rages. Car, avec bien d'autres bonnes choses encore, avec la frauche gaite, gauloise, par

exemple, la veritable chanson fran9aise est tout pres de disparaitre de France. Helas!

cette bonne, semillante et si fine chanson de Beranger, de Desaugiers et de Dupont ne se

chante plus a Paris ou maintenant Ton beugle et 1'ou applaudit, dans les cafes-concerts,

tout ce qu'il y a de plus bete comme couplets et de plus atroce comme musique. Voila

pourqnoi, sans doute, 1'Academie s'est empressee de deposer une covironne d'immortelles

sur I'oauvre du dernier chansonnier de France. Certes, Nadaud peut-il etre fier de son

succes
;
mais peut-etre pas sans tristesse ; car ne sont-ce pas la fleurs de cimetieres ?...

A M. Camille Doucet succede M. Mezieres, charge de la lecture du rapport sur les prix

de vertu. Plein de sou sujet, il debute d'une voix retentissante, mais s'euroue au bout

de cinq minutes, au point que bientot on 1'entend a peine. En vain M. Doucet iuonde

son confrere de verres d'eau sucree. la voix de 1'immortel n'en descend pas moms de plus

en plus aux plus iufimes proportions.

Est-ce le debit monotone et etouffe du rapporteur, est-ce 1'efFet de la chaleur ecrasante

qui regne dans la salle, ou bien la longue enumeration de taut de traits de vertu groupes
en imposante phalange ? Je ne.saurais le dire ;

mais je vois, Dieuleur pardonne! quelques
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uns des Immortals Victor Hugo tout le premier incliner douoement la tete de droit

et de gauche et sommeiller comme de simples humaius. Enfm, la voix de M. Meziere

s'eteiut dans un supreme effort pour couronner sa ceutieme rosiere, et chacun se precipit

au dehors pour y retrouver un peu d'air respirable.

A peiue avons-nous fait quelqucs pas en revenaut sur le quai Malaquais, qu'une grand

affluence d'equipages de maitres, statiouant a la porte du palais <les Beaux-Arts, nous rap

pelle que Ton vient d'y ouvrir 1'exposition des portraits du siede. Lldee de reunir cette

collection de merveilleuses toiles disseminees par tous les coins de Paris, est due a la Sociote

philanthropiquc, qui s'est adressee aux grandes families et aux collectionneurs dela capitals

pour en obtenir 1'autorisation d'exposer quatre cents portraits historiques au profit de cette

(ruvre de bienfaisance. Fondee en 1*780, la Societe philanthropique entretient dans Paris

trente-deux journaux, trois asiles de uuit pour femmes et enfants, un hospice pour les

vit'illfs fommos, ouzo dispensaires pour les adultes et uu dispensaire special pour les enfants.

C'est done faire univre de charite que de suivre la foule elegante qui se presse a 1'eutree du

palais dos 15eaux-Arts. Et certes, n'aurons-nous point d'ailleurs a regretter notre aumone!

Commi' a toutes les expositions de ce genre, 1'elite de la societe se reserve un jour ou deux

par somaino on haussant le prix d'entree, ce qui eloigne la grosse foule. Nous n'aurions pu

mieux tomber, c'est le jour des privilegies de la naissance et de la fortune. Le v'lan, le

pshutt, eommo on dit en cos deruiers temps a Paris, en un mot, pour parler fran9ais, la fine

Hour do la societe parisienue s'est donnee reudez-vous au palais des Beaux-Arts. L'6legance

de lxn ton des toilettes feininines, le grand air, voire la mine adorablement hautaiue des

femmes, la correction de raise et de tenue des homines qui s'inclinent devant leurs idoles

avec cette supreme distinction que doune seule la frequentation habituelle des salons, tout

nous dit quo nous sommes en presence de ces cinq ou six cents personnalites qui donnent

le ton a Paris, au moude entier. Mais n'allons pas nous laisser eblouir par tout ce monde

plein do superbe, pour lequel nous, pauvre etranger, n'existons meme point, pas plus qt

nous laissor griser par ces euivrants parfums de femmes emanant des bouillons de dentel-

les et do soio qui nous frolent en passant de leurs enervantes caresses ; fuyons aussi les

troublants regards do ces reines de la mode qui laissent tombcr sur nous avec la chaleur

distanto d'un rayon de soleil qui n'en brule pas moins a des millions de lieues, et nous en

allons roprondro nos reveries en passant la revue des graudes figures historiques que 1'art

a fixees sur les quatre cents toiles appendues aux murs du palais.

Nous ne saurions, dans cette visite rapide et dans I'entrainement du tovirbillon humain

qui nous pousse et nous emporte plus vite que nous ne voudrions aller, nous ne pouvons

songer a nous arreter devant chaque portrait, a resumer, meme le plus succintement pos-

sible, les impressions diverses que chacuu d'eux nous cause, les interessants souvenirs

qu'ils nous rappellent tous. C'est meme a peine si nos yeux ont le temps de se fixer sur

une cinquantaiue d'entre ceux que la nature de uos 6tudes litteraires et de nos preferences

pereonnelles nous portent a examiner avec plus d'attention. Voici done, au hasard du

catalogue qui nous guide, les figures qui nous frappent le plus, a mesure qu'elles delilent

devant nous.

C'est d'abord une des reines du chant, peut-etre la premiere entre toutes, qui s'offre a

notre contemplation, la Malibran ! Comment une creature aussi frele a-t-elle pu remplir le

monde entier des prodigieux eclats de sa voix ? C'est que, dans ce corps debile, un mer-
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veilleux organe obeissait aux elans d'une ame eperdue d'ideal et d'uue virtuosite que les

vers de Musset out immortalis6e :

Chaquejsoir dans tea chants, tu te sentais palir.

Tu connaissais le monde et la foulo et 1'envie,

Et dans ce corps brise
1

concentrant ton g^nie,

Tu regardais aussi la Malibran mourir !

A quelques pas, Balzac, peint par Boulanger, dans ce froc blanc de moine qu'il aimait

revetir aux heures du travail. Curieuse antithese entre ce costume de cenobite et 1'couvre

du plus grand analyste du cceur feminin qui ait peut-etre jamais existe ! Quclle intelli-

gence, quel monde de creations variees s'agite dans ce vaste front, blanc comme du marbre

sous cette epaisse chevelure noire rebroussee en arriere ainsi qu'une eriniere de lion ! Et

dans ces yeux etiueelants comme deux diamants uoirs, quelle inspiration, quel feu surna-

turel dans ce miroir ou se refletent les flamboiements du genie ereateur de la Comedie

humaine I

Salut a toi, Rachel, reine de la tragedie, qui rajeunis dans ce siecle Tart antique de

Melpomene ressuscite par Corneille et Racine ! Le beau front pour porter la couroune, et

comme dans ton regard profond et sombre se reflechissent toutes les fatalites que 1'anti-

quite a jetees sur la scene !

Et toi, Berlioz ! tete d'aigle, irrite de voir, de ton vivant, ton gt'nie meconnu par la

France, alors qu'a 1'etranger Ton t'acclamait comme 1'un des plus grands maitres de la

musique moderue, laisse un petit-fils de la France s'incliner devant toi
;
car tn magistrale

symphonie dramatique la "Damnation de Faust m'a fait eprouver les jouissanros les plus vives

qui aient jamais fait vibrer les fibres de mon etre !

La taille prise dans une redingote d'homme, les cheveux coupes siir le cou en l)onclos

6paisses, les yeux brillants comme deux escarboudes ces yeux dont la flamme brula la

vie de Musset ! tres pale, et rSveuse comme une vignette des romans de 1'epoque ou elle

ecrivait Indiana et Valentine, telle est George Sand dans cette petite toile de Delacroix, qui
est un chef-d'oeuvre, et telle elle etait fantasque creature en rupture complete avec les

convenances lorsqu'elle composait ses exquises Lettres d'un voyagettr, en parcourant

1'Italie un baton de touriste a la main, tout comme un'etudiant ou \\\\ rapin a la recherche

d'impressions et d'aventures.

Encore un Delacroix, encore une merveille du pinceau qui nous a conserve les traits

d'une celebrite de 1'art. Maigre, pale, 1'air fatal, avec de petites moxistaches ombraut des

levres minces marquees a peine au-dessous de deux grandes rides qui entaillent les joues

comme les deux S d'un violon, c'est bien la Paganini, ce virtuose endiable, cet archange dii

violon, que la legende accusait d'avoir assassine sa maitresse et d'avoir ensuite emprisonne

son ame dans son instrument. Frapp6 du sceau dont 1'empreinte est visible sur la face de

ceux qui doivent mourir jeunes, la figure de 1'artiste semble, sur la toile, revivre de la vie

trnaturelle

d'au dela le tombeau. Ce n'est plus un vivant, c'est un mort au moment de

resurrection. On dirait ce portrait fait pour continue! et confirmer la legende des

siuistres aventures qu'on se plaisait a lui attribuer, quaud son prestigieux talent emer-

veillait 1'Europe.

Mais voila que le courant de la foule nous attire et nous emporte, sans que nous ayons

le temps de nous recueillir en presence d'une multitude de personnages d'epoques diffe-
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rentes, et qui, passes a 1'immortalite, ne paraissent nullement surpris de se trouver mainte-

uant cote a cote : Guizot, Thiere, Louis XVI, Gluck, Louis XVII, le prince Eugene, Mile

Duchesnois, Mile Georges, Royer-Collard et M. de Barante.

Pourtant, resistant au flot qui passe, arretons-nous quand meme devant ce pastel de

Giraud. Celui dont le peintre dessina les traits eut pu garder le titre de marquis de la

railleterie. II se coutenta de porter le nom du general republicaiu Dumas, et de deveuir le

plus amusant, le maitre conteur de ce siecle, et de tous les autres. La bonne, large et sym-

pathiqne figure, exuberante de gaite communicative et d'intelligence prime-sautiere !

Que de heros sout sortis tout armes de cette grosse tete crepue pour faire la conquete du

mondc intellectuel !

Nou loin de lui, Chateaubriand, grande figure, pose, drape dans son immense orgueilet

dans son eternel ennui de toutes choses. Que c'est bien la 1'illustre vauiteux qui uecessade

repel er jusqu'au dernior jour :

"
.Te m'enuuie, je m'ennuie de la vie ; 1'ennui m'a toujours

11 devorc : ce qui intercsse les autres homines ne me touche point. Pasteur ou roi, qu'aurais-je
-

fait de ma houlctte ou de ma couronne ? Eu Europe, en Amerique, la societe et la nature

m'ont lassf ... Puissance et amour, tout m'est indifferent, tout m'importune !

"

A rote dn grand ccrivain dout la maussaderie de caractere perce dans tous les traits,

void l>ifii la plus charmante figure de femme qui puisse respirerle talent, lajeunesse etle

plaisir de sc sentir vivrc de la vie intellectuelle et physique. C'est Mme Delphine Gay-

Girardin, dans tout 1'cclat de ses vingt ans et de sa beaute. Avec sa robe de mousseline

blaii<-he, scrree a la taille par un large ruban de satin bleu, avec son aureole de cheveux

d'nr ft son iVharpe bleu de del artistement jetee sur 1'epaule gauche et retombant avec

jriicf sur le bras droit, elle est bien telle qu'elle apparut a la premiere representation

il'IIfriiinii, on 1'ardentf jcuuesse de 1830, qui allait acclamer Victor Hugo et le sacrer grand

poute, applaiulit a outraiice la liere beaute accoudee sur le bord de sa loge, dans 1'attitude

d'lllie muse fll extase.

Voiri Napoleon ! Qu'il nous parait petit, perdu dans les replis d'hermine de sa toge

d'einpereur! ft <oinine il nous a toujours semble plus grand, malgre sa petite taille, dans

li-s portraits (jui nous If montrent frauchissant les Alpes a cheval pour commencer la con-

quete de 1' Europe, ou debout sur le rocher de Saiute-Helene, les yeux perdus sur la mer

immense comme sa renoiumee !

A cotede lui, Talleyrand, ce Machiavel de la politique moderne. Le d6dain superbe

qui toiube de son a>il et de ses levres hautaines n'est pas de nature a nous faire oublier

qu'il servit et trahit successivement tous les pouvoirs auxquels il sut imposer la puissance

de ce genie d'intrigue, que Ton est couveuu d'appeler poliment, suivaut le cas, politique ou

diplomatic.

Dans un admirable pastel de Prud'hon, nous apparait, digne dans sa melancolie d'e-

pouMc repudiee, I'imp6ratrice Josephine, a qui il ne manqua, pour etre la plus heureuse et

la plus aimee des femmes, que de n'etre point celle d'uu empereur.

Lamartiue, par Ary Scheffer ! Le plus suave des poetes par le plus poete des peintres

de ce siecle. Le front, les yeux, sont bieu du doux auteur des Meditations et de Grazklla;
m.u- le has de la figure, aux levres severes, me parle du tribun, de 1'auteur des Girondins,

double de 1'homme polilique incompris et recemment revenu des illusions du pouvoir.
Avec tes epaules pliant sous le poids des plus sombres pensees, ecrasfi sous le fardeau

do remords peut-etre, figure tourmeutee de Lamennais jetant au monde les etfroyables
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Pin-dies dun Croyant, il me semble t'entendre dieter la terrible vision des "
sept rois sur leurs

sept trones de fer."

Sa Majeste 1'imperatrice Eugenie ! Inclinons-nous, Messieurs, en presence de la plus

graude infortune de ce temps, en face de celle qui fut imperatrice, epouse et mere, et qui,

jetee violemment sur la terre de 1'exil, a tout perdu, beaute, trone et famille, et, brisee par

la douleur, descend lentement la longue spirale de sa desolation.

Du premier coup d'ceil, je te reconnais, minois bizarre de la plus cascadeuse des

actrices, qui ne te fais pardonner tes caprices et tes incartades insensees qu'a force de talent.

Oui, Sarah Bernhardt, ee sont bien la ces yeux d'un noir d'enfer qui te briilent la moitiedu

visage, et qui, de la scene, lancent ces eclairs dont le fluide electrique fait fremir les milliers

d'auditeurs que tu tiens haletants sous le charme.

Bieu pris dans uue taille relativement petite, voila le marquis de Gallifet, le plus

brillant general de cavalerie, et peut-6tre, dit-on, le futur vengeur do la France.

Nous saluous S. A. E. le prince de Galles, le president de la Republiquo, M. Grt';vy, et

le due d'Aumale, dont les figures sont familieres a. tous.

Quoiqu'il ne soit pas moins connu, certes, et bien au coutrairo, comment ne pas nous

arreter en face de 1'auteur de Rolla, des Nulls, de 1'CWe n la M(t!ibran,ct de lalottre a Lamar-

tine, qui superbe egoiste, qu'as-tu fait la ! ne daigna memo pas repondre a cot envoi de

vers aussi beaux que ses plus belles inspirations ! Longtemps, bien longtemps m'arretai-je

en face de ce remarquable pastel de Landelle, pour mo fixer dans 1'esprit chacun. des traits

de mon bien-aime poete, de celui de mes predilections : ties blond, le teint clair et colore

sur les pommettes, la levre inferieure sensuelle et la superieure gonflee au milieu par

un rictus douloureux. Les tristesses humaines quo tu as traduites on immortels san-

glots, amant infortune, ont laisse leur empreinte sur ta face. C'ost que tu les avais plus

vivement, plus cruellement ressenties, peut-6tre, qu'aucun autre avant toi. Et voila pour-

quoi, avec ton genie, tu seras toujours le chantre de 1'amour et de la jeunesse, qui trouve en

tes lamentations sublimes 1'ideal echo de ses propres desesperances. Un jour que je

m'etais rendu en pelerinage au cimetiere du Pere Lachaise pour y rever aupres du tombeau

de Musset, un jeune couple, se tenant par la main, s'en vint ajouter une coi^ronne do fleurs

a toutes celles qui couvraient deja le mausolee. Longtemps, les doigts serres dans une

muette etreinte, ils contemplerent le buste qui couronne le marbre mortuaire. Sous

l'emotion qui les etreignait, leur t6te s'iuclina vers la terre ou repose le cher poete, et je vis

deux larmes glisser de leurs paupieres et tomber sur le gazou. Ils avaient du s'aimer eiile

lisant ensemble...

Barbey d'Aurevilly ! type non moins etrange que ses oauvres : La vieille Maitresse et

Les Diaboliques. Grand, brun, avec des cheveux noirs frises et rejetes en arriere et euca-

drant largement la figure coupee aux deux tiers par une epaisse moustache. La taille est

fortement cambree et pincee dans une redingote aux parements bordes d'un large ruban de

atin noir. Au cou une cravate, large aussi, et dont les longs bouts de soie mauve et

lordoree retombent sur la poitriue en voilant le plastron de la chemise. Sa main gauche,

lont 1'index expose aux regards un diamaut qui etincelle, est fierement appuySe sur la

lanche, a la royale, comme on disait au grand siecle. En un mot, 1'air provoquant d'un

ipitaine Fracasse en redingote, voila le portrait vrai de 1'excentrique auteur de la Thtorie

dandysme dont il pose, successeur amoindri de Brummel et du comte d'Orsay, pour le

arnier modele.
Sec. 1, 1884; ll.
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Mais, de tous les portraits exposes, celui qui attire le plus les regards, repr6sente une

des femmes les plus accomplice, les mieux douees du cot6 de 1'esprit et de la beaute, dont

le pinceau d'un grand peintre ait jamais fixe les traits sur la toile. Uemi-assise, demi-

couchee sur une chaise longue, elle pose dans un neglige etudie avec tout le raffinement

propre a mettre en relief les formes les plus exquises, mais qui serait fatal a toute beaut6

taut soit peu moins parfaite. Suave figure de brune an teint clair et aux longs yeux uoir

d'une penetrante douceur, elle peuche vers nous son front qu'illumine 1'aureole d'ui

intelligence hors ligne agrementee d'une expression de bienveillance extreme. Epaule

et gorge d'uue blancheur et d'uii model6 a faire rougir celles de la Madeleine au dtsert dt

Correge, beaux bras dtVouverts qui pendent dans un abandon plein de charme et d'l

gradeusete de li ernes telles que les dut rever le grand inconuu qui sculpta la Venus

Milo, If* pieds mis pieds d'enfants qui tiendraient dans la main ce"t adorable corps

s'enleve, avec unc verite qui lui donne la vie, sur un rideau cramoisi tendu au fond

d'une piece ii colonne s'ouvrant sur des massifs d'arbres. Si grande est la perfection a

laquelle le peintre en est arrive, si empoignante cette fasciuatrice beaut6, qu'apres 1'avoii

eontemplee (|uclque temps, il vous semble que le souffle de la vie souleve sa poitrine

que vous allez tomber a ses pieds.

Cette admirable peinture est 1'attirant portrait de Mme Recamier qui, depuis la fin di

sii-ele dernier jusqu'au milieu de celui-ci, vit un empereur et toute uue armee de princes, i

peneraux et d'tVrivains les plus distingues, 1'assieger de leurs hommages et de leurs ador

tions. Tons I'ureut ses amis : Napoleon et Lucien Bonaparte, Adrien et Mathieu de Mont
inoren. y, le <reneral Bernadotte, Camille Jordan, le neveu du grand Fr6deric, le princ

Auirustf de I'mssf, (jui, apres avoir fait poindre ce portrait de Mme Recamier par le

baron (Jerard. voulut en i'aire le princier cadeau a 1'original ; Benjamin Constant, Ballanche

Ampere qui lit. dit-on, sa promenade en Amerique pour se distraire un peu du souveni

de son amour malheureux, et enfin, et surtout, Chateaubriand. Cependant, aucun ne

jamais son amant, et. )>otir eux tons qui s'en desesperaieut en vain, elle fut tout ce qr

par nature elle pouvait etre, leur laissant au moins cette consolation supreme de plet
leur malheur en commun.

Mais, void que sur toutes ces toiles celebres, les tons clairs commencent a se fon<]

avec les parties ombrees
; c'est le jour qui s'en va. Nous laissons a regret tous ces grand

morts et toutes ces celebrites contemporaines s'epanouir dans leur gloire, et nous redescen-

dons parmi les vivants.

Pendant que les brillants equipages s'ebranlent a la suite les uns des autres, poi
ramener chez elle la foule elegante, encore tout emerveill d'avoir vu defiler devant m<
cette etonnante procession de celebrites dont le rayonnement illumine ce siecle, je m'en va

m'appuyer sur le parapet du quai, en face du palais des Beaux-Arts. Le soleil se couche
dans la pompe de sa majeste parisienne. Sur 1'autre rive, en face, 1'immense batiment di

Louvre se fond dans un image d'or, tandis que la Seine semble rouler de 1'argent en fusion

A droite et derriere nous, du cot6 de la cite, les aiguilles de la Sainte-Chapelle, les vitrau

de Notre-Dame, clochetons, tourelles et rosaces, ainsi que I'interminable trainee de fenetr

et de toits qui dominent les deux rives, etincellent, miroitent et poudroient dans un incor

parable flamboiement ; tandis que, sur la rive gauche, les grands arbres du jardin des

jeries et de 1'avenue des Champs-Elysees se poudrent la t6te de poussiere d'or. Tout la-ba

au point culminant du lointain, 1'Arc de triomphe de 1'Etoile reve gigautesque du
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empereur plane un moment dans les feux du couchant comme un ostensoir avec ses

ruissellements de rayons.

Enfin, en acteur content de ses efiets, 1'astre radieux s'incline jusqu'ii terre, et disparait

derriere le grand rideau pourpre teudu sur 1'horizon.

Deja les quais et les monuments d'alentour commencent a s'efFacer dans 1'ombre mon-

tante, et, voici que sur les ponts les reverberes s'allument, piquant leurs clous a tete d'or

sur la tenture bleu pale du ciel.

En revenant par le quai Voltaire, je me heurte a mon excellent ami, Victor du Bled,

qui vient de laisser son article au Moniteur, et qui, saisi d'un bel enthousiasme pour le

Canada, me parle des etudes qu'il va bientot faire sur notre pays. Pour m'en causer plus

longuement, il m'entraine a diner du cote des grands boulevards. Nous traversons la Seine

en face de la vaste place de la Concorde qui resplendit deja de mille flammes de gaz aux-

quelles se mele le rayonnement fugitif des lanternes des nombreux equipages revenant

du Bois.

Nous debouchons bientot sur le boulevard de la Madeleine, au milieu du vacarme

assourdissant de centaines de voitures qui roulent et se croisent dans tons les sens, et nous

parvenons a percer notre voie dans le torrent de pietous qvii inonde les largos trottoirs,

converts, par la moitie, d'une multitude de consommateurs humant une demiere gorgue de

vermouth ou d'absinthe avant d'envahir les restaurants dout les glaces sans tain resplen-

dissent au feu des lustres de I'interieur.

Tandis que mon ami continue a me developper les iJees de ses futiirs articles sur

notre histoire et notre litterature, je m'en vais me grisant dii bruit toujours montant, de

1'indescriptible surexcitation de Paris qui, la nuit venue, detend bruyamment ses muscles

tires par le travail ou les emruis du jour, et, bacchante affolee, pousse une formidable cla-

meur de joie en se ruant aux plaisirs.
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IX. Les Aborigines d'Amerique Leurs rites mortuaires,

Par J.-M. LEMOINE.

( Lu le 22 mai 1884. )

MESSIEURS,

Les amis do 1'histoire et de 1'archeologie parmi vous mo sauront gre, j'ose le croiro, dc

leur soumettre quelques observations sur les rites mortuaires des aborigines de 1'Amerique.
N'allez pas croire que Sagard, Marc Lesrarbot, Lafitau, Perrot, Charlevoix et les ecri-

vains qui leur ont auccede, nous aient donne le dernier mot sur tout ce q^^i se rattache a

cette question si complexe : 1'origiue de I'homme rouge d'Amerique le farouche roi de

ces contrees, que les premiers explorateurs y reucontrerent au commencement du seizieme

siecle ou avant.

L'archeologie americaine I'americanisme, comme on dit en France 1'etude philo-

logique et ethnologique des races primitives de ce continent, ces innombrables tribus eche-

lonnees du Labrador aux moutagues Eocheuses depuis le Mississipi jusqu'a la mer

Pacifique voila, u'en doutons pas, uu sujet d'un interet majeur pour une association

comme la notre.

Pourquoi le Canada fraii9ais n'aurait-il pas ses archeologues aussi bieu que ses

poetes et ses litterateurs ? En ce moment, la France scientifique s'occupe activemeut de

1'archeologie de 1'Amerique ; et la Sotiete americaine de France, etablie en 1857, compte

parmi ses fondateurs toute uue pleiade de savants, tels que Malte-Brun, Alfred Maury,
Burnouf, Bonuetty, Cortambert, Leon de Eosny, Madier de Montjau, Tomard, Lacaze.

Chez nos compatriotes d'une autre origine, au Canada, Ton voit \\i\ groupe de zeles

chercheurs : MM. Dawson, Wilson, Campbell, Eeade, Whiteaves, Matthew, Hind, dout les

6crits ont jete beaucoup de jour sur tout ce qui se rattache aux peuplades indieunes, leur

origine, leur mythologie, leurs croyances religieuses, leurs superstitions, leurs dialectes si

varies, leur conformation physique, leurs rites et ceremonies fuuebres, etc.

Jusqu'au moment ou cette societe vit le jour, ces laborieux savants avaient etc laisses

a leurs efforts individuels. Ils etaient sans organisation, sans aide de 1'Etat, sans musee

national pour recueillir les curieux monuments, les vestiges de ces races eteintes, leurs

hieroglyphes, leurs sculptures sur pierre ou sur bois, les symboles des tribus, leurs

ustensils domestiques, les armes des guerriers, les cranes et les squelettes. Une ere nou-

velle a done commence ;
il nous est permis de dire : Allior tendimus.

Examinons maintenant ou en est 1'archeologie chez nos voisins.

C'est surtout Henry E. Schoolcraft qui a fait de 1'archeologie une specialite aux Etats-

Jnis.

Ses voyages, ses recherces ont absorbe plus de trente annees de son existence. Au

ste M. Schoolcraft a joui de rares avantages pour etudier I'homme des bois, pour sou-
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lever un coin du voile qui recouvre cette etrange nature, pour penetrer a travers

1'ecorce de cette organisation exceptionnelle, inaccessible au progres, aux lumieres de la

civilisation. II a vecu de longues annees parmi les aborigenes, ou il epousa la petite-

fille d'nn grand chef, une femme dou6e des plus eminentes qualites du coaur et de

1'esprit. L'idee de sou magnifique travail, dont le premier volume vit le jour en 1860, fat

confue en 1846. Cette annee-la, avec 1'appui de plusieurs amis de la science, Schoolcraft

preseuta un memoire au Congres, 1'invitant a s'enquerir de 1'histoire, de la condition et de

la destiuee des races iudieunes des Etats-Unis. Le 4 mars 1847, le Congres donna instruc-

tion au secretaire de la guerre, dont relevait le Bureau des sauvages, de faire preparer un

rapport sur cette matiere, et M. Schoolcraft fut charge de le dresser. Les six in-quarto de

Schoolcraft
'

enrichis de nombreuses gravures, de planches coloriees, de dessins fort varies

et executes avec luxe, ont servi pour ainsi dire de point de depart a la plupart des archeo-

logues qui sont venus apres lui, et le nombre en est grand.

Mais passons sous silence les recherches de Schoolcraft, Catlin, Hubert Bancroft,

Half. Abbot, etc., toutes precieuses qu'elles sont, pour signaler les travaux des arch6o-

logues du bureau d'ethnologie de Washington, preside par le major J. W. Powell, cette

partie du moins qui a trait aux rites funebres des peuplades sauvages. Que d'etudes

profondes a faire sur les langues indiennes, ces douze cents dialectes dont on a constat6

1'existence en Amerique !

Que de points d'analogie et de comparaison entre les vocabulaires,
2
la construction de

la phrase, la consonnance dos mots, la pictographie, les hifiroglyphes de ces races, et le

laniraire, les us et continues des peuplades de 1'Asie et de 1'Europe ! L'homme blanc,

1'homme rouge, I'homme noir ont-ils tous une commune et unique origine ? Nous le

pensons. Bien que certains ecrivaius aient pretendu qu'il se rencontrait en Amerique des

ruines qui remontent a cinq siecles apres la fondation de Babylonne, on n'a encore rien

decouvert qui denote chez nos aborigenes une civilisation avancee, des arts perfectionnes,

pas meiue chez les mound builders, constructeurs de monticules de 1'Amerique centrale.

L'archeologie chez nous ne ressemble nullement a celle de la vieille Europe, ou une

coloune sculptee, un toise antique, comme 1'a dit le professeur Wilson, revele 1'ere de

Themistocle ou d'Auguste. Chez nous, 1'historien des ages prehistoriques trouve peu de

materiaux pour exercer sa science, taudis que 1'archeologue, bien qu'il manque de tra-

ditions sur 1'epoque anterieure a la decouverte du continent, recueille une ample moisson

parmi les mines et les monuments dout 1'origine semble posterieure a cette date, et pent

en tirer de lumineuses conclusions.

Le domaiue de 1'archeologie en Amerique est beaucoup trop vaste pour etre explore

en un seul jour, Ktudions, Messieurs, pour le quart d'heure, 1'aborigene sous un des

aspects les plus interessauts de sou etrange nature : la sepulture donnee a ses morts. II

y a au moins sept modes principaux de sepulture chez les races indiennes.

lo L'enfou issemen t des cadavres dans des fosses ou excavations, dans des tertres

feleves de main d'homme, dans des huttes, sous des tentes, ou bien encore au fond de

cavernes.

Anrmvns or ABORIGINAL KSOVTLHDOB of the Indian tribes of the United States, by Henry R. Schoolcraft, LL.D.

^.>l|*iaj l"^V/.

' Voir la conK-ronce lao devant la SocieUi litt^raire et historique, a Qn6bec, le 17 decembre 1880, par M.
le profeneur J. Campbell, M.A., de Montreal
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2o L'embaumement, qui consiste a trausformer les depouilles mortelles en momies,

avaiit de les coufier a la terre, aux cavernes, aux tentes, ou a des echafauds eleves sur le

sol, ou a des charniers ou ossuaires, etc.

3o Le depot di\ cadavre dans une urne.

4o La sepulture dans des arbres creux ou sous des mouceaux d'ecorce ou de pierre, a

la surface du sol.

5o La cremation partielle ou totale des corps, et le depot subsequent des os calcines

ou des cendres dans des urnes ou des boites hissees sur des echafauds ou dans les

arbres, etc.

60 La sepulture aerienne, laquelle consiste a deposer les cadavres dans des huttes, ou

bien encore de les enfermer dans des pirogues ou des boites elevees sur dos estradcs

ou poteaux, ou bien deposes a la surface de la terre. Quelquetbis la depouille des jeunes

enfants etait enfermee dans des paniers, puis suspondue aux ramoaux des arbres.

*7o La sepulture sous 1'onde, ou dans des pirogues que Ton laucait a la derive, etc.

Le procede le plus usite sernble avoir ete 1'inhumation sous terre.
" Les Iroquois de

la nouvelle York, dit Schoolcraft, creusaient im trou profond ;
on y enfouissait le cadavre

du defunt dresse sur ses pieds ou ramasse sur ses hanches. On reeouvrait le trou avec

des troncs d'arbres, afin de garautir le corps du contact avec la terre qui le ivcouvrait.

Puis on elevait le sol en forme de tertre ou de retranchement spherique. Lo mort etait

revetu de bes plus beaux habits
;
on lui faisait don de wampums et autres effets. Los

parents tenaient la fosse degaruie d'herbe, et s'y rendaieiit a diverses reprises pour y

faire des lamentations."

L'historien Lawson* decrit comme suit les rites funebres des Indiens qui jadi.s habi-

taient les Carolines :

" Chez les tribus de la Caroline, la sepulture des morts etait accom-

jnee de ceremonies particulieres dont I'etendue et le coiit se mesuraient au rang des

trespasses. On pla9ait d'abord le corps sur un brancard de branches, puis on le releguait

ans une hutte construite pour 1'occasion, ou les parents, les cheveux en desordre, veuaient

le pleurer pendant uu joiir et une nuit. Ceux qui devaieut preudre part aux funerailles

s'acheminaient vers la bourgade, et, chemin faisant, ils arraehaient des epaules de ceux

qu'ils rencontraient les couvertures et vetements qu'ils jugeaient necessaires a la ceremonie.

On en revetait le cadavre, puis on le recouvrait de deux ou trois nattes de joncs ou de

Cannes.
" Le cercueil etait fait de Cannes tressees, ou de joncs creux, lies aux deux extremites.

Quand tout etait pret pour la sepulture, on transportait le corps, de la hutte ou il avait ete

d'abord depose, dans un verger de pSchers, ou un autre brancard le recevait. La se

reunissaient la famille du defuut, sa tribu et les invites.

" Le jongleur, ayant commande le silence, prouoii9ait 1'oraison funebre du mort, racon-

mt sa bravoure, son habilete, son patriotisme, ses richesses, son prestige parmi les

icrriers, commentant sur le vide que sa mort allait creuser, et exhortant les survivauts a

le remplacer en marchant sur ses traces, decrivant le bonheur qui 1'attendait dans le pays
les esprits ou il etait rendu, et couronnant sa harangue par une allusion aux principales

raditions de la tribu.
" Finalement le cadavre etait porte de ce brancard a la fosse par quatre jeunes gens,

3 Hist of Carolina, 1714, p. 181, cite par Schoolcraft, p. 93.
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escortes par les parents, le roi, les vieillards, la nation entiere. TJue fois arrive au sepulcre,

profond de six pieds et long de huit ou peu s'en faut, ou Ton avait solidement enfoncfe

dans le sol deux fourches sur lesquelles reposait une perche, on matelassait le fond du

sepulcre d'ecorces d'arbre ; on y deposait le corps avec les deux ceintures ou lanieres

qui avaient servi a porter le cercueil ;
on pla9ait ensuite nombre de buches de pin resiueux

appuyees sur la perche, pour servir d'ornement autour du mort. Alors on ajoutait de la

terre en forme de voute pour garantir le cadavre du contact de 1'air."

Apres nn certain temps on 1'exhumait et on deposait les os denudes dans 1'ossuaire,

que DeHry et Lafitau nommeut le
"
Quiogozon." Les rites funebres chez ces peuples ont

subi plusieurs modifications, depnis ces lointaines epoques. On se sert davantage de cer-

cueils, et le mort ost toujours enterre la tete vers 1'ouest. On a supprime 1'oraisou fuue-

bre ;
mais le festin des morts et les autres ceremonies de deuil se pratiquent toujours.

J.A's Cries et les Seminoles de la Floride, en 1855, enterraient les morts de la mauiere

suivante :

"
Quand

' un membre de la famille meurt, les parents inhument le mort a

qua! re pieds de profondeur a pi>u pros, dans un trou rond creuse sous la hutte ou le rocher

meiue on il expira. On place le cadavre dans la fosse, dans 1'attitude d'une persoune

assise enveloppee d'une rouverture et les jambus recourbees et liees ensemble.

Si c'est un jruerrier, on le tatoue ;
on lui donne son calumet, ses armes, ses deco-

rations. On ajoute a la fosse dt-s baguettes liees a un cercle. On recouvre le tout d'une

cou<-h' di- lerre sullisainnient forte pour supporter le poids d'un homme. Les parents

hurlent a tue-tetc ct pleun-nt en public quatre jours duraut. Quaud le defunt a etc de

son vivant un horame eminent, sa famille quitte son ancienne residence pour s'eu cons-

trtiire une notivclle, pcrsuadce que la on gisent les os de ses morts, le lieu est infest6

d'esprits et de spectres malfaisants."

L"s Comanches ont un mode particulier de disposer de leurs morts, sans s'occuper du

contact des restes avec la terre :

"inland
"' nn Coraanrhe tire a sa iin et que le rale de 1'agouie va faiblissant, on profite

de re que le corps est encore ehaiul et flexible pour lui replier les genoux sur la poitrine et

les jambes sous les cuisses. On lui ploie les bras sur chaque cote de 1'estomac et on lui

courbe la tete sur les genoux au moyen d'uue laniere qui la retient fermement dans cette

position. Alors on enveloppe le corps d'uue couverture, et uue seconde laniere affermit le

tout ; de sorte que le defunt semble etre un objet rond et compact. On lie le cadavre sur

le dos d'un cheval ; une squaw monte en croupe, ou deux femmes marchent de chaque
cote du cheval pour tenir le defunt en place jusqu'au lieu de la sepulture. Puis on le

jette dans 1'excavatioii preparee. Le mort n'a d'autre cortege funebre que deux ou trois

femmes. L'on transporte d'ordinaire le corps a 1'ouest de la bourgade, et on 1'enfouit sans

facon dans une des profondes ravines ou canons du pays des Comanches. On enterre le

guerrier avec son arc et ses fleches
;
mais apres avoir rompu ces dernieres. On depose aussi

dans la tombe la selle de son cheval et autres objets de valeur. Puis on recouvre la fosse

de fagots, de terre, et quelquefois de pierres.

Parmi les ceremonies fuuebres, notons la coutume de tuer, pres de la fosse, le meilleur

cheval du defunt, pour donner occasion a ce dernier de faire acte de presence dans 1'autre

monde sur une mouture vigoureuse et bien capara0onnee.

4 Hist Iml. Trilx of U. 8. 11T>, pt V, p. 270.

Annual Report of the Bureau of Ethnology, U. a, 1879-80, p. 90.
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Anciennement, si le defunt avait ete un chef ou uue personue d'importance, possesseur

de vastes troupeaux de chevaux sauvages, ou lui sacrifiait de deux cents a trois cents de

ces derniers.

Les Comauches et les Wichitas bons cavaliers racontent le trait suivant, pour

prouver la necessite de pourvoir les morts d'equipages convenables, au moment ou ils

abordeut le sejour des bienheureux :

" Un jour, un Comanche, vieux, pauvre et sans parents, mourut. Quelques membres

de la tribu fureiit d'avis qu'il importait peu quelle monture il aurait pour faire son entree

dans le pays des ombres. On tua done pres de sa tombe une vieille haridelle qui avait

une oreille peudante. Peu de semaines apres la sepulture du pauvre homme, il revint

monte sur la mfime rosse fatiguee et affamee. II se rendit en premier lieu au camp des

Wichitas ou il etait bien counu, et demanda des vivres ;
mais sa mine hideuse, ses yeux

eleints, ses joues creuses inspirerent de 1'efFroi a tous les spectateurs ;
ils se sauverent.

Un guerrier doue d'un courage plus robuste que ses compaguons se hasarda a lui presenter

au bout d'une longue perche un morceau de viande. Le defunt se rondit ensuite a son

propre camp, ou il inspira, si c'etait possible, une terreur encore phis vivc que che/ les

Wichitas. Comanches et Wichitas quitterent 1'endroit, et allerent s'utablir ailleurs.

" L'ame en peine questionnee pourquoi elle etait revenue de la sorte parmi IPS vivants,

fit reponse que lorsqu'elle s'etait presentee a la porte du paradis, les gardiens avaient refuse

net de le laisser passer outre sur sa miserable monture. Ellc avait done pris le triste parti

de revenir en ce monde rejoindre ceux dont la lesinerie lui -.vait procure cette triste hari-

delle. Depuis ce temps, nul Comanche trepasse ne s'est mis eu route pour le royaume du

soleil couchant, sans etre pourvu d'un coursier capable de faire houneur a son cavalier,

aussi bien qu'aux amis qui le fournisscnt.

I"

Le cortege quitte la hutte du cote du soleil couchaut, afin que le trt'-passe puisse

accompagner 1'astre du jour au pays des ombres. Ses manes se mettent en route le soir

meme du lendemain de la mort.
" On brule la hutte, les couvertures, les habits, les objets de prix du defunt, tout, exeepte

ce qui a ete enterre avec lui-meTne, ses voitures, ses harnais L'on pleure, Ton se

lamente, Ton se depouille de ses Tenements, pour se revetir de haillons. Une jeune epouse,

une mere devouee se fera des incisions aux bras, au corps, avec des couteaux ou des

ciseaux de pierre, au point de tomber en defaillance par la perte du sang. On engage des

pleureuses, versees dans 1'art de se lamenter. Les proches se denudent le crane de che-

veux, en tout ou en partie. Si le defunt etait un chef, les jeunes guerriers se coupeut la

chevelure du cote gauche.
" Durant les premiers jours qui suivent la mort, le deuil se continue surtout au lever ou

au coucher du soleil, car le Comanche adore le soleil. Pour un guerrier mort en ete, le

deuil dure jusqu'a la chute des feuilles. Quant a celui qui expire en hiver, on continue

de le pleurer jusqu'a ce que les feuilles reverdissent."
" Chose digne de remarque, ajoute le Dr H. C. Yarrow, les rites funebres chez les

Comauches sont presque identiques avec celui de certaines tribus de 1'Afrique. . . . L'usage

de louer des personnes pour pleurer date de la plus haute antiquite."

Sec. 1,1884 12.
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SEPULTURES HOBS DE TERRK

Ceux qui sont curieux de connaitre les modifications que les sepultures indieimes ont

subies la ou les missiounaires ont penetre, liront avec interet la partie du memoire du Dr

Yarrow, qui decrit les ceremonies funebres des Pueblos, au uouveau Mexique, d'apres le

Juge Antony Joseph.
~

On y remarqnera, entre autres, la coutume singuliere de la tribu des Caddoes, qui ne

confient pas a la terre la depouillc de leurs guerriers morts sur le champ de bataille, mais

s'en remettent aux betes fauves et aux oiseaux de proie du soiu de les faire disparaitre,

le sort de cos guerricrs dans le pays des ames etant repute preferable a celui de ceux qui

meuront de inort naturelle. Au reste cette pratique de Jeter les cadavres a la voirie

existait die/ les anciens Perses, les Medes, les Parthes, les Illyriens, etc., au rapport de

liruhier t-t de Pierre Mouret. Tout ce ohapitre du memoire, ou sont decrits les divers

modes do sepulture montiounes dans les recits de voyage anciens et modernes, merite un

examen attentif.
(
Annual Report of Bureau of Ethnology, U. S., 18?9-80, pp. 101-3.)

CVSTES OU TOMBEAUX EN PIERRE

Co genre de sepulture semble surtout avoir ete pratique dans les Etats du Tennessee,

de rillinois, du Kentucky, ainsi que dans 1'Amerique centrale. (Report of Bureau of Etno-

logij, p. 11 a).

On remarque die/ cos aborigenes la meme preoccupation que celle que nous avons

notee plus liaut : preserver le cadavre du contact de la terre, apres la mort. A cette fin on

creusait le sol de dou/c a dix-huit pouces de profondeur, puis Ton confectionnait, au

moyoii de piorres plates, une espece de tombe, quelquefois en y ajoutant une pierre en

guise de couvcrde. Les tombeaux des races primitives de la Graule, trouves pres de

Soltitre, France, en 1873, ressemblaient a ceux qui furent decouverts par Moses Fiske, au

Tennessee. Les radavres avaient ete vraisemblablement replies, comme si la personue

etait assise. Quelquefois les tombeaux des hommes contenaient des pipes, des marteaux,

des dards de fleches en pierre ;
on trouvait aussi des morceaux de poterie, des perles, etc.,

dans celui des femmes.

L'archeologue Bancroft c decrit comme suit le mode de sepulture par cyste, chez les

Dorachos de 1'Amerique centrale :

" A Veragua, les Dorachos avaient deux modes de sepul-

ture. Le tombeau des chefs etait fait de pierres plates, relevees solidement
;
on y deposait

des urnes precieuses remplies de viu et de nourriture pour les morts. On enterrait le

peuple dans des tranchees ou etaient deposees des cruches de vin et des vases pleins

mais ; le reste de la tranchee etait rempli de pierres. En quelques endroits de Panar

et de Darwin, les chefs et les grands, sculs, recevaient des honneurs funebres. Chez

peuple, des qu'un individu sentait les approches de la mort, il s'acheminait ou se faisait

conduire vers la foret par son epouse, sa famille ou ses amis, qui lui apportaient des epi

de bled ou des gateaux et un vase rempli d'eau, puis le laissaient a son sort, expose souvent

a la A'oracite des betes fauves. D 1

autres, plus respectueux envers leurs morts, les enfer

maient dans des sepulcres ou ils pratiquaient des niches pour recevoir du vin et dt

Kat BMOA of the Pacific State*, 1874, VoL I, p. 780.
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mais, qu'ils renouvelaicnt chaque anuee. Chez certaines peuplades, quand la mere expi-
rait avec un enfant a la mamelle, 1'enfant vivant etait depose 6ur le sein de sa mere et

enterre avec elle, afin qu'elle put 1'allaiter meme au dela de la tombe."
(
H. Bancroft ).

La tendresse maternelle avait chez ces peuples des secrets, des mysteres que ne

compreuait pas meme Millevoye, quand il chantait en vers si harmonieux les sepultures
iudiennes du Canada :

Les yeux levds au ciel, la mfire deso!6e

S'approche avoc lenteur de 1'^troit mausolee,

Et, soupirant le nom do cot enfant chgri,

I It'puin 1 sur son tombeau le lait qui 1'out nourri !

SEPULTURE DANS LES TERTRES

Comme le bureau d'ethnologie de Washington doit prochainement publier \\\\ volume

special sur ce genre de sepultures, le savant Dr Yarrow s'est contente do presenter dans

sou memoire un aperpu des exemples les plus frappants de sepultures sous tertres qu'il

nomme burials in mounds decouverts dans les Etats du Missouri, du Tennessee de 1'Oliio,

de I'llliuois, de la Floride et de la Caroline du nord.

Ces tertres sont construits en terre, en sable, quelquefois en pierre, de quatre a quinze

pieds de hauteur sur trente a cent pieds de longueur. Us sont ereux, et sous ces domes

ou chambres mortuaires se rencontrent les squelettes souvent partiellement calcines dus

ancieus habitants, accompagues d'objets en pierre ou d'articles de poterie. La cremation

partielle etait-elle usitee chez ces peuples et les tertres n'etaient-ils que des cimetieres ou

lie'ux de depot secoudaires pour les restes calcines des guerriers ? Voila autant de pro-

blemes a resoxidre. L'ethnographe Yarrow clot cette partie de son travail par la descrip-

tion d'un de ces cimetieres iudiens dans la Caroline du nord, decouvert en 1871 par le

Dr J. M. Spainhour. II mentionne uu autel ail centre. On y troiTva trois squelettes qui
semblaient avoir ete inhumes d'apres uue methode precise. L'est, 1'ouest et le sud de la

chambre etaient occupes, mais non le nord. On voyait, par la presence et la disposition des

tomahawks, des colliers et autres objets, que les occupants devaient avoir ete des chefs.

SEPULTURE DANS ou sous LES WIGWAMS

Butel de Dumont decrit comme suit un mode de sepulture usite chez certaines peu-

plades de la Louisiane, en 1753 :

" Les Paskagoulas et les Billoxis n'enterrent point leur Chef, lorsqu'il est decede
;

mais ils font secher son cadavre au feu et a la fumee, de fa9on qu'ils en font uu vrai sque-

lette. Apres 1'avoir reduit en cet etat, ils le portent au Temple (
car ils en out uu, ainsi

que les Natchez), et le mettent a la place de son predecesseur, qu'ils tireut de 1'endroit

qu'il occupait, pour le porter avec les corps de leurs autres Chefs dans le fond du Temple,

ou ils sont tous ranges de suite, dresses sur leurs pieds comme des statues. A 1'egard du

dernier mort, il est expose a 1'entree de ce Temple sur une espece d'autel ou de table faite

de Cannes, et convert d'une natte tres-fine travaillee fort proprement en carreaux rouges

et jaunes avec la peau de ces memes Cannes. Le cadavre du Chef est expose au milieu de

1 MEM. HIST, sur la LOUISIANE, 1753, Vol. I, pp. 241-43.
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cette table droit sur ses pieds, souteuu par derriere par une lougue percho peintc en rouge,

dont le bout passe au-dessus de sa tete, ct a laquelle il est attache par le milieu du corps

avec une liane. D'une main il tient uii casse-tete ou une petite hache, de 1'autre une

pipe ;
et au-dessus de sa tete est attache, au bout de la perche qui le soutient, le Calumet

le plus fameux de tous ceux qui lui ont et6 preseutes pendant sa vie. Du reste cette

table n'est guere elevee de terre que d'un demi-pied ;
mais elle a au moins siz pieds de

large et dix de longueur.
"
C'est sur rette table qu'on vient tous les jours servir a manger a ce Chef mort, e:

mottant devant lui des plats de sagamite, du bled grole ou boucan6, etc. C'est la aussi

qu'au commencement de toutes les recoltes ses Sujets vont lui ofFrir les premiers de tous

les fruits qu'ils peuvent recueillir. Tout ce qui lui est preselite de la sorte reste sur cette

table ; et, comme la porte de ce Temple est toujours onverte, qu'il n'y a personne, prepose

pour y veiller, que d'ailleurs il est eloigne du Village d'un grand quart de lieue, il arri

que < sont ordinairement des Ktrangers, Chasseurs ou Sauvages, qui profitent de ces mets

et de res fruits, ou qu'ils sont consommes par les animaux. Mais cela est egal a ces sauva

ges ; et, moins il en reste lorsqu'ils y retouruent le lendemain, plus ils sont dans la joie

disant (jtie leur Chef a bien mange, et que par consequent il est content d'eux, quoiqn'il

les ait abamlonnes. Pour leur ouvrir les yeux sur 1'extravagance de cette pratique, on

a beau leur represent t-r, <-e qu'ils ne peuvent s'empecher de voir eux-memes, que ce n'<

pas ce mort qui mange ;
ils r6pondent que si ce n'est pas lui, c'est toujours lui au moi

qui olfre A qui il lui plait ce qui a ete mis sur la table ; qu'apres tout c'etait la pratique

de leurs pi-re, d- leur mere, di- leur parens ; qu'ils n'out pas plus d'esprit qu'eux, et qu'i

lie sauroient mieux faire que de suivre leur exemple.
"
C'est aussi (levant <vtte table, que, pendant quelques mois, la veuve du Chef,

en fans, ses plus prodies parens, vieuncnt de terns en terns lui rendre visite et lui far

leurs harangues, conniie s'il etait en etat de les entendre. Les uus lui demaudent pourqui

il s'est laisse mourir avant eux ? d'autres lui diseut que s'il est mort ce n'est point de le

faute
; que c'est lui-meme qui s'est tue par telle debauche ou par tel effort; entin, s'il y

eu quelque defaut dans son gouvernement, on prend ce tems-la pour le lui reproch

(Dependant ils iinissent toujours leur harangue, en lui disant de n'etre pas fache con

eux, de bien manger, et qu'ils auront toujours bien soin de lui."

LA CREMATION

Cette ceremonie mortuaire est vieille comme le monde.
C'etait par une sereiue journee d'automne, sous le bleu ciel d'ltalie. On preparait

bucher sur le rivage, a I'ombre des noires forets qui bordent la Mediterrannee. D'un c ,,t

la magnifique baie de Spezia ; de 1'autre une antique ville latine
; en face, des group

d'iles verdoyantes comme des corbeilles de fleurs flottant sur 1'onde ; partout une natr

vaste, radieuse. favorable a 1'inspiration.

Le feu sacre s'allumait pour des rites funebres ; on roulait dans le brasier des tronc

d'arbres, des debris de naufrage ; on preparait 1'encens et le vin du sacrifice.

Pour qui done ce bucher? Est-ce pour un guerrier etrusque, quelqne explorater
fameux de Carthage, englouti par le perfide 6lement, quelque navigateur de Tyr ou

Sidon, vietime des fureurs de Neptune, ou un compatriote de Menojachus ou d'Arche
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morus occis pendant la guerre de Thebes ? Nullement, messieurs les historiens et les

archeologues. Nous ne sommes ni dans l'age pr6historique, ni aux temps moins reculSs

mais encore obscurs ou une louve bienveillante allaitait deux enfants sur le mont Palatiu.

Nous sommes en plein dix-neuvieme siecle. La scene se passe a Villa Reggio, pros de

Livourne. Et vous, messieurs les poetes,
8 ne soyez pas trop scandalises si 1'on vous dit

ce qui adviut, en septembre 1822, aux restes d'un des votres, 1'illustre poete Shelley, apres
sou fatal naufrage sur la Mediterrannee.

Qui de vous a oublie que Lord Byron, accompague de Leigh Hunt, Trelawney, le

capitaine Shenley et un autre ami, confia aux flammes la depouille meurtrie de sou mal-

heureux ami, Percy Bysshe Shelly, nbye dans la baie de Spezia ? -

Est-ce que cet exemple donne par le poete anglais porterait ses fruits de nos jours ?

Tout r6cemment la presse des Etats-Unis abondait en details sur les cas de cremation

qu'un celebre medecin fran9ais tentait naguere a Washington, ou il avait etabli a grands
frais un laboratoire

(
crematorium

) pour cet objet.
1J Les jouruaux de Londres signalaient

r6cemment au dela de cent cas de cremation dans le Royaume-Uni.
Revenons a nos sauvages.

La cremation est un precede usite non seulemeut parmi les tribus sauvages. a 1'ouest

des moutagnes Rocheuses, mais encore parmi celles qui sout groupees a Test. Elle etait en

honneur chez les G-recs, les Remains, les peuples asiatiques. Elle menace memo de s'iii-

troduire chez les modernes. Bieu qu'il existe de 1'analogie cntre cette pratique chez les

ancieus et chez les peuplades de 1'Amerique du nord, ello en dillere sur certains points, et

donne lieu a d'iuteressantes dissertations. Schoolcraft,
"'

Stephen Powers,
" Ross Cox,

'

Henry Gilmau,
I3

A. S. Tiffany, out tour a tour jete du jour sur cette question.

Chez certains peuples, on attendait sept ou huit jours, avant d'allumer le bucher, afin

de donner le temps aux parents de bieu constater I'identite du mort. Chez d'autres, on

brulait avec le cadavre tout ce qui avait appartenu au dcfunt
; puis on euibuissait les

cendres dans un trou.

Henry Gilman signale la decouverte d'un tertre, en Floride, rempli de restes humains,

et ou des cranes avaient etc reserves pour recueillir les cendres. On ne voyait sur ces

cranes aucune trace de feu. Chez certaines tribus de 1'Oregon, la cremation des cadavres

etait 1'occasion d'affreux traitements pour les veuves des morts. Elles etaient tenues de

recueillir les restes, de les envelopper dans de 1'ecorce, et de les porter sur leur dos pen-

dant plusieurs annees. Elles devenaient comme les esclaves de la tribu, dont elles subis-

saient les mauvais traitements, au point qu'elles cherchaient quelquefois dans le suicide

un terme a leurs maux. Selon ces barbares, le feu du bucher avait pour effet de degager

du corps 1'ame qui s'elevait avec la fumee vers le soleil, puis regagnait les regions

fortun6es dans 1'ouest.

8 II ne faut pas oublier que les poetes les plus d'istinguds du Canada, MM. Frechette, Lemay et Marchand,

font partie de la premifire section de la Sociel6 Royale.

Le Dr Jules Lemoyne, recemment d6cecl6 a Wasliington. Le 8 mai courant, on faisait subir la cremation &

Washington aux restes mortels du professeur Samuel G. Gross.

10 Hist Indian Tribes of the United States, 1854, Part IV, p. 224.

" Cont, to N. A. Ethnol. 1877, Vol. Ill, p. 341.

" Adventures on the Columbia River, 1831, Vol. II, p. 387.

13 American Naturalist, November, 1878, p. 753.
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SEPULTURE AEBIENNE DANS LES ABBRES ou SUB DES KCII AKAUDS

Ce mode de sepulture est fort usite, meme de nos jours, parmi certaiues tribus de

Sioux et de Dakotahs.

On place les cadavres, couches sur le dos et emmaillotes dans des peaux ou des cou-

vertures assnjetties par des lanieres, dans des arbres, si les rameaux offrent des appuis

convenables ;
et Ton n'a recours a des echafauds que lorsqu'il n'y a pas d'arbres dans le

voisinage. Ces echafauds sont des objets sacres, et quand une tribu ennemie ne les res-

pectait pas, la mort des coupables seule expiait 1'ofFense. Quand le cadavre a passe deux

ans ainsi expose, quelquefois on le met en terre. Ce sont des femmes les femmes les

plus Agees qui se chargont des preparatifs de I'inhumation et du deuil.

M. William J. Cleveland a fourni une description fort detaillee de ce genre de s6pul-

ture chex uue tribu de Sioux, au Nebraska.

II y ajoute des details tres intt-ressants sur uue autre coutume funeraire de ces peu-

plades, laquelle, sans etre gent-rale, nous semble fort curieuse. II la nomine keeping the

ghost, ce qui pourrait se traduire par ronsercer fespril du mort. L'on enleve du crane du

trepasse un pcu de cheveux que Ton euveloppe dans un morceau d'indienne ou

autre tissu, jusquYi ce que le rouleau atteigne au moins deux pieds de longueur et dix

POUCI-S ni diamf-tre; puis Ton enferme le tout dans un etui fait de peaux, badigeonne en

couleurs variees ft voyantes. On depose 1'etui sur deux supports croises comme suit

X X, en face d'une hutte reservee a cet objet. On accumule dans cette hutte des

olfrandfs de loute espi-ce que Ton distribue en dons, lorsqu'il y en a suffisamment.

Quelquefois il s'ecoule une ou plusieurs aunees avaut cette deruiere ceremonie. On entasse

les otl'randes en pile, a 1'extremite de la hutte. Elle ne doivent pas 6tre derangees avant

le moment de leur distribution. Les homines et les enfants mAles sont souls admis dans

cette hutte, hormis 1'epouse du de.funt, a qui il est permis d'y peiietrer, pourvu que ce soit

de srrand matin. Ix's homines jx'uvent y entrer pour fumer et causer. Les femmes sont

teuues de verser la cendre de leur pipe au centre de la hutte ; et elle y demeure intacte*,

taut que la distribution des offraudes n'a pas eu lieu. Ceux qui mangent en ce lieu n'ou-

blieut jamais de deposer quelque met sous 1'etui mortuaire, pour 1'esprit du trepasse. II

n'est loisible a personne d'enlever ces comestibles, a moins d'y etre contraint par la faim
;

en ce cas, il est memo permis a un etranger qui ne connaissait pas le d6funt d'enlever ces

mets.

L'epoque de la distribution venue, les amis du defunt ainsi que ceux qui devaient

avoir leur part des presents, sout convoques a la hutte, et le gardien generalement
un proche parent leur distribue les dons. Le rouleau contenant les cheveux du mort
est ouvert, et Ton ajoute aux offraudes quelquesJpetites meches de cheveux du mort.

La ceremonie se repete quelquefois a diverses reprises. Tout le temps qui precede la

distribution des cheveux, la hutte aussi bien que le rouleau, est regardee comme un objet

sacre, mais pas au dela. II semble que les parents et amis du defunt ne veulent ni voir ni

retenir aucun objet en leur possession qui aurait appartenu au mort pendant sa vie, et qui
leur en rappellerait le souvenir. On dirait qu'il s'agit de bannir aussi vite que pos-
sible la memoire du trepasse. M. Cleveland ajoute nonobstant que ces Indiens croient

tons que chacun est done d'un esprit qui survit a la dissolution du corps ;
le corps mcurt,

mais I'esprit se reunit, dans le pays des Ames, aux autres esprits amis qu'il a couuus
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en ce moudc. Pour eux la mort est un profond sommeil. "
II s'est endormi a telle ou

telle epoque," vous dirout-ils, en parlant des morts ; mais ces coutnmes comme bien d'au-

tres s'affaiblissent sensiblement. " Les Dakotas confient leurs morts aux cimes des arbres,

quand les rameaux inferieurs ne leur odrent pas des appnis convenables," dit le Dr L. S.

Turner, chirurgien dans 1'armee amerieaiue, et qui a passe six anuees de sa vie parmi ces

sauvages.
" Dans tout le cours de mon existence, ajoute-t-il, j'ai vu pcu de chose plus

navrant que le spectacle d'un des anciens de la tribu s'acheminant chaquo jour, an declin

du soleil, vers la tombe de son enfant, et donnant libre coiirs a sa douleur avec dos accents

a fendre les pierres, puis de voir, a la unit tombaute, le vieillard attriste reprendre, comme
un morue fautome, le sentier qui le ramene a son wigwam solitaire. Quelquefois il y
avait a ce tableau une teinte de tristesse additionnelle, c'est lorsque je voyais un pere in-

consolable allumer en sanglotant un petit feu sous la tombe aericnnc de son fils, piiis

interrompre ses lamentations pour fumer en silence."

Au reste, Messieurs, ces tombeaux aeriens mollement berces par le zephir, sous la verte

ramee des bois, le poete Delille vous les a fait conuaitro encore mieux que ne le sauraient

faire les archeologues de 1'Amerique entiere :

La, d'un fils qui n'est plus, la tendro mi-re on douil

A dos rameaux voisins vient pendro lo corcuoil.

Eh ! quol soin pouvait mieux consolor sa jeuno ombro !

Au lieu d'etre enferm6 dans la demeuro sombre,

Suspondu sur la torro ot regardant los cieux,

Quoiquo mort, des vivants il attiro les yeux.

La, souvent sous lo fils vient roposer lo pore ;

La, ses socurs en pleurant accompagnent leur inuro
;

L'oiseau vient y chanter, 1'arbro y verso des plours,

Lui prete son abri, 1'embaumo do ses flours ;

Des premiers feux du jour sa tombo so coloro
;

Les doux zephirs du soir, le doux vent de I'auroro,

Balancent mollement ce precieux fardoau,

Et sa tombe riante est encore un borceau :

De 1'amour maternel illusion touchanto !

Messieurs, je crains avoir depasse les limites que j'ai du me tracer pour cette conference,

et cependant je n'ai fait qu'effleurer mon sujet.

Sans pretendre vous avoir ouvert en cette matiere de nouveaitx horizons, j'ai cru que
le temps etait venu d'attirer votre attention sur les etudes faites par des archeologues

americains ainsi que sur les interessantes recherches, de mSrne que sur les travaux impor-

tants de ce groupe de savants et d'antiquaires alimentes par le Bureau cTethnologic dans la

republique voisine, et auxquels le Smithsonian Institution de Washington prete son prestige

et sa puissante protection.

Bien que 1'archeologue, au Canada, soit prive de bieu des avantages accessibles a sou

confrere des Etats-Unis, il n'est pas tout a fait sans ressources, sans aide. L'expl oration

geologique et scientifique de uotre sol, qui se poursuit sans relache chaque annee, les

rapports publics par le bureau des .sauvages, sur 1'etat des races indiennes, voila des

sources de renseignemeuts, uue cooperation tout acquise, qu'il ne saurait negliger. L'idee

heureuse du marquis de Lome de doter cette Societe d'un musee national, a Ottawa, ou

serout recueillis les antiquites, les monuments, les restes des races primitives, aussi bien
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que des specimens d'histoire naturelle, va nous assurer des facilites nouvelles pour etudier

chaque phase de not re obscur passe.

Avee 1'intelligence que Dieu nous a departie, les euseignements puises dans nos lycees,

et 1'amour de la science implante dans nos ccours, rien n'empeche que cette societe 'em-

boite au moins le pas derriere la florissante association que James Smithsou fondait a

Washington en 1846 dans la voie du progres intellectuel et des decouvertes curieuses

on utiles qui distingue si emincmment 1'epoque ou nous vivons.

quo cos lijines ont ft6 trac<
r

'C8, nn savant distingue, de Saint-Joan, N.-B., M. G. F. Matthew, vient

do signaler la dfrmivorto dps ruinos tl'uno bonrgado indionne, sur les rives de la riviere Bocabee, dans le

NouvoAU-Brtinswick, (jtii dattmt do I'ugo pr^historiquo. L'^mdit d^legu6 de la Societ6 historiquo do Winnipeg,
Id |)rofi',ssmir Br}*co, montionno doa sepultures indionnus au Manitoba, do 1'Age dos mound builder>,et le Canada
savant attend avoc iinpationi-o la publication clos rooliorc'bos du Dr J.-C. Tacb6 sur les s6pulturos indionnes decou-

vnrtut par lui sur li'-s rivox du lar
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X Le Sacre-Cceur,
1

Par M. CHAUVEAU.

( Lu le 20 mai 1884.)

Au sombre Golgotha le silence regnait ;

La mere avait quitte la croix qu'elle etreiguait ;

Dans sa dure agouie,

Le fils avait pousse vers le divin sejour

Un cri plein de terreur, de reproche, d'amour,

De tendresse infinie.

Quand les cieuz tressaillaient a ce supreme appel,

Lui, la tete inclinee, a son Pere eternel

Avait remis son ame.

Le soleil eclipse, de lamentables voix,

Au temple et dans les airs, denon9aient a la fois

Le deicide infame.

La terre avait tremble
;
les morts etaieut sortis

Des tombeaux, et par eux les vivants avertis

Se frappaient la poitrine.

Nature, anges, demons, larron justifie,

Juifs et soldats remains, du Dieu cracifie

Proclament la doctrine.

Les pharisiens seuls poursuivent avec soin

Leur atroce vengeance, et de la ville an loin

Us font garder la porte.

Par leurs ordres secrets, et pour mieux coutenir

L'emeute redout6e, on voit alors venir

Une ignoble cohorte.

Les plus vils des bourreaux marchent au milieu d'eux ;

Us s'en vont, rassurant ces docteurs scrupuleux,

1 Ce sent les deux premiers chants d'un po&ne qui doit en avoir six ou sept, et quo 1'auteur avait commence a

i demande d'une personne ch6re qui n'est plus.

Sec. I, 1884 13.
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Achever leur victime.

Le. temps presse ; plus tard, centre les saints decrets

On verrait le sabbat souille par des gibets !

Eux le sont par leur crime !

Sinistres assommeurs, les archers se hataient

Vers le lieu du supplice ; avec eui ils portaieut

Des cordes, des echelles.

La more et relies qui partagent son malheur

Sentent plus vive encor leur poignante douleur,

Comme ils passent pros d'elles.

Sous lours coups redoubles le plus vieux des larrous

Livra son ftme affreuse aux griffes des demons,

Dans un dernier blaspheme.

A tons deux Ton brisa les os egalement ;

Le jcune, qui priait, s'eu alia saiutement

Avec le Christ lui-nu-me.

On jet to dans uu trou ces cadavres obseurs ;

De la mort de Jesus n'etant pas encor surs,

Los bourroaux se consistent.

An Calvahv deja, connne au jour des fureurs,

Le mrtasre se fait de ses adorateurs
A. O

Et de ceux qui 1'insultent.

Des femmes, un jcune homme, en ce terrible instant,

Sont pros dc lui
;
de ceux qui suivaient en chantant

Hosanna, mils vestiges !

A la gauche Ton voit ses anciens ennemis,

Efirayes, abattus, mais encore insoumis,

Malgre tous les prodiges.

La douceur de Jesus, son supplice cruel,

Pour ses persecuteurs a sou Pere eternel,

Sa priere sublime,

Dans la foule avaient fait de nouveaux convertis ;

La plupart cependant 6taient deja partis :

Peu restaient sur la cime.

Dieu le voulait ainsi : demeures plus nombreux,

Ils auraient, au defaut des apotres peureux,

Compromis son ouvrage.

Fkte des femmes groupes, tout frissonnants d'horreur,

Eux aussi redoutaient, pour le corps du Sauveur,

L'abominable outrage.
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Qui pourra jamais dire, ou seulement penser,

Quand de nouveaux affronts tu voyais mcnacer

Sa depouille cherie,

Ce que furent pour toi ces terribles moments,

Combien il te fallut endurer de tourments,

O divine Marie !

Mais tout etait regie pour lui-meme et pour toi.

" Vous ne briserez poiut ses os," disait la Loi
;

Puis dans un autre livre :

"
Ils reverront celui qu'ils avaient transperce."

De ces textes anciens le sens trop efface

A 1'instaut va revivre.

Inspire par le ciel, un officier romain

Aux archers indecis fait signe de la main

Et, brandissant sa lance,

II presse son coursier, qui d'un bond vigoureux

Jusqu'au pied de la croix, passant au milieu d'eux,

Comme un eclair s'elance.

D'uu bras ferme et cruel, dans le flanc du Sauveur

II dirige le fer penetrant jusqu'au ccour.

Par la large blessure,

Du divin reservoir de supreme bonte,

Jaillit comme uu torrent qui de Thumaiiite

Lave la fietrissure !

La loi de la terreur finit
;
la loi d'amour

Commence ;
tout le sang de sou cceur en ce jour

Au debut la feconde !

Pour Jesus c'etait peu d'avoir brise nos fers,

Et par sa passion delivre 1'uuivers :

De sa grtlce il 1'inonde.

Dans sa bouche mourante etait la verite ;

De son coeur entr'ouvert sortit la cbarite ;

Et la douce esperance,

Sur le premier rayon du soleil renaissant,

Du ciel jusqu'a la terre aussitot s'elanfant,

A comble la distance.

Atteinte avec ton fils par le glaive acere,

Mere, console-tor ; dans ton sein d6chire,
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Va s'enfanter 1'figlise !

Les vertus du Calvaire, espoir, amour et foi,

Grandissant par tes soins, de la nouvelle Loi

Eesteront la devise.

Ce gibet infome pour vous,

O juifs, ecartez-le ! Le monde

Au pied de la croix a genoux,

Benissant sa vertu feconde,

Saura bieiitot la relever !

Un t-tranger vient d'achever

Ce qu'avait predit le prophete ;

Entr'ouvraut le coeur de Jesus,

II a prepare la retraite

On les peuples seront re9us.

La vigne aux genereuses grappes

A su fournir avant le soir

Ije vin dps divines agapes :

Vous pouvez oter le pressoir !

Dit'u, qui preside a ces vendanges,

Pour vous aider prete ses anges ;

Le ccp avec soin conserve

Verra passer plus d'un orage ;

Mais pour toujours le doux breuvage

Aux homines seuls est reserve.

Du ciel remplissant les promesses,

Le fer de ta lance, 6 Remain,

Eclipse aujourd'hui les prouesses

Des conquerants du genre humain.

Devore d'uue soif ardente,

Le monde dans sa longue attente

Soupire apres 1'eau du rocher ;

Pres du Sauveur qu'il symbolise,

Graces a toi, nouveau Moise,

Les nations vont s'approcher.

Ce que 1'humanite desire

Et meconnait tout a la fois,

Ce que les peuples en del ire

En vain demandeut a leurs rois ;
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Ce n'est ni la sagesse altiere,

Ni la richesse avide et fiere
;

Ce qu'ils veulent sans le savoir,

C'est 1'egalite, la justice,

L'humilite, le sacrifice

Dont Jesus nous fait un devoir.

Prosternes devant la Nature,

Toujours ils 1'invoquaient en vain ;

De leurs faux dieux la tourbe impure
N'aima jamais le genre humain.

Le Dieu qu'au Calvaire on adore

Fait briller ii leurs yeux 1'aurorc

D'un culte sublime et nouveau,
Culte d'amour et de souffVance,

Qui met la joie et 1'esperauce,

Dans la douleur, dans le tombeau.

De la religion nouvelle

Tout le mystere est dans son coeur.

Aimant d'une flamme eternelle,

Par 1'amour seul il est vainqueur ;

II transporte, 6 divin prodige !

Des grands et des forts le prestige,

Aux doux, aux humbles comme lui.

De Bethleem la saiute etoile,

De 1'avenir per9ant le voile,

Pour tous les malheureux a lui.

Les enfants ont eu ses caresses,

Les simples son enseiguemeut,
Les pauvres toutes ses tendresses ;

La mort par son commandement
Eend au pere sa fille aimee,
Son fils a la mere eploree,

Et, spectacle digne des cieux,

Lorsque exaupaut Marthe et Marie

A leur frere il rendit la vie,

Des pleurs jaillirent de ses yeux.

Mais sa bonte fait plus encore ;

S'il guerit le pauvre lepreux
De 1'ulcere qui le devore,

S'il chasse les .demons affreux,
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Aux ombres du sepulcre avare

S'il pent d'un mot ravir Lazare,

D'un mot il trausforme les CCBUTS ;

Au lieu des plus impures flammes,

D'uu regard il met dans les ames,

Les plus heroiques ardeurs.

Ce miracle, par sa nature,

Est d'un Dieu le trait le plus fort
;

Les aiatres en sout la figure :

II met sa gloire en cet effort.

Aux yeux de 1'antique sagesse,

Se repontir, c'utait faiblesse ;

Soul, aux terrassos de Sioii,

David en ses saiutos alarmes,

Avait eu du pouvoir des larmes

La douce revelation.

Au criminel qui s'hnmilie

1'nr de v6ritables regrets

Le Fils de David coucilie

Lc riel dout il a les secrets ;

Du pain do vie ct du calice,

S'il etablit le sacrifice,

C'est, pour roster pros des pecheurs,

Les atlirant par sa clemeuce,

Et refaisant une innocence

Aux pins souilles, avec lours pleurs.

II vient dans nos cceurs, dans nos veines ;

II est en nous et nous en lui ;

Au coeur des pauvres Madeleines,

Au cceur de tous ceux dont 1'appui

Est dans sos graces invincibles,

Point d'offonses irremissibles

Que de refuser son amour ;

Les publicaius, les pecheresses,

Se coufiant en ses promesses
Ont et6 payes de retour.

Mais il fait sen i ir sa justice

A qui ue sut jamais aimer,

A ceux dont 1'infame avarice

Ne peut jamais se desarmer.
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Au jour affreux de sa vengeance,
II punira surtout 1'engeance

Des hommes froids et sans pitie,

Des laches apostats, des traitres

Comme Judas vendant leurs maitres,

Sourds a la voix de 1'amitie !

Si le vrai repentir allege

De nos pches le lourd fardeau,

L'innocence a son privilege :

Son role est toujours le plus beau.

A ses pieds pleura Madeleine,

Mais sur son cceur, pendant la cone,

II pressait 1'ami chaste et doux,

Le plus fidele des apotres,

L'aimant a rendre tons les autres,

A rendre les anges j'aloux.

le plus doux des jeunes hommes,
Le plus terrible des vioillards,

Par dela le siecle ou. nous sommes,
Dieu fit penetrer tes regards !

Toi qui savais le sort des moudes,

Per9ant les tenebres profondes,

De 1'avenir, la charite

Fut le commandement supreme

Que tu reqiis du Sauveur meme,
Pour le siecle et l'6ternit !

Tu fis la plus belle exegese

Dans 1'evangile de 1'amour,

Publie par toi dans Ephese,

Ou tu repetais tout le jour :

Aimez-vous bien les uns les autres.

Reste seul de tous les apotres,

Ce fut ton supplice, 6 martyr !

De ses secrets depositaire,

Oublie par lui sur la terre,

Loin de ton Jesus de vieillir !

Tu fas la derniere priere

Du premier siecle dans son deuil ;

Tu fas la derniere lumiere,

Que Ton vit briller sur I'gcueil,
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De toutes celles qu'au Cenacle

Alluma 1'Esprit saint : 1'oracle,

De 1'Eglise dans sa terreur,

Lorsque deja de 1'heresie,

L'6pidemique fren&sie

Menacait 1'cDuvre du Seigneur.

Qui mieux que toi pouvait redire

Les merveilles du coeur divin ?

A qui plutot devait sourire

DP son eulte le grand desseiu?

Mais la celeste Providence

A chaquc epoque de souffrance

Reserve un remede nouveau ;

Le mondc eu sa decrepitude

A de la vile multitude

Subi le degradaut niveau.

Ce sieele en sa fausse sagesse

De froids caleuls fait ses vertus ;

II (-tonno par sa bassesse !

Tous les courages abattus,

De 1'honneur oubliant la trace,

Aux laches passions font place ;

Ce sont les jours par toi predits,

Les epouvantables annees

Aux derniers humains destinees,

Les jours siuistres et maudits,

Ou remontant du noir abime

Satan doit triompher encor,

Ou dans sa decadence infime

Le monde doit croire au veau d'or.

Pour que finisse 1'affreux rfive,

Que 1'humauite se releve,

Le Christ veut un effort vainqueur ;

Chassons les voluptes iniames ;

Comme au Calvaire, en haut les ames !

En haut tous les cceurs vers son cceur !
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XI Au bord de la Creuse,

Par Louis FRECHETTE.

A M. Paul Blanchcmaiii.

( Lu le 22 mai 1884.
)

Oui, j'y songe souvent, 6 mon loiutaiu ami
;

Et, quand autour de moi tout repose eudormi,

Et que sur mes deux mains mou front lasse se peuche,

Dans ces chers souvenirs mon cceur emu s'epauchc.

Sur le seuil du chalet aux murs hospitaliers,

Ou j'avais decouvert taut d'echos familiers,

Apres avoir au front baise vos petits anges

Frais comme des lilas, doux comme des mesauges,

Et, la voix attendrie, echauge uos adieux

Avec celle qui fait vos jours si radieux,

Nous quittames Biray.

L'ame triste sans doute.

Nous vimes disparaitre, au detour de la route,

La tourelle cachee au milieu des massifs.

Et, la main dans la main, nous marchames peusifs,

Vous le fils, moi 1'ami, vers la pieuse enceinte

Qui d'un noble et grand cceur garde la tombe sainte.

Pourqiioi redire ici ce qui gem it en nous

Lorsque ensemble on nous vit tomber a deux genoux
Sur le tertre fuuebre ou dort le doux poete ?

Tandis que le clocher, rustique silhouette,

Mysterieux, jetait son ombre entre nous deux,

Nos cceurs sentaient quelqu'un qui se rapprochait d'eux.

Ami, ces moments-la, malgre les destinees,

Sacrent 1'amitie mieux que de lougues annes !

Sec. I, 1884 14.
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II

Ce saint devoir rempli, vers des pays nouveaux

Nous partimes, traines par deux friugauts chevaux.

Quels horizons ! et quelle ineffable journee !

Sur la plaine, d'azur et d'ambre illuminee,

Dans des bruin es d'or, nos regards croyaient voir

La verdure sourire et les rayons pleuvoir ;

Frak-he encor du baiser de 1'aube matinale,

La campagne brillait dans sa grace automnale ;

La des bosquets touffus, des coteaux oudules

Que festonue la vigne ou que doreut les bles ;

Plus loin, de grands bumfs roux a 1'allure indoleute ;

Uu filet d'eau qui fuit sous une arehe braulante ;

La-bas, un vieux castel degageant, au travers

De maigres peupliers et de chataigniers verts,

Comme dans les 1 ableaux, sa poivriere grise ;

Et puis des papillcms voltigeaut a la brise ;

Des buissons pleius d'oiseaux et de vagues rumours ;

DCS vents frais tout charges d'aromes parfumeurs ;

Dans IVcho le refrain d'une chanson lointaine ;

Et puis...

Mais a quoi bon ? Ma memoire iucertaine

Par ces details oiseiix ue pourrait que teruir

Ce qui sans doute est v if dans votre souvenir.

Ill

Nous nous aohemiuions vers la source ou la Grouse

S'ouvre un lit munnuraut dans sa vallee ombreuse.

Soudaiu, comme un coursier qui se cabre et heunit,

Prisonuieres heurtant leurs parois de granit,

Voici de Saint-Benoit les bruyantes cascades.

Nous egarons nos pas sous les sombres arcades

Du vieux cloitre en ruine ou les benedictins

Palirent autrefois sur les textes latins.

Tombeaux, inscriptions par les siecles rougees,

De mousses et de lierre ogives surchargees,

Beaux restes mutiles de chapiteaux roinans,

Tous ces tresors poudreux des anciens monuments,

Nous interrogeons tout, fatiguaut nos paupieres

A dechiffrer les mots de ces pages de pierres.
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Nous d6couvrons aussi quelques travaux romains.

Puis, pour vous oublier, tristes d6bris humaius,

Inclines sur le bord du rocher qui surplombe,

Nous allons mediter au bruit de 1'eau qui tombe !

IV

Quelqu'un nous avait dit :

"
La-bas, sur ce sommet

Au pied duquel, ruisseau que le druide aimait,

Le Portefeuille roule en chantant sous les saules,

S'eleve un vicux dolmen, reste des vieilles G-aules."

Quelques instants apres, vers le plateau loiutain

Ou git ce survivant de tout uu moudc eteiut,

Enjambant les talus, sautant de roche en roche,

Effarouchant 1'oiseau qui fuit a notro. approche,

Nous nous batons tons deux, prfitant, chemin faisant,

Notre oreille aux recits du petit paysan
Pieds nus et 1'ccil madre qui nous montre la route,

Et qui, d'un ton ravi, tout eharme qu'on 1'ecoute,

Et promenant sur nous ses regards c-bahis,

Nous conte la legende etrange du pays :

Get etang, c'est la mare aux martes ; sur cos pierres,

Tous les soirs, a minuit, les pales lavandieres

Viennent'battre et laver le blanc linoeul des morts
;

Quiconque les derange a de cuisants remords !

Des gens ont, disait-il, yu la pierre levee

Des Rendes, dans la nuit, desceudre la cavee,

Allant a je ne sais quel affreux rendez-vous . . .

Lorsque 1'enfaut se tut, nous avions devant nous,

Enigme interrogee en vain par 1'antiquaire,

Le dolmen : une masse enorme de calcaire,

Qui, sur quatre piliers informes suspendu,

S'6leve hors du sol de ce coteau perdu,

Comme un autel dresse pour quelque dieu farouche.

Le colosse etait la, verdi par une couche

De mousse et de lichens temoin morne et discret

D'une 6poque dont nul ne connait le secret.

fatals monuments des ages druidiques,

Qui done fera jaillir de vos blocs fatidiques
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Presquo an hasard, cu vrais cufants de la Boheme,

Nous nous mimes on route.

Oh ! quel riant poeme,

Quo oetto excursion a travers ce Berry

Si gai, si vcrdoyaut, si frais et si fleuri !

Jo crois ni'y voir encor. Suspendant notre course,

Parfois nous faisons lialte au bord de quelque source,

()u, sous lo front poncho do quelque arbre songeur,

Nous rompnns on riant le pain du voyageur.

Nous rochorohons surtout los sites, los ruiues,

Los inurs duinanteles, ponchos sur les ravines.

Nous visit ons un pou campagnos el hameaux,

Avec los villagoois echangeant quelques mots ;

Voici Saint-Scbustien et sa vaste tour ronde ;

Puis Saint-(!crm;iin qui fut lieu d'exil sous la Fronde

Vioux clochors, bourg coquot, inurs noircis, gai manoii

Carrofburs ou so dresse une croix de bois noir,

Tout a laisse choz moi des souvenirs vivaces.

Je n'oublierai jamais, pres du chateau des Places,

La jeuue paysaune aux yeux bleus, nous contant,

Timido, la legende antique de 1'etang :

Un seigneur meoreant, rapace oiseau de proie,

Une 1'omme qui fuit, une enfant qui se uoie,

Un crime, un chfitiment... et puis, que sais-je moi?

Sinon que nous pretions 1'oreille avec emoi.

ill ii

VI

Kulin le jour tombait. Le soleil qui decline

Dorait de tons moius vifs le flanc de la colline.

Tout a coup, et jetant son ombre aux alentours,

Sur^un roc formidable, un sombre amas de tours,
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De lourds donjons penchants, de croulantes murailles,

Comme un geant trou6 qui perdrait ses entrailles,

Apparait devant nous.

C'est Grozant !

Quel beau soir,

Ou plutot quelle nuit nous passames a voir

La ruine exhiber, immense, au clair de lune,

Les flaucs dechiquetes de sa carcasse brune,

Et, de reflets blafards vaguement inondes,

Profiler sur 1'azur ses grands murs lezardes !

Seuils effondres, arceaux beauts, porches pleius d'ombres,

Arcs-boutants delabres emergeant des decombres,

Blocs disjoints envahis par la ronce et les houx,

Longs couloirs eveutres heurtes par les hiboux,

Pans epais perfores do spirales funebivs,

Souterrains oil Ton voit des yeux dans les tenebres,

Parapets chaucelauts qui semblent s'accrocher

Aux arbres rabougris qui pendent du roeher,

Puissants remparts flanques de bastions enormes,

Lourd amoncellement, ecroulemeuts dillbrmes,

Tout, dans ce fier debris, farouche niajeste

Ou 1'implacable main des ages a sculpte

Le tragique blason des vieux sieeles gothiques,

Preiiait sous nos regards des formes fantastiques.

Cela semblait, sous 1'astre aux rayons tremblotauts,

Comme uu spectre arrete stir les confins du temps !

VII

Soudain il nous sembla, caches dans la penombre,
Voir s'animer au loin la forteresse sombre.

Nous entendons grincer herses et ponts-levis ;

Et les barons d'autau, de leurs archers suivis,

Bardes de fer, la lance au poing, panache en tete,

Noirs chevaucheurs sonnant leur fanfare de fete,

Ainsi que le vautour qui des grands monts descend,

Feroces, alteres de pillage et de sang,

Vont surprendre la ville ou battre la campagne ;

Leur file se deroule au flanc de la montague ;

Us vont, et les hauts faits de ces rudes tueurs

Allument 1'horizon de sinistres lueurs.

Puis, sanglants et repus, lourds de butin, sauvages,

Harasses d'uue nuit de meurtre et de ravages,
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Essuyant leur flainberge aux mousses du sentier,

Vers les mure sourcilleux de leur repaire altier,

Nous voyons remouter ces fauves Alexandras,

Laissant fumcr au loin quelque village en cendres.

Et puis, supreme exploit de ces puissants larrons

Que Ton nommait alors burgraves on barons,

Nous croyous entrevoir, au reflet des lanternes,

Pondre quelque gibet au-dessus des poterues !

O castels feodaux, jadis si pleins de bruits,

Comme on aimo a rever sous vos creueaux detruits !

VIII

Or, rommo nous quittions 1'antique citadelle,

Qui domino a la f'ois la Creuse et la Sedelle,

Et quc je vous montrais, sur la grove, en aval,

Un vieux inoulin (ournant sa roue au fond du val,

Vous, emu. par-dcssus la crevasse beanie

Qui 1'isole du roc on pen-he la geante,

Snr I'esi'arpemeni noir pour clore 1'entretien

Vous m'indiquiez du doigt 1'humble clocher chretien,

Qni, d('i>nis deux mille ans, voit tomber en poussiere

Les colosses do marbre et les babels de pierre !

Dans 1'aubrry-e du lieu nous trouvant a 1'etroit,

Le run': nous avail accueillis sous son toit
;

Ce brave et bon aljl)e, ctuur droit et sympathique,

Qui trouva lo moyen de parler politique

Et dogmes, sans jamais faire un retour mesquin
De vous, chaud royaliste, a moi republicaiu !

IX

C'etait le lendemain jour de grande assembl6e.

Le trot de nos chevaux, sur la route sabl6e,

Nous emporta bientot vers d'autres horizons.

Aux branches des taillis, dans 1'herbe des gazons,
La uuit a pleines mains avait seme des perles ;

Sous la feuille sifflaient les pinsons et les merles ;

Les taons sonnaieut la charge autour des eglantiers ;

Et, par files, suivaut le dfetour des sentiers,

Joyeux, et nous faisant un salut de la tfite,

Des couples d'amoureux s'eu allaient a la ffite,
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Ayaiit mis le matiu leurs habits les plus beaux,

Et faisant sur le sol resonner leurs sabots.

Desormais la campagne est plus accideutee.

Quand uous avons gravi quelque longue montee,

II nous faut redescendre au foud des ravins creux.

Nous cotoyons parfois d'apres coteaux ocreux,

D'ou 1'ceil decouvre au loin de vastes chenevieres.

Nous saluons ici le manoir des Clavieres
;

Puis nous apercevons, monceau de grauit brun,

Ce rival de Crozant qu'on nomme Chateaubrun.

La Creuse sous sa droite, un torrent sous sa gauche,

Le vieux burg dresse au loin sa gigautesque ebauchc

Dont 1'arete hardie, au fond du ciel serein,

Decoupe, rude et fier, son profil souveraiu.

Jamais ruine n'eut un aspect plus austere.

Pour la mieux contempler nous mettons pied a terre
;

Et, comme j'en crayonne uu iuforme croquis,

Vous, poete inspire, dans un sonnet exquis,

Devant ce sombre acteur de plus d'un sombre dramc,

En admiration vous epanchez votre ame.

Enfin nous arrivons a ce recoin perdu
De 1'Indre, qui nous montre, aspect iuattendu,

Surgissaut tout a coup des parois d'une gorge,

Un clocher qu'on voit poindre au milieu des champs d'orge.

C'est le petit village aime de Greorge Sand,

G-argilesse, retraite ou Ton aime, en passant,

A s'arreter devant ses anciennes reliques.

Ici c'est 1'abbaye aux murs melancoliques ;

La c'est d'un vieux chateau le tympau blasoune

Qu'appuie une tourelle au front decouronue ;

Puis enfiu, c'est 1'eglise, un bijou d'edifice

Qui mele dans son style, elegant artifice,

Du gothique au roman tout le charmant detail.

Nous en admirons tout, de 1'abside au portail,

Jusqu'a la crypte sombre ou le vieux capitaine,

Guillaume de Naillac, grand prieur d'Aquitaine,
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Sous sa roide effigie aux lougs traits imposants,

De son dernier sommeil dort depuis sept cents ans.
1

Nous promenons un peu notre allure bourgeoise

Sur la place ou bruit la foire A'illageoise.

Pres d'un ruisseau jasour et presque inapercu,

On nous montre un logis rustique au toit moussu

Qu'habita qiielquefois la sublime et grande ame

Quo Ton appelle encore ici la bonne tlame.

Puis uu bruit de sabots et de crins-crins joyeux

Arrivant jusqu'a nous, voyageurs curieux,

Nous enframes pour voir les danses berrichonnes.

Hf'las ! a notre aspect, fillettes folichonnes,

Tour prouver quo de nous elles faisaient grand cas,

So mirciit a danser raises et masurkas.

Plus do i'olle bourree au sou des comemuses...

Yous fuycx done aussi le bal rustique, 6 Muses !

XI

Kniin, sautant tous deux dans notre phaeton,

Nous prenons en riant la route d'Argenton ;

Argi'iiton la puissante, Argentou la romaine,

Ou lc touriste errant qui le soir s'y promene
Se heurte a chaque pas sur dcs debris gisants,

Vestiges d'uu passe vieux de dix-huit cents ans !

La voici
; regarded ! De ses hauteurs altieres,

Pendant en uoirs troi^ons des murailles entieres.

La voici, pittoresque, avec son chateau-fort

Qui dans le vif du roc s'arc-boute avec effort ;

Avec sa basilique a la fleche hardie,

Dont la rosace jette uu reflet d'incendie ;

Avec son esplanade et ses couronnements

D'ou I'ceil decouvre au loin taut de sites charmauts ;

Avec son ancien <-irque et sa tour distordue,

Croulante, et qu'on dirait avoir ete fendne

Par quelque coup d'estoc monstrueux. La voici !

Que d'assauts meurtriers se donnerent ici !

Nous etions arrives presque a la nuit tombaute.

Ija ffete, comme ailleurs, eclatait, absorbante
;

1

Inscription tutnulairo de OuilUtume de Nnillac ou Nolac:

"Anno: Domini: millosimo: duonnteeimo: sexageeimo: sento: die: dominico: post: featum: ominum :

Mnctoram : obiit : G. de Nolac : de profundia vili."
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Des bazars regorgeant de monde et de clarte

Dans 1'ombre des maisons s'ouvraient de tout cot6
;

La soiree etait belle et la foule rieuse ;

Du plaisir 011 sentait 1'aile mysterieuse,

Toujours jeune, flotter sur le vieux bourg romain ;

Bras dessus bras dessous, ou se donnant la main,

Des bandes, de partout pour le bal accourues,

En groupes tapageurs circulaient dans les rues,

A tue-tete chantaut quelques refrains joyeux.

Une larme monta de mon cceur a mes yeux,

Lorsque, si loin, au fond de votre chere France,

J'entendis 1'air aime d'une aucienne romance

Que ma vieille nourrice, au vieux foyer, chez nous,

Chantait en m'endormant, le soir, sur ses geiioux.

Alors, 6 mon ami, malgre nos sorts contraires,

Je compris mieux encor combieu nous etions freres !

XII

Je le compris surtout lorsque, sans hesiter,

Le soir meme, a la gare, il fallut se quitter.

De France et d'avenir bien lougtemps nous causames,

Echangeant entre nous le meilleur de nos ames.

Vous retourniez au toit de vos eufants cheris ;

Et moi, je reprenais la route de Paris,

Emportant dans mon cceur plus que je ne raconte.

Ces beaux jours sont bien loin, car la vie est bien prompte ;

Mais j'y songe souvent, 6 mon lointain ami ;

Et, quand autour de moi tout repose endormi,

Et que sur mes deux mains mon front lasse se penche,

Dans ces chers souvenirs mon cceur emu s'epauche.

Sec. I, 188415.
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XII L'Eapagne,

Par Louis FRECHETTE.

( Lu 4 Qudbec et approuv6 a Ottawa le 22 mai 1884. )

A S. E. le comte de Premio-Real, consul g6n6ral d'Espagno au Canada.

Pourquoi done cette iusulte iuepte ? Depuis quand,
O fier peuple fran9ais, le sifflet provoquant,

Les farouches clameurs et les laches hut'es,

Sous tes portes aux bruits de gloire habituees,

Accueillent-ils ainsi 1'etranger dans Paris ?

Depuis quand est-ce done par des charivaris

Que la France re9oit 1'hote qui la visite ?

Retournous-nous aux temps du Borusse et du Scythe ?

Ton beau titre de peuple eminemment courtois,

Des sots, pour 1'abdiquer, mouteraient sur les toits !

O folie ! est-ce la de la vertu civique ?

Tu renoncerais done, sublime republique,

Si belle en tes succes, si noble en tes revers,

Desormais a donner 1'exemple a 1'univers !

Ma France, c'est a toi qu'on a fait cet outrage.

L'Europe tout entiere a connu ton courage ;

Mais qui te vit jamais arracher les fleurons

Qui, sans injure aux tiens, brillent sur d'autres fronts ?

Des gloires d'ici-bas ta part est assez large

Pour que celles d'autrui ne te sqient point a charge.

Ce prince, chef 6lu d'un grand peuple eclaire,

Devait passer chez toi comme un 6tre sacr6.

C'est un monarque, soit ; en est-il moins un homme ?

Et puis Neron Iui-m6me, a I'etranger, c'est Rome !

Ce roi, du sol fran9ais n'eut-il pas fait le sien,

Eut-il vingt fois port6 l'unifornie prussien,

Eut-il ete cent fois 1'hote de 1'Allemagne,

Saluez ! a son front luit le blason d'Espagne !
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Or c'est done a 1'Espagne, a ces vaillants drapeaux,

Qn'on prodigue 1'opprobre aiusi hors de propos !

Maladroits ! avez-vous, eu huant ce carosse,

Effac6 Saint-Quentin, Pavie et Saragosse ?

Vos peres, ces vaiuqueurs aux champs d'Almonacid,

- S'emouvaient au recit des prouesses du Cid ;

Et 1'ou vous honorait, antiques Hispauies,

Terre de sommets bleus et de plaines jaunies,

De donjons mena^ants, de seuils hospitallers,

Oti sonna 1'eperon des derniers chevaliers !

O Murcie, Aragou, Castille, Andalousie,

Pays bi'nis du ciel, et que la Poesie,

Epri.se, nu soir d'f-te, de vos charmauts sejours,

D'un relict de son aile a dores pour toujours,

C'est a vous que Ton jette un cri blasphematoire !

Mais ces homines u'ont done jamais lu votre histoire !

Us n'ont done jamais su Ton comprend leur dedain,

Que 1'Espagnol, poete, artiste et paladin,

Fut, peuple sans rival que la gloire enveloppe,

Durant plus de mille ans, le premier de 1'Europe !

Que deja, du temps meme oil les forums remains

Au mot de liberte, joyeux, battaient des mains,

L'Espagne au fond des bois tenaient des assemblers !

Que, pres d'un siecle avant que les castes troublees

Discutassent a Londre avec acharnement,

Les eortes, a Leon, siegeaient en parlement !

Que huit cents ans bientot auront lui sur le monde,

Depuis que le Progres, qui denoue et feconde,

Sur le sol espagnol brisa le premier frein,

Et proclama les droits du peuple souverain !

Que ce peuple fut grand par les arts et la guerre !

Qu'il sut braver jadis Charlemagne, et uaguere
Sut defier encor le fameux conquerant

Que 1'Histoire a nomme Napoleon le Grand !

Que Viriathe, a lui seul, rebelle a tout servage,

Accule comme un loup dans la sierra sauvage,
Dix ans tint en 6chec Rome et ses genferaux !

Que Pelage, a son tour, formidable heros,

Ecrivit de son glaive une legende telle,

Qu'elle a suffi pour rendre une epoque immortelle !

Que des grands noms 1'Espagne est 1'un des plus anciens ;

Que Cadixjfut bati par les Ph6niciens,
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Sagonte par les G-recs, par les Gaulois Numance ;

Que Rome de Madrid a jete la semence
;

Que Carthageue avait Asdrubal pour parrain,

Et Tolede pour pere un sauvage du Rhin !

Et puis, quelle autre race ou lettree ou guerriere

A su porter plus loin 1'eclat de sa carriers ?

Quelle autre nation, quel peuple jeune ou vieux

A berc6 dans ses bras plus d'enfants glorieux ?

L'Espagne eut Cespedes, cet autre Michel-Ange,
Cervantes le profond et Mendosa 1'etrange,

Calderon, de Vega, Santos, Montemayor,

Velasquez, Juan Calvo, Murillo, Salvador,

Ziirbaran, Hernandez, Medina, Mercadante,

Tous les talents deptiis Phidias jusqu'a Dante,

Tous les heros connus d'Achille a Spartacus :

Elle eut Leonidas, et Codes, ct Gracchus . . .

Mais pourquoi tant fouiller dans la ceudre historique ?

L'Espagne eut chapeaux bas ! Lepante et I'Amerique !

Lepante ! c'est le duel de deux mondes rivaux
;

La lutte du passe centre les temps nouveaux ;

C'est de 1'humanite Tune des grandes crises
;

C'est 1'Occident chretien avec 1'Asie aux prises ;

Ce n'est plus un combat entre deux nations,

C'est 1'apre choc de deux civilisations !

Or 1'Espagne, enrayant 1'univers sur sa pente,

Soldat de 1'avenir fat vaiuqueur a Lepante !

L'Amerique ! Salut, carrefour surhumain

Ovi de 1'humanite bifurque le chemiu !

Comment, avec les mots d'une laugue infeconde,

Te nommer, 6 sublime eclosiou d'un monde ?

Effacez 1'Amerique, ou, sentant son decliu,

L'Europe qui fermente a verse son trop plein,

Et, sous son propre poids dont le fardeau 1'ecrase,

L'ltnivers ebranle chancelle sur sa base.

L'Amerique, c'est la soupape des Titans,

Le balancier qui vibre entre les mains du Temps :

Double objet qui, donnant au vieux monde un sol libre,

Prevint 1'explosion et sauva 1'equilibre !

Or, a toi, noble Espagne ! a toi, Ferdinand-deux,

La grande part d'honueur dans ce pas hasardeux !
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Car, quel que soit le point qu'iudiquat sa boussole,

Si Colomb fut genois, sa barque est espagnole !

Oui, 1'Histoire a parle ;
tout ce qui peut tenir

D'aurore, de progres, d'espoir et d'avenir

Dans deux noms d'ici-bas 6 verit6 frappante !

Tient dans ces deux grands mots : Am6rique et Lepante !

Et notre age les doit, Espagne, a tes heros !

Eufin, qui u'aimerait tes vieux romanceros,

Tes ballades d'amour, tes legendes tragiques,

Les reoits merveilleux de tes conteurs magiques,

Belle Espagno ? Souvent mon reve tend les bras

Vers tes escurials et vers tes alhambras,

Ou, la nuit, vout error sous les verts sycomores
Tes monarqui's chretions aver tes vieux rois mores ;

11 aimo les grands airs de ton noble hidalgo,

Ton bolero joyeux, ton souple et fier tango,

Tes gais toreadors, tes brunes gitauelles

Cat-haul sons IV-venlail lours ardentes prunelles ;

II s'arreto parfois aux balcons du Prado,

Lorsque la senora soulevo son rideau

Pour '< -outer chanter les doue.es serenades ;

II se pcn<-he souvent au bord des esplanades,

A 1'henre ou le son vif et clair des tambourina

Flotte dans 1'air '-mu de tes longs soirs sereins.

Et puis, jamais lasse d'aller boire a tes sources,

Mon reve, revenu de ces lointaines courses,
- De parfums, d'harmonie et d'amour enivr6,

Garde encore un reflet de ton beau ciel dore.

Oui, j'aime ce pays de la blonde romance,

Ou Corneille a puise, par ou Hugo commence !

Sol de 1'antique honneur a la valour uni,

Qui nous prete le Cid et nous donne Hernani !

Sol prodigue et f&cond, rien ne manque a ta gloire ;

Et quiconque t'insulte, insulte aussi 1'Histoire !
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Oh ! non, vaillante Espagne, en ces hideux exces,

Je ne reconnais point le noble sang fra^ais.

Ce n'est pas la non plus la republique fiere

Qui disait a chacun des peuples : Sois mon frere !

Au-dessus de ce tas d'igiiorants devoyes,

D'anarchistes jaloux et peut-etre . . . payes,

Dans d'autres regions Ton voit planer la France.

Gelle-la sut toujours precher la tolerance
;

Et meme aupres d'uu roi, fut-il monstre et payen,
Dans ses devoirs envers 1'hote et le citoyen,

Si la France mentait a son role historique,

Nous la repudierions, nous, Fran9ais d'Ameriquc !
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XIII Trois Episodes de la Conqutte,

Pur Louis FRECHETTE.
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I

FOES L'HONNEUR!

C'est par un soir humide et triste de 1'automue.

Dans les plis du brouillard, la plainte monotone

Du Saint-Laurent se mele aux murmures confus

Des chines et des pins dont les domes touff'us

Courounent les hauteurs de 1'ile Sainte-Heleue.

Au loin tout est lugubre ;
on sent rommo une haleine

De mort Hotter partout dans 1'air froid de la unit.

Au zenith uuageux pas un astre ne luit.

Tout devrait reposer ; pourtant, sur 1'ile sombre,

A certaines lueurs qui se meuvent dans 1'ombre,

On croirait entrevoir, vaguement dessiues,

Grroupes mysterieux partout dissemines,

Et se serrant la main avec des airs funebres,

Comme des spectres noirs roder dans les tenebres.

Tout a coup, sur le fond estompe des massifs,

Et teignant d'or le fut des vieux ormes pensifs,

Dans les petillements attises par la brise,

Et les stridents eclats du bois ser qui se brise,

Eclatent les rougeurs d'un immense brasier.

Prenant pour piedestal I'affut d'un obusier,

Un homme, au meme instant, domine la clairicre.

A son aspect, un bruit de fanfare guerriere

Retentit ; du tambour les lointains roulements

Se confondent avec les brefs commandemeuts

Qvii, prompts et saccades, se croiseut dans 1'espace.

Place ! c'est la rumeur d'un bataillou qui passe.

Un autre bataillon le suit, et tour a tour

On voit les regiments former leurs rangs autour

ec. I, 1884 16.
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Du rougeoyant foyer dont les lueurs troublantes

Eclairent vaguemeut ces masses ambulantes,

A chaque baionnette allumant un eclair.

Alors, couvrant le bruit, un timbre male et clair,

Ou vibre je ne sais quel tremblement farouche,

Resonne, et, repetes tout bas de bouche en bouche,

Parmi les cliquetis, les clameurs et le vent,

Laisse tomber ces mots :

Les drapeaux en avant !

Arretons-uous devaut cette page d'histoire.

Nos eouquerants etaient maitres du territoire.

Cerue dans Montreal, le marquis de Vaudreuil,

Apres plus de sopt ans de luttes et de deuil,

Apres plus de sept ans de gloire et de souffrance,

Ne voyant arriver aucun secours de France,

Dans sa detresso amere, avait capitule.

L'orgueilleux ennemi m6me avait stipule,

-La rougeur a ma joue, helas ! en monte encore,

Que le lendemain meme, au lever de 1'aurore,

Nos defeuseurs, parques comme de vils troupeaux,

Au general anglais remettraieut leurs drapeaux.

Lours drapeaux !...

Ces drapeaux dont le pli fier et libre

Durant un siecle avait souteuu 1'equilibre

Centre le monde entier, sur tout un continent !

Ces drapeaux dout le vol encor tout frisounaut

Du choc prodigieux des grands tournois epiques,

Cent aus avait jete, des poles aux tropiques,

Son ombre glorieuse au front des bataillons !

Ces drapeaux dont chacun des sublimes haillons,

Noir de poudre, rougi de sang, couvert de gloire,

Cachait dans ses lambeaux quelque nom de victoire !

Ces etendards poudreux qui naguere, la-bas,

Sous les murs de Quebec, avaieut de cent combats

Couronne le dernier d'un triomphe supreme !

Ces insignes sacres, il fallait, le soir menu',

Lenr faire pour toujours d'humiliants adieux !

Indignt', r6volt6 par ce pacte odieux,

l^vifl, ce dernier preux de la grande 6pop6e,

Le regard mena^ant, la main sur son 6pee,
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S'etait leve soudain, et sans long argument,
Centre 1'insulte avait protoste fierement.

Vingt mille Anglais sont la qui campent dans la plaine !

Lui n'a plus qu'un d6bris d'armee a Sainte-Helene :

N'importe ! les soldats fran9ais ont su jadis

Plus d'une fois combattre et vaincre un centre dix !

La France, indifferente, au sort nous abandonne :

N'importe encore ! on meurt quand le devoir 1'ordoune !

II veut, sans compromis, resister jusqu'au bout.

II se retirera dans 1'ile, et la, debout

A son poste, en heros luttera sans relache.

Dans mes rangs, disait-il, il n'est pas un seul lache !

Ne pretez pas la main a ce honteux marche ;

Jc puis, huit jours au moins, dans mon camp retranehe,

Avec mes bataillons tenir tete a 1'orage ;

Et si la France encor, trompant notre courage,

Refuse d'ici la le secours implore,

Dans un combat fatal, sanglant, desespure,

Tragique deuoument d'une antique querelle,

Nous saurons lui montrer comment on meurt pour elle !

Vaudreuil signa pourtant. Refuser d'obeir,

C'etait plus que braver la mort, c'etait trahir.

Trahir ! avait pense le guerrier sans reprocho...

Et c'est lui qui, dans 1'ombre, avant que 1'aube approche,

A ses soldats emus, dans la nuit se inouvant,

Avait jete ce cri : Les drapeaux en avant !

Allait-il les livrer ? Allait-il, a la face

De tous ces veterans honte que rien n'efface

Souiller son ecusson d'un opprobre eternel ?

On attendait navre le moment solennel.

Levis s'avance alors. Dans son ceil energique,

Ou le feu du brasier met un reflet tragique,

Malgre son calme, on sent trembler un pleur brulaut.

Vers les drapeaux en deuil l'homme marche a pas lent,

Et, pendant que la main de 1'histoire burine,

Lui, les deux bras croiss sur sa vaste poitrine,

Devant ces fiers lambeaux ou tant de gloire a lui,

Longtemps et fixement regarde devant lui.
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Dans le fond de son coaur il evoquait sans doute

Tous les morts genereux oublies sur la route,

Oii, tout illumines de reflets eclatants,

Ces guidons glorieux marchaient depuis cent ans.

Eufin, comme s'il out entendu leur reponse,

Pendant que sou genou dans le gazou s'enfonce,

Kefoulant ses sanglots, devorant son affront,

Sur les flours de lys d'or il incline sou front,

Et, dans 1'emotion d'uue etreinte derniere,

De longs baisers d'adieu rouvre chaque banniere...

- Et maintenant, dit-il, mes enfants, brulez-les,

Avant <jue d'autres mains les livrent aux Auglais !

Alors, spectacle el range et sublime, la foule,

Ondulant tout a coup comme une vaste houle,

S'agenouillc en silence
; et, solenuellement,

Dans ! bucher sacrc qui sur IP lirmament,

Avec dos siillcincnts raucjues comme des rales,

Dt'-tache en tourbillons ses sanglantes spirales,

1'arini les llaniboiements d'etinoelles, parmi

Un (lot de c-endre en feu par la braise vomi,

Sous les yeux du heros grave comme un apotre,

Chaque drapeau franeais iomba 1'uii apres 1'autre !

(^ueljues crepitements de plus, et ce fut tout.

Alors, de Montreal, de Longueuil, de partout,

Les postes enuemis crurent, dans la rafale,

Entendre une clamour immense et triomphale ;

C'etaient les fiers vaiucus qui, tout espoir d6truit,

Criaieut : Vive la France ! aux echos de la nuit.

O Levis ! 6 soldats de cette sombre guerre !

Si vous avez pu voir les hontes de naguere,

Que n'etes-vous soudain sortis de vos tombeaux,

Et, vengeurs, secouant les augustes lambeaux

De vos drapeaux en feu, dans votre sainte haine,

Venus en cravacher la face Bazaine !
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II
-X

LES DERNIERES CARTOUCHES

A 1'ouest de la plairie ou grandit Montreal,

Dans uii site charmant, poetique, ideal,

Que longe le chemin do la C6te-des-Neiges

Ou, du matin an soir, chemineut les corteges

Qui vont an reudez-vous de ceux cjui ne sont plus,

Dans la declivite d'un immense tains,

A 1'ombre des bouleaux et des bosquets d'erables,

Se dressent les pans uoirs, decrepits, mist-rabies,

D'une aucienne masure effondree et sans toit.

C'est la qu'un jour le morne archange dont le doigt

Inflige la defaite ou fixe la victoire,

S'arreta pour dieter une page a 1'IIistoire !

A 1'epoque sanglante ou nos penis, trahis,

Defendaieut corps ii corps leurs foyers envahis.

Et, grotipe de heros debordes par le nombre,

Touchaient au denoument fatal dxi drame soml)re,

Dans ce logis, alors presque un petit manoir

Dont les tons vigoureux tranchaient sur ] fond noir

De la foret encor vierge de la coguee,

Vivaient un vieux traiteur a mine renfi'oguee

Nomme Luc Sauriol, sa femme et son fils Jean.

Celui-ci, gars robuste a I'ceil intelligent,

Avait pour son pays deja moute la garde ;

Des soldats de Montcalm il portait la cooarde
;

C'etait un fier tireur, et 1'Anglais n'avait point

Plus terrible ennemi la carabine au poing.

Les cohortes d'Amherst avaient couquis la plaiue ;

Et nos derniers vengeurs, campes dans Sainte-Helene,

Attendaient 1'arme au bras le signal de mourir,

Lorsqu'un jour Sauriol vit son fils accourir,

Et, grave, s'arreter sur le seuil de la porte :

Bonjour, pere, dit-il, c'est moi ! je vous apporte

Un message pressant au nom du gouverneur.

Ce soir, a la nuit brune, il vous fera 1'honneur
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De s'arrtter ici pour affaire importante.

On dit, ajouta-t-il d'une voix hesitante,

Qu'il s'agit le soldat tatait ses pistolets
-

D'une entrevue avec le g6ueral anglais . . .

Le soir memo, en effet, c'etait le huit septembre,

Le marquis de Vaudreuil, assis dans une chambre

Du logis isole dont les derniers lambris

.Tonchent en ce moment le sol de leurs debris,

Le desespoir au cceur et 1'ame a la torture,

Capitulait, livrant aver sa signature,

Kntre It's mains d'Amhcrst surpris de son succes,

Li' dernier boulevard du Canada franpais !

On lui refusait memo affront d'amc vulgaire

1'our nos soldats vainqueurs les honneurs de la guerre.

Le vieux Luc Sauriol, stupefait, confondu,

En se rongeant les poings avait tout entendu.

Lorsque tomlm la plume, il se leva farouche,

1'rit son Ills a 1'ecart, et, 1'index sur la bouche,

Le regarda loniftemps un eclair dans les yeux.

J'ai compris, lui dit Jean, serraut la main du vieux.

Puis, preiiant sou fusil de chasse, d'un air sombre,

11 entr'ouvrit la porte, et disparut dans 1'ombre.

Le pere ni le fils n avaient capitule.

Tout pres, un chemin creux serpentait, aceole

Au pied d'un mamelon ou des quartiers de roche

Avaient ete ranges pour defendre 1'approche

Des postes avances, par cette route-la.

Ives officiers anglais devaient passer par la,

Au milieu de la nuit, pour rejoindre lenrs lignes.

Pour la premiere fois, infidele aux consignes,
Jean Sauriol y court, prend la chaine d'un puits,

En barre fortement 1'etroit passage, et puis
Monte RUT les hauteurs se mettre en embuscade.

Quelques instants apres, la noire cavalcade,

Avec un long eclat de rire goguenard,

S'engouffrait au grand trot au fond du traquenard.
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Ce fut terrible.

Au choc, la troupe tout entiere

Chevaux et cavaliers roula daiis la poussiere,

Pele-m6le, criaut, hurlaut, se debattant ;

Pendant que Sauriol Ian9ait au meme instant,

Par vingtaiue, du haut de la crete saillante,

De lourds eclats de roc sur la masse grouillante.

Un double 6clair alors perce 1'obscurite ;

C'est encor Sauriol qui, dans 1'ombre poste,

Tire sur les Anglais et les crible a outrance.

Enfin, poussant trois fois le cri : Vive la France !

Le soldat, devenu brigand pour sou pays,

D'un pas ferme gagna 1'epaisseur des taillis.

Ce fut durant trois mois une chasse enragee.

Lorsque dans le sommeil la ville etait plongee,

Un eclair tout a coup s'allumait quelque part,

Et quelqvie sentiuelle, aux creneaux d'un rcmpart,

Victime sans merci d'une infemale adresse,

Tombait, le front perce d'une balle traitresse.

Parfois, si Montreal respirait, vis-a-vis,

Dans 1'Ile ou, maintenant, les soldats de Levis,

Voyaient flotter dans 1'air I'etendard britannique,

Le poste anglais, saisi d'une terreur panique,

Entendait resonuer 1'invisible mousquet,
Et trouvait 1'un des sieus ralant suv le parquet.

Si quelque cavalier, hardi batteur d'estrades,

Osait sortir, le soir tombe, ses camarades

Voyaient revenir seul le cheval effare.

Presque toutes les nuits, le guet exasperu

Trebuchait tout a coup sur un masse iuforme,

Ou Ton reconnaissait le fatal uniforme.

Amherst, la rage au coaur, fit battre tous les bois :

Sur dix soldats, un jour, il n'en revint que trois !

Enfin, 1'on n'osa plus se hasarder qu'en plaine . . .

Un vaincu tenait seul une armee en haleine.

Mais 1'apre hiver allait venir : les massifs uus

N'offraient plus desormais, sous leurs domes chenus,
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Au pauvre gu6rillas de retraite bien sure ;

Et puis 1'homme souifrait au bras d'une blessure

Qu'une ballc avait faite un soir en ricochant.

Au flanc du Mout-Royal, du cote du couchant,

Dans le creux d'un ravin 011 chautait uue source,

II avait decouvert la taniere d'uue ourse,

Dout un epais fourre dissimulait 1'abord.

Jean Sauriol avait tue 1'ourse d'abord,

- Pour lui cela n'etait rien de bien difficile,

Et puis il avait pris sa place au domicile.

Sou pere veiiait la lui porter a manger.

Que voulez-vous, a tout on ne peut pas songer ;

Lui ne s'etait muni quo d'un baril de poudre

Avec. du plomb ; assez, disait-il, pour decoudre

Dans les regies de 1'art un regiment d'Anglais.

Ces dernicrs avaient eu beau teudre leurs filets,

Sauriol leur glissait dans It's doigts comme uiie ombre ;

Et, lorsque li-s chasseurs qui le traquaient en nombre

S'applaudissaient drjii du succcs obtenu,

II s'enfbiioait sous torre, et . . . ni vu ni couuu !

Cfla nc pouvait pas toujours durer. La neige,

Lc> ccrnant dans son antre ainsi quo dans un picge,

])e tout secours huinain 1'isola tout a coup.

Le malheureux ne s'en dcsola pas beaucoup :

II avait i'ait depuis longtemps son sacrifice.

IVmrtant, si le regard, si travers 1'orifice

De la grotte, dans 1'ombre cut par hasard plonge,
II cut plus d'une fois vn le pauvre assiege,

Transi, mourant de faim, pleurer dans les tenebres . . .

Hi-las ! ce n'etaieut pas pour lui, ces pleurs funebres ;

On va le voir.

Un jour ses pas 1'avaient trahi -

Sauriol vit soudain ton refuge envahi :

On le tenait.

Chez lui, pas un muscle ne tremble :

*

Messieurs, dit-il, avant que nous partions ensemble,

Ecoutez bien ces mots que je dis sans remord :

Je suis un meurtrier, je me coudamue a mort !
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Mais vous, les agresseurs ! vous, nation vorace !

Oui, vous, les eternels eunemis de ma race !

Bourreaux de mon pays, vous mourrez avec moi !

II dit, et, froidement, sans hate, sans emoi,

Tire son pistolet dans le baril de poudre . . .

Tout disparut. Ce fut comme un eclat de foudre.

La detonation 6braula les rochers
;

Les lourds quartiers de rocs, de leur base umu-hes,
Dans un immense cri d'indicible epouvante, -

Sauterent dans 1'espace, avec la chair vivante

De viugt hommes haches, brises, agonisants . . .

Le lendemain matin, parmi les corps gi.sants,

Sur les debris epars d'un dt'-sastre qvii naviv,

On trouvait un vieillard penche .sur un cadavru

Qu'il semblait snr son ccour presser avec transport .

On s'approcha lui : le pauvre hommc etait inort !

Ill

LE DRAPEAU FANTOME

Nous sommes loin, bien loin.

Ces bruitis sourds ct confus

Que le vent nous apporte a travers les grands futs

Qui percent les fourres ou bordont la prairie,

Ce sont les grondements du saut Samte-Marie.

La, dans les loiutains bleus qui bornent 1'horizon,*

Ou paissaient autrefois 1'elan et le bison,

Par dela la foret et la chute qui gronde,

Se balancent les flots du plus grand lac du monde.

A droite, c'est la Pointe-aux-Pins, endroit fameux,

Ou, sur le seuil sacre de leurs wigwams fumeux,

Les guerriers tatoues des peuplades indieunes

Qui hantaient autrefois les for^ts canadienues

Echangerent souvent le calumet de paix.

Du cote sud*, masques par des taillis epais,

Sec. I, 1884 17.
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Le voyageur d6couvre, a deux pas du rivage,

Les restes d'un vieux fort nomme le fort Sauvage.

Foulous avec respect ces glorieux debris !

Louis-Quinze, en signant le traite de Paris,

- Honte qu'a tout jamais repudiera 1'histoire,

Avait livrc ee vaste et feeond territoire

Depassant les trois quarts de 1'Europe en ampleur,

Comme un lopin de terre infime et sans valeur.

Nous rtions devenus anglais comme en un reve !

Plus d'un sir. If et demi d'heroisme sans treve,

De devoument sans fin, de travail incessant !

Tout un passe de gloire ecrit avec du saug !

Un peuple, un continent, 1'avenir, presque un inoiule,

Trodigucs au profit d'une debauche immonde !...

Le vieux drapeau Irancais dut rel'ermer ses plis,

Et, Her tcmoin de tant de hauts 1'aits accornplis,

Fain- place partoul aux couleurs d'Angleterre.

Sur un seul point pourtant il se fit rei'ractaire ;

Ce fut an J'ort Sauvage. Un brave y commandait,

Xomme Cadot. Malheur a cjui se hasardait

A provoquer d'un mot cet homme a forte trempe !

II cloua sirnplement ! drapeau sur sa hampe.

Un envoye du roi d'Angleterre arriva :

-Tasse au large ! dit-il, j'en ai vu d'autres, va !

-Mais ce fort maiutenant est un fort britauuique.

-Vous dites '. fait Cadot, d'une voix irouique;

Eh bien, venez-y voir ! j'ai trois petits canons

Qui seront enchantes de vous dire leurs noms.

Nous vous summons. Monsieur...

Et moi, je vous invite

A rebrousser chemin tous ensemble, et plus vite !

Au large, enteudez-vous ? ou sinon mes boulets

Vons anront bieutot fait savoir s'ils sont anglais.
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. Commandant, lui dit-on, vous fetes un rebelle ;

Prenez garde !

Allous done, vous me la baillez belle,

Fit eu riant Cadot
; depuis quand votre roi

De commander ici s'arroge-t-il le droit ?

Depuis qu'un souverain qu'on nomme roi dc Franco

Nous a cede son titre a la preponderance.

Allous, vite, amenez votre drapeau !

- Oui-cla !

Le roi de France aurait vondu le Canada !

Eh bieu, Ton ne vend pas les Francais qu'il renfermn.

Si vous croyez pouvoir nous prendre, allez-y fermo !

Car tant que je serai vivant, et le plus fort,

Mon drapeau flottera sur le donjon du fort.

Allez!...

Durant six mois, (
1

adot, sombre et farouche,

Fit ses provisions de combat ot de bouehe,

Arma du mieux qu'il put sa faible garnison ;

Et puis il attendit, calme, et sur I'horizon

Sans relache tenant fixe son regard d'aigle.

II lui fallut eufin subir un siege en regie.

Sitot que le printemps facilita 1'acces

Des parages lointains ou le vieux fort fran9ais

Ouvrait toujours au vent sou oriflamme blanche,

Cent grenadiers d'Ecosse, apres a la revanche,

Debarquerent un jour dans les remous du saut.

Le lendemain matin, on marchait a 1'assaut.

Dix hommes seulement defendaient la redoute.

La victoire fat rude, et couta cher sans doute
;

Mais Cadot, heroique en sa rebellion,

Du haut de ses remparts lutta comme un lion
;

Et les troupes du roi reculerent hachees.

On investit la place ;
on creusa des tranch6es ;

Et ces fiers conquerauts resolurent enfin

De vaincre a temps perdu I'assieg6 par la faim.
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Mais los precautions de Cadot sont bien prises.

Toujours sur le qui-vive, a 1'affut des surprises,

Pres du cercueil des morts, au chevet des mo\irants,

Car les mousquets anglais out eclairei ses rangs,

L'etrauge revoke veille et se multiplie,

Taudis que le drapeau, sur sa hampe qui pile,

En face des Anglais en formes dans leur camp,

Au vent flotte toujours intact et provoquaiit.

A de forts ennemis croyant avoir affaire,

Les assiegeants honteux et ue sachant que faire

N'osaient plus hasarder un combat desastreux.

Maudissant le guignon, se querellaut eutr'eux,

Us paisseront 1'ete, sans que ni violence

Ni ruse, un scul instant, trompat la vigilance

De Cadot, que jumais rien ne put assoupir.

Or, 1'autoinne arrivee, il fallait deguerpir.

Un beau matin, plus rion ! Sans tambour ui trompette,

Lcs Anglais avaient pris la poudre d'escampette.

Battus, manquant de tout, et craignant pour lexir peau,

Us avaient laissu la Cadot et son drapeau,

VA regagnait-nt Quel>ec, par la route du fleuve.

C'etaient huit mois au moins de gagnes.

Mais 1'epreuve

Avait t'-te terrible et fatale au vainqueur.

Sur ses neiif compagnons, tous des homines de cceur,

Cadot ue comptait plus que deux soldats valides ;

Mais c'etaient, comme lui, deux paroissiens solides,

Qui n'avaient pas souvent, comme on dit, froid aux yeux.

Devant le vieux drapeau dont le pli glorieux,

Sur le fond vert des bois, comme un vol de mouette,

Faisait toujours trembler sa blanche silhouette,

Dans un serment farouche, etrange, solennel,

Us jurerent tous trois leur salut eternel

Que, sans faillir, et tant qu'une demiere goutic

De sang leur resterait au coeur, coute que coute,

Et diit le monde entier fondre sur le vieux fort,

Tous trois, KC roidissant dans un supreme effort,

M I'-ni'- quand anrait fui tout rayon d'esp6rance,

Couvriraient de leur corps le drapeau de la France ;
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Et que les autres morts le dernier, rests seul,

De son dernier lambeau se ferait un linceul !

Et mainteuant, mes vieux, dit Cadot : Notre Pere !

Et ce Quelqu'un d'eu haut en qui toute ame espere
Vit ces desesperes, au regard sombre et doux,

Aupres du vieux drapeau, qui priaient a genoux !

Les debris, cepeudant, de la petite armro,

Par dix homines ainsi vaincue~et decimee,

Transis de froid, brises de fatigue et de 1'aim,

Aux quartiers generaux etaieut reutivs en fin,

Dans un etat d'esprit difficile a decrire.

A leur recit piteux, Murray se mit a rire :

Ma foi, taut pis, dit-il
;
nous avous devaut nous

Plus de temps qu'il ne faut pour reduire ces fous.

.Te ne vois pas qu'il soit besoin qu'ou se morlbude
;

A deloger ces gueux a 1'autre bout du monde
;

Pour le moment, j'ai bieu d'autres chiens a fouetter !

En somme, on decida de ne point se hater.

Les semaines, les mois et|les saisous passercnt ;

Les souvenirs sauglants par degres s'effacerent ;

Puis Washington, levant son vaillaut etendard,

Acheva d'attirer les esprits autre part.

Engages desormais dans une immense guerre,

Nos orgueilleux vainqueurs ne se souviurent guere,

Dans les anxietes poignantes des combats,

Que le drapeau fran9ais flottait toujours la-bas.

Cadot fut oublie.

A leur serment fideles,

Tons les aus, quand venait le mois des hirondelles,

Les trois heros songeaient a mourir bravement.

Us vieillirent. L'uu d'eux, on ne sait trop comment,
Perit dans la foret. Sur sa couche brulante,

Un autre succomba, ronge de fievre lente.

Et Cadot resta seul, sans espoir, sans appui,

Avec rimmensite d6serte autour de lui !
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Vingt aiis soiit ecoules
;
Cadot n'est plus qu'une ombre.

Dans les ennuis sans fin, dans les transes sans nombre,

Mais sans que son courage ait un instant failli,

Le pauvre solitaire avant 1'age a vieilli.

II est tout blanc ; sa main tremble sur la detente

De son mousqixet rouille dont la voix eclatante

N'eveille plus 1'echo des grands bois giboyeux.

Seul avec un vieux chieu sauvage au poil soyeux,

Fidele compagnon de sa vie isolee,

II montait quelquefois sur la tour ebranl6e

On flottaient los haillons troues du drapeau blanc ;

Et la, pensif, courbe sur son baton tremblant,

Comrm> s'il eat eucor reve de delivrance,

II regardait longtemps du cote de la France ;

Et puis s'agenonillait, pendant que de ses yeux
DC longs pk-urs de vieillard coulaient silencieux.

II vivait de gibicr, de poisson, de racines.

Quelquefois les Indiens des bourgades voisines

Venaicnt le visiter, et, dans sou abandon,

D'un peu de pemioan fume lui faisaient don.

Un jour, c't-tait par un de ces hivers si rudes

Qui desolent souvent ces froides latitudes,

Trois Sauteux, qui veuaient de chasser 1'orignal,

Ne virent pas etrange et funebre signal

Le vieux drapeau Hotter a son mat qui balance.

Us entrerent au fort. Un lugubre silence

Regnait partout. Soudain, dans un obscur reduit

Ou le pressentiment d'un malheur les conduit,

Les trois chasseurs se voient en face d'un cadavre ;

C'etait Cadot rigide, et spectacle qui navre

N'ayant que son drapeau pour dernier vetement.

Le heros etait mort, drape dans son serment.

Le fort u'est plus debout. Pourtant, sur ses mines,

Le yoyageur pretend qu'a travers les bruines

Et les brouillards d'hiver, on voit encor souvent

Le vieux drapeau fra^ais qui flotte dans le vent.
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Notre epoque est feconde en prodiges (sublimes
;

L'homme dans son elan atteint toutos les cimes
;

La matiere prend vie au charme de sa voix,

Et la foudre domptee obeit a ses lois.

Ces merveilleux prodnits du moderne genie

Ont des maitres de 1'art inspire 1'harmonie,

Et ma muse timide ose a peine en ces vers

D'un siecle taut vante denoncer los t ravers.

Pourtant il le faut bien ; j'ai promis, r.Vst tont dire ;

La parole, en honneur, jamais ue se retire.

Done j'enfourche Pegase, et sans plus de famous

J'aborde oarrement mon sujet . . . Commencons.

Le savoir, de nos jours, fait des progres rapidos,

J'en couviens. Mais, grand Dii'u ! eombien de cerveaux vides,

Pres du savant modeste et cousciencieux,

Prenaut du sot orgueil les airs pretenticaix,

Prefereut, dans 1'exces d'une ignoranre altiere,

Aux tresors de 1'esprit ceux du millionnaire !

Combien d'adorateurs de 1'antique veau d'or,

Qui, d'un culte odieux eutourant leur tresor,

Consacrent sans rougir leur ame a cette idole !

Qui, du lucre eprouvant I'affectioii f'rivole,

Estiment le prochain au poids de son bilan,

Font de leurs gains suspects 1'etalage insolent,

Et, de la bienfaisance ignorant le merite,

N'ofFrent a 1'indigent qu'un dedain qui 1'irrite !

Combien de beaux poseurs, d'une moustache orues,

Qui, de coeur et d'esprit fatalement bornes,

Donnent plus d'importanoe au noaud de leur cravate

Qu'aux travaux d'Eddison, Gutenberg ou Socrate !

De futiles projets toujours preoccupes,
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Pares de pied en cap, et surtout bien huppes,

On les voit promener leur vaniteuse audace,

Lorguant chaque passant et faisant la grimace

A 1'aspect moins brillant des apotres de 1'art,

Pour qui les qualites speciales du fard,

Les primeurs de la mode et les vertus magiques

De la pommade ambr6e on des grands cosmetiques

Sont restes a 1'etat de sujets negliges ! . . .

Que d'anges feminins aux attraits . . . mitiges,

Oubliant quo la grace est vertu feminine,

Et glissant sur la pente ou. leur caprice incline,

Pour se donner un ton d'originalite,

Romplacent la candour par I'excentricite,

Et font du savoir-vivro une bizarrerie ! . . .

Oontomplant cet abus, le spectateur s'ecrie :

- Dopuis quand le gendarme affuble d'un jupon

A-i-il droit do cite.?

L'ospiegle echo repond :

-Chui ! critique arricro, cVst un progres modorne
;

L'eK'gance aujourd'hui s'inspirc a la caserne.

(Jract- &u pachutt, lc faux col, les bottcs a talons,

Lc casiiue, lc toupct, tout cst dc raise...

Aliens !

Cet echo malappris, dans 8a verve indiscrete,

M'a 1'ait dire . . .

Pardon si jo.
bats en retraite !

Oui, toiit ce qui jji-ecedo est un lapsus lingpue.

Mon insolent soufHeur n'avait pas distingue

Entre 1'extravagance et la juste limite,

Entre la i'emmo vraie et celle qui 1'imite,

Sans pouvoir toutofois en rien lui ressembler.

Cello-ci, par ses airs frondeurs, nous fait trembler ;

Mais la femme dc cosur jamais ne se declasse
;

L'une subit la mode et 1'autro la depasse.

L'ej>ouse qu'au foyer nous retrouvons le soir,

La filk-t te qui vient a nos genoux s'asseoir,

Et distrait nos soucis par son gai verbiage,

Anges du coin du feu, doux agents du menage,
Os etres bien nimes, pour charmer nos logis,

N'ont pas, dans leurs apprets, les flamboyants gachis

D'ornements que distingue en tout le disparate,

Ou le bon gout se perd et le vulgaire eclate ;

Mais, choisissant d'instinct les pudiques coulenrs,

Simples dans lenr tenue, ornant surtout leurs coours,
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Elles font du chez-soi le chaste tabernacle

Ou le bonheur s'instale et regne sans obstacle.

Mais la medaille a bien son revers . . .

Le voici :

Parfois 1'astre enchanteur de 1'hymen s'obscurcit.

Le v'lan, ce messager insolent de la mode,
Fait du nceud conjugal une entrave incommode,
Des joyeux entretiens la formule se perd,

Et le foyer, jadis heureux, devient desert.

L'epoux charge d'eimuis n'y trouve rien de inise
;

Pour lui, pauvre blase dont 1'avenir se brise,

Le toit commun n'est pas oe refuge beni

Ou 1'amour tendre et pur, au devoir reuni,

Ennoblissait les occurs au lieu de los seduire . . .

Et 1'epouse, voyaut .son bonheur so reduire

Au souvenir lointaiu d-s beaux jours envolrs,

Croit, par 1'enivrement des plaisirs affoles,

Remplacer les douceurs dont son ecrur sent le vide.

S'acheminant ainsi sur la pente rapido

On la foule les pousse et descend avec eux,

Deux etres dont le ciel avait beni ]<>s vu>ux.

Pour des futilites brisant leur vie intime,

Par des sentiers fleuris arrivent A. 1'abimc.

Mais passons . . .

Les travers dont le monde s'eprend

Out la pedauterie en titre, au premier rang,

Et, sur tous les pedants, proiiant leiir importance,

Le faux savant toujours obtient la preseance.

Aujourd'hui cette espece a son chic special :

Elle pose au progres, et, toujours a cheval

Sur quelque theorie ou 1'absurde domine,

On la voit imitant le savant qui rumine,

Ou proclamant sur place, a tous les vents du ciel,

De ses inventions le trait essentiel.

Les gens pour ennuyer ont chacun leur maniere ;

Celui-ci vous retient par une boutonniere,

Et ne daigne vous rendre enfin la liberte,

Qu'apres avoir dix fois longuement discerte

Sur mainte abstraction dont son esprit se grise.

Mais le plus ennuyeux des facheux, quoiqu'on dise,

Est cet energumene en paroles fecond,

Qui, tout scandalise du siecle, se morfond

A prouver des humains la coupable ignorance,

Et qui, poussant sa fougue insensee a 1'outrance,

Sec. I, 188418.
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Pour reforme a reve 1'Etat bouleverse,

Et, pour deniier succes, le monde renverse.

Ce type, incessamment retif a la manoeuvre,

N'en reclame pas moins le progres pour son omvre.

Et cet autre pour qui toute innovation

Est un produit sentant la Revolution !

Qui, dans le cercle etroit des rigueurs d'un autre age,

Se concentre, et ressemble au hibou dans sa cage ;

Prefere aux feux du jour les ombres de la nuit,

Et, par hostilite centre tout ce qui luit,

Fait mine de douter, dans^sa morgue indicible,

Qu'on creant 1'univers Dieu le fit perfectible !

Ces oxemples, choisis entre mille, au hasard,

Font voir quo, tout oompte, notre epoque a sa part

Do faiblosse inheronte a 1'humaine nature.

Mais, par un autre oxces, n'allons pas en conclure

<^uo 1'humanite tornbe aux mains de Lucifer.

Non. Los travors mondains sont vieux comme 1'enfer.

Notre grand pere, Adam, pecha par gourmandise ;

Cain tua son frere, Abol, par convoitise
;

Cham manqua, nous dit-on, au respect filial ;

Solomon abusa du sceptre imperial ;

Nabuchodonozor, devonu malhonnete,

Par un dur rhatiment so vit changer en bfite ;

Et, depuis ces debuts, dos crimes abondants

Otfreut pour tous les gouts de nombreux precedents.
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My purpose in this paper is not so much to speak of what is striking and
dramatic in Canadian history, as to indicate some of the stages by which a handful of

adventurers (I use the word in its ancient and honourable sense) has become a nation of

five millions of people. I wish to draw attention to the influences of climate, occu-

pation, and surroundings by which the settlers were modified, until, in the course of

time, they came to form a new ethnic variety. I will then show briefly what
characteristics were contributed by the immigration that set in after the Cession and

has continued to the present. If I can make it plain that the stocks from which we
are derived are the best in Europe, and that the union of the qualities which

have made them severally great ought, when efficaciously combined and developed,

to make ITS still greater, I shall look upon my labour as not in vain. But while

thus hopefully indicating the sources of our strength, it would be poor patriotism and

false delicacy to avoid any reference to equally obvious elements of weakness. These,

indeed, make themselves so conspicuous at certain periods in our growth to nationhood

that emphasis becomes unnecessary. But in the early years of the colony there is generally
so much of the grand and heroic about the leading figures, that it is only by a scrutiny
which is out of sympathy with romance, that we discover the drawbacks that retarded its

progress. One of them undoubtedly was the lack of a consistently wise colonial policy on

the part of the metropolis. Neither to Acadia nor to Canada was it (if we except the new

departure of Colbert) either far-seeing as it concerned France or just to the colonists. It

may be said, indeed, that the healthy social life and industrial progress of the Canadian

people were due, in the main, to qiialities which the founders of families brought with

them from their homes in Northern France, developed and fructified by the discipline of

the climate and the example and ministrations of a devoted clergy. Interesting as it

would be to follow step by step the career of Champlain and the colony under him, and to

share in the enthusiasm of Chomedy de 'Maisonneuve and his pious company, as with holy

rites they laid the foundations of Ville Marie, I can only cast a momentary glance at the

trials and the triumphs of that critical time. Rapid, indeed, under those brave explorers

of the 17th century, was the march of conquest. Once the foundations of the colony were

fairly laid, they shrank from no difficulty, no hardship, no danger. Missionary zeal, ambition,

commercial enterprise, enlightened curiosity and love of adventure, all combined to make
their successes rarely paralleled in boldness, range and usefulness.

Sec. II., 1884. l.
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FOUNDERS OF FAMILIES.

Choosing a point of retrospection after Quebec, Three Rivers and Montreal had been

duly organized, we may see what had been accomplished in less than a generation from

the establishment of the first pioneer (Louis Hebert, 1617). lu the year 1645, then, we find,

on the authority of M. Suite (Histoire des Camidiens-franfais, Tome II, p. 147) that the pro-

gress of colonization is represented by 122 habitants or settlers, all of whom but three are

married, while one of the three is a widower. We know their names and places of birth.

Thirty-four of them came from Normandy, twenty-seven from Perche, four from Beauce,

three from Picardy, five from Paris, three from Maine. Of the whole number eighty

were from north of the Loire. As to the wives, it is probable that the eighty north-country

men were balanced by eighty north-country women, the families that supplied the former

also supplying the latter. Eight years later, that is in 1653, M. Suite reckons the settled

population at 075 souls, of whom 400 were at Quebec, 175 at Three Rivers, and 100 at

Montreal. Among the founders of Canadian families may be mentioned Louis Hebert,

Guillaume Couillard, Abraham Martin (Mgr. Tache and Dr. Tache are descended from all

three of these brave pioneers); Jean Cote
;
Pierre Paradis ; Bertrand Fafard dit Lafram-

boise ; Christophe Crevier (ancestor of Ludger Duvernay, founder of the Minerve and of the

Socii-t*' t<aint-Je(in-Btiptiste) ;
Pierre Boucher (ancestor of the de Boucherville family) ;

the

three Godef'roys ;
Guillaume Couture (ancestor of Bishops Turgeon and Bourget) ; Joseph

lie ; Toussaint Toupin (ancestor of Charles de Langlade) ; Charles LeMoine (ancestor

most distinguished families and personages in the colony) ; Jacques Archambaalt ;

(Jrave

of th

Gabriel Dui-los de Celles (ancestor of M. A. D. de Celles) ; Guillaume Pepin dit Tranche-

Montairne (from whom have descended several men of mark, including Sir Hector and

Bishop Langevin). But I must refer the inquirer to M. Suite. In a note (Hist, des Can.'

frunriiif,
Tome I, p. 1">3) after refuting certain calumnies as to the origin of the French-

Canadian people, by a chronological statement showing that Champlain had table rase in

New France, when he began his colonization, that patriotic writer says: "See the Diction-

naire Genctilogique of Abbe Tanguay. This compilation of registers of births, marriages

aud death is unique. In order to show its value, we may say that all the French Cana-

dians spread through Nortli America find there their family tree, accompanied with a

thousand details. No other nation possesses such a book. "We owe it to the archives of

our parishes aud seigneuries and to the indefatigable patriot whose name it bears. The

stranger, who now and then concerns himself with us, too often neglects to consult our

national library. They speak of French Canadians in the United States, in France, in

England, according to the information of fancy. When they learn that we are of some

importance, the works of Garneau, Ferland, and Tanguay will have an honoured place in

the esteem of the learned." There was also a floating population, consisting of fur-traders

and speculators, soldiers, military officers and members of the civil service.

After 1653 the provinces south of the Loire began to contribute a considerable pro-

portion to the population, while the immigration from Perche and Normandy declined.

But, as M. Suite points out, the first arrivals exercised a deep and lasting influence on the

character and usages of the people.
1 A patriotic sentiment had gradually taken root, as

1 In his Hirtmre de la LilUrature canadiennt, M. Laroau lays stress npon the fact that the traditions, songs,

tales, pruvertw an<l siijrstitions of tho Fronch Canadians are all Norman or Breton.
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a new generation grew up. The born Canadians looked upon Canada with the same
affection that their fathers had felt for France. Some old usages

l were preserved, but

they, as well as the songs that were brought from across the Atlantic and even the spoken

tongue were somewhat modified in the course of years. The French Canadian was being

developed.

LOCAL DIFFERENTIATION.

The great distance of the little fortified settlements of this province from each other

and the still greater distance between Quebec and Acadia, also tended to create local

peculiarities of character, manner and language. But there was less perceptible difference

between any one French Canadian and another, however far apart may have been tht-ir

places of birth or however diverse their surroundings, than there was between the French-

speaking native of Canada and the native of France.

THE ACADIANS.

The frequent interruptions and constant alarms experienced in Acadia from English

rivalry, especially during the continuance of European wars, made society there less settled

than in the more western colonies. The civil organization was less complete. Such feuds

as that between Latour and d'Auluay de Charnisay were unknown at Quebec or Montreal.

Their isolation and the neglect of the mother-country were sorely against the Acadians,

and yet, though a prey to frequent raids, to cruel abandonment and to internal disorder,

there were intervals of steady progress as well as inspirations of enterprise, which tended

to develop the resources of the country and which show what might have been effected

had France only appreciated her duty. In. 1671 the population was 440, which in 1679

had grown to 515, and in 1686 to 900 or 920 souls. The population of the four seigneuries
and the scattered settlements in 1707 was 1,838 96.3 men and 873 women. An impulse
to immigration had set in after 1701, some 400 persons arriving at Port Royal between that

year and 1707, but the day was now at hand when "
this colonial flower should be

ravished from the crown of France." It was too late. When the cession to England took

place in 1713, the population was 2,100. Shortly before the sentence of banishment was

pronounced in 1755 there were between 8,000 and 9,000. Many of these had taken refuge

'Some old beliefs that once existed among the habitants are, M. LeMay, the translator of Erangeline,

tells us, fast dying away. One of them was that of the temporary resurrection, at Christmas-tide, of the last curl of

the parish; who, with his dead flock around him, recited the office for the day, his ghostly audience repeating the

responses. Another tradition is that on Christmas night the light of the stars penetrates the opened recesses of the

earth, sometimes revealing hidden treasures. The supposed genuflexions of the oxen at that sacred season are

common to most Christian communities. With Christmas among the French Canadians, as among other peoples,

are connected many curious rhymes which have been handed down from generation to generation. The strangest

of these is what is known as La Oulgnolle, of which there are several versions. It is more immediately associated

with New Year's Day than with Christmas, but formerly the two holidays were closely related. The Christmas

season may, indeed, be said to terminate only with Epiphany, which by many is still called Old Christmas Day.

The origin of La GuignoUe is unknown. The explanation au gui, fan neuf ! (the one generally given) would

carry the custom back to the Druids and the gathering of the sacred mistletoe (gui, viicum) to which Pliny makes

reference (Nat Hist, xvi., 249). The custom is still kept up, M. Suite says, in some parishes of the Province of
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at Chipody, Louisburg and elsewhere, and it is computed that the number affected by

the edict of expulsion amounted to about 6,000. Of these a good many ultimately returned.

There must certainly have been a pretty fair nucleus of families to yield 108,605, the

French (generally Acadian) population of the maritime provinces according to the last

census. It has been noted that the names of many French-speaking families living there

to-day are those of the Acadians of the 17th century. There were some intermarriages

with Scotch and Irish, and also with Indians. St. Castin married the daughter of an

Abenakis chief; d'Entremont married one of St. Castin's half-breed daughters ;
the mother

of Latour's daughter Jeanne was a woman of the Amalekite tribe
;
and several other such

marriages or unions are on record. (Rameau : Une Colonie feodale, p. 195.)

ACADIAN CHARACTERISTICS.

La Mothe-Cadillac, writing in 1690 of the resources of Acadia, describes the cattle and

horses as modified by the influence of climate, fodder and treatment. The third generation

of colonists was then mature, and it is natural to suppose that their differentiation had also

begun. M. Rameau, who quotes Lamothe, says :

" The men also had experienced like

modification. The children of the French emigrants had become, in fact, Acadians, and now
formed a small distinct community with new customs of their own, and united by the

traditions and usages that the force of circumstances had imposed on them. They were

marked by profound attachment to their religious faith, which, being intimately associated

with all the habits of their lives, fostered a spirit of unity and harmony which enabled

them io live in peace so long without police courts and almost without laws." He adds,

however, that the disposition of a people who had little chance of cultivation was not

always tractable, the difficulties of their mode of life tending to embitter minds already

prone to the defects of the French character. He mentions among their faults levity,

improvidence, vanity sometimes leading to good actions, but commonly intolerable to

others ; lack of subordination, unless when imposed by force, love of gossip and criticism,

with that jealousy which often accompanies excessive fondness for company. Thence arose

Quebec, of singing the Guitpiolfe on tlie evening of St. Sylvester's day, that is New Year's eve. An the words of

this ancient invocation may be new to some, I append one of the versions contained in the Chantont populairci du

Canada of M. Ernest Gagnon :

"
Bonjonr le maltrect la inaitresso

Et tout lo mondo de la muison.

Pour le dernier jour do 1'annee

La IgnoW vous nous dovez.

Si vous voulez rien nous donnor

Ditos-nous-le,

On enmivnera seulcment

I-a fillo ainee.

On Ini fora fairo bonne chero,

On lui fora chauffer lea pieds.

On vous domande seuloment

Une chignee,

De vingt >\ trente pieds de long
Si \i .us voulez-e.

La Ignolee, la lyrnolocho,

Mettez du lard dedans ma poche !

Quand nous fum's au milieu du bois,

Nous fum's & 1'oinbre
;

J'entendais chanter le coucou

Et la coulnmhn.

Rossignolet du vert bocago

Rossignnlot du bois joli,

Eh ! va-t-fin diro & inn maitrosfte

Queje incurs pourses beaux youx.

Tout' fillo qui n'a pas d'amant,

Comment vit-elle?

Ello vit toujours en soupirant
Et toujoun veilla"
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frequent divisions, coteries and disputes. One governor, Menneval, said his existence

among them was an enfer ; another thought he used language almost as bad when he called

them half-republicans. The English rulers, after the conquest, regarded them as ungov-
ernable. Religion, says M. Rameau, alone can make such a people manageable, and yet
even the priests themselves, who had spiritual charge over them, more than once complained
of a character so hard to deal with. Laurent Molin, a cordelier, who served the Acadians

in 16*70 and carried out for M. de G-randfontaine the census of that year, a mild and patient

man, speaks, simply as a matter of fact, of the manner in which he was received while

discharging his duty, of the anger and suspicion with which his requests for information

were resented as an intrusion. This objection to census-takers is not confined to the

Acadians. M. Molin said that, when under the influence of their better feelings, the Aca-

diaus were kind and obliging and full of sorrow for whatever faults they might have

committed. M. Rameau adds that their faults, which were French faults, were siich as

needed peculiarly the services of the priests, whose mission, he thinks, is nowhere more

useful than when they are engaged in counselling and advising the French people.

We may now take leave of the Acadians, whom it is necessary to study carefully in

making any analysis of the constituents of our Dominion population. As the French

Canadians were the original settlers of Quebec and of Ontario in part, so were the Aca-

diaus of the maritime, provinces. Acadia and Canada together formed la Noiivelle France.

THE CANADIAN COLONIES.

Let us now return for a little to the consideration of the colonies of Champlain and

Yilleneuve. It is usual for historians to busy themselves with great events only, the

sayings and doings of kings and rulers and ministers of state. Such personages have,

undoubtedly, much influence in guiding the destinies of a nation, but it is the character

and conduct of the people themselves, after all, that build it up or pull it down.

Whether by a policy of timely conciliation Champlain might have avoided all the

devastations and bloodshed and other evil consequences of long-continued Indian wars, it

boots not to inquire. He probably knew his own business as well as most of those who
have undertaken, after the event, to advise him. If he made the Iroquois inveterately

hostile by joining the Hurons in attacking them so soon after his organization of the colony,

he certainly produced so wholesome a terror in their minds as made his peaceful explora-

tions possible and protected the colony, in its very infancy, from total destruction. The

rivalry for a while between the Dutch, and during the whole of the old regime, between the

English and the French colonists, necessarily implied on both sides the use of Indian allies.

That not merely somebody, but almost everybody, blundered in the matter of Indian policy

at the outset of colonization on this continent is only too true and much to be deplored.

Successes of the Jesuit and other missions prove that some of the native tribes were not

.unsusceptible of being won over by kindly treatment. Justice, gentleness and firmness,

with a constant effort to allay their inter-tribal ferocity, might have been as fruitful of good

as the opposite course was of evil. And yet, but for the hostility of the Indians to civili-

zation, Christianity and each other, Canada would be deprived of some of the most glorious

instances of heroic courage and heroic meekness which the annals of war and martyrdom

can furnish. A people that could produce such characters as those of Breboeuf and Lalle-
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111:111 1. of Bollard des Ormeaux and of Madeleine de Vercheres, cauuot be without qualities

which command veneration and lead to greatness. In daring and useful enterprise,

Canada has an honour-roll not less conspicuous. Champlain himself did not shrink, not-

withstanding the many calls on his time, from setting the example. Following in his

track, the Jesuits established the wilderness missions in what is now the garden of Ontario.

One after another undertook long and perilous quests. To-day, with our network of rail-

ways giving speedy communication in all directions, we cannot realize the difficulties and

dangers which those brave men faced. Long before an intercolonial railway or even an

intercolonial road had been dreamed of, three Recollet Brothers had walked every foot of

the distance (excepting the water to be crossed) between the St. John River and Quebec.
From Champlaiu's visit to the great lakes till the Verendrye brothers reached the Rocky
Mountains, the work of exploration went on, northward to Hudson's Bay, southward
to the Gulf of Mexico, while in all directions over the intervening areas were set up mis-

sion stations and trading posts, the relics of some of which remain to this day. Marquette
and Ileiiiiepin, La Salle and Le Moyne d'Iberville, and scores of lesser names, illustrate

the story of North American discovery.

And what of the mass of the people? "We are at no loss for information regarding
them. From Louis Ht'-bert, our pioneer habitant, to the volunteer who fought with Mont-
cnlm. weighed down by multiplied disadvantages, for the independence of a laud which a

degenerate court affected to despise, we have many and many a glimpse of them at their

pleasures, at their work, keeping the Indian foe at bay or returning thanks for security
vouchsafed. In the main, they were industrious, orderly, sociable, courageous, moral and
devout.

STATE OF EDUCATION.

That they were not quite without opportunities for the development of their intelli-

gence is evident from the attention which the royal government gave to public instruction.

(Chauveau : Instruction Publi<itie m Canada, p. 48.) The religious orders had also under-
taken the work of education among the people of the colony as well as among the Indians.

(lb., p. 52.) In 1663 the Grand Seminary was founded by Bishop Laval, but as early as

1637, five years before the foundation of Montreal, Father Rohault, son of the Marquis de

Gamache, who had given a large sum of money for the purpose, had begun the construc-
tion of a college in the city of Quebec. (Ib., pp. 52, 53.) The Seminary of St. Sulpice dates
from 1647, when Montreal was only five years old. The Institut des Freres Charron
was in operation, with various success, from 1688 to 1747. (Ib., pp. 53, 54.) These insti-

tutions could not have existed in a country where education was wholly neglected. That
the daughters of the habitant* were taught by the ladies of the Ursuline Convent we know
from a letter of Madame Marie de 1'Incarnation, which M. Suite has in part reproduced
with pertinent comments. He reminds his readers of the danger of mental degeneracy
and coarseness of manners resulting from the constant occupation of the men in pursuits
which, if necessary, were not elevating, and indicates the providential character of the

inspiration that would compensate for the forced - neglect by cultivating the gifts and
graces of th- (-male sex. He gladly emphasizes the benefit which it has conferred on
French Canadian society and on the French language, mentioning as one of its probable
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fruits the admired transformation of the songs of France into pure and delicate mtlaptes.

(Suite : Hisloire des Canadiens-franfais, Tome II, p. 68.) It is, however, matter of regret to

find that the provisions for education do not seem to have improved during the following

three-quarters of a century. In a memoire of M. Hocquart, dated 1736, to which I will

presently refer in more detail, complaint is made of the slender character of the education

which even gentlemen's children receive. They hardly, he says, know how to read and

write, and are unacquainted with the first elements of geography and history. At Quebec

the chief teacher is also hydrographer and missionary, and has little time for his pupils.

At Montreal, matters are little better. He recommends the appointment of a good master

for each place. Later on matters seem to improve. In 1757, Madame Bonrgainville wrote

thus :

" The simple habitants of Canada would be scandalized at the name of peasants. In

fact, they are of better stuff, are more intellectual and better educated than those of France."

GOVERNMENT.

The notions of mankind have changed very much as to the question of the people's

share in administration since the middle of the 17th century. Popular government in our

sense, or even in the medieval sense, did not exist in Canada at that time. Frontenac tried

to make a change, but the result was one of Colbert's gentle but unmistakeable rebukes.
" His municipal government, and his meeting of citizens were, like his three estates, abo-

lished by a word from the court which, bold and obstinate as he was, he dared not disobey.

Had they been allowed to subsist, there can be little doubt that great good would have

resulted to Canada." (Parkman's Fronlenac, p. 21). M. Rameau, though he lays stress

on the advantages which the Canadians derived from their excellent parochial system,

working in harmony with the organization of the seigneu-rie, acknowledges that the absence

of municipal institutions was a serious drawback. (Une Colonie feoilale, pp. 290, 291). The

grant of such a boon would, he thinks, have doubled their energy and their power for

good.

Champlain's rule, as the commissioner of the Companies, lasted from 1608 till 1635,

with an interruption of three years, during which Quebec was occupied by Louis Kirkt.

He was succeeded by Governors de Montmagny, d'Ailleboust, de Lauson, and d'Avaugour.
In 1663, M. de Mesy, on the recommendation of Mgr. de Laval, was sent out to inaugu-

rate the system of royal government, the Company of the Hundred Associates having
been dissolved. A sovereign council was formed, modelled on the Parliament of Paris,

composed of the governor, the bishop, five (afterwards seven) councillors, named by them

conjointly, an attorney-general, and, on his arrival in Canada, the inteiidant, who repre-

sented the minister. To this body the entire administration of the colony was entrusted.

In 1664, the Coutume de Paris was made the law of the laud. The country was divided

for administrative purposes into three governments, those of Quebec, Three Rivers and

Montreal, the two latter having their own magistrates, and courts of justice. Later on (in

1717) an admiralty court was established at Quebec.

Of the system of administration just sketched, M. Garneau says that "
it was the

worst of all systems of government, being the delegation of absolute power, to be exercised

a thousand leagues from the delegating authority and in a state of society essentially dif-
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ferent from that of the mother country. But Louis XIV, the most despotic of all French

kings, could not have been expected to grant institutions bearing the smallest germ of

liberty." (Hisloire du Canada, Tome I, p. 184). Of the judicial system the same writer

says :

"
Justice was generally administered in a manner impartial and enlightened, and it

was obtained at small cost. Jurisprudence, based on the solid foundation of the ordinance

of 1667, was free from those variations and contradictions which, at a later period, brought

uncertainty and suspicion on the administration of justice." (Ib. p. 184.)

Colbert's twenty years of office were the most progressive years in the history of

Canada under the old regime. His efforts to promote settlement, agriculture, manufac-

tures, commerce, and general and industrial education had, for the time and in the cir-

cumstances, a remarkable success. Iron-works, tanneries, ship-building and other industries

were started and a considerable trade grew up with the mother country and the "West-

Indies. In 167H, the population was 9,719 souls, having nearly trebled since 1665. In

170(5, it had increased to 17,400, the whole population of New France, including Acadia,

being then about l!t,000. This was a mere handful compared with the inhabitants of the

British colonies, \vhi-h then numbered some 260,000. But though few, their sway was

far-reachinir. "Detroit was occupied by the French," says Parkmau, describing the state

of Canada, alter Frontenac's death ;

"
the passes of the west were guarded by forts, another

New. France grew up at the mouth of the Mississippi, lines of military communication

joined the (lull' of Mexico with the Gulf of St. Lawrence; while the colonies of England

lay passive between the Alleghanies and the sea, till roused by the trumpet that sounded

with wavering notes on many a bloody field, to peal at last in triumph from the Heights of

Abraham."

NOBLESSE.

Though Frontenac was not permitted to make the three estates an engine of polity,

they were in full force under the social system of the old regime. In a mimoire, presented

by M. Talon, intendant, to the minister Colbert, in 1667, on the state of Canada, the author

says that there are only four ancient nobles and four other heads of families whom the king

had honoured by his letters during the previous year. He thinks there may possibly be

some other noblemen among the officers of the army, but he looks upon an estate so nume-

rically weak as insufficient for the maintainance of the king's authority, and advises the

the addition of eight more to the number, the space for the names being left blank to be

filled up in Canada, according to usage. Another mimoire composed long after (attributed to

M. Hocquart, inteudant in 1736), enumerates fourteen noble families, which it may not be

without interest to mention, as some of them are still represented in Canada. They are the

Irardeur (with four branches, Repentigny, Courcelle, Tilly de Beauvais, St. Pierre) ; Denys,

(with three branches, Denys de la Ronde, de St. Simon, Bonaventure) ;
Daillebout (with

four branches, Perigny, Manthet, Dargenteuil, Des Mousseaux) ; Boucher (established at

Boucherville and the head of which, ninety years old, had more than 100 children,

grand-children, brothers, nephews and grand-nephews) ; Contrecmur, La Valterie, St. Ours,

Meloises, Tarrieu de la Perade (all of whom came to Canada with the de Carignan Regiment
in 1669) ; Le Moyne (the family of the de Longueuils) ; Aubert ; Hertel and Godefroy (both

very numerous), and Damours. There were, besides these, the noblemen connected with

the troops. Afterwards the writer mentions incidentally, in referring to the eagerness of
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scions of noble families to enter the king's service that they are mostly poor and would

gladly increase their resources. As for the condition of the rest of the people in the latter

half of the sixteenth century, the former of the memoires from which I have been quoting

says that there were some well off, some indigent, and some between both extremes.

CANADA AND THE CANADIANS IN 1736.

In 1*736 (according to Mr. Hocquart) the population of the colony was about 40,000,

of whom 10,000 are returned as fit to bear arms. The Canadians, he says, are tall, well

made, and of a vigorous constitution. The artisans are industrious and the habitants

skilful with the axe. They make the most of their own tools and implements of hus-

bandry ; build their own houses and barns, and several of thorn can weave, making groat

webs of stuff that they call drugget, which they xise for clothing themselves and thoir

families. So much for their good qualities. But they are also, according to M. Hocquart,

vain,
' fond of being noticed and sensitive to rebuke. Strange to say, it is the country

people whom he thus characterizes. The townspeople are less faulty. They are attached

to their religion and there are few incorrigibles ;
but they think too much of them-

selves, and this failing prevents them from succeeding, as they might do, in the arts,

agriculture and commerce. The long winter, with little occupation, also tends to make
the men lazy. But they are addicted to the chase, to navigation, to voyages, and have not

the coarse and rustic air of the French peasant. Though naturally hard to manage, they
become more tractable when their honour is appealed to, but the spirit of subordination

is sadly lacking, the fault, in part, of deficient firmness on the part of former governments.
This is said, it seems, with reference to the militia, whose moral and physical qualities

and training were to be severely tested sooner than M. Hoccjuart imagined. The intendant

then gives an account of the products, commerce and industries of the country. Wheat is

the chief crop. The country furnishes more than what meets the needs of the inhabitants,

and the surplus is exported. In good years, 80,000 bushels in flour and biscuits are sent

out of the country, but 1*737 was a bad year. The lands of Quebec are not all equally

good, some of them being hilly, but those of Montreal are level. The experiment of fall

wheat had been made, but was considered risky on account of frosts. Oats, pease, barley

and rye, as well as flax, hemp and tobacco were all grown to some extent. There were

as yet few orchards. More attention to the culture of tobacco is recommended. The beaver

1 It is singular that Kalm, the Swedish naturalist, on his visit to Quebec in 1749, made just the same reflec-

tion, not on the habitants, but on the ladies of Quebec. The same distinguished tourist, who brought the observant

eye of science to bear upon more than herbs and minerals, speaking generally, says that the women of Canada

are handsome, virtuous and well-bred, with an abandon that is charming in its innocence. As housewives he

found them superior to those of the English colonies. More than once he contrasts the refinement of the Canadians

with the brusqueness of the Dutch and English. But he thinks the Canadian ladies give too much time to their

toilet. He makes a difference between the ladies of Quebec and those of Montreal. The former is a veritable

Frenchwoman by education and manners the consequence of association with the noblesse that came every year

in the king's ships, while hosts so distinguished rarely got so far inland as Montreal. He says the French

attribute to the ladies of the latter city a large share of Indian pride with Indian lack of culture. But they as

well as the fair Quebecquoises err through fondness for dress. ( Voyage de Kalm en Amirique, analyst el tradwt par

W. Marchand.)
Sec. II., 1884. 2.
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was retreating northward but still plentiful at the Company's posts, Tadousac, Temis-

camiuir, etc. The English were charged with enticing the Indians with brandy, but it

was also acknowleged that they gave a better price for the skins. The Three Rivers iron

mines are mentioned, as are also the copper mines of Lake Superior. The ship-building

industry at Quebec was growing in favour. Thirty nations of Indians were described as-

occupying the continent of Canada.

THE LAST DAYS OF THE OLD REGIME.

Another memoire, dated twelve years later (1758) and attributed to M. Querdisien

Tremais, is written with spirit and force but is not cheerful reading, as it gives a most

gloomy picture of the state of the country and brings scathing charges of malfeasance

and dishonesty against the public functionaries of the time. The population is set down
at 80,oOo, of whom 15,000 were able to bear arms. The state of misery to which the

country is represented as having been brought mainly by corrupt administration is so

intolerable, that if the document had been prepared expressly to show that the time had

come when Canada mast shake off the paralysing grasp of Louis XV and his agents, it

could not have been more pertinent or more vigorously worded. Canada had to pass

through some severe trials under the new regime, but none of them can be compared with

the cureless wretchedness set forth with unconscious pathos in this prosaic state-paper.

Well iiiiu-lit the elder I'apincau contrast the freedom of British institutions, even such as

they were before the expiry of the 18th century, with the tyranny and rapacity of such

men as Inteudant Bigot. (The Mi-moires quoted from are those included in the Collection

tie Mtnwires cl <le Relations sur I'liisloire unrienne du Canatltt, published by the Literary and

Historical Society of Quebec, 1840).

The recital of M. Trt-mais may well lead us to believe, with Abbe Ferland and

M. LeMoine, that there was more than indifference in the manner in which Canada was
allowed to pass from the hands of France. It was the interest of the infamous Bigot
coterie to conceal their own malfeasance under the common ruin, just as the scoundrel

will burn the house whose inmates he has murdered, in order to hide the traces of his

crime. (Album du Touriste, pp. 59 and 97).

When M. Trcrnais' memoire was penned, there was no obvious reason to fear that the

system of rule which it so damagiusr.lv accused was near its termination. Montcalm had~ J

won a victory over one of the finest British forces that ever offered battle to foe on this

continent. Wolfe was engaged in a work of retaliation unworthy of his genius and cha-

racter. But in the book of fate the knell had sounded, and the brave and chivalrous Mont-
calm was soon to lie dying and helpless, leaving to the care of de Ramezay the honour of

France, the safety of the army and the defence of Canada.

THE REMNANT AND THE NEW-COMERS.

As at the capture of Quebec by Kirkt in 1629, so at the conquest of 1760, only a com-

paratively small number of the people abandoned their country. The words of M. Suite,

relating to both occasions, are applicable in this place :

" Those who remained in the
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country constituted just the stable portion of the population, that is, the habitants. It is

false to say that Canada was at that time (1629) abandoned. That primary germ of Canadian

families deserves neither the indifference nor the oblivion of historians. For it was they
who refused to despair of their adopted country, and their development was proof against

every attempt to arrest it. A hundred and fifty years later the Canadians were in the same

situation, and then too they had the courage to remain Canadians. Such is our history.

"We have become anchored in the soil in spite of the ebb and flow of European influences.

In 1629, of less than a hundred persons then in the colony, more than a third was composed
of habitants, and they remained faithful to their post, undeterred by ill fortune."

But after the Cession, an immigration from Great Britain at once set in. In five years

a newspaper (the Quebec Gazette) had been established at Quebec, the first number of

which contained the advertisements of English merchants. In twenty-five years there was

a considerable British population, and, in the following year, the sentiment of loyalty had

become strong enough among the whole population to present a united front against

the wiles and encroachments of the American Congress. In the defence of Quebec

against Richard Montgomery in December, 17*75, the French and British were as one man.

In 1763, when Canada was formally ceded to England, the rule of martial law,

inaugurated in 1759, was changed for a modified military government, with the promise of

popular representation, as soon as circumstances would permit. In 1774 was passed the

Quebec Act, which greatly enlarged the limits of the province, assured religious liberty,

with the privileges indicated in the terms of capitulation, recognized the ancient French

civil law, but insisted on the adoption of the criminal law of (.Jreat Britain. In 1784,

the province of New Brunswick was created and the town of St. John settled with U. E.

Loyalists. In 1791, the province of Quebec was divided into Upper and Lower Canada,

with British law in its entirety for the former. It signified the inauguration of constitu-

tional, but without responsible, government, a boon which was not enjoyed, till, after the

rising of 1837, the severed provinces were again united under a common government. The

next political change was the most important of all, being that which was effected by the

British North America Act, constituting the Dominion of Canada. By successive annexations,

in accordance with its provisions, the whole region from the Atlantic to the Pacific has been

made one federal power, under a single central authority.

UNITED EMPIRE LOYALISTS.

The American revolution having been successful, most of those who had sided with

the mother-land in the quarrel were expatriated and had their property confiscated. An

appeal having been consequently made to Great Britain, an act was (in 1783) passed in

their favour, and the following March fixed as the ultimate date on which claims for

redress should be received. The number of those dispossessed on account of their un-

broken allegiance was from 25,000 to 30,000, the great majority of whom took up their

abodes in the Canadas, New Brunswick and Nova Scotia. We have ample means ofjudging
of the character of this addition to our population. The loyalists were moral, intelligent and

enterprising, and formed a timely and valuable accession to the young communities of

Upper Canada and the maritime provinces, where many of them rose rapidly to distinction,
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and their descendants are among the foremost in politics, business, the church, and the

professions at the present day.

THE RISE OF CITIES.

Under their influence some of the old French settlements or posts were made the

centres of town and cities. Annapolis (1713) and Halifax (1*749) had, as British founda-

tions, preceded the conquest. Truro was founded three years after the taking of Quebec,

and some others grew up on the old sites without formal differentiation. (See ex-Q-overnor

Archibald's most interesting address on the occasion of
"
the 121st anniversary of Truro's

natal day
1

'). Niagara was for a time the rival of York, as Toronto was called.
" The

cities of the old world," says Dr. Wilson, "have their mythic founders and quaint legends
still commemorated in heraldic bla/onry. But there is no mystery about the beginnings of

Toronto. Upper Canada was erected into a distinct province in 1791, only eight years

after France finally renounced all claim on the province of Quebec; and a few months

afterwards General Simcoe, the first governor of the new province, arrived at the old

French fort, at the mouth of Niagara river, and in May, 1793, selected the Bay of Toronto

as the site of the future capital. The chosen spot presented a dreary aspect of swam and

uncleared pine forest, but amid these his sagacious eye saw in anticipation the city rise

which already numbers upwards of G0,000 [by the last census 86,215] inhabitants, and,

rejecting the old Indian name since restored, he gave to his embryo capital that of York."

(Prehistoric Mini. Vol. I, p. 18). Dr. Scadding has written the history of the city whose
birth is thus concisely described, and he, with the assistance of Mr. Dent, the able

author of "The Lust Forty Years," is bringing out a jubilee volume on the same subject,

a propos of its fiftieth anniversary as a corporate city. Kingston, or Fort Cataraqui, is

another of these cuckoo foundations, and several of the smaller towns have been built on
or near the sites of old forts or missions in the Ontario peninsula, and Acadian settle-

menls along the Bay of Fundy, just as more lately "Winnipeg rose suddenly to size and

celebrity in the vicinity of Fort Garry. The day may come when Fort Prince of Wales,
on Hudson's Bay, may win new renown by giving an air of antiquity to a Canadian

Archangel.

The motives, circumstances and personnel, associated with the establishment of the

British Canadian cities that have no adventitious antiquity of the kind in question, are

not quite unknowable. Some of them have been gathered by painstaking investigators,
such as Mr. Burrows, who has written the interesting

" Annals of the Town of Guelph."
Local history of this kind has no small value in enabling one to judge of the elements
that go to the making of a nation, but they lack the interest that pertains to the founda-
tion of Quebec or Montreal or Port Royal.

INCREASE OF POPULATION.

Let us now see what has been the growth of our population under the new regime.
In 1800, it was estimated at 240,000, less than than that of New Brunswick alone to-day.
In the next twenty-four years it more than doubled. In 1851, it had trebled the figures of
a quarter century before, and twenty years later it had risen to 3,657,887. The population
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of the Dominion by the last census was 4,324,840 (occupying- an area of 3,4*70,392 square

miles). The 70,000 or 80,000 French Canadians of 1760 have grown into a community of

1,298,929. This growth in a century and a quarter, with hardly any aid from immigra-
tion and a good deal of loss from emigration, is certainly remarkable. The Irish element,

95*7,403 souls, comes next, the English and Welsh, with a population of 891,248, being

third, the Scotch, 699,883, next, while the German, chiefly in Ontario and New Brunswick,

is set down at 254,319. The remainder is made up of Dutch, Scandinavians and other

European nationalities, with 108,547 Indians, 21,394 Africans and 4,383 Chinese. The

floating Chinese population has greatly increased during the last three years.

A GOOD STOCK.

The population of the Dominion, made up of the best blood of "Western and Central

Europe, the pick of the Latin, Teutonic and Celtic races, has every element necessary to

form a great nation. In physique and intellectual powers the average Canadian is cer-

tainly the equal of the average Frenchman, Briton or German. At present, the national

elements composing the whole are distinct, and attention to the question of origins at

this transition stage in our history will be of advantage for the determination of certain

problems hereafter. But there must come a time when a Canadian will be simply a

Canadian, as an Englishman is an Englishman, whether of Celtic, Saxon, or Norman des-

cent. Already there are Canadian characteristics in which natives of all origins share.

Every year that tendency will become more marked, and with it the growth of a national

spirit. Great as has been our progress as allied national communities, it will be much

greater when we are all really one. Unity is, indeed, our great desideratum, and it

should be the aim of every patriotic and public-spirited man to use his influence for its

attainment.

SECTIONALISM.

In the past the lack of it has been the great drawback to progress and prosperity. No
one can read our history without perceiving that, from first to last, some form of section-

alism has been a drag upon all efforts for the general good. It arose, in part, no doubt,

from the circumstances of existence until a comparatively recent period. Distances between

cities, the centres of opinion, were very great, and the modes of communication slow and

inconvenient. The most chivalrous hospitality may prevail between such communities,

but, at the same time, a spirit of clique will be produced. Certain ways of looking at

things will become stereotyped and virtually unchangeable. As, with the increase and

improvement of means of communication, intercourse becomes more frequent, men's minds

become more receptive and interchange of ideas takes place, but with the majority local

prejudices survive long after their usefulness has disappeared. In Canada, peculiar cir-

cumstances have besides created conventions unknown elsewhere, or, at least, to the

same extent. I mean that which arranges for the representation of "
interests

"
altogether

apart from merit, or what would result naturally from knowledge of men as men, and from

perfectly free choice. I need scarcely say that this parochial distribution of public func-

tions is wholly anomalous and antagonistic to the very idea of nationality. Let churches
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elect their churchwardens and deacons, and let national societies elect their officers ; but

the nation knows no such distinctions, and, though it may take some time to substitute

for surh a convention a more rational usage, it must surely go eventually, and the sooner

the better.

THE PROVINCES.

There is another point which may be slightly touched on, as it suggests a serious

dansrer to the nation the question of provincial rights. Dr. Draper maintains, in his

History of the Civil War, that the antagonism between North and South was an innate

antagonism of race and class, aggravated by differences of climate and the institution of

slavery, and must have ended as it did. Slavery suited the southerner better than the

northerner, but the northerners have had slaves too. At any rate, whatever drove them

to war. tin-re is no slavery in Canada, and we are all north. Our sectional divisions, if

they come, will be those of longitude. That provincial rights should be maintained, is

altogether necessary and just, and no one who wishes well to his country would encourage
the federal authorities in violating the law of the land. But such a thing is impossible,

as full provision has been made to prevent it. If the law is at fault, that is another ques-

tion There is, however, much more need of a league for a defence of the nation's rights

against the abuses of sectionalism, than there is of a league for the defence of provincial

riirhts. Ever so many influences conspire against the national interest. Localism and

sectionalism are in the ascendant. What we want most is a strong, unbiased national

spirit.

PROGRESS.

In extent, Canada is the fourth of the great powers of the world. In population, Canada
is in advance of about a dozen independent kingdoms and republics. In public works,

shipping, commerce, manufactures, industries, Canada is great, and growing daily greater.

It ought to be a pride to take part in any way in the making of such a nation, in the deve-

lopment of its resources, in fostering its literature, science and art. "We have great
scientific names. "We have an academy which has done some creditable work, and

whoever consults Morgan's Bibliotheca Canadensis, Lareau's Literature Canadienne, the

chapter entitled Mouremrnt intellectuel el lilteraire in Chauveau's Instruction Publiqtie en

Canada, and Hourinot's Intellectual Development of the Canadian People, will see that we have

taken, at least, the first steps towards the production of a national literature. "What we
need is a national sentiment. "We have, unhappily, no metropolis no centre of taste

and judgment. Such a metropolis or its equivalent, will, no doubt, be recognized in time

But the national feeling must precede it. That, indeed, as throughout this paper I have
tried to make clear, is our chief desideratum.

CONCLUSION.

In the rise of the little colonies of the beginning of the 17th century to the status of
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what is virtually a nation,
1 with all the heroism of saint and martyr and patriot, with all

the enterprise of the great explorers, with all the virtues that distinguished the private

life of the people, one evil quality ever exerted an injurious influence on the com-

munity and retarded its progress. A critic whom I greatly respect
2 has found fault with

Parkman for pointing out, in one of his works, the jealousies of a past age. But I think

that any attentive reader of our history must be sadly convinced that, amid so much
that compels our admiration, amid displays of energy and courage, zeal and heroism, such

as would adorn the annals of any people, the spirit of clique has made itself banefnlly felt,

bringing the weakness of the divided house which, the Scripture says, cannot stand. "We

see it making mischief between creed and creed, between Church and State, between

clergy and laity, between order and order, between city and city, between native-born and

foreign-born, between mother-country and colony. That spirit is not dead yet. It shows

its activity in many ways more ways than I need mention. It is emphatically a bad

spirit, and one which it is a patriotic duty to oppose by all honest means. For that spirit

we should substitute the spirit of unity, of helpfulness, of co-operation and goodwill ;

the spirit that does away with prejudice and fruitless rivalry and detraction and division

in politics, in science, in art, in literature, and to cherish and encourage that spirit, by

example as well as by precept, should be the constant aim of the Royal Society of Canada.

1 In using the terms " nation
" and " national

" with regard to Canada, it will be understood that I have

recourse to the only mode of expression applicable to a community of sucli dimensions and prosj>ectis as ours. The

bond that unites us to the mother-country is not forgotten.
2 The author of Colbert et le Canada.
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II. The Literary Faculty of the Native Races of America.

By JOHN EEADE.

(Read May 21, 1884.)

What have the research and learning that have been brought to bear on pre-Colum-
bian America disclosed as to the literary faculty in any of its populations ? Before attempt-

ing to answer this question it will be well to seek a reply to another. Were any of

the American languages suitable for employment in literary composition ? The common
notion regarding them would, perhaps, imply a negative answer, and this notion is sup-

ported by some great names. M. Ernest Renan, in his work on the Semitic languages

pronounced a judgment which was, by implication, so indiscriminately adverse to the

native tongues of America that Abbe Cuoq felt himself called upon to stand up in their

defence. In an able pamphlet he claimed for the Algonquin and Iroquois languages all

the excellences that his antagonist attributed to the Aryan tongues, while he put them

far above the Chinese and even those of the Semitic group. M. Cuoq does not lark

followers ;
neither does M. Renan. The elaborateness, which the former .so highly recom-

mends as a prominent feature in the American languages, Dr. Farrar looks upon as childish

excess. On that point Professor Whitney says :

" Of course, there are infinite possi-

bilities of expressiveness in such a structure, and it would only need that some native

American should arise to fill it full of thought and fancy and put it to the use of a noble

literature, and it would be rightly admired as rich and flexible, perhaps, beyond any-

thing else that the world knew." But as it is, he considers it
" cumbrous and time-

wasting in its immense polysyllabism." Professor AVhitney, in fact, seems to think of

the languages of the West as Byron thought of the Land of the East, that
"
all save the

spirit of man is divine," and that, if only those who speak them were as gifted as they are

expressive, the harmony would be fruitfully complete.

Professor Max Miiller on this as on some other points is at variance with Professor

Whitney. As we know from his writings, the great. German-English philologist loses

no opportunity of profiting by intercourse with such foreign students as he may come in

contact with at the university which benefits by his services. Among them there

happened some time ago to be a Mohawk and to him, as we learn from a note in Mr. H.

Hale's interesting work,
" The Iroquois Book of Rites," Professor Miiller said one day :

" To my mind the structure of such a language as the Mohawk is quite sufficient evidence

that those who worked out such a work of art were powerful reasoners and acute

classifiers." (Book of Riles, p. 99, note). In a letter to Mr. Hale, Professor Miiller has also

given the following emphatic testimony to the value of the American tongues to the

philological student :

"
It has long been a puzzle to me why this most tempting and pro-

mising field of philological research has been allowed to be almost fallow in America-

Sec. II., 1884. 3.
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as if these languages could not tell us quite as much of the growth of the human mind

as Chinese or Hebrew or Sanscrit." No one, I think, need wait for a more forcible

incentive to the scientific study of our native American languages than what we find in

this distinct avowal of their worth from one of the greatest philologists of our day. It is

still more to the purpose of this paper that the author of "
Prehistoric Man "

describes the

tongues oi the New "World as
"
languages of consistent grammatical structure, involving

agglutinate processes of a complexity unknown before and capable of being employed in

an effective native oratory and even as vehicles of the sacred and profane literatures of

the ancient world."

The judgments just quoted apply to the whole range of American speech. But it is

almost needless to suy that language on this continent is not one but manifold. How
perploxintr flu' variety is, may be imagined from the fact that Mr. Hubert Bancroft has

enumerated nearly six hundred languages or dialects between northern Alaska and the

Isthmus of Panama on the western side of the continent. "An exhaustive classification

of the American lansruasrcs." says Professor Whitney, "is at present impossible. . . There

are many irreat irroups and a host of lessor knots of idioms or dialects, isolated or unclas-

sified. The Eskimos line the whole northern coast and the north-eastern down to New-

foundland. The Athabascan or Tinne occupies a great region in the far north-west (the

Apache and the Navajo in the south also belonging to it), and is flanked on the west by the

Selish and other smaller irroups. The Algonquin had in possession the north-eastern

and middle United States and stretched westward to the Rocky Mountains ; within its

territory \va> in- -hided that of the Iroquois. The Dakota (Sioux) is the largest of the families

occupying the irreat prairies and plains of the far west. The Muskokee group filled the

States of the south-east. Iii Colorado and Utah commence the towns of the settled and

comparatively civili/ed Pueblo Indians, rising to the more advanced culture of the

Mexican peoples, attaining its height in the Maya of Central America, and continued in

the empire of the Incas of Peru. The Quichua of the latter, with the related Aymara,
are still the native dialects of a considerable part of South America; with the Tupi-

Guarani also on the east, in the valley of the Amazons and its tributaries. The condition

of the American languages is thus an epitome of that of the languages of the world in

general. Great and wide-spread families, limited groups, isolated and perishing dialects,

touch and jostle one another." (The Lift' nnd Growth of Language, pp. 263, 264).

Having followed Profesor Whitney in his hasty course from north to south, it may
be worth while to consider briefly the characteristics of the more important languages of

the region traversed. We may do so in inverse order, which is also, generally speaking,

the order of their merit. Prescott tells us of the prudent despotism, not without its

imitators in modern times, which substituted for the well-nigh countless and trouble-

some variety of tongues spoken by the inhabitants of Peru the rich and beautiful Quichua.

This language is said by those who have studied it to bear resemblance to the dialects of

Central America. The Tupi or Guarani now serves the same purpose of a lingou geral,

according to a writer quoted in the Revue du Monde Latin (Senhor Bautista Caetano), from

(niiana to Patagonia. The same writer says that all the languages of South America

may be reduced to five. Of the languages of Central America the Tzeudal was once looked

upon as the most ancient, but it has lately been recognized as a branch of the Maya, now

spoken in Yucatan, and the mother tongue of most of the languages of the central region.
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Going still northwards, we meet with the Nahua or Aztec, which is said to have been at

its best in the century just preceding the Conquest.
"
If the Maya," says Mr. Strong in

" The North Americans of Antiquity,"
" has been compared to the Greek, the Aztec has

IMMMI likened to the Latin, not in structure or vocabulary, but in its relation to ancient

American civilization, in its expressiveness, politeness, its capability for the sublime and

for the romantic coloring with which it is able to clothe that which is humble and even

insignificant."
" Those who imagine," writes Dr. Brinton,

"
that there was a poverty of

resources in these languages or that their concrete form hemmed in the mind from the

study of the abstract, speak without knowledge. Oue has but to look at the inexhaustible

synonymy of the Aztec, as set forth in Olmos or Sahagun, or at its power to render cor-

rectly the refinements of the scholastic theology, to sec how wide of the fact is any such

opinion. And what is true of the Aztec is not less true of the Quichua and other tongues."

(American Hero-Myths, p. 24).

If we still advance northward, we enter upon the apparent chao.s of the numerous

languages that have been or are still spoken by the Indians of the area comprised within

the United States and Canada. Several of these languages have won praise almost as

emphatic as that which has been bestowed on the tongues of Central and South America,

while others are of a low type and incapable of development for literary purposes. Of

the former class may be mentioned the Creek, the Cherokee, the Zuui, the Cree, the Ojib-

way, the Dakota and the Iroquois, on some of which fresh light has recently been shed

by Canadian students such as Fathers Lacombe and Cuoq. A notable instance of the

other class is furnished by Dr. Wilson, who compares the utterances of the Chinook to the

" inarticulate noises made from the throat, with the tongue against the teeth or palate,

when encouraging a horse in driving." (Prehistoric Mun, II, 335). The same author refers

to the Babel of languages heard at Fort Vancouver on the Columbia river, which is visited

by "Walla-Walla and other tribes for piirposes of trade, and describes the patois, with a sub-

stratum of strangely metamorphosed English, which serves as a common means of com-

munication. The fact, noted by Mr. Hale, (to which Dr. Wilson draws attention) that this

factitious language is spoken by the rising generation more readily than any other form

of speech, may supply a key to some puzzles in American philology. For who can tell

how often the same process has been gone through in days when there was no European

language to form a basis for the mongrel structure * The sight of such unlocked for and

really unimaginable distortions of our English speech as
"
pos," "paia,"

"
lumola," for "sup-

pose,"
"

fire,"
"
to-morrow," should prove a warning to those who love to detect kinship

in mere verbal likeness.

Having now shown by respectable authority that some of the American languages

are not unfit to serve as media for literary production, let us see whether there is evidence

of any kind of writing being employed by those who thus turned them to account. If

that evidence should be deemed too slender, are we to be expected to give up the main

inquiry as practically futile ? Is it not absurd to look for any traces of literature where

there is no written language, or means of committing it to writing ? On this question it

is to the point to hear Max Miiller.
"
Here, then," he says,

" we are brought face to face

with a most startling .fact ; writing was unknown in India before the fourth century before

Christ, and yet we are asked to believe that the Vedic literature in its three well defined

periods, the Mantra, Brahmana and Sutra periods, goes back at least a thousand years.
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before our era." (India : What can it teach us ? Lecture VII.) And then he goes on to state

that those teu books of hymns, containing 10,580 verses, were handed down from genera-

tion to generation for 3,000 years by memory alone. It seems incredible, yet Professor

Miiller tells us that he had students who thus learned the Vedas by heart, who could not

only repeat them but repeat them with the proper accents and even correct mistakes in

his printed edition. The Gauls, he also reminds us, on the authority of Caesar, had their

Druidic literaiure only in their memories, having religious objections to committing it to

writing. The instances, indeed, that might be cited of oral transmission are so numerous

and so well authenticated that, if there are any products of the American muse said to be

thus handed down, we need not suspiciously reject them on that score. The late Patrick

McGreiror, in the Preliminary Dissertation to his
" Genuine Remains of Ossian," says : "The

allegation that it is impossible to commit to memory such a quantity of verse is disproved

by the fact that even at this day, when the lore is nearly extinct, a few individuals are to

be found through the Highlands who can repeat as many songs or hymns as would fill a

volume large enough to contain all that Ossian ever composed." The extraordinary

memory of Lord Macaulay may have been a case of survival to more degenerate and book-

relying days of just such a faculty as Mr. McGregor here speaks of. Our own McGee, an-

other Celt, was similarly gifted.

Hut the Americans were not all lacking in the means of recording their thoughts or

registering historic events.
" South America," writes Dr. Wilson,

" had her miniature

picture-writing, her sculptured chronicles or basso-relievos, her mimetic pottery, her

defined symbolism and associated ideas of colours and her quipus. North America had

her astronomical science, her more developed though crude picture-writing, her totems,

pipe-sculpture and wampum ; and also her older mound-builders, with their standards

seemingly of weiyht as well as of mensuration." The quipu, Prescott informs us,
" was a

cord about two feet long, composed of different coloured threads, tightly twisted together,

from which a quantity of smaller threads were suspended in the manner of a fringe. The
threads were of different colours and were tied into knots

;
the word quipu, indeed, signifies

a knot." These colours denoted sensible objects or abstract ideas and by means of the

knots the Peruvians were able to calculate with great rapidity. Of course, such an instru-

ment could not be used for writing in anything like our sense. It helped the memory by
way of association.

The Mayas are credited by some writers with a sort of alphabet. Bishop Landa,

whose name it bears, says they had books, formed of long narrow strips of parchment,
folded map-wise, so as to have the appearance of a modern volume. By means of coloured

figures of a peculiar character, the value of which is as yet imperfectly known, they
could commit their thoughts, so as to be intelligible to each other, to the folded sheet.

Out of the holocaust which the Spanish clergy thought due to religion, four documents
have been saved. These are known as the Dresden Codex, the Codfx Troano (from Seflor

Tro y Ortolano), the Codex Peresianus (from StJfior Pio Perez) and the Codex Cortesianus,

lately published by M. Leon de Rosny. Each of these codices has an interesting history,
but a word or two as to the last may suffice to show the manner in which such docu-

ments sometimes come to light. In 1876 or 1877, a Spaniard offered to sell to the Biblio-

thtque Imperiale of Paris an ancient American manuscript, photographed specimens indi-

cating its possible value. But the price asked was thought too high by the Bibliotheque
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authorities, and soon after it was purchased by the Spanish government for the Archseolo-

gical Museum of Madrid. In 1880, M. de Rosny went to that city to study it and he was

permitted to make two photographic copies of it. In his opinion, it and the Codex Troano

belong to the same original document.

In 1863, an event occurred which gladdened the hearts of all Americanists. The inde-

fatigable Brasseur de Bourbourg found, in the archives of the Royal Academy of Madrid,
a Spanish manuscript styled

"
Relacion de las cosas de Yucatan," of which the author was

said to be the Bishop Landa already mentioned. This churchman had lived in Mexico

for thirty years (from 1549 to 1579), and his name was a familiar one iu the annals of

Central America. Yet this Relacion had hitherto, like many another, doubtless, escaped

notice. Among the most interesting contents of the book was nothing less than a key to

to the Maya symbols. "Eureka!" was the cry that echoed through the antiquarian

world. The mysterious epigraphy which had heretofore balfled the most obstinate ques-

tioning would now stand revealed. But Bishop Landa had been unable or had not chosen

to be very clear in dealing with the alphabet that bears his name, and, though the appear-

ance of the Relacion set many a scholar to work at it, the mysterious manuscript is still

undeciphered. M. de Rosny, Mr. Cyrus Thomas, Dr. Brinton and other uvntlemen are,

however, still earnestly engaged iu the endeavour Jo interpret it and a complete key, it is to

be hoped, will soon be discovered. Dr. Philipp Valentini, after careful study, lias come to

the conclusion that the so-called alphabet is not an alphabet at all. He doses an able

pamphlet written to prove that it is a Spanish contrivance, with the remark that, though
" Landa's alphabet," had been in the hands of students for seventeen years (that is. in

1880), it had proved of no avail whatever for purposes of decipherment. He. therefore,

believes it to be merely a device of the missionaries and not, as lias been claimed, an

ancient prodiict of the native intellect. (The Landa Alphabet a Spanish fabrication. Proc.

Am. Ant. Soc., 1880).

Many books in the Aztec picture-writing, which diifers from the Maya, were also

destroyed on the ground of idolatry some of them, like the annals of the Mexican State

committed to the flames by Zumarraga, being extremely valuable. They were mostly

printed on cotton cloth, prepared skins and maguey paper, and were put up in the same

fashion as those of the Mayas. Documents written since the Conquest, some of them with

a Spanish translation, are numerous, a fine collection of them being preserved in the

museum of the University of Mexico. The series of pictures in the Codex Mendoza, repre-

senting the practical home educational curriculum of the ancient Mexicans, is considered

a good instance of the Aztec symbolic writing. The Maya and Nahua calendar systems
are highly interesting and have suggested analogies with almost every nation in the

old world.

Leaving the civilized races of Mexico and Central Ameria and directing our steps

northward, we meet with no system of writing or inscription comparable with theirs.

Dighton Rock, the markings on which Professor Rafn claims to have deciphered, the

Cincinnati Tablet, by some considered a calendar stone, and the
" Cremation Tablet

"

found at Davenport, Iowa, and which Professor J. Campbell believes he has interpreted by

means of Landa's alphabet, are the most remarkable of northern epigraphic
"
finds." But

of anything like an alphabet in the accepted meaning of the term, evidently or even pro-

bably purposed to serve as such, the only instance as yet known is a modern one, that of
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the Cherokee chief, Sequoyah. Of it Sir John Lubbock said that, as far as the inventor's

own language was concerned, it was superior to onrs. It is syllabic and has eighty-live

characters.

We have now prepared the way for a consideration of the literary faculty of some of

the American races, not as possessing so admirable an instrument for recording their

thoughts as the Cherokee, or even the English alphabet, but as being, even the most

advanced of them, like the Hindoos, the Greeks, the Romans, the Germans, when they

wen- literally in that stage of progress which the Italians figuratively describe as timil-

fiikeli. They arc universally conceded the story-telling instinct. "As a raconteur," says

Dr. Brinton. in his excellent monograph on "
Aboriginal American authors," he (the Ame-

rican Indian) "is untiring. He has in the highest degree Goethe's Lust zu fabuliren. In

mi < iriental city does the teller of strange tales find a more willing audience than in the

Indian wiirwam. The folk-lore of every tribe which has been properly investigated has

turned out t<> be most ample. Tales of talking animals, of mythical warriors, of giants,

dwarfs, subtle women, potent mairicians, impossible adventures, abound to an extent

that defies collection.
"

(Ahnriffinu/ American Authors, p. 10). An important branch of the

edui -ation of the younir Peruvian nobility was to listen to the chronicles of the amantas

and they were also taught to speak their own language with purity and elegance. (Pres-

i-ott's /y/s/o/y/ o/' //!> Cn/if/tirst of Peru, Book I, chap. 4). That some of the American languages
were susceptible <>f all the phases of style has been already shewn, and they doubtless

improved from trcneration to irencration, as the teachers, chiefs and orators brought out

their excellence by practice and a well trained car. Mr. Strong says that, in seeking north-

ward the lingual traces of A/tec migration, the fact has been too often forgotten that the

Mexican ton-rue, at the time of the Conquest had been modified by centuries of cultiva-

tion.
1 Xo Peruvian production has been published, Dr. Brinton says, but there are Quichua

manuscripts accessible. Of these the most important is a treatise on "The errors, false

Clods, superstitions and diabolical Kites of the provinces of the Inca Empire." It has been,

in part, translated by Dr. F. DeAvila and the fragment has been done into English by Mr.

Clements Markham for the Ilakluyt Society. Another Quichua manuscript is the " Adver-

tencias
"

of Don Luis Inca. a member of the royal line, but its fate is unknown. That the

educated speakers of the Quichua tongue were accustomed to historical or narrative com-

position we learn from Prescott.
"
Annalists," he says, "were appointed in the principal

communities whose business it was to record the most important events that occurred in

them. ( Hher functionaries of a higher character, usually the amantas, were entrusted with
the history of the empire and were selected to chronicle the great deeds of the reigning
Inca or his ancestors. The narrative thus concocted could be communicated only by oral

tradition
; but the (jui/ius served the chronicler to arrange the incidents with method and to

1 .Mr. J. It, Bartlott (Prnonal Narrative, etc., vol. ii, p. 283) says that "no analogy has yet been traced be-

tween the language of the old Mexicans and any tribe at the north, in the district from which they are supposed
to have come

; nor, in any of the relics, or ornaments, or works of art, do we observe a resemblance between thr.m."

But Dr. D. Wilson points to some probable connection between the "
uncouth, clicking sounds

"
of the Chinooks

and other trilieft and the IK, til, alt, izili and yotl of the most characteristic Mexican terminations. These simil-

ariin-.- of speech Dr. Wilson regards as the " mere reflex traces of later and indirect Mexican influence." Perhaps,
from the same point of view, the syllables II and U, which occur in Haida words and whirh, Dr. G. M. Danson

stiggwts, may represent the article, are not without significance. (Report of Progret* of Geol. Survey of Canada for

187S-79, p. 177 B>
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refresh his memory." (History of the Conquest of Peru, Book I, chap. 4). After Professor

Max Mtiller's testimony as to the oral transmission of the Vedas, this mode of composition
11red not be wondered at. Among a people so conditioned and trained, the exercise of

their mnemonic and oratorical powers in the council and in the drama would become

second nature. The eloquence of the native races of the North is well known. With
them the warrior was not necessarily the mau of few words that he customarily is among
the practical Anglo-Saxons. Like the Greek and the Roman, he could talk as well as

fight and defend his cause in the forum as well as in the field. In the Hon. A. Morris's

"Treaties of Canada with the Indians of Manitoba," we may see how apt and lawyer-

like are the questions, how subtle the arguments, how effective occasionally the meta-

phors, of the Indians of our own North-West. The wonderful tact of some of the chiefs

in carrying on the negotiations for the N. W. Angle Treaty is especially emphasized.

The demeanour of the Indians on that occasion is thus described :

" Whether the demands

put forward were granted by the governor or not, there was no petulance, no ill-feeling

evinced; but every thing was done with a calm dignity that was pleasing to behold and

which might be copied with advantage by more pretentious deliberative assemblies."

(The Treaties of Canada, etc., p. 76). In reminding the governor of the retentiveness of tin-

native memory, one of the chiefs said: "You must remember that our hearts and our

brains are like paper; we never forget." (The Treaties, etc., p. 68). In ihe monarchies

of Peru, Central America and Mexico liberty ol speech would not be so widely enjoyed

asunder the more free-and-easy tribal rule of the North. But still they doubtless had

their orators, and, at the outset of the tragic, invasion, which robbed prince and peasant

of national independence for ever, we may see, from the recorded interviews between the

new-comers and the chosen spokesmen of their sovereign, with what art the latter con-

ducted the negotiations.

But it was in the form of the drama especially that the inter-tropical races displayed

their gifts of speech and action. "The Peruvian pieces," says Prescott,
"
aspired to the

rank of dramatic compositions, sustained by character and dialogue, founded sometimes

on themes of tragic interest and at others on such as, from their light and social character,

belonged to comedy." Though rude the execution may have been, the historian points

out that the mere conception of such an amusement distinguished the Peruvians from

those rougher races whose pastime was war. In his Storia critica del Teatri, Signorelli

devotes a chapter to the native American theatre. He does not so much credit the Peru-

vians, however, with dramatic skill as with taste for the divine art of poetry ;
and he

praises a poetical composition or haravec, preserved by Garcilasso de la Vega, as enriched

with just and vivid images. He acknowledges, at the same time, the existence of a certain

kind of drama in Peru, which had its most effective representation at the great festival of

the sun at Cuzco which Marmoutel has made so prominent a feature in
" Les Incas."

Before long we are likely to have a triple treat of Peruvian poetry. Dr. Brinton has just

now in preparation an American anthology which will be a characteristic
"
collection of

the songs, chants and metrical compositions of the Indians, designed to display the emo-

tional and imaginative powers of the race and the prosody of their languages." He also

informs us, in his
"
Aboriginal American Authors," that Senor Gavino Pacheco Zegarra is

about to publish a Tresor de la Langue des Incas, which will contain many of the Peruvian

yaravis or elegiac chants and that Mr. Clements Markham collected some twenty songs
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of ancient date during his travels in South America which he may be expected to give

to the world before long.
" What would not one now give," says this last writer, in his

introduction to the Ollenta drama (as quoted by Dr. Briutou),
"
for those precious relics of

Inca civilization which the half-breed lad (Garcilasso de la Vega) allowed to slip from his

memory !

" The drama just mentioned is the most famous of such compositions in the

Quiohua tongue. It treats of love and war, has an ingenious and eventful plot, and the

dignity of the chief characters and incidents is relieved by the jokes of some of the minor

personages. (Brintou : Aboriginal American Authors, p. 56). It is rather singular that Sefior

Santa Anna Mery, whose article in the Revue du Monde Latin on Les aborigenes du Brisil I

have already mentioned, should, in a description of the porasses or pantomimic dances of the

Brazilian Indians, have almost repeated in substance what Siguorelli says of the sacred

ballets of the Peruvians. "All thn sufferings of human life," says M. Mery, "all the

great deeds oi' their ancestors, forced marches, struggles, persecutions, captivity, the

anguish of defeat, are reproduced in those mimic dances, which are, in fact, dramas of the

most thrilling character."

If the letterless Peruvians could be said to have a literature of their own, with

stronger reason may such an honour be ascribed to the civilized peoples of Yucatan and

Mexico. I have already spoken of their books in symbolic writing. Some of the Spanish
writers of a past age quite complacently confess the destruction of all such volumes that

they could get possession of on the ground of idolatry or immorality; and in some cases

they sincerely believed that they were doing right. But the loss is irreparable and we
cannot bless the memory of those who caused it.

" The Maya Chronicles," edited by Dr.

Brinton, the lirst volume of his Library of Aboriginal American Literature, contains the

live chronicles in the Maya or Yucateque language composed shortly after the Conquest
and carrying back the history of the country many centuries. These are supplemented

by a history of the conquest written by a Maya chief in 1502. This is one of the most

important of the contributions to the aboriginal literature of America that have as yet seen

the light. Apart from its great historical interest, enhanced by Dr. Brinton's excellent

notes, it aifords an opportunity of contrasting the genius of the Maya with that of the

A/tec or Mexican language.O O

Allied with the Maya is the Quiche, in which there is quite a respectable literature.

The Po/ml 1'nh or National Book, of which a translation was published in French by
AbbC- Brasseur de Bourbourg, is a surprising production, the story of the hero being of

thrilling interest and the language sometimes of remarkable beauty. The story of Votan

belongs to the Txendals, another branch of the Maya race. It was written down in the

17th century by a Christianized native whose manuscript afterwards came into the hands,

lirst of Bishop Nunez de la Vega and secondly of Ramon Ordonez y Aguiar who showed
it to Cabrera in 1790. But where it is now is unknown. The Quiche people had also

their dramas the most interesting being that of Rabinal Aclii a story of successful auda-

city made unexpectedly tragic by the death of the forceful hero, virtually by his own
act.

The " Annals of Chauhtitlan "
is a Nahua or Mexican manuscript which was first

translated by Faustiuo Chimalpopocatl Gralicia, after whom Abbe Brasseur de Bourbourg
christened it the Codex Chimal/topoca. Dr. Brinton has included it also in his Library.
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Boturini gave a list of some forty or fifty Nahua or Aztec manuscripts, including a

Cronuca Mexicana giving the history of the nation from the year 1068 to 159t.

What most interests us in the Nahua, as well as in the Maya literature, is its poetry.

Some Maya poems are preserved in the book of Chilan Balam and in the Popul Vuh, and

the "Maya Prophecies
"
contain some mystic songs of the priests of Kukulcan and Itzamna.

Dr. Briuton, who gives this information, adds that the modern Maya lends itself readily to

poetic uses, as verses in his possession by Garcia y Garcia, the Yucatan historian, abund-

antly show. " The Comedy Ballet of G-iiegiience," in the Nahua-Spanish dialect of Guatemala,
an edition of which by Dr. Brinton is to form a volume of his Library, is worthy of mention

as well for that reason as for the vivid indications that it gives of a sense of the ludicrous

in the native mind. For information regarding it and also regarding the other forms of

Mexican, Central and South American literature, the didactic, the oratorical, the religious,

etc., I must refer to Dr. Brinton's
"
Aboriginal American Authors." I will now take

leave of those ancient and mysterious civilizations to roam for a while with northern

sachems over more familiar ground.

No native northern poet has won such praise as that which was elicited from the pen
of Montaigne by the refrain of a Tupi song. (Essais, Livre I, ch. 30, p. 321). Some of the

northern tribes have, nevertheless, some share of literary ability. The Jesuit, Father

Lah'tau, gives them credit for sound judgment, lively imagination, ready conception and

wonderful memory, though he does not deny that they have serious faults. If less civi-

lized than the races of Mexico and Peru, they had, at least, the germs of civilization which,

in more favorable circumstances, might have fertilized and borne good fruit. States-

manship and diplomacy of a rude kind, indeed, but yet capable, now and then, of coping
with the wisdom of trained European politicians were displayed by several of the chiefs.

Their schemes of government, though primitive, were suited to their condition. The

framers of the Iroquois and other federations must have been men of skill and foresight.

In war it was natural that they should distinguish themselves, as it was the main occu-

pation of their lives. In arts and manufactures they had made the first steps and some

of them showed considerable invention and taste. If care in the choice of language, the

exercise of logic or of imagination, as the occasion called for close reasoning or appeal to

the emotions, and a corresponding eloquence for which the listeners seldom failed to

show due appreciation, be any token of literary faculty, some of the northern nations

were certainly not destitute of it. Some writers ascribe to the Celt the possession of

artistic gifts in excess of either the Teutons or the Latins. But the Celts were preceded

by an earlier race, of which the Basques are a remnant, with which it is more than likely

that they intermarried, thus gaining some of the qualities by which they have ever been

characterized. Whether the gift of ready speech was one of these qualities it is impos-

sible to say ;
but stranger things have happened. It is singular that the Basque is the

only language of the old world which is marked by peculiarities of structure that differ-

entiate it and the American tongues from the rest of human speech. Does that argue

kinship in remote times, or is it due to influences in the evolution of language as yet

undiscovered, which befel these tongues the American and the Basque and these alone ?

It would be strange, if it should turn out that the race, of which some refugees found a

permanent shelter in Pyrenean recesses, while others, as Gibeonites at first, as equals

Sec. IL, 1884. 4.
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afterwards, contributed to the making of the Celts and thus to European civilization,

should be of the same stock with the red man found on this continent ages after by the

modified descendants of those ancient half-breeds. It is, at least, not unworthy of remark

that the Basque was an habitual visitor to these shores long, we cannot say how long,

before Jacques Cartier set foot on them. Some have even found in the language of the

maritime tribes traces of more than a mere trading intercourse between the Christian

Basque fishermen and the pagan Indians. However we may try to account for the orato-

rical genius of some of the Indians, there is ample proof of its existence. Nor is it in

connection with that point alone that we might justly ask to include our aborigines

among Dr. Boyd's
"
people of whom more could have been made." There seems to be

little doubt, indeed, that the Indians, accosted by Europeans at and immediately after the

time of Columbus, were generally of a kindlier, more humane, and more tractable character

than their descendants have come to be after some generations of experience of their unin-

vited truest s. We may well ask ourselves what they might have become, had the explorers

and colonists been inspired by purer motives and more generous sentiments. If we find

them, and if some writers deliirht to qualify them, as treacherous, blood-thirsty, as well as

ignorant and superstitions, it ought not to be forgotten that the example set them and

the treatment which they received, were not always such as to improve their minds or

morals or to win them over to the usages of civilization. Civilization to them was,

in many instances, presented in the most odious form of selfishness, rapacity, and all

injustice.

What they have been capable of growing to under the favourable auspices of upright

dealing and wise training, the records of civilized and partially civilized Indians testify.

Of i heir skill in warfare I need not speak. Some of their chiefs, had they served in the

armies of civilized nations, would have had their place on the rolls of fame as great

generals or conquerors. "With more pleasure I recall their achievements in the arts of

peace. They have furnished inventors, artists, physicians, lawyers, preachers. As to

their literary faculty we find its germ in the legend of the tribe, the story-telling of the

wigwam, and the speech-making of the council. "Multitudes of poetical tales and legends,"

writes Sir. W. Dawson. in
"
Fossil Men,"

" have been written down from the lips of old

Indian men and women.'" and he mentions as a specimen an unpublished myth, collected by
Mr. Kand among the Micmacs entitled

"
Hushing Wind and Boiling "Wave." This charac-

teristic has been utilized by the greatest poet and the greatest novelist of America in their

most truly American productions. When they wrote the works in question, the scientific

study of the American races had hardly well begun. The organization of the Bureau of

Ethnology at Washington and of the "Cougres des Americanistes
"

in Europe is pleasing

evidence of the enlightened and fruitful interest taken in the subject in recent years. Some

investigators have endured hardships and faced perils which can only be paralleled in the

annals of missionary self-devotion. It would be strange if all this labour did not yield

some important facts, if some fresh light were not shed on the origin, habits, traditions,

and modes of thought and speech of the Indian nations. Even Indians themselves have

engaged in the same research. Peter Dooyentate Clark wrote a book on the
"
Origin and

Traditional History of the Wyaudots," which was published in Toronto in 1870. A later

contribution by an Indian to Indian history is the
"
History of the Six Nations

"
by chief

Elias Johnson, of the Tuscaroras. An earlier work on the same confederacy was written
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by David Cusick, also a Tuscarora. These works were written in English, but a produc-
tion has just been given to the world, under the editorial care of Mr. Horatio Hale, which
is the most speaking testimony to the literary ability of the race.

Of all the tribes that peopled this continent at the time when the colonial annals of

Canada began, there is no group in which we have so much cause to feel an interest as

the Huron-Iroquois federation.
" In the great valley of the St. Lawrence," writes Dr.

Wilson,
"
at the period of earliest European contact with its native tribes, we find this con-

federacy of Indian Nations in the most primitive condition as to all knowledge of pro-

gressive arts ; but full of energy, delighting in military enterprise and amply endowed
with the qualities requisite for effecting permanent conquests over a civilized but unwar-

like people. Nor did the primitive arts of the Iroquois prevent the development of inci-

pient germs of civilization amongst them. Agriculture was systematically practised ;

and their famous league, wisely established, and maintained unbroken through very
diversified periods of their history, exhibits a people advancing in many ways towards

the initiation of a self-originated civilization, when the intrusion of Europeans abruptly
arrested its progress, and brought them in contact with elements of foreign progress preg-

nant for them only with the sources of degradation and final destruction." It would

take too long, in a paper like this, to tell by what events and motives such a league in that

distant day was brought to pass. The whole story is related by Mr. Hale in the "
Iroqiiois

Book of Rites," the second volume in Dr. Brinton's Library of Aboriginal American Lite-

rature. It may suffice to say that, when the Huron-Iroquois first became known to Euro-

peans, they occupied the valley and uplands of what is now northern New York, in the

region that stretches westward from the head waters of the Hudson to the G-enesee. In

the same order they succeeded each other under the names of the Caniengas or Mohawks,
the Oueidas, the Onoudagas, the Cayugas and the Senecas. Subsequently (about IT 15),

the Tuscaroras of the Roanoke valley were added, thus making six allied nations,

instead of five. Though living so far south, the Tuscaroras were of the same stock as

the nations with which they united. That stock primarily included the AVyandots or

Hurons, the Attiwaudaronks, the Eries or Neutrals, and the Couestogas or Andastes,

besides the original constituents of the league. That in the course of time the timbers of

their
"
long house " should have been riven apart and the severed portions have become

hostile to each other, is not to be wondered at. Such breaches occur in civilization as well

as barbarism. But longa est injuria ; longce ambages. Enough to say that a common danger
from the powerful Mohicans prompted the eastern Canieugas and Oueidas to unite. The

western Senecas and Cayugas were also drawn together by a common fear of Atotarho,

the tyrant of the Onoudagas. In this last community, however, it was destined that the

deliverer should arise. We know him chiefly as a legendary personage. Mr. Hale

claims for him a complete flesh-and-blood reality. At all events, Hiawatha (who is also

known by less musical and less pronounceable names), after long thinking, devised a plan

by which his own and the neighbour nations should be permanently protected against

outside and inside perils. The machinations of Atotarho proved too much for him among
the Onondagas. So he passed beyond the limits of his canton and people, and made his

way to the dwellers on the Mohawk. There his wisdom and eloquence prevailed and

ultimately, by a course of negotiation which I cannot now linger to describe, the con-

federacy was formed. But, as in nearly all such cases, success was the issue of compro-
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mise. Not the wise and gentle Hiawatha, but the self-willed and unscrupulous Atotarho,

was made the chief of the confederacy. His badness and Hiawatha's goodness entered

the region of fable, but the spirit of the league, in the formation of which they were pro-

minent actors, survived for centuries.

But what has this to do with a native literature ? It happens that the most authentic

and most interesting of the evidences of literary ability among the North American

Indians is found in the " Book of Rites ", which Mr. Hale has published in full with a

literal translation and copious comments. The English missionaries taught their Indian

pupils to write in their own language. As early as 1714, the Anglican Prayer-book was

translated into the Mohawk tongue. The council chiefs saw that it would be well to

preserve in the same way their own traditions and ceremonies. One of them, David, a

friend of Brant, perhaps David of Schoharie, who fought with Sir "W. Johnson against

the French in iV'n, undertook the task. In 1832, Chief Johnson went to visit another

chief, then ill of cholera, and the aged host told his visitor of an important book that he

had in his possession and suggested that he should copy it. Johnson did so, only omit-

ting, as he afterwards regretted, what referred to the later history of the Six Nations

after their removal to Canada. Soon after, the old chief's house was burned and the

volume perished with it. A second ropy Mr. Hale subsequently obtained from Chief

John Buck. A farther portion, or supplement of the book, was found with a small rem-

nant of the once powerful Onondagas, near Syracuse, New York.

In his translation, Mr. Hale had the assistance of the two chiefs Johnson, father and

son, of the Rev. Mr. Bearfoot, Onondaga by birth, Canienga by adoption, an educated

man and the pastor of a white Anglican congregation. To be estimated at its true ethno-

nologio and literary value, the " Book of Kites
"
should be read throughout, with Mr. Hale's.

introduction and comments. Its full name is "The Ancient Rites of the Condoling

Council." This council held a peculiarly high rank in the Iroquois political system.
"
Araon-r the many councils," says Mr. Hale,

"
civil and religious, tribal and federal, in

which the public spirit and social temper of the Iroquois found their most congenial and

most popular mode of display, the Yondennase, or Condoling Council, held the highest

rank. It was, in a certain way, typical of the whole, and comprised the elements of all

the other councils." (The Iroquois Book of Rites, edited by Horatio Hale, p. 481). At it took

place, not only a public lamentation, but the great elective act of the league. It was,

therefore, like a state funeral and a presidential election combined. The summoned chiefs

approaching the place of meeting, the opening formalities began,
"
at the edge of the

woods," (which circumstance gave its name to the preliminary ceremony), where a lire was

kindled, the calumet lit, and an address of welcome pronounced. The greeting touches

on the sad loss sustained, on sorrow for the dead, on the need of union, and on the dangers
of the journey, "thorny ways, falling trees and wild beasts lying in ambush." The list

of nations is gone over, with their towns and various clans. Then there is a hymn,

bidding hail to the league, the kindred, the warriors, and the women, and ending with

the words,
"
My forefathers, hearken to them !

"
^This, Mr. Hale terms the national anthem

of the Iroquois. All through the condolence occurs the contrast between the great and

wise of the past and their degenerate successors. It closes with a sort of chanted litany

to those who were "rulers and founders." The following passage from it is arranged for

singing and will give some notion of the spirit and poetic tenor of the dirge :
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"Woe! Woe!

Hearken ye!

We are diminished !

Woe! Woe!
The cleared land has become a thicket !

Woe! Woe!

They are in their graves

They who established it,

The great League !

Yet they declared

It should endure

The great league !

Woo!
Their work has grown old !

Woe!

Thus are we become miserable !

"

The Onoudaga document is similar in spirit. It begins with the speech of the sym-

pathizer :

"
I come to your door where you are mourning in great darkness, prostrate with

grief," and closes with the choice of a successor to the dead chief. Such is
" The Book of

Rites," which, Mr. Hale thinks, affords unquestionable evidence of the character both of

those who composed it and of those who received it. For traditions, gathered by Euro-

peans from the lips of Indians, for speeches reported to have been delivered at council or

negotiation, we are at no loss, but " The Book of Rites" is the only instance extant of an

Indian production, of a time preceding the discovery of America, composed in an Indian

language and throwing light on Indian history and character. Mr. Hale's work is made

exceedingly valuable by an introduction, in ten chapters, treating, in succession, of the

Hurou-Iroquois nations, the league, and its founders and laws, and the character, policy,

language and ciistoms of the federate tribes.

Of books written by Indians in English, a few have been already mentioned and. in

dealing with the nations of Central and South America, we have seen that they also used

the language of their Spanish conquerors as a medium for literary composition. Many
others, written in these and other tongues, might be mentioned, which are, at least, suf-

ficient to prove that the native races are not quite devoid of the literary instinct, though,

from the force of circumstances, their oratorical powers were more developed. It is not

generally known, perhaps, that Chief Joseph has written a history of his Oregon campaign
in "Nez Perce" hieroglyphics a work which is said to have brought him more renown

among his people than his warlike exploits. No grander-looking Indian, it is said, has

appeared since the days of Black Hawk. The present chief of the Cherokees is, like not a

few others of the civilized chiefs, a minister of the Gospel, and preaches eloquent sermons

in his own tongue. Poetic talent has been by no means wanting among the northern

Indians. Some of their traditions and folk-tales are imbued with the true spirit of poesy,

though no chief that I am aware of has, like the sad sovereign of Tezcuco, left seventy

odes as the fruit of his devotion to the muse. If the best of the scattered productions of

northern genius were, however, collected, and properly edited, they might form no con-

temptible anthology. Those who are interested in the subject will eagerly await the

publication of Dr. Brinton's promised work, in which the North will, doubtless, have due

place, as well as the selections now in preparation by the Bureau of Ethnology at "Wash-

ington. When they appear, it may be seen that the grand and beautiful scenery of the
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New "World was not without its creative influence on the wild children of the forest and

the plain, as well as on the more civilized communities of the tropics. Can I better supple-

ment this hope than by a reference to a Caughnawaga poetess, Miss Emily Martin, a

manuscript volume of whose poems was shown at the Indian exhibition of September,

1883 ? Some of her poems display poetic feeling and mastery of language the English

language. It will have been noted, indeed, that it is in another tongue than their own
that most of the literary Indians of America have written. Some of them have written

even in Latin, and there are instances of respectable Indian linguists. Although, as long

as a large proportion of those who speak them are isolated from the rest of the population,

there is little fear of the native tongues growing into disuse, it is more than likely that,

as civilization advances, the number of persons speaking any Indian tongue will diminish.

In the Indian Territory of the United States, in the schools of the more cultivated nations,

the other branches of education are studied at the expense of the native languages. Miss

.Tenness, writing in the Atlantic Mimlhly for April, 1879, mentions the case of a young
Cherokee lady, a teacher of languages, philosophy and mathematics, who confessed to

having understood only two words of a Cherokee sermon. Intermarriage, of course, tends

to produce a like result. Miss Jenuess sees therein the great solution of the Indian ques-

tion, as reirards the civilized tribes, and it may prove the solution not only of the Indian

but of many questions which now look difficult. It is possible, therefore, that some of

the exist inir lantruaires may in time (some of them, perhaps, before very long) wholly dis-

appear, as others have already done. But to allow any of them thus to vanish, without

some effort to discover whatever tradition and comparative philology may be able to

reveal concerning them, would In? a neglect only less blameworthy than the destruction

of the historical monuments of Central America and Mexico.

It has, I think, been brought out by manifold evidence that some of these languages
are not unlit for literary uses, and that those who spoke them were not without a cons-

ciousness of their strength and beauty and comprehensive force of expression. Such

gathered testimony, of which a small share has been presented in this paper, adds much to

their interest, and suggests new inducements for their critical study as important members

of the great family of human speech. A good deal has been done in that way during the

last forty or fifty, and more especially during the last fifteen or twenty, years. Since Mr.

Stephens bade adieu to the ruins of those cities of Yucatan, which he had done so much
to bring to light, a new era has begun for American archaeology, and its philology has not

been forgotten. But notwithstanding all the conquests of recent years, there are still

many provinces of knowledge that Americanists have not yet securely won. New vistas

of investigation, new paths of research which inquirers, judicious and persevering, may
follow out to fruitful conclusions, have been opened up, and from every such path
numerous by-paths branch off, which may offer prizes of ascertained truth to the trained

eye that looks for
"
good in everything." In the true sense, though nearly four centuries

have passed away since Columbus caught the first glad glimpse of the "
dashing silver-

flashing surges of St. Salvador," America remains yet to be discovered. For, until its

people and their languages have been traced h6me to their lost kindi ed in the far-off

prehistoric past, the work so valiantly begun by that great explorer cannot be pronounced
completed.
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Although it must be admitted as a fundamental principle that a colony cannot have a

literature of its own properly so called, inasmuch as literature, to be distinctive, requires

the germ of individuality, and individuality, in its collective meaning, is only another

term for the outcome of a national sentiment
; yet I apprehend that, as I have had occasion

to show in other places, a partial exception should be made in favour of Canada. Our

country differs from any other colony of the British Empire in its origin, geographical

position, social and political nature, and its tendencies. Paradoxical as it may appear, the

very heterogeneousness of our population divided on the broadest lines of race, creed and

tongue has been the mainspring of a certain national unity clearly observable among
Canadians, and much of our mental and moral spontaneity can be traced to a generous,

stimulating spirit of competition. The result is that, coming directly to the particular

subject which I have in view in this paper, we may justly lay some claim, at least, to a

literature of our own in the sense that it is Canadian, as strictly distinct from English,

French, or American. And in the various branches of this literature, the most distinctive

of all is the department of verse. The ground being thus cleared, I have thought that I

could choose nothing more interesting, nor more in accordance with the nature and duties

of the English Section of the Royal Society than a brief study of the Poets of Canada. The

material naturally divides itself into two parts, the French poets and the English poets,

and by right of priority the former must come first under notice.

I.

FRENCH POETS.

In the summary review of the Literature of French Canada, which I had the honour

of submitting to you at the general meeting of last year, I sketched the prominent position

held by the French poets among their colleagues who cultivated the other fields of oratory,

history, romance, polemics, essays and journalism. I might have added that their position

was also the most ancient, in accordance with the general principle that all literatures

have their beginnings in song. The first regular and consecutive poem that we find dates

back as far as 1*732, when Jean Tache published his Tableau de la mer, written in well-

sounding Alexandrines. Tache was a versatile man, notary, tradesman and shipper,

and his descendants, inheritors of an honoured name, have been faithful to his traditions.
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At about the same time there appeared a serio-comic poem, modelled somewhat on

Boileau's Lutrin, aud treating of certain ecclesiastical controversies and troubles that

occurred in 1728. The author was Abbe Etienne Marchand, cure of Boucherville from

1732 to 1774, and, as we shall see later on, he too can boast of a namesake who has success-

fully cultivated the comic muse. After the publication of this work, there is an interval

of silence covering exactly one hundred years. This was the momentous epoch of Indian

wars, of the conquest, of the American invasion, and of the bitter struggle for constitu-

tional rights- that raged betwixt the victors and the vanquished. Epigrams, satires and

political dithyrambs abound, chiefly after the establishment of the journal, Le Canadien, in

180(1; but nothing has comedown to us of that serene character which peace aud pros-

perity alone can produce. It was only in 1830 that a volume of epistles and miscellaneous

poems was put forth by Michel Bibaud, who may be termed the father of French Canadian

verse, as he was the first of French Canadian historians. The work is very unequal, as are

all the other productions of this eccentric writer, but it is not at all devoid of interest.

Siiiirnlarly enough, it was another historian who followed in his footsteps, and

Garneau's superior talents at once gave a form and inspiration to the national poetry. All

tli' compositions of this gifted man, the first of which appeared in 1885, are of a high
order of merit, hut I shall mention only his Dernier Huron, because it contains an image of

the most original and pathetic beauty. The poet represents the Last of the Hurons

standing on a hillock and marshalling the phantoms of his lost warriors. Suddenly, he

fancies that a shadow passes before him, and the bones of the buried braves seem to rattle

under his feet, and the Indian blood bubbles in his veins. But, alas! it was all a mockery;
at the foot of the hill he saw only the scythe of the mower:

"
Porfiilo illusion ! Au plod do la colline

C'est 1'acior <lu faucbour! "

It is an exquisite contrast. Garneau derived the idea of his poem from a painting by a

native artist, Plamondon of Tariolin, the last of the pure-blood of the Hurons of Lorette.

To this picture was awarded the first prize in a competition established by the Literary and

Historical Society of Quebec, in 1838, and it was purchased by Lord Durham, at that time

governor-general.

The biographer of Garneau may be regarded as his poetical successor. M. Chauveau,
the distinguished President of the Royal Society, has not produced much verse, although I

learn with pleasure that he is at present bestowing his leisure upon an elaborate poem of

a religious character ; but the little that we have is worthy of himself, and I can assign no

higher praise. His ode (1861) to Dounacona, the chief of a Quebec tribe, treacherously

captured and conveyed to France by Jacques Cartier, is fall of spirit, and the first stanza

presents a noble picture :

"
siadari.Mi' dormait sur son fier promontoiro;

' TII H- et ping, foret silencieuae et noire,

Protf-geaiont son sommeiL
Le roi Donnacona, dans son palais d'&corce,

Attendait, m&litant sur sa gloire et sa force,

Le retonr da ooleil."
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Garneau aud Chauveau bring us down to 1850, when the greatest of French-Canadian

poets steps upon the scene and opens the galaxy that has gone on multiplying and bright-

ening until our day. Octave Cremazie, born at Quebec in 1830, followed the calling of a

bookseller. His poems appeared between 1852 and 1862, in which year he was involved

in financial ruin and took refuge in France, where he died of a broken heart in 18*78.

In this place, last year, I expressed the hope, that a national monument would be set up
to the memory of Cremazie in the shape of a complete edition of his works. I am pleased

to say that my hope has been fulfilled by the publication at Montreal of a splendid

volume, which every Canadian lover of letters should have on his book-shelves. The

character of Cremazie's inspiration is sublimity. His thought soars on broad and sweeping

pinions; his images are grand and salient
; and, when he strikes the minor key of national

regret and disappointment, the effect is deeply pathetic. I am convinced that, if his life

had not been blasted, and he had continued to write in freedom of mind and amid the

associations of his childhood and native land, he would have created poems not unworthy
to rank with those of the best writers of contemporary France. The " Chauut of the Old

Soldier," composed on the arrival, in 1855, of the French corvette, La Capricieuse, sent out by

Napoleon III to open commercial relations between France and Canada, is simply a

masterpiece. The blind and tottering veteran, hearing the sound of cannon on the river,

and fondly imagining that it heralded the return of the French fleet, is led to the ramparts

by his son, and breaks ont in a thrilling lamentation on being told that it is the Red Cross

of England streaming from the mizzen. But his confidence remains unshaken, and day
after day he repairs to the same spot, in the hope that his old companions in arms will yet

come back from over the sea. The time arrives at last when he is no longer seen on the

heights, and we are told that he has died in the arms of his son, murmuring :

"
They will

return, but I shall not be there." Then we have the poet's outburst :

" Tu 1'as dit, 6 vieillard ! La France est revenue !

Au sommet de nos mure, voyez-vous dans la nue,

Son noble pavilion dgrouler sa splendour ?

Ah ! ce jour glorieux, oil les Frangais, nos freres,

Sont venus pour nous voir, du pays do nos pfires,

Sera le plus aime
1

de nos jours de bonheur."

And a shadow is seen on the wall, wavering in the breeze. It is the old soldier standing

at his post to assist at the glorious scene. Nor he alone.

" Tous les vieux Canadiens moissonnes par la guerre,

Abandonnent aussi lour couche fun6raire,

Pour voir re'aliser leurs rfives les plus beaux.

Et puis on entendit, le soir, sur chaque rive,

Se meler, au doux bruit de 1'onde fugitive,

Un long chant de bonheur qui sortait des tombeaux."

Equally powerful and majestic is Le Drapeau de Carillon, an ode addressed to the lily-flag

of Eoyal France which floated on the main bastion of Fort Carillon, or Ticonderoga, on the

day when Montcalm achieved a brilliant victory over Abercrombie and his gallant High-

Sec. II., 1884. 5.
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landers. That flag is religiously preserved at Quebec by M. Baillairge, who is expected to

display it in the procession of St. Jean Baptiste Day, which will take place in Montreal on

the 24th of June. Superior even to 'the two pieces just mentioned is the Promenade des

Train Mots, a weird fiintasy, wherein the dialogue between the worm and the corpse is

replete with terrible thoughts of death and the dread Hereafter.

Next in merit to Cremazie, and haud longo inlervallo, is M. Frechette, President for the

year of the French Section of the Royal Society. Of all Canadian poets he is the best

known to English readers, because of his adequate knowledge of our language, his social

relations with our people, and the circumstance of his having received the Mouthyon

award of the French Academy, an honour somewhat akin to the Newdegate Prize.

M. Frechette is a very careful writer, chiselling his verses according to the most approved

Iloratian rule. The ilowers of his youthful genius were gathered in a small volume, en-

titled Mrs Luinira. which at once established his reputation. This was followed by Pet Mel,

a work ol'ri< her promise and riper fruit. The equipment with which he presented him-

self lie fore the French Academy was two little collections appropriately called Flei/rs

Bori'ulcs and Oisviiii.r dc Nri^e. lie has written constantly ever since, and I happen
to know that lie has ready two important volumes, containing a series of narrative poems

designed to celebrate the principal events of the history of Canada from the beginning of

the Colony. Tin- poet excels in this species of composition and from the few examples

lately published, such as
"
1870,'' Xotrc Hisloire, Le Drapeau Fantdme, and others, we may

expect the most valuable contributions yet made to the literature of French Canada.

M. Frechette plays with success on many notes. His verse, always perfect in form,

breathes strength and tenderness, while the thought is always thoroughly limpid. He is

a master of the sonnet, in which frame some of his prettiest conceits are enshrined. Among
his lyrical ellorts. L-i Di-ronvcrlc du Mississippi is, perhaps, the best, and I think that he is him-

sell'of that opinion. His vision of the romantic figures that passed along the mighty river

in the heroic days of discovery and exploration is very poetical, and the contrast between

the ancient wilderness and the progress of to-day is set forth with power. Victor Hugo
could not have written more splendid strophes than these :

"
Oui, <lonx siC-rles ont fni. La solitude vierge

JJ'est plus 14 ! I)n progrto lo flot montant submerge
Los vestiges dorniere d'un pass qui flnit

Ou le desert dormait grandit la meiropole ;

Et lo fleuve asservi courbe sa large epaule

Sous 1'arche aux pillars de granit

Plus de fmvt.s sans fin
;
la vapour les sillonne !

L'astre des jours, nouveaux sur tous les points rayonne;
L'cnfaut do la nature est dvangelis^ ;

Lo soo du laboureur fertilise la plaino,

Et le surplus dor de sa gerbe trop pleino

Nourrit le vieux monde epuise?'

M. Pamphile Lemay now deserves our attention. In 1865 he published his Essais

Po&iques, which included his remarkable translation of Longfellow's Evangeline, revised

and re-edited by him in 1870. This work is sufficient of itself to establish any writer's

reputation. In 1867 appeared La Dtcouverte du Canada, a poem which was crowned by
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Laval University and further honoured by a gold medal. In 1869, his Hymne National

deserved another gold medal. In 1875, Les Vengeances saw the light. These poems are all

more or less lengthy, but in 1879 M. Lemay collected his shorter and more fugitive pieces

in a book, entitled line Gerbe. He has since given forth a volume of Fables, replete with a

quiet philosophy. The qualities of this poet's talent are grace and tenderness. His versi-

fication is always correct, his diction chastened, and his imagery well balanced and

refined. He has an eye for Nature, and is particularly happy in the treatment of domestic

and religious subjects.

M. Benjamin Suite has, of late, neglected the Muse in favour of historical research, but

his single volume, Les Laurentiennes, is quite sufficient to ensure him a prominent place among
the French poets. He excels in song writing, and his work has a distinctly national stamp
from the circumstance that he gives expression to the thoughts and aspirations of the peo-

ple. Among his best efforts I may mention La Ptitineuse, Les Fondateurs and La Cloche.

It is a curious instance of the blending of races in the Province of Quebec, that, one of

the rising young French poets should bear the thoroughly English name of William

Chapman. His contribution is denominated Les Quebecquoises, whirh, although rather

juvenile here and there, even in the author's own estimation, is a production full of possi-

bilities and promise. M. Chapman is a conscientious, painstaking writer, as severe to

himself as any critic could be, and these qualities, supporting undoubtedly original

talents, must secure the young poet a brilliant future. I would particularly call attention

to his odes on matters of historical and national interest, such as those to Dollard des

Ormeaux, La Bataille de Ste. Foye, Chateauguay and Cadieux.

Another poet with a foreign name, a good round Irish name, is James Donnelly.

From a line in his impassioned address to Ireland, I should fancy he was born in the

Emerald Isle. If so, his mastery of the French language, and his skilful handling of the

intricacies of French versification, are remarkable. M. Donnelly has the poetic instinct, and

it is a pity that he does not produce more.

Several clergymen figure among the poets of French Canada, but I have room for the

mention of only one, Abbe Gringras, cure of St. Edouard de Lotbiniere, in the district of

Quebec. The very title of his little volume is poetic Au Foyer de man Presbyte^e. The

Abbe writes rapidly and is not sufficiently addicted to the iise of the file, but he has a

fresh, unhackneyed turn of mind and his sentiments are truly elevated. As might be

expected of a celibate priest, he treats of subjects that are out of the common, and is

debarred from touching on that tender passion which is the most poetical outcome of

the human heart. His work has, therefore, the enforced advantage of novelty of which he

makes abundant use. His thoughts on the churchyard and on a child dying without

baptism are original and awe-inspiring.

M. Felix Marchand, fellow of the Royal Society and member of the Provincial Parlia-

ment for the county of St. Johns, has devoted himself almost exclusively to comedy, both

in prose and verse. Of the first I need not speak, except to say that his work evinces a

knowledge of human nature, a gift of gentle satire, and a sense of sly humour, which readily

raise it out of the groove of the commonplace. These qualities are heightened when

presented in metrical form. Les Faux Brillants is a comedy in five acts, and Un Bonheur en

attire un Autre is another in one act. Both of them are very happy conceptions, and the
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ravelling aud unravelling of the amusing plot in both cases display an amount of technical

skill rarely to be met with in this very difficult kind of composition.

The number of minor poets, whose works are more or less ephemeral and cast in vary-

ing degrees of excellence, is very large, and the bare enumeration would fill a lengthy

paragraph. M. Suite has counted no less than 175 names. These writings were originally

consigned to the columns of newspapers or the pages of magazines, and have never been

collected except on one or two occasions. Among the writers of this class, I may cite

Eustache Prudhomme, formerly a notary of Montreal, who published many elegant pieces

some twenty years ago, but has since gone out of sight. Judge Routhier, one of the best

prose writers in this province, has also published a number of poems, the Ode on Canada in

the nineteenth century being specially worthy of note. J. Lenoir, of Montreal, was cut off

in his prime, just as his talent was maturing. His apostrophe to the Church ofNotre Dame
of Montreal is set in broad lines. Then we have Fiset of Quebec, Foisson of Arthabaska,
Alfred Garneau of Ottawa, son of the poet and historian, Achille Frechette of Ottawa,
and Evanturel of Quebec.

Tlic time and space at my command do not allow of any further extension of this

study. My paper has been essentially revisional and not critical, and hence I have been

spared the labour of finding fault. But even if I had gone into analysis, I should still

hold that the names which I have cited are those of genuine poets, who have published
works oi' real merit, many of them destined to live as long as the French language
survives in America, and as long as the French Canadians preserve their patriotism and
their intellectual autonomy. All the elements have been touched upon in their poetry,
their history, enlivened by romance and consecrated by afHictiou

;
their nationality, main-

tained in spite of all the disintegrating inilueuces of conquest ; their religion, homely and

primitive as in the Brittany and Normandy of the Middle Ages ;
their social life, adorned

by courtesy, inspirited by cheerfulness and stamped with a simple, old-fashioned sense of
honour.

II.

ENGLISH POETS.

In treating of the English poets of Canada, you will perhaps be surprised to learn that
the field is a very wide one, and that I must at once draw the line between the writers who
have published only casual verses, however excellent many of them may be, and those
who have produced works of a more ambitious and enduring description. I shall touch

upon the first without any strict regard to chronological order, and without further insist-

ance than the limits of my paper will allow. Place aux dames!
The most distinguished names of our female poets are those of Annie L. "Walker,

Pamela S. Vining, Augusta Baldwyn, and Mrs. P. L. Haney. The principal work of
Harriet A. Wilkins, of Hamilton, is her Acadia, which has reached a second edition.

Jennie E. Haight, formerly a teacher at Montreal, rises considerably above the ordinary
standard, while the verses of Mrs. Moodie have sustained the reputation which this gifted
lady has achieved in the department of romance Helen M. Johnson published a volume
of poems in 1856, which has since become very rare. She was cut off prematurely in
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1863, in her thirtieth year. Miss Murray's poems, especially on Scottish subjects, are full of

interest, but she will be chiefly remembered as a successful writer of fiction. Mrs. Faulk-

ner published, in 1850, a volume of poems under her maiden name, Rhoda Ann Page, and

the title, Wild Notes from the Backwoods, sufficiently indicates its character. A distinguished

Irish Canadian name is that of Rosanna Eleanor Mullins, better known as Mrs. Leprohon,

whose numerous poems, sacred, narrative, descriptive, lyrical, elegiac, and society verses,

were gathered into one volume in 1881. Mrs. Leprohon was endowed with many attri-

butes of the poetic faculty, and several of her pieces will always find a place in any
selections from Canadian poets.

In the roll of the male writers, which I shall abbreviate as much as possible, I may
mention James McCarroll, Frederick Wright, R. J. McG-eorge, W. F. Hawley, K. H.

Dewart, E. J. Chapman, Thomas McQueen, II. F. Darnell, John May, J. R. Ramsay, John

Massie, J. G. Hodgins, Robert Stuart Patterson, J. A. Allen, Samuel Payne Ford, Robert

Sweeney, D. J. Wallace, J. H. King, W. H. Hawley, Donald Mdntosh. AVilliam P. Lett, T.

Cleworth, John Scoble, James Mdntosh. Alexander McLachlan has sometimes been

called "the Canadian Burns," and he certainly deserves special commendation for all his

efforts in favour of our country and its literature. His publications are numerous,

among which are three small volumes of poems, the last of which, enlitled Tin' Emigrant,

is much the best. Isidore G. Ascher, formerly a lawyer of Montreal, but now resident

in London, published Voices from the Hearth in 1SC>8, which at once secured for him a

leading position among our minor poets. He still publishes occasional pieces under the

familiar name of "Isidore." Aluzon and other I'ocms, was put Forth in 1^.10 by William

Wye Smith, formerly of Toronto, and he has been a prolific writer, in prose and verse,

ever since that date. The reputation of John llreekenridge goes back to 1S4I, when
he published at Kingston The Crusades and other I'oemx, including lengthy pieces, such

.as Napoleon Bonaparte and The French Revolution and Laizn. This volume is now out of

print and very scarce. If Mr. William Kirby had not achieved so high a reputation

in the domain of fiction, especially by his valuable historical novel LK Clin-n D'Or,

we should be disposed to linger more over his verse. His U. E., a Talc of l T
/>j/er

Canada, appeared in Niagara in 1859, and we have had the pleasure of reading several

contributions of equal merit since that time. Mr. Kirby is a thorough Canadian both

in verse and prose. John F. McDonnell, a young Irishman of Quebec, has written a

number of very spirited lyrics, and, if he had not died prematurely, would certainly

have established a reputation. W. O. Farmer, a youthful lawyer of Montreal, is

destined to fill the void made by McDonnell. He has pathos, imagination, enthusiasm,

and a delicate ear for cadence. It is to be hoped that Mr. Farmer will continue to

cultivate the Muses with devotion. There is matter for regret that Mr. George Martin

does not write more frequently and that, after assisting Charles Heavysege in the pub-

lication of Saul, he has not thought fit to print a collection of his own poems. It is a further

pity that Martin Gerald Griffin has become so absorbed in politics and the cares of militant

journalism as to neglect his uncommon literary ability. Mr. Griffin has that facility of

verse and instinct of good taste which are inherent in the poetic temperament, and of

all the productions which I have read from his pen, there is not one that is not

decidedly superior. It is sufficient to say of Mr. Cleveland, of the Eastern Townships, that

he has succeeded in breaking the charmed circle of the Atlantic Monthly, and that several
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of his compositions have been laid before a wide public in the pages of that fastidious

and exclusive periodical. It is, once more, unfortunately due to the narrowness of my
space that I can only barely allude to two men who, by their transcendant talents and the

prominence of their positions, would almost merit the honours of a separate page. The

two greatest orators of Canada were also very considerable poets. There is a swing in

Howe's verse, a breeziness in his fancies, a rush and roar in his transports, well in keeping

with the wild music of those waves within whose sight his infancy was cradled. I

would suggest that a careful selection be made of Howe's poems, and that they be

published in cheap form for distribution as prizes or otherwise in our schools. They
breathe the true native spirit. Somewhat the same may be said of McGee's Canadian

Jiiilliufx. which might very properly be detached from the bulky volume containing his

other poems and published separately. Thus would the country have another link of

sympathy with the memory of the martyred orator and poet. I have now to speak of one

who needs no introduction to lovers of Canadian literature, and certainly none to his

Fellows of the Royal Society Evan McColl. His first published volume dates back to

18oti. under the title of the Mimiitain Minstrel, containing poems in Gaelic, and attempts in

Kii'_rlish son-:. In 1* :>
>*, and .simultaneously with a second edition of the Mountain

Mia fin-' the best proof of that work's success appeared Clarsach Nam Beann, a contri-

bution to Gaelic letters wlii-'h at once placed him in the front rank of Celtic bards. Hugh
Miller called him " the Moore of the Highlands." During his long residence in Canada,

Mr. M' -Coll Iris frequently published poems on subjects of varied public interest, audit was

hoped that tin- time would come when he would commemorate the second half of

his martial lite by putting forward his Canadian poems. He has done so. A hand-

some volume, published simultaneously at Toronto, Edinburgh, and Inverness, appeared

in 1**:;. and is announced as containing the English poems of the author. These

are considerably over two hundred in number, presenting an almost infinite variety.

We have the Mountain Minstrrl complete, which is a desirable acquisition; and we
have, in the second half, the songs that were mostly written in Canada. Our poet

has maintained his popularity for so many years, and the characteristics of his

genius are so well known and appreciated, that we need scarce do more than thank

Mr. McColl lor bequeathing to his countrymen this beautiful memorial of a long
life devoted to poetry. Nor will the father live alone: he will survive in his offspring.

I have detached the name of Mary J. McColl from among the female poets, purposely to

set it beside that of her venerable parent. Her Bide a Wee, a handsome little volume,

was published at Buffalo in 1880. When an authoress is introduced into the world of

letters with such sponsors as Longfellow, "Whittier, Wendell Holmes and Joaquin Miller,

she requires no poor words of recommendation such as I might utter to-day. I shall only

repeat in one line what I wrote more at length, in a review of the work at the time of its

publication, that Mary McColl gives promise of such poetic qualities as must place her

by the side of the principal poets of America, if she continues to give due attention to

her natural gifts.

It is one of our standing regrets, and a source of discouragement, that we have not

been able to maintain a literary periodical of our own. The loss is the greater because

there is a vast store of talent in the country, which only requires a proper channel of

publication to produce most substantial results. The Canadian MontlUy is a case in point.
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That magazine never really rose beyond the tentative stage, but, even so, it served a most
useful purpose by giving a voice to several of our young singers. "We all remember the

writings of Fidelis, and all of us have been delighted at the felicitous conceptions of Mr.

Dixon of Ottawa and of the Rev. P. Mulvany.
"With all due respect, I cannot overlook the name of our distinguished colleague, Mr.

George Murray. He is known throughout the length and breadth of the Dominion as a

ripe and refined scholar, and what may be strictly denominated the type of a purely

literary man. Throwing a well-known lapidary compliment into the present tense, we

may truthfully say of him ; NUiilquod tangit non ornat. "Without dwelling on those other

services to Canadian literature with which his name has been associated for years, it wore

empty praise to repeat that his verse is set in so perfect a mould that it becomes a lit sub-

ject of study and imitation. Unfortunately, his poems haAre not yet been collected in book-

form. But I hope I .shall be guilty of no indiscretion in saying', and I am sure the Royal

Society will be delighted to learn, that an eminent colleague has the material of a volume

ready, and has been persuaded by his friends and admirers to publish it within the not

distant future. "When Charles Mair, the young poet from Perth, Ontario, put forth his

Dreamland and Other Poems in Montreal and London, I fancied I discovered in them

the germs of the Canadian Swinburne. There was a freedom and dash in the metre, an

effervescence in sentiment, and a bloom of imagination which gave promise of a golden

harvest, but unfortunately Charles Mair has abandoned his province and his Muse, and

has since devoted his entire mental energies to trade in the Northwest.

Our dramatic compositions are unaccountably rare, with the exception of those of

Heavysege, which I cannot here notice. Chief among the others is Prince Pedro of Dr. J.

H. G-arnier, of Lucknow in the county of Bruce, which I have had previous occasion to

pronounce a performance of exceptional worth. The plot revolves on the terrible story of

Inez de Castro, which is one of the darkest pages of Portuguese history. The author has

the true dramatic instinct
;
his intrigue is developed with ingenuity, the dialogue is in

perfect situation, the characters are sharply drawn, and the denouement (can we not find an

English equivalent for that eccentric stage word) is a striking culmination. I venture to

pronounce Prince Pedro one of the best contributions to Canadian dramatic poetry, and

to recommend its more general perusal. I am given to understand that Dr. Gamier has

other important poems in preparation.

The first work of the well-known author, J. J. Procter, was published in Montreal in

1861. It was entitled Voices of the Night. Although it appeared at a period of literary

depression, the vogue of the work was such as to inspire the author with the confidence

that he had struck the popular chord of feeling, and ever since his name has stood

honourably before the public. I am happy to inform the Society that, only a day or two

ago, I had the honour and pleasure of receiving an advance copy of a second volume from

the same pen, entitled Black Hawk and ottier Poems. The numerous pieces composing this

work are not of uniform excellence, but their general character is such as to enhance the

reputation of the author. Mr. Procter is one of the recognized poets of Canada and his

claims cannot be overlooked.

Few of our poets have the sweep and vigour of Samuel James Watson, now, alas !

gathered to his fathers, whose single volume, containing the mellifluous Legend of tlie

Roses, and a drama of great power and force entitled Raolan, was published in 1876. It at
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once took a high rank among cultivated readers, Longfellow and Emerson showing in a

marked manner their appreciation of its merit and value. The long poem is exceedingly rich

in apt allusion, graceful comparison, and delicacy of expression. There is hardly a halting

line in the whole legend, which is full of pretty fancies and tenderly-turned conceits. The

drama is quite in keeping with "Watson's other work. It is of a graver mould, and the

incident, dialogue and grouping of characters are managed with consummate art and

taste. The pity of it is that Watson was so soon taken away from us. He was one of the

few, that were not born to die.

On my third visit to Canada, in 1865, I read one evening in the portico of the St.

Lawrence Hall, in the Montreal Telegraph, now defunct, the following poem :

Good night ! God bless thee, love, wherever then art,

A ml keep thee, like an infant, in His arms !

Ami all good inessonjrors that move iinsoon

By eye sin-darkened, and on noiseless wings

Carry glad tidings to the doors of sleep,

Touch all thy tears to pearls of heavenly joy.

< >h ! 1 am very lonely missing thoe
;

Yet, morning, noon, and night, sweet memories

Are nestling round thy name within my heart,

Like summer birds in frozen winter woods.

Good night ! Gnoil niylit .' Oh, for the mutual word!

Oh, for the loving pre.ssure of thy hand !

( >h, fi-r the tender parting of thine eyes !

( MK! keep thee, love, wherever thou art ! Good night !

n.

Good night, my love ! Another day has brought

Its load of grief and stowed it in my heart,

So full already, Joy is crushed to death,

And Hope stands nnito and shivering at the door.

Still Memory, kind angel, stays within,

And will not leave me with my grief alone,

Hut whispers of the happy days that were

Made glorious by the light of thy pure eyes.

Oh ! shall I over see thoo, love, again,

My own, my darling, my soul's host beloved,

Far more than I had ever hoped to find

Of true and good and l)eautiful on earth ?

Oh ! shall I nerer gee thoo, love, again ?

My treasure found and loved and lost, good night.

in.

Good night, my love ! Without, the wintry winds
Make the night sadly vocal

; and within,

The hours that danced along so full of joy,

Like skeletons have come from out their graves,
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And sit beside roe at my lonely fire,

Guests grim but welcome, which my fancy decks

In all the beauty that was theirs when thou

I >idst look and breathe and whisper softly on them.

So do they coino and sit, night after night,

Talking of mo to thoe till I forgot

That they are mere illusions and the past

Is gone forever. They have vanished now,
And I am all alone, and thou art where ?

My love, good angels boar thoe my good night !

When I had read once, I paused in admiration and astonishment. I read again, and

still the wonder grew. Here was a kind of triple sonnet, written in blank verse, and

signed with fictitious initials : but I felt there was a soul in them. The reflection I made

was :

" The man who wrote these lines is a poet, and I will hear of him again." Five or

six years elapsed, when in 1870 appeared the Prophecy of Merlin, by John Reade. I

procured one of the first copies, and, after attentive reading, my judgment was confirmed.

King Arthur has been borne away in a barge to the vale of Avalon, and Sir Bedivere, the

last of the Knights of the Round Table, lifts up his voice upon the beach and weeps.
Merlin comes forth, and, after stanching his wound, consoles him with a prophecy of the

happy days that are to replace the golden era of Camelot. Three queens shall reign in the

favoured land, a triple sisterhood beneath one crown, Britain, and Albyn, and green
Innisfail. The description of the arts and sciences in this new time is of surpassing

beauty. Merlin then gives a glowing description of Prince Albert, the consort of this

Queen ;
adds a brilliant picture of the Crystal Palace and the first London Exhibition

;

makes a touching allusion to Canada, "the far land beneath the setting sun;" and

concludes with a tribute to Prince Arthur, who had, at that lime, passed a year among us.

After this, Merlin disappears and leaves Sir Bedivere alone upon the strand among the

dead. Merlin goes and Bedivere is solitary, but we are happy, because we are in possession

of the most perfect poem ever written in Canada, a fit pendant to Tennyson's Idylls of the

King. The same volume contains a number of other beautiful compositions. Those

bearing on Scriptural subjects, such as Vashti, Balaam, Rizpah, Jubal and Jephthah, being

specially remarkable. In a magazine article, published a few years ago, I made bold to

say that, with the exception of Longfellow, Mr. Readc is the best sonnetteur in America,

and I am proiid to say that my judgment has been ratified in high qiiarters. I should be

embarrassed to choose from his sonnets
;
and must content myself with one example of his

softer and more mythical mood, in ballad metre :

In my heart are many chambers, through which I wander free
;

Some are furnished, some are empty, some are sombre, some are light;

Some are open to all comers, and of some I keep the key,

And I enter in the stillness of the night.

Sec, n., 1884. 6.
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IL

But there's one I never enter, it is closed to even me !

Only once its door was opened, and it shut for evermore ;

And though sounds of many voices gather round it, like the sea,

It is silent, ever silent, as the shore.

III.

In that chamber, long ago, my love's casket was concealed,

And the jewel that it sheltered I knew only one could win ;

And my soul foreboded sorrow, should that jewel be revealed,

Ainl I almost hoped that none might enter in.

IV.

Yet d:iy and night 1 lingered by that fatal chamber door,

Till she came at last, my darling one, of all the earth my own ;

And she entered and she vanished with my jewel, which she wore;

Ami the door was dosed and I was left alone.

V.

She cave me back no jewel, but the spirit of her eyes

Shone with tenderness a moment, as she closed that chamber door,

And the memory of that moment is all I have to prize,

Hut that, nl It art, is mine for evermore.

VI.

AYas she conscious, when she took it, that the jewel was my love?

Did she think it but a bauble, she might wear or toss aside?

1 know not, I accuse not, but I hope that it may prove

A blessing, though she spurn it in I'er pride.

About four or five years ago, when I was editor of the Canadian Illustrated News, I

received a small copy-book containing a number of short poems, written out in a school-

boy's hand. A modest letter accompanied it : Would I kindly look at the pieces, and, if I

found any that were suitable, would I kindly give them a corner in my paper. I at once

plucked out this flower of a sonnet and published it :

" At Pozzuoli, on the Italian coast,

A ruined temple stands. The thin waves flow

Upon its marble pavements ;
and in row

Throe columns, last of a majestic host

AVhich once had heard the haughty Roman's boast,

Rise in the mellow air. Long years ago
The unstable floor sank down, and from below

The shining flood of sapphire like the ghost
< >f youth's bright aspirations and high hopes,
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More real than castles in the air, and laid

On some foundation, though of sand that slopes

Seaward to lift again it comes arrayed
In olive sea-weeds ; but a raven mopes

Upon its topmost stone, and casts a shade."

I felt sure that we should soon hear from this New Brunswick boy again. And so we
did. In 1880, there was published in Philadelphia a dainty little volume, entitled Orion

and Other Poems, by Charles Gr. D. Roberts. You all remember with what pleasure and

applause that publication was received. The poem from which the book takes its name is

simply a gem of purest ray serene. While (Enopion, the King of Chios, immolates unto

Apollo a tawny wolf, his hunter, Orion, makes his appearance upon the scene with

" The grandeur of the mountains for a robe,

The torrent's strength for girdle, and for crown,

The sea's calm, for dread fury capable,
"

and stands
" Without the laurel's sacred shade

Which his large presence deepened."

In reward for his services, the hunter craves the hand of the snow-breasted nymph,

Merope, but the king, while he feigns to consent, fills a wine-cup with a Colchian drug
and presents it to the unsuspecting servitor, who falls asleep upon the beach. Two slaves

are then despatched to pour poison upon his eyelids, by which these are deprived of light.

A troop of maids beloved of Doris then rises out of the sea, and grouping around the pros-

trate giant they sing a chorus which, with strophe and antistrophe, is cast in the best

Greek model, and not unworthy of Swinburne. Orion hears and arises groping, and after

a grand apostrophe to Night, a voice, thrice repeated, bids him hie to the hills, where he

shall behold the morning. On his way up he grasps a forgeman from a smithy behind a

jagged cape, and, hoisting him upon his shoulders to guide his feet, he reaches the crest of

the mountain
" Ere the fiery flower

Of dawn bloomed fully."

There his beloved appears to him, and he recovers his sight just as the rosy light of

morning falls iapon her beautiful face. The twain then retire to Delos, being escorted

over the waves by bands of Nereids at Poseidon's bidding, and in that island's consecrated

shelter they spend a blissful existence. There is a marked imitation of Tennyson in this

poem, but its original character is equally marked and stamps it as the author's very own.

Ariadne is the second of the classic poems in the volume. The picture of the heroine

lying on the sea-beach forms a picture that lingers in the mind :

" She lay, face downward, on the shining shore,

Her head upon her bended arm
;
her hair

Loose-spreading fell, a heart-entangling store
;

Her shoulder swelling through it glimmered more

Divinely white than snows in morning air
;

One tress, more wide astray, the ripples bore

Where her hand clenched the ooze in mute despair."
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The subject of the poem is Bacchus' wooing and winning of the maid, the account of

which is aglow with the poetry of passion.

Lavncelot and the Four Queens is another Tenuysonian reminiscence, but so exquisite is

the workmanship that a special charm pervades it all. See how Launcelot du Lac is

depicted asleep :

-" 'Neath the fruit-trees latticed shade

An errant knight at length is laid,

In opiate noon's deep slumber sunk
;

His helm, well proved in conflict's stern,

Lies in a tuft of tender fern

Against the mossy trunk.

A robin on a branch above,

Nodding by his dreaming love,

Where four blue eggs are hatched not yet,

Winks, and watches unconcerned

A spider o'er tlio helm upturned

Weaving his careful not.

The sleejier's hair fulls curling fair

Krom off liis forehead broad, and hare,

Entangling violets faint and pale;

1'r.siile liis cheek a primrose gleams,

And breathes her sweetness through his dreams,
Till grown too sweet they fail."

Four queens of great estate come riding- by, and very properly fall in love with the sleeping

knight. Tht-y \vea\v a spell of witehery above his eyes, and bear him homeward on his

shield by the aid of their men-at-arms. He is locked up in a high chamber and plied

with the wiles of the beautiful queens, but remains faithful to Guinevere, and is finally

rescued by one of the damsels of the court. Let the Royal Society send a word of greeting

to Mr. Koberts, and encourage him to go on cultivating a talent which must inevitably

lead him to fame.
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IV. A Plea for a Canadian Camden Society.
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(Road May 24, 1884.)

The task of gathering the materials for a history of our Dominion is one of the

greatest difficulty. Leaving out of account the work of minute investigation, and the

additional labour of classification required by the historian in order to gain the true

perspective of events, the mere physical labour of collecting facts from so \vide an area,

and from such a variety of sources as our Canadian history embraces, is overwhelming.
Mr. Parkmau, excelled by few in his truthful appreciation of the scenes he describes, in

laborious investigation of the sources whence he draws his information, and in the clear and

beautiful diction employed by him, finds it possible, in his most successful works, merely
to select here and there a

"
coigne of vantage," and to give a study of some picturesque

combination of events in the early day's of Canada's military regime. His works, absorbing

as they are, are rather monographs than histories. It is true, as belonging to a foreign

country, Mr. Parkmau can scarcely be expected to have the sympathy and patient apprecia-

tion necessary to gather up the elements of our social, intellectual, and material life.

That life has originated at many different points in the northern half of this continent,

and has grown into ever stronger vital currents; while these have increased and deepened,

have come together, and are now beginning to assume something like a unity of JIow.

The historian who would seek to follow this growing, though yet feeble, stream of national

life, be he never so earnest, so able, or so willing, will encounter a task of almost unex-

ampled difficulty. The nomadic life of our aborigines implies a state of things of which

there is scarcely a trace remaining ;
the early life of the new settler, struggling for exist-

ence, is proverbially uninteresting and unlikely to attract the attention of any one likely

to record it
;
the scattered character of the settlements places obstacles in the way of a pre-

sentation of the facts. Of the conflicting statements made in letters, pamphlets, and

newspapers, the want of a public opinion of any force at the time makes it impossible to

find a criterion of correct judgment ; while, owing to the recent period of many of the

events, it is difficult to give them a faithful treatment without creating animosity on the

part of friends of the actors still living. Moreover, the strong political bias, apparently

indigenous to our Canadian soil, renders it most difficult for the historian to treat his

subject dispassionately, without arousing the susceptibilities of the philosophers who go
about subjecting everything in art, science, sociology, and history to the minute inspec-

tion of their party microscope.

Wide and difficult of comprehensive treatment as the subject of Canadian his-

tory is, the clue to the earliest history of Canada, in almost all the points where

Europeans first approached it, lies in its being in northern latitudes. The fur trade

was the first attraction that induced Old World peoples to undertake settlement in
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the different parts of Cauada then occupied. It is by no mere chance that the beaver

finds its place on our Canadian escutcheon. Cartier, almost exactly three centuries and

a half ago, came with his commission authorizing him to open up this trade with the

natives. Captain Chauvin, in 1600, built his trading house at Tadousac to cultivate the

fur trade. Champlain returned on his first voyage home in a ship laden down with

furs ;
and the Hugiienot, de Monts, hastening, under the protection of the monopoly

granted him, to take the virgin catch of Nova Scotia, found, in the first harbour which

he entered on the Acadian shore, that he was forestalled by a fur-trading vessel, whose

cargo of furs, however, he promptly seized for his own advantage. "Within fifty years

from the time of Champlain's arrival in Canada the shores of straits and bays by scores, to

the extremities of the great lakes, were occupied by the posts of the fur-trader. Michilli-

mackinac, Sault Ste. Marie and Nipigon, on Lake Superior, were already centres of trade.

It \vas about the end of that century that Lahontan wrote his amusing and extravagant

account of llic castor. Indeed, to such an extent had the trade grown that in 1700, in

Montreal, three-fourths of the i'urs were burnt to obtain a market for those that remained.

The miaou iCi'tre. of the settlement of New France was the fur trade.

While France, with all the force and glory of her more prosperous days, was pushing

her explorations and trade to the I'ar West, England sought a share of the treasures of the

wilderness, and in UM') laid within Hudson Strait the foundation of her great fur

company. Free-handed Charles II gave over with lavish thoughtlessness a vast extent of

country to the fur-traders represented by the brave Prince Rupert, General Monk, the king-

maker, and the versatile Lord Ashley. The fur trade was the sole department of trade of

the Hudson's Hay Company lor a hundred years. On the borders of the Bay, shut up in

their forts, the company treated with wandering tribes coming 600 and 800 miles from the

interior, justifying, in the keenness of their trade, their motto, "Pro pelle cutem." There is

a picturesque interest in these Argonauts of this century of Hudson Bay adventure, as

they returned with the (1 olden Fleece and engaged in the somewhat unromautic, but

nevertheless consoling, work of paying large dividends to the shareholders. It is true

that their retreat was invaded by the dashing .sailor, d'Iberville, and their forts were taken

to be restored by the Treaty of Kyswick ;
but this was only an episode in a hundred years

of successful trade.

One hundred years of the company's life had not passed before the covetous eyes of

rival traders fell upon their operations. It was stated that the company was avaricious,

tyrannical, selfish, and revengeful ; and repeated efforts at length obtained a parliamentary

investigation in 1749. The company defended itself with vigor, and its antagonists, though
not silenced, were overborne.

Another movement in the opening up of the interior by way of Canada took place at

the same time as this fierce onslaught on the Hudson's Bay Company, though entirely inde-

pendent of it. The French explorers had reached the limits of Lake Superior, and heard

from Indian sources of vast regions beyond. In the stockade of Michillimackinac was laid

the plan for exploring the districts further west. Verandrye, a French officer, who had

distinguished himself at Malplaquet, with the advice of a Jesuit priest named Father

Gonor, undertook the task. In 1731 Verandrye left the shores of Lake Superior ;
he and

his sons were the first to thread the Red, Assiniboine, and Soxiris rivers, to cross by a

portage to the Missouri, and after ascending it to reach the Rocky Mountains. The same
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adventurer or his party explored the Saskatchewan, and his immediate successor, St.

Pierre, in 1752 reached the Rocky Mountains at the very point where the Canadian Pacific

Railway now enters the pass to cross the Rockies.

As so often happens to pioneers, the adventurous French explorers did not enjoy the

fruit of their labours. In 1759, the conquest of Canada by the British cut the connection

with the new Northwest. But the field for enterprise was too tempting to be left long
unvisited. British merchants from Montreal, in 1766 and following years, took up the

unused canoe and paddle ;
and traders, named Curry and Finlay, pushed over Verandrye's

route, reached the source of the fur-supplies of the Hudson's Bay Company and intercepted

the Indian trappers, who had before gone down the streams to Hudson Bay. The intru-

ders were now taking the trade down Lake Superior to Montreal. Like a sleeping giant

roused to action, the English fur company left the shores of Hudson Bay, penetrated to

the interior, and the first meeting of the Montreal and English traders took place, it is

said, in 1774, at Fort Cumberland on the Saskatchewan. Here began the conflict which

for nearly fifty years was maintained between the Northwest Company and that of

Hudson Bay, resulting in the depletion of both, and their final coalescence in 1821.

The Northwest Company had been most energetic in its efforts to dot the whole country

with posts. It followed in the wake of one of its illustrious partners, Sir Alex. Mackenzie,

and crossed the Rocky Mountains, becoming the forerunner of British occupation on the

Pacific slope. Beyond the Rocky Mountains this enterprising company, uniting the perse-

verance of its hardy Scottish leaders (many of them Jacobite refugees to Canada, or their

descendants) with the love of adventure of their French Canadian voi/ugpHrs, met another

band of fur-traders, the Astor Fur Company of New York, formed in 1809 to trade upon
the Columbia River. "Washington Irving has made the story of the Astor Company
familiar to us all.

I have merely drawn a bare sketch of the leading Hues by which our country was

first reached, and shown how the stimulus of the fur trade led to the early occupation of

almost every part of Canada. It will be observed that I leave out of notice in this paper

the remarkable and, I trust, by Canadians never to be forgotten movement of the United

Empire Loyalists ; also that part of it the transference of the loyal Indians to Canada,

as well as the subsequent influx of an immense British immigration to our shores as not

included so directly under the head of exploration. My main object in this paper is to

give some account of the literature of these several movements originating in the peltry

trade, and to recommend some plan for its preservation.

The several lines of exploration of which I have spoken seem to divide themselves up

as follows :

1. The military colonization of New France.

2. The English occupation of Hudson Bay.

8. The penetration to the new Northwest by Verandrye.

4. The growth of the Northwest Company of Montreal.

5. The inland movement of the Hudson's Bay Company.
6. The formation of the Astor Company ;

and the expedition of Lewis and Clarke up

the Missouri and over the Rocky Mountains.

7. The conflict of the fur companies ;
the establishment of Selkirk colony ;

and the

coalescence of the rival companies.
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I.

The well-known name of Champlain is connected in the minds of very few with the

perusal of his own writings. Yet his works, published in quarto form in Quebec in 1870,

are interesting memorials of the life and habits of the Indians and of his own valour as an

explorer. In 1697, the Recollet priest, Louis Hennepin, published at Utrecht the record of

his journeys. Among the rare books of this period is the amusing account of travels pub-

lished by Baron Lahontan, at Amsterdam in 1705, and The Hague in 1715. Who can fail

to feel the highest admiration for the six-volume edition of Father Charlevoix, pub-

lished in Paris in 1744. The "
Jesuit Relations," issued by the Canadian Government,

contains a vast amount of information. The twelve large quarto volumes of the documen-

tary history of the State of New York are a treasury of information about the early history

of Canada, as well as of the state to which they belong. The events connected with the

early voyage to Hudson Bay are discussed by M. de Bacqueville de la Potherie and M.

Jureinie, while the names of Lafiteau, Sagard, and others, speak of interesting memorials

of this, the heroic period of Canadian history.

II.

Through not very numerous, the books connected with the early days of the English

occupancy of Hudson Bay are of great value. "An Account of Hudson Bay, 1744," by
Arthur Dobbs, is one of the rarest and most valuable of these. "A Voyage to Hud-

son's Bay," by Henry Ellis, published in 1748, is worthy of note
;
and an "Account of Six

Years' Residence in Hudson's Bay, ending in 1747," by Joseph Robson, bristles with

opposition to the great company of fur-traders. There is the work known as
" The Ameri-

can Traveller, 1770 ;" while the Blue-book, containing the investigations by the British

House of Commons, gives an account of the fur trade and the unsuccessful efforts of its

rivals to overturn the great monopoly.

III.

A French period comes next : it is full of the adventurous exploits of the discoverer of

Lake Winnipeg and its tributaries. The fact that Verandrye's discoveries, extending from

1731 to 174"), preceded by so short a time the loss of Canada to France, no doubt explains

why so little is known of that era, now springing into greater prominence as the historian

strives to trace the pathway of early adventure in the Canadian Northwest. We are

indebted to the researches, in the documents of the archives of the Department of Marine

and the Colonies at Paris, made by their former custodian, M. Pierre Margry, for almost

all we know of it.

IV.

The Scoto-French movement from Montreal, resulting in the Northwest Company, has

a considerable literature from its beginning, about the time of the Treaty of Paris, 1763, to

the nnion of the rival fur companies in 1821. Among the most noticeable books of travel

relating to this period is the now rare book of Jonathan Carver, published in 1778, of a long
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Journey to the interior taken by him some ten years before. Between the years, 1760 and

1776, a traveller named Alexander Henry, in company with Frobisher, one of the leading
founders of the Northwest Company, took a journey as far into the interior as Lake Atha-

basca. Of this extended expedition the traveller published an account in 1809. A leading

work of the period is that published by the great traveller, Alexander Mackenzie, after

wards knighted for his discoveries by George III. In the service of the Northwest Company
he first descended the river which bears his name. He, first of white men, crossed the

Rocky Mountains north of Mexico, and inscribed in vermilion letters, on a rock on the

Pacific coast, the following words,
"
Alex. Mackenzie, from Canada by laud, 22nd July,

1793." Another Northwest trader, Daniel W. Harmon, who, in 1800, penetrated the inte-

rior and lived successively on the Assiuiboino Eiver in the southern, and on Lake Atha-

basca in the northern department, and who even crossed the Rocky Mountains in the

Peace River district, has left us a most absorbing volume published in 1820.

V.

Leaving for a time the inward movement by the great lakes and the water-ways of

the northwest country, we must notice a series of expedition* from Montreal, and a current

of trade, no doubt induced by this Montreal stream, but counter to it. This was the move-

ment to the interior made by the great English fur company from Hudson Hay. The

Indians, from the whole Northern Department, who had formerly come by the line of con-

nected lakes and rivers all the way from Athabasca down the Churchill River, and even from

Lake Winnipeg by way of the Nelson, with their furs, were, as already mentioned, intercepted

by the interlopers, as they were considered, from Montreal between the years, 1700 and

1770. To carry out their inland movement, to regain their diminishing trade, the Hudson's

Bay Company selected Samuel Hearne, not only an intrepid officer, but a clever writer.

His first expedition was to discover the Coppermine River, of which the Indians had told.

His daring explorations have gained him the name of "the Canadian Park." In 1774 he

established posts far inland, one of them being Fort Cumberland, on the Saskatchewan.

Hearne's book was published in 1795. Another adventurer, who, under the direction of

the Hudson's Bay Company, carried on this aggressive work was Edward Umfreville, who
has given us a work, "Present State of Hudson's Bay Company," which was published'in

1790. The archives of the Hudson's Bay Company would undoubtedly afford ampler
details of this period, which was a turning-point in the history of the monopoly.

VI.

The discovery of the Pacific coast of America belongs to the later years of last century.
The unfortunate French navigator, La Perouse, who, having left France in 1785, was never

heard of after departure from Botany Bay on his homeward voyage, has a double interest

for us. In the account of his travels, published by M. Millet-Mureau, in four volumes, at

Paris in 1798, these points are given. The first is found in the introduction to the first

volume, where there is a description of the attack upon the forts of Hudson Bay by the

French in 1782. La Perouse, again, is said to have discovered a portion of the coast of

Sec. II., 1884. 7.
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British Columbia. To this day our Pacific coast preserves the name of Captain Vancouver,

who, during the years, l790-'95, explored our western limits, and returning westward

circumnavigated the globe. The account of his voyages, edited by his brother, was

published in six volumes, in London, 1801.

The discovery of the western coast of the continent drew attention to it on the

part of the United States Government. Accordingly, a detachment of the United States

Army was fitted out to ascend the Missouri River and cross the Rocky Mountains to the

Pacific. This was accomplished by the expedition under Captains Lewis and Clarke during

the years, 1804-'0f>-'06. The party journeyed some 9000 miles. The account of the expe-

dition was published in the United States, and afterwards in London, 1815. In 1805 an

exploration of the Upper Mississippi was undertaken, at the instance of the Government

of the United States, by Lieut. Pike. The object of the party was successfully accom-

plished, and the account of it forms an interesting volume, published in London, 1811.

In ls:j:5. a journey to Lake Winnipeg and Lake of the "Woods was undertaken by a party

under Major Lonir. of which an account is given by Professor Keating. "We should

mention also, in company with this, the work of J. C. Beltrami, published in two volu-

mes in London in 1828, and entitled "A Pilgrimage to Europe and America, leading to

the Discovery of the Sources of the Mississippi and Bloody River," (i. e., the Red River.)

Stimulated alike by the struggle between the Hudson's Bay Company and the North-

west Company, and by those successful explorations of the country towards the Pacific on

United States territory, John Jacob Astor pushed on his fur-traders to the far West. Not

only does Irvine's
"
Astoria

"
give us, as has been said, an account of this, but we are fortu-

nate in possessing important narratives by a number of the traders themselves, who passed

through the turmoil of the Oregon fur trade. Among the traders belonging to the Astor

Company was one Alex. Ross, well-known afterwards as sheriff of the district of Assini-

boia. on Red River. Sent out to the Pacific coast in 1811, he remained there until the

year IsiJo, \\lien he returned over the Rocky Mountains, and with his Indian wife came to

reside in the Selkirk colony on Red River. One of his works, published in 1839, is an

amount of the early settlement of the Columbia River in the period with which we are

dealing.

Another of Astor's companions, a Frenchman from Montreal, named Gabriel Fran-

chere, has left us a most valuable book in his own tongue. In it he relates the incidents

of his return home overland, in 1814, by crossing the Rocky Mountains, floating down
the Saskatchewan, journeying over the " Grand Portage

"
to Fort William, and passing

down the lakes to Montreal. In 1854, an English translation of Franchise's work appeared

in New York. The Astor fur-traders seem to have had a taste for writing, for, of the

ssme party as the preceding, another, named Ross Cox, published in 1832 an account of his

journey around Cape Horn, his residence for six years on the Columbia River, and his

return, in 1817, by a route nearly the same as that of Franchere.

VII.

The settlement of the colony by Lord Selkirk, in the valley of Red River, was an event

of the greatest importance in the history of British America. It saved for Britain, as it

appears to the writer, the fertile plains of the Northwest. That philanthropic nobleman
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succeeded, in the furtherance of his great schemes of colonization, in gaining a controlling
interest in the Hudson's Bay Company. The appearance of his colony on the Red River
was the signal for a bitter contest, resulting well nigh in the destruction of the colony,
while the ruin of the rival fur companies was only averted by their union in 1821. A
considerable literature grew out of this emigration movement and its troublesome conse-

quences. In 1805, the Earl of Selkirk published an able wo*rk on Highland emigration ;

for he had before that time sent 800 Highland peasants to Prince Edward Maud. In con-

nection with the emigration scheme by way of Hudson Bay and Rupert Land, there

appeared "The Narrative of the Destruction of the Settlement of Red River in 181 ~>," a

brochure against the Earl of Selkirk by Bishop Strachan in 1816 ;

"
Narrative of Occurrences

in the Indian Country in 1817 ;" a letter of the Earl of Selkirk to Lord Liverpool in 1819
;

"Report of the Selkirk Trials," in two versions, in 1820
;
"The Red River Settlement Blue-

book," published by House of Commons in 1819 ;
and a

" Book of Observations," upon the

preceding published in 1820, of which only one copy is known to be in existence.

VIII.

Covering portions of time in all these different eras, there remains to notice one depart-

ment, most interesting in the present connection, viz., manuscripts or unpublished narratives

known to be in existence. The following may be given as examples of those :

"
Travels of

Pierre Esprit Radissou, 1682
;

" " John Adamson's Voyages, 174G ;"
" David Thompson's

Journal, !796-'98 ;" "Henry's Journal, 1800-'16 ;" "Peter Fidler's Journey to Athabaska ;

"Foundation of the Forts in the Yukon Country," by an oilirer in the employment of the

Hudson's Bay Company. The Hudson's Bay Company in London has also given to the;

Society of which the writer is a representative the privilege of examining any papers, at

their forts or offices in Canada, belonging to the period antecedent to 1821.

Enough has now been said to show that we have; in Canada an indigenous early

literature, most of it now very rare, and yet not deserving the oblivion to which it is fast

hastening. Connoisseurs have their choice cabinets of these books, which they guard with

miserly care, and some of our public libraries have a number of them
; scarcely is there in

Canada a complete collection. The writer has referred largely to works belonging to the

field of the Society which he has the honor to represent here the Historical and Scientific

Society of Manitoba, that field being the
"
country north and west of Lake Superior." No

doubt other gentlemen could have found a considerable earlier literature for the Maritime

Provinces, French Canada, and the more recent Province of Ontario. The study of this

early literature is very important. We complain that so few devote themselves to the

study and preservation of our early history. Surely it is the duty of this section of the

Royal Society of Canada to stimulate research and facilitate the study of the records refer-

red to. The question is : How can this be done ?

I have the honor to propose one way, perhaps not the best, yet one having the pro-

mise of accomplishing something in this department. I propose that steps should be

taken by which this Society, or some body associated with it, should undertake each year

the publication of a number of books and manuscripts relating to the early portion of our
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history. I say this without disparagement to the volumes published by Desbarats of

Quebec, or to the publications of Shea of New York. The latter, however, are too expen-

sive ; and of the former many are already scarce, such as
"
Champlain," which is now

quoted at Paris at eighty francs.

There is abundant precedent for such an undertaking as that proposed. It is hardly

necessary to remind you of such an organization as the Roxburghe, Club instituted in 1812

by Earl Spencer and a number of gentlemen in London, for the republicatiou of rare books

and hitherto unpublished manuscripts. The Baunatyue Club, called after George

Bannatyne, was established in 1823, in Edinburgh, by Sir Walter Scott and others, for

printing works illustrative 1 of the history, antiquities, and literature of Scotland, and

published some 11:'. volumes, of which the Edinburgh Revieio, in 1885, said: "They
form a series of contributions to the stock of historical literature which a munificent gov-

ernment alone, or such a society as the Bannatyne Club, could or would produce." The

Maitland Club also, established in Glasgow in 1828, did its share in "reprinting rare and

fortrotten editions, and thus rescuing these from that oblivion into which the unhappy
distaste of the age lor such productions would otherwise have allowed them to sink."

The Halduyt Society was established in 1H-UJ for the purpose of printing rare and

unpublished voyages and travels. As to its special field we find it stated, that
"

it aims at

opening by this means an easier access to sources of a branch of knowledge which yields

in importance and is superior to most in variety." A late writer says: "The

by the society since its formation have been edited with

ind have come to be regarded as the standard text-books

The latest volume published is a re-issue, in a new form,

the first work published by the society. The Hakluyt

Society, now mentioned, was preceded in time by the Camden Society. This society was

organixed in I/iiidoii in ls:'.s for the publication of old manuscripts of antiquarian or his-

torical interest, and called after old William Carndeu, buried in Westminster Abbey, the

most distinguished antiquarian of the Elizabethan era. Of his great work, "Britannia,"

of which, by the way. there is a copy of the 1010 edition in the Manitoba Society's library

it was quaintly said
"

it was the common sun whereat our modern writers have lighted all

their little torches."

Folhving the example that these societies afford us, may we not, in the incipient

stage of our historical researches, add an impetus to the work, by giving some assist-

ance to the production of the means necessary for undertaking the study of our history.

Let us suppose, as an instance of what might be done immediately, that a committee were

appointed to select for issue, this or next year, three works. Let us choose a work dealing
with the history of seaboard America, such as Oldmixon's "British Empire in America"

with its curious maps, published in London in 1708, and now sold by dealers for $10 for

the two volumes : take as a second work, Hennepin's
" Nouvelle Decouverte," in French,

as representing, in an interesting way, the period of the French regime, now valued at from

$10 to 20 ; and say, for a third, "Harmon's Journal of Northwestern Life," scarcely to be

had at any price. Were these three, or others of a similar nature, taken, and a proposition

made to some Canadian publisher as to the cost of publishing an edition of 500 or 1000

copies, there could be no risk in the matter. If, then, a prospectus were issued offering

subscribers the three volumes this year, with the prospect of their being followed by a

to noiii

fifty-seven volumes published

irreat discrimination and care.

Upon their respective subjects.

of "The Hawkins Voyages,"
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similar number next year in uniform style, for an annual subscription of $5 or $6, no

one can suppose that, with the influence of the Royal Society and its affiliated societies,

there would be difficulty in obtaining a number sufficient to make the enterprise success-

ful, and to give the subscribers a series of most valuable and, to many at present utterly

unattainable, works at a minimum of cost.
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V. The Huron-Iroquois of Canada, a Typical Rare of American Aborigine*.

By DANIEL WILSON, LL.D., F.R.S.E., President of University College, Toronto.

(Read May 23, 1884.)

Ill a previous communication to the Royal Society of Canada I submitted some general
considerations of the ethnical characteristics, and of the condition and relative status, of the

aborigines of North America. In that, I aimed at a brief summary of their general aspect

as the indigenous American stock upon whom, during the last three and a half centuries

the same Aryan race has intruded, which in older and prehistoric
1 centuries displaced

indigenous races of Europe not without some analogous results. I now propose to glance
at one of the most characteristic types of the American aborigines, which appears, according
to their own traditions, to be of Canadian origin ;

and which, as one important branch of

the common stock, claims our special consideration as preeminently the historical native

race of Canada.

I have already submitted the reasonings by which I have been led to the conclusion

that, throughout the whole North American continent, from the Arctic circle to the Mexican

G-ulf, no trace has been recovered of the previous existence of anything that properly
admits of the term "native civilization." The rude arts of Europe's stone age belong to a

period lying far behind its remotest traditions : unless we appeal to the mythic allusions of

Hesiod, or to such poetic imaginings as the
" Prometheus "

of yEschylus. But all avail-

able evidence thus far serves to show that the condition of the native tribes throughout
the whole area of this northern continent has never advanced beyond the stage which

finds its apt illustration in the rude arts of their stone period, including the rudimentary
efforts at turning to account their ample resources of native copper without and use

of fire.

But this uniformity in the condition and acquirements of the native tribes, and the

consequent resemblance in their arts, habits, and mode of life, have been the fruitful source

of misleading assumptions. Everywhere the early Eiiropeau explorers met only rude

hunting and warring tribes, exhibiting such slight variations in all that first attracts the

eye of the most observant traveller, that an exaggerated idea of their ethnical uniformity

was the not unnatural result. So soon as the systematizings of the ethnologist led to

the differentiation of races, the American type was placed apart as at once uniform and

distinctive
; and, strange as it may now seem, this idea found nowhere such ready favour

as among those who had the fullest access to the evidence by which its truth could be

tested. It was the most important and comprehensive induction of the author of
" Crania

Americana," as the fruit of his conscientious researches in American craniology. The authors

of "
Indigenous Races of the Earth

" and "
Types of Mankind," no less unhesitatingly

affirmed that "identical characters pervade all the American races, ancient and modern, over
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the whole continent."
1 In this they were sustained by the high authority of Agassiz, who,

after discussing in his
" Provinces of the Animal World, and their relation to Types of Man,"

the fauna peculiar to the American continent, and pointing out the much greater uniformity
of its natural productions, when its twin continents are compared with those of the eastern

hemisphere, thus summed up the result of his investigations:
" With these facts before

us, we may expect that there should be no great diversity among the tribes of man inhabit-

ing this continent; and indeed the most extensive investigation of their peculiarities has

led Dr. Morton to consider them as constituting but a single race, from the confines of the

Esquimaux down to the southernmost extremity of the continent. But, at the same time,

it should be remembered that, in accordance with the zoological character of the whole

realm, this race is divided into an infinite number of small tribes, presenting more or less

difference one from another." It was natural and reasonable that the men of the six-

teenth century should believe in Calibans, or Ewaipanoma,
"
the Anthropophagi, and men

whose heads do grow beneath their shoulders." America was to them, in the most literal

sense, another world ; and it was easier for them to think of it as peopled with such

monstrosities, than with human beings like ourselves. But it is curious to note in this

nineteenth century the lingering traces of the old sentiment; and to see men of science

still findiiiLT it difficult to emancipate themselves from the idea that this continent is so

essentially another world, that it is inconceivable to them that the races by which it is

pi-oplcd should bear any affinity to themselves or to others of the old wrorld. American

ethnologists long clung to the idea of an essentially distinct indigenous race ; and Dr. Nott,

Dr. Meigs, and other investigators welcomed every confirmation of the view of Dr. Morton
as to the occupation of the whole American continent by one peculiar type from which
alone the Eskimo were to be excepted, as an immigrant element, possibly according
to the ingenious speculations of one distinguished student of science, of remotest

European antiquity. Professor Huxley in an address to the Ethnological Society in

1KIJ!, suggests hypothetically, that the old Mexican and South American races represent
the true American stock ; and that the ]{ed Indians of North America may be the product
of an intermixture of the indigenous native race with the Eskimo. It is noticeable, at any
rate, that nearly all writers, however widely differing on other points, follow Humboldt
in classing the Eskimo apart as a distinct type. He remarks in his preface to his
'

American Researches," that
"
except those which border the polar circle, the nations of

America form a single race characterized by the formation of the skull, the colour of the

skin, the extreme thinness of the beard, and the straight, glossy hair." Some of the charac-

teristics thus noted are undoubtedly widely prevalent ; but the head-form, or "formation
of the skull," is the most important ; and a careful comparison of the skulls of different

tribes has long since modified the opinion, expressed by the great traveller and reasserfed

by distinguished American ethnologists.

In reality, were the typical feature most insisted on as universal as it was assumed
to be. it would furnish the strongest argument for classifying the predominant Asiatic

and American types as one. All the points appealed to suggest affinity to the Asiatic

Monsrol. But to this the Canadian race, to which attention is here specially directed.

presents a striking exception ; and it is deserving of notice that the dolichocephalic head-

1

Typos of Mankind, p. 2fll.
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form is not only characteristic of the Huron-Iroquois stock ; but it is prevalent in others

of the northern tribes. Recognizing a correspondence, in this and other respects, between

the Algonkins and Iroquois, who long divided between them the area of Upper and Lower

Canada and the adjacent western territory, Dr. Latham remarks: "The Iroquois and

Algonkins exhibit in the most typical form the characteristics of the North American

Indians as exhibited in the earliest descriptions, and are the two families upon which

the current notions respecting the physiognomy, habits, and moral and intellectual powers

of the so-called Red Race are chiefly founded." Of the former, Mr. Parkman, who has

studied their later history with the minutest care, says :

" In this remarkable family of

tribes occur the fullest developments of Indian character, and the most conspicuous

examples of Indian intelligence. If the higher traits popularly ascribed to the rare arc

not to be found here, they are to be found nowhere." l

The Iroquois were an important branch of the great stock which included also the

Hurous, or Wyandots, the native historical race of Canada. But divided as the two were

throughout the whole period of French Canadian history by the bitterest antagonism, it is

convenient to speak of them under the compound term of Huron-Iroquois; and to the

special history of this indigenous stock, with the more general suggestions prompted by
their peculiar characteristics as a typical rare of American aborigines, attention is here

chiefly directed. In doing so it is desirable not only to note the physical geography of the

country which they occupied, as a region of forest and lakes
; but, still more, to keep in

view this fact as a predominant characteristic of the continent, and as one important factor

in the evolution of whatever may seem to bo peculiar in the aborigines of North America.

The effects resulting from the physical features of a country, on the development and

aggregation, or interblending, of its races can nowhere be wisely overlooked. Even with-

in the narrow limits of the British Islands the influences of mountain and lowlands, of

the fertile stretches of Kent and the valley of the Thames, the fens of Lincolnshire, the

moorlands of Northumbria, and the "Welsh and Scottish Highlands, have largely contributed

to the endurance, if not in some degree to the development, of ethnical distinctions
; as

they have undoubtedly been the chief source, not only of the perpetuation, but, of the

multiplication of diversities in language.

In this respect Britain is an epitome of Europe, with its great mountain ranges, and

detached peninsulas, by means of which races have been isolated within well-defined

areas, and their languages and other distinctive peculiarities preserved. Russia alone, of

all European countries, presents analogies to Central Asia as a region favourable to

nomadic life; and in so far as its history differs from that of the continent at large, it

accords with such physical conditions. Throughout the whole historic period, as doubt-

less in prehistoric times, the great chain of mountains reaching from the western spur
of the Pyrenees to the Balkans has influenced European progress ;

while the chief navi-

gable river, the Danube, traversing the continent through one uniform temperate zone,

has tended si ill further to the perpetuation of certain distinctive ethnical characteristics in

central and southern Europe. In all its most important geographical features, the

1 The Jesuits in North America, p. 43.

Sec. II., 1884. 8.
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"northern continent of America presents a .striking contrast to this. An isosceles tri-

angle with its base within the Arctic circle, it tapers to a narrow isthmus towards the

equator. Its great mountain chain runs from north to south, and iu near proximity to

the Pacific coast ;
and its chief navigable river, rising within our own Canadian Dominion,

and receiving as its tributaries other rivers draining vast regions on either hand, traverses

twenty degrees of latitude before it reaches the Gulf of Mexico. Another range ot

highlands rises towards the Atlantic sea-board, and forms the eastern boundary of the

great interior plain. But the Alleghanies or Appalachian system of mountains, though

they may be said to extend from the St. Lawrence to the Mexican Gulf, rise only at a few

points, as in the White Mountains of New Hampshire, to any great elevation. They
form rather a long plateau, intersected by wide valleys ;

and so diversify the landscape,

without constituting strongly defined barriers or lines of demarkation. As a whole, the

continent of North America, eastward from the Rocky Mountains, may be described as a

level area, so slightly modified by any elevated regions throughout its whole extent, from

the Arctic circle to the Gulf of Mexico, as to present no impediment to the wanderings
of nomadic tribes. It is interlaced with rivers, and diversified everywhere with lakes,

alike available fur navigation and for fishing ; and, until the intrusion of European immi-

grants, its forests and prairies abounded with game far in excess of the wants of its

population. Everything thus tended to perpetuate the condition of nomadic hunter

tribes. This stage of native American history inevitably drew to a close under the

influence of European institutions and civilization; but it is interesting to note, that

the same absence of any well defined geographical limitations of area, which tended to

perpetuate the nomadic habits of the savage, has aided in consolidating the great con-

federacy of the United States, and maintaining an ethnical and political conformity

throughout the North American continent in striking contrast to the diversities in race

and political institutions in Europe.

History and native traditions alike confirm the idea that the valley of the St. Lawrence
was the habitat of the Huron-IroquoLs stock as far back as evidence can be appealed to. The
Huron traditions tell of a time when the Province of Quebec was the home of the race

eastward to the sea
;
while those of three at least of the members of thelroquois confederacy

in legendary fashion claimed their birth from the soil south of the great river. When the

French explorers, under the leadership of Jacques Cartier, first entered the St. Lawrence,
in 1535, they found at Stadacone and Hochelaga the old native civic sites now occupied

by the cit ies of Quebec and Montreal, a population apparently of the Huron-Iroquois stock
;

and, in so far as reliancemay be placed on their traditions, Canada was then populous through-
out the whole valley of the St. Lawrence with industrious native tribes, the representatives

of a race that had occupied the same region for unnumbered centuries.
" Some fanciful

tales of a supernatural origin from the heart of a mountain ; of a migration to the eastern

sea-board ; and of a subsequent return to the country of the lakes and rivers, where

they finally settled, comprise," says Brownell,
1 " most that is noticeable in the native

traditions of the Six Nations prior to the grand confederation." But the value

of such traditionary transmission of national history among unlettered tribes has

received repeated confirmation ; and the incidents of their own famous league, perpe-

1 The Indian Races of North and South America, p. 286.
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tuated with circumstantial minuteness in the traditions of the Iroquois, are assignable

apparently to the earlier half of the fifteenth century. The older event of the over-

throw of the Alligewi, in the Ohio valley, of which independent traditional records

have been handed down by the Lenni Leuape, or Delawares, and by the Iroquois,
is believed to be correctly assignable to a date nearly contemporaneous with the

assumption of the authority of bretwalda of the Heptarchy by Egbert of "Wessex, that

memorable step in the fusion of "nations" not greatly more important than those

of the Iroquois league, until their divisions in speech and polity were effaced in the

unity of the English people. As to "the fanciful tale of a supernatural origin from the

heart of a mountain," it is simply a literal rendering of the old Greek metaphor of the

autochthones, or children of the soil, symbolized by the Athenians wearing the grasshopper
in their hair

;
and is by no means peculiar to the Iroquois. Mr. Horatio Hale derived from

Manderong, an old Wyandot chief, the story, as narrated to him by the Ilnrons of

Lorette. They took him, he said, to a mountain, and showed him the opening in its side

from whence the progenitors of the people emerged, when they "first came out of the

ground."
' The late Huron chief, Tahourenche, or Francois Xavier Picard, communicated

to me the same legendary tradition of the indigenous origin of his people ; telling me,

though with a smile, that they came out of the side of a mountain between Quebec and

the great sea. My informant connected this fact with other incidents, all pointing to a

traditional belief that the northern shores of the lower St. Lawrence were the original

home of the race; and he spoke of certain ancient events in the history oi' his people

as having occurred when they lived beside the big sea. The earliest authentic, reference

to this tradition occurs in the "
Relations" for 163(5, where Brebeuf, after a brief allusion

to certain of their magical songs and dances, says :

" The origin of all such mysteries is

assigned by them to a being of superhuman stature, who was wounded in the forehead

by one of their nation, at the time when they lived near the sea." The, reference to a

migration from the sea-board obviously points to one of those incidents in the life of the

nation which marked for them an epoch like the Hegira of the Arabs. When Champlain
followed Cartier nearly seventy years later he found only a few Algonkins in their

birch-bark wigwams, where the palisaded towns of the Huron-Iroquois had stood.

But no Algonkin legend claims this as their early home. The invariable tradition of the

Ojibways points to the Lake Superior region and the country stretching towards Hudson

Bay, as the ancestral home of the Algoukin tribes.

Such information as can thus be gleaned from many independent sources, as from

the somewhat confused vet trustworthy narrative of David Cusick, the Tuscarora his-

torian, and from Peter Dooyentate, the Wyandot historian, all leads to the same

conclusion. From remote and altogether pre-Columbian centuries, the Hurons and

other allied tribes the occupants in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries of

various detached portions of the country north of the St. Lawrence and eastward of the

Georgian Bay, appear to have been in possession of the whole region to which their oldest

traditions pointed as the cradle of the race ; while nations of the Algonkin stock lay

beyond them to the north-west. The great river and the lakes from whence it flows into

the lower valley formed a well-defined southern boundary for affiliated tribes
;
but the

first Dutch and English explorers of the Hudson, and of the tract of country which now

1
Magazine of American History, vol. x., p. 479.
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constitutes the western part of the State of New York, found the river valleys and lake

shores in occupation of the Iroquois confederacy, then consisting of Mohawks, Oneidas,

Ououdagas, Cayugas and Senecas. These constituted the five nations of the famous

Iroquois league. But the Hurons of Canada, with whom they were latterly at deadly
feud, appear to have been the oldest representatives of the common race, and were still in

occupation of their ancestral home when Cartier first explored the St. Lawrence. The
same race had spread far to the southj and its representatives, in detached groups, long
continued to perpetuate its influence. These included the Conestogas or Andastes, the

Andastognes, the Carantouans, the Cherohakahs or Nottoways, the Tuscaroras, and others,

under various names. It is not always easy to recognize the same tribe under its widely
dissimilar designations. The Susquehannocks of the English and the Minquas of the

Dutch, appear to be the Andastes under other names, and Champlaiu's Carantouans

may have been the Kries. Under those and other names the Hurou-Iroquois stock

extended to the country of the Tuscaroras in North Carolina. Still farther south

Gallutin surmised, from linguistic evidence, a connection between the Cherokees and
the Iroquois.

1 This fad Mr. Hale has placed beyond doubt ; and having detected in tho

language of the former a grammatical structure mainly Huron-Iroquois, while the vocab-

ulary is to a great extent foreign, he is inclined to think that we thus recover traces of

a people, far south in Alabama and Georgia, the descendants of refugees of the

conquered Alligewi, adopted into one of the nations of their Iroquois conquerors.
2

From one after another of the outlying southern oii'shoots of the common stock, addi-

tions were made from time to time, to restore the numbers of the decimated Iroquois.
Westward of the confederacy was the country of the Eries, an offshoot of the Seneca
nation, occupying the southern shore of the great lake which perpetuates their name.

Immediately to the north of the Eries. within the Canadian frontier, the Attiwendarouks,
or Neuters, occupied the peninsula of Niagara, while the Tiontates or Fetuns, and other

tribes of the same stock, were settled in the fertile region between Lakes Erie and Huron.
In 1714. the Tuscaroras. when driven by the English out of North Carolina, were wel-

comed by their Iroquois kinsmen, and received into the league which thenceforth bore

the name of the Six Nations. Towards the middle of the same century the waste of war
made them ready to welcome any additions to their numbers

;
and the Tuteloes and Nan-

ticokes. both apparently Algonkin, furnished fresh accessions to the diminished numbers
of the confederacy, but without taking their place as distinct nations.

But of all the nations of the stock thus widely spread westward and southward, the
Hurons are the native historical race of Canada, intimately identified with incidents of its

early settlement, and of friendly intercourse with La Nouvelle France. Their language is

now recognized as the oldest form of the common speech of the Huron-Iroquois, and it is not

creditable to Canadian philologists that its grammar still remains unrepresented in any
accurate printed form. The Literary and Historical Society of Quebec did, indeed, pub-
lish in its Transactions, in 1831, the translation of a Latin MS., compiled with much
industry by a missionary who had laboured among the Hurons of Lorette, and whose

anonymous work was found amongst the papers of the mission. But it is the production

1

Archaeologia Americana, voL ii., p. 173.
7 Indian Migrations, p. 17.
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of one ignorant of the science of language, and gives no adequate idea either of the gram-
matical structure or of the variety and richness of the Huron tongue.

The languages or dialed* spoken by many native Indian tribes have undoubtedly
perished with the races to which they pertained; but the numerous Iluron-Iroquois
dialects still existing, not only in written form, but as living tontrues, afford valuable

materials for ethnical study. The history of other Indian tribes abundantly accounts for

the multiplication of a minute diversity of languages so specially characteristic of the

American continent, with the endless subdivisions of its indigenous population into

petty tribes, kept apart by internecine feuds. The number of native American languages
is estimated by Vater, in his Linguarum Totins Orbis Index, at about live hundred. But

the question forthwith arises : What shall be regarded as constituting a language? For,

in the wanderings of little bauds of Indian nomads, dialects multiply indefinitely. Nearly
six rmndred of such are catalogued by Mr. Bancroft, in his "Native Races of the Pacific

States," as spoken between Alaska and the Isthmus of Panama.

Here then is a field for much useful research, with the promise of valuable results.

The subject is rendered more attractive owing to the fad that, of nearly all the nations

of the North American continent, their languages are the only surviving memorials

of the race. Already, under the efficient supervision of the Ethnographic Bureau of the

United States, systematic contributions are beinir secured for this important branch of

knowledge, so far as their own geographical area is concerned. A no less important area

is embraced in the Dominion of Canada, and it is peculiarly incumbent on the lloyal

Society to urge on the attention of the Government the necessity for timely action in this

matter. In our own Northwest, and in British Columbia, languages are disappearing
and races becoming extinct. Mr. Hale recently contributed to the American Philosophical

Society's transactions, a valuable monogram on the Tutelo tribe and lan (

_nia'_>v, derived

mainly from Nikonha, the last full-blood Tutelo. who survived till upwards of an

hundred years of age. He was married to a Cayuira woman, and lived anionu' her people on

their Grand River reserve near Brant ford.
"
My only knowledge of the Tuieloes." says Mr.

Hale, "had been derived from the few notices comprised in Gallatin's Synopsis of the

Indian Tribes, where they are classed with the nations of the Huron-Iroquois stock. At

the same time the distinguished aiithor, with the scientific caution which marked all his

writings, is careful to mention that no vocabulary of the language was known. That

which was now obtained showed, beyond question, that the language was totally distinct

from the Huron-Iroquois tongues, and that it was closely allied to the language of the

Dakota family."
1 But for this timely exertion of a philological student, this interesting

link in the history of the Hurou-Iroquois relations with affiliated tribes would have been

lost beyond recall.

Now or never, much work of this same kind has to be done
;
nor would the requisite

organization be difficult to secure. A systematic cooperation of some, sections, or of the

council of this society, with officers of the Indian Department and those of the Geological

and Natural History Survey of the Dominion, would furnish workers available for

accomplishing results for the native tribes of Canada similar to the data now being so

efficiently accumulated in reference to the Indian tribes of the United States. Already,

JThe Tutelo Tribe and Language, p. 9.
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with the sanction of the director of the Geological Survey, comparative vocabularies of

Indian tribes of British Columbia have been collected by Dr. George M. Dawson, and Mr.

W. Fraser Tolmie, which form a valuable contribution to Canadian ethnography. Much
has yet to be done before the multifarious dialects can be reduced to form, and classified

in distinct groups pertaining to their determinate stocks. Some are mere dialects, such as

the prevailing condition of nomad life so largely tends to develop, owing to the frequent

breaking up of dismembered tribes, or the adoption of refugees, or survivors of con-

quered tribes, into the larger band. This peculiarly tends to beget an intermingling of

vocabularies, and new modifications of speech. Others have only acquired their dialectic

character in the scattering of tribes broken up into small bands, and consequently present a

very limited range of vocabulary. Until recently the tendency has been to assume an un-

derlyinir unity of speech for the whole American languages, based on the polysyuthetic, or

holophrastic characteristic ascribed to the whole; just as by an exaggerated estimate of

tin- prevalence of a predominant head-form, one physical type was long assumed to char-

acteri/e the American race from Hudson Bay to Terra del Fuego. Perhaps, so far as

lantrnage is concerned, the present tendency is towards the opposite extreme. Major
Powell, the efficient chief of the Ethnographical Bureau at Washington, recognizes eighty

irronps of laniriiiiges in North America, between which no affinity is thus far apparent.

Fifty-five of thos he believes to be satisfactorily determined as distinct stocks. On the

oilier hand. Professor AYhitiiey. after noticing the complexity of the enquiry when directed

to tlie native American lanyiiatres, thus proceeds:
" Yet it is the confident opinion of

linguistic scholars that a fundamental unity lies at the base of all these infinitely varying
forms of speed) ; that they may lx', and probably are, all descended from a single parent

lanjruacre."

The history of the Huron-Iroquois race, and especially of the Six Nation Indians,

Miice the settlement of the main body for the past century on their reserves on the Grand
River, in the Province of Ontario, curiously illustrates the pertinacity with which they
have cherished the dialectic varieties of a common tongue. But while the essential

differences of language everywhere constitute one of the most obvious distinctions of

race: it is interesting to note the recognition by the Indians of affinities of dialects, and

the distinction between even remote kinship based on such evidence, and a radical

diversity in language and race
;

as in the readmission of the Tuscaroras to the Iroquois

family of nations. According to Brcbeuf, the kinship of the Attiwendaronks of the Niagara

peninsula was recognized by the Hurons in that designation, which classed them by a

name signifying a "people, of a language a little different."
2 Peter Jones Kahkcwa-

quonaby, a civilised Ojibway, adopted into the Mohawk nation, in speaking of the tradi-

tions of the Indians as to their own origin, says :

"
All the information I have been able

to gain in relation to the question amounts to the following. Many, many winters ago
the Great Spirit, Keche-Manedoo, created the Indians. Every nation speaking a different

language is a second creation, but all were made by the same Supreme Being."
*

Among the races of the northern continent, none more fitly represent their special

characteristics, east of the Rocky Mountains, than the great Huron-Iroquois family. Their

1

Whitney'H Study of Language, p. 348.
'
Relation, 1C41, p. 72.

1 Peter Jones and the Qjebway Indians, p. 31.
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language is remarkable lor its compass and elaborate grammatical structure; and the

numerous dialects oi' the common mother tongue furnish evidence of migration and

conquest over a wide region eastward of the Mississippi. To such philological evidence

many enquirers are now turning for a clue to the origin of the races of the New World ;

and for the recovery of proofs of their affinity to one or other of the Old World stocks.

Professor Whitney, after dwelling on the "
exaggeratedly agglutinative type

"
of the

ancient Iberian language, and its isolation among the essentially dissimilar languages of

Aryan Europe, thus proceeds :

" The Basque forms a suitable stepping-stone from which

to enter the peculiar linguistic domain of the New World, since there is uo other dials-ct

of the Old World which so much resembles in structure the American languages ;

" ' not

indeed, as he adds, that they are all of accordant form ; for lie pronounces the grouping
of them in a single great family as

"
a classification of ignorance."

The analogy thus indicated has been viewed with favour by Mr. Horaiio Hale, as a

valuable hint pointing in that direction to the recovery of possible traces of the pre-Aryaii

languages of both continents.
" In Western Europe," he remarks,

" one community is

known to exist, speaking a language which, in its general structure, manifests a near

likeness to the Indian tongues. Alone, of all the races of the old continent, the Basques
or Euskariaus of northern Spain and south-western France have a speech of that highly

complex and polysynthetic character which distinguishes the American languages."
2 But

at the same time Mr. Hale adds with discriminating care : "There is not. indeed, any
such positive similarity in words or grammar as would prove a direct affiliation. The

likeness is merely in the general cast and mould of speech;" such as, on any theory of

linguistic affinity, is alone to be looked for in the languages of races separated no less by
vast intervals of time than of space. Nevertheless, this element of correspondence

common to both is sufficiently marked to attract much attention. We have as yet,

however, barely reached the threshold of this all-important enquiry ;
and find at every

step only fresh evidence of the necessity for the diligent accumulation of all available,

materials before the native races of our own Dominion, and those of the neighbouring

States, perish, and their languages pass beyond recall.

Nothing but patient accumulative research and study of the vocabularies and gram-

matical structure of the native American languages will yield any immediate results of

practical value. Comparison with the languages of the old world, even where they seem

to yield traces of relationship, has thus far served only to confirm the evidence of the

remote date at which separation took place between the Asiatic, or other old world

stocks, and their American congeners. Speculation accordingly finds ample room for fancy

to sport with the uncertain clue. So far as the more northern tribes are concerned, Mr.

Clements Markham would trace their affinities to the nomads of Siberia. Mr. Hyde Clarke,

taking the recently deciphered Akkad for the typical language of the original wanderers

from their Asiatic fatherland, assumes one branch of it to have passed to India and Indo-

China, and thence by way of the Pacific islands to America. These movements, to which

the grammatical forms of Malay-Polynesian appear to lend some countenance, are referred

to a remote era of Asiatic civilization, during which the maritime enterprise of the Pacific-

may have been carried ou to an extent unknown to modern Malay navigators. So, in like

1 The Life and Growth of Languages, p. 259.

2 Indian Migration as evidenced by Languages, p. 24.
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manner, Professor John C'am pi >ell seeks iu the same obscure dawn for some philological

traces of long-forgotten Hitlite iniuT., lions, such as may harmonize with the idea of the

mythic Atlantides, the people of a continent once stretching westward into the Atlantic,

main. But the interval to be bridged over, between such remote traces of Asiatic or other

affinities and the oldest of Iroquois traditions, is too vast to hope for any present aid from

the latter source. But if Akkad, Hittite, Egyptian, Phoenician, or other of the world's grey-

lathers, transplanted to America the germs of its long indigenous stock, we look in vain

for any truces of their old-world civilization north of the Mexican Gulf. Nor is it by any
means an established truth that the indigenous arts of Central America or Peru are of

any very irreat antiquity. Their metallurgy was at a crude, yet suggestive, stage at which

it was nut likely to be long arrested. The same may be said of their hieroglyphic

records ; thouirh they certainly present some highly significant analogies to the Chinese

phase of word-writing, calculated, along with other aspects of resemblance to that peculiar

staire <>l partial, yet long-enduring, civilization of which China is the Asiatic examplar,

to modify our estimate of the possible duration of Central and Southern American

civilization. Nevertheless the assumption of an antiquity in any degree approximating
to thai of Kirypi seems io me irreconcilable with the evidence. Their architecture was

barbaric, though imposing from the scale on which their great temples and palaces were

built. In Central America especially,the aggregation of numerous ill-lighted little cham-

bers, like honey-combed cells excavated out of the huge pile, is strongly suggestive of

affinity to the Casas Cinindcs. and the Pueblos of the Zuiii : and this is coulirmed by the

correspondence traceable between many of their architectural details and the ornamenta-

tion of the Pueblo pottery.

The astronomy and the calendars, both of Mexico and Peru, with their detailed

methods of recording their divisions of time, are all suggestive of an immature phase of

civilization in the very stage of its emergence from barbarism, modified, in some cases, by
the recent acquisition of certain arts. As to the peculiar phase of Mexican art, and what-

ever other evidence of progress Mexico supplies, they appear to me no more than natural

products of the first successful intrusion of the barbarians of the northern continent on

the seats of tropical civilization. Certain it seems, at least, that if an earlier native

civili/ation had ever existed in the north, or if the representatives of any type of old world

civilization were present there in numbers for any length of time, some traces of their lost

arts must long since have come to light.

But the conservative power of language is indisputable, and the evidence of the

oriirin or affiliation of races, which it supplies, surpasses all other kinds of proof. The

study of the ancient languages of India has opened up a boundless field of research.

The affinities of language preserve subtle traces of unheeded relations ; and if the kin-

ship now claimed for the polysynthetic languages of both hemispheres be correct, we are

only on the threshold of significant disclosures. The Huron-Iroquois tongue, in ii-

ntimorous ramifications, as well as some of the native languages that have outlived the

lust of the races to which they belonged, may preserve traces of affinities as yet unrecog-
nized. But we must be content at the present stage to accumulate the needful materials

;

to master the history of the races of our own Dominion
;
and to determine, as far as

possible, their affinities to each other, and to the typical stocks of the northern continent.

When this has been accomplished, we shall still have to await the careful inductions of
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philological science before we can hope for any trustworthy solution of the problem
of which philology undoubtedly otters the most hopeful key.

In no respect are the Huron-Iroquois more correctly adducible as a typical race of

American aborigines than in the absence of all evidence of their ever having
acquired any of the arts upon which civilization depends. "We look in vain in their voca-

bularies for terms of science, or for names adapted to the arts and manufactures on which
social progress depends. But they had developed a gift of oratory, for which their

language amply sufficed, and from which we may infer the presence in this race of

savages of latent powers, capable of wondrous development. "Their languages show, in

their elaborate mechanism, as well as in their fulness of expression and grasp of thought,
the evidence of the mental capacity of those who speak them. Scholars who admire the

inflections of the Greek and Sanscrit verb, with their expressive force and clearness, will

not be less impressed with the ingenious structure of the verb in Iroquois. It comprises
nine tenses, three moods, the active and passive, voices, and at least twenty of those forms

which in the Semitic grammars are styled conjugations. The very names of these forms

will suffice to give evidence of the care and minuteness with which the framers of this

remarkable language have endeavoured to express every shade of meaning. AVe have the

diminutive and augmentative forms, the cis-locative and trans-locative, the duplicative,

reiterative, motional, causative, progressive, attributive, frequentative, and many others."
1

To speak, indeed, of the Iroquois as, in a consciously active sense, the framers of all

this would be misleading. But it unquestionably grew up in the deliberations around

the council fire, where the conflicting aims of confederate tribes were swayed by the

eloquence of some commanding orator, until the fiercest warrior of this forest race learned

to value more the successful wielding of the tongue in the Kanonsionni, or figurative Long
House of the League, even than the wielding of the tomahawk in the field. At the

organization of the confederacy, the Canyengas or Mohawks were figuratively said to have
"
built a house," rodinonsomiih, or rather to have "

built the long house'' in which the

council fire of the Five Nations was kindled. Of this the Senecas, lying on the extreme

west, were styled the "
door-keepers," and the Onondagas, whose territory was central,

were the custodians. The whole usage is rhetorical and figurative. Under such influences

the language of the Huron-Iroquois was framed, and it grew rich in emotional and persua-

sive forms. It only needed the evolution of a true alphabet out of the pictorial symbolism
on their painted robes or the grave posts of their chiefs, to inaugurate a literature which
should embody the orations of the Iroquois Demosthenes, and the songs of a native

Homer, for whom a vehicle of thought was already prepared, rich and flexible as poet
could desire.

So far as the physical traits of the American aborigines furnish any evidence of

ethnical affinity they unquestionably suggest some common line of descent with the

Asiatic Mongol ;
and this is consistent with the agglutinate characteristics common to a

large class of languages of both continents. But, on the other hand, the characteristic

head-form of the Huron-Iroquois, as well as that of Algonkin and other northern tribes,

deviates alike from the brachycephalic type of the southern Indian nations of this con-

1

Halo's Indian Migrations as evidenced by Language, p. 3.

Sec. II., 1884. 9.
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tiuent, and from that of the Asiatic Mongols. Humboldt, who enjoyed such rare oppor-

tunities for studying the ethnical characteristics of both continents, but to whom, never-

theless, the northern races, with their dolichocephalic type of head were unknown, dwells,

in his
" American Researches," on the striking resemblance which the American race

bears to the Asiatic Mongols. Latham classes both under the common head of Mongolidoe ;

and Dr. Charles Pickering, of the American Exploring Expedition, arrived at the same con-

clusion as the result of his own independent study of the races of both continents.

Nevertheless, however great may be the resemblance in many points between the

true Red Indian and the Asiatic Mongol, it falls short of even an approximate physical

identity. The Mongolian of Asia is not indeed to be spoken of as one unvarying type,

any more than the American. But the extent to which the Mongolian head-form and

peculiar physiognomy characterize one widely diffused section of the population of the

eastern continent, gives it special prominence among the great ethnical divisions of

the human race. Morton assigns 1421 as the cranial capacity of eighteen Mongol, and

only 1234 as that of one hundred and sixty-four American skulls other than Peruvian

or Mexican. Dr. Paul Topinard, in discussing the American type, adds: "
If we are

to rely on the method of cubic measurement followed by Morton, the American skull is

one of the least rapacious of the whole human race.'" But Dr. Morton's results are in

SOUK' respeets misleading. The mean capacity yielded by the measurements of 214

American skulls in the Peabody Museum of Archaeology, including a considerable

number of females, is l'?31
;
and with a carefully selected series, excluding exception-

ally larire and small crania, the results would be higher. Twenty-six male California

skulls, for example, yield a mean capacity of 1470. The Huron-Iroquois crania would

rank amonir MI h exceptional examples.
2 The forehead is, indeed, low and receding, but

the ireneral cerebral capacity is good ;
and Dr. Morton specially notes its approximation

to the European mean. !

But any idea of simple uniformity in the ethnical characteristics of the various races

of North and South America is untenable. All probabilities rather favour the idea of dif-

ferent ethnical centres, a diversity of origin, and considerable admixture of races. All

evidence, moreover, whether physical or philological, whatever else it may prove, leaves

no room for doubt as to a greatly prolonged period of isolation of the native races of the

New "World. "Whether they came hither from the Mediterranean, in that old mythic
dawn the memory of which survived in the legend of a submerged Atlantis ; or the

history of their primeval migration still lingers among the fading traces of philological

affinity with the Basques ;
or if, with the still more remote glimpses which the arctic

fauna of the New "World supplies, we seek to follow the palaeolithic race of central

Europe's reindeer period in the long pilgrimage to Behring Straits, and so to the later

home of the American Mongol : this, at least, becomes more and more obvious, that they

brought with them no arts derived from the ancient civilizations of Egypt or of Asia. So

far, at least, as the northern continent is concerned, no evidence tends to suggest that

they greatly differed at any earlier period from the condition in which they were found

1

Anthropoloiry, hy Dr. Paul Topinanl ; Eng. Trans., p. 480.
1 " The Huron Race and Head-form." N. S. Canadian Journal, vol. xiii., p. 113.
' Crania Americana, p. 195.
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by Cartier when he first entered the St. Lawrence. They were absolutely ignorant of

metallurgy ;
and notwithstanding the abundance of pure native copper accessible to them,

they cannot be said even to have attained to that rudimentary stage of metallurgic art which

for Europe is spoken of as its
"
Copper Age." Copper was to them no more than a

malleable stone, which they fashioned into axes and knives with their stone hammers.

Their pottery was of the most primitive orudeness, hand-fashioned by their women
without the aid of the potter's wheel. The grass or straw-plaiting of thoir basket-work

might seem to embody the hint of the weaver's loom
;
but the pnkhicts of the chase

furnished them with skins of the boar and deer, sufficient for all purposes of clothing.

They had advanced in no degree beyond the condition of the neolithic savage of Europe's

Stone Age, when at the close of the fifteenth century they were abruptly brought info con-

tact with its cultured arts. The gifted historian, Mr. Francis Farkman, who has thrown so

fascinating an interest over the story of their share in the- long protracted struggle of the

French and English colonists of North America, says of them :

" Among all the barbarous

nations of the continent the Iroquois stand paramount. Elements which among other

tribes were crude, confused, and embryotic, were among them systematized and concreted

into an established polity. The Iroquois was the Indian of Indians. A thorough savage,

yet a finished and developed savage. He is perhaps an example of the highest elevation

which man can reach without emerging from his primitive condition of the hunter."

Yet with this high estimate 'of the race as preeminent among Red Indian nations, he

adds: "That the Iroquois, left under their institutions to work out their destiny undis-

turbed, would ever have developed a civilization of their own, I do not believe." They

had not, in truth, taken the first step in such a direction
; and, were it not for the evi-

dence which language supplies, it would be conceivable that they, and the whole

barbarian nations of America, of which they are a type, were Mongol intruders of a later

date than the Northmen of the tenth century ; who, it seems far from improbable, encoun-

tered only the Eskimo of the Labrador coast, or their more southern congeners, then

extending considerably to the south of the St. Lawrence. The prevalence of a brachy-

cephalic type of head among southern Indian tribes, while dolichocephalic characteristics

are common to the Eskimo and to the Huron-Iroquois and other northern Indian nations,

lends some countenance to the idea of the latter being the product of an intermixture of

Eed Indian and Eskimo blood. The head-forms, however, though both long, differ in

other respects ;
and there is a like divergence apparent on comparing the bones of the face,

with a corresponding difference in their physiognomy.
Dr. Latham, as already noted, finds in the Iroquois one of the most typical families of

the North American race, and Mr. Parkman styles them " the Indian of the Indians."

The whole Huron-Iroquois history illustrates their patient, politic diplomacy, their devo-

tion to hunting and to war. But their policy gave no comprehensive aim to wars which

reduced their numbers, and threatened their very existence as a race. Throughout the

entire period of any direct knowledge of them by Europeans, there is constant evidence

of the rise of feuds between members of the common stock, due in part, indeed, to their

becoming involved in the rivalries of French and English colonists, but also traceable to

hereditary animosities perpetuated through many generations. The strongly marked

1 The Jesuits in North America, p. 47.
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diversities in the dialects of the Six Nations is itself an evidence of their long separation,

prior to the date of their confederation, which is believed to have been effected in the

earlier half of the fifteenth century. By far the most interest inn- and trustworthy narrative

of this famous league is embodied by Mr. Horatio Hale in
' The Iroquois Book of Kites," a

contribution to aboriginal American literature of singular interest and value. Among the

members of this confederacy the Tuscaroras occupy a peculiar position. They were

reunited to the common stock so recently as 1714, but their traditions accord with those

of the whole Hurou-Iroquois family in pointing to the Lower St. Lawrence as their

original home; and the diversity of the Tuscarora dialect from those of the older nations

of the leayue furnishes a valuable gauge of the significance of such differences, as

evidence of the length of period during which the various members of the common

stock had been separated. On the other hand, the manner in which, in the absence of

any hereditary feud, the Iroquois respected the bonds of consanguinity, and welcomed

the fugitive inimisfrants from North Carolina, throws an interesting light on the history

of the ra<e. and the large extent of country occupied by it in the time of its greatest

prosperity.

The earliest home of the whole lluron-Iroquois stock was within the area latterly

embraced in Upper and Ixnver Canada, and, therefore, they have a peculiar claim on

the interest of Canadians as our precursors in the occupation of the soil; while, in so

far as its actual occupancy by the representatives of the common stock is concerned,

the Ilumns wen- welcomed to a friendly, if fatal, alliance with the early French colon-

ists ; and the Iroquois of the Six Nations have enjoyed a home, under the protection, of

England, on the western Canadian reserves set apart for their use a century ago.

Tin-re is one notable inconsistency in the traditions of the lluron-Iroquois which is

siirnificant. The fathers of the common stock dwelt, in such times as their oldest and

most cherished traditions preserved in memory, in their northern home on the. St.

Lawrence, and beside the great sea. It ranked also among the ancient traditions of the
"
Wampum-keepers," or official annalists, that there came a time when, from whatever

cause, the Canieiigas Ka-nyen-ke-ha-ka, or Flint people, i. e., the Mohawks, the "eldest

brother" of the family, led the way from the northern shore of the St. Lawrence to their

later home in what is now the State of New York. But the remote and prehistoric

character of this later tradition is shown by the fact that the Oneidas, Onondaiias

and Sciieeas, all claimed for themselves the character of autochthones in their later home.

The precise spot where, according to the cherished legend of the Oneidas, they literally

sprang from the soil, is still marked by "the Oneida Stone," a large boulder of Jlesh-

coloured syenite, from which the latter called themselves Oniota-aug, "the people I

from the stone." It occupies a commanding site overlooking aline expanse of country

stretching to the Oneida Lake. But, according to Mr. Hale, the name of the Oneida

nation, in the council of the league, was Niliatirontakawa, usually rendered the
"
great-

tree people," or literally "those of the great log." This designation is connected, most

probably as an after-thought, with a legendary meeting of their people \vitli Hiawatha. 1

The long-enduring league of the Iroquois is foremost among the characteristic

features which distinguish this remarkable race of American aborigines from the

1

Inxjuois Book of KiUw, p. 7s.
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Algonkins, and other ruder tribes of North America. The story of this league has been

repeated by successive admiring historians, not without rhetorical exaggerations
borrowed from the institutions of civilized nations, both of ancient and modern times.

Morgan says of this tribal union :

" Under their federal system, the Iroquois flourished in

independence, and capable of self-protection, long after the New England and Virginia

races had surrendered their jurisdictions, and fallen into the condition of dependent
nations

;
and they now stand forth upon the canvass of Indian history, prominent alike

for the wisdom of their civil institutions, their sagacity in the administration of the-

league, and their courage in its defence. When their power and sovereignty finally

passed away, it was through the events of peaceful intercourse, gradually progressing to

this result."
1 Schoolcraft in like manner refers to "their advancement in the economy

of living, iii arms, in diplomacy, and in civil polity," as evidence of a remote date for

their confederacy.
2 But while thus contrasting the "power and sovereignty" of the

Iroquois with the "dependent nations" to the south, Schoolcraft leaves it manifest that,

even in the seventeenth century, their whole numbers fell short of li'.OitO. and their

warriors or fighting men were carefully estimated in lliTT at 2.K>0. The diversity of

dialects 'of the different members of the league, is a source of curious interest to the

philologist; but the fact that, among a people numerically so small, local dialects were

thus perpetuated, is a proof of the very partial influence of the league as a bond of union.

It serves to illustrate the general defect of native American polity.
"
Nothing." says

Max Miiller, "surprised the Jesuit missionaries so much as the immense number of

languages spoken by the natives of America. But this, far from beinu- a proof of a hiyh

state of civilization, 'rather showed that the various races of America had never sub-

mitted for any length of time to a powerful political concentration/' The Froquois were

undoubtedly preeminent in the highest virtues of the savage: and could they have

united with their courage and persistency in war some of the elements of progress in

civilization ascribed to them, they might have proved the regenerators of the continent.

and reserved it for permanent occupation by races of native origin.
" Wherever they

went," says Schoolcraft, "they carried proofs of their energy, couraire and enterprise.

At one period we hear the sound of their war-cry along the Straits of the St. Mary's, and

at the foot of Lake Superior; at another, under the walls of Quebec, where they finally

defeated the Hurons under the eyes of the French." ' And after glancing at the long

history of their triumphs, he adds :

" Nations trembled when they heard the name of the

Konoshioni."

In older centuries, while the Huron-Iroquois still constituted one united people in

their ancestral home to the north of the St. Lawrence, they must have been liable to

contact with the Eskimo, both on the north and the east
;
and greatly as the two races

differ, the dolichocephalic type of head common to both is not only suggestive of possible

intermixture, but also of evidence of encroachments on the Eskimo in early centuries by
this aggressive race. In the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, as probably at a

much earlier date, when the Iroquois had parted from the "Wyandots or Hurons, they

1

League of the Iroquois, p. 4.

1 Notes on the Iroquois, p. 51.

3 Lectures on the Science of Language, 5th !., p. 58.

* Notes on the Iroquois, p. 52.
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became unquestionably the aggressive race of the Northern continent; and were an

object of dread to widely severed nations. Their earliest foes were probably the Algon-

kins, whose original home appears to have been between Lake Superior and Hudson

Bay. Nevertheless, there was a time, according to the traditions of both, apparently in

some old pre-Columbian century, when Iroqnois and Algoukins combined their for< <*

atTainst the Alligewi, a long extinct stock, whose name survives in that of the Alleghany
mountains and river. If the growing belief is well founded that they were the so-called
" Mound-Builders

"
of the Mississippi and Ohio valleys, they must have been a numerous

people, occupying a territory of great extent, and carrying on agriculture on a large scale.

S<> fur as metallurgy that crucial test of civilization, is concerned, they had not advanced

beyond the stage of Iroquois progress. But their pottery was greatly superior to any cer-

amic art of the iv-iion around the great lakes
;

their ingenious carvings in stone have

licen objects of wide-spread interest ; while their singular geometrical earthworks still

puzzle the American archaeologist, from the evidence they show of skill in a people still

practically in their stone period. The only conceivable solution of the mystery, as it

seem.-, to me. must be looked ior in the assumption that some "Druidic" or Braminieal

cast, distinct from tin- true native Alligewi stock, ruled in those great northern river-

valleys, as in IVru : and. like the mythic Quetzaleoatl of the Aztecs, taught them agricul-

t.iire. and directed the construction of the marvellous earthworks to which they owe their

later distinctive name, lint lor some unknown reason they provoked the united fury- of

Iroquois and Alirmikins; and after long-protracted strife were driven out, or exterminated.

A curious phase of incipient native civilization thus perished ; and, notwithstanding all the

romance attached to the league of the Six Nations, it is impossible to credit them at any
statue of their known history with the achievement of such a progress in agriculture or

primitive arts as we must ascribe to this ancient people of the Ohio valley. To the

triumph of tin- Iroquois in this long-protracted warfare may have been due the

haughty spirit which thenceforth demanded a recognition of their supremacy from all

surrounding nations. Their partial historians ascribe to them a spirit of magnanimity
in the use of their power, and a mediatorial interposition among the weaker nations that

acknowledged their supremacy. They appear, indeed, to have again entered into alliance

with an Algonkin nation in the early period of their league. Their annalists have trans-

mitted the memory of a treaty effected with the Ojibways, when the latter dwelt on the

shores of Lake Superior ; and the meeting place of the two powerful races was at the great

fishing-ground of the Sault Ste. Marie rapids, within reach of the copper-bearing rocks

of the Kewecnaw peninsula. The league then established is believed to have been

faithfully maintained on both sides for upwards of two hundred years. But if so, it had

been displaced by bitter feud in the interval between the visits of Cartier and Champlain
to the St. Lawrence.

The historical significance given to the legend of Hiawatha by the coherent narrative

so ingeniously dt-duced by Mr. Horatio Hale from the "
Iroquois Book of Rites

" seems to

point to a long past era of beneficent rule and social progress among the Huron-Iroquois.
But the era is pre-Columbian and mythic. The pipe of peace had been long extinguished,
and the buried tomahawk recovered, when the early French explorers were brought into

contact ^with the Iroquois and Hurous. The history of their deeds, as recorded by the

Jesuit Fathers from personal observation, is replete with the relentless ferocity of the
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savage. War was their pastime ; and they were ever ready to welcome the call to arms.

La Salle came in contact with them on the discovery of the Illinois
; and Captain John

Smith, the founder of Virginia, encountered their canoes on the Chesapeake Bay bear-

ing a band of Iroquois warriors to the territories of the Powhattan confederacy. They
were then, as ever, the same fierce marauders, intolerant of equality with any neighbouring
tribe. The Susquehannocks experienced at their hands the same fate as the Alligewi.
The Lenapes, Shawnoes, Nauticokes, Unamis, Delaware*, Munsees, and Manhattans, were

successively reduced to the condition of dependent tribes. Even the Canarse Indians of

Long Island were not safe from their vengeance ;
and their power seems to have been

dreaded throughout the whole region from the Atlantic to the Mississippi.

It thus appears probable that in remote centuries, before the discovery of America

by European voyagers, the region extending westward from the Labrador coast to Lake

Ontario, if not, indeed, to Lake Hiiron, had been in occupation by those who claimed to be

autochthones
; though we have now no other knowledge of this than what may be deduced

from their own traditions of migration and war. But though thus maintaining a haughty

predominancy; so far as their arts afford any evidence of progress, they were in their

infancy. The country occupied by them, except in so far as it was overgrown with the

forest, was well adapted for agriculture; and the Iroquois and Hurons alike compared

favourably with the Algoukins in their agricultural industry. But this work was entirely

carried on by the women, while the share of the men in the .joint provision of food

was the product of the chase. The beautiful region was still so largely under forest that

it must have afforded abundant resources for the hunter; but it furnished no facilities

for the inauguration of a copper or bronze age, such as the shores of Lake Superior in vain

offered to its Algonkiu nomads. Of metallic ores they had no knowledge ;
and while

they doubtless prized the copper brought occasionally from Lake Superior, copper imple-
ments are rare in the region which they occupied. Their old alliance with the Algonkins
of the great copper region had long come to an end; and when they came under the

notice of the French and English colonists, the Algonkins had joined with the Hurons

as the most powerful and implacable foes of the Iroquois confederacy.

In the ancient warfare in which Algonkins and Huron-Iroquois are found united

against the nation of the great river A'allcys, we see evidences of a conflict between

widely distinct stocks of northern and southern origin. It, is an antagonism between

well-defined dolichocephalic and brachycephalic races. In the dolichocephalic Iroquois
or Huron, we have the highest type of the forest savage ; no nomad, but maintaining as

his own the territory of his fathers, and building palisaded towns for the secure shelter

of his people. The brachycephalic Mound-Builder, on the other hand, may still survive

in one or other of the members of the semi-civilized village communities of Xew Mexico

or Arizona. But if such attempts at the interpretation of native traditions have any
value, they carry us back to pre-Columbian centuries, and tell of long protracted strife,

until what may at first have been no more than the aggressions of wild northern races,

tempted by the resources of an industrious agricultural community, became a war of

extermination. The elaborately constructed forts of the Mound-Builders, no less abundant

throughout the Ohio Valley than their curious geometrical earthworks, prove the skill

and determination with which the aggressors were withstood, it may be through suc-

cessive generations before their final overthrow.
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Tho palisaded Indiau town of Hoohelaga. one of I ho chid' urban centres of the Huron-

Iroqnois tribos in tho oldor homo of the race, and a sample of the later Huron defences on

the Georgian Bay, stood, in the sixteenth century, at the foot of Mount Royal, whence the

city of Montreal takes its name ; and some of the typical skulls of its old occupants, as well

as flint implements and pottery from its site, are now preserved in the museum of McGrill

University. The latter relics reveal no more than had long been familiar in the remains

which abound within the area of the Iroquois confederacy, and elsewhere throughout the

eastern states of North America. Their earthenware vessels were decorated with herring-

bone and other incised patterns ; and their tobacco-pipes and the handles of their clay
bowls were, at times, rudely modelled into human and animal forms. Their implements
of flint and stone were equally rude. They had inherited no more than the most infantile

savairo arts; and when those were at length superseded, in some degree, by implements
and weapons of European manufacture, they prized the more effective weapon, but

manifested no desire for mastering the arts to which it was due. To all appearance,

through unnumbered centuries, the tide of human life has ebbed and flowed in the valley
of the St. L-iwronco as unprogressively as on the great steppes of Asia. Such footprints as

the wanderers have left on the sands of time tell only of the unchanging recurrence of

generations of men as years and centuries came and passed away. Illustrations of native

ari are now very familiar to ns. The ancient flint-pits have been explored ; and the flint-

coivs and rouirh-hi-wn nodules recovered. The implements of war and thechase were the

work of the Indian brave. His spears and arrowheads, his knives, chisels, celts and ham-

mers, in flint and stone, abound. Fish-hooks, lances or spears, awls, bodkins, and other

implements of bone and deer's horn, are little less common. The highest efforts of artistic

skill were expended on the carving of his stone pipe, and fashioning the pipe-stem. The

pottery, the work of female hands, is usually in the simplest stage of coarse, hand-made,
fictile ware. The patterns, incised on the soft clay, arc the conventional reproductions of

the irrass or straw plait inn
1

: or. at times, the actual impressions of the cordage or wicker-

work by which the larger clay vessels wore held in shape, to be dried in the sun before

they were imperfectly burned in the primitive kiln. But the potter also indulged her

fancy at times in modelling artistic devices of men and animals, as the handles of the

smaller ware, or the forms in which the clay tobacco-pipe was wrought. Nevertheless the

Northern continent lingered to tho last in its primitive stage of neolithic art
;
and its most

northern were its rudest tribes, until we pass within the Arctic circle, and come in contact

with the ingenious handiwork of the Eskimo. Southward beyond the great lakes, and

especially within the area of the Mound-Builders, a manifest improvement is noticeable.

Alike in their stone carvings and their modelling in clay, the more artistic design and

better finish of industrious settled communities are apparent. Still further to the south,

the diversified ingenuity of fancy, especially in the pottery, is suggestive of an influence

derived from Mexican and Peruvian art. The carved work of some western tribos was
also of a higher character. But taking such work at its best, it cannot compare in skill

or practical utility, with the industrial arts of Europe's neolithic age. This region ha*

been visited and explored by Europeans for fully three centuries and a half, during a

large portion of which time they have been permanent settlers. Its soil has been turned

up over areas of such wide extent that the results may be accepted, with little hesitation,

as illustrations of the arts and social life subsequent to the occupation of the continent by
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its earliest aboriginal races. But wo look in vain for evidence of an extinct native civili-

zation. However far back the presence of Man in the new world may be traced, through-
out the Northern continent, at least, he seems never to have attained to any higher

stage than what is indicated by such evidences of settled occupation as were shown in

the palisaded Indian town of Hochelaga ; or at most, in the ancient settlements of the

Ohio valley. Everywhere the agriculturist only disturbs the graves of the savage hunter.

The earthworks of the Mound-Builders, and still more their eoufigiiration, are indeed

suggestive of a people in a condition analogous to that of the ancient populace of Egypt
or Assyria, toiling under the direction of an overruling caste, and working out intellect-

ual conceptions of which they themselves were incapable. Yet, even in their case, this

inference finds no confirmation from the contents of their mounds or earthworks. They
disclose only implements of bone, flint and stone, with some equally rude copper tools,

hammered into shape without the use of fire. "Working in the metals appears to have

been confined to the southern continent
; or, at least, never to have found its way north-

ward of the Mexican plateau. Nothing but the sculptured tobacco-pipe, or the better-

fashioned pottery, gives the slightest hint of progress beyond the first infantile stage of

the tool-maker.

But whatever may have been the source of special skill among the old agricultural

occupants of the Ohio valley, their Iroquois supplanters borrowed from Ihem HO artistic

aptitude. No remains of its primitive occupants give the slightest hint that the

aborigines of Canada, or of the country immediately to the south of the St. Lawrence,

derived any knowledge from the old race so curiously skilled in the construction of

geometrical earthworks. Any native burial-mounds or embankments arc on a small

scale, betraying no more than the simplest operations of a people whose tools were mere

flint hoes, and horn or wooden picks and shovels. "Wherever evidence is found of true

working in metals, as distinct from the cold-hammered native copper, as in the iron

tomahawk, the copper kettles, and silver crosses, recovered from time to time from Indian

graves, their European origin is indisputable. Small silver buckles of native workman-

ship are indeed common in their graves ;
for a metallic currency was so unintelligible to

them that this was the use to which they most frequently turned French or English
silver coinage.

But notwithstanding the general correspondence in arts, habits, and conditions of life,

among the forest and prairie tribes of North America, their distinctive classification into

diverse dolichocephalic and brachycephalic types points to diversity of origin and a

mingling of several races. So far as the native races of Canada are considered, it has

been shown that all belong to the dolichocephalic type. The Alligewi, or Mound-

Builders, on the contrary, were a strongly marked brachycephalic race ; and the bitter

antagonism between the two, which ended in the utter ruin of the latter, may have

been originally due to race distinctions such as have freqiiently been the soiirce of

implacable strife.

The short globular head-form, which, in the famous Scioto-mound skull, is shown in

a strongly marked typical example with the longitudinal and parietal diameters nearly

equal, appears to be common among the southern tribes, such as the Osages, Ottoes,

Missouries, Shawnoes, Cherokees, Seminoles, Uchees, Savannahs, Catawbas, Yamasees,

Sec. II., 1884. 10.
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Creeks, and many others. This seems to point to such a convergence, of two distinct

ethnical lines of migration from opposite centres, as I think is borne out by much other

evidence. In noting this aspect of the question anew, the further significant fact may
also be once more repeated, that the Eskimo cranium, along with certain specialties of its

own, is preeminently distinctive as the northern type.

Among what may be accepted as typical Canadian skulls, those recovered from the

old site of Hochelaga, and from the Huron ossuaries around Lake Simcoe, have a special

value. They represent the native race which, under various names, extended from the

Lower St. Lawrence westward to Lake St. Clair. The people encountered by Cartier and

the first French explorers of 1535, and those whom Champlain found settled around the

Georgian Bay sixty-eight years later, appear to have been of the same stock. Such primi-

tive local names, as Stadacone and Hochelaga, are not Algonkin, but Huron-Iroquois.

Native traditions, as well as the allusions of the earliest French writers, confirm this

idea of the occupation by a Huron-Iroquois or Wyandot population of the "
region north-

eastward from the inouth of the St. Lawrence, at or somewhere along the Gulf coast, before

they ever met with the French, or any European adventurers," as reaffirmed in the

narrative of their own native historian, Peter Dooyentate Clarke.
1 But whatever confirma-

tion maybe found Ibr this native tradition, it is certain that the European adventurers

bore no part in their expulsion from their ancient home. The aborigines, whom Jacques
Cartier found a prosperous people, safe in the shelter of their palisaded towns, had all

vanished before the return of the French under Champlain ;
and they were found by him

in new settlements, which they had formed far to the westward on Lake Simcoe and the

Georgian Bay.

Questions of considerable interest are involved in the consideration of this migra-
tion of the llnrons

;
and the circumstances under which they deserted their earlier home.

They were visited by Champlain in 101.5, and subsequently by the missionary Fathers,

who, in 1(130, found them occupying thirty-two palisaded villages, fortified in the same

fashion as those described by the first French explorers at Stadacone and Hochelaga.
Their numbers are variously estimated. Brebeuf reckoned them at thirty thousand

;
and

described them as living together in towns sometimes of fifty, sixty, or a hundred dwel-

lings, that is, of three or four hundred householders, and diligently cultivating their

fields, from which they derived food for the whole year. Whatever higher qualities dis-

tinguished the Iroquois from Algonkin or other native races, were fully shared in by the

Hurons ; and they are even spoken of with a natural partiality by their French allies,

like Sagard, as a patrician order of savages, in comparison with those of the Five Nations.

When first visited by French explorers, after their protracted journey through the desolate

forests between the Ottawa and Lake Huron, their palisaded towns and cultivated fields

must have seemed like an oasis in the desert. "To the eye of Champlain," says Mr.

Parkman,
"
accustomed to the desolation he had left behind, it seemed a land of beauty

and abundance. There was a broad opening in the forest, fields of maize with pumpkins

ripening in the sun, patches of sun-flowers, from the seeds of which the Indians made

hair-oil, and in the midst the Huron town of Otouarha. In all essential points it resem-

bled that which Cartier, eighty years before, had seen at Montreal ;
the same triple

1

Origin and Traditional History of the Wyandotts, p. 4.
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palisade of crossed and intersecting trunks, and the same long lodges of bark, each con-

taining many households. Here, within an area of sixty or seventy miles, was the seat

of one of the most remarkable savage communities of the continent." ' The Hurons, thus

settled in their latter home, consisted of several
"
nations," including their kinsmen to the

south, as far as Lake Erie and the Niagara river. They had their own tribal divisions,

still perpetviated among their descendants. The Rev. Prosper Vincent Sa8atanneu, a native

Huron, and the first of his race admitted to the priesthood, informs me that the Hurons

of Lorette still perpetuate their ancient classification into four
"
grandes compagnies,"

each of which has its five tribal divisions or clans, by which of old all intermarriage was

regulated. The members of the same clan regarded themselves as brothers and sisters,

and so were precluded from marriage with one another. The small number of the whole

band at La Jeune Lorotte renders the literal enforcement of this rule impossible ; but the

children are still regarded as belonging to the mother's clan. The five clans into which

each of the four companies is divided are: 1. The Deer, Oskanonton ; 2. The Hear,

Anniolen; 3. The Wolf, Atmenarisk&a ; 4. The Tortoise, A/uliaSik ; '>. The Beaver, Tsotai.

There were two, if not more dialects spoken by the old Huroiis, or "Wyaudots ;
and that of

Hochelaga probably varied from any form of the language now surviving. This has to

be kept in view, in estimating the value of the lists of words furnished by Jacques
Cartier of

"
le laugage des pays et Iloyaulmes do Hochelaga et Canada, aultrement

appellee par nous la uouvelle France."

Of the condition of the region to the west of the Ottawa prior to the seventeenth

century nothing is known from direct observation. Before Champlain had an oppor-

tunity of visiting it, the whole region westward to Lake Huron had been depopulated
and reduced to a desert. The fact that the few natives found by Champlain occupying
the once populous region of the Hochelaga Indians were Algonkins, has been the chief

ground for the assumption that the expulsion of that old Wyandot stock was due to their

hostility. But such an idea is irreconcilable with the fact that the latter, instead of

retreating southward to their Huron-Iroquois kinsmen, took refuge among Algonkin
tribes. According to the narrative of their own Wyandot historian. Peter Dooyentate,

gathered, as he tells tis, from traditions that lived in the memory of a few among the

older members of his tribe, the island of Montreal was occupied in the sixteenth century

by Wyaudots or Hurons, and Senecas, sojourning peaceably in separate villages. The
tradition is vague which traces the cause of their hostility to the wrath of a Seneca

maiden, who had been wronged in the object of her affections, and gave her hand to a

young Wyandot warrior on the condition of his slaying the Seneca chief, to whoso influ-

ence she ascribed the desertion of her former lover. Whatever probability may attach to

this romance of the Indian lovers, the tradition that the Hurons were driven from their

ancient homes on the St. Lawrence by their Seneca kinsmen is consistent with ascertained

facts
;
as well as with the later history of the Senecas, who are found playing the same

part to the Erics under a somewhat similar incentive to revenge, and appear to have

taken the lead in the destruction of the Attiwendaronks. The native tradition is of

value in so far as it shows that the fatal enmity of the Iroquois to the Hurons was not

originally due to the alliance of the latter with the French
;
but Senecas and Hurons had

1 Pioneers of France in the New World, p. 3C7.
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alike disappeared, before Champlaiu visited the scene of Cartier's earlier exploration.

The Attiwendaronks, who dwelt to the south of the lati-r home of the Hurons, on the

shores of Lakes Ontario and Erie, may have formed another of the nations of the W\ aiulot

stock expelled from the valley of the St. Lawrence. Situated as they were in their later

home, midway between the Hurons and Iroquois, they strove in vain to maintain a friendly

neutrality. Charlevoix assigns the year 1635 as the date of their destruction by the

latter. Certain it is that between that date and the middle of the century their towns

were utterly destroyed ; and such of the survivors as lingered in the vicinity were

incorporated into the nation of the Senecas, who lay nearest to them.

The Kries were another Huron-Iroquois nation, who appear to have persistently held

aloof from the leatrue. They were seemingly a fiercer and more warlike people than

the Attiwendaronks ; they fought with poisoned arrows, and were esteemed or dreaded

as warrior*. Their numbers must have been considerable, since they were an object

of apprehension to the nations of the league, whose western frontiers marched with their

own. They are affirmed by the native historian, Cusick, to have sprung from the Senecas
;

but, if so. their separation was probably of remote, date, as they were both numerous and

powerful. The country which they occupied was noted among the French roureurs des bois

for its lynx fur.-; and they gave accordingly to its people the name of "La Nation du
Chat.'' Their ancient home is still indicated in the name of the great lake beside which

they dwelt. l!ui. lor same unknown reason they refused all alliance with the Senecas

and the league of their Iroquois kin. and perished by their violence within seven years
after the Huron country was laid waste.

" To the Kries, and to the Neuter nation," or

Attiwendaronk.s. says Schoolcraft, 'according to tradition, the Iroquois offered the alter-

native of admission into the league, or extermination
; and the strangeness of this propo-

sition will disappear, when it is remembered that an Indian nation regards itself as at war
with all others not in actual alliance." IVace, he adds, was the ultimate aim of the

founders of the Iroquois oligarchy ; and, for lovers of peace on such terms of tmpremacy,
the ntaiis belli would not be more dillicult to find than it has proved to be among the most

Christian of kinir*. In the .-a.se of the Kries, as of the elder Wyandots of Hochelaga, the

final rupture is ascribed to a woman's implacable wrath.

Father Le Moync. while on a mission to the Onondagas in 1654, learned that the

Iroquois confederacy were excited to fury against the Kries. A captive Onondaga chief is

said to have been burnt at the stake after he had been offered, according to Indian cus-

tom, to one of the Krie women, to take the place of her brother who had been murdered
while on a visit to the Senecas. It is a characteristic illustration of how the feuds of

ages were perpetuated. The traditions of the Iroquois preserved little more than the fact

that the Kries had perished by their fury. But a story told to Mr. Farkman by a

Cayuga Indian, only too aptly illustrates the hideous ferocity of their assailants. It

represented that the night after the great battle in which the Eries suffered their final

defeat, the forest was lighted up with more than a thousand fires, at each of which an
Erie was being tortured at the stake.' The number is probably exaggerated. But it is

only thus, as it were in the lurid glare of its torturing fires, that we catch a glimpse of

1
League of the IroquoU, |>.

76-

' The Jesuit* in N. America, p. 441. Note.
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this old nation as it vanished from the scene. Of the survivors, the greater number were

adopted, according to Indian fashion, into the Seneca nation.

Some of the earthworks met with to the south of Lake Erie show proofs of greater con-

structive labour than anything found in Canada. Still more interesting are the primitive

hieroglyphics of an inscription OH Cunningham's Island, ascribed to tho Erics, and which
Schooleraft describes as by far the most elaborate work of its class hitherto found on the

continent. 1 But the rock inscription, though highly interesting as an example of native

symbolism and pictographic writing, throws no light on the history of its carvers
;
and

of their language no memorial is recoverable, for they had ceased to exist before the <>Teat

lake which perpetuates their name was known to the French.

More accurate information has been preserved in reference to the Hurons, among
whom the Jesuit Fathers laboured with self-denying /eal, from time to time reporting
the results in their

"
Relations" to the Provincial of the Order at 1'aris. One of the most

characteristic religious ceremonies of the Hurons was the -reat "Feast of the Dead," cele-

brated apparently at intervals of twelve years, when the remains of their dead were

gathered from scaffolded biers, or remote graves, and deposited amid general mourning
in the great cemetery of the tribe. Valuable robes and furs, pottery, copper kettles and

others of their choicest possessions, im-luding the pyruhr, or larnv tropical shells brought
from the Gulf of Mexico, with wampum, prized implements, and personal ornaments,
were all thrown into the great trench, which was then solemnly covered over. l!v the

exploration of those Huron ossuaries, the sites of the palisaded villages of the Hurons of

the seventeenth century have been identified in recent years; and there are now

preserved in the Laval University at Quebec upwards of eighty skulls recovered from

cemeteries at St. Ignace, St. Joachiil, Ste. Marie, St. Michael, and other villages, the

scenes of self-denying labour, and in some cases of the cruel tort urines, of the French

missionaries by whom they were thus designated. Other examples of skulls from the

same ossuaries, I may add, are now in the museums of the University of Toronto, the London

Anthropological Society, and the Jardin des Plantes at Paris. The skulls recovered from

those ossuaries have a special value from the fact that the last survivors were driven out.

of the country by their Iroquois foes in 1649
;
and hence the crania recovered from them

maybe relied upon as fairly illustrating the physical characteristics of the race before

they had been affected by intercourse with Europeans. The Huron skull is of a well

defined dolichocephalic type, with, in many cases, an unusual prominence of the

occipital region ;
the parietal bones meet more or less at an angle at the sairittal suture

;

the forehead is flat and receding ;
the superciliary ridges in the male skulls are strongly

developed; the malar bones are broad and flat, and the profile is orthognathic. Careful

measurements of thirty-nine male skulls yield a mean longitudinal diameter of 7.39 to a

parietal diameter of 5.50
;
and of eighteen female skulls, a longitudinal diameter of 7.07

to a parietal diameter of 5.22.
-

Who were the people found by Cartier in 1535, seemingly long settled and pros-

perous, occupying the fortified towns of Stadacone and Hochelaga, and lower points on

the St. Lawrence? The question is not without a special interest to Canadians. According to

1

History of the Indian Tribes, vol. ii, p. 78.

a "Huron Race and Head-form." Canadian Journal, N.S., vol. xiii., p. 113.
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the native Wyaudot historian, they were Wyandots or Hurons, and Senecas. That they

were Huron-Iroquois, at any rate, and not Algonkius, is readily determined. We owe to

('artier two brief vocabularies of their language, which, though obscured probably in

their original transcription, and corrupted by false transliterations in their transference to

the press, leave no doubt that the people spoke a Huron-Iroquois dialect. To which of

the divisions it belonged is not so obvious. The languages, in the various dialects, differ

only slightly in most of the. words which Cartier gives. Sometimes they agree with

Huron, and sometimes with Iroquois equivalents. The name of Hochelaga,
"
at the

beaver-dam," is Huron, and the agreement as a whole preponderates in favor of a Huron

rather than an Iroquois dialect. 15ut there was probably less difference between the two

then, than at the more recent dates of their comparison. In dealing with this important

branch of philological evidence, I owe to the kindness of my friend, Mr. Horatio Hale, a

comparative analysis of the vocabulary supplied by Cartier, embodying the results of long

and careful study. He has familiarized himself -with the Huron language by personal

intercourse with members of the little band of civilized Wyandots, settled on their reserve

at Anderdon, in "Western Ontario. The language thus preserved by them, after long separa-

tion from oilier members of the widely scattered race, probably presents the nearest

approximation to the original forms of the native tongue, as spoken on the Island of

Montreal and the lower St. Lawrence. In the following comparative table the Wyandot

equivalents to the words furnished in C'artier's lists are placed along side of them, so as to

admit of easy comparison. The resemblances which are discernible to the experienced

philologist may not strike the general reader with the like force of conviction. Allowance

has to be made for varieties of dialect among the old occupants of the lower valley of the

St. Lawrence, and also lor the changes wrought on the Huron language in the lapse of

three and a half centuries, not simply by time, but also as the result of intercourse and

intermixture with other peoples. The habit of recruiting their numbers by the adoption of

prisoners and broken tribes could not fail to exercise some influence on the common

tongue. The A- or hard g of Cartier is, in the "Wyandot, frequently softened to ay; and on

the other hand, the // is strengthened by a d sound, as in Cartier's pregnant term Canada,

the old Hochelaga word for a town, which has become in the Wyandot Yandata ; and so in

other instances. When the spelling of C'artier's words varies in different places or editions

of his narrative, the various forms are here given. In writing the Wyandot words the

consonants are used with their English sounds, except that the j is to be pronounced as

in French (English z in "azure"), and n has the sound of the French nasal n. The vowels

have the same sounds as in Italian and German.

Some of the Wyandot words placed in the following lists alongside of those furnished

by Cartier arc not, as will be seen, transformations of the old forms, but synonyms, or

equivalents now in use. Others, however, show the changes which have taken place,

under the novel circumstances which have affected the scattered Huron fugitives in the

interval of upwards of three centuries. This is particularly noticeable in the numerals,

where the greater number of the modern words are imperfect abbreviations of the original

forms. This process of phonetic change and decay is more fully illustrated in subsequent
tables of Hnron-Iroquois numerals.
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A COMPARATIVE VOCABULARY OF WORDS IN THE " LANGUAGE OF HOCHEIAGA AND

CANADA," AS GIVEN BY CARTIER, AND THE CORRESPONDING WORDS IN THE LANGUAGE

OF THE WYANDOT (OR WENDAT) INDIANS RESIDING ON THE RESERVE IN THE TOWN-

SHIP OF ANDERDON, NEAR AMHERSTBURG, ONTARIO : BY MR. HORATIO HALE.

One
Two
Three

Four

Five

Six

Seven

Eight
Nine
Ten

Twenty
Thirty
One hundred.

One thousand

Head
Forehead

Eyes
Ears

Mouth

Teeth

Tongue
Face

Hair

Arm
Belly

Leg
Foot

Hand

Fingers
Nails

Man
Woman
Boy
Girl

Infant

Shoes

Corn

Water

Flesh

Fish

Squirrel

Snake

Wood
Leaf..

CARTIER. WYANDOT.

segada, secata

tigneny, tignem

asche, hasche

honnacon, honnaceon.

ouiscon

indahir, indaic

ayaga, aiaga

addegue, adiguo
madellon

assem

aggourzy, aggoursy, agonaze, aggon/.i.

hetguenyascon

hegata, heigata, igata

ahontascon

escaho

esgougay

osuache, esuachc

hogouascon

aganiscon, agoniscon

aiayascon
oschchenda

agoiiguenchonde

onchidasccn, ochedasco.

aignoascon, agnascon....

ageuoga

agedascon

aguehan

agrueste, agruette

addegesta

agnyaquesta
exiasta

atha, atta

osizy

ame

quahouascon

quoion

caiognem

undegueey (couleuvre) ...

conda

hoga, honga

skat.

tendi.

sheiik.

dak, or ndak.

wish.

waja, or ways.
tsutare.

aterd.

entroii.

uliseii, or asuii.

tenditawalisen.

Bhenkiwahsen.

skatamendjawe.

sangwat.

ayeskutan (my h.)

yeyentsa (my f'.)

yahkwefida.

yehofita, yaofita (my e.)

yeskareut (my m.)

yeskonshya (my t.)

yendashya (my t.)

yeyonshya, ycyonskc (my f.)

ayerushia (my h.)

yeya'sya, hajaslia.

yesementa (1113' 1>.)

yenonta (my 1.)

yashita (my f.)

yorasa.

yegyayi, hanglfi.

e'ta, yeehta (my n.)

rume (homo), hagyahaii (n>.)

utehkyc, utehkieii.

mefitsentia.

yawitsinoha.
shiaha.

rashyu.
onefiha.

tsandnsti, or tskadusti.

owahtra.

yeittson.

huhtayi.

tyugentsi (snake).

utahta (wood), yarofita (tree).

undrahta.
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the expulsion of the Wyandots, or Hurons, from their ancient home in eastern Canada, to

the Algoukins. This, as already shown, is irreconcilable with the fact that Champlain
limnd them, in the beginning of the seventeenth century, in friendly alliance with the

latter against their common foe, the Iroquois. If, however, the "Wyandot tradition of the

expulsion of the Hnrons from the island of Montreal by the Senecas be accepted as an

historical fact, it is in no degree inconsistent with the circumstances subsequently reported

by Champlain ;
but rather serves to account for some of them, if it is assumed that the

Seneeos were, in their turn, driven out by the Algonkins, and then finally withdrew

beyond the St. Lawrence.

But there is another kind of evidence bearing on the question of the affinities of the

people first met with by Cartier in lf>35, which also has its A'alue here. I have carefully

compared the skulls found on the ancient site of Hochelaga, and now preserved in the

Museum of McGill University, with some of the most characteristic Huron skulls in Laval

University, a7id find that the two correspond closely. Again, the description of the palisaded

towns of the Hurons on the Georgian Bay very accurately reproduces that which Cartier

gives of Hochelnga. Ephemeral as such fortifications necessarily were, the construction of

a rampart formed of a triple row of trunks of trees, surmounted with galleries, from

whence to hurl stones and other missiles on their assailants, was a formidable undertaking

for builders provided with no better tools than stone hatchets; and with no other means

of transport than their united labour supplied. But the design had the advantage of

furnishing a self-supporting wall, and so of saving the greater labour of digging a trench,

with such inadequate tools, in soil penetrated everywhere with the roots of forest trees.

It was the Huron-Iroquois system of military engineering, in which they contrasted

favorably with the Algonkius, among whom the absence of such evidence of settled

habits as those secure defences supplied, was characteristic of these ruder nomads. But

such urban fortifications no less "strikingly contrast with the elaborate and enduring

military earthworks to the south of the great lakes. The pottery and implements found

on the site of Hochelaga are also of the same character as many examples recovered

from the Huron ossuaries. On the other hand the peculiar rites, of which those ossuaries

are the enduring memorials, appear to have distinguished the western Hurons from the

older settlers on the St. Lawrence. The great Feast of the Dead, with its recurrent solemni-

ties, when after the lapse of years the remains of their dead were exhumed, or removed

from their scaffold biers, was the most characteristic religious ceremonial of the

Hurons
;
and was practised with still more revolting rites by the kindred Attiwendaronks.

Festering dead bodies were kept in their dwellings, preparatory to scraping the flesh from

their bones
;
and the decaying remains of recently biiried corpses were exhumed for

reinterment in the great trench, which was prepared with enormous labour, and furnished

with the most lavish expenditure of their prized furs, wampum, and other possessions.

In all ages and states of society unavailing sorrow has tempted the survivors to extrava-

gant excesses in the effort to do honour to the loved dead
;
and sumptuary laws have been

repeatedly enacted to restrain such demonstrations within reasonable bounds. " The Book

of Rites
"

suffices to show that the Iroquois had, in ancient times, funeral rites, no doubt

of the same revolting and wasteful character, until their mythic reformer, Hiawatha, super-

seded them with a simpler symbolical funeral service.
"
I have spoken of the solemn event

Sec. II., 1884. 11.
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which has befallen yon," are the introductory words to the thirteenth paragraph of "
the

Condoling Council," and it thus proceeds :

"
Every day you are losing your great men.

They are being borne into the earth
;
also the warriors, and also your women, and also your

grandchildren ; so that in the midst of blood you are sitting." It is therefore enacted, in

the twenty-seventh paragraph, evidently in lieu of older practices: "This shall be done.

We will suspend a pouch upon a pole, and will place in it some mourning wampum, some

short strings, to be taken to the place where the loss was suffered. The bearer will enter,

and will stand by the hearth, and will speak a few words to comfort those who will be

mourning; and then they will be comforted, and will conform to the great law."

A string of black wampum sent round the settlement, is still, among the Indians of

the Six Nations, the notice of the death of a chief; as a belt of black wampum was a

declaration of war. It seems to me not improbable that the people of Stadacone and

Ilochelasra had submitted to the wise social and religious reforms by which the ancient

rites of their dead were superseded by the symbolism of the mqurniug wampum; and

hence the absence of ossuaries throughout the island of Montreal, and the whole region
to ilie east. I'.ut when the fugitive Wyandots fled into the wilderness, and reared

new homes around Lake Sinicoe and in the western peninsula, they may have revived

traditional usages of their fathers, and resumed the revolting rites which had been

reluctantly abandoned. Among the civilized Indians of the Six Nations, some memo-
rials of ancient rites of the dead still survive. A visitor to the reserve at the time of

the death of tin' late highly esteemed chief, George Johnson, told me that on the event

bcin-r known it was immediately responded to by all within hearing by the prolonged
utterance, in a mournful tone, of the cry Kirf, and this, passing from station to station

soon spread the news of their loss throughout the reserve. Nearly the same sound, uttered

in a quicker note, Qntti^ ! is the friendly salutation among the Hurons of Lorette.

The Huron ossuaries do unquestionably constitute a distinctive diversity from ancient

Hochelagan customs. Nevertheless, while the evidence appears, on the whole, to justify
the assumption that the Five Nations were a distinct people from the Wyandots to the

north of the St. Lawrence, before the arrival of Cartier
;

it seems most probable that the

same Iroquois, who at a later date pursued the Hurons with such relentless fury, were
the devastators of the region westward to the head of Lake Ontario, which Champlain
found a desert.

The later history of the Hurons and Iroquois is not without its special interest. One
little baud, the Hurons of Lorette, the representatives of the refugees from the massacre of

1648, has lingered till our own day, in too close proximity to the French habitants of

Quebec to preserve in purity the blood of the old race. But great as are the alterations

which time and intermixture with the white race have effected, they still retain

many intellectual as well as physical traits of .their original stock, after an interval of

two hundred and thirty-six years, during which, intimate intercourse, and latterly frequent
intermarriage with those of European blood, have wrought inevitable change on the
race.

1 Other more vigorous representatives of the old Huron stock occupy a small reserv-

ation in the Township of Anderdon, in Western Ontario
; and from them the vocabulary

1 "Some American IlliiMrationg of the Evolution of new Varieties of Man." Journal of Anthropolog,,. May,
i

~
i '.
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has been derived which is employed above as a test of the language of the Hochelagans
in the sixteenth century. But the Hurons of Lorette have also preserved their native

tongue ; and even specimens if not indeed an ample vocabulary,
1 of the older form of

their language survive, from which some illustrations are adduced below. A third modi-

fication of the ancient tongue no doubt exists ; for the larger remnant of the survivors of

the Hurons, after repeated wanderings, is now settled, far from the native home of the

race, on reserves conceded to them by the American Government in Kansas.

The Hurons have thus, for the most part, disappeared from Canada
;
but it is not with-

out interest to note that the revolution which, upwards of a century ago, severed the

connection of the old colonies to the south of the St. Lawrence with the region to the north,

restored to Canada its ancient Iroquois race. The confederation of the Five Nations is

traced by Mr. Hale, in his "Iroquois Book of Rights," to Hiawatha, whom he reclaims

from Longfellow's traditional association with the Ojibways of Lake Superior, and literally

identifies as an Onoudaga chief of rare sagacity, the beneficent reformer of his people. In

Longfellow's version of the
" Indian Edda," he refers to it as founded on a tradition

prevalent among the North American Indians, of a person of miraculous birth, who was

sent among them to clear their rivers, forests, and fishing grounds, and to teach them the

arts of peace. That the legend of
"
a Prince of Peace

"
in any form should have been

perpetuated among tribes persistently devoted to war as the main business of life, can

only be accounted for by a growing sense of the misery brought on themselves by

hereditary feuds which wasted their numbers, and exposed their families to treacherous

massacre, or to the most barbarous tortures. But the Hiawatha tradition appears to

beloug to the Iroquois, among whom there arose a wise teacher to whom Mr. Hale

ascribes the avowed design of a universal federation of his race, under which peace

should everywhere reign.
"
Such," says this latest historian of their league,

"
is the

positive testimony of the Iroquois themselves, and their statement is supported by
historical evidence."

2

No interpreter of Indian philology or tradition is more deserving of respectful con-

sideration than Mr. Hale, whose valuable researches have thrown a flood of light on

this department of study. But in view of all that we know of this people throughout

the whole authentic period of their history, I find it difficult to reconcile the idea of such

a far-sighted philanthropic reformer with the social condition of the tribes known to

have composed the Iroquois confederacy. Nevertheless the league of the Iroquois is

an undoubted fact. The five tribes or
"
nations

" were thenceforth banded together as

members of the famous Kannonsioni or league of the united households. Of its peace-

ful fruits, except in so far as it prevented internal feuds, we have no evidence ;
but to

its influence apparently was due the exceptional preeminence achieved among the nations

of the North American continent by a barbarous people, ignorant of any of the arts

indispensable to the merest initial steps in civilization. This race of mere savages

acquired the mastery of a region equal in extent to Central Europe ;
and by a system of

warfare, not, after all, more inherently barbarous or recklessly bloody than that of Europe's

Grand Monarch, reconstructed the social and political map of the continent east of the

1 The Huron vocabulary prepared by the Jesuit Father, Chaumonot, is, as I have recently learned, still in

existence, and will, I hope, be speedily published, under trustworthy editorial supervision.
' The Iroquois Book of Rites, p. 22.
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Mississippi. Their inilucuco acquired a novel importance when, in the seemingly insig-

nificant rivalries of French and English fur-traders, they practically determined the

balance of power between the two foremost nations of Europe on this continent. Their

indomitable pertinacity proved more than a match alike for European diplomacy and

military skill ; and, as they maintained an uncompromising hostility to the French at a

time when the rival colonists were nearly equally balanced, the failure of the magnificent

schemes of Louis XIV and his successors, to establish in North America such a supremacy
as Charles V and Philip II had held in Mexico and Peru, is largely traceable to them.

It is natural that the Anglo-American student of history should estimate highly (lie

polity of savage warriors who thus foiled the schemes of one of the most powerful
monarchies of Europe for the mastery of this continent. The late Hon. L. H. Morgan thus

writes of them: ''They achieved for themselves a more remarkable civil organization,

and acquired a hiirher degree of influence, than any other race of Indian lineage except

Ihose of Mexico and Peru. In the drama of European colonization, they stood, for nearly

two centuries, with an unshaken front, against the devastations of war, the blighting

influence of foreign intercourse, and the still more fatal encroachments of a restless and

advancing border population. Under their federal system, the Iroquois flourished in

independence, and capable of self-protection, long after the New England and Virginia

rai-es had surrendered their jurisdictions, and fallen into the condition of dependent

nations; and they now stand forth upon the canvas of Indian history, prominent alike

for the wisdom of their civil institutions, their sagacity in the administration of the

league, and their courage in its defence." 1 But in this the historian applies to the

Iroquois an European standard, similar to that by which Prescott unconsciously magnified
Mexican barbarism into a rivalry with the contemporary civilization of Spain. The
romam-e attached to the llodeiiosauneega, or Kononsionni, the famous league of the Long
House, or United Households, may perhaps, in one sense derive an increased value from-

the fact that its originators remained to the last mere savages. But it is, at any rate,

important to keep the fact in view, and to interpret its significance in that light. When
the treaty which initiated the league was entered into by the Caniengas or people of

the flint, and the Oueidas, they were both in that primitive stage of unsophisticated
barbarism to which the term "stone period" has been applied. In the absence of all

knowledge of metallurgy, their implements and weapons were, alike, simple and rude.

Agriculture, under such conditions, must have been equally primitive ;
and as for their

wars, when they were not defensive, they appear to have had no higher aim than revenge-

Gallatiu, no unappreciative witness, says of them :

" The history of the Five Nations is

calculated to give a favourable opinion of the intelligence of the Red Man. But they may
be ranked among the worst of conquerors. They conquered only in order to destroy ;

and, it would seem, solely for the purpose of gratifying their thirst for blood. Towards
the south and the west they made a perfect desert of the whole country within five

hundred miles of their seats. A much greater number of those Indians, who since the

commencement of the seventeenth century, have perished by the sword in Canada and
the United States, have been destroyed by that single nation, than in all their wars with
the Europeans."

J

1 The League of tho Ircxjuoia, p. 2.

'Arcliffiologia Americana, vol. ii, p. 79.
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To characterize the combination effected among such savage tribes, as oue presenting
elements of wise civil institutions ; or indeed to introduce such terms as league and
federal .system, in the sense in which they have been repeatedly employed by historians

of the Iroquois, as though they referred to a confederation akin to those of the ancient

Achiuans or JEtoliaus, is to suggest associations altogether misleading. Though an inter-

esting phase of American savage life, to which its long duration gives additional signi-

ficance, the Iroquois league was by no means unique. The Creek confederacy embraced

numerous tribes between the Mobile, Alabama, and Savannah rivers, and the Gulf of

Mexico. At the head of it were the Muskhogees, a numerous and powerful, but wholly

savage, race of hunters. Like the Oueidas, Onandagas, and the still older "Wyandots, they
and the Choctaws claimed to be autochthones. The Muskhogees appealed to a tradition of

their ancestors that they issued from a cave near the Alabama River
;
while the Choctaws

pointed to the frontier region between them and the Chicasaws, where, as they affirmed,

they suddenly emerged from a hole in the earth, a numerous and mighty people. The

system of government amongst the members of this southern confederacy seems to have

borne considerable resemblance to that of the Iroquois. Every village was the centre of

an independent tribe or nation, with its own chief
;
and the restraints imposed on the

individual members, except when cooperating in some special enterprise' or religious

ceremonial, appear to have been slight.

An ingenious philological induction of Mr. Hale has already been referred to. He-

finds in the language of the Cherokees a grammar mainly Huron-Iroquois, and a vocabulary

largely recruited from some foreign source. From this he is led to infer that one portion

of the conquered Alligewi, while the conflict still lasted, may have cast in their lot with

the conquering race, just as the Tlascalans did with the Spaniards in their war against

the Aztecs, and hence the origin of the great Cherokee nation. The fugitive Alligewi. he

surmises, may have fled down the Mississippi till they reached the country of the

Choctaws, themselves a mound-building people ;
and to the alliance of the two he would

thus trace the difference in the language of the latter from that of their eastern kindred, t he

Creeks or Muskhogees.
1 On the assumption of such a combination of ethnical elements,

the origin of the Creek confederacy is easily accounted for.

The confederated members of the League of the Iroquois remained .savages to the last.

Their agriculture, carried on solely by female labour, was simple and rude. Their arts

never advanced a step beyond that of Europe's neolithic dawn. Even the implements of

war and the chase consisted only of the flint-headed lance and arrow, and the hafted

stone for a tomahawk or battle-axe. We have to retrace our way far behind the oldest

of Europe's historical traditions for any parallel to such a condition of infantile barbarism.

Yet in one respect their progress had been great. Each nation of the Iroquois league had

its chief, to whom pertained the right of kindling the symbolic council fire, and of taking

the lead in all public assemblies. "When the representative chiefs of the nations gathered

in the Long House around the Common Council fire of the league, it was no less necessary

that they should be able and persuasive speakers than brave warriors. Rhetoric was

cultivated in the Council House of the Iroquois no less earnestly than in the Athenian

ekklesia or the Roman forum. Acute reasoning and persuasive eloquence demanded all

1 Indian Migrations, p. 22.
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the discriminating refinements of grammar, and the choice of terms which an ample

vocabulary supplies. The holophrastic element has been noted as a peculiar characteristic

of American languages. The word-sentences thus constructed not only admitted of, but

encouraged, an elaborate nicety of discrimination
; while the marked tendency of the

process, so far a.s the language itself is concerned, was to absorb all other parts in the verb.

Time, place, manner, aim, purpose, degree, and all the other modifications of language are

combined polysyntheticolly with the root. Nouns are to a large extent verbal forms
;
and

not only nouns and adjectives, but adverbs and prepositions, are regularly conjugated.

Elaborated polysyllables, flexibly modified by systematic internal changes, give expression,

in one compounded word-sentence, to every varying phase of intricate reasoning or emotion ;

and the complex structure shows the growth of a language in habitual use for higher

purposes than the mere daily wants of life. The vocabulary in use in some rural districts

in England has been found to include less than three hundred words; and in provincial

dialects, thus restricted, the refinements of grammatical expression disappear. Among
such rustic communities speech plays a very subordinate part in the business of life.

Hut upon the deliberations of the Indian Council House depended the whole action of

tin- confederacy. Hence, while in all else the Iroquois remained an untutored savage, his

laii'_ruu!_re is a marvellously systematized and beautiful structure, well adapted to the

requirements of intricate reasoning and persuasive subtlety.

Professor Whitney says, in reference lo American languages generally, what may more

especially bi' applied to the Iluron-Iroquois : "There are infinite possibilities of expressive-

ness in such :i structure; and it would only need that some native-American Greek race

should arise, to fill it full of thought and fancy, and put it to the uses of a noble literature,

and it would be rightly admired as rich and flexible, perhaps, beyond anything else that

the world knew." '

Yet, on the other hand, the Iroquois dispense with the whole labials,

never articulate with their lips, and throw entirely aside from their alphabetical series

of phonetics six of those most constantly in use by us.

In this direction, then, lies the ethnological problem which cannot fail to awaken
ever increasing interest

;
and to which I am anxious to direct, in some special degree, the

energies of this section of the Koyal Society of Canada. To the native languages we must
look for a true key to the solution of some of the most curious and difficult questions
involved in the peopling of this continent. "There lies before us," says Professor

Whitney, "a vast and complicated problem in the American races; and it is their

language that must do by far the greatest part of the work in solving it."

Of the languages of the Iluron-Iroquois, the Huron appears to be the oldest, if not the

parent stock. When this aggressive race had spread, as conquerors, far to the south of the

St. Lawrence, the mother nation appears to have held on to the cradle land of the race,

where its representatives were found still in possession when the first European explorers
entered the St. Lawrence in the sixteenth century. Colonists, of French or English origin,
have been in more or less intimate intercourse with them ever since, yet the materials for

any satisfactory study of the Huron language, or of a comparison between it and the

various Iroquois dialects, are still scanty and very inadequate. The languages of the Five
Nations that originally constituted the members of the Iroquois league, are, in the strictest

1 Life and Growth of Language, p. 261.
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of the term, dialects. In their council house on the Grand River, the chiefs of the

Mohawks, Oueidas, Onandagas, Cayugas, and Senecas, speak each in their own language

and need no interpreter. Nevertheless, the differences are considerable ; and a Seneca

would scarcely, find the language of a Mohawk intelligible to him in ordinary con-

versation. But the separation of the Tuscaroras from the Iroquois on the Mohawk
River had been of long duration, and their language differs much more widely from the

others.

The Mohawk language was adopted at an early date for communicating with the

Indians of the Six Nations. The New England Company, established in 1649, under favour

of the Lord Protector, Cromwell,
"
for the propagation of the Gospel in New England,

"

was revived on the restoration of Charles II, under a royal charter; and with the eminent

philosopher, Robert Boyle, as its first governor, vigorous steps were taken for the religions

instruction of the Indians. The correspondence of Eliot,
" the Apostle of the Indians,"

with the first governor of the company, is marked by their anxiety for the completion of

the Massachusetts Bible, which, along with other books, he had translated for the benefit

of the Indians of New England. The silver communion service, still preserved at the

reserve on the Grand River, presented to the ancestors of the Mohawk nation, by Queen

Anne, is an interesting memorial of the early efforts for their Christianization. It bears

the inscription : "A. R., 1711. The gift of Her Majesty, by the grace of (!od. of Great

Britain, France and Ireland, and of her plantations in North America. Queen : to her

Indian Chappel of the Mohawks." The date has a special interest in evidence of the

transforming influences already at work; for it was not till three years later that the

Tuscaroras were received into the confederation, and the Iroquois became known by their

later appelation as the Six Nation Indians. In accordance with the efforts indicated by

the royal gift, repeated steps were taken for translating the Scriptures and the Prayer

Book into their language. In [a letter of the Rev. Dr. Stuart, missionary to the Six

Nations, dated 1771, he describes his introduction to Captain Brant, at the Mohawk village

of Cauajoharie, and the aid received from him in revising the. Indian Prayer Book, and

in translating the Gospel of St. Mark, and the Acts of the Apostles into the Mohawk lan-

guage. The breaking out of the revolutionary war arrested the printing of these trans-

lations. The manuscripts were brought to Canada in 1781, and placed in the hands of

Colonel Clause, the Deputy Superintendent of Indian Affairs. This gentleman subse-

quently carried them to England, where they were at length printed. A more recent

edition of the Mohawk Prayer Book, prepared under the direction of the Rev. Abraham

Nelles, a missionary of the New England Coinpany, with the aid of a native catechist,

issued from the Canadian press in 1842. The Indian text is accompanied with its English

equivalent on the opposite page, and this Kaghyadouhsera ne Yoedereanayeadagtoha, or Book

of Common Prayer, is still in use in the religious services of the Six Nation Indians at

their settlement on the Grand River.

Some characteristics of the language, such as the absence of labials, are illustrated

below from the Mohawk Prayer Book. The one specially referred to constitutes not only

a distinctive difference from the old Huron speech, but affords proof of the latter being
the older form. "

It is a fact," says Professor Max Miiller, in referring to his intercourse

with an intelligent native Mohawk, then a student at Oxford,
" that the Mohawks never,

either as infants or as grown-up people, articulate with their lips. They have no p, b, m,
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y; r> w no labials of any kind."
' The statement, so far as the Mohawk iufants are con-

cerned, is open to further inquiry ;
but Dr. Oronhyatekha, the Mohawk referred to, and

to whom I have been largely indebted in this and other researches in Indian philology,

not only rejects the six letters already named, but also c, g, I, z. The alphabet is thus

reduced to seventeen letters. Professor Max M filler notes in passing, that the name
" Mohawk " would seem to prove the use of the labial. But it is of foreign origin,

though possibly derived from their own oegwehokough, people. The name employed by

themselves is
"
Canienga." The practice of speaking without ever closing the lips is

an acquired habit of later origin than the forms of the parent tongue. A comparison of

any of the Iroquois dialects with the Huron as still spoken by the Wyandots of Ontario,

shows the m in use by the latter in what is no doubt a surviving example of the oldest form

of the llunm-Iroqnois language. This Huron m frequently becomes to in the Iroquois

dialects, p. y., skiiltiiiiPt>r//nweli, "one hundred," becomes in Mohawk wnskmlewennyaweh ; rume,
' man." Mohawk. nw/r//T, etc. These and other examples of this interchangeable charac-

teristic of Indian phonology, and the process of substitution in the absence of labials, are

illustrated in the table of Hnron-lroquois numerals on a subsequent page. The habit of

invariably speakiny with the lips open is the source of very curious modifications in the

Iro(|ii(iis vocabularies when compared with that of the Wyandots. The m gives place to

ir. tin-, nli. or nliii
;
also to /,// and nkw, and so frequently changes the whole character of

the word by the modifications it gives rise to.

A comparison of the numerals of cognate languages and dialects is always instructive ;

and with the growing disposition of American philologists to turn to the Basques, as the

only prehistoric race of Kurope that, has perpetuated the language of an allophylian

stock with possible analogies to the. native languages of America, I have placed their

numerals along side of those of the Huron-Iroquois. The permanency of the names for

numerals, and their freedom from displacement by synonyms, are seen in the universality

of one series of names throughout the whole ancient and modern Aryan languages of

Asia and Hurope. But the Basque numerals bear no resemblance to them, unless such be

traced in the probably accidental resemblance of the bi, two, and the sei, "six," as in the

mtsem,
"

ten.'' (tkcem), of the old Hochelaga, the altsen of the later Wyandots. The ehun of

the Basque has also its remote, and probably accidental resemblance ; but the milla, "one

thousand." is certainly borrowed, and serves to show that the higher numerals, with the

evidence they afford of advancing civilization, were the result of intrusive Aryan influ-

ences. With the growing tendency to turn to the prehistoric Iberians of Europe as one

possible key to the origin of the races and languages of America, it is well to keep this test

in view for comparison with the widely varying native numerals. But the correspondence

is slight, even with probable Turanian congeners. One Biscayan form of
"
three," Air////,

is not unlike the Magyar harom; while the eyg, "one," of the, latter, seems to find its

counterpart in the inseparable particle that transforms the Basque radical ltd HI,
"
ten," into

the hamaika, "eleven." But such fragmentary traces are in striking contrast to the radical

agreement of Sanskrit, Zend, Greek, Latin, Celtic, Slavonic, and Teutonic numerals. Mr.

Hale has drawn my attention to the curious manner in which the names of the first

five Ho h'-la-.M numerals iii Cartier's list are contracted and strengthened in the modem

the Science of Language, 2nd .Sen, p. 162.
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"Wyandot ;
and some of the modifications in the Iroqnois dialects are no less interesting.

Secata, the Hochelaga "one," survives in the Onondaga skadah, while it becomes skat in

the modern Huron, the Cayuga, and the Seneca. But in the compounded form of the

Wyandot
" one hundred," skatamendjawe, as in the Onondaga skadahdewennyachweh, the

terminal a reappears. Tigneny, the old form of "
two," is abridged and strengthened to

tetuli; ascJie,
" three" (originally, in all probability, aschen, or, as still in use by the Hurons

of Lorette, achin,) survives as aJisunh or nhsenh in nearly all the Iroquois dialects, including
the Tuscarora. In the Nottoway it is still discernible in the modified arsa The exceptions
are the Seneca, where it becomes sen, while one Wyandot form is xhenk ; which reappears
in the Seneca compounded form of "thirty," thenkirttshen. Ilonnncon, ''four," loses both

its initial and terminal syllables, and becomes dtik in the Wyandot, and keih or kei, an

abbreviation of the Mohawk kayerih, in the Cayuga and the Seneca dialects. The ancient

form of
"
five," ouismn, has partially survived in the Huron unisrh. It l)ecomes in'sk, whisk,

wish, or (in the Seneca) wis, in all the Iroquois dialects, the Wyandot and Cayuga once

more agreeing in form. The ayaga, "seven," of the old Hochelaga, nearly resembles the

jiulfih of several of the Iroquois dialects, asin the Oaynga jmlnl>; in the Tuscarora j<innh, and
in the Nottoway ayug ; whereas in the Wyandot it is taolarc. The <nliin', "eiu'ht." in its

oldest form, is sadekonh in the Mohawk, and dekritnli in the Cayuga; with the substitution

of the I for r it becomes deklonh in the Oneida
;
and after changing to leldon in the Seneca,

and nttffronli in the Tuscarora, it reappears in the Nottoway as dekr'i. Tlie ancient maiMlim,

"nine," curiously survives in abridged form, with the substitute lor the labial, in the

Oneida wadlonh and the Onondaga wadonh, while one Wyandot form is < /ilnm. and that of

the Hurons of Lorette entson. In the Hochelaga r/.w/w, "ten," we have the old form which
is perpetuated in the Wyandot ahsen, the Onondaga and Cayuga wtix<nh. the Tuscarora

wasunh, and the Nottoway washn ; while the Mohawk and the Oneida have the diverse

oyerih, or oyelih, with the characteristic change of / into /. The form of the Mohawk for

"one thousand," oyerihnadewunnyaweh, is an interesting illustration of the progressive

development of numbers. Na is probably a contraction of nikonh, "of them," or "of it,"-

the whole reading
"
of them ten hundred."

In comparing the languages of the different members of the Iroquois confederacy
with the Wyandot or Huron, some of the facts already noted in the history of the former

have to be kept in view. Nearly two centuries and a half have transpired since the

three western nations of the confederacy, the Onondagas. Cayugas and Senecas received

great additions to their numbers by the successive adoption of Attiwendaronk, Huron,

and Erie captives, while the Canyeugas, or Mohawks, and the Oneidas remained unaf-

fected by such intrusions. There is direct evidence that the Onondaga language has

undergone great change ;
as a Jesuit dictionary of the seventeenth century exists, which

shows a much nearer resemblance between the Mohawk and Onondaga languages at

that date than now appears. Allowance must be made for similar changes affecting the

Hurons in their enforced migration from the St. Lawrence to their later homes. Here, as

in so many other instances, it becomes interesting to note how the language of a people

reflects its history.

In tracing out slighter and more remote resemblances, such as may be discerned on a

close scrutiny, where the variation between the Hochelaga and the modern Wyandot

Sea II., 1884. 12.
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numerals is widest, the different sources of change have to be kept in view. In all

such comparisons, moreover, allowance must be made for the phonetic reproduction of

unfamiliar words learned solely by ear, as well as for the peculiar representation of the

nasal sounds in their reduction to writing by a French or English transcriber.

The tradition, mentioned by Dooyentate Clarke, of Senecas and "Wyandots living in

friendly contiguity on the Island of Montreal in the sixteenth century, naturally suggests

the probability that their dialects did not greatly differ. Certain noticeable resemblances

between the Seneca and the Wyaudot numerals have been noted above, but it is only

their modern forms that are thus open to comparison ;
and in the process of phonetic

decay the Seneca has suffered the greatest change. But after making every allowance for

modifications wrought by time, by adoption of strangers into the tribe, and other internal

sources of change; as well as for the imperfection of Cartier's renderings of the Hochelaga

tongue, and for subsequent errors of transcribers and printers, there still remains satisfac-

tory evidence of relationship between nearly half of Cartier's vocabulary and the

corresponding words of tin; Wyandot tongue. A comparison has already been made

between the Hochelaga numerals and those of the Wyandots of Anderdon. In the follow-

ing comparative tables of numerals, I have placed alongside of the old Hochelaga series

derived from Cartier's lists those now in use among the Hurons of Lorette, as supplied to

me by M. Paul Pit-arc!, the son of the late Huron chief. In the third column another

version of the "NVyundot numerals is given, from Gallatin's coihparative vocabulary. It is

derived from different sources, including the United States War Department ;
and there-

fore, no doubt, illustrates tin- changes which the language has imdergoue among the

Wyandots on their remote; Texas reserve. Gallatin also gives another version of Huron

numerals derived from Sagard. It will be seen that M. Picard used the / as in Cartier's

lists, and in that of the southern Wyaudots, where the d is employed in others
; except

in the Nottoway numerals, where the use of both is, no doubt, due to the English tran-

scriber. In comparing the different lists, this variation in orthography and also the inter-

changeable / and have to be kept in view. Thus the Cayuga has dekrvnh, in the Oneida

dekehnh, where the Tuscarora has lutgronh. But the Huron tendi, in use now both at

Lorette and Anderdon, shows the result of long intercourse with Europeans begetting an

appreciation of their discrimination between the hard and soft consonants. Had the whole

series been derived from one source, such orthographic variations would have disappeared.

The lists have been furnished to me by the Rev. J. G-. Vincent and M. Picard, educated

Hurons
;
L. A. Dorion, an educated Iroquois ; Dr. Oronhyatekha, an educated Mohawk ;

Mr.

Horatio Hale
;
and also from Gallatin's valuable comparative tables of Indian vocabularies,

in the
"
Arclucologia Americana." In the Synopsis of the Indian Tribes, to which these

vocabularies form an appendix, Gallatin classed both the Tuteloes and the Nottoways,

along with the Tuscaroras, as southern Iroquois tribes. Recent researches of Mr. Hale have,

established the true place of the Tuteloes to be with the Dacotan, and not the Huron-

Iroquois family ; but it is otherwise with the Cherohakahs, or Nottoways, whose home

was in south-eastern Virginia, where their memory is perpetuated in the name of the

river on which they dwelt. At the close of the seventeenth century they still numbered

one hundred and thirty warriors, or about seven hundred in all ; but twenty years later,

of the whole tribe only twenty souls survived. At that date two vocabularies of the

language were obtained, which furnish satisfactory evidence of the correctness of their
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classification among southern Iroquois tribes. Their numerals, as shown in the following
tables, approximate, as might be anticipated, to those of the Tuscaroras, at least in the

majority of the primary numbers
; whereas those of the Tuteloes are totally dissimilar.

As to the Basque numerals introduced into the comparative tables, they only suffice

to show the diversity of the pre-Aryaii language still spoken, in varying dialects,

on both slopes of the Pyrenees, from either the Iroquois or any other known American lan-

guage, except in so far as both are agglutinative in structure. Van Eys, in his "
Basque

Grammar," draws attention to the words buluzkorri, and larrugori, "naked"; the first of

which literally signifies "red-hair," and the second "red-skin." They are interesting

illustrations of the way in which important historical facts lie embedded in ancient lan-

guages. But the colour of the hair forbids the inference that the ruddy Basques of

primitive centuries were akin to the
" Redskins

"
of the New World.

The phonology of the Iroquois languages is notable in other respects besides those

already referred to. According to M. Cuoq, an able philologist, who has laboured for many
years as a missionary among the Iroquois of the province of Quebec, the sounds are so

simple that he considers an alphabet of twelve letters sufficient for their indication :

a, e,f, h, i, k, n, o, r, s, t, w. The transliterations noticeable in the various Iroquois dialects,

follow a well known phonetic law. Thus the I and r are interchangeable, as ronkwe,

"man," in the Mohawk, becomes in the Oiieida lonkwe ; raxlia, "boy," becomes laxha;

rakentfia,
"
my father," becomes lakenih, etc. The same is seen throughout the compound

numerals from "
eleven

"
onward. The Cayuga and Tuscarora most nearly approach to

the Mohawk in this use of the r. A characteristic change of a different kind is seen in

the grammatical value of the initial r in the Mohawk in relation to gender. For example,
onkwe is applied to mankind, as distinguished from karyoh,

"
the brute." It becomes ron-

kwe, man, yonkive, woman. So also raxah, "boy," changes to kaxha, "girl ;

"
ri/tycnah,

"
my

son," to kheyenah,
"
my daughter," etc. The change of gender is further illustrated in

such examples as raohili, his apple ; raoyen, his arrow ; uhkohih, her apple ; ahkoyen, her

arrow ; raonahih (masc.), aonahih (fern.), their apples ; raodiyenkwireh (masc.;, aodiyenlavireh

(fern.), their arrows, etc. But this arrangement of the formative element as a prefix is

characteristic of American languages, though not peculiar to them. Thus Seshatsleaghse-

ragwekough, Almighty God, (literally
" Thou who hast all power, or strength,") becomes,

in the third person, Rashatsteaghseragwekough.

The vowel sounds are very limited. No distinction is apparent in any Huron-

Iroquois language between the o and the u. In writing it the e and u sounds are also

often interchangeable. Where, for example, e is used in one set of the Tuscarora numerals

supplied to me, another substitutes u for it.wherever it is followed by an n; e. g., enji/i,

unjili; aJisenh, ahsunh ; endah, undah, etc. So also the word for "man" is written for me in one

case onkwe, and in another unkweh. It requires an acute and practised ear to discriminate

the niceties of Indian pronunciation, and a no less practised tongue to satisfy the critical

native ear. Dr. Oronhyatekha, when pressed to define the value of the t sound in his

own name, replied,
"
it is not quite t nor d." The name is compounded of oronya,

"
blue,"

the word used in the Prayer Book for
"
heaven," and yodaklia,

"
burning." In very similar

terms, Asikinack, an educated Odahwah Indian, when asked by me whether we should

say Ottawa, or Odawa, replied that the sound lay between the two, a nicety discernible

only by Indian ears.
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COMPARATIVE TABLES OF NUMERALS IN HURON-!ROQUOIS AND

HOCHELAOA.

(Cartier.)

HURON.

(Lorette.)

WYANDOT. MOHAWK.

segadu . .

sccata ...

tigncny . I

tignom . j

asehc .......

skat. scat

tcndi ........................... tondee

acliin ........................... shaight

I

8

;i

It)

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

1!)

20

30

100

1000

homiacon.. i nilak andaght

ouiscon . ...
I

wiscli wceish

indaliir .... waliia
;

waushau

ayaga i tsotare sootaie

adiguc
!

atcru autarai

madI'llou . .
i

on I Miii aintvu
i

assi-m asen augh.sagh

ascnskntiskaiv assan cscatc cscarhct

osentenditiskard asantcni cscarhet....
I

i fisc'iiachinskaru

ascndakskard

i asenwischskard

asornvaliiaskard

asentBotardBkare"

aaonatcrdskard

ascncn t.sonslcart'

tcndi couasen

achink iouascn

enniot i'iua-c-n scutemaingai-we

ascnatc ouendiard assert attonoignauoy

tcndcitawaughsa

unska

dekenih

ahsunh

kaycrih

wisk

yayak

jadah

sadckonh

tyodonh

oyerih

unskayawenreh

dckcnihyawcnrch

ahsunhyawonroh

kayerihyawonreh

wiskyawcnrch

yayakyawenreh

jadahyawenreh

sadckonhyawenreh

tyodonhyawcnreh

dcwasnnh

ahsunhniwasunh

unskadewonnyaweh

oyorih-nadowennyaweh
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COMPARATIVE TABLES OF NUMERALS IN HURON-!ROQUOIS AND BASQUE. Continued.
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COMPARATIVE TABLES OF NUMERALS IN HURON-IROQUOIS AND BASQUE. Continued.
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In relation to number there are both a dual and a plural, but this is limited to the

pronouns. The personal pronoun is thus declined :

FIKST PERSON.

SINGULAR. DUAL. PLURAL,

/ lih. We Onkononha. We Onkyunlia.

My Ahkwawenli. Ours Onkyawonh. Ours Onkwawonh.
lie lib.

SECOND PERSON.

Thou. Iseli. You Sononha. you Jonlia.

Thy Sawonli. Yours Jawenh. Yours Sowawonli.

THIRD PERSON.

He Raonlia. Tltcy Rononha. They Rononha.

His Raowonli. Theirs Raonawonh. Thrin Raonawonh.

She, or it Aonlia. Tltfij Ononlia.

Her's,orit8. Aowonli. TJu-lfs Aonawenh.

The prouoiin may tlvns be shown in post-positional relation to the noun :

lam a Mohawk. Kanyenkehaka no lili Wr urc Mha>i-b>, Kanyenkohaka nu onkyuulia
Thou art a Moliawk. Kanyonkohaka ne iseh Ynu arc Mohati-k*. Kanyenkehaka no jolma

He is a Moliawk. Kanyonkohaka no raonlia Thfy arc Mohawk*. Kanyenkuhaka no ononha

The plural of nouns is formed, for the most part, in two ways, according to the rela-

tion of the word to animate beings, or to inanimate objects. For the former the termina-

tion okonh is added to the singular form of the noun. Thus yakowtens,
"
a horse," becomes

in the phiral yakosatensokonh. In ronkwe,
"
man," there are the distinctive plurals rononkice,

"men," onkwehokonh, "mankind." For inanimate ol>jects the addition becomes okon, or

okonah, as ahsareh becomes ahsarehokon
,
or ahsarehokonah ; ahdnh becomes uhdahhokon, or

ahdaliakonah.

In expressing gender there is a general form used when speaking of the female sex,

and employed without distinction, as a common gender, when referring to animals. In

speaking of men and women together, the masculine dual or plural form is used. In

speaking of women alone the common gender is applied ;
but there is another distinctive

form in the pronoun, employed only when speaking of, or to, one who is an object of

respect or affection, such as a mother. This is indicated in the peculiar agglutinative

structure of the language by the ka or ke as a feminine intercalation, thus : ahkaonha, she
;

ahkowenh, hers. The change from masculine to feminine in nouns relating to mankind is

expressed mainly by the use of the initial r or k, as in the following examples :

ronkwe Man. raxah Boy. riliyenah My son.

yonkwe Woman. kaxah Girl. kheyenah My daughter.

The pronoun is amalgamated with the noun, in accordance with the agglutinative

process which rules throughout, as in the following example, and in its mode of forming
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the possessive case. "My apple," is alikwahih. This is a compound of the pronoun, ahkioa-

wenh,
"
my," and kahih,

"
apple," but instead of ahkwawenh + kahih, the last syllable of the

pronoun, and the first of the noun, are elided. The peculiar forms for expressing the

special and common female gender are also shown here in the formation of the second and

third persons :

SINGULAR.

K-iltili Thy apple, from gawenh + kahih.

raofiih His apple,
"

raoteenh + kahih.

i ahkohih Her apple,
" ahkowenh + kahih.

I aohih Her, or its, apples,
" aowenh + kahih.

DUAL. PLURAL.

unkuxihih.

seieahih,

raonahih.

UHkyahih

jttliih

MASC-

. monaliih

FEM. or XBUT. nottahih
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DUAL.

yakhiyavu Wo two are giving her.

yeltiyauris You two are giving her.

Kikonawu They two are giving her.

3. With Feminine or Neuter Object

kawis I am giving her, or it. yakwawit We are giving her, or it.

tawis Thou art giving her, or it. teuxiwis You are giving her, or it.

rams He is giving her, or it sakonawis They (M.) are giving her, or it.

yowis She is'giving her, or it. yakonawis They (F.) are giving her, or it

There is no change in the dual to distinguish between "
giving him "

or
"
her," and

"
giving them."

PAST INDEFINITE.

With Masculine Object.

I gave him.

Thou gavost him.

He, or sho, gave him, or her.

3. With Fern, or Neut, Object.

kaivih I gave her, or it.

mvih Thou gavost lior, or it.

raicih He, or she, gave her, nr it.

yowih He, or she, gave her, or it.

1.

riyawih

ehtmuih

rou'ih

2. With Fern. Object.

keyawih I gave her.

theyawih Thou gavest her.

shakounh He gave her.

yakowih She, or it, gave her.

PRESENT PERFECT TENSE.

ncnhkeyairih
' I have given him, or her.

nenxjit'ijavih Thou bast given him, or her.

nenhthakowih Ho has given him, or her.

ncnlnjakmvih Slio, or it, has given him, or her.

PAST PERFECT TENSE.

1. With Mas. Object. With

nenlisihiyawih

nenh/ntsawih

nenhsihomh

nenhnisJiakwawih

nenhgiftsisewau-ih

nenhsihomoauih

I had given him.

Thou hadst given him.

He had given him.

AVe had given him.

You had given him.

They had given him.

nenlisikeyauih

nenhtisheyairih

nenhsuhakowih

nenhsiyakowih

nenhnynkhiyawih

nenlmyclsiya irih

nm Ji sishakonawih

nenhriycJconawih

Fern. Object.

I liad given lier.

Thou hadst given her.

Ho had given her.

She had given her.

We had given her.

You had given her.

They (M.) had given her.

They (F.) had given her.

3. With Fern, or Neut. Object. 4. Witli Plur. Object

nenhsikawi \
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FITURB SIMPLE TKXSB.

1. With Mas. Object

I will give him.

Thou wilt give him.

He will give him.

We will give him.

You will give him.

vnhoTHMyonh, (no contr.) They will give him.

vnhiyonh

wttthoith

unhaonh

vnmhmyonh, or contr.

imtaki/onh

in>tgix-imyonh, or

wkeyonh

wueyanh
untakaonh

wtyakaonh

unyakhiyonh

unyetriyonh

vnshakononU

vnyakononh

With Fern. Object.

I will give her.

Thou wilt give her.

He will give her.

She will give her.

We will give her.

You will give her.

They (M.) will give her.

They (F.) will give her.

3. With Fern, or Neut Object

vnkonh Iwill give her, or it

univmli Thou wilt give her, or it

vnronh He will give her, or it

unyaoiih She will give her, or it

unynkyonh Wo will give her, or it

vnjonh You will give her, or it

wikwticayonh They will give her, or it

nenhtunltawih

nnuntnltowih

in nhiuxhahmuih

nenhtwlriteipawih

nrnlitwihonuwrih

FUTURE PERFI-XT TENSR

With Mas. Object.

I sliall have given him.

Thou shall have given him.

He, or she, shall have given him.

Wo shall have given him.

You sliall have given him.

They shall have given him.

2. With Fern. Object.

ncnhmnkeyawih, I shall have given her.

nenhtutheyauih Thou shall have given her.

nenhntthakowih He shall have given her.

nenhtunyakowih She shall have given her.

nenhnmyakhiyawih We shall hav3 given her.

nenftmmyelnyauih You shall have given her.

ncnltsuthakonawih They (M.) shall have given her.

ncnltsunyakonauih They (F.) shall have given her.

3. With

ncnJifunkauih

nenhrunkaicih

nenhganhawih

ncnhfttnyowih

ntnhfunyakwawih

ncnhiuntcwawih

nen /tsutikwiwau-ih

Fem. or Neut Object

I shall have given her, or it

Thou shall have given her, or it

He shall have given her, or it

She shall have given her, or it.

We shall have given her, or it

You shall have given her, or it

They shall have given her, or it

IMPERATIVE MOOD.

elitthonh Do thou give him.

t'licyonh Do thou give her.

eJitsijonh Do ye give him.

yelriyonh Do ye give her.

takwyonh, or contr. takyonh Do you give mo.

takenanh (8. or p.) give us two.

takeniyonh Do you two give ma

Similarly also the verb, To Drive, is similarly conjugated, as shown here in the

following tense :

PRBBBNT PROGRESSIVE.

1. With Mac, Object

riyadorit I am driving him. thakadorit

ehuhadorit Thon art driving him. chltinewadorif

rodorit He, or she, is driving him. rommdori

We are driving him.

You are driving him.

They are driving him.
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2. With Plur. Object

kadarit I am driving them. yodorit She is driving them.

#idari Thou art driving them. yakhiyadorit Wo are driving them, etc.,

radoris He is driving them. [tame at verb, To Give.]

3. With Fern, or Neut Object.

keijadoris I am driving her, or it.

seyadoris Thou art driving her, or it.

tfhakodorit He is driving her, or it.

yakodoris She is driving her, or it.

The verb, To Hunt, simply changes the terminal ris of the last verb into rals. Keya-

dorats,
"
I am hunting her," or

"
it," etc. The verb, To Lend, changes it into IMS. Keiinihns,

"
I am lending her." It will be observed that the Feminine singular is like the plural,

e.g., keyawis, "I am giving her," or " them
;

"
keyadoria,

"
I am driving her," or "them."

khenihas I am lending her. kciiihiis I am lending her, or it.

nhenihat Thou art lending her. x,-tii/in/i Thou art lending her, or it

sluikonihas Ho is lending her. ronihus He is lending her, or it.

yakonihat She is lending her. yoniluix She i.s lending her, or it.

The examples adduced may suffice to illustrate the elaborate yet consistent symmetry
of the verb, compounded out of the significant roots of its various verbal and grammatical
members. Prefixes, suffixes, and incorporated elements of subordinate parts of speech,

are so combined as to furnish the most delicate shades of expression, such as the English

language has only acquired at a late stage by means of its auxiliary verbs: and all this

in the language of a people not only without letters, but lacking the very rudiments of

civilization, in so far as that is dependent on a knowledge of the arts.

The euphonic changes which mark the systematic; transitions in the Mohawk lan-

guage, though by no means peculiar to it, cannot fail to awaken an interest in the

thoughful student, who reflects on the social condition of the people among whom this

elaborated vehicle of thought was the constraining power by means of which their chiefs

and elders swayed the nations of the Iroquois confederacy with an eloquence more power-
ful and persuasive than that of many civilized nations. They have been illustrated in

the verb; but the same systematic application of euphonic change through all the transi-

tions of their vocabulary is seen in the elaborate word-sentences, so characteristic of the

extreme length to which the incorporating mode of structure of the Turanian family of

languages is carried in many of those spoken by the American nations. The habitual con-

centration of complex ideas in a single word has long been recognized, not only as giving a

peculiar character to many of the Indian languages, biit as one source of their adaptability
to the aims of native oratory. From the Massachusetts Bible of Eliot, Professor Whitney

quotes a word of eleven syllables ;
and Gallatin produces from the Cherokee another of

seventeen syllables. This frequently embodies a descriptive holophrasm, and so aids the

native rendering of novel objects and ideas into a language, the vocabulary of which is

necessarily devoid of the requisite terms. But in such cases the agglutinative process is

obvious, and the elements of the compounded word must be present to the mind of

speaker and hearer. The English word "almighty" is itself an example of the process.

It becomes in the Mohawk Prayer Book sesliatsteagliseragwekonh, from sesliatsteh,
"
you are

strong," and ahkwekonh, "all," or "the whole." "When the missionaries first undertook to

render into the Mohawk language the gospels and service books for Christian worship, it
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may be doubted if many of their converts had ever seen a sheep. But they had to reproduce

in Mohawk this general confession :

" We have erred and strayed from Thy ways like lost

sheep." They did it accordingly in this fashion : Teyagicuderyeadairearyesneoni yoegwatha-

haragwaghtha taisahate tsiniyouht yodiyudaghtoeouh teyodinakaroetoelia, which may be literally

rendered :

" We make a mistake, and get off the track where your road is, the same as

strayed animals with small horns." The extreme literalness of the rendering may pro-

bably strike the mind of the English reader in a way that would not occur to the Indian,

familiar with such descriptive holophrasms. But it illustrates a difficulty with which

Eliot was very familiar when engaged on his Massachusetts Indian Bible. In translating,

for example, the song of Deborah and Barak, where the mother of Sisera
"
cried through

the lattice," the good missionary looked in vain in the Indian wigwam for anything that

corresponded to the term. At length he called an Indian and described to him a lattice

as wicker work, and obtained in response a rendering of the text which literally meant :

" The mother of Sisera looked through an eel-pot." It was the only kind of wicker-work

of which the Indian had any knowledge. But such difficulties are trilling compared with

the ideas involved in theological phraseology, such as necessarily occur in the Creeds,

the To Doum. or the Litany. For example, the sentence :

" When thou tookest upon thee

to deliver man," as rendered in the Litany, has the word "deliver" reproduced in Mohawk

by auesaghsheyatlukoh, which is formed of ahounsasko,
"
to get," or

"
bring," and oliyuda,

"a body." As to the Mohawk equivalent for
" womb," in the same sentence, ktinegweadakonh,

it need not surprise us to lind that its literal .significance is
"
in the belly." The word,

"responses," which in its peculiar liturgical significance was not to be looked for in the

Mohawk vocabulary, is rendered tehudirighwawearorilis, or literally,
"

first one and then the

other."
' The name for

" heaven "
is borrowed from the visible blue sky; oronya, "blue,"

in the Huron, uronhin ; knronhyakonli,
"
in the blue," i.e., heaven ; though iu speaking of

heaven it is more usual to say karonyakeh, "on the blue;" so also karonyakerononk, "being
of the blue," or "of heaven," i.e., heavenly.

The examples of different Hurou-Iroquois versions of the Lord's Prayer here produced

will help to illustrate the character of some of the leading forms of its dialects. But the

remark with which Mr. Hale, in the introduction to "The Iroquois Book of Rites,"

concludes his instructive analysis of the formation of the Iroquois language, is worthy
of special note. After indicating the marvellous preservation of grammatical forms, not

less elaborate than those of Sanskrit or Greek, among unlettered tribes, he adds :

" What
is still more remarkable, a comparison of the Iroquois with the Huron grammar, shows

that, after a separation which must have exceeded five hundred years, and has probably
exceeded twice that term, the two languages differ less from one another than the French

of the twelfth century differed from the Italian, or than the Anglo-Saxon of King Alfred

differed from the contemporary low German speech."
2

The first of the following versions of the Lord's Prayer is of special interest as a

specimen of the Huron language in a translation executed within twenty-five years after

the destruction of the Huron settlements on the Georgian Bay. The copy which I possess

1 When crossing the ocean in the 8. S. Sardinian, I was amused to hear the lato Captain Dutton direct

his seamen, when assembled for religious service, to sing port nnd tlarbonrd, a sailor's rendering of antiphonal.
1 Ike Iroqnois Book of Rites, p. 113.
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is authenticated by M. Paul Picard TsaSenhohi, son of the late Huron chief, Tahourenche,

and is accompanied by the following memorandum, from the pen of the Eevereud Father,

by whom it has been transcribed for me: " Je soussigne certifie que la langue Huronne

n'a pas changee. C'est la meme langue qui etait parlee en 1073, nous n'avons pas d'autre

Pater que celui, qui a et& ecrit par le lleverend pere Jesuite Chaumonot, qui residait a

1'ancienne Lorette avec le lleverend pere Jesuite Pierre Martin Bouvart, Procureur des

Missions. JOSEPH GONZAOTJE VINCENT HODELONROSANNEN." ' A comparison of this

specimen of the Huron language, derived from one of the Jesuit missionary Fathers of the

seventeenth century, with the subsequent Mohawk and Iroquois versions of the Lord's

Prayer, wherever the same terms are used, serves to illustrate some of the modifications

that the language has undergone in the course of time and from the dispersion of the

race. This is seen in such words as the Huron aronhia,e, which in the Iroquois becomes

karonhiake, and in the Mohawk karonhyakonh. The old form helsitron is similarly changed
to tesiteron in the Iroquois, and to te<rhsideronh in the Mohawk ; and so in other instances.

Aiesachiendaensken, as here used, means strictly
"
mayst thou have an exalted," or

"
honoured, name "

It is the same word as the Iroquois uicsiiseamiien. Tin- termination

sken is a sign of the optative mood in the Huron. AiaSakSastasken appears to mean '

may we
be made happy, "or

"
blessed

;

"
and, as such, is a very mundane rendering of ''

thy kingdom

come;" but the whole version partakes of the character of a paraphrase. Nondendeis

made up of ne,
"
the," ende,

"
earth," and the locative snilix nde. TaSinnontasken and luXtutnont

are from annonlen, "to give." As to the translation of the simple petition for daily bread,

it seems as though two attempts at rendering it into Huron had been made
;
and both of

them retained, with the adverb iHondi, "also," to indicate the second form as a another

version of the first. But there is reason to suspect that the text has suffered, probably in

repeated transcription. Some of the words can only be conjecturally rendered, in their

uncertain orthography. The comma in the body of a word represents the sound of y, when
it stands for a primitive k which has been lost by phonetic decay; or is slurred over in

indistinct utterance. Thus ta,%a,arennieti is in its primitive form takSakSkarennien.

THE LORD'S 1'RAYEK IN HURON.

Sk8a isten de, aronhia,o Iietsitron aiesachiendaensken aiaSakSastasken

Our father in the heaven thou art Killing, or nbidiny, may thy name be rralkd. may < 6c made happy.

aronhia,e aiesendaieratasken nondende ia,Sos "oskon haiaSonk etiesendaierati.

in heaven thou mayst have they will, on the earth in like manner may it lia/ipi'ii that tliou ha/it thy will.

TaSannontasken exentato ondaio d'oraSenstakSi n'onSennonkSat taSannout ifondi

mayst thou give from time to time that which is needful for our life ; yire us also

d'atefientate d'aionnhekSi. 8asandi,onrhenk non8ariSadera,i tioskenaiaSen n'enditson8adJ,onrhens

for the day that which makes to live. Pardon wt our wrong-doings as we pardon

n'onxhiatolati ennonchien eon,8asichon nia de.ariSaderai' aSeti ta,Sa,aronnien d'okaot.

those who offend us. let not overcome us the sin all turn from the evil.

In the year 1880, the Upper Canada Bible Society undertook the publication of the

four gospels "in the Iroquois language." In the report of the Society for that year it is

1 It is thus described :

" Oraison Dominicale extraite d'un manuscrit trfis-ancien attribu^ au Rv6rend P6re

Chaumonot, Jesuite, qui 6tait au Village de L'ancienne Lorette avec les Hurons en 1'aiinee 1673." My obligations

are due to J. M. LeMoine, Esq., for kind services in aiding me to procure this copy.
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stated :

" The directors have ascertained that there are several thousand of this tribe in

both Quebec and Ontario, and that Chief Joseph (Onesakeurat) of Oka, the translator, is

quite competent thus to give, with their help, a good and useful version of the Gospels to

his own people." The report of the following year states that an edition of a thousand

copies had been printed. The Oka Indians, in so far as they are Iroquois, are descendants

of the Indians of the Five Nations who, under the influence of the French missionaries

left their own people, and removed to Lower Canada. They were chiefly Mohawks, but

included representatives of the other "nations." The language which they still speak is

substantially the same as the Mohawk, though with characteristic local modifica-

tions. Chief Joseph in his translation employs the printer's substitute of the cypher 8

which was introduced at an early date by the French missionaries to represent both

the Freiu-h on and the English w. Proper names, such as Abraham, Jacob, Mary, etc., are

printed for the most part, with the labials, in ordinary type. But where the true Indian

orthoepy is reproduced, "Matthew" becomes Satio ; thus "Joseph, the husband of Mary,"
is rendered 8oxe nSi/P-ari ; and the same influence of the absence of the labials is seen in

the forms which such names occasionally assume in the old Mohawk Prayer Book, e.g.

\\~nrii lor
"
Mary," Agu'ereuh for

"
Abraham," etc.

Chief Joseph Onesakeurat was educated at St. Mary's College, Montreal, and was for

a time employed as secretary by the Sulpician Fathers at Oka. On subsequently joining
the Methodist Church, he studied for four years in preparation for missionary work among
his o\vn people, so that his translation must be accepted as the work of an educated native

Iroquois. A comparison between the language of this recent translation and that of the

old Mohawk Prayer I'.ook is lull ol'inierest. At a first glance the difference appears to be

much greater than proves to be the case on close investigation ;
and is due, in a large

degree, to mere variations in orthography, such as are inevitable wherever two or more
students attempt independently lo reduce an unwritten language to definite form. Thus
we find takRuicnha, taku'ayenhu ; noiiHentsitike, neonwunjuke, etc. Other changes involve a

little more modification of the words ; e.g., kariSaneren, kariliwanerunh ; the aiesasennaien of

the eastern Iroquois, would be in the Mohawk ahyesasunriyosteh, etc. ; but only one word in

the following Iroquois version of the Lord's Prayer deviates essentially from the Mohawk.
That is takBariSakSilen, which I had rendered, from its place in the context, "lead us." Its

probable derivation and true significance are discussed below. The Mohawk equivalent
would be takwas'hurinUit. Situated as the scattered members of this old race now are,

widely severed, and precluded from intercourse, such dialectic diversities must tend to

increase. Changes both in diction and grammatical forms have necessarily arisen, not

only from the long separation of the Iroquois of eastern Canada from their western con-

geners, but also from their admixture with Onondagas and others speaking different

dialects; nevertheless the language is still substantially the same. The French mis-

sionaries, recognizing the fact already noted, that in none of the Iroquois languages is any
distinction made between the d and /, the g (hard) and k, or the o and , have simpli-

fied the alphabet by using only the t, k, and o. The h is used for the aspirate, though
sometimes it is the sign of the gutteral ch ; and the en and on represent nasal sounds

familiar to the French ear. The English orthography of the language is at once more

complex and less consistent with its orthoepy, in the effort to represent unfamiliar Indian

Bounda. In the Rev. J. A. Cuoq's "Lexique de la Laugue Iroquoise," he gives
"
Kahnawake,
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Sault St. Louis, nom de lieu dont 1'orthographe Anglaise a fait Caughnawaga." So also

Kanata, a " town" i.e. Canada. From this diversity in spelling such changes result as the

French kahiafonsera, English kahyadonhsera,
" book

;

"
kSanoronkSa, "beloved" (lit. "you whom

we love "), in the old Mohawk Prayer Book gwanoronghkwa, and in the modern ortho-

graphy gwanoronhkiva. So also tesek ne sanakta,
" take up thy bed," of the modern Iroquois

gospels becomes desegh'k ne sanakda ; and sasntenti tsi tiwnonsote,
"
go into thy house," is

rendered sasaghdundy tsidesanoughsode. Thus a transliteration of the old French aiid the

modern English versions greatly reduces the apparent dissimilarity between the two

specimens of Mohawk or Iroquois. These variations, mainly due to a difference in the

orthographic modes of representing the same sounds, but also indicative of changes in

pronunciation, are further illustrated in their numerals. This will be seen by a compari-
son of the series here given, with those in the preceding tables. They have been

furnished to me by J. A. Dorion, an educated native Iroquois who is now the teacher

at the Oka Indian school :

1, enska. 5, wisk. 9, tioton.

2, takeni. 6, iaiak. 10, oiori.

3, asen. 7, tsiatak. 20, towaslien,

4, kaieri. 8, satekon. 100, onska-towonniawe.

But, in addition to the apparent dissimilarity arising from variations in orthography ;

the dialectic differences, produced by upwards of a century of separation between the

Mohawks of eastern and western Canada, throw an interesting- light on the more com-

prehensive process of change which resulted in the older dialects of the Six Nations, and

the difference of all of them from the Huron tongue. The following is the Oka Iroquois
version of the Lord's Prayer as it occurs in the 6th chapter of the Gospel of Matthew :

THE LORD'S PRAYER FROM THE IROQUOIS GOSPELS.

takSaienha ne karonhiake tesiteron, aiesasennaien aiesaSonniiostako

Our father in tlie heaven thou art abiding, may thy name be exalted ; may thou be obeyed as sovereign ;

aiesaSennarakSako nonSentsiake tsinitiot no karonhiake tiesaSonnarakSa

may thou have thy will done on the earth like as inhearcn thou hatt thy mil done ;

takSanont ne kenh Sente iakionnhekSen niateSenniserako sasanikonrhen no innkSariSanercn

give to us this day u-hat we live on everyday; forget what we have done wrong,

tai niiot nil tsionkSanikonrhens nothenon ionkhinikonraksata nok tosa

like as we we alto forget anything (wherein) any one offend us; and not

aionkSasenni ne kariSaneren ebren tanon takSariSakSiten no iotakscns aseken

may it overcome us the wrong-doings, away but remove from us what is evil become ;

ise ne tsiniienhenSe ensenakereke kasastensera oni kanentonsera iah

thou for ever wilt abide in poirer and glory no

takariSentane

end, or more literally, not wear out.

Some features in this version are worthy of note. The ne here is generally the

definite particle ; he, is the locative particle. Oronhia, or Huron aranhia,e, as already noted, is

"blue
;

"
karonhia,

"
in the blue," i.e., heaven ;

nomventsiake.
"
on," or

"
in the earth :" onwen-

tsia, with the definite particle prefixed, and the locative particle as a sxiffix. Aiesasennaien,
"
may thy name be exalted," is from kasenna,

"
name," with the verbal prefix aiesa marking

the second person singular of the subjunctive mood. Takwanont is from on,
"
to give," prece-
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ded by the composite pronoun takican. The word kanikonoha,
"
mind," is found in a number

of derivations and compounds, as in ionkhinikonraksata, rendered freely
" wherein any one

offends me," or
" makes a bad mind." The aksata is from aksen,

" bad ;" as also iotaksens,
"

it

is evil," comes from the same root. Kasaslenaera,
"
power," is from kesaste,

"
to be strong ;

"

kanenlonaera,
"
glory," is from kennonton,

"
to admire

;

"
the sera added to the root-word gives

it the value of an abstract noun, as, in the English, "strong" becomes "strength."

Takioariicakwiten is a compound which puzzled me ; and on consulting Dr. Oronhya-
tekha he replied that he knew of no such word in the Mohawk language. It is, therefore,

an Oka holophrasm ; which, from its place in the context, must mean " lead from us," or

some such idea. Mr. Halo suggests that it is a compound of kariwa,
"
thing," or "act," as in

kariwaneren,
"
wrong-doings," and khaivitha

"
to remove," or

"
put aside." If so, it expresses

in a word the entire petition,
"
deliver us from evil."

The following version of the Lord's Prayer is from the Mohawk Prayer Book still in

use among the Six Nation Indians on the Grand River, western Ontario ; but which, as a

translation, is fully one hundred and seventy years old. A comparison of it with the more

recent Iroquois translation is interesting in various ways. First there are the slight varia-

tions noticeable in the same, or nearly similar words. Shoegwaniha, "Our Father," of the

one, becomes in the other takmiienha ; the krtnmhyakonli,
"
in heaven," of the older version,

has apparently acquired a slight change in pronunciation in the karonliiuke of the latter.

Again, the ne-oughweatsyake, "on," or
"
in the earth," becomes nomvenlsiake ; and so with other

words. There are also interesting examples of different attempts at expressing the same

idea, as : iraonkliii/iitstcntea, literally "those who hinder us," or "get in our way," for which

the other substitutes iankhinikonraksata, the composition of which has already been shown,

and which may be rendered here "
any one (who) offends us." The complex holophrasms

are, on the whole, more numerous in the older version
;
but it has also its abbreviations,

as in the tsioni-nityonht,
"
as it is," which, when repeated, assumes the contracted form of

tsiniyonht.

THE LORD'S PRAYER IN MOHAWK.

Phoe^waniha karonliyakonh toghsidoronh wagwogliaeanaxlokoaghdigte Sayanertehorah
Our Father in Imaren fitting in, or liring in, we make thy name holy. Thy dominion

aoodawoghto tsineaglisereh egh neayawoane no-oughweatsyako tsioni-nityonht

may it come an thou dtrirrtt, o let it happen on earth at it it

ne-karonliyakonli takyonh no kcagh wcahnisorate no-niyadowoglmiserake oegwanadarok
t'n hfaien, gire to this day every day our bread,

neoni topdagwarighwiyostea no-tiniyoeg\vatswatouRh tsiniyonlit no-ookyonliha taitsyakhirighwiyostoanis

and forgire w our tranrgressiont a it it with ut we forgive tiiem

ne-waonkliiyaUwatea neoni toghsa tagwaghsharinot tewa<lailoanakoraghtoeke nok

thoie who hinder ut, or get in our t/y ; and do not lead u temptation in, but

toodagwayadakoh toinoowo niyodaxtieah ikoa ioso saweank ne-kayanortehorah nooni

rrdfrm uf, rir wire u, irhert it in eril ; /wraunc thou thy kingdom and

nn-kaflhatxtoagtiFora nwmi no-tuweaoaghtahera iainiyoahoawo nooni tsiniyoalioawo.

power and glory, happineu, for< and forever.

If any student of American ethnology to whom the foregoing remarks present features

of interest, will spread before him a map of the northern continent, and trace out the

wanderings of the Huron-Iroquois race as here indicated, he must revert in fancy to
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that remote century when confederated Iroquois and Algoukius swept in triumphant

fury through the wasted valley of the Ohio, and repeated there what Goth and Hun
did for Europe, in Rome's decline and fall. The long-settled and semi-civilized Mound-

Builders, or Alligewi, as we are learning to call them, fled before the furious onset, leav-

ing the great river-valley a desolate waste. The barrier of an old-settled and well-

organized community, which, probably for centuries, had kept America's northern bar-

barians in check, was removed ;
and the fierce Huron-Iroquois stock ranged at will over

the eastern regions of the continent, far southward of the North Carolina river-valleys,

where the Nottoways and Tuscaroras found a new home. As to the Nottoways, they

appear to have passed out of all rememberance as an Iroquois tribe ; yet it is suggestive

of a long-forgothen chapter of Indian history, that the name is still in use among the

northern Algonkins as the designation of the whole Iroquois stock. The Nottawa-saga

is, doubtless, a memorial of their presence on the Georgian Bay ;
and the Notaway

(Nd/idahwe) River which falls into Hudson Bay at James Bay, is so named in memory of

Huron-Iroquois wanderers iuto that Algoukiu region.

Some portion of the ancient Huron stock tarried ou the banks of the St. Lawrence, in

what is known to us now as the traditional cradle-laud of those Canadian aborigines.

Others found their way down the Hudson, or selected new homes for themselves on the

rivers and lakes that lay to the west, till they reached the shores of Lake Erie
;
and all that

is now the populous region of Western New York was in occupation of the Iroquois race.

Feuds broke out between them and the parent stock in the valley of the St. Lawrence.

They meted out to them the same destruction as to strangers ;
and the survivors, aban-

doning their ancient home, fled westward in search of settlements beyond their

reach. The Georgian Bay lay remote from the territory of the Iroquois, but the nations

of theWyaudot stock spread beyond it, until the Niagara peninsula and the fertile regions

between Lake Huron and Lake Erie were occupied by them, and the Niagara river alone

kept apart what were now hostile tribes. But wherever we are able to apply the test of

linguistic evidence their affinities are placed beyond dispute. On the other hand, the

multiplication of dialects, and their development into separate languages, are no less

apparent, and in many ways help to throw light on the history of the race.

The old Huron mother-tongue still partially preserves the labials which have disap-

peared from all the Iroquois languages. The Mohawk approaches nearest to this, and

appears to be the main stem from whence the other languages of the Six Nations have

branched off. But the diversities in speech of the various members of the confederacy

leave no room to doubt the prolonged isolation of the several tribes, or
"
nations," before

. they were induced to recognize the claims of consanguinity, and to band together for their

common interest. Some of the diversities of tongue, specially noteworthy, have already

been pointed out, such as the r sound which predominates in the Mohawk, while the /

takes its place in the Oneida. In the Onoudaga, Cayuga, and Seneca, they are no longer

heard. The last of these reduces the primary forms to the narrowest range ; but beyond,

to the westward, the old Eries dwelt, speaking it may be presumed, a modified Seneca

dialect, but of which unfortunately no record survives. As to the Tuscaroras and the

Nottoways, if we knew nothing of their history, their languages would suffice to tell that

they had been longest and most widely separated from the parent stock.

Sec. II., 1884. 14.
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It is not without interest to note in conclusion that the main body of the representa-

tives of the nations of the ancient Iroquois League, sprung from the Huron-Iroquois stock

of eastern Canada, after sojourning for centuries beyond the St. Lawrence, until the tradi-

tions of their origin had faded out of memory, or given place to mythic legends of

autochthonic origin, has returned to Canadian soil. At Caughnawaga, St. Regis, Oka,

and on the River St. Charles, in the province of Quebec ;
at Anderdon, the Bay of Quintfe,

and above all, on the Grand River, in Ontario ; the Huron-Iroquois are now settled to the

number of upwards of 8,000, withotit reckoning other tribes. If, indeed, the surviving

representatives of the Aborigines in the old provinces of the Dominion are taken as a

whole, they number upwards of 34,000, apart from the many thousands in Manitoba,
British Columbia, and the Northwest Territories. But the nomad Indians of the North-

west must be classed wholly apart from the settlers on the Grand River reserves. The

latter are a highly intelligent, civilized people, more and more adapting themselves to the

habits of the stranger immigrants who have supplanted them; and are destined as cer-

tainly to merge into the predominant race, as the waters of their ancient lakes mingle and

are lost in the Ocean. Yet the process is no longer one of extinction, but of absorption ;

and will assuredly leave enduring traces of the American autochthones, similar to those

which still, in the Melanochroi of Europe, perpetuate some ethnical memorial of its

allophylian races.
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I. The Origin of Crystalline Roclcs.

By THOMAS STEBRY HUNT, M.A., LL.D. (Cantab.), F.R.S.

(Presented May 20, 1884.)

L Historical and Critical. The schools of Werner and of Hutton. The chaotic, metamorphic, motasomatic, thcr-

mochaotic, endoplutonic and exoplutonic or volcanic hypotheses. Conditions of the problem. The cre-

nitic hypothesis stated.

II. The Development of a New Hypothesis. The history of the growth of the cronitic hypothesis.

III. Illwttration of the Orenitic Ilypottiesis. The history of /.oolitic and feklspathic minerals
;
of the principal

protoxyd-silicates, and of other rock-forming silicates. The artificial production of mineral silicates. The

conditions of the crystallization of minerals.

IV. Conclusions ; followed by an analysis of the contents of tedious, and a note.

I. HISTORICAL AND CRITICAL.

1. The problem of the origin of the crystalline rocks which cover so large a part of

the earth's surface is justly regarded as one of fundamental importance to geology, and

its solution has been attempted during the past century by many investigators, who have

advanced widely different hypotheses. These, it is proposed to review briefly in a

historical sketch before proceeding to suggest a new one, which it is the object of the

present memoir to bring forward. Without going back to the speculations of the ancient

philosophers, we find those of the last two centuries, Newton, Descartes, Leibnitz and

Buffbn, among others, accepting the hypothesis of a former igneous condition of our

planet. Starting from this basis, the phenomena of volcanoes, and the resemblances

between their consolidated lavas and many of the crystalline rocks, naturally gave rise to

the notion of the igneous origin of these, which was formulated in the hypothesis that all

such rocks, whether massive or schistose, were directly formed during the cooling and

consolidation of a molten globe.

2. Playfair, in his
"
Illustrations of the Huttonian Theory of the Earth," tells us that

it was Lehman, who, in 1756, first distinguished by the name of Primitive the ancient

crystalline rocks, described by him as arranged in beds, vertical or highly inclined in

attitude, and overlaid by horizontal strata of secondary origin. These primitive rocks

were by Lehman regarded
"
as parts of the original nucleus of the globe, which had

undergone no alteration, but remained such as they were first created." This view was

shared by Pallas and by De Luc, the latter of whom at one time considered the primitive

rocks "
as neither stratified nor formed by water," though as Playfair informs us, De

Luc subsequently admitted "
their formation from aqueous deposition, as the neptunists

do in general."
l

1 John Playfair, loc. cit pp. 160, 162. The Theory of the Earth, by James Hutton, first appeared in 1785, and in

a second edition in 1795. Playfair's celebrated exposition of it, here quoted, was published in Edinburgh in 1802.

Sec, III., 1884. 1.
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Pallas held a similar view, and according to Daubree, both Pallas and Saussure

"
admitted, as Linnaeus had done, that all the terranes have been formed by the agency of

water, and that volcanic phenomena are but local accidents." Pallas published his

" Observations on Mountains" in 1777, and Saussure the first volume of his
"
Voyages

dans les Alpes" in 1*779. It was about 1780 that the celebrated professor of Freiberg

began, in his lectures, the exposition of his views, called by Playfair
"
the ueptunian system

as improved by "Werner;" though his Classification of the "Rocks, in which these views were

finally embodied, dates only from 1787.

3. According to Werner, the materials which now form the solid crust of the

globe were deposited from the waters of a primeval ocean, in which the elements of

the crystalline rocks were at one time dissolved, and from which they were separated

as chemical precipitates. The granite, which he regarded as the fundamental rock, was

first laid down, and was closely followed by the gneisses and the horublendic and micaceous

schists. When the dissolving ocean covered the whole globe to a great depth, and its

waters were tranquil and pure, the rocks deposited were exclusively crystalline and, like

the ocean, they were universal. These he distinguished as the Primitive rocks.

At a later period, the depth of the ocean was supposed to have been diminished by the

retreat of a portion of the waters to cavities within the globe ;
a notion apparently

borrowed from Leibnitz, who imagined caverns, left by the cooling of a formerly fused

mass, to have subsequently served as reservoirs for a part of the universal ocean. In this

second period, according to Werner, a chemical deposition of silicates still went on, but

dry laud having been exposed and shallows formed, currents destroyed portions of the

previously deposited masses, which were also attacked by atmospheric agents. By these

actions were formed mechanical sediments, which became interstratified with those of

chemical origin. It was during this period of co-incident chemical and mechanical

deposition that were formed the Intermediate or Transition rocks of Werner, which, from

the conditions of their formation, necessarily covered only portions of the universal

Primitive series. At a still later period, marked by a farther diminution of the superficial

waters, were laid down the Secondary rocks of Werner, at a time when the sea no longer

produced mineral silicates, and had assumed essentially its present composition.
4. The Primitive rocks, according to this hypothesis, were those composed entirely

of chemical deposits, which are either crystallized or have a tendency to crystallization,

and in which the action of mechanical causes cannot be traced. In the Transition series,

the products of chemical and mechanical processes are intermingled, and materials derived

from the disintegration and decay of Primitive rocks are present ; while the rocks of

the Secondary series were formed from the ruins alike of the Primitive and the Transition

series. During the process of their consolidation, the various strata having been broken,
fissures were formed through which the surplus waters retired to the internal cavities,

depositing on the walls of the fissures through which the.y descended, the various matters
still held in solution. In this way were formed metalliferous and other mineral veins.

The aqueous solution in which all these crystalline rocks were at first dissolved was
described by Werner and his disciples as a chaotic liquid, and he even designated the

rocks themselves as chaotic,
"
because they were formed when the earth's surface was a

chaos." These Primitive rocks, consisting of the granite and the overlying crystal-

line schists, covered the whole earth, and their geographical inequalities were due to
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the original deposition, which did not yield a regular surface, but presented elevations,

upon the slopes of which were subsequently laid down the Transition strata.

Such, according to "Werner, was the origin of all rock-masses except recent alluvions,

deposits of obviously organic origin, and the ejections of volcanoes, which he conceived to

be due to the subterraneous combustion of carbonaceous deposits. In the earlier ages of

the world there were, according to him, no volcanoes and no evidences of subterranean heat.

Neither in the formation of granite, of basalt, of the crystalline schists, or of mineral veins,

or in the displacements of the strata to be seen in the deposits of various ages, did he

recognize any manifestations of an internal activity of the earth.
2

5. We now pass to the consideration of the rival geological theory of Hutton, which
was developed at the same time with that of "Werner. Saussure, as early as 1*7*76, had

ascribed to aqueous infiltration the granitic veins in the Valorsine, and others near Lyons
a view which was shared by "Werner, who, from their similar constitution, conceived that

the formation of massive and stratiform granitic rocks had taken place under conditions like

those which gave rise to the veins in question, and then extended this view to other

veins and masses of what we must regard as injected or irrupted rocks, including not only

granites but dolerites and basalts.

Hutton and his interpreter, Playfair, on the other hand, regarded all granitic veins as

having been filled by injection with matter in a state of igneous fusion, repudiating the

notion of Saussure and of "Werner that such materials could be formed by crystallization
from aqueous solutions. Granitic veins, according to Huttoii, are in all cases but ramifi-

cations of great masses of granite, themselves often concealed from view. "In Hutton's

theory, granite is regarded of more recent formation than the strata incumbent upon it
;
as

a substance which has been melted by heat, and which, forced up from the mineral

regions, has elevated the strata at the same time." 3 From this condition of igneous liquid-

ity, he supposed, had crystallized alike quartz and feldspar, as well as tourmaline and the

other minerals sometimes found in granitic veins. Granite is elsewhere declared by him
to be matter fused in the central regions of the earth.

6. With Werner, granite was the substratum underlying all other rocks simply
because it had been the first deposit from the chaotic watery liquid, and it was said to pass

into or to alternate with the distinctly stratiform or schistose crystalline rocks. In this

view of its geognostical relations, Werner was strictly correct, if by granite we understand

the massive or indistinctly stratiform aggregate which makes up what some would
call granite and others fundamental granitoid gneiss. This is what I have called an

INDIGENOUS rock, which may be with or without apparent stratification. We must, how-

ever, distinguish, besides this first type of crystalline rock, the underlying granite of

Werner, two others which, though mineralogically similar, and often confounded, are

geognostically distinct. Of these, what I have called EXOTIC rocks consist apparently of soft-

ened and displaced portions of aggregates of the first type, and are met with alike in

1 In preparing the foregoing synopsis of the views of Werner, I have followed, in part, the exposition of his

system given by Murray in his Review of Playfair's Illustrations of the Huttonian Theory, published anonymously
in Edinburgh in 1802

;
in part the statements to be found in Playfair, in Bakewell, in Lyell, and in Naumann

;
and

also the excellent analysis given by Daubree in his Etudes et Experiences Synthe'tiques sur le Me'tamorphisme,
et sur la Formation des Roches Cristallines

; Paris, 1860.
3
Playfair, Illustrations, etc., p. 89.
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dykes and in masses of greater or less size, intruded or irrupted among the stratified or

indigenous rocks. These are the typical granites of Hutton. The third type includes

those concretionary masses of granitic material formed in fissures or cavities, which are

evidently deposits from aqueous solutions. These are the infiltrated veins of Saussure

and of Werner, and are what I have designated ENDOGENOUS rocks.

7. By keeping in view this threefold distinction between indigenous, exotic and

endogenous granitic aggregates, as I have long since endeavored to show, the obscurities

and apparently contradictory views of different observers are easily explained. These

distinctions are recognized in other crystalline rocks than granite. Under the name of

crystalline limestones, as is well known, have been included both indigenous and endoge-

nous masses. The question whether or not certain crystalline silicated rocks are to be

regarded as eruptive, is seen to be of minor importance,when we consider that it is possible

for indigenous crystalline deposits to appear in the relation of exotic masses ; whether dis-

placed in a softened and plastic condition, as more generally happens, or else forced, in

rigid masses, among softer .and more yielding strata, as appears, from the observations

of Stapff, to be the case of the serpentines of St. Grothard.
*

S 8. Werner argued, and as we shall endeavor to show, correctly, from their analogies

with concretionary granitic veins, that all granitic rocks were deposited from water, and

are consequently indigenous or endogenous in origin. He denied the existence of exotic

and of igneous rocks. Hutton, on the contrary, from the phenomena of exotic granites,

and the analogies observed between these and basalts and modern volcanic rocks, was led

to assume an igneous and exotic origin for all save the clearly stratiform crystalline rocks.

Metalliferous lodes, also, he supposed to have been formed, like granitic veins, by igneous

injection from below. While the disciples of Werner denied the igneous origin of basalts,

and even of obsidian, Hutton and his school, on the other hand, maintained that the agates

often found in erupted rocks were formed by fire. Playfair reasons :

" The fluidity of

the agate was therefore simple and unassisted by any menstruum ;" that is, it was due to

heat, and not to solution
; while, in the case of mineral veins, their closed cavities were held

to
"
allbrd a demonstration that no chemical solvent was ever included in them." 5 These

cavities were regarded as due to the contraction consequent on the cooling of injected

igneous material.

9. The basic rocks, included by Hutton under the common names of basalt and whin-

stone, are regarded by him as similar in origin to granite, and called
"
unerupted lavas."

He elsewhere says that
" whinstone is neither of volcanic nor of aqueous, but certainly of

igneous origin," that is to say plutonic. Playfair distinguishes between what he calls the

volcanic and the plutonic theory of basalt.

But while Huttou ascribed a plutonic origin to basalt and to granite, he did not, as

some have done, assign a similar plntonic origin to gneiss and other crystalline schists.

These were by Werner declared to result from a continuation of the same process which

gave rise to granite, and to graduate into it. Gneiss is held both by Wernerians and by
modern plutouists to be but a stratiform granite, and both of these rocks are believed by
the one school to be aqueous and by the other to be igneous in origin.

4 See Trana. Royal Hoc. Canada, voL i, part iv, page 212.
'

Playfair, Illustrations, etc., pp. 79 and 260.
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In the system of Hntton, however, a wide distinction is made between the two rocks.

Gneiss was no longer a primitive or original rock, as taught by Lehman and by Werner,

but, like the other crystalline schists, designated by Hutton as Primary, was supposed to be
" formed of materials deposited at the bottom of the sea, and collected from the waste of

rocks still more ancient." In his system
" water is first employed to arrange, and then fire

to consolidate, mineralize, and lastly to elevate the strata
;
but with respect to the unstra-

tified or crystallized substances the action of fire alone is recognized."
' Hutton also con-

ceived the pressure of the waters of a superincumbent ocean to exert an important influ-

ence in the consolidation of the sediments. He is thus a plutonist only so far as regards

granite and other uustratified rocks, while in maintaining a detrital origin for the crystal-

line schists he, as Naumann has remarked, may be regarded as the author of the so-called

metamorphic hypothesis of their origin. Playfair himself declares of Hutton's system :

"We are to consider this theory as hardly less distinguished from the hypothesis of the

vulcanists, in the usual sense of this appellation, than it is from that of the neptunists or

disciples of Werner." 7

10. It was no part of Hutton's plan to discuss the origin of those more ancient rocks,

which had, according to him, furnished by their disintegration materials for the primary

stratified rocks. It was, in the language of Playfair, a system "where nothing is to be seen

beyond the continuation of the present order."
" His object was not . . . like that

of most other theorists to explain the first origin of things." This system, as interpreted

by his school, asserts the conversion of detrital rocks into masses indistinguishable from

those of truly igneous origin, which were the sources of the first detritus. The changes

which it assumed to be wrought by the alternate action of water and fire on the earth's

crust were not supposed to be limited by any external conditions in the nature of things,

and were compared by Playfair to the self-limited perturbations in the movements of the

heavenly bodies, in which, as in the geological changes of the earth's crust,
" we discern

no mark either of the commencement or termination of the present order."

11. Hutton's system is thus concisely resumed by Daubree :

" The atmosphere is the

region in which the rocks decay ;
their ruins accumulate in the ocean, and are there mine-

ralized and transformed, under the double influence of pressure and the internal heat, into

crystalline rocks having the aspect of the older ones. These re-formed rocks are subse-

quently uplifted by the same internal heat, and destroyed in their turn. The disintegration

of one part of the globe thus serves constantly for the reconstruction of other parts, and the

continued absorption of the underlying deposits produces incessantly new molten rocks,

which may be injected among the overlying sediments. We have thus a system of

destruction and renovation of which we can discern neither the beginning nor the end."
'

12. It was this perpetual round of geological changes, which took no account either of

a beginning or an end, that led the theologians of his day to oppose the system of Hutton.

On the other hand, in the system of Werner, which taught the fashioning of the present

order of our globe from a primeval chaos beneath the waters of a universal ocean, they saw

a conformity with the Hebrew cosmogony which recommended to them the neptunian

*
Playfair, Illustrations, etc., pp. 12 and 131.

1

Biography of Hutton ; Playfair's Works, vol. iv., p. 52.

8
Daubree, Etudes et Experiences, etc., p. 12.
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hypothesis. Hence the theological element which, as is well known, entered so largely

into the controversies of the vulcanists and the ueptunists at the beginning of this century,

and the suspicion with which the partisans of Hutton were then regarded by the

Christian world.

The extreme neptunian views of Werner, however, soon fell into disfavor. The

visible evidences of the extrusion of trappean rocks in a heated and softened state, obser-

vations showing the augmentation of the temperature in mines, and the phenomena of

thermal springs and volcanoes, soon turned the scale in favor of Button's views. There

were not wanting those who attempted to unite the Weruerian hypothesis with that of an

igneous globe, and who supposed a primeval chaotic ocean, to the waters of which, heated

by the mass below, and kept at a high boiling-point by the pressure of an atmosphere of

great dt-nsity, was ascribed an exalted solvent power.
13. Such a modified neptunian view was advanced by Delabeche. In his

" Researches

in Theoretical Geology," published in 183t, he favored the notion of an uuoxydized nucleus,

as suggested by Davy, and held to a solid crust resting on a liquid interior, and presenting
from the first, irregularities of surface. He then speaks of "

the much debated question
"

whether the crystalline stratified rocks " have resulted from the deposit of abraded por-

tions of pre-existing rorks mechanically suspended in water, or have been chemically
derived from an aqueous or an igneous fluid in which their elements were disseminated."

We have in this paragraph three distinct hypotheses presented. Two years later he clearly

declared lor the second of them.

While admitting the crystallization of detrital matter in proximity to intrusive rocks.

Delabeche objected to what he called the
"
sweeping hypothesis

"
of Hutton and his school,

He supposed that, in the cooling of our planet from an igneous fluid state, "there must

have been a time when solid rock was first formed, and also a time when heated fluids

rested upon it. The latter \vould be conditions highly favorable to the production of crys-

talline substances, and the state of the earth's surface would then be so totally different

from that which now exists, that mineral matter, even when abraded from any part of the

earth's crust which may have been solid, would be placed under very different conditions

at these different periods." He suggests that there would be " a mass of crystalline rocks

produced at first, which, however they may vary in minor points, should still preserve a

general character and aspect, the result of the first changes of fluid into solid matter,

crystalline and sub-crystalline substances prevailing, intermingled with detrital portions

of the same substances abraded by the movements of the heated and first-formed aqueous
fluids. In the gneiss, mica-slate, chloritic-slate and other rocks of the same kind, associated

together in great masses, and covering large areas in various parts of the world, we seem to

have those mineral bodies which were first formed. The theory of a cooling globe, such as

our planet, supposes a transition from a state of things highly favorable to the production

of crystalline rocks, to one in which masses of these rocks would be more rarely formed.

Hence we could never expect to draw fine lines of demarcation between the products of

one state of things and those of the other." '

14. Still later, in 1860, we find a similar view suggested by Daubree as a probable

hypothesis. He goes back in imagination to a time when the waters of our planet, as yet

'
Delabeche, Geology of Cornwall and Devon, pp. 33-34; also Researches in Theoretical Geology.
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uncondensed, surrounded the globe with a dense envelope estimated to equal 250 atmos-

pheres. "The surface of the earth was at this time at a very high temperature, and if

silicates then existed they must have been formed without the co-operation of liquid
water. Later, however, when it began to assume a liquid state, the water must have
reacted upon the pre-existing silicates upon which it reposed, and then have given rise to a

whole series of new products. By a veritable metamorphic action, the water of this primi-
tive ocean, penetrating the igneous masses, caused their primitive characters to disappear,
and formed, as in our tubes, crystallized minerals from the matters which it was able to

dissolve. These matters, formed or suspended in the liquid, would then be precipitated,

and give rise to deposits presenting different characters as the temperature of the liquid
diminished." He then inquires :

" Were these different periods of chemical decomposition
and recomposition, in which aqueous action (la voie humule) intervenes under extreme con-

ditions which approach those of igneous action (la voie set-lie), the era of the formation of

granite and of the azoic and crystalline schists? We cannot affirm this in an absolute

manner, but we may presume it, especially when we consider that on this hypothesis there

must have been formed two principal products, the one massive and the other presenting
evidences of sedimentation, passing into each other gradually, as is the case with granite

and gneiss. In any case, it cannot be contested that if there was a time when the rocks

were exclusively under the dominion of fire, they passed under that of water at an epoch
much more remote than we have hitherto admitted. The influence, now established, of

water in the crystallization of silicates, no longer permits any doubt on this point. We
cannot perhaps now find anywhere upon the globe rocks of which it may be allirined with

certainty that they have been formed by igneous action, without the intervention of

water." 10

15. To give some notion of the temperature of the first water precipitated on the

earth's cooling surface, Daubree calculates that the waters of the present ocean, estimating
their mean depth at 3,500 metres, would, if spread uniformly over the earth's surface, have

a thickness of 2,563 metres, which, if converted into vapor, would correspond to a pressure

of 248 atmospheres, a weight which would be augmented by the presence of other vapors

and gases.
" No liquid water could therefore rest upon the earth until its temperature

had fallen below that which would give to the vapor of water a tension of 250 atmos-

pheres," at least. When we consider that a tension of only fifty atmospheres of steam

corresponds, according to Arago and Dulong, to a temperature of 265~89 centigrade, we can

form some conception of that corresponding to a tension five times as great ;
which would,

on this hypothesis, have been the temperature of the first waters precipitated on the cool-

ing planet, realizing many of the conditions attained by this ingenious experimenter when
he subjected mineral silicates to the action of water in tubes, at temperatures of from

400 to 500 centigrade.

It is unnecessary to point out that Daubree here attempts to adapt Werner's neptunian

hypothesis to that of a once-fused and cooling globe, and to find, like Delabeche, in the

highly-heated primeval ocean, the chaotic liquid which, according to the master ofFreiberg,

was the menstruum which at one time held in solution the elements of the primitive

rocks. The experiments of Daubree in his tubes, above referred to, are of great impor-

10
Daubree, Etudes et Experiences Synthetiques, etc., pp. 121, 122.
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tance in this connection, and will be considered farther on, in the third part of this

paper.

16. The Huttonians early borrowed the notion of a granitic substratum from

Werner, and supposed the -earth when first cooled to have had a surface of granite. Hutton,

true to his thesis, avoided the question of the primal rock. His reasonings, according to

1'layfair,
" leave no doubt that the strata which now compose our continents are all formed

from strata more ancient than themselves,"
"
while, as we have seen, the intruded granites

were looked upon as but fused and displaced portions of underlying strata. The granitic

character of the rocks which antedated aqueous disintegration was, however, a matter of

legitimate inference, and his disciple, Macculloch, supposed the earth when first cooled to

have been "
a globe of granite." Later, in 1847, Elie de Beaumont, starting from the

hypothesis of a cooling liquid globe, imagined it
" a ball of molten matter, on the surface

of which the first granites crystallized."
12

$ 17. It should here be mentioned that Poulett Scrope, in 1825, put forth what he

called
ll A New Theory of the Earth," in which he supposes

" the mass of the globe, or at

least its external zone to a considerable depth, to have been originally (that is at or before

the moment in which it assumed the position it now holds in the planetary system) of a

granitic composition, composed probably of the ordinary elements of granite, and having a

very largo grain ;
the regular crystallization having been favored by the circumstances

under which it previously took place, though, as to what these circumstances were, I do

not venture to hazard a supposition." He farther says,
"
If then we imagine a general

intumescence of an intensely heated bed of granite, forming the original surface of the

globe, to have been succeeded by a period in which the predominance was acquired by the

repressive force occasioned by the condensation of the waters on its surface, and the depo-

sition from them of various arenaceous and sedimeutal strata (the transition series), the

structure of the gneiss-formation is at once simply explained. This structure may have

been subsequently increased by the friction of the different lamina; against one another

as they were urged forward in the direction of their plane surfaces, towards the orifice of

protrusion, along the expanding granite beneath
;
the laminae being elongated, and the

crystals forced to arrange themselves in the direction of the movement." This implies an

exoplutonic origin of gneiss.

Later in the same essay, however, Scrope supposes an intensely heated ocean, holding

in solution great amounts of silica, and having, at the same time, suspended in its waters,

feldspar, quartz and mica, derived from the disintegration of the underlying granite.

These suspended materials were deposited and consolidated into gneiss, and later the

dissolved silica, precipitating with some enclosed mica as the ocean cooled, gave rise to

mica-schists. In this last, we see the germ of the thermochaotic hypothesis, while in

preceding statements of Scrope, we have outlined the early volcanic and metamorphic

hypothesis of Dana, to be noticed farther on."

11

riayfair'M Biography of Jainos Hutton, in Play-fair's complete works, 4 vote, Edinburgh, 1822
;
see vol. iv.

pp. 33-81. His Illustrations of the Huttonian Theory will there be found reprinted in voL i.

"Bar lei Kmanation* Volcaniques et MtftallifOres. Bull. Soc. Gool. de FT. (2) iv.

u
Scrope, Considerations on Volcanoes, etc., 1825, pp. 225-228. The cosmogony of Scrope was fantastic in the

extreme
; he conjectured the solid granitic earth to have been detached from the sun as an irregular mass, and

compared it to an aerolite.
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18. That such a primitive granite had been the source of gneiss, was taught by Berol-

dingen,
" who maintained that all the rocks of granitic character having an appearance of

stratification, are granites of secondary formation, or regenerated granites, similar in their

origin to sandstones ;

"
a notion which was vigorously combatted by Saussure,

" who

held, as we have seen, to the neptunian theory of the origin of these rocks. The detrital

hypothesis, which he opposed, was however strenuously defended by Hutton and his

school, and especially by Boue and by Lyell. To the former belongs the first definite

attempt to explain how uncrystalline sediments like graywacke and clay-slate might be

changed into crystalline rocks such as gneiss and mica-schist. Of his views, put forth in

1822 and 1824, Naumaun remarks,
" Boue first understood how to bring this theory into

more decided harmony with the details of geological phenomena, and besides invoking the

internal heat, brought to his assistance emanations of gases and vapor from the earth's

interior to explain the alteration of sedimentary slates into gneiss and mica-schist." He

imagined under these conditions
"
a sort of igneous liquefaction, followed by a cooling

process, which permitted a crystalline arrangement, and a development of new mineral

species, without destroying or deranging notably the original laminated structure."
'"'

19. These views were adopted in 1833, in his
"
Principles of Geology," by Lyell,

who designated strata supposed to have bueii thus transformed by the name of hypogene

metamorphic rocks, a title intended to indicate a metamorphism which took place in the

depths of the earth's crust, and proceeded from below upwards. Under this name, Lyell

first popularized the Huttouian view as extended by Boue, which may be conveniently

designated as the METAMORPHIC hypothesis of the origin of crystalline rocks.

Its plausibility has led to the adoption of this theory by many geologists during the past

fifty years. Some, unwilling to admit the influence of a high temperature in such change,

have imagined it to result from causes operating at ordinary temperatures during very long

periods. As regards
" the nature of these transforming processes, Grustaf Bischof and

Haidinger were inclined to suppose that a long -continued percolation of water through the

rocks produced an alteration of their substance, and a recrystallization, in the same way as

must have taken place in the production of certain pseudomorphs by alteration."
' Hence

the significance of the often repeated dictum that
"
metamorphism is pseudomorphism on

a broad scale."

By a further application of the notions derived from the stiidy of epigenic or replace-

ment-pseudomorphs, which show in many cases the partial or even the total replace-

ment of the original elements of a mineral species, constituting what has been appro-

priately designated metasomatism, a METASOMATIC hypothesis of the origin of crystalline

rocks has been arrived at, to which we shall revert farther on.

20. Regarding the metamorphic hypothesis, we may remark, as Naumann has done,

that the very transformation assumed, namely that of mechanical sediments into crystalline

rocks, remains to be proved. In his
" Lehrbuch der Greognosie

"
in 1857, while still

admitting the metamorphic origin of certain limited areas of crystalline schists, Naumann

"
Voyages dans les Alpes (1796), vol. viii., pp. 55, 64.

"Boue, Annales des Sciences Naturelles, Aug., 1824, p. 417, cited by Naumann.

"Naumann, Lehrbuch der Geognosie (1857) 2nd ed. vol ii.,pp. 160-170. We shall have frequent occasion in

these pages to quote from this section of Naumann's Lehrbuch.

Sec. III., 1884. 2.
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declared that the facts were " not all favorable to the baseless hypothesis which is now

carried to extremes." Such an origin of crystalline rocks was denied by the neptunians,

who held to the direct crystallization of these rocks from a chaotic watery liquid, for

which reason we may conveniently and appropriately call their view the CHAOTIC

hypothesis. It is also denied by those who hold these rocks to be of simple igneous origin,

the first products of a cooling globe, a view which we may call the ENDOPLUTONIC

hypothesis ;
and in part by those who advocate what we shall call the EXOPLUTONIC or

VOLCANIC hypothesis of their origin.

We have already noticed at length the chaotic hypothesis, both as originally held by

Werner, and modified by the intervention of internal heat, as taught by Delabeche and

by Daubree, constituting what we may call the THERMOCHAOTIC hypothesis. It remains

to notice first the two plutonic hypotheses just named, and finally to consider the meta-

somatic hypothesis, both as applied to rocks consisting of crystalline silicates, and to

limestones.

21. Reasoning, as Naumann has said, from "the great resemblance which gneiss and

most of the rocks accompanying it bear to granite and to other eruptive rocks ;
the proba-

bility that most of these eruptive rocks have been solidified from a state of igneous

fluidity ;
the almost unavoidable assumption that our planet was originally in the same

state, and was only later covered with a solidified crust ; finally the fact that in the primi-

tive gneissic series, granite and gneiss are found regularly interstratified with each other,"

we are led to what we have designated the endoplutouic hypothesis, which is, that the

primitive rocks form the
"

first solidified crust of our planet." Naumanu remarks of this, that

although it has "not found so many supporters as that of the metamorphic origin of the

primitive rocks, the objections against it are probably neither greater nor more numerous

than against the latter." Of this hypothesis, he adds that "
it leads necessarily to the infer-

ence that the succession of the primitive rocks downward corresponds to their age from

oldest to youngest, because it was, of course, through a solidification from without inward

that the strata in question were formed." Those who would maintain, on the contrary,

that the succession of these in age is from below upward, must suppose, as he explains,

that the material of the younger crystalline rocks "has been protruded from the interior,

through the earth's crust, in an eruptive form." For these two opposite modes of forma-

tion, both essentially plutonic, we may properly adopt the names of endoplutouic, already

used above, to designate the hypothesis which supposes the rocks to be generated within

the first-formed crust
; and exoplutonic, for that which conceives them to have been

formed outside of the same crust, by eruptive or what are popularly called volcanic

processes.

22. The endoplutonic hypothesis has not wanted defenders, among whom are

some of the most distinguished names of geology. In 1882, we find Hebert, the eminent

professor at the Sorboune, declaring of the ancient crystalline schists,
" these mineral

masses appear to be due to a crystallization in place, consequent upon the cooling of the

fluid terrestrial globe."
" The absence from these of rolled masses or of detritus of pre-exist'

ing rocks" assumed by him "
indicates that water did not at that time as yet exist in

the state of a liquid mass." This series, including various gneisses, micaceous, hornblendio

and chloritic schists, with crystalline limestones,
" should form a group clearly distinct

from all others. It is anterior to granite, and constitutes a truly primitive series, which is
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neither eruptive nor sedimentary, but is due to a third mode of formation which, borrow-

ing the name from d'Omalius d'Halloy, we may call crystallophyllian."
"

It is difficult to

conceive that this can be any other than that imagined by Naumann, which we have called

endoplutonic.

23. Thomas Macfarlane, in a learned essay in 1864, on "The Origin of Eruptive and

Primary Rocks,"
1S has developed the hypothesis of the endoplutonic origin of the primitive

rocks with much ingenuity, and defends a view already suggested by Scheerer, that the

laminated structure of these rocks may have been caused by currents in the molten mass

of the globe. He further suggests that the first-formed crust may have had a different

rate of rotation from the liquid below ;

19 from which also would result a stratiform arrange-

ment in the elements of the solidifying layer, such as is seen in many slags, and in certain

eruptive rocks. But while he applies this view to the primitive rocks, he proposes for

the later crystalline schists one which is essentially the thermochaotic hypothesis of

Delabeche and Daubree, ascribing their origin to the action of a highly heated primeval

ocean on the previously formed crust. The chief difficulties with which this endoplu-
tonic hypothesis has to contend, according to Naumann,

"
arise from the structural rela-

tions of the primitive series, and the mineralogical characters of certain rocks belonging to

it. Whether these difficulties can be explained away by the supposition of a hydro-

pyrogenous development of the outside of the first solidified crust, as indicated by Angelot,

Rozet, Fournet, Scheerer and others, we must leave undecided in the meantime." Such

a hydro-pyrogenous process is more clearly defined by Daubree, when he refers the

formation of granites and crystalline schists
"
to aqueous action intervening under

extreme conditions, which approach igneous action," as explained in 14. Any modifica-

tions of the heated crust through the intervention of water must come under the

categories of what we have called the thermochaotic and the metasomatic hypotheses, or

else of that one which remains to be described in the present essay.

24. In the paper already cited, Macfarlane has, moreover, discussed at length the

probable condition of the earth's interior, beneath the crust of primitive stratiform rocks,

with especial reference to the origin of the different types of eruptive rocks. Already, in

the last century, we find Dolomieu maintaining the existence, beneath the granitic substra-

tum, of a liquid layer, from which come what he called basaltic lava-flows. A similar

view was developed later by Phillips, Durocher, Bunsen and Streng, who have imag-

ined a separation of the liquid matter at the surface of the cooling globe into two layers, an

upper acidic one, corresponding to granites and trachytes, in which, besides alumina

and an excess of silica, lime, magnesia and iron-oxyd are present in very small quantities,

and potash and soda abound ;
and a lower basic one, corresponding to dolerite and basalt,

in which lime, magnesia and iron-oxyd abound, with an excess of alumina, and but

little alkali. These two constitute the trachytic and pyroxenic magmas of Bunsen, who

17 Bull. Soc. Geol. de France (3) xi. 30.
18 Canadian Naturalist, volume viii.

19
It is worthy of note in this connection that Halley was long ago led, from the study of terrestrial magnetism,

to adopt a similar hypothesis with regard to the earth's interior.
" He supposed the existence of two magnetic poles

situated in the earth's outer crust, and two others in an interior mass, separated from the solid envelope by a

fluid medium, and revolving hy a very small degree slower than the outer crust The same conclusion was snle-

quently adopted by Hansteen." (Hunt, Chem. and Geol. Essays, p. 60.)
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endeavored to determine what he conceived to be their normal composition, and, as is

well known, sought to show that there exists such a relation between the proportions

of these various bases and the silica, that it is possible to calculate the composition of

any given eruptive rock from the amount of this element which it contains. He thence

concluded that various intermediate rocks have been produced by a mingling or amal-

gamation, in different proportions, of these two separated magmas. For the composition of

those, see farther a note to 66. I have elsewhere discussed the history of this hypothesis,

and have given reasons for its rejection.

Sartorius von Waltershaxisen has also objected, from another point of view, to this

hypothesis, and, has maintained that while there is no such distinct separation of the liquid

interior, as was imagined by Phillips, Durocher and Bunsen, there is nevertheless a gradual

passage downward from a lighter acidic to a denser and more basic liquid stratum ;
beneath

which still heavier metallic minerals are supposed by him to be arranged in the order of

their respective densities. This view has been adopted and extended by Mr. Macfarlane in

his paper above cited. "VVe shall however attempt to shew in the second part of this

memoir that the observed relations of acidic and basic eruptive rocks admit of a widely
different interpretation to those above given, and one more in accordance with known
chemical and mineralogies! facts *\

2."). lieturning from this digression on hypothetical notions of the earth's interior, we

propose to consider the exoplutonic or volcanic hypothesis of the origin of the crystalline

stratified rocks, according to which, as concisely stated by Naumann, the material compos-

ing them " has been projected from the interior, through the earth's crust, in an eruptive

form.'' Inasmuch as the matter discharged in subaerial or submarine eruptions appears

in part as Hows of molten lava, and in part as disintegrated solid materials which, like

other detritus, may be arranged by water, it is evident that this hypothesis connects itself

with that of the Iluttonian school, to which, considering the mineralogical resemblances

between volcanic and other crystalline rocks, it would make little diii'erence whether the

sediments required for the metamorphic process came from the disintegration of older

crystalline strata, from a primeval granite, or from volcanic products. The volcanic hypo-

thesis, except so far as consolidated lava-flows are concerned, thus becomes, as we shall

see, a metamorphic or plutonic-detrital hypothesis.

As an illustration of this view, we find J. D. Dana in 1843 propounding a general

theory of crystalline rocks, which is essentially volcanic. In this he endeavours to shew,

(1) that the schistose structure of gneiss and mica-schist is not a satisfactory evidence of

sedimentary origin, inasmuch as exotic or eruptive rocks may sometimes take on a lamina-

ted arrangement ; (2) that granites without any trace of schistose structure may have had

a sedimentary origin ; and (8) that the heat producing metamorphic changes in sedi-

ments did not come from below, as supposed by the Huttonians, but through the waters

of the ocean, heated by the same eruption which brought to the surface the materials

of the metamorphic rocks ; which were spread over the- ocean's bottom in a disintegrated
form. Their comminution was supposed by Dana to be effected in one of three ways ;

(1) they were ejected as pyroclastic material, in the form of a sand or ash-eruption, or (2)

" For a dimrossion of tho view* of Phillips, Dnrocher, Bnnson and Strong, see Hunt, Chem. and Geol. Essays,

pKi 3-fl, 06, and 284. See also Btmson, Ann. do Chim. ot de Phys. 1863, (3) xwviii, 216-289.
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were disintegrated by coming in contact with water while in a fused condition, or (3)

were broken by abrasion after consolidation. In any case, the detrital matter, as in

the Huttonian hypothesis, was supposed to be transformed into a crystalline rock by the

action of heated waters.

26. After assigning such an origin to certain rocks called by him metamorphic por-

phyries and basalts, with regard to which he supposes
"
every eruption produced a heated

sea around it, which hardened
"
the disintegrated porphyry, and recrystalli/ed the commi-

nuted materials, Dana proceeds to say that
"
granite, like porphyry, is an igneous rock. In

its era, granite-sands were formed like porphyry-sands, and restored by heat to motamorphic

granite, like metamorphic porphyry. ... I use the word granite here as a general term

for this and the associated rocks, mica-slate, syenite and hornblende-slate, etc., which, I have

.shown, may also have an igneous origin. These granite-sands, like porphyry-sands, were

formed about the regions of eruption, in one of the modes pointed out, and in all proba-

bility were never clays like the alluvial deposits of the present day With regard to

primary limestones, a general survey of the facts seems to evince that some of these were

of igneous origin like granite. If this were the case, thore must have been others,

formed at the same time with the deposits of granite-sand, and through the action of

the same causes. These were recrystallized by the next discharge of heated waters."

Dana, forgetting the effects of the law of convection in liquids, here makes the sug-

gestion that "at no great depth the waters might be raised to the heat of ignition

before ebullition will begin, and if the leaden waters of a deep ocean . . . are for days
in contact with the open fires of submarine volcanoes, we can scarcely fix a limit to the

temperature which they would necessarily receive."

We have thus presented a complete exoplutonic or volcanic hypothesis, and at the

same time a complete metamorphic or volcanic-detrital hypothesis, alike for porphyry, gra-

nite, syenite, gneiss, mica-schist and crystalline limestone ;
each and all which are

assumed to have a two-fold origin, and to appear alike in an eruptive and in a secondary

sedimentary form. A reference to the previous speculations of Scrope, already set forth in

17, will show to what extent Dana was his disciple.

2*7. Dana has since abandoned this hypothesis, so far as regards the eruptive origin of

the detrital matters. In his later writings, he sets forth the familiar view of a liquid interior

covered with a solid crust, which latter was the supposed source of the Archrcau or

primitive rocks.
" These Archaean rocks are the only universal formation ; they extend

over the whole globe, and were the floor of the ocean, and the material of all the emerged

land, when life first began to exist." These rocks of the first crust, disintegrated by sub-

marine and subaerial agencies, yielded beds of detritus, which, being consolidated by the

action of the heated waters, gave rise to new rocks, which would " be much like those

that resulted from the original cooling, because chiefly made out of the latter by re-conso-

lidation and re-crystallization."
"
Igneous rocks have a close resemblance to granite,

diorite, and other crystalline kinds, and hence may have proceeded from the fusion of

older kinds. But these older kinds derived their material from an older source, and

"
Dana, On the Analogies between the Modern Igneous Rocks and the so-called Primary Formations. Amer.

Jour. Science, 1843, voL xlv., p. 104-129.
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originally from the fused material of the globe, so that the proof of such an origin by
re-fusion is not established beyond a doubt."

28. It is not clear whether, according to Dana, we have anywhere this hypothetical

primitive or truly Archaean rock exposed, since, speaking of the Laurentian series, which

he also calls Archzcau, he says at the same time :

" These Laurentian rocks are made out of

the ruins of older Laurentian, or of still older Archrean rocks ; that is to say the sands,

clays and stones made and distributed by the ocean, as it washed over the earliest-formed

crust of the globe. The loose material, transported by the currents and the waves, was

piled into layers, as in the following ages, and vast accumulations were formed ;
for no

one estimates the thickness of the recognized Laurentian beds as below thirty thousand

feet." Lest he should bo supposed to hold to his former theory of the volcanic origin

of these supposed detrital matters, which formed the Laurentian, he now declares "They,
have' no resemblance to lavas or igneous ejections."

These crystalline stratified rocks are thus not that universal Archaean terraue which

was the first-formed crust of the cooling globe. The imagination is at a loss, however, to

understand the nature of the disintegrating process, or the source of the materials which

in the Laurentian period were, according to this hypothesis, spread over vast areas to a

depth of not less than thirty thousand feet, and seeks in vain for the site of the vanished

Atlantis which furnished this enormous amount of mechanically disintegrated rock.

29. Clarence King, in 18"S, gave us a clear and admirable discussion of the same

detrital metamorphic theory, and argued, as Dana had done before him, that the depression

of sedimentary strata below the surface of the earth, even to great depths, is not sufficient

to effect their crystallization ;
since basal paleozoic beds which have been buried beneath

:50,oOO feet or more of sediments are now seen, when exposed by great movements of

eli-vat ion, and by erosion, to present no evidences of crystallization or so-called alteration.

King, however, did not reject volcanic action as a source of detritus, for in discussing

the origin of the great beds of serpentine and of olivine-rock which are often met with in

the older crystalline schists, he says,
"
olivine-bearing rocks are among the oldest eruptive

bodies," and then asks, "may not olivine-sands, like those now seen on the shores of the

Hawaiian Islands, have been then, as now, accumulated by the mechanical separation of

sea-currents, and subsequently buried by feldspathic and quartz-sands." He thus looks

to volcanic eruptions for the source of olivine and serpentine beds, and adds, "I see no

reason to ask for a different origin for the magnesian silicates than for the aluminous

minerals,''
'"

the eruptive source of which is thus implied. A similar hypothesis of the

formation of beds of olivine-rock and serpentine from accumulations of volcanic olivine-

sand, has since been maintained by Julien, whose paper is mentioned further on, 37.

30. Other geologists, besides King, have in later times advocated a similar volcanic

hypothesis of the origin of crystalline rocks. A. Kopp, in 1872, taught that granite
is an altered trachytic lava, and that gneiss may be derived from the detritus of trachyte
or of granite, while doleritic lavas in like manner give rise to the various greenstones.
The transformation of these is supposed to be effected through the intervention of

n
Dana, Manual of Geology, 3rd ed. 1879, pp. 147, 154, 155, also 720.

Geology of the Fortieth Parallel, voL I, p. 117.
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heated waters, at great depths in the earth.
a All this is but a repetition of the hypo-

thesis put forward forty years since by Dana, and subsequently abandoned by him.

Tomebohm has also lately advanced a similar hypothesis to explain the origin of

the primitive granite, and of the gneiss into which it seems to graduate. The material of

these rocks came up as lava now does, and a portion of it, disintegrated, rearranged by
water, and recrystallized, assumed the form of gneiss. Reusch, in like manner, according
to Marr, supposes that the gabbros, diorites, and dioritic and hornblendic-schists of the

Bergen district, in Norway, are but altered tufas and erupted rocks.

31. Mr. Marr, in a recent paper, urges the claims of the volcanic hypothesis to explain

the origin of the ancient crystalline rocks, seemingly unaware of its earlier advocates. It

is apparent that if we accept the doctrine of the permanence of continents and of oceanic

depressions, the metamorphic-detrital theory of the Huttonians, which builds up series

of crystalline rocks beneath the sea from the ruins of an older land, which had itself been

formed beneath the sea, is no longer tenable. The difficulty of getting the thirty thousand

feet of sediments required to spread over a continent, as in Dana's later hypothesis, is, as

Marr perceives, overcome if we suppose this material to have been derived not by the

superficial waste and disintegration of former land, but by ejection from reservoirs beneath

the earth's crust. Hence, with the advocates of the doctrine of the permanence of con-

tinents, the volcanic or exoplutonic hypothesis is again coming into favor.
'

Similar considerations appear to have led C. II. Hitchcock, in 1883, to a like conclusion.

The continents, in his scheme, are built up from beneath the waters of a universal ocean.

He writes :

" We start with the earth in the condition oi' igneous lluidity. It cools so a.s

to become encrusted and covered with an ocean. Numerous volcanoes discharge molten

rock, building up ovoidal piles of granite [beneath the ocean], which change gradually into

crystalline schists. When the hills are high enough to overlook the water, they constitute

the beginnings of dry land." All this is intelligible, but it seems strange to one familiar

with the geological literature of the last forty years to read, in this connection, the remark

that "few have ventured to speak of anything like volcanic action, except as it has been

manifested in the formation of dykes, in the early periods."
4"'

To all of these speculations as to the exoplutonic or volcanic origin of the crystalline

rocks, the language of Naumanu, in criticizing the original volcanic hypothesis of Dana, is

applicable.
" The perfect and thoroughly crystalline character of the gneiss, the enormous

extent which the primitive formations occupy in so many districts, the architecture of

these great gneissic regions, and their occurrence wholly independent of larger granitic

masses, are all incompatible with this idea."

32. The view of the igneous and eruptive origin of crystalline limestone, admitted in

Dana's former scheme, was familiar to the geologists of forty years since. Emmous and

Mather in America, and von Leonhard, Eozet and Savi in Europe, among others, then

held to the belief that many crystalline limestones were igneous, and Savi had even

attempted to point out the centres of eruption of the Carrara marbles.28
It is hardly neces-

23 Noues Jahrbuch fur Mineralogie, 1872, pp. 388 and 490.

14
Marr, The Origin of Archsean Rocks

; Geological Magazine, June, 1883.

25
Hitchcock, The Early History of the North American Continent. Proc. Amer. Assoc. Adv. Science, 1883.

"See for references Hunt, Chem. and Qeol. Essays, p. 218; also Boue, Guide du Geologue Voyageur, ii. 108.
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sary to recall the fact that serpentines, and great deposits of magnetite and specular iron,

are still by some authorities considered as eruptive rocks, and that the hypothesis of the

igneous origin of metalliferous lodes, taught by Hutton, is not yet wholly obsolete. In

1858, H. D. Rogers spoke of " the great dykes and veins of auriferous quartz
"
supposed to

have issued
"
in a melted condition through rents and fissures in the earth's crust. Out-

gushing bodies of this quartz," chilled by contact with the cold waters of the ocean, were

supposed by him to have furnished the material for the Primal quartzites of Pennsylva-

nia.
r Still later, in 1874, we find Belt maintaining with learned ingenuity the igneous

origin and the inji ction of auriferous quartz veins. He insists, as I have elsewhere done,
28

on the transition from veins of pure quartz, often metalliferous, to others containing feld-

spar, and thence to true granitic veins ; but instead of regarding these as aqueous and

concretionary, assumes them to be igneous, and thence concludes that the gold-bearing

quartz lodes were filled with liquid quartz by
"
igneous injection," though admitting that

in these, as in granites, water helped to impart liquidity.
s

3:5. In farther illustration of the extension of the plutonic doctrine to other rock-

masses than those already mentioned, I quote from an essay by Daubree, published in 1871.
30

The hypothesis advanced by Lazzaro Moro, in It40, attributing an eruptive origin to rock-

salt as well as to sulphur and bitumen, was again taken up and applied by de Charpentier

(1X2:5) to thf salt-mass at Bex, which is associated with anhydrite ; and d'Alberti, in the

classic study made by him of this terrane, maintained the same hypothesis for all the rock-

salt found in the trias. Moreover, the examination of the deposits of pisolitic iron ore had,

in 1828, conducted Alexandra Brongniart to a similar conclusion, which was soon after

applied to the silk-ions deposits which constitute the buhrstone of the tertiary. A like

oriirin was by d'Omalius (1841 and 1855) ascribed to other substances, particularly to

certain clays and to certain sands, which, especially in Belgium, appear to be connected

with the formation of calamine, and which Dumont in 1854 called geyserian deposits."
"

It was thus," adds Daubree. "that various substances belonging to sedimentary strata

were recognized as coming, or at least were supposed to come, from the lower regions

(c/diful remnitues ou nu mains ctnient sup/msces provenir ties regions pro/andes.)"

34. The presence of water in ignited and molten rocks was shown by Poulett

Scrope in 1825 in his studies of volcanoes." Subsequently, Scheerer, conceived that a small

portion of water, probably five or ten hundredths, might, at a low red heat, give rise to a

condition of imperfect liquidity such as he imagined for the material of eruptive granites.

Similar ideas as to the aqueo-igneous fusion of granite were at the same time adopted by
Elie de Beaumont, and are now generally admitted, the more so, as they are in accordance

with the results of microscopic study. From the presence in granitic rocks of what he

called pyrognomic minerals, like allanite and gadoliuite which, by exposure to ignition*

n
Geology of Pennsylvania. II. 780.

"Chemical and Geological Essays, pp. 192-208, and infra Part IL

"Belt, The Naturalist in Nicaragua, 1874, pp. 97-100. In the pages here referred to, my friend, whose premature
death was a great loss to science, has get forth with clearness the Huttonian theory of metalliferous veins.

"Danbree, Dos terrains stratifi6s consid^res au point de vue do 1'origino des substances qui los constituent,
etc. Bull. Soc. GtV)l. de France (2) xxviii, p. 307.

"
Scrope, Considerations on Volcanoes, p. 25
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undergo permanent physical and chemical changes, Scheerer, moreover, argued that the

temperature of formation of the granitic veins holding these minerals could not have been

very high.
B

This notion of hydroplutonic eruptions, thus set forth by Scrope, Scheerer and Elie de

Beaumont, has received a still farther extension of late. The hydrated rock, serpentine, is

supposed by some of those who maintain its exoplutonie derivation to have come up from

below as an anhydrous silicate, and to have been subsequently hydrated. Daubree, how-

ever, has suggested that it had already passed into the hydrated condition before its ejec-

tion.
83 Akin to this is the view of some modern Italian geologists, who explain the strati-

form character of this rock by supposing that it was ejected from below as an aqueous

magma, chiefly of hydrated silicates of magnesia and iron mingled in some cases with f'ehls-

pathic matter; from which, by crystallization and rearrangement, the masses of serpentine
and their associated euphotides have been formed, as well as the accompanying anhydrous
silicates, olivine and enstatite. By this hypothesis

" the serpentines are considered as

eruptive without being truly igneous, inasmuch as they do not contain in their composi-

tion any mineral which has been submitted to igneous fusion," though
"
the magma may

have had a temperature of several hundred degrees."
"

The conception of hydroplutonic eruptions, whether applied by Scrope to lavas, by
Scheerer to granites, by Belt to metalliferous quartz lodes, or by Daubree and some Italian

geologists to serpentines and euphotides, is instructive as a phase in the development of

that geological hypothesis, according to which a volcano is a ifeita ex i/uiclti/m, which is

invoked to solve every knotty problem that presents itself in studying the origin ol

rock-masses.

35. Writing in 1883 of the extravagances of the exoplutonic or volcanic doctrine, I

spoke of it as "the belief in a subterranean providence which could send forth at will

from its reservoirs
"
alike granite and basalt, olivine-rock and limestone, quartz-rock and

magnetite.
35 An otherwise friendly critic

'M
speaks of this language as

'

a kind of device

for producing a false impression, by associating rocks for the most part of eruptive origin

with others which are not so." This, however, is precisely what the plutouic school in

question has done, and is still doing. Eminent teachers in geology of our time, some of

them still living, have included with granites and basalts, not only serpentines, but lime-

stones, magnetite, auriferous quartz, buhrstone, rock-salt, anhydrite, hydrous iron-ores, and

even certain clays and sands, among the substances which have been thrown up from

the depths of the earth.

The obvious question, as to the origin of these supposed accumulations of various

and unlike substances in the under-world, has been one to perplex the thoughtful geolo-

gists of this school, and for those who did not admit that such might come from buried

deposits, once superficial, presented difficulties which it was sought to overcome by a

32 For an analysis of these views of Scheerer and ftlie de Beaumont, and references to the controversies to

which they gave rise, see Hunt, Chemical and Geological Essays, pp. 5, 6, and 188, 189.

**
Ge'ologie Experimentale, p. 542.

M
See, for an account of this hypothesis as maintained by Issel and Capacci, Hunt, on The Geological History

of Serpentines, Trans- Roy. Soc. Can;, voL i., part iv., p. 198.

85
Ibid, vol. i., part iv., p. 206.

86
Geological Magazine for June, 1884, page 278.

Sec. Ill, 1884. 3.
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general theory of transmutation ; by which it was imagined that a part or the whole of the

original elements of a rock might be replaced, thus giving rise to new lithological spe-

cies. Such a change has been appropriately named a metasomatosis or change of body.

I have elsewhere pointed out that this view has been adopted by two distinct and, to a

certain extent, opposed schools in geology, both of which, however, agree in admitting an

almost unlimited capacity of change of substance, through aqueous agencies, in previously

solidified rocks. The first of these schools applies the doctrine of metasomatosis to silicated

and aluminous rocks, either of plutonic or plutonic-detrital origin ; the second to rocks of

generally acknowledged aqueous origin, such as limestones.37

36. As regards the metasomatosis of plutonic or plutonic-detrital rocks, such as the

ordinary feldspathic types, granites, gneisses, diabases and diorites, we are taught the

con version of any one or all of these into serpentine or into limestone. The integral change
of each one of these into serpentine by the complete elimination of alumina, alkalies and

lime, and the replacement of these bases by magnesia and water has, as is well known,
been maintained by many writers of repute, including Mtiller and Bischof, and later Dana

and Delesse. Moreover, King and Rowncy have, since 1874, taught the conversion into

limestones of all the silicated rocks mentioned, and have assigned a similar origin to the

great interstratified masses of crystalline limestone which are found in the ancient gneis-

ses, alike of North America and Europe. Not content with this, they have even maintained

the conversion of serpentine itself into limestone, and have explained the existence of

ophicalcites, and of serpentine masses in limestone, as evidences of the incomplete trans-

formation of beds of serpentine, itself the product of a previous transformation of

feldspathic roi-ks.
** The older school of metasomatists regarded serpentine and other

hydrated magiipsiau silicates, on account of their insolubility, as the last term in the

metasomatic process ;
but King and Rowney contend that serpentine itself is not exempt

from change.

$ 37. Among the gneisses and mica-schists of the Atlantic belt are found at many
points, especially in Pennsylvania and thence southwestward through the Carolinas into

Alabama, important masses of a rock composed essentially of a chrysolite or olivine, and
referred to dunite or Iherzolite. With these are associated not only serpentine but various

hornblendic and feldspathic rocks, together with much corundum the latter alike in

segregated veins and disseminated in the beds. These chrysolite-rocks, which, as seen in

North Carolina, were already described by the writer, in 1879, as indigenous stratified

deposits in the Montalban series,
"

have been made the subject of detailed studies both by
Genth and by Julien, whose published results are instructive examples of the application
of the metasomatic doctrine in the hands of its disciples. Genth supposes that, at the time

when these chrysolite-rocks were deposited, vast amounts of alumina were set free by
some unexplained process, and formed beds of corundum, and that this species, by sub-

"
See, in this connection, Hunt, Chem. and Geol. Essays, pp. 316, 320, 325 ; also preface to the second edition

of the same, pp. Kvii-xxxi.; and farther, Trans. Roy. 8oc.,Can., voL i., part 4, pp. 168-204.

Chem. and GeoL Essays, p. 324; also Trans. Roy. Soc. Can., I., part 4, p. 204; and W. King and T. H.
Rowney, An Old Chapter of the Geological Record, 1881, chaps, vii. and xiL

* See James Macfarlane's Geological Handbook, 1879, p. 130 ; and, for some notes on the history of similar rocks,
Iran. Roy. Soc. Can., voL i, part 4, p. 210.
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sequent hydration and metasomatosis, has been changed to bauxite, diaspore, spinel, opal,

and a great number of alumiuiferous silicates, including various micas, probably some

feldspars, and also magnesian silicates of the chloritic group. The final result has been,
"
in many instances, a pretty thorough alteration of the original corundum into micaceous

and chloritic schists or beds, or, as Prof. Dana would express it,
'

a pseudomorphism on a

broad scale.'
" w

38. Julien, who has more recently studied these rocks, adopts with regard to the

chrysolite-beds the view suggested by Clarence King, in 18t8, that they were derived

from the disintegration of chrysolitic eruptive rocks, and were originally chrysolite sand-

stones. Chrysolite, according to him, and not corundum, has been the point of departure

for the various changes which have given rise to the crystalline schists in question. Thus,

while some of the chrysolite beds remain unchanged, others have been converted into

strata of cellular chalcedonic quartz, of serpentine, of steatite, of talcose actinolite-schist,

of tremolite schist, and of a diorite or gabbro made of albite and smaragdite and including

grains of red corundum, sometimes with margarito. Within these rocks are veins and

fissures of various sizes and shapes, in which are found crystallized corundum, with ensta-

tite, actinolite, talc and ripidolite, among other species. Julien, who assigns a similar

origin to the like crystalline schists found elsewhere throughout the Atlantic belt, con-

cludes that all of these various rocks have been derived from chrysolite. As regards the

hypothesis of G-enth, he writes :

" The view which has been suggested, founded on certain

phenomena observed in the corundum-veins, that these secondary rocks, and many schists,

have been derived from the alteration of corundum, finds not the least confirmation from

my studies, and is indeed strongly contradicted by facts observed in the field. The corun-

dum itself is, in all cases, both in the veins and in the particles found in the gabbro, a

secondary or alteration-product. All the phenomena of alteration, both in the veins and

rock-masses absolutely require, and can be simply explained by the introduction of a solu-

tion of soda and alumina into the fissures and interstices, during the period of alteration and

metamorphism." This solution, he imagines to have come from some subterranean source

"Genth, Proc. Amer. Philos. Soc., Sept. 1873 and July 1S74; also Amor. Jour. Soi. (3), vi., 4(il and viii., 221-

223. Mr. Dana, in a notice of Dr. Genth's conclusions, in the last citation, denounces mo severely for having, on a

former occasion, cited from him the words above quoted by Genth, forgetting that it is Genth, whom lie

praises, and not myself, who is thus attributing them to him, and that Gonth's conclusions, if admitted, form a

striking exemplification of that doctrine, which Dana there repudiates. In the same note, after stating that I have

declared that "the advocates of the doctrine of transmutation" have taught that "the greater part of all the

so-called metamorphic or crystalline rocks are the result of an epigonic process," and that " the advocates of this

doctrine maintain that a mass of granite or diorite may be converted into serpentine or limestone, and that a lime-

stone may be changed into granite or gneiss, which may in its turn become serpentine," Dana calls this an extra-

vagant doctrine, and says :

"
I demonstrated that all writers on pseudomorphism, with but one or two exceptions,

would repudiate it as strongly as myself." He farther says the statements here quoted
" have been shown by me

to be untrue ;" and, with regard to the transmutation of granite or gneiss into limestone, declares, in repeat-

ing his charges before the Boston Society of Natural History, that " he never knew any one ignorant enough or

audacious enough to have suggested it" (Proc. Boston Soc. Nat Hist, xvii. p. 170.)

Those who read these pages, and will take the trouble to consult the authorities here cited, or those given in

more detail in my Chemical and Geological Essays, pp. 324-326, may satisfy themselves that I have not borne false

witness in this matter, but that every one of the changes cited has been formally maintained by some one or more

of the transmutationists. It is surely not more difficult to transform granite into limestone, than limestone to

granite, as imagined by Volger, or corundum to opal with Genth, or chrysolite to corundum with Julien.

41 Proc. Boston Soc. Nat. Hist (1883) vol. xxiii, p. 147.
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in a heated condition. The applications of the doctrine of metasomatosis seem to be limited

only by the imagination of its disciples.

39. We now come to examine what we have called the second phase of the doctrine

of metasomatism, which starts, not from silicated and aluminous rocks, but from lime-

stones, and from these proceeds to silicated rocks. The resources of the chemist were

severely taxed, when it was required by the metasomatist to change a sandstone or an

argillite into a gneiss, a hornblende schist, or a serpentine ;
but with a comparatively soluble

rock, like limestone, the change was less difficult to conceive. Accordingly, we find von

Bnch, Ilaidinger and others teaching the conversion of limestone into dolomite, and Gustaf

Hose and Dana, the further change of dolomite into serpentine; while Volger, and after

him Bisrhof, maintained the transformation of limestone into gneiss and granite. The

argument for this change, as stated by the latter, is instructive, as showing the ordinary

modi 1 of reasoning adopted by this school. The occurrence of feldspar in the form of cal-

cite, according to him, "proves the possibility of carbonate of lime being replaced by a

feldspathic substance." He elsewhere argues that since both quartz and feldspar may
replace calcite,

"
if both changes take place together, the chief constituents of gneiss would

be substituted for the limestone removed." "Volger also describes instances of the asso-

ciation of adularia and perieline with calcite, at St. Gothard, which show that feldspar,

quart/ and mica may be substituted for the carbonate of lime in calcite. Consequently,
it may be inferred that granite or gneiss may be produced from limestone in the same

manner." '

40. Akin to this view of Volger is that suggested by Pumpelly with regard to the

halleflinta or bedded petrosilex-porphyry of Missouri (composed chiefly of quartz and

orlhodase) that this rock, as well as its imbedded magnetic; and specular iron and man-

iranese ores, may have been derived by a metasomatic process from a limestone, parts of

which were replaced by the oxyds of iron and manganese, "while the porphyry, now sur-

rounding the ores, may be due to a previous, contemporaneous, or subsequent replacement
of the lime-carbonate by silica and silicates." Portions of this petrosilex are, in fact, inti-

mately mingled with calcite, and thin layers of crystalline limestone are also found inter-

stratified with the petrosilex, which, in these associations, retains its normal composition

of a mixture of orthoclase and quartz"
The hypothesis of metasomatism as applied to silicated rocks, endeavors to account for

the generation of different and unlike masses in a single crystalline terrane or series, and

also for certain phenomena in the transformation of detrital rocks. As applied to lime-

stones, however, by Rose, Volger, Bischof and Pumpelly, it seeks to explain the transforma-

tion of a single wide-spread rock into granite, gneiss, serpentine, petrosilex, and crystalline

iron-ores. These transformations once established, we should have an intelligible hypothesis
to account for the origin of the principal crystalline rocks.

41. "We have in the preceding historical sketch endeavoured to shew that the

existing hypotheses regarding the origin of the stratiform crystalline rocks may be classed

under six heads, which are as follows :

BlMhof
; Chemical and Physical Geology, 1859, vol. III., pp. 431, 432.

Geological Survey of Missouri, 1873; Iron Ores, etc., pp. 25-27. Also Hunt, Azoic Rocks, Rep. E., Second

Geological Survey of Penn., p. 104.
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I. ENDOPLUTONIO. This supposes the rocks in question to have been formed from the

mass of the primeval globe as it congealed from igneous fusion and, as Naumann remarks,

implies a solidification from without inwards. The process beginning before the precipi-

tation of water on the surface, this liquid took no part in their formation, and their strati-

form structure and arrangement are to be ascribed to crystallization, or to the effect of

currents set up in the congealing mass. (Naumanu, T. Macfarlane, Hebert et al.)

II. EXOPLUTONIC. This hypothesis conceives the crystalline stratiform rocks to have

been built up out of matters ejected from beneath the superficial crust of the earth.

Besides lavas and pyroclastic rocks, which are the ordinary products of volcanoes, the

hypothesis of the Huttonians (in which the notion of metamorphism is carried back in-

definitely, so that its products are confounded with the primeval crust,) has apparently led

the way to a belief in the eruption not only of re-fused rediments, but of hydrated serpen-

tinic and feldspathic magmas, and even, as we have seen, of quartz, magnetite, limestone,

rock-salt, anhydrite, and of clays and sands. It would not probably be maintained by its

advocates that the eruption of all of these rocks was attended with volcanic phenomena,

properly so-called. Such extruded rocks, though not truly volcanic, would however, as

coming up from the underworld, merit the more comprehensive designation of exoplutonic,

here proposed.

III. METAMORPHIC or plutouic-detrital. This hypothesis conceives the crystalline

rocks to have been formed by consolidation and recrystallizatiou of sediments arranged

beneath the sea, and derived (1) from the ruins of endoplutonic rocks resembling these,

(Hutton, and his followers, Playfair, Scrope, Boue, Lyell, and Dana in 1803-1879) ; (2) from

exoplutouic or volcanic rocks, broken up, for the most part, during the process of eruption,

which was often submarine. With these materials may also be associated lava-flows.

(Dana in 1843, Kopp, Reusch, Tornebohm, Marr, C. H. Hitchcock). The heat, which

was believed to effect the metamorphosis of these detrital materials beneath the sea into

crystalline rocks, is supposed by the Huttonians to have come from the heated interior by

conduction, but, according to the volcanic-detrital hypothesis of Dana, through the direct

heating of the waters of the sea by contact with the eruptive matters.

IV. METASOMATIC. Although the crystalline rocks believed to be formed in each one

of the preceding methods have been supposed to be occasionally the subject of wide-

spread metasomatosis, we may properly restrict the title of a general metasomatic hypo-

thesis to that which seeks to explain the derivation of the principal crystalline silicated

rocks from limestones, as suggested by Rose, Volger, Bischof and Pumpelly.
V. CHAOTIC. We have already suggested the name of the chaotic hypothesis for that

which supposes the crystalline stratiform rocks, as well as the granites underlying them,

to have been successively deposited by crystallization from a general chaotic ocean, by
which their elements were originally held in solution. In this doctrine, which was taught

by Werner and his immediate disciples, the conception of internal heat was not recognized,

and there was no suggestion of an elevated temperature in the chaotic ocean.

VI. THERMOCHAOTIC. The history of the attempts to adapt the Wernerian hypo-

thesis to the conception of a cooling globe has already been told in the preceding pages.

It was supposed that the waters of the universal chaotic ocean were highly heated, and

were thus enabled to exert a powerful solvent action upon the previously-formed plutonic

rocks of the primitive crust, transforming them into the present crystalline stratiform
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rocks ; a hypothesis of their origin which may be appropriately designated as thermo-

chaotic. According to this hypothesis, as set forth by Scrope, and afterwards by Delabeche

and by Daubree, the first water on the surface of the planet would be condensed under a

pressure equal to 250 atmospheres, corresponding to a temperature near that of redness.

"We are reminded in this of Dana's earlier metamorphic theory, in which he also invoked

the action of waters at a red heat. These, however, were supposed by him to be heated

in the depths of the ocean by local volcanic eruptions, and the process, so far from being

a universal one belonging to a very early time in the history of our planet, was a partial

one repeated at different geological periods.

According to Daubree the original plutonic rocks are not known, and the oldest

crystalline schists are thermochaotic. Macfarlane, on the contrary, while adopting this

hypothesis for the later crystalline or transition schists, maintains the endoplutouic origin

of the primitive gneisses.

4'2. Proceeding now to review briefly the claims of the above hypotheses, we remark

with regard to the first, that multiplied observations in many parts of the world have now

established the existence of a regular succession in the crystalline rocks, which show by

the greater corrugation of the lower members, by frequent discordances in stratification,

and by the presence of fragments of the lower in the higher strata, that the order of

generation was from below upwards. With this, moreover, corresponds the fact that the

lower rocks are the more massive and more highly crystalline, while the upper ones pre-

sent a irradual approximation in physical characters to the uncrystalline sedimentary or

secondary strata
;
thus justifying the name of transition, applied by Werner to these inter-

mediate rocks. All these facts are irreconcilable with the endoplutonic hypothesis.

The universal distribution, and the persistency of characters of these various groups

of crystalline rocks, indicate moreover that they have been produced by a world-wide

action, extending with great regularity through vast periods of time, and are incompatible

with anything which we know of the phenomena of vulcanicity. The objections long

since made by -Xaumann to the second or exoplutonic hypothesis are still as valid as ever,

and there is no evidence in the lithological characters of these rocks of their volcanic

origin. The argument derived from the similarity between their miueralogical composition

and that of erupted rocks, of paleozoic and more recent times, is equally strong in favor

of the derivation of these latter from the primitive strata.

4-*?. The metamorphic hypothesis, which would derive the primitive strata from the

consolidation and the recrystallization of detrital plutonic rocks, whether endoplutonic or

volcanic, is, for many reasons, inadmissible. Without at present considering the later crys-

talline groups, which are also of vast extent, the ancient granitoid gneisses, (originally

called Laurent ian and represented in Canada by the Ottawa and Grenville series,) have an

unknown volume, since their base has never been detected. It is, however, certain that

they include, wherever studied in Europe or in America, a vast thickness which, as Dana

correctly says, cannot be assumed to be less than 30,000 feet. The detrital hypothesis
demands an agency which shall create, transport, and lay down beneath the sea, over vast

areas, now continental, this enormous thickness of sediment, not of mingled sands and

clays, like those of later deposits, (which are the results of a more or less complete sub-

aerial chemical decomposition of primitive rocks,) but in a chemically unchanged condition,

and with the feldspar unaltered. It, moreover, demands a source for these enormous
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amounts of fresh detrital material, either in vanished pre-Laurentian continents, or in vast

volcanic centres which have left behind them no traces of their existence.

This hypothesis further demands a consolidation and reerystallizatiou of the elements

of these re-composed rocks, so perfect that the microscope fails to detect the evidence of their

detrital origin. The resemblances between the primitive crystalline rocks and what we
know to be detrital rocks, compressed, re-cemented, and often exhibiting interstitial mine-

rals of secondary origin, is too slight and superficial to deceive the critical student in

lithology, and disappears under microscopical examination. The lessons taught by careful

lithological and stratigraphical study have already led to the abandonment of the meta-

morphic hypothesis by the greater number of geologists ;
the more so since, as Bonney has

well remarked,
44 the long-quoted examples of metamorphic secondary and tertiary rocks in

Europe have, without exception, been found to be mistaken, and to have been based either

on false stratigraphy, on cases of re-composed crystalline rocks, or on a local development
of crystalline minerals in the texture of clastic rocks.

44. The very ingenious metasomatic hypothesis, which would derive the crystalline

stratified rocks from the transformation of limestones, is of course a gratuitous one, based

on some observed cases of association of silicates with calcite, and the possible replacement
of the one by the others, and deserves mention only as showing the greater difficulties of

the previous hypotheses, which could lead to the adoption of that of general metasomatosis.

It is possible, however, that its authors never imagined for it the rank of a universal

hypothesis ; the creation of continents of pure limestone, and their subsequent transforma-

tion into the vast masses of granitoid gneisses just referred to, would make as great

demands on our credulity as the metamorphic hypothesis itself.

As regards the chaotic hypothesis of Werner, according to which the whole of

the materials of the crystalline rocks were originally dissolved in a primeval sea, its chemical

difficulties are evident to the modern student. That the ocean could have ever held at one

time in solution, under any conceivable conditions, the elements of the whole vast scries

of crystalline rocks, and could have deposited them successively, in that orderly manner

which we observe in the earth's crust, was seen to be incredible. This argument, success-

fully urged by Playfair and his followers, contributed, with others, to the discredit which,

as we have seen, soon fell upon the Wernerian hypothesis.

45. Respecting what we have called the thermochaotic hypothesis, so ingeniously set

forth by Daubree, while his conclusions as to the first precipitation of water 011 the

globe at a very high temperature are not to be questioned, it can, we think, be shown that

its direct action, under these conditions, upon the primitive crust could not have resulted

in any such succession of deposits as those which make up the crystalline schists
;
these

we are forced to assign to a later period in the history of the globe, for which the phase

to which Daubree has drawn attention was but a preparation.

The mineralogical characters and associations of the ancient crystalline rocks are, it

is maintained, incompatible with the elevated temperature supposed in the hypothesis of

Daubree. The orderly interstratification with the ancient Laurentiau gneisses of beds of

limestone, and others of dolomite, not less than the presence in the one and the other of

these of concretionary masses and beds of serpentine, after the manner of flint, and the

44
Geological Magazine, November, 1883, p. 507.
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inclusion in this of what so many regard as an organic form, the Eozoon Caruulense ; the

presence, alike in the limestones, gneisses and associated quartzites, of carbon in the form of

graphite ; and, finally, the occurrence of sulphids, testifying to a process of reduction of

sulphates (which, not less than the graphite, suggests organic matter,) all indicate chemical

processes such as are now going on at the earth's surface, and have been in operation. sin< <

the beginning of paleozoic time ; but which are inconsistent with any considerable eleva-

tion of temperature above that now prevailing on the earth. They are, in short, evidences

that the processes of vegetable and animal life were going on simultaneously with the deposi-

tion of the rocks of the Laurentian period. More than this, the presence of rounded masses of

older gneisses in the younger crystalline schists, not less than the composition ofthese schists

(as we shall hope to show in the sequel), are evidences that during the period in question

a subacrial decay of the older crystalline rocks was already going on, giving rise to boulders

of decomposition, to clays, and all the chemical reactions which that process implies, and

which I have elsewhere set forth at length."

46. If we have correctly defined the conditions requisite for the production of the

crystalline stratified rocks, they must have been separated from water by a process of

crystallization or precipitation, at a temperature and a pressure not widely different from

those now prevailing at the earth's surface. This process, in the earlier periods, must have

been widely extended, and, so far as known continental areas were concerned, probably

universal. A .slowly progressive change meanwhile went on in the chemical conditions,

indicated by a gradual modification in the composition of the rocks, and the areas of

deposition, though still very great, became limited, leaving large surfaces, both of subse-

quently erupted rocks and of the precipitated stratified rocks, exposed to a process of sub-

aerial decay, the soluble and insoluble products of which alike intervened in the rock-

forming processes of this later or transition period. The conditions of the problem before

us require moreover a source, neither detrital nor volcanic, for the immense mass of wholly

crystalline material, chiefly quartz and feldspars, constituting the vast and as yet

unfathomed primitive granitic and gneissic series; which only at a later time furnished

its contingent of decayed and detrital matter to the crystalline transition rocks.

Hut there is still another condition imposed by the problem before us that of a satis-

factory explanation of the highly inclined and often nearly vertical attitude of the crystal-

line stratified rocks, which is most remarkable in those of the earliest periods. The

ordinarily received explanation of this, as due to the contraction of a cooling globe, has

seemed so inadequate to account for the great contortion, crushing, and folding of these older

rocks, that some geologists, as Naumann tells us, have been led to regard the present

as their original attitude, resulting from movements of the solidifying crust ; in which
connection he quotes with approval the language of Kittel, that "

so long as a hypothesis
is unable thoroughly to explain the almost vertical position of the primitive strata, it

cannot be regarded as even approximately near the truth."

It will, we think be apparent, in the light of the preceding review of existing hypo-
theses, that no explanation of the origin of the crystalline rocks which fails to meet all of

the conditions just defined can hope for the approval of those who, after a careful survey
of the whole field, seek for a new and more satisfactory hypothesis. It remains to be seen

u The Dewy of Kocka Geologically Considered, 1883- Amer. Jour, 8., voL xxvi., pp. 190-213.
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whether, with the help of modern physical and chemical science, and our present knowledge
of geological facts, it is possible to devise such a one. After many years of reflection and

study, the present writer ventures to propose a new hypothesis, believing that while avoid-

ing all the difficulties of those hitherto put forward, it will furnish an intelligible

solution of a great number of hitherto unsolved problems in the physiology of the globe.

II. THE DEVELOPMENT OF A NEW HYPOTHESIS.

47. The history of the beginning and the growth of the new hypothesis here proposed
to explain the origin of crystalline rocks is necessarily to a great extent personal, since

it covers the work of many years of the author's life. The lines of investigation which have

led to this hypothesis may be described as first, that of the order and succession of the

crystalline stratified rocks of the earth's crust
; secondly, their mineralogy and lithology ;

thirdly, their history, considered in the light of physics and chemistry, involving an inquiry
into all the chemical relations of existing rocks, waters and gases, including the transfor-

mations and decay of rocks, and the artificial production of mineral species; and fourth and

lastly, the probable condition of our planet before the creation of the present order. The

adequate discussion of all these themes, which would include a complete system of

mineral physiology, is impossible within the limits of the present essay, but a brief

outline of some of the chief points necessary to the understanding of the hypothesis will

here be attempted.

48. As regards the order and succession of the crystalline rocks, the author's studies

of them, begun in New England forty years since, and continued in Canada from 1847

onwards, were for many years perplexed with the difficulties of the Huttoniau tradition,

(then and for many years generally accepted in America) that the mineral character of these

rocks was in no obvious way related to their age and geological sequence, but that the

strata of paleozoic and even of cenozoic times might take on the forms of the so-called

azoic rocks. It was questioned by the partisans of the Huttoniau school whether to

the south and east of the azoic rocks of the Laurentides and the Adirondacks, in North

America, there were any crystalline strata which were not of paleozoic or of mesozoic age,

although many of these are uudistinguishable from the rocks of the Laurentides.

As I have elsewhere said, the metamorphic and the metasomatic, not less than the

exoplutonic hypothesis, of the origin of the crystalline rocks, by failing to recognize the

existence and the necessity of an orderly lithological development in time, have powerfully

contributed to discourage intelligent geognostical study, and have directed attention

rather to details of lithology and of mineralogy, often of secondary importance.
46 That a

great law presided over the development of the crystalline rocks, was from the first my
conviction, but until the confusion which a belief in the miracles of metamorphism,

metasomatism, and vulcanism had introduced into geology was dispelled, the discovery of

such a law was impossible.

49. Convinced of the essential truth of the principles laid down by "Werner, and

embodied in his distinctions of Primitive, Transition and Secondary rocks, I sought, during

46 Amer. Jour. Science, 1880, xix, 298.

Sec. III., 1884. 4.
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many years, to define and classify the rocks of the first two of these classes, and by ex-

tended studies in Europe, as \vell as in North America, succeeded in establishing an

order, a succession, and a nomenclature, which are now beginning to find recognition on

both continents.
47

While the succession of the various groups of crystalline rocks was thus being esta-

blished, not without the efficient aid and co-operation of other workers in late years, min-

eralogical and chemical studies were teaching us much of the true nature of the diffe-

rences and resemblances of these groups, as well as of the natxiral relations and modes of

formation of various silicates and other mineral species which enter into the composition of

the crystalline rocks. The investigations of physicists and astronomers had moreover

given form and consistence to the ancient theory of the igneous origin of our planet, and

the concurrent working in all of the lines of investigation above indicated was thus pre-

paring the way for a new hypothesis of the origin of crystalline rocks a hypothesis
of which I shall endeavour to sketch the growth and the evolution.

50. It was in January, 1858, more than a quarter of a century since, that I ventured

to put forth a speculation as to the chemistry of a cooling and still molten globe. Consi-

dering only that crust with which geognosy makes us acquainted, it was maintained that

at a very early period the whole of its non-volatile elements were united in a fused mass of

silicates, which included the metallic bases of the salts now dissolved in the ocean's waters ;

while the dense atmosphere of that time was charged with all the carbon, sulphur, and

chlorine, combined with oxygen or with hydrogen, besides which were present watery

vapor, nitrogen, and a probable excess of oxygen. The first precipitated and acid waters

from this atmosphere Jailing on the hot earth's silicated crust, would, it was said, soon

become neutralized by the protoxyd bases, giving rise to the chlorids and sulphates of the

primeval sea; with the probable separation of the combined silica, at that high tempera-

ture, in the form of quart/. The suggestion as to the acid nature of the primitive

atmosphere, and its first chemical action, which were obvious deductions from the igneous

theory, had, as I afterwards learned, been anticipated by Quenstedt.
48

51. These views were reiterated in May, 1858, when they were coupled with the

conception of a solid nucleus to the globe as then taught by Poulett Scrope and by Wil-

liam Hopkins. The subsequent subaerial decay of exposed portions of the earth's primi-

tive crust in a moist atmosphere, now purged of the acid compounds of chlorine and

sulphur, but still holding carbonic acid, was then set forth as resulting in the transforma-

tion of feldspathic silicates into clays, and the transference to the sea of the lime, magnesia
and alkalies of the decayed rock in the form of carbonates, the latter of which, reacting on

calcium-chlorid, would yield carbonate of lime and chlorids of sodium and magnesium. It

was then said that by this hypothesis
" we obtain a notion of the processes by which, from

a primitive fused mass, may be generated the various silicious, argillaceous and calcareous

47 1 have elsewhere given the history of the progress of inquiry in this direction in Report E of the Second

Geological Survey of Pennsylvania (Azoic Bocks) 1878
;
in brief, in an essay on Pro-Cambrian Rocks, etc., in the

Amer. Jour. Science, 1880, (ziv. 208) ;
and later in a study of the Pro-Cambrian Rocks of the Alps, in the Trans.

Roy. Boa, Canada, vol. i, part 3, pp. 182-196. See also in this connection the late address of Dr. Hicks,

president of the British Geologists' Association, in its Proceedings, vol. viii. 1883, On the Succession of the Archsean

Rocks, etc.
; and the still more recent paper of Prof. Bonney, president of the Geological Society of London, on The

Building of the Alps, in Nature for May 18 and 25, 1884
;
also the Geological Magazine for June 1884, p. 280.

*
Epochen der >'atur. p. 20.
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rocks which make up the greater part of the earth's crust." Of this it was declared,
"
the

earth's solid crust of anhydrous and primitive igneous rock is everywhere deeply concealed

beneath its own ruins, which form a great mass of sedimentary strata, permeated by
water," and subjected to heat from below, changing them to crystalline metamorphic

rocks, and at length reducing them to a state of igneo-aqueous fusion, through which they

yield eruptive rocks. Of this primitive crust it was farther asserted that it
"
probably

approached to dolerite in composition."

The principal points in this hypothesis, as presented in 1858, were thus the solid

condition of the earth's interior, and the derivation of the whole of the rocks of the known

crust, by chemical transformations, from the original superficial and last-congealed layer

of the cooling globe, which was considered to have been a basic rock, not unlike dolerite.

All of these positions are fundamental to the present hypothesis.

52. These views were again repeated in a paper read before the Geological Society

of London in June, 1859, with some farther developments as to the origin of the various

crystalline rocks derived from the primeval crust. This, it was claimed, was necessarily

quartzless, and far removed in composition from the supposed granitic substratum, or the

primitive gneiss. An attempt was, however, made to show that with the quartz, derived

from the supposed first decomposition of the primitive igneous rock by acid waters, and

the sediments resulting from subsequent disintegration and subaerial decay, coarser and

finer sediments, more or less permeable, would result, which by the natural chemical

action of infiltrating waters might, in accordance with known laws, divide themselves

into two great classes, "the one characterized by an excess of silica, by the predomin-

ance of potash, and by small amounts of lime, magnesia and soda, and represented by
the granites and trachytes ;

while in the other silica and potash are less abundant, and

soda, lime and magnesia prevail, giving rise to pyroxene and triclinic feldspars. The

metamorphism and displacement of such sediments may thus enable as to explain the

origin of the different varieties of plutonic rocks without calling to our aid the ejections

of the central fire."

53. Such was the scheme put forward by the writer, in 1858 and 1859, to explain the

generation from a homogenous undifFerentiated crust, without the intervention of plutonic

matters from the earth's interior, of the two great types of acidic and basic crystalline

rocks
; gneisses, granites and trachytes on the one hand, and doleritic rocks, green-

stones and basalts on the other. Regarded as an attempt to adapt the Huttouiau hypo-

thesis to the growing demands of the science, and to give it what it had hitherto lacked,

a starting point in time, and a possible explanation of the two types of acidic and basic

rocks, this scheme demands a place in the history of geology, although, in the judgment
of its author, it must share the fate of all other forms of the metamorphic hypothesis.

In recognizing the adequacy of a primitive undifFerentiated layer of igneous rock as the

sole source of the materials of the future order it, however, effected a great step towards

a more satisfactory hypothesis.
49

49
See, for the references to this early statement, the American Journal Science for January, 1858, (vol. xxv, p.

102;) also a Theory of Igneous Rocks and Volcanoes, Canadian Journal, Toronto, May, 1858 ;
and Some Points in

Chemical Geology, in abstract in Philos. Mag. for February, and in full in the Quarterly Geological Journal for

November, 1859. The latter two papers are reprinted in the author's Chemical and Geological Essays, pp. 1-17.
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54. The nature and history of this primitive layer was farther discussed by the

author in a lecture on " The Chemistry of the Primeval Earth," given at the Royal Insti-

tution in London, in June, ISGf.
50 Therein it was said :

"
It is with the superficial portions

of the fused mineral mass of the globe that we have now to do, since there is no good
reason for supposing that the deeply-seated portions have intervened in any direct manner

in the production of the rocks which form the superficial crust. This, at the time of its

first solidification, presented probably an irregular diversified surface, from the result of

contraction of the congealing mass, which at last formed a liquid bath of no great depth,

surrounding the solid nucleus." It was further insisted that this material would contain

all of the bases in the form of silicates, and must have much resembled in composition
certain furnace-slags or volcanic products. Of this primary lava-like rock, it was said,

that it is now everywhere concealed, and is not to be confounded with the granitic

substratum. That granite was a secondary rock, formed through the intervention of

water, was then argued from the presence therein, as a constituent element, of quartz,
"
which, so far as we know can only be generated by aqueous agencies, and at compara-

tively low temperatures." The metamorphic hypothesis of the origin of granite was

then maintained.

In 180!i, in an essay on "The Probable Seat of Volcanic Action,"
51 a further inquiry

was made into the probable nature and condition of what had been spoken of in 1858 as

"the ruins oi' the crust of anhydrous and primitive igneous rock." This, it was now

said,
" must by contraction in cooling have become porous and permeable, for a consider-

able depth, to the waters afterwards precipitated upon its surface. In this way it was pre-

pared alike for mechanical disintegration and for the chemical action of the acids ....
present in the air and the waters of the time. . . . The earth, air, and water, thus

made to react upon each other, constitute the first matters, from which, by mechanical and

chemical transformations, the whole mineral world known to us has been produced." It

was farther argued, from many geological phenomena, that we have evidence of the exist-

ence between the solid nucleus and the stratified rocks of " an interposed layer of partially

iluid matter, which is not, however, a still unsolidified portion of the once liquid globe,

but consists of the outer part of the congealed primitive mass, disintegrated and modified

by chemical and mechanical agencies, impregnated with water, and in a state of igneo-

aqueous fusion."

55. Although in 1858 I had, as already shown, sought to give a more rational basis

to the metamorphic hypothesis of the origin of crystalline rocks, the traditions of which,

as expounded by Lyell, weighed so heavily on the geologists of the time, other considera-

tions soon afterwards led me to seek in another direction for the solution of the problem.
The examination of the mineral silicates deposited during the evaporation of many natural

waters, that of the Ottawa river among others, and the study which 1 had made of the

hydrous magnesiau silicate found in the tertiary strata of the Paris basin, induced me, as

early as 1860, to inquire "to what extent rocks composed of calcareous and magnesian
silicates may be directly formed in the moist way ;" and again, in the same year, to declare

"
Proceedings of the Royal Institution, and also Chemical and Geological Essays, pp. 36-45.

"
Geological Magazine for June, 1869, and Amor. Jour. Science, for July, 1870 (voL i., p. 21.) See also Chemical

and Geological Essays, pp. 59-67.
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with regard to the latter,
"

it is evident that such silicates could be formed in basins at the

earth's surface, by reactions between magnesian solutions and dissolved silica
;

"
a con-

sideration which was then applied to the generation of serpentine and of talc. Again, in

1863 and 1864, I ventured to conclude that
"
steatite, serpentine, pyroxene, hornblende,

and, in many cases, garnet, epidote, and other silicated minerals, are formed by a crys-

tallization or molecular rearrangement of silicates generated by chemical processes in

waters at the earth's surface."
M

56. "While natural waters hold in abundance both lime and magnesia, alumina is,

under ordinary conditions, insoluble in them, and moreover is not found uncombined with

silica. The problem of the genesis of the aluminous double silicates, so abundant in the

rocks, was therefore a more difficult one than that of the simple protoxyd-silicates, with

which they are often intimately associated. Many facts in the history of zeolitic minerals,

however, soon led me to recognize in the conditions under which these aluminous double

silicates are formed, a clue to the solution of the problem. Thus it was that, in an essay

read before the Geological Society of Dublin, iu April, 1863," I called attention to the

observations ofDaubree on the production, during the historic period, of the zeolites, chabazite

and harmotome (phillipsite), by the action of thermal waters at a temperature not above

70 C., on the masonry of the ancient Eoman baths at Plombieres. The mode of the occur-

rence of these minerals showed that the aluminous silicate of the burned bricks had been

changed into a temporarily soluble compound, which had crystallized in cavities as

zeolites, which differ in composition from feldspars only by the presence of combined

water. I also called attention, in this connection, to the experiments of Daubree, who, by

operating at higher temperatures in sealed tubes, had succeeded in producing crystallized

quartz, pyroxene, and apparently feldspathic and micaceous minerals.

5*7. The aqueous origin of feldspars, and their intimate relations to zeolites and

other hydrous minerals, were farther noticed by the author, in the- "Geology of Canada,"
in 1863, in which he cited the observations made by J. D. Whitney on the frequent

occurrence of orthoclase in the copper-bearing veins in the melaphyres of Lake Superior.

The crystals of this mineral, which had been mistaken for stilbite, are there found under

conditions, which show their formation contemporaneously with the zeolites, analcime and

natrolite
; while elsewhere in the same region, the associates of the orthoclase are epidote,

calcite, native copper and quartz, upon which, as well as upon sapouite, the crystals of the

feldspar were found implanted.
51

Whitney recalled in this connection the occurrence of a

variety of orthoclase, the weissigite of Jenzsch, with chalcedony, in cavities of an amyg-
daloidal rock.

58. These facts were now insisted upon, in connection with my own observations, to

show the aqueous origin of the feldspar found in veins among the crystalline schists in the

province of Quebec, where "
a flesh-red orthoclase occurs so intermingled with white

quartz and chlorite as to show the contemporaneous formation of the three species. The

orthoclase generally predominates, often reposing upon or surrounded by chlorite, and at

42 For citations and references see Chemical and Geological Essays, pp. 296, 297 and 300.

"The Chemistry of Metamorphic Rocks
;
Dublin Quarterly Journal for July, 1863

; reprinted in Chemical and

Geological Essays, pp. 18-34.

M
Whitney, Amer. Jour. Science, 1869, xxviii., 16.
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other times imbedded in quartz, which covers the latter. Drusy cavities are also lined

with small crystals of the feldspar, and have been subsequently filled up by a cleavable

bitter-spar," often with crystallized hematite, rutile, and copper-sulphids. It was shown

that among these veins, then described as of aqueous origin, there was to be seen a transi-

tion, from those "containing only quartz and bitter-spar, with a little chlorite or talc,

through others in which orthoclase appears, and gradually predominates, until we arrive at

veins made up of quartz and feldspar, sometimes including mica, and having the character

of a coarse-grained granite; the occasional presence of copper-sulphids and hematite char-

acterising all of them alike." There was also described the occurrence, in the same region, of

a dark-colored argillaceous and schistose rock, having in parts the aspect of a chloride

greenstone, which is rendered amygdaloidal by the presence of numerous spherical or

ovoidal masses of quartz, or more commonly of reddish orthoclase, often with a nucleus of

quartz. In schistose varieties of this rock the feldspar extends from these centres in such

a manner as to give a trneissoid aspect to the mass. All of these facts were regarded as

showing the aqueous origin of orthoclase, and its secretion from the adjacent rock."

o'.i. With the feldspar in the above mentioned veins may be compared the similar

occurrence, observed in 1872, in the groat quartz lodes with chalcopyrite which traverse

the Huronian greenstones at the Bruce Mines, on Lake Huron, of bands one or two inches

wide oi' a brirk-rcd orthoclase, mingled with a little quartz and a small amount of a

greenish, apparently hornblendic element, forming an aggregate which can hardly be dis-

tinguished from some of the older granitic rocks, but is clearly interbanded with the

metalliferous quartz and the bitter-spar of the lode. In this connection may also be quoted

a description of the vertical parallel veins found cutting at right angles the Montalban

gneisses, in Northbridge, near Worcester, Massachusetts. These veins, as described by the

writer,
"
may be traced for considerable distances, and are ordinarily but a few inches in

thickness. The veinstone of these is generally a vitreous quartz, which in some parts

exhibits selvages, and in others bands of white orthoclase, by an admixture of which it

passes elsewhere into a well characterized granitic vein. The quartz veins, in places, hold

cubic; crystals of pyrite, together with chalcopyrite and pyrrhotite, the latter in consider-

able masses, sometimes accompanied by crystals of greenish epidote, imbedded in the

quartz, and occasionally associated with red garnet. In one part, there is found enclosed

in the wider portion of a vein, between bands of vitreous quartz, a lenticular mass, three

inches thick, of coarsely granular pink calcite, with imbedded grains of dark-green amphi-
bole and on one side small crystals of olive-green epidote and red garnet ; the whole

mass closely resembling some crystalline limestones from the Laurentian," and evidently

endogenous." I have also described remarkable examples of similar associations of

zoisite, garnet, hornblende, pyroxene and calcite in the metalliferous quartz lodes in the

Montalban series, at Ducktown, Tennessee.57

60. The question of the aqueous origin of concretionary veins was resumed by the

author in 1871, in an essay On Granites and Granite Veinstones, when it was maintained

that the relation of granitic veins with metalliferous quartz-lodes, on the one hand, and

"Geology of Canada, 1868 ; pp. 476 and 606.

H Axoic Rocks, Report ,
Second Geological Surrey of Pennsylvania, p. 247.

" Chemical and Geological Essays, p. 217.
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with calcareous veins carrying the ordinary minerals of crystalline limestones, on the

other, is such that to all these veins must be assigned a common aqueous origin. It

was farther shown that the endogenous granitic masses or veinstones in the Montalban

or younger gneissic series in New England often attain breadths of sixty feet or more, and

that they present great varieties in texture, from coarse aggregates of banded orthoclase

and quartz, often with muscovite (from which these various elements are mined for com-

mercial purposes), to veins in which the concretionary character is not less marked,

including beryl, tourmaline, garnet, cassiterite and other rare minerals
;
while others still

of these great veins are so fine-grained and homogeneous in character as to have been

quarried as granites for architectural uses. These endogenous masses are included alike

in the gneisses, the quartzites, the staurolitic mica-schists, and the indigenous crystalline

limestones of the Moutalban series, and, though generally transverse, are sometimes, for

a portion of their course, coincident with the bedding of the enclosing rock.

It was clear that these endogenous granitic veins of posterior origin were mineralogi-

cally very similar to the older gneisses and the erupted granites. From a prolonged study

of all these phenomena, the conclusion was then reached that we have in the action which

generated these endogenous granitic rocks a continuation of the same process which gave
rise to the older or fundamental granitoid gneisses, which were hence of aqueous origin.

61. This process of reasoning was in fact identical with that by which Werner, in

the last century, was led to assign an aqueous origin to the primitive granite and the

crystalline schists. In a farther description, in 18Y4, of some examples of these banded

veinstones from Maine and Nova Scotia, it was said that their structure is
" due to

successive deposits from water of crystalline matter on the walls of the vein, and results

from a process which, though operating in later times and in subterranean fissures, was

probably not very much unlike that which gaA'e rise to the indigenous granitic gneisses."

The same ideas as to the origin of the ancient crystalline rocks, and their relations to

granitic and to zeolitic veins, were farther defined by me, in 1S*14, when it was said :

" The deposition of immense quantities alike of orthoclase, albite and oligoclase in

veins which are evidently of aqueous origin shows that conditions have existed in which

the elements of these mineral species were abundant in solution. The relation between

these endogenous deposits and the great beds of orthoclase and tricliuic feldspar-rocks is

similar to that between veins of calcite and of quartz, and beds of marble and of traver-

tine, of quartzite and of hornstone. But while the conditions in which these latter

mineral species are deposited from solution have been perpetuated to our own time, those

of the deposition of feldspars and many other species, whether in veins, or in beds, appear
to belong only to remote geological ages, and, at best, are represented in more recent times

only by the production of a few zeolitic minerals."
'

62. A farther and more particularized statement of the author's conclusions as to the

origin of the crystalline rocks was embodied in a paper read before the American Associa-

tion for the Advancement of Science at Saratoga, in August, 1879, containing the three

following propositions :

61

58 Ainer. Jour. Science (3), voL i., 88 and 182, and vol. iii., 115
; also, Chetn. and Oteol. Essays, pp. 183-209.

59 Proc. Boston Society of Natural History, xvi. 237, p. 198.

60 Chemical and Geological Essays, p. 298.

"The History of some Pre-Cambrian Rocks, etc. Proc. A. A. A. S., for 1879, and Amer. Jour. Science (1880)

six., p. 270.
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1st. All gneisses, petrosilexes, hornblendic and micaceous schists, oliviues, serpentines,

and in short, all silicated crystalline stratified rocks, are of neptunian origin, and are not

primarily due to metamorphosis or to metasomatosis, either of ordinary aqueous sediments

or of volcanic materials.

2nd. The chemical and mechanical conditions under which these rocks were deposited

and crystallized, whether in shallow waters, or in abyssal depths (where pressure greatly

influences chemical affinities), have not been reproduced to any great extent since the

beginning of paleozoic time.

3rd. The eruptive rocks, or at least a large portion of them, are softened and displaced

portions of these ancient neptunian rocks, of which they retain many of the mineralo-

gical and lithological characters.

$ (53. In a subsequent paper, in 1880, it was said, with reference to the subaerial decay

of rocks : "The aluminous silicates in the oldest crystalline rocks occur in the forms of

feldspars, and related species, and are, so to speak, saturated with alkalies or with lime. It

is only in more recent formations that we find aluminous silicates either free or with

reduced amounts of alkali, as in the argillites and clays, in micaceous minerals like musco-

vite. margarodite, damourite and pyrophyllite, and in kyauite, fibrolite and audalusite ; all

of which we regard as derived indirectly from the more ancient feldspars." In connection

with this important point, which I had already discussed elsewhere, I added the following

note, referring at the same time to the propositions of the preceding paragraph:
62 "It

is a question how far the origin of such crystalline aluminous silicates as muscovite,

margarodite. damourite, pyrophyllite, kyanite, fibrolite and audalusite, is to be sought in a

process of diagenesis in ordinary aqueous sediments holding the ruins of more or less com-

pletely decayed feldspars. Other aluminous rock-forming silicates, such as chlorites and

magnesian micas, are, however, connected, through aluminiferous amphiboles, with the

non-aluminous magnesiau silicates, and to all of these various magnesian minerals a very

different origin must be ascribed."

In a farther discussion of this subject, in 1883, it was noted "that decayed feldspars,

even when these are reduced to the condition of clays, have not, in most cases, lost the

whole of their alkalies."
' This was shown by the analyses made by Sweet, of the

kaolinized granitic gneisses of Wisconsin, from which it appears that "the levigated clays

from these decayed rocks still hold, in repeated examples, from two to three hundredths or

more of alkalies, the potash predominating."
64. The question of the source of the matters in aqueous solution which, according

to the hypothesis before us, gave rise to granitic veinstones, naturally comes up at this

stage of our inquiry. As we have seen, the granitic substratum of igneous origin, the

existence of which is postulated by most modern geologists is, since the time of Scrope,

Scheerer and lie de Beaumont, generally conceived to be impregnated with a portion of

water, conjectured by Scheerer to equal perhaps five or ten hundreths of its weight ;
and

through the intervention of this to assume, at temperatures far below the point of liquefac-

* The ( Inimical and Geological Relations of the Atmosphere, Amer. Jour. Science, xix, 354. See farther, for the

stratigraphical relations of the various aluminous silicates, (which wore first sot forth by the author in 1863), C'hem.

and OeoL Kstays, pp. 27 and 28
; also Report E, Second Geological Survey of Pennsylvania, (1878) p. 210-

"The Decay of Bocks Geologically Considered, Amer. Journal Science, (1883) xxvi, 194.
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tion of the anhydrous rock, a condition which has been designated one of aqueo-igneous
fusion. This interposed water, under the influence of great heat and pressure, we may
suppose, with Scheercr, to constitute a sort of granitic juice, which, exuding from the mass,

might fill fissures or other cavities, alike in the granite and in the adjacent rocks, with
the characteristic minerals of granitic veins. This seems to have been essentially the view
of lie de Beaumont, who described the- elements of the pegmatites, the tourmaline-

granites, and the veins, often abounding in quartz, which carry cassiterite and columbite,
as emanations from the adjacent granitic masses, or as a granitic aura. Daubree and

Scheerer, in previously describing the similar granitic veins found in Scandinavia, con-

ceived them to have been filled in like manner, not from an unstratified granitic sub-

stratum, but from the crystalline schists which enclose them.04

65. In both of the above hypotheses, we note that the source of the orthoclase and
the quartz of the veins is sought in the solutions derived from the granitic substratum
or its closely related crystalline schists. If now we go farther back, and ask for the origin

of this granitic substratum, with its constituent minerals, wo have shown, in opposition to

the view that it is the outer layer of a cooling globe, good reasons for maintaining, in the

first place that such a layer must have had a very different composition from that of gra-

nite, and in the second place that granite itself is a rock of secondary origin, in the forma-

tions of which water has in all cases intervened. "We have, moreover, already sought to

show that the attempt to derive this granitic rock, by any process of metamorphosis or

metasomatosis, from sediments formed from the primitive quartzless rock, was untenable,

and that the vast granitic substratum, so homogeneous and so widely spread, could not thus

have originated. Already, in 18*74, it had been declared that the process which generated
the orthoclase and the quartz of the granitic rocks was one represented in more recent

times by the production of zeolites.

66. The generation from basic rocks, by aqueous action, alike of orthoclase, of quartz,

and of zeolites, is well known. These are often associated in such rocks, under conditions

which show them to be secretions from the surrounding mass. The substance named

palagonite is an amorphous, apparently colloidal, hydrous silicate, the composition of which,

deducting the water (about seventeen per cent, on an average), is, according to Bunsen,

identical with that of his normal pyroxenic or basaltic magma ( 24), except that the

iron in palagonite is in the state of peroxyd. This substance is changed by no great eleva-

tion of temperature into the zeolite, chabazite, a crystalline silicate of alumina and alkalies,

rich in silica, but destitute of iron-oxyd and magnesia, and a more basic residuum, in which

the latter two bases are retained. Basaltic rock is, according to Bunsen's observations in

Iceland, changed through hydration into palagonite,
" under the influence of a neptunian

cause," and this, by the heat of contiguous eruptive masses, is subsequently transformed

into a zeolitic amygdaloid. These operations, as he has shown, may be repeated in our

laboratories. Fragments of amorphous native palagonite, when rapidly heated in the flame

of a lamp, develope in their mass cavities filled with a white matter, recognized by the aid

of a lens as crystalline chabazite ; while the transformation of basaltic rock into palago-

64 For a general account of the views described in this paragraph, and for references to the somewhat extended

literature of the subject, see Hunt, Chemical and Geological Essays, pp. 188-191
;
also Ibid., p. 6.

Sec. Ill, 1884. 5.
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nite itself may also be artificially effected." Palagonite, is not, apparently, a distinct mineral

species, but a colloidal hydrated mixture, interesting as marking a stage in the transforma-

tion of the vitreous form of certain basic silieated compounds. The crystalline forms of

these by their decomposition may, however, yield zeolites without passing through this

intermediate stage.

6Y. That in these curious but neglected observations of Buusen's, we have repro-

duced in miniature not only the process which takes place on the large scale in masses of

basic exoplutonic rock, but the process which must have gone on in the early ages, when

the universal basic rock, which we have supposed to form the surface of the cooling globe,

was heated from below, and penetrated by atmospheric waters was a deduction which,

although it seemed legitimate, was too vast and too far-reaching to be lightly accepted. It

was therefore not until after many years of careful consideration, and the examination and

rejection of all other conceivable hypotheses, that the conviction was acquired that in

these reactions, which give rise to zeolitic minerals, we have the true solution of the pro-

blem of the genesis of crystalline rocks. This was formally enunciated in 1884, when,

after considering the condition of a cooling earth, in accordance with the hypothesis

defined in 50, it was said :

" The globe, consolidating at the centre, left a superficial

layer of matter, which has yielded all the elements of the earth's crust. This last-cooled

layer, mechanically disintegrated, saturated with water, and heated by the central mass,

furnished in aqueous solution the silicates which were the origin of the ancient gneisses

and similar rocks."
K

"The following is the composition assigned by Bunson to the typical trachytic and basaltic magmas, and to

palagonite, as doduoud from his studios of those rocks in Iceland
; A, being the normal trachytic type, tho mean of

seven analyse.- of trachyte and oloidian ; B, tho normal basaltic type, from six analytic* of basalt and lava; and

C, the average of several palagouites of that region, deducting the water:

A.

Silica 76.67

Alumina. 11.15

Ferrous oxyd 3 .07

Lime 1.45

Magnesia. 0.28

Potash 3.20

Soda 4.18

100.00 100 00 100.00

The ferrous oxyd in the six examples from which B was deduced varied from 11.69 to 19.43; while for the

palmgonite, the iron (which is not separated from the alumina in the above average, and is present as ferric oxyd,)
ranged from 11.85 to 21 .30. The water therein varied from 16.0 to 24.0 per cent The oxygen ratio for pala-

gonite, taking the maximum of alumina, 18.97, and the ferric oxyd, 11.85, together, would be about 1:2:4; and

excluding the latter from the calculation, very nearly 1 : 1| : 4. Palagonite, according to Bunsen, is thus a

hydrated basalt which has exchanged a portion of iU lime for magnesia, with peroxydation of the contained
iron. It

"
is the amorphous portion of basalt that gelatinizes with acids, which is the part forming zeolites

"

(corresponding to the vitreous matter of the tachylite-basalte), and the hydration of this yields palagonite.
Bunsen, by fusing a basalt with potassic hydrate, and treating tho mass with water, got a material which
differed from the basalt only in having lost a little silica and acquired 30.0 of water, and which had all the charac-

ters of palagonite. (Bunsen, Rechercbes sur la formation des roches volcaniquos en Islande. Ann. de Chim. et

de Phys. (1853) (3) xxxviii., 215-289.

From a report of a lecture by tho author before the Lowell Institute, Boston, Mass., Feb. 29, 1884, in the
Boston Daily Advertiser of March 1.
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68. The transformation of the primary basic layer, judging from the phenomena
seen in basic exoplutonic rocks, would give rise not only to quartz, feldspars and zeolites,

but to aluminous silicates like epidote, chlorastrolite and prehnite, and to non-aluminous

silicates like pectolite, okenite and apophyllite. These silicates are all non-maguesian,
but their reactions, while in a soluble condition, with dissolved magnesian salts would

give rise to various natural magnesiau silicates, both aluminous and non-aluminous.

69. The cooling of the surface of the earth by radiation, and the heating from

below, would establish in the disintegrated, porous and unstratified mass of the primary

layer a system of aqueous circulation, by which the waters penetrating this permeable

layer would be returned again to the surface as thermal springs, charged with various

matters there to be deposited. The result of this process of upward lixiviation of the mass

would be the gradual separation of the primary undifferentiated layer into an upper

stratum, consisting chiefly of acidic silicates, such as feldspars with quartz, and a lower,

more basic and insoluble residual stratum, charged with iron and magnesia ; the two re-

presenting respectively the overlying granitic and the underlying basaltic layer, the

presence of which beneath the earth's surface has generally been inferred from exoplutouic

phenomena. The intervention of the argillaceous products of subaerial decay was

considered, and the reactions between them and mineral solutions from below, it

was conjectured, might give rise to certain micaceous minerals.

70. That the great shrinking of the primary layer, consequent upon the removal

from it, by solution, of the vast amount of matter which built up the overlying granitic, and

gneissic series, would result in a collapse and a general corrugation of this overlying

deposit, and that this would probably be attended by outflows, through fissures, of the

underlying basic magma, constituting the first eruptive or exophitonic rocks, were among
the most obvious deductions from this hypothesis. These various points were concisely
set forth in notes read in April and May of this year, with the suggestion that this newly
proposed explanation of the origin of crystalline rocks, through the action of springs

bringing up mineral matters from below, might be called the CRENITIC hypothesis, from

the Greek xpt'/vt?, a fountain or spring.
67

71. The steps in the chronological history of the new hypothesis, which we have

sketched in the preceding pages, may be briefly resumed as follows :

I. 1858. An attempt to deduce from the doctrine of a solid incandescent nucleus, and

a single primary igneous rock, supposed to be quartzless and basic, through mechanical

and chemical agencies, two distinct and unlike classes of sedimentary deposits, which,

when subsequently transformed by subterranean heat, should give the two types of acidic

and basic crystalline rocks. This was an attempt to adopt the Huttonian metamorphic

hypothesis to the conception of a cooling globe, and to give it, what it wanted, a point of

departure.

II. 1860. An attempt to explain the production, by aqueous action at the earth's sur-

face, of various protoxyd-silicates.

III. 1863. An attempt to extend this last conception to double aluminous silicates, by a

consideration of the formation of zeolites at the earth's surface in rocks of secondary age,

67 On the Origin of the Crystalline Rocks, National Academy of Sciences, Washington, April 15, 1884, in

American Naturalist for June
; also Royal Society of Canada, Ottawa, May 20, in Amer. Jour. Science, July, 1884,

and Nature, July 3, p. 227.
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and also in more recent times, through the action of thermal waters ;
it being shown, from

the association of zeolites with feldspar and quartz in nature, that all these are sometimes

formed contemporaneously from aqueous solutions, and also that many feldspathic veins

and masses have probably had a similar aqueous origin.

IV. 1871. The subject of granite veins, farther discussed, and the mineralogical

similarity between these endogenous masses and the indigenous gneissic and granitic

rocks insisted upon.
V. 1874. The argument reiterated, that the conditions under which the primitive

granitic and gnessic rocks were produced were essentially similar to those of the granitic

veins of the later crystalline schists, and that these conditions are reproduced to a smaller

extent, in later times, in the formation of zeolitic minerals : finally, that the gneisses and

bedded granites are to granitic veins what beds of chemically-deposited limestone and

travertine are to calcareous veins.

VI. 1880. The definite assertion of the aqueous origin of stratified crystalline rocks,

coupled with the rejection of the doctrines of metamorphism and metasomatism in explain-

ing their origin, and the assertion of their pre-paleozoic age. At the same time, the proba-

ble intervention of clays, from the subaerial decay of feldpars, as a source of certain crystal-

line aluminous silicates is suggested.
VII. 1884. The deiinite assertion is made that the ancient crystalline rocks were

generated either directly from materials brought to the surface by subterranean springs

from the primary igneous rock, or, as was the case in later times, by the reactions of these

materials with the products of subaerial decay. These latter included clays from feldspars,

and dissolved maguesian salts formed by the action upon sea-water of magnesian car-

bonate set free in the atmospheric decomposition of basic rock erupted from the primary
stratum. Thus, while what may be called the Primitive crystalline rocks were wholly
crenitic in their origin, the soluble and insoluble results of the subaerial decay, alike

of basic exoplutouic matter, and of the older crenitic rocks, contributed to the formation

of the later, or Transition crystalline schists.

III. ILLUSTRATIONS OF THE CRENITIC HYPOTHESIS.

72. The crenitic hypothesis, which has been proposed in the second part of this

essay to account for the origin of the granites and crystalline schists, conceives them to

have been derived, directly or indirectly, by solution from a primary stratum of basic rock, the

last congealed and superficial portion of the cooling globe, through the intervention of

circulating subterranean waters, by which the mineral elements were brought to the sur-

face. This view not only compares the generation of the constituent minerals of the

primitive rocks with that of the minerals formed in the basic eruptive rocks of later times,

but supposes these rocks to be extruded portions of the primary stratum which, though
more or less modified by secular changes, still exhibited after eruption, though on a limited

scale, the phenomena presented by that stratum in remoter ages. The study of these rocks,

and of their accompanying secondary minerals, which may be properly described as the

secretions of these rocks, will therefore be found very important as illustrations of the

crenitic hypothesis.
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Y3. Without here entering into the details of their geognosy or their lithology, it is

sufficient to recall the fact that such basic eruptive rocks abounding in zeolitic minerals are

found, with many characters in common, from the time of the Cambrian or pre-Cambrian
Keweenian series of Lake Superior to that of the trias of eastern North America, the tertiary

of Colorado and the British islands, and the recent lavas of Iceland. The secreted minerals

of these rocks often occur in closed cavities in tufaceous beds, constituting amygdaloids,

and, at other times, in veins or fissures of considerable size. They are not, however, con-

fined to the tufaceous or recomposed detrital exoplutonic rocks, (which are sometimes

themselves hydrated and transformed into palagonite, as described by Bunsen in Iceland,)

but occur in veins and cavities in massive rocks, as is well seen in the diabase of Bergen

Hill, New Jersey, and the massive basalt of Table Mountain, Colorado, both remarkable

for their zeolitic minerals.

$ 74. The accumulations of secreted minerals in these conditions are often consi-

derable in amount. Among other examples, it may be noticed that the zeolitic masses in

the amygdaloids of the Faroe Islands are sometimes three or four feet in diameter, and

constitute a large portion of the rock. Veins of laumontite in Nova Scotia attain breadths

of a foot or more, while some veins on Lake Superior, which are made up to a great extent

of zeolitic and related species, are two and three feet or more in breadth, and often of

considerable extent. The history of the chemical composition of the zeolite-bearing rocks

of Lake Superior, and of the changes which have taken place in their degradation from

the original eruptive mass, have been studied in detail by Pumpelly, with the help of the

previous analyses of Macfarlane, but cannot here be discussed.
68

t5. We must here notice the modes of occurrence of the zeolites of Table Mountain,

Colorado, as described in 1882 by Messrs. Cross and Hildebrand. 1 '
1
' The upper forty feet of

a great flow of basalt, one hundred feet or more in thickness, shows many cavities, large

and small, described as more or less flattened and drawn out. Some of these cavities art;

empty, while others are more or less completely filled by various zeolites, which are also

found in fissures in the mass and, in the case of analcite, in a conglomerate made up of

pebbles of basic eruptive rocks, underlying the bed of basalt. The zeolitic deposit often

appears as
"
a reddish-yellow sandstone-like material, which occurs in many of the cavities.

In the larger ones it takes the form of a floor, the upper surface being horizontal, and

the deposit may be several inches in thickness. Small cavities have been completely filled

with it, and it is clear that the deposition has taken place from the bottom of each cavity,

upward. In parts of South Table Mountain, especially, the same material has filled fissures.

Usually the lower part of such masses is composed of a reddish-yellow mineral in irregular

grains, which form a compact aggregate, in which lie isolated spherules of a similarly-colored

radiated mineral. These spherules are seldom more than two millimetres in diameter, and
are very perfect spheres. They increase in number upwards, and finally form the greater part

of the deposit. In one cavity, six or eight feet in horizontal diameter and about two feet

high, the deposit is quite different. Here the main mass is loosely granular, and is formed

chiefly by a bright greenish-yellow mineral, while a stratified appearance is produced by

68 T. Macfarlane, Geological Survey of Canada, 1866, pp. 149-164
; Pumpelly, Geology of Michigan, 1872.

part 2
; also the same, on The Metasomatic Development of the Copper-bearing Rocks of Lake Superior, Proc,

Amer. Acad., Boston, (1876) vol. xiii, pp. 253-309.

* Cross and Hildebrand, American Journal of Science, xxiii., 452, and xxiv., 129.
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layers of a white or colorless mineral. Some of the white layers are chiefly made up of

easily recognized stilbite, and the same mineral, in distinct tablets, forms the upper layer of

the whole deposit. There are also irregular seams of white running through the yellow

mineral."

The greenish-yellow crystalline mineral was found to consist of laumontite, and the

other layers were mixtures of stilbite and laumontite, with some of which were found sphe-

rules of thomsonite. This, in other cavities, formed layers by itself, without admixture of

the other zeolites mentioned. The presence of these zeolites in cavities side by side with

other cavities which were entirely empty, is, according to the writers whom we have

quoted, apparently due to the fact that the former communicated with fissures which were

channels for the percolating waters that deposited the zeolites. Such fissures, filled up
with similar zeolites, were in many cases found leading to these cavities.

76. The eruptive rocks which break through the Trenton (Ordovician) limestone at

and near Montreal, in Canada, are of various ages and unlike composition. Some of these

arc highly basic, and have been described as dolerites and diorites, while some have been

found to contain analcite, and others again much nephelite, and have been referred to

tcschenite and nepheline-syenjte. In some fine-grained amygdaloidal varieties of these

basic rorks, which have been designated dolerites, I long since described the occurrence of

hculanditc, chabazite, aualcite and natrolite, with quartz and epidote.
7" These zeolites are

not abundant, but in certain of the basic doleritic rocks on Mount Royal I have found

remarkable veins of orthoclase with quartz and other minerals, which merit a notice in

this connection. Included in vertical dykes of these rocks, themselves cutting the horizontal

limestones which appear at the base of the mountain, are frequent granitic veins, some-

times twelve inches or more in breadth, parallel with the walls of the inclosing dyke,

often distinctly banded, and exhibiting a bilateral symmetry which, together with their

drusy structure, shews them to be endogenous. The most characteristic of these veins are

made up of white, coarsely-crystalline orthoclase with a little quartz which, in druses,

presents pyramidal forms. In some of the veins, Dr. Harrington has since detected,

besides orthoclase and quartz, nephelite, sodalite, cancrinite, hornblende, acmite, biotite

and magnetite. All of these minerals are seemingly secretions from the enclosing basic

exotic rock.

77. The mineral secretions of the basic eruptive rocks may be conveniently grouped
under seven heads, as follows :

1. The aluminous silicates, including the zeolites properly so-called, to which we

append the related hydrous species, prehuite and chlorastrolite, and the associated

anhydrous species, orthoclase and epidote, which are common in the amygdaloidal rocks of

Lake Superior. To these we must add albite, axinite, tourmaline and sphene, observed by

Emerson, in 1882, in a diabase dyke in the trias at Deerfield, Massachusetts,
71 and also the

various anhydrous aluminous silicates found with orthoclase in the veins on Mount

Royal, just described.

2. The group of hydrous protoxyd-silicates, the bases of which are lime and alkalies, and

"Hunt, in Geology of Canada, 1863, pp. 441, 655 and 668; also Harrington, Report GeoL Survey of Canada,

1877-78, p. 43, G.
"
Emerson, Amor. Jour. Science, xxiv. pp. 185, 270 and 329. We reserve for another occasion the discussion

of the paragenesia of the minerals of this locality, so carefully studied by Emerson.
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of which pectolite may be taken as the type. These species are sometimes wrongly spoken
of as belonging to the class of zeolites. As an appendage to this group, we note the

hydrous borosilicate of lime, datolite, frequently found in these rocks. Mention should

here also be made of the anhydrous protoxyd-silicates, hornblende and acmite, in the

feldspathic veins of Mount Eoyal. "We have already called attention to the occurrence of

hornblende and pyroxene in granitic veins under other conditions
( 57).

3. Quartz in its various crystalline and crypto-crystalline forms, as rock-crystal,

amethyst, chalcedony, agate and jaspery varieties, is found both alone and associated with

the minerals of the preceding groups. Hyalite of very recent origin has also been

observed by Emerson at Deerfield.

4. The oxyds, magnetite and^hematite, are frequent in the zeolite-bearing rocks of Nova

Scotia, where both of these species form veins iu amygdaloid, and where magnetite
moreover occurs in drusy cavities with quartz, laumoiitite and calcite. Hematite, in the

form of plates of specular ore, is also found there in veins with lauinontite, aiid manganese

oxyd is sometimes associated with these iron-oxyds. Small crystals of hematite on

prehnite, with a little manganese oxyd, have been observed by Emerson at the Deerfield

locality, as also cuprite on datolite, and malachite on prehnite. In similar associations he,

moreover, found small portions of various sulphids, such as chalcopyrite, pyrite, sphalerite

and galenite.

5. The presence of native copper, and occasionally of native silver, associated with the

various silicates already named, should also be noticed. The former metal is common
to the zeolitic rocks of Lake Superior and Nova Scotia.

6. Mention should here be made of the saponite often found in amygdaloidal rocks,

which, in its purer form, is a hydrous silicate of magnesia, with but little alumina or iron-

oxyd. Matters, apparently of this class fill, or more frequently line, amygdaloidal cavities

which are filled with other species. This magnesian hydrous silicate is perhaps distinct in

origin from the delessite or iron-chlorite which is a frequent constituent of many basic

rocks, such as the melaphyres of Lake Superior, and is probably not a secretion but a

residual product of the transformation of the rock.

"7. Calcite in various forms is a common species in the rocks in question, and

fluorite and barytine may also be mentioned as accidental minerals therein.

It is principally with the first two classes of minerals, the zeolitic group, with

its appendages, and the pectolitic group that we have to do. These two, as is well known,

though chiefly found in the eruptive rocks already noticed, are not confined to them.

Some species of zeolites occur occasionally in veins in gneiss and other crystalline rocks,

and even in limestones and other sedimentary deposits. These occurrences are the more

readily understood when we consider that the same minerals have been recently formed

by the action of thermal waters in various localities, and are even generated in sub-marine

ooze. Many of the species of these two groups have also been formed artificially in the

chemist's laboratory.

"78. It is our present purpose to consider, first, the zeolitic, and secondly, the pectolitic

group, both as regards their chemical composition and their relations to various anhydrous

silicates. We shall then proceed to notice the action of water at high temperatures on glass

and similar bodies, in giving rise to various crystalline species, including quartz. In this

connection will also be discussed some facts relating to the chemistry of the alkaline
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silicates. "We shall next notice the action of thermal waters in historic times, and the

occurrence of zeolites in the clays of the deep sea, and then pass to the experiments on the

artificial reproduction of zeolitic species in the laboratory of the chemist, and discuss the

relations of hydrous and anhydrous species. From this, we shall proceed to a consideration

of the reactions of the hydrous species of the two groups with magnesiau salts. The origin

TABLE OF ZEOLITES AND RELATED 8PECIE&

HviiBors.
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making silicates. The conditions of crystallization of mineral matter will next be consi-

dered in relation to the formation of rocks, after which the conclusions of our present study
will be briefly summed up in the fourth and last part of this essay.

79. In the accompanying table of zeolites and related species, are placed, in the first

column, the names of hydrous species ;
in the second column are given the oxygen-ratios

between the protoxyd-bases, the alumina, the silica, and the water, represented respectively

by R, r, Si, and H
; while in the third column, appear the symbols of the predominant pro-

toxyd-bases in the respective species. In the fourth column are given the names of corres-

ponding anhydrous species, the protoxyd-bases of which are too well known to require

designation. In this and the succeeding tables I have generally followed the terminology
and adopted the formulas given in the fifth edition of Dana's "

System of Mineralogy."

In the line with the most basic zeolite known, thomsouite, are placed not only the

feldspar, anorthite, but a scapolitic species, paranthite, and sodalite. The minerals of the

sodalite group, including hauyine and nosite, correspond, as is well known, to a silicate

of the anorthite type united with a chlorid or a sulphate. "With nephelite is coupled the

hydrous species gismondite, a true zeolite. The recent analyses, by Cross and Hildebrand

of the zeolites of Table Mountain, Colorado, give for the zeolites having the characters

of thomsouite a proportion of silica greater than corresponds to the formula of that mineral

given by Rammelsberg, which we have placed in the table. Some of their analyses, while

yielding almost exactly the other ratios of the formula, give for silica, instead of 4'00, the

numbers, 4'65, 4'
I

76 and even 5'17
; showing a composition more silicious than that of gis-

moudite, and approaching that of a zeolite corresponding to fahlunite, barsowite and

bytownite. These chemists, while believing the specimens analyzed by them to represent

a pure and unmixed mineral, leave undecided the question of its real composition.

80. The feldspars, barsowite and bytownite, according to several concordant analyses,

are as distinct from anorthite as they are from labradorite, and apparently as much entitled

to form a distinct species as the latter feldspar, or as andesite or oligoclase. The composition

of a lime-barsowite, with the ratios, 1 : 3:5, would be silica 48.54, alumina 33.33, and

lime 18.13 = 100.00. With these feldspathic minerals has been placed iolite, which is a

magnesia-iron silicate, giving the above ratios and, as I long since pointed out, is from its

atomic volume entitled to be regarded as a feldspathide. With these various anhydrous

species would appear to correspond very nearly the so-called thomsonite of Cross and

Hildebrand. With this anhydrous group we have placed two hydrous magnesian species,

the one, esmarkite, also called praseolite and aspasiolite, and the other fahluuite, which

includes what have been called auralite and bonsdorffite. These species are often associated

in nature with iolite, from which they differ only in the presence of water, and they have

been by most mineralogists regarded as formed by subsequent hydration from this

mineral. This view, however, was contested by Scheerer, who regarded the association

of the hydrous and anhydrous minerals, as due to a simultaneous crystallization of two

isomorphous species."

The relations of the silicates of the natrolite section to labradorite are obvious from

the table. The same may be said of the relations of the numerous silicates of the anal-

cite section to andesite, hyalophane and leucite, and of the faujasite section to oligoclase.

" Amer. Jour. Science (1848), v. 385, from Pogg. Annalen, Ixviii, 319.

Sec. III., 1884. 6.
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It is to be noted that the well-defined zeolite, harmotome has as yet no corresponding

anhydrous silicate. Of the heulandite section, and the corresponding feldspars, orthoclase

and albite, it is to be remarked that orthoclase and albite are the only feldspars hitherto

found associated with zeolites, and the only feldspars as yet artificially produced in the wet

way. The observations of Whitney already noticed ( 5*7) have since been fully confirmed

by Pumpelly, who finds orthoclase very common with the zeolitic minerals on Lake Supe-

rior, where its deposition is shown to be posterior to laumontite, prehnite, analcite, apo-

phyllite, quartz, calcite, copper and datolite
;

the only species superimposed upon it

being calcite, chlorite and epidote, which latter also occasionally occurs between

laumontite and prehnite, in order of superposition.
73

81. We have placed at the end of the table the two hydrous silicates prehnite and

chlora.strolite which, from their associations, are evidently, secretions of basic rocks, like

the /oolites, though neither of them present the ratios for protoxyds and alumina which

characterize these silicates. Prehnite has no known corresponding anhydrous silicate,

while chlorastrolite, though a less common species, is interesting, inasmuch as it aifords

the oxygen-ratios of the anhydrous species, epidote and zoisite or saussurite ;
a fact of some

significance in connection with the abundance of epidote in the amygdaloids of Lake

Superior. Il has also the oxygen-ratios of meionite of the scapolite group, an anhydrous

silicate, which however belongs to a much less condensed type than zoisite, as is indicated

by its inferior density and hardness, and its ready decomposition by acids. I have else-

where discussed the relations of these two silicates, and have shewn that the density,

hardness, and chemical indifference of epidote and saussurite assign them a place with

garnet and idoc rase, in the grenatide group ;
while meionite, though lacking the proper feld-

spar-ratio between protoxyds and alumina, belongs to the feldspathides.
74

82. It is to l)i! noted that the protoxyd-bases of the zeolites and their related felds-

pathidt-s are either alkalies or lime, baryta or stroutia, if we except the partially magnesian

zeolites, picranalcite and picrothomsonite, and iolite and its related hydrous species,

which, besides magnesia, include ferrous oxyd. The latter base enters also to some extent

into epidote and prehnite. It should also be remarked that small portions of ferric oxyd
are frequently found in the analyses of zeolites, amounting, in the red varieties of laumon-

tite to three or four, and in some natrolites to one and two hundredths. Some part of this,

however, is disseminated in the form of hematite, giving color to the zeolites, and recalling

the association alike of hematite and magnetite with zeolites, as already noticed, and a

similar occurrence of these oxyds crystallized in many granitic veins.

83. We next come to the hydrous silicates of lime and alkalies, which we have

called, for convenience, the pectolitic group, and which are correlated in the accompanying
table with other protoxyd-silicates having similar oxygen-ratios, chiefly magnesiau, and

partly hydrated and partly anhydrous. We have indicated in the second column, for the

known silicates of the pectolitic group, the oxygen-ratios of K, Si, and H, as in the former

table, and have left a blank under H, where, as in the first three terms, for example, no

pectolitic or uon-magnesian species is known.

The first place in the table is given to chondrodite, the most basic natural protoxyd-

silicate known, and remarkable for the replacement of a small and variable proportion of

71 See Pompelly, Geology of Michigan, already cited 74 ;
also Amor. Journal Science, (1871) Hi, 254.

" Chemical and Geological Essays, pp. 445-447.
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oxygen by fluorine. Iii the second Hue, we find, besides monticellite and chrysolite

(including the pure maguesian variety forsterite or boltonite), the hydrous species, villar-

site. With these, moreover, belong the mauganesian species, tephroite; the zincic, wille-

mite
; and the glucinie, phenacite. In the third line, the hydrous silicate, serpentine, with

the ratios, 4:3:2, stands alone. Serpentine, unlike villarsite, has no corresponding anhy-
drous maguesian species, and it is worthy of note that, as Daubree has shown, when dehy-
drated and fused, it breaks up into chrysolite and eustatite, between which, excluding
water, it holds an intermediate position.

73

Deweylite, in like manner, another hydrous
maguesian silicate with the ratios, 2:3:1, has 110 corresponding anhydrous species, but is

represented by the hydrous lime-silicate, gyrolite, the most basic of the pectolitic group as

yet known.

TABLE OF PROTOXYD SILICATES.

PficrrouTic.
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ratio (excluding a little water) of 4:9, not far from that of pectolite, with which

we have placed them. Different analyses have assigned to talc the ratios for the fixed

basis of 2 : 5 and 1 : 3, (the water being variable), the latter corresponding to sepiolite,

1 : 3 : 1. For neither of these do we know any corresponding pectolitic silicate.

85- We come, in the last place, to the quadrisilicates, for which we have no repre-

sentatives in the table among anhydrous or among hydrous magnesian species. They are,

however, represented in the pectolitic group by no less than three species, okenile,

apophyllite, and an unnamed species got artificially by Daubree. It is fibrous like okenite,

is decomposed by acids, and is a hydrous silicate of lime, with six per cent, of soda, giving

the ratios. 1:4: i. Pectolite, it will be recollected, contains in like manner about nine

per cent, of soda, while apophyllite contains five per cent, of potash and a little fluorine.

80. The process by which this unnamed pectolitic silicate was obtained by Daubree

is very instructive, as showing, in many ways, the action of heated water on an uudifferen-

tiated silicate of igneous origin, lie took for the subject of his experiments a common

glass, the analysis of which gave silica 68.4, alumina 4.9, lime 12.0, magnesia 0.5, and soda

14.7 == 100. r>. Tubes of this glass were sealed up, with many precautions, in tubes of iron,

with about one third their weight of pure water, and exposed during several weeks to a

temperature not less than 400 C. At the end of this time the glass was found to be com-

pletely disaggregated and changed into a white fibrous or lamellar substance, composed in

great part of the fusible peciolitic quadrisilicate of lime and soda in question. "With this

were found abundant crystals of quartz, and a few crystals having the form of diopside,

and the composition of a lime-iron pyroxene. In certain of the crystals of this latter mineral

were also included microscopic grains of a black matter resembling magnetite or picotite,

probably the former. The iron of these minerals was perhaps derived from the metal tube.

87. The net result of the prolonged action of heated water on the glass was that the

vitreotis silicate gave up 44.0 per cent, of its silica, 64.0 per cent, of its soda, and 85.0 per

cent, of its alumina
;
the lime, with the remaining silica and soda and alumina (equal to 1.4

hundredths) forming the pectolitic silicate. Of the separated silica, the larger part separ-

ated in the form of well-crystallized quartz, with globules of chalcedony, and the few crys-

tals of pyroxene mentioned above. The soluble matter, got by treating the decomposed

glass with boiling water, was a silicate of soda, with some dissolved alumina, neglect-

ing which the proportions of soda and silica in the liquid were found, in one instance, to

be as 63 : 37 by weight, corresponding to an oxygen-ratio of K : Si of about 8 : 4. But as,

according to Daubree's analysis, 85.0 per cent, of the alumina had passed into the solu-

tion, this would make for 63 parts of soda not less than 9.7 parts of alumina, which
should give for the silico-aluminate in solution a ratio of R : r : Si of nearly 3:1:4; a

result of much significance which it would be very desirable to verify by further trials.

88. Daubree has recorded experiments like that above made to determine the

solvent action of heated water upon vitreous volcanic rocks, such as obsidian and perlite,

which gave similar result to glass, though, according to him, not so well defined. Frag-
ments of sanidin, of oligoclase, of potash-mica and of pyroxene, in these tubes, suffered no

apparent change, though incrusted with crystals of quartz derived from the glass. This

stability was to have been expected from the fact that crystals of pyroxene are formed

under similar conditions, and, as we shall see, both albite and orthoclase have since been

crystallized at high temperatures in presence of solutions of alkaline silicates. Another
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experiment, mentioned by Daubree in this connection, is important. By heating in a glass
tube with water a refractory clay (probably under similar conditions to the preceding
experiments) this became filled with white pearly hexagonal scales, resembling a mica.

They were fusible, attacked by hydrochloric acid, and contained both silica and alumina,

being seemingly a product of the action of the alkaline silicate from the glass upon
the infusible kaolin.76

Daubree recalls in this connection the observations of Fremy, who found that colloidal

silicates of soda, (water-glass), made at low temperatures, and containing a large excess of

silica, give up, when heated, a portion of their silica, which separates in a form having the

insolubility of quartz.
77 Daubree well remarks that we appear to have, in his own experi-

ments at high temperatures with water, a similar breaking-up of the silicate of soda,

which had separated from the glass, into quartz and a more basic silicate.

89. In connection with this apparent solubility of alumina, under certain conditions,

in watery solutions of alkaline silicates, the observations of Ordway are very important.

In his extended studies of the alkaline silicates in 1861, he notes that Bolley had shown
that magnesia and lime are slightly soluble in solutions of water-glass, and that Kuhlmann
had obtained a double silicate of potash and manganese as a violet-colored vitreous mass,

giving a brown solution with water, and had also observed a similar combination of

cobalt. Ordway found that in the manufacture of water-glass, if care be not taken, a por-

tion of iron passes into the compound, which is not separated from the solution by peroxy-

dation, and but imperfectly by sulphids. The solvent power of the water-glass is dimin-

ished by dilution, but the liquid thus rendered turbid, becomes clear again on concentration.

He observed that when a few drops of a weak solution of a metallic salt are added to a

solution of water-glass, the precipitate at first formed is redissolved by agitation.
" A

liquid silicate thus takes up no inconsiderable amount of the oxyds of iron, zinc, mangan-
ese, tin, antimony, copper and mercury." By agitating a solution of ferrous sulphate

with one of water-glass, in a vessel partly filled with air, a liquid is got which, after filtra-

tion, has a very deep blue color.
78 This solubility of metallic oxyds in aqueous solutions

of alkaline silicates will help to a rational explanation of many obscure facts in mineralo-

gical chemistry, as, for example, the presence of iron, manganese and copper-oxyds, and

of metallic copper, with the zeolites and other minerals secreted from basic rocks.

90. We may now consider the observations of Daubree and others on the contempo-
raneous formation of crystalline zeolites, and many other mineral species, by the slow action

of various thermal waters on the bricks and mortar of ancient Roman masonry in France

and Algeria. It was at Plombieres, in the Vosges, that his first observations were made.

The hot water, here rising from a fissure in a granitic rock, penetrates a layer of gravel, and

to protect it from the superficial waters, the Romans had capped the spring with a mass of

concrete, resting partly upon the granite and partly upon the gravel. From beneath this

concrete, extending over a length of more than a hundred metres, and in parts, three

metres in thickness, the waters were led to the surface through vertical channels of cut

stone. The water, having at its outlet a temperature of 70 C., fills the gravel > beneath

the roof of concrete, and a portion filters slowly upward through this. The concrete

78
Daubree, Geologic Experimentale, pp. 159-179.

77
Fr6my, Comptes Rendus de l'Acad6mie des Sciences, (1856) xliii, p. 1146.

78
Ordway, Amer. Journal Science, (1861) xxxii, 338.
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itself was made of fragments of burnt red brick, with others of sandstone and of a friable

granite, the whole in a calcareous cement. Eepairs having required cuttings to be made

in this mass, it was found to contain numerous crystallized mineral species, formed through

the action of the water, which were examined by Daubree, with the aid of de Senarmont

for the crystallographic determinations, and lirst described in 1858.

91. The substance of the fragments of brick was found to be altered to some depth,

while the numerous cavities therein were lined or filled with various matters, often dis-

tinctly crystallized. Among these were identified chabazite and phillipsite (christianite),

gismondite, implanted on the chabazite, scolecite, and what is designated by Daubree as

mesotype (thomsonite or natrolite). In the calcareous cement were well-defined crystals of

apophyllite containing, as usual, a little llnorine ; while in cavities in the lower part of the

concrete, near the gravel, was found an abundant gelatinous matter, which was detected in

the act of deposition, in recent cuttings in the mass through which the water was still

oozing. This matter elsewhere had consolidated into a white mammillary concretionary

fibrous substance, which was found to be a hydrous silicate of lime, with but 1.3 huudredths

of alumina, and constitutes the pectolitic species, plombierite, already noticed ( 84).

With the various minerals in the concrete was also found an abundant deposit of silica in

the form oi' hyalite, and more rarely crystals of tridymite, and globules of chalcedony,

together with calcite in well defined crystals, arragouite, and fluorite. The chabazite was

often found adherent to fragments of wood enclosed in the concrete, recalling, as observed

by Daubree, the similar occurrence of zeolites with fossil wood in lacustrine limestone in

Auvergne. The various minerals named were absent from the fragments of friable granite>

while in the underlying gravels the only matter deposited was an amorphous aluminous

silicate, compared to halloysite, and found also in the concrete.

!2. The fragments of red burnt brick in the cement had undergone an alteration from

their .surface, marked by concentric lines of changed color, as well as by the development
of zeolites, and also of an amorphous matter compared by Daubree to palagonite. In

these fragments, the amount of combined water had increased from two or three hun-

dredths in the centre, to eight hundredths in the outer infiltrated portion, in which

the amount of matter soluble in nitric acid was equal to fourteen or fifteen hun-

dredths, including a notable proportion of potash, supposed by Daubree to have been fixed

from the waters. The silica, alumina and lime of the new mineral species were

derived from the cement and the bricks, the calcination of which had probably rendered

them more susceptible to chemical change. As has been pointed out by Daubree, the resem-

blance l>etween these species and the similar ones found in many rocks, extend even to

minor details of crystalline form and association. The small geodes lined with crystals, in

the bricks, as the writer can testify, cannot be distinguished by inspection from many
similar cavities in certain amygdaloids.

$ 93. Similar phenomena have since been noticed in the ancient constructions around

the thermal waters of Luxeil, Bourboune, and others in France, and at Orau in Algeria.

These localities have added little more to our knowledge of the production of silicates.

though at some of them, and notably at Bourbonne, besides zeolites, have been found

various crystalline metallic sulphides derived from the transformation of metallic objects

enclosed in the concrete. The water of the last named locality, which unlike that of

Flombieres, rises from the muschelkalk, has a temperature of about 60 C., and is.
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a neutral saline containing seven or eight thousandths of mineral matters, chiefly

sulphates and chlorids of alkalies, and of lime and magnesia ; while that of Plombieres

contains only about three ten-thousandths, and is also said to be neutral. As remarked by
Daubree, it is probable that the action of the water in the formation of these mineral

silicates is, to a great extent, independent of its composition, since pure water, in acting

upon finely divided alkaliferous materials, soon becomes itself alkaline.

As regards other silicated deposits from thermal waters, we may notice the case

of the baths of St. Honore (Nievre), the waters of which, having a temperature of 31 C.,

yield a finely laminated white translucent substance in concentric layers, which

appears from analysis to be a hydrous silicate of alumina, with a large excess of silica, but

is probably a mixture. Mention is also made of a similar deposit from a mineral spring
at Cauterets, which is talcose in aspect, and according to qualitative analysis, is a

silicate of alumina, with magnesia and alkalies.
79 In this connection mention should be

made of the occurrence at the thermal spring of Olette (Pyrennes Orientales), of a crystal-

line silicate, having, according to Descloizeaux, the crystalline form of stilbite, of which it

has also the composition.*"

94. As an example of a zeolite, apparently in process of formation, may be mentioned

the observations of R. Hermann, who found in the crevices of a columnar basalt at Stol-

penau, in Saxony, an amorphous white plastic substance, which after some time changed
into acicular crystals of scolecite.

SI More recently, Renevier has described the occurrence

of a white subtranslucent matter, unctuous to the touch, gelatinous at first, but becoming
a plastic mass, and called by the quarrymen mineral lard, found in constructing a tunnel

in the molasse or tertiary sandstone near Lausanne, in Switzerland, in 1876. This substance,

which formed layers of from one to three centimetres on the walls of fissures, was said by
observers to have, in some cases, taken on a crystalline form, a fact, however, which

Renevier was not able to verify. When dried at 100' C., it was found to be a hydrated
double aluminous silicate, giving the oxygen-ratios of chabazite, 1:8:8:6; the bases

being lime and potash, with 3.14 per cent, of magnesia."
2

95. A remarkable fact in the history of zeolites is that lately made known by the

researches of Murray and Renard, that a decomposition of volcanic detrital material, goes on

at low temperatures in the depths of the ocean, transforming basic silicates,
"
represented

by volcanic glasses such as hyalomelane and tachylite," into a crystalline zeolite on the

one hand, and the characteristic red clay of deep-sea deposits on the other. To quote the

language of the authors, this process,
"
in spite of the temperature approximating to

C., gives rise, as an ultimate product, to clearly crystallized minerals, which may
be considered the most remarkable products of the chemical action of the sea upon the

volcanic matters undergoing decomposition. These microscopic crystals are zeolites, lying
free in the deposit, and are met with in greatest abundance, in the typical red-clay areas of

the central Pacific. They are simple, twinned, or spheroidal groups, which scarcely exceed

half a millimetre in diameter. The crystallographic and chemical study of them shows

For a summary of the observations of Daubree, the details of which are found in several papers, see his

Geologie Experimental, 1879, pp. 179-207.
80 Cited by Dana, System of Mineralogy, 5th Ed., p. 443.

81
Jour., fur Prakt. Chemie, Ixxii. Cited by Dana, System of Mineralogy, sub race Scolecite.

81
Bull, de la Soc. Vaudoise des Sci. Naturelles, xvi, 15.
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that they must be referred to christianite,"
M which is but another name for phillipsite.

We have here, as in the case of palagonite, and in ordinary zeolitic rocks, the breaking-up

of a basic igneous silicate into an acidic crystalline aluminous silicate of lime and alkalies,

and a more basic insoluble residue, rich in iron-oxyd ; a portion of which, as is well known,

separates from these red clays in the form of concretions, often with oxyd of manganese.
96. We have next to examine the conditions under which zeolites, feldspars and

related silicates have been artificially produced in the chemist's laboratory. When, accord-

ing to Berzelius, three parts of silica and two of alumina are fused with fifteen parts or

more of potassic carbonate, and the cooled and pulverized mass is exhausted with water,

there remains a double silicate, whirh has the composition of a potash-anorthite, with the

ratios, 1:3:4, corresponding to potash 28.68, ahimina 32.04, and silica 39.31 ; the excess

of silica being dissolved as an alkaline silicate."
1 The analogous soda-compound may be

produced in like manner. A similar silicate, according to Ammon, is obtained when

recently precipitated alumina is added to a moderately concentrated and boiling solution

of caustic soda, mixed with silicate of soda. The alumina is at first completely dissolved,

but a white pulverulent precipitate soon separates, which is a hydrous silicate of soda and

alumina, having for the fixed bases the same ratio as before, 1:3:4; corresponding to

anorthite and to thomsonite."

97. C. .T. Way. in his .studies on the absorption of bases by soils, prepared artificial

aluminous silicates by dissolving alumina in soda-ley, and adding thereto a solution of

silicate of soda containing not more than one equivalent of silica to one of alkali (R, : Si =
1 : 3,) to which any convenient excess of soda might be added. A precipitate was thus

obtained, which, when washed and dried at 100" C., was a white pulverulent silicate

of alumina and soda, holding twelve huudredths of water, and having almost exactly

the oxygen ratios, 1 : :} : 6 : 2
; being a true soda-mesolite. This artificial silicate, when

digested with lime-water, or with any neutral salt of lime, exchanged its soda for

lime. It was difficult thus to separate the whole of the soda, but in some cases the replace-

ment was almost complete, and a scolecite was formed. Either of these compounds, when

digested with sulphate or nitrate of potassium, was converted into a potash-mesolite.
With a solution of a magnesian salt, these compounds gave a magnesian double silicate,

which was not particularly examined.*6
Berzelius again, by adding a solution of silica

to one of alumina in potash, in proportions which are not indicated, found the mixture to

solidify in a few minutes to an opaque jelly, in consequence of the separation of a silicate

of alumina and potash having the oxygen-ratios, 1:3:8, which are those of analcite.
87

Farther investigations arc required to make known the precise conditions for the produc-
tion of these different silicates, which give for .their fixed elements the ratios respect-

ively of thomsonite, mesolite and analcite. The most basic of these, according to Berzelius,
is formed in the presence of an excess of a soda-silicate.

$ 98. Henri Ste. Claire Deville, by mingling solutions of silicate of potash and alumi-
nate of soda, in such proportions as gave for the oxygen-ratios, al : Si = 3 : 6, obtained a

*
Lecture, in Nature, June 5, 1884, p. 133.

M Cited in Gmelin's Handbook, iii, 431.
* JahreBbericht der Cbemie, 1862, p. 128.
" w y, On the Power of Soil* to absorb Manures, Trans. Royal Soc. Agriculture, 1852, xiii, 123-143.

"Cited in Gmelin'a Handbook, iii, 439.
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gelatinous precipitate, which in sealed tubes, at temperatures of from 150 to 200 C.,

was gradually changed into hexagonal plates of a potash-soda zeolite with the oxygen-
ratios, 1:3:6:2; having the physical characters of levynite. The residual liquid
was nearly free from both silica and alumina. On repeating this experiment at a higher

temperature, a very different result was obtained. There was an abundant separation of

. silica in crystalline grains, with a little levynite, while an alkaline aluminate remained in

solution. This remarkable dissociation of the first-formed aluminous silicate into free

silica and soluble alumina recalls the conditions of the separation of quartz already noticed

in 87. The crystalline silica produced in this reaction may be either quartz or tridymite,

which latter form of silica, mingled with quartz, was obtained in 1879 by Friedel and

Sarrasiu by heating gelatinous silica with an alkaline solution to about 400' C. The

dissociation of alumina from silica, observed in this experiment, serves to throw light on

the origin of corundum and spinel. In other experiments with mixtures of solutions of

silicate and aluminate of potash in sealed tubes at 200' C., Deville got a crystalline

compound with the formula of phillipsite, 1:3:8:5. Subsequently, de Schulten, in

similar experiments, at 180 C., with silicate and aluminate of soda, obtained crystals oi'

analcite, with the ratios, 1:3:8: 2.
88

99. More recent investigations in the same direction by Friedel and Sarrasin are

very instructive, as showing not only the generation of feldspars in the wet way, but the

production at will, under similar conditions, of a feldspar or a zeolite. These chemists had

already, by heating a mixture of silicate of alumina (precipitated from a solution of chlo-

ride of aluminium by silicate of potash) with an excess of a solution of silicate of potash,

obtained crystals of orthoclase, mingled with crystals of quartz or, at a more elevated tem-

perature, of tridymite. In subsequent experiments, undertaken for the production of

albite, a similar hydrous silicate of alumina was mingled with a solution of silicate of

soda, (the silica and alumina in the proportions of the soda-feldspar), and heated to from

400 to 500 C. Instead of the anhydrous albite, however, were obtained crystals of

analcite, 1:3:8:2; the excess of silica, with soda and some alumina, remaining in

solution. When, however, an excess of silicate of soda was employed, the whole of the

silicate of alumina was transformed into albite.
so Thus analcite, which is formed by the

action of thermal springs below 70 C., is equally produced at 180 C., as in the experi-

ments of de Schulten, and at 400 C. and upwards.
100. We have thus far considered among aluminous double silicates those which

present the oxygen-ratio of R : al = 1 : 3, and have only mentioned incidentally the epidote

and meionite groups. The numerous experiments already detailed suffice to show that

the double silicates of alumina and alkalies, formed under very varied conditions in the

wet way, in the presence of an excess of alkali, always present this ratio, of 1 : 3.

When, however, we pass to aluminous double silicates with other protoxyd-bases, we find

many with the ratio, 1 : 2, as in the epidote and meionite groups ; with 1 : 1, as in the

alumina-garnets and biotite ; or even 2 : 1, as in phlogopite and many hydrated alumino-

magnesiaii species of the chlorite group. The genesis of these various calcareous

88 The results of Deville, Friedel and Sarrasin, and de Schulten in the preceding paragraphs, are cited from

Michel Levy and Fouqu6, Synthese des mineYaux et des roches, Paris, 1882, pp. 87-134 and 161-164.

*
Compte Rendu de 1'Acad. des Sciences, le 30 Juillet, 1883.

Section III., 1884. 7.
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and magnesian alumina-silicates, so conspicuous in the rocks, is an important and unsolved

problem.

Artificial zeolitic compounds, like the soda-mesolite formed by "Way, with the ratio,

R : al = 1 : 8, may, as we have seen, exchange their alkaline base for lime or magnesia, but

for the silicates in question, in which this ratio is 1 : 2, or 1 : 1, or 2 : 1, the correspond-

ing silicates of alumina and alkalies are as yet unknown to chemistry, being soluble, and

probably unstable and uncrystallizable. Analogy, however, as well as the modes of

occurrence of these calcareous and magnesian silicates, would lead us to expect the

the production of such alkaline double silicates, under certain conditions, in solution, and

we are not without evidence of the occurrence of such compounds. The soluble alkaline

extract from the decomposition of an aluminous glass, in Daubree's experiment, holding in

solution both silica and alumina, gave, if the data are exact, the oxygen-ratio for

R : al : Si == 3 : 1 : 4. We have also, in Friedel and Sarrasin's experiment, the separation of

analcite from a like solution, which retained both silica and alumina in solution.

Hi-searches in this direction will probably make known to ITS the conditions under which

su-h residual solutions may be produced, containing alkaline-aluminous silicates with

tin- ratios corresponding to epidote, garnet, biotite, phlogopite and the chlorites.

101. Magnesian silicates corresponding to the zeolitic and feldspar group are rare, and

known to us only through the artificial compound of Way, the species iolite, esmarkite and

fuhlunite, and the partially magnesian zeolites, picrothomsonite and picraualcite. Chaba-

zite, when iinely pulverized, according to Eichhorn, exchanges a portion of its lime for

potash when digested with a potassium salt, but is very slightly attacked by a solution of

magnesian chlorid.'
1" The more silicic; of these zeolites are apparently indifferent to such

substitutions and, as we have seen, phillipsite is formed in sea-water. ,We should, how-

ever, expect the more basic of the calcareo-aluminous silicates, with the ratios, R : al = 1 : 1

or 2 : 1, to be very susceptible to replacement by magnesia. Buuseu has shown that

palagonite, a hydrous silicate of this class
( 67, foot-note) with a large proportion of

calcareous base, decomposes even a solution of ferrous sulphate, which removes its lime,

and it would doubtless decompose in a like manner magnesian salts. I have long since

shown that an artificial hydrous silicate of lime readily decomposes a solution of

magnesium-chlorid, with the production of calcium-chlorid and a magnesiau silicate ;

a result in accordance with the earlier observations of Bischof on the power of solutions of

silicate of lime to decompose magnesian salts.
91

102. While on one side of what we may call the normal type of alumiua-protoxyd

silicates, with the ratio, R : al = 1 : 3, as seen in the group of the feldspars and the zeolites,

we have those with an excess of protoxyds, including scapolites, epidote, garnet, biotite,

phlogopite, and the chlorites
;
there is another series of aluminous silicates in which the

proportion of protoxyds falls below this normal ratio, and still another series in which

protoxyd-bases are absent. Of the latter we need only name the anhydrous species,

andalusite, fibrolite and cyanite, and the hydrous species, pyrophyllite, pholerite, and

kaolinite, with the amorphous halloysite, a more highly hydrated and colloidal form of the

kaolin-silicate. The aluminous protoxyd-silicates with a diminished proportion of alkali,

"Cited by B. W. Johnson, Amer. Jour. ScL, 1859, xxviii, 74.

"
Hunt, Chem. and GeoL Essays, p. 122.
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constitute an important group, including the principal non-magnesian micas, muscovite,

margarodito, euphyllite, damourite or sericite, and paragonite, excluding the rarer lepidolite

of veinstones, which is more highly alkaliferous. In the following list, the formulas for the

last four species named have been taken from Dana's "
System of Mineralogy," while the

three given for different varieties of muscovite have been devised so as to facilitate com-

parison with the latter, and at the same time to represent, as near as may be, the variable

composition of the anhydrous mica.

NON-MAGNESIAN OR MUSCOVITIC MICAS.
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physical characters. It includes what has been variously designated as pinite, gieseckite,

agalmatolite, and dysyntribite, which sometimes occur in crystalline forms in other rocks,

and at other times themselves constitute rock-masses. Amorphous, and granular or com-

pact in texture, its hardness and general aspect have often led observers to compare it to

serpentine. The many varieties of this substance, as Dana has remarked, agree closely

in physical characters, as well as in composition, and he has deduced from their analyses

a formula corresponding to a hydrous silicate of potash and alumina, with the ratios, 1:8:

12:3, which requires potash 12.0, alumina 35.1, silica 46.0, water 6.9 = 100; in which

the potash may be partially replaced by soda, lime, or magnesia. Dysyutribite, as first

described by C. U. Shepard, forms rock-masses, associated with specular hematite in St.

Lawrence county, New York
;
and similar deposits, often of considerable extent, occur in

the crystalline schists of the Green Mountain range, both in Vermont and Quebec. In the

latter province, a bed of it in Stanstead, interstratified with chloritic schists, is one hundred

feet wide, schistose, and often with an admixture of quartz. Layers of the pure piuite

from this deposit, formerly described by the writer under the synonym of agalmatolite, have

a handed structure, a ligneous aspect, and a satiny lustre. The mineral is translucent,

soft, unctuous, and somewhat resembles steatite. A similar deposit occurs in argillite,

among the crystalline schists of St Francis, Beauce, which is honey-yellow in colour,

and granular in texture. The pinkos from these two localities agree closely in composi-

tion. That oi' (lie latter contained silica ;">0..
r
>0, alumina 33.40, magnesia 1.00, potash 8.10,

soda ii. <;:',, \vater ">..'iii (with traces of lime and iron-oxyd)
= 98.99. These elements give

almost exactly the oxygen-ratio of 1 : 8 : 13? : 2, closely agreeing with Dana's formula,

except in an excess of silica perhaps due to an admixture of quartz, which is apparent in

the deposit at Stanstead."
1' The variety of pinite, formerly described as parophite from its

resemblance to serpentine, occurs in uncrystalline Cambrian shales at St. Nicholas, near

Quebec.'-" Delated to pinitc are the minerals which have been called onkosine and oosite.

The name of cossaite has been given to a similar mineral having the physical charac-

ters of pinite, from which it differs in containing soda instead of potash. The formula,

which has been deduced from its analysis, is identical with that of the soda-mica, para-

gonito. We cannot be certain, in the case of massive minerals like these, whether this

same general formula is not as well adapted to pinite as that proposed above. In any case,

it is evident that we have in the pinkie group a widely distributed class of natural sili-

cates, not less important than the muscovitic group, and probably similar in origin.

*
See, for an account of these various forms of pinite, there described as agalmatolite, the Geology of Canada,

18fi3, p|.. 484, 485.

"There arc several other hydrous silicates of alumina, sometimes with alkali, which, like pinite, are

sometime)* found among uncryitallinu strata, showing that the conditions of their deposition have been continued

down to comparatively recent times. Such is the bravaigite described by Mallard, a soft unctuous matter, with a

fibrous texture, occurring in layers in shales of the coal-measures in Franca It is a hydrous silicate of potash and

alumina, with a little lime and magnesia, and according to its author, after deducting impurities, gives essentially

tlw ratios, 1 : 3 : 9 : 4. The hygrophilito of Laspeyres is also a *oft unctuous cryptocrystalline matter, found in

sandstone, which somewhat resemble* hravaittite, and is compared to pinite. It contains potash and some sodai

and gives the ratios, 1:5:9:3. A somewhat similar substance, found replacing coal-plants in tlie Taren-

taise, has been also referred to pinite or to the so-called gumbellite. Genth, on the other hand, found pyrophyllib

replacing the substance of coal-plants in Pennsylvania. (See Dana's System of Mineralogy, Supplements, I. 6
;

29,63; and IIL 18, 54).
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105. The constancy in composition and the wide distribution of pinite show it to be a

compound readily formed and of great stability. Such being its character, it might be

expected to occur as a frequent product of the aqueous changes of other and less stable

silicates. It is met with in veinstones, in the shape of crystals of nephelite, iolite, scapo-

lite, feldspars, and spodumene, of each of which it is supposed to have been formed by

epigenesis. Its frequent occurrence as an epigenic product is one of the many examples to

be met with in the mineral kingdom of the law of
" the survival of the fittest." It is,

however, difficult to assign such an origin to beds of this mineral, like those which

have been above described, which are probably the results of original deposition, or

of diagenesis. It is a characteristic of our present unnatural system of mineralogy
to banish to the category of doubtful species most of the substances which are supposed
to be of epigenic origin, and which do not ordinarily present a definite crystalline struc-

ture. Several mineral compounds are apparently indisposed to assume a crystalline con-

dition, and among these are pinite and serpentine. The latter is probably, like, pinite. in

certain cases, a product of epigenesis, but few, we think, who have studied the mode of its

occurrence and distribution in crystalline limestones, will ascribe to it, in such conditions,

an epigenic origin.

106. Dana has compared serpentine and pinite on the ground of their physical resem-

blances, and has said that pinite is "an alkali-alumina-serpentine, as pyrophyllite is an

alumina-talc."9 The relations between the minerals thus compared are, however, mimetic

only and not genetic. A true system of mineralogical classification must not be based on

analogies such as these, nor on assumptions regarding water as replacing lixed bases, or

alumina as taking the place on the one hand of silica, or on the other of protoxyd-bases.

Some of the relations, suggested by formulas constructed in accordance with such assum-

tions, are not without interest from the point of view of theoretical chemistry, but serve

only to mislead the mineralogist who seeks for a fundamental and genetic system of

classification of mineral silicates.

10Y. The cardinal distinction is that between protoxyd-silicates and aluminous

silicates, based on their origin, and on the chemical relations of their respective bases. For

the latter class, there comes, in the next place, the consideration of the proportions

between the protoxyd-bases and the alumina, and the departures on either side from the

ratio, R : al = 1 : 3, as seen in the relations of those aluminous silicates with an excess of

E, on the one hand, and on the other, those with a deficiency of R, which are connected

with the simple aluminous silicates. The above ratio of 1 : 3, which we have called the

normal ratio of protoxyd to alumina, is that not only of the feldspars and the zeolites, but

of diaspore, of the spinels, and of the crystalline aluminate of potash. The chemist will

not need to be reminded that this stable group is the simplest possible compound which

the hexatomic element, aluminium, can form with a mouatamicor a diatomic element like

sodium or calcium, corresponding to a condensed molecule, the water-type of which

will be H 8 4 .

108. The point of next importance, which is of special signifiance in the aluminous

double silicates, is that of their greater or less condensation, or in other words, the relation of

their density to their empirical equivalent weight, as already pointed out in the case of the

91 Dana's System of Mineralogy, 5th ed., p. 479.
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scapolite and epidote groups ( 81).
M The greater stability of those which belong to the

more condensed types is shown in their superior resistance to decay, and is thus of geolo-

gical signifiance. The relations of anhydrous to hydrous species of aluminous double sili-

cates appear to be of less importance, when we consider what secondary causes will deter-

mine the formation either of a hydrous or an anhydrous species, of a zeolite or a feldspar.""

The relations of the bases, potash, soda, and lime to each other, and to magnesia and other

protoxyd-bases, are next to be considered, alike for the double aluminous silicates and for

simple silicates of protoxyds.

A system of classification, constructed in accordance with these principles, has

already been indicated in the preceding illustrations of the crenitic hypothesis, and will,

it is believed, be found of fundamental importance for the student of mineral physiology;

since it is based on the genetic processes by which the species of the mineral world have

in most cases been formed. The principles which it embodies, will be found not less

applicable to compounds of igneous origin than to those formed by aqueous processes.

* !<>!. In considering the origin of crystalline stratified rocks formed, in accordance with

our hypothesis, in all cases with the concurrence of water, questions connected with the

process of crystallization of mineral species, and of their condition when first deposited, are

of much importance. The most familiar case is that of the direct separation of matters in a

crystalline condition, as happens from the evaporation or the change of temperature of the

solvent, or from the generation of new and less soluble compounds, as in many cases of che-

mical precipitation. In this connection, it should be noted " that many such compounds,

when lirst generated by double decomposition in watery solutions, remain dissolved for a

greater or less length of time before separating in an insoluble condition There

is reason to believe that silicates of insoluble bases may assume a similar state, and

it will probably be shown one day that for the greater number of those oxygenized com-

pounds, which we call insoluble, there exists a modification soluble in water. In this con-

nection also may be recalled the great solubility in water of silicic, titanic, stannic, ferric,

aluminic and chromic oxyds, when in what Graham has called the colloidal state."
97 In

writing the above, in 1S74, reference was also made to my own earlier observations on the

solubility, under certain conditions, of carbonate of lime, which are subjoined.

110.
" The recent precipitate produced by a solution of carbonate of soda in chlorid

of calcium is readily soluble in an excess of the latter salt, or in a solution of sulphate of

magnesia. The transparent, almost gelatinous magma, which results when solutions of

carbonate of soda and chlorid of calcium are first mingled, is immediately dissolved by a

solution of sulphate of magnesia, and by operating with solutions of known strength

[titrated solutions] it is easy to obtain transparent liquids holding in a litre, besides three

OT four huudredths of hydrated sulphate of magnesia, 0.80 gramme, and even 1.20 grammes,
of carbonate of lime, together with 1.00 gramme of carbonate of magnesia ;

the only
other substance present in the water being the chlorid of sodium equivalent to these car-

% in this connection, the author On the Objects and Method of Mineralogy, Chem. and Geol. Essays, pp.

452-468 ; also the same, pp. 445-447.
" On Urn relations of hydrous to anhydrous species, see farther the author in Trans. Roy. Soc. Can., vol. i.,

part 4, p. 206.

"
Hunt, Chem. and Geol. Essays, p. 223.
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bonates. A solution of chlorid of magnesium, holding some chlorid ofsodium and sulphate

of magnesia, in like manner dissolved 1.00 gramme of carbonate of lime to the litre. Such

solutions have an alkaline reaction."

These solutions, which contained, in all cases, neutral carbonates, with no excess of

carbonic acid, possessed a considerable degree of stability. One prepared with 0.80

gramme of carbonate of lime and 1.00 gramme of carbonate of magnesia, when filtered after

standing eighteen hours at 10 C., still retained 0.72 gramme of carbonate of lime to the

litre, but, after some days, deposited the whole of this in transparent crystals of hydrous
carbonate of lime, all of the carbonate of magnesia remaining dissolved. This hydrous car-

bonate, stable at low temperatures, is at once decomposed, with loss of its water, at 30^ C.

" The solubility of the yet uncoudensed carbonate of lime in neutral solutions, which are

without action upon it in another state of aggregation, is a good example of the modified

relations presented by bodies in the so-called nascent state, which probably, a,s in this case,

consists of a simpler and less condensed molecule. At the same time, the gradual spontane-

ous decomposition of the solutions thus obtained affords an instructive instance of the

influence of time on chemical changes."
Cj

111. The spontaneous conversion of uncrystalline precipitates into crystalline aggre-

gations may next be noticed. Instances of this are well known to chemists, but a remark-

able and hitherto undescribed example is afforded in the case of the mixed oxalates of the

cerium-metals, got by precipitating their nitric solution with oxalic acid in the cold. A

tough pitchy mass was thus repeatedly obtained which, in a few minutes, changed into

incoherent crystalline grains, the conversion being attended with a notable evolution of

heat. Another example of a somewhat similar phenomenon is presented in the case of

the amorphous insoluble malate of lead, which, as is well known, spontaneously changes

into crystals beneath the liquid in which it has been precipitated.

112. In the paper above quoted on the salts of lime and magnesia, I have described

not less remarkable examples of similar transformations in the case of the carbonates of

lime and magnesia. A paste of hydrous carbonate of magnesia precipitated in the cold,

slowly changes under water, at ordinary temperatxires, into a crystalline mass made up of

prisms, grouped in spherical aggregations, of the well-known terhydrated magnesiau carbo-

nate. In like manner, the amorphous paste got by triturating in a mortar a solution

of chlorids of calcium and magnesium, in equivalent proportions, with the requisite

amount of a solution of neutral carbonate of soda is, at a temperature of from 65 to 80

C., changed, after a few hours, into an aggregate of translucent crystalline spheres of a

hydrous double carbonate, resembling the hydrodolomite of von Kobell. At temperatures

of from 15 to 18 C., the same magma changes slowly into a more highly hydrated com-

pound. The process of change, which requires from twelve to twenty-five days, appeared
"
to consist in the formation of nuclei from which crystallization proceeded until every

particle of the once voluminous, opaque, and amorphous precipitate had become translucent,

dense, and crystalline." The product is made up of brilliant prisms, apparently oblique,

grouped around centres, and sometimes forming spheres five or six millimetres in diameter.

The hydrated double carbonate of lime and magnesia, thus formed in presence of a

98
Hunt, Contributions to the History of Lime and Magnesia Salts; Part ii., 1866. Amer. Jour. Science, vol.

lii., pp. 58, 59.
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slight excess of carbonate of soda, was found to contain more than two per cent, of the latter,

but it was not certain whether this did not proceed from an admixture of the hydrous

double carbonate of lime and soda, gaylussite. The new composition itself was described

as having the composition of a gaylussite, in which magnesium replaces sodium. The

production of crystals of true gaylussite, as observed by Fritzsche, by the slow crystalliza-

tion of the gelatinous precipitate got when a strong solution of carbonate of soda in excess

is mingled with one of calcium-chlorid, is another remarkable example of the phenomenon
under consideration.

Frit/sche moreover observed that it is not necessary that the lime-carbonate should be

in its "-elatinous form in order to produce this compound, since the previously precipitated

carbonate when digested with a solution of carbonate of soda, slowly combines with it to

form the crystalline hydrous double salt. More remarkable still is the observation of H.

Ste. C'laire Deville, which I have repeatedly verified, that a paste of magnesia alba and

bicarbonate of soda, with water, is slowly changed, at a temperature of from 60 to 70 C.,

into a transparent crystalline anhydrous double carbonate of lime and soda, hexagonal in

form, and called by its discoverer a soda-dolomite."

$ ll.'l. In this connection, it should be said that we have here an explanation of the

formation of the double carbonate of lime and magnesia which constitutes ordinary dolo-

mite. The origin of this mineral species, which so often constitutes rock-masses, is still

generally misunderstood. The baseless notion of its production by a metasomatosis or

partial replacement of the lime in ordinary limestone, imagined by the older geologists, is

still repeated, and holds its place in the literature of the science, despite the facts of geog-

nosy and of chemistry. I have long since shown, by multiplied examples, that the ordinary

mode of the occurrence of dolomite in nature is not in accordance with this hypothesis

of its origin, since beds of dolomite, or more or less magnesian limestone, are found

alternating, sometimes in thin and repeated layers, with beds of non-maguesian carbonate

of lime. Moreover, beds of crystalline dolomite, conglomerate in character, are found to

enclose pebbles and fragments of pure non-magnesian carbonate of lime. I have also ex-

plained at length the natural reactions by which precipitates consisting of a greater or less

proportion of hydrous carbonate of magnesia, mixed with carbonate of lime, must, in past

ages, have been laid down in the waters of lakes and inland seas, in some cases with, and

in others without, the simultaneous formation of sulphate of lime.

It was, moreover, found that the reaction at an elevated temperature in presence of

water, between sulphate of magnesia and an excess of carbonate of lime, supposed by

Haidiuger and von Morlot to explain the frequent association of gypsum and dolomite,

does not yield the double carbonate, since the carbonate of magnesia separates in an anhy-
drous form, and does not combine with the carbonate of lime. Finally, it was shown that

mixtures of hydrous carbonate of magnesia and carbonate of lime, when heated together in

presence of water, unite to form the anhydrous double carbonate which constitutes dolo-

mite. In my experiments, their combination, with the formation of dolomite, was effected

rapidly, at 120 C., but many considerations lead to the conclusion that its production in

"Hunt, Contributions to the Uulory of Liine and Magnesia Salts, part ii., 1866. Amer. Jour. Science, voL

xliL, pp. 54-67.
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nature is effected slowly at much lower temperatures, arid that the formation of the

hydrous double carbonate already
1

described is, perhaps, an intermediate stage in the

process.
100

114. The reactions described in the preceding paragraphs between the elements of

comparatively insoluble substances in the presence of water, resulting not only in the con-

version of .amorphous into crystalline bodies, but in the breaking-up of old combinations,

as well as in the union of unlike matters mechanically mingled to form new crystalline

species, are instructive examples of what Griimbel has termed DIAGENESIS. The changes
in the masonry of the old lloman baths in contact with thermal waters, resulting in the

hydration of the substance of the bricks, and its conversion into zeolitic minerals ;
the

hydration of volcanic glasses, with similar results, going on, even at low temperatures,

in the deep sea
; the decomposition of common glass by heated water

;
the conversion

of basaltic rock into palagonite and the production therefrom of zeolites
;

the similar

changes seen elsewhere in amygdaloids, and even in massive basic plutonic rocks, are also

examples of this process of diagenesis, and serve to show its great geological significance.

We have already suggested the intervention of similar reactions in past ages among the

sediments from the subaerial decay of felspathic rocks, in some cases with the concurrence

of the secretions from the primary basic stratum, which, in accordance with the crenitic

hypothesis, we suppose to have been the source of soluble mineral silicates. In the

diagenesis of these early argillaceous sediments, aided by crenitic action, will, it is

believed, be found the origin of many of the crystalline schists of the transition rocks.

115. An instructive phase in this diagenetic process is that of the gradual conversion

of smaller crystalline grains or crystals into larger ones, which is familiar to chemists.

This action is in fact nearly akin to that which takes place in the transformation of amor-

phous into crystalline precipitates, since in both cases a partial solution precedes the

crystallization. It is well known that, as a result of successive solution and re-deposition,

large crystals may be built up at the expense of smaller ones. This process, as H. Deville

has shown,
"
suffices, under the influence of the changing temperature of the seasons, to

convert many fine precipitates into crystalline aggregates, by the aid of liquids of slight

solvent powers. A similar agency may be supposed to have effected the crystallization of

buried sediments, and changes in the solvent power of the permeating water might be

due either to variations of temperature or of pressure. Simultaneously with this process,

one of chemical union of heterogeneous elements may go on, and in this way, for example,

we may suppose that the carbonates of lime and magnesia become united to form dolomite

or magnesian limestone." IC1

116. The tendency of the dissolved material in this process to crystallize around nuclei

of its own kind, rather than on foreign particles, is a familiar fact, and its geological import-

ance, to which I first called attention, as above, in 1869, was again pointed out by Sorby in

1880, when he showed that dissolved quartz might be deposited upon clastic grains of

this mineral in perfect optical and crystallographic continuity, so that each broken frag-

ment of quartz is changed into a definite crystal, as was seen in his microscopic

ia>
Hunt, Contributions to the Chemistry of Lime and Magnesia, part i., 1859. Amer. Jour. Sci., xxviii., pp.

170,365, and part ii., 1806, vol. xii., p. 49
; also in abstract in Chem. and Geol. Essays, pp. 80-92.

101
Hunt, The Chemistry of the Earth, Report Smithsonian Institution, 1869

; also Chem. and GeoL Essays, p. 305.

Sec. III., 1884. 8.
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studies of various sandstones. 102 This fact has been confirmed by the observations of Young,

Irving, and Wadsworth in the United States ;

l(0 and Bonney has suggested the possible

extension of such a process to feldspar, hornblende and other minerals.""

Vanhise has very recently announced that his microscopical examinations of cer-

tain sandstones of the Keweenian series, from Lake Superior, afford evidence of the second-

ary deposition of both orthoclase and plagioclase feldspar, in crystallographic continuity

upon broken feldspathic grains, in one case uniting the two parts of a broken feldspar-

crystal. The sandstones which have yielded these examples are made up in part of feld-

spathic fragments, and in part of fragments of "some altered basic rocks." They are more-

over, interstratified with and, in some case at least, immediately underlie the basic plutonic

rocks of the same Keweeuian series."
1
'
1 When we consider that orthoclase is a common

secretion of these basic rocks, as is shown by its frequent occurrence in them with zeolites

and epidote, it may perhaps be questioned whether the secondary feldspar in the sand-

stone has been derived from the adjacent grains of this mineral, or has come into solution

from the transformation of the basic rocks. The apparent stability and insolubility of

orthoclase and oligodase at high temperatures in the presence of water, as observed by

Daubn'v, would seem to favour the latter view. In any case, it is a striking illustration

of the tendency of mineral species to crystalline around nuclei of their own kind, which is

so marked a factor in the development of the crystalline rocks.

IV . CONCLUSIONS.

1 17. We reviewed in the lirst part of this essay the history of the different hypotheses

hitherto proposed to explain the origin of the crystalline rocks and, in doing so, reached the

conclusion that not one of them affords an adequate solution of the various problems pre-

sented by the chemical, mineralogical and geoguostical characters of the rocks in question :

at the same time, we endeavored to show succinctly what are the principal conditions to

which a satisfactory hypothesis must conform. In the second part, we sketched the growth
and development, during the last quarter of a century, of what we believe to be such a

hypothesis. In the third part, we sought to bring together a great number of facts, both

new and old, which serve to illustrate the new hypothesis ; according to which the crystal-

line stratiform rocks, as well as many erupted rocks, are supposed to have been derived

by the action of waters from a primary superficial layer, regarded as the last portion of the

globe solidified in cooling from a state of igneous fluidity. This, which we have described

as a basic, quartzless rock, is conceived to have been fissured and rendered porous during

crystallization and refrigeration, and thus rendered permeable to considerable depths to the

waters subsequently precipitated upon it. Its surface being cooled by radiation, while its

base reposed upon a heated solid interior, upward and downward currents would establish

a system of aqueous circulation in the mass, to which its porous but unstratified condition

would be very favorable. The materials which heated subterraneous waters would bring

""
Sorby, Presidential Address, Quar. Jour. Geo. Soc. London, xxxvi., 33.

*
Young, Amer. Jour. Sci., xxiv., 47. Irving, Ibid, xxv., 401. Wadsworth, Proc. Boston Soc. Natural History,

Feb. 7, 1883.

'

Bonney, Qnar. Jour. GeoL Soc. xxxix., 19.

m
Vanhiae, Amer. Jour. Sci., 1884., xxvii., 399.
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to the surface, there to be deposited, would be not unlike those which have been removed,

by infiltrating waters in various subsequent geological ages, from erupted masses of similar

basic rock
; which, we have reason to believe, are but displaced portions of this same primary

layer. The mineral species removed from these latter rocks, or segregated in their cavities,

are, as is well known, chiefly silica in the form of quartz, silicates of lime and alkalies, and

certain double silicates of these bases with alumina, including zeolites and feldspars, besides

oxyds of iron and carbonate of lime
;
the latter species being due to the intervention of

atmospheric carbonic acid. The absence from these minerals of any considerable propor-

tion of iron-silicate, and, save in rare and exceptional conditions, of magnesia, is a significant

fact in the history of the secretions from basic rocks, the transformation of which, under

the action of permeating waters, has resulted in the conversion of the material into quartz
and various silicates of alumina, lime, and alkalies, while leaving behind a more basic and

insoluble residue abounding in silicated compounds of magnesia and iron-oxyd with

alumina.

118. The peculiarities resulting from this comparative insolubility of magnesian
silicates long ago attracted the attention of the writer. The addition, to solutions like sea-

water, of bicarbonate of magnesia, which is a product of the sub-aerial decay of basic rocks,

would, it was shown, effect a separation of dissolved lime-salts in the form of carbonate,

leaving the magnesia in solution as chlorid or as sulphate ; while on the contrary the action

of such a natural water with certain silicates, whether solid or in .solution, containing lime

or alkalies, would effect a removal of the dissolved magnesia. At the same time it was

shown that,
"
by digestion at ordinary temperatures, with an excess of freshly precipitated

silicate of lime, chlorid of magnesium is completely decomposed, an insoluble silicate ofmag-
nesia being formed, while nothing but chlorid of calcium remains in solution. It is clear

that the greater insolubility of the magnesian silicate, as compared with silicate of lime,

determines a reaction the very reverse of that produced by carbonates with solutions of the

two earthy bases. In the one case, the lime is separated as carbonate, the magnesia remain-

ing in solution, while in the other, by the action of silicate of soda, or of lime, the magnesia
is removed and the lime remains. Hence carbonate of lime and silicate of magnesia are

found abundantly in nature, while carbonate of magnesia and silicate of lime are produced

only under local and exceptional circumstances. It is evident that the production from

the waters of the early seas of beds of sepiolite, talc, serpentine, and other rocks in which a

magnesian silicate abounds, must, in closed basins, have given rise to waters in which

chlorid of calcium would predominate."
10"

119. From this reaction it would follow that the magnesian salts, formed when the

first acid waters from the atmosphere fell upon the primary stratum, would be removed

from solution, either by the direct action of the solid rock, or by that of the pectolitic

secretions derived therefrom in the earliest ages. The primeval ocean, if, as we sup-

pose, a universal one, would soon be deprived of magnesian salts, and henceforth the

early-deposited rocks would be essentially granitic in composition, a ud non-magnesiau,
until the introduction of magnesia into its waters from an exterior source.

The pectolitic silicates, themselves, which, in the cavities of exotic basic rocks, are

deposited in crystalline forms, would, if set free in a sea deprived of magnesiau salts, be

106 Amer. Jour. Sci., 1865, vol. xL, p. 49
;
also Chem. and Geol. Essays, p. 122.
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readily decomposed by the carbonic acid everywhere present, with separation of free silica

and carbonate of lime. From this would be formed the first deposits of limestone, which

make their appearance in the old gueissic rocks and become mingled with magnesian car-

bonate and silicates from the introduction of magnesian salts into the waters. The

comparative instability of the lime-silicate is seen when wollastonite is compared with

the corresponding silicates, pyroxene and eustatite. It is possible, notwithstanding the

absence of maguesiau species from zeolitic secretions, that, under certain conditions, small

portions of maguesiau silicate may have been included in the early crenitic deposits, but

the rarity of such magnesiau silicates in these, and their abundance in parts of the later

Laurent iau and in younger deposits, points to a new source of the magnesian element;

namely, the extravasation of portions of the underlying primary mass, and its sub-

aerial decay.

It would be instructive to consider in this relation the gradual removal of a large pro-

portion of silica from the primary stratum in the forms of orthoclase, albite and quartz,

and the consequent partial exhaustion of portions of this underlying mass, so that its suc-

ceeding secretions consisted chielly of less silicic silicates, such as labradorite and audesite,

without quartz, as in the Xorian series.

120. The conditions of this first exoplutonie action cannot be fully understood until

we have settled the question of the permanence of continental and oceanic areas, and the

extent of the early crenitic rocks which constitute the fundamental granites and the granit-

oid gneisses. Whether these are spread, with their vast thickness, alike underneath the

great areas of the paleozoic series and our modern oceanic basins
;
in brief, whether or not

they are universal, as supposed by "Werner, is a question which cannot here be discussed.

There is, however, nothing incompatible with what we know of the chemistry of the

early rocks and the early ocean in the supposition that they were universal, since there is

apparently no evidence that the products of subaerial decay of exposed rocks intervened in

their production. Such a condition of things was, however, necessarily self-limited ;
the

great diminution of the primary mass, from the constant removal of portions of it in a state

of solution, and the vast accumulated weight of the superincumbent accumulated granitic

and gneissic material, could not fail to result in widely spread and repeated corrugations

and foldings of the overlying mass, the eifects of which are seen in the universally wrinkled

and frequently vertical attitude of the oldest gneissic rocks. Such a process, like the simi-

lar though less considerable movements in later times, would probably be attended with

outflows, in the form of fissure-eruptions, of the underlying basic stratum, which, in

accordance with our hypothesis, was permeated with water under conditions of tempera-

tures and pressure that must have given to it a partial liquidity. Such a process of collapse

and corrugation of the crenitic deposits, attended with extravasation of the underlying

primary stratum, would, doubtless, be often repeated in these early periods, resulting in

frequent stratigraphical discordances, which are, however, in all cases to be looked upon as

local accidents, and not as wide-spread catastrophes. Hence the appearance, from time to

time, of exoplntonic rocks, with upliftings and depressions of the older rocks, which caused

the exposure of both alike to the action of the atmosphere.
121. The consequent subaerial decay of these two types henceforth introduced new

factors into the rock-forming processes of the time, and made the beginning of what Werner
called the Transition period. The decomposition of these, under the influence of a moist
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atmosphere holding carbonic acid, resulted in the more or less complete removal of the

alkali from the feldspars of crenitic rocks, and their conversion into kaolin, while the corres-

ponding changes in the basic exoplutonic rocks were still more noteworthy. These rocks,

while containing feldspars, consisted in large part of silicates of lime and magnesia, pre-

sumably pyroxene and chrysolite, which, as we are aware, yield to the action of the atmos-

phere the whole of their lime and magnesia. These, in the form of carbonates, passed into

solution together with a large proportion of silica, leaving behind the remaining portion,

together with non-oxyd and the kaolin from the feldspars. The carbonates of alkalies,

of lime, and of magnesia, resulting from the subaerial decay of the exposed exoplutonic

and the crenitic rocks alike, were carried to the sea, there to play an important part.

Besides the direct influx of carbonate of lime into the waters of that time, it is evident that

both the alkaline and the magnesian bicarbonates would react upon the calcium-chlorid

of the primeval sea, with the production of a farther amount of lime-carbonate, and the

generation of alkaline and magnesian chlorids. In this way, the sea becoming magne-
sian, a new order of things was established. Henceforth, the pectolitic matters brought

up from the primary layer would at once react iipon the dissolved magnesian salts, and

the production of such compounds as chondrodite, chrysolite, serpentine, and talc would

commence. No one who has studied the mode of occurrence of these silicates in the upper

part of the Laureutian series, where serpentine not only forms layers, but frequent concre-

tions like flints, often around nuclei of white pyroxene, can fail to recognize the process

which then came into play, resulting later in the production of abundance of pyroxene,

hornblende and eustatite, and apparently reaching its culmination in the vast amount of

magnesian silicates found in the deposits of the Huronian age.

122 The solutions of simple silicates of alkalies, which by heat had deposited their

excess of silica in the form of quartz, as in the case of the soluble matter from glass, probably

gave rise by their reaction with magnesian solutions to the basic protoxyd-silicates, like

choudrodite, chrysolite, serpentine and pyroxene. That we have no anhydrous quadri-

silicates corresponding to apophyllite and okeuite is apparently due to the fact that such

silicates, in contact with water at elevated temperatures, break up into anhydrous bisili-

cates and quartz ;
as is seen in the artificial association of pyroxene and quartz in the experi-

ments of Daubree, and the frequent occurrence of admixtures of the two in beds among the

ancient gneissic rocks. A noticeable fact in the history of the surbasic silicates of mag-
nesia and related protoxyd-bases, mentioned above, is their frequent association with non-

silicated oxyds. Examples of this familiar to mineralogists are the occurrence of aggregates

of chondrodite and magnetite ;
of chromite, picotite, ilmenite and corundum with chry-

solite and serpentine ;
and of franklinite and zincite with tephroite and willemite. These

collocations are probably connected with the solvent power of solutions of alkaline silicates,

already insisted upon ( 89), and probably also with the dissociation of silicate of alumina

in heated alkaline solutions, noticed by H. Deville
( 98).

The separation, by the alternate action of decaying organic matters and of atmospheric

oxygen, of iron-oxyd, which readily passes from a soluble ferrous to an insoluble ferric

condition, and conversely, has probably played an important part in the formation of depo-

sits of iron-oxyds, which are much more cosmopolitan in their associations than corundum,

or the compounds of chromic, titanic, alumiuic, manganic and zincic oxyds mentioned

above, to which we have assigned a different origin. It will remain for the mineralogist
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to determine what deposits of magnetite and of hema

what to the other origin.

123. We have seen, among the secretions of i

like epidote and prehnite, in which the ratio of the p

being 1 : 3, as in the feldspars and the zeolites, is 1J :

on account of their solubility and their instability,

cates with a still larger proportion of lime to the ah;

their former existence in solution, in the frequent occ

and alumina, in which the oxygen-ratio of R, al, inste

2 :
-'5,

as in prehnite, becomes 3 : 3 and even 6 : 3, as

chlorite*. Such silicates, often with epidote, abound in the rocks of Hurouiau age.

This process by which, through the intervention of silicated secretions from the sub-

stratum, the magnesiuu salts are removed from the sea-water, is, as we have shown, the

reverse of that which takes place through the action of the carbonates from the subaerial

decay of silicated rocks precipitating lime-salts and giving rise to magnesian waters, if not

over oceanic areas, at least in inland basins of greater or less extent. Alternations of this

kind must have been frequent in geological history, and we have evidence of a wide-

spread phenomenon of this kind following the Iluronian age, when in seas, from which

magnesian salts were apparently for the most part excluded, were deposited the gneisses

and mica-schists of the Moiitalban series. These, in very many places, are found resting

directly, often in unconformable superposition, upon the older or Laurentian gneisses, but

elsewhere upon the Huronian, showing the intervention of extensive movements of eleva-

tion and subsidence, and probably of denudation, subsequent to theHuroniau time.

4 124. The introduction on a limited scale, into the sea-basins of the Montalban time, of

magnesian salts is evident from the occasional appearance of magnesian silicates in the Mont-

alban rocks. The most noteworthy fact in their history is, however, the appearance in

this series, with gneisses which differ from those of older times in being finer grained
and less granitoid, of deposits containing aluminous silicates characterized by a diminished

proportion of protoxyd-bases. Such as these are the beds of quartzose schists holding

non-magnesian micas and the simple silicates, andalusite, fibrolite and cyanite. It has

already been mentioned that, in the formation of these rocks, the more or less completely

decomposed feldspar from the subaerial decay of older crenitic rocks may have been brought
into the areas of deposition. Either such clays, still retaining a portion of alkali from

undecayed feldspar, or else admixtures of kaolin with the elements of a feldspar or a

zeolite might, as has been suggested, yield by diagenesis, muscovite and quartz, with one
of the simple aluminous silicates just named. That a process of subaerial decay was in

progress in the Montalban time is shown by the presence in the mica-schists of this

series, at several localities in Saiony and elsewhere, as described by Sauer and subse-

quently noticed by the present writer, of "
boulders of decay," having all the appear-

ance of those formed during the atmospheric decay of the older gneisses.
1 "7 The

intervention in the deposits of that period of somewhat basic zeolitic minerals, is shown

by the presence in the younger gueissic series of Germany of large masses of so-called

M taar, in 1879, Heitachrift f. d. ges. Naturwiss. Bandlii
; also Hunt, Amor. Jour. Sci., 1883, vol. xxvi. p. 197,

ml Trail* Roy. Hoc. CM. vol. i., part 4, p. 194.
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dichroite or iolite-gneiss, and the occasional occurrence of iolite in the younger or Montal-

ban gneisses of New England.
125. The predominance of micaceous schists of the muscovitic type in the upper por-

tions of the Montalban, marks the growing change in the conditions of the process which

gave rise to the indigenous crystalline rocks, a process continued with many modifica-

tions, and with diminished energy, through the subsequent period of the Tacouian.

This was marked by the deposit of quartzites, limestones, and argillites, and also

by the intercalation of schistose beds, characterized by an abundance of damourite

or related micaceous minerals, as well as by the presence of matters apparently felds-

pathic, which seldom take upon themselves the characters of well-defined species,

though found transformed by subaerial decay into a form of kaolin, and in some instances

apparently assuming the state of an imperfect gneiss. These Taconiau .schists, which

require careful chemical and microscopic study, also include serpentine, talc, pyroxene,

epidote and garnet. The appearance in paleozoic argillites of crystals of rutile, of tour-

maline, and of staurolite, indicates a latter stage of that condition of things which

marked the creuitic process of pre-paleo/oic times, and made possible the formation of the

whole vast series of primitive and transition crystalline schists which we have sought to

include under the names of Laurentian, Norian, Arvoniau, Iluronian, Montalban and Taco-

uian. designating in their order the upward succession of these great groups from the

fundamental granitoid gneisses (here included in the Laurentian) to the dawn of paleozoic

time. The Arvonian or petrosilex group intervenes between the Laurentian and the Huro-

nian. The peculiar characters of the Norian, and its localization to some few limited

areas in Europe and North America, make it difficult for us, as yet, to define its precise

relations to the Arvonian. The Noriau, however, like the Arvonian, probably occupies a

horizon between Laurentian and Huronian. Much time may pass, and many stratigra-

phical studies must be made, before the precise relations of the Huroniau and the succeed-

ing Montalban can be defined. It seems probable, in the present state of our knowledge,

that the Montalban series, though of great thickness, was, in many cases, deposited over

areas where the Huroniau had never been laid down. Notwithstanding the great geograph-

ical extent and the importance of these two series, neither can claim that universality

which apparently belonged to the primitive granitic stratum
;
a universality soon inter-

rupted by the uplifting of portions of dry land, an event which preceded Huronian time.

126. That the production of large quantities of similar pectolitic silicates, in regions

remote from exotic rocks, was continued from the Pre-Cambrian to far more recent times

is evident, from the presence of a considerable deposit of serpentine among the horizontal

Silurian dolomites of Syracuse, New York, of which the writer has elsewhere recorded

the history,
108 and also from the well-known beds of sepiolite found with opal in the

tertiary dolomites of the Paris basin.
109 The recent amorphous zeolitic deposits in

tertiary sandstone in Switzerland ( 94), and the compounds referred in the foot-note to

104, should not be forgotten in this connection.

Whether the silicates brought from below by crenitic action were directly separated as

feldspars, as crystalline zeolites, or as gelatinous precipitates to be subsequently changed

108 Trans. Roy. Soc. Can., vol. i., part 4, pp. 174-177.

J*
Hunt, on the Dolomites of the Paris Basin, 1860. Amer. Jour. Sci., xxix., p. 284.
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On one side of these are the aluminous double silicates, represented by basic species like

garnet, epidote, magnesian micas and chlorites, all with an excess of protoxyd-bases ;

while, on the other hand are the aluminous double silicates of the muscovitic and pinitic

groups, in which the diminished proportion of the protoxyd-bases prepares the way to the

associated simple aluminous silicates, pyrophyllite, andalusite, cyanite, etc. To these
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groups must be added the non-aluminous silicates, including hornblende, pyroxene, ensta-

tite and chrysolite, and the hydrous magnesian species, serpentine and talc. Besides these

are free silica, generally as quartz, free oxyds, including the spinel and corundum groups,

which, together with the carbonates, make up the essential parts of the crystalline rocks.

129. Rock-masses, and the mineral species which compose them, present variations in

time, as we find in tracing the history of the great successive groups of crystalline strata
;

and they moreover show local changes, as seen in different parts of their distribution in the

same geological group. As regards the causes of these variations, very much remains to

be discovered by the patient collection and recording of facts concerning the associations

of mineral species, their artificial production, and their tra nsformations under the iuilueuces

of fire and water, and of solutions of potassic, sodic, calcareous and maguesian salts. The

instability of silicated compounds of igneous origin in the presence of water and watery

solutions, so widely diffused through nature, is the warrant for a general aqueous hypo-
thesis

; while, on the other hand, the derivation of stable mineral species, under such

influences, from matters of igneous origin justifies us in assuming for these species an

igneous starting point.

Igneous fusion destroys the mineral species of the crystalline stratilied rocks, and

brings them back as nearly as possible to the primary uudifFerentiated material. Fire is

the great destroyer and disorganizer of mineral as well as of organic matter. Subterra-

nean heat in our time, acting upon buried aqueous sediments, destroys carbonates, sul-

phates, and chlorides, with the evolution of acid gases and the generation of basic

silicates, and thus repeats in miniature the conditions of the ante-neptuuian chaos,

with its surrounding acidic atmosphere. On the other hand, each mass of cooling igneous

rock in contact with water begins anew the formative process. The hydrated amorphous

product, palagonite, is, if we may be allowed the expression, a sort of silirated protoplasm,

which, in its differentiation, yields to the solvent action of water the crystalline silicates

which are the constituent elements of the crenitic rocks, leaving, at the same time, a more

basic residuum abounding in magnesia and iron-oxyd, and soluble not by crenitic but by

sub-aerial action. Palagonite, or some amorphous matter resembling it, probably marks

a stage in the sub-aqueous transformation of all igneous rocks, though only under special

conditions does this unstable, hydrous substance form appreciable masses. In all cases,

igneous matter, of primary or of secondary origin, serves as the point of departure.

According to the proposed hypothesis, which derives rocks of the granitic type, com-

posed essentially of quartz and feldspars, by aqueous secretion from a primary igneous

and quartzless mass, it would follow that the highly basic compound, assumed by Buusen

to represent the typical pyroxenic or basaltic rock
( 24), would be the above mentioned

insoluble residuum ; and that less basic varieties of similar rocks would correspond to

portions of the same primary mass, less completely exhausted by lixiviation, and conse-

quently approaching in composition to admixtures of the basaltic and granitic types, as

maintained on other grounds by Bunsen himself.

130. The principles which have been enumerated in the preceding pages will, it is

believed, lead the way, not only to a natural system of mineralogy, but to a natural system

of classification of crystalline rocks, considered with regard alike to their chemical compo-

sition, their genesis, and their geological succession. A valid hypothesis for the crystalline

Sec. III., 1884. 9,
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rocks must seek to connect all the known facts of their history, by alleging a true and

sufficient cause for the production of their various constituent mineral species. Such a

hypothesis will violate no established principles in chemistry or in physics, but will show

itself to be in accord with them all, and will commend itself to the acceptance of those

who take the pains to understand it.

The crenitic hypothesis set forth in these pages is the result of many years of patient

study applied to the elucidation of a great problem; and as such is offered to chemists and

mineralogists as a first attempt at a rational explanation of the fundamental questions

presented by the history of the crystalline rocks of the earth's crust.
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;
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NOTE. The observations of Vanhise, cited in 116, have appeared since the presenta-

tion of this paper in May, 1884. The same is true of those of Murray and Renard, referred

to in 95, though these had previously been communicated to the present writer.
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II. Out the Density and Thermal Expansion of Solutions of Copper Sulphate.

By J. G. MACGREGOR, M.A., D.Sc., F.K.S.E.

(Read May, 1884.)

The experiments described in this paper were undertaken with the object of providing

data for the correction of direct measurements, made by Professor Ewing and the author, of

the change of bulk produced in water by the addition of small quantities of anhydrous copper

sulphate. We had found by measurements of the density
'
of solutions formed by adding

the crystallized salt to water, that the volume of certain solutions of this salt was less than

the volume of the water which the solution contained. It followed that if the result of the

solution of anhydrous salt was the same as that of the solution of crystallized salt (the

respective solutions formed having the same constitution), the addition of anhydrous salt to

water in certain proportions must produce contraction. This we found to be the case, and

we were able to make, roughly, direct measurements of the amount of the contraction.

Accurate measurements required a knowledge of the expansion of weak solutions of differ-

ent strengths with temperature, and this expansion it was my object to determine. Having
made the desired observations with weak solutions, it seemed worth while to continue the

investigation with stronger solutions as well.

The expansion of the solutions was studied by measuring their density at different

temperatures. The density was measured by means of a specific-gravity bottle of the ordi-

nary form. It was made of thin glass, but the glass was not so thin as to have its volume

appreciably changed by any pressure to which its walls were subjected. It was provided

with a carefully ground stopper having a capillary perforation. The balance used was one

of Oertling's, capable of indicating a difference of a tenth of a milligramme. The rough
measurements of density were of course corrected, so as to eliminate the errors due to the

expansion of water and of the bottle, and to the displacement of air. Special measurements

were made to determine the expansion of the bottle. For the expansion of water I used

Volkmann's 3
table, obtained by a combination of the experimental results of Hagen,

Matthiessen, Pierre, Kopp and Jolly. The densities given below are all expressed in

grammes per cubic centimetre, that is, they are specific gravities referred to water at 4 C.

as standard.

The best thermometer at my disposal was one which could shew temperature differ-

ences of one-tenth of a degree centigrade. In the numbers by which temperatures are

described in the tables given below, the figures in the second place of decimals are the

result of corrections. The errors of the fixed points of the thermometer used were

'Trans. Roy. Soc. Edin., voL xxvii (1873), p. 51.

2
Report of British Association, 1877

; Nature, voL xvi (1877), p. 376.

3 Wied. Ann. Phys. Chem., Bd. xiv (1881), p. 277.
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carefully determined ; but I did not consider it necessary, for the purpose for which the

experiments were made, to calibrate the instrument.

The constitution in the case of the weaker solutions was determined by mixing known

masses of water and of the crystallized salt. In the case of the stronger solutions it was

determined by means of the data furnished by Gerlach's experiments,
*
as given in Landolt

and Bernstein's Fhysikalisch-chemische Tabellen (Berlin, 1883), the density of the given

solution, at the temperature of Gerlach's experiments being determined by interpolation

from the results of the following tables, and its constitution being then determined by

interpolation from Gerlach's results.

The following tables give the densities at various temperatures of solutions of different

constitution, together with the ratio of the densities of the solutions and of water at the

same temperature :

I. SOLUTION CONTAINING 0'28 PER CENT. OF THE CRYSTALLIZED SALT.

1

Temperature.

(Centigrade.)

14 -03
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III. SOLUTION CONTAINING r*75 PER CENT. OF THE CRYSTALLIZED SALT.

Temperature.

(Centigrade.)
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VI. SOLUTION CONTAINING 6'91 PER CENT. OF THE CRYSTALLIZED SALT

(according to Gerlach).

Temperature.

(Centigrade.)
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VIII SOLUTION CONTAINING 19.92 PER CENT. OF THE CRYSTALLIZED SALT

(according to Grerlach).

73

Temperature.

(Centigrade.)
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Oil Plato I curves will be found, whose abscissae and ordinates are the temperatures

and densities, respectively, of the above tables. They are drawn on a somewhat large scale,

and aro crowded together that all may be given on one page. To find the density indi-

cated by a point on any curve, the ordinate of the point must be added to the number at

the left-hand end of the curve. The number at the other end indicates the composition of

the solution. The Roman numerals refer to the above tables. By means of these curves

the density of any solution at any temperature within the limits of the above experiments

may be approximately determined. I have not thought it worth while to deduce formulae

for that purpose.

The third columns of the above tables shew that (1) the ratio of the densities of any
solution of copper sulphate and of water respectively, at the same temperature, diminishes

with the temperature ; (2) in the case of some solutions it attains a constant value within

the temperature limits of the experiments ;
and (3) in the case of others its rate of change

with temperature diminishes as the temperature rises, so that it seems as if for them also

it would become zero at higher temperatures. These results may be paraphrased thus:

(1) The density of a solution of sulphate of copper diminishes with increase of temperature
at low temperatures at a greater rate than that of water; or the thermal expansion of such

a solution is at low temperatures greater than that of water. (2) The higher the tempera-
ture the smaller is the ditlerence between the rates of diminution of density with tempera-

ture, or the thermal expansions, of the solution and of water. (3) At sufficiently high

temperatures, rertainlyl'or some solutions and probably also for all solutions, the rates of

diminution of density with temperature, or the thermal expansions, of the solution and of

water respectively, are the same.

From the curves of Plate I we can easily determine, by graphical methods, approxi-

mate values of the rate of change of the density of a solution of given constitution with

temperature at different temperatures; and we find that the rate of change of density with

temperature increases with the temperature. Thus, taking the solution containing 19.92

per cent, of the crystallized salt, we get the following corresponding values :

Tcinjieratiire.
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Percentage of

Crystallized Salt in

Solution.
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lized salt to a given mass of water, as by adding a mass of anhydrous salt, less than the

above mass of crystallized salt by the mass of the water of crystallization, to a mass of

water greater than the above by the same amount, it follows that the addition of certain

relatively small quantities of anhydrous salt to water must produce a solution with a

volume smaller than the volume of the water employed.

If the differences of the above table are plotted as abscissa;, and the percentages of

crystallized salt in solution as ordinates, the curve thus obtained shews that the contraction

gradually increases with the strength of the solution until it reaches a maximum value in

the rase of a solution containing 2'1 per cent, of crystallized salt, or about 1'34 per cent, of

anhydrous salt, and having, therefore, a density of T0151, in which case it amounts to

0048. Hence, an easy calculation shews that if about '0135 gramme of anhydrous salt

be added to 1 cubic centimetre of water at 25 C., the A'olume of the solution will be less

than 1 c.c. by about '00485 P.O.

Tin- curve also shews thai as the strength of the solution increases beyond that just
mentioned the contraction decreases until, for a solution of 7'4 per cent, of crystallized salt

(i.e., 5'!)C per cent, of anhydrous salt), it has the value zero. If, therefore, "0632 gramme
of anhydrous salt be added 1<> 1 c.c. of water at 25 C., the volume of the solution also will

be 1 c.c. For stronger solutions there is no longer a contraction but an expansion. The
volume of the solution is greater than the volume of the water it contains.

These results agree fairly well with those of the approximate direct measurements
referred to above, as to the strengths of the solutions shewing maximum contraction and
zero contraction respectively. They gave for the former that of a solution containing
about 2 per cent, of the anhydrous salt, and for the latter that of one containing 5'21 per
cent, of anhydrous salt. As to the amount of the maximum contraction, however, the

results differ, the direct measurements having given
-

00043. I am unable to account for

this discrepancy.

Some of the results described above seem to be of sufficient importance to warrant a

similar study of other salts. I hope to lay the results of such study before this Society at a

future meeting.
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I. REACTIONS FOR COPPER AND IRON WITH HYDROBROMIC ACID.

In a former paper entitled: "On the Application of Hydriodic Acid as a Blowpipe

Reagent," I described a method of rendering evident certain white iodide coatings, by pro-

ducing them upon blackened tablets. Since the publication of this paper I have sought

to do away with the necessity of using blackened tablets by searching for a reagent which

would, with the substances in question, give easily recognized coloured coatings. I have

succeeded in the case of copper, which gives with hydrobromic acid a dappled coating of

greyish-black over purple. This same reagent also gives a very characteristic rust-

coloured coating with iron. These two coatings differ greatly in volatility ;
that of copper

is very volatile, that of iron very much less so. This difference enables the analyst to

distinguish the copper and iron in presence of each other, since, if a mineral containing

copper and iron* be treated on the tablet with hydrobromic acid and heated before the

blowpipe, the copper coating will be driven to a distance, while the iron coating will

appear immediately around the assay. The separation of the coatings is marked and

distinct. The reaction is equally sensitive for both.

In many cases, a drop of hydrobromic acid allowed to fall upon the assay placed on

the tablet is quite sufficient, without subjecting the assay to heat, to produce around the

assay a characteristically coloured ring, declaring the presence of iron
;

if the assay be now
subjected to the 0. F., the flame becomes coloured bluish-green, and the dappled coating
of copper makes its appearance. Fuming hydrobromic acid was used for these reactions.

Blowpipe analysis is valuable, chiefly on account of its expeditiousness and the small

quantity of apparatus and reagents required for its operations. It is, therefore, in general,

not desirable to detract from its value by multiplying the number of reagents or appliances

required, unless it can be shown that the detection of a substance or substances is rendered

thereby more certain and expeditioiis, and that an otherwise difficult separation becomes,

by the use of the new reagent or appliance, not alone possible but simple. These char-

acteristics are claimed for the new reagent, hydrobromic acid, since it not alone facilitates

greatly the detection of copper and iron in presence of each other, but also in presence of

other lead-colouring substances such as cobalt and nickel.

II. COATING OF IRON WITH HYDRIODIC ACID ON TABLETS.

Iron gives a very volatile feebly-violet coating with hydriodic acid on a tablet, but

its deposition on account of its volatility and its recognition on acount of its feebleness are
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so very uuoertaiu, that for analytical purposes the coating is useless. I mention the coat-

ing, only because it frequently happens that violet spots make their appearance on the

tablet when minerals are 'examined with hydriodic acid before the blowpipe. This

happens either because the mineral or the plaster of Paris, of which the tablet is made,

contains iron.

III. DISTINCTION OF SELENIUM FROM MERCURY.

When a seleuide of mercury is treated on a tablet with hydriodic acid before the

blowpipe, the coatings duo to the selenium and mercury overlap throughout their whole

extent. It is difficult to determine from the resulting combination-colour by mere inspec-

tion the presence of either of the constituents. In this case a differentiation may be effected

by touching the coating with ammonium sulphide, and gently heating the moistened

s[>ot before the blowpipe ;
the mercury will then be driven from the moistened spot and

appear above it as a black coating, while the selenium remains near the spot as an orange-

yellow coating.

IV. Co.vnxos ON TABLETS, per se.

1'laster of Paris tablets, as supports in blowpipe operations, are preferable to any

others hitherto in use, not alone because tablets permit of the use of such reagents as

hydriodic acid, hydrobromic acid and ammonium sulphide in the detection of the

substances entering into the composition of the mineral under examination, but because

the range of coatings /rcr se is very much greater for plaster tablets than for any other

supjiort. These per coatings are. on account of the readiness with which they are

obtained, especially valuable for purposes of analysis. I have, therefore, undertaken their

study, the results of which I beg to oiler in this paper.

Description of Coatings.

Selenium Red brown volatile coating, far away from assay.

Tiemannile (Se. Hg.) Black coating, near assay, surrounded by reddish coating farther

away from assay.

Arsenic White coating over brownish-black. Coating volatile.

Silver Brownish-yellow coating, close to assay. Coating produced by flaming tablet

beyond assay after the assay has been heated for a time with the O. F.

Alloys of

Bismuth and Silver. \ Purplish coating, near assay. Coating produced by flaming
Lead and Silver.

[
tablet beyond assay, after the assay has been heated for a time

Antimony and Silver ) with the 0. F.

Galena Greyish-black feathery coating, near assay. This coating is more strikingly

exhibited, when obtained from precipitated lead sulphide.

Orpiment Orange-brown coating, near assay, white over faint brownish, farther away.

Realgar Coating similar to preceding, the brown is less orange and more dingy.
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Mercury G-rey coating. (Most minerals containing mercury deposit metallic mercury on

plaster tablet when treated with 0. F.)

Tellurium Brownish-black coating, near assay.

Carbon Black coating, near assay. (Substances containing easily-decomposed hydro-

carbon deposit the black coating of carbon when treated with O. F.)

Cadminum Yellow coating over brownish-black.

Gold Purple coating, near assay.
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When I wrote last to Mr. Bouriuot announcing, for the next meeting of the Society,

the reading of a paper by Mr. Steckel,
" On the Form of the Contracted Liquid Vein as

affecting the present Theory of the Science of Hydraulics," I had no idea of contrib-

uting a paper of my own. Since that date an accident has occurred to the main conduit

of the Quebec Water Works, which may prove interesting and instructive, from a scientific

point of view, to the world at large and to the hydraulic engineer in particular.

The Quebec aqueduct is, as compared with other gravity-works, almost unique in

some of its leading features. The fountain head at Lorette, through which the supply of

water from Lake St. Charles is derived, is not less than 480 feet above- the pipe which

passes under the bed of the river St. Charles near the city. Some ten years ago there

occurred in this portion of the conduit a leak, originating in an air-hole in the spigot

end of one of the pipes within the faucet, and so small as to be invisible at the time when
the pipe was laid, now thirty years ago. This hole, by the constant passage through it of

a jet of water under a pressure of 208 Ibs. to ihe square inch, gradually enlarged to a

diameter of about one inch and a half; when, seriously affecting, as it did, the supply in

the city, it was decided to stop the leakage by applying, over it and around the pipe, a

wrought-irou baud an inch thick and four inches and a half in breadth.

Twelve mouths afterwards the leak broke out again, and, upon examination, it was

found that, in this short interval of one year, the water had, under the great pressiire

alluded to, forced the leaden joint, and, in the edge of the ring next the faucet, eaten away
a space of an inch in depth by two in breadth. One of the ribbon pieces of the wooden

box, which encloses the conduit beneath the bed of the river, and which was some six

inches in section, was nearly eaten through by the impinging jet, and the four and a half

inch sheet-piling, which formed the side of the enclosure, was worn away to the extent of

three inches.

I mention these facts as worthy of attention, and to elicit the opinion of scientists and

practical men upon the questions, how far the water itself, if pure, could have produced
the effects related ? or whether it is not possible and even probable, that there issued

forth from the aperture in the pipe some of the sedimentary matter found in it and perio-

dically scoured out of it by opening the smaller pipe (8") leading into the river from the

eighteen-inch conduit ? This sediment, however, is deposited in the tube and rests on

the bottom of it, while the leak was in the \apper half of the conduit, and, as the velocity

of flow through the pipe is but some two and a half to three feet per second, it becomes

a question whether and, if so, to what extent, the reaction of the jet could stir up the

Sec. III., 1884. 11.
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sediment and cause some of it to come out, with the effect produced on the wood and

iron as related ? or whether the water alone, without any gritty matter and under such

pressure, could eat through an inch of iron in less than a year ?

This wearing away of the iron and wood may also be accounted for in another

manner, and the explanation is more rational. The pipe under the river is not only boxed

in, as inferred from what has just been stated, but the box is filled in around the pipe

with puddled clay. Now this clay may, and probably does, contain a quantity of gritty

matter. Tn like manner, where the pipe was buried in earth, when leakages have from

iime to time been discovered and repaired, the iron was invariably worn away in the

faucet to some extent, as also in the spigot, and this wearing away may be attributed to

the attrition or friction caused not only and solely by the water, but by the superjacent

and adjoining sand falling constantly from above, as the hole in the filling or embank-

ment around tin- pipe increased
;
or by the grit being drawn into the eddy of the

issuing jet in a \vay to produce the effect stated.

Th- defective pipe was in consequence of this taken out and a new piece inserted;

and. to trnard asrainst a similar occurrence abridge was built over the river, and a new and

additional main was laid as a siding to the other.

This new main forms the subject of the present paper. It is at an elevation of. say,

some 1 \\eiity feel above that imbedded in the river and therefore under a head of 466

feet ol water or of 2nO ll)s. to the square inch, and like the other, is of eighteen-inch

bore or inside diameter, in twelve feet lengths, with spigot and faucet joints, five inches

deej), run with lead, on gasket bed and staved. It was laid in 1873, with a ten-feet rise

at the centre ol the span, which is 120 feet between the piers. The conduit is supported
on cast -iron chairs a loot high, to allow space for repairs to joints and for replacing a

broken pipe when required. The object of throwing the pipe up at the centre into a

syphon or anli wa> two-fold: that room might be given for the passage of river crafts

beneath it. and that it might be self-sustaining in case of the destruction by fire of the

wooden tube which surrounds it on all sides
;
this tube being in cross-section, eight feet

inside, six feet high, with double walls of three-inch plank, and eighteen inches of saw-

dust between the t \\ o to guard against the effects of frost. It rests on a flooring of beams

supported by the trusses which constitute the framework of the structure.

For many years past in Quebec, in fact, in the upper wards of the city ever since the

laying of the new conduit, owing to the pressure falling off, it has been necessary to

have recourse to the intermittent system of supply. This necessitates the turning on and
off of the water every day at certain hours. The stop-gates are all supplied with gearing
to prevent their shutting off too rapidly, and creating in consequence what is known as

a water-hammer or water-ram. Some years ago, owing to the too rapid working of the

gearing of a gate near the summit level in the city, some 300 feet above the level of the

conduit in the bridge, one of the twelve-feet pipes, one inch and a quarter thick, and

previously tested to stand a pressure equal to that of a column of water, 1,000 feet high
or, say, 430 Ibs. to the square inch, burst under the force of the ram due to the cause

just mentioned. The pipe was split along the top through almost its entire length, and
the city had to be supplied by the pipe under the river while the other was being
repaired.

This pipe merely rests on the flooring of the tube, as already explained, and is not
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bound to it or trussed to prevent any lateral motion. ,It must be stated that the pipe

thus laid and not tied or loaded down, except by its own weight and that of the water

within it, was, when the burst occurred as above related, only 140 feet from embankment

to embankment on either side the river. What has just happened and I am now about

to relate, might have happened at the time the pipe burst in the bridge, had the unloaded

portion of the conduit been of greater extent. It was at that time, as just stated, but 140

feet ;
all beyond that, on both sides of the river, being imbedded and weighed down by

some six to seven feet of earth embankment.

We are now engaged in putting in a new thirty-inch main, side by side, and at five-

feet centres from the old eighteen-inch main, which i.s to extend the whole distance from

the fountain head to Quebec, to increase the supply. Having had a lawsuit, on account

of the pretended obstruction to river navigation by the first (or present) bridge's being

built over it to carry the eighteeu-inch main, it was not considered prudent to erect a

similar structure side by side with the former, and I determined to recommend that the

new iron tubular bridge to contain both pipes should bo erected on the very site of

the present structure and this, of course, without in any way interfering with the present

supply through the eighteen-inch main.

To effect this it was, of course, necessary, as well as being in other respects advan-

tageous, as giving the hitherto confined stream greater water-way at this point, to erect the

piers or abutments of the proposed new bridge in the rear (or land-ward) of the old piers,

thus of course increasing the span by so much. Now to do this, some forty feet of the

embankment at each end of the present conduit had to be removed, to make room for the

new piers, and the unbixried, and therefore unloaded, portion of the main was thereby

increased from 140 feet to be about 220 feet.

Just now the pressure in the pipes, due to the spring freshets, is at its maximum or

nearly so, though the quantity of water passing into the city is but slightly affected by the

variation in the head at Lorette over the centre of pressure of the conduit. The intermit-

tent system continues, the pipe passing over the summit level in the city and thence

downward to the high levels to be supplied, while for the lower districts it, is drawn
from a point some eighty feet below the summit level ; and this pipe is every night
shut off from the intra-mural city at 7 P.M., to increase the pressure on the summit

levels.

On the 18th of April last, just about this hour, it was found that the city waswithoiit

water. Upon proceeding with men and implements to visit the line of aqueduct some

nine miles or less in extent between the fountain head and city, it was discovered that the

leakage had again occurred within the bridge, but the water-ram had this time exerted and

manifested itself in quite another manner, and this may give some clue to the projection

of boilers from their moorings, and to the varying distances to which these are carried on the

occasion of their bursting under steam-pressure. This accident to the Quebec aqueduct

might possibly happen elsewhere under like circumstances ; and it is to enable engineers

to guard against an occurrence which, in certain situations, might be fraught with danger
to life and limb and give rise to heavy damages, and also, as already stated, on account of

its scientific bearings on practical hydraulics, that I consider it important that the occur-

rence should be made known to the scientific and professional world.

The water was, of course, shut off from the bridge, or over-head conduit, and allowed
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to take its course towards the city by passing through the conduit under the bed of the

river. And this shows the importance and wisdom of duplicate mains at such points, and

in general throughout tho whole line of any aqueduct under considerable head, and, at

any rate, along the lower portions of it, as we have already had several bursts in the main

at different points ulou<r the low levels between Lorette and Quebec, similarly caused by
a water-hammer induced by the gates being shut too rapidly in the hurry occasioned by
a conflagration in the city or by some other cause.

In the present case the pipe, through 140 feet of its length, or between the points

at which it was to some extent confined in position by the temporary end-partitions of the

wooden tube or enclosure, had been bodily raised at the centre, I can not say how much
more, but at least six inches : for it was sunk to that depth in the iron chairs and wooden
bolsters, on which it reposed on the flooring of the tube. The pipe now forms in plan an

elongated S, or something in the shape of the figure, ACDB, in the cut, the breadth of the

tube or wooden enclosure (n h <
il) beinsr eight feet, its length (AB) 140 feet. At C tho

flange <f (lie lancet penetrated nine inches into t he side of the tube, breaking through
the thre-iiii-li deal lining; \\hilc at 1) the flange of the pipe at that point entered only
about one in, li and a hall'. The side or lateral thrust, was therefore eight feet, ten inches

and a half, and would, of course, have been much greater, had not the side walls of the

tube and the outer twelve-inch frame or truss work been there to prevent portions of the

conduit at (' and I> from llyinir oft' into the river, which it is evident would have

happened, ifunconiilied in the way they were.

The joints at V and 1), as will be inferred from the angular deflection at each of these

points and the shortening of the conduit by so much, were completely detached and

separated ;
the inner portion of the two pipes, forming the angle, being still the one within

the other, while, at the side nearest to the bridge-enclosure, the edge of the spigot was fully

three or more indies out and clear of the faucet in each case. At D, the leaden ring was com-

pletely out of the joint and lying on the flooring of the tube
;
while at C, the lead was only

partly deranged. The faucet joints, where shown in the sketch, by short lines drawn

across the line, ACDB, representing the axial line of the pipe, were but slightly deranged
towards the ends, A and B, or loosened, say, to the extent of a sixteenth of an inch, while

the other joints were more and more loosened as they approached C and D. The portion

of the pipe between C and D, some thirty-two feet in length, remains perfectly straight,

turning as it did on or about the centre of its length on a pivot at the point O, which

is about three feet from the centre of the tube, A B.

Now. as to the force exerted in producing this effect on the pipe, this force must of

course be, at least, equal to the whole weight of the cast-iron conduit moved and of the

water which filled it before the accident. This combined weight is calculated at 57,406

Ibs., so that this is evidently the lowest estimate of the buckling effort of the hydraulic-

ram or hammer, since the pipe and the water contained could not have been lifted clear

out of its supporting cradles, as it has been, by a less weight than its own. But that the

force or lifting weight exerted must have been much greater than this is evident from the
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fact that in addition to the weight of the pipe and water, and before this could be raised,

it was necessary for the ram to exert such additional force as would tear asunder the leaden

joints at C and D and loosen all the others. What this additional exertion may be equi-

valent to, I am not in a position to state, without some experiments on the longitudinal

adhesion of pipes thus leaded and staved in a way to prevent leakage under a 46(5-feet

head of water ; but it must be assumed at more than the 200-lbs. pressure per square inch,

exerted by the water, through the gasket, on the leaden band enveloping the spigot end

of the pipe. This, at five-feet average girth and half-inch thickness, under the aforesaid

pressure, is equal to 6,000 Ibs., and as there are ten joints between A and C, B and D (those

between C and D not having started), it would appear that an additional strain of some

60,000 Ibs. must have been exerted in order thus to dislocate the conduit simultaneously
at the several joints just mentioned. But this pressure of 200 Ibs. to the inch must, of

course, have been exceeded, since leaden joints do not give under it, and no doubt more

than twice that pressure must have been exerted, to say nothing of the force required to

thrust the pipe at C, as already stated, through the three-inch deal-lining of the box and

some six inches into the space beyond.
This accident teaches three important lessons : first, the necessity of having double

or treble gearing to all such gates, as pipes under great heads of water are supplied with,
that it may be impossible for them to shut at a speed beyond a given velocity ; secondly
the possible and probable effects of a water-ram or hammer on unloaded or unconfined pipes ;

and lastly, the necessity, where it is unloaded or not buried in the earth, of securing the

conduit both vertically and laterally to the bed on which it rests, in order to prevent the

recurrence of an accident which, in some cases or localities, or under certain circumstances,

might prove highly disastrous. I have often stood with my men in this tube at, or very
near to, the point C, where there is an air valve, and had such an accident occurred there

then, we nmst, in a second, have been caught and crushed to atoms between the conduit

and the tube.

The damage has been repaired by merely thrusting back the pipe at C and D into

position, by re-running these two joints and re-staving all the others
; for, strange as it may

seem, not a single break or flaw or the slightest crack, occurred at any point in any of the

pipes which together make up the length of 140 feet. This pipe will, when the other is

laid side by side with it, as intended in the new iron tubular bridge, be tied to it by iron

straps, and both will be fastened down to the iron floor-beams of the bridge.

It may also be interesting to engineers to know that, some years ago, the whole super-

structure of this bridge was thrust bodily aside some three feet at the centre, owing to the

pressure of ice piled up against it, the pipe, of course, moving with the bridge and partak-

ing of the same lateral displacement. This lateral motion did not start any of the joints,

beyond a mere oozing of the water from some of them, the plastic nature of the lead sub-

mitting to this displacement, without any other effect on the passage of the water through
the pipe. The bridge was again thrust back into its normal position and vertical plane,

by the simultaneous use of a number of jack-screws applied to the lower side of the bridge

superstructure, these screws abutting and acting against as many struts of stout timbers,

the lower ends of which rested on the stony bed of the river. This displacement of some

three feet in seventy (half the span), or about five per cent., without materially loosening
the joints, indicates the possibility of doing at least as much in any case, where it might
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be required to thrust aside a water conduit in a street to make room for another, or for

any other purpose ; and of doing so without interfering in the least with the supply of

water from it or the passage of water through it. Nothing more would be required than

to replace the joints, which would be necessarily a little loosened by the derangement.
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Je lie viens pas traiter ici, d'une maniere geuerale, la temperature de Quebec, non plus

que la quantite de pluie ou de neige qui y tombe chaque annee. Mou iutention est tout

simplement de signaler la predominance tres remarquable de certains vents dans eette

partie du pays.

On peut dire que les vents, a Quebec, ne soufflent que dans deux directions, du nord-

est et du sud-ouest. Les diagrammes que prepare le bureau du service meteorologique

cauadien sont tres interessants a ce point de vue. En effet, ils montrent une difference on

ne peut plus marquee entre les vents de Quebec et ceux des autres villes du Dominion.

Le priutemps et 1'automue, les vents du nord-est I'emportent ;
durant 1'ete et 1'hiver,

les vents du sud-ouest sout les plus forts a leur tour. Ainsi, en 1882, pendant les mois du

printemps, mars, avril et mai, sur 2,191 heures de vent, nous avons eu 84G heures de vent

de nord-est, et 553 heures de vent de sud-ouest
;
total 1,399 heures. Ce qui moutre d'abord

1'influence reelle de la direction de notre fleuve sur 1'orientation des vents, et ensuite

une predominance indeniable des vents de nord-est. Dans les mois d'ete et d'hiver, la

direction moyenne restant toujours la meme, les vents de sud-ouest sont les plus

constants.

Je crois qu'il est assez facile de se rendre compte de ce pbenomene particulier si

Quebec en examiuaut la position qu'occupe cette ville par rapport aux principales chaines

de montagnes du Bas-Canada.

Placee le long du grand fleuve, au point ou il cesse d'etre un bras de mer pour devenir

fleuve ordinaire, la vieille capitale s'eleve a 1'endroit ou les deux chaines de mon-

tagnes qui courent au nord et au sud de la province sont les plus rapproehees 1'une de

1'autre. Plus bas et plus haut, ces lignes en relief s'eloignent de plus en plus. Quebec
est done place dans un etranglement orographique general, quelquc chose qui ressemble

au fond d'un double entonnoir.

Or persoune u'ignore Tiuflueuce tres grande des elevations du sol sur la direction des

vents superficiels. Sans alterer les graudes ligues de deplacement suivies par les motive-

ments a6riens des hautes regions, elles produisent a la surface des perturbations qui sou-

vent masqueut completement les courauts generaux. La consequence evidente sera qu'a

Quebec les courauts d'air devrout s'orienter de preference dans la direction du fleuve ; et,

pendant que dans d'autres parties de la province les vents souffleront dans des directions

differentes, ils se disposeront necessairement dans la direction de la vallee du Saint-Laurent.

Aussi chaque fois que le bureau meteorologique nous avertit qu'un centre de faible
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pressiou, ou qu'une cyclone nous arrive de 1'ouest, a moins que le noyau de la tempete ne

passe tres loin du fleuve, le mauvais temps commence toujours par quelques journees de

pluie avec uu vent de uord-est qui augmente peu a peu, et le tout se termine par un temps

serein, accompague d'une forte brise du sud-ouest.

Mais au point de rue des tourbillons et des tempetes, le fleuve ne fait guere qu'orienter

les courants d'air ;
il n'en est pas lui-meme la cause. Je crois qu'on ne peut pas dire la

memo chose des vents de nord-est tres persistants qui se font sentir a Quebec le printemps

et rautomuc.

Cos vents, jo los appollerai vents sees, vu qu'ils se produisent souvent dans une atmos-

phere pure i>t soreino. Pendant qu'ils souffleut, le barometre ne baisse pas, ce qui indique

qu'ils no participeut en rien a la nature des cyclones ou des tourbillons. Bien loin de la,

lc plus souvent, le men-lire monte. La plus forte hauteur barometrique observee a Quebec

dopuis quatre ans 1'a etc pendant un fort vent de uord-est. La colonne depassait trente et

un ponces.

Lo cicl res to assex souvent pur et d'un bleu vif. S'il y a des nuages, ils forment une

band- do vapours qui eouront sur les flancs des Laureutides et sur le versaut des collines

qui loniront la rive sud. II n'est pas rare de voir en meme temps d'autres nuages qui

passont dans les regions elevees et so dirigent vers le golfe Saint-Laurent, allant ainsi en

sons rout rain- du vent suporiieiol, et indiquant 1'existence d'un double courant aerien.

(Vs derniers nuasrcs sont jilus enfumes que ceux qui viennent du bas du fleuve, et quel-

qinTois il leur arrive d'etre assex noinbreux pour couvrir completement le ciel.

Alors la masse d'air froid et humide, poussee par le vent du nord-est, n'etant pas

reohaulloe par les rayons du soleil, vu la presence des nuages superieurs qui font eeran,

eette masse, dis-jo, reste Froide. Elle condense la vapeur d'eau dans 1'espace qu'elle

panourt. et res vents de nord-est, que j'appelais sees il y a un instant, deviennent des

sources abondantes de pluie. Tout naturellement, c'est durant la nuit, alors que le soleil

n'est plus sur 1'homon pour repandre partout sa chaleur, que ces pluies sont plus

fortes.

(Vite precipitation ne se produit plus sous la forme d'une pluie fine et serree, comme
Ho que nous avons durant le passage de la premiere moitie d'un tourbillon

;
mais une

pluie torrentiello, une averse diluvienne tombe par iutermittence, de facou a rappeler com-

pletement los oragos electriques de 1'ete. Souvent memo cette condensation est tellement

l>roii(jnc'-e que los nuees se chargent d'eloctricite
;
et nous avons alors le curieux spectacle

de la foudre grondant do temps a autre, pendant qu'un vent violent du nord-est nous

transit jusqu'aux os. II n'y a gucre de printemps ou ce curieux phenomene climaterique

ne se reprodnise plusiours fois.

Ces deux oourants aeriens superposes coexistent a Quebec durant des semaines

entieres, nous amonant sans cesse d'ennuyeuses alternatives de soleil et de pluie qui so

snccedent brusquoment, sans que le barometre en soit aucunement affecte.

Quelle peut etre la cause de ce Hingulier etat de choses ? II me semble qu'il est tout

simple de 1'attribuer a la position geographique de Quebec, au fond de son double onton-

noir. Dans 1'entonnoir occidental, les neiges fondent de bonne heure et le sol decouvert

et bientot rechauffe par les rayons du soleil. Au contraire, le golfe et la partie superieiire

du fleuve constituent un veritable reservoir de froid, a cause des glaces qu'ils renferment

alors et des courants froids qui y peuetrent du Labrador. Des le milieu d'avril cette ine-
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galite de temperature est deja fortement marquee et persiste ensuite pendant de nom-

breuses semaines.

Rieu de surprenant si, dans ces conditions, 1'air 6chauffe de 1'entonnoir occidental se

souleve, creant ainsi un vide partiel. L'air froid de 1'entonnoir oriental s'y precipite en

suivant la direction du fleuve. La vitesse de ces masses froides s'accelere a mesure

qu'elles avancent. Absolument comme un flot de maree qui s'engouffre dans une baie

retrecie, et dont 1'impetuosite augmente avec le rapprochement des rives qui 1'enserrent.

Aussi. a peine ont-elles traverse le col de 1'entonnoir, que ces vagues aeriennes

rencontrant une surface libre phis grande, les courants aeriens perdent de leur vitesse,

changent de direction et constituent les vents irreguliers qui se font sentir dans les dis-

tricts de Trois-Rivieres et de Montreal. Ces vents de nord-est seraient done de veritables

moussons d'automne et de printemps.

Tin fait qui tendrait encore a confirmer cette maniere de voir, c'est que les points

places en dehors de notre entonnoir orographique, a savoir le Saguenay et la Beaure, n'ont,

en fait de vent de nord-est, que ceux qui dependent du passage d'un tourbillon atmosphe-

rique ordinaire.

Je me permettrai de signaler, avaut d'aller plus loin, 1'influence du llux et du reflux

sur les vents, a Quebec. Cette influence existe, on ne saurait le nier. Tous les mariiis le

savent fort bien, et ils ne se font pas faute de s'appuyer sur ce fait pour regler une foule de

details de leur navigation de cabotage. Le flux et le reflux de la maree all'ectent tr<\s scnsi-

blement le fond de 1'entonnoir oriental. Le chaugeinent de niveau y atteint en moyenne
une vingtaine de pieds. AVec le flot montant 1'air est forcement repousse, et avec le reflux

un vide partiel tend a se produire. II est vrai que ces modifications n'atteignent pas a la

fois toute la surface du fleuve, mais cependant elles s'y produisent un peu partout.

Or, si nous supposons qu'au moment ou commence 1'un ou 1'autre de ces grands mou-

vements de maree, 1'equilibre atmospherique soit deja dans un etat relativemeut instable,

nous ne devons pas etre surpris si le deplacement force de plusieurs milliers de pieds

cubes d'air y determine un bouleversement defiuitif qui se traduit par un courant d'air

en un sens ou en 1'autre. Aussi ces vents de maree sont-ils d'autant plus forts que 1'air

etait primitivement plus tranquille. Quand nous jouissons deja d'une forte brise, 1'in-

fluence du flux et du reflux est beaucoup plus faible, quelquefois meme insensible.

J'ai dit, au commencement de cette etude, que le vent du sud-ouest etait le vent

habituel de Quebec, 1'ete et 1'hiver. Ce vent ne saurait avoir uue cause analogue a celle

que nous venons d'indiquer en peu de mots pour son congenere du nord-est. Comme il ne

se manifesto qu'aux epoques ou 1'equilibre de la temperature s'est a peu pres etabli entre

Test et 1'ouest de la province, je crois qu'on est en droit de le regarder comme une branche

des contre-alizes qui, sous notre latitude, atteindrait alors la surface du sol. D'ailleurs il

est bien probable que la vallee du Saint-Laurent joue encore uu role important dans

1'orientation generale de ce courant d'air.

Si les idees qui viennent d'etre exposees sont exactes, je crois que les vents de Quebec
ne changeront guere de regime. Au contraire, je suis porte a penser que les vents du nord-

est en particulier s'accentueront de plus en plus. Les defrichements augmentant dans la

partie occidentale, 1'atmosphere s'y rechauffera plus vite le printemps, et les vents de

nord-est, dans 1'entonnoir orographique, commenceront plus tot pour finir plus tard.

Sec._III, 1884. 12.
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si 1'on peut supposer que le climat de 1'ouest de notre province s'adoucira peu a peu, on

ne peut pas croire qu'il en sera de meme pour Test. La temp6rature y restera evidem-

ment la meme, ou a peu pros, vu qu'il n'y a aucune cause capable d'amener un change-
ment dans ce sens.

L'automue, les memes causes produisent les memes effets que le printemps, et la

saison des vents de nord-est commence, a Quebec, en septembre, pour se terminer vers la

fin de novembre.
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VI Essai sur la constitution atomique de la mattere,

Par L'ABBE T.-E. HAMEL, professeur a 1'universite Laval.

( Pr&senW le 21 mai 1884.)

L'experience la plus grossiere montre que le moude materiel est compose d'uii grand
nombre de corps places a distance et se depla9aut les uns par rapport aux autres. L'expe-

rience montre encore que les corps qui paraissent continus, comme les solides, les liquides

et les gaz, sont cependant separables en portions plus ou moiiis tenues et que 1'ou peut

isoler. II semble tout naturel d'admettre que ces portions isolables sout, memo dans les

solides, reellement isolees et separees les uues des autres, et qu'elles y sout simplement

juxtaposees. Autaut que 1'experience peut le constater, une foule de faits demontreut en

outre que ces parcelles qui constituent les solides
( j'en dis autaut, a plus forte raison, des

liquides et des gaz) ne sont pas en contact immediat, mais qu'au coutraire elles sout dis-

tantes les uues des autres, pouvaut executer des mouvemeuts rektivement considerables

sans toucher leurs voisines.

On s'est demande naturellement s'il etait possible de determiner jusqu'ou pouvait aller

la divisibility de la matiere. Le fait est qu'on est parvenu a operer cette divisibilite

physiquemeut au point de depasser tout ce que les sens sont capables d'apprecier.

Mais ce qui echappe aux sens, rimaginatiou peut encore le poursuivre eu s'appuyant sur

le raisonnement. On s'est done demande si la matiere est divisible a I'iufini, ou si la divi-

sibilite des corps materiels a une limite.

Or la divisibilite iufinie est un nou sens, puisqu'elle supposerait dans uu corps limite

un nombre actuel infini de parties existantes, ce qui est metaphysiquemeut impossible et

absurde. Reste done la divisibilite limitee. Mais quelle est la nature de celle-ci ? La

Constance des proprietes des corps appeles corps simples, qui so retrouvent toujours rigou-

reusement identiques, quelles que soient les combinaisons prealables par lesquelles on les

a fait passer, et surtout les proprietes cristallines des corps que Ton peut obtenir a 1'etat

de purete, ont conduit les physiciens et les chimistes a une espece d'unite, appelee molecule,

speciale a chaque espece de corps, et que Ton a coutume de definir :

" cedont on ne peut

rien retrancher sans changer la nature intime du corps." Cette definition de la molecule

comprend aussi bien la derniere parcelle separable des corps composes que celle des corps

simples de la chimie. D'apres cette definition, il y a done des molecules complexes qui

sont susceptibles d'etre reduites a des molecules plus simples, mais qui ne sont plus sem-

blables aux premieres : par exemple, la molecule d'eau est reductible en deux ou plusieurs

molecules d'oxygene et d'hydrogene. Toutefois, dans ce courant d'idees, il y a des mole-

cules qui ne sont pas reductibles en plus simples qu'elles, au moins a 1'aide des forces

dont la science actuelle peut disposer : ce sont les molecules des corps simples. D'apres

cette conception, les corps simples de la chimie se distingueraient les uns des autres
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uniquement par la nature de leurs molecules, qui seraient ditferentes d'un corps a 1'autre,

mais seraieut fixes pour chaque corps.

Cette fixite des molecules des corps simples a ete regardee d'abord par les chimistes

comme une condition neeessaire de la stabilite de ces corps dans leurs proprietes phy-

siques et chimiques. Elle avait en outre 1'avantage de rendre facilement compte de la

fixite des equivalents chimiques, ainsi que de la loi des proportions multiples. Aussi,

pendant longtemps, a-t-on regarde les molecules des corps simples comme etaut absolu-

meut fixes, invariables de forme, insecables, c'est-a-dire non divisibles ulterieurement,

bion qu'elles eussent, chacune dans sou espece, un volume etendu et de forme determinee.

On les a appeles atonies, c'est-a-dire non divisibles. Mais si, a premiere vue, on rend ait

compte ainsi et de la fixite des especes chimiques, et des principales lois foudamentales de

In chimie, on s'est, dans la suite, bientot trouve en face de difficultes que cette theorie

n'expliquait pas, et meme avec lesquelles elle se trouvait en contradiction. Pour n'en

citer qu'un exempli- : d'apres la loi d'Avogrado, des volumes egaux de gaz ou de vapeurs

contieiinent des nombrcs egaux do molecules, soit simples, soit composees. Or on sait

qu'un volume de chlore et un volume d'hydrogene se combiuent en formant deux volu-

mes d'acide chlorhydrique, ou, ee qui revient au meme, une molecule de chlore et une

molecule, d'hydrogene i'orment deux molecules d'acide chlorhydrique ;
done chaque mole-

cule d'acide chlorliydri(jne se compose d'uno demi-moltcule de chlore et d'une demi-moUcule

d'hydrogene. Les exemples analogues sont nombreux. II resulte de la que les mole-

cules, si la loi des volumes d'Avotrrado est vraie, ne peuvent pas etre invariables : elles

pcuveiit au iiioius si- scinder en deux. Ce fait s'est tellement impose a Avogrado lui-

meme (ju'il a dfi imaginer 1'liypothese des molecules integrantes et des molecules ilimen-

Inifff, les premieres etaut composees d'un certain nombre des secondes, et la loi des vo-

lumes d'Avogrado s'appliquant seulement aux molecules integrantes.

Si cette diliiculte etait la seule, 1'ingenieuse hypothese des molecules integrantes

serait une explication plausible ot strietement suffisante ; mais il y en a bieu d'autres.

Comment expliquer la parfaite homogeneite des combiuaisons chimiques, en meme temps

que 1'absdlue dillerence de proprietes qui existe entre les composes et le composant d'unc

part ; et d'autre part la difference radicale entre la combinaison de deux corps et le simple

melantre de ces deux corps ? Par exemple, si Ton melange un volume d'oxygene avec

deux volumes d'hydrogene, on pent les laisser ainsi melanges indefiniment sans jamais
constater aucune des proprietes speciales de 1'eau ; c'est un simple melange. Mais si 1'on

met le feu a ce melange, ne serait-ce que par une etincelle, la combinaison a lieu, les pro-

prietes de 1'eau soiit earaeteristiques, et Ton ne trouve plus aucune des propriet6s speciales

de 1'oxygene ou de 1'hydrogene : au lieu d'un melange, on a un corps parfaitement homo-

gene qui ne trahit en aucune facon la presence de 1'un ou de 1'autre de ses composants ;
si

bien que Ton pent dire que, dans 1'eau, il n'y a plus ni oxygene ni hydrogene. Or, si les

molecules elementaires d'Avogrado sont de petits solides invariables, leur simple juxta-

position plus ou moins intime sufiit-elle pour expliquer 1'enorme difference entre le me-

lange et la combinaison ?

Mais ce n'est pas tout. Outre certains effets de contraction observes dans quelques
composes ( potassium et oxygene, v. g.), et inexplicables dans la theorie des molecules

elementaires solides et invariables, comment expliquer, dans cette meme theorie, les effets

de presence on de contact (pour lesqnels on a imagine la force catalytique) ;
la polarisa-
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tion des liquides et des solides
; la production de T61ectricit6 dans les piles ; les modifica-

tions produites dans les corps par la lumiere, la chaleur, Telectricite, le magnetisme ?

N'a-t-on pas ete oblige, pour essayer d'expliquer ces phenomenes et bien d'autres, d'avoir

recoure a toutes sortes d'atmospheres autour des molecules, et d'en faire le siege de ces

manifestations ? II fallait bien mettre ce siege qnelque part, et evidemment on no pou-
vait le mettre dans les molecules elles-mfimes. II en resultait done ce singulier etat de

choses, savoir : que la molecule, cet element regarde comme fundamental, se trouvait

reduite au role de noyau neutre, inutile, inerte, hors cfntteinte dans le sein de Tatmosphere

qui 1'entourait et qui etait tout !

Aussi plusieurs physiciens, ue comprenant pas la necessite d'uu noyau iusaisissable,

inabordable, inerte et inutile, ont-ils cru pouvoir en nier 1'existence et ne voir dans IPS

corps materiels que des centres deforces sans substratum materiel. Ces centres do forces, qui
n'etaient que des 6tres de raison, etaient-ils plus intelligibles que ce qu'ils etaient destines

aremplacer? II est permis de croire que les auteurs de cette nouvelle theorie auraient

ete bien en peine de s'expliquer la-dessus.

II en est de meme de 1'explication moderne des lois dites de {'attraction wnireraelle on

lois de Newton. L'illustre geometre anglais disait qu'il etait trop philosophe pour croire

que les corps materiels pussent agir les uns sur les autres a distance
;
aussi exprimait-il son

admirable loi en disant que les choses se passaieut comme si les corps s'attiraient en raison

directe des masses et en raison inverse du carre des distances. En attendant qu'on cut

trouve une explication qui satislit mieux sa philosophie, Newton appliqua If calcul

a sa loi en supposant (simplement pour faciliter le calcul )
ce que sa philosophie Tfinpe-

chait d'admettre comme une realite. II en est resulte une explication tellement simple
et une si grande.facilite de calcul, que 1'on n'a pu depuis trouver d'expression plus simple
non seulement pour 1'attraction universelle et les calculs de 1'astronomie mathematique,
mais pour 1'application dn calcul a toutes les autres forces de la mecanique : c'est-a-dire,

que, pour se rendre compte d'une force quelconque, il faut essentiellemeut la regarder

comme emanant (tun corps et sexercant sur un autre. II resiilte encore de la cet autre

fait etrauge que tous les calculs de la mecanique celeste et usuelle, qui s? verifient d'uue

maniere si admirable et couduisent a des resultats dont 1'exactitude exclut la possibilite

de tout doute, se trouveraieut foudes sur une pure hypothese qui manquerait elle-meme

de tout fondement, et qui serait soi-disaut philosophiquement fausse !

Quoi qu'il en soit de 1'etrangete de cette assertion, qu'est-ce done qu'ont imagine les

modernes pour expliquer philosophiquement les lois de Newton et remplacer 1'attraction

universelle 1 Pour eviter 1'attraction a distance, ils out imagine d'attribuer a la pression

de Tether 1'effet que Ton attribuait a 1'attraction. Dans cette hypothese les corps ne

s'attireut pas, mais ils sont pousses les uns vers les autres. Fort bien ! il n'y a a cela

qu'un leger inconvenient, c'est qu'on tombe de Charybde en Scylla. En effet, on suppose

que Tether est Mnfluide parfaitement elastique et dont les elements constituants sont iufi-

niment plus subtils que les molecules les plus petites des corps gazeux. Mais alors

de deux choses Tune : ou les elements coustitutifs de Tether se touchent, ou ils sont a

distance. S'ils se touchent, comment peuveut-ils vibrer et surtout etre animes de ces

enormes vitesses qu'on est oblige de leur supposer pour produire les effets attributes

a Tattraction universelle? Et s'ils ne se touchent pas, en quoi consistera leur elasticite

pour qu'ils puissent par le choc entrer en vibration et changer la direction de leurs mou-
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vements ? Faut-il, eux aussi, les supposer euveloppes d'atmospheres distiiictes d'eux-

memes, ou bien iinir par admettre entre eux une action a distance ? D'ailleurs ces el6-

ments const itutifs de lather ne peuvent pas etre en nombre infini ; ils sont done limites

en uombrc et par la meme limites dans 1'espace qu'occupe lenr totalite. S'ils ne s'attirent

pas, comme ils eprouvent chacun une resistance du cote de I'interieur de leur ensemble,

et qu'ils n'en eprouvent pas ou n'en eprouvent qu'une moins grande du cot6 de 1'exte-

rieur, comment expliquer qu'ils ne se dispersent pas et qu'ils puissent exercer une pres-

sion toujours exactement la meme sur les corps qui y sont plongs ? Comme on le voit,

il y a place encore pour d'autres theories plus heureuses dans leurs explications que celles

qui precedent.

Olle que je veux exposer ici u'est pas nouvelle ;
mais peut-etre n'a-t-elle pas 6t6 deve-

loppee jusqu'ici dans I'ensemble de ses consequences. Je vais essayer de le faire. Cette

theorie, en la prenaut en elle-meme, et sans tenir compte de 1'histoire de ses progres sue-

cessit's dans 1'esprit de ceux qui s'eu sont occupes, peut etre consideree comme une con-

clusion deduite de 1'application du caleul a tous les problemes de mecauique ;
et elle se

prete admirablemeut a 1'explieation. de tons les phenomenes : car ceux-ci n'en sont, pour

ainsi dire, que les consequences naturelles. Or c'est bien la la meilleure epreuve de toute

theorie scientiiique.

La meeanique est 1'etude du mouvement des corps sous 1'action des forces. On com-

mence cctte etude par celle du mouvement en lui-meme, independammeut de ses causes.

Cette etude du mouvement (designee sous le nom de cinematique) n'implique aucune

theorie hypothetiquc et est absolument certaiue. Puis, sous le nom de forces, on etudie

tout ce <jni peut produire ou modifier le mouvement des corps. Or, sans rien prejuger

sur la nature intime de la force, et simplcment pour la definir au point de vue de son

introduction dans le caleul, on est conduit a considerer, dans chaque force, sa direction,

son intensite et sou point d'application. Ce point d'application d'une force est aussi ueces-

saire a le determination de celle-ci que I'intensit6 ou la direction de la force, si bien que,

sans ce point, il est impossible d'appliquer le caleul a une force pour en tirer quelques

conclusions.

Aussi, pour proeeder du simple au compose, est-ou oblig6 de commencer par etudier

le mouvement produit par une force, lorsque celle-ci est appliquee, non pas a un corps

etendu, mais a uu simple POINT MATERIEL (sans etendue ), afin qu'il n'y ait pas d'ambi-

guite ni d'hesitation sur la localisation precise du point d'application de la force. Cette

conception des physicieus s'est imposee a eux par la necessite du caleul, car alors tout est

net et precis : etant donnee une expression de la force, on determine rigoureusement la

nature de la trajectoire ( unique ) suivie par le point materiel, et la loi du mouvement de

ce point materiel sur sa trajectoire ; reciproquement, etant donnee la nature de la trajec-

toire et la loi du mouvement, on determine rigoureusement 1'expression mathematique de

la force. Pour passer de la a 1'etude du mouvement d'un corps, on suppose d'abord deux

points materiels, puis tfois determinant les sommets d'un triangle, puis quatre determinant

leg sommets d'une pyratnide, puis un nombre quelconque de points materiels toujours
relies entre eux d'une maniere fixe et formant ce qu'on appelle uu solide invariable. Pour

determiner le mouvement genferalement complexe de ce solide, on etudie d'abord son
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mouvement d'ensemble ou le mouvement de son centre de gravite : c'est ce qui conduit

aux lois de la composition des forces. Puis on etudie les deplacements des differeuts points

qui composent le solide invariable par rapport au centre de gravite. On passe enfin de

la au mouvement beaucoup plus complique des ensembles de points relics par oertaines

lois qui lie les astreignent pas a garder entre eux des distances fixes.

Ainsi, de proche en proche, on arrive a pouvoir appliquer le calcul aux mouvemente

des differents corps naturels en les supposant composes de points materiels relies entre

eux d'apres les lois que fait connaitre 1'experience. Mais, dans tous les cas, la base fonda-

mentale de 1'application du calcul aux problemes les plus compliques comme aux plus

simples de la mecanique, c'est de les reduire, par la pensee, a uii ensemble de points ma-

teriels relies entre eux par certaines lois. Alors tout est olair, et, chose merveilleuse, non

seulement on calcule ainsi aisement les cas usuels, mais on prevoit des faits nouveaux

toujours confirmes par 1'experience, du moment qu'on part de donnees certaines ! Bien

plus, vouloir agir autrement, c'est errer au hasard et se mettre dans 1'impossibilite d'ar-

river a un resultat certain.

Quand on songe que Dieu a tout fait avee nombre, poids et mesvre, est-il bieu sage de

croire que la seule mauiere d'appliquer le calcul aux lois de I'uuivers physique soit foudee

sur une pure abstraction de 1'esprit, sans realite existante, et ait un fondement philosophi-

qnement faux? C'est ce que je me permets de ne pas croire. Quand d'ailleurs on

reflechit que 1'experience, a mesure que 1'on etudie davantage les sciences physiques et

chimiques, tend a prouver que les molecules elles-memes des corps simples ne sont pas

invariables dans leurs formes et se comporteut comme de veritables corps composes, il me

parait absolument raisonnable de regarder comme une realite 1'hypotb.ese qui sert de base

a la mecanique.
Dans cette conception, les molecules elementaires des corps simples seraieut done

composes de points materiels, veritables substances n'ayant point d'etendue reelle et se loca-

lisant par consequent tout entieres chacune dans un point mathematique, mais ayant une

6tendue virtuelle s'etendant, potir chaque point materiel, <l tout, Vunivers. Je m'explique.

Les m6taphysiciens de 1'ecole de saint Thomas d'Aquin out une admirable maniere

d'exprimer la nature des 6tres materiels : ils disent qu'ils sont, en derniere analyse, com-

poses de matiere premiere et de/orwe substantielle. Si nous empruntons cette mauiere de voir,

qui rend le discours beaucoup plus clair, nous pourrons dire que, dans les points materiels

tels qu'ils sont ici supposes, la matiere premiere, c'est ce qui fait que ces points sont quelque

chose et non pas des riens comme les points mathematiques qui ne sont que des positions.

Nos points materiels sont done des 6tres ayant une existence reelle et individuelle. Mainte-

nant il est impossible d'admettre que ces points materiels soient absolument inertes, si Ton

veut expliquer les phfenomenes de la nature : il faut au contraire admettre qu'ils sont a la

fois actifs et passifs, c'est-a-dire qu'ils peuvent agir sur les autres points materiels de meme

nature, et enrecevoir une action. Or la,forme substantielle de ces points materiels serait pre-

cisSment 1'ensemble des proprietes actives -et passives qui font que chaqua point materiel

est sensible a tout le reste de 1'univers, et'reciproquement en repoit une action, propri6tes

dont la loi de 1'attraction universelle ditPae Newton serait une des manifestations. A ces

points materiels seuls appartiendrait proprement et absolument Vimptnttrabilite physique,

c'est-a-dire la propriete. d'exclure tout autre point materiel de la place qu'occupe actuelle-

meut sa propre subltauce.
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Cette impenetrabilite lie serait pas lion plus un simple effet d'iuertie passive, mais

serait le resultat do cette espece d'activite par laquelle chaque point materiel a la propriete

de rejtousser tout autre point materiel tendant a venir occuper la position deja occupee par

le premier. Cette impenetrabilite vraiment active serait une secimde manfestation de la

forme substantielle et pourrait en meme temps rendre compte de Yelaslitite des points

materiels, et par suite expliquer la possibility du mouvement vibratoire calorifique, lumi-

nenx et electrique.

Les points materiels ainsi cousideres peuvent expliquer, bien mieux que tout autre

systeme conuu, les phenomenes naturels. Essayons de le faire voiren admettant provisoi-

rcment leur realite, et tirons les consequences qui resultent de leur constitution supposee,

c'est-a-dire, 1 de leur atIrodion mutuelle ( vraie attraction inherente a leur nature ) s'exer-

cant fii riiison direct*' de leur nombre et en raison inverse du carre de leur distance reci-

proque ;
et 1 de 1'espoce de repulsion mutuelle resultant de leur impenetrabilite active.

(Vs points materiels, vrais atomes dans toute la force du terme, et que, pour cette

raison, j'appellerai desormais atomes pour abreger, peuvent etre dtsagrtges, c'est-a-dire isoles

le* uns des ant res. on n'-iinis fit groups plus ou moins nombreux.

Les atonies desagreifi'-s, soumis a leur attraction et a leur impenetrabilite mutuelles,

roust it ueront un milieu eminemmeut elastique et le plus subtil qui se puisse imaginer,

satisfaisant. par consequent, a toutes les conditions que les physicieus desirent trouver et

M>nt dl>li'/es !<> supposer dans le lluide universe! communement desigue sous le uom d'etlier,

si'tr' dfs phenoineiieK lumineux et calorifiques.

Si Ton suppose maintenaiit un certain nombre de ces atomes ameues une premiere fois

en presence a de.s distances assex petites pour que chacuu d'eux ne puisse se soustraire a

1'action attrai live preponderante de I'eusemble des autres, on se trouvera en face d'un

groupe plus on moins stable, mais qui ne pourra plus se desagreger seul, et qui necessitera

pour cela une Jonr i-lrnngi-re a lui-meme. Ce sera une molecule.

Mais quelle sera la constitution de cette molecule? elle dependra evidemment des

conditions initiales qui auront preside a sa formation. La molecule sera plus ou moins

i/rnse. independammcnt du nomlire de ses atomes composants, suivant les directions des

mouvements et les grandeurs des vitesses qui auront amene en presence les atomes du

groupe. Quelles que soient cependant ces vitesses, jamais les atomes d'une molecule ne

ponrrout etre ameues an contact absolu, c'est-a-dire a uue distance nulle, a cause de leur im-

penetrabilite actire. Us resterout done a distance les uns des autres et formeront comme
une espece de constellation sans liens apparents, mais cependant assez solute pour exiger un

effort, une/orce pour la briser. Dans cette constellation, les atomes ne seront pas immo-
biles : ils ue pourrout meme pas 1'etre. En efiet, sous la double influence de 1'attraction

du groupe sur chacun d'eux et de leur impeiietrabilite active, ou, si Ton veut, de leur elas-

ticite repulsive mutuelle, le mouvement de translation qui les aura ameues en presence se

trouvera transforme en mouvement vibratoire rectiligne ou ratotoire, suivant la direction

primitive du mouvement primitif de chacun d'eux par rapport a 1'ensemble des autres du

groupe ; car dans cette tranformation du mouvement devra se verifier la loi si admirable

de la conservation de 1'energie. Dans la molecule aiusi formee, la disposition des atomes

ne sera pas quelconque : elle rfsultera de la combinaison des deux forces en. presence et des

conditions initiales de mouvement qui auront donne lieu a la formation de la molecule.

Cette disposition pourrait etre rigoureusemeiit calculee d'avance, etant donnees les circons-
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tances iuitiales du probleme. On pent dire A priori qu'elle sera telle, que chaque atome

constituant se placera de maniere a satisfaire le mieux possible a 1'ensemble des actions

auxquelles il se trouvera soumis. Les formes exterieures des molecules serout done en

general des formes polyedriques aussi regulieres que le comportera le nombre des atomes

composants ; et les sommets de ces polyedres seront determines par le lieu moyen d'autant

d'atomes vibrants.

Les molecules ainsi constitutes ne seront pas egalement stables, c'est-a-dire qu'elles

exigerout plus ou mains de force exterieure pour etre brisees. Cette difference de stabilite

dependra du mode de vibration interne de chaque groupe et surtout du nombre d'atomes

composauts. Pour un mode analogue de vibration interne, il est facile de prevoir que, en

general, plus la molecule sera simple, plus elle sera stable ou fixe, c'est-a-dire plus il faudra

de force exterieure pour la briser. La forme la plus stable sera celle clans laquelle les affi-

nites mutuelles seront le plus identiquement satisfaites pour chaque atome du groupe ; or

cela aura lieu lorsque tous les atomes composauts seront maintenus a des distances egales

les uns des autres. Cette condition est realistic dans le cas de quatre atomes occupant les

sommets d'un tetraedre regulier ;
comme c'est en memo temps le groupement le plus

simple, puisqu'il est impossible de determiner uu solide avec moius de quatre points, OH

peut affirmer d'avance que ce groupement forme la molecule a la fois la plus petite et la

plus stable.

Partant de la, en s'aidant de la geometric, sans qu'il soit necessaire de recourir a des

calculs compliques, on peut se rendre coinpte assez aisemeut des chances plus ou moins

grandes de stabilite que preseuteront des groupes successifs de 5, 6, t, 8, 9, 10, 11... n

atomes. Evidemment plus les nombres d'atomes composaut les groupes sont considerables,

plus les calculs se compliqueut, mais il suffit de voir que ces calculs sont possibles, si ce

n'est dans 1'etat actuel de la science, au moins in se. Heureusemeut 1'etude des uombres

les plus simples suffit pour donner une idee de la loi generale. Ainsi il est aise de voir

que certains groupes plus nombreux seront cependant plus stables que d'autres qui le sout

moins, bien qu'eu general la plus graude stabilite doive appartenir aux groupes les plus

simples. On peut meme compreudre que certains nombres ue pourront pas faire de groupes

reguliers stables, et que si de tels groupes se sont formes, la moiudre force exterieure a du

les briser. De la nous pouvons deja conclure que, vu les forces enjeu dans la nature depuis

1'origine du monde, il n'y a plus maiutenant que les groupements se pretant aux combinai-

sons les plus stables qui aient pu persister.

Supposons done qu'il fut possible, non seulement d'isoler, mais de voir toutes les mo-

lecules differentes qui existent actuellement dans la nature, et de les ranger par ordre crois-

sant de nombre d'atomes constituants
; que constaterions-nous ? D'abord nous trouverions

que la serie n'est pas complete et qu'il y a des vides : ces vides correspondraient aux grou-

pements tres peu stables dont nous avons parle, et qui n'ont pas pu subsister, si tant est

qu'ils se soient formes. Puis, en suivant la serie croissante, nous trouverions des groupes

(a) dont le nombre d'atomes serait exactement ou le multiple de quelque autre groupe pre-

cedent, ou la somme de deux ou plusieurs groupes plus simples dans la serie
; tandis que

certains autres groupes (b) ne jouiraient pas de cette propriete, et joueraient, parmi les mo-

lecules, un role qu'on pourrait comparer a celui des nombres premiers en arithmetique. II

est clair que les groupes (a), sous 1'mfluence de forces convenablement choisies, pourront

Sec. HI. 1884. 13.
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se detloublt-r exacteraent dans les groupes plus simples dont ils sont les sommes, et qui sont

compris dans les groupes (b), oe que ne pourront pas faire ces derniers. Inversement, a

1'aide de forces suffisantes, on pourra, en combinant ensemble les groupes plus simples (b),

arriver a former les groupes plus compliques qui en sout les sommes (a). Nous voila done

en presence de deux especes de molecules correspondant exactement a ce que les chimistes

appellent los corps composts et les corps simples.

Mais voici on se montre la superiorite de la theorie presente. Les molecules compo-

sees () sont aussi homogenes en elles-memes que les molecules plus simples (b). Ce que

l'on appelle cwnM/Miuon se distingue nettement et completement du simple melange: ce

n'est pas une juxtaposition plus intime ou plus reguliere que dans le melange ; c'est une

transformation com pit- to. Dans la molecule composee resultant de la combiuaison de deux

<>u trois molecules plus simples, il n'y a plus aucune trace de ces dernieres : la somme de

Icurs atonies s<- trouve bien dans la molecule resultante
;
mais cette somme d'atomes a pris

son arrangement special conformement aux actions mutuelles de ces atomes, sans qu'il reste

rien qui puisse rappeler la forme des groupements precedents. Bien plus, si apres avoir

fait une molecule composee par la combinaison de deux molecules plus simples, on vient

ensuite a rodecomposor la premiere, il pourra fort bien arriver
(
et meme il est naturel de

supposer qu'il arrive gt-nrralemont ) que les deux molecules plus simples resultant de la

decomposition, ne seront pas compose.es des mfiines atonies que la premiere fois. Cela n'em-

pecherait pas les deux molecules simples d'etre identiques a ce qu'elles etaient auparavant,

puisque leur ideiitite, ou plntot 1'identite de leurs proprietes ue vient pas de I'ideutite ma-

terielle des atonies composants. mais uniquomeut du nombre et du mode de groupement de

ceux-ci. On oxpliquo ainsi parfaitement la difference radicale qui existe entre la combinai-

son chimiqnr, et le si/n/ili: mi'ldiige; on explique en meme temps la difference si grandedepro-

priete entre ! nintjioxr et les mm/iusHtils. Eiilin on comprend comment il se fait que le com-

pose, taut qu'il reste tel, ne manifeste, aucune trace de composition, et est aussi homogene

que s'il eiait corps simple.

Comme on le voit, dans cette theorie, les differentes especes de corps simples ne diffe-

rent que par la forme de leurs molecules, et celle-ci depend du nombre d'atomes qui les

compose et do leur mode de vibration interne. Tons les atomes sout identiques, tant ceux

qui composent Tether que ceux qui constituent les corps ponderables. Cette identite de

nature de tons les corps est conformc a ce que I'experience nous apprend sur 1'identite des

effets produits sur tons les corps par 1'attraction, la chaleur, la lumiere, 1'electricite, les

forces di verses. La masse, qu'il est impossible de definir physiquement lorsqu'on ii'ad-

met pas 1'identite ultime de nature des differeutes especes de corps, et que le bon sens

cependant oblige constamment de dire proportionnelle a la quanlild de matiere, la masse,

dis-je, se trouve nettement definie conformement au sens commun et a la croyance popu-
laire: c'est le nombre des atomes qui se trouvent dans un corps ;

la masse croit proportion-

nellement a ce nombre d'atomes. Les molecules conservent leur sens et leur signification

avec leurs proprietes caracteristiques telles que les exigent les lois de la chimie et de la

criBtallographie ; ayant, par consequent, tons les avantages que Ton croyait trouver dans

lea molecules, solutes invariable* de 1'ancienne chimie, sans en avoir les inconvenients
;

rendant bien mieux compte et des equivalents chimiques et des proportions multiples.

De plan, ces molecules u'etunt pas invariables, peuvent se scinder sans qu'il y ait la rien

d'extraordinaire ; et, pour se reudre compte de la loi des volumes d'Avogrado, il n'est
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plus necessaire de recourir a la superfetation des molecules integrantes et des molecules

elementaires. La loi n'en est que plus simple, plus belle et plus complete.

Les molecules ainsi entendues sont des corps comme les autres. Les atomes qui les

constituent sont maintenus en equilibre sous 1'influence des forces diverses qui agissent

sur eux. Toute force exterieure, dans le rayon d'action^de laquelle une molecule peut se

trouver, modifie la forme de cette molecule en obligeant les atomes qui la composent a

prendre de nouvelles positions d'equilibre. Or quelles sont les forces connues qui peuvent

agir sur les molecules, et dont nous pouvons disposer ? Ce sout les mouvements vibra

toires counus sous les noms de chaleur, lumiere, electricite
;
les chocs, c'est-a-dire les mou-

vements rapides des corps que Ton approche brusquement les uns des autres
; surtout les

attractions qu'exercent les uus sur les autres les corps que Ton met en contact plus on moins

immediat. Le mode d'action des premieres forces que nous venous d'indiquer souleve bien

des problemes que 1'experience n'a pas encore rt'solus ;
la derniere, bien quo plus myste-

rieuse a premiere vue, est cependant plus accessible aux previsions du calcul. Du moment

qu'il est admis que les atomes, tout en se localisant dans un point ri-oureusement sans

etendue reelle, out cependant une eteiidue virtuelle s'etendant a tout 1'univers, c'est-a-dire

out la propriete de faire sentir leur action a tons les atomes de meme nature, sauf la modi-

fication d'iutensite produite par la distance, il devient facile de prt-voir ce qui arrivera pour
les groupements que nous avons designes sous le noin de molecules, lorsqu'on les mettra en

presence. Bien que chacun des atonies qui les composent soit euchaine de maniere a ne

pouvoir (
sans 1'iutervention de forces exterieures ) se soustraire a 1'action prepouderante

des autres atomes du groupe, toutefois son action par rapport aux atomes qui sc trouvent

en dehors du groupe auquel il appartient, n'est pas detruite. Cette action s'ajoute a 1'action

semblable des autres atomes du groupe, de sorte qu'une molecule exerce sur un atome

exterieur une action proportionnelle au nombre d'atomes qui la compose. C'est la loi de

proportionality aux masses de Newton.

Si deux molecules se trouvent en presence, chacune d'elles agira sur 1'autre de la meme
maniere, de sorte que leur action mutuelle sera essentiellement en raisou composes de leiirs

masses. Si ces molecules sont eloignees Tune de 1'autre a une distance relativement grande

par rapport a leurs volumes respectifs, les actions de chacnn des atomes d'uiie molecule

sur chacun des atomes de 1'autre seront sensiblement egales et paralleles ;
il en resultera

un mouvement d'ensemble, un mouvemeut de translation des deux molecules 1'une par

rapport a 1'autre, mais sans modification de leurs formes respectives. Si la distance dimi-

nue, il arrivera un moment ou la difference entre la distance des atomes les plus rappro-
ches

(
entre les deux molecules ) et la distance entre les atomes les plus eloignes, sera assez

grande pour constituer, par rapport a chacune d'elles, une force exterieure qui modifiera

necessairement les positions d'equilibre des atomes qui la composent. La forme de chaque
molecule se modifiera done de plus en plus profondement a mesure que celles-ci se rap-

procherout davantage ; et 1'on con9oit qu'il puisse arriver une epoque ou 1'attraction mu-

tuelle sera assez grande pour qu'elles se brisent et s'unissent en tout ou en partie en un
meme groupe, qiii ne ressemblera plus aux precedents. Ce sera une combinaison qui aura

produit une nouvelle molecule.

Si Ton suppose une serie de molecules semblables entre elles : par exemple, un liquide

pur ; 1'experience montre que, si le liquide est parfaitement homogene, les molecules qui
le composent se conduisent, les unes par rapport aux autres, sensiblement comme si elles
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etaient spheriques, c'est-a-dire qu'elles ne manifestent aucune polarite speciale. Or il est

clair que toute modification dans la forme d'une molecule ( quelle qu'en soit la cause )

devient, pour d'autres molecules qui 1'avoisiuent, une force exterieure qui tend a les modi-

fier elles-memes comme la premiere. Done, si Ton plonge dans uu liquide homogene un

corps etranger qui, par son attraction, modifie la forme des molecules avec lesquelles il est

en contact, celles-ci a leur tour modifieront la forme de leurs voisiues, et ainsi, de proche

en proche, tout le liquide acquerra une polarite qu'il n'avait pas auparavant. Cette pola-

risation d'un liquide (
c'est la meme chose pour un solide ) est done, dans notre theorie, une

consequence essentielle de la modification de forme des molecules sous 1'action de forces

exterieures suffisantes. Elle .se produit sur le coup par la simple presence de la cause, et

cesse du coup avec 1'enlevement de cette cause. On est aiusi debarrass6 de ces polarites

preexistantes pnrement gratuites dans les molecules, ainsi que de ces rotations de mole-

cules, lorsque la polarisation finit par domier lieu ii des decompositions et recompositions

successive*, < -online cela se prcsente sous 1'influence des poles d'uue pile galvanique.

Qui n'entrevoit aussi, dans cette theorie, une explication tres simple et toute naturelle

de la polarisation lumineuse, du j>assage de la refraction simple a la refraction double, etc.,

result at s <le toutes les causes capables de produire une modification dans la forme des mo-

lecules (
t el les que I'electricite, le magnetisme, la chaleur, la pression, etc.

)
?

Un dernier fait. Tout le monde connait la difference considerable d'energie chimique
resultant de ce (ju'on appelle Fetal naissant. Or c'est une consequence immediate de la

theorie que j'expose. (Ju'on me permette une comparaison. J'ai deux maisons construites

en briques: 1'une a exige n briques et 1'autre m. Je vcux construire une troisieme maisou

ave- les materiaux des deux premieres, c'est-a-dire avec les n+m briques qui les constituent.

Pour cela, il me faut d'abord dffnire les deux premieres maisons, afin d'en avoir les briques,

puis cimstruire la troisieme. C'elle-ci me coutera necessairement pluscher que si les briques

eussent ete toutes pretes a employer, parce qu'il me faudra payer pour le travail de la demo-

lition. Ix>rsqiie je veux faire de 1'eau avec de 1'oxygene et de 1'hydrogene, j'ai la deux cons-

tructions toutes faites et qui exigent une force speciale uniquement pour etre brisees ou

ib'-molies. Mais si 1'oxygene, par exemple, resulte d'une decomposition qui vient de se pro-

duire, on peut considerer les atomes qui sortent de la combinaison et qui doivent former

1'oxygene, comme des materiaux qui sans doute, si on leur en donne le temps, se groupe-
ront sous forme d'oxygene, mais qui, en attendant, sout une mature premiere qui n'est pas

plus de 1'oxigene qu'un autre corps: ce sont des atomes actuellement desagreges et qui
n'ont plus qu'a etre employes dans une autre combinaison. On comprend done qu'il suffit

d'une force bien moindre pour faire entrer ces atomes dans une combinaison nouvelle que
si on attend qu'ils aient eu le temps d'obeir a leurs actions mutuelles et de se constituer en

oxygene.
Ces considerations pourraient s'etendre presque indefiniment, puisqu'elles Sont 1'expli-

cation la plus naturelle des fails. Ce qui precede suffit amplement pour appuyer cette

theorie et permettre de lui appliquer le mot italieu : Si non 4 vero, e ben trovalo, ce que je

tradnirai en disaut que, si cette theorie n'est pas vraie, elle merite bien de 1'etre.
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I do not propose in this paper to attempt the impossible task of discussing all the

points of contact between the geology of Canada and that of other parts of the world, but

merely to notice a few instances likely to be of interest to this section, whirh have come

under my own observation, of the relations of- scientific work and workers on the two sides

of the Atlantic, relations which are daily becoming more intimate, and which it may be

hoped will be greatly strengthened by the approaching visit of the British Association to

Montreal.

Beginning with the older crystalline rocks, one is struck with the large amount of

attention at present bestowed on petrology, and especially on the microscopic examination

of rocks. I can recall the time when these subjects scarcely excited any interest, and were

almost entirely neglected by English geologists. The current now sets strongly in this

direction, and many of the younger men are enthusiastic lithologists, while many of the

warmest and most earnest discussions in the Geological Society relate to subjects of this

kind. In connection with this, the comparison of the pre-Cambrian rocks of Britain with

the larger and more complete development of these formations in Canada is pursued by
such men as Bonney and Hicks, and has directed much attention to Canadian geology.

Canada has naturally taken the lead in the discrimination and classification of those

old pre-Cambrian rocks, of which she possesses so large an area. The distinctions made by
Sir W. E. Logan, of the Lower and Upper Laurentian, the Iluronian and the Upper Copper-

bearing Series of Lake Superior, were in advance of anything done in Europe at that time,

and they have been ably followed up by Dr. Hunt and by the officers of the Geological

Survey. Corresponding formations are now recognized in Great Britain, and in a recent

address delivered by Dr. Hicks, as President of the Geologists' Association, he contends for

the existence in the British Islands and other parts of Europe of rocks corresponding to the

Lower Laureutian or Ottawa series, to the Middle or Greuville series, to the Norian or

Upper Laureutiau, to the Huronian and to the Montalban. I had myself an opportunity

of noticing the remarkable lithological resemblance of the rocks of the St. Gothard Pass to

those of the White Mountains, and I had also the pleasure of recognizing in the gneisses

and crystalline schists of Assouan in Egypt, a series identical in mineral character with

many portions of the Middle Laurentian of Canada ; while overlying deposits, largely made

up apparently of igneous products, seemed to occupy the position of the Arvonian series.

The quarries, from which the ancient Egyptians obtained their fine blocks of red granite

and diorite, are in intrusive dykes and masses penetrating these old stratified rocks.

Sec. IV., 1884. 1.
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Nothing can be more remarkable than the strong similarity in mineral character of these

ancient rocks in all their wide extension in both continents.

The areas occupied by these pre-Cambrian rocks in Great Britain are so limited, and

their statigraphical complexities are so great, that some controversy still exists as to their

arrangement ; but the prospect is that they will ere long be admitted on all hands to cor-

respond in their order of occurrence with the Canadian series.

The long-agitated question of the animal nature of Eozoon Canadense is now in a some-

what quiescent state
;
but I have been pleased to find a pretty uniform current of opinion

in its favour among those best qualified to judge. Dr. Carpenter has for some time been

engaged in a careful re-examination of all the more important specimens, with a view to the

publication of an exhaustive monograph on the subject, which is to be illustrated with

large and admirably executed figures. I had the pleasure, shortly after my arrival in

England, of spending a few days with Dr. Carpenter and aiding him in this work, as

well as of furnishing him with notes of the geological relations and mode of occurrence

of the specimens.

Thanks to the labours of Hall, Barrande, and Billings, the correlation of the great

Silurian scries of Europe and America is now in a somewhat complete and satisfactory con-

dition. Anifrii a, which is so eminent in its representation of the life of the Silurian, is

still somewhat behind in the recognition of the Cambrian and the determination of its

fossils. ~\Ve are however steadily advancing in this matter, more especially in Canada, and
I hope that the excellent work of Mr. Matthew on these ancient fossils, in connection

with this Society, will be continued and enlarged. The re-arrangement and more com-

plete display of the Paheozoie, fossils in the new Museum at South Kensington will place

the means of comparison with British forms in a more advanced position than formerly.

When in IVlgium. I had the pleasure of examining the interesting collections of

Devonian plants of that country which have been described by M. Crepiu. I was struck

with the (lose correspondence of the forms with ours in Canada, a correspondence more

marked in the specimens themselves than in the published engravings, owing to close

similarity of the state of preservation and the containing rock. In Britain also, my friends,

the Rev. Thomas Brown oi' Edinburgh and Mr. Kidston of Stirling, have been extending

our knowledge of the Devonian llora, and find, as in this country, the lower portions of

that system to be characterized by such forms as Psi/ophyton, Arthrostigma and Prototaziles,

while the ferns of the genus, Arcluropteris, and Lepidodendroid species are equally note-

worthy in its upper members. As yet no flora corresponding in richness to that of our

Middle Devonian or Middle Erian has been recognized.

Very remarkable discoveries of millipedes and scorpions have been made by Peach

in the Devonian and Lower Carboniferous of Scotland, which place that country far in

advance of America, though Nova Scotia afforded the earliest Carboniferous millipede

known. That millipedes existed in the Lower Devonian of Scotland is a fact in harmony
with the occurrence of winged insects in the Middle Devonian of New Brunswick. Mr.

Peach's discoveries also indicate very remarkable affinities between the scorpions and the

eurypterid crustaceans, some of which seem to have been aquatic scorpions.

With reference to the Carboniferous flora, I had the pleasure of spending a week with

my old friend, Prof. Williamson of Manchester, and of inspecting under the microscope the

magnificent series of preparations of structures which he has been accumulating for many
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years, and describing and figuring from time to time in the Transactions of the Royal

Society. I was able to make many notes of these specimens, which I trust will be useful

in advancing the knowledge of this flora in Canada
;
and I feel convinced that the facts

accumulated by Prof. Williamson and those recently obtained by Grand'Eury and others

in France are rapidly placing us within reach of a comprehension of the affinities and

relationships of the plants of the coal period, much more accurate and definite than we
have heretofore obtained. While new and unexpected conclusions may be reached on this

subject, I have reason to believe that many of the suggestions and anticipations, which I

have ventured to throw out with reference to the plants of the Nova Scotia coal-formation,

and which I have based on facts of mode of occurrence as well as of structure, will be

verified and confirmed. More especially it will, I think, appear that there have been

grouped, under the general name of SigiUuria, plants of very different ranks
;
while defi-

nite characters will be found to separate the greater part of the plants known as Cordattes

from the true conifers of the genera, Dadoxylon and Araucariles ; and the humble plants of

the group of Rhizocarps will be discovered to have been more important iii the Palteozoic

than has hitherto been supposed.

The coal-field of Nova Scotia has afforded a very remarkable group of terrestial

batrachians, not precisely paralleled elsewhere. But recently Fritsch has described, from

the so-called gas-coal deposits of the Permo-carboniferous of Bohemia, a number of very

similar forms, some of them belonging to the same genera with those of Nova Scotia. The

earliest known indications of Carboniferoits Batrachians were the footprints discovered by

Logan at Horton Bluff and described by me as IIi/lopus Logani ; but we have not found

actual bones at so low an horizon. I saw, however, in the collections of Dr. Traquair in

Edinburgh, a skull of a large batrachian not yet described, from beds of the same age in

Scotland.

The peculiar development of .the Cretaceous and Laramie rocks in our Western Terri-

tories, the rich angiospermous flora which they contain, the insensible gradation upward
of the Cretaceous into the Tertiary, and the small relative development of the marine parts

of the formations, have given a special and exceptional character to these deposits.

Recent discoveries are, however, tending to assimilate the floras of the old and new

worlds in the Cretaceous epoch ;
and in Great Britain, Mr. Starkie Gardner has recently

shown that the Eocene flora corresponds more nearly with that of America than had here-

tofore been supposed, and that certain floras formerly regarded as Miocene are really older.
1

In this way much of the apparent discrepancy will be removed, and we shall probably be

no longer told by European palseobotanists that floras, which on stratigraphical grounds

or the evidence of animal fossils we know to be Eocene or Cretaceous, are in their estima-

tion Miocene. I had myself occasion to observe in the Cretaceous of the Lebanon, where,

however, the marine limestones are very largely developed, a formation with sandstones,

shales, and clays, containing shells of Ostrece and nodules of ironstone, as well as fossil wood

1 Since writing the above, I observe that in a paper read before the British Association, Mr. Starkie Gardner

has somewhat incorrectly stated the position of Canadian geologists as to the first appearance of the Cretaceous

flora, which, as explained in my paper in the Transactions of this Society for last year, first presents Dicotyledo-

nous trees, not in the earliest Cretaceous, bu in the Middle Cretaceous. Our Lowest Cretaceous holds a strictly

Mesozoic flora, so far as known.
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and beds of lignite, and which, in character and geological horizon, may be held to repre-

sent the Dakota group or the Lower Belly River group of the West.

The opinions of geologists in England, with reference to the vexed question of the

glacial drift, are, I think, gradually diverging from the extreme glacialist views, recently

current, to a position of greater moderation. The great submergence of the later Pleisto-

cene, evidenced by the occurrence of marine shells and sea beaches at high levels, has

forced itself on the attention of geologists in Great Britain, as it has long since done in

Canada, and ho* produced the general conviction that much of the transport of boulders

and drill has been due to the agency of floating ice. My friend, Mr. Milne Home, who has

for some lime been the chairman of the boulder committee of Scotland, informs me that

the careful mapping and study of these travelled masses has thrown much new light on

their directions and mode of conveyance, and that a conference between the English and

Scottish committees is to he held, and will probably still farther aid in the elucidation of

these points. 1 1 would seem that a similar committee, or series of committees, might be

profitably employed in recording the statistics of Canadian travelled boulders, and much

preliminary information might be compiled from the reports of the Geological Survey and

the papers published in scientific periodicals.

When in the East, I had an opportunity of satisfying myself as to the occurrence of a

great 1'leistoeene submergence in the Mediterranean regions, parallel to that in Northern

Europe and America, and succeeded in like manner by a continental period, a fact very

important with reference to the later geological history and physical geography of the old

continent The details of these observations will appear in the London Geological

Magazine.

The subject of prehistoric man is at present one of intense interest, and is pursued both

by geologists and archaeologists. In Canada we are familiar with the fact that oul

modern aborigines afford, in their manners and implements and weapons, much material

for explaining the traces of prehistoric men in older countries. Dr. Daniel "Wilson has

most ably illustrated this in his admirable volumes on "
Prehistoric Man," and I have

myself endeavoured to direct attention to it in my little work entitled
"
Fossil Men and their

Representatives" ; while by a singular coincidence, M. Quatrefages has adopted almost the

same title,
" L'Homme fossile et 1'Homme sauvage," for his recent valuable work on this

subject. The admirable collections now accumulated in public museums, and especially

those at St. Germains and at Brussels, and in the British Museum, with such private

collections as those of Mr. John Evans and Prof. Boyd Dawkins, bring very clearly before

the mind of a Canadian student, the striking resemblance between the arts of the perished

peoples of primeval Europe and those so lately universal in the American continent. The
Smithsonian Institution, at Washington, has rightly appreciated the importance of collecting

extensively and preserving for future reference the monuments of the Stone Age of

America. Our efforts in this direction have as yet been comparatively feeble, but it is to

be hoped that they will be greatly extended in the time to come.

Some of the most interesting remains of prehistoric man in the world are those of the

Lebanon range ;
both because of the abundance and richness of the cavern deposits of that

region, and the fact that some of these antedate the old Phenician colonization of the

coast of Syria. When at Beyrut I had the opportunity of making collections in some of

the most interesting caverns of the region, and obtained evidence, which I have given in a
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paper read before the Victoria Institute, that the oldest cavern deposits, containing remains

of the horse and the rhinoceros, belong to a period in which the physical character of the

country was somewhat different from its present condition, and which may be charac-

terized as Post-glacial or Antediluvian. Other deposits come up to the time of the

Phenician colony.

The subjects referred to in this paper have been but slightly sketched ; but it may be

interesting to bear in mind that we are workers together with so many able men on the

Eastern side of the Atlantic, whose works we may study, while we emulate their suc-

cessful labours. I cherish the hope at some future time to direct your attention more

specially to some at least of the subjects cursorily noticed in the present paper.
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II. Notes on the Manganese Ores of Nova Scotia.

By EDWIN GILPIN, Jan., A.M., F.G.S:

(Read May 22, 1884.)

In the following sketch I have endeavoured to bring together the information relative

to the manganese ores of Nova Scotia. The only previous note now accessible, beyond
the references in Dr. Dawson's " Acadian Geology," is one by the late Dr. How, of King's

College, "Windsor, published in the Transactions of the Nova Scotia Institute of Natural

Science. The exceptional purity of some of the ores makes them interesting to the

mineralogist, and valuable in certain operations of the manufacturer. The attention paid

in Nova Scotia to the working of these ores is by no means proportionate to their value,

and to the great extent of the geological formation to which they appear to be chiefly con-

fined. The object of these notes will be obtained, if they serve to indicate that the ores

of manganese may prove in the future an important addition to the mining resources of

this province.

The least valuable but certainly the most common of the Nova Scotia manganese
ores is wad. This ore is found as a superficial deposit in connection with every geological

formation known in the province. Among the localities yielding it may be mentioned

Jeddore, Ship Harbour, St. Margaret's Bay, Shelburne, La Have, Chester, Farrsborough,

Springhill, Pictou, and Antigonishe. These ores exhibit the varying composition which
characterizes their class, and have in some cases been used to a limited extent as paints.

On Boularderie Island, Cape Breton, a bed of wad, several feet thick, was examined some

years ago. The following analyses show this want of uniformity of composition: two

analyses by Mr. Hoffman, of the Canadian Geological Survey, gave :

I. II.

Manganese peroxide 25-42 11-04

Iron sesquioxide 12-49

Insoluble matter 57-70

Water 33-52

also, in the case of analysis II, traces of copper, cobalt, and nickel.

An analysis, by the writer, of a sample from a different part of the bed, gave :

Manganese peroxide 44-33

Iron sesquioxide 35-50

Insoluble matter. 10-00

At the Londonderry Iron Mines, Colchester County, in the great vein of brown

hematite, associated with ochre, ankerite, sideroplesite, and calcite, in strata of Lower
Silurian age, secondary changes have at some points enriched the iron ore with manganese
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peroxide up to fourteen per cent, of its total constituents. Some encrusting fibres are

mauganite, and part of the manganese is present under the form of wad, of which Mr.

II. Louis gives the following analysis :

Manganese peroxide
67-10

Manganese protoxide
10 '67

Water 9-37

Copper protoxide.

Iron protoxide.
4-09

Alumina. 67

Nickel and cobalt oxide '65

I.imo 2-49

Magnesia trace

Silica 4-08

100-00

The occurrence of this ore in the pre-carboniferous rocks is interesting, as showing
its original wide distribution, and as possibly indicating the sources of part of the more

recent ores of economic value. 1'yrolusitc is the only ore of manganese which has hitherto

1 n mined tn any extent in Nova Scotia, and it is known to occur in pre-carboniferous

strata at several points. Between Halifax and Windsor, near Mount Uniacke, pyrolusite

is found in small pockets and veins penetrating granite, and in quartzites of the auriferous

Ixnver Cambrian of the Nova Scotia Atlantic coast. It occurs in veinlets in the granite

of MuMjuodolwdt. and as small irre-rular seams in the granite of Ship Harbour. In the

hills south ot"\Voll'\ille. in King's County, the same ore is found in quartzites and slates,

presumably of l

T

pper Silurian aire. In the tria.s of the same county, the ore is met in a

bi-dded form near Cornwallis and Woll'ville, and in the triassic trap it is said to occur

lining cavities, in association with zeolites, etc.

We. however, lind these ores most abundantly in the Lower Carboniferous marine

limestone formation. This hori/on forms one of the widest spread, and most strongly

marked of the divisions of the Carboniferous period. It is met in King's County, in

Hants. Cumberland. Colchester. Pictou, and Antigonishe, and in the four counties of

the Island of Cape Breton. The measures of this division, comprising sandstones, shales,

grits, and limestones, with beds of gypsum and marl, sometimes rest directly on the pre-

carboniferons strata, and at many points are separated from them by the lower, or false

coal-measures, or by beds of conglomerate, according to the conditions of the period of

accumulation. The limestones and gypsums occur, apparently, at no fixed hori/on in this

division. Dr. Dawson, in his
" Acadian Geology ", has divided the limestones into five

groups, characterized respectively, so far as the subject has received attention, by a pre-

dominance of certain fossil forms. In his supplement to the second edition, he proposes
to subdivide the lowest group by distinguishing a certain mauganiferous limestone,

which appears at many points to form the basis of the limestone formation, strictly so

called. This limestone at Salmou River, Cape Breton County, Springville and New Laing,
Pictou County, Chester, Maitlaud, Tenny Cape, Windsor and Onslow, seems to underlie

the gypsum beds, and generally to be associated with manganese. The following
:ui.il\ -.- by the writer show the character of some of these limestones :
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Springville, (Pictou Co.) Tenny Capo Salmon River, C. B.

I. II. I. I.

Lime carbonate 83-42 65-28 49-81 49-269

Iron carbonate. 1-20 24-11 2-56 4-044

Magnesia carbonate 10-32 10-15 35-44 28-034

Manganese carbonate 1-38 1-83 4-58' 14-586

Insoluble matter 4-85 5-00 8-06 1-298

Moisture -40 -37

101-17 96-77 100-82 97-231

The limestone of Chester, on the Atlantic shore, presents a remnant of Lower

Carboniferous measures, formerly without doubt co-extensive with those of our northern

counties. The lower beds are described by the late Dr. How as compact, of a dark blue

colour, and consisting principally of carbonates of iron, lime, magnesia and manganese,

yielding umbers by weathering. These are the most highly magnesian and mangan-
iferous limestones that I have yet met in the province. It is quite possible that there may
be others higher in the marine limestone formation carrying notable percentages of the

carbonates of these metals. In the case of the Pictou district, however, the overlying

limestones, up to what may be termed the base of the millstone-grit, are decidedly non-

magnesian ;
the inspection of a very complete set of analyses showing none carrying

over four per cent, of the carbonate of magnesia, and usually little more than traces of

manganese.
The following analysis, made at the Durham College of Science, of a limestone lying

above the Springville gypsum, shows the usual composition of the purer grade of the

limestones of the higher sections of the Pictou marine limestones :

Lime carbonate 96-26

Magnesia carbonate 2-33

Iron peroxide -57

Manganese peroxide -55

Alumina -10

Sulphur -02

Phosphoric acid -03

Silica 1-99

Moisture . -17

101-02

In the northern part of Hants County, the carboniferous marine limestones and the

underlying lower coal measures are found in a series of east and west folds, shifted and

broken by transverse subordinate flexures. The presence of manganese in the upper of

these divisions is first observable at the mouth of the Shubenacadie Eiver, where a dark-

coloured limestone underlies the gypsum, and is associated, a short distance east of the

river, with red shales, carrying veins of red hematite, with manganese oxides and calcspar.

The westward continuation of this horizon is noticeable again at Tenuy Cape, where a

series of these measures, extending to Walton and Cheverie, a distance of 'about fifteen

1 As peroxide.

Sec. IV., 1884. 2.
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miles, contains several beds of limestone, which apparently underlie the gypsum, and may
be called manganiferous. These measures carrying manganese re-appear again south of

"Windsor, and at Douglas, fifteen miles south of Tenny Cape, near the line of their

junction with the pro-carboniferous rocks. In this range of measures the manganese of

Tenny Cape appears to be principally connected with a compact red and gray limestone,

which, from the analysis already given, may be called a dolomite. At the western end of

the district it occurs as veins in conglomerates and sandstones, and also in limestones

in places decidedly magnesian.

The Tenny Cape manganese ores were discovered about the year 1862, and have been

intermittently worked since that date. The limestone band to which they seem to be

principally confined is about 300 feet thick. The ore occurs in irregular nests, and in

seams eroded on the bedding-planes and cross-fractures. It thus occurs that large

masses almost entirely isolated have been met, also seams with occasional pockets, some-

times connected, but in no case, so far as I am aware, following any regular order of

position or extent. The 1 unrest macs yet found was estimated to contain 180 tons of ore.

Apparently, the ore lias been deposited at irregular intervals of time, with the associated

minerals, in the openings worn by the action of water on the limestones. Specimens may
be obtained showing pyrolusite, cementing waterworn pieces of limestone, and surround-

ing nodules of the ]>ed-roi-k which have resisted erosion. The ore is chiefly a fibrous

pyrolusitf, \\-iih spleiideni lustre, based on a compact or granular ore consisting of pyro-
lusite. of psilomelane, ;m<l of maniMiiite, the latter mineral however not being present in

large quantity. The quality of these ores, even after the slight hand-dressing they receive

at the mines, is \ery hi^li. and in some years they bring $125.00 a ton at the mine. They
are prized l>y glass-makers for their freedom from impurities, especially of iron. This

high irrade of the pyrolusitc from the Tenny Cape district will appear when, from

numerous assays, it has Keen found to yield from eighty-eight to ninety-five per cent, of

available oxide. The following analyses show the general character of these ores :

Douglas.
' C'heverie. J

Moisture 1-660 2-05

Water of composition 3-030

Iron peroxide , -603 2-55

Oxygon 7.035

liaryta. . .724 1-12

Insoluble matter 1-728 2-80

I'hosphorir acid 1 -029

Manganese oxides 84-620

Peroxide of manganese. 90-15
Lime. trace

100-000 99-699

At Walton and Cheverie manganite is more common than at Tenny Cape. Its mode
of occurrence is similar, and its general character is shown by the following analyses:

1 Contain* lotne pailomelane ; analyst, H. Poole.
' K (

iilpin.
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Tenny.
' Cheverie. *

Manganese oxides 85'54 86-81

Iron peroxide 1-18-j

Baryta -89 /

Insoluble matter. 3-27 1-14

Phosphoric acid -34

Water 8-54 10-00

Available oxygen 51-54 47-73

The Tenny Cape manganite is compact, with partly fibrous structure, and subme-
tallic lustre. It is not in much demand at present, but I am informed that considerable

quantities could be got at several points. The following are the principal minerals found
in connection with the Tenny Cape ores :

Calotte. This, the most abundant accessory, occurs as low rhombohedral crystals

implanted on the limestone, of reddish and bluish shades, frequently with the edges
clouded symmetrically with impurities ; and as a secondary deposit on the preceding

crystals, in the form of snow-white grannular incrustations, frequently penetrated by the

fibres of pyrolusite ; and as a capping on isolated fibres of the ore. The pyrolusite also

occurs encrusting wine-coloured crystals of dog-tooth spar.

Iron is present as an earthy red hematite, and as a fibrous and mammilated limonite.

Iron sulphide is seldom visible.

Barite occurs in rounded nodules, and in tabular crystals in the ore, and mixed with
the calcspar.

Selenite is sometimes noticed in fibrous form, and in thin transparent films.

Many very beautiful cabinet specimens of these minerals have been met at Mr. J. W.

Stephens' mine, the natural beaxity of the crystals being greatly increased by the setting

of gleaming fibres of the black pyrolusite.

Lower Carboniferous limestones at Minudie, in Cumberland County, have yielded
small quantities of a soft fine-grained pyrolusite, giving on analysis 9t'04 per cent, of

manganese binoxide. Ores similar to those of Tenny Cape are found at Onslow, and on

the Salmon River, near Truro, Colchester Coiinty. Prospecting work has shown red

shales and sandstones, and beds of dark-bluish limestone, covered by beds of gravel and

clay holding nodules of compact sub-crystalline pyrolusite. The ore also occurs in veins,

up to four inches in thickness, in the sandstones, and in irregular nests and layers in the

limestone. Calcspar, barite, and selenite are found in the veins, which are filled with

fibrous ore. The exact horizon of the beds holding these ores is not readily ascertainable,

and it may be higher in the marine limestone formation than at Tenny Cape. The ore is

of very good quality, some of it running as high as ninety per cent, of available oxide. In

Pictou County, near Grlengarry station, nodules of fibrous pyrolusite, containing eighty-

four per cent, of peroxide, are found with crystals of dog-tooth spar, in a dark-blue lime-

stone, similar to that at Springville already referred to, and exposed close to the junction

of the marine limestone with pre-carboniferous rocks.

Boulders of a mixture of psilomelane with manganite occur lying on the limestone

at Springville, of which an analysis has already been given, and on the associated red

1 Dr. How.
1 E. Gilpin.
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shales. At several points in this vicinity the limonitc ores, found along the line of junc-

tion of the Upper and Lower Silurian with the Lower Carboniferous marine limestone

are heavily charged with manganese. The ore is dull brownish-black in colour, with a

black streak, and softer than the normal limonite. The percentage of manganese present

in the iron ore varies. The general character of this ore, however, will appear from the

following analyst's by the writer :

L II.

Water <>f composition \ 12-530
MotBturo 1.460 I

Insc.lul.lo residue 2-731 25-130

Alumina 2-880 trace

Imii sos-niioxidn 10-848 48-223

MaiiiraMKSo scsquioxidc 62-950

Manyanuw jioroxide 14-410

Ma^ne.sin 1-C30

l.imo 7-280 -015

liaryta. '<'70

('nrl)onic acid ~
Suli.liur

"480

1'lii.splii.rus
'020

90-439 100-808

Iii Antiironishe County similar ferriferous manganese ores have been found in drift

at several places.

In Cape llrcton deposits of economic; value occur only in the western part of the

county of tin- same name. Here, at the head waters of the Salmon River, the lower

UK -mlfcrs of tin- ('arl)onil'erotis are met in a valley between the felsites of the Mira and

Kast Hay liills. The space is generally occupied by the millstone grit, beneath the edges

ofwhi'-li the marine limestones occasionally crop out, or the latter are excluded by the

basal conglomerate's. The following notes are from a visit to theMoseley (iron) mine, and

from information kindly furnished by Mr. Fletcher, of the Canadian Geological Survey.
The felsites of the Mira Hills form a series of bays along which are exposed carbon-

iferous limestones, conglomerates, shales, and grits as they were accumulated subject to

the varying conditions of the winds and currents of the period under consideration. At

some points, the limestones rest on the felsites; at other localities, grits and shales inter-

vene; elsewhere1
,
the basal conglomerates are covered directly by the millstone grit. The

manganese ores were discovered two years ago in one of these recesses where the felsites

were succeeded by shales and grits, and finally by limestones, the latter apparently

extending from point to point of the ancient bay. The ores at the western mine are found

in irregular bedded layers in a soft arenaceous reddish-coloured shale, which is in some

places calcareous and coated with films of manganese oxide. The layers vary in thick-

ness up to eighteen inches, and are frequently connected by cross stringers of ore. The

shales when weathered present the ore in small nodules, and the disintegration of the

former by water probably indicates the source of the beds of gravel manganese ore found

lying on them. The ore at the eastern mine occurs as a bed immediately underlying a

layer of black manganiferons limestone, with red and greenish shales and coarse grit.

The thickness of the ore and limestone varies from two to eight inches, the average thick-
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ness of the two being about eight inches. The ore also occurs in this vicinity as len-

ticular pockets and irregular nests in conglomerate, etc., and sometimes forms the

cementing material. This latter mode of occurrence is similar to that shown by the red

hematites (sometimes highly mauganiferous) found at various points in the lower Carbo-

niferous conglomerates of the island near their junction with older strata. The analysis

of the overlying limestone has already been given. The ore from this locality is

generally a pyrolusite, soft, fine-grained, and sometimes sub-crystalline. It is at some

openings mixed with manganite, and the latter ore is abundant at several places in the

grits. The minerals associated with the ore are calcspar, barite, films of selenite, and

limestone. Analyses by Mr. Hoffman, of the Canadian Geological Survey, show that the

ores run as high as 88'9 per cent, of binoxide, and contain an admixture of ferric oxide as

low as two-tenths of one per cent. On the Magdalen Islands, the manganese ores are

found, according to Mr. Richardson ( Geological Survey Report, 1879-80 ) associated with

sand, clay, gypsum, and doleritic rocks of Lower Carboniferous age. From Mr. Hoffman's

report, (ibid.) the ore is a purely crystalline manganite, yielding on analysis 45'61 of

binoxide. I have, however, seen samples of pure pyrolusite from these islands. There do

not seem to be any limestones directly connected with these ores, as surveyed by Mr.

Richardson, and the locality appears to form an exception to the rule which, so far as my
information goes, governs the presence of manganese ores in the Carboniferous of Nova

Scotia, viz., the presence of limestone. Possibly in the case of these Magdalen Island

ores they may have been derived directly from the dolerite.

From the preceding notes, which cover, I think, all the localities known to yield

manganese in this province, it may be inferred that in Nova Scotia there appears to be

ground for referring the principal deposits of the ores of manganese to an horizon low
down in the Carboniferous marine limestones, and certainly, in most cases, underlying the

lowest gypsum beds, and that limestones, magnesian and sometimes also manganiferous,

appear to be associated with them. I am not prepared to attempt any outline of the pro-

cess which, in Nova Scotia, appears at some points to have deposited in these strata iron

ores, sometimes mauganiferous, and at other points ores of manganese frequently very free

from iron. The source of the manganese may be looked for in the older strata bordering
the Carboniferous sea, or, as Dr. Dawson suggests, its presence in these limestones may be

due to the decomposition of volcanic debris proceeding from the contemporaneous igneous
vents which produced the Carboniferous traps. Both the older bordering strata, and
the limestones and associated strata may have been drawn upon for the deposits of this

interesting and useful mineral. The action of maguesian thermal springs may have led to

the alteration of the limestones more particularly referred to in the preceding notes. Such
an action might lead to the deposition of manganese and iron oxides, as well as of lead and

copper ores, all of which are frequently found in them.
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III. Revision of the Canadian Ranunculacece.

By Q-EOROE LAWSON, Ph. D., LL.D., Dalhousie College, Halifax, Nova Scotia.

(Head May 23, 1884.)

In the year 1870, my monograph of the " Ranunculaeeo; of the Dominion of Canada "

was published in the Transactions of the Nova Scotian Institute of Natural Science. Its

objects were : to show what species of Ranunculaceous plants had been identified as

Canadian; to correct their nomenclature, as far as this could b done with the limited

material to which access could then be had
;
to present concise descriptions of the species;

to point out their geographical range as then ascertained
;

to place on record their

local occurrence so far as had been observed
; and, finally, to suggest points for investigation

in regard to those species that appeared to be of doubtful rank, whose relations to others

were imperfectly understood, or whose occurrence and distribution were imperfectly

known. After a lapse of thirteen years, during which period a good deal of botanizing

lias been done in Canada, and many useful publications bearing upon the North American

flora have appeared, some within our own borders, others in the United States of

America, in England, and in Eussia, I have thought it might be useful to return to this

Order, and present to Canadian botanists, through the. Royal Society, a fuller and more

accurate description of our Ranunculaceous plants than was possible at the time when my
previous paper was prepared. Thro\ighout the Dominion many collectors have been at

work. In the older provinces, resident amateur botanists and students have, by individual

effort and through
"
field clubs

" and similar organizations, already done much good
service to science, both in collecting materials and working up the botany of their

respective districts. By the rapid opening up of the great Northwest, by the survey

explorations over the Plains, among the Rocky Mountains, the Cascades, in British

Columbia, and along the Pacific coast, our knowledge of the distribution of our indigenous

plants has been greatly extended. The names of those to whom I am indebted for speci-

mens, seeds, or information, used in the present paper, will be found under the several

species, but foremost among recent collectors may be mentioned the name of Professor

Macoun, who, with other officers of the Canadian Survey, has had opportunities such

as fall to the lot of few botanists, and, availing himself of them to the fullest extent, he has

reaped an abundant harvest, as is shown by the lists already published and by the accu-

mulations of material still awaiting examination. I have to express my obligations to

Dr. Selwyn, the director of the Survey, for affording me every facility for examining
the herbaria in the museum.

It is hoped, by arranging the materials of our Canadian collectors and observers, and

collocating the results obtained by botanists in other cotintries, in occasional monographs
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such as the present, that the information thus brought together may be made available

for general use, and prove an incentive to resident botanists and students to continue

and extend their labours, and direct their energies to the observation and record of

facts bearing upon questions that still need elucidation.

It is very desirable that collectors should be particularly careful to note the precise

localities and dates of collection of their specimens. "Where names of places are apt to be

mistaken, the latitude and longitude should be noted as nearly as possible. Such facts

form useful scientific data. The tendency has been, in our large country, especially in

published lloras and lists, to omit special localities, and to indicate the general

geographical range, or supposed range, of the plants over wide areas, in such vague terms

as,
" from Canada to the Pacific,"

" from the Atlantic through the wooded country to the

Kocky Mountains and British Columbia," "Newfoundland, Labrador and Hudson Bay,"

I.-. In working out the distribution of plants, it is not safe to tabulate as facts such

statements as these, because there may be reasonable suspicion either that, in difficult

families, more than one sp,<cies is included in the range indicated, or that the statement

may be the result of a mental impression rather than of a sufficient number of actual

observations. \\'hen \ve have the specimens from definite localities before us, they
an li compared and identified, and the range of the plants may thus be ascertained with

deiiniteness on actual data. Our aim should lie to collect materials for a Canadian flora,

bearinir in mind that, whilst a paucity of facts was some excuse in the early days
for vagueness of "vneralixation, now. the more material we accumulate, the greater

opportunity there is for precision in our work. The many imperfections of this paper will

indicate how much room remains for work in the field, in the herbarium, and in the

library. Its spc.-ial objects are:

1. To show what species of Riinnnnilweic have been ascertained to be certainly

inhabitants of the Dominion of Canada, and of adjoining tracts of country that, for

purposes of geographical botany, cannot well be disconnected, citations being given of

tin- historical evidence for their occurrence in cases of plants not observed during recent

years.

2. To correct the nomenclature so as to bring it in accord, as far as possible, with

that adopted by the most recent and trustworthy authorities in the standard works of other

countries.

3. To present concise descriptions of the several species, so as to enable students to

identify them with certainty.

4. To give the synonyms and references necessary for tracing the history of the

several plants throughout botanical literature back to the first scientific recognition of the

species, wherever this can b.; done without over-burdening the record. In a few cases,

pre-LiniKRan citations are given where they tend to elucidate or illustrate the early

history or distribution of a species, or the origin of its specific name.

5. To point out the geographical range of these plants over Canada, and other parts

of the Northern Hemisphere.
6. To record their local distribution, that is their presence or absence from particular

localities, or occurrence or absence throughout larger districts of the several provinces.

7. To suggest points for observation in regard to those species that appear to be of
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doubtful rank, or whose relations to other reputed species are still imperfectly under-

stood, or whose range has not been fully traced.

The Ranunculacetc 1 form a large natural order of flowering plants, distributed chiefly

throughout the temperate and cooler parts of the northern hemisphere. They belong to

the polypetalous division of Dicotyledones, and form the first order of Beutham and

Hooker's " Genera Plantarum," as of most other modern systematic works. In Jussieu's
" Genera Plantarum," they formed the first order of

"
Class 13, Polypetalous Dicoty-

ledonous plants, with hypogyuous stamens." Upwards of 1,200 species have been

described by authors as inhabiting the globe, only a small proportion being Australian,

but Hooker and Beutham reduce the number of well-distinguished species to 540. Liudley

had estimated them at 1,000.

"Whilst, in regard to structure, the boundaries of the order are pretty well defined,

and the plants which it Contains present a certain uniformity in the form, modes of

division and incision of the leaves, which, in a large majority of the herbaceous species

are more or less tripartitely or palmately divided, and always without stipules, although

often with flattened petioles, yet the several genera present considerable diversity of

modification in the form, number, and arrangement of the parts of the flower. In the

genus Clematis, the calyx consists of large petaloid sepals, whilst the petals are mostly
absent. In Anemone we have the same modifications, with this difference, that the sepals

are imbricate in estivation, that is, overlapping, and not valvate or meeting at the

edges on the same plane. In Thalidrum, the sepals arc. small and imperfectly petaloid, the

stamens in some of the species forming the conspicuous part of the flower. In liaimnndiis,

the calyx consists of five green imbricate sepals, assuming the more usual general

form, texture and colour of this organ as seen in other families of plants, whilst, in this

genus, the corolla also assumes its more normal form as a verticil of large, flat or cupped,

bright-coloured petals. Myosurus presents us with other modifications
;
the sepals are

spurred, the petals are saccate and stalked, and the receptacle is greatly elongated. Caltha

has large petaloid sepals, but no petals. In Trollius, the sepals are also large and

conspicuous, variable in number, but there are slender petals with a pit at base. In

Coptis the petals are shortly tubular at the apex. In Aquilegia they are funnel-shaped,

being narrowed posteriorly into long hollow "
spurs." Then there are two genera in

which the flower is irregular, viz., Delphinium and Aconitum. In these, as well as

in some others, the petals are. peculiar, small, deformed, or altogether absent. The
fruit also varies considerably in this order. In most cases it consists of a large num-
ber of minute nut-like, achenes (each containing a single seed) ;

but in Pceonia, Caltha,

Trolliiis, Coptis, Aquilegia, Delphinium, Aconitum, the fruit consists of several or many-seeded
"
follicles

"
or pods. In Actica, etc., it is a berry.

Many of these plants have powerful physiological actions, owing to organic

compounds which they contain
;
several have been long in use in medicine, and as

1 Ranunculacex. A. Laurent Jusaieu, Genera Plantarum (1789) ;
A. P. De Candolle, Reg. Veg. Syst Nat (1818) ;

Liudley, Veg. Kingdom (1853) ; Endlicher; A. Gray ; Bentham & J. D. Hooker (1862).

Sec. IV., 1884. 3.
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poisous. In some, the acid or poisonous principle is so volatile as to be removable by

drying or boiling. Aconitum Naptllus, which yields the powerful alkaloid Aconitine, was

used by the Romans as a poison, and has of late years been the cause of fatal accidents in

England, where the root had been mistaken for horse-radish. A. ferox was at one time

used bv the natives in India to poison wells in advance of the British troops. Ranunculus

acris, Flammula and sceleralus have been employed in Europe for blistering, instead of

cantharides. Anemone Hejmtica, and Delphinium are astringents; Helleborus, a drastic

punrative; Hyr/rnstix Cunadensis, a tonic; Coplis trifolia, a powerful bitter; Xanthorhiza

<ij>iiTlia, a tonic bitter. The berries of Actcca are poisonous, the roots anti-spasmodic,

expectorant, astringent, used in cases of catarrh. Cimicifuga has similar properties, and

its preparations have of late years come into use in rheumatic affections
;

its astringent

bitter root is a n-putcd remedy for rattle-snake bites. Few of these plants can be used as

food or fodder. f!nnn>iriihix re.pens is eaten by cattle. The small starchy tubers of R.

Firtjrin have been cooked as an article of food in Austria; Caltha palustris is used in New

England in spring as a pot-herb, and C. leptosepala is boiled and used as greens by
the silver miners on the lioekv Mountains of the South. 1

CONSPECTUS OF GENERA.

Tninu I. < I.KM I'l I l>l . 1'.. Sepals vulvate. Petals 0, or narrow staminoid processes. Carpels numerous,
onoo\ uled. < >vnlo pendulous, raplie dorsal. Achenia indeliiseent. Stem herbaceous, or usually woody and

climbing. Leave* npjHigitc.

U-m 1. < I.KMATIS.

TIMIIK.II. AX'KJIOXK.K. Sepals imbricate. Carpels ono-ovuled. Ovule peiuhilous, raphe dorsal. Achenia

indeliiNviit. Herbs, leaves radical, alternate or involucrato.

* Petals or very small, not hollowed.

Genus 2. TIIA1.K TliTM. Involucre 0. Sepals 4-5.

Genus 3. ANKMONK. Involucre formed of a verticil of floral loaves, rarely 0. Sepals several or numerous,

petaloid.
** Petals hollowed out or tubular.

(intis 4. MY< ><l'l;rs. SejKils spurnvl at thebase. Petals .slender. Aclioiiiaspicate (on an elongated receptacle).

TKIIIK III. KAXl'XC'l'IjK^H. Sepals imbricate, f'arjwls ono-ovulod. Ovule ascending, raphe ventral.

Aclienia indehiscont. Herbs. Leaves radical or alternate,

Genus 5. TKAUTVETTERIA. Petals 0.

Genus G. RASUN'CULUS. St^pals caducous. Petals usually 5 or more.

TBIIIB IV. II i:i,l,i:itOKi:.i:. Sepals imbricate. Petals small, or abnormal in form, or 0. Carpels many-
ovulod, dohiM-iny when ripe, or rarely baccate. Herbs. Ix?iaves radical or alternate, the involucrate ones

similar.

Subtribo 1. CAI.TIIB.E. leaves palmati-norvod or palmatisoct Flowers regular, solitary, or in panicles.

* Petals 0.

Genus 7. CALTHA. Ovules in a double series along the ventral suture.

Genus 8. HYDRASTIS. Ovules 2. Carpels baccate.

** Petals small or slender.

Genus 9. TROLLIUS. .Sepals usually deciduous. Petals entire.

Subtribc 2. laopYBBJt. Loaves tornate, nul>-pinnate, or decomjxnmd. Flowers regular, solitary, or in panicles.

1 For elaborate details in regard to some of the active principles of Ranunculaceous plants, particularly

Anemonin, Anetnonic, and Anemoninic Acids, see Lloyds' Drugs and Medicines of N. America, vol. i., No. 3,

October, 1884.
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*
Sepals 5-6.

Genus 10. COPTIS. Petals small. Carpels free, stipitate.

Genus 11. AQUILEG1A. Petals prolonged backwards into long hollow spurs.

Subtribe 3. DELPHISE^. Leaves palmati-nerved or palmatisect. Flowers irregular.

Genus 12. DELPHINIUM. Dorsal sepal spurred behind.

Genus 13. ACON1TUM. Dorsal sepal helmet-shaped.
Subtribo4. CIMICIKUOJLE. Leaves ternato, sub-pinnate, or decompound. Flowers regular, in racemes.

* Stamens numerous.

Genus 14. ACTyEA. Carpel 1, baccate.

Genus 15. CIMICIFUGA. Carpels 1 or several, dehiscent follicles.

TRIHB V. P^EOWIE^E. Sepals imbricate. Petals large. Carpels with a circular disc, several or many
ovuled, dehiscent. Large herbs or slightly woody. Leaves radical or alternate, pinnately decompound.

(tenus 16. P^EONIA.

Genus I. CLEMATIS, Linruzus.

Bentham aud Hooker, Genera Plantarum, I., p. 3.

List of Species :

1. C. verticillaris.

2. C. Virginiaua.
3. C. ligusticifolia.

4. C. Douglasii.

[0. alpiua, var. Ochotensis.]

1. CLEMATIS VERTICILLARIS, De Candolle.

Stem shrubby, slender, trailing or climbing, from ten to twenty feet or more in length.

Leaves of the barren or leaf-bearing shoots opposite, petioles twisted and clasping as

tendrils, each leaf consisting of three stalked leailets, which are ovate, or slightly heart-

shaped, or oblong-lanceolate, shortly acuminate or acute, entire or more usually coarsely

and laciniately toothed or trifid, hairy when young, becoming nearly glabrous at

maturity. Peduncles opposite, each bearing one large cernuous flower. Sepals four in

number, one and a half to two inches in length, petaloid, ovate-lanceolate, acuminate, of a

pleasing but not bright purple colour, thin aud flaocid, somewhat cupped aud convergent,

forming a campanulate blossom, not expanding freely. Petals small, crowded, in form

of spatulate stamen-like processes, the inner series passing into stamens. The flowers,

which are from two to three inches in diameter, are produced in May, or early in June,

on the bare leafless shoots of the previous year, arising in pairs from the opposite buds

of the shoot. Each flower is accompanied by an apparent leafy verticil, formed of two

pairs of long-stalked trifoliate leaves, produced simultaneously with the development of

the flower. The flower arises from the axil of one of the upper pair of subtending leaves,

aud from the other a leaf-shoot or branch shoots forth. The flowers are succeeded by

large heads of acheues with long silky plumose tails. The leaflets are long-stalked and

vary in form (as usual in this genus) from broadly ovate to ovate-lanceolate, usually more

or less cordate at base, acute or acuminate, somewhat lobed, coarsely toothed or entire, at

least towards the point, one and a half to two inches in length, and somewhat less in

breadth. Fl. May-June.
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Clematis verticillaris. De Candolle, Syst. Nat. Reg. Veg., Vol. I., p. 16G. (1818.) Pro-

dromus, I., p. 10. Hooker, Fl. Bor.-Am., I., p. 2. Torrey & Gray, Fl. N. Am., I., p. 10.

Mai-lagan, Trans. Dot. Soc. Ediii., III., p. 13. Loud. Jour. Bot., VI., p. 66. Torrey, Fl. N.

Y., I., p. 7. Wood, Botany, p. 201. Gray, Manual, ed. 5, p 35. Provancher, Fl. Can., p.

4. Lawson, Ranunc. Can., p. 20. Bot. Wilkes, p. 212. Watson' King's Rep., V., p. 4.

Porter, Hayd. Hep.. 1871. p. 477. Coulter, same, 1872, p. 758. Watson, Bibl. Index. I .

p. 11. Maroun. Cat. (1883). No. 1. .T. F. .Tamos, Revis. Clematis, pp. 3, 11, and 19. Brewer

\- Watson, Botany of California. ed. 2, Vol. I., p. 3.

Alnisrrne Americana. Sims, Bot Mag., t. 887. Aitou f., Hortus Kewensis, ed. 2, III.,

p. :M2. (1*11). 1'ursli, l-'l . p. 384. Spreng., Syst., II., p. 644. Watson, Bond. Brit., p. 74,

(1*2.'. >. Don. Mill Did.. I . p. in. Sparh. Hist. Veg., VI., p. 270. Dietr. Syu., III., p. 340.

Ixmdon. Arboret.. I., p. -21*. t. 27. Hort. Brit., p. 228. Gray, Gen. Illus., p. 14, t. 1.

Manual. L' ed.. p. :]. KVvue Hortieolc. 18.14, t. 7, and 1855, t. 17. Curtis, Bot. N. Carolina,

P IL'" ('lia])in:ni. Kl. South. 1". S.. p. ;!.

('. .\iiiifii-inni. 1'oiret. Stipp., V.. p. (i'J2. (181<>-Hi.)

.1 ('ilium/linn,!. Vuttall, .lour. Ac. 1'liil.. VII., p. 7.

(' C'l/tiin/ii'iHii. Torr. \- (Ir.. l-'l. N. Am., I .. p. 11. (Watson.)

Tin- spe, i''s Wiis originally described in the Kotaniml Magazine &s Atragene Americana,

li.- Candoll.-. in lieu-ni Vc-_retaliilis Systema \atuvale," did not adopt the genus Atragene,

htit m.-rired ii in Cli-nuilis. as 1'oiret had pn-viously done. 1'oiret called it C. Americana.

Hut thep- lii-inir already a ('h-miiii* Annrirnini, described in Miller's Dictionary, from Equa-
torial Ainerieu. and ado]>t.l by !). Candolle, the latter botanist had to lind anew specific

name for the \..nh.-ni Aniei -j. -an plant, no\\ transl'erred to Clematis, and accordingly called

it C riftii-ill<. <. in allusion ti> th-- apparent verticils- of leaves subtending the (lowers. In

the 7/i i/V.< BfititiiHirus. its Mnulish name is ^i\-eii as the Whorled American Atragene.
So fir as (,),N,.rved. the limits of the raiiii-e of this species are as follows:

I'.irilii -Co.isi K'.-irion. South limit (Northern California) 40" N. Lat.

North limit (British Columbia) 50
a "

(Extent of range, N. to S.=1U
.)

Korky Mountain Region. Srnith limit 40 "

North limit (Mount Selwyn) 56 "

(Extent of range N. to S.=16.)
Elevation limits : Teton, 48 N.=ll,000 ft.

Utah, 40 N.= 9,000
"

Central Continental Re-rion. South limit (Wisconsin) 46
"

North limit (Hudson Bay) . 54
"

(Extent of range, N. to S.=9.)
Atlanti<- Coast Region. South limit (Carolina Mountains) 37

"

North limit (Maine, Vermont, Montreal) 45
"

(Extent of range, N. to S.=8.)
Extreme South Limit (Carolina Mountains) 37

Extreme North Limit (Rocky Mountains) , 56 "

In woods in the central districts, as far north as lat. 54, ascending the elevated valleys
on the eastern declivity of the Rocky Mountains in that latitude. Richardson, T. Drum-

At Cape Meudocino, on the N.W. coast, in lat. 40
, plentiful (North California).
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Douglas. (Hook., Fl. Bor.-Am., I., p. 2.) Montreal aud BeloDil Mountains, Que. ; at Jones's

Falls (Rideau Canal) this was the most striking plant, a handsome-flowered species

ascending the trees and rocks to a height of twenty or thirty feet, (1843). Dr. P. W.

Maclagan. Vicinity of Quebec City. Dr. Brunei. Mountain side east from Hamilton,

Ont. Judge Logic. North limit in Hudson Bay Territories, lat. 54 ; seldom occurs to N.

W. of Ontario. Barnston. Mount Selwyn, lat. 56', Rocky Mountains ; Coast Range of

British Columbia; foot-hills of Rocky Mountains, near 40th parallel; and in the Bow
River Pass. Macoun. North Hastings, Out., 15th June, 1874, in fruit. MMOIIII. Spence's

Bridge, British Columbia, 21st May, 1875. Mamun. Chelsea Mountains, north from the

city of Ottawa ;
first found there by the Ottawa Field Club. (In flower May, 1884.)

Vermont. Wood. New York and Pennsylvania. Pursh. Mountains of North Caro-

lina. Chapman. Delaware, New Jersey, Connecticut, Maine, New Hampshire, Wisconsin,

Montana, Idaho, Utah. James.

According to Hortus Keweusis, the American Atragene was introduced to English

gardens by Messrs. Loddiges, in the year 17!>7. It is the earliest flowering species, but, as

the flowers are produced before the foliage, it is less adapted than some others for garden

decoration. In its native haunts, in the rocky and bushy woods, it is an agreeable surprise

to the botanist to find its charming blossoms among the withered leaves in the early season

of spring flowers.

2. C.LKMATIS VlKCilNIAN'A, Luniit'.lia.

Stein shrubby, climbing. Leaves opposite, petioles twisted and clasping as tendrils,

leaflets three, stalked, ovate or somewhat cordate, acute, lobed, and coarselv toothed. Ped-

uncles opposite, each bearing a large panicle or cluster of nuntrroiis llowers. Sepals four,

rather large, petaloid. Petals absent. A climber, ten or twelve feet, high, clinging to

bushes and small trees for support. Flowers white, fragrant. The plant is very conspic-

uous in the fall season, as the leafless stems with their numerous clusters of plume-tailed

achenes form large feathery wreaths. The leaflets are always prominently toothed, some-

times almost lobed, never entire, as they sometimes are in ('. Vilalba, of Europe, and

constantly in several Indian species. Very variable in length and breadth and division

of leaflets.

Clematis Virginiana. Linnaeus, in Amoen. Acad., IV., p. 275. Sp. PI., 706. Michaux,

Fl. Bor.-Am., I., p. 318. Pursh. II., p. 384. Bigelow, Fl. Bost., p. 133. Lam. Diet., II., p.

43. Walt. Fl. Car., p. 157. Aiton f., Hori, Kew., ed. 2, III., p. 344. Willdenow, Sp. PI,

II., p. 1290. Persoon, Synops, II., p. 99. DC. Syst, I, p. 142. Prod., I, p. 4. James,

Long's Exp., II., p. 343. Elliott, II., p. 44. Wats. Dendr., 74. Hook., Fl Bor.-Am,

I., p. 1 (in part.) London Jour. Bot, VI, p. 66. Don. Mill. Die, I, p. 5. Torr. and

Gr, Fl. N.A, I, p. 8 and p. 657. Spach, Hist. Veg, VII, p. 278. Dietr. Syu, III, p. 345.

Torr. Fl. N.Y, I, p. 6. Fremont's Rep, p. 87. Emory's Rep, p. 136 and p. 406. Loud.

Hort. Brit, p. 228. Arbor, I, p. 237, fig. 13. Richardson, Arct. Exped, II, p. 442. Gray,
Pac. R. Rep. 12, 40. Manual. Curtis, Bot. N. Car, p. 120. Parry, PI. Minn, p. 608.

Lesquer, Fl. Ark, p. 374. Lawson, Mill. Fl. N.S, ser. 3, part 5, t. 14. Chapman, Fl. So.

U.S., p. 4. Lawson, Ranunc. Can, p. 20. Watson, Bibl. Index, p. 11. Macoun, Cat, 1883,

No. 2.
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C. Canadensis. Mill., Diet., n. 5.

C. fragrant. Salisb. Prod. p. 371, not of Tonnore (which is Flammula).

C. cordifoliti. Moench, Sup., p. 104.

C. bracteata. Moeuch, Sup., p. 103.

C. eordutti. Pursh, II., p. 384. "DC. Prod., I., p. 4, exc. syn." Spreng. Syst., II., p.

070. Don. Mill., I., p. 5.

C. Punliii. Dietr. Syn., III., p. 345.

Clematit Virginiana pannoniac aimilis. Plukeuett, Mantissa, p. 51, t. 379, f. 4, (1700.)

T lioloserii-eu. Pursh, Fl.. II., p. 384. Chapman, Fl. S. U. S., p. 4. Referred here by

Mr James.

Canada. Mirh<iu.r. l?anks of streams and moist spots, edges of swamps, ravines, etc.,

from the shores of Bras d' Or Lake, Cape Hreton, and the Atlantic coast of Nova Scotia,

westward through the provinces ofNow Brunswick, Quebec, and Ontario. Banks along

ill.- roadside at tin- Kill.- K'ange, Bedford. N.S. Lnirson. London, Ont. Millman, 13th

A lie-list, 1*7!>. I Inli Can. Survey. In the to\vnshi])s in rear of Kingston, in Frouteuac

und adjoining counties, its between Kingston and Odessa, Waterloo, and Hinchinbrook ;

also Toronto -Ism-son. Windsor. X. S. 1'foj. How. Nieolet and St. Johns, Q., and

Niairara. Out.
;
also Montreal, li'th Aug. 1S">1. Mucld^tui. Two miles from Prescott, near

Ottawa and 1'ivseoit K'ailway, abundant : rare in thirkets northward to Chelsea. Mr. B.

Killing* if- l!'lleville. abundant in low grounds, along small streams; also Thunder Bay,

Lake Superior. Macoint. Red Lake River, September, 18(50. Dr. Schullz. Provancher

eit.-s I'i.'d'du Cap Tournn-nte and Isle Yerle. which is the last outpost north-eastwardly.

Mr. liarnston observes that westwardly tliis species does not appear to pass the longi-

tude <!' U-d Ki\T or Lak.- Winnipeg, and is rare to the N.W. of Ontario Province. South

.ml of Lake Vfinnipvg.Drttinmwid. Canada to Georgia, and west to the Mississippi.

T. inn/ (', . Said by Sir .John Richardson to be co'-nmon to Oregon, the eastern United

States and Canada, and to extend northwards to the Saskatchewan; but Sir John no

doubt included the form ligHslii-ijolin, which, although described from Nuttall's Notes in

Torr.-y and Gray's Flora, was not then well known or generally recognized as a species.

Hooker observed that this had been long cultivated in England, where it proved a

hardy plant, well adapted for covering walls and arbours. Its flowers are highly fragrant,

which is not usual in this genus. The lirst notice of its cultivation in England is in

Ilortus Kewensis,
"

17<>7, by Mr. James Gordon."

3. CLEMATIS LIGUSTICIFOLIA, Nuttall.

Stem shrubby, trailing or climbing. Jjeav.es pinnate and five-leaved, or teruate, occa-

sionally seven-leaved; the leaflets oval, oblong or lanceolate, from broad to very narrow,

tri-lobed or with few distant teeth. Inflorescence in close panicled corymbs, flowers on

long, slender pedicels, dioecious. Otherwise as C. Virginiana. In Professor Macoun's

specimens from source of the Qu'Appelle the leaves are pinnate, the leaflets short, as

broad as long, and shortly stalked, inflorescence corymbose. In a form (apparently of this)

collected in May, 1888, near Canyon City, Colorado, the leaflets are narrowly oblong-

lanceolate, very acuminate, with a few distant teeth.

C. ligustictfolw. Nuttall in Torr. & Gr., Fl., I., p. 9. Gray, PI. Fendl., p. 3. Watson,
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Bibl. Index, I., p. 10. King's Exp., 40th Parallel, p. 3 J. F. James, Revis. Clem., p. 9 and

p. 15. Macoun, Cat., No. 3. Brewer & Watson, Bot. Calif., ed. 2, Vol. I., p. 3.

C. Virginiana. Hook., Fl.-Bor. Am., I., p. 1, in part. Richardson, Boat Voy. App.,

II., p. 284, in part. Lawson, Ranunc. Canad., p. 20, in part.

From "Washington Territory to the Saskatchewan. Watson, King's Exp. 40th parallel,

p. 3. Rocky Mountains. The locality given in Hook., Fl. Bor.-Am. for C. Virginiana, \iz.,

Banks of the Columbia (Douglas), no doubt belongs to C. ligustkifolia. Climbing or trailing

over bushes or sand on the sand hills at the source of the Qu'Appelle ; Spence's Bridge

and Cache Creek, B.C. Macoun. Sand Creek, Columbia Valley, B.C., 22nd July, 1883 ;

Coldstream River, Cascade Mountains, B.C., 8th July, 1877 ; margin of Waterton Lake,

Rocky Mountains. Dr. G. M. Dawson.

This is essentially a Rocky Mountain plant, occurring in one or other of its forms in

New Mexico, Colorado (where I gathered it last year, near Canyon City), California

Arizona and Oregon. The forms which pass under the name of C. lig-ustidfolia might be

referred as varieties of C. Virginiana. Mr. James suggests that the eastern plant (C. Virgi-

niana) is a descendant of the western one (C. ligiisticifoliu), and that the latter may have its

nearest relatives in the highlands of India, but I know no Indian species resembling it.

Dr. George Dawson's specimen from Sand Creek, Columbia Valley, with nearly

smooth, broadly ovate, subcordate, tri-lobed leaflets, may be T. and G-.'s var. ft- brevifolut.

4. CLEMATIS DouaLASii, Hooker.

Stem erect, simple, herbaceous, and, like the peduncle, strongly striate, with one

terminal campauulate cernuous flower. Leaves pilose, bi-tri-piiiuatilid, the segments
linear. Carpels villous, with long plumose tails. Hooker. Torr. Sf Gray.

Clematis Douglasii. Hook., Fl. Bor.-Am., I., p. 1, tab. 1. Torr. & Gr., Fl. I., p. 8 and p.

657. Loud. Jour. Bot., VI., p. 65. Don, Mill., I., p. 8. Walp., I., p. 7. Dietr. Syu., III.,

p. 348. Gray, Am. Jour. So., ser. 2, XXXIII., p. 408. Tree. Acad. Phil., 1863, p. 56,

Watson, King's Rep., V., p. 3. Porter, Hayd. Rep., 1871, p. 477. Fl. Col., p. 1. Coulter.

Hayd. Rep., 1872, p. 758. Torrey, Bot. Wilkes, p. 211. Watson, Bibl. Index, I, p. 10.

J. F. James, Revis. Clem
, pp. 3 and 12. Macouu, Cat., 1883, No. 4.

C. Wyethii. Nutt. in Jour. Acad. Phil., VII., p. 6. Torr. & Gr., FL, I., p. 8. Walpers,

Rep., I., p. 7. (Watson.)

On the west side of the Rocky Mountains, near the sources of the Columbia.

Douglas, in Hook., Fl., B.-A., (quoted as the Oregon in Ton-, and Gr.) Judging from the

course of the Columbia River and Douglas's route as laid down in Hooker's map, the

locality of this plant would be in the neighbourhood of Mount Brown, near 52' north

latitude. It does not appear to have been found in British America by any other collector
;

but several localities are given for the Rocky Mountains of the south. Mr. James trms

sketches its distribution :

'' A mountain western species, strictly confined, so far as

known, to the Rocky Mountain ranges, and extending from Central Colorado, at Middle

Park, Clear Creek Canyon (middle elevations), and in the Wahsatch and Uinta Mountains

of Utah, at 6,000 or 7,000 feet, to Fort Ellis, and the Yellowstone in Montana, at Snake

River Valley. Teton Mountains (11,000 feet) and Flat Head River Valley in Northern
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Idaho and Washington Territory." "We have specimens in fruit from Douglas's last

Oregon collection." Torr. and Gray, Fl., I., p. 657.

Sir William Hooker, in describing this plant, observes: "This beautiful species of

Clematis is quite unlike any hitherto described ; aud I am anxious it should bear the name

of its zealous and meritorious discoverer." David Douglas, who was a native of Perth-

shin-. Scotland, irreatly distinguished himself as botanical collector for the Horticultural

Socictv of London, in the early days when that flourishing institution was filling the

rardens of Kn<rland with new and strange plants. But this species does not seem to have

ever readied a garden. Douglas met his death in 18:34, at the early age of 36 years, by

falling into a pit made by the natives of the Sandwich Islands for catching wild animals.

(There is a biographical sketch in Ixnidon's Hardeners' Magazine, for May, 1835, aud in

C(lnn'/nin Xii/tii'ii/ist. ISliil.)

[('. Ai.riNA. i-iir. ( irnoTKNSis. Leaves biternately divided, segments oblong-lanceo-

late, a. uminaie. serrate, petals i'e\v, linear. (Aimgene Orhotensk. Pallas, Fl. Ross., II.,

p. ti'.'. ('. < >* -lioti-Hfi*. 1'uir. DC. Syst. Nat.. I., 160.) Prof. Gray expresses surprise that

this plant sli.uil.l have I ..... n tor the first time detected in the New W'orld at a point

so Car smith as Santa l
;
e. (Plantte Fendleriana 1 Xovi-Mexicanoe, p. 4.) In the Old

World it is the northern or Siberian form of the European C. (iljtina, but in America

i! lias only, so far, been found in Colorado, Utah and Idaho, according to Mr. J. F.

.lames (Clematis, p. l:ii. \vho observes :

" Doubtless it is to be found in British America at

the north, and may even extend up to Alaska." As yet, however, it cannot be included in

our Flora, but will, it is hoped, ere long reward the eflbrts of some climber on our llocky
Mountains li is the only spedcs of Clematis common to both America and Europe.]

Genus II TIIALICTKl'M. /,///.*.

Hooker and Bcntham, Genera Plantarum, I., p. 4.

List of species :

1. T. Cornuti. 5. T. sparsiflorum.
L' T. occidental. (!. T. auemonoides.
''>. T. dioicum.

4 T. alpinum.

[T. purpurascens.)

1. TlIAMCTRfM CoRNT'TI, LintUCUS.

Hoot fibrous. Stem strong and tall, prominently furrowed, (three to six feet high).
Radical leaves long-stalked, very large, and, like the sessile cauline leaves, ternately

decompound; leaflets large, thick and glaucous or downy beneath, varying from broadly
obovate to narrowly elliptical in outline, ternately divided into rather large acute lobes.

Flowers numerous, in large showy terminal panicles, dioecious or polygamous; sepals
white; anthers crowded, erect, on short, stoutish filaments ; stigmas very long, flattened.

Carpels numerous, terete, ribbed. Cornute's Thalictrura.

Thalictrum Cornuti. Linn., Sp. PI, I, p. 768, (1753). Aiton f., Hort. Kew., ed. 2, III.,
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p. 347. Pursh., p. 388. Persoon, Syuops. PL, II., p. 100. Hook., Fl. Bor.-Am., I., p. 3, tab. 2

Torr. &Gray, Fl. N. A., I., p. 38, in part. Gray, PI. Fendl, p. 5. Manual, ed. 5, p. 39. Chap-

man, Fl. S. U. S., p. 5. PI Bourgeau, 254. Lawson, Ranunc. Canad., p. 31. Watson, Bibl.

Index, I., p. 25. Macoun, Cat., No. 22.

T. corynellum. DC. Syst. Nat., I., p. 172. Richardson, Frankl. Jour., 12, in part, (see

Hook. Fl. B. A.)

T. confertum. Momch. (Watson, Index.)

T. crenatum. - Desf. Cat. Hort. Par., cd. 2, p. 12(5. (DC.)

T. discolor. Willd.

T. rugosum. Pursh, Fl., p. 388. DC. Syst. Nat., I., p. 185.

T. Carolinianum. DC. Syst. Nat., I., p. 174. (Watson.)

T. leucostemon. C. Koch and Bouche, in App. Index Scmiu. Hort. Berol., 1855. Wal-

pers, Annales Botanices Syst., IV., p. 12. C. Koch and Bouche's description does not show
this plant (received at the Berlin Garden from North America) to be essentially different

from T. Cornuti. It appears to be a form with more compact congested panicles, a pecu-

liarity that might possibly result from its being grown in the well-drained soil of the

Berlin Botanic Garden.

'Nialictrum Canadense. Cornute, Canad. PI. Hist., 186, tab. 187, (1635). Provaucher,

Fl. Canad., p. 5.

T. Americanum. Parkinson, Theatr., 205, n. 9, (1(340).

T. majiis, foliis aquilegicc, flare albo. Morison, Historia Plantarum, III., p. 325, (1080).

T. Canadense, caule pitrpurascente, Aqmlegur, foliis, flonim staminibus albis. Tournefort,

Inst. Rei Herb., p. 271, (1700).

Banks of rivers as far north as lat. 50, in wooded districts, the whole breadth of the

continent, excluding the barren grounds and alpine tracts. Hooker, Fl. B. A.

Wet meadows and margins of streams, not uncommon throughout the provinces of

Ontario, Quebec, Nova Scotia, New Brunswick. Kingston, Ont., Hardwood Creek, 10th

July, 1861, and surrounding country, abundant
;
Halifax County, not rare. Laivson. Fre-

quent in Quebec province. Mr. Btirnston. Chippewa and Maiden, Ont. Dr. P. W.

Maclagan. Gaspe, moist places along the Dartmouth River. Dr. John Bell. Windsor,

N.S. Prof. How. Prescott and Ottawa, common. B. Billings jr. Lake Superior. Prof.

R. Bell. Belleville, common on the borders of streams. Macoun. Anticosti, 1861.

Verrill. Newfoundland, Bonne Bay and Point Rich, July-August, 1861. J. Richardson.

Between Wild Rice River and Red Lake River, September, 1860 Dr. Schultz. Assini-

boine River, July, 1861, Nos. 40-50. Dr. Schullz. From the Atlantic through the wooded

districts
"
to the Pacific," north to Peace River. Macoun. Manitoba House, 14th June,

1881, and Long Lake, N. W. Territory, 7th July, 1879. Macoun, in Herb. Can. Surv. St.

Marie (Beauce). Provancher. Abundant in the Atlantic provinces of Canada, but its

western or Pacific range has not been well traced. Cultivated in England in 1640,

(Parkinson, 1. c.).

2. THALICTRUM OCCIDENTALS, Gray.

This is referred to by Brewer and Watson as very like the southern T. Fendleri, except

Sec. IV., 1884. 4.

I
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in the achenes, which arc nearly half an inch long, narrow, long-acuminate and less

curved than in that ;
it seems to be allied to T. Coniuti, the iilaments not thickened

upwards as in that species.

Thalietriim occiilenlale. Gray, Proc. Am. Acad., VIII., p. 372. Watson, Proc. Am. Acad.,

XI., p. 121. (1876). Brewer & Watson, Bot. Calif., ed. 2, I., p. 4.

British Columbia to \V. Montana. Watson. Oregon to Montana. Bof. Calif.

:?. TIIAT,ICTRUM BIOICUM, Linna-us.

Root of stron tr thick libres. sometimes almost tuberous. Stem twelve or fourteen

inches, viiryinir to two feet or more in height, with long-stalked ternately compound
leaves, composed ol' rounded thin broad-lobed leaflets, green above, glaucous beneath.

Flowers din 1
. -ions (or polygamous), in panicles, sepals greenish, with yellow or dull

purple lonir >]cnder ])endent anthers. Carpels deeply furrowed, several usually abortive.

'llmUi-tnim ilioii'iiin. Linn.. Sp. I'l. p. 768. Aiton f., Hort. Kew., ed. 2, III, p. 347. Pursh,

Fl.. p. SS* DC. Syst. Xat., I. p. 17:5. Hook., VI Bor.-Am., I., p. 3. Torr. & Gr., Fl. I, p.

Hook. I

1

., A r.-t. I'l.. p. i>*3. Cliapman, Kl. So. U. S, p. 5. PI. Bourgeau, 254. Wood.

Class I'.ook and Flora. |>.
^114. Provancher, Fl. Can., p. .">. Gray, Manual, 5 ed., p. 39,

La \vson. Ranune. Canad.. p. '-> Watson, Bibl. Index, I, p. 26. Macoun, Cat., No. 20.

T. l.n-i^ilnm. Michaux. 1
;
1.. I. p. .",2'J, (DC.) Persoon, Synops. PL, II, p. 100.

<!ra-*y banks of livers ; most abundant in the central limestone districts, from Canada

to the 1.auks of i he Ma< -ken/ie River in hit. 67'. Jlirhurd*on. Found also on the eastern base

of the Rocky Mountains. l)riinii,nii<tl. And on the banks of the Columbia. Mr. Garry.

Not found on iht- barren grounds, nor on naked alpine situations. Hook.,Y\. Bor.-Am.

Dry woods and banks, common in central Ontario, as woods about Trenton, June, 1862,

and around (Jatiaiioque Lake, Birch Island, &o., May, 1861; near Kingston Mills, and

woods n.-ar Kinirsion Depot, -nd May. 1*60. Lnirson. Mountain side, Hamilton, 12th

May. istjo. Juliet Iji-ri,: Presrott and Ottawa, common. B. Billings jr. Ellis Bay,

Antieosti. July 4. ./'. HMinrdson. Anticosti. Verill. Niagara Falls and Maiden. Dr. P. W.

Mwlntfiiii. Belleville, abundant in rich woods. Macoun. Montreal Mountain, 1848.

Jumes A'lir. Mackenxie Kiver, above Fort Simpson, 22nd June, 1853; Trout Lake, June ;

between Severn and Trout Lake, June. MrTurish. Near the big lake of Harrington, Co.

Argenteuil. July. 1 81 \\.-Dr. John Bell. Assiuiboine, July, 1861. Dr. Scliullz, No. 71. In

New Brunswick, at Keswick Ridge, rare. Fowler. Flat lands, llestigouche. Chalmers.

This plant was cultivated in England by Mr. Philip Miller in 1759. Mill. Diet. ed.

7, n. !.

4. THAUCTRUM AJ,PINUM, Linnams.

Root fibrous, stem simple, smooth, three to six inches high, leaves nearly all radical,

long-stalked, biternate. Flowers hermaphrodite, in a simple raceme. Carpels shortly

stalked, tipped with the hooked style.

Thalirtrum al/iinum. Linn., Sp. PL, p. 767. Fl. Lapponica, p. 225. Hudson, Fl.

Anglica. Withering, Fl. Brit. Lightfoot, Fl. Scot., p. 286, t. 13 f. i. DC., Syst. Nat., I., p.

175. Prod., I., p. 12. Bot. Mag., t. 2237. Torr. & Gr., Fl. N. A., I., p. 39. Wood, 01. Bk.
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& FL, p. 204. Hook. & Thorns., Fl. Indica, I., p. 18. Eng. Bot., t. 262. Hook., Bab.,

and other British authors. Beichenbach, Ic. Fl. Germ., III., 26. Fries, Summa Veg.

Scandinav., p. 27. Lawson, Banunc. Canad., p. 33. Watson, Bibl. Index., p. 25. Macoun,

Cat., No. 23.

T. microphyllum el marginatum. Boyle, 111., Walp. Bep., I., 24-25.

T. acaule. Camb., Walp. Bep., I., 12, n. 31. Ann., IV., p. 11

First recorded as Canadian on authority of Kalm ; subsequently reported from the

Island of Auticosti, in the Gulf of St. Lawrence, by Pursh ; not noticed by Hooker in Flora

Boreali-Americana. Again collected on Auticosti by Mr. Verrill, rare and not in flower,

1861 ; more recently by Macoun, on Jupiter River, Auticosti, very abundant in river val-

leys, but not on high ground*. Herb. Survey Canada. Newfoundland. Herb. Bankt. DC.

Newfoundland, 1866-8. H. Reeks (Sour. Bot., IX., p. 16). Greenland. Hornemann. Lyn-

gemarken, Disco Island, west coast of Greenland, 1867. Broicn Camp. Plentiful at sea

level amongst Luzulu spaJicea, at Englishman Bay, Disco, to the west of Lievely, lat.

69" 15'. Hart, Brit. Polar. Exped., 1875-6. Kotzi-bue Sound aud Port Clarence. Rvthrock.

Bocky Mountains of the South. Dr. Parry. lot-land. Hooker, Lindsay, ffc. Orkney, 500

feet. Bosirell-ftymf. Scotland, Scandinavia. &:<.. Wales. Sir J. E. Smith. Pyrenees. DC.

Lapland. Limueus. Himalaya and Thibet, above 10.000 feet. Hook. fit. ^- Thomson, Fl.

Ind., Walpers Annales, IV., p. 11. The stronghold of this species is in Northern Europe,

where it occurs chiefly on the mountains, descending to the sea level as it approaches the

Arctic Circle, and extending eastward through East Siberia. Novaya Zemlya. Baer and

Midtljf. In Britain it extends from 53 to 61 N. lat., its southern limits bein<r Yorkshire

and Wales, on mountains, descending to the coast level in the North Highlands, and ascend-

ing to 3900 feet in the East Highlands ; range of mean annual temperature 4<< 34 .

H. C. Walson, Cybele Brit., I., p. 71, who observes: "This is truly an Arctic species, and

the specific name should be construed with reference to the climate, and not as indicating

any predilection for the Alps, as seems to be implied by those botanists who write the

name with an initial capital, Alpinum."

5. THALICTRUM SPARSIFLORUM, Turczainow.

Plant 12 to 18 inches high, with shortly petioled ternately compound leaves, which
are glabrous, glaucous on the lower surface. Flowers hermaphrodite, filaments clavate.

Carpels large, pale, thin and pod-like, stipitate, with embossed veins but no furrows.

Thalictrum sparsiflorum. Turcz. in Index Sem. Petropol. Ann. Sc. Nat. ser. 2, iv, p. 332.

Gray, PI. Wright. Smithsonian Contributions, V. p. 8. Watson, Bibl. Index, I., p. 26.

Macoun, Cat. No. 24.

T. clavatum. Hook., Fl. Bor.-Am. I, p. 2, excl. syn. Torr & Gr., Fl. N. A., I, p. 3Y.

Walpers, Ann. Bot., IV., p. 10. Lawson, Banunc. Cauad., p. 33.

Not T. clavatum of DeCandolle's Systema, Gray's Manual, and Chapman's Fl. So. U. S.,

which is a southern plant.

T. Richardsonii Gray, Am. Jour. Sc. XL1I., p. 17.

Found only on Portage La Loche, a height of land composed of sand hills, lying in

lat. 57
C

, and separating the waters flowing to Hudson Bay from those falling into the
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Arctic Soa. Richardson, in Hook., Fl. Bor.-Am. York Factory, a large number of specimens

collected daring successive seasons. Governor McTavish. Unfortunately special localities

are not given on the labels of McTavish's specimens, the district being indicated merely by
the letters

" Y. F." Low ground along the eastern base of the Porcupine Mountains, about

lat. 53; Manitoba ;
McLeod Lake, lat. 55, B. C. Macoim.

G.TlI.\LICTRUM ANEMONOIDES, MichmiX.

Koot of few fleshy tubers ; radical leaves few ; long-stalked, ternately compound,
with .stalked leaflets : cauline leaves similar, forming an involucre. Plant five or six

inches hiirh, with habit and foliage of Isopyrtini, flowers of Anemone, and fruit of Thalictrum,

IX'

n,ili<-lrm .iHCHioiioiilrs. Mi.-haux. !'!. 15. A., I., p. 322, (1803.) DC., Syst. Nat., I., p. 186.

Prodromus. I , ]>.
1-V Hook., Fl. Bor.-Am., I., p. 4. Torr. & Gr., Fl. N. A., I., p. 39. Gray,

(ten. 111., I., p. 2. t. r,. Manual, ed. 5. p. 88. Chapman, Fl. S. IT. S., p. 6. "Watson, Bibl.

Index. I., p. 2.V Ma.-oun, Cat., No. 1!).

Anemone Ihnlirtniides fi. Linn., Sp. PL, p.
I

7<>:!.

Ani-monr tltnlii-troiilt's. Bigelow, Fl. Boston, p. 13f>. Pursh, Fl
, II., p. 38*7. Aitou,

Hort. Kew. Bot. Mag., t. Stiti. Pevsoon, Synops. PL, II.. p. 98. Pursh, Fl., p. 88Y.

Si/ii'fi'siniiii lluilitiroitles. Holl'manse"-"-, in Flora, ls:!2, Intell. Blatt., p. 34. Lawsou,

Kannnc. Can . p :'>!

AnriHowlln Ihnlirlftiiilrs. Sparh, Hist. Vcir.. VII., p. 240, (1S31.)

Canada Hnlm. Mirlmit.r. St. David's. Niagara District, Out. Dr. P. W. Muclagan.

Oaklands, Hamilton. Out.. :!1 May, IH.V.i. Juilgr Lo^ii: Vicinity of Niagara Falls and

Pelee Island, Lake Krie. Mnniun.

[T. PUHPfRASt'ENs, Li/iiiifiis. Attributed by Linnu-us to "Canada," in the Species

Plantarum, has not M> l';ir been satisfactorily identified as a Canadian species, although

reported several times. It appears to be a southern plant, well known to Dr. Gray, who

gives a full description of it in the Manual, 5th edition, p. 3!>. T. dioicum is frequently tinged
with purple on the upper part ot the stem, leafstalks, &<., and such forms have been mis-

taken in Canada for T jmrpHruardis. It is very desirable that all suspicious forms of Tltalictra

should be collected, especially in the southern peninsula of Ontario, whence Dr. Burgess

reports this species, but I have not had opportunity of examining his specimens.]

liemis III. ANEMONE, Lmntms.

Bentham and Hooker, Genera Plantarum, I, p. 4.

List of species :

Section 1. Involucre of three simple leaves close to the flower, resembling a calyx.

Hepalica. Dillenius. Linn. DC. Gray.
1. A. Hepatica.

|
2. A. acutiloba.

Section 2. Involucre much divided, distant from the flower
;
achenes with long plume-

tails. Pulsatilla. Tournefort. DC.

8. A. patens. 4. A. occidental is.
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Section 3. Involucre more or less resembling the leaves, usually distant from the

flower. Achenia without tails.

5. A. Baldensis.

6. A. parviflora.

7. A. nemorosa.

8. A. deltoidea.

9. A. Eichardsoni.

10. A. cylindrica.

11. A. Virginiana.

12. A. dichotoma.

13. A. multifida.

14. A. narcissiflora.

1. ANEMONE HEPATICA, Linnccm.

Plant aculescent ; leaves numerous, all radical, (from a tufted rhizome), long-stalked,

lamina of three rounded obtuse lobes (slightly overlapping) with entire margins, the lateral

lobes occasionally bi-lobed. Flowers many from the same root, on separate stalks
; invo-

lucre three-leaved, so close to the ilower as to resemble a true calyx. Sepals six (in two

*rows), varying in number to nine (in three rows), petal-like, elliptic-oblong, those of the

outer row alternating with the approximating involucral leaves, size and colour variable,

(white, rose, purple, blue). Stamens usually from eighteen to twenty-one. Carpels nor-

mally about twenty-seven. There is an apparent circle of hairs between the involucre.

and the outer row of sepals, similar to the pubescence of the rest of the .scape, but nothing

between the sepals and stamens to represent petals. The inner verticil of sepals might
be regarded as petals were it not for the numerous examples in this order of the absence

or abnormal form of petals. Loaves, and especially the petioles and flower-stalks, also

the external surface of the involucral leaves, covered, more or less, with silky pubescence,

which becomes less conspicuous on the lamina as the foliage matures, and ultimately

disappears on its upper surface. Achenes hairy, collapsing so as to become furrowed.

Anemone Hepatica. Linn., Sp. PI., I., p. 758, (the European plant.) Michaux, Fl. B.

Am., I., p. 119. Bigelow, Fl. Boston, p. 135. Lawson, Ranunc. Can. p. 29. Watson

Index Bibl., I., p. 4. Macoun, Cat., No. 17. Lloyds, Drugs and Meds. N. Am., p. 37, Jigs.,

13, 16, 17.

Hepatica triloba. Chaix, in Villars, Hist. T'l., Dauphine, I., p. 330 (1786). Pursh, Fl.,

II., p. 391. Nuttall. Elliott. Barton. Hook., Fl. B.-A., I., p. 8. Torr. & Gr., Fl., I., p.

15. Chapman. Gray, Manual, ed. 5, p. 38. Provancher, Fl. Can., p. 7.

H. triloba, 8. foliorum lobis obtusis. Hook., Fl. Bor.-Am., I., p. 9.

H. triloba n. obtusa. Torr. & Gr., Fl. N. A., I., p 15.

H. triloba ft. Americana, DC. Syst, Nat., I., p. 216.

H. Americana. Ker, Bot. Keg., t. 387. DC. Prod. Don. Nutt.

Herba Trinitatis. Dalechamps, Hist. Gen. PL, 1274, f. 1, 2, (ami. 1586).

Trifolium Hepaticum. Mentzelius, Index Nom. PI. Multilinguis, p. 307, (1682).

Hepatica. Gronovius, Fl. Virginica, p. 61, (1743).

Common in rich woods in central Ontario, in country bordering on the lake and

river. Very abundant on wooded banks near the Grand Trunk Railway line, between

Kingston City and Kingston Mills, (flowers of several colours). Longpoint, on Gananoqne
River, one form with five-lobed leaves infested by a parasitic fungus (Uredo), May, 1862.

Lawson. Very abundant in Caledon, June 1862. Rev. C. I. Cameron. Mountain side west

of Hamilton, 6th April, 1860. Judge Logie. Belleville, abundant in rich woods. Macoun.
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Rocky woodlands west of Brockville, not rare ;
and Ottawa, lot 0, rare. B. Billings jr.

Penetanguishene, Lake Huron, in flower 25th April. C. C. Todd. Ottawa (not so com-

mon as A. acutilitba). Maeoun. IVtit Cap St. Joachim. Provanclier. From Isle of Orleans,

westward, rather rare in Quebec Province. Brunei. St. Stephen, N.B., in fl. May 10, 1879.

Mr. Vntom. Keswick Ridge, N.B. J. Moser. Windsor, N.S., rare. Prof. How. Pictou,

N.S.. very rare. A. II. McKay. Bridgewater, N.S. Rev. E. Ball. Sitka. Rothrock.

\ M woods in the central limestone tracts, from Canada to lat. 52. Mr. Drnmmoiid found

it as far north as lat. ">">, in the secluded alpine valleys on the eastern declivity of the

Rocky Mountain ridge. Rii-liarilson, in Hook., Fl. B.-A. (Doubt has been expressed

reirardins; tin- Winnipeg and Rocky Mountain habitats, yet Rothrock reports the plant

from Sitka.)

Sir William Hooker stated (l-'l. I'.or.-Am.. I., p. 0, 1838) that there could be no question

of ihr identity of the Am.-rii an and European individuals of this species, but, in view of

ih'' increased importance ir Mudyiug can-fully the relationships of forms that have been

1'Hiir Lr--"'-!Taphically separated, it would In- worth while, when opportunity offers, to*

. ompan- can-fully the A nn-rii-aii with tlie European forms, especially in a state of culti-

vation, whii-h miirht poilI\ throw more liii'ht on their relations than we now possess.

M. -i 1 1 /'-liii-- 1 1
1 ;

*->:_';
en ii men, t es double-flowered, \vhite-llowered and red-flowered varieties;

many d'iul.l.-||uwred varieties, originating from the European plant, have been long

in .-iiliivatioii. ! ('andolle (Syst. Nat.) distinguished the American plant from the

European oiii- by n> j>ilo>e p:'tiole> and seapes. Iii the American plant, also, the sepals

appear to be Mualler iii proportion to the sj/e of the leallets of the involucre.

Mi Millspauii'h (Kulleiin Torrey l>ot. Club. XT., p. ">.">) notices some abnormal indige-

iioii- foini> observed at liinirhamion. \.V. : (I.) Plants with deep blue sepals with a

white or liirht blue martrin. all absolutely stameiiless. (2.) Plants with pure white

llou.-i>. all ol'iheM- having nine sepals, and n-seiul)ling the flowers of A. nemoroaa.

This sp.-.-ies extends lo l-'lorida. o ( -urring there in shady woods, where however its

near ally. A nm/i/oh/i, i> not known. "
Ilepatieas are amongst those plants of which the

seed will not germinate if dried and stored, but. which will come up freely from the self-

sown seed, it' the conditions are favourable. After the flowering is over, the crown of the

plant should be sprinkled with fine peat soil, or some equivalent, until the base of the

leafstalks is i-oven-d. Into this the seeds fall, and about the time that active growth
comnienees in the parent plant in autumn, they germinate, producing a pair of leaves

simultaneously with the growth of the new leaves on the old plant. When the leaves

are fully developed, the seedlings may be removed. Some flower the next year. They
generally follow the colour of their parent, though pink seedlings occasionally come from

blue plants. More seedlings come up amongst the leaves than outside them." (Rev. C.

Wolley Dod, Gard. Chro., Feb. 16, 1884.)

2. ANEMONE ACUTILOBA, Lawson.

Resembles the preceding ; the leaves are even more symmetrical in shape
1

,
but the

lobvs or segments are elongated-tapering, gradually narrowed from below the middle to

an acute point. The involucral leaves and sepals are also more or less acute. Flowers in

May. So far as observed, intermediate forms do not occur.
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Anemone aculiloba. Lawson, Ranunc. Canad., p. 30. Watson, Bibl. Index, I., p. 3.

Maeoun, Cat., No. 18.

Hepatica Iriloba var. acuta. Pursh, Fl., p. 391. Hook., Fl. Bor.-Ara., I., p. 18. Torr. &
Gr, Fl. N. A., I., p. 16.

H. tribola ft- foliorum segmentis acutis. Hook., Fl. Bor.-Am., I., p. 9.

H Iriloba ft. acuta. Torr. & Gr, Fl. N. A., L. p. If).

H. acutiloba. DC. Prod., I., p. 22. Gray, Gen., I., p. 22, t. 5. Manual, p. 38.

Anemone Hepatica var. acuta. Bigel, Fl. Bost. ed. I., p. 135.

This is essentially an Ontarian and Northern States species, being scarce in the South

and West and quite unknown in Europe.

Longpoiut, Gananoque River, May 7, 1861, abundant
;
near Kingston Railway Depot,

2nd May, 1868 ; two miles west from Kingston Mills, 24th May, 1859. Lairson. Camden.

Dr. Dupuis. Prescott, Ottawa, etc, common in woods. B. Billings jr. Very abundant in

dry woods, Belleville. Maeoun. Artemisia, May 12. Rev. C. I. Cameron. Point Levis,

P.Q. Brunei. Common around Montreal ; abundant about Ottawa Maeoun. Northum-

berland Co., Ont. Maeoun.

The Hepatica group of Anemone (A. ILyiatica and A. acutilobn) is connected with Ihe

other species of the geuus, such as A. nemorosa, through A. angulosa, of Transylvania
DC. Syst. L, p. 217), figured in "

Gartenllora," t. 419, which has a calyx-like involucre

like the true Hepaticas, and in foliage and flowers resembles A. Apenninn. A. angu/osu

has an approximate involucre of three leaves much smaller than the sepals, which are

from 6 to 9 in number as in the Hepaticas, that is, there are two or three; whorls.

3. ANEMONE PATENS,

Whole plant covered with long silky hairs when young, losing much of the hairiness

as the parts mature. Leaves radical, from a strong root-stock, long-petioled, ternately

divided into narrow linear segments. Scape 1-flowcred. Flower large, appearing before

the leaves, involucre sessile, like the leaves, becoming distant from the flower by the elon-

gation of the upper part of the stalk. Sepals 5 (or more), large, externally velvety with

short hairs. Carpels with long plumose tails. Flowers (sepals) purplish, or of violet shades,

sometimes very pale. Petals are represented by a few very small processes like abortive-

stamens. Stamens numerous. The involucre, and that portion of the flower-stalk below

it, are densely villous, with long silky hairs ;
the upper portion of the stalk, which is very

short at first, becomes much elongated in fruit, and scarcely villous or nearly glabrous.

The flower of the Siberian plant is white, according to Linnaeus. A small form from Fort

Simpson, summer of 1853, (McTavish) has the involucre divided into linear, biit rather

broad, segments, very sparingly villous, and the sepals are almost glabrous.

Anemone patens. Linn., Sp. PI., ed. 3, p. 759. DC. Syst. Nat., L, p. 191. Regel, Fl. Ost.-

Sib., I., p. 20. Hook., Fl. Bor. Am., I., p. 4. Torr. & Gr., FL, I., p. 11. Gray, Manual, ed.

1, p. 5. Rothr., Fl. Alaska, p. 442. Provancher, Fl. Cauad., p. 6. Hook, f., Arctic PI., p.

283.

Clematis hirsulissima. Pursh, FL, II., p. 385. DC. Syst. Nat., I., p. 155.

A. Ludovidana. Nutt., Gen., II, p. 20.
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A. NaUalliaiin. DC. Syst. Nat.. I., p. 198. Richardson, in Frankl. Jour., p. 12. Nuttall,

Jour. Acacl. Phil., V., p. 158.

PHlutilla NHttalliaiu.
"
Spreng. Syst, II, p. 033." Gray, Manual, ed. 2, p. 4.

A. fifii-exens.
"
Zuce., in Regensburg Zcitung, I, p. 371."

/'. /*//, /* Wolfzanziiina. Trautv. & Meyer (exc. syn.), according to Regel.

P. patens. Gray, Gen., I, p. 18, t. 3. PI. Fendl., p. 4. Lawson, Trans. Bot. Soc.,

Edin., X.. p. :'.4i;. Kauunc. Cauad.. p. 22.

.1. ///<>-, var. NHttnlliiina. Gray, Manual, ed. 5, p. 30. Watson, Bibl. Index, p. 5.

Macoun, Cat , p. 12.

1'rofuscly in tli.- eastern prairie district ;
and more scattered in the central limestone

tra.-ts. from lat. 4."> to 07 on the Mackenzie. Richnrdson. Valleys in the Rocky Mountains.

Driiiiinionil. Doii^liis.

Fort Reliance, 0:', N. 1<>9 . JF. 7v. A'/X"-, (Back's Exped.) Cumberland House, alt.

'.ton r,-,-t. in II. May 1st. is^n. Richardson. Carlton House, lat. 52 51' N., long. 106" 13' W.,

mi lli.' eastern limits of the Saskatchewan prairie lauds, elevation above the sea about

l.lou feet. April 'I'l, 1827. in II. RirhunlsoH.

Fort Simpson, is.").",: between Fort Voucon and Lapierre House, west side of Rocky

Mountains; Ma< ken/ie Itiver, near Fort Simpson, 8th June; Fort Chipewyau, 4th and

Kith Mav. 1*01 ;
Fort Simpson, in ft.: Yukon River ;

on Anderson River and at Fort

Good Hop.'. Uocky Mountains, Van Express Tarty, spring of 1854; Athabasca River, 31st

.lulv. I^'JL'. in 11. Mi-Turifli. Lake Manitoba, June. July, 1801, iu 11. and ft. Dr. Schultz.

('vpn- Hills. '.Mil .June. iss:!. /)/. (,'. M. Dan-son. Manitoba House, Lake Manitoba, June

l^tli. ISsl.: Muani/i. Alaska. Ruthrwk.

This .-.p.-cies
extends to Xew Mexico. It is widely spread through the Russian

dominions of Northern Europe and Asia. Prof. Macoun observes that it is abundant on

drv irravfllv soil from the eastern margin of the prairie region, through the Rocky

Mountains, westward to the coast ran yes.

Sir William Hooker, in Fl. llor.-Am., remarked: "There is no difference whatever

between this American plant and the A. putens which I possess from the Russian Empire,

and from Silesia on the borders of Poland. Both are liable to vary in the breadth of the

Hetrmcnts of their leaves, and in the colour of their flowers. Mostly, however, these are

purple. The pale yellow-flowered variety from Siberia is cultivated in England. The

plant aliects sandy soils, and its blossoms appear among the earliest of the season." On

May 25, 188:!, I found it blooming brightly on dry knolls at the Crested Buttes,

Colorado. th ground covered with a few inches of snow that had fallen the night before,

but not deep enough to bury the large flowers. The recent tendency has been to regard

our American plant as essentially distinct from the European. I am still doubtful by
what characters to separate it, and have, on that account, retained the Linnamn'name. It

is a variable plant in Europe and Northern Asia. In the allied A. Halleri of Switzerland,

the divisions of the leaves and involucre are proportionately much shorter, and the flower

rather larger. P. vnlgun's of Europe has pinnatisect foliage.
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4. ANEMONE OCCIDENTALIS, Watson.

"More or less silky-villous ; stems stout, \ to \\ feet high, 1-flowered; radical leaves

large, long-petioled, biternate and pinuate, the lateral primary divisions nearly sessile, the

segments phmatifid with narrow laciniately-toothed lobes
; involucral leaves similar,

nearly sessile, about the middle of the stem
; sepals 6 or Y, six to nine lines long, white or

purplish at base ; receptacle conical, becoming much elongated, sometimes \\ in. long ;

achenes linear-oblong, the tails at length \\ in. long, reflexed." Watson.

Mr. Watson points out (Proc. Am. Acad., 1876, Vol. XL, p. 121) that this species dif-

fers from A. alpinu of Europe and the Caucasus (with which it had been long conjoined)

in its more finely and narrowly dissected leaves, which have also the primary divisions

much more shortly petiolulate, and in the lengthened receptacle (sometimes an inch and

a half long) which in the other is small and hemispherical (even in fruit). Sir "William

Hooker describes Drummond's specimens as from 6 in. to 1 J ft. high, flowers white, with

a purplish tinge at the base, heads of pericarps very large, awns long, very silky.

A. occidentalis. "Watson, Proc. Am. Acad.. XI., p. 121. Brewer & "Wats., Bot. Calif., I.,

p. 3. Watson, Bibl. Index, I., p. 443. Macoun, Cat., I., p. 11.

A. alpina. Hook., Fl.Bor.-Am., I., p. 5 (excl. syn.) Torr. & Gr., Fl. I., p. 11. Hook, f,

Arct. PL, 283 and 311, in part. Rothr., Fl. Alaska, 442. Not. of Linn., DC., Regel, &c.

Pulsatilla alpina. Lawson, Ranunc. Caiiad., p. 23 (cxcl. European synonymy).
Eastern declivity of the Rocky Mountains, lat. 52" to 55'. Dr/immond. Hitherto

unnoticed as a native of America. Hooker, Fl. Bor.-Am. (1833). Top of Rocky Mountains

and W. Summit, near Kootanie Pass, 2Gth July, 1883. Macoun. Mountains of Southern

British Columbia and Rocky Mountains, near the 49th parallel, at 6000 ft. altitude. Dr.

G. M. Dawson. Kotzebue Sound. Capt. Beechey, (Torr. & Gr.) Rothrock. Mount Shasta

and Lasseu's Peak, California. Brewer ff Watson. The indication in
"
Botany of Cali-

fornia
"

of the Gulf of St. Lawrence (if our Atlantic St. Lawrence be meant) is no doubt

an error. Mr. Watson suggests (Bot. Calif.) that the A. alpina of Arctic American collectors

is referable to this species, and I have therefore assumed that the Kotzebue Sound plant

belongs here. A. occulentalis had not been separated as a species in 18GO, when Sir

Joseph Hooker (Distr. Arc. PL, p. 311) observed that he had seen but one Arctic American

specimen of A. alpina, which was much stunted, and that it had not been found east of

the Caucasus in the Old World, though it is not uncommon in North America on both

sides of the Rocky Mountains.

5. ANEMONE BALDENSIS, Linnceus.

Leaves nearly glabrous and somewhat fleshy, ternately divided into laciuiate tripar-

tite segments, lobes linear obtuse; the involucral leaves like the others, and shortly

petiolate, multifid. Scape villous, 1-flowered. Sepals 8 10 (DC.), 6 8 (Hook.), oblong-

suboval, obtuse, spreading, somewhat villous externally, tinged with blue. The Mount
Balda Anemone.

Sec. IV., 1884. 5-
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Anemone Rildenais. Linu. Mantissa, p. 78, DC. Syst. Nat., I, p. 203. Hook., Fl. Bor.-

Am., I, p. 5. Torr. & Or., Fl. N. A., I, p. 12. Macoun, Cat. No. 8.

A. iHtiltiJidii. Watson, Bibl. Index, I, p. 4.

Arid places on the eastern summits of the Rocky Mountains, lat. 52 to 55. T Drum-

motiil. in Hook.. Fl. Bor.-Am.

This is a well-known plant in the Swiss Alps and other mountainous districts of con-

tinental Europe, hut its American record is simply that quoted above from Hooker's Flora.

Its southern European range is not in favour of its occurrence on the Rocky Mountains,

but Sir William Hooker seems to have had no doubt whatever of 1

the identity of Drum-

inond's specimens with the European plant. Watson refers them to multi/ida, and may be

correct, hut I know not on what ground.

(!. ANEMONK PAKVIFLOKA, Micltuvx.

Leave* rounded tripartite, with cuncate, crenately lobed divisions. Involucre usually
ne:ir the middle of the .tem. >f :! or 3 leaves, which are sessile or petioled. Flower solitary,

Lirir". .-epuls ">. oval, white, or the outer surface tinged with blue. Carpels in a globose,

compact, \\oolly head. Plant variable in height, from a foot to 2 or 3 inches in the sub-

arctie specimen^ In a specimen I'nun the Yukon River the involucre is close to the base,

and hid in the radical leaves, the naked llower-stalk six inches long. In Prof. Macoun's

specimen I'rom Norih Kootanie Fass. lSs:J, the root leaves are almost reniform, only slightly

iiici>cd, not dhided. involucre sessile, incisely divided into broad lobes. Hooker, Torrey
and Cray, and other botanists, give the number of sepals as C ; they are probably variable.

In all my specimens. M in numli/r, in which they can be counted, the number is 5, except
in one moii-t rous (lower from York Factory, which has 9 ligulate sepals.

-l"< >r.i. Midix, Fl. lior.-Am, I, p. 319. DC. Syst., I, p. 200. Hook., Fl.

lior-Am.. I, p. it . Torr. X- (Jr.. Fl. X. A., I, p. \ Hook, f., Arct. PI., p. 283. "PI. Bour-

sreau. -2', 1." Cray, Manual. '> ed., p. 37. Lawson, Ranunc. Canad., p. 23. Provancher, Fl.

Can., p. '.. Watson, llilil. Index. I. p. f>. Macoun, Cat. No. 7.

.Tiissieu, Ann. du Mus., Ill, t. 21, f., 3. Fersoon, Syuops. PL, II, p. 97.

Piush, Fl., II. p. 38G.

A. Imtlln. Banks in Herb. (DC).

A. hurt-nils. Richardson in Fraukl. 1st .Tour., ed. 2, App., p. 21 (a small form).

A. sylrentris, fi. ,ilh,i minor. Schrank, PL Labr., 28, (Watson).
-Mil-hum. East coast of Hudson Bay. Dr. R. Bell. Eastern primi-

tive district, central limestone tract, barren grounds, and Rocky Mountains, from lat. 45

to the Arctic Sea, lat. 70 . Rirliarekon, Drummmd, in Hook. Fl. B. A. Labrador. Piirali,

Morrison. Newfoundland. Herb. Hanks, (DC.) Kot/ebue Sound. Rothrock. Kootanie

Fass, Rocky Mountains. Dr. G. M. Dawtou. Magdalen River, St. Anne River and

Shickshock Mountains. Uas]>v, F.Q. ; Fie; River, Lake Superior ;
Bow River, near Morley,

N.W.T. Mmvun. Norih Kootanie Fass, 1883. Macoun. It becomes abundant northward
and extends to the Arc-tic Sea, lat. 70. Hook. f. Labrador and Anticosti. Pursh. Ant

cost!, S.W. Point. A. E. Verrill, 23rd July, 1861. Dartmouth River, Gaspe, found in fl.

mouth of LadyVsteps Brook, June 23, 1862, and plentiful up the river Dr. J. Bell. The
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plant is not so rare iu the Northwest, judging from specimens received from Governor

McTavfsh, which are as follows : Between Severn and Trout Lake, June
;
Mackenzie

River, 29th May, 1852
; Trout Lake, June ; between Anderson River and Fort Good Hope ;

Fort Simpson, summer of 1853
; west of Rocky Mountains, between Lapierre House and

Fort Yukon ; Athabasca River, 31st July, 1852
;
Yukon River

;
York Factory. Lake

Superior, northward and westward. Gray.

t. ANEMONK NEMOKOSA, Linnccus.

Radical leaf solitary, arising from a short, slender, horizontal rhizome, and composed
of three broad, cuneately lobed or slightly pinnatifid incisely-toothed leaflets. Flower

solitary, on a stem which is bare below, but with an involucre half way up of three

stalked leaves divided like the root leaves, the leaflets incisely toothed, the lateral ones

with large basal lobes (more usually divided into separate leaflets (compound) in English,

Scotch and German specimens, but only deeply pinnatifid in our American plant), ter-

minal leaflet of involucral leaf slightly stalked, all tin; lobes acuminate. Sepals 5 or 6,

elliptical, glabrous on both sides (bright white, sometimes tinged with pink or purple).

Carpels few, oblong, keeled, pubescent, with hooked beaks as long as the body of the

carpel. Plant sparingly hairy. The Wood Anemone. Anemone, or Wind Flower, of the

English poets.

Anemone nemorosa. Linn. Sp. Plautarum, p. 7<>2. Flora Danica, t. 549. DC'. Sysi.Nat.,

I., p. 204. Prod., I., p. 20. Continental European and English Floras. Hook., Fl. Bor.-

Am., I., p. 6. Torr. &Gray, Fl. N. Am., I, p. 12. Hook, f., Arct. PL, p. 28:1.
"
PI. Bourgeau,

254." Gray, Man., p. 38. Lawson, Raiiunc. C'anad, p. 27. Traill. C'anad. Fl., p. 81, t. 10.

Brewer & Watson, Bot. Calif., I., p. 4. AVatson, Bibl. Index, I., p. 5. Macoun, Cat. No. 9.

A. quinquefolia. Linn. Sp. PL, p. 7<>2.

A.pedata. Raf.-Schmaltz in Desv. Jour. Bot., 1808, I., p. 2:30. DC. Syst. Nat., I., p.

214. Prod., I, p. 22.

A. lancifolia. Pursh, Fl. II., p. 386. DC. Syst. Nat. I., p. 20.5. Prod. I., p. 20. Torrey,

Compend., p. 223.

A. minima, DC. Syst. Nat., I., p. 206, appears to be a diminutive form of this species

from the Alleghanies.

'Avfutovr) \fi^o3via. Theophrast. Hist., lib. 6, c. *7 ; lib. 7, c. 8, ex. Spreng. Hist. Rei.

Herb., I., p. 94.-DC.

Canada, and thence to the south end of Lake Winnipeg ;
not seen to the north of lat.

53. Richardson. Country to the eastward of the Rocky Mountains. Drummond. Westward
the Rocky Mountains. Douglas. Woods in rear of Kingston, also neighbourhood of

Toronto, and other localities in Ontario, occasional, but not common. Lawson. Common,
Port St. Francis, Q., Niagara and Maiden, Ont. Dr. P. W. Maclagan. Barlow's woods

ist from Belleville, Ont. Macoun. Gros Cap, June 15. Prof. Bell. Gaspe ;
Dunvegan

lat. 56), on Peace River
;
British Columbia ; Vancouver Island. Macoun. Dean or Salmon

liver, British Columbia. Dr. G. M. Dawson. Not uncommon in New Brunswick. Fowler,

fho has sent a specimen from Bass River, Kent. Common at the Saguenay. Provancher.
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Middle Stcwiaoke, N.S. G. G. Campbell. Newport, N.S. H. H. Bell. Mr. Baruston found

this plant common to the westward of Lake Superior, along the frontier line of the

United States, in rich alluvial soils. A form, characterized by Hooker as unusually hairy,

was found by R. King at Lake of the "Woods. (Back's Exped) In western Europe this

species is extremely common, and Regel has it from various collectors in Kamtschatka, etc.

Of the British American specimens, Sir William Hooker observes :

" Flowers white,

varying to purple, as in Europe, but the sepals are more constantly 5, and the leaves, though

ocrrasion ally as broad as with us, are usually narrower and disposed to be more com-

pound." This remark probably applies rather to the Northwest or Hudson Bay forms

than to the Ontario ones. The plant varies much in the division of the foliage, size of

parts and other rhanu-ters. Tn what may be regarded as the well-developed typical form,

the leaves are trifoliate, terminal leaflet, shortly petiolulate, rhomboidally lanceolate,

incisely lobed and toothed in the upper half, lateral leaflets nearly sessile, very deeply

divided into two lobes, the lateral lobe oblique, both incisely toothed in the upper part.

In specimens from Hudson Buy Territories (McTavish), and Dean or Salmon River, B. C., (Dr.

C!. .If. Diiii'.wn), 24th .Tune, 1*77, the involucral leaves are trifoliate, the leaflets sessile,

incisely toothed, not divided nor lobed. Specimens from Bleeker's Woods, near Belleville,

Out., (Muroiin), have compact, hairy, involucral leaves, either of five closely sessile rhom-

boidal leaflets, or of three such leaflets, with the lateral ones very deeply lobed, all the

leaflets incisely toothed, the lobes acute, not acuminate nor spinose, sepals 5, broadly oval-

oblong. A form from Oakland*, near Hamilton, May 31, 1850, (Judge Logic), has the

radical and involucral leaves of
"

distinct leaflets and corresponds to the A. quitujuefolia,

Linn., 1. c.

In our Canadian plant, the upper part of the petiole appears to be generally more

hairy than in European specimens, in which it is mostly nearly glabrous.

8. ANEMONE DET/TOIDEA, Hooker.

Slightly hairy, radical leaves long-pet ioled, from a filiform rhizome, ternate, leaflets

(and the three sessile involucral leaves), broadly oval, subdeltoid, or rhomboid, more or

less deeply trifid, acute, with a few incisions at the tips. Scape erect, slender ,8-12 inches,

with ronghish hairs. Flower solitary (as large as that of A. dicliotoma), an inch across.

Sepals 5-t5, white, oval or obovate, obtuse, spreading, nearly glabrous.
A. (If.ltoiilen. Hook., Fl. Bor.-Amer. I., p. 6, t. 3. A. (Scape with involucre and flower.)

Torr. & Gr., Fl., I., p. 13. Brewer & Watson, Bot. Calif. Macoun, Cat., No. 10.

In thick shady woods of the Columbia, near its confluence with the sea. Douglas,
Scouler, Nultall.

Salmon River, near Salmon House, Coast Range, British Columbia, 10th July, 1876.

Dr. G. M. Dawson, in Herb. Canad. Survey.

9- ANEMONE RICHARDSON:, Hooker.

Plant with long trailing runners, rooting and giving off single, trifidly or pinnati-

iidly cut, petiolate leaves
; peduncles naked below, with an involucre at the middle, of
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three trifidly-cut leaflets. Sepals 6, spreading. Whole plant with a slight, but somewhat

rough, pubescence. Carpels not numerous, compressed, glabrous, with very long deflexed

uncinate beaks.

Anemone Rii-hunhoni. Hooker, in Franklin's 1st Journal, ed. 2, App., p. 21. Fl. Bor.-

Am., I., p. 6, tab. 4, fig. A. Torr. & Gray, Fl. N. A., I., p. 13. Hook, f., Arct. PI., p. 283

and p. 311. Lawson, Ranuuc. Cunad., p. 29. "Watson, Bibl. Index, I., p. G. Macoun,

Ciit., No. 11.

A. ranunculoides, var? Ricliardson, in Franklin's 1st Journal, ed. 1, App., p. 740.

A. arctica. Fischer MSS. (Hooker.)

A. Valilii. Hornemann, Flora Danica, p. 13, t. 2170, according to Lange, (Hook, f.)

Eastern primitive district, shores of Hudson Bay ;
barren ground, Itocky Mountains,

from 55' to 68, in wet mossy ground. Richardson, Dnimmond. Unalaschka and through-

out all Siberia. Dr. Fischer, (Hooker.} Churchill, 3rd July, 1853, and York Factory.

McTavish. York Factory, August 15th, 1868. Dr. Bell. Pethemich Island, Great Slave

Lake, 27th June, 1855. Captain Rae. Koi/ebue Sound and Yukon River. Rtilhrock.

Greenland. Hook. f.

Captain Rae's specimens are smoothish, and there is an old pencil memorandum iden-

tifying them with "
a form gathered by Drummond in 1K43, Chippewa,'' the specimens of

which I had probably seen in the Edinburgh Herbarium.

Sir Wm. Hooker observes that the ripe fruit is highly curious ;
I he numerous long

slender styles, all bent downwards, have the appearance of a very coarse and shaggy head

of hair; under the microscope, the points are seen to be rolled up or uncinate in the dry

state, only slightly curved when moist.

10. ANEMONE CYLINDRICA, A. Gray.

Leaves ternately divided into cuneate segments, cut and toothed. Peduncles several,

very long and naked above, all arising from an involucre of stalked ternately divided

leaves. Sepals 5, obtuse, greenish white. Carpels in a long cylindrical head. Plant 1 or 2

feet high, shorter, more silky in foliage than the next, with more slender wiry stems and

more finely divided leaves, the inflorescence less branched, with fewer involucels. Prof.

Gray, the author of this species, observes that it often flowers after the manner of A.

Virginiana, developing involucels and secondary peduncles, and that the leaves of the

involucre are twice or thrice as many as the flower stalks.

Anemone cylindrical. Gray, Ann. Lye. N. Y., Ill, p. 221. Torr. & Gr., Fl. N. A., I, p. 13.

Torr., Fl. N. Y. S., I, p. 8. Gray, PI. Fendler., p. 4. Manual, p. 37. Lawson
:
Ranunc.

Canad., p. 25. Watson, Bibl. Index, I, p. 3. Macoun, Cat. No. 12. Lawson, Proc. Inst.

Nat. Sc. Nova Scotia, VI, pt. 1, p. 73.

Near Belleville, also Mr. Duffs farm, Kingston, August 8, 18G1
; Pittsburg, September

6, 1861 ; Delta, 1st July, 1862 ;
also Kingston Mills, all in Province of Ontario. Lawson.

Trail to Red River, 1860, and between Snake Hill and Pembina, 1862. Dr. Schultz.

Belleville, common on sandy hills. Macoun. Township of Durham. Brunei. Ottawa.

Fletcher. Extends south to Santa Fee, New Mexico. PL Fendl.

Grown by Mr. P. Jack at Bellahill, Halifax Co., from seeds collected by Mr. Howard
Stokes in the Pembina Mountain district, summer of 1880.
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11. ANEMONE VIROINIANA,

Leaves ternately divided into acuminate 3-cleft iucisely serratod segments, or leaflets.

Peduncles several, very long, all arising from an involucre of 2 or 3 petioled ternately

divided leaves. the primary or terminal peduncle naked, the secondary ones with 2-leaved

involucels, whence arise other lateral peduncles, giving the plant a branched character.

Sepals .">. 'greenish jellow or white. Carpels in an oval or oblong head, soft with white or

tawny wool. Plant 2 or '! feet high. hairy. The large heads of carpels and stalked leaves

of the involucre distinguish this species from A. dirhotoma.

.1 I'l'i-irfiiiiimi. Linn.Sp. I'L p. 7<!1. Aiton, Hort. Keweusis. Michaux, Fl. B. A., I., p.

.;i'o. IVrsoon. Synops. PI.. IF.. i>. '.'7. Pursh, FL p. fi88. DC. Syst. Nat., I., p. 208.

Pro,!.. I . p. 21. Hook . Kl. IW.-Ain., I., p. 7. t. 4. liir. B. Torr. & Gr., Fl. N. A., I., p. 13.

T..IT.. Kl. \. V. 1. p. Chapman, Kl. S. TJ. S.. p. 5. "PI. Bonrgeau, 254." Gray,

Manual Wood. C I. l!k. \ ]'!.. p. 2o:i. I,a\vsoii. lianunc. Canad., p. 25. "Watson., Bibl.

Index. I . p. <>. Mai-iiilll. Cat. No. I-'!.

.1 iii'-<ntit. M<mch. M.-th. I'l. Horl. Marl>uri>-., p. 10"). (1794.)

A't'HK'H' \'ii-'jiiiiiiiin. II'Tinaini. I'avadisiis l!ala\ us. (anno Ut',18). Tournefort, lust.

If.-i Il.-rl... I . p. 277.

. I in'iiKiiif nuili' fuiiiiKii /M'tiilix Iniiri'ii/tiiif. Gronovius, I'M. Yir<_rinica, p. !(!."). (17-39.)

.\iirnin,a Ciii-iiliniiiiiii /lust- ]/iirrn riiwriitt'. Plnkcneit, Almagestum, p. 30. (1796.)

.l.;-k'-i RiviT. Ni-\v l!nin>\vi<-k. Issj; Falls oi" Niagara, Out., Sept., 1858; Kingston,
'.'ill \ir_riM. Isi'ii; ,,n i)i.- Huiuher. near Toronto, 4th June, 18G2. LHWSIW. Common on

plain^ at Casili'tnii : 1'ari- armiinl Uelleville. Mm-oitn. Montreal, St. Catharines and

Mald.-n . />.-. /'. II". Mi'-l,ia-iiH. li.irlinuiith Uiv.-r, (laspe. July 5, 1862. Dr. Bell. Carrol's

Point. Ivist Ranilmru'. 7th July, is.V.i. /xjvV. Rocky woodlands near Brockville
; also

I'ri-M-oii uoriliwanl to (ttawa, rather ran-. B. Billings jr. Between Snake Hill River

and IVinliina. Auinist. IstiO. D*. Si-hull:. St. Joachim. Prouanclier. Mr. Barnston

spt-aks of tliis species as. in the West, rarer than .1. i/ir/iotomii, and scarcely reaching tho

Ko-ky Mountains. It extends south to South Carolina. T. ,y G. Central limestone tract,

and eastern prairie lands, as far north as lat. 55", spreading more widely in Canada than

to the northward ; on rich hanks of rivers. Richnrtlson, Drummorul, in Hook., Fl. B.-A.

Mouth of Upsalquiteh Kiver, Grand Falls of St. John, N.B. Fowler. Madeline River,

llaspe: Fort William; plains to Rocky Mountains. Macoun.

12. ANEMONE DICHOTOMA, Linnaus.

Leaves deeply cleft or divided into from 5 to t leaflets, which are cuneate, incised-

toothed. Flowers several, primary peduncle with a general involucre of three sessile

leaves, the lateral stalks with two-leaved involucels, &c. Flower 1 inch broad, sepals

obovate, white. Carpels in a hemispherical head, flat, orbicular, hairy. A handsome

free-growinir plant.

Anemone rtirhotoma. Linn. Ama?n. Aoad., I., p. 155, (1749). Sp. PI. ed. 3, I., p. 762.

Aiton f., Hort. Kew., ed. 2, III., p. 339. Pursh, Fl., p. 387. DC. Syst. Nat., I., p. 210.
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Prodromus, I., p. 21. Maximowicz, Prim. Fl. Amur., p. 18. Regel in Radde's Reisen, I., p.

17. Lawson, Trans. Bot. Soc. Edin., X., p. 346. Ranuuc. Canad., p. 24. Watson, Bibl.

Index, I., p. 3. Macoun, Cat., No. 14.

A. Penile/Inmica. Linn. Mant. II., p. 24*7 (1767). Aiton, Hort. Kew., ed. 1, II., p. 256.

Pursh. Fl., p. 387. DC. Syst. Nat., I., p. 209. Prodroraus, I., p. 21. Richardson in

Franklin's Jour., 13. Torrey, Flora New York State, I., p. 19, t. 4. Hook., Fl. Bor.-Am.,

I., p. 8, t. 3, f. B. Torr. & Gr., Fl. N. A., I., p. 14. Gray, G-en. 111., I., p. 20, t. 4. Manual,
5 ed., p. 37.

"
PI. Bourgeau, 254." Matthew, Canad. Naturalist, ser. 2, XII, p. 158.

A. Canadensis. "Linn. Syst., ed. 12, III., App. 231."

A. irregularis. "Lam. Diet., I., p. 167."

A. aconitifolia. Michaux, FL, I., p. 320. Persoon, Synops., II, p. 97.

Linnceus described as two species, A. diclwtoma, European, in 1740, and A. Pennsyl-

vanica in 1767, for which latter the only habitat given was " Canada." De Candolle pointed
out that the American Pennsylvanica was similar to the; European dic}u>toma,\>ut more slender.

Hooker found Dahurian specimens to
"
entirely accord with the American ones," but in

Fl. Bor.-Am. retained the name Pennsylvanica.

In woody and prairie tracts by the banks of rivers, from Hudson Bay io the Pacific,

and from the United States to near the mouth of the Mackenxie River ; not found in the

barren grounds. Richardson, Drummond, Douglas. Lake Winnipeg and Slave Lake. R.

King, Back's Exped. Head of Lake Winnipeg, 187!'. Prof. Bell.

Hardwood Creek, 1861, also Portsmouth, and elsewhere about Kingston, Ontario,

June 4, 1859 ; Frankville, Kitley, 5th July, 1862
;
near Toronto, 2nd June. 1862. Liin-*tui.

Carroll Point, Hamilton, 7th July, 1859. Judge Logic. Prescott, Ottawa, &<-., common
over the country. B. Billings jr. Lake Superior. Prof. Bell. Chippawa and Maiden, Out.

Dr. Madagan. Belleville, common amongst rocks along rivers. Macoun. Gaspe, banks

of Dartmouth River, June 17, July 5. Dr. J. Bell. Anticosti, July 18, 1861. Verrill.

From the Northwest, I have received specimens as follows, vix. : From Governor M<-

Tavish: Mackenzie River, above Fort Simpson, 22nd June; Saskatchewan, 19th July;
Lake Nipigon, 1853 (sepals silky) ; Mackenzie River, between Fort Simpson and Slave

Lake, 21st June, 1853. Lake Superior. From Dr. Schnltz : specimens from Fort Garry,

July and Aiigust, 1860
;
between Wild Rice River and Red Lake River, Sept. 1860; Assi-

niboine River, July, 1861, sp. No. 62. Lake Winnipeg and Slave Lake 1
. Capt. Back.

Provancher, seems to find the plant rather rare in Quebec Province. Truro, N. S. Dr.

Campbell. Along the St. John River and tributaries. Fowler. Jacket River. Lawson.

Gaspe ; valleys of the Rocky Mountains. Macoun. Restigouche. Mr. Chalmers, Fowler's

List. Jupiter River, Anticosti, Aug. 28, 1883. Macoun, in Herb. Canad. Survey. In the

States it is confined in range to "West'New England to Illinois and north westward' 1

(Gray), whilst in British America it is widely spread, extending from the Atlantic Coast

west to the Pacific, and northwards nearly or quite to the Arctic Ocean. Mr. Barnston

indicates its range thus : Throughout the extent of the British Territory eastward of

the Rocky Mountains, and even westward, though less plentifully.

Cultivated in England in 1768, by Mr. Ph. Miller, flowering in May and June. Mill.,

Diet, ed. 8, n. 7, (Hort. Kew. ed. 2).
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13. ANEMONE MULTIFIDA, Poiret.

Leaves ternately divided into cuneiform segments cleft into linear lobes. Flower

arising from a primary involucre, which consists of 2 or 3 short-stalked leaves, ^with
1 or

2 flowers from secondary involucels. Sepals from 5 to 8, oval-obtuse, half an inch long,

red, vellow, or white. Carpels in a spherical or oval, very woolly, head. Plant from 6 to

12 inches high.

Anemone mullifida. Poiret in Eneycl. Meth., Suppl., I., p. 364. DC. Syst. Nat., I., p.

20!). Prod., I., p. 20. Hook., Fl. Bor.-Am., I., p. 7. Torrey, Fl. N. Y., I., p. 9, t. 2. Gray,

Manual. "> cd., p. 37. Matthew, Canad. Nat, XII, p. 158. Lawson, Ranunc. Canad., p.

24. Brewer & Watson, Bot. Calif., I., p. 4.

A Cummnsanuinti. DC. in Deless. Icon., I., p. 4, t. It. Don, Mill, I., p. 19.

A. HiHkoninim. Richardson in Frank!. Jour., p. 13. Torr. & Gr., Fl. N. A., I., p. 13

and Supp., p. fi.'iS.

.-I. nnrrifsijlitra.
''Hook, it Arn. Eot. Beechey, 121," (Watson).

A. t'lnip-rn. Gay, Fl. Chil. (Walpers, Ann., I, 0.)

Gulf of tin- St. Lawrence. C!olifi>
:

. From the shores of Hudson Bay to the western

dei-livitv of the Rocky Mountains, and from the United States to near the shores of the

Ar.-tic Sea. common. HirhtirrlsoH, DriimmontL West side of the Rocky Mountains, near

th- source^ of the Columbia. Dung/tut, Hook., Fl. Bor. Am. Hudson Bay. Herb. Banks,

(DC. )/>/. /.' IMI. iide Mac(un. Lake Winnipeg. R. King, Back's Exped. On gravelly

bank> and river shingles, Dartmouth River, Gaspe, June 30, 1862. Dr. John Bell. Fort

(!arrv..luly. iM'il. Dr. Scluilt:. Sp. No. 1H8. The following are from Governor McTavish:

Fort Simpson. June, istjO; Xipi^-on, 18."i2; Slave Lake, 25th Jane
;
Yukon River, adjoin-

ing RusMaii Territory. near An tic- Circle: Slave Lake, June, 1860; Mackenzie River, above

Fort Simpson. June 2<>. The last mentioned specimen is a luxuriant form, referable no

doubt to//. Ifmfa>in'<iH<i, which is apparently not a permanent variety. River St. John

above Frederic!"" Grand Falls. Fowler. Gaspu; Lake Superior; Lake of the Woods
;

across the irreat plains and northwardly by Peace River to British Columbia
; Rapid City,

Manitoba. Mnnmn. Also Jupiter River, Anticosti, 28th August, 1883; Pic River, L.

Superior, 31st July, iHii'.t. Mnmnn, in Herb. Canad. Survey. Columbia Valley, B.C., 8th

July, 1883. Dr. (!. M. Dairson. in Herb. Canad. Survey. Watertown, New York State,

and on the south shore of Lake Superior. Douglas collected it near the sources of the

Columbia, on the west side of the Rocky Mountains. It likewise grows at Conception in

Chili, on the Chilian Andes, and at the Straits of Magellan.

14. ANEMONE NARCISSI FIXDIU,

Whole plant more or less villous. Leaves palinately divided into cuneate segments,

incisely cleft, lobes linear, acute. Petiole bearing an umbel of several or (in var. mownitha

DC.) one or two short-stalked white flowers. Involucral leaves sessile, 3 to 5, cleft.

Specimens from the mountains of Southern Europe are less hairy than our American

plant.

Anemone narciuiflora. Linn. Sp. PI. p. 763. Bot. Mag. t. 1120. Pttrsh., Fl. II. p.
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387. DC. Syst. Nat. I, p. 212. Prod. I, p. 23. Hook., Fl. Bor.-Am., I, p. 8. Torr. & Gr.,

Fl., I, p. 14. Wood, 01. Bk. & FL, p. 203. Lawson, Kanunc. Canad., p. 30. "Watson, Bibl.

Index, I. p. 4. Maooun, Cat. No. 16.

A. dubia. Bellardi, App. Fl. Pedem., p. 232, t. 7.

A. umbellata. Lam., Fl. Fr., not Willd. DC.

A. fasciculata. Linn. Sp. PL, I, p. 763.

North "West coast of America. Menzies. Uualaschka. Nelson. Kotzebue Sound.

Hay Sf Collie, in Capt. Beechey's collection, specimens 1-flowered. Hooker. Alaska. Roth-

rock. Alpine region of the Rocky Mountains between lat. 39' and 41\ Parry, Hall Sf

Harbour.
"
Canada," given for this species by Pursh, has not been confirmed. Newfound-

laud has been more recently cited by Mr. H. Reeks, who visited that country as an

ornithologist in 1866-68, and seems to have made an interesting collection of plants. See

London Jour. Bot., IX, p. 16. It is doubtful, however, whether the plant has ever been

found in America east of the Rocky Mountains. Sir Joseph Hooker's Arctic table shows

its range over the Northern hemisphere as follows : European Alps ;
Asia to Altai, &c. ;

Eastern Asia; Arctic America; N. W. America. (Tab. Arct. PL, p. 283.)

GENUS IV. MYOSURUS, Lmnteus.

Bentham and Hooker, Genera Plantarum, I, p. 5.

List of species :

1. M. minimus.
|

2. M. aristatus.

1. MYOSURUS MINIMUS, Linntcus.

An annual glabrous or slightly hairy herb, with a'tuft of linear leaves and 1-flowered

naked scape, 3 or 4 inches high. Receptacle slender, cylindrical, elongating by growth
as the carpels (achenes) mature, the latter numerous, oblong, blunt, arranged upon it as

an axis, so that it resembles a spike. The elongated receptacle is 1 to 2 inches in length,

varying with the vigour of the plant, and usually about half as long as the peduncle.

Myosurus minimus. Linn. Sp. PL, p. 407. DC. Syst. Nat. I, p. 230. Smith, Bab., Hook.,

&c. Torr. & Gr., FL N, A., I, p. 25. Gray, Manual, p. 44. Chapman, Fl. S. U.S., p. 6.

Lawson, Ranunc. Canad., p. 43. Watson, Bibl. Index, p. 15. Brewer & Watson, Bot. Calif.,

2 ed., I, p. 5. Macoun, Cat., No. 25.

M. Shortii. Raf. in Am. Jour. Sc., I, p. 3*79. DC. Prod., I, p. 25.

Ferry Point, opposite Belleville, Ont., 24th May, 1865 ; Vancouver Island, B.C., 7th

May, 1875. Macoun, in Herb. Canad. Survey. Tsi Tsutl Mountains, British Columbia,
19th July, 1876. Dr. G. M. Dawson, in Herb. Canad. Survey. Belleville, Out., rocky

pastures west of Albert College ; arid spots north of Cypress Hills, N.W.T. ; near Victoria,

Vancouver Island, B.C. Macoitn. Near Short Creek, Souris River, N.W.T. Dr. G. M.
Dawson.

Found in Illinois, Kentucky, Georgia, Louisiana, Arkansas, Oregon, California (wet

Sec. IV., 1884. 6.
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places iu Sacramento Valley, Harticeg ; alkaline soil near Livermore Toss, Brewer) ; also in

Asia, and in Europe from Montpellier to St. Petersburg, in lields subject to standing

water in winter; in England in "damp places in fields," (Bab.)
"
Cornfields, meadows

and pastures in a gravelly soil ; the whole plant is acrid."- -Withering.

In the plant from Tsi Tsutl Mountains, the receptacle is only one-fifth of the length

of the peduncle, and the Vancouver Island specimens are of the same form with elongated

peduncle.

Dr. Parrv. in describing the North American Desert Flora, between 32 and 42" North

latitude (Journal of I'.otany. VIII.. p. :?43-7), gives this as the only Rammeulaceous plant of

these desert tracts. The annual desert plants, whose period of growth is strictly confined

t a short and uncertain period of spring or fall rains, require for their continued preser-

vation a safe deposit for their usually minute seeds during the prolonged dry season, a

condition whieh is. in srreut measure, supplied by the porous, sandy and gravelly soil into

whieh they fall and are safely buried, not only out of the reach of climatic influences, but

also safe from the destruction of animals. Their growth is rapid and evanescent. In

stronir contrast to these are the perennial plants with their thick rhizomes or tuberous or

tap roots, whose stores enable them to resist prolonged drought, whilst the stems and

foliage of others are specially modified to check evaporation. Such modifications of plants

adaptinir them to resist rigorous climatic conditions are also well seen on the western

prairies and on the mesa or table-land around the peaks of the Ilocky Mountains of the

South.

The R/inuncvlnce<c, essentially moisture-loving plants, abound in the northern and

Arctic regions, and at all elevations on the mountains of the northern hemisphere where

there is moisture and sufficient summer heat for flowering plants. The perennial species

disappear on the desert, on the dry prairies, and on the driest parts of the mesa, where

herbaceous plants have either to give up the habit of forming thin leaf-organs or to

develop enormous rhizomes or roots to enable them to resist the unmitigated drought.

2. MYOsmus AHISTATUS, Benlham.

Resembling the preceding species in habit, small size, and general aspect, the leaves

narrowly linear, flower stalk 2 inches or more in length; receptacle in fruit oblong or

linear, 2 to 8 lines long: Jrd the length of the stalk; achenes prominently beaked, the

beak nearly as long as the achene. Specimens from Vancouver Island are three or four

inches high, nearly as large as M. minimus, but the receptacle is more slender. The
bcaked-achcncs form the prominent character of the species.

Mytsurus urisltitus. Bentharn, Lond. Jour. Bot., VI., p. 458. Watson, Bibl. Index, I., p.

15. Brewer & Watson, Bot. Calif., ed. 2, I., p. 5. Mocoun, Cat., No. 26.

M. fl/Mftj/iM. Gay, Hist. Chil., Bot., I., p 31, t. 1, f. 1. Baillon, Hist. PL, I., p. -1 :!.

Arid soil, Speuce's Bridge, B.C., 19th May, 1875; muddy places and on shingle,
Vancouver Island, B.C., 7th May, 1875; also Lytton, B.C., May 18th, 1875. Maroun in

Herb. Canad. Survey. Arid soil west of the, Elbow of the South Saskatchewan, 1879;
near Reed Lake, lat. 50' 30' N.

; long. 107 20' W.Macoun in Cat. In the shade of sage-

brush, Carson and Sierra Valleys (California) to Utah ; also Chili. B. ft W.
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GENUS V. TRAUTVETTERIA, Fischer 8f Meyer.

Fischer and Meyer, Index Si-m, 1835, p. 22. Bentham and Hooker, Genera Plauta-

rnm, I., p. 5.

1. TRAUTVETTERIA ORANDIS, Nuttall.

Stem 2 to 3 feet high. Leaves alternate, 2-3, distant, the lower long-stalked, the

upper short-stalked or sessile, thin, membranous, palmately lobcd, the lobes acuminate,

toothed, pubescent below, the veins scarcely prominent. Flowers in a nearly simple,

corymbose cyme. Carpels in a roundish head, beaked.

Trautvetteria gnin'lix. Nuttall in Torr. & Gr, Fl. N. Am., I., p. 37. "VValpers, Kep.

I., p. 60. Torrey, Rot. Wilkes, p. 213. Brewer & "Watson, Rot. Calif, .-d. 2. I., p. 425.

Aclaa pulmata. Hook., Fl. Bor.-Am., I, p. 26 (excl. syn.)

Trautvetteria pufmatti, var. occidentalis. Gray, 1'roc. Am. Acad., VIII., p. 372. Watson,

Bibl. Index, I., p. 27. Macoun, Cat., No. 72.

ActfCfi gramUx. Dietr. Syn, 3, p. 233.

Northwest coast of America. Men-zies in Herb. Hooker. Fl. Bur.-Am. Rich woods on

the Lower Fraser River, British Columbia
;
a sinirle specimen, 1H72. Mticoun in Herb.

Canad. Survey. On Mill Creek, Plumas County, Califoruia and in Oregon. Hot. Culif.

Mr. Watson observes that the T. /xihnafa of the Atlantic States (of which this has

been hitherto mostly regarded as a variety) has more coriaceous strongly veined leaves,

the cauline sessile, and the larger achenes (2 lines long or more) oblong-obovate, acute at

base, and abruptly beaked by the short style ;
he also remarks that the Japanese form

has a narrowly ovate achene, more attenuate upward into the straightish style.

GENUS VI. RANUNCULUS, Linatem.

Bentham and Hooker, Genera Plantarum, I, p. .").

Section I. BATUACHIUM, DC. Achenes transversely wrinkled. (Aquatic Herbs with

capillaceous submerged leaves. Petals white, with yellow claw, and a pit near the base.

1. R. hederaceus, var. Lobbii.

2. R. hederaceus, var. hedera>folius.

4. R. aqiiatilis, var. confervoides.

5. R. aquatilis, var. Drouetii.

3. R. aquatilis, var. longirostris.

Section II. RANUNCULUS as restricted by some authors. Achenes not wrinkled.

Mostly perennial terrestrial herbs with yellow (rarely white) petals having a small scale

at the base.

Sub-section I. Aquatic, with capillaceous leaves and yellow petals.

6. R. multifidus. 8. R. multifidus, var. y. repens.

7. R. multifidus, var. p. limosus.

Sub-section 2. Terrestrial, with fibrous roots, divided leaves, and white (or purplish

petals.)

9. R. glacialis.
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Sub-section 3. Terrestrial, with fibrous

10. R. reptans.

11. R. reptans, rar. ft. intermedius.

12. R. ambigens.

Sub-section 4. Terrestrial, with fibrous

at least the upi>er ones, petals yellow.

1"). R. abort ivus.

Hi. R. nflinis.

17. R. affinis, rnr. eardiophyllus.
IX. R. a ffin is. rnr. leiocarpus.

1! II. ovalis.

2". If. glaberrimus.
21. R. sceleratus.

-'2 R. Lapponicns.
i'3. K. hyperborcns.
Jl R. hyperboreus, rnr. )>yirm;eus

I'.'.. R nivalis.

2<'>. II. nivalis, rnr. Milphurcus.
21 R. nivalis, rar. Eschscholt/ii.

Sub-section "i. T l nv> trial, roof a I'asridi

-I" R. diiritatus.

roots, undivided leaves and yellow petals.

13. R. Cymbalaria.
14. E. Cymbalaria, var. alpinus.

roots, the leaves more or less divided or cleft,

28. R. Pallasii.

29. E. Hookeri.

30. E. acris.

31. E. repens.

52. R. repens, var. hiispidus.

33. R. oecidentalis.

4. R. Pennsylvanicus.
!."). R. recurvatus.

5i i. R. Nelsoni.

17. R. Nelsoni, rar. tenellus.

IS. R. fasicularis.

!!>. R. Imlbosxis.

ol' tubers, petals yellow (more than 5.)

1. R AMMTI.rs 1IKDKKACKUS, Vlir. JX)HBII.

Iv-< ejita.-les irlabrous. Steins elongated, floating, (i to 12 inches long; sxibmersed leaves

none, or rudimentary, resembling adventitious shoots. Floating leaves 3 to 8 lines wide,

deeply 3-lubed. truncate-cordate
J

to H in. wide, lobes equal, oval or oblong, the lateral

ones usually with a broad notch at the apex. Peduncles opposite the leaves, thicker than

the iM-tiole.s. \ to H in. loiiy;. Flower buds globose. Petals 2 or 3 times as long as the

persistent sepals. Stamens about t!
; achenes lew. (about 4), turgid, glabrous. Receptacle

rounded or flat, irlabrous.

Rnnunniliis hi/dnwlinris Isihhii. Iliern, Uatrachian Ranunculi, Jour. Hot., IX, p. 65, t. 114.

/,'. hi;l,Tiireus. var. Torrey in Report Exped. Whipple, (1857). Brewer & Watson,
lk>t. Calif, ed. 2. p. 5.

R. nqiintilix. var. Libbii. Watson, l?ibl. Index, p. 17.

R Mthii. Gray, Am. Jour. Sc., ser. 3, I, p. 476.

R. hetleraceus. Macoun, Cat. No. 27.

In a pool by the roadside nearEsquimault Harbour, Vancouver Island, 1875. Macoun.

Oregon. W. Labb, 1852, No. 249; and California, near 35th degree of lat., in 1853-4.

Bigdow, in Herb. Kew., fale Iliern, 1. c. Russian Eiver. Bolander, in Bot. Calif.

2. EANUNCULUS HEDEBACEUS, var. HEDER.EFOLIUS.
I

Differs from the preceding in growing on mud (not floating), the petals not, or scarcely,

exceeding the calyx ; leaves with 3 or 5 entire or sub-entire somewhat deltoid lobes, the
middle one projecting. Leaves sometimes opposite.
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Ranunculus hydrocharis heder&jolius. Heirn, Batr. Ranunc., Jour. Bot., IX, p. 67.

R. hederaceus. Biria, Hist., Renonc., p. 83.

R. aquatilis, var. arcticus. Durand, Kano Exp., II., p. 44*7.

R. hederaceo proximus. Giesecke, (Durand.)

Newfoundland and Rocky Mountains. Hiern. The Rocky Mountain plant with larger

flowers and more numerous stamens than in the type. Not rare in Europe. Disco and

adjacent coast, 70. Durand.

3. RANUNCULUS AQUATILIS, var. LONGIROSTRIS.

Aquatic. Receptacle hairy. Stem weak, arched, rooting copiously at the joints. Leaves

all submerged, suhsessile, (not cuneate-flabelliform), segments capillary ;
stamens 12-15.

Petals small, narrowly elliptic-ovate, faintly veined. Receptacle small, globose, hispid.

Stamens 12-15. Carpels 8-10, inflated on the peripheral side, with prominent recurved or

hooked beaks.

Ranunculus hydrocharis longirostris. lliern. Batr. Ranun., Jour. Hot., IX. p. loo, (1*71.)

R. longiroslris, Godron, Essai, f. 9. (1839.)

R. aqualilis (var. trichophyllus?). Lawson, Monogr. Ranunc. Canad., p. 42, (lxi>9.)

In running water, creeks and ponds, Grananoque River and Rideau Canal. Out.;

Yarker, Ontario, 1861. Lawson. Canada West. Druinmoitd, Mui-uini. New Mexieo. Ken-

tucky ; Columbia; Missouri
;
California. Iliern, who also refers to this form, but apparently

with some hesitation, Dr. Lyall's specimens from Tobacco Plain. Kootenay. J>. C.
; Burke's

from Rock River, Hudson Bay Territory; and Bourgeau's from Saskatchewan. Oeeurs

exclusively in North America. Hiern.

4. RANUNCULUS AQUATIUS, rar. CONFKRYOIDKS.

Aquatic. Stem filiform. Leaves submersed and dissected, subsessile, segments

capillary, weak and collapsing (when taken out of the water). Peduncles equalling the

leaves in length. Leaves, flowers and peduncles of small size. Stamens few (5-12).

Carpels short-beaked. Receptacle nearly cylindrical, hairy.

Ranunculus hydrocharis confervoides. Hiern, Batrach. Ranunc., Jour. Bot., IX.. p. 102,

(1871).

R. confervoides. Fries, Summa Veg. Scan., I., p. 139, (1840).

'Batrachium confervoides. Fries, Bot. Not. An., 1845, p. 121.

R.. paucistamineus, var. borealis. Beurl, Bot. Not., 1852, p. 156.

Lake "Winnipeg. Douglas. Washington Territory ; North of Europe ;
Iceland.

5. RANUNCULUS AQUATILTS, var. DROUETII.

Differs from the preceding var. (confervoides) in the fruit-receptacle being oblong (not

cylindrical), the stem slender but scarcely filiform, and is probably not distinct, as Mr.

Hiern indicates that in its Pacific and Cascade Mountain forms it approaches confervoides.

Ranunculus hydrocharis Drouetii. Hiern, Batr. Ranunc., Jour. Bot., IX., p. 102.

JR. Drouetii, F. Schultz.
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Balrachium Drouctii. Nyraan, Nya. Bot. Not. An. 1852, p. 98.

British Columbia (Wood) ; Lower Fraser River, Columbia (Dr. Lyall) ; Cascade Moun-

tains, U.S. (Dr. Lyall); Aleutian Isles. Hiern, 1. c. "Widely spread through Europe; also

Asia. Africa, South America.

[Vur. si'HMKRsrs, with more numerous stamens, larger, with bigger flowers and

more elongated submersed leaves, occurs at Boston, U.S., and is in all probability widely

distributed. Hiern]

;. R.vxrxcru'S .MULTIFIDUS, Fursh.

I'lani wholly or partially submersed, or creeping on wet mud. Stem rooting at the

joints. Leaves orbicular in outline, all. or the lower submerged ones, dissected into

numerous \vr\ narrow capillary, or broader linear .segments or veins, the upper or emersed

l.-avi-s Hat, rounded or somewhat ivnil'onn. lobed or deft into more or less angular lobes,

lull nut disM-cied. IVtals la riff, briifht yellow.

rt ,n,,-iiliif wiillijiiliis.
1'ursh. !'!. Am.. II.. 736 (1Slf>). ].)C. Syst. Nat., I., p. 270. Prod.,

I.p .',4 Cray. Manual. <<!. ">. p. 40. Lawson, Raminc. Canad., p. 41. Watson, Bibl.

Index. I. p. i'n. Ma., ,1111. Cat. No. L". Not II. inullifiilu*. Forsktrhl, which is an Arabian

plant (/,' /;././////. DC).

II. iliirinlilif. 1'iiifelow, 1

;
1. l!osi..e<l. I. |>.

1 '!!>. Not of Willdenow (although so quoted

by 1C I

/,' /.(>///>. lle.k \- Tracy, in Katoifs Manual, ed, 3, p. 423, (1823.)

/,' /W.V///Y. Ki.-hardson, in App. Frankl. Jour., ed. '2, p. 23, (1823). Hook., Fl. Bor.-

Am. p I.'., t 7. Torr. \- Cr. !!.. I., p. 1!. Hook, f., A ret. PL, p. 283. Chapman, Fl.

S. I'.S.. p. s. Wood. Cl. Kk. \ VI. p. L'Ut;. Kothr., Fl. Alask., p. 442.

II iM/ilii/iifuliiis Torrey. Eat. Man., ed. 4, p. 424.

11. <iii<iihil>iti*. James, ('at . 18->.

A'. Iki-kii. Don. Mill. Diet., ].. p. .'5H.

A', fluittiit*. T'rovaneher. Fl. Canadienne, p. 10, not of Lamarck.

A', rtit/iruiis. var. multifitlus. Kegel. Fl. Ost.-Sil)., I., p. 45.

Common throughout the eastern and prairie districts, from Canada to near the Arctic

Sea : never observed floating in deep water, bxit sometimes spreading over the surfaces of

sphaifiious l>oirs, more generally creeping on mud in very sheltered pools of water in

shady places : lakes and marshes about Slave Lake, Cumberland House Fort. Richardson.

And to the Kocky Mountains. Drummoiul. Extending to near the Arctic Sea. Hooker.

In ditches and muddy pools, not rare in Ontario. Sloate Lake, Sydenham, 7th

June, 1859. ; near Yarker. llth July, 1861 ; marsh between Forfar and Newboro', on the

Kidean, 4th July, 1862. Lawson. Creek in Gladford, 25th May, I860. Logie. Conway
Creek, Prescott. B. Billings jr. Maiden, abundant. Dr. P. W. Maclagan. Very abun-

dant in jxinds around Belleville, Ont. ; Cape Breton. Macoun. Windsor, Nova Scotia.

How. Kotzebue Sound. Rolhrock.
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7. KANUNCI i,i's MULTIFIDUS, rar. ft. LIMOSUS.

Creeping, partially submersed, all the leaves more or less reniform in outline, lower

ones dissected, the ultimate segments linear, upper ones palmately divided into angular

segments.

R. Purshii a. Richardson, Frankl. Jour., ed. 2, App., p. 23.

R. Purshii var. y. Hook., Fl. Bor.-Am., I., p. 15, t. 7, B., fig. 2. Torr. & G-r., Fl., I., p. 20.

R. limosut. Nuttall, in T. & G. Fl., I., p. 20.

R. radicans, ft- repens. Regel, Fl. Ost.-Siber., I., p. 45.

R. multifidus, var. ft. "Watson, Bibl. Index, I., p. 20.

Slave Lake, Cumberland House Fort, and Rocky Mountains. ])rummo>id in Hook.,

FL, 1. c. Touchwood Hills, N. W. Territory, and in pools near Stuart Lake, British

Columbia. Macoun.

8. RANUNCULUS MULTIFIDT'S, rar. y. REPENS, Watsun.

Creeping on mud, all the leaves roundish reniform, palmately divided into three or

five segments.

R. multifulus y. repens. Watson, King's Rep., V., p. 8. Bibl. Index, I., p. 20.

R. Purshii ft. Richardson, 1. r.

R. Purshii, var. d. Hook., Fl. Bor.-Am., p. 15, tab. 7. B., fig. 3. Torr. & Gr., Fl. N. Am.,

I, p. 20.

R. radicans. C. A. Meyer, in Ledebour's Fl. Altaica, II., p. 316.

JR. radicans, a. typicus. Regel, Fl. Ost.-Siber., I., p. 44.

JR. Purshii ft. terrestris (subglaber}. Ledebour, Fl. Rossica, I., p. 35.

R. Gmelini. Flora Sibirica, IV., t. 83, b.

Bear Lake. Richardson. Bay of Eschscholt/, on the western shore of extreme Art-tin

America. Cliamisso. NearFlinton, Hastings Co., Out., and on the great prairies. Macoun.

Swamps, Foot Hills of Rocky Mountains. Dr. G. M. Daicson.

9. RANUNCULUS GLACIALIS, Linnmis.

Plant 3-8 inches long, stem about 1-flowered. Radical leaves petiolate, palmately

3-parted or 3-cleft, the lobes trifid, lobules thick, and somewhat obtuse. Cauline leaves

or bracts few and sessile. Calyx covered with brownish silky hairs. Petals roundish,

emarginate at the apex, as long at the sepals, white with a purplish tinge. Achenes

compressed, margined.
Ranunculus glacialis. Linn. Sp. PI., p. 777. Biria, Hist. Renoncul, p. 34. DC. Prod.,

I., p. 30. Torr. & Gr., Fl. I., pp. 16 and 358. Hook, f., Arct. PI., pp. 283 and 31l!

Durand, PL Kane II., p. 448. Watson, Bibl. Index, I., p. 19. Macoun, Cat., No. 44 b.

R. ChaitiisKoiiis. Schlechtend. Animad., I., p. 12, t. 1.

Found in East Greenland by the earliest and by all subsequent voyagers, but never
on the Baffin Bay side till Kane's expedition, when it was brought from North Proven,
lat. 72 N. Hook: fil. Fury Beach, Elwyn Inlet, Gulf of Boothuia. Capt. A. H. Markham.
Iceland. Lindsay. Lapland, Swiss Alps, Pyrenees, Austria, Hungary.
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10. RANUNCULUS HEPTANH, Linn&us.

Stein slender, arched-procumbent, and rooting at the joints. Leaves linear, acute,

somewhat fleshy, glabrous, entire. Flowers solitary, terminal or at the joints, the flower

small, sepals spreading, obtuse. Petals small, obovate, yellow. Achenia smooth, with a

minute point.

H'lHunrnlHs re/ilim*. Linn. Sp. PI., p. 773. Fl. Dan., t. 108. Ait. f., Hort. Kew., ed. 2,

III, p. 3.M. Torr. & Gr, Fl.. T. p. 10. Gray, Man., ed. 1, p. 9. DC. Syst., I, p. 248. Lightf.,

Fl.Scotiea. lig. on title page. Withering. Arr. Br. Pits., II, p. 505. Lawson, Ranuiic. Canad.

p. 40. Wood. Cl. Bk. \- Fl. p. iMC.

/,' filijonni*. Mi.-haux. Fl., H. A.. I, p. :J20. Per.soon, Synops., II, p. 102. Pursh, Fl.,

II. p. .".HJ.

/,' r>-jit,in*. var. ft. filifitrinis. DC. Syst. Nat.. I, p. 248.

II. niiiniii/i/ii, var. r. filifnfmis. Hook., Fl. B. A., I, p. 11.

A' r/iiminul'i. var. re/itnns. Smith, Knir. Fl., Ill, p. 45, (1825). Meyer, PI., Lab., p. 96.

Gray, Man . ed. ".. p. 41. Wats. Bibl. Index. I, p. 18. Brewer & "Wats., Bot. Calif., I, p. 6.

A', riiiiiiiHuln. sub-sj). rc/ituns. Hook, f., Student's Flora, p. 6.

Islands in the St. Lawrence River, near Brockville and elsewhere on the northern

shores of tin- rppi-r St. I/iwri-nce and Lake Ontario. Lawson. N. to lat. 69. Ricluirdson.

Nic.ilet. Montreal. Wolfe Island. Dr. l\ M'. Maclngnn. Dried up ponds near Fort Wei-

linirton. Present t, and banks of St. Lawrence River, west from Brockville. B. Billings jr.

Lake Wimiipe-r and Athabaska Kivcr. ^.Ist July, 1862. McTavisk. Gravelly banks of

lakes and rivers. Nova Scotia and Coast Ranges of British Columbia; Lake Winnipeg;

sparingly amongst sand, east, side of Kiver Trent, below Heeley's Falls, Seymour, Ont.

Mtin>iiH. Lake St. Charles. I'fonii/i-hei: Labrador, Newfoundland, Iceland and Greenland.

This form is well known in northern Europe, and extends to Kamtschatka, but is not

very i-ommon. Our Canadian plant agrees perfectly with Scotch specimens (from Loch

L-v.-n) and Norwegian ones ndle -ted on th'j Dovrefeldt, 3,500 feet. Large specimens from

Braemar, Scotland, have narrowly lanceolate leaves, apparently connecting this with

Flammula. In Canada it appears to be permanently distinct.

11. RANI'XCTU'S UKPTANS, var. ft. INTERMEDIU8.

Loaves narrowly lanceolate, the upper ones linear, entire.

R. Fltimmnlii, var. inleriiuvlin. Hook., Fl. Bor.-Am., I., p. 11. Gray, Man., ed. 5, p. 41.

II. Flum in iiln. Schlechtendal, in Linn:ca., VI., p. 577.

Shore of Lake Ontario at Presqn'Ile Point, and on Toronto Island. Min-min. South

Greenland. Hook, f., Arct. PI.

12. RANUNCULUS AMBIOENS, Watson.

Stem more or less erect from a reclining base, with adventitious roots from the lower

joints. Leaves ovate-lanceolate or linear-lanceolate, narrowed at the base into short

sheathing petioles, usually glabrous and entire or slightly toothed. Carpels small, with
a subulate beak. Petals much longer than the calyx.
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Ranunculus ambigens. Watson, Bibl. Index, I., p. 16.

R. FtaiHiHiila. Pursh, Fl. N. Am., II., p. 391. Torr. & Gr, Fl. N. Am., I., p. 16. Gray,

Manual, ed. 1, p. 8. Lawson, Ranuuc. Canad., p. 40. Wood, Cl. Bk & Fl., p. 206.

R. Lingua. Pursh, Fl., p. 391 ?

R. aliaiiutfolius. Gray, Man., ed. 2, p. 8
;
ed. 5, p. 41. Chapman, Fl. S. U.S., p. 7.

Macoun, Cat. No. 30.

Southern Canada. Goldie. Wet fields and on the common at College street, Kingston,

Out. Lawson. Near Victoria, Vancouver Island. Macoun, in Herb. Canad. Survey.

Vicinity of Port Colborue, Out., McGill College Herb. Macoun.

13. RANUNCULUS CYMBALARIA, Pursh.

Humble, creeping, main stock throwing off runners, which root and become leafy

sit the joints, forming new plants. Leaves long-stalked, orbicular, somewhat cordate,

creuately notched or almost lobed. Flowers several, on a leafless slalk a few inches

high, with one or two distant bracts. Carpels very numerous, with short beaks, forming
an oblong or round head.

Ranunculus Cymbalaria. Pursh, Fl. Am., II., p. :)92. DC. Syst. Nat., I., p. 252. Prod.,

I, p. 33. Hook., Fl. Bor.-Am., I., p. 11. Torr. & G-r., Fl. N. Am, I., p. 17. Tonvy, Fl. N. Y,

I., p. 12. Gray, PI. Wright., II., p. 8. Manual, ed. 5, p. 41. Provancher, Fl. Canad, p. !>.

Hook. f. & Thomson, Fl. Indica, I, p. 31. Walpcrs, Ann, IV, p. IS. Hook f. A ret. PI,

p. 283. Lawson, Ranunc. Canad, p. 40. Watson, Bibl. Index, I, p. 18. Macoun, Cat.

No. 32. Hance, Lond. Jour. Bot, XXI, p. 2D6. Brewer & Watson, Bot. Calif, ed. 2, I, p.

7. Regel, Fl. Ost.-Sibir, I, p. 42.

A number of forms occur in Northern Europe and Asia and on the Rocky Mountains,

whose relations to R. Cymbalaria appear to be still imperfectly understood, and I have

therefore refrained from quoting synonyms which it has been customary to refer here.

R. salsuginosus of Pallas was regarded by the elder Hooker as identical with this species,

but not De Candolle's plant of the same name. In the Flora Indica, Hooker and Thomson

now identify with it De Candolle's plant also. R. salsuginosus of Wallich is referred to

R. pulchellus, C. A. Meyer, and R. salsuginosus, Don, in Royle 111, to R. lobatus, Jacquem.
On the other hand, I infer from remarks in Plantue Feudleriano1

,
that Gray regarded

R. Cymbalaria, Pursh, R. tridentatus, HBK, and R. salsuginosus, Pallas, as three well-

marked species. And yet, in the Bibliographical Index, Watson, who may be regarded
as representing Cambridge views, quotes, as synonyms of R. Cymbalaria, tridentatus, HBK,
salsuginosus, Pallas, sarmentosus, Adams, and halophilus, Schlechtendal, to which Hook. &
Th. add plantaginifolius, Murray.

Gaspe, at the mouth of the Dartmouth River, in situations nearly as low as Gaspe

Bay, July 15, leaves sometimes floating. Dr. J. Bell. Windsor, N.S. Prof. How. Anticosti,

July 5, 1861. Verrill. Hudson Bay Country, McTavish. York Factory ;
also Slave Lake-

25th July. McTavish. Lake Winnipeg. Barnston. Fredericton. Dr. Robb. New Bruns,

wick, Gulf shore. Rev. J. Fowler. Bay of Fundy. Matthews. St. Joachim, Rimouski.

Provancher. Musquodoboit River, Halifax County, 25th June, 18*78. Dr. W. H. Lindsay.

Sec. IV., 1884. 7.
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Bedford Basin. Lawson. Lake Winnipeg. .R. King, in Back's Expedition. Common in

moist shady places, from Canada to near the Arctic Sea, lat. 68", and from Hudson Bay

to the summits of the Rocky Mountains. Richardson, Goldie, ]),>n^l,nt, Drummond,

Morrison Hook., Fl. Bor.-Am. Beauharnois and Montreal, P.Q., McGill College Herb.

Macoun. On mud flats along the Ottawa at Thurso, P.Q. Fletcher. Along the Ottawa

River at Beauharnois, P.Q. From Hudson Bay to near the Arctic Sea, in lat. 63.

Richardson. New Brunswick Fowler. Sea shores and margins of salt ponds in the prai-

rie region and interior of British Columbia; Gaspe, P.Q. ;
Fort "William, Lake Superior.

MIICOIIH. Pacific coast. Dr. ('. .V. Dincson.

South Greenland. Hook., Arct. PI.

First d< tected by Pursh near the salt works of Onondaga, New York State. It grows

at Lon<r Island and Salem. Mass. Gray gives its distribution in the Eastern United

States ilms: "Sandy shores from New Jersey northward, and along the great lakes to

Illinois ami wesiwar.l ;
also at salt springs." Salt plains of the Platte. James. Banks of

the Oregon and neighbouring streams, as well as on the contiguous coast of the Pacific.

Niiltnll. Turkestan. May. isxi. Mi'sny. (Hance.)

II UAM Noru s CY.MH.U..\IU.Y rar. ft. ALPINUS, Hooker.

Smaller, leaves elliptical orobloim-. .".-toothed at the apex, achenia broader and shorter,

in a irl->bos-' head. /.'. huln/iliH/is. Sdilecht. It. Cymbularia, /3. alpinus. Hook., Fl. B.-A.

Near the sunimit of the K'ocky Mountains, between lat. 52" and 55. Drummond,

Mnnn<n. Salt lake. Antieosti. Ann'iist. 11, 1Ss:j. Mai-oim, in Herb. Canad. Survey. Occurs

also in Kaiutsrhatka (Flora Osi-Sibirien )

15. RANUNCULUS AUOHTIVUS, Linnicus.

Radical leaves petiolate, roundish or kidney-shaped, more or less crenate, smooth and

shininir, those of the stein very shortly stalked or sessile, and divided or parted into

oblong, cuncate or broadly linear divisions. Petals shorter than the sepals. Carpels in

erlolio.se heads, inflated, with small curved beaks.

Ranunculus abort icus. Linn. Sp. PI., p. 770. Willd., Sp. PI., II, p. 1314. Pursh, Fl., II.,

p. 392. DC. Syst. Nat., I, p. 208. Prod. I, p. 34. Hook., Fl. Bor.-Am., I, p. 14, in part,

Torr. & Gr., Fl. N. Am., I, p. lit. Torrey, Fl. N.Y., I, p. 13. Gray, Manual, cd. 5, p. 42.

Chapman, Fl. S. U.S., p. 7. Wood, Cl. Bk. & Fl., p. 206. Lawson, Ranunc. Canad., p. 37.

Watson, Bibl. Index, I, p. 15. Macoun, Cat. No. 37.

R. auricomus var. Biria, Hist. Renonc., 39.

Abundant about the City of Kingston, Ont., and surrounding country, in pastures and

woods
;
Indian Island, Bay of Quinte, 5th June, 1862 ; Sloate Lake, Sydenham, 7th Jun

1869 ; Kingston Mills, 24th May, 1859 ; grounds of Rideau Hall, Ottawa, 24th May, 188

Lawson. Portland, July, I860. Dr. Dupuis. Fort Garry, July 1861. Dr. Schullz, sp.

No. 180. Nicolet, Montreal, Kingston and Maiden. Dr. P. W. Maclagan. Belleville,

abundant in low wet places ; Peace River ; British Columbia. Macoun. Common in

Caledon. Cameron. Roadside, Hamilton. Logie. Lake Winnipeg. Barnston. Lac St.
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Jean, also St. Joachim. Provancher. Belceil. Dr. J. Sell. Bass River, Kent, N. B.

Fowler. Prescott district, common. B. Billings jr. Osnabruck and Prescott Junction, 20th

May, 1859. Epstein. Gaspe, Douglastown and North Fork of Dartmouth River, June 18,

1862. Dr. /. Bell. Auticosti, June 25, 1861; Newfoundland. Verrill. Hudson Bay
Territories. McTavish. Pictou, N.S. A. H. McKay. Canada ; and to lat. 57 ; central

limestone and prairie districts, and eastern declivities of the Rocky Mountains.

Richardson, Drummond, Mrs. Percival, Todd. Newfoundland. Cormack, (Hooker.)

In open exposed situations the stem is short and stout, the leaves are thick with short

petioles, and the plant rises to a height of from 3 to 7 or 8 inches
;
in woods and shaded

situations the whole plant is more delicate, the stem elongated and lax, the leaves thin

and of a paler bright green, with longer petioles, the radical ones few in number, and

the slender stem rises to a height of from 12 to 18 inches. Although described by

Gray (in Miiuual) as
"
glabrous and very smooth," this species is usually slightly hairy,

or has at least hair points. I have not seen the var. micranthus, which is described as

pubescent.

16. RANUNCULUS AFFINIS, R. Brown.

Radical leaves loug-petioled, more or less cuneate at the base, podately divided or

lobed, cauline ones sub-sessile, digitate, being divided to the base into long narrow linear

segments. Stem erect, 1, 2, or several-flowered, and, with the calyx, more or less pubescent,

fruit an oblong-cylindrical head of achciies with recurved beaks. Plant usually more or

less pubescent, especially on the pedicels and calyx. Carpels usually but not always hairy.

Ranunculus qffinis. R. Brown in Parry's 1st Voy., App., p. 265. Richardson, in

Frankl. Jour., ed. 2, p. 2:3. Hook., in Parry's 2d Voy., App., p. 384. Fl. Bor.-Am., p. 12,

t. 6 f. A. Graham, in Edin. Phil. Jour., 1829, p. 187. Torr. & Gr., Fl. N. Am., I., p. 18.

Gray, PI. Fendl., p. 4. PI. Wright., II., p. 8. Watson, Bibl. Index, p. 1.3. Macoun, Cat.,

No. 34.

R. arcticus. Richardson, in Frankl. 1st Jour., ed. 1., App., p. 741.

R. auricomus. Hooker, Back's Exped., 1836, p. 523. Hook, f., Distr. Arct. Pts., pp.

283 and 312. Not auricomus of Linn, and European botanists.

R. auricomus, var. affinis. Lawson, Ranuuc. Canad., p. 37.

The following references in Watson's Index appear to be somewhat doubtful or

obscure : R. pedatifidus, Schlechtendal. R. amccnm, Ledebour. R. cccspitosus, Wallich.

Cape Mulgrave, in N. W. America. Lay Collie. (Beechey.) Melville Islands.

Parry. Shores of the Arctic Sea, between long. 107 and 159'. Richardson, Fran/elm,

Back, Drummond, (Hooker.) Churchill, 3rd July, 1853, a small specimen. McTavish.

Kotzebue Sound. Hooker. Lake Winnipeg. Barnston. Slave Lake, Thlew-ee-choh

and Athabasca. King, (Back's Exped., 1833-4.) Abundant west of Moose Mountain,
N. W. T.

; Quesuel, British Columbia. Macoun. Lake of the Woods and Traders

Road, north of Woody Mountain, N. W. T. Dr. G. M. Daivson. Disco
;

east shore

of Baffin Bay (west coast of Greenland), 69' 15'. Extreme north and south limits

observed on the West Shore (Grinnell Land) : 82
3

27' : 81 42'. Hart, Brit. Pol. Exped.,

1876. Swift Rudder Bay and Flceberg Beach. Dr. Moss, (Hart.) East Greenland,
"
north coast." Buchanan. Cumberland Gulf, Davis Strait. Taylor,
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The plant having been much confounded with the R. aitriromus of Europe, it is dif-

ficult to trace its distribution. In some of its forms it runs down the mountains into

New Mexico, as appears from Parry and Fendler's collections. I have gathered it on

the mesa around the Colorado peaks.

R. auricomns of Europe has three distinct sets of leaves, viz. : 1. Radical leaves, which

are long petioled. renilbrm, three-lobed or -partite. 2. Lower cauline leaves, which are

shortly petiuled. pedately divided into broad lobes. 3. Upper cauline leaves, which are

sessile and embracing, disritately divided into slender linear lobes. The whole plant is

nearly irlabrous, of a vivid green colour like the sylvestral form of R. aborlivus, the calyx
is only sliuhtly hairy, and the achenes are in a globose head. It grows in warm sheltered

woods, never in exposed situations, and does not extend far north, nor to very great

elevations. R. n(/i>ii*. on the contrary, is conspicuously arctic and alpine in its range.

IT. liANfxcTLrs AKKIMS, rar. CAKDiopHYLLUS, Gray.

Kobust mid roughly hairy ; radical leaves rounded-cordate with the base rather

deeply emarginatc, undivided or many-cleft, crenate ; cauline ones palmately cleft into

linear in.-jscly crciiale lobes: sepals spreading, half the length of the petals; head of

achelles ohlo||<_r.

Rununrtiluf, //////.<. var. carduiphyUus, (I ray. 1'roc. Am. Acad., 1863, p. 56. Wats.,
Index. I. p. li;. Macouii. Cat. under \o. .'!4.

/'/////,/////. Hook., Fl. Bor.-Am. I, p. 14, t. 5. lk>t. Mag., t. 2999. Torr. & Gr.,

Fl., I. p. is.

In the central prairie and limestone districts. Richardson, Drummond. Alpine prairies
in the Rocky Mountains. Druuimonr/, (Hooker.) Vicinity of Morley, Bow River, seven
miles uorth-west of Edmonton. Mucoun.

1*. IxAxr.\cTLrs AKFIMS, var. I.EIOCARPUH, Travtretter.

Radical leaves divided, the lobes oblong-lanceolate or linear-lanceolate, entire or

incisely dentate. Stein leafy.

RHHunculus <iffinis, var. leiararpiis. Trautvetter, in PI. Schrenk., p. 71. Regel, Fl. Ostsib.,

I, p. 45. "Watson, Index, p. 16. Macoun, Cat., under No. 34.

R. fi&hitifiiiuis. of Sin.. DC., Ledeb., Trautv. & Meyer, and Turcz., according to Regel,
Fl. Ostsibir., I, ]>. 46.

Top of Mount Albert 4,000 ft.; Shickshock Mountains, Gaspe. Macoun, in Herb.
Canad. Survey. Table Top Mountain, Gaspe, July 30, 1883. Porter, in Herb. Canad.

Survey.

19. RANUNCULUS OVALIS, Rafinesque.

Stem very short, rising from 5 or 6 inches in flower and frait. Leaves mostly radical,

ovate or obovate, more or less rhombic or sagittate, long petioled, toothed, those on the
tern nearly sessile, lobed or parted, the upper ones into linear segments. Flowers large.
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Carpels globose, with very miniate beaks, in round heads. Whole plant pale green, with

soft hairs.

Ritiiii in-iila* am/is. Kalinesque-Schmalt/, Jour. Bot., II., p. 268. (1814.) DC. Syst. Nat.,

I., p. 302. (1818.) Prodromus, I., p. 43. Graham, Edin . Phil. Jour., 1829, p. 188. Poiret,

Supp., V., p. 778. Don, Mill Diet., I., p. 33. Hook., Fl. Bor.-Am., I., p. 12, t. 6., f. B.

Torr. & Gr., Fl. N. Am., I., p. 18. Walpers, Rep., I., p. 42. Dietr. Syn. III., p. 318.

R. rhomboideus. Goldie, in Edin. Phil. .Tour.,VI., p. 329, t. 11, f. 1. (1822.) Richardson,
in Frankl. Jour., p. 13. Hook., Fl. Bor.-Am., I., p. 12. Torr. & Gr., I, Fl. N. Am., I., p.

18. Gray, Man., ed. 5, p. 42. Lawson, Ranunr. Canad., p. 36. Macoun, Cat., No. 33.

R. brevicaulis. Hook., Fl. Bor.-Am., I., p. 13, 1. 7, f. A. (183:}.) Loud. Jour. Bot., 1st

Series, VI., p. 66. Torr. & Gr., Fl., I., p. 18.

Lake Simcoe, Out. Goldie. In the central limestone and prairie districts from

Canada to lat. 57'. Common in the western parts of Canada (Ontario). Richardson.

Alpine prairies among the Rocky Mountains, and about Carlton House, lat. 52' and

55 (R. ovalis.) Drummond, in Hook., Fl. B.-A. Shores of Lake Huron (R. breviaiulis).

Richardson, Drummond, in Hook., Fl. B.-A. Sandhills on the banks of the Humber, near

Toronto, Out., 4th June, 1862, plentiful. Lawson. Sandy plains near Castleton
;
also at

Murray Town hall. Macoun. Lake Winnipeg. Barnston. Near Montreal. Dr. Holmes.

Sand hills near Trenton and Rice Lake Plains, Out.; Lake of the Woods, and on the

western plains. Macoun. Near London, Out. Saitiidcrs. Sandy plains of the Riviere

aux Sables, Lambton Co., Out. Gibson. Red River Prairie and IVmbina Mountain. Dr.

G. M. Dawsoti, (Macoun).

20. RANUNCULUS OLABERRIMUS, Hooker.

Plant succulent and glabrous. Stem 4 to 7 inches hig-h. Root a fascicle of long

fleshy fibres. Leaves broadly oval-oblong, cuneate at the base, or more or less elliptical,

entire or bluntly toothed at the apex, the upper bracteal ones cleft into 3 linear lobes.

Sepals oval, not reflexed, half the length of the petals. Petals oval, yellow, 3 to 4 lines

long. Achenes turgid, smooth, with a short curved beak, in globular heads.

Ranunculus glaberrimns. Hook., Fl. Bor.-Am., I, p. 12, t. 5, f. A. Torr. & Gr., Fl. N.

Am., I, pp. 19 and 658. Brewer & Watson, Bot. Calif, ed. 2, 1, p. 7. Watson, Bibl. Index,

I, p. 19. Macoun, Cat. No. 35.

Common on the mountains around the Kettle Falls (of the Columbia), and on the

Rocky Mountains, near the limits of perpetual snow. Douglas, in Hook., Fl. B.-A. NVar

Lake La Haehe, and above Boston Bar, B. C., 27th July, 1875. Mucoun, in Herb. Canad.

Survey. Wallawallah River, &c. Nuttall. In the Snake country, along Snake or Lewis

River. Tolmie. Washoe Mountains (Anderson) and northward in sub-alpine situations to

Oregon and Idaho. Bot. Calif.

21. RANUNCULUS SCELERATUS, lannccus.

Root fibrous. Stem thick and hollow (1 foot high). Leaves somewhat fleshy, smooth

and glossy, the radical and lower cauline ones stalked, three-lobed or three-parted,

rounded, the segments blunt, creuate, upper leaves sessile, trifid, the lobes linear, entire
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or incise-dentate. Sepals reflexed. Petals scarcely longer than the sepals. Carpels

slightly wrinkled. Juice acrid. Annual or biennial. Celery-leaved Crowfoot.
"

Ranunculus scelerntus. Linn. Sp. PI., p. 776. Fl. Dan., t. 871. Engl. Bot., t. 681.

Biria. K.-nonc., 41. Willd., Sp. PI., II., p. 1815. Sc-hlecht., Animad. Eanunc. II., p. 10.

Hook., Fl. Scot., p. 174. Wither., Arr. Br. Pts., II., p. 505. Elliot, S. Carol., II., p. 59.

Ughtfoot, Fl. Scot., ed. 2, I., p. 201. Pursh, Fl. Am., II., p. 393. DC. Syst. Nat., I., p.

2'.8. Trod., T., p. 34. Smith, Entr. Fl., III., p. 48. Richardson, in Franklin's .Tour., p. 14.

HiH,k.. Fl. Itor.-Am.. I., p. I-"-. Torr. & Gr., Fl. N. Am., I., p. 19. Torrey, Fl. N. Y., I, p. 13.

Chapman. Fl. S. T.S., p. S. Hook, f'.,
Arct. PI., p. 283. Student's Fl. Brit., p. 7. Gray,

Man.. ed. ">. p. 4-'. Lawson. llanunc. Canad., p. 38. "Watson, Bibl. Index, I., p. 24.

Maconn. Cat.. Xc. 3S.

Jl.rh.i si-rlrr<itn. Apulcius, (Paris, lf>28). Ment/elius, Index Multiling., p. 257, (1682).

;////; S//v/<w. Guilandinus, (Padua, 1558).

Afiiia/i ii'/it'i/ii'/iw. Trains, (Stnisburg, l">f>2).

.

/iiiliinfi-ia iijtiij'olio
lin-ia. C. Bauhin, (1671).

risiis (ni'io //.>, Hal.) .T. Bauhin, (ll>50).

Flooded Lr ra\clly banks c>!' rivers from Canada to lat. 67. Riclwrdson, Douglas,

Dm in mi >iu I. Sill's of ditch, s and wet places, Cataraqui Creek and other bays along the

shore ul |,:ike < >ntario. and alonir the course of streams running into that Lake. Lawson.

St. Catherines and Maiden. Dr. I'. IT. Mnclnguii. Belocil Mountain. Dr. John Bell.

Dili lie> annual llelleville. euiniiion ; (!asi>e; Point Levis, P. Q. Macoun. Rainy Lake and

Slave Lake. Cujil. Jim-/,-. Lake Winnipt'tr. JiarnstoH. York Factory. McTavish. Common

about Hamilton. Loi;>V. Montreal. Jfrrh. MrUill Coll. Great plains by Peace River to

Briti>li Columbia. Mnnnni. St. Stephen, Shediae and River Charles, N.B. Fowler.

Sir Joseph Hooker ^ives Ihe distribution of this species as:
"
Europe (Arctic), N. Asia,

N. India to r.eii'j;al ;
int nxliu -ed in America, itc.'' There appears, however, to be no good

reason to doubt its bi'inir indigenous in America, where it is widely spread throughout

Uritish Anierii a and the I'nited States, from the Atlantic to the Pacific, both in coast dis-

trii ts and on the plains of the interior, from lat. (i7
J

in the north, south to S. Carolina and

the Platte River.

The Kntrlish vernacular name of this plant has not been followed by American

authors. It is given as the "
Celery-leaved Crowfoot

"
in the following English works :

AVitherintr's Arrangement of British Plants, Light foot's Flora Scotica, Smith's English

Flora. Hooker's British Flora, Hull's British Flora, Hooker and Arnott's British Flora,

Babinirtou's Manual of British Botany, and no doubt in many other books. The Society

of Botanists at Litchlield. in 17*2, undertook to give an exact literal rendering in English
of the Ixitin

"
fti/slnna Vegetabilium" of Linnaeus, in which they had the assistance of a

large number of eminent authorities, including Dr. Samuel Johnson. In this work,

instead of giving the vernacular English names of the plants, the method was adopted

generally of substituting for them English words as nearly equivalent as possible to the

Latin Linnwan "
t rival," or specific names. Ranunculus scelcrattis thus became the

'

Bum-fvi

Ranunculus." London, who in his publications took great pains to popularize Natural

History, by the use of English names, rendered it the "Hurtful Crowfoot." Gray, prob-

ably thinking that his predecessors had not hit upon the true rendering of
"
sceleratu

called our plant, with American frankness, the "
Cursed Crowfoot." He is followed
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Abbe Provaucher, who, in
"
Flore Canadienne," repeats :

" Eenoncule sctlerate, Cursed Crow-

foot." Macoun evidently thought the epithets had waxed strong enough for a plant that

was not known to have done harm, for in his Catalogue we find it standing simply as

the " Noxious Buttercup." Probably the true English rendering of the name would be

the "Blistering" or "Biting" Buttercup, or Crowfoot, as the " Herba scelerata" no doubt

originally obtained that ancient name on account of its supremely acrid taste and blister-

ing properties. Hudson (Fl. Angl.) quotes
" Ranunculus palustris Herba "

as an article; of

pharmacy. Pennant, in 1772, (Tour in Scotland, II., p. 4-3) wrote that the, Water Ranun-
culus is used instead of Cantharides to raise blisters." Lightfoot (1. c.) says :

" The whole

plant has a most acrimonious quality ;
if bruised and laid upon any part of the body it

will in a few hours raise a blister. Strolling beggars have been known sometimes

purposely to make sores with it, in order the more readily to move compassion.'' Other

early Floras and Herbals give similar testimony. The word, si-elerntus. is used in the

sense of
"
sharp," "hot,"

"
acrid

"
to the taste. Plautus has "

leritur sinapis sceleraia,"-

the mustard is being ground. Also in the sense of "
noxious," deadly,'' by Pliny :

"
sceleratissimi serpentium," the deadliest serpents. It is doubtful whether the formation

of so-called English names for plants by translation of their botanical names is of any real

benefit. It is otherwise with vernacular names in actual use, by the people of the countries

in which the plants grow; these arc of real importance, not in a botanical point of view

only, but in relation to language, history and anthropology. In the case of the present

plant, we have a good well-used English name in the li

Celery-leaved Crowfoot." which

may very well displace all others. Rousseau defended Linmcus for usini; Latin words not

iu Cicero's works, by saying that they might, have been had Cicero written a system of

botany. So Dr. Johnson and the other Litchfield authorities miyht have been careful to

preserve the vernacular plant-names if they had been compiling an English Dictionary
instead of aiming at a literal translation of a concise Latin book.

22. RANUNCULUS LAPPONICUS,

Leaves glabrous, the radical ones few, long-petioled, tripartite, the lobes dilated,

obtuse, coarsely toothed
; scape 1-flowered, usually naked, longer than the leaves : calyx of

3 reflected sepals.

Ranunculus Lapponicus. Linn. Sp. PI., p. 778. Smith, in Fl. Lapponica, ed. 2. p. 104,

t. 3, f. 4. DC. Syst. Nat. I., p. 271. Prod., I., p. 35. Hook., Parry's 3rd Voy. App., p. 121.

Fl. Bor.-Am., I., p. 16. Hook. & Am., Bot. Beechey, p. 121. Fl. Dan., t. 2202. Persoon,

Synops., II., p. 104, No. 42.

Mossy woods in the eastern and central districts, and from lat. 50 to the Arctic Sea.

Mountain swamps, eastern declivity of the Rocky Mountains, lat. 52 to 57. Dntmmorul.

Whale Islands in the Arctic Sea. Lieut. Ross. A rare plant, being very alpine or very
Arctic. Hooker. Mossy swamps along the base of the Porcupine Mountains, Manitoba ;

swamp near St. Albert at Edmonton, N. W. T. ; swamps along Little Stone Lake, N. W. T. ;

and in numerous swamps in northern British Columbia. Macoun. Kotzebue Sound.

Rothrock. Prince Arthur's Landing, Thunder Bay. Rev. J. K. McMorine, (Macoun.)
Near McLeod Lake, British Columbia, 22nd June, 1875. Macoun, in Herb. Canad.

Survey. East shore of Baffin Bay (west coast of Greenland), extreme north and south
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limits observed : 72' 20' : 69 15'. Hurt, Brit. Polar Expel., 1875-6. Jacobshavn, Disco

Bay, Greenland^ 18(57. Bnnon. Iceland, I860. Dr. W. L. Lintlsay. This species inhabits

all Sir Joseph Hooker's five Arctic Areas, but does not attain the highest latitudes.

I-]. RANUNCULUS HYPERBOREUS, Rottbtill.

Stem filiform, creeping. Leaves petioled, trin'd; lobes oblong-oval, divaricate, the

lateral ones somewhat 2-cleft, the middle one entire, the short petioles sheathing at the

base, the sheaths aurirled by two stipule-like dilatations. Petals 1-flowered, flower

small, sepals ivllexed. petals yellow, shorter than the sepals. Heads of achenes globose,

or ovate I'laiit glabrous or somewhat pubescent.

Ilnniinnilns lii//,i-r(> (>mis. Rottboll, Act. Haf'ni;e, X., p. 458, t. 4, fig. 16. (1770.) Fl.

Danica, t. :'-.:i. (Trimen. Jour. Bot.. XVIII., p. 278.) Retzius, Trod. Fl. Scand., n. 691. DC.

Syst. Nat. I. p. -J7:i. 1'rod., I., p. '''>. Brown, Parry's 1st Voy., p. 243. Hook, Parry's

i!nd Voy., A pp.. p. -1 : -rd Voy., App., p. L)(.. Fl. Bor.-Am., I., p. 16. Torr. & Gr., Fl. N.

Am.. I p. 2i. Hook I. \ Thorns , Fl. Indica, I., p. :!2. Walp. Ann., IV., p. 19. Hook, f.,

A ret. I'l.. pp. I's:! and 312.

]! AIIIIIKI/II. (runner. Fl. Norvegica, Xo. S2fi. (1772.)

Marshes iii the Ko.-ky Mountains, hit. 52' to 57 '. Drummuntf, in Hook., Fl. Bor.-Am.

In Greenland, west eoast, hit. tin l.V to 72 4S'. Disco and Upernavik. In very wet

ground near Upernavik Settlement this plant is very common. Hart, Brit. Polar Exped.,

1*75-';. Jaeohshavn and Akatont, Disco l>ay, Greenland, 1807. Hnnon. Iceland, 1860.

/>/ II". /. /,///</>'*//. Norway. Lapland. Siberia. Spitsbergen. Himalayas. Arctic

Areas oi' Kurope, Asia and Greenland. Ilixik. fit.

Sir Joseph Hooker observes that he has seen no Arctic American specimen of this

plant ; all so < ailed he thinks referable to iiyguucHx. Outl. Distr. Arct. PI., p. 312.

24. RAWNCULUM HYPKKHORKUS, vur. PYOM.EUS, Wuhlenberg.

Stem erect, without creeping llagella. Radical leaves petiolate, cauline ones sessile.

Stem 1 -flowered. Sepals somewhat rellexed, glabrous or slightly hairy. A very small

glabrous plant, with the habit of Saxifrag'u rivulari*, and intermediate between R. hyper-
Itorevx and ninilis. DC.

Rtiniiiictihts iiysfttttciis. Wahleuberg, Fl. Lapponica, n. 286, t. 8, f. 1. Pursh, FL, II., p.
393. DC. Syst. Nat., L. p. m Hook., Fl. Bor.-Am., I., p. 16. Torr. & Gray, Fl. N. Am.,

, p. 20. Regel, Fl. Ost-Sib., I, p. 46. Hook f., Arct. PL, pp. 283 and 312. Lawson,
Ranunc. Cauad, p. 39. Watson, Bibl. Index, L, p. 22. Macoun, Cat. No. 40. Brown
Camp., Fl. Discoana, p. 447.

R. nivalis, ft. Linn. Sp. Plautarum. p. 778.

R. niwilis pyxnucus. Fl. Lapp., p. 232, t. 3, f. 3.

R. Sibinii. R. Br., in Parry's 1st Voy. App, p. 244. Hook. Fl. Bor.-Am, I, p. 17.
Torr. & Or, Fl. N. Am, I, p. 20. Dnrand, Kane Exp, p. 185.

kyperboreu*. Hook. f. & Thomson, Fl. Indica, I, p. 32. Walpers, Annales, IV, p. 19.

Moist grassy places on the high parts of the Rocky Mountains, in lat. W.DntmnK.n'i.
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Arctic Sea coast between 170
3

and 140\ Richardson. About Behriug Strait on Chamisso

Island, and that of St. Lawrence. Chamisso. Melville Island. Parry. Shores of the

Arctic Sea, between Mackenzie lliver 'and Coppermine River. Richardson. Labrador.

P/n-sh. Top of Mount Selwyn, Peace River Pass, lat. 56". Macoun. Rocky Mountains

near the 49th parallel, 6000 ft. Dr. G. M. Dawson. Akatont, Jacobshavn, Christianshaab,

Illartlek, and Claushavn, Disco Bay, 1867. Brown. Kotzebue Sound. Hook. Sf Arnolt,

Bot. Beechey. Rothrock. East shore of Baffin Bay (west coast of Greenland), extreme

north and south limits observed : lat. 72 48' : 69 15'
; especially common at Upernavick.

Hart, British Polar Expedition, 1875-6. Unalaschka. Spitzbergen. Scandinavia. The

Tyrol. This is one of Sir Joseph Hooker's " most arctic" plants, being found far north in

all the five Areas into which he divides the Arctic Region.
Hooker and Thomson point out, as the result of their examinations, that R. pygnucus

differs from R. hyperboreus only in the want of stolons. In Sikkim both the erect and

stoloniferous forms occur, and Sikkim specimens cannot be distinguished from those of

the north of Europe. "Walpers, Annales, IV., p. 1!>. See also Flora Indica, I., p. 32, and

Hooker's Outlines of Distribution of Arctic Plants, Linn. Trans., I860. p. 312.

25. RANUNCULUS NIVALIS, Linnaus.

Radical leaves long-stalked, cleft palmately into about five broad somewhat ovate

obtuse lobes, the middle lobe obovate-cuneiform, narrowed at the base
; cauline leaves

palmate, nearly sessile. Flower solitary, sepals covered with matted brown hairs,

upper part of peduncle with similar but shorter hairs, petals longer than sepals. Achenes

glabrous, their beaks nearly straight. Form of leaf variable.

Ranunculus nivalis. Linn. Sp. PL, p. 7*78, (in part). Gunneri Flora Norvegica, p. 627.

(1766.) Smith, in Rees' Cyc., n. 38. DC. Syst. Nat., I., p. 273. Prod., I., p. 35. Hook.,

Fl. Bor.-Am., I., p. 17. Regel, Fl. Ost.-Sib., I., p. 39. Fl. Dan., t. 1690. R. Brown, in

Parry's 1st Voy. App., p. 264. Richardson, in Frankl. 1st Jonr. App., ed. 2. p. 24.

Greville, Memoirs "Weruerian Soc., Edin., III., p. 430. Hook., Fl. Bor.-Am., I., p. 17.

Torr. & Gr., Fl. N. Am., I., p. 20. Hook. & Am., Bot. Beechey, p. 121. Durand, PI.

Kane, II., p. 448. Hook, f., Arct. PL, pp. 283 and 312. Lawson, Rauunc. Canad., p. 39.

Watson, Bibl. Index, I., p. 21. Macoun, Cat., No. 44.

R. frigulus. Willd., Spec. PL, II., p. 1312. DC. Prod., I., p. 35. Hook., FL Bor.-Am.,

I., p. 18 (under R. nivalis).

R. Altaicus. Laxm., Nov. Com. Acad. Petrop., 1774, XVIIL, p. 533, t. 8. Ledeb., Fl.

Rossica, I., p. 37.

Lofty parts of the Rocky Mountain chain, lat. 55. Drummond. Copper Mountains and

Arctic Sea coast, in mtiddy pools which become dry during slimmer, long. 110. Richardson.

Arctic coast near the termination of the Rocky Mountains, long. 140. Sir J. Franklin, Capt.

Back. Behring Strait. Chamisso. Kotzebue Sound. Lay and Collie, in Beechey's Voyage,
Rothrock. West coast of Greenland, betw. lat. 70 and 71, 1818-20. W.Jameson. Labrador.

Torrey fr Gray. Assistance Bay, south-west of Cornwallis Island. Dr. Sutherland.

Tsi-Tsutl Mountains, in muddy pools which become dry during summer, 15th July,

Sec. IV., 1884. 8.
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1876. Dr. G. M. Dawson, in Herb. Canadian Survey. East shore of Baffin Bay or

Smith Strait (West Greenland) ;
extreme northern and southern limits observed : 81 6' :

69' 15'. On west shore of the Strait (Grinnell Land), 82' 21': 81 42'. Flowering later

than iiffinis in Discovery Bay, but remaining in blow throughout the summer. Appears to

have no choice of station with regard to altitude or nature of soil, but growing more

luxuriantly at low levels. In flower June 17th, in Discovery Bay. Floeberg Beach.

Dr. Muss. From sea-level to 2000 feet near St. Patrick Bay. Not met with north of

Bi'ssel B.iy. Hurt, British Polar Expedition, 1876, in Journal of Botany. Lapland.

Sweden. Norway. Spit/bergen. Iceland. This is one of Sir Joseph Hooker's "most

arctic
"
plants of general distribution, that is, found far north in all the five Arctic Areas.

Mr. Hart, in speaking of the difficulties due to climate and to the grazing of animals,

with which plants in the Arctic regions have to contend, observes that the brent goose
"
prefers shoots and heads of Ranunculus nivalis."

Prof. Oliver has described a variety of nivalis, with small flowers and pale hairs on

the , alyr (Xares' Voyage, Vol. II., p. 310, ed. 1878), which Mr. Hart refers, probably

incorrectly, to It. min'rom/is, L., identifying this latter with 11. ajfinis, It. Br. He says it

flowered earlier than the true nivalis, and disappeared quickly, preferring ground slushy
with the lirst thaw at a hiirh altitude.

A.MMTi.rs MVALIS, mr. sui,i>nrRKrs, Watson.

/aves glabrous ; radical ones roundish obovate-cuneate, coarsely toothed or incised at

the apex ; cauline ones divided palmately into ~>-7 entire lobes
;
stem one-flowered

; calyx

hairy, shorter than the petals.

AVatson. Bibl. Index, I., p. 21. Macouii, Cat., under No. 44.

var. n. "\Vahlenberg, Fl Lapp., p. 157 (excl. syn.). Hook., Fl. Bor.-Am., I.,

p. 17.

/,' SM//;////,VM.V. Solander. in Phipp's Voyage, p. 202. Greville & R. Brown, PI. Scoresby,
Spiixb.Tif.-n. W.-rn. Mem.. III., p. 424. 1)0. Syst. Nat., I., p. 274 (excl. syn). Richardson,'
in 1-ranklin's \*( Jour., ed. I., p. 742. Schlecht. Animadv., sec. II., p. 15.

Repulse May./)/-. line, ex Herb. McTavish. Ellesmere Land, but not met with in

Grinnell Land. East and west shores of Baffin Bay, lat. 78 18' to 78 50'. Luxuriant
at Foulke Fiord and along Hayes Sound. Elevation 700 feet at Foulke Fiord. Hart, Brit.

Pol. Exp.,1875-G. Not met with north of Foulke Fiord. Spitxbergen. Capt. Scoresby.
Arctic shores and islands. Labrador. Kotzebue Sound. Greenland. Finmark.

Siberia.

27. RANUNCULUS NIVALIS, var. EscnscHOLTzii, Watson.

Leaves ciliate
; the radical ones petiolate, always tripartite, the divisions lobed

; stem
about 1-flowered; sepals shorter than the petals, and clothed with fulvous hairs ; achenes
obliquely ovate, shortly pointed.

Ranunculus mWw, var. Eschscholtzii. Watson, King's Rep., X., p. fi. Bibl. Index, I., p.
21. Maooun, Cat., under No. 44.
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R. EschscMtzii. Schlechtendal, Animadversationes Ranunc., II., p. 16, 1. 1. DC. Prod.,

I., p. 35. Hook., Fl. Bor.-Am.,L, p. 18. Ton. & Gr., Fl. N. Am., I., p. 21.

Islands of Unalaschka and St. George, N. "W. America. Chamisso. Near the regions

of perpetual snow, on the borders of streams upon the Rocky Mountains, lat. 52 to 56V

Drummond. Pine River Pass, Rocky Mountains, 24th July, 1879. Dr. G. M, Dawson, in

Herb. Canad. Survey. Top of Mount Selwyn, Peace River Pass, lat. 56. Macoun. Rocky
Mountains near the 49th parallel ;

and the TsiTsutl Mountains and Coast Range, B.C.

Dr. G. M. Dawson. Kotzebue Sound to Cape Lisburne. Rothrock.

28. RANUNCULUS PALLASII, Schlechtendal.

Stem creeping, fistulous ; leaves all petioled, divided into three oval, obovate or

cuneate lobes
; calyx of 3 sepals ; corolla of 8 petals ; carpels in a round head, thick, ovate,

glabrous, beaked. Allied to Ficaria in its triphyllous calyx, and in having more than 5

petals. Schlecht.

Ranunculus Pallasii. Schechteudal, Animadversationes Ranunc., I., p. 15, t. 2. Spreug.

Syst. Veg.,II., p. 649. Hook., Fl. Bor.-Am., I, p. 10. Don, Mill. Diet., p. 32. Torr. &
Gray., Fl. N. Am., I., p. 17. Ledebo'ur, Flora Rossica, I., p. 31. Ascherson, Fl. Lab., in

Flora, XLIII., p. 369. Hook, f., Arct. Pts., p. 283. Watson, Bibl. Index, p. 22. Macoun,

Cat., No. 53.

On the western shores of extreme Arctic America, beyond Behring Straits, namely
in the Bays of Eschscholtz and Good Hope ;

and on the little Island of St. George, to the

north of the Aleutian Islands. Cliamisso. Kotzebue Sound. Rothrock. Labrador. Hook.

fil. Given in Sir Joseph Hooker's table of Arctic Distribution as occurring in the follow-

ing areas, viz. ;
Arctic Europe, Arctic Asia, Arctic \Y. America

;
also within the area of

" N. E. Asia and Japan," and " N. W. America"
; confined, however, in the N. E. American

area to Labrador.

29. RANUNCULUS HOOKEBI, Regel.

Leaves minutely pubescent ;
radical ones petioled, palmately or pedately divided,

with the lobes linear and entire (obtuse). Scape erect, nearly naked, 1 2 flowered.

Sepals oval, concave, spreading, hairy. Petals yellow, slightly longer than the sepals.

Plant 3 to 4 inches in height. Fruit not known.

Ranunculus Hookeri. Regel, Fl. Ost.-Sibir., I., p. 47, (1862). "Watson, Bibl. Index, I.

p. 19. Macouu, Cat., No. 43.

R. pedaiifidus. Hook., Fl. Bor.-Am., I., p. 18, t. 8, fig. B., (excl. syn.) Torr. & Gr., Fl.

N. Am., p. 21.

Barren summits of the Rocky Mountains, on the eastern side of the ridge, lat 52" to

55. Drumm&nd.

30. RANUNCULUS ACRIS, Linnanis.

Root fibrous. Radical leaves palmately tripartite, segments trifid and deeply cut, upper-

most stem-leaf tripartite with linear segments. Peduncles round, not furrowed. Sepals
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erect-patent, pubescent. Receptacle glabrous. Petals yellow, paler than those of R.

rcpens or bulbosus. The plant is slightly hoary with short pubescence, which gives it a

pale hue, whilst R. repens is always, in exposed places, of a dark green color.

Ranunculus acris. Linn. Sp. PI., p. 779. Pursh, FL, II., p. 394. DC. Prod., I, p. 36.

Hook., Fl. Bor.-Am., I., p. 18. Torr. & Gr., Fl. N. Am., I., p. 21. Torrey, Fl. N. Y. S, I.,

p. 14. Gray, Man., ed. 4, p. 10. Hook., f., Student's FL, ed. 8, p. 9.

An European plant, introduced and now common throughout the cultivated parts of

Canada, a weed in pastures and by waysides (much less abundant than R. rej>ens, which

spreads rapidly with cultivation) ; not seen in woods remote from settlements. Common
in central Ontario, as about Kingston, &c., and also in Nova Scotia, as Halifax County,

Truro and other parts of Colchester. Lawson. Montreal and St. Johns, Q. Dr. P. W.

Mni-ln^nn. Ellis Hay. Anticosti, July 1">, 1861. Verrill. Gaspe, common in hay fields,

ls;j I),-. ./. Ki-ll. Common about Hamilton. Judge Logie. Prescott district, common.

li miliifrs jr. Windsor, X.S. Prof. How. Point Rich, Newfoundland, May 7, 1861.

./. Jlii-hnnlson . 15,-lleville ; particularly abundant about Sault Ste. Marie and Garden

I-jvcrs M<ia>,,,i. Lake Manitoba, July, IMl.Dr. &-/iultz, No. 18. To lat. 58. Hook.

Becoming common in East Manitoba. Mtu-oun, 188-'5. New Brunswick, too abundant in

damp liflds. I-'oir/tr. Iceland. Limlani/. South Greenland. Hook. fit.

Animals reject this species, whilst they greedily eat R. repens. I have a very hairy

1'iirm. collected near Kingston. '2.~>th July, I860.

In Sir .losepli Hooker's table of distribution of Arctic Plants (1860) this species is

entered as indigenous in X.W. and X.lv America. But, in the Students' Flora of the

British Islands, its distribution is given as follows: Europe (Arctic) ;
North Asia; intro-

duced in America. Mr. "Watson observes, in Index Bibl., that it is generally regarded as

introduced in America. That this is the correct view there can be little or no doubt.

.'!!. RANUNCULUS HEPENS, Linnceus.

Root of strong fibres. Stem more or less erect, with prostrate creeping scions from

the base. Lerf composed of :{ stalked'leaflets, which are 3-lobed, the lobes trifid and cut.

Flowers large, golden-yellow, on furrowed peduncles, sepals erect-patent, pubescent ;

receptacle hairy. Plant rough, with long hairs, or nearly glabrous.
Raniwulus re/tens. Linn. Sp. PL, p. 779. Fl. Dan., t. 795. Eng. Bot., t. 516. Poir.

Die. VI., p. 112. Persoon, Synops.. II.. p. 105, No. 50. Smith, Eng. FL, III., p. 51. Hook.,
Fl. Scot., p. 175. DC. Syst. Nat.. I., p. 285. Babington, Manual, ed. 3, p. 8. Hook, f.,

Student's FL. p. 7. Pursh, FL, p. 394. Hook., Fl. Bor.-Am., I., p. 19. Torr. & Gr, Fl.

N. Am., I., pp. 21 and 658. Gray, Manual, ed. 5, p. 43. Chapman, Fl. S. U.S., p. 8.,

Hook, f., Arct. PL, p. 283. Wood, 01. Bk. & FL, p. 207. Lawson, Ranunc. Canad., p. 34.

Brewer & Watson, Bot. Calif., I., p. 8. Watson, Bibl. Index, I., p. 23. Macouu, Cat., No.
48. Provancher, FL Canad., p. 11.

R. prostraius. Poiret, Diet., VI., p. 113. Smith, in Rees's Cycl., No. 55. Eaton, Man.,
ed. 5, p. 358.

R. infeslits. Salisb. Prod., p. 373.

R. tomenlosu*. Poiret, Diet., VI., p. 12Y. Pursh, FL, II., p. 394. DC. Syst. Nat., I., p.
992. T. & G., FL, I., p. 23.
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R. lanuginosus, var. y- Pursh, FL, II., p. 394.

JR. intermedius. Eaton, Manual, ed. 3, p. 424.

R. Clinlonii. Beck, Flora, p. 9.

In fields and wet pastures, abundant iu many places, especially in the Maritime

Provinces. Toronto, '2nd June, 1862
; Quebec, May, 1884

; Kingston ;
Brockville

;
Halifax.

,
Laioson. St. Joachim. Maiden. Common about Montreal (McGill College Herb.) ;

Little Metis, Q., 1882. Macoun.

A small, depressed, smooth-leaved form of this species, with flowers no larger than

those of R. acris, and sometimes smaller, occurs on the sea shore around Bedford Basin,

Nova Scotia, and a similar one is occasionally found in poor wet soils inland, but it

appears to be quite a different plant from the R. nitidus of the South. (Chapman, Fl., p. 8.)

Watson (Bibl. Index) seems to identify Hooker's nitidus (which is obscure) with the latter.

A form in the Canadian Survey Herbarium, collected at Ottawa by Mr. Fletcher, and

referred by Prof. Macoun to var. nilidus (Chapman), is small, almost glabrous, with small

flowers, and closely resembles the Nova Scotian plant.

In its several forms this species ranges over Northern Europe to Iceland, N. and W.

Asia, N. Africa, as well as over a large portion of North America, both as an indigenous

plant and in its weed-form in cultivated fields. It ascends to 2700 feet on the mountains

of Scotland. In Western America it extends south to California. It is a very variable

plant, the prolific mother of many book species. Proueness to variation, like adaptability

for cultivation, depends to a large extent upon the elasticity of a plant in suiting itself to

chaiiged conditions. We see this well illustrated in the present species.

32. EANUNCULUS KEPENS, var. HISPIDUS, Torrey ft Gray.

Stem more or less erect, clothed with long, spreading, bristly hairs
; pedicels with the

pubescence appressed, or less spreading.

Ranunculus repens, var. hispidus. Torr. & Q-r., Fl. N. Am., I., p. 658. Chapman, Fl.

S. U.S., p. 8. Watson, Bibl. Index, I., p. 23. Macoun, Cat. No. 48 b.

R. hispidus. Michaux, Fl., I., p. 321. DC. Syst. Nat., I., p. 289. Prod., I., p. 39.

Hook., Fl. Bor.-Am., I., p. 19, in part (Watson). Ton-. & Gr., Fl. N. Am., I., p. 22. Hook,

f., Arct. PI., p. 283.

R. Marilandicus. Poiret, Diet., VI., p. 126. Pursh, FL, II., p. 394. DC. Syst., I., p,

291. Prod., I., p. 40.

R. Pennsylvanicus and Philonotis. Pursh, Fl., p. 398.

R. fasricitlaris. Barton, Fl. Phil., II., p. 25, not of Bigelow.

R. S<-hlechlendfdii. Hook., Fl. Bor.-Am., I., p. 21. Torr. & G-r., FL N. Am., I., pp. 24.

and 659.

R. repens, var. Marilaudirus. Torr. & Gray, Fl. N. Am., I., p. 31.

In moist shady situations. Banks of the Humber, Toronto. -Lawson. Ottawa.

Fletcher. Prescott, Ont. B. Billings jr. London, Ont. Kaunders. Hamilton. Logie.

Gait. Buchan. Chippewa and Maiden, Ont. Di\ P. W. Maclagan. Magdalene River,

Gaspe, Que. ;
Cold Creek, Ont.

; Manitoba, westward. Macoun. Riviere du Loup, Que.

Thomas. Common near Quebec. Brunet. Sackville River, N.S. Lawson. Montreal and

Newfoundland, McGill College Herb. Macoun. Mackenzie River. Barnston.
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88. RANUNCULUS OCCIDENTALS, NvttaJl.

"
Hirsuto, with shining, spreading hairs ; leaves trifid or 3-parted ; segments cuneate

and trifid or incisely toothed, the lateral ones often sub-divided; the uppermost leaves

trifid, with linear acute segments ;
stem divaricate, many flowered ; sepals reflexed, half

as long as the elliptical oblong petals ; carpels smooth, much compressed, with the

revolute style nearly their own length." Null., in Torr. & Gr., Fl. N. Am.

Rnnunciilu* imiilentulig. Nuttall, in Torr. & Gr., Fl. N. Am., I., p. 22, excl. syn.

"Gray, Proc. Am. Acad., VIII., p. 374." Watson, Bibl. Index, p. 21.

K. hiy/iuiim. Hook., Fl. Bor.-Am., I., p. 19, in part.

K. C<iliYornicns. Macoun, Cat., No. 50.

11. arris. Macoun, Kep. Geol. Survey Canad., 1875.

Abundant in the vicinity of Victoria, Vancouver Island. Macoun. Plains of the

Oregon River, near woods. Nutlull.

34. RANUNCULUS PKNNSYLVANICUS, Linnaus.

liouirhly hirsute, witli strong spreading bristly hairs. Stem strong and erect.

Leaves of :! distinct, slijjlitly stalked leaflets, which are ovate-acute, teruately cleft and

toothed, sirontrly veined. Calyx reflexed. Petals bright yellow, shorter than the sepals.

Carpellary heads oval-ol)loug on an elongated receptacle ; carpels smooth, with short

straight beaks.

liniiHHi-iilim Peniisylvaninis. Linn. HI., Supplementum Plantarum, p. 272 (1781). Linn.

Sy>t. Y.-irl., Litehlield IM.Soc.. p. 44-2 (1782). Willd., Sp. PL, I., p. 1323. Poiret Diet.,

VI., p. 120. Biria. Renonc., p. 41 (exd. syn. Poir.). Barton, Comp. Fl. Phil., II., p. 25.

lVrs., ( ,n. Synops.. II.. p. 104. Sin., in Rees' Cycl., n. 46. Pursh, FL, II., p. 892. DC.

Syst. Nat.. I., p. 2!0. I> r ,d., I., p. 40. Hook., Fl. Bor.-Am., I., p. 19. Back's Exp., p. 523.

Torr. \ (Jr., Fl. N. Am., I., p. 22. Torrey, Fl. New York, I., p. 15. Chapman, Fl. S. U.S.,

]>. (Iray, Manual, ed. 5, p. 42. Wood, Cl. Bk. & Flora, p. 207. Provancher, Fl.

Canad.. I., p. 11. Lawsou, Ranunc. Canad., p. 35. Watson, Bibl. Index, p. 22. Macoun,
Cat., No. 47. Hook, f'., Ar.-t. PL, p. 283.

R. Cnnndrnti*. Jacquin, Miscellanea, II., p. 343 (1781). Icones PL Rariorum, I., t.

105 (17H1-8*
1

,).

R. trifuliiif. MuMieh, SuppL, p. 70.

R. hi*],ulus. Pursh, FL, II., p. 395.

Nicolet and Chippewa. Dr. P. W. Madagan. Hiuchinbrook, Out., July, 1862;
between Kingston and Waterloo, Out., 25th July, I860. Lnwson. Belleville, abundant in

wet waste places. Macoun. Prescott district, wastes, common. B. Billings jr. St.

Joachim. Provandier. Fort Simpson, June. McTavish. Fort Garry, July, 1861. Dr.

Schullz, sp. No. 126. Lake Winnipeg. Back. To lat. 67. Hooker. West to the Pacific.

Torr. Sf Gray. Nepean. B. Billings jr. Athabasca. .R. King, Back's Exped., 1833-4.

Pietou, N.S. McKny^ Wet places, New Brunswick, rather rare. Fowler. Gaspe, Riviere
du Loop, district of Montreal and River Rouge, P.Q. ; Ottawa ; St. Catherines, Toronto,
Ont. ; wooded country to the Rocky Mountains, through British Columbia to the Pacific.
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Macoun. To within the Arctic Circle, in sub-areas : Arctic Western America and Arctic

Eastern America. Hook. fit. (The first sub-area includes the Arctic district from Behring
Straits eastward to the Mackenzie River, and the second, that from Mackenzie River to

Baffin Bay.)

35. RANUNCULUS RECURVATUS, Poiret.

Hirsute, with fine spreading hairs. Stem erect, branched above. Leaves Ion

petioled, all similarly cleft into three oval or somewhat cuneate lobes, which are cut and

toothed towards the apex ;
radical leaves less deeply divided than the cauline ones, and

with more rounded lobes. Sepals reflexed
; petals shorter than the sepals, pale yellow.

Achenes crowded into a compact round head, with conspicuous slender recurved beaks.

Ranunculus recurvalus. Poiret, Diet. Bot., VI., p. 123 (1804). Pursh, Fl. Am, II, p. :j'J4.

DC. Syst., I, p. 290, excl. var. Nelsoni. Prod, I, p. 39. Hook, Fl. Bor.-Am., I, p. 20,

excl. vars. Torr. & Gr, Fl. N. Am, I, pp. 22 and G58. Torrey, Fl. N.Y. I, p. 1C. Chapman,
Fl. S. U.S., p. 8. Gray, Manual, ed. 5, p. 42. Watson, Bibl. Index, I, p. 22. Macoun,

Cat., No. 39. Wood, 01. Bk. & Fl., p. 207.

JR. Pennsylvanicus, var. Biria, Hist. Renonc, p. 41.

R. lanuginosus. Walter, Fl. Carol, p. 159.

R. saniculcKformis. Miihl, Cat, 56.

Not uncommon in the country along the. north shore of Lake Ontario, and extending

more sparingly eastward through Quebec to New Brunswick and Nova Scotia. West-

wardly it disappears, according to Prof. Macoun, at Lake of the Woods. I have not quoted

the localities given in Hooker's Flora Boreali-Americana, vix, Labrador, mouth of the

Columbia, and eastern declivity of the Rocky Mountains, as they probably refer to other

species.

Banks of the Humber and near Toronto, 2nd June, 1802
;
Hardwood Creek, 10th

July, 1861; Delta, 2nd July, 1862; Newboro'-on-the-Rideau, 23rd July, 1859: near

Trenton, 6th June, 1862
;

Sloate Lake, Sydenham, Out, 7th June, 1859. JMWSOH.

Sulphur Spring, near Aucaster, July, 1859. Logie. Frescott district, in woods, common.

B. Billings jr. Nicolet, and Chippewa, Ont. Dr. P. W. Mat-lagan. Belleville, abundant

in low, moist woods. Macoun. Common in Caledon. Rev. C. I. Cameron. Pied du Cap
Tourmente. Provancher. Bass River, Kent, N.B. Fowler. Pictou, N.S. A. II. McKay.

Beaumont, St. Joachim, Pied du Cap Tourmente, P.Q. Brunei. Montreal Mountain and

the Eastern Townships. Herb. McGill. Ottawa. Fletcher. More abundant westward,

disappearing at Lake of the Woods. Macoun.

36. RANUNCULUS NELSONI, Gray.

Pilose. Stem erect. Radical leaves ternately cleft, the divisions laciniately cut into

lobos. Pedicels with appressed pubescence. Sepals strongly reflexed, hairy. Petals

yellow, slightly longer than the sepals. Fruit heads globular ;
achenes flattened, with a

short curved beak, hairy.

Ranunculus Nelsoni. Gray, Proc. Am. Acad, VIII, p. 373. Watson, Bibl. Index, I,

p. 20. Macoun, Cat, No. 49.
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R. rrcurnitu*, ft. Nelsoni. DC. Syst. Nat., I., p. 290. Prod., I., p. 40. Hook., Fl. Bor.-

Am., I., p. 20. Torr. aiid Gr., Fl. N. Am., I., p. 23. Ledb. Fl. Ross., I., p. 44.

R. recurwitus. Bong. Veg. Siteh., p. 123. Not of Poiret and others.

R. occidental*. Torr. and Gr., Fl. N. Am., I., p. 22., in part.

A'. flccittentaJig, var. fxirviflorus. Torrey, Bot. Wilkes, p. 114.

Unalaschka and the Aleutian Islands. D. Nelson. Sitka. Bongard, Rolhrock. Near

Victoria, Vancouver Island. Macoun. Queen Charlotte Islands. Dr. G. M. Dawson, in

Herb. Canad. Survey. Oregon to Alaska. Bot. Calif.

.',". KANrxcn.rs NELSON i, car. TENELLUS, Gray.

Sparingly pilos.-. Stem civet, slender. Radical leaves teruately cleft into separate

leall 'is, run. MI.- at has,'. la.-iniately cleft, or else simply cleft and the divisions lobed.

Flowers Miiall. Fruit heads globular, achenes smooth. A more delicate and slender

plant than the t\pe. with more divided smaller leaves.

H'i,iti,,<-i///is AV/s-i///, var ti-arlltm. Gray. Proe. Am. Acad., VIII., p. 374. Watson, Bibl.

Index. I p -" Ma, nun. Cat., under No. 49. Brewer and "Watson, Bot. Calif., ed. 2,

1 . P .

s

/,' t.m-lluf. Nutt.. in Torr. and CJray, Fl. N. Am., I., p. 23. Walp. Hep., I., p. 43.

HiM.k . in b>nd. .lour. Hot.. VI.. p. i!7.

V;,n>"itvr Inland, near Yale, and aloiiur the wajrsron road from Clinton to Quesnal,

H (' -Mnnntii. >hady wood- of the Oregon and Wahlamet Kivers. Nuttall. Sierra

\t-vada. iii-ar Y'-oinite Hiiliiiiili'i-.

'!*. K* \\r\cri,rs K.VSCHTIAHIS, Muhlenlterg.

K.M.I .-..inposed ot a fasei.-le of thick fleshy fibres, or slender fusiform tubers. Stem

short L -aves t-Tiiately divided in a pinnatifid manner, more or less compound, pubescent

wth appressed silky hairs. 1'etals twice as long as the sepals. Carpels very short,

usually margined, with slend'-r terminal beaks. Some of my specimens are precisely like

Hooker's iirrure in Fl. 1V-A.. hut the plant varies with much broader and more irregular

leaf-lob'-s.

Riinnnrulus faffii-uliiri.1. Miihleul>erg. Cat., p. 56. Bigelow, Fl. Bost., p. 13t. DC.

Syst., I .. p. :>!*1. Prod.. I., p. 40. Hook., Fl. Bor.-Am., I., p. 20, t. 8, f. 1. TOTT. and Gr.,

Fl. N. Am., I., p. 23. Torr., Fl. N.Y., I., p. 15. Gray, Manual, ed. 5, p. 43. Wood, Cl. Bk.

and Fl.. p. 20i. Lawson, Rannnc. Canad., p. 34. Watson, Bibl. Index, I., p. 18. Macoun,
Cat., No. 36.

This species is indicated by Sir William Hooker (Fl. Bor.-Am.) as ranging from

"Canada" (which included, at the time he wrote, the provinces of Lower Canada or

Quebec and Upper Canada or Ontario) to the south end of Lake Winnipeg. But the

results of subsequent observation tend to limit this range; the plant has been observed,
w> far, only in the districts lying on the north and west shores of Lake Ontario, not

extending either into Quebec eastwardly nor westwardly into Manitoba and the North-

West Territory.
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Kingston Mills, only one small patch, 1843 ;
also Chippewa and Maiden. Dr. P. W.

Maclagan. Near Toronto, June 2nd, 1862, and near Trenton, Ont., June 6th, 1862 ;
also on

hilly ground in the vale of Trent, above the village. Lawson. Trenton depot ;
on commons

east from Belleville and on hill above Belleville ; Niagara F&lls.^Mticonn. Hamilton,

Ont. Logic. Common east of London, Ont. Suunders.

39. RANUNCULUS BUMOSUS, Linrueus.

Root of uniform fibres, descending from the large bulbous base of the stem, the bulb

depressed-globular. Radical leaves composed of three stalked leaflets, which are tripartite,

the segments trifid and cut, divisions of the upper leaves narrower, linear. Stem erect,

about a foot high, furrowed, several flowered. Sepals reflexed, thin and semi-transparent

at the base, receptacle hairy, petals of a golden yellow as in R. reigns. The stem never

throws out suckers. The year's bulb is formed immediately above the bulb of the previous

year, which is found in a partially decayed state under the new one. Bulbous Crow-foot,

Buttercup, Gold Cup.

Rnnunculus bulbosus. Linn. Sp. Plant., p. 7t8. Withering, Arrangement of Brit. Pts.,

II., p. 508. Willd., II, p. 1324. Poiret, Diet., VI., p. 115. Eng. Bot.. t. 515. DC Syst.

Nat., I., p. 295. Prodromus, I., p. 41. Smith, Eng. Fl., III., p. 40. Porsoon, Synops., I.,

p. 104. Flora Danica., t. 55. Michaux, FL, I., p. 321. Pnrsh, Fl., II.. p. 302. Hook.,

Fl. Bor.-Am., I., p. 21. Torr. and Gray, FL, I., p. 24. Gr. Manual, ed. 5, p. 43. Wood,
Cl. Bk. and FL, p. 20T. Chapman, Fl. S. U.S., p. 8. Lawson, Ranunc. Cauad., p. 35.

Provancher, Fl. Canad., p. 12. Watson, Bibl. Index, I., p. 18. Macoun, Cat., No. 40.

Hook, f., Student's FL, p. 8. Watson, Cybele Brit., I., p. 88. Aiton f., Hort. Kew., III., p.

856. London, Hort. Brit., p. 231. Mag. Nat. Hist., I., p. 380 (figure of double bulb).

This is an old world plant, native in middle and southern Europe and in parts of

north Africa and of Asia. In Europe it grows chiefly in warm dry grass fields, pastures,

and by waysides. On the American Continent it has become naturalized, beinsr "very
abundant only in E. New England ; rare in the interior." (Gray.) First found in Canada

by Lady Dalhoiisie. Newfoundland. Morrison. (Hook., Fl. Bor.-Am.) Roadsides near Lon-

don, Ont. Dr. Burgess, in Herb. Canad. Survey. Point Pleasant Park, Halifax, N.S., July,
1884. Rev. Robt. Laing. Near Shelburne, Nova Scotia. Rev. Mr. Rossborough. Also found

in pastures near Barrie, Out. Spotten. And near Hamilton, Ont. Buchan. Canadian

specimens are rather taller and more lax than the ordinary state of the plant as found in

Scotland. Whilst abundant in England and the south of Scotland, this species is rare or

altogether absent in the north, and does not rise to any great altitude on the mountains, the

highest station apparently being 1500 feet in Aberdeeushire, where H. C. Watson regarded
it as not indigenous but possibly introduced. In Canada it has probably been brought
with grass or clover seeds from Southern Europe, but now appears to be permanently
established in several localities.

The name Ranunculus lulbosits, now in use by botanists for this plant, dates back to a

period long anterior to the reformation of botanical nomenclature by Linnseus, having been

applied to it by Thalius in the "
Sylva Hercynia," published at Frankfort in 1588. About

Sec. IV., 1884. 9.
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the same period it was described in the works of Dodonecus and others as R. tuberosits

whilst Tabernjpmontanus figured it as R. minus, and Petiver, in the English Herbal,

called it
" Bulbous Crow-foot."

The old books contain a double variety (R. bulbosus fore plena, C. Bauhin, Pinax, 179),

which Provaucher refers to as the Bouton dor of French Canadian gardens, R. bulbosus,

Lobel, Icones, 606, f. 2, (1501).

40. RANUNCULUS DIOITATUS, Hooker.

Aenulescent, glabrous, root a fascicle of 3 to 5 clavate tubers (as in the common Euro-

pean n Finirin). Leaves few, petiolate, the lamina divided in a digitate manner into from

.'! ID 4 oblong-spat hulate lobes. Flowers !-'?, terminal
; sepals spreading or reflexed, half

the l.-ngth of the petals ; petals 7-11 oblong-cnneate, obtuse, yellow, with a nectary-scale

ut the < -law. Stamens numerous. Carpels in a nearly globose head, ovate, compressed,

with a subulate very slightly recurved beak.

llinninntlu* tliizilnttif. Hooker, Jour. 15ot. and Kew Clard. Misc. III. (1851), p. 124, t. 4.

Wiilpers, Ann. (Miiller). l\'., p. 17. Lawson, lianunc. Cauad., p. 43. Watson, King's

Koports, V., p. S. Uibl. Index. VIII., p. IS.

Kucky Mountains [probably Peaeo River], Van Express Party, spring of 1854.

MI Turish, 11 1! Co. Rocky Mountains near Fort Hall [Oregon], Hook. 1. c.

RAM Ncri.rs <>I:TH<>KIIY.\<'IH s, (Iloufar), lias not, so far as known, been found in

British America. It is a slender plant with much divided leaves, the ultimate lobes

narrow and linear. Hook., Fl. Bor.-Am., I., p. 21, tab. 9. Oregon. Douglas. See Gray,
Proc. Am. A.ud, VIII.. p. :!73.

Genus VII. CALTHA, Linnaau.

Bentliam and Hooker, Genera Plantarum, I., p. 6.

List of Species :

1. C. palustris.

2. C. palustris var. Sibirica.

3. C. uatans.

4. C. leptosepala.

5. C. leptosepala ? var. biflora.

1. CALTHA PALUSTRIS, Linnanu.

St4-m thick, hollow. Leaves rounded, reniform, or cordate, lobes rounded, margin
crenately notched or nearly entire.

Caltha palustris. Linn. Sp. Plant., p. 784. Fl. Dan., t. 668. E. B., t. 506. Foret.,
Trans. Linn. Soc, VIII, p. 323. DC. Syst. Nat., I., p. 308. Michaux, Pnrsh, &c. Hook.,

Bor.-Am., I., p. 22. Torr. and Gr., Fl. N. A., I., p. 26. Gray, Manual, p. 24. Hook.
f., Arct. !., pp. 283 and 312. Lawson, Ranunc. Canad, p. 44. Macoun, Cat., No. 54.

Wton, Bibl. Index, I, p. 8.
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C. arctica. R. Br., in Parry's 1st Voy. Appendix, p. 265. Hook., Fl. Bor.-Am., I., p.

22. Torr. and Gr., Fl. N. A., I., p. 27.

C. orthorhyncha. Ruprecht, Fl. Caucas, p. 28.

C. palustris, var. orthorhyncha, Trautv., Enumer. PI. Eadde., p. 493.

C. Himalensis. Don., Prod., p. 194. -(See Walpers, Ann. Bot., IV., p. 31.)

C. Govoniana. Wallich, Cat. No. 4710. Royle, 111., III., p. 54.

C. panicuUUa. Wall., Cat., No. 4711.

The following described species, chiefly Austrian, are probably not really distinct,

except as varieties : C. cornuta, Schott ; C. latifolia, Schott
;

C. laeta, Schott ; C. intermedia,

Schott ;
C. vulgaris, Schott

;
C. alpestris, Schott ; C. Guerangerii, Schott. (Analecta Bot.

"
(Estr. Bot. Woch. Bl., 1855, p. 391.") Walpers, Ann. Bot., IV., pp. 30-31.

Populago. Ray, Synops. Stirp. Brit. (1696.)

Tussilago, sive Farfugium. Mathiolus.

Throughout Canada in the plains, frequent. Hooker. Labrador. Morrison. Colum-

bia. Dr. Scoider. Near Kingston Mills, May 24th, 1859, and in several places along the

course of the Rideau Canal
;
abundant in several places between Montreal and Ottawa,

1884. Lawson. Amherstburg. Dr. Kemp. Osnabrurk and Prescott Junction, May 20th,

1859. Rev. E. M. Epstein. Bass River, Kent, N.B. Rev. J. Fowler. Swamps, Addington

County, Ont., June, 1860. Dr. Dupuis. York Factory. McTavish. Opposite G-ros Cap,

June 15th. Dr. R. Bell. Hamilton, in wet ground east from the city, near Mr. Aikman's

house, April 25th, 1860. Logie. Prescott district, common. B. Billing* jr. Mingan
and Anticosti, 1861. Verrill. Gaspe, mouth of Douglastowu River, etc., June 3rd and

9th, 1862. Dr. J. Bell. St. Anne River, Gaspe, June, 1883. Porter, in Herb. Canad.

Survey. Newfoundland, L'Anse du Loup, Straits of Belleisle, July, 1801. J. Richardson.

Whycocomagh, Cape Breton, July 22nd, 1883. Macoun, in Herb. Canad. Survey. Bass

River, N.B., in fl., June 1st, 1867, June 2nd, 1869, May 30th, 1870. Fowler. Lake Winni-

peg. R. King, Back's Exped., 1833-4. Throughout Quebec. Brunei. Extending across

through the finest country to the Rocky Mountains. Macoun. Coast of the Arctic Sea

and Melville Island. Hook. f. 'Richard's Island, at the mouth of the Mackenzie River.

Pullen. Coast of the Arctic Sea, long. 107 to 150^. Richardson, Franklin, Back. Melville

Islands. Parry, Hook., Fl. B.-A. Iceland and North of Europe, North and West Asia to

the Himalayas. Sir Joseph Hooker remarks that the absence of every form of Caltlia in

Greenland is a most remarkable fact, this one being most abundant and conspicuous in

Iceland.

A double-flowered variety, still cultivated in gardens, was found wild in England in

Ray's time, by D. Lawson, (Synops. 2 ed., 1696, p. 154), but it may have been known as a

garden plant before that time, as it is described by C. Bauhin (1671). Sir J. Hooker refers

the double variety to C. Guerengerii, probably C. riparia, Don.

2. C. PALUSTRIS, var. SIBIKICA, Regel.

Stem sub-erect, 1-flowered ; leaves reniform-cordate, with the sinus obtuse, crenate ;

sepals 6-7, oval.

Caltha palustris, var. Sibirica. Regel, Fl. Ost.-Sibir., I., p. 52. Watson, Bibl. Index, I.,

p. 8 (excl. synonyms ? ) Macoun, Cat., No. 54 (2).
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C. asarifola. DC. Syst. Nat., I., p. 309. Hook, Fl. Bor.-Am., I., p. 22. Torr. & Gr,

Fl. N. A., I., p. 27.

C. paluslrv, var. asarifolia. Rothrock, Fl. Alaska, p. 442.

Unalaschka and Aleutian Islands. D. Nelson, in Herb. Banks, DC. Syst. Nat. Alaska.

Rothrock. Hooker, although he kept this apart as a species in Flora Bor.-Am., suspected

it to be too near to C.

3. CALTHA NATANS, Pallas.

Stem nvumbent. floating, flexuous, much branched, rooting. Leaves reni form-cordate,

crenate. with the lobes somewhat approximated, obscurely crenate near the base, toothed

towards the apex, the sinus deeper than in C. palmtris. Flowers J inch in diameter.

Sepals oval. Follicles in a dense head very much shorter and broader than in paluslris,

about \ inch in length, with a straight beak Flowers of nearly a pure white, according

to Sir John Richardson. as quoted by Hooker.

Cnltlm luitniis. Pallas. Itin. Russ, ed. Germ., III., p. 248. Forst, Trans. Linn. Soc,

VIII
, p. ::i'4. 1'ursh, FL, II.. p. WO. DC. Syst. Nat, I., p. 311. Hook, Fl. Bor.-Am, I,

p. 1-2. Torr. & Gr., Fl. N. A., I, p. 27. Lawson, Ranunc. Canad., p. 45. "Watson, Bibl.

Index, I, p. H. Macouii, Cat, No. 2:5.

C. jxtluslm, var. Hook, f, Arct. I'l, pp. 2H3 and 312.

Creeping on the surface of deep sphagnous bogs, in the woody central districts from

Canada (Ontario) to lat. t!0
, rare. Richardxm, Drinnmond, Hook, Fl. Bor.-Am. This pro-

bablv carries the ranire oi' the plant too far east. Flowing stream twenty miles west

of Kdmonton. <>n the l^ic la Nun road, N.W.T, 1872; Peaee River tributaries, near Fort

St. John ; Methy River, near Methy 1'ortage, lat. ,

r
)7' N. Macoun, in Herb. Canad. Survey.

The Amur and Kaintschatka
;

iirst found in Eastern Siberia by Pallas. Sir Joseph Hooker

(Outl. Dist. Arct. I'l.) refers this as a form of C. palustris, stating that the prevalent opin-

ion amongst botanists is to unite as varieties radirans and arctifa also; he points out that

this is a floating plant, ati'ecting high latitudes only. It appears to me to be sufficiently

distinct, the close head of short, crowded follicles being very characteristic, as well as the

habit of the plant, and the form of the leaf. R. Brown distinguishes natans by its capsules

being in a dense head, arclira having linear anthers, and natans, he says, has smaller

leaves, white flowers and oval anthers. Collectors who may meet with the living plants

will do well to notice these points.

4. CALTHA LEPTOSEPALA, DeCandolle.

Root a fascicle of very long, straight, thick, simple fibres. Leaves radical, their

petioles closely aggregated and sheathing each other by the very broad, thin, membranous

marginal wing. Lamina elliptical-oblong, oval or heart-shaped, with acute basal sinus,

and more or less sagittate, nearly entire or coarsely erenate, glabrous ; first leaves smaller

and shorter than the later ones and with shorter petioles. Flowers, one or two from the

Bame root, but always on separate stalks ; plant never branched, as shown in Hooker's

figure 1 ; figure 2 shows it well. Flower 1 inch to 1 J inch across
; sepals about 8 or 9,
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pure white with a blue or green metallic tinge on the lower surface. Anthers long,

narrow, linear, pollen grains small globular, paler. One of the first flowers to bloom in

spring-time in the cold bogs at the edge of dissolving snow at high elevations on the

Rocky Mountains. Boiled and used as greens by the miners in Colorado.

Caltha leplosepala.
' DC. Syst. Nat., I., p. 310. Prod., I., p. 45. Hook., Fl. Bor.-Am., I.

p. 22, tab. 10, figs. 1-6. Torr. & Or., Fl. N. Am., I., p. 27. Gray, PI. Fendler., p. 4.

Brewer & Wats., B. Cal., p. 9.

C. biflora. Watson, Bibl. Index, I., p. 7. Macoun, Cat. DC. Syst. Nat., I., p. 310?

Hook., Fl. Bor.-Am., p. 22 ? Torrey and Gray, Flora N. Am., I., p. 2*7 ?

C. sagittata. Torrey, in Ann. Lye. N.Y., II., p. 164 (excl. synou.), according to Torrey

and Gray.
The sepals are not brightly shining on the inner surface, as in C. palustm and the

buttercups (in which the cells containing the colouring matter are extremely small, compact

and flat, forming a smooth surface), but have the texture of the sepals of Anemone nemorosa.

This is a gregarious plant, often covering large spaces in boggy ground and on wet

shoulders of the mountains. At a distance, the yellow centre and long, narrow sepals give

it the appearance of a daisy or ox-eye. Its whole general appearance is totally unlike

that of Caltha palustris.

Prince William Sound, north-west coast of North America. Menzies (Herb. Banks, DC.)

Alpine swamps in the Rocky Mountains, between lat. 52' and 55. Drummond. Cariboo

Mountains, in Coast Range, British Columbia. Dr. G. M. Daivaon. Sitka. Rolhrork.

Alaska.

In California, swamps near head of King's River, at 8,000 feet. Brewer. Near Lassen's

Peak. Lemmon. Sunny margin of the creek, six miles above Santa Fe, in the mountains

New Mexico. Fendler. Abundantly in flower in the cold swamps among the Elk Moun-

tains of Colorado, end of May, 1883
;
in flower at the highest point of the Marshall Pass,

May 22nd. Lawson.

5. CALTHA LEPTOSEPALA? var. BIFLORA.

Stem 1-leaved, 2-flowered, radical leaves petiolate, reuiform, crenate, with a wide

sinus, sepals oblong.

Caltha biflora. DeCandolle, Syst. Nat., I., p. 810

On the west coast of North America, near Banks Island. -Memies, (sp. in Herb.

Banks.)

DeCandolle described as above, from the Herbarium of Sir Joseph Banks, a plant

collected on the west coast of North America, near Banks Island, by Menxies, as Callha

biflora, and Hooker, in Fl. Bor.-Am., simply repeated DeCandolle's brief character, adding
the remark :

"
I have seen no specimens which exactly accord with this, but it seems to

me too nearly allied to C. leptosepala." Hooker and Gray followed suit. Watson, in the

Bibliographical Index to American Botany, however, relegates C. biflora to <7, palustris,

Under Regel's name var. minima. Prof. Macottn has followed Watson, and referred here

specimens, with narrow sepals, from- Tsi Tsutl Mountains, B.C., collected by Dr. G. M.

Dawson, which may or may not be the same as Menzies's plant. Brewer and Watson

observe (Bot. California, 2 ed.) that "
leptosepala appears to pass into biflora." If that be the
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it wilf require a stretch of imagination to connect biflora with ***** In the

of definite information regarding DeCandolle's plant, and its relation to the

Siberian *, of llegel, it will be safe meantime to refer the former to C leptosepala

which both DeCandolle and Hooker thought it was more nearly related than t

the former pointing out that in M/fora the sepals were broader and shorter than in

'

,_a character, however, which, in the latter plant, is exceedingly variable.

Genus VIII. HYDRASTIS, Linnaeus.

m

Bentham and Hooker, Genera Plantarum, I, p. 7.

1 . HYDUASTIS CANADENSIS, Linnaus.

n
('

to 18 in.-hos hiirh) from a fleshy rhizome, bearing a few scale-like abortive

leaves at base, and a lanro palmately divided petiolate serrated leaf near the top, the axis

ending in a flower, subtended by a large palmately divided and toothed leaf ,

Stem and leaf veins, etc, more or less hairy.

llv,/f,,<ti* r*vis/s. Linn. Sp. PI, ed., 2, 3, &c., p. 784. Alton f, Hort. Kcw, III, p.

3,52 Persoon, Synops, II, p. 107. Miehaux. Fl., I, p. 317. Pursh, Fl, p. 389. DC Syst,

I

'

', is Prod

"

I p 12.1 Torr. fc Gr., Fl. N. A, I, p. 40. Lindl, Fl. Med, p. 3. Gray,

Genera, I, p. 4S,"t. 18. Manual, p. 47. Chapman, Fl. S. U.S., p. 11. Lawson, Ranunc.

Canad, p. 51. Macoun, Cat, No. 76.

Hi/dn>i>liylliini n-riim Canadensium. Linn. Sp. PI, I, p. 146.

Warnera Camidciisis. Miller, I.-., II, p. l'.0, t. 285.

C-.nada in water. Liamrus. A mistake ;
the plant grows only in rich, dry ground,

in shady woods. Mirvin's Woods, Pr.-s.-ott, Ont.-Ji. Billings jr., in Herb. Bot. Soc. Ca.

Malden."-7>, . 1>. II". Martian. Township of Williams, Ont. Sounders. County of Norfolk,

Out. l>r. Nichol.

Cultivated in England in 1759 by Mr. Philip Miller.

Genus IX. TROLLIUS, Linnatus.

Bentham and Hooker, Genera Plantarum, I, p. 7.

1. TKOLUUS AMERICANTJS, Mulilenlerg.

Sepals 5 or 6 or more, greenish yellow, spreading horizontally, forming an open

flower. Petals small, numerous, and much shorter than the sepals and stamens.

Trollius Ameriranus.
"
Muhlenberg, Ind. Fl. Lane, 172, (1791)." Watson.

' Muhlenb.

et Gaissenh. ined. Donn, Cat. Hort. Cantab." (1796.) DC. Bot. Cabinet, t. 56. Bot. Mag,

t. 1988. DC'. Syst. Nat, I, p. 318 ; Prodr, I., p. 46. Loudon, Hortus Britaunicus, p. i

Hook, Fl. Bor.-Am., I, p. 23. Torrey, Fl. N. Y, I, p. 40, t. 3. Ledeb, Fl. Ross, I, p. 51

Regel, Fl. Ost.-Sibir, I, p. 56.

T. lanu. Salisbury, Trans. Linn. Soc, VIII, p. 303, (1803.) Pursh, Fl, II, p. 391.
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Torr. & Or., Fl. N. A., I., p. 28. Lawson, Ranunc. Canad., p. 45. "Watson, Bibl Index, p.

21. Macoun, Cat., No. 64.

T. pentapetalus. Herb. Banks. (DC.)

T. decapetalus. Herb. Bose. (DC.)

Gaissenia verna. Eaf., Jour. Bot., II., p. 168. (1808.)

Alpine rivulets on the eastern declivity of the Rocky Mountains, between lat. 52 and

55. Drummond. Michell Creek, British Columbia. Dr. G. M. Dawson, in Herb. Cauad.

Survey. Top of the Rocky Mountains, Kootanie Pass
;
Coldwater River, Cascade Moun-

tains, British Columbia. Dr. G. M. Dawson. Mountains of Cariboo. Macoun.

Pennsylvania and New York, on moist shady hills. Pursh. In deep swamps, in New

Hampshire to Delaware and Michigan. Gray.

There is also an open-flowered Trollius in Siberia, etc., T. Asiaticus. In T. Europtcits

the sepals are connivent, forming together a round ball, hence the name Globe Flower.

Genus X. COl'TIS, Salisbury.

Salisbury, in Trans. Linn. Soc., London, VIII., p. 305. Beutham and Hooker, Genera

Plantarum, I., p. 8.

List of species :

1. C. trifolia.
|

2. C. aspk-nifolia.

1. COPTIC TRIFOLIA, Salisbury .

Stem short, with bright yellow fibrous roots spreading from its base. Leaves long-

stalked of three wedge-shaped, slightly lobed, finely toothed, shining, evergreen leaflets.

F'ower solitary, on a naked stalk 3 or 4 inches high. Petals very small, cucullate obconic,

white. Stamens with yellow anthers.

Coptis trifolia. Salisbury, Trans. Linn. Soc., VIII., p. 305. Pursh, FL, II., p. 300. DC.

Syst. Nat., I., p. 322. Fl. Dan., t. 1519. Hook., FL Bor.-Am, I., p. 23. Torr. & Gr
, I., p.

28. Gray, Gen. 111., p. 38, t. 13. Manual, p. 45. Lange, PL Groml., p. 129. Hook, f.,

Arct. PL, p. 284. Lawsou, Ranunc. Canad., p. 45. Watson, Bibl. Index, p. 12. Macoun,

Cat., No. 57.

Helleboms trifolius. Linn. Amoen. Acad., II., p. 355, t. 4, f. 18, (1751.) Sp. Plantarum,

p. 784. Kalm, Resa til N. America, III., p. 379, (1761.) Aiton f., Hort. Kew., III., p. 361.

Michaux, FL, I., p. 325. Bigelow, FL Bost., p. 134.

Anemone Gramlandica. (Eder, Fl. Danica, IV., t. 566.

Helleborus trilobus. Lamarck, Encyc. Meth., Bot., III., p. 98.

dirysa borealis. Raf. Schm.,
"
N. Y. Med. Rep., V., p. 350." Desv. Jour., Bot., II.,

170.

Canada, and thence to lat. 58, in dry, sandy and mossy places. Hooker. Labrador.

Morrison (Hook). Toronto, June 2nd, 1882, in fL, not common
;
Halifax County, N.S., and

throughout Nova Scotia, common in many places in moist woods. Lawson. Bass River,

Kent, N.B. Prof. Fowler. Hudson Bay Territories, several specimens. McTavish. St.

Augustine, Labrador, '1865. Rev. D. Sutherland. Opposite Gros Cap, June 15th. Dr. R.

Bell. Shore of Lake Medad, Hamilton, Ont., May 17th, 1860. Logie, Prescott district,
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Common. B. Billings jr. Anticosti, July, 1861. Verrill. Gaspe Basin, south side, June 2nd,

18(52. Dr. J. Ml. Windsor, N.S. Prof. How. Nicolet, Montreal; St. Valentine, P.Q. ;

Kingston and Tort Robinson, Ont. Dr. P. W. Madagan, Herb. Edin. Belleville, borders of

swamps, under evergreens. Mucottn. Terrebonne and L'Islet. Provancher. Hare in the

interior of the western country, certainly not about Lake Winnipeg. Barnston. Abundant

from Newfoundland and Nova Scotia to the Rocky Mountains. Macotin. Manitoba House,

June 14th, 1881 ; Belleville, Ont., June 10th, 1876. Macoun, in Herb. Canad. Survey. St.

Anne des Monts, P.Q., June 12th, 1883. Porter. Sitka and Unalaschka. Torr. Sf Gr.

Sitka. llitthrock. In Siberia, in shady woods, with Oxalis and Circtca. Linneeus. Arctic

Asia, South Greenland, N. Europe, N. and N. E. Asia, and N. W. and N. E. America. Hook.

/.. AM. PI. Not British.

Introdured to English gardens by the Hudson's Bay Company, in 1782. Alton f.,

Hort. Kew.. 1. c.

This plant is very regular in its period of flowering, and well adapted to indicate the

forwardness of th<> spring season As observed by Prof. Fowler, at Bass River, New
Brunswick, it came into (lower in the several years, at the following'dates, showing a

range of difference of four days only in the four years :

1S67. May 24th.

18f,s. May 27th.

I860. May 26th.

1870. May 28th.

I'nder the name of "Gold Thread," which it has obtained on account of the rich

yellow colour of its roots, this plant is collected and commonly sold in the public markets

as a medicinal herb. Larire quantities are exported from Yarmouth County, Nova Scotia,

to the Tinted States.

2. COITIS ASPLKMFOUA, Salisbury.

Stein short, leaves bipinnate, ternately divided, the leaflets incisely lobed and

toothed, radical leaves long-stalked. Peduncle branched, bearing usually 2 flowers. Petals

long and narrow, dilated and cucullate about the middle, erect-spreading, longer than the

strongly rellexed sepals. Carpels about it, horizontal, on pedicels of their own length, half

an inch long, with longitudinal veins, ventrally swollen, straight on back with slightly
recurved tip and obsolete beak. Plant glabrous, with minute hair-bases on stem and leaves.

CoptLt ax/ilenifolia. Salisbury, Trans. Linn. Soc, VIII., p. 306. Pursh, Fl., II., p. 391.

DC. Syst. Nat., I., p. 322. Prodromus, I., p. 47. Hook., Fl. Bor.-Am., I., p. 23, t. 11 (excl.

syn), (tuplenioides in note.) Ledeb., Fl. Rossica, I., p. 53. Torr. & Gr., Fl. N. A., I., p. 28.

Watson, Bibl. Index, p. 12. Macoun, Cat., No. 58.

TJialictrum Japonirum, Thunberg, included among the "Thalictra dubia aut non satis

nota," by DeCandolle, in Syst. Nat., was referred in Flora Bor.-Am. to this species, but
Sir Joseph Hooker has kindly responded to my enquiries (letter, Aug. llth, 1884) by
informing me that the Japanese plant is Coptis trachypetala, Sieb. & Zucc., and that C
asplenifolia, Salisb., does not occur in Japan.

North-west coast of N. America. Menzies, Douglas. Observatory Inlet. ScquJer.
Rich woods, Queen Charlotte Islands, July 18th, 1878. Dr. G. M. Dawson, in Herb. Canad.

Survey. Rich woods, New Westminster, B.C. Macoun. Sitka. T. ft G., Rothrock.

In Dr. Dawson's specimens the carpels are much longer than in Hooker's figure in the

Flora Boreali-Americana.
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Genus XI. AQUILEGIA, Linrueus.

Beutham and Hooker, Genera Plantarum, I., p. 8.

List of Species :

1. A. Canadensis.

2. A. formosa.

3. A. truncata.

4. A. caerulea, var. flavescens.

5. A. brevistyla.

6. A. vulgaris.

1. AQUILEGIA CANADENSIS, Linnam.

Segments of leaves trifid. Sepals oblong-lanceolate, scarcely spreading, of an orange-
scarlet colour. Petals nearly straight and trumpet shaped, the spnr orange-scarlet (as the

sepals), lamina pale yellow, the fleshy attachment white, lamina not thrown back but

continuous in direction with the spur ; spnr twice the length of the lamina, its end infla-

ted with an almost colourless polished intumescence. Stamens and styles much exserted,

or produced beyond the floral envelopes. Follicles downy, with very long thread-like

beaks.

Aquilegia Canadensis. Linn. Sp. PL, p. 752. (1753.) P>ot. Mag., t. 246. Loddiges, Bot.

Cabinet, t. 888. Michaux, FL, I., p. 316. Pursh, FL, p. 372. DC. Syst. Nat., I., p. 337.

Prod., I.,' p. 50. Hook
,
FL B.-A., I., p. 24, in part, Torr. & Gray, Fl. N. A., I., p. 20,

(excl. /?. hybrida, Hook., and ft. violacea, Nutt.) Gray, Maimal, p. 45. 111.. Gen. I., t. 13.

PL FeudL, p. 4. C. A. Meyer, Sertum Petropolitanum, under t. 11. Chapman, Fl. S. U.S.,

p. 9. Wood, Cl. Bk. & FL, p. 210. Provanrher, Fl. Canadienne, p. 15. Hook, f., Arct. PI
,

pp. 284 and 318. Baker, Gard. Chro., new series, X., p. 20. Lawson, Kanunc. Canad., p. 46,

Porter, Fl. Colorado, p. 4. "Watson, Bibl. Index, p. 6. Macoun, Cat., No. 59,

A. variegata. Moench, Meth. Marburg,, p. 311. (1794.)

A. elegans. Salisb. Prod., p. 374. (1796.)

A. flaviflora. Tenney, Am. Nat., L, p. 388.

A. corolla simplici, nertariis fere rectis. Gronovius, Virg., p. 59. (1743.)

A. pumita prcccox Canadensis. Cornuti Canad., p. 60, t. 60. (1635.)

A. prcecox Canadensis, flore exlerno rubicimdo, media luteo. Moris., Hist., III., p. 457. (1680.)

A. Virginiana flore rubescente. Plukenet, Almagestum, 38. (1796.)

The Early Red Columbine of Virginia. Parkinson's Theatrum Botanicum, 1367. (1640.)

In woods and open clearings, chiefly where the soil is dry and sandy, in Ontario, but

most writers speak of its growing on rocks, or in rocky places. Near Toronto, June 2nd,

1862, a robust leafy form, much branched above. Abundant about Kingston, especially

near Kingston Mills, "Waterloo, and Wolfe Island. Lawson. Montreal Mountain, May, 1848,

and Niagara. James Adie. Rear of Ernestown, 1860. Dr. Dupuis. Caledon, rather rare.

Rev. C. I. Cameron. Nicolet, Montreal, Kingston, Niagara Eiver, and Maiden. Dr P. W.

Maclagan. Pied du Cap Tourmente. Provancher. Belceil Mountain. Dr. John Bell. Moun-
tain side, west of Hamilton, Ont., common, May, 24th, 1859. Judge Logie. Prescott district,

common. B. Billings jr. Falls of Montmorenci, Point Levis, and Orleans Island, P.Q.

Brunei. Gneiss rocks, Sixteen Mile Lake, River Rouge, P.Q. D 'Urban. Belleville, com-

mon in rocky or sandy open woods ; Kaministiqua River. Macoun. Near Emerson,

Sec. IV., 1884. 10.

I
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Manitoba. Dr. G. M. Dawson.
" Saskatchewan riains. Bourgeau"

" Lake Winnipeg."

R. King, in Back's Expedition, 1838-4. Southern limit 40 N. lat, Northern limit 56

KBarnslon. No indigenous Aijuilegia has been found in New Brunswick, Nova Scotia,

Cape Breton, Prince Edward Island, Newfoundland, Labrador, or Anticosti.

In dry deep loose sandy soils about Toronto the plant is much larger in all its parts

than in the loams overlying the limestone and Laurentian rocks about Kingston. When

cultivated in ordinary garden soil, and especially in moist climates, as in Nova Scotia and

in the Edinburgh Botanic Garden (where it was grown by the late James McNab, from

seeds collected by himself in America), the flowers become much less vivid in colour than

in the arid soils and hot summer climate of its home in Ontario and western Quebec.

The ireoirraphical ran ire of this plant, which is the most easterly Aquttegia on the

American continent, is not correctly given in any work hitherto published, its distribu-

tion having been mixed up with that of other species, and, in some cases, erroneous

localities have been cited. Sir Win. Hooker, in quoting Fort Vancouver and mouth of the

Columbia, no doubt referred to another species. Torrcy and Gray indicated Hudson

Bav t<> Georgia and west to Missouri, not noticing its absence from a large portion

of ea.-tern British America, and Nuttall's plant from Big Blue River of the Platte

is. no doubt, different. Wood does not indicate its range with much precision when he

says :

"
It irrows wild in most of the States." Baker speaks of it as universally spread

throughout the eastern States from Canada to Florida, observing that the true Caruulensis

is confined to the east .side of the Rocky Mountains. And, lastly, Prof. Macoun, in his

excellent Catalogue of Canadian plants, repeats a mistaken locality, on authority of a

Halifax list, that would extend the plant eastward in British America at least seven

dcjrrees farther than it is known to irrow. A fuller record of localities than we now

jMissess is required to determine the precise north-eastern and south-western limits of

the plant in British America. ( )ur Canadian and American botanists and collectors have

not yet got fully into the way of publishing, in the botanical periodicals, localities for

rare, unusual, or critical species, and local lists, a practice which, in Britain and some

other European countries, has proved highly useful in furnishing data for working up

geographical distribution.

Mr. Baker observes that this plant was well known to our pre-Linncean botanists and

cultivators, beinir one of the plants introduced to Europe by Tradescant. I have given

some of the old references (in synonymy) to illustrate this point. He further observes:
" We have a variety gathered by Fendler in New Mexico, with a smaller limb than in the

type (linear-oblong, sepals one-third inch long, lamina of petals one-quarter inch), and a

very long slender spur." This is no doubt the plant referred to by Gray, in Plantcc

Fendleriantr, p. 4. In May, 1883, I gathered on the mesa at the base of Mount Marcel-

lane, on the Pacific slope of Colorado, elevation about 9,000 feet, a form corresponding to

Fendler's plant in the slender spurs, but the sepals are very obtuse, and no longer than

the petal-lamina?, and the stamens are only slightly protruded beyond the petals and

sepals, the filaments nearly all of one length. It may rank as a variety of Canadensis? but

is possibly a hybrid.

1 A. Qmadentu parr(flora. Foliage thin, pedicels hairy ; sepals not at all spreading, obtuse, scarcely Ic

than OKI lamina. Spar of a deep ml colour, inclined to claret, paler towards the limb, which is of a rather hr

yellow, tepak similar in colour to the spur, paler at the tips.
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This species is the only American Aquilegia noticed in
" Hortus Kewensis," Ed. 2,

wherein it is stated to have been introduced to English gardens before 1640 by Mr. John

Tradescant sen., flowering in April and May, rather earlier than in its Canadian home.

2. AQUILEGIA FORMOSA, Fischer.

Plant robust, two to three feet high. Leaves very glaucous on the lower surface,

slightly so on the upper, the uppermost sessile leaves or bracts trifoliate, not at all

incised. Sepals spreading, lanceolate to broadly ovate-lanceolate, more or less acute, about

one-third inch wide, longer than the spurs, sometimes nearly twice their length, usually

bright red. Petals with a short truncate yellow lamina varying in si/e to half the length
of the sepals. Petal-spur puffed out (belly-like) in the upper half, rather abruptly

narrowed below, with a terminal knob. Styles as long as the sepals, the upper stamens

proje*ting considerably beyond the laminae of the petals. Follicles under one inch in

length, one-third as broad as long, hairy (or glabrous V), with filiform beaks nearly their

own length. Pedicels hairy. Mr. Baker observes that this species is very near the

eastern A. Canadensis, from which it differs by its larger sepals, quite twice as long as the

petal lamina.

Aquilegia formosa. Fischer, in DC. Prodr., I., p. 50. Lodebour, Flora Eossica, I., p.

56. Torrey & Gray, Flora N. Amer., I., p. 30. Lawsou, Ranunc. Canad., p. 47. Regel,

Gartenflora, II., p. 219. Flore des Serres, VIII., t. 795. Baker, Synops. Aquilegia, Gar.

Chro., n. s., X. (1878), p. 111. Watson, Bibl. Index., I., p. 7. Brewer & Wats., Bot. Calif.,

I., p. 10. Macouu, Cat., No. 60, in part.

A. Canadensis. Hook., Fl. B.-A., I., p. 24, in part.

A. Canadensis, var. Bougard, in Mem. Acad. St. Petersburg, Sc. Pliys. et Math., ser. 6,

II., p. 124. Torrey, Pac. E. Rep., p. 462
;
Mex. Bound, p. 30.

A. Canadensis, var. formosa. Cooper, Pac. R. Rep., XII., p. 55. Watson, King's Rep.,

40th parallel, V., p. 10. Torrey, Bot. Wilkes, 216.

A. arctica. Hortul. (Walpers.) London, Steudel, Nomeiicl. Botanicus. Regel, Gar-

tenflora, II., p. 19.

Queen Charlotte Islands, July 16th, 1878. Dr. G. M. Daivson. Vaiumiver Island;

mainland of British Columbia, from the valley of the Fraser to lat. 56', western slopes

of Rocky Mountains. Macoun, Dawson. Sitka and Uualaschka. Bongard. (T. & G.)

Sitka. Herb. Mus. Paris. Walpers, I.e. Rotkrock. From Sitka down the west side of

North America to California, ascending in the Rocky Mountains to 6,000 7,000 feet
;

Kamschatka, according to DeCandolle's Prodromus, but I have not seen Old World

specimens. Baker. Oregon. Nultall. Some of the localities cited may possibly relate to

A. truncata.

3. AQTJILECHA TRTJNCATA, Fisclier 8? Meyer.

Flowers red with orange or yellow. Sepals spreading or reflexed, equal in length to

the spurs, which are gradually and uniformly narrowed from the open truncate mouth to

the apex. Lamina scarcely at all developed. Follicles six or seven times as long as broad,
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with prominently embossed veins, and slighly hairy. Brewer and Watson observe that

this plant is very variable as to size, foliage and colour of flowers. In Prof. Macoun's

specimens tho gradually narrowed trumpet-like petal spur, and the long slender follicles,

are striking characters ;
but Mr. Baker observed that, in a large bundle of specimens at

Kew, he could not draw any distinct line of demarcation between this species and A.

furmosn. It is not to be concluded from this that the plants are not really distinct, as we

now know how prone Aquilegias are to hybridize and thus furnish puzzling connecting

links.

Ai/uHcpM fri/Hi-iild. Fischer & Meyer, Index Seminum Petropolitauum, 1843, p. 8.

Regel. Sert. IVtrop., 18o2, t. and p. 11. Lawson, Ranunc. Canad., p. 47. Brewer &
Watson. Hot. California, I., p. 10. Watson, Bibl. Index, I., p. 7.

A. C,i,i,fl.-n*i*. Tonvy, Pacif. R. Rep., IV., p. 52.

A. Citlifitriiii-n. Harlweg, in Lindl. Gar. Chr., 1854, p. 83G, cum. ic. Gray, Proc. Am.

A- ad.. VII . p. :I2S. Rcgel, Gartenilora, IV., p. 131.

A. '.rhnin. Plaiichon. in Flore des Serres, 1857, t. 1188.

.1. /<>rnn>*i var. Baker. Synops. Aquilegia, Gard. Chro ., X. (1878), p. 111.

.1 tiiriHusii. Macoiin, in Herb. Canadian Survey. Cat., No. G, in part.

Kit h Around mid Brassy slopes along streams, Black Water River, British Columbia,

Jinn 1 llili. 1
X
7">. .Miinnin, in Herb. Canad. Survey. Shady places by streams, California.

Jiritrir ,y M'rt/.vn//.

I. Ant'ILKiilA O.KKl'LKA, var. KLAVESCENS.

Sepals ri-llex-'d iii the expanded Jlower, lanceolate, yellow or slightly flushed on the

bark with red. IVtal-lainina obnvate cuneate, of a paler yellow than the sepals, truncate at

apex ; spur nearly hall' an inch long, yellow, (slightly incurved, knobbed. Styles and

stamens much exserted. Follicles pubescent.

A. jinn* Watson, Hot. Kith 1'arall., King's Rep., V., p. 10. Gray, Am. Jour.

', III.. ]..
1-1!'. 1'orter. Hayd. Kep.. 1871, p. 477. Coulter, do, 1872, p. 759. Baker, .

Synops Aquilegia, (lard. Chro., X., (1H7S). p. 20. Watson, Bibl. Index, I., p. 7. Macoun,
Cat. No. ;::.

A. Cumuli-nuts, var. numi. Koexl, in liegel's Gartenllora, 1872, p. 258, tab. 734.

Rocky Mountains. liourffcau. Dry rocky slopes, Michell Creek, British Columbia,

July llth, IHS.-J; Kootanie Pass, Rocky Mountains. Dr. G. M. Dawson, in Herb. Canad.

Survey. Bow River Pass, in thickets, and at the base of the cliffs of the eastern range
Manwn. Subalpine zone of the Rocky Mountains in Utah and Oregon, at an elevation of

from 5,000 to 7,000 feet above sea level. Baker, who observes,
" This is now widely spread

iii English gardens."

The normal form of the species has a Southern distribution, and is not found within
British America.

5. AQUILEOIA BREVISTYIA, Hooker.

Flowers bluish-purple, varying to paler (claret) colours, or white, but never orange-red
or yellow as in other N. American species. Sepals ovate-lanceolate, rather longer than
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the petals. Petal-spurs incurved, knobbed at the end, about equal in length to the lamina.

Stamens and styles short, included. Follicles pubescent. General aspect of A. vulgaris,

but more delicate in stem, foliage, and flowers, the last much smaller
;
the stamens and

styles shorter.

Aquilegia brevistyla. Hooker, Fl. Bor.-Am., I., p. 24. Torr. & Gr., Fl. N. A., I., p. 30.

Lawson. Ranunc. Canad., p. 47. Hook, f, Arct. PI., pp. 284 and 313. Baker, Gard. Chro.,

X., p. 20, (1878). Watson, Bibl. Index, I., p. 6. Macoun, Catalogue, No. 61.

A. vulgaris? Richardson, in Franklin's 1st. Journal, ed. 2., App., p. 21.

A. vulgaris var. brevistyla. Gray, Am. Jour. Sc. ser. 2, XXXIII., p. 410 Porter, Fl.

Colorado, p. 4.

"Western parts of Canada. Dntmmond. As far north as Bear Lake. Richardson. Clear

"Water River, July 13th
; Nipigon, 1853 ; Fort Simpson. Mc.Tavith ; also, in a parcel from

McTavish labelled
"
L. Nipigon, chiefly near Lake Superior." Herb. Lawson. Received

from Mackenzie River. Barnston. Rocky Mountains. Bourgeau. Sitka, Hudson Bay Ter-

ritory, and down the Rocky Mountains as far south as Colorado. Baker. Telegraph Trail,

B.C., and Peace River, at the Rocky Mountain Portage, lat. 56". Macoun. This species

was not known west of the Rocky Mountains until found in British Columbia by Prof.

Macoun. But Sir Joseph Hooker remarked in I860, (Dist. Arct. PI.) that he had seen

specimens of a Sitka plant, in an indifferent state, which were a great deal like it, and

that brevislyla was allied to the Siberian A. parvijlora, Led.

6. AQUILEGIA VULGARIS, Linnwux.

Spurs incurved like acrozier, shorter than the very broad lamina. Stamens exserted,

the inner ones frequently imperfect. Sepals ovate-lanceolate with acute tips, twice the

length of the spurs. Flowers large, most commonly blue, but varying to purple, rose,

white, etc. Cultivated varieties are striped or have double flowers, having two or more

rows of petals.

Aquilegia vulgaris. Linn. Sp. PL, p. 752. Eng. Bot., t. 297. DC. Syst. Nat., I., p. 334

(with a page and a half of synonyms and references.) Bab., Man. ed. 3, p. 10. Hook, f.,

Student's FL, p.ll. Gray, Manual, ed. 5, p. 45. Lawson, Ranunc. Canad., p. 47. Macoun,

Cat., No. 62.

Abundant in the neighbourhood of Prince's Lodge, Halifax County, the property for-

merly occupied by H. R. H. the Duke of Kent, and in spots along the Railway Line
; also

in several places on the road between Halifax and Windsor. About the end of June the

deep railway cutting at Prince's Lodge looks like a magnificent flower garden from the

abundance of this plant, in every variety of colour, on the rocky cliffs.

Genus XII. DELPHINIUM, Linnarus.

Bentham and Hooker, Genera Plantarum, I., p. 9.

List of species :

1. D. scopulorum.
2. D. Menziesii.

3. D. variegatum.

4. D. azureum.

5. D. Ajacis.

6. D. orieutale.
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1. DELPHINIUM SCOPUI/OEUM, Gray.

Tall, smooth or finely pubescent. Petioles of the lower leaves long and dilated at

the base, lamiua orbicular in outline, 3 to 5 parted, the segments laciniately lobed, lobes

acute. Rat-erne rather strict, many flowered (slightly compound or panicled below.)

Flowers sparingly pilose externally, spur straight, as long as the sepals ; lower petals

bifid, slightly bearded. Root perennial, fibrous.

Del/iliinium wti/mioriim. Gray, PI. Wright., II., p. 9. Smiths. Contrib., V., p. 9.

"Walpers, Ann., IV., p. 24. Am. Jour. Se., ser. 2, XXXIII., p. 242. Brewer & Watson,

Hot. Calif., I., p. 11. Wats., Bibl. Index, p. 14. Macoun, Cat. No. 66.

D. ejcaltatum. Hooker, Fl. Bor.-Am., I., p. 25. Lawson, Ranunc. Canad., p. 47, (not

of Alton. DC., Gray.)

Rnrky Mountains, between hit. ;rl and 5G . Dnnnmorul. Hook., Fl. Bor.-Am. The

Yukon country adjoining Russian Territory ;
Clear Water; July 13th. McTavish. Sas-

katrhewan ami Ko< ky Mountains. Bourgeaii. Abundant near Morley, Bow River ; on

the Saskatchewan, as far east as Carlcton, and northward to the Peace River, lat. 66".

Mnaiiin. Iroquois Creek, near Fort McLeod, Brit. Columbia. Dr. G. M. Dawson. New
M'-xii-o. (! fai/.

2. DELPHINIUM MENZIESII, DeCandolle.

Dwarf, very hairy, except at the base. Petioles scarcely dilated at base, lamina 5

parted, the divisions rl.-ft into linear entire lobes. Racemes 3 to G flowered. Flowers

large, deep blue, veined with purple, pubescent on the external surface ; spur straight,

as lonp as the sepals ;
follicles somewhat tomentose. Root fleshy.

Dflphiniiim M>-/izi>sii. DC. Syst. Nat., I, p. :{.
r
,5. Prodr., I., p. 54. Bot. Reg., t. 1192.

Hook.. Fl. Hor.-Am., I., p. i'5. Hot. Beerhey, Supp., p. 317. Torr. & Gr., Fl., Supp., I., p.

ijr.l. (not of p. :!1. which is D. simplex, Douglas.) Hook, f., Arct. PI., pp. 284, 313. Roth-

ro<-k, Fl. Alaska, p. 442. Brewer & Watson, Bot. Calif., p. 11. (Not of Porter, Colorado

Fl.) Macoun, Cat. No. 07.

D. ttiberosum. Men/cies MSS.

D. pauciflorum. Nutt, in Torr. & Gr., Fl. N. A., I., p. 33, (see p. 661).
J). Nultalliana. Pritz.

D. jxitrns. Newberry, Pac. R. Rep., VI., p. G5.

In Nova Georgia. Mcnzitv, sp. in Herb. Banks. DC. Syst. Nat. North-west coast

of America. Memies. Kotzebue Sound. Cnpl. Beecliey's collection. Common under the
shade of solitary pine trees, at Puget Sound, the Columbia River, and in California.

Douglas. Hook., Fl. Bor.-Am. In pine woods, from Kotzebue Sound to Oregon. Torr.

& Gr., Fl, I., p. 061. Kotzebue Sound to Cape Lisburne. Rothrock, Alask. Abundant
on Cedar Hill, and in many other localities near Victoria, Vancouver Island. Macoun,
Dawson.

From Puget Sound to Montana and the Blue Mountains of Oregon, apparently not

entering California. Brewer 8f Watson, 1. c.
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3. DELPHINIUM VAKIEOATUM, Torrey ft Gray.

Pubescent, with straight, spreading, or somewhat tomentose hairs. Leaves three

parted, the segments cuneiform, many cleft into narrow linear rather obtuse lobes.

Flowers large, on long pedicels, in a short open raceme, blue ; sepals broad, spreading,

spur short and stout. Flower stalks and follicles very hairy. Root of fleshy fibres.

Delphinium variegalum. Torrey & Gray, Fl. N. A., I., p. 32. Brewer & Watson, Bot.

Calif., I., p. 10. Watson, Bibl. Index, I., p. 14. Macoun, Cat., No. 68.

D. grandiflorum, var. variegatum. Hook. & Arn., Bot. Beechey, p. 31*7.

D. decorum. Benth., PI. Hartweg., p. 295.

Under the cliffs near the waggon road, Yale, British Columbia. Macoun, A. J. Hill.

Lytton, B.C. 20th May 1876. Dr. G. M. Dawson, in Herb. Canad. Survey. California.

Douglas. In the coast ranges from Santa Barbara to Punta de los Reyes. .Brewer $ Wats.,

Bot. Calif.

4. DELPHINIUM AZUREUM, Michaux.

Glabrous or slightly pubescent. Petioles slightly dilated at base, the lamina 3 to u

parted, the segments cleft into linear lobes. Raceme loose, perfectly simple, the pedicels

long and spreading. Flowers azure coloured, darker or paler, petals shorter than the

sepals, the lower ones densely bearded, spur longer than the sepals. Perennial. A very

variable species, and of wide distribution, if all the forms referred really belong here.

Delphinium azureum. Michaux, Fl. Bor.Am., I., p. 314. (1803). Foir. Sup., II., p. 45s.

Pursh, Fl. II., p. 3*71 . Persoon, Synops., II., p. 82. DC. Syst. Nat., I., p. 3r,<;. Trod, I,

p. 54. Bot. Reg., t. 1999. Torr. & Gray, Fl. N. A., I., pp. 32 and (160. London, Hm-t.

Brit., p. 222, No. 14,147. Gray, PI. Fendleriamw, p. 5. PI. Lindheimerianir, p. 142, (under

D. virescens). Manual, p. 46. Chapman, Fl. S. U.S., p. 10. Lawson, Ranunc. Canad., p. 48.

Watson, Bibl. Index, p. 12. Macoun, Cat., No. 69.

D. Carolinianum. Walter, Fl. Carolina, p. 1/55. (1788).

D. virescens. Nuttall, Genera N. A. PL, II., p. 14. (1818). Torr. & Gr., Fl. N. A., I.,

p. 32. Wood, Cl. Bk. and Fl., p. 210. Gray, PI. Liudheim., p. 142.

D. vimineum. Don, in Sweet's Brit. Fl. Gard. t. 374. Bot. Mag., t. 3593. Torr. & Gr.,

Fl. N. A., I., p. 32.

D. simplex. Gray, PI. Wright., II., p. 8, according to Watson in Bibl. Index, (but not

of Douglas, Hooker, nor Brewer and Watson).

West of Rocky Mountains, between Fort Yukon and Lapierre House ;
also Yukon

country (fl. smaller, pedicels and spurs shorter). McTavish. Dry slopes, Cypress Hills,

June 9th, 1883. Dr. G. M. Dawson, in Herb. Canad. Survey. South of Lake Winnipeg
Dr. Houghton. Plains near Wood Mountain, N. W. Territory. Dr. G. M. Dawson. New
Mexico. Fendler. Colorado. Lawson. Wisconsin, Illinois, and Southward. Gray, Man.

North Carolina to Georgia. Torrey Sf Gray, Fl. Texas. Drummond. Arkansas. Nuttall,

Pitcher.

Walter's name, Carolinianum, is older by fifteen years than the azureum of Michaux ;

but, as this may ultimately prove to be a composite species, and the nomenclature of the

genus cannot be regarded as settled, I have meantime retained the latter name as the one

commonly used.
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[D. SIMPLEX. Douglas, in Hook.. PI. Bor.-Am., I., p. 25, is a southern plant found

by Douglas on the sub-alpine range, west of the Rocky Mountains, near the Columbia,

plentiful ; and by Brewer in the coast ranges south to San Diego. It also occurs in Idaho.

Mn.-h resembling D. mureum of the eastern plains, but differing in its less strict habit,

uud looser racemes of larger and more open flowers. (Bot. Calif.)

5. DELPHINIUM A.TACIS, Reichenbach.

Si. -in erect, divaricately branched. Racemes elongated, rather laxly flowered, pedicels

a> l<>iiir as the bracts. Follicles solitary, pubescent. Annual or biennial. Dwarf or

Ajaris. Reich, (not Linn.) Hook. 111., Student's Flora, p. 11.

/) < aiKoliila. Hooker. British Fl. ; Bahinirton, Manual ;
and other British authors prior

to year ls.;\ (not of Linn.); 1'ursh, FL, p. :\1 Beck, Bot.. p. 13. Torr. & Gr., Fl. N. A.,

I . p. :',". Darlinir. Fl. Cest. :\ ed., p. 7. Chapman, Fl. S. U.S., p. 10. Gray, Manual, p. 46.

Woo.1. Hot. \ Fl., p. iM". Lawson. Ranunc. Canad., p. 48. Watson, Bibl. Index, I.,p. 444.

Macoun. ( 'at.. N. ti-V

An introduced Southern European plant.

Uanks of the St. Lawrence K'iver west of Prescott, Ontario. B. Billings jun., in Herb.

Bot. S... . Canada Hardens, waste places, and wheat fields, near Belleville, Ont. Macoun.

Vicinity of Hamilton. Out. liui'hnn.

This plant has been known in Cambridgeshire, England, since the days of Dillenius,

l.ui has not spread there, and, heyonil the chalk districts, is little more than a casual

strajrirler. Sec H. < '. Watson. Cyb.-le Briiaiinica. I., p. '.17. It may have been brought to

Canada in grain or grass seed from England or continental Europe, and seems to find

congenial conditions in the liirht soils overlying the limestones of Ontario.

The true /). Citnaoliila of Limnrus dill'ers from this species in having shorter glabrous

follicles, .short racemes, and seeds with interrupted ridges. (Hook, fil.) It is a southern

European plant, not native of England, and found only once in a field in Jersey. The

Canadian localities hitherto published lor
"
D. CinisoHda, L." no doubt all belong to D.

A/nris, Reich. The D. Ajacis of my Monograph of Ranuncnlacete is D. wientale. Sir Joseph
Hooker says:

"
Syme observes that D. Ajacis, Reich, (and continental European authors)

is not the plant of Linnirus (which is orientate of Gay) ; hence the present plant should

have a new name ; hut as the names, Consulula, orientate, and Ajacis, are now fixed, it is

unwise to disturb the present arrangement."

C. DELPHINIUM OKIENTALE, /. Gay.

Stem erect, straight, almost unbranched, whole plant nearly glabrous ;
the flowers

in a long dense raceme, pedicels as long as the bracts
; capsules pubescent. Annual.

Delphinium orientate. J. Gay. Boiss., Fl. Orient., I., p. 79.

D. Ajaris. Linn. Sp. Plantarum, I., p. 748. DC. Syst. Nat., I., p. 341. Wight &
Arnott, Prodromus Fl. Pen. Ind. Orient., I., p. 4. Lawson, Ranunc. Canad., p. 49. Pro-

vanchcr, Fl. Canadienne, p. 16. Ledebour, Fl. Ross., I., p. 58.
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Hyadnthus. Theocr., Idyl., 19, and Ovid, Metam. (DC.)

Between "Wild Rice River and Red Lake River, September, I860. Dr. Schvltz.

In the species Plantarum, Linnaeus gives a blank habitat for this plant, as if it were

known, in his day, not as a wild plant at all, but only as a garden flower. The specimens
collected by Dr. Schultz may have grown from seeds accidentally dropped by a traveller.

It should, however, be looked for, now that the country is settled. Trautvetter, in his

Enumeration of the Plants collected by Radde in the Caucasus in 1875, cites a station

for this species in Russian Armenia, as if it were there indigenous.

Genus XIII. ACONITUM, Linnaus.

Bentham and Hooker, Genera Plantarum, I., p. fl.

List of species :

1. A. Nape'llus. [A. Fischer!].

2. A. delphinifolium.

1. ACONITUM NAPELLUS, Linnants,

Tall (2 feet or more), straight, erect, leafy. Leaves very dark dull green, furrowed on

the upper surface, palmately lobed, the lobes pinnatifid. Flowers very numerous, closely

set, on short pedicels, forming long, slender, simple racemes. Galea nearly hemispherical,

sepals dark blue, dull or lurid before expansion. "Whole plant more or less pubescent.

Readily distinguished by its very long racemes, which are not at all corymbose. Ivoot-

stock fusiform, black, yields the very poisonous alkaloid Aconitine. Several other Euro-

pean and Asiatic species are cultivated in gardens, with which this is apt to be confounded.

Monkshood. Wolf's Bane.

Aconitum Napellus. Linn. Species Plantarum, p. 751 (excl. syn. Grouov. Virg., 165).

Kcelle, Specileg. Aconit., p. 14. cum ic. (1188). "Willdenow, Sp. PL, II., p. 1235. Smith,

English Flora, III., p. 31. Aiton f., Hort. Kew., III., p. 323. Hooker, Brit. Fl. Babington,

Manual. Wood, Cl. Bk. & Fl., p. 211. Hook, f., Student's Flora, p. 12.

A. vulgare. DC. Syst. Nat., I, p. 371.

Found occasionally as a garden outcast, but not inclined to spread in Canada. Near

Falls of Montmorenci. Mr. Thomas. Sir Joseph Hooker gives its distribution as Europe,

Siberia, "West Asia to the Himalaya. Noticed (1811) by Aiton as a native of Germany,
France and Switzerland, first cultivated in England in 1596 by Mr. John Gerard. It was

first found wild in England, (in Herefordshire), abundantly in 1819 by Rev. E. Whitehead,

Oxon. (Eng. Fl.,) ;
is now regarded as doubtfully native in Wales, Hereford and Somerset ;

naturalized elsewhere ; a denizen ? Watson. Not noticed in the early British Floras. The

original A. Napellus of Linnaeus seems to have included at least two European and one

American species.

2. ACONITUM DELPHINIFOLIUM, Reichenbach.

Plant rather low and spreading, with fine pubescence or glabrous, few- or many-
flowered. Leaves round-reniform in outline, palmately lobed, lobes incisely crenate.

Sec. IV., 1884. 11.
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Flowers deep blue, in a short, loose, simple raceme, or more usually slightly corymbose

below, with long pedicels, (more lax and flaccid than in A. Napdlus) ; galea hemispherical

or only very slightly oonically-narrowed.

Aconitum ddphinifolium. Reicheubach, Monog. Aeon., p. 79, t. 9. Lawson, Monogr.

Ranun. Canad.. p. 49.

A. delplnnifolium, Americanum. DC. Syst. Nat., I., p. 380.

A. Xajiellus var. tleliihin'ifolium. Seringe, Monogr., p. 159. DC. Prod., I., p. 63. Hook.,

Fl. Bor.-Am. I . p. 2>. Torr. & dr., Fl. N. Am., I., p. 34. Regel, Bot. Ostsibirien, I., p.

110. Kothrock, Fl. Alaska, p. 442. Watson, Bibl. Index, I., p. 1. Macoun, Cat. No. 26.

.1. Xii/H-ltus var. iMpliinifoliiim, lusus ft. paradoxum. Regel, Bot. Ostsib., I., p. Ill, t. 3,

fig. 55.

A. pnnido.rn in. Reich., Monogr., t. 10, fiif. 3-5.

A. tlrlphiiiifolimn, fl. pariidosum. Reich. 111. Gen. Aeon., t. 42.

A. dflph. var. <. and ;-. Ledebour, Fl. Rossica, p. 70.

A. .\iiprllns. Hook. & Thomson, Flora Indica, I., p. 57. Macoun, 1st Cat., No. 70.

Slcdsre Island (misspelt in DC. Syst.) on the north-west coast of North America.

Dm-iil .\i'hoti. M'-n : /Vs. About Behring Strait, as far north as lat. 66 13'. Cluimisso. Cape

Mnluravi- and Kot/ebue Sound. dipt. Becchey's Collection. Moist mountain prairies in

the Ko- ky Mountains, bet. lat. 52 and 50"'. Drummoml, Hooker. The Yukon country,

adjoining the Russian Territory. McTuriah. Misinchinca River, near Pine River Pass,

Rocky Mountains. .Inly 23d, 1*7'.'. in II. Dr. G. M. Dawson, in Herb. Canad. Survey.

W<KM!S }>.-t\veeii M( Iy<'od Lake and Stuart Lake, B.O. Macoun. Between Point Barrow

and Ma ken/ie K'iver. nmhnn-1,: Chamisso Island ; Sitka; Kamtschatka ;
near Kadjak.

Urgcl. Two forms of i/rljihittifo/iiiiii, not observed in America, have been described by
Reirhenbach as species: m-mi^iilrntuii^ which, occurs in Kamtschatka, Unalaschka, Bays of

Kschscholtx and Laurent
;
and Chamissonuinum in Uualaschka.

M FisniKiii, Hrirlu-nbarh, has not yet been found in British America
; but

occurs in Alaska and in Washington Territory, where it was first found by Douglas on the

Wallawallah River, a branch of the Columbia; it ranges to Kamtschatka, and one form

((i. arruntum) occurs in Mandschuria
;
in America it reaches south to California, rising to

xOOO feet on the Sierra Nevada. Smooth or slightly pubescent; leaves palmately cleft,

the 5 (or 3) segments being rather widely ouneate, and incisely toothed, the lobes rhombic

ovate, acutely pointed. Flowers in a somewhat panicled raceme. Galea more or le

conical, its margin arched from insertion to point. This is the A. nasutum, of Hook.,
Bor.-Am. A. Fischeri, var. a. typicum, Regel, Bot. Ostsibirien, p. 98.]

Genus XIV. ACT^IA, Linn<eus.

Bentham and Hooker, Genera Plantarum, I., p. 9.

List of species :

1. A. alba. I 3. A. rubra, var. argnta.
2. A. rubra.
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1. ACT^EA ALBA, Bigelow.

Stem scaly at the base, bearing about two ternately decompound leaves, the leaflets

ovate-acuminate, serrated, and terminating in an erect raceme of small white flowers

Raceme elongated in flower, oblong, pedicels very thick and rigid in flower, and increasing

as the fruit ripens, becoming as large as the peduncle or axis, and thickened at the apex
so as to embrace the base of the fruit

;
berries large, milk white, somewhat elongated or

egg shaped. Growing side by side with A. rubra, this plant, which is much larger in all

its parts, flowers and ripens its fruit about a month later in the season, so'that it is difficult

to compare the two in the fresh state.

Actaa alba. Bigelow, in Eaton's Manual, ed. 4, p. 18t. Fl. Bost., ed. 2, p. 211. Hook.,

Fl. Bor.-Am, I., p. 27. Torr. & Gr., Fl. N. A, I., p. 35. Torrey, Fl. N.York, I, p. 22.

Chapman, Fl. S. U. S., p. 11. Gray, Manual, ed. 5, p. 4*7. Lawsoii, Rauuuc. Caiiad., p. 51.

Watson, Bibl. Index, I., p. 2. Macoun, Cat., No. 73.

ActcEd spicnta, var. alba. Linn. Sp. Plant., p. *722. Ait. f., Hort. Kow., III., p. 280.

Persoon, Synops., II., p. 61. Wood, Cl. Bk. & Fl., p. 212. Gray, Manual, ed. 2, p. 14.

A. Americana, var. a. baccis niveis. Pursh, Fl. Am., II., p. 366, (1814).

A. brachypetala, var. a. alba. DC. Syst. Nat., I., p. 385, (1818).

A.pachypoda. Elliott, Carolina, II., p. 15, (1821).

Aconitum baccis niveis. Cornuti Canad., t. 7*7, (1635).

Canada. Michaux. About Lake Huron. Dr. Tod/L St. Helen's Island
; Kingston ;

Thorold
; Navy Island and Maiden. Dr. P. W. Maclagnn. Preseott. B. Billings Jan.,

in Herb. Bot. Soc. Ca. Near Toronto, June 2nd, 1862
; Blomidou, Nova Scotia, 1882.

Lawson. Windsor, N.S. Dr. How. Camden, Co. Addington, Out. Dr. Dupuis. Belle-

ville, Ont., frequent in rich woods ; throughout Quebec and Ontario, and through the

wooded country to the Coast Range in British Columbia. Macoun. Does not pass north

of 53' or 54 Barnston. Hamilton, Out. Judge Logie. Anticosti. Verrill. New Bruns-

wick. Fowler. Smith's Falls, Ont., 1843. Dr. P. W. Maclagan, in Trans. Bot. Soc, Ediu.

Belleville, Ont., 16th May, 1867. Macoun, in Herb. Can. Survey.

2. Acr^A BTJBEA, Willdenoiv.

Resembling the preceding in habit. Raceme compact, shortly oblong or hemispher-
ical in flower, the peduncle or general axis elongating slightly in fruit

; pedicels very
slender and dark in colour ; berries more or less drooping on their weak stalks, roundish-

oblong, somewhat oblique, with a longitudinal groove on one side, skin deep red, pulp

white, seeds dark. Plants of this species, from Blomidon, Nova Scotia, and Ottawa, Ont.,

agree in their season of ripening, which is much earlier than that of A. alba. The berries

are occasionally very small, without seeds. The slender pedicels appear to be a constant

character.

Actcea rttbra. Willdenow, Enumer. Berolin., p. 560, (1809). Bigelow, Fl. Bost. ed. 2,

p. 211. Hook., Fl. Bor.-Am., I., p. 2Y. Back's Expedition, p. 523. Torr. & Gr., Fl. N. A.,

I., p. 35. Torrey, Fl. N.Y., I., p. 21. Gray, Gen. 111., I., p. 50, t. 19. PI. Fendleriana?,

p. 5. Lawson, Ranunc. Canad., p. 50.
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A. spicata, var. rubra. Aitou, Hort. Kew. ed. 1, II., p. 221. Willd., Sp. PL, II., p.

1139. Michaui, Fl., I., p. 308. Wood, 01. Bk. & Fl., p. 212.

A. Americana, var. ft. baccis rubris. Pursh, Fl. Am., II., p. 367. (1814.)

A. brachyj>ctala,\&T. ft. rubra. DC. Syst. Nat., I., p. 385. (1818). Richardson, in Frank-

lin's Jour., p. 12.

A. fancies. Spach, Hist. Veg., VII., p. 388.

Canada ; from Hudson Bay to the Rooky Mountains, as far north as lat. 60 in

woods. Todtl, Richardson, Dntmmond, Hook., Fl., B.-A. Near Odessa, Out., July 10th, 1861 ;

Portsmouth near Kingston, Out., June 4th, 1859
;
Indian Island, Bay of Quinte, June 5th,

18U2 ; Toronto, June 2nd, 18t!2
;
Chelsea Mountains near Ottawa, May 24th, 1884 ; Blomidon

and Lueyfield, Nova Scotia. Lawson. Bass River, Kent, New Brunswick. Rev. J. Fowler,

sp. in II. Montmil Mountain, May, 1848. James Adie, sp. in fl. Maiden. Dr. P. W.

Mill-In^,,,i. Newfoundland, Barbe Bay, Aug. 7th, 1861. J. Richardson, in fl., in Herb. Bot.

So.-, ('amid. Slave Lake, June 24th ;
York Factory, in fl., September. McTavish. Between

Wild Kicc Kiver and Red Lake River, September, I860. Dr. Schultz, sp. No. 114. Belle-

ville, l'rof|Ui'iit in rich woods; common in rich woods from Nova Scotia and New Bruns-

\vi-k tn the Kocky Mountains, and north to lat. 60\ exclusively a forest plant. Macoun.

Near Kincixni, Manitoba.--Jinrgess. Belleville, 2nd Concession. Macoun, in Herb. Canad.

Survey. Sie. Anne des Monies, 1'. Quebec, June 17th, 1883. Porter. Bass River, New
Brunswick, lirst ilowering: June 4th, 1867; May 29th, 1868; June 2nd, 1869. Fowler.

Lake Winnipeg.-/;. A7//-, Back's Expedition, 1833-4. Newfoundland, 1866-8 #. Reeks,

. Jour. Hot., IX., j>.
!.

;!. ACT.KA KUUKA, var. AKOUTA.

Plant much larger than the typieal form of rubra. Leaflets elliptical, acuminate,

deeply doubly incised. Racemes oblong and loose in flower; pedicels filiform, scarcely

thickening in fruit. Merries small, dark red. In Prof. Macoun's specimens from Fraser

Kiver the leaves are mueh smaller than in those of Dr. Dawsou from Quesnelle and the

Hocky Mountains; the raceme is elongated in fruit.

Actua ar-fata. Nuttall, in Torr. & Gr., Fl. N. Am, I., p. 35.

A. sjiicatn var. argnta. Torrey, Parif. Ry. Rep, IV, p. 63. Brewer & Watson, Bot.

Calif, p. 12.

Extends from Washington Territory to Alaska. Fraser River, B. C. Macoun, in Herb.
Canad. Survey. Mitchell's Creek, Rocky Mountains, July llth, 1883; Quesnelle, B. C.,

May 27th, 1870. Dr. G. M. Dnwson, in Herb. Canad. Survey.
"W hilst our three British American forms of Adeca closely resemble each other in

their habit or mode of growth, foliage, flowers and fruit, and each indicates some

tendency to variation under varying conditions of soil and climate, and probably in some
cases as the result of crossing, yet their distinctive characters are too well marked to

admit of their Ix-ing lumped into one species, or merged in the European A. spicata, whose
small, neat, narrow leaflets, small, compact corymbs of flowers, extremely short pedicels,
the upper flowers being almost sessile, and black berries, seem to separate it clearly from
all our forms.
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Genus XV. CIMICIFUGA, Linnaeus.

Bentham and Hooker, Genera Plantarum, I., p. 9.

1. ClMICIFUOA RACEMOSA, Nuttall.

Rootstock thick and knotted. Leaves triternate, leaflets ovate-oblong, incisely serrate.

Racemes branching, very long and wand-like, 6 to 12 inches when in flower, elongating
to from 1 to 3 feet in fruit. Sepals white, or greenish-white, caducous. Fruit, monogy-
nons (sometimes digynous, DC.). Petals 4 to 6, small. Stamens numerous (as in Actoca)

with slender white filaments,
" about 100 to each flower, giving the raceme the appear-

ance of a long and slender plume," (Wood.) Flowers fetid. Carpels globose-ovate.

Seeds 7 or 8, compressed. Flowers in July. Black Snake Root. Black Cohosh. Bugbane.

Cimicifuga racemosa. Nuttall, (Jen. PL, II., p. 15. (1818). Barton, Fl. Philad., II., p. 12.

(1819). Elliott, Bot. S. Carol., II., p. 1C. (1821). Torr. & Gr., Fl. N. Am., I., p. 36. Torr.,

Fl. N. Y., I., p. 22, t. 4. Gray, Gen. 111., I., p. 51, t. 20. Manual, ed. 2, p. 15
;
ed. 5, p. 48.

Chapman, Fl. S. U. S., p. 11. Lawson, Ranunc., Canad., p. 50. Watson, Bibl. Index, T.,

p. 9. Macoun, Cat., No. 75. Wood, Cl. Bk. & Fl., p. 211. Bcntley, Pharmaceutical

Journal, series 2, II., p. 460.

C. serpentaria. Pursh, Fl. N. Am., II., p. 372.

Actcca racemosa. Linn. Sp. PL, p. 722. Amum. Acad., VII., p. 193, t. 4. Aiton f.,

Hort. Kew, ed. 2, IIL, p. 281!. Willd. Sp. PL, II., p. 1139. Michaux, FL, I., p. 30S. DC.

Syst. Nat., I., p. 384. Prod., I, p. 64. Hook., Fl. Bor.-Am., I., p. 27.

A. monogyna. Walter, Fl. Carolina, p. 151.

A. orthostachya and gyrostachya. Wendroth, Index Sem. Hort. Marburg., 1840.

Macrotys actceoides. Rafinesque, N. Y. Med. Rep., V., p. 354. Desv. Jour. Bot., II., p 170.

M. serpentaria. Eaton, Manual, ed. 4, p. 356.

M. racemosa. Eaton, Man., ed. 5, p. 288.

Botrophis Serpentaria. Rafiu., Med. FL. I., p. 85, f. 10.

B. actceoides. Fischer & Meyer, Index Sem. Petrop., 1835.

Actcea racemis longissimis. Gronovius, Flora Virgiuica, p. 59. (1743).

For an exhaustive account of the medicinal properties of this plant, see Prof. Beutley's

paper in the London " Pharmaceutical Journal and Transactions," second series, Vol. II.,

p. 460, (March, 1861), from which it appears that the root had long been a popular remedy
in consumptive and bronchial affections in several of the western States of the American

Union, and was first brought into regular practice by Dr. Garden, of Virginia, in 1823, as

a medicine of great value in tubercular consumption. The rhizome is the part used. A
resinoid extract is procured by precipitation from the concentrated tincture of cimicifuga

by water
;
this has been termed Cimicifugin or Macrotin (Pharm. Jour., XVI., p. 273), but

it does not possess all the active constituents of the root, which are best taken up by water

and (especially) alcohol. Hence water and alcohol are commonly used in the medicinal

preparations of cimicifuga. A fluid extract and a dry extract have been prepared by Prof.

Procter, (Amer. Jour. Pharm., XXVI., p. 107).

Habitat in Florida, Virginia, Canada. Linnceus.

Canada. Pursh. Cayuga, Grand River, Ontario. Dr. P. W. Maclagan, in Herb. Edin.

Norfolk County, Ontario. Dr. Nichol, according to Macoun's Catalogue. Canada to
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Georgia and the Western States. Torrey ST Gray. Obviously very rare in Canada ;
the

only Canadian specimens I have seen are those of Dr. Maclagan from Caynga. Said by

Wood to grow in upland woods ; by Gray, in rich woods. Maine and Vermont to Wis-

consin and southward. Gray, Man.

Cultivated in England in 1732 by James Sherard, M.D.

Genus XVI. P^ONIA, Linnaus.

Boutham and Hooker, Genera Plantarum, I., p. 10.

( >ne species.

1. P.EONIA BROWNII, Douglas.

Herbaceous. Leaves thick, biternate, the leaflets ternately and pinuatifidly lobed,

rlabrous. irlaucous beneath. Petals scarcely longer than the sepals, leathery, dark red.

Follicle* thre- to live, smooth.

Pn-Hiiin Hmn-nii. Douglas, in Hook., Fl. Bor.-Am., I., p. 2V. Torr. & Gray, Fl., I., p. 41.

B..t. K. :., ser.
,

t. 30. Brewer & Watson, Bot. Calif., I., p. 13. Wats., Bibl. Index, I., p.

1">. Macoun, Cat., No. 77.

/'. Gilifornini. Nuttall, in Torr. & Gr., Fl. N. A., I., p. 41.

Near the confines of perpetual snow, on the sub-alpine range of Mount Hood, North-

We.st America, IHi'i], (1. June, July. D.Douglas. Hook., Fl. Bor.-Am. Mount Hood is laid

down in Hooker's map as in lat. 45 X.
; long. 121 W.

;
and at a distance of about 150

miles from the Pacific Coast. East of the Blue Mountains of Oregon, not in sub-alpine

situations. Xutlull, in Torr. & Gray, Fl. N. A. San Bernardino to Vancouver and western

1'tah. but rare east of the Sierra Nevada
;
this plant endures a great range of station and

climate, from wet to very dry soils, and from the hot plains of Southern California to near

the confines of perpetual snow on the mountains. Bmcer
<!j-

Watson.

This species is not known in cultivation.
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INDEX
TO

KEVISION OF CANADIAN RANUNCULACE^E.

Note. The specific and varietal names under which the plants are described in the paper are printed in the

Index in SMALL CAPITALS, the synonyms and historical names in lower case letters.
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ACONITUM baccis niveis, Cornute. . . 83

DBLPHIXIFOLIVM, Keich 81

Americanum, DC 82

p. parodoxum, Reich 82

var. a., Ledebour 82

var. Chamissonianum, Reich.. .. 82

var.
}'.,

Ledebour 82

var. semigaleatum, Reich 82

FIBCIIEKI, Reich 82

a. typicum, Regel 82

P. arcuatum 82

NAI'BLLUS, Linn 81

Napellus, Hook. & Thorn? 82

var. delphinifolium, Seringe 82

var. delph. paradoxuiu, Regel. . . 82

nasutum, Hook 82

paradoxum, Reich 82

vulgare,DC 81

ACT^EA ALBA, Bigelow 83

Americana, var. a. baccis niveis, Pursh.. 83

var. baccis rubris, Pursh 84

arguta, Nutt 84

brachypetala, var. a. alba, DC 83

var. ;i. rubra, DC 83

grandis, Dietr 43

gyrostachya, Wendroth 85

longipes, Spach 84

monogyna, Walter 85

orthostachya, Wendroth 85

pachypoda, Elliott 83

palmata, Hook 43

racemis longissimis, Gronovius 85

racemosa, Linn 85

RUBRA, Willd 83

var. ABGUTA, Lawson 84

spicata, var. alba, Linn 83

var. arguta, Torrey 84

var. rubra, Alton 84

A N KM>, i \ r, aconitifolia, Michaux 39

ACUTLLOBA, Lawson 30

alpina, Hook 33

arctica, Fischer 37

BALDBNSIS, Linn 33

borealis, Richardson 34

Canadensis, Linn 39

Caroliniana et c,, Plukenet 38

PAGK

caul. ram. pet. lane., Gronovius 38

Commorsoniana, DC 40

cunoifolia, Jussitm 34

CYLINDKICA, Gray 37

DEI.TOIDBA, Hook 36

juciioTOMA, Linn 38

dubia, Bollard! 41

fasciculata, Linn 41

ttavesro.us, Zucc 32

(inrnlandica, (Kxler 71

HBPATICA, Linn 29

var. aotita, Bigolow 31

hirsuta, Mirnch 38

Iludsoniana, Richardson 40

irregularis, Lam 3'.*

lancifolia, I'ursh 35

lanigera, Gay -1"

'/fiiiuria
('A)'f HWIV/), Theophrast 3o

Ludoviciana, Xutt 31

minima, DC' 35

MULTIFIDA, Poiret 40

multifida, Watson 34

XARCIKSIFLORA, Linn 40

narcissiflora, Hook. & Arn 40

XEMOROSA, IAnn 35

Nuttaliana, DC 32

OCCIDESTALIS, ]\'i(tfOn 33

PARVIFLORA, Michaux 34

PATENS, Linn 31

patens, var. Nuttaliana, Gray 32

podata, Rafinesque 35

Pennsylvanica, Linn 39

quinquefolia, Linn 35

ranunculoides, var. 1 Richardson 37

RJCHARDSONI, Hook 36

sylvestris, 0. alba minor, Schrank 34

tenella, Banks 34

thalictroides, Bigelow 28

thalictroides, ,i, Linn 28

umbellata, Lam 41

Vahlii, Hornemann 37

VIKGINIANA, Linn 38

Virginiana, Hermann 38

Anemonella thalictroides, Spach 28

Apium aquaticum, Tragus 54

Apium risus, J. Bauhin. 54
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arctic*, Hort

BREvisTYLA, Hook.

c.otfLBA, ror. FLAVBBCHNB, Lau-san.

( 'alid Tiiira, Hartwop

CASAPESCIS, Linn

I'anadensii ,
Hook

is, Torrcy.
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.. 73
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I'anadonsis, var. auroa, Koezl 76

var. formoxa, Cooper 75
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var., Ikmjranl 75

ixin -1. fiinp. nwt. fore rwtis, Uronov 73

cktsaiu*, Salisl' 73

oximia, rianclion "6

llavrwvns, \Vatwti 76

Ila\ill'>ra, Tcnnoy "3

HIUMOSA, l-\ftti r <t>

foriui'sn. Maroim "6

var., I'.akrr <6

pnrvitl. rn, I>li'li..nr 77

piimila pnrmx ( 'anadensig, Corniite 73

1
1.

1
1. ('. rxt. ruti., inixlio In to<>, MI iris 73

11:1 M \r \. l'\.<rltt r il- .Mi ii> r 7~>

\ urii-;:nta, Mil in h "3

Vir^ininiiii ll. rnli., I'hikinit't 73

vi 1 1. A I: IN I. inn 77
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\ ar. lirt'visty la, < ir.iy 77

AlrnL'fin 1 AiiiiTirann, Sims 2n

r,.|iiinliiana, Null 20

i trlmti-11-.i!-, I'allas L'4

I'.alrai tiiuiii c i.nfiTMiiili'6, Krie-s -15

I irntictii. N yiiinn 4i'

liotrii|>lii ai'Iii-niili'.s. Kis<-|icr V Meyer ,s.">

S'r|'ii(nria, Kaf &~>

C'AI.TIIA al|*lris, S-lmlt (17

arrtira, U. I'.r 117

flsarifdlin, IX' (18

billnra, \Vat.--nii li!

liillora. JK' Oil

cornuta, Sclmtt <J7

Govnniana, Wallirii 07

litlorangorii, S'lmtt ti7

Himalensis, Don (17
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The importance of geological contacts in the determination of the structure and

geological history of different regions is well understood, and in the study of the latter

these receive, as they deserve, especial attention. "While the various formations, in their

petrological characters, their thicknesses, and their contained fossils, afford the data for

estimating the conditions of their origin and their relative duration, it is along their lines

of junction that we are to look, more than elsewhere, for information as to the circum-

stances under which they came to a close ; in other words, for the time and nature of the

physical breaks by which the historical record is divided into its separate chapters, and

made comparable with those of other regions.

In the study of the geological structure of the Province of Now Brunswick, which, as

regards its general features, is now well advanced, a Arariety of such contacts has been

observed and detailed in the geological reports. From the peculiar position, however,

which this Province occupies with reference to the great north-eastern or Acadian basin,

and from the fact of its possessing a larger number of determinable horizons than any
other portion of that basin, of which it therefore becomes to a certain extent the key, the

consideration of these contacts has an interest beyond the immediate region in which they
are found, and suggests conclusions of much wider application. It is the intention of the

writer, in the following remarks, to consider briefly some of the more important of these

junctions, and the deductions which they may seem to justify. As the passage from one

formation to another is usually accompanied by evidences of more or less extensive

erosion, and as this, in some instances, affords almost the only proof of a want of continuity,

some observations on this latter point may also prove of interest.

The reference of a portion of the rocks of southern New Brunswick to a pre-Silurian,

Azoic, or, as it is now better termed, Archean age, was first asserted by the writer in con-

nection with Mr. Gr. F. Matthew in 1865, on the ground of their relations to the fossil-

iferous rocks of St. John, then first identified by Hartt as containing a typically Primor-

dial fauna. It is remarkable that, while the recognition of this ancient horizon is

not exceeded, as regards the completeness of the data, by that of any subsequent formation,

so its relations to the underlying rocks are of the most satisfactory and conclusive charac-

ter. For not only do they differ wholly in lithological characters, a feature which some
writers suppose to have been the only ground for their separation, but, in every particular

ordinarily marking discordance of successive formations, the evidences here offered are

wide-spread and complete. Whatever view be taken as to the precise equivalence of the

underlying groups which have been compared respectively with the Laurentian and

Huronian systems, the fact remains that these represent a vast thickness of sedimentary
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strata of the most diverse character, and that, while at one point the Primordial rests upon

what appear to be the most recent of these strata, at another it reposes upon beds which

cannot be less than several thousands of feet lower in the series, while the conglomerates

which mark its base bear further testimony, both in their composition and their thick-

ness, to the erosive processes which preceded or accompanied the deposition of the Pri-

mordial sediments. Finally, while local uncouformable contacts may be seen at many

points, an equally marked discordance is observable in the two groups as a whole, the

trends of the Primordial being transverse to those of the supposed Hurouian, as the folds

and dislocations of the one are quite independent of those of the other. The Lower Silu-

rian, or Cambrian, formation is thus as clearly defined in its stratigraphical relations as it

is in its paleontological features, and forms a readily recognizable horizon, with reference

to which the position of both older and more recent groups may be directly compared.

As regards the older systems to which reference has been made, New Brunswick has

been naturally looked to as likely to afford some information upon the qiiestions which

have recently awakened so much attention, regarding the number and order of succession

of the pre-Cambrian rocks, and has, indeed, been frequently referred to in discussions of

this subject. It can, however, I think, hardly be said that these questions, as here applied,

have vet received a definite solution. That there are among the rocks referred to three,

if not four, distinct groups of strata, exhibiting strong lithological contrasts, and pro-

bably representing entirely distinct periods and conditions of deposition, was early recog-

ni/ed and has been confirmed by all later study of the region, but the precise relations in

which these stand to each other and their correlations with proposed subdivisions of

Anheaii rocks elsewhere, are not so easily settled and have been variously regarded by
different observers. Thus, while the writer, in common with Mr. Gr. F. Matthew, by whom
the structure of tin- district was first studied, has described, in what he believes to be an

ascending succession, a gneissic. a calcareous, a felspathic, and a schistose group, the two

former being regarded as representing the Laurentian and one at least of the latter the

Huronian system, Dr. Hunt has been disposed to question the existence of true Lauren-

tian in this district, and to modify the above arrangement by associating the calcareous

with the schistose group, regarding both as newer than Huronian and equivalents of what

he has elsewhere termed Montalban. "Without attempting to deny that such an arrange-

ment is possible, and that, if sustained by further investigation, it would bring the succes-

sion in this retrion into remarkable parallelism with that observed elsewhere, the

writer, after long and repeated study of the region, is still constrained to think that the

facts of the case are such as to favour the former rather than the latter view of the actual

structure. Thus, applying the test of contacts, which it is the purpose of the present paper
more particularly to consider, it is not a little remarkable that while the calcareo-silicious

group may be seen at many points resting upon, and in direct contact with, the coarser

gneisses, following these throughout their distribution, and apparently involved in the

movements by which they have been affected ; nothing at all resembling the strata first

named is to be found in connection with the schistose group, where the few limestones

which are met with are very impure, of insignificant thickness, of different character, and
of wholly unlike associations. Again, if the calcareous and associated strata are reallj

more recent than the felsite-petrosilei group, the entire absence of the latter between the

same calcareous beds and the underlying gneisses, when these are observed together,
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would imply an amount of erosion which, considering the nature of the material compos-

ing the felsitic group and the vast bulk which it exhibits even at a very limited distance,

seems altogether improbable. It may be added that while pebbles, derived alike from the

felsitic and schistose beds, occur abundantly and in great variety in the basal conglomerates
of the Primordial, no such pebbles from either member of the calcareous group have been

identified in such a position as they naturally would be in, were the latter group imme-

diately subjacent. All that can at present be positively asserted is : (1) the super-position

of the limestoue-quartzite series upon the granitoid gneiss, though perhaps distinct from

the latter, and (2) the interposition of a vast body of schistose strata, quite unlike those of

the first named group, between the felsitic rocks and the basal beds of the Primordial. It

may be added that between the felsitic group and the overlying schists and conglomerates

the contacts are abundant and easily observed, showing not only distinct unconfor-

mity of dip, but at least a partial breaking up of the lower beds, accompanied by the

extensive extravasation of igneous rocks and the formation of coarse tuffs and agglomer-

ates, filled with blocks derived from the horizons beneath. Adopting this view of the

succession, it will be found to accord very nearly with that described by Dr. Hicks and

others as characterizing the district of St. DaA'id's in Wales, where fossiliferous Cambrian

strata, containing a fauna similar to that of St. John, an- in like manner underlaid in down-

ward succession by slaty and comparatively little altered rocks (Pebidian), a middle

group (Arvonian), comprising contemporaneous volcanic rocks, felsites, breccias and tuffs,

and having a thickness of 15,000 feet, and a lower group (Dimetian) consisting of grani-

toid and quartzose rocks with coarse gneiss and bands of limestone and dolomite. The

Coastal, Coldbrook and Portland groups of the New Brunswick local reports present appa-

rently identical features both of origin and arrangement. "We may now pass to the con-

sideration of some more recent horizons.

In connection with the Primordial or Cambrian rocks of St. John, no remains of

younger formations are to be met with, except it be those of the Lower Carboniferous

series, and although in the more northerly belt of such rocks, found in the valley of the

St. John Eiver in King's County, these are approached somewhat nearly by fossiliferous

beds of Upper Silurian age, no actual contact of the two has been observed. It is, how-

ever, to be remarked that while beneath the Primordial rocks of this region there are, as in

St. John County, felspathic and schistose beds, succeeding in turn a well defined felsite-

petrosilex group, the latter is also directly and unconformably covered by the Upper Silu-

rian strata, thus indicating the extensive erosion to which the surface had been siibjected

prior to the deposition of these later sediments, a circumstance made still more conspicuous

by the occurrence of numerous hills, some of them several hundred feet in height, which

rise like islands through the nearly horizontal Upper Silurian beds, being evidently

fragments of a formation at one time much more widely distributed. The nature of these

beds and the fossils they contain show that the waters in which they were deposited were

but of moderate depth.

It has long been known that rocks of Upper Silurian age are widely spread over the

northern counties of New Brunswick, and that these are bordered along their southern edge

by wide belts of much harder rock, flanking one or more belts of granite, and in the .vicinity

of the latter often presenting the aspect of highly crystalline schists, this second group

being variously described by Gesner, Robb, Hitchcock, Hind and others as Silurian, Cam-
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brinn, Mica-schist group and Quebec group. Until within the last year or two, however,

no definite knowledge existed, either as to the true limits or relations of these several sets

of rooks, or oven whether in the lower group there might not really be included several

distinct formations. In 1879, the base of the Upper Silurian in that part of Carleton County

lying east of the St. John River was approximately fixed by Mr. Matthew, and, simulta-

neously but independently, a like boundary was determined by myself between the town

of Woodstock and the Maine frontier. More recently both of these districts have been

rccxaraincd and the line of contact of these formations carefully stiidied for a distance of

not less than thirty miles. Though somewhat obscured by overlying carboniferous sedi-

ments, the unconformity of the two is, nevertheless, strongly marked: first, in the occur-

ren.-e at the base of the upper series of thick beds of calcareous conglomerate filled with

fragments (Mack silicious slate and petrosilex) derived from the group below; secondly,

in a difference l>oth of strike and dip; and thirdly, as a result of this difference, in the pro-

gressive overlapping of the newer formation upon the several members of the older. The

fossils of the later group are numerous and varied, and indicate an horizon corresponding

either t<> that of the Niagara or Fx>wcr Helderberg ;
in the lower are a few shells and

yraptolitcs. together with fragments of trilobites, apparently of the genera Trinuclens and

Jlnr/u'i. hut too poorly preserved to be certainly determinable.

The relations of these supposed Cambro-Silurian rocks to the granite open up nume-

rous questions, as interesting as they are difficult. They present, indeed, only another phase
f the well-known Taconic controversy, so admirably summarized and discussed by our dis-

tinguished Vice-President in the lately issued volume of our Transactions. Into the broader

questions involved in this controversy it is not necessary, nor do I feel prepared, to enter ;

the objects of the present paper will be sufficiently served by presenting a few facts of

actual observation in the Held, with such conclusions as are of direct local application. In

the <"IM' <>i both of the great granite belts which traverse New Brunswick, the contacts of

the latter with the bordering stratified rocks are best seen along their northern edge, from

whirl) overlying material has been for the most part removed, while it has been exten-

sively accumulated along that of the south. Where thus exposed it invariably presents
the followinir features :

1. The transition from massive, compact and uniform granite to the associated schists

or other rocks is instantaneous and abrupt.

2. The invaded beds vary greatly in character, embracing coarse and fine gneisses,
mica si-hists, chloritic and hornblendic schists and fine micaceous sandstones.

. Foliation and crystallization are most marked in the vicinity of the granite, and
decrease in receding from the latter, but vary greatly in the apparent distance to which
the effect has extended, this being in some instances only a few yards, while in others it is

several miles.

4. The outline of the granite is irregular, and, while in part parallel to the strike

the enclosing schists, at others it intersects these obliquely or even at right angles,
sends into the latter irregular tongues.

5. Detached masses or bosses, of various forms and sizes, border the main granitic

areas, indicating, beneath the schists, a wide-spread and uneven granitic floor.

6. Oranitic veins, not different from the main mass of the granite, but readily distin-
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guishable from true segregated veins which accompany them, penetrate the schists in all

directions to a distance of several hundred feet.

Y. Large detached blocks, of various sizes up to two or three feet, but usually angu-
lar and sometimes rectangular, are enclosed in the granite, and produce the appearance of

a coarse granitic breccia.

To the above it may be added that small patches, sometimes not more than a few

yards or feet in extent, of gneissic or schistose rock, are occasionally met with resting

upon, but inseparable from, the granite, at very considerable distances from the nearest

exposures of such schistose rock, while smaller masses, which are evidently detached frag-

ments, occur in all parts of the granite area, often retaining the same features of texture,

foliation, and even of colour, presented by the main body of such rocks.

From a consideration of the above and other facts, the conclusion seems to be fairly

established that the granites in question are intrusive or exotic, and that the alteration of

the associated rocks was an accompaniment, if not an effect, of such intrusion. It may be

added that while the several belts of slates and schists, north and south of, or central to,

the granite, have been variously described as wholly or partly of different age or origin,

recent minute examinations of the region show beyond question their essential identity,

the same crystalline and semi-crystalline rorks always appearing where the granite is

approached, whether from the southern, northern or eastern side, while in the opposite

directions these as invariably graduate into the upper and comparatively unaltered argil-

lites and greywackes. At what period the extravasation of the granite oecxirred is less

certain. As far as yet observed in Carleton County, no veins of the latter are to be found

penetrating the Upper Silurian, although veins of syenite and diorite are common
;
but

the fact observed in the southern counties, that the conglomerates older than the Lower
Carboniferous are destitute of granitic pebbles, while those of the latter formation abound

with them, taken in connection with the evident similarity of the granites in the two

regions, and the precisely similar effects accompanying them, appears to indicate that both

are of synchronous origin and both Devonian. In either case the amount of erosion which
has since occurred is sufficiently indicated by the facts already stated, the whole granitic

area, with a superficies of several hundred square miles, having been evidently laid bare

by the denudation of beds (schists, slates and sandstones,) which, though now miles apart,

were at one time continuous over it, and which, to judge from their highly inclined atti-

tude and vast thickness, must have buried it to a very considerable depth. The fact that

the granite areas are usually lower than those of the bordering schists would also seem to

indicate that erosion has been more extensive and complete along these areas than in

the regions adjacent to the latter ; while the much greater breadth of the region of meta-

morphism and foliation on the northern side of the granite, than on the southern, would

appear to indicate a much more abrupt descent in the junction line of the granitic mass on

this latter side than upon the opposite. It is to the contrasts thus produced that the different

views, which have been advanced by different observers as to the relations of the strata in

the district, are to be ascribed.

I pass now to the contacts of the Devonian. In the southern counties the rocks of

this age, so far as they have been certainly identified, are of very limited distribution, and
rest only upon rocks of Cambrian or pre-Cambrian age, a portion of these latter, by an

overturn and fault, being also brought to rest, in a position of comparative conformity,
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upon the Devonian strata, and thus originating a misconception which for some years

obscured the true structure of the region. No contacts of Devonian and Silurian are to be

found in this part of the Province ;
and though such contact has been supposed to occur in

connection with the argillites bordering the central coal-field, the age and relations of

these rocks can hardly be regarded as definitely settled.

In rising to the Lower Carboniferous, we reach an horizon and a series of contacts

which, whether they be regarded simply in themselves, or in their accompaniments of

erosion and lithologieal contrasts, constitute the most marked boundary line in the physical

hi.-torv of New Brunswick. Resting indifferently and uuconformably upon all the older

formations (
Laurent ian, Huronian, Cambrian, Upper Silurian, Devonian and granite) ;

com-

jxised of material, ill some instances fossiliferous, derived from all these formations, and

varying i its aspect with the nature of the rock on which it rests; exhibiting no sign of

those mctamorphic influences which have hardened, crystallized, or debitumenized all the

older l>eds beneath, even to the Devonian, but, on the contrary, being even in its lowest

]K>rtions saturated with petroleum and containing deposits of Albertite, the'study of this

formation, from whatever point of view, suggests conclusions of the greatest interest. So

marked and so wide-spread are the contrasts referred to, not in New Brunswick only but

everywhere around and over the Acadian basin, and so important were the movements by
which these contrasts were determined, that we may well style the epoch in which they

occurred the Acadian or Devonian revolution. It was, indeed, probably at this time that

the Acadian basin proper first became clearly outlined by the elevation of its bordering

hills, ami when all the more marked of those physical features which now distinguish it

became determined. It is remarkable that both the breadth of the formation and its

elevation above the sea-level progressively increase in passing from the western to the

eastern side of the Province, beds of this age in the former being rarely met with more

than two or three hundred feet above the sea, and mostly confined to the valleys, while in

the op|M>site direction they gradually mount the sides of the hills, and, in the case of

Shepody Mountain, in Albert, cap the latter at a height of twelve hundred feet. There

is, however, good reason to believe that they formerly spread over much wider areas and

possessed a considerably greater thickness than they now exhibit. Thus, not only on

Shepody Mountain, but on other portions of the southern hills, at scarcely inferior eleva-

tions, strata of this age may be observed in positions which are not far from horizontal,

and which appear to l>e merely the detached and isolated fragments of a formation,

which at one time must have been continuous, and which deeply buried the entire

region in which they are found. So again, similar rocks, showing similar evidences of

marine origin, are found in scattered areas over portions of York, Carleton and Victoria

Counties, which are also bat little inclined, and which have probably been disconnected

by erosion. Some of these in the Beccaquimic region cannot well be less than 800 or 900

feet above the sea-level. In King's County the peculiar topography of such localities as

the Dutch valley and Upham, are evidently due to the removal of extensive masses of this

formation by denuding processes.

Still further evidence of the extent to which this formation has suffered by removal is

shown in its relations to the overlying coal-measures, and brings us to consider anotl

line of contact, of special interest as bearing upon the important question of the coal

producing capacity of this formation. There can be no question that, at many points, the
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red calcareous beds of the Lower Carboniferous pass up into those of the millstone-grit,

not only without unconformity, but with direct evidence of transition between the two
;
as

for example about Hillsborough in Albert County, where the denudation which has taken

place would appear to have occurred at a later period : but on the other hand there are also

evidences that this conformity is in many instances ofily apparent, resulting from the fact

that both sets of beds are approximately horizontal, and that a considerable interval,

involving a large amount of corrosion and deformation of the surface, occurred prior to

the deposition of the later strata. Thus, while in the Grand Lake district we have, on the

Newcastle River, a regular and apparently conformable succession of Lower Carboniferous

marine sediments, millstone-grit, and productive coal-measures, all with only a very low

inclination
; borings through these latter at a distance of only a few miles, and on the side

of the dipping strata, resulted in showing the entire absence of the lower beds, while at

yet another point, on Coal Creek, the coal-measure rocks may be seen, for miles, resting

upon uplifted pre-Carbouiferous slates, without the intervention of the Lower Carboni-

ferous. So also, in some parts of York County, points almost within sight of each other show
horizontal coal-measure rocks resting at one time upon nearly vertical Lower Silurian

beds and at another upon an apparently thick mass of Lower Carboniferous sediments.

The wide-spread accumulations of dolerito, basalt and amygdaloid, which intervene

between the summit of the last-named group and the millstone grit, may be regarded as

further evidence of their unconformity. The supposition of conformity in beds so nearly
horizontal would necessarily imply, with wide superficial extent, a very limited thickness

to the coal-formation
;
while that last mentioned, by supposing the deposition of these

beds upon a surface extensively folded and eroded, will at least admit of the possibility of

a very varied thickness of the coal strata, and consequently of the occurrence of other

seams of coal than those now known and worked near the surface.

The last contact to which it is necessary here to refer is that of the Carboniferous

formation with the Trias or new red-sandstone. Several examples of such contacts have

been observed along the southern coast, but, apart from the fact of placing beyond question
the existence here of Mesozoic deposits, they present no features of special interest.

In recapitulation, it will appear from the foregoing observations that we have in New
Brunswick not less than six well defined physical breaks, with all the usual accompani-

ments of unconformity, viz., one between the Primordial and pre-Cambrian, four between

the several subdivisions of the Paleozoic, and one between the latter and the Mesozoic,

to which may be added certainly two, and probably three, similar breaks among the pre-

Cambrian rocks. In each of these cases, excepting perhaps that between the two main

divisions of the Carboniferous, the unconformability is accompanied and in part indica-

ted by the formation of heavy beds of conglomerate, while, in most instances, the same

lines of junction are marked by the occurrence of eruptive rocks, the result probably of

the same forces to which the unconformity is to be ascribed. In the case of the Devonian

revolution, involving movements of the entire Paleozoic series, there were, in addition to

the eruptions of trap, the extensive extravasations of granite which constitute so marked a

feature in the geology of Acadia, and which have had so profound an influence on all its

subsequent history.

Se& IV., 1884. 13.
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V. Illustrations of the Fauna of the St, John Group continued: on the Conocoryphea,
with further remarks on Paradoxides. By G. F. MATTHEW, M.A.

(Read May 23, 1884.)

In continuing my work on the Fauna of the St. John group, I have, at intervals dur-

ing the past year, made an examination of a part of the numerous species of trilobites

grouped by the late Prof. C. F. Hartt under the genus Conocepfuilites of Barrande. During
the examination of the fossiliferous material from the beds of Division Ic of the St. John

group necessary for this purpose, some points in illustration of the characters of the

Paradoxides described in my former paper were noticed, which were not observed when
that paper was written, To these I shall refer before entering iipon the main subject of

this article,

I. PARADOXIDES.

1. PARADOXIDES ACADICUS. (Fig: 1.)

Yiwng of this species. In trimming some pieces of slate, two heads of very young indi-

viduals were exposed, which show important differences from the adult. These heads

were of equal size, and being only half of the length of the smallest head described in my
former paper, show the appearance of the species at a much earlier period of growth. The

length is about 4 mm., and it possesses in an exaggerated degree the wide-spread anterior

border which is a somewhat marked feature of the 8 (t.t) mm. size. This 4 mm. size is

also remarkable for the sharp Anopolenus-like sinus in the facial suture, and for the long

eye-lobe, which on the one hand touches the glabella, and on the other nearly reaches the

posterior margin. The cheeks are expanded to correspond to the spreading anterior border,

and the third and fourth furrows are placed very near the anterior end of the glabella.

Pygidium (Fig. 2). A tail-piece, 4 mm. long, appears to have belonged to a larger test of

this species. It is ovate in outline and has peculiarities not observed in any other. The

axial lobe is somewhat more than half of the whole length. It consists of two segments :

the anterior one ring-like and narrow, with a small lunate portion, one third of its length,

marked off on the posterior side ; the posterior segment of the axial lobe is subtriangular,

its extremity is rounded and the sides are rounded forward at the anterior quarter. Along
the front and side of the lateral lobe of the pygidium there is a marginal fold or border,

which at its anterior end connects with the first ring of the axis.

Sculpture. The upper surface of the pygidium is finely granulate, and in the posterior

half, where (in the specimen) the upper surface is broken off, the inner side of the under

surface presents a number of irregular parallel striae, concentric to the axial lobe and the

front of the pygidium. This tail-piece, both in its granulated surface, its thickness, and

its well preserved form, possesses characters belonging to the rigid test of Paradoxides

Acadicus.
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2. PARADOXIDES LAMELLATUS, Hartt. (Figs. 3 and 4.)

Through the kindness of Mr. J. F. Whiteaves, of the Geological and Natural History

Survey of Canada, I was afforded an opportunity of examining a well-preserved head of

the typical form of this species. Prof. Hartt speaks of this trilobite as
" a small species

distinguished from several others found with it by the presence of a number of sharp per-

pendicular lamina- on the anterior lobe of the glabella." As it is desirable, for the purpose

of comparison with other species, that a more complete description of this trilobite should

be given, I have sketched the following characters:

The tintm'iir margin is arched around the front of the glabella, and thence to the

suture it is straight. The flat area is one and a half times longer in front than at the

suture. The fold is much wider at the suture than in front of the glabella.

The //////// is about one quarter longer than its width. It is narrowed and depressed

at the back, but rises anteriorly into a well-rounded dome.

CUiiMlnr fiirnws. The first crosses the glabella and is deeply impressed, especially

in tin- outi-r third, and arches ba-k from both extremities to the middle of the glabella.

The second furrow fails to cross the glabella by about one-fifth of its width; it is much

narrower than th' first, and is deeply impressed; it inclines backward as it ascends the

slop.- of the trlabrlla. and the extremities of the segments are sharply bent backward

when- they approach tin- axial line. The third and fourth furrows are lightly impressed

and an- din-rted forward : the third furrow extends about one-third across and is slightly

bent backward at the inner eifd : the fourth furrow extends only about one-fourth across.

Neither the third nor the fourth extends quite to the edge of the glabella.

The oiri/iitu! ring is sonn-what inclined forward at the extremities, and is strongly

arched vertically. It is hiyh behind and slopes gradually to the occipital furrow. This

furrow is deeply impressed in the outer third of its length, and in this part is strongly

arched forward towards tin- middle- uf the first glabcllar furrow. Between the outer

thirds there is a flattened area on the axis of the glabella where this furrow blends with

the first <rlabellar furrow, but (lie latter furrow is here somewhat the deeper.

The pimliritir margin is broken in the specimen examined, but appears to arch down-
ward strongly at the extremity. The furrow is of regular width, and is moderately

impressed.

The Jlrfd cheek also is broken, but appears to be rather narrow; it is elevated in the

middle and depressed at both ends. The ocular lobe in the specimen examined is broken off.

Sculpture. The anterior marginal fold is traversed by fine parallel raised lines, which
branch at intervals

; they are roughly parallel to the anterior margin, near which they
are more crowded. The front of the dome of the glabella is ornamented with two or

more continuous sharp, raised ridges (separated by the space of about one millimetre)
which sweep around the front of the glabella on each side to the fourth furrow ; higher
on the dome of the glabella are small, broken and irregular ridges ;

similar small, elongated
elevations of the test are scattered on the slopes of the glabella between the second and
fourth furrows. The projecting part of the occipital ring and the back of the dome of the

glabella are covered with tubercles, which, on the less elevated parts of the ring, and the

posterior half of the glabella, gradually diminish in size, until they pass into granulations.
Similar granulations are found on the fixed cheeks.
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Dimensions. Length, 13 mm. ; breadth, about 15 mm.

Locality. St. John, N.B. Collector, T. C. "Weston.

This species is intermediate in size between P. Eteminicus and P. Acadicus. It resem-

bles the former in the appearance of the glabellar furrows and in the hollowness of the

neck of the glabella, and the latter in the granulated cheeks.

APPENDAGES OF PARADOXIDES. (Fig. 5.)

As any facts relative to the existence of appendages in the trilobites are of importance
from their bearing on the question of the position of these creatures in the animal king-

dom, I reproduce in the drawings accompanying this article a pygidium incorrectly

figured in connection with my former paper. (See Fig. 15, Plate X, Vol. I, Trans. Roy.
Soc. of Canada.) In Fig. 14 of the plate referred to, another pygidium of the same type is

figured, upon which a row of scars appears on each side of the axis
;
but those on the

pygidium reproduced with this paper are more distinct. These scars are somewhat

obliquely set on each ring of the axial lobe except the first, and are not far from the median

line ;
the first pair are nearly circular, but those behind have an oval form.

If these scars mark the points of attachment of limbs, as seems not improbable, in

being so near the axial line they conform more nearly in position to the articulating base

of the appendages of Asaphus megistos, as represented by Mr. C. D. AValeott in
"
Science,"

March, 1884, than they do to that of Calymene senaria, figured in the same paper.

3. PARADOXIDES MICMAC.

In preparing the notes for my former paper, I was a good deal perplexed as to the

species to which Prof. Hartt intended to attach this name. In his preliminary notice of

the fauna of the St. John group (" Observations on the Geology of Southern New Bruns-

wick," page 30), he says there at least five species of Parade xides in this formation. At

page 656, "Acadian Greology," he speaks of Paradoxides lamellalus as a species occurring with

several others
;
on the next page, Dr. J. W. Dawson attaches the name, with doubt, to a

specimen in my collection of that period since destroyed by fire, as being probably the

species which Hartt distinguished by this name.

The name was not fcmnd attached to any of the Paradoxides in the type-collection of

fossils of the St. John group deposited at Cornell University by Prof. Hartt, and yet there

are some unpublished species of other genera among these fossils, which have been named

by him. Prof. C. D. Walcott, of the United States Geological Survey, who has examined

this collection, and will describe the species contained in it in a monograph on the Cam-

brian fauna of the United States, now in press, is of the opinion (and rightly,) that " the

species P. Micmac should be thrown out, as not determined by illustration, description, or

the preservation of type-specimens." But as the name P. Micmac has gone into geological

literature, I would suggest that it be applied to the large species with finely striated

glabella, marginal fold, and broad free cheek. (See Fig. 8, Plate X, Vol. I, Trans. Roy. Soc-

of Canada.) This is probably the one figured in "Acadian Greology."
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II. CONOCORYPHEA.

In Professor Hartt's descriptions of the species of the St. John group, ("Acad. Geol.," p.

643, etc.,) he has grouped together, under the genus Conocephalites of Barrande, a large

number of species which would now be divided among several genera. When tested by

the criterion of the eye-lobe it will be observed that they all belong to one or other of two

groups, one characterized by the possession of eye-lobes and free cheeks ; the other consist-

ing of trilobites which apparently have no eyes, and have a f-uture which cuts off only a

portion of the rim of the head-shield. This latter group is the one which I propose to

make the subject of this article.

The ( 'onocoryphea, as thus limited, appear to be confined to the lower plane of the pri-

mordial zone, and are thus almost as characteristic of this hori/on as Paradoxides itself. In

their vounirer stnires. the trilobites of this group assimilate in general form much more

closely to the eyed ( 'onocephalites than they do when they approach maturity. This resem-

blance is ehiefly dm- to the narrowness and comparative great length of the glabella in the

younirof the Coiiocoryphoans, a peculiarity which disappears in the later stages of growth,

lor in these stages the glabelhv contracts in length and expands at the base, and finally as-

sumes that conical shape to which this form of trilobite owes its name.

In the jjroupoftrilobites of this sub-family which is found in the Acadian region, some

point.- ol structure come into view which are not evident in the corresponding species of

the * >1<1 World, and raise the question as to whether too much weight has not been attached

to the course ( ,f the facial suture as a means of dividing genera. Thus, in regard to the

two species ( 'imorory/ihf Sulzeri and Clenocephtilus Rarrantlei of Corda, (Conocephalites

rontnntus, 1'arr.) associated together by Barrande in the genus Conorephaliles, he mentions

that the suture in the two species is the same in position, and takes the ground that the

differing number of segments in the thorax and the diverse pygidia are not of sufficient

value to carry these species into different genera, and therefore that Corda should not be

followed in thus dividing them.

1 think, however, it will be made clear from the additional light thrown upon the

relations of these two species by a knowledge of the life-history and the mature features

of Conorephalitcs Mnlthnri (Hartt) that Corda was right in establishing two genera for these

species. It cannot be questioned but that the relationship between the last named trilobite

and Cl. rurunulus is much closer than its connection with C. Sulzeri, and that this relation-

ship is most strongly shown in the possession by the two former of a marked protuber-

ance, or lobe, in front of the glabella, and by their small pygidia. The value of the

protuberance, or frontal lobe, in discriminating the two genera is better appreciated
when the embryological development of Ct. Malthewi is considered ; for it will be found

that this species springs from a more elementary form that the other Conocorypheans of

the St. John group, which by their pygidia and the form of their cephalic shield find their

relationship with C. Sulzeri, C. bufo, etc. Barrande remarks that the difference of

joint in the thorax between Ct. coronatm and C. Sulzeri is not of sufficient moment
when coupled with the existence of diverse pygidia to separate these two species gene

ally. His opinion, as regards the lower generic value of the number of segments in the

thorax, is supported by the fact that Ct. Mntthewi possesses in the only known thorax but

fourteen segments, the normal number of segments in Ct. Sulzeri, but not in Ct. coronatus.
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If we admit that the number of divisions in this region of the body is really a matter of

arrested development at an earlier or later stage of growth in the life of an individual, it

would be of less value in the discrimination of genera, than other points more nearly
related to the earlier embryonic features of the trilobite.

Omitting from consideration the difference in the facial suture between C. Sulzeri and

Conocephalites Baileyi (Hartt), a very close resemblance in general form and in the special

moulding of the surface of the cephalic shield is apparent ;
nor is the resemblance between

the pygidia of the two species less marked. In the moulding of the inner surface of the

head-shield, and in the form of the thoracic segments, we trace on the other hand a close

connection between the last named species and Erinnys venulosa (Salter) of the British

Cambrian rocks.

A still more obvious resemblance is apparent between Conocejthalites (Conocoryjthe)

elegans (Hartt) of the Acadian region and Conocori/phe bufo (Hicks) of the British Cambrian
;

and in this case there is no diversity in the suture to throw doubt upon the relationship,

for both of these species have a suture that cuts off about a third of the marginal fold.

Considering these main features in the form and the markings of the head-shield, and

what is known of the size and number of the other parts of the Oonocoryphea on both

sides of the Atlantic, it appears to the writer that these trilobites are properly divisible into

two groups, which may be arranged, as follows :

A. Species with frontal lobo as well as glabella, and having a small pygidium.

1. CTEXOCEPHALUS, Corda.

Species having a wall-like front to the cheeks

and frontal lobe,

Ct coronatus.

Species having a sloping front to the cheeks and
frontal lobe, sub-genus, HarU-lla,

Ct. Matthewi.

? Ct. Solvensis,

B. Species with glabella only, and with larger pygidium.

2. COXOCORYPHB, Corda.

Species having a suture that runs along the out-

er edge of the marginal fold,

C. Sulzeri.

Species having a suture that cuts off the lateral

third of the marginal fold sub-genus, liniliMu,

C. Baileyi.

C. Walcotti, n. sp.

C. elegans.

? C. bufo.2

A CTENOCEPHALUS.

1. CTENOCEPHALUS MATTHEWI (Figs. 6-21.)

Conocephalites MattJiewi, Hartt
; Conocoryplie Matthewi, Dana (Meek).

The author of this species has well said that it is the most abundant of the trilobites

found at St. John
; nevertheless, after having discovered hundreds of heads and other parts

of the body, I have not yet met with a perfect individual. However by using the fragments
that have been recovered, a fairly good description of all parts of the test can now be given.

1 The pygidium is not known, but the general aspect is that of Ct. Matthewi.
* The pygidium of C. bufo is not described by Dr. Hicks, but the headshield is very like that of C. elegans.
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ADDITIONAL FEATURES OF THE CEPHALIC SHIELD.

This is the only part of the animal described by Prof. Hartt, and though his account

is very full and accurate, it does not give all the characters of this part of the body.

It is seldom that the head is found "more than twice as wide as long," except when

flattened by pressure in the slate ;
and the anterior margin is perceptibly angulated where

the lateral thirds begin. It may be said also that the fold, though weak at the sides, goes

entirely round the posterior angle. Prof. Hartt does not mention a pair of spines, or

tubercles, which are set in the hollow between the cheek and the glabella, on the edge of

the posterior marginal furrow (one spine being at the inner corner of each cheek) and

which can be seen in almost all stages of growth of this species. The statement that the

glabella is longer than its width applies to the younger tests
;
but in the adult, as pre-

served in the slates, it is more frequently wider than its length, and may be generally

described as being as wide as it is long. The ocular ridge, and the lines that diverge

from it toward the anterior margin (Fig. 10), are much more distinct on the inner, than on

the outer, surface of (he shield
;
and the lines not only bifurcate, but are found to anasto-

mose with each other, forming a reticulated ornamentation over the inner surface of the

ant.-ri..r part of the head. Many of the spines that decorate the front of the cheeks are set

at the intersections of these lines. The spines are spoken of as being
"
sparsely sown ;"

but this remark does not apply to all varieties of the species, as will be seen further on.
1

The example of this species figured in "Acadian Geology
"

is considerably below the full

size of the adult, the head of which, as it occurs flattened in the slates, averages 19 by 38

mm., but is occasionally seen as large as 20 by 40 mm.

OKNAL SPINES. (Fig. 8.)

Among the parts not described by Prof. Hartt are the genal spines. These appendages
an- occasionally found attached to the under side of the anterior marginal fold, and, when
detached, carry with them the lower half of the lateral third of this fold. They are not

spinous like the surface of the cephalic shield, but they sometimes have a few scattered

tubercles, and are covered with minute granulations, visible with a lens. The spine in

the adult, forms two-fifths of the whole length of the detached cheek-piece, and is moder-

ately incurved to the point ;
the spine narrows rapidly in the first third, and is sharp at

the extremity ; a faint rib traverses the cheek-piece along the median line.

FACIAL SUTURE.

Prof. Hartt makes no allusion to this feature of the test in his description of the spe-

cies, and, if the spines were not found attached, its position would hardly be suspected.
In its course along the upper surface of the test it agrees exactly with that of Conoconr/ihe

XuJzeri, but differs on the under surface. In C. Suheri and Ct. cwonalus, it begins at one-

eighth of the distance from the apex of the shield, but in our species at about one-third of

1 There appears to be a misprint in this part of the description in "Acadian Geology," p. 648, line 22, whore the

pines are said to bn always wanting "an Oie cheek lobes," perhaps (in the furrows
J
"around the cheek lobes" ia
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the distance from the same point ;
it runs along the edge of the lateral margin, until it

approaches the posterior angle, and there it cuts across the extremity of the marginal fold

in a curving line, releasing the genal spine from its connection with the shield. A line

drawn from the front (apex) of the glabella, touching the front of the cheek, will intersect

the anterior margin, where, on the under side of the shield, the suture usually begins ; it

varies, however, a little in different individuals. It is a somewhat remarkable fact that,

while in the two Bohemian species of the Couocoryphea, C. Sulzeri and Cl. coronatus, the

suture begins quite near the apex, in the Acadian species of all genera of that group it be-

gins about one-third of the distance from the front of the shield to the genal angle.

THORAX. (Figs. 11-12.)

This middle region of the body is seldom found in connected segments, but the slates

abound with pleurae, having the form and ornamentation of this species. The thorax of

the adult is not known, but that of the half-grown animal (14 by 28 mm., var. perhispidus)
1

consists of fourteen segments (Fig. 12). The axis is well rounded, and the rings are about

three-fifths of the length of the pleurae ;
each ring is grooved more deeply at the sides than

on the axial line, and carries a few small obscure spines, ranged along the crests of the

bounding ridges. The pleurae are bent downward at the middle of their length, and are

strengthened by a wide groove or furrow, which extends well out towards the tip ;
the

raised edges of the pleurae are decorated with eight to ten small spines, these being more

numerous on the front than on the back edge of each pleura.

PYOIDIUM. (Figs. 13, 13&, 13c, 13rf.)

Among the pygidia of the Conocoryphean type there are two kinds which are of

much more frequent occurrence than others
;
the smaller of these corresponds in form

and size to the pygidium found with the thorax just described. This, therefore, is regarded

as the pygidium of Ct. Matlhewi, the other being the tail-piece of Conocoryphe Baileyi.

This pygidium is reversed semi-circular, being straight or nearly so on the base and

arched around at the front of the axis and lateral lobes. The largest is about 4 X 8\ mm.
The axis is about three-eighths of the whole width, and has a posterior slope extending

nearly or quite to the end of the pygidium ;
it has two rings, beside the articulating facet

;
the

first one is sharply raised with strong furrows before and behind, but the furrow behind

the second ring is only faintly defined : the posterior lobe projects in high relief from the

general surface of the caudal shield, and descends abruptly and rapidly to the posterior

margin. The lateral lobes are flattened posteriorly ;
each lobe has one rib, beside the half

rib in front
; the first costal furrow is distinct, the second faint, but neither reach the

outer margin ; there is no distinct marginal fold, but the surface of the pygidium is

slightly raised towards the outer margin.

Sculpture. Each ring of the axis bears four or five minute spines ranged along the

crest, and the costal rib has about the same number ; a few similar spines may also be de-

tected on the outer part of the half rib, and scattered over the flat surface of the lateral

1
Described on a succeeding page.

Sec. IV., 1884. 14.
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lobe. These spines show most distinctly on the mould of the inner surface, and are

perhaps only perforations of the test. The outer surface of the test appears to the naked

eye to be smooth, but when magnified it is found to be finely granulated.

VARIETIES.

This species varies much in the ornamentation of the cephalic shield. Beside the

tvpe which is described by Prof. Hartt as having sparsely sown spines, there are three

varieties distinguished by the ornamentation. Of these, the first two appear to run into

the typical form, but the third has more stable characters.

The spines which ornament the surface of Ct. Matlhewi are tubular, having a cavity

which passes through the test ;
those on the front of the cheeks, on the frontal lobe, and

on the anterior marginal fold, are connected together within by a network of striations

which u.-ually cross each other at the internal orifices of the spines ;
on the outside of the

shield there are also stri;c, though usually ridges, corresponding in course and position to

those within. These stria) originate at the ocular lobe, and extend forward across the

anterior inaririnal fold to the edge of the shield.

Tli.- following table, shewing the usual number of spines on different portions of the

test, will help to distinguish the varieties that are described separately after it:

T A I '.I.!-: slIoXVINt; THE AVERAGE NUMBER ()!' SI'INES OF DIFFERENT VARIETIES OF
(. 7A'.YOC7-;77/.l/,r,y MATTHEW!.

Anterior Margin.
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more tumid cheeks than the type, or var. a., and the fulness extends well down toward

the genal angle ; the furrows are generally deeper and more abrupt, and the anterior mar-

ginal fold usually broader and flatter. The occipital spine is long and stout, and the

ocular ridge frequently not observable. The largest head of this variety found was 15 X
80 mm. The marked feature of this variety is the profusion of spines that cover the raised

parts of the cephalic shield, usually double the number found on the typical form.

Var. y. perhispidus (Fig. 12), is distinguished from the others in having more than

one row of tubercles or spines on the lateral limbs of the anterior margin ;
and by the

more numerous and smaller tubercles, almost uniform in size, that cover the test. The

largest test of this variety found was 15 X 30 mm.

GROWTH AND DEVETXDPMENT OF THE YOUNG.

Fortunately in this species the peculiar form of the cephalic shield, and the hispid

surface enable us to recognize without difficulty very small tests
;
in the very youngest

we lose the guidance of spines, but the general form is a sullicient assurance that, in the

minute tests to which I am about to refer, we have the embryonic and larval stages of

this trilobite. The youngest form, however, differs widely from the adult, and, without

the intermediate links, one would hesitate to assign them to the same species or even the

same genus. In the following descriptions I have named as
"
stages

"
those tests, where a

new feature is introduced in the moulding of the cephalic shield during growth.

EMBRYONIC STAGE (?), 1 X l\ mm. (Figs. 14 and 15.) Shield semi-oval in outline

and globose, with genal spines. The anterior margin is bounded by a very thin, thread-

like fold at the anterior quarter. The genal spines are slender, arched inward at the

points, and about as long as the cheeks are wide.

The axial lobe of the cephalic shield (there being as yet no glabella) is club-shaped,

the anterior half being enlarged ;
it is bounded throughout by distinct furrows.

The occipital ring is not distinguishable as a separate part, but the occipital spine

appears as a distinct protuberance at the posterior end of the median lobe.

The posterior margin is strongly arched forward on each side of the centre, and back-

ward again on nearing the genal spines ;
the fold is visible, but is a mere thread.

The cheeks are somewhat tumid outward, but they fall below the level of the median

lobe in the forward half. In a few tests of this size the ocular ridge is faintly outlined for

a short space on the anterior slope of the cheek, on each side of the axial lobe and quite

close to the anterior marginal fold, but usually it cannot be distinguished.

I have marked this form with doubt as an embryonic stage of Ct. Mattheiri. It is not

found in such great numbers as the succeeding stage, and may perhaps be only an

immature condition of it
;
or possibly it may be an earlier stage of one of the other Cono-

corypheans. The club-like form of the enlargement of the front of the axial lobe may be

due to backward pressure upon this very flexible test. In most of the tests of the next

stage obtained from the slates, the width of the anterior end of the axial lobe is, on the

contrary, exaggerated by downward pressure.

FIRST STAGE, 1J X 2 mm. (Fig. 16.) Shield semi-circular, with genal spines.

Anterior margin. The fold faint, thin and thread-like, and extending about one-third
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across the front of the shield. Genal spines are moderately incurved and at this stage are

half as long as the posterior transverse diameter.

The axial lobe of the shield is trumpet shaped, about twice as wide in front as behind,

where it is about one-fifth of the transverse diameter.

The occipital ring is prominent and separated from the median lobe by a furrow ;
it is

subtriangular, the extremities extending forward toward the inner angles of the cheeks.

The summit projects backward to an elevated point which is scarcely a spine. x

The jtoaierior margin is strongly arched, and has a distinct though not strong fold.

The cheeks are prominent ; they are somewhat higher than the axial lobe of the shield,

and are tumid forward and in the outer half. The ocular ridges are still far forward on

the anterior slope of the cheeks, around which they arch, descending into the furrow, and

an- lost to view about half way from the front of the cheeks.

In small tests, such as the preceding, which bear only a remote resemblance to the

adult form, and which, owing to their thinness, are more liable to distortion than the suc-

reedins; moults, the author depends largely upon three considerations in referring them to

this Aperies. There is, first, the train of succeeding sizes, which by their form and marking
an- undoubtedly of the species ('/. Malthi-wi. In the second place, there is the semi-

circular shield and the rudiment of the ocular ridge, which together are sufficient to show

that these minute tests belong to the Conocorypheans. And, thirdly, there is the consid-

eration of number. I think it may be safely assumed that one-third of the head shields of

the trilobites, grouped by Prof. Ilartt under the genus Conocephalites, which are exposed

in breaking up the shales of horixon If at St. John, are of this species ;
and of the embry-

onic tests found at the same locality, a corresponding number are of the above form or

stage.

STAOK. Shield, Ijj x 2i to 1J X 'A mm. Narrowly semi-circular, without

spines. This has the thirds of the front margin angulated, and is easily recognized as

related to the adult form of the species.

Anterior margin. In this, beside the fold in front, the lateral thirds can be seen to be

slightly turned along the edge.

The glabellti is now divided from the rest of the axial lobe which forms a short promi-
nence in front of the glabella, and is low as compared with it. The first pair of glabellar

furrows is distinctly though lightly impressed, and the second pair can sometimes be

detected. The occipital ring and spine are well marked.

The cheeks are now more spreading at the base and somewhat tumid outward and

forward. The two little spines at the posterior inner corner are visible. The ocular ridge

is higher up on the slope of the cheek than in previous stages, being in about the posi-

tion of this ridge in the adult of Conocoryphe degans.

Sculpture. The surface of the test when viewed with a lens appears to be finely

granular.

THIRD STAGE (Fig. 17.) Shield, 2J X 4 mm. Narrowly semi-circular, but angulat
like the last, with rounded corners and without spines.

Glabella rather wider at the posterior end than in front, but still only about one-fifth

of the whole width of the shield. Two pairs of furrows are now distinctly but lightly

impressed. The frontal lobe is still short and comparatively inconspicuous.
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The posterior margin is now straighter and the furrow heavier.

The cheeks are now more like those of the adult in form, and the little spines at the

corner more distinct.

Sculpture. The spines on the cheeks are now visible with a lens, and the rows across

the glabella also.

FOUBTH STAGE (Fig. 18.) Shield, 3 X 5J mm. Oblong semi-elliptical, without

spines.

The anterior marginal fold is now traceable all around, and is wider and stronger every-

where than in the younger stages.

Glabella much wider behind than before
; nearly one-third of the transverse diam-

eter. Three pair of furrows are visible, two directed backward, as in the adult. The

frontal lobe is rounder than in preceding stages, having gained in length.

The cheeks have become ovoid and spread apart at the base, owing to the flattening of

the posterior outer angle and the widening of the base of the glabella.

Sculpture. Tubular spines, are now visible on all projecting parts, -a double row on

the front third of the anterior marginal fold, and a single row on the rest of the fold
;
there

is also a row of about five spines on each limb of the posterior marginal fold.

FIFTH STAGE (Fig. 19.) Shield, 5 X 8 mm. Nan-owly semi-circular, somewhat angu-

lated, without spines.

The Glabella and its furrows are more distinct than in the preceding stage.

Posterior margin. Notch in the outline at the inner end very distinct
;
fold thickened

toward the outer end, and rounded forward at the genal angle.

Sculpture. All elevations are now covered with spines, and the number docs not differ

greatly from those on some adult individuals, but they are arranged with more regularity,

especially the rows across the glabella and frontal lobe
;
those around the outer base of the

cheek may also be seen to be roughly arranged in rows parallel to the anterior border.

The average number of spines on heads of individuals of this age is given in the preceding
table.

From this stage onward to the adult period there are no very decided characters mark-

ing the progress of the animal toward maturity, but the changes in the proportions of dif-

ferent parts of the shield are gradual. Of certain sizes, there is a predominating number
of shields preserved, as, for instance, at 6 X 10 mm., 7 X 12 mm., X 17 mm., (Fig. 20) ;

10 X 20 mm., 14 X 28 mm., (Fig. 21) ;
19 X 38 mm., (Fig-. 6.) The form of the shield

changes during this time, so that the width becomes double the length.

SIZE 9X17 mm. (Fig. 20 and 9.) Of this size, an individual with other parts attached

to the shield has been obtained, from which it appears that the geual spines have become

shorter in proportion to the size of the shield than they were at first. Four segments of

the thorax attached show a rapid narrowing of the body-rings at this stage.

SIZE 10 X 20 mm. At this period the head-shield, as preserved in the slates, is about

twice as wide as long, and continues to maintain this width until the adult size is reached ;

the genal spine is also short, as in the adult.

SIZE 14 X 28 mm. (Fig. 21.) From this period to maturity there is greater variation
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in the number of spines covering the test, and the arrangement of these spines is less reg

ular than in tho younger heads. The number of spines usually found on shields of this

size is given in the preceding table.

SIZE 19 X 88 mm. (Fig. 6.) In this, which may be considered the adult stage of this

species, tho most notable features are the increased irregularity in the number of the

spines, and the greater distinctness of the eye lobe and its ramifications.

KESEMBI.ANCE OF THE YOUNG TESTS TO OTHER SPECIES.

A.i-iiil lobe. The earlier stages of growth in this trilobite are of much interest, es-

pecially (hose which precede the second segmentation of the axial lobe of the cephalic

shield. In place of the conical glabella, which characterizes the Conocoryphea at ma-

turity, these embryonic tests have a club-shaped, or trumpet-shaped, median lobe, simulat-

ing, to some extent, the glabella of Paradoxides and Carausia, and especially the younger

staires of >v/<> liirniitn. As in the first named genus, the eyelobe begins opposite an anterior

enlargement of the axial lobe of the shield, and sweeps outward toward the genal angle.

The lonir irenal spine of the early stages adds to the likeness.

Frontal loin-. The growth of this part is an interesting feature in the history of

this trilobite. At first it was a narrow segment cut off from the median lobe; but as the

animal irrew. and the eyelobe retreated from the front of the shield, a corresponding in-

creasc in the length of this part took place; until, from being when first seen about oue-

lifth only of tin- axial diameter, it became at maturity nearly a third. What the glabella

lost in Iciitrth dnrin<r the growth of the animal, was partly acquired by this frontal pro-

tnberanci' of the shield.

In the yoiinir of CoHOCory/ihe Jiuileyi corresponding to the second and third stages of this

species, there is a slight protuberance in this part of the shield, so that in distorted young
tests it is not always easy to distinguish the two species ; especially in the second stage of

('/. Mnttliciri, when tin-re are no tubercles visible and when the position and sweep of the

ocular ridge in the two species and in Conororyphe elegans are very similar : but in the

older tests, in which the specific characters are more fully developed, the species are easily

separated. In the European Conocoryjihe Xitlzeri a slight protuberance of a similar nature

may be observed, but it does not assume importance.

Arrangement of the spines (Fig. 9, fyr.) Although at the first glance the spines, which
are strewed over the surface of the test in this species, appear to be placed without order,

it is evident, on a more careful survey, that some at least are arranged in a definite way.
Several rows of spines may be observed, especially in the young, crossing the glabella ;

and the surface of the test is sometimes seen, both in this species and in Conomryphe ele-

KIIMS, to be slightly elevated along the lines where these spines are set. It would appear
that some general purpose in the economy of these trilobites is subserved by the eleva-

tion of the tost at these places.

Glabella. In this species (Ct. Mattliewi), the glabella is relatively smaller than in any
other of the Conocorypheans occurring at St. John

; and it does not fairly assume the

form characteristic of the genus until the shield has attained half of its largest diameter.

This will be seen by the following table. In this table the measurement of the small

shields are only roughly approximated :
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COMPARATIVE SIZE OF HEAD AND GLABELLA OF CT. MATTHEWI AT DIFFERENT AGES.
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Facial suture. This cuts obliquely across the anterior marginal fold, at the beginning

of the lateral third, where the fold has already begun to bend rapidly toward the posterior

margin ; after crossing the fold, the suture runs along the side of the cheek and curves

outward toward the posterior angle.

Glabellar furrows. The describer of the species states that there are none, or that they

are but slightly marked, without specifying their number or position. It is true that on

many heads they are obscure, but on others they are sufficiently distinct to be easily seen.

The posterior pair originates at a point on the side of the glabella more than two-thirds

from the posterior end, and arches backward at an angle of 45, nearly attaining the

summit of the glabella, and terminating quite close to its end. The second pair is less

distinct, and is also directed backward, but less decidedly than the posterior pair, reaching

about half way to the summit of the glabella; this pair is about as far from the front, as

the posterior pair, at their outer ends, is from the back of the glabella. The anterior pair

of furrows is both faint and short, often to be detected only as shallow depressions on the

surface of the glal>clla.

Scul/iture. The outer surface is smooth. Some tests are distinctly granulated on the

inner surface
;
these markings are sometimes large enough to be seen by the naked eye,

but generally cannot be resolved without a lens; they are largest on the higher parts of

(lie occipital ring and glabella. It is also on the inside of the test that the ocular ridge

and its ramifications can be seen to the best advantage ;
on the outside of the shield both

are but faintly visible. On tests that are unusually well preserved, very fine granulations
of the outer surface may be detected with a lens.

THORAX.

Only eight srirments of this region of the body are known.
A sis. The few rings of the axis preserved indicate that it was comparatively narrow;

the rings are well arched, rounded and smooth.

The pleura- are strongly geniculated at the fulcrum, which is about half way from the

axis. There is a wide and deep concave furrow on the inner half of each pleura; but be-

yond the fulcrum, the furrow narrows rapidly, and the bounding ridges slope away from
it on each side : the furrow ends rather abruptly on the median line, before reaching the

extremity of the pleura. The pleura are not so strongly angulated at the middle of the

thorax as near the head.

PVoiDIUM. (Fig. 24.)

Length, about 10 x 20 mm. Broadly lenticular, and its width is twice its length.
Axis narrowed posteriorly, scarcely reaching the extremity of the pygidium. Carries

three rings, beside the articulating facet
; third ring faintly defined ; terminal lobe rounded

at the extremity and descending abruptly at the end. Each of the rings is indented with
a sharp stria, nearly half of its length and parallel to its course. Each of these strhr on
the outside opposes a more distinct groove on the inside of the test.

/silt-nil lobes. The side lobe of the pydidium bears three ribs, beside the half rib in

front ; the third rib is only faintly raised above the general surface ;
a narrow, faint fur-

row, or stria, may be seen to pass outward from the posterior side of the inner end of the
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first and second ribs toward the anterior side of the outer end of these ribs. The first

furrow both of the axis and marginal third are strongly impressed. The half rib connects

at the outer angle of the pygidium with a distinct border, which at the inner edge is

bounded by a sharp and straight, thread-like ridge.

Sculpture. Both the inner and outer surfaces of the test in this pygidium appear

smooth, but with a lens the outer surface may be seen to be very finely granulated.

[N. B. There is a broad variety of this pygidium (7 X 18, or 8 X 20 mm.) with more

distinct ribs both on the axis and lateral lobes, and having a more quadrate end to the axis.]

VARIETIES. (Figs. 23 and 236.)

Var. a. arcuala. The distinctive features of this form are not very easily pointed out,

but are sufficiently obvious on comparison of a number of individuals
;
the difference from

the type is most conspicuous among the larger tests, and it is not so easily recognized

among very small ones. It is quite possible that it may be only a sexual variation of

form. This variety differs from the type in having a more conical glabella, rounded

rather than squared in front, and having flattened slopes on each side of the axis. The

anterior marginal fold is more strongly arched forward in the middle, is wider and has a

longer slope to the furrow than the corresponding fold in the typical form
;
the furrow

also is wider. The inner end of the ocular ridge is more prominent and rounder in this

variety than in the type.

DEVELOPMENT OF THE YOUNG.
%

The heads of this species have been found from the length of two millimetres upward.

SHIELD 2x3 mm. (Fig. 25.) In this species the earliest known stage resembles the

adult much more nearly than the youngest, in the preceding species, does the mature indi-

vidual ;
and yet it presents important differences.

The glabella is cylindrical and about two-thirds of the whole length of the shield,

whereas in the adult it is not much more than one-half. But the disparity in width is

greater, for at this stage the glabella is only one-fifth of the width of the buckler, while in

the larger tests it is about one-third Only the posterior pair of furrows can be detected at

this age, and they are more strongly directed backward than those of the adult.

The occijntal ring is peculiar and quite different from that of the adult. It is trian-

gular in outline, with the spine set well back on the axis
;
the two anterior angles merge

into the corners of the cheeks at the. point where, in the preceding species and in C. elegans,

a small spine is situated.

The posterior marginal fold is well defined, but sharp and narrow, and the genal spines

are also narrow and about as long as one-third of the posterior diameter of the shield.

The cylindrical glabella at this stage recalls the form common in the genus Ptychoparia,

and when the ocular ridge peculiar to the Conocoryphea is obscure, it is sometimes diffi-

cult to distinguish the young of the Ptychoparians from the fry of this species.

SHIELD 3 X 4 mm. (Fig. 26.) At this period the glabella shows much greater lateral

volume, but only one pair of furrows is yet visible. The anterior marginal fold is now

Sec. IV., 1884. 15.
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stronger, as is also the posterior, but the occipital ring preserves the same triangular form

as in the stage last described.

Sculpture. Except the anterior marginal fold, which is minutely granulated, the sur-

face of the test at this stage appears scabrous under the lens.

SHIELD 4X0 mm. (Fig- 35.) A shield of this size has been found which has some

peculiar features. The glabella is conical, narrowed in front and with three sets of distinct

furrows, as in C. elegans, and, like some shields of this species, it has raised ridges across

the glabella In-tween the furrows. But the eyelobe, cheek and anterior marginal fold are

such as are found to characterize C. Baileyi. The surface is scabrous.

SIIIF.U) 7 X 14 mm. (Fi'ir 27.) The intermediate sizes between this and the preced-

ing have not been recovered, but at this stage the shield has nearly attained the proportions

of flu- mature form. The glahella has more distinctly converging, straight sides than the

last, and al.-o posses.- s the sub-quadrate front which is found in most of the mature heads.

All the furro\\s are distinctly impressed. The occipital ring is narrowed, and its spine,

or tuben-le. placed half way from the front, llespecting the succeeding sizes of this spe-

cies, there is little of moment to be said : both glabella and cheeks continue to increase

in width at the ltsi.se. and a greater amount of variation appears in the distinctness of the

furrows on the irlabellsi.

The following table will more clearly show
T the variation in the form of the shield and

the relative proportions of the glabella during growth. The figures given for the small

tests are only rough approximations:

KATIVi: S1/K OK HKAD AND (iLAHKLLA OF C. EAILEYI AT DIFFERENT AGES. 1

j

Size of Ophulic
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2. CONOCOBYPHE ELEOANS. (Fig's. 28-34.)

Conocephaliles elegans, Hartt.

Prof. Hartt's account of this species is not as full as that which he gives of Ctenoceplia-

lits Mattheivi, and a few words of additional description may be useful.

CEPHALIC SHIELD. (Fig's. 28, 29 and 34.)

I find that, in shields which are not distorted, the occipital ring and spine project be-

hind the posterior line of the shield ; and that the posterior marginal fold overhangs the

furrow only in cases in which the shield is shortened by pressure. In the largest heads

the wide part of the anterior marginal fold is as much as the seventh of an inch (3J mm.)
in width. In flattened heads the glabella appears to be wider than it is long, but the rela-

tions are reversed when the natural form of the glabella is preserved, it being a little

longer than its width. The posterior marginal fold is thin, sharp and high in the inner

three-fifths, but broader and flatter at the outer two-fifths. Viewed horixontally, the fold

seems almost geniculated at the point whore this change in width takes place ;
viewed

from above, the border is here sharply angulated forward. The occipital furrow is deeply
indented in the outer third, and arches back to the middle third, corresponding in its

course to the glabellar furrows. I do not find that the bounding groove of the glabella

joins the anterior marginal furrow, though it often has that appearance in distorted heads

because the intervening space is low. I have seldom found an occipital spine more than

an eighth of an inch in length, including the slope of the ring, but the variation in the

length of the spine in Ctenocephalus Mattheioi would quite lead to the expectation that

longer spines may be found on some shields of this species.

Facial suture. This begins at the side of the head, where the; marginal fold becomes

narrow, and usually at a point about as far from the front of the shield as the length of the

glabella ;
it crosses the marginal furrow diagonally to the border of the cheek, along which

it runs for some distance, and then arches outward toward the posterior angle of the shield.

Ocular ridge. Prof. Hartt does not refer to this feature, and in some heads it is scarcely

distinguishable. It begins on the slope of the cheek, just behind the front of the gla-

illa
;
there is no tuberculous elevation here, as in C. Baileyi, nor such a lenticular ridge as

in Ctenocephalus Matthewi, biit the ridge is narrow and lejss elevated ;
its extension crosses

the cheek more directly than in the other two species, descending toward the point where

the facial suture, after cutting the anterior margin, curves in toward the cheek. The oc-

ular ridge and its ramifications are more distinct in the undersized and young of this

species than in the full grown trilobite.

Sculpture. There is more regularity in the arrangement of the tubercles of this species

than in the mature Ct. Matthewi. The row of tubercles, which in this species crosses the

glabella behind the first pair of furrows, consists of six, and arches forward on the slopes

behind the furrow. There is another row, also consisting of six tubercles, less arched

than the last, and terminating at the anterior ends of the same furrows. A more irregular

row of tubercules crosses the glabella on the space between the second and third furrows.

Between these three rows of tubercles, near the axial line, there is in each space a pair of

less prominent tubercles. On some young heads the three principle lines of tubercles on.
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the glabella arc placed on slightly elevated, transverse ridges. In this species the tul ici-

cles are more equally distributed over the surface of the cheeks than in Ct. Matlhewi.

The test of this species is more heavily studded with minute elevations than the typ-

ical forms of other species of Acadian Couocorphea. The outer surface is covered almost

everywhere with little projecting tubercles,- which are nearly equal in size, and appear to

be based on an outer film of the shell. When this film is removed the test has quite a

different appearance, for, in place of closely set projections of nearly equal size and height,

prominences of t\vo orders come into view, larger ones, of the nature of hollow spines,

and smaller ones, similar in si/e to those on the outer film of the test, but more pointed.

The moulds corresponding both to the spines and the tubercles may be seen on the cast

of the inner surface of the test ; and it would seem that the hollow core of the spines

passes through the test, but that the apex of the core is veiled on the outside by tubercles

similar in appearance to the other tubercles with which the outer surface of the test is so

abundantly studded.

I'Yoiwr.M. (Fiff. 530.)

Itroadly lenticular, and about half as long as it is wide.

^37.1 sub-triangular, running the whole length of the pygidium. Marked by three

rin ITS. beside the articulating facet, and a terminal lobe, which has a slight protuberance
on each side of the axial line, near the middle, and thence slopes abruptly and narrows

rapidly to the extremity.

The m',lr lohes of the pygidium have three ribs beside the half rib at the anterior mar-

gin ;
the lirst two ribs are well defined, the third only by a furrow in front ; all arch back-

ward and downward to the maririn. The two first ribs arc crossed by narrow, faint fur-

rows, or striii 1

, from the anterior side of the inner end to the posterior side at the outer end.

Sculjilurr. The outer surface is distinctly granulated all over; on the intermediate, or

under surface, sometimes a single, sometimes a double row of small spines can be detected

on the two first rin^s of the axis and ribs of the lateral third (about four spines on the

rings and about six on the ribs.) The mould of the inner surface is smooth.

This pysridium is supposed to belong to C. eleganx, because it is one of the three most
abundant pyiridia of Conocoryphean type found in the shales of Division Ic. at St. John;
the granulate and punctate surface also accords with the ornamentation on the test of

this species.

VARIETIES. (Fig. 34.)

Var. a. i^rnmilnlus. This differs from the typical form in the absence of spines and
tubercles, the surface being closely granulated ; 'only large individuals are known; tl

most perfect had very wide cheeks and three raised bars across the summit of the glabdl
the front of the marginal fold appears to be narrow and not triangular, but this may
an accident of preservation.

GROWTH AND DEVELOPMENT OF THE YOUNG.

The series of heads of this species is defective and the history of its growth is there-

fore imperfect.
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SHIELD 2x4 mm. (Fig. 31.) This is widely different from the adult in many re-

spects; the cheeks are unusually tumid, and the glabella and anterior marginal fold,

especially the latter, already possess the form peculiar to this species.

The anterior margin inclines to be straight across the front and angulated at the lateral

third. The fold is thick and wide in front, but fades away ijear the front of the lateral

third, where the tumid cheek is devoid of protecting rim
;
the triangular enlargement at

the front is not so marked as in the adult, owing to the furrow being less decidedly im-

pressed. The genal spines are about half as long as the posterior diameter of the shield,

and are distinctly incurved at the points.

The posterior margin (in the only example known) appears to extend into a mantle, or

membrane, which connects the points of the genal spines with a central spine having
a mesian furrow ; this mantle arches forward between the three spines, and is of

great tenuity ;
but is bounded posteriorly by a delicate, though distinct, thickened mar-

gin ;
no posterior marginal fold is visible, but a small tubercular elevation marks the

point where the posterior fold in the adult is augulated ; though the fold is absent, the

posterior marginal furrow is distinctly impressed ;
it arches forward in the inner two-

thirds, and outward in the outer third.

The glabella at this stage appears cylindrical rather than conical, owing to the high
relief of the anterior end, and the wide depression which at tin- posterior end separates it

from the cheeks. The first pair of furrows is siifficiently distinct
; they are directed back-

ward at a sharp angle, and reach the posterior slope of the glabella, but do not connect

with each other; the second pair can be detected, but they are very faint
;
their direction

is nearly parallel to the first.

The cheeks are quite tumid in the middle and at the anterior end, but are flattened at

the posterior inner angle, and, in a less degree, toward the outer angle. The ocular ridge

is distinct
;

it begins on the inner slope of the cheek, opposite the point where the dorsal

furrow begins to bend around toward the front of the glabella ;
at this point there is a

small, sharp, lenticular elevation, from which the ridge arches forward across the front

slope of the cheek, and descends, arching backward, along the oxiter slope until it is lost

in the anterior marginal fnrrow, somewhat behind the middle of the lateral third of the

anterior margin.
The occipital ring is well marked and prominent ;

it projects behind the line of the

posterior margin, and is crowned by a distinct, though not a long, spine. The outer third

of the occipital furrow is heavily impressed, but does not extend far enough to sever the

ring from the cheek, there being a narrow connecting ridge.

Sculpture. All projecting parts of the shield are finely but, when viewed with a lens,

distinctly granulated, and a few tubercles are visible.

SHIELD 4J X 8 mm. (Fig. 32.) At this age the shield has a much nearer resemblance,

in general aspect, to the adult. The front margin is more distinctly arched, and the cheeks

have the rhomboidal form" of those of the full-grown animal. The facial suture can at

this stage be detected ;
it cuts the anterior marginal fold as far from the posterior angle as

that angle is from the occipital ring. The posterior marginal fold is thin but distinct.

Sculpture. Not only is the surface granulated, but the tubercles are distinct and are

arranged as described in the account of the sculpture of the adult. A double row of
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tubercles may be seen at this stage, arching around the inner slope of the cheek, and other

rows around the outer edge ;
the outer rows are not perfectly regular and continuous, as

other rows run into them from the upper slopes of the cheek.

SHIELD 8 X 15$ mm. (Fig 33.) At this stage, in the examples I have, the tubercles

on the cheeks do not show so regular an arrangement as in smaller tests; but those of the

glabella continue to exhibit great regularity, as described of the adult on a previous page.

In this size the general aspect of the shield is more like the adult than it is in the smaller

tests. All the furrows are now present and are deeply impressed; the central, trian-

gular part of the anterior marginal fold is wide and decidedly elevated. The posterior mar-

ginal fold, however, continues narrow and sharp. The ocular ridge now presents num-
erous branches spreading toward the anterior margin.

SIIIKI.D l!) x -">'s nun. At this, which is near the adult stage, the mature form, except
in the matter of width, is nearly or quite attained, the tubercles are more irregularly
scattered over the surface of the test, and the posterior margin is strengthened.

SIIIKI.I) i'0 X Jii nun. This, the adult form, exhibits the completed expansion of the

The simplicity in (lie arrangement of the tubercles, so well seen at the
; r.J stairc. is here apparently lost, but, on careful examination, traces of it can still be

dete.-ted in the apparently confused irrouping of raised points on the surface of the

glabella. And the same may be said of the tubercles on the cheeks, which along the front

still exhibit a rude parallelism. To the heavier tubercles along the back, or higher part
oi the anterior marginal fold, numbers of smaller tubercles are added in these later

btage.s, the whole beinir <r ra( i,. ( i t,, quit,, small tubercles along the verge of the shield.

Thi- additional tubercles scattered over the surface of ihe shield in the larger tests are

not always present, there being smooth individuals, which have no more tubercles than
those found on the smaller tests.

The following table will show the changes in the proportions of the cephalic shield
and glabella of ('. rlrynns during growth :

COMI'AKATIVK S1XK OK IIKAI) AM) GLAI5KLLA UK C. ELEQANS AT DIKFERENT AGES.
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This species resembles C. bitfo (Hicks) of the English Cambrian rocks, but differs in the

following particulars : it grows to a larger size and has no eyes ', the front margin is not

so heavily impressed, nor is the triangular part so wide, the tubercles on the shield are

more numerous than represented in the figure of C. bufo, and there is no tubercle on the

outer posterior corner of the cheek. It may be found at St. John, Radcliffs, etc., in

Division Ic.

3. CONOOORYPHE WALCOTTi, n. sp. (Figs. 36 and 366.)

Only the cephalic shield is known ; this is semi-circular, without spines.

The anterior margin well arched forward, with a narrow and well rounded fold. Suture

in about the same position as that of C. Baileyi ; in specimens that are shortened by pressure,

the initial point is about as far from the apex of the shield as that is long ; in others that

are narrowed, the distance from the front equals the combined length of the glabella and

occipital ring.

The glabella rather flat, bounded by a distinct furrow. The glabellar furrows are

three pairs, not well defined in the examples known, but apparently similar in course and

length to those of C, Baileyi.

The occipital ring as in that species, but with the tubercle more distinct, and always

carrying a slender spine ;
in the examples known, the ring projects behind the posterior

line of the shield.

The posterior margin is bent forward at the extremity. Fold rather narrow. Furrow

well marked, arched forward in the middle, widening toward the extremity.

The cheeks are high next the glabella, descending toward the front and sides
; they

are rather higher than the glabella, and are connected in front. The ocular rid^e begins

more than a third from the front and extends across the cheek to the posterior corner
;

ramifying ridgelets are numerous, crowded, and not very distinct.

Sculpture. The surface is closely covered with fine granulations without, but marked

on the inner surface also by numerous minute pittings, which, in the mould of the interior

of the test, have the appearance of small spines. These pits, or pores, are connected by
numerous fine, thread-like stria;. These stria; are similar to those found on the inner sur-

face of the test in Ctenocejjhalus Malthewi, but in the species Walcotti they have a more net-

like arrangement, and are found covering a band that crosses the cheek behind the eyelobe ;

they are also found on the front of the glabella : in the two other tuberculated species

occurring at St. John, the stria; connecting the tubercles, or pores, are confined to the

eyelobe and anterior marginal fold and the space between them.

Tliorax and Pygidium unknown.

Develojmtent of the Young. The examples of the young tests in this species are not

sufficiently numerous or perfect to form the basis of remarks on changes during the period

of growth. The following will show that it differed but little from C. Baileyi in its pro-

portions :

The eyes of that species appear to be rudimentary, for Dr. Hicks speaks of them as "small and scarcely

visibla"
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mentary form than in the other Acadian species of this group ;
but it can be proved for

the others of which embryonic and larval stages are known ; for the retreat of the eyelobe
from the front of the shield proceeds paripassu with the axial contraction of the glabella.

Among the Acadian Conocoryphcans occur several species which may be considered

representative of Old World forms, as has already been remarked in the opening part of

this paper ; and it may be said that among the Paradoxides similar representation occurs.

This is very obvious on a comparison of P. Eteminicus with P. rugidosus (Corda) ;
and P.

Acadicus, notwithstanding its diminutive size and differing eyelobe, may not inaptly bo

placed beside Plutonia Sedgwickii ; in both species we have a granulated surface and deeply
cut glabellar grooves ; and in both may be traced peculiarities of form which ally the

shield to that of Anopolinus.

It is a notable fact, however, that no Paradoxides with short eyelobes and no Anopo-
leni have been recovered from the Acadian strata, although the latter genus occurs in

Newfoundland and the large Paradoxides are ftnind both there and in Massachusetts. It

may be remarked, however, that in both of these areas the above types wanting in the

Acadian region are associated with genera that range upward in the Cambrian formation;

and the reason why they are not found at St. John is probably, that the known fossiliferous

belt in the Acadian area belongs to a lower or older horizon iu the Cambrian formation,

than has yet been reached in these other Cambrian areas on the Atlantic roast.'

The antiquity of the Acadian fauna can best be appreciated when its forms are com-

pared with those of the British Cambrian rocks, for that is the nearest of the European
areas occupied by rocks of this age and the one which contains the largest number of sim-

ilar species. The great thickness of the Welsh bed has distributed the genera of Cam-

brian age over a wide vertical range, and thus given a better opportunity of estimating

their chronological value.

It has been the custom to speak of the fauna of the Acadian horizon in the St.

John group as equivalent to the Menevian. But the Menevian, as now limited by Dr. Hicks,

does not include all the measures originally assigned to it. These have been found to con-

tain two faunas an upper, which is now called Menevian, and a lower, that of the Solva

group.

The more we know of the Acadian fauna, the less does the restricted Menevian seem

the horizon to which it should be assigned. The wonderful richness and variety of the

Menevian fauna tempts one to adopt this correlation ;
but this very feature of the Old

World group should put us on our guard against carelessly associating with it an equally

rich assemblage of living forms, which, from their very abundance, are likely to contain

a number of representative species.

kin
the Acadian fauna, as thus far known, the great Paradoxides with short eyelobes

re wanting; so also are the genera Anopolinus, Agraulos (Arionellas) of the type A. ceticepha-

tf, Microdiscus of the type M. punctatus,- Erinnys holocephalina, etc. If, on the other hand,

the fauna of the Acadian horizon be compared with the oldest British Cambrian fauna,

a strong resemblance between the species on the two sides of the Atlantic is at once ap-

1

Except the fossils of Manuel Brook, Newfoundland, which appear to be of the Acadian horizon,
* A similar species occurs in the St. John group, hut apparently at a different horizon.

Sec. IV., 1884. 16.
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parent. Except the missing types, 6 and 7, all the Solva trilobites are represented by

.-orresponding forms in the Acadian fauna, which should therefore be compared to the

Solva or Longmynd fauna rather than to the Menevian :

ACADIAN FAUNA.SOLVA GROUP.

1. Miorodiscus sculptus, Hick*.

2. Conocorypho Lyelli,

3.
"

Solvensis,
"

4.
'

Imfo,
'*

Paradnxidws Harkm*si,
" '

C..
"

aurora, Salltr.

7. I'lutoiiia Sodtfwickii, Ilirk*.

S. A):ni<tiis CambaonsiH,
"

Microdiscus Dawsoni, Hartt.

Itycopharia Robbii, &c., Harlt (sp.)

Ctenocephalus Matthew!,
" "

Conocorypho elegans,

Paradox ides Etetninicus, Matthew.

Agnostus (sp.) undescribed.

Another point bearing upon this (juostion is the development of the eyelobe in Para-

doxidcs. Fu my first article read before this Society, on the Paradoxides of the St. John

(rroup. it was shown that, among the changes of form in various parts of the cephalic

shield which occurred durinir the irrowth of the individual trilobite, the shortening of the

eyelobes was a distinct feature. It is true that even in the adult stage, all the Acadian

Panidoxides have continuous, or nearly continuous, eyelobes, and therefore the contrac-

tion of this member is not conspicuous ;
but there being such a change, even to a small

extent, during the growth of the animal, a continuous eyelobe is likely to be an embryonic

feature of the later Paradoxidcs. and suggests the inquiry as to whether there was a

corresponding change in the species of Paradoxides as they occur in chronological

succession.

Takin-jf the species o!' the- British Cambrian rocks as a criterion, there may be

observed in the Middle Solva beds the speeies P. Harkurssi with continuous eyelobes.

Advancing a grade higher, there is found in the Upper Solva beds the species P. aurora,

with half-short eyelobes, a rather small species. Next there is found in the Lower Mine-

vian the .species P. Ilic/.sii, in which the contraction of the eyelobes has proceeded so far

us to leave a suture behind the eyelobe as long as the eyelobe itself. But the greatest

advance of development in respect of the eyelobe is manifested by the great Paradoxides

of the Welsh measures, 1'. Daridia, whose oval eyelobe has left behind it a suture twice

its length. This species belongs to the Middle Minevian. The shortening of the eye-

lobe in the Welsh Paradoxides therefore corresponds to the geological age of the species.

As the Middle Solva beds are the British strata which hold the Paradoxidean forms

equivalent to the species of the Acadian measure, the latter may be regarded as older

than Menevian.

Another point, which is worthy of consideration in this connection, is the peciiliar

dorsal suture of the Acadian species of Conocoryphe. This does not agree with the suture

of the species taken as the type of this genus, nor with that of any in the Menevian group
proper, but if it be compared with the suture of C. bufo of the Solva group a very close

resemblance is apparent. But while this suture is shown for one only of the Welsh Cam-
brian species, it belongs to three of the species of the Acadian fauna.

AB the Conocoryphe of the St. John group differ in the course of the suture from the

1 Dr. Hicka compare* this species with P. myvlonu (Corda), which is very closely allied to the Acadian sp
/'. fimtmnu.
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typical Bohemian form so also does the Ctenocephalus, for in it the suture extends on the

underside only two-thirds toward the apex, but in Ct. coronalus about seven-eighths. In

this genus also, as in Couocoryphe, the trilobites of the Acadian horizon present a peculiar

fades agreeing on both sides of the Atlantic, but differing from the species which appeared
in Bohemia, Spain and Britain in the Menevian period. The wall-like front and crest of

Ct. corvnatus are not found in the Ctenocepaloid species of the antecedent period. The

fauna of Division Ic of the St. John group may, therefore, be said to contain within

itself evidence of a great antiquity, and at the same time is the richest in the number and

variety of forms of any assemblage of species of similar age.

In conclusion, I would here return my thanks to several gentlemen who have aided me
in the investigation of these ancient fossils. To Dr. Henry Hicks I am greatly indebted for

copies of his papers on the Cambrian fauna of Wales and of others relating to the earlier

formations of Great Britain. To Mr. C. D. Walcott, of the United States Geological Survey,

I am indebted for communicating in advance of publication the principal points of his

study of the type-specimens of the Cambrian species, described by Prof. Ilartt, and now

deposited in Cornell University. I have to thank Prof. Alpheus Hyatt for information

respecting Ct. coronatus, and Mr. J. F. "Whiteaves for affording me facilities at the Museum
in Ottawa.
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EXPLANATION OF PLATE.

Fig. l.ranvltuidt* Acadicur, Try, magnified 5 diam.

Pygidium of small individual of this species? Magnified 2 diam.

"3. "
UirruUatw, Hartt, young, magnified, 2 diam.

"
4.

" " SiJo view of Bamo head.

"
5. Pygidium of a larger species, to show scars, Ac.

"
6. ll-,>ac,j>>,<>lw

. \llartt,M>., head-shield of adult, flattened.
(JIariillu) MaUhem, (

"
". Front view ofsame hoad.

"
s.

" Genal spines of this siwcies.

<i. (ilalxilla, Ac., of young, magnified 3 diam. to show arrangement of the spines.
"

10. Cheek of ailult enlarged 2 diam. to show ocular ridge and ramifications.

"
11. Thorax of half-grown animal, showing seven segments.

"
)L>. Thcirax of far. ;. side view, showing fourteen segments.

"
is. Pygidium of adult, natural size.

'
l.U. magnified 2 diam. to show the markings of the surface.

13c.
....

"
i:W. " " "

rar., lialf-grown, with curved base.

Kmbryonic stage (?) magnified 10 diam.
15. )

v

1C. First stage, magnified 10 diam.

17. Third stage, magnified 5 diam.

IS. Fourth stage,
"

4
"

in. Fifth stage,
"

2.1
"

111. Sia-!i x 17 mm. "
11

"

N.I!. A s]*-iinen, having only the part of the head below the, dotted line

n ... .a, [Hissesses gonal spine and part of thorax.

Segments of this thorax enlarged to show spines on the edges of the plurse.

21. Individual nearly full grown with pentagonal frontal lobe.

""(HnJIulli i Hull, i/l }
" arlt

> *!'> tyi'' 1 '"' f" rl shortened by pressure, with distinct furrows.

VIIT. a., with smooth test.

Same variety in profile.

Pygi.lium.

A very young individual, magnified 5 diam.

Another small shield, magnified 4 diam.

Larger, 1J
"

iliijiinn, Hartt, sp., below the adult size.

Front view of a hoad of this species.

Pygidium.
A very young individual, magnified 5 diam.

A larger one,
"

2J
"

A still larger shield,
"

1J
"

Vur., flattened by pressure, showing transverse ridges on the glabells,

Ilaiiriri t Young, magnified 3 diam., showing transverse ridges on the glabella.

HVi/coUt, N. sp., somewhat distorted.

Markings of inside ol test, magnified.
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VI. A Historical Account of the Taconic Queation in Geology, with a Discussion of

the Relations of the Taconi? Series to the Older Crystalline and to the Cambrian

Socks. By THOMAS STEEBY HUNT, LL.D. (Cantab.), F.R.S.

SECOND PART.

(Presented May 21, 1884.)

VIII Tlu: Taconic History Reviewed. Types of American Cambrian. Kecent paleontological studies. Various

opinions as to the age of the Lower Taconic rr>ck6. The raetamorphic hypothesis considered.

IX. Conclusion. Summary. Wide distribution of rocks like Taconian. Contents of sections and Note.

VIII. THE TACONIC HISTORY REVIEWED.

136. In the Traiisanctkms of this Society for 1883, (Vol. I, Part IV, pages 217-270),

will be found the first part of this account of the Taconic Question. In this second and

concluding part, we shall continue the numbering of chapters and of sections begun in the

first. It is proposed to notice, in the first place, some of the characteristic differences of

the Cambrian or Upper Tacouic rocks as seen in different parts of North America, to follow

the results of paleontological investigation from the disturbed region in eastern Canada

southward into Vermont and New York, and thus to prepare the way for a consideration

of the varying and contradictory hypotheses which have been from time to time put forth

as to the age of both the Upper and Lower Taconic series.

13t. The Cambrian rocks of New York, as originally described by its Geological

Survey, were known only in the stable and little disturbed region around the Adiron-

dack Mountains, including the area west of Lake Champlain and the Ottawa basin, where

the series is represented by the quartzites and magnesian limestones of the Potsdam and

Calciferous subdivisions, which are shallow-water deposits, corresponding, apparently,

to small portions only of Cambrian time. The conditions of the Mississippi area are

similar to those of the Adirondack region. In Wisconsin, where the Potsdam beds rest

in a nearly horizontal position upon highly disturbed strata, often of Keweenian age,

these sandstones and magnesian limestones of the Cambrian, lying in undisturbed succes-

sion, have about 1,000 feet in thickness, and are overlaid by the St. Peter sandstone, which

divides them from the succeeding Trenton and may itself be regarded as the base of the

Ordovician. When, however, we reach the Cordilleras, we find a great augmentation in

the thickness of these lower rocks. In the Eureka district of Nevada, according to the

late studies of Arnold Hague and Wolcott, the fauna of the so-called Lower and Upper
Potsdam ranges through more than 6,000 feet of strata, and is succeeded by that of the

Chazy and Trenton subdivisions.

138. A similar great development of these lower rocks exists in north-western New-

foundland, where, from his studies of their organic remains, the late Mr. Billings was led

to admit a succession of over 9,000 feet of paleozoic strata below the Trenton horizon.
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The subdivisions there recognized by him in ascending order were: 1. Lower Potsdam
;

>. Upper Potsdam ; 3. Lower Calciferous ;
4. Upper Calciferous ;

5. Levis ; and 6. Phyllo-

graptus beds. The second and third of these were regarded by Billings as the represen-

tatives of the Adirondack Potsdam and Calciferous, while the Phyllograptus beds at the

summit were considered the equivalent of the Welsh Arenig, which belongs to the base of

the Bala irroup, or the second fauna. It is evident, as Billings declared, that we have, in

this groat thickness in north-western Newfoundland, a much more complete sequence than

in the Adirondack region, where the Upper Potsdam, Calciferous and Chazy subdivisions

represent the whole succession from the ancient gneiss up to the Trenton limestone.

13 f
>. Keeping in view the great development of the Cambrian alike in the Cordil-

leras and in Newfoundland, as compared with the Cambrian of the Adirondack and Mis-

sissippi area*, we are better prepared to understand the remarkable type assumed by this

series in the Appalachian area, on the eastern margin of the American paleozoic basin, from

near the Gulf of Mexico north-eastward to the Gulf of St. Lawrence and to Newfound-

land, aloni.r the western base of the Atlantic or Appalachian belt. These Cambrian rocks

throughout this extent, wherever preserved, are characterized by great thickness and con-

siderable diversities in composition, due to the accumulation of mechanical sediments de-

rived from the disintegration and decay of the various groups of pre-Cambrian rocks which

made up the adjacent eoxoic land. To this, and to repeated movements of the land during

and after the Cambrian period, they owe their complex constitution, their great volume,

their disturbed and faulted condition, and their unconformities. All of these characters

serve to distinguish them widely from the horizontal and comparatively thin quartzites

and magnesian limestones, their representatives along the northern border of the great

basin ;us seen in tin- Adirondack and Mississippi areas. It is this Appalachian Cambrian,

many thousand feet in thickness, which, as we. have already seen, constitutes the First

Greywacke of Eaton, the Upper Taconic of Einmons, the Quebec and Potsdam group of

Ijosran, and a large part of the original Hudson River group.

4 140. That the Levis limestones and Phyllograptus shales, found at the summit of

this series, mark the beginnings of the second fauna, has already been noticed, as well as

the fact that still higher strata, of Ordovician and Silurian ages, are found over portions of

this Appalachian Cambrian series, among the strata of which they have sometimes been

involved by subsequent movements. It will also be borne in mind, first, that this great

mass of 10,000 feet or more of diversified and folded Cambrian strata is soon exchanged
to the west for a far more simple type of but a few hundred feet in thickness ; and,

secondly, that erosion has removed this great series wholly or in part from over large por-

tions of its original area, particularly south of the parallel of 45 north latitude.

> 141. With these explanations before us, we are now prepared to consider the rela

lions of the Cambrian and Ordovician series, in their two unlike types of the Appalachian
and Adirondack areas, to the Lower Taconic limestones. It has already been shown that

Emmons, in 1842, in his final Report on the Geology of the Northern District of New York,
defined, with the present names, the lower subdivisions of the New York paleozoic sys-

tem, from the Potsdam to the Oneida, both inclusive, to which he gave the collective ap-

pellation of the Champlain division. He at the same time proposed for the granular

quartz-rock and the granular lime-rock of Eaton, found in western Massachusetts, the name
of the Taconic system, which he followed Eaton in assigning to a lower horizon than
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the Potsdam sandstone, and in regarding as entirely distinct from the New York system.

The upper limits of this Taconic system, and its relations to the members of the Cham-

plain division on the east side of the Champlain and Hudson valleys, were not at that

time clearly defined by Emmons.
142. In 1843 appeared the final Report by Mather upon the Geology of the Southern

District of New York, in which he rejected entirely the notion of the Taconic system, and

the whole teaching of Eaton, asserting that the Tacouic was nothing more than a modified

form of the Champlaiu division of Emmons. The granular quartz-rock of the Taconic he

declared to be Potsdam ; the granular lime-rock, the Calciferous sand-rock with the suc-

ceeding Chazy and Trenton limestones
;
while the overlying argillites, including th so-

called Hudson River group, were the Utica and the Loraine shales. A similar suggestion
had been put forth by Messrs. H. D. andW. B. Rogers, in 1841, for the like rocks in New
Jersey and Pennsylvania, and was cited by Mather in support of his view. When, later,

in 1858, H. D. Rogers published his final Report on the Geology of Pennsylvania, the

Lower Taconic rocks of Massachusetts had been by Emmons traced south-westward through
the great Appalachian valley, in Pennsylvania, and the adjacent and subordinate Lancas-

ter valley. These rocks, under the names of Primal, Auroral and Matinal, were now de-

scribed by H. D. Rogers as local modifications of the Champlain series, the great Auroral

limestone being assumed to be the representative of the Calciferous, the Chazy and the so-

called Birdseye and Black River subdivisions, while the Matinal slates were supposed to

represent the upper part of the Trenton, with the Utica and the Loraine shales. For

many extended details with regard to the tacts in 141 and 142, and for other points in

the Taconic history, the reader is referred to the author's volume on Azoic Rocks, published

as Report E of the Second Geological Survey of Pennsylvania, in 18*78.

143. Coupled with this hypothesis of Mather was that of a progressive alteration of

these uncrystalline rocks of the Champlaiu division, supposed to be traced through the

Taconic strata into the crystalline schists of western New England, designated by Mather

as Metamorphic rocks ; between which and the Taconic, it was said by him :

" No well-

marked line of distinction can be drawn, as they blend into each other by insensible

shades of difference." He was at length led to extend this same view to the more massive

gneisses and crystalline limestones of southern New York, and to conclude that these also

were, wholly or in great part, but altered rocks of the Champlain division, a notion which

has lately found an advocate in Dana, who has also revived Mather's view of the Champlain

age of the Tacouic quartz-rock and granular limestone, as will be noticed farther on.

144. In Chapters V and VI of this essay we have told the story of the Taconic

series as farther studied by Emmons. He soon became aware that the uncrystalline and

occasionally fossiliferous series of sandstones, shales and limestones, constituting the

the First Graywacke, was not, as maintained by Mather, newer, but older than the Tren-

ton, and coupled these with the original Taconic, under the name of Upper Taconic. This

upper division was subsequently clearly recognized by him as a distinct and well defined

group, which, as early as 1846, he declared to be the stratigraphical equivalent of the Pots-

dam and the Calciferous of the Champlain division, while the whole Lower Taconic,

including not only the granular quartz-rock and the granular lime-rock, but the imme-

diately succeeding schists and argillites (Transition Argillite of Eaton), was assigned to an

horizon below the base of the Champlain division, and consequently older than the Pots-
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dam. It was in 1846 that he declared the so-called Red Sand-rock of Vermont to belong to

the base of the Champlain series, and to overlie the Lower Taconic, but it was not till

1855 that this Sand-rock, with its succeeding Graywacke series, was described under the

name of Upper Taconic.

145. Those conclusions as to the age of the Red Sand-rock of Vermont were opposed

by C R Adams and by W. B. Rogers. The former maintained in 1846, after the

announcement of Emmons, the opinion that this sand-rock was newer than the Champlain

division, and referred it to "the period of the Medina sandstone and the Clinton group,"

while W. 1!. Kogers, in 1851, discussing the same subject, conceived that the reddish

limestones which, near Burlington, Vermont, are associated with this sand-rock, were

probably
''

a peculiar development of the upper portion of the Medina group." As regards

the relations of this Red Sand-rock and its succeeding limestone to the granular quartz-

roi-k an<l irranular lime-ro.-k of the Lower Taconic, Adams maintained that "the Taconic

4iuarl/-rt.-k was probably but a metamorphie equivalent of the Red Sand-rock," and

as.-ribcd the .-hanire to a .supposed "igneous agency." He farther conceived that the

srranular lime-rock "or Stoekbridge limestone of the Taconic system is the equivalent of

the .-al. -UIVOU.N rocks which overlie the Ked Sand-rock, rather than that of the lower lime-

stone- of ili.- Champlain division, as has been commonly supposed." Allusion is here made

bv Adams to the views of Mather and the brothers Rogers, who, as already seen, had

supposed this same limestone to be the equivalent of the Calciferous, Chazy and Trenton.

This ..pinion of Adams, whi.-h. in ls,~>l, was, as we have shown, supported by W. B.

Koir.-rs. was airain maintained by the latter in 1N60, when, after the reading of an essay

by ('. II. Hitchcock before the Boston Society of Natural History, Rogers cited from his

paper of Is.'M the , onclusioiis above mentioned, and announced his opinion, "that there

is no foundation lor what Mr. Kinmons called his Taconic system a mixture of Silurian

and Devonian and that the Dorset limestone (the Stoekbridge limestone of the Lower

Taconic) is newer than the Lower Silurian, and probably Upper Silurian or Devonian." '

140. The explanation of this new opinion as to the horizon of the Lower Taconic

limestone is made apparent by reference to the Report on the Geology of Vermont, then

in processof publication by the Messrs. Hitchcock. Therein Dr. Edward Hitchcock writes,

with regard to the limestone in question, then named by him Eolian limestone, and said

to be best displayed in Dorset Mountain :

" We have found, mostly in strata from below

the middle of the limestones, fossils which, though obscure from mctamorphism, are

dearly referable to genera characteristic of Devonian rocks, viz : Euomphalus, Stromato-

pora, Zaphrentis, Chaotetes and encrinal stems." "Nor is it at all improbable, as we shall

shortly show, that the Eolian limestone may be as recent as the Carboniferous rocks.2 "

Accompanying this will be found a notice of these organic forms as determined by Prof.

.lame-. Hall, who declared them to be of Upper Silurian and Devonian types. They are

compared by Hitchcock to those found to the east of the Green Mountains, in the valley
of Lake Memphramagog, the hori/on of which is well known.

$ 147. We have already noticed the occurrence of outliers of Lower Helderberg lime-

stone on St. Helen's Island, near Montreal, and on Belo3il Mountain, a few miles farther

1 Pror. Rraton Soc. Nat Hintory ; rii, 238.

'
Geology of Vermont, 1861 ; pp. 421 and 418, 419.
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east ;
in the first locality resting unconformably upon Ordovician strata, and in the second,

upon a mass of eruptive rock which breaks through similar strata
( 117). In this connec-

tion may be recalled the like occurrence at Becraft's Mountain, near the town of Hudson,

on the east side of the Hudson Eiver, long known, and lately re-examined by "W. M.

Davis. Here, resting upon shales referred to the Hudson River group and, from the

locality, probably of Loraiue age, there is found, in a small synclinal area, a mass of con-

torted strata, including 150 feet or more of fossiliferous Lower Helderberg limestones over-

laid by as great a thickness of Cauda-galli shales, to which succeed a few feet of

cherty limestone regarded as the eqiiivaleut of the Corniferous or Upper Helderberg.
3 In

all of these localities, as well as at Rondout, also reexamined by Davis, we note the

absence, beneath these Silurian strata, of the great mass of mechanical sediments, including

the Oneida and Medina sandstones, which, farther west, are so conspicuous in the lower

part of the Silurian series, and belong to the Second Graywacke of Eaton.

148. As already mentioned in 118, Augustus Wing, having detected in Vermont

fossiliferous limestones of Trenton age, the locality was examined by Billings. In a section

eastward from Crown Point, in New York, the latter found what was described as the

Red Sand-rock, with Olenellus, brought up by a fault, on the oast side of the Loraine

shales, and followed eastward by strata carrying the fauna of the Calciferous sand-rock,

succeeded by some forms of the Levis, and then by the Chazy and Trenton
;
to the oast of

which another dislocation brings up again a limestone abounding in the typical fauna of

the Levis limestone. The close association of the latter with the white marbles quar-

ried in this region, led Billings to refer those to the Levis horizon.' It is worthy of notice

that it was in the same vicinity, which furnished Billings with Calciferous, Levis, Chazy
and Trenton forms, that the organic remains had been found which were referred by Hall

to the Niagara and still higher horizons, and which led Edward Hitchcock and "W. B.

Rogers to conjecture that the marbles of this region might be of Devonian age or younger.

So perplexing were these facts to "Wing, that we find him led to the conclusion, announced

in a letter to J. D. Dana in 1875, and recently cited with approval by the latter,
5
that

" The Eolian limestone of the Vermont Geological Report embraced not only the Trenton

and the Hudson River beds, but all the formations of the Lower Silurian as well, and even

limestones and dolomites of the Red Sand-rock (Potsdam sandstone) series."

149. Another hypothesis touching the age of the Taconic marbles was now offered

to the perplexed geologist, and this time by the Geological Survey of Canada. We have

already shown that forced by the paleontological evidence (which had previously been

urged by Emmons), Logan, in 1860, adopted the views of the latter as regards the horizon

of the Upper Taconic, long before traced from New York to below Quebec on the St. Law-

rence. This, in accordance with the conclusions of Mather, and the earlier published view

of Emmons, had been described by Logan as consisting of the Hudson River group with

3 Amer. Jour. Science, xxvi, 381 and 389.

4
Hunt, On Some Points in the Geology of Vermont, 1868, Amer. Jour. Science, xlvi, pp. 222, 229. This paper,

from data furnished by Billings, was written while the writer still accepted the untenable view of Logan, from the

first opposed by Billings, which assigned the Levis to a position near the base of the Cambrian series, instead of

its summit.
6
Dana, The Age of the Taconic System, Quar. Geol. Jour., xxxviii, 402.

Sec. IV., 1884. 17.
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the addition of the Oneida sandstone. The study of its fossils by Billings now led Logan

to see that its position was really below and not above the Trenton limestone ; but instead

of adopting Emmous' name of Upper Taconic, he gave to the series, as seen near Quebec,

the name of the Quebec group, then described by Logan as a stratigraphical equivalent of

the Caleiferons sand-rock. Taking as a type the well-known section there displayed upon

the St. Lawrence, ho called the apparently superposed sandstone the Sillery, and tho

nnderlvinff fossiliferous limestones and shales (the Sparry lime-rock of Eaton,) the Levis

division. This was a reversal of the order described by former observers, and there can

b- no doubt that tin- section at Quebec is really an inverted one, the Sillery sandstone

bfiii!r the oldest and not the youngest member of the series as there displayed. This his-

(ory has already been given at length in Chapter VI of this essay.

$ l">rt. We have there also explained how Logan's view of the position of the Sillery

sandstone was made to support the notion that the crystalline schists which have been

found to underlie ii were tin- altered representatives of the sedimentary strata found be-

Uveen the Sillery and the Levis, which he had called the Lauzon division. Following

the rock* nf his Quebec irroup southward into Vermont until he met the granular marbles

of the I\\er Taioiiic, L.gan was led to include these also in the Quebec group, and to re-

gard I hem as the Levis limestone in an altered condition. This, as already set forth in

{ 1 15-1 li, is seen in his large ideological map of Canada and the Northern States, pub-

lished in l*ti'i. after he had spent some time in tracing those rocks through western Ver-

mont and Massachusetts into eastern New York. Therein the Lower Taconic limestone

in Massachusetts is represented as an uninterrupted continuation of the Levis limestone

from the province o! Quebec, brought up along an anticlinal, and having on both sides

overlying it, successively, the Lau/on and Sillery divisions, these, on the west side of

the anticlinal, havintr the ordinary type of the uncrystalline First Greywackd or Upper
Taconic, but being represented on the east side by the crystalline schists of the Green

Mountain range, their supposed equivalents. Few will now question that Logan was

wrong in this latter point, or will doubt the greater antiquity of these crystalline rocks.

On the other hand it is to be noted that, in thus asserting the infrapositiou of the Lower

Taconic marbles to the First Graywaeke, or Upper Taconic series, Logan but confirmed the

older observations of Eaton and Emmous, and only erred in having, by a false interpreta-

tion of the succession of the latter scries near Quebec, assigned the Levis limestone to its

base, by which he was led to confound it with the Lower Taconic limestone. In either

view, he placed the latter below the series of several thousand feet of sandstones, conglom-
erates and shales, which constitute the First Graywaeke of Eaton and the Upper Taconic

of Emmons.

151. We have already seen that Emmous, as early as 1846, had recognized the fossil-

iferous character of the First Graywaeke, which he afterwards called Upper Taconic ; that

he described and figured, in 1855, trilobitic forms found therein, and did not hesitate, ii

1861, to declare that it corresponded with the Primordial zone of Barrande." Thus it hap-

pened that Barrande, Marcou, and after him Perry assumed the Taconic system to~ be the

equivalent of the Primordial zone or Cumbrian of Great Britain, Bohemia and Spain, they

having failed to recognize the distinction which Emmous had made between the Lower

* h> Uta connoction, Barrande and Marcou on tho Primordial Fauna and the Taconic Syitem;
ton Boa Nat Hilt, Dec., 1860, voL vii, pp. 300-382.
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or original Taconic, and the Upper Taconic or Cambrian. In 1867, J. B. Perry described the

Taconic system of Vermont as composed of three parts : 1. Lower, consisting of quartz-

ites, marbles and talcoid schists, the original or Lower Taconic of Emmons ;
2 and 3. Mid-

dle and Upper, including the uncrystalline fossiliferous Scranton and Georgia slates, and

the overlying Red Sand-rook, which he regarded as the equivalent of Potsdam. The suc-

ceeding graywacke, constituting a great part of the Upper Taconic of Emmons, was by

Perry supposed to be separated by an unconformity from the Red Sand-rock, and he was

disposed to divide it from the Tacoiiic and connect it with the Champlain division.
7

152. Still more recently Marcou has given us his own latest views of these rocks in

Vermont. The true or typical Taconic is, according to him, the Upper Taconic of Emmons,
and rests unconformably upon the Lower Taconic. This upper series he divides into four

parts, in ascending order, designated the St. Albans, Georgia, Fhillipsburg and Scranton

groups. In these are found, besides the Primordial fauna, fossils of the second fauna

in included limestones, a fact which he explains as indicating centres of creation in which

the forms of the second fauna iirst made their appearance ; the whole of these being, ac-

cording to him, below the horizon of the Red Sand-rock, which he supposes to overlie, un-

conformably, the Upper Taconic.8 That the forms of the second fauna, found in portions

of this region, belong to a lower hori/ou than the Potsdam, is in discordance alike with

with the facts of paleontology and of stratigraphy, and is opposed to the conclusions of all

other observers in that region, including alike Emmons, Logau and Perry. Marcou's con-

clusions would seem to be based on some of the frequent cases of inversion of strata, or of

dislocation and upthrow, to which we have elsewhere alluded, and which led Logan to

place the Levis limestone near Quebec at the base of his Quebec group, and to represent

the Taconic marbles of southern Vermont as passing below the crystalline schists of the

Green Mountain range.

It should, however, here be said, at the same time, that in a disturbed region like

eastern Vermont, where areas of the higher rocks of the second fauna exist, and have prob-

ably at one time been more widely spread than now, it is not impossible that there may
be outliers of a sandstone of Oneida or Medina age, such as in Pennsylvania we have

described as overlying unconformably Lower Taconic rocks, and also that such Silurian

sandstones may have been confounded with the older Cambrian or Potsdam sandstone,

and thus afford a seeming justification for the strange hypothesis advanced by Marcou,
that the whole of the Appalachian Cambrian in Vermont is older than the Potsdam

sandstone. The absence of these Silurian sandstones at, the base of the outliers of Silu-

rian limestones at Montreal, at Hudson and elsewhere, as already iioticed in 14Y,

renders, however, their presence in Vermont less probable.

153. The studies of the last few years have thrown much light on the character of

the lower portions of the Cambrian in its development to the east and south-east of the

Adirondack area. It has been noticed that the Red Sand-rock, and its accompanying slates

and limestones near Burlington, Vermont, referred by Emmous to the Potsdam, but by
Adams, and "W. B. Rogers to the Medina, and by Logan to the summit of the Hudson River

group, were subsequently by Billings called Lower Potsdam, to indicate that the fauna of

these rocks belongs to a somewhat lower horizon than the typical Potsdam of the New

7 The Red Sandrock of Vermont, etc., J. B. Perry ; Proc. Bos. Soc. Nat Hist., 1867, vol. xi.

8
Marcou, Bull. Soc. G6ol. de France, 1880, (3) ix, pp. 18-16,
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York system. The subsequent studies of Logan in western Vermont, as given by him in

1863, showed that these ancient rocks are brought tip by a north and south dislocation,

with upthrow on the east, from beneath rocks of Trenton, of Chazy, or of Levis age, which

latter here occupy their natural position at the summit of the Upper Taeonic or First Gray-

wacke group.' Billings, also in 1868, as already pointed out, had shown that farther

southward in Vermont the Red Sand-rock, or Lower Potsdam, is in like manner brought

up by a dislocation, so as to overlie on the east the Loraiue shales.

154. It now became clear that much of what had been called Hudson River group,

to the east of the Hudson Valley, and of Lake Champlain, consisted, not as taught by
Mather and his followers, of disturbed and altered strata newer than the Trenton lime-

stone, and of the age of the Loraiue shales, but of older rocks, carrying in part, at least, the

forms of the first fauna. We have already seen
( 112) how, in view of these facts, Hall

expressed his opinion in 18<!:2, as to the relations of these. newer strata to the older ones. In

1S77, he returned to the subject and, after retracing the history of investigation, concluded

that
" we now know approximately the limits between the newer and the older forma-

tions, and there is now no longer any question that the newer series, or the rocks above

the Trenton limestone, <lo occupy both sides of the Hudson River for nearly one hundred

miles, and continue along the valley for many miles farther towards Lake Champlain. The

term, Hudson River group, has, therefore, a definite signification, from absolute knowledge
of superposition and fossil remains. The error lay in extending the term to rocks on the

eastward, at a time when their fossil contents had not been studied, and were, in fact, un-

known, and their geological position had not been determined by critical examination." 10

^\ c have already shown, in $$ 13-14, how Vanuxem had devised this term to include,

besides the true Loraine shales, other disturbed and apparently non-fossiliferous rocks of

controverted age, which he supposed might be included with the former, and thus intro-

duced much of that confusion which has prevailed in the use of the name of Hudson River

group as the equivalent to that of Loraine shales.

$ 155. The eastern limit of the rocks of the second fauna, along the Hudson valley, being
defined, as stated by Hall, and as already shown by him for that region on Logan's geolo-

gical map previously published, it was important to determine the age of the uncrystal-
line rocks along their eastern border, and to decide whether these were, (as mapped by
Logan), portions of the so-called Quebec group, or of the still older Potsdam, which had been

found in this position at several points in Vermont. Nothing has contributed more to the

solution of this problem than the careful studies of Mr. S. W. Ford, who, in 1871, discovered

the existence of fossiliferous rocks of this lower horizon at Troy, New York, and, following

up his investigations, showed that these strata, containing an abundant fauna of Lower
Potsdam age, (corresponding to the Olencllus slates of Georgia, Vermont, and to the beds
at Bic, Quebec, and at the Strait of Belleisle, in Labrador,) are at Troy brought up on the

eastern side of a fault, against the Loraine shales." Continuing his studies, Ford has re-

cently traced these Lower Potsdam rocks, under similar conditions, through various parts
of Columbia and Duchess Counties, the stratigraphical break and the upthrow of the

Cambrian strata on its eastern side being well defined. He does not attempt to estimate

Geology of Canada, chap, xxii, pp. 844-860.
*

Hall, Proc. Amor. AMOC. Adv. Science, 1877, p. 283.
" Amor. Jonr. Science, 1878, vi, p. 135.
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the thickness of this series of Cambrian sandstones, shales, conglomerates and limestones,

but says that it
"
is manifestly very great in eastern New York." l2

156. It is hardly necessary to mention that this series of Cambrian fossiliferous rocks,

traced by Ford through Rensselaer, Columbia and part of Duchess Counties, along the

eastern side of a belt of Loraine shales, is a part of the great Graywacke belt, the age of

which was disputed between Emmons and Mather, (the Hudson River group of the latter),

and which Logan, after his examination of the region with Hall, in 1863, described and

subsequently mapped as Quebec group. These observers, as has been already stated

( 115), and as may be seen on Logan's map of 1866, then traced a narrow but persistent belt

of Loraine shales along the eastern side of the Hudson, from Washington County south-

ward to a point a little above Hyde Park, where they found the boundary between these

shales and the older group to cross to the west side of the Hudson. The accuracy of this

delineation is confirmed by Ford, who, while remarking that the distribution of the upper
rocks might entitle them to be called the Hudson River group, suggests, in view of the

perplexities which have attended its use, that it would be better
"
to discard altogether

the designation, and go back to the old term, Loraine shales." Ford further speaks of the
"
great dislocation," which, at so many points from western Vermont to the Hudson in

Duchess County, brings up the Cambrian rocks against newer strata ot Ordovician age.

A reference to the sections of Logan and Billings, already cited, will, however, show the

existence, not of a single dislocation, but of parallel dislocations, with upthrows on the

east side, towards the barrier of older rocks. Of such parallel faults we find, in fact, re-

peated examples, not only east of the Hudson, but farther .southward, along the eastern

border of the Appalachian valley, as already shown in 101.

15*7. The one continuous break, with an upthrow on the south and east of 7,000

feet, extending from Gaspe to Alabama, imagined by Logan, was required in his struc-

tural scheme, because he had assumed theLevis limestone, (which near Quebec is brought

to adjoin the Loraine shales,) to occtipy a position at the base of his Quebec group, and to

have been originally buried 7,000 feet beneath the Loraine shales in a great con-

formable series. The strata along the west side of these dislocations in Canada and in

Vermont are, according to Logan, either Levis, Chazy, Trenton or Loraiue, the Lower

Potsdam being on the east side. In a section described by Billings, and already noticed

( 148), where the first dislocation brings up the Lower Potsdam which is successively

overlaid by Calciferous, Levis, Chazy and Trenton against the Loraine, a second parallel

fault, a little farther to the east, brings up the Levis against the Trenton. "We see, from the

late studies of Ford, that the great belt along the eastern border of the Loraine shales,

which Logan described and mapped as Quebec group, is in large part Lower Potsdam.

The whole series must now be farther studied in the present light : we nmst know the

real thickness of the Cambrian in the region in question ;
the interval therein which

separates the Lower Potsdam from the Levis fauna
;
and how much of the Quebec group

of Logan is to be included in the Potsdam.

158. As regards the relations of the Cambrian and Ordovician rocks over this area,

we have already shown that there is every reason to believe that there exists a stratigraph-

ical break between them, (as is also the case between the Lower Taconic and Cambrian),

12 Amer. Jour. Science, 1884, xxviii, pp. 35 and 206.
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and, farther, that the lower members of the Ordovician scries, (the limestones of the Tren-

ton group), thin out and present irregularities to the south and east. Although, according

to Hall and Logan, it appeared that the line between the Loraine shales and the inferior

series passed from the east to the west bank of the Hudson near Hyde Park in Duchess

County, subsequent studies have shown the existence of the higher strata farther south-

ward, on the east bank. 13

Dale, in 1877, found fossils of the Loraine period in shales at

Poughkeepsie, and Dwight soon after detected abundant forms of Trenton age in the lime-

stone of the "\Vappingor valley, a little farther south, as well as at Newburg, on the west

bank of the Hudson. These discoveries were soon followed by that of a remarkable fauna

of Calciferous age in other limestones in the Wappinger valley, thus showing the presence

hen-, as in Vermont, to the east of the otitcrop of the Potsdam, of strata carrying the fos-

sils of the Calciferous, the Trenton and the Loraine subdivisions. These remarkable dis-

coveries by Dwight were made in 1877-1880," and, joined to the observations of Dale, and

those of Ford, show the existence, in what has been called Hudson River group and Quebec

group, of fossiliferous strata ranging from the Lower Potsdam to the Loraine, both in-

clusive, a result identical to that already arrived at in Canada for the area which had

been successively mapped as Hudson River group and Quebec group.

l.V.i. Having thus recalled the latest results of paleontological research among
the so-culled Upper Taconic, and shown the association of areas of Ordovician rocks with

the predominant Cumbrian, we may proceed to notice the views of Prof. J. D. Dana on

the Taconic question. He. in 1872 and 187:), published an extended series of papers on

the rocks of the Taconic range, as seen in Berkshire County, Massachusetts, and reasoning
from the organic forms found in association with similar limestones in Vermont, reached

the conclusion that the Stockbridge limestone "is mainly Trenton," the overlying schists

beinir of the Hudson River group.
1 ''1

This latter statement, supported by a stratigraphical

argument, may be found in a paper on the Geological Age of the Taconic System, in the

Quarterly Journal of the Geological Society of London, for August, 1882. Herein, giving
a historical introduction to the subject, Dana takes for a definition of the Taconic system
the statements made by Emmons in his Geology of the Northern District of New York,

published in 1H4-J, while his views were yet vague, and before he had clearly defined, or

even studied the relations of the granular quartz-rock, the granular lime-rock, and the

interstratified and immediately overlying schists and argil lites, together constituting the

lx>wer Taconic, with the great Graywacke series which Eaton, Emmons, Mather and

Ixogan have alike placed above it, and which was subsequently called Upper Taconic by
Emmons. 1 his latter series, as we have seen, appears along the western base of the

Taconic range, and presents a great mass of faulted and disturbed uncrystalline strata

between that range and the narrow band of Loraine shales which extends for a long
distance southward along the east bank of the Hudson.

$ 160. In describing, in 1842, the rocks of the Taconic range in western Massachusetts,
Kmmons notices the occurrence of three parallel belts of limestone, with accompanyii ,

whales, the western one of which he designates as the Sparry limestone the Sparry lime

u Amer. Jour. Science, xvii, 67.
"

/Wrf., xvii. 389
; xiT, 50

; i, 78 ; and xxvii, 249.

JtU., ri, 274.
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rock of Eaton followed to the east by two other belts, differing from the first in lith-

ological characters, and constituting the Granular lime-rock of Eaton. Emmons then pro-

ceeds to inquire whether these three may not be one and the same bed repeated, or, in

case there should be two or more distinct beds, which belt is the oldest.
"
It is," he says,

"a question whether these three several belts of limestone may not belong to one bed
; it

is at least worthy of attentive examination. It is, however, a question that I have often

sought to solve, but I have not yet succeeded in a way which is satisfactory to my mind,

but I have concluded to regard them as distinct, inasmuch as there are differences of some

importance," etc. It had been customary, he tells us, to look upon the most easterly belt

as the oldest, and that at the western base of the Taconic range as the newest, notwith-

standing the fact that the most westerly belt seems to dip beneath the eastern. At the

same time he remarks that, in the absence of fossils,
" we must judge of their age by their

relative position, or by superposition, and, so long as the most western belt, by this rule,

is the inferior one, I can see no necessity in the case to suppose a series of complicated

changes, in order to make it coincide with our conjectures."
10

161. A careful perusal of the page from which those extracts are taken, and, indeed,

of the citations themselves, suffices to show that Emmons was at that time 1842 in

doubt which of these limestones should be regarded as older and which younger, or, in-

deed, whether they were not all repetitious of the same belt. These doubts were, how-

ever, resolved by him, and those familiar with his subsequent studies and publications are

well aware that he soon afterward saw reason to follow Eaton in assigning the Sparry
lime-rock of the western belt to the summit of the great Greywacke or Upper Taconic

series, which he showed to be fossiliferous and Cambrian in age. The whole history of

this is before the world in Emmons' later publications of 1846, 1855 and 1860, but of this,

in 1882, Dana tells us nothing, and, after asserting that the Taconic rocks constitute one

conformable series which, so far as regards the Lower Taconic, has never been questioned

refers to the well-known fact that the limestones of the western belt described by Em-

mons, have since yielded not only a Cambrian, but an Ordovician fauna, and then, falling

back on the words of Emmons in 1842, already cited, declares that "if Professor Emmons'

view is right with regard to the western and eastern limestones and the intermediate Ta-

conic schists, namely, that the order of superposition is the order of age, then the western

is the oldest of the three ;" but,
" inasmuch as the western limestone is partly of Trenton

age, it makes the eastern limestone younger still, or, a part of the Hudson River group."
17

Dana, however, adds that he accepts the alternative conjecture of Emmons in 1842, which

he assumes to be established, that the eastern and western limestone belts in question are

but repetitions of one and the same stratum, and thence argues that the granular marbles

of the Taconic range are altered lower paleozoic limestone.

162. The different views with regard to the geological horizon of the Lower Taconic

or Stockbridge limestones of Emmons the Granular lime-rock of Eaton may be resumed

as follows :

I. That they are pre-Cambrian, and occupy a position below the Potsdam sandstone

or Red Sand-rock, and the Quebec group of Logan, which together constitute the First or

16
Emmons, Geology of the Northern District of New York, p. 147.

17
Quar. Geol. Journal, xxxviii, 465.
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Cambrian Graywacke of Eaton and the Upper Taconic of Emmons, as shown in the

table, 18. (Eaton, Emmons, Perry, Marcou.)

II. That, although lying beneath the greater part of this Graywacke series, they

are not distinct therefrom, but are the altered representative of the Levis limestone or

Sparry lime-rock, imagined by Logan to lie between the Red Sand-rock below and the chief

part of the Quebec group above. (Logan, in his geological map of 1866.)

III. That they are the altered representatives of the whole of the limestones which, in

the New York system as seen in the Adirondack area, appear between the Potsdam sand-

stone and the Utica slate. (Mather, H. D. and W. B. Rogers, J. D. Dana.)

IV. Allied to the last is the view expressed by Wing, in 18T5, that they include the

representatives of the limestones of the Potsdam and Quebec groups of Logan, together

with the Trenton and the Ix>raino or Hudson River group, or, in other words, the whole

>f the Champlain division of the New York system, from the Potsdam to the base of the

Oneida.

V. That they belong to a horizon above the Champlain division, and are true Silurian

ami Devonian. (('. 15. Adams, Ed. Hitchcock, W. B. Rogers.)

$ lf,:j. We have already briefly set forth the arguments on which these various and

contradictory hypotheses have been bused. While the fifth supposes the Lower Taconic

limestone to hold a position above tin; Oneida sandstone, and consequently superior to the

Second (Jraywa.-ke, the third was devised at a time before the existence of the First Gray-

\va-ke, (maintained by Eaton and Emmons, but denied by Mather,) had been again brought

into favor by the ronversion of Logan to the teaching of Emmons, and by his farther admis-

sion that the Lower Taeonie limestones in Vermont and Massachusetts are inferior to a

<rreat mass of sandstones, conglomerates and shales many thousand feet in thickness, con-

stituting what he railed the Lauzon and Sillery divisions of the Quebec group.

ir.4. It was not until after his change of view as to the geological horizon of this

irreat sedimentary or Graywacke series, or in other words, after he had recognized the fact

that its place was below and not above the Trenton limestone, that Logan began to ex-

amine the Lower Taeonie rocks in western New England. Having then, by a misconcep-

tion, placed the Levis or Sparry lime-rock at the base instead of the summit of the Gray-
wacke, and still holding to the notion of Mather that the crystalline rocks along the

eastern border of the great Appalachian valley were but a portion of the paleozoic strata

in a so-called rnetamorphic condition, Logan was led to look upon the Lower Taconic

limestone as an altered representative of the Levis limestone, and its underlying quartzite

as Potsdam ; the immediately overlying schists and the succeeding sandstones, con-

glomerates and shales of the Graywacke series being referred to the Lauzon and Sillery

divisions of his Quebec group. Hence the wide difference between the view of Logan,

given under II, and that of Mather and his followers, which we have numbered III.

While both would place the Lower Taconic limestones above the Potsdam and
below the Oneida, Mather imagined the slates and sandstones overlying them to be

( )rdovician and Silurian (that is, Utica, Loraine and Oueida) or the Second Graywacke of

Eaton. Logan, on the other hand, conceived the same overlying beds, as seen by him in

Vermont, Massachusetts and New York, to belong to the Cambrian or First Graywacke.
The error of Mather and of II. D. Rogers was that both failed to recognize this great series

of sandstones, conglomerates and slates, which are so conspicuous in the Appalachian
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valley, and confounded them with the Second Graywacke. This error it was which

completely misled the Geological Survey of Canada up to 1860, and continues to ohsciire

the subject in the minds of many American geologists to the present time.

165. It should be remembered that, as already pointed out in Chapters II and III,

the overlying Graywacke or Upper Taconic does not include the schistose rocks immedi-

ately above the Lower Taconic limestone, but that a considerable amount of crystalline
schists and argillites occurs, both interstratified with and overlying this limestone, and

forming an integral part of the Lower Tacouic series. We have, moreover, set forth in

Chapter V, evidences of the distinction between the Upper and the Lower Taconic, and
have shown that the latter is not limited to the great Appalachian valley, which confines

the former, but is met with in more or less interrupted belts lying upon the crystalline

rocks of the Atlantic region, south and east of the great valley, from New Brunswick to

Georgia. Thus, in North Carolina, not less than four distinct and separate parallel bands of

the Lower Taconic are met with between that of the great valley and the overlying terti-

ary strata of the coast, while similar narrow bands of the same rocks are found in southern

New York and New Jersey, lying upon the ancient gneisses. With none of these Lower
Tacouic belts outside of the great valley, so far as is known, is the Upper Taconic to be

found, its absence being due either to erosion, or more probably, as suggested by Emmons,
to the elevation of these areas above the sea during Cambrian time.

166. On the other hand, it has been shown in Chapter VI, that what Mather re-

garded as a continuation of the great Graywacke series from the east of the Hudson, ex-

tends south-westward across Orange County and, according to Horton, there rests, with a

high eastern dip, on the north-west side of the "-neissic belt of the Highlands. From cen-

tral Vermont, north-eastward along the great valley, to the St. Lawrence below Quebec,

the Lower Taconic is not known, and the Upper Taconic or Graywacke series rests di-

rectly upon older crystalline schists, as in Orange County, New York. The same condi-

tion of things is again seen in Newfoundland. These facts, already given in detail, serve

to show the distinctness and independence of the crystalline Lower Taconic from the un-

crystalline Upper Taconic or Cambrian series, which two were probably separated by a

considerable interval of time, corresponding to the stratigraphical break, long since pointed

out by Eaton, at the base of the First or Transition Graywacke.
16Y. The student who refers to Dana's paper of 1882, already noticed, on "The Age

of the Taconic System," will obtain no light on the question of the Graywacke series, nor

indeed any evidence that the author has ever seriously studied the literature of the ques-

tion, or comprehended its relation to the complex question before us. He will get no

notion of the two opposing views as to this series of rocks, or its position as above or be-

low the Trenton limestone, or even of its existence as a great succession of uncrystalline

sediments, many thousand feet in thickness and distinct from the Lower Taconic lime-

stones, as maintained alike by Eaton, by Emmons, by Mather, and by Logan, and as set

forth in the preceding chapters. We leave it to the reader to seek for an explanation of

this incompetent and partial statement of the great geological problem under discussion

by one who assumes to be alike an investigator, a teacher, and a critic, and forbear to fol-

low him into the details of his criticisms.

168. The hypothesis of Mather and H. D. Eogers as to the Lower Taconic rocks was

Sec. IV., 1884. 18.
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devised at a time when the progress of geology in New York had made knowii, in the

northern district of that state, a great series of nearly horizontal fossiliferous strata rest ing

upon the upturned granitoid gneiss of the Adirondacks and including the now well-

known subdivisions of the paleozoic, from the Potsdam sandstone upwards. The relations

tions and succession of these various rocks were simple and evident. To the east and south-

east of this region, however, beyond Lake Champlain and the Hudson River, there were

found other crystalline rocks unlike the ancient gneiss, and other uncrystalline sediments

very different in physical character and in stratigraphical attitude from the paleozoic strata

of the northern district of New York. The question then arose as to the correlation of

these unlike rocks in the two regions. Amos Eaton, by a grand generalization, had al-

ready arrived at a system of classification in which he recognized the existence in the

eastern or Appalachian region, of types of Primitive crystalline rocks other than the granit-

oid gneiss, and of great masses of sedimentary strata to which nothing similar was found

in the contemporary series in the Adirondack region.

$ 1I5!. Rejecting the teachings of Eaton, and falling back on the metamorphic doctrine

which was then so vnerally received, Mather maintained, in 1843, that whatever to the

east of the Hudson differed lithologically from the ancient gneiss on the one hand, and

from the paleoxoic rocks of New York system, as seen in the Adirondack region, on the

other, could be nothing else than these same paleozoic rocks folded and subjected to

successive stages of so-called metamorphism, as seen in the Lower Taconic quartzites and

marbles and the crystalline schists which accompany them, as well as those others that

succeed them farther to the east. All of these were, according to Mather, nothing but

the more or less altered equivalents of the members of the New York system, from the

Potsdam sandstone to the Lorainc shales, both inclusive; while the great Graywacke belt,

extending along the east side of the Hudson from Duchess County northward through
Vermont, was not. as maintained by Eaton, older than the Trenton limestone, but newer

than the Loraine shales.

$ IT'X The considerations which lent probability to this scheme were, first, the gen-
eral resemblance of this Graywacke series to the Oneida, Clinton, and Medina subdivisions

of the New York system, to which it was by Mather referred; and secondly, the fact that

the aririllitcs with unctuous schists, granular limestones and granular quartzite, which he

atrreed with Eaton and Emmons in placing below the adjacent Graywacke, presented a

certain resemblance to the Loraine and Utica shales, the Trenton and Chazy limestones,

the so-called Calciferous sand-rock, and the underlying Potsdam sandstone. This general

parallelism from the top of the Graywacke downward, which suggested to the mind of

Eaton only the great law of cycles in sedimentation (since generally recognized), wa

accepted by II. D. Rogers and by Mather as a proof of identity- In fact the Lower Taconic,

as seen along the Appalachian region, in its regular succession of granular quartzites,
with granular limestones and intervening and overlying soft schists and argillites, presents,

notwithstanding its many miueralogical differences, its crystalline character, and its great

thickness, that general parallelism to the Champlain division which is so often remarked

in groups of sedimentary strata at very various geological horizons. It is thus, in certain

respects, more like the Adirondack Cambrian and Ordovician, with which it has beei

confounded, than their Appalachian representatives. These resemblances were couple
with the fact that along the base of the South Mountain, in Pennsylvania, this succession
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is found lying between the ancient granitoid gneiss beneath, and the Oneida sandstone

above, precisely as the Potsdam-Loraine succession in northern New York intervenes bet-

ween the same gneiss and the same sandstone.

171. It was not, therefore, surprising, that the geologists then engaged in the study
of Pennsylvania, New Jersey, and southern New York, should have accepted this plausible

and, at first sight, natural explanation of the apparent lithological parallelism presented

between these regions and northern New York, or that Mather endeavored to extend it to

the rocks east of the Hudson. This attempt led him to assign to the great Graywacke

series, which we now know to be of Cambrian age, a position above the Loraiue shales,

or, in other words, to confound it with the Oneida, Medina and Clinton subdivisions of

northern New York and of Pennsylvania, and thus to mistake the First for the Second

Graywacke of Eaton, and, in fact, to deny the existence of the former as a great series

lying above the Lower Taconic and below the horizon of the Trenton limestone. The

brothers Rogers and Mather, forty years since, reasoning from the paleozoic succession as

displayed in the Adirondack area, were not prepared to admit that, in a region so near as the

great Appalachian valley, the paleozoic sediments beneath the Trenton horizon could as-

sume a type so unlike the well-known Potsdam and Calciferous subdivisions of the north-

ern district of New York, or that these subdivisions could be represented in the Appa-
lachian area by the vast and lithologically unlike series of the First Graywacke, which

Eaton had already, ten years before, assigned to its true position below the horizon of the

Trenton limestone. Hence came the great mistake in American stratigraphy, the denial

by Mather and his followers of the distinctness of the First Graywacke of Eaton, and the

assertion of its identity with the Second Graywacke of the same author. So long as this

false position was maintained, there was a plausible argument to be made for the original

hypothesis of the brothers Rogers and Mather as to the age of the Lower Taconic series
;

but with the recognition of the correctness of Eaton's view of the First Graywacke, the

fallacy of this hypothesis became obvious, and those who would still advocate it can only
do so by ignoring alike the results of stratigraphical and paleontological study for the last

generation.

172. The absence from the granular quartz-rock, the granular marbles and their in-

tercalated and conformably overlying schists and argillites of the Lower Taconic series, of

the organic remains of the various members of the Champlaiu division, or, indeed, of any

organic form save the peculiar Scolithus of the granular quartz-rock already noticed,

( 23) was explained by those who maintained the paleozoic age of the series by the con-

venient hypothesis of a chemical change, attended by crystallization or so-called meta-

morphism, which was supposed to have effaced the original characters of the sediments

and obliterated their organic remains. In accordance with this hypothesis, it was believed

that great series of strata might, within short distances, assume a new aspect, not

through any original differences in the sediments, but from transformations wrought in.

these after deposition, in virtue of which, fossiliferous and earthy limestones, losing all

traces of their organic remains, could be converted into granular limestones containing,

instead, only crystalline silicates, while ordinary sandstones and argillites might become

micaceous, chloritic, or horublendic schists, and even gneisses and granite-like rocks.

173. These views, a development of the Huttonian school in geology, were, as is

well known to students, accepted a generation since by a large number of geologists, both
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in Europe and America, and were carried to an extreme in America. Mather, in his final

Report on the Geology of the Southern District of New York, declared that
" the laconic

rocks are of the same age with those of the Champlain division, but modified by meta-

morphic agency and by the intrusion of plutonic rocks." They were, however, designated

by him as
"
imperfectly Metamorphic rocks," while the various crystalline schists of New

York and western New England, included by him in his group of proper Metamorphic

rocks, were declared to be the same series in a still more highly altered condition
( 121).

Respecting these, he asserted that where the Taconic and Metamorphic rocks come together,
' no well-marked line of distinction can be drawn, as they pass into each other by in-

sensible shades of difference." Mather was disposed to admit, in addition to these, an

older or so-called Primary series of crystalline rocks in the Highlands of the Hudson, but,

in the course of his Report, ended by declaring that the Primary limestones of southern

New York and northern New Jersey, with their associated granitic and hornblendic rocks,

were nothing more than modifications of the members of the Champlain division. He had

be.-n led to believe that the Primary limestones in question "can be easily traced through

all the rhan ires from a fossiliferous to a crystalline white limestone, containing crystal-

lized minerals and plumbago." From the interstratification of these crystalline limestones,

supposed by him to be paleozoic, with gneissic and hornblendic rocks, he was brought to

maintain the paleozoic age of these, and thus to doubt whether a part, at least, of what he

had railed Primary gneiss was not also paleozoic.

174. Apart from the crystalline rocks of the Highland or South Mountain belt, whose

primary rharaeter was in part questioned by Mather, the great area of crystalline rocks

lying to the south and east of this range in New York, comprising those of Westchester and

New York Counties, and embracing Manhattan Island, was by him included, with the adja-

cent ro<-ks of western New England, in his Metamorphic series, and declared to be
"
nothing more than the rocks of the Champlain division, modified greatly by metamorphic

agencies and by the intrusion of granitic and trappean aggregates."
1* In this area of

southern New York he noticed hornblendic rocks, gneiss, mica-schists and crystalline

limestones, besides granite, syenite and serpentine, the latter three being regarded by him
as intrusive rocks.

175. The doctrine of the Metamorphic school of forty years since, as then resumed

and formulated by Mather, was briefly as follows : the different groups of crystalline

stratified rocks in south-eastern New York and western New England, (with the

doubtful exception of the gneissic belt which he had designated Primary), including the

Lower Taconic series, the series of micaceous gneisses and mica-schists, as well as the

massive granitoid and hornblendic gneisses with their crystalline limestones, all belong to

one and the same geological period, and are contemporaneous in age with the paleozoic
rocks of the Champlain division of northern New York, from the Potsdam sandstone to

the Loraine shales, both inclusive. These various and unlike, though contiguous groups
of crystalline rocks, were, according to Mather, all produced from the same uncrystalline
Cambrian and Ordovician sediments, through a mysterious process of transformation, by

" For the details of these views see Mather's Geology of the Southern District of New York, 1843, pauim.
A Mimroary of Mather's somewhat diffuse statements will be found in the author's volume on Azoic Rocks, Re-

port E of the Second Geological Survey of Pennsylvania, 1878, pp. 38-42.
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what he called
"
metamorphic agencies," and the intrusion of igneous rocks, in which cate-

gory he included not only the interbedded serpentines, but apparently, under the name of

granites, much of the granitic gneiss, which characterizes large areas of the region, as well

as the abundant endogenous granitic veins, true intrusive or exotic granites being rare in

the region. In Mather's cosmogony there was nothing in the geological sequence, at least

in north-eastern America, between the New York paleozoic series, as seen in the Adiron-

dack area, and the fundamental Laurentiau gneiss which there underlies it. Consequently
all crystalline rocks which could not be referred to the latter, were, unless plutonic, the

result of some unexplained transformation of the lower part of this paleozoic column,

designated by him as the Champlain division.

1*76. This hypothesis, extravagant as it now seems, was, during the next few years,

accepted by many geological students on the authority of Mather and the brothers, II. I),

and W. B. Rogers. These latter, in 1846, extended this view of Mather to the White

Mountains of New Hampshire, and suggested that the gneissic, horublendic and micaceous

rocks of this series, since named Moutalban, instead of belonging, as hitherto believed, to

the "so-called Primary periods of geological time," were probably altered paleozoic strata

of Silurian age, including the Oneida, Medina and Clinton subdivisions of the New York

system. These observers then proceeded to name many species of characteristic organic,

forms of the Silurian period, which they thought to recogni/e in certain crystalline aggre-

gates in the mica-schists of the region. In 184Y, however, the same observers announced

that they no longer considered these forms of organic origin,
1!l

and, although they did not

then formally retract their opinion as to the paleozoic age of the gneisses and mica-schists

of the "White Mountains, are known, from their subsequent writings, to have abandoned it

as unfounded, though it was for some years afterward maintained, with some variations,

by Logan, Lesley and the present writer.
3"

1*7*7. As regards the ancient crystalline series of the Highlands of the Hudson and

of New Jersey, which differs in lithological characters from the last, we find that II. D.

Rogers, while he did not accept the notion of Nuttall and of Mather that its gneisses are

altered paleozoic sediments, imagined the crystalline limestones, which are really inter-

stratified with them, to be portions of a younger limestone, altered by supposed igneous

agencies. In the words of Lesley, Rogers, while maintaining the Primary age of the

Highland gneisses, "mistook the crystalline limestone engaged among the Highlands for

metamorphosed synclinal outlyers of No. II, as at Franklin," in New Jersey, whereas Cook

has since shown that the horizontal strata of this later period overlie the upturned crys-

talline limestones of Franklin. 21 As a consequence of this, H. D. Rogers was qiioted by
Mather as supporting the extreme notions of metamorphism maintained by Nuttall in

1824, which Mather himself accepted, and which, as I have elsewhere said,
" were adopted

by H. D. Rogers, as far as regards the crystalline limestones of the Highlands in New
Jersey,"

a while he soon after applied the same doctrine, in its fullest extent, to the great

gueissic series of the White Mountains.

19 Amer. Jour. Science, [2] i, 411, and v, 116.

"See, for historical notes, Hunt, Amer. Jour. Science, vol. 1, 84 ;
also Azoic Rocks, pp. 62, 181, 182, and Trans-

Boy. Soc. Canada, vol. i, sec. iv, p. 195.

n
Lesley, Amer. Jour. Science, 1866, xxxix, 222.

"
Hunt, Azoic Rocks, p. 41.
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$ 178. To sum up in a few words the views of the Metamorphic school forty years since

(1840-1846) : we find that H. D. and W. B. Rogers then maintained the paleozoic age of the

Lower laconic series, of the White Mountain gneisses and mica-schists, and also of the

crystalline limestones found among the gneisses of the New York and New Jersey High-

lands, thouirh admitting the primary age of these Highland gneisses. Mather, again,

while holding, in like manner, to the paleozoic age of the Lower Taconic, was not acquainted

with the White Mountain series, but maintained that the whole of the gneisses, mica-

schists and crystalline limestones of south-eastern New York, with the possible exception

of the Highland belt, wore paleozoic, and of one age with the Taconic series.

It is worthy of note that on the geological map of the State of New York, published

in 1S42 "by legislative authority," of which the Southern District was prepared by Mather

himself, there is no distinction of color between the gneissic rocks of the Highlands and

those lying adjacent to them on the south and east, described by him in his final Re-

port, in the following year, as metamorphic paleozoic strata. The serpentine of the region,

as seen in Staten Island, is colored on the map like the adjacent intrusive triassic diabase,
a

but 110 attempt is there made to designate other eruptive rocks than these.

17'.'. In opposition to the views of this Metamorphic school, there were not wanting
some, like Hinmons and Charles T.Jackson, who maintained the Primitive age of the whole,

or a part, of these crystalline rocks of New England, though recognizing, as Eaton had

done, their lithological distinctness from the gneiss of the Adirondacks, and of the High-
lands of the Hudson. Already, moreover, in 1824, Bigsby had discovered, around Lake

Superior and beyond, the existence of two series of crystalline rocks, and distinguished

the younger of these as belonging to the Transition series. More than twenty years later

the Geological Survey of Canada, while adopting for the crystalline rocks of New England,

and their extension into Canada, the hypothesis of their paleozoic age, reexamined these

Transition crystalline schists of Bigsby, as seen both on Lakes Superior and Huron, and on

the upper Ottawa, and described them as forming a distinct group betw-een the base of

tin- paleo/oic series and the am ient gneiss, upon which it was found to rest unconform-

ably. This intermediate series, first described in 1847, was by the present writer designa-

ted, in IH.'I"), by the name of Huronian, the underlying gueissic series having, in 1854,

received the name of Laurentian.

$ 1HO. In 18.58 appeared the final Report of H. D. Rogers on the Geology of Pennsyl-
vania, in which we find no recognition of the extreme doctrines of metamorphism main-

tained by Mather in 1843, and by "W. B. Rogers and himself in 1846. Not having come to

an understanding of the question of the First Graywacke, H. D. Rogers regarded the Lower
Taconic series in Pennsylvania as an altered form of the Champlain division, and consid-

ered the granular quartz-rock with Scolithus to be the equivalent of the New York Pots-

dam sandstone. 21 The characteristic crystalline rocks of western New England and south-

eastern New York, described by Mather as altered paleozoic, pass beneath the mesozoic

sandstone in New Jersey and reappear in south-eastern Pennsylvania. These rocks were

now, in 1858, described by H. D. Rogers as forming two great groups, an older or so-called

'
Hoe, for details with regard to Urn and the other serpentines of the region, the present writer on the Geolog-

iral History of Serpentines, 1883, Trans. Roy. Soc. Canada, vol. i, sec. iv, pages 172-174.
" for Lesley's doubts u to the precise equivalence of the Primal quartzite of Pennsylvania and the New

York Potsdam, see Aroer. Jour. Science, 1866, Txxix, 223.
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Hypozoic gneiss system, and a younger one of crystalline schists, which he called Azoic

and placed beneath the horizon of the Scolithus sandstone. The views of H. D. Rogers,

in 1858, with regard to the crystalline rocks of the Atlantic belt, were thus, as I have else-

whore said, "a return to those held by Eaton and by Emmons, but were in direct opposi-

tion to that of Mather, which had been adopted by Logan and the present writer,"" and,

so far as regards the White Mountains, were maintained by the Messrs. Rogers themselves

in 1846.

181. Henry D. Rogers died in 186*7, but his venerable brother, William B. Rogers,

survived till 1882, and fully shared the views set forth by the former in 1858, as. to the

pre-paleozoic age of the great groups of crystalline rocks. His careful and extended

studies in Virginia during many years had convinced him of the fallacy of the metamor-

phic hypothesis of Mather. In a sketch of the geology of that state, contributed by him

as late as 1878 to Macfarlaue's "
Geological Railroad Guide," Rogers makes it plain that

the crystalline rocks of that region are all pre-paleozoic, and older than what he calls the

Primal or Potsdam group. This he describes as lying on the western slope, and in the

west-flanking hills of the Blue Ridge, "often by inversion dipping to the south-east, in

seeming conformity, beneath the older rocks oi' the Blue Ridge, but often, also, rest inn
1

unconformably upon or against them." These older rocks, he tells us, "comprise masses

referable probably to Huronian and Laurentian age," and, farther, he informs us that the

letters, A, B, C and D, used in his tabular view, "mark lour rather distinct groups of

Archean rocks found in Virginia, of which the first three may probably be referred to the

Laurentiau, Huroniau and Montalban periods respectively, and the fourth to an inter-

mediate stage, the Noriau or Upper Laureutian."

182. It should here be remarked that this Primal group of the valley of Virginia,

also called by Rogers, Lower Cambrian, is no other than the base of the Lower Taconic

series, which he continued to regard as in some sense the representative of the Cambrian

Potsdam of the Adirondack region. In this connection, as showing the relations of this

group to the crystalline rocks, and the apparent inverted succession, I venture to make the

following extracts from a letter from W. 13. Rogers, written to me in 1877, for publication

in my volume on Azoic Rocks, after an examination with him of some forty unpublished

transverse sections, made across the Blue Ridge during his geological survey of Virginia.

In many of these sections
"
illustrating the position of the Lower Cambrian, (our Primal

conglomerate, etc.,) in their contact with the crystalline and metamorphic rocks of the

Blue Ridge in Virginia,"
"
the unconformity of the Cambrian upon and against these crys-

talline and metamorphic rocks is unmistakable and conspicuous ;
the lower members of

the Primal being seen to rest upon the slope of the Ridge, with north-west undulating

dips, on the edges of the steeply southeastward-dipping older rocks. In other cases, the

Primal beds, thrown into south-east dips in the hills which flank the Blue Ridge, are made

to underlie, with more or less approximation to conformity, the older rocks forming the

central mass of the mountain." Here follow details as to localities, for which the reader

is referred to the letter as published.
26

183. While, therefore, the brothers Rogers and others with them held, and still hold,

25
Hunt, the History of Pro-Cambrian Rocks in America and Europe, 1880, Amer. Jour. Science, xix, p. 272.

*
Hunt, Azoic Rocks, p. 198.
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to the paleozoic age of the Lower Taconic rocks, the view put forward by Mather, that

the great region of gneisses and crystalline schists with limestones, lying to the east of

these, consists of more highly altered paleozoic strata, had become discredited It was, as we

have seen, abandoned by H. D. Rogers for Pennsylvania, in 1858, and by W. B. Rogers for

Virginia, where he recognized in the pre-Taconian rocks the same great divisions which I

had elsewhere pointed out. The history of the studies of Thomas Macfarlaue and my
own, which showed conclusively the pre-paleozoic age of the extension of the New Eng-

land crystalline schists into the Province of Quebec, has already been told elsewhere.27

184. It was, therefore, with some surprise that geological students found J. D. Dana,

in 1880. attempting to resuscitate, in its completeness, the discarded view of Mather. In

an elaborate paper on "The Geological Relations of the Limestone Belts of Westchester

County, New York," which appeared that year, Dana, following up the reasoning already

noticed (* Ml), by which he soutrht to sustain the paleozoic age of the Lower Taconic

ro.-ks. proceeds to assume that the crystalline marbles enclosed in the gneisses, as well as

the iriiej.vses and crystalline schists of the region named, are altered rocks of paleozoic

atre To quote liis conclusions : "The limestone of Westchester County and of New York

Island, and the conformably associated metamorphio rocks, are of Lower Silurian age,"

and. farther, "the limestone and the conformably associated rocks of the Green Mountain

region, from Vermont to New York Island, are of Lower Silurian age."
j His argument

in favor of these assumptions, appears to be briefly this: that the crystalline limestones of

the gneissic series, the 'jTaniilar Lower Taconic marbles, and the fossiliferous Cambrian

and < 'rdoviciaii limestones found among the uncrystalline sediments of the Appalachian

valley, alontr the western Hank of the crystalline belt north of the Highlands, are but

three different conditions of one and the same calcareous series, and, hence, that the great

area of crystalline rocks south of the narrow range of the Highlands (of which he admits

the eo/ojc Mire) consists of paleozoic strata, Cambrian or Ordovician in age.

$ 1*~>. Dana, havinir announced his conclusions as above, adds : "The evidence which
has been adduced, thoutrh then but partly discerned, led Professors W. B. and H. D. Rogers,
and Professor AV. "W. Mather, nearly to the results here reached." In support of this asser-

sertion. he refers to Mather's report of 1843, in which, as we have seen, the hypothesis was
advanced, and also, under the head of

"
Professors Rogers," to a paper by them in 1841, in

tlie Proceedings of the American Philosophical Society, as well as to a statement in the

American Journal of Science for 1872 (Vol. IV, page 363). This, the reader will find to be

nothing more than Dana's assertion that the Messrs. Rogers, in that same paper of 1841,

maintained the Champlain age of the Lower Taconic series, a view which, as we all are

aware, one of them, some years later, abandoned for that of its Devonian age. These

eminent geologists did, for a time, put forward the view (afterwards relinquished) that

the gneissic series of the White Mountains consists of altered Silurian (Oneida-Clinton

strata), and Mather, in his argument, made the most of the error of H. D. Rogers, who
mistook, in 1840, certain interstratified crystalline limestones among the Primary gneisses
of New Jersey for superincumbent limestones in an altered condition, but Dana fails to

show that the Messrs. Rogers ever maintained the paleozoic age of the great series of

r
Hunt, Azoic Kocks, pp. 182-188, and Amer. Jour. Science, 1880, xix, 272-275.

"Amer Jour. Science, 1880, xx, 455.
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crystalline rooks in south-eastern New York, as he would have his readers infer. "When,

in 1858, H. D. Rogers had occasion, in his final Eeport on the Geology of Pennsylvania, to

describe the continuation of these same rocks into that State, he distinctly assigned them

to a horizon below the base of his paleozoic series, proposing, at the same time, a Hypozoic
and an Azoic system to include them.

186. The Highland range on the east side of the Hudson traverses Putnam county,

and, passing south-westward to the river, occupies but a small area in the north-west cor-

ner of Westchester County. Along its south-east base, at Annsville and at Oregon, is met a

narrow belt of scarcely crystalline limestone, accompanied by an argillite or talcoid slate,

and resting unconformably upon the ancient gneiss. This belt, apparently a Lower Ta-

couic outlier, is regarded by Dana as partially altered Lower Silurian, and " the grade of

metamorphism
"

is declared by him to become more intense to the south and east, giving
rise to the whole gneissic area of Westchester and New York Counties. The gneisses and

conformably iuterstratified crystalline limestones of this large area are, as we have seen,

supposed by Dana to be metamorphosed Lower Silurian, though they are really undis-

tinguishable from the rocks of the adjacent Highland range, which he admits to be Archean

or Primary. In support of his startling proposition, Dana might be expected to point out

some distinctions between the rocks of the two areas. He begins by suggesting certain

differences as to more or less micaceous or horublendic gneisses in the two regions in ques-

tion, but confesses that "
there are gradations between the two, in both respects, which

make the application of alithological test very perplexing," and admits that "the litholog-

ical evidence of diversity of age is weak,"
:!) a criticism which the intelligent reader will

conclude is equally applicable to Dana's stratigraphieal argument. I am familiar with

the rocks of many parts of Westchester County, and since the publication of Dana's

paper in 1880 have taken repeated opportunities to examine, in various localities, the rocks

called by him Metamorphic Lower Silurian, as at Singsing, Tarrytown, Yonkers, Spuyten

Duyvil and Kingsbridge, along the Hudson. I have also studied the same rocks farther to

the east, along the River Bronx and the Harlem Railroad to Pleasantvale, as well as between

this line and the Hudson, and have crossed eastward to Long Island Sound and examined

the exposures on the shore at and near New Rochelle. Being already familiar with the

Laurentian rocks Ihroughout Canada, as well as in parts of the Adirondarks, and in the

Highlands from Putnam County, New York, throiigh New Jersey and Pennsylvania to the

Schuylkill and beyond, I do not hesitate to say that these gneisses and their associated

crystalline limestones of Dana's so-called Metamorphic Lower Silurian, in Westchester

County, cannot be distinguished from the typical Laurentian. I believe that the judgment
of an impartial observer would be that the notion of any difference between the Lauren-

tian gneisses and limestones of the areas mentioned, and the gneisses and their interstrat-

ified limestones of Westchester County, has no foundation in fact.

187. Passing now from Westchester County to the adjacent Manhattan Island, the

same Laurentian gneiss is seen in its northern portion, between Seventh and Eighth

Avenues, especially in a cutting at One Hundred and Forty-fifth Street, and thence in a

ridge some distance farther south, the strata being nearly vertical and of grayish horn-

29 Amer. Jour. Science, 1880, xx, 373.

Sec. IV., 1884. 19.
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bleudic gneiss, aiid a band of crystalline limestone appearing a little farther to the east,

on Harlem River. A quarter of a mile to the west of this ridge, in Mount St. Vincent,

is seen a distinct type of highly micaceous gneiss and mica-schists, and similar rocks are

exposed at intervals in the western part of the island, as far south as Fifty-ninth Street.

Farther eastward, in the southern part of Central Park, just above Fifty-ninth Street, the

numerous rock-exposures are all of similar mica-schists and micaceous gneisses, often at

moderate angles. They include endogenous granitic veins, occasionally presenting in

their structure a marked bilateral symmetry, and sometimes transverse, but at other times

interbedded. Several perched blocks here found are of similar endogenous granite, and

are apparently boulders of decomposition, left in the subaerial decay of the rocks of the

region. These micaceous rocks are unlike those of Laurentian areas, but, on the contrary,

closely resemble those of the White Mountains and of Philadelphia which I have called

Montalban, and are like the younger gneissic series of the Alps and the Scottish High-
lands. I, therefore, as long ago as 1871,

3"
noticed these rocks as belonging to this

younger series, and have since expressed the opinion that the Laurentian "
of Manhattan

Island appears to be overlaid in parts by areas of younger gneisses and mica-schists, the

remaining portions of a mantle of Montalban." It is, however, by an error for which I

am not responsible, that in Macfarlane's
"
Geological Railroad Guide," in 1878, the Montal-

ban of Manhattan Island has been represented as extending upward along the Hudson

lliver Kailroad by Spuyten Duyvil, Yonkers, Tarrytown and Singsing, as far as Croton,

before meetinir the Laurentian of the Highlands. There appears to be, however, an outjier

of Montalban rocks at Cruger's Station, just above Croton, and there may be others in

various parts of Westchester County.

fc
IHs. It has been deemed necessary to notice thus at length, in this connection,

Dana's resuscitation of the am-ient views of Mather, for two reasons: first, because therein,

both the Lower Taconir rocks and various crystalline rocks just noticed, are supposed by
him to be contiguous portions of the same Cambrian and Ordovician (Lower Silurian)

sediments in different stages of transformation
; and secondly, because the manner in which

the names of the brothers Kogers are cited to Dana in conjunction with that of Mather in

such as to lead the reader to the false conclusion, that those eminent geologists supported
Mather's hypothesis of 1843 as to the Cambrian and Ordovician age of these same crystal-

line roeks, as well as of the Lower Taconic series; which latter view, as we have shown,
"W. B. Koirers repudiated a few years later, in 1851 and again in 1860.

1H9. The rise and fall of the doctrine of regional metamorphism, which is but

extravagant development of the Huttoniau hypothesis of the origin of crystalline rod
forms a curious chapter in the history of geology. I have elsewhere related the early

application of this doctrine to the crystalline rocks of Mont Blanc by Bertrand, about 1797,

and its subsequent restatement by Keferstein in 1824, until it was taken up and popu-
larized by Lyell, Murchison, and various continental geologists, so that the view became

generally accepted that the gneisses and mica-schists of the Alps are but altered secondary
and tertiary strata. The story of the refutation of this hypothesis for the Alps by

"
President's Addrow before the Amer. Assoc. Adv. Science, 1871, in Chem. and Geol. Essays, pp. 248 i

197.
'
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studies of Favrc, Fillet, Gastaldi and others has also been told.
32 A similar view was

extended to crystalline rocks in other parts of continental Europe, in the British Islands,

and in eastern North America, save that for all of these a paleozoic age was generally

assigned. The opinions of Mather on this subject were adopted by Logan and others,

including the present writer. The brothers Rogers, in 1846, advanced a similar view for

the rocks of the White Mountains, but abandoned it before 1858. It was not until 1870

and 1871 that the present writer, rejecting entirely the views of this school, asserted the

pre-Cambriau age of all the great areas of crystalline rocks, alike in North America and in

Europe. Nearly coinciding in time with this, came the independent action of numerous

continental geologists, including those already named, and the result has been such an

advance of the views of the new school that, in 1881, Callaway could say that "
every

case of supposed metamorphic Cambrian and Silurian has been invalidated by recent

researches," and in 1883, Bonney, now President of the G-eological Society of London,

wrote that the hitherto accredited " instances of metamorphism in Wales, and especially

in Anglesea, in Cornwall, in Leicestershire, and in Worcestershire, have utterly broken

down on careful study,"
M

as had already been the case in the Alps and in North America.

190. The last stronghold of the metamorphic school in the British Islands was in

the north-west of Scotland, where Cambrian and Ordovician lossiliferous sandstones,

limestones and shales, resting upon the ancient granitoid gneisses to the west, are towards

the east oveilaid in apparent conformity by a great series of unlike gneisses and mica-

schists, which form the Scottish Highlands, and were declared by Murchison and Archibald

Giekie, from their studies, to consist of still newer rocks in a so-called metamorphic
condition. The structure of this north-western part of Scotland was in fact, according to

their teaching, the precise counterpart of that of New England as formerly taught by
Mather and his followers, and still supported by Dana. The late Prof. Nicol, however,

constantly opposed this view of the structure of the Highlands maintained by Murchison

and by Giekie, while the present writer, from his lithological studies of the Highland

rocks, declared in 1871 his conviction that the upper gneisses of
"
the Scottish Highlands

will be found .... to belong to a period anterior to the deposition of the Cambrian

sediments, and will correspond with the newer gueissic series of our Appalachian region,"
31

then described as the White Mountain series, an opinion which was reiterated, after

farther examination of the rocks, in a communication in 1881 to the Geological Society of

London, when these Highland gneisses were designated as Moutalbau.^

191. The studies by Hicks of the geology of parts of this region from 1878, and the

later and independent ones of Callaway and of Lapworth in other districts, had already, in

the beginning of 1883,
* shown the fallacy of the views maintained by Murchison and

Giekie as to the geological structure of the Highlands. The united testimony of these

32 Amer. Jour. Science, 1872, Hi, 9, and Chera. and Geol. Essays, pp. 338-342 and 347, 348. Also farther, Trans.

Hoy. Soc., Canada, vol. i, sec. iv, pp. 182-106.
83
Callaway, Geological Magazine, Sept 1881, p. 423, and Bonney, ibid., Nov., 1883, p. 507.

111

Hunt, President's Address before the Amer. Assoc. Adv. Science, 1871, and Chem. and Geol. Essays, p. 272
M Proc. Geol. Soc., London, in Geological Magazine, 1882, ix, 39.
36
Hicks, Quar. Geol. Jour., 1878, xxxiv., 816

;
Geol. Mag., 1880, vi

;
also Quar. Geol. Jour,, 1883 (with appended

notes by Bonney), in abstract in Geol. Mag., March, 1883, x, p. 137. Callaway, ilnd., x, pp. 139 and 336; and

Lapworth, i'/iW., x, pp. 120, 192, 337; also Callaway on Progressive Metamorphism, iWdf.,May, 1884; and summaries

in accounts of the Progress of Geology in the Reports of the Smithsonian Inst. for 1882 and 1883.
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observers made it clear that in the region in question were portions of two gneissic series,

an older or granitoid gneiss, like that of the western coast, and a younger, very distinct

in type, which has been variously designated as Upper Pebidian, Grampian and Caledo-

nian, and is that described by me in 1871, and again in 1881, as of the White Mountain

or Montalban type. This, the younger gneissic series of Murchison and Giekie, was clearly

established to be of great thickness, and older than the fossiliferous Cambrian, which it is

brought to overlie by a (series of great folds, overturned to the west, and accompanied by

parallel faults, with upthrows on the east side, as shown by Hicks in Ross and Inverness

shires, as well as by Callaway in Assynt, and by Lapworth in Eriboll.

102. The concordant and independent results of the eminent observers just named

having thus demonstrated the fallacy of the views of Murchison and Giekie that the

irneiss whirh in the Highlands overlies the fossiliferous strata, is a still younger paleo/oic

series in an altered condition, the Geological Survey of Great Britain, of which Giekie is

now Director, undertook in 1X8.> and 1S84, are-examination of the region in question.

The result of this has completely disproved the former statements of Murchison and

(iifkie, and has confirmed those of the new school. The Director of the Geological Survey,

in a note very recently published,''
17

tells us that he has "found the evidence alto-

gether overwhelming against the upward succession, which Murchison believed to exist

in Kriboll, from the base of the Silurian strata into an upper conformable series of schists

and irneisses," and adds :

"
That there is no longer any evidence of a regular conformable

passage from fossil iferouis Silurian quart/cites, shales and limestones upwards into crystal-

line schists, which were supposed to be metamorphosed Silurian sediments, must be

frankly admitted." The same conclusions are also reached by Giekie from the re-

examination of the similar sections in Ross-shire, previously described by himself in

accordance with the views of Murchison.

The preliminary Report of the surveyors, Messrs Peach and Home, which is sub-

joined to the Director's note, shows the same structure as was already described by the

late observers, namely, overturned folds and great faults, with lateral thrusts westward,

l)y which the gneisses are made to overlie the fossiliferous strata, the horizontal dis-

placement of the gneisses to the west, which are superimposed on the Cambrian rocks,

being, in some cases, according to Giekie, not less than ten miles.

$ 193. Giekie notices the distinction between the older or granitoid gneiss, portions
of which also appear in the Highlands, and the upper gneissic and mica-schists series, the

pre-paleozoic age of which was shown by the observations alike of Hicks, and of Calla-

way and Lapworth. He calls attention to the laminated and schistose structure developed

by the great pressure and friction along the lines of movement in gneissic and hornblendic

rocks, and also to similar changes produced by the same agency in detrital rocks, such as

arkose. Both of these structural alterations are apparently included by Giekie under the

head of what he calls a
"
regional metamorphism," a misapplication of the term likely

to confuse the reader, since local structural changes, induced by mechanical movements in

ancient crystalline rocks, have nothing in common with that mysterious process which
has been supposed by the metamorphic school to generate similar crystalline rocks from

uncrystalline sediments. As regards the changes wrought by the same agency on detrital

Nature, Nov. 13, 1884, xxxi, 22-35.
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masses, it may be repeated that
" the resemblance between primitive crystalline rocks

and what we know to be detrital rocks compressed, recemented, and often exhibiting in-

terstitial minerals of secondary origin, is too slight and superficial to deceive the critical

student in lithology, and disappears under microscopical investigation."
3

194. We have already elsewhere in this essay ( 135) referred to the local develop-

ment of crystalline silicates in sedimentary rocks by infiltration, and have, in another place

considered the relation of such a process to the question of the origin of primitive crys-

talline rocks. These we believe to have been formed anterior to the existence of detrital

sediments, and by a process which excludes alike all so-called metamorphic, metasoniatic,

and plutonic hypotheses of their origin. At the same time we reject the Wernerian or

chaotic hypothesis, and its modification by Delabeche and Daubree, which we have called

thermochaotic, in favor of a new aqueous or ueptunian hypothesis, which supposes the

elements of these rocks to have been dissolved, and brought to the surface from a disinte-

grated layer of igneous basic rock, the superficial and last-solidified portion of a cooling

globe, through the action of circulating waters. The soluble and insoluble products of

the subaerial decay, alike of igneous and aqueous rocks, are, however, supposed to have

intervened in the process, especially during the period of the later crystalline or Transition

rocks. This explanation of their genesis we have elsewhere; proposed, and discussed at

length in a recent essay on " The Origin of Crystalline Rocks,"
"

and, in allusion to their

production through the intervention of springs, have called it the crenitic hypothesis.

IX. CONCLUSIONS.

195. The task attempted in the preceding chapters, of discussing the history of the

Taconic Question, has involved a review of much of the work done in American geology

for more than sixty years, going back to the labors of Eaton, and even to those of Maclure.

Of the somewhat extensive literatim?
"' of the subject I have made use, so far as has seemed

of importance in the controversies which have arisen on this question, and have supple-

mented the researches of various investigators by personal observations extending

over a wider field and a greater number of years than those of any of my predecessors.

From all of these sources, I have here sought to bring together whatever has appeared to

be of value for the elucidation of the important problems before us. In the following

sections, the conclusions which have already been set forth at length are summed up.

196. There exists in eastern North America a great group of stratified rocks, consist-

ing of quartzites, limestones, argillites and soft crystalline schists, which have together a

thickness of 4,000 feet or more, and are found resting uncouformably upon various more

ancient crystalline rocks, from the Laurentian to the Montalban inclusive. This series, called

38 Trans. Eoy. Soc. Canada, vol. ii, sec. iii, p. 23.

39 Trans. Roy. Soc. Canada, vol. ii, sec. iii, pp. 1-67, and in abstract in Nature for July 3, 1884, p. 227, and

Amer. Jour. Science, July, 1884, p. 72.

40
Dana, in the Amer. Jour. Science for 1880, xix, 163, has given

" a list of the principal.'papers
" on the Taconic

System, in which, while professing to bring together those adverss to the pre-Cambrian age of the Taconian, he

omits all reference to the opinions of Adams, of Ed. Hitchcock, and the later conclusions of W. B. Rogers as to the

(Upper) Silurian or Devonian age of the Taconian limestones. The list is in other respects very incomplete and

calculated to mislead the student
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Transition by Maclure, includes the Primitive Quartz-rock, the Primitive Lime-rock, and the

Transition Argillite of Eaton, and is the Lower Taconic of Emmons, and the Itacolumftic

group of Laeber. This series, which I have preferred to call Taconian, is essentially one of

Transition crystalline rocks. The quartzites, which predominate in the lower portion,

contain much dotrital matter, and are sometimes conglomerates. They are, however,

often vitreous or granular, the latter variety being sometimes flexible and elastic, and

constittithur what is called elastic sandstone or itacolumite. These quartzites, like the

limestones of the scries, often contain an indigenous micaceous substance, which is in

most cases a hydrous muscovitic mica, related to sericite or to damourite. A similar min-

eral predominates in certain layers of soft unctuous lustrous schists, which, from their

aspect, have been called talcoid or maguesian, and are found intercalated alike with the

quartzites and the limestones of the series. The latter, often more or less magnesian, are

generally finely granular, and yield marbles for statuary and for architecture. They are

often variegated in color or banded with green or gray, constituting cipolins. The min-

eraloirv <>f the limestones and their associated crystalline schists, has been noticed in

.11, ii">, !H. 7<>. 7'.', and it h;is been shown that the Taconian is an important ore-bearing hor-

i/on, including, besides great deposits of magnetite, others of siderite and of pyrite. Both

of the lutter species, by epiuvnesis, give rise to hydrous iron ores, which, throughout the

Appalachian region, characterize the outcrops of the series, and are generally imbedded

in < lays, the result of tin- subaerial decay of the enclosing schists, which, it may thence

)>' lonjectured, include, in many cases, large proportions of a feldspathic mineral. The

aririllites of the Taconian, often yielding roofing-slates, are interstratified with more or less

siliciotis beds, and occur chiefly in the upper part of the series. The mineralogy of the

Taconian has been further discussed in the author's essay on "The Origin of Crystalline

Hocks
"

in the Transactions of the Royal Society of Canada, Vol. II, Sec. Ill, p. 68.

j 107. These Tacouian rocks are not confined to the Appalachian valley. Extending
southward therefrom, they are traced in Pennsylvania along the eastern base of the

Blue Ividge into North Carolina, and are found in outliers to the east over the Atlan-

tic In-lt from Georgia to New Hruuswick. To the west of the great valley, they are

known to underlie the eastern part of the paleozoic basin, and appear in eroded anticlinals

from beneath the coal-measures, alike in Alabama and Pennsylvania, where they are

directly overlaid by Ordovician strata. They are seen in similar conditions, lying un-

conformably beneath the Ordovician limestones of the Ottawa basin, in Hastings County,

Ontario, and are believed to be represented by the great series of argillites, quart /-

ites and limestones around Lake Superior, which, in 1873, I called the Animikie series,

and which there underlie, uncouformably, not only the Cambrian (Potsdam) of the Mis-

sissippi area, but, according to Irving, the Keweeniau series also. The presence of Lower

Taconic rocks was long since asserted by Houghton in the northern peninsula of Michi-

gan, and it is probable that a part of what has since been called Huronian belongs to this

Animikie or Taconian series
( 89, 90). The argillites and quartzites which, in the Black

Hills of Dacotah, intervene between the older crystalline rocks and the Cambrian, resem-

ble those of the Taconinn.

$ 198. The Taconian series is not destitute of evidences of organic life, but contains,

in the granular quartzites near its base, the typical Scoliihus linearis at many points through-
out the Appalachian valley. Similar markings in the silicious beds of the series in Hast-
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ings County, Ontario, have been noticed as probably worm-burrows by Sir J. W. Dawson,
who has also described the Eozoon Canadense found in the associated limestones, while the

argillites which I have referred to this series, from the western end of Lake Superior, have

afforded the remains of a sponge. The Taconian, as I have suggested, may constitute a

link between the older eozoic groups and those of paleozoic time.

199. The Upper Taconic group, the First Grraywacke of Eaton, the Potsdam and

Quebec groups of Logan, (which include a large part of what was described by Mather

and by Logan as Hudson River group,) we have seen to be the- Appalachian representative

of the Cambrian period. It sometimes overlies the Taconian, but, in the absence of this,

rests directly upon the older crystalline groups along the eastern border of the great Ap-

palachian basin. Unlike the Taconian, however, it does not, so far as known, extend east-

ward of this limit, while to the west, as we recede from this border, it is soon replaced

by the Adirondack type of the Cambrian.

This Appalachian Cambrian series is wholly uncrystalline, and is separated from the

Taconian by a stratigraphical break, and probably by a great interval of time. From the

distribution of the Cambrian and the Ordovician in eastern North America, there was evi-

dently another great stratigraphical break, with erosion, followed by a considerable conti-

nental depression, which preceded the deposition of the Ordovician limestones. Similar

disturbances seem to have intervened at the beginning of the Silurian period in this east-

ern region, for we find the Silurian limestones resting directly upon somewhat inclined

and eroded Ordovician strata near Montreal, and, apparently, also in the valley of the Hud-

son, while throughout this eastern border the great mechanical sediments of the Oneida,

Medina and Clinton, which to the west of the Iviver Hudson constitute the chief part of

the Second Grraywacke of Eaton, at the base of these limestones, are apparently absent,

a fact pointing to the emergence of this eastern region during the early part of Silurian time.

The local disturbances which at this period prevailed in the eastern part of the great basin,

are farther shown in the conglomerate character of these Silurian sandstones in parts of

New York and Pennsylvania, though it should be noted that in these regions, as well as

in Ontario, there appears to be an unbroken succession from the Loraine shales to the

Oneida, Medina and Clinton subdivisions.

200. As a result of all these various movements which allected the eastern border

of the Appalachian basin, we find that the Taconian is there in some parts directly over-

laid by Cambrian, in others by Ordovician strata, and in parts, it would seem, by lime-

stones belonging to the upper portion of the Silurian, or to Devonian time. The strata

of all of these periods are more or less involved with each other, and with still older crys-

talline groups, by the successive movements of folding and dislocation which continued

to affect the Atlantic belt at intervals until after the close of paleozoic time. From the

complex stratigraphical relations which have thus resulted, various observers have, during
the past forty years, conjectured that the Taconian limestones are strata of Cambrian, of

Ordovician, of Silurian, or even of Devonian age, which, by a process of so-called meta-

morphism, have been changed into granular non-fossiliferous marbles, often holding

crystalline silicates.

201. These various conjectures are not only in contradiction with each other, but, as

we have seen, are in direct conflict with the facts of stratigraphy, and are, moreover, based

upon the unproved and now generally discredited hypothesis of progressive and regional
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metamorphism. This hypothesis, as long since maintained by Mather for the rocks of

eastern North America, and later by Dana, asserts successive changes, called by the latter

"grades in metamorphism," from nncrystalline sediments through the Taconiau and

other more massive crystalline schists to the granitoid gneisses. These various and

dissimilar groups of strata, as I maintained in 1878, and as will to-day be admitted by

nearly all geologists,
"
are not the result of different and unlike changes which one and

the same uncrystalline paleozoic series has suffered in different geographical areas, but, on

the contrary, belong to successive periods in paleozoic and eozoic time. The great divisions

of the latter .... present in ascending order a progressive change in mineral character,

the nature of which has been shown ; . . . . thus constituting a veritable passage in

time from the granitoid Ottawa gneiss at the base of the Laxirentiau, through the inter-

mediate Huronian and Montalban divisions to the less markedly crystalline schists of the

Taconian."' Such a succession, I have since endeavored to shew, is the necessary result

of the secular process by which, from an undifferentiated primeval chaos, the various

groups of Primitive and Transition crystalline rocks have been generated, as set forth in

the crenitic hypothesis'
1
'

already noticed in $ 104 of the present essay.

* 202. The Taconian crystalline rocks were deposited over a large part of eastern

North America upon the eroded surfaces of more ancient eozoic groups, and in their

turn suffered greatly from movements of the earth's crust, and from erosion, previous to

the beginning of Cambrian time. Over the more depressed portions of the worn surfaces,

the uncrystalline sediments of Cambrian, Ordovician, Silurian, and later periods, were

next successively laid down, alike on the Taconian and the more ancient crystalline

groups, not however without intervening movements of the earth's crust, which along
the eastern portion of the great paleozoic basin caused stratigraphical breaks, foldings,

and partial erosions of these later groups of sediments. Beyond the limits of this basin, to

the south and east, the sparse distribution of areas of paleozoic sediments, and their absence

from the higher levels among the crystalline rocks of the Atlantic belt, permit us to

suppose that the paleozoic seas did not invade these higher regions ; while the deposits

made by some of them at lower levels among these same crystalline rocks, have been in

great part removed by subsequent agencies. As a final result of this process, we find,

within the great basiu, the Taconiau rocks resting on various older crystalline groups,
and themselves overlaid directly by Cambrian, by Ordovician and by Silurian, while out-

side of the limits of the basin, areas of the same Taeonian rocks are in parts overlaid by
mesozoic and by tertiary strata.

203. As regards the existence in other lands of a similar series of rocks to the Taco-
nian of North America, we have seen that Lieber, whose independent and careful studies
of this serie* in South Carolina we have resumed in Chapter IV

( 69-79), supposed them
to be the stratigraphical equivalent of the Itacolumite or diamond-bearing series of Brazil,

11

Until, An iic H.*ks, 1878, p. 253; see also ,'Wrf., p. 21(1.
"
All physical theories pn>irly so-called are hypotheses, whose eventual recognition as truths depends uj-.n

tlwir conxistency with themselves, upon their agreement with the canons of logic, upon their congruence with the
facU which they servo t<> connect and explain, upon their conformity with the ascertained order of Nature, upon
tlie extent to which tliey approve themselves as trustworthy anticipations or previsions of facto verified by subse-

quent observation or exiwriment, and finally, u]n thir simplicity, or rather their reducing power." Stall., in

Concepts and Theories of Modem Physics, p. 85.
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of the similar rocks of Bundelkhand in India, long since described by Claussen and by
Jacquemont, and of those in Russia, where several areas of Itacolumite rocks, diamond-

bearing like those of Brazil and India, were discovered in the southern Urals by Helmersen
and Hoffman."

These diamond-bearing rocks in Bundelkhand have since been described by the

Geological Survey of India as the Lower Vindhyan series.
44 The studies of Hartt, of

Gorceix, and of Derby have thrown farther light on the Itacolumite- series of Brazil, which,

according to the latter, rests unconformably upon the older crystalline rocks, and consists

in great part of quartzites, often granular and sometimes flexible, with unctuous talcoid

schists containing hydrous micas, chloritic and argillito beds, specular schistose iron-ore

(itabirite), and great masses of crystalline limestone. The resemblances, long since

noticed by Lieber, between this Brazilian series and the American Taconian were made very
evident by a collection of these rocks from the province of Minas Geraes, examined by
the writer. This ancient series in Brazil has afforded no organic remains, but being

uuconformably overlaid by older paleozoic rocks has been by Derby supposed to be altered

Cambrian, while others have assigned it to a pre-paleozoic ago. The diamonds, (which are

also met with in derived rocks,) are found in the province of Diamantina in unctuous

banded clays of varying colors, which are derived from the subaerial dot-ay of eastward-

dipping schistose beds of the Itacolumite group.'
1

204. A close resemblance between the older rocks of Hrazil and those of Guiana

has been pointed out by Jannetaz who, as remarked by Crosby,
"
has recognized in the

latter country the itacolumite, with the hydromicaceous and other schists of the former,

which have been connected with the Taconian system. The itacolumite of Guiana has

also bee.n 'observed by Schomburgk.",*
1

Farther to the north-west, beyond the mouth of the

Orinoco, we meet 'a great development of a similar series. Crosby, writing in 1880, says

theser rocks
.','
constitute the main mass of the great eastern branch of the Andes, or at least

that part of it which skirts the Caribbean sea from Caracas eastward, and is known as the

Littoral Cordillera of Venezuela." The Cordillera forms the Northern Mountains of Trini-

dad, which have an altitude of 3,000 feet, and terminates in the neighbouring island of

Tobago. These semi-crystalHne rocks of the Spanish Main and Trinidad were studied

"The following bibliographical references are cited from Lieber: Esrhwege, Beitrage zur Gebirgskuixle

Brazilians, Berlin, 1832, p. 174; Spix and Martins, Reise in Brazilian, II Theil
;
also Humboldt, Gisejnent des

roches dans les deux hemispheres, pp. 89-92
; Jacquemont, Voyage dans les Indes, 1828-32, Sur les gres schisteux de

Fanna in Bundelkund, etc.; Cotta, Gesteinslehre, 1855, p. 212, and Zerrenner, Gold, Platin und Diamant Waschen,

etc., Leipzig, 1851.

<4 Manual of the Geology of India, Medlicott and Blanford, i, pp. xxi. and 69-92.

44 0. A. Derby, On the Diamond and the Itacolumite Bocks in Brazil, 1881 and 1882, Arner. Jour. Science, xxiii,

07, 178, and xxiv, 34-42; and in abstract, Rep. Smithsonian Inst.,1882, p. 332
;
also Gorceix, Gisement des Diamants,

etc., Bui. Soc. Geol. do France, 1884, xii, 538-545. Derby supposed the Itacolumite group might be altered

Cambrian ; Gorceix thinks it may be Huronian.
46 W. 0. Crosby, Notes on the Geology of Trinidad, 1878, Proc. Boston Society Natural History, xx, 44-55 ; also

farther, on the Crystalline Formations of Guiana and Brazil, 1880, Mil., xx, 480-497, in which these rocks in Trinidad

are described at greater length, and the relations of the Taconian and the more ancient crystalline series in North

and South America are well brought out. See, for an analysis of these two papers, Hunt, in Report of Smithsonian

tnst. f..r 1S82, pp. 330-333.

S-c. IV., 1X84. '.'II,
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some twenty years since by Messrs Wall and Sawkins,
47

by whom they were designated

as the Caribbean group, more recently by Mr. R. J. Lechmere Guppy, and in 1878 were

examined by Crosby.

205. The structure of the Northern Mountains in Trinidad is monoclinal, high

southerly dips being universal. The thickness of the strata exposed is not less than

10,000 feet, included in throe divisions : a lower consisting of a quartzite, granular and

usually more or less micaceous, followed by and alternating with hydrous micaceous

whists and argillites, often lustrous ;
a middle one of several thousand feet of crystalline

limestones in massive beds, varying in colour from white to nearly black, and often some-

what micaceous ;
and an upper division consisting of several alternations of argillites like

those of the first, frequently graphitic, and often passing into hydromicaceous schists, with

layers of quartzite, sometimes dotrital, and, towards the summit, thin beds of limestone.

The whole succession, according to Crosby, strongly resembles the Taconian as seen in

western Massachusetts. Overlying uncoil formably this ancient series, which appears to

he unfossiliferous, is a dink-colored compact fossiliferous limestone, with interbedded

shales, in which, among many olscure forms, Guppy recognized Murrhivtnia Anna and M.

linenrin, both found in tin- Calciferous sand-rock in Canada.

$ 20(3. Subsequent observations of Crosby,
48 in 1882, made in the mountains of eastern

Cuba, between Uaracoa and the southern coast, show that there exists to the south of the

dividing ridire a belt six or eiu'lit miles wide of highly inclined strata, having an east and

west strike, and consisting of hydromicaceous and chloritic schists with immense beds of

white crystalline limestone, often micaceous. This group is entirely distinct from one

made up from fissile slates, soft sandstones and impure earthy limestones, found chiefly on

the northern slope of the same mountains, and regarded by him as probably equivalent to

the cretaceous and tertiary strata of San Domingo and Jamaica. Of the first named group
he says :

" These rocks bear a strong resemblance to the Taconian system of western New
England, and are essentially identical with the great series of semi-crystalline schists and

limestones of Trinidad and the Spanish Main, which I have elsewhere correlated with the

Taconian." From the published accounts of the geology of San Domingo and Jamaica,

Crosby conceives that these islands have a similar structure to that of south-eastern Cuba.

Their crystalline schists which, according to him, have been generally confounded with

the cretaceous beds, he believes to be like those of Cuba, and of Taconian age. Cleve, in

187'*, noticed in Porto l{iro, Santa Cruz and the Virgin Islands an unfossiliferous series

which he conjectured might be metamorphosed cretaceous. These strata, which are verti-

cal, or have a high northern inclination, consist chiefly of argillites and crystalline lime-

stones like those of Cuba and Trinidad. 4"

207. There exists in the Alps, besides the ancient or central granitoid gneiss

(Laurentian), the great pietre verdi series proper (Huronian) and the younger gneiss am:

mica-schist series (Montalban), a fourth great group, very widely distributed, made up ir

"
Wall, Geology of Trinidad, etc., 1860, Quar. Geol. Jour, xvi, 660.

" W. O. Crosby on the Probable Occurrence of the Taconian in Cuba; Science, December 7, 1883, p. 740;
in abstract in Report of Smithsonian Inst for 1883.

* P. T. Clevc, Kongl. Svonska Yetanskaps-Akademiens Ilandlingar ; Bandot 9, No. 12. The cretareous age i

the crystalline achists and limestones of San Domingo was maintained by Gl>b in big memoir on the Topngrap
ml Geology of the Island, etc., in 1873

; Trans. Amer. Philos. Soc., vol. xv.
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large part of crystalline schists, the argillo-talcose schists of Favre, the gray lustrous

schists of Lory, the sericite-schists and the glanzschiefer of others. This schistose series, to

which a great thickness is assigned, includes quartzites, dolomites, micaceous limestones,

banded and statuary marbles, serpentine, talc, karstenite and gypsum. These rocks, which

among other localities, are well displayed on the line of the Mont Ceuis tunnel, have been

by many Alpine geologists regarded as altered Jurassic or triassic. This view was, however,
in 1872, combatted by the present writer, who then referred them to primitive or eozoic

time
;
a view which has since been accepted by Favre, who had previously regarded them

as mesozoic.50 Their pre-paleozoic age was afterwards maintained by Gastaldi, by Fillet, and

by Jervis. I have since called attention to the i'act that these lustrous schists greatly

resemble those of the Taconian of North America, to which I have compared this whole

Alpine series. In it are included, by Gastaldi and Jervis, the schists of the Apuan Alps f

with their crystalline marbles, all of which, as seen in the mountains of Carrara, I have

found to resemble the Taconian closely. These marbles, it may be remarked, have, like

those of the American Taconian, been referred to very different geological horizons, having
been successively called altered cretaceous, liassic, rha?tic, infra-carboniferous and pre-

paleozoic, to which latter position they were assigned by Gastaldi in 1874.

208. To the same horizon, apparently, belongs the Hercynian Primitive Clay-slate

series, which, according to Giimbel, intervenes in Bavaria between the Hercynian mica-

schist group and the fossiliferous Cambrian strata, by which it is overlaid. This clay-

slate series includes beds of crystalline limestone, sometimes magnesian, attaining in places

three hundred and fifty feet in thickness, which contain hornblende and serpentine, and

a form of Eozoon, named by Giimbel E. Bavaricum. It also includes siderite, which, by

epigenesis, gives rise to valuable masses of limonite. The history of the group of lustrous

schists in the Alps, and their related rocks, has been recently discussed at some length

by the writer in a chapter on the geology of the Alps and the Apennines, contained in

an essay on "The Geological History of Serpentines, etc.," to which the reader is referred

for details and for authorities.
51

In some parts of central Norway, the fossiliferous Cambrian, or so-called Primordial

zone, is described by Kjerulf as resting directly upon the ancient gneiss, but in other parts

it is underlaid by a series which, from the presence therein of detrital beds, is designated

as the Sparagmite group, and sometimes attains a thickness of over 2,100 feet, as in

Ostdalen. This underlying series, which itself rests upon the gneiss, includes red and

grey sandstones and conglomerates, with considerable masses of limestone and of dolomite,

besides various fissile rocks described as black argillites, lustrous schists, sometimes tal-

coid, and schistose quartzites. It is without observed fossils, and has been by Kjerulf

compared with the Lower Taconic.
52

209. The recent studies of Barrois in Spain, published in 1882, appear to throw a further

light on the Alpine series which we have compared with the Taconian. The paleozoic

rocks, containing at their base an abundant Cambrian fauna, are found in the province of

60
Hunt, The Geology of the Alps, Atner. Jour. Science, vol. iii, pp. 1-15 ; also Chem. and Geol. Essays, pp. 336,

347, 348.

H Trans. Roy. Soc. Canada, vol. i, sec. iv, pp. 186-196.

M
Hunt, Azoic Rocks, p. 131, and Kjerulf, Udsigt over det Sydlige Norges Geologi, 1879, pp. 128-138, and the

accompanying Atlas, plates xxvi, xxvii.
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Toledo resting, according to t'ortaxar, directly upon the ancient gneissie rooks, but in the

Asturias, between these Cumbrian strata and the ancient gneisses, there intervenes a

volume of not less than 3000 metres of strata, described as argillites and quartxites, with

dolomites and limestones, sometimes saeeharoidal and cipolin marbles, with beds of

specular iron-ore. As there is no apparent stratigraphical break between this younger

crystalline series and the strata holding the first fauna of Barrande, the name of Cambrian

is- applied by Barrois to the whole." The student of American geology, however, recalls the

interposition between the Appalachian Cambrian and the ancient gneisses of a similar

great series, which suggests that in this region of Spain, as in parts of the Alps and in

Norway, we have a pro-Cambrian group that corresponds to the American Taconian.

4 210. It has been thought well, in concluding this essay on the present state of our

knowledge <>f the Taconian series in North America, thus to bring together, in a condensed

form, the principal facts with regard to certain rocks in the West India Islands, in South

America, in Ilindostan, in Russia, in the Alps, in Bavaria, in Norway and in Spain, which

tend to show that in all these various regions there exists a series analogous to the Taco-

nian, alike in mineral and lithologieal characters and in stratigraphical position. Should

further studies confirm this view, it will appear that the Tacouian is a great and wide-

spread aroup of strata which cannot henceforth be overlooked in geognostical history.
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VII. On Some Deposits of Titaniferous Iron Ore in the Counties of Haliburton and

Hastings. Ontario. BY E. J. CHAPMAN, PH.D., LL. D.

(Read May 23, 1884.)

Numerous deposits of irou ore, chiefly the magnetic oxide, occur throughout the Coun-

ties of Victoria, Haliburton, Peterborough and Hastings, in Ontario. These deposits are,

for the greater part, if not wholly, in the form of irregular massess, or
"
stocks," mostly of

large dimensions, associated with dark-green pyroxenic or hornblendii' rock-matter, in

gneissoid strata of Laurentiun age. The iron ore, therefore, of this district occurs under

conditions closely similar to those of the great iron region of Arendal, in Norway, both

as regards its chemical nature and conditions of occurrence, and its association with horn-

blendic or pyroxenic matter, the latter appearing in many cases partly to surround or en-

close the irou ore, as in the so-called "Skolars" or "
Stockscheiders

''

(/. e., sheathed stocks)

of Swedish and German miners. In Haliburton and adjacent counties, these stocks appear

to lie, as a rule, in belts or zones of country extending in a general westerly and easterly

direction.
1 A belt of this kind, forming a comparatively high and broken range of consid-

erable breadth, lies on each side of the stream known as Burnt lliver, in the townships of

Suowdou, Glamorgan, Moumoutli and Cardiff, and extends into Hastings County in the

townships of Faraday and Dunganuon.
In the range immediately south of Burnt liiver, the ore is chiefly of coarse-granular

texture, while in the more northern range the ore presents a remarkably crystalline and

cleavable structure. So striking are these structural peculiarities that one might almost

infer the existence of some deeply-seated connection between the separate deposits of each

respective range, were it not for the presence of a large amount of titanium in one of the

deposits, while in other places the ore is absolutely free from the slightest trace of that

metal. In this immediate district the titaniferous ore occurs in the more southern of these

two ranges; but, as far as my observations go, at one spot only, known as the "Pine Lake

location." This is on lot 35 of the fourth concession of Glamorgan, aboiit half a mile

south of Burnt River, and a couple of miles, or rather less, south of the Monk road. The

mineral at this spot forms an enormous deposit of black magnetic ore, of granular textiire,

rising abruptly in an immense ledge, or succession of ledges, to a height of from eighty to

one hundred feet above the general level of the ground. It is exposed in an easterly and

westerly direction, over a length of at least 1,800 feet, with an average width of about 140

feet. Actual measurements vary from seventy feet in some places to 198 in others. Variations

of this kind are found to occur more or less in all stock-formed deposits, owing to the ir-

1 Those known to the writer, from personal inspection, occur chiefly as follows : In Snowdon : lot 33, conces-

sion 3 ; lots 26, 27, con. 4. In Glamorgan : lot 34, con. 2
;
lot 35, con. 4

; lots 30, 31, con. 13
;
lot 27, con. 15. In Mon-

mouth
;
lots 6, 7, con. 1

; lot 6, con. 4
;
lot 5, con. 5 ; lots 7, 8, con. 6

;
lot 30, con. 13. In Herschel ;

lot 32, con. 1.

In Faraday, near Bancroft village. In Dungannon : Lot 29, con. 13.
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regular form of the ore-moss. The average specific gravity of the ore equals 4.431 The

amount of ore practically above ground cannot be less, therefore, than frofn 200,000 to

300,000 Canadian tons. An analysis made from samples of ore taken from different parts

of the deposit gave me the following results :

(>KE I>RIKI> at 212 F. SP. on.=4.437.

Fe1 0. 71.87=Fe 52.04%

Ti 0>-13.30=Ti 3
O". 12.01=Ti 8.11%

S 0.06

p Trace

<a CO'..: 0.86

Pyroxenic rock-matter 15-28

100.08

The ore-deposits of other portions of this iron range south of Burnt lliver, and all the

de(x>sits in the range immediately north of the river, are quite free from titanium
;
but some

small deposits of magnetic ore, in which a certain amount of titanium is present, occur

lo the north of this northern range, in the township of Minden.

Turning now to the south-east of this section of country, we find in the township of

Tudor, in North Haslings (lots ;>f)-57 of the Free Grant district) a large deposit of titani-

fenms niagnetite,very similar in character to the Pine Lake ore. This deposit, known as

the Ixniise Mine, is also in the form of an immense stock, or irregular mass, the prin-

cipal axis of which extends in a direction a little north of east. It forms a steep slope or

ridge, rising above the general surface of the ground to an average level of nearly one

hundred fuel. Trenches opened across the face of the slope; at different levels," show the

ore-mass to extend in width from sixty feet fn some places to over 160 feet in others, but

outlying exposures indicate a still greater extension; .while the length of the deposit in

an easterly and westerly direction exceeds 1,400 feet. The ore itself is of a granular tex-

ture, black, and strongly magnetic, with specific gravity varying from 4.45 to 4.48.

An analysis, from a sieved amount of ore weighing several pounds, gave results as

follows :

OKK DKIKII at 21:.'' 1". Sr. .n.=4.48.

FeJ O4
.

S

'.. 83.36 Fe 60.36%

Ti O' K08=Ti- O* 7.30=-Ti 5.03%

P ,. ..Trace

a o.os

' Pyroxenio rock-matter 9.31

100.05

This titaniferous deposit, like that in Glamorgan, lies in the more or le.ss immediate

vicinity of iron ore deposits, in which no trace of titanium can be detected. Some of

the more important of these comprise the so-called Emily Mine, on lots 6-8 of the nine-

teenth concession of Tudor; the Baker Mine, on lot 18, concession 18, of the same town-

ship; and the Batchelor Mine, on lots 15, 16, of the eighth concession of Wollaston.

Analyses of these and other iron ores from this district of Ontario will be found in a paper,

by the writer, communicated to the chemical section of our Society.
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VIII. On Mimetism in Inorganic Nature.

By E. J. CHAPMAN, PH. D., LL.D.

(Road May 23, 1884.)

The use of the term " Mimetism "
in connection with inorganic bodies, may appear, at

first thought, unwarranted
; but, until Mimetism is absolutely proved to arise from the

action of innate, as distinguished from external, forces, the extension of the term in its

present sense is not, I hope to show, altogether without justification. In its conventional

acceptation the term is, of course, applied to the supposed results of a natural imitative

process by which certain animals especially insects inhabiting more or less restricted

geographical areas, have come to resemble either certain other animals of the district, or

certain vegetable forms, such as leaves, twigs, and the like, the assumed function of this

mimetic principle being mainly the preservation of the individual from the attacks of its

enemies.

Various opinions have been advanced in explanation of this peculiarity. It has been

regarded as the direct result of a protecting Providence, the imitated form beiii^- thus

considered, not a superinduced condition, but an original, created condition. It lias been

regarded, on the other hand, as simply the result of natural selection, originating in a very

slight and accidental approach towards the imitated type or object, this becoming more

and more developed and intensified in successive generations, until the imitation finally

becomes complete or reaches its extreme limit.

Neither explanation is free from diificulties, but the object of the present note is not

to discuss these, but simply to suggest a third view, namely, that this so-called mime-

tism may be neither original nor selective, in a Darwinian sense, but simply the result of

a kind of localism (to coin a word), associated forms by some occult law becoming

impressed with mutual resemblances. Some principle of this kind does certainly prevail

to some extent in organic nature
;
and the effect of this localism is curiously seen also in

certain associated minerals, in minerals which under normal conditions, or when occurring

apart, have scarcely two characters in common. A mimetism of this latter kind cannot

obviously be either providential or selective. General resemblances among minerals (as

the resemblance of some varieties of apatite to beryl, of dark varieties of zinc blende to

ferruginous garnets, etc.,) have, of course, been long recognized and referred to
;
but I am

referring, here, not to general resemblances, but to what may be called
"
special resemblances

under local conditions," and under these conditions only. I am not aware that this kind of

mineral mimetism has hitherto been pointed out. Although vaguely impressed by it for

some years, it first forced itself prominently on my attention during an examination of

some of the phosphate deposits of this immediate neighbourhood, that is, in the town-

ships of Templeton, Buckingham, etc., on the Quebec side of the Ottawa River. The

Sec. IV., 1884. 21.
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so-called
"
phosphate

"
of this region occurs, it is well known, in lenticular or irregular

immfni often oflarge size, associated with magnesian mica (i.e., phlogopite), pyroxene and

calcite, the mica and the pyroxene appearing in some places to surround or enclose the

apatite, after the manner of an enclosed or
" sheathed "

ore-stock. In different deposits,

and in different parts of the same deposit, various other minerals are often subordinately

present, and some of these resemble each other in a very striking and peculiar manner.

All who are familiar with our apatite deposits know, for instance, how frequently

certain associated varieties of pyroxene are mistaken for phosphate, even by explorers of

fair pretensions to be considered experts. Some examples are indeed strikingly alike:

and yet apatite and pyroxene are never referred to in mineralogical text-books as likely to

be mistaken for one another. The resemblance is in fact a local resemblance only. Scapo-

lite and apatite, asrain, have in general but few points in common; but in many of the

scapolites of these phosphate deposits the likeness is very strong even to the rounded (as

thouirh semi-fused or semi-dissolved) edges, the peculiar sub-oily lustre, and surface

characters generally. Much of the pyroxene, likewise, of these phosphate deposits closely

resembles the associated scapolite. Viewed generally, each of these species, as we know,
has several varieties, some of which are very distinct in aspect; but, in the association of

these two minerals in our phosphate deposits, closely resembling varieties chiefly come

together. lint of all these mutual resemblances, none, perhaps, are so striking and so

unexpected as those presented by the examples of quart/ and zircon which occur in these

phosphate deposits. As a rule, these two minerals could scarcely be confounded even by
the least expcriein-ed eye ;

Imt here they present the same dark-red colour, the same resino-

vitreous lustre, the same peculiar wrinkled or pitted surfaces (left apparently by the decay
of minute crystals of apatite), and thus look in almost every respect alike. But, of course,

in all of these resemblances, the fundamental character of the mineral, viz., its composition

and its essential crystallization, necessarily remains unchanged : just as the insect is still

the insect, while closely resembling the leaf or other deceptive form.
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IX. Canadian Filicinecc.

By JOHN MACOUN, M.A., F.L.S., and T. J. W. BURGESS, M.B

(Read in abstract Mayi23, 1884.)

Probably no form of growth throughout the vegetable kingdom attracts more general
attention than ferns, which, while appealing strongly to the scientific tastes, have an

equally powerful claim upon the artistic. Their distribution over the whole surface of

the globe, with the exception of the sterile portions of the polar regions, places at least some
forms within the reach of everyone, while, grow in what locality they may, there is none
to which they do not lend an added charm. Of the home of these beautiful produc-
tions of Nature, nowhere can we find a more charming description than that of Mr.

F. Gr. Heath, who, in his introduction to "The Fern World," speaks of it as " A world

apart of dreamy beauty, of soft vapours and chequered sunbeams. A world below
the glare of noonday filled with the most delicate and graceful of the forms which
Nature's God has made to clothe the earth with a mantle of green. A world where
Nature's own sweet music the silvery music of the streamlet's ripple falls, gently

cadenced, on the ear : or where the stillness of repose is unbroken, even by the hum of

insect life. A world sometimes of darkness relieved but by the faintest gleam of light ;

sometimes of open rocks and streams, where the roar of the torrent echoes over the

mountain side, and rushing water reflects the golden colouring of the sun-rays. A fairy

world hidden away under the covering of rugged rocks on the sea-shore, beneath moss-

covered stones in the river's bed, or in the depths of the primeval forest."

The purpose of the present paper is to place before you a full though succinct account

of such of these most interesting plants as are found within the confines of the Dominion.

Twenty years ago there was published "A Synopsis of Canadian Ferns and Filicoid

Plants," containing brief descriptions, with the distribution, of all our then known species,

since which time, so far as I am aware, no similar work has been undertaken. This valu-

able paper, by George Lawson, Ph. D., LL.D., which appeared first in the Edinburgh
"New Philosophical Journal" (January and April numbers, 1864, Vol. XIX,.N. S.), and in

the Transactions of the Botanical Society of Edinburgh, (Vol. VIII, pp. 20-50), was reprint-

ed the same year at Montreal, in the " Canadian Naturalist," (N. S-, Vol. I, No. 4, August,

pp. 262-300.) The number of ferns, including Ophioglossaeese, recorded in it was fifty, of

which eight were considered of doubtful occurrence. Of these eight, three, Asplenium

marinum, Asplenium montanum and Asplenium Ruta-muraria do not, as far as yet known,
favour us ; two, Schizaa pusitta and Woodsia obtitsa, are confined to Nova Scotia, each

having been discovered in a single locality only, and within the past few years ;
while

the remaining three, Aspidium Filix-mas, Aspidium fragrans and Ophiaglossum vulgatum,

are now known in numerous districts. The forty-seven species to which Professor Law-
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sou's list is thus curtailed, have been increased to sixty-four. Of the seventeen additions

we are indebted to British Columbia, at the time of the publication of the synopsis almost

a terra incognita as regards its floral treasures, for no less than nine, viz., Poli/podium

Scouleri, Poly/mlium falcalum, Gt/mnogramme Irinngularis, Cheilanthes gracillima, Pelhrn

densa, tomaria spicant, Phegopteris alpestris, Aspidium rigidum, and Aspidium munitiim ;

three, Chcilnnlhes lanuginosa, Wooilsia Oregana and Woodsia scopulina are common to

British Columbia and the Northwest Territory; three, Cystopleris monlann, Botrychium

matrii-iiriii folium and Jwtn/chium lanceolatum, range from Nova Scotia to Lake Superior

and north-westward ; and two are furnished by the elevation to the rank of species, as Aspi-

ilium />W/Vaml Jiofi-yi'hiinn simplex, of plants recognized by Professor Lawson as varieties.

The total of known species of Filices and Ophioglossaceoe in the world at the present

day is cst imated to he about 3,nOO, of which the great bulk is tropical, and of

this number the Nortli American continent, north of the Mexican boundary, can claim

to date only Mi. Now, when we consider that nearly 100 of these are natives

of the rxtreme Southern and South-western States, it will be seen that our working botan-

ists have not hern idle, and that Canada, considering the boreal nature of her climate,

compares must favourably with the neighboring republic in the number of her ferns. To

convey smiie idea of the distribution of our species, two tables have been prepared, the

one showing their general range, the other their allotment as regards Canada.

Table I is based on Mr. Kedlield's division (Torrey Bulletin, January, 1875,) of North
American species into six great classes, vi/ :

( 'i\!<>]><>i,i i-\N. --Widely distributed over the globe in both temperate and tropical

regions.

HUKKAL. Inhabiting (with a few exceptions) the northern portion of the United
'tales, extending through Canada and British America, some species even reaching Labra-

dor, Greenland and Alaska, and nearly all represented also in the northern portions of
the Old World.

AITU.AI in \: Extending throughout the mountain and hilly region of the States
east ot the Mississippi, often to the coast, and northward into Canada, and in a few in-

stances also inhabiting the < >ld World.

'ACIKIC. Extending along the western border of the continent at points from
Alaska to California, in a few cases appearing also in the Rocky Mountain region.

MEXICAN. Inhabiting the central mountain regions of New Mexico and Col-

orado, many of the species extending thence into Mexico, and some even to South Amer-
ica, and a few of them also occurring in California.

VI. TROPICAL. Inhabiting the border of the Gulf of Mexico, most of the species ex-

tending into the West Indies and tropical America."
The sixth class, of course, does not concern us, and is only introduced to show the

distribution in its entirety, while the fifth presents the solitary and anomalous diet/unities

ImmginoM which, properly New Mexican in its range, extending in the United States
from Illinois to Utah, Texas, New Mexico and Arizona, unaccountably reappears in Britia

Columbia and on the eastern base of the Rocky Mountains. The additional class int

dnced shows which of the species are peculiar to the North American continent.
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Table II divides the Dominion into five botanical areas, and shows what species, with

their most distinct varieties, are found in each, viz :

I. Atlantic Provinces and Eastern Quebec.

II. Ontario and Western Quebec.

III. The Great Plains northward to the Arctic Circle, including the greater part of

Manitoba.

IV. Rocky Mountains.

V. British Columbia.
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Apart from the foregoing there are variations which cannot always be referred to as*

obtainable causes. Many forms are found differing from the normal type, yet clearly

traceable as only forms of it, and, when these are capable of transmitting their peculiari-

ties to subsequent generations, they are styled A'arieties. In all such cases, however, there

is an innate tendency to revert to the original type, and the best systematists endeavour

to restrict, as much as possible, the so-called varieties. Notwithstanding this, as it cannot

be disputed that the study of forms tends greatly to enlarge Qur knowledge of the real na-

ture of species, and, as this diversity of form often constitutes one of the great barriers to

our feeling sure of a specimen being properly placed, while only recording the most de-

fined and fully recognized forms as distinct varieties, a fair degree of prominence has been

riven to those minor deviations on which are based the more questionable ones.

Though free use has been made of the best works, both American and European, in

the preparation of the specific descriptions, these have, in all cases except those of Schiztm

litifillii and I'lit-go/ifi-ris ul/n'slris, been drawn i'rom Canadian specimens, large numbers of

whii-h. from widely separated localities, have been submitted to close examination, and

carefully compared with American and often foreign plants. In this connection gratitude

i'cir valuable assistance not alone in material supplied for examination, but also in infor-

mation furnished must be expressed to various friends, of whom Professor D. C. Eaton

of New Haven, Conn.; Professor Lawson and Mr. Peter Jack of Halifax, and Mr. A. H.

McKay of Pictou, Nova Scotia; Mr. James Fletcher of Ottawa, Mrs. Roy of Owen
Sound, and Dr. Millman of London, Out., have not been the least forward.

Tin- synonymy has been made full enough to include most of the more familiar names,

which have at dill'eivnt times been so lavishly applied to many of the species, and pains

have been taken to introduce Canadian references, in order to facilitate future researches

into the home history of any of the forms. "NY here any economic value, in either science

or the aris. exists, or has existed, in a species, a note of such has been appended.
In conclusion of this, perhaps already too lengthy, introduction, and before proceed-

ing to tlie description of the individual species, a few words as to ferns in general and their

mode of development may not be out of place. While in appearance and habit they pre-

sent an infinite variety, from the sedge-like Schiztea jnisilla to the stately Osmunda regnlis,

in all, reproduction is carried on through germs (spores), which are almost infinitesimal,

dust-like bodies, produced asexually. A spore, unlike an ordinary seed, is not a diminutive

plant made up of radicle and plumule, but consists of a little, double-coated cell, differ-

ing in shape and external appearance in the different genera of ferns. In germination,
the outer layer (exosfMrc) is burst by the absorption of water, and the inner (endosjjore),

which has taken on a process of development by enlargement and cell multiplication, is

protruded in the shape of a minute, leaf-like, usually round or heart-shaped, flat patch

(itrolhtillium), composed entirely of cellular tissue and quite unlike the parent plant.

Among the hair-like root fibres, which, springing from the under surface of the prothal-

linm, attach it to the earth, are now produced a number of other cells, but of two dis-

tinct kinds, corresponding to the stamens and pistils of flowering plants, and called

anthcridia and nrchegonia. The former are filled with small, ciliate, thread-like bodies

(anJherozoith), analagous to pollen, while the latter, which are bottle-shaped, contain an

imperfect germ, consisting of a minute, central cell (oosjihere). At a certain stage in the

process of germination both the antheridia and archegonia burst by the absorption of
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water, and the autherozoids escaping, are, by the movement of their eilue, brought in

contact with the archegonia, through the neck of which they make their way to the

oosphere and fertilize it, when, immediately beginning to grow, it gives origin to a very
small and simple plant. This young plant at first derives its nourishment from the other

cells of the prothallium, whi<;h, however, soon withers away, its nursling having esta-

blished roots of its own. Steadily onward, now, goes the process of development, till at

length the young plant begins to assume a likeness to the parent fern. But, having
reached this stage, we are still very far from having a perfect plant, for the growth of the

fronds is slow, much more so than that of the leaves of flowering plants, and in the great

majority of ferns it is generally two or three years before the development is completed.
When at length this is accomplished, and the frond is ready to produce fruit, there arise

on it (in set places, according to the species of fern) clusters of little, projecting cells.

Each of these cells becomes divided into two, one of which either shrivels up and forms

a stalk connecting the remaining one with the frond, or entirely withers away ;
while the

second is divided into five cells, four of which surround the fifth. Each of these four is

again divided into two, forming an outer and an inner layer of cells. The outer layer

next unites to form a case (sporangium), while the inner disappears, its place being taken

by a fluid in which the fifth cell is left floating-. This floating cell continues to grow for

a time, when it breaks up into a mass of dust-like bodies, the new spores. Finally, when
the fruit is fully matured, the sporangium splitting, the spores are scattered, and, floating

about, at last come to rest in some favourable spot, where they may again begin a fresh

cycle of life, such as has just been described.

The following Synopsis of Genera is taken from Professor Eaton's " Ferns of North

America "
without change, except as regards its limitation to Canadian species, and the

transposition of the Orders Ophioglossacece and Filices.

SYNOPSIS OF GENERA.

COHORT

Vascular Cryptogamia having leaves or fronds usually raised on a stalk, rising commonly from a creeping or

assurgent or even erect rootstock, and bearing on the back or margins sporangia containing spores of but one kind,

which in germination produce a minute cellular prothallus, on which are borne antheridia and archegonia, the

latter after fertilization producing a new plantlot. Stems never hollow, nor covered with subulate leaves.

ORDER OPIIIOGL.OS8ACE/E. Loafy plants ;
the loaves (fronds) simple or branched, often fern-like, erect

in vernation, developed from underground buds formed from one to three years in advance, either within

the base of the stalk of the old frond or by the side of it, bearing in special spikes or panicles subcoriaceous,

exannulate, bivalvular sporangia, formed from the main tissue of the fruiting segments of tho frond.

Prothallus underground, destitute of chlorophyll, monoecious,

1. OPHIOGLOSSUM. Frond with a posterior simple or forked or palmated sterile segment, and one or more

anterior or lateral simple spikes of fructification ; the connate sporangia in a row along each side of the spike.

Buds exterior to the base of the stalk. Veins reticulated.

2. BOTRYCHIUM. Frond with a posterior piunatifid or compound sterile fern-like segment and an anterior,

panicled, fertile segment, the separate sporangia in a double row on the branches of the panicle. Bud
enclosed in the base of tho stalk. Veins free.

ORDER 1
'

I I.H I ',!S. T^afy plants ;
the leaves or fronds circinate In vernation, rising from a rootstock and

bearing reticulated sporangia which are homologous with leaf-hairs, being outgrowths from the epidermis.

Prothallus above ground, green, monoecious, in some cases producing new plants from unfertilized archego-
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*
Fertile and ttertie frondt nearly alike; receptade not elevated.

f Jmftuium none.

J8. PHEGOPTERia Sori dot-like, minute.

f f Indumvm nrbtcular or rrniftrrm.

14. ASPIDIUM. Sori round, borne on the back or at the apex of the veinlete ;
industum attached at the centre
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or at the basal sinus, free around the margin. Pinnae not articulated to the rachis. Frond often decom-

pound.

t t t Indusium fixed acrott the fertile winlet at the lower tide of the sorw, ovate or roundish, very
delicate. Small ferns.

15. CYSTOPTERIS. (Character of the subsection.)

* Sterile fronds fuliticeoug, the fertile frond u-ith contracted and pod-like or hiry-like diririons.

16. ONOCLEA. Sporangia on an elevated receptacle, which is half surrounded at the base by an obscure collar-

like indusium.

TRIDE VII. Woodsiie. Sori round, borne on the veins
;
indusium fixed beneath the sori, saucer-shaped and

long-ciliate, or at first globose and at length breaking into several segments.

17. WOODSIA. Small ferns with free veins.

TRIUE VIII. I>tcksoniefie. Sori roundish, marginal or submarginal. Indusium cup-shaped or two-valved

its outer part composed of a rellexed lolxs of the frond, or more or less united with it.

18. DICKSONIA. Indnsinm in our species small, nearly globular, membrannreous. Frond rather large, elong

ated, decompound.

Suborder 2. SCJIIZ^ACHS:. Si>oraiigia variously placed, globose or acorn-shaped, opening longitudinally ; the

ring an apical cap of cells radiating from a central point or minute circular space.

19. SCHIZvEA. Sporangia attached basally in two or four rows on the narrow divisions of little pinnate (rarely

digitate) terminal appendages of the simple or dichotomous fronds. Cells of the ring radiating from a

circular space.

Subordtr 3. OSMUXDACK.K Sporangia naked, globose, short-pedicelled, reticulated, opening into two valves by a

longitudinal slit and having only u vestige of a transverse ring near the apex. Large ferns, the bases of the

stalks dilated into stipuliform appendages.

20. OSMUNDA. Sporangia borne on the thread-like divisions of a separate frond or of a serial part of a frond;

the fruit-bearing portion normally destitute of green colouring matter.

ORDER. OPHIOGIOSSACEJE, Until.

Genus I. OPHIOGLOSSUM, L., ADDER'S-TONGUE.

1. O. VULOATUM, L., (Common Adder's-tongue), Michx., Fl. Bor.-Am., II, 27o. 1'ursh,

II., 675. Swartz, Syn. Fil., 169. Gray, Man., 672. Eaton, Ferns of N. A., II, 261.

Underwood, Our Nat. Ferns, etc., 70. Lawson, Can. Nat., I, 293. Macoun's Cat., No.

2341.

This plant, easily overlooked in the grass of low meadows where it is usually found,

is one which once seen, with its long stalked spike rising from the single loaf-like barren

segment, can never be mistaken for anything else. Occasionally it is found in woods, and

sometimes on dry hillsides. In height it ranges from 6 to 12 inches, and though fleshy is

non-evergreen. Root-stock slender, erect or rarely creeping, giving off fleshy horizontal

roots
;
sterile segment sessile near the middle of the plant, from 1 to 4 inches long, smooth,

entire, oblong-ovate or elliptical in outline, obtuse, and narrowed at the base
;
fertile spike

usually about an inch in length, apiculate, long-stalked, and much overtopping the sterile

segment.

O. wdgatum as a rule does not vary much, but occasionally the sterile segment is acute,

is perfectly round, or is not exceeded by the fertile, while sometimes a rootstock bears a

second frond, or, according to Prof. Eaton, one of the roots may produce an adventitious

bud and originate a new plant at some little distance from the old one.

Adder's-tongue was formerly extolled as the principal ingredient in an ointment
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thought to exert a wonderful effect in the cure of serpent-bites, wounds, burns and scalds.

It was also esteemed as an application to the inflamed udders of cows, and is still used in

parts of England for this purpose.

Though ran-, the Adder's-tongue in Canada has a wide range, extending from Nova

Scotia westward to Manitoba. Found in Nova Scotia previous to 1863 by McCulloch, of

Dalhousie College, but the exact locality of his specimens not known. Truemanville,

Cumberland Co., N. S. .4. /. Truemtin. Hopeville and Cape Enrage, N. B. J. Briltain.

Melbourne Tp., Richmond Co., Que. Miss Mcfnloxh. Hemmingford, Que. Goode. Beech-

wood, near Hemlock Lake, Ottawa, Out./. Fletcher. Ferry Point, Belleville, Ont. ; Beaver

M.-ado\v, between Hooper's Lake and the Hastings Road, Tudor Tp., Hastings Co., Out. ;

irrossy places alonir the Trent, McCann's Island, Seymour Tp., Northumberland Co., Ont.
;

St. Thomas, Elgin Co., Ont. Maroun. Valley of the Humber, Toronto, Ont. Burgess.

Mouth of Rainy River, Lake of the Woods. C. M. Dnwson.

(leims II. HOTKYCIIU'M, >>:., GUAPE-FERN.

Tliis -vims h;is the following points common to all the species. Rootstock short,

nearly erect, with clustered, lleshy roots, producing usually but a single frond each year.

K.ise of the stalk swollen where' it encloses the bud, and generally covered with a loose,

ciiier sheath, the \\ithen-d base of the stalk of the preceding year. All of them occa-

sionally subject t<> the variation of having the sterile sections transformed into fertile, and

i-in- fcr*<i, while .sometimes, though much more rarely, there is a complete secondary fertile

spike sprinirin-j: either from the main stalk or from the axils of the sterile divisions.

* liase of stalk, which encloses the bud, closed on all sides. Sterile divi-

sion more or less fleshy.

* Sterile division usually placed at or above the middle of the plant.

Fronds never hairy.

t Sterile division once pinnate or pinnatified, the pinnte never pinnately

lobed.

1. 15. Li NAKIA, ?:., (Moonwort), Hook., Fl. Bor.-Am., II, 265. Gray, Man., 671.

Lawson, Can. Nat., I, 203. Macoun's Cat., No. 2336. Watt, Can. Nat., IV, 364. Eaton,

Ferns of N. A., I, 2'J. Tnderwood, Our Nat. Ferns, etc., 72.

Osinundti Lumirin, L.

The Moonwort is a fleshy but non-evergreen plant, commonly about three to ten inches

hiirh, growinir on dry, grassy uplands, rocky places or exposed cliffs, and sometimes in rich

woods or boggy meadows. Sterile segment closely sessile near the middle of the plant,

oblong in outline, obtuse, and simply pinnate; pinna; crowded, commonly 5-15 in num-

ber, semi-lunar from a broad, wedge-shaped base, the sides concave and the outer margin

crenate, the terminal division usually two- or three-lobed ; fertile segment bi-tripinnate,

-long stalked, as a rule overtopping, often considerably, the sterile. Bud smooth, with the

apex of the sterile segment bent over and outside of the nearly straight fertile one.

Variations in this fern are not uncommon, and cases of forking rootstocks, each of the

branches giving rise to a frond, are reported. The sterile segment is occasionally more or
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less ovate in outline, and sometimes short-stalked, while the outer margin of the pinnee

may be entire or incised, the latter condition when marked constituting var. incisiim, Milde.

A Rocky Mountain specimen of Prof. Macoun's very closely approaches the form with

small, alternate, rounded and distant lobes, collected by Mrs. Rust in Onondaga County,
New York, while others from the same locality resemble B. simplex in having the sterile

segment distinctly petioled. Two plants from Bow River Pass, Rocky Mountains, show
the buds bursting for the new growth, which seems to be taking place before the old

fronds are withered, and specimens from Cape Rosier, Graspe, Que.,in other respects typical

B. Lunuria, have the sterile segment scarcely overtopped by the fertile, and placed high up
on the plant, much as in B. matricaruefolwm, the common stalk forming about three-fourths

of the total height. Some monstrous forms from Flat Creek, Manitoba, also gathered by
Macoun, are very stout and fully a foot high, with the fertile segment much branched,

the primary lower branches almost as long as the fertile segment itself, while the sterile

segment is stalked and has its lobes, some of the lower of which are converted into

branched fertile pinnae, deeply incised.

In ancient times B. Lunaria was credited with mysterious and magical powers for

opening locks when put into key-holes, taking the shoes off horses stepping on it, and

turning quicksilver into the genuine article, while even to the present day there are firm

believers in its powers of healing wounds to which it is applied.

In Canada the Moonwort occurs from Quebec to British Columbia, and northward to

within the Arctic Circle. North side of Island of Orleans, Que. /. F. irfiilcnvcx. Riviere

du Loup en-bas, Que. D. R. McCord. Exposed cliti's near Capo Rosier, Gaspe, Que. ;

abundant on the north shore of Lake Superior at the Pic and Nipigon Bay, in meadows at

Cape Alexander, twelve miles up the Nipigon River, and at various points on Lake Xip-

igon, Ont. ; very plentiful on the prairie close to the sand hills at Flat Creek, Manitoba
;

on mountain slopes, Bow River Pass, Rocky Mountains. N. W. Ter.
;
in a boggy meadow

near Fort McLeod, B. C., Lat. 55. Macoun. Carl ton House, on the Saskatchewan, N.

W. Ter. Richardson. Echimamish River to Knee Lake, and Churchill River near Hudson

Bay, N. W. Ter./?. Bell.

ft Sterile division, in fully developed fronds, mostly bipinnatifid.

2. B. MATRICARIJEFOLIUM, A. Br., (Matricary Grape-Fern), Watt, Can. Nat., IV, 364.

Macoun's Cat., No. 2339. Eaton, Ferns of N.A., I, 129. Underwood, Our Nat. Ferns,

etc., 72.

B. rutaceum, Swz.

B. simplex, Hook, and Grev.

B. neglectum, Wood.

This is a moderately fleshy, non-evergreen plant, two to twelve inches high, growing

commonly in dark, wet woods and along rivulets, but also found on rather dry and grassy,

elevated plateaus. Sterile segment petioled, placed above the middle of (usually high up

on) the plant, oblong-ovate in outline, and pinnate into 9-11 ovate, or ovate-oblong, obtuse

lobes, which are nearly all of one size and toothed or incised
; fertile segment bipinuate,

and generally short stalked; bud smooth, with the apex of both segments turned down,

the sterile segment clasping the fertile one by its side divisions, with its apex overlapping
the whole.
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The sterile segment is variable in shape, and the fertile in the degree of its division,

but varieties based on these differences are, as stated by Prof. Eaton, probably only indica-

tive of stages of development. The plant above described is the common one in America.

The simplest form has the sterile segment very small, obovate-cuneate, and slightly 3-5

toothed along the sides, with the fertile a simple spike ; while the most fully developed

has the sterile segment broadly triangular in outline, the lower pinnae pinnately divided

into obtuse, toothed lobes, and the fertile much branched, its lower branches nearly as long

as the central part. In any of the forms the sterile segment is occasionally almost or quite

sessile.

With us the western limit of this fern, so far as known, is Lake Superior, but in the

United States it lias been detected in Unalaska. Pictou, N. S. A. H. McKay. Dry and

hitrh grasslands, Cape Blomidon, N. S. Macoun and Burgess. Truemanville, Cumberland

(V x s. A. ./. Trucman. Petitcodiac and Titusville, N. B. /. Britlain. Gravelly places

on sea cliffs growing with B. Lunaria, Cape Hosier, Gaspe, Que. ; woods near Belleville,

( hit. : pine woods five miles north of Campbellford, Northumberland Co., Ont. ; at the big

pool below the railway bridge, Nipigon River, and on islands in Lake Nipigon, Ont.

Muniini. King's Mountain, Chelsea, Quo., and Cassehnan, Ont. J. Fletcher.

:>. ];. LANCEI >I,YITM, Angs., (Lanceolate Grape-Fern), Gray, Man., 671. Macoun's Cat.,

No. :M:!s. Fowler's N. 15. Cat., No. 771. Goode, Can. Nat., IX, 300. Eaton, Ferns of N.

A., I. 33. Underwood, Our Nat. Ferns, etc., 73.

/>'. nttttrfitm, var. lancrolatiim, Moore.

(hmunila lancrolatu. Gnielin.

This species, which grows from 2 to 9 inches high, is non-evergreen and scarcely

fleshy, dwelling along the shaded, mossy banks of streams, and in rich woods and low

pastures. Sterile segment closely sessile near the top of the plant, triangular in outline,

and pinnate with oblique, lanceolate, acute pinna?, which are again pinnatilid into similar

but smaller segments ;
fertile segment short stalked, slightly overtopping the sterile, bi-

tripiuuate, with slender branches
; bud smooth with the fertile segment recurved its

whole length, the shorter sterile segment reclined upon it.

Like the Matricary Grape-Fern this plant shows a regular gradation of species from

the form above described down to the smallest specimens, which have the pinnce nearly

entire and the fertile segment simple. Rarely the sterile segment is only sub-sessile, and

occasionally it overtops the fertile.

Young plants of this species are not easily distinguished from those of B. matrirarue-

folium, of which it is by some authorities made only a variety. The points to be most

relied upon in the differentiation are, that B. Ifinceoltilinn fruits later (end of July or begin-

ning of August), is usually smaller and more slender, has the sterile segment sessile and

deltoid with lanceolate, acute or sub-acute divisions, and the fertile segment is very short

Mtalkcd. In addition there are the differences in vernation.

As yet recorded this plant is rare in Canada, and though found in Nova Scotia, New
Bra IIHw i<-k and Quebec, is very local in all these provinces. In a field at Truemanville,

Cumberland Co., N. S. A. J. Truemnn. Shady places in rich soil, Fredericton and Bass

River, N. B. Fowler. Magog, Que. Goode.

* * Sterile division plared low down on the plant.
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4. B. SIMPLEX, Hitch., (Hitchcock's Moonwort), Hook., Fl. Bor.-Am., II., 265. Gray,

Man., 671. Watt, Can. Nat., IV, 364. Macoun's Cat., No. 2335. Ball, Trans. N. S. Inst.

Nat. Sci., IV, 155. Eaton, Ferns of N. A., I, 121. Underwood, Our Nat. Ferns, etc., 71.

B. virginicum, var. (?) simplex, Gray, Man., ed. 2nd, p. 602. Lawson, Can. Nat., I., 292.

This is a smooth, non-evergreen, fleshy, little plant, 1-7 inches high, growing in

meadows, damp rich woods, and on hillsides. Sterile segment petioled, placed below the

middle of the plant (usually near its base), ovate in outline, and incised into three to five

lobes, which are roundish, obovate, or semi-lunar, with the outer margin entire or

obscurely crenulate ; fertile segment long-stalked, usually much overtopping the sterile,

and once or twice pinnate ;
bud smooth, with the apex of both sterile and fertile segments

erect.

As in B. lanceolatum and B. malricariafolium, this species exhibits a regularly graded
series of stages of development, and from var. simplicissimum, Lasch, the simplest form with

the sterile segment very small and entire and the fertile simple, through var. incisum,

Milde, the common form and the one above described, and var. sub-cornpositum, Lasch, more

decidedly pinnatifid with the lowest pair of pinnae remote, slightly incised and petioled,

the varying stages can be traced to var. composilum, Lasch, (the common western form),

which is the perfectly matured plant, and has the sterile segment ternate with stalked,

pinnately incised divisions, and the fertile segment fully bipinnate. Rarely the sterile

segment is placed above the middle of the plant forming var. fnllax, Milde.

The range of this species in Canada is from Nova Scotia to Lake Superior and the

Northwest Territory, though in the United States it extends south-westward to California.

Windsor, Hants Co., N. S. Hmv. Truemanville, Cumberland Co., N. S., var. simplicissi-

mum. A. J. Trueman. Petitcodiac and Fredericton, N. B. Bailey. Dalhousie, N. 15., var.

sub-composilitm. J. Fletcher. Temiscouata, Que., near the seashore. Tlwmas. Quebec, Quo.

Brunei. Montreal, Que. D. R. MrCord. Grenville, Argenteuil Co., Que. A small

island at the east end of St. Joseph's Island, Georgian Bay, Ont. /. Bell. Very common

in the meadows along the Kaministiquia River, above Fort William, Lake Superior, Ont.

Macoun. Between Cumberland House and Hudson Bay, N. W. Ter. Drummond.

5. B. TERNATUM, Swz., (Teruate Grape-Fern), Hook, and Baker, Syn. Fil., 448. Watt,

as var. Americanum, Can. Nat., IV, 364. Macoun's Cat., No. 2340. Eaton, Ferns of N. A., I,

147. Underwood. Our Nat. Ferns, etc., 73.

B. rutafolium, A. Braun.

B. australe, R. Br.

B. fumarioides, Willd. Pursh, II, 655.

B. ternatum, Swz., var. lunarioides, Milde, Macoun's Cat., No. 2340, var. 1. Underwood,

Nat. Ferns, 101.

B. lunarioides, Swz., Gray, Man., 672. Provancher, Flor. Can., 722. Fowler's, N. B.

Cat., No. 773. Lawson, Can. Nat., I, 292. Ball, Trans. N. S. Inst. Nat. Sci., IV, 156.

Osmunda ternata, Humb.

Botryapus lunarioides, MX.

This is a half evergreen, very fleshy, smooth or somewhat hairy plant, commonly

growing from 4 to 1 2 inches high, and found in meadows or on hillsides, and in low, rich

Sec. IV., 1884. 23.
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woods or sandy woodlands. Sterile segment usually long petioled from near the base of

the plant, evergreen, triangular or pentagonal in outline, teruate with the primary divi-

sions stalked, as may also be the secondary or even the tertiary, and pinnately decom-

pound ;
ultimate segments, varying from roundish-reniform to obliquely or broadly ovate,

entire, crenulate, or toothed ; fertile segment long stalked, usually much taller than the

sterile, and bi-quadripinnate; bud pilose, with the apex of both segments bent down,

with a slight curve inward.

This description includes the following varieties of Eaton's "Ferns of North America,"

vi/., Yar. lunarioidcs, which is small and has the barren segment two to four times ternate,

and the ultimate segments distinct and roundish-reniform, (found only in South Carolina

and the Gulf States) ;
var. nttafolium small, with only the lowest segments distinct, and

thi-se obliquely-ovate, (in America found only in Newfoundland, New Brunswick and the

neighboring region) : var. aiislrale, which is large and much decompound, with the ulti-

mate segments broadly ovate or roundish rhomboid, (found chiefly along the Pacific coast) ;

and sub-var. intermedium, (B. lunarioirfes of Gray's Manual), similar but smaller and less de-

compound than Hustrnle (the common form through Canada, except in the extreme east and

West.)

Yar. ul'litjiiHm, Milde, (/>'. ohliquum, Muhl.), has the sterile segment, with ovate-lanceolate

or lanceolate pinnatiiid secondary or tertiary divisions, the terminal lobes of which are

long pointed, but the lower ones roundish or obliquely ovate, the margins crenulate or

toothed.

Yar. diwrtum, Milde, (B. dixseclum, Muhl.), has the divisions of the sterile segment com-

poundly and laciniately cut into small, narrow lobes and teeth, but is otherwise as in

the last.

In some specimens collected by Prof Macouii in dry, rich woods at Fort William, Lake

Superior, Out., and referable to the sub-var. intermedium, the sterile segment springs from

about the middle of the plant, and is barely overtopped by the fertile.

In its various forms this species has a very wide range, extending quite across our

territory from the Atlantic to the Pacific and far northward. The following are some of

the localities where it is recorded as found : Cape Porcupine ; Boylstou, Guysborough Co.;

Rawdon, Hants Co. ; and other places in Nova Scotia. Rev. E. H. Ball. Bedford and

"Windsor, N. S.; Rapide de Femine, about six miles below Grand Falls, N. B., var. ruttcfo-

Hum. P. Jurk. Rather common in New Brunswick. Fowler. Quebec, Quo. Wm. Sheppard.

Three Rivers, Que. Marlagan. St. Joachim, Que. Provancher. Richmond and Drummoud
Cos., Que. .7. A. Botlnrell. Waste places near Prcscott Junction, Ont. B. Billings. Ham-
ilton, Out. J. M. Bwhan. Leamington and Blenheim, Ont Burgess. London, Ont. W.
Saunders. Ottawa, Ont.

; New Westminster, B. C., both eub-var. intermedium and var.

auftrale. /. 1-letcher. Along the north shore of Lake Superior, at Nipigon River, Red
Rock, Fort William, etc.

; frequent on the western prairies, especially toward the Sas-

katchewan ; a limestone mountain in Peace River Pass, Rocky Mountains, Lat. 56. Ma-
coun. Mouth of Rainy River, Lake of the Woods. G. M. Dawson. Yar. ohlufuvm seems
to occur much less commonly than the type. New Germany and Oaklands Lake, Mahone

Bay, N. S. Rev. E. H. Ball. Dry, rich woods near Hopyard, Belleville and sandy soil,

Rice Lake Plains, Ont. Macoun. London, Ont. W. Sounders. About Hudson
York Factory and on the "

Height of Land," in the Rocky Mountains. Dntwmond. Va
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(tisscclum is recorded only from Mt. Uniacke, N. S. Rev. J. B. Uniacke ; and New Germany,
Lunenburg Co., N. S. Rev. E. H. Ball.

Base of stalk which encloses the bud open along cue side. Sterile divi-

sion membranaceous.

6. B. VIRGINIANUM, Swz., (Virginian Grape-Fern, Rattlesnake-Fern), Hook, and Baker,

Syn. Fil., 448. Watt, Can. Nat., IV, 364. Eaton, Ferns of N. A., I, 253. Underwood, Our
Nat. Ferns, etc., 73.

B. Virginicum, Willd., Gray, Man., 671. Pursh, II. 656. Provancher, Flor. Can., 721.

Lawson, Can. Nat., I, 292. Macoun's Cat., No. 2337. Fowler's N. B Cat., No. 772. Ball.,

Trans. N. S. Inst. Nat. Sci., IV, 156.

Osmunda Virginiana, L.

Eotrypus Virginicus, MX., Fl. Bor.-Am., II, 274.

This is a beaiitiful fern, with the leafy portion, when woll developed, resembling in

general appearance the foliage of some of the umbelliferous plants. It is non-evergreen,
smooth or sparsely hairy, usually from S inches to ! feet high, and grows in rich woods,
or sometimes in bush clearings. Sterile segment sessile about the middle of the plant or

a little above it, broadly triangular, and termite
; primary divisions short-stalked, lateral

ones ovate, the terminal triangular, all once or twice pinnate, then once or twice pinnatifid ;

secondary divisions ovate-lanceolate; ultimate segments oblong, toothed at the apex; fer-

tile segment long stalked, bi-quadripinnate : buds pilose, with the fertile segment recurved

its whole length, the larger sterile segment reclined upon it.

The fertile spike of this species occasionally forks, and specimens have been reported

with the fertile panicle partly transformed into a sterile; one. The plant known as var.

gratile, Hook, and Grev., (B. gracile, Pursh), is a very small and delicate form, 4 to 5 inches

high, with the fruiting panicle of few capsules and the bud smooth or nearly so. Mr.

Davenport, in Torr. Bull., Vol. X, p. 5, states that this form is probably rather the young
state of B. Virginianum than a true variety, and that its bud beins

1 smooth or very nearly

so, the vernation of this species will probably prove to be,
" bud smooth at first (in the

youngest state), finally pubescent, the hairy covering of the mature bud having only gra-

dually been taken on with age." A form of B. Virginianum, the common one in places on

the north shore of Lake Superior, where it grows in old clearings, is distinguished from

the typical plant by its having a much less delicately membranaceous sterile segment,
which at the same time is small in proportion to the size of the plant and comparatively
little decompound. With this form the Rocky Mountain and British Columbian speci-

mens agree in the rigidity and thickness of their sterile segments. In a specimen from the

Island of Anticosti, Que., the sterile segment is placed at the upper part of the plant, the

common stalk forming fully three-fourths of the height.

In Canada this fern is very abundant, stretching northward to near the Arctic Circle,

and from the Maritime Provinces westward as far as the wooded country extends in the

prairie region, and through the mountains to British Columbia. Not very plentiful in

Eastern Quebec, it becomes much more so in the western part of that province, and find

its true home in the rich woods of Ontario, where it is one of the commonest of ferns. It

is less abundant in the wooded parts of Manitoba and the Northwest but extends far

north and again becomes fairly plentiful in British Columbia. Not common in Nova
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Scotia ; Pictou, Pictou Co. A. H. McKay. Port Mulgrave, Strait of Canso. Rev. E. H.

Ball. Cape Blomidon, N. S Lawsmt. North Mountain, Annapolis, N. S. Macoun and Bur-

gess. Rather common in New Brunswick. Fowler, Rocky woods, Jupiter River, Anti-

costi, Que.; north shore of Lake Superior, at Red Rock, Nipigon, Thunder Bay, and up the

Kaministiquia, Ont. ; Fort McLeod, B. C. Lat. 55, and lower valley of Eraser River, B. C.

Macoun. Lower slopes of South Kootanie Pass, Rocky Mountains, Lat. 49. G. H. Daw-

son. The var. gracile is reported from Truemanville, N. 8. A. J. Trueman. Oxford House,

N. W. ler.McTurish.

ORDER. FILICES, Juss.

Genus I POLYPODIUM, L., POLYPODY.

# Veins free.

1. P. vn.GAKE, L., (Common Polypody, Rock-Fern), MX., Fl. Bor.-Am., II, 271. Pursh,

II. '..">*. (Iray, Man., <io8. Lawson, Can. Nat., I, 268. Mac-onn's Cat., No. 2284. Fowler's

N. 1! Cat.. No. 744. Ball, Trans. N. S. Inst. Nat. Sci., IV, 149. Watt, Can. Nat., IV, 363.

Katun, Ferns of N. A., I, 237. Underwood, Our Nat. Ferns, etc., 81. Provancher, Flor.

Can., 71-!.

J'. rulgiirr, L.. var. AnimfiiHHiii, Hook., Fl. Bor.-Am., II, 258.

J'. Virginiiiinim L.

This is an evergreen species, varying in height from 2 to 15 inches, the smooth

stipe usually forming somewhat loss than one-half the length. It is commonly found

upon rorks exposed or shaded, but sometimes upon dry banks, old logs, or in deep, cool

woods on irrovving trees, after the manner of P. incanum. Rootstock chaffy, creeping close

to the surl'aee
;

fronds smooth, acuminate, leathery, usually one to three inches broad,

ovate to oblonir-linear in outline, and divided nearly to the rachis into entire or somewhat

serrate, obtuse pinn;c ;
veins all free

;
fruit-dots about a line in diameter, placed midway

between the midrib and margin of the segments.

The shape and amount of division of the frond and of its pinmc are subject to con-

siderable change, and in Europe a number of varieties based on such changes have been

described. Most of these have been found in America, but only two of them seem worthy
of special notice, viz., var. Cambricum, found in the Eastern States, but of which no

Canadian specimens have been seen, which is likely to occur also within our limits, and

will be known by its being bipinnatifid throughout or in its lower half; and var.

occidentals, which has larger and thinner fronds than the typical form, with acuminate,

often sharply serrate, pinmc. Examples of bifid fronds are sometimes seen in this fern.

As a remedial agent, the roots of P. vulgare were formerly esteemed for their purga-

tive properties, and also as a pectoral in asthma, but they are now scarcely ever em-

ployed.

The Common Polypody is widely distributed throughout Canada, from the Atlantic

to the Pacific, extending northward to Nelson and Slave Rivers, and probably to the

Arctic Circle. It is especially abundant in all rocky districts, but seems to prefer the

heavily-bedded Lower Silurian limestones, from the Niagara to the Trenton. Of very

general distribution throughout Nova Scotia. Rev. E. H. Ball. Common near St, John,
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but rare in northern counties of New Brunswick. Fowler. Grand Falls and Woodstock,
N. B. P. Jack. Common in Quebec. Provancher, D' Urban, McCord, J. Bell, etc.; and in

Ontario. Macoun, Lawson, Billings, Logic, Burgess, etc. Plentiful in rocky parts of Mani-

toba. Macoun, Dawson, Burgess. Nelson Kiver, Hudson Bay, N. "W. T. R. Bell. Rocky
Mountains. Macoun. In British Columbia the common form is var. occuientale. Macoun

and Fletcher ; but specimens of the normal type are also found. This plant has been seen

growing plentifully on old elm trees, near Belleville, Ont., near Heely Falls, Trent River,

Northumberland Co., Ont., and near Amherstburg, Essex Co., Ont. Macoun.

2. P. FALCATUM, Kellogg, (Kellogg's Polypody, Hooked Polypody, Liquorice-Fern),

Eaton, Ferns of N. A., I, 201. Underwood, Our Nat. Ferns, etc., 81.

P. glycyrrhiza, Eaton.

It is a species with thin but evergreen fronds, by Hooker regarded as only a form of

P.vulgare, growing in the crevices of sea cliffs and in trees, and reaching a height of 1J

to 2 feet. Rootstock creeping, elongated, and chaffy especially at the advancing end
;

stalks commonly a little less than half the length of the fronds, slender, pale straw-colour

when dry, and slightly chaffy just at their articulation with the rootstock ;
fronds broadly

lanceolate, 9 to 15 inches long by 4 to 8 wide, long-pointed, smooth, and very dot-ply pin-

natifid
; segments numerous, tapering from broad bases into long, acuminate points,

sharply serrate, and often falcate
;

sori medium-sized and nearer the midvein than the

margin.

No marked variations are known in this fern, but the edges of the pinna? are some-

times entire, and again deeply incised. The root has a taste resembling liquorice, and is

used as an emollient and expectorant.

With us this species is only found in British Columbia. Abundant on rocks along
the coast, between Victoria and Esquimault Harbour, Vancouver Island ; frequent in the

hollows of living trees in the valley of the Fraser River, especially at the mouth of

Harrison River. Macoun.

* * Veins forming ample regular areoke.

3. P. SCOULKKI, Hook, and Grev., (Scouler's Polypody, Leather-leaf Polypody), Hook,

and Baker, Syn. Fil., 342. Eaton, Ferns of N. A., I, 193. Underwood, Our Nat. Ferns,

etc., 81.

P. carnosum, Kellogg.

P. pachyphytlum, Eaton.

This is also an evergreen species, and ranges in height from 3 to 18 inches, growing

usually on trees and stumps, but occasionally on the ground. Rootstock stout, creeping,

scaly ;
stalks stout, smooth, generally a little shorter than the fronds

; fronds smooth,

leathery, fleshy when green, broadly ovate in outline, 2 to 6 "inches wide, and divided to

the rachis ; pinna; broad, linear-oblong, minutely serrate, and very obtuse, the terminal

one distinct ; veinlets mostly united to form regular areolre ; fruit-dots, often nearly the

fifth of an inch in diameter, placed close to the midrib.

Except in size, P. Scouleri seems to present little variation, but some British Colum-

bian specimens examined had some of the pinnae acutish, and in one case the terminal

segment showed a tendency toward bifurcation.
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Like P.falcalum, this fern is in Canada restricted in its range to British Columbia, speci-

mens collected in which province, at Alberni on the western side of Vancouver Island, by

Mr. J. R. Anderson, have been kindly furnished for examination by Mr. Jas. Fletcher, of

Ottawa. Vancouver Island and main land west of Coast Range. Macoun.

Genus II. GYMNOGRAMME, Desv., GOLD-FERN.

1 GYMXOOBAMME TRIANOUIARW, KauJf., (California Gold-Fern or Gold-back), Hook.,

Fl. Bor.-Am., II, 2">9. Macouu's Cat., No. 2285. Eaton, Ferns of N. A., II, 15. Under-

wood, Our Nat. Ferns, etc., 82.

This handsome evergreen fern, varying from 5 to 15 inches in height, grows on hill-

sidi-s in the crevices of rocks. Rootstock short, creeping, chaffy and covered with old

stalk-bases; stalks slender, dark brown, polished, and densely tufted; fronds pinnate,

d.-ltoid <>r pentagonal in outline, measuring from 1 J to 5 inches each way ; lower pinnoe

much tin- lanrcst, triangular, and twice parted, with the secondary pinna; much elongated

on tin- lower side; upper pinn;r lanceolate, and more or less pinnately lobed
; upper star-

fare of the fronds smooth or rarely minutely granular, but beneath they are covered with

a yellow or white ceraceous powder.

Specimens examined display no variation, except that British Columbian plants are

rather more riirid and stunted in growth than those from California. Var. viscosa, D.C.

Eaton, a California!! form, lias the upper surface of the fronds viscid.

Though common enough in the United States, from California to Oregon, this fern in

the Dominion grows only in British Columbia, and is of rare occurrence even there.

Crevices of rocks on the grassy slopes of Cedar Hill, a few miles from Victoria, Vancouver

Island. Maroiin. Mt. Finlayson, Vancouver Island. A. J. Hill.

Genus HI. CIIEILANTHES, Swz., LIP-FERN.

1. C. (iKACii/MMA, D. C. Eaton, (Lace-Fern, Graceful Lip-Fern), Hook, and Baker,

Syn. Fil., 130. Eaton, Ferns of N. A., II, 247. Underwood, Our Nat. Ferns, etc., 90.

C. rrsfita, Brackeuridge.

An evergreen plant, 3 to 10 inches high, growing in dense beds among rocks. Root-

stocks creeping, tangled, chaffy ;
stalks tufted, dark brown, scaly when young but soon

becoming smooth ; fronds about half as long as the stalks, linear-oblong in outline, bipin-

nate or sometimes, from the lobing of some of the pinnules at the base, partly tripinnate ;

pinnrr numerous, crowded, and composed of about nine oblong-oval pinnules, which are

about a line in length and smooth or very nearly so above, but clothed with pale, ferru-

ginous, matted wool beneath ; indusia rather broad, yellowish-brown, and formed of the

continuously recurved margin of the pinnules.

Among British Columbian specimens supplied by Mr. Fletcher, and found growing
with the common form, were some fronds differing from those figured in the "Ferns of

North America," in being markedly more slender, with distant pinnae and smaller and
more distant pinnules.

This is another British Columbian species reported only from Mount Finlayson,
near Victoria, Vancouver Island. /. Fletcher. Crevices of dry and exposed rocks a few
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miles beyond Spence's Bridge, on the Thompson River. Macoun. At Pend d'Oreille

River. Lyall.

2. C. LANUOINOSA, Null., (Woolly Lip-Fern), Gray, Man., 659. Hook, and Baker, Syn.

Fil., 139. Macoun's Cat., No. 2286. Eaton, Ferns of N. A., I, 41. Underwood, Our Nat.

Ferns, etc., 90.

C. vestita, Hook., not of Swartz and Willd.

C. lanosa, D. C. Eaton.

C. gracilis, Mett.

Varying in height from 2 to 8 inches, this evergreen fern grows in tufts on exposed

rocks, where its short creeping root-stocks form a matted mass. Stalks densely tufted,

slender, brownish-black, at first clothed with woolly hairs but at length nearly or even

quite smooth
;
fronds about equal to the stalks in length, ovate-lanceolate in outline, and

tri- or rarely bi-piunate ; piniuc deltoid and rather distant below, but oblong-ovate and

crowded above ; ultimate segments crowded, round, and not more than half a line in

diameter, except the terminal which is obovate and larger, upper surface scantily tomentose

but the lower covered with densely matted, whitish-brown, woolly hairs
; iudusia very

narrow and formed of the almost continuous unchanged margins of the pinnules.

Among specimens of this fern from British Columbia was a form with the divisions,

from the primary piuntc down to the ultimate pinnules, rather distant, making the frond

in part quadripinuate ;
final divisions very minute, being less than half the size commonly

seen. In some plants the whole frond presented this lax appearance, while in others only
the lower pinrue showed it, the rest of them being as in the typical form. Bifurcation at

the apex of the frond is not uncommon in this fern.

The range of this plant in Canada is limited to British Columbia and the eastern base

of the Rocky Mountains in the N. W. Territory. Abundant on ledges of rock between

Morley and Old Bow Fort on the left bank of Bow River, N. "VV. T.
; crevices of rocks near

Limestone Point on the North Thompson River, B. C. Macoun. Rattlesnake Bluff, Black

Canyon, above Ashcroft, B. C. A. J. Hill. Alpine woods, Rocky Mountains. Drummond.

New Caledonia, Northern British Columbia, and north-west coast. Douglas.

Genus IV. PELL^EA, Link, CLIFF-BRAKE.

* Fronds thin, veins readily seen.

1. P. GRACILIS, Hook., (Slender Cliff-Brake), Gray, Man., 659. Hook, and Baker, Syn.,

Fil., 145. Macoun's Cat., No. 2288. Fowler's N. B. Cat., No. 747. Watt, Can. Nat., IV,

363. Eaton, Ferns of N. A., II, 65. Underwood, Our Nat. Ferns, etc., 93.

Pteris gracilis, MX., Fl. Bor.-Am., II, 262. Pursh, II, 668. Swartz, Syn. Fil., 99. Hook.,

Fl. Bor.-Am., II, 264.

Pteris Stelleri, Gmelin.

Pteris minuta, Turcz.

Allosorus gracilis, Presl. Grey, Man., ed. 2nd, 591.

A. Stelleri, Ruprecht, Lawson, Can. Nat., I, 272.

A. crispus, var. Stelleri, Milde.

Cheilanthes gracilis, Kaulf.
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Ptttaa gracilii is a very delicate, on-evergreen, little fern, 3 to 10 inches high, with

fronds in general appearance a good deal like those of Cryptogramme acrostichoides, growing

in the crevices of damp, shaded, calcareous rocks. The fertile and sterile fronds are some-

what unlike, the former, which are the tallest, having distinct, linear-obloug, almost

entire nltimate segments, of which the terminal are much the longest, while in the latter

they are decurrent, ovate or obovate, and cut or toothed. Root-stock slender, creeping,

nearly naked; stalks slender, 1J to 6 inches long, brownish or pale-straw coloured, some-

what polished and sparingly chaffy at the base ;
fronds (including both fertile and sterile)

smooth, ovate or ovate-oblong in outline, very delicate, and bi-tripinnatifid ; veins mostly

only once forked ;
indusia broad, remaining rolled over the sori until they are ripe.

In some specimens of this fern from Owen Sound, Ont., the ultimate segments of the

fertile fronds arc almost narrowly linear, while in some from Ottawa, Ont., they are ovate,

and the terminal ones but very little the longer.

This fern occurs in British America from Labrador to British Columbia, though it is

by no moans a very common species. Morris Falls, Restigouche, and Grand Falls, St.

John, N. \\.-Fuirler. Woodstock, N. B. P.Jack. On crystalline limestone, near the Lake

of Three Mountains, River Rouge, Que. W. S. M. If Urban. Cacouna, Que./. W. Daw-

m>n. Riviere du Loup, en bas, Que. Dr. Thomas. Crevices of limestone rocks near Hem-

lock Lake, Ottawa, Ont. J. FMcher. Lakefield, Out. Mrs. Traill. Canada (Goldie), to the

Saskatchewan (Drummond), in Hook., Fl. Bor.-Am. Crevices of rocks near L'Anse a Fallen,

Cape Rosier, and Ste. Anne des Monts River, Gaspe, Que. ;
limestone rocks along the River

Moria, near Belleville, Ont.
;
crevices of rocks, Foster's Flats, below the whirlpool, Niagara

Falls, Out.
; along the Kaministiquia River, below the Kakabeka Falls, Ont. and on ledges

at the falls; under the cliil's at Red Rock and near Nipigon Station, on the Canada Pacific

Railway, Ont.
;
crevices of the Huronian slates seventeen miles from Michipicotin, on the

Mairpie River Road, Ont.
;
Peace River Pass, Rocky Mountains, N. W. T. Macoun.

* # Fronds leathery, veins obscure.

2. P. ATKOpuniTREA. Link, (Clayton's Cliff-Brake), Gray, Man., 660. Lawson, Can.

Nat, I, 272. Hook and Baker, Syn. Fil., 147. Macoun's Cat., No. 2289. "Watt, Can. Nat.,

IV, 3G3. Eaton, Ferns of N. A., II, Gl. Underwood, Our Nat. Ferns, etc., 98.

Fieri* tilrnfwr/wrea, L. Pursh, II, 668.

Plnlyloma atropurpurea, J. Smith.

AHoaorus atrojnirpurea, Kunze. Gray, Man., ed. 2nd, 591.

This evergreen species grows from 2 to 18 inches high and on dry, though shaded, rocks,

which are generally calcareous. Rootstock short and chaffy; stalks clustered, wiry, dark

purple, polished, and with usually more or less chaffy hairs on them
;
fronds commonly 1

to 12 inches long, ovate or oblong-lanceolate in outline, leathery, and pinnate, or near the

base, bipinnate ; fertile pinnules and simple pinnae usually acutish and oblong-linear or

linear (sometimes two inches long), while the sterile are obtuse and oval or oval-oblong

(about half an inch long) ; at the base, the pinnules, of which the terminal are the longest,

may be truncate, slightly cordate, or auricled on one or both sides; veins mostly twice

forked ; indnsia rather broad, but not fully covering the sori.

Forking pinnules and fronds of this fern are not very rare, and sometimes the auricles

at the base of a pinnule are as long as the pinnule itself. A form from near Ashcroft, B.
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C., has some of the pinnae pinnatifid at the base into roundish or semi-lunate lobes,

which are shorter than the bases of the pinnae from which they have been cut off, and this

form of pinna is irregularly scattered over the frond, several undivided ones separating
sets of divided ones.

P. atropiirpurea is a widely distributed but very local fern, occurring in Canada from

Ontario westward to British Columbia and northward to Great Bear Lake. Neighbour-
hood of Hamilton, Out. Judge Logic. Limestone rocks, Elora, Out. C. McP/ierson.

Crevices of rocks at the Whirlpool and Foster's Flats, Niagara Falls, Ont.
; abundant at

various places in crevices of dry limestone rocks around Owen Sound and Colpoy's Bay,
Ont.

; limestone cliffs, Clearwater River, north of Methy Portage, Lat. 57, N. W. Ter. ;

canyon near Buffalo Head Mountain, Eocky Mountains
;

crevices of dry rocks between

Spence's Bridge and Cache Creek, B. C. Macmm. Rattlesnake Bluff, Black Canyon,
above Ashcroft, B. C. A. J. Hill. Canada to Boar Lake and the Rocky Mountains.

Richardson and Drummond.

3. P. DENSA, Hook., (Oregon Cliff-Brake, Close-set Pellfua), Hook, and Baker, Syn. Fil.,

149. Macoun's Cat., No. 2290. Eaton, Ferns of N. A., I, 77. Underwood, Our Nat.

Ferns, etc., 94.

Onychium densum, Brackenridgo.

This fern is evergreen, and found in clefts of rocks, usually at considerable elevation,

varying from 4 to 12 inches in height. Rootstocks slender, tangled, and chafl'y ;
.stalks

densely tufted, wiry, slender, chestnut-brown, and dull or but slightly polished; fronds

forming usually only about one-fourth of the height of the plant, smooth, ovate or trian-

gular-oblong in outline, leathery, and tripinnate, with the pinn;t> and pinnules densely

crowded ; ultimate segments linear, nearly sessile, very acute or mucronate, those of the

fertile fronds entire with recurved edges, and those of the sterile (very rarely seen) broader

and sharply serrate
; veins mostly simple ; iudusia distinct, but very thin and delicate.

Strangely enough, this plant is, in Canada, restricted to almost the two extremes of

our vast territory, viz., Quebec and British Columbia. Found by Prof. Allen on Mount

Albert, Shickshock Mountains, Gaspe, Que., in 1881, growing exposed to the sun on the

steep walls of ravines, at 2,000 to 3,000 feet elevation. Eaton. Mount Finlayson, Van-

couver Island, B. C. /. R. Anderson. Abundant on cliffs along the Fraser River, above

Yale, and within the Cascade Mountains, B.C., notably at Chinaman's Bluff. Macovn.

Genus V. CRYPTOGRAMME, R. Br., ROOK-BRAKE.

1. C. ACROSTICHOIDES, R. Br., (American Rock-Brake, Parsley-Fern), Hook., Fl. Bor.-

Am., II, 264. Lawson, Can. Nat., I, 273. Watt, Can. Nat., IV, 363. Eaton, Ferns of N.

A., II, 99. Underwood, Our Nat. Ferns, etc., 92.

C. crispa, forma Americana, Hook.

Allosorus acrostichoides, Spreng., Gray, Man., 660. Macoun's Cat., No. 2287.

A. crispus, Kaulf.

A. crispus, var. acrostichoides, Milde.

Gymnogramme acrostichoides, Presl.

Sec. IV., 1884. 24.
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Fharobolus acrostichoitles, Fee.

The Rock-Brake grows from 4 to 12 inches high, and forms dense tufts among rocks

and in their crevices. It is a handsome species, with evergreen barren fronds. Rootstocks

creeping and chaffy ;
stalks numerous and straw-coloured, bearing fronds of two kinds;

sterile fronds ovate in general outline, dark green, smooth, leathery, short-stalked, bi-quad-

ripinnatifid, with ovate or obovate, toothed ultimate segments ;
fertile fronds more lance-

olate in general outline, thinner, yellowish, long-stalked (standing nearly twice as high

a* the sterile), less compound, with narrow linear or linear-oblong segments ; indusia

formed of the edges of the segments, which are so far reflexed as to meet at the midrib

and thus give them a pod-like appearance.

Occasionally, in this fern, the upper part of a fertile frond is sterile, and Mr. Daven-

port, in the
"
Botanical Gazette," has reported specimens with the lower pinnae sterile.

Some sterile fronds from British Columbia show the ultimate segments lanceolate or almost

linear-lanceolate, and very regularly and sharply serrate, while in others the fertile

pinnules are remarkably long and narrow, the basal ones in some cases measuring nearly

on.' inch in length by only half a line in width.

With us this plant is found from Lake Huron west to British Columbia, extending
northward to within the Arctic Circle. McLeod's Harbour, Manitoulin Islands, Ont. /.

lii-ll. Cumberland House to Great Bear Lake, N. "\V. Ter. Richardson. Between Echim-

amish K'ivcr and Oxford House, and around Cross Lake and Nelson River, near Hudson

Hay. N. W Ti-r. 11. 7>V//. Stony places in the Rocky Mountains, but rare, to the sources

of tin- Columbia River. B. C. (Drummond), thence to the Grand Rapids of the Columbia

(Dttunliia I. in Hook., 1
;
1. Bor.-Am. Rocks along the Arctic coast, from Mackenzie River

to Ballin P.ay. 7/W,-.. Arc. PI. Kicking Horse Pass, Rocky Mts., N. "W. Ter. Common in

the Cascade ran ere. and along the Fraser River, B. C. Macoun. Yale, B. C. /. Fletclier.

AViirwam River. Kootanie Valley, Rocky Mountains. G. M. Dawson.

Genus VI. PTERIS, L., BRAKK OR BRACKEN.

1 P. Atjni.iNA, L., (Common Brake or Bracken, Eagle-Fern), MX., Fl. Bor.-Am., II,

2U2. Swart/. Syn. Fil., 100. Gray, Man., 658. Provancher, Flor. Can., "715. Lawson.Can.

Nat., I, 270. Hook, and Baker, Syn. Fil., 1C2. Macoun's Cat., No. 2291. Fowler's N. B.

Cat . No. 745. Hall, Trans. N. S. Ins. Nat. Sci., IV, 149. Watt, Can. Nat., IV, 368. Eaton,

Ferns of N. A.. I, 2G3. Underwood, Our Nat. Ferns, etc., 88.

Allosorus aquUimis, Presl.

This is the coarsest and one of the commonest of our native ferns, growing from 1 to

5 feet high. It is non-evergreen, though in sheltered situations it stands a good deal of

frost, and, while commonest on dry, sunny hillsides, is also found in thickets and even in

wet, thick woods. Rootstock black, widely creeping at usually a considerable depth

underground, producing only one frond each year, but having the scattered, woody re-

mains of the stalks of several previous years attached ; stalks light-brown, rigid, naked,

the part between the rootstock and the point where they emerge from the ground swollen

and darkened
; fronds dull green, leathery, triangular in general outline, varying from a

foot, or even considerably less, to three feet in length by nearly as much in breadth,

upper surface smooth, the lower slightly pubescent, bi-tripinnate ; principal primary
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pinnae long-stalked ; secondary pinna) (even the largest) nearly sessile, entire, pinnatifid

or pinnate ; ultimate segments oblong or oblong-linear, and obtuse
;
veins free and much

forked ;
indusia delicately ciliate and nearly always more or less double.

Sometimes the divisions of the secondary pinnae are entire (var. integerrima of Law-

son in Can. Nat., Vol. I, p. 271), and sometimes they are hastate, or yet again their lobes

may be entirely separate, thus making the frond quadripinnate. A young, barren state,

occasionally developing into a large plant while retaining its youthful characters, has at

different times been a puzzle to pteridologists, and forms var. decipiens of the same author.

Specimens with bifid pinnrc or pinnules, or even both, have been found at various times.

The var. caudata, Hook., (P. caudala, L.), is by Eaton confined to the Gulf States, the forms

found in Canada and the Northern States, and published as such, being wrongly so-

called. This form has the fronds glabrous on both sides, and the pinnules and segments

very narrow, the terminal ones much elongated.

Var. lanuginosa, Bong., (P. lanuginosa, Bory), confined to the western coast, has fronds

decidedly pubescent or silky-tomeutoso beneath, but is otherwise about the same as the

typical plant. Mr. Fletcher found, near New Westminster, B. Columbia, specimens of this

fern growing in swampy thickets over eight feet high, though on dry ground it was

about the usual size.

No other fern possesses as much economic value as P. a<iuilina. The young fronds and

rootstocks have been used as food by the inhabitants of different countries, and the dried

fronds, chopped up with hay or straw, are in "Wales given as fodder to horses. The ashes,

which contain a large amount of alkali, have been used by glass-makers, and in Switzer-

land the potash is extracted for commercial purposes. The plant has also been employed
for thatching, as a fuel, and as a packing material for fruits, while in medicine the root is

by some considered extremely valuable as a vermifuge.
The Bracken, growing principally on sand or sandy loam, is found from the Atlantic

to the Pacific. Very common in Nova Scotia. A. H. McKay. Growing everywhere in

New Brunswick. Fowler. Jupiter River, Island of Anticosti, Que. Mamitn. Common

everywhere in Quebec. D. R. McCord. Common in Ontario and in parts of Manitoba.

Macoun, Burgess, etc. Saskatchewan plains, N. "W. Ter. Drummond and Macmin. Rocky
Mountains. Macoun. Very common, var. lanuginosa, on Vancouver Island and the main

land, British Columbia. Macoun and Fletcher.

GENUS VII. ADIANTUM, L., MAIDENHAIK.

1. A. PEDATTJM, L., (American Maidenhair), Swartz, Syn. Fil, 121. MX., Fl. Bor.-Am.,

II, 263. Pursh, II., 670. Gray, Man., 658. Hook, and Baker, Syn. Fil., 125. Provancher,

Flor. Can., 714. Lawson, Can. Nat., I, 270. Macoun's Cat., No. 2292. Fowler's N. B.

Cat., No. 745. Ball, Trans. N. S. Ins. Nat. Sci., IV, 149. Watt, Can. Nat., IV, 363. Eaton,

Ferns of N. A., I, 135. Underwood, Our Nat. Ferns, etc., 87.

A. Americanum, Cornutus.

A. boreale, Presl.

The Maidenhair, probably the most beautiful of all our ferns, is a non-evergreen species,

which attains a height of 6 inches to 2 feet, accordingly as grown in dry, somewhat exposed

situations, or in low, rich woods (its proper home). Rootstock elongated, creeping, scaly,
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about as thick as a goose-quill ;
stalks erect, slender, dark brown, polished, and dichoto-

monsly forked, the recurved branches bearing four to sixteen pinnae on their outer side,

aud forming fronds crescoutic or nearly circular in outline
; pinnules numerous, smooth,

springing alternately from the rachis by short stalks, (the terminal one of each pinna cu-

nt-ate in shape, the lowest two or three triangular, and the intermediate ones oblong), ap-

parently one-sided from their lower slightly-curved margin being entire, while the upper

is cleft into lobes ; lobes in sterile fronds toothed, but in fertile reflexed and altered to form

the indusia.

Specimens of this fern are occasionally seen with the pinnules much more deeply in-

cised than usual, and others with most of them triangular, a combination of these two

forms makinir the var. triangnlare of McCord, in Can. Nat., Vol. I, p. 355. In some plants

collected in the Shickshock Mountains, Quebec, at an elevation of 4,000 feet, the primary
branches show little tendency to recurvatiou. making the general outline of the frond tri-

angular, while, by a sudden bending inward on themselves of the ends of the branches,

the larg'-r pinnie appear to be on the outside of the fronds, and some of them are given
the appearance oi' being branched. A somewhat similar abnormality is seen in specimens

i'roin Lakefield. Oi f., which have the two branches curved inward instead of outward,

apparently making tin- stipe terminate in a circular primary rachis, from which spring the

pinnules.

fn medicine the li-:i\-e.s [' A. jifiliilniit have bet'ii used for their expectorant properties

in coughs, asthma and chronic catarrh, and have also at times been extensively substituted

for the true Maidenhair (.1. Ciijiillas-Veneris) employed in France to manufacture a pectoral

syrup, known as >'///; i/> ('n/iillniff."

In Canada the Maidenhair, though very local in its distribution outside of Ontario,

\\ here it is particularly abundant, occurs from Nova Scotia to British Columbia. New-

jxirt, Hauls Co. Y S. -
/.'< r. /;. //. /;,;//. I'pper llestigouche and Upper St. John, N. B.

Ftiu-li-r. Archibald's Mill, l'pper Musquodoboit, Halifax Co., N. S, ;
near "Woodstock,

N. B. /'../</(/.. Common in Quebec, especially in the western part. Quebec, Que. Hon.

Wm. !<hi-fi/iiin/. Si. Joachim and Isle St. Paul, Montreal, Que. Provancher. River Rouge,
Qne. II. >'. M. JJ'I'rhnn. Very common throughout Ontario. Lawson, Macoun, Burgess,
etc. ( in the plateau oI'Mt. Albert, near a small lake, Shickshock Mountains, Gaspe, Que.;
\ancou\er Island. Yale and other places in British Columbia. Macoun. Mt. Fiulayson,
near Victoria, B. ('., a deeply laciniate form growing with the common one. /. Fletcher.

Queen Charlotte Islands, B. C., specimens over two feet high. G. M. Dawson.

Genus VIII. LOMARIA, Willd., DEER-FERN.

1. L. SPICAXT, Dexv., (Oregon Deer-Fern, Roman-Fern, Hard-Fern, Spiked-Fern), Hook,
and Baker, Syn. Fil., 178. Macouu's Cat., No. 2293. Eaton, Ferns of N. A., I, 249.

Underwood, Our Nat. Ferns, etc., 95.

L. borealis, Link.

(hm n inIn s/iicant, L.

Onodea spicant, Hoff.

BUchnum spicant, Smith.

B. boreale, Swartz. Pursh, II, 669,
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This is a species with dimorphous fronds, growing 1 to 8 feet high, and found on the

ground, generally in rich, cool woods. Rootstock short, thick, and very chaffy ; sterile

fronds erect, smooth, leathery, very short-stalked, narrowly-lanceolate, tapering to both

ends, and pinnatifid to the rachis into oblong or linear-oblong, upwardly curved, entire or

obscurely crenulate, generally obtuse segments, the lower of which gradually grow shorter

and shorter until they appear like little distinct auricles along the stalk ; fertile fronds

nearly similar in general outline, but long-stalked (greatly overtopping the sterile), and

pinnate into fewer and more distinct segments, which are much narrower and somewhat

longer than those of the barren fronds ; veins free in the sterile fronds, but forming a

series of areolae on each side of the midrib in the fertile
;
indusia placed close to, but dis-

tinct from, the margins of the segments ; sori, when ripe, nearly covering the backs of the

pinnae.

This is a somewhat variable fern, and in Europe a great many varieties, chiefly founded

on differences in the degree of divisions of the fronds and toothing of the pinmp, have

been described. Var. serralum, "Wolleston. has the margins of the piun;p strongly and

doubly serrate, and a very peculiar form found in British Columbia, with the lower half

of the fronds sterile and the fructification broken into t:hort sori, formed Bleclinum iloodiuides,

Hooker. A specimen from New Westminster, B. C
1

., shows the lower fourth of a fertile

frond sterile, but otherwise as in the typical plant. Forking fronds and pinna
1 are not

very uncommon in this fern.

The Deer-Fern, which extends along the Pacific from California to Alaska, is in Canada

confined to the coast of British Columbia west of the coast range of mountains, where,

however, it is abundant. Nootka, Vancouver Island. Mertens. New "Westminster. /.

Fletcher. Yale. Macottn. Drew's Harbour and on Queen Charlotte Islands, G. M.

Dawson. Observatory Inlet. St-ouler. Pitt River. A. J. Hill.

Genus IX. WOODWARDIA, Smith, CHAIN-FERN.

1 W. VIROINICA, Smith, (Virginia Chain-Fern), Swart/, Syn. Fil., 111. Pursh, II,

670. Gray, Man., 660. Lawson, Can. Nat., I, 278. Hook, and Baker, Syn. Fil., 188.

Macoun's Cat., No. 2318. Ball, Trans. N. S. Ins. Nat. Sci., IV, 149. Eaton, Ferns of N. A.,

II. 45. "Underwood, Our Nat. Ferns, etc., 96.

W. Banisteriana, MX., Fl. Bor.-Am. II, 263.

W. thelypterioules, Pursh, II, 670.

W. CJiamissvi, Brackenridge.

Blechnum Virginicum, L.

Doodia Virginica, Presl.

A handsome, non-evergreen fern found growing in swamps, and attaining a height of

2 to 3 feet, or in the South even 5 feet. Rootstock fleshy, 3 to 5 lines thick, extensively

creeping, and chaffy at the advancing end
; stalks, forming about one-half the height of

the plant, erect, stout, and blackened for some distance above their origin, which black-

ness gradually changes to a dull brown above ;
fronds rather leathery, oblong-lanceolate

in general outline, short pointed at the apex, and pinnate ; pinnae numerous, sessile,

linear-lanceolate, and pinnatifid nearly to the rachis into oblong, minutely serrulate seg-

ments ; veins forming a single row of narrow areolse, which emit free vejnlets, along the
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midribs of both pinna; and segments ;
sori oblong, one to each areole, and sunk in shallow

cavities in the frond, which cavities are covered by the lid-like indusia.

W. Virginica is but very slightly variable and possesses no economic value. A speci-

men from Stony Lake, Ont., from the greater laxity of its parts, is more delicate in appear-

ance than usual, and has the pinnules obliquely triangular, about as broad as long, acutish,

and almost entire.

This is rather a rare plant and one not known to range west of Lake Huron. North

West Arm and Dartmouth, Halifax Co., N. S. Rev. E. H. Ball. Roadside between Caledo-

nia and Liverpool, Queen's Co., and between Liverpool and Jordan River, Shelbourne Co.,

N.S. /'. Jarfc. Near Gaspe Basin, Que. M. J. Eden. Near Heck's Mills, ten miles

from IVscott, Augusta Tp., Ont. B. Billings. Peat swamps of the Mer Bleu near

Ottawa, Out./. Fletcher. Along the Canada Atlantic Railway, near Eastmann's Springs,

Russell Co.. < >nt. : very abundant live miles north of Colborne village, Ont.
;
common in

marshes at west end nf Gull Lake, Addington Co., Ont. Macoun. Near Millgrove, Went-

worth C<>.. Ont. h>'j;ii-. Lake Island. Lake Joseph, Muskoka, Ont. Burgess.

Genus X. ASPLKNIl'M, L., SPLEENWOET.

J Indicia straight or nearly so, attached to the upper side of the vein, rarely a

few of them double.

# Fronds onre pinnate.

i Small ferns with a green rachis.

1.--A. VIKIDK. lluikii, (Green Spleenwort), Swart/, Syn. Fil., 80. Hook., Fl. Bor.-Am.,

II. -2>>-2. llouk. and liaker. Syn. Fil., I'.'"). Lawson, Can. Nat., I, 275. Macoun's Cat., No.

L'L".i4. Fu\vle,'s N. 15. Cat.. No. T4S. Goode, Can. Nat., IX, -'500. Eaton, Ferns of N. A., I,

2~~>. 1'nderwood. Our Nat. Ferns, etc., Oft.

.1 . Trichumunes, L.

A. intermedium, 1'resl.

The Green Spleenwort is a delicately herbaceous, though evergreen, little fern, from 2J

to 10 inches high, growing in tufts in the clefts of shaded rocks. Rootstock short, creep-

inir, and scaly : stalks slender, naked, reddish-brown at the base, but soon changing into a

jreen which is continued through the rachis ; fronds 1 J to 6 inches long by about inch

wide, linear-lanceolate in outline, and pinnate; pinnae short-stalked, roundish-ovate or

rhomboidal, more or less cuueate at the base, entire on the lower margin, crenate or

incised on the outsides
;
sori few and approximate to the midvein

;
iudusia very delicate.

This fern is subject to slight variation in the shape and toothing of the pinnce, and

in England a branched form, var. multifidum, Moore, is not infrequent in places. Speci-

mens from near St. John, N. B., agree with, except that they are even more robust than,

var. robustum of J. B. Goode in Can. Nat.. Vol. IX, p. 300 ; but except for their sturdiness

seem in no way specially noteworthy. Other specimens from the same locality show
fronds with the pinna? remarkably distant.

The range of this species westward is given by Eaton as New Brunswick to the

Rocky Mountains and British Columbia, while northward in the Rocky Mountains,

according to Urummond, it extends to Lat. 56. Very rare, Tettagouche Falls, Gloucester
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Co., and Green Head, St. John Co., N. B. Fowler. Becoming common about St. John, N. B.,

in moist shady clefts of limestone rocks. G. U. Hay. Near Tadousac, and at the Falls of

Riviere du Loup, Que. D. A. Watt. In a deep gorge on the road from Gaspe Basin to

Fox River, and near Grand Etang, Que. ;
on sea cliffs at Mont Louis and at the Falls of

Ste. Anne des Monts River, Que. ; base of Mount Albert, Que. ; between Owen Sound and

Sydenham Falls, Ont., and on both sides of the Falls on the perpendicular sides of narrow
rents in the heavily bedded limestone, the crevices often not more than two feet wide

although fifty feet deep ; abundant on debris under limestone cliff's within the Bow River

Pass, Rocky Mountains, N.W.T. ;
on a limestone mountain, in Peace River Pass, Rooky

Mountains, Lat. 56. Macoun.

t t Small ferns with a dark rachis.

2. A. TRICHOMANES, L, (Maidenhair-Spleenwort, Dwarf-Spleenwort), MX., Fl. Bor.-

Am., II, 264. Swartz, Syn. Fil., 80. Gray, Man, 6G1. Hook, and Baker, Syn. Fil, 19G.

Provancher, Flor. Can., 715. Law son, Can. Nat, I, 274. Macoun's Cat, No. 2295. Ball,

Trans. N. S. Inst. Nat. Sci, IV, 150. Watt. Can. Nat, IV, 363. Eaton, Ferns of N. A.
, I,

271. Underwood, Our Nat. Ferns, etc, 98.

A. melanocaulan, Willd. Pursh, II, 66(!.

This fern, which grows in the crevices of generally shaded and moist rocks, is an

evergreen, and varies from 3 to 9 inches in height. Rootstock short and scaly ;
stalks

densely clustered, shining, and black, which colour is continued through the rachis;

fronds 2 to 7 inches long by about a third of an inch, or rather more, wide, linear in out-

line, somewhat rigid, and pinnate; pinna1 numerous, almost sessile, roundish-oval or

oblong, obliquely wedge truncate at the base, entire or crenate, and articxilated to the

rachis, which persists long after they have fallen oil'; sori few and rather distant from the

midvein
; indusia delicate.

Like A. viride, this plant is somewhat variable in the characters of its pinna1
,
which

in var. delicatulum of Lawson in Can. Nat, Vol. I, p. 274, are small and distant, while in

var. indsiim, Moore, which has been collected in Vermont and may be looked for in Eastern

Canada, they are incisely lobed with the lobes often crenate or serrate. The latter variety

is the common form in California. Specimens with forking fronds are sometimes found.

The leaves of A. Trichomanes, which are slightly mucilaginous and astringent, have

been used to prepare pectorals for chronic coughs, and as a substitute for Adianlum

Capttlus-Veneris in the making of
"
Simp de Capillaire."

This species may be said to be nowhere abundant with us, though generally distri-

buted from the Atlantic to the Pacific. Hartley "Water-fall, Pirate Harbour, Strait of

Canso, and on Gold River, near Chester, Lunenburg, N. S. Eev. E. H. Ball. The "Look-

Out," Cape Blomidon, N. S. Lawson. Near Three-mile House, Halifax, N. S.Sommers.

Montreal, Que. Maclagan. Chatham Tp, Argenteuil Co, Que. D. R. McCord. Jupiter

River, Island of Anticosti, Que. ;
Mont Louis and up the Ste. Anne des Monts River,

Gaspe, Que. ; Shannonville, near Belleville, Ont.
; crevices of Laurentian rocks in the

northern parts of Peterborough and Victoria Cos., Ont. ; Red Rock, Lake Superior ;
and

westward to the Lake of the Woods; Clearwater River, near Methy Portage, N.W.T.,

Lat. 57 ; along Peace River, within the Rocky Mountains, and in Bow River Pass, Rocky
Mountains Macoun. Great Shuswap Lake and Cascade Mountains, near Yale, B.C.
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O. M. Dairson. Ottawa, Ont. /. Fletcher. Lake Medad, near Hamilton, Ont. Logie.

Rocks just below the Falls and near the Whirlpool, Niagara River, Ont. Burgess. East

roast of Hudson Bay R. Bell.

3. A. KBENEUM, Ait., (Ebony-Spleenwort), Swartz, Syn. Fil., 79. Torrey, Fl. N. Y.,

II. 492. Gray, Man., 661. Provaucher, Flor. Can., 116. Lawson, Can. Nat., I, 276.

Maeoun's Cat., No. 2297. Eaton, Ferns of N. A., I, 21. Underwood, Our Nat. Ferns,

etc., 'IS.

A. ixtlyjHxliou/rs, Swartz, Syn. Fil., 79.

A. Irii-homatun'tles, Miehx., Fl. Bor.-Am., II, 265.

Acrostichum platyneuron, L.

A slender, elegant, evergreen little plant, 6 to 20 inches high, growing on shaded

rorks, or in open rocky woods. Rootstock short, creeping, covered with old stalk-bases;

.-talks short, dark brown or almost black, and polished, as is the rachis
;
fronds smooth,

ereet, * to 11 inches broad, linear-lanceolate in outline, and pinnate; pinnae numerous,

.-.-sile. mostly alternate, serrate, oblong- or lanceolate (often somewhat scythe shaped),

dilated or auricled usually on the upper but sometimes on both sides of the base, and

horizontal, or the lo\ver gradually becoming shorter and deflexed; sori numerous and

approximate to the midvein; indusia very delicate.

In this splernwort also forking fronds as well as slight variations in the shape and

t..thin<r of the piium
1 are at times met with, and a form with large fronds and incised

piniiM
1 i> var. xi-rrafitni, Miller.

The number of localities known in Canada for this fern are but few and confined to

the Pn.\ inrr of Ontario. Rocky woods, Brockville, Ont. B. Billings. Crevices of Lauren-

tian ro.-ks a little to the north of Shannonville Station on the Grand Trunk Railway.nine
miles east of Belleville, Out. : Gibson Mountain, a mass of metamorphic rock, four miles

south of Belleville, Prince Edward Co., Ont. Mncotin. Point Albino, Lake Erie, Ont.

D. F Day.

t t t Tall ferns with a green rachis and linear-lanceolate, acute pinnce.

4. A. AX(n "sTiFOMr.M, MX., (Narrow-leaved Spleeuwort, Swamp-8pleeuwort), Swartz,

Syn Til., 7ii. t'ursh, II, 600. Gray, Man., 662. Lawsou, Can. Nat., I, 275. Macoun's

Cat., No. 22H8. Eaton, Ferns of N. A., II, 73. Underwood, Our Nat. Ferns, etc., 99.

A pycnocarjion, Spreug.

This fern is found in low, rich woods, commonly varying from J to 3 feet high. The

barren and fertile fronds are somewhat unlike and are very sensitive to frost. Rootstock

smooth, creeping, and covered with old stalk-bases
; stalks erect, smooth, green when

fresh but brownish when dry, and dark coloured like the rootstock close to the base ;

fronds 1 to 2 feet long by 4 to 8 inches wide, lanceolate or lanceolate-oblong in outline,

sometimes much contracted at the base, smooth, and pinnate ; pinnae numerous, short-

stalked, linear-lanceolate, acuminate, and entire or crenulate, those of the fertile fronds,

which are taller than the sterile, being narrower and rounded instead of subcordate at the

base as in the sterile
;
sori crowded, slightly curved, linear, and placed obliquely to the

midrib; indusia firm.

Little variation is seen in this species, but occasionally the pinnae are slightly serrate
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instead of crenulate, and cases where the fronds are forked at the summit are not very
uncommon. Fronds sterile in general appearance are frequently found bearing a few
fruit-dots on some of the pinna)

The Swamp-Spleenwort, which in Canada is limited in its distribution to Quebec and

Ontario, is rare in the former Province, but very common in the south-western part of the

latter. Nun's Island, Montreal, Que. S. H. Parsons. Open woods, the Mountain, Mont-

real, Que. D. R. McCord. Abundant in McKay's Woods, Ottawa, Out.
; frequent in rich

woods in Ameliasburg, Prince Edward Co., and in rich soil in low woods along Cold

Creek, Brighton, Northumberland Co., Out.
; very common in woods west of Collingwood

and around Owen Sound, Out. Macoun. Low woods up the Don Valley, Toronto
; cedar

swamps and rich woods, London, Ont. Burgess. Rich woods, Amherstburg, Out.

Maclagan.

# * Fronds more than once pinnate or piunatiiid.

5. A. THELYPTEROIDES, MX., .(Silvery-Spleenwort), Swart/, Syn. Fil., 82. Pursh, II,

661, Gray, Man., 662. Hook, and Baker, Syu. Fil.. 22(i. Provancher, Flor. Can., 716.

Lawson, Can. Nat., I, 276. Macoun's Cat., No. 2299. Fowler's N. B. Cat., No. 740. Ball,

Trans. N. S. lust. Nat. Sci., IV, 150. Eaton, Ferns of N. A., II, 33. Underwood, Our Nat.

Ferns, etc., 100.

A. aerostichoules, Swartz., Syn. Fil., 82.

Athyrium thelyjjteroides, Desv., "Watt., Can. Nat . IV, 303.

Diplazium thdypteroides, Presl.

It is a rather pale-green, handsome, non-evergreen fern, commonly 11 to 31 feet

high, growing in deep, rich woods. Rootstock smooth, creeping, covered with old stalk-

bases, and very like that of A. angustifolium ; stalks erect, tufted, chaffy when young, but

smooth or nearly so when mature
;

fronds 1 to 21 feet long by 6 to 10 inches wide,

lanceolate or lanceolate-oblong in general outline, sometimes much contracted at the base,

often somewhat hairy on the veins, and pinnate ; pinnre linear-lanceolate from an almost

sessile base, acuminate, and deeply pinnatifid ; segments oblonir, obtuse, and minutely

toothed, the teeth often obscured by the edges having a tendency to turn under ; sori

crowded, oblong, slightly curved, the lowest one of a segment often double
;
indusia firm,

and, when young, shining and silvery, giving from their abundance the same general hue

to the whole under surface of the frond.

As a rule this fern is not variable, but a form occurs in which the segments are

crowded and deeply serrated, var. serratum, Lawson, Can. Nat., Vol. I, p. 277.

It is not a very common species eastward, but is very abundant in most sections of

Ontario, and finds its present known western limit about Current River, Lake Superior.

Windsor, N. S.How. Halifax, N. S. Dr. Lindsay. Mt. Dalhousie, N. S. A. H. McKay.

Strait of Canso ; Boylston, Guysborough Co.
;
and Rawdon, Hants Co., N. S. Rev. E. H.

Ball. Wentworth Station, Cumberland Co., and North Mountains, King's Co., N. S. P.

Jack. Scarce in New Brunswick. Fowler. Near Grand Falls and at Woodstock, N. B.

P. Jack. Quebec, Que. Hon. Wm. Sheppard. Montreal, Waterloo, Lennoxville, and in

Argenteuil Co., Que. D. R. McCord. Richmond and Drummond Cos., Que. J. A. Both-

well. Very common in Ontario. Macoun, Logie, Burgess, etc. Along the Canada Pacific

Sec. IV., 1884. 25.
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Railway, north of Lakes Huron and Superior, Ont. J. Fletcher. Current River, Lake

Superior. Macoun.

ludusia curved, often crossing the veins, and attached to both sides

of them.

6. A. FII.IX-KOCMINA, Bernli., (Lady-Feru, Common Spleenwort, Female-Fern), Gray,

Mail., 6f)2. Hook, and Baker, Syn. Fil., 227. Provancher, Flor. Can., 716. Macoun's Cat.,

No. 2271>. Fowler's N. B. C
1

at., No. 750. Ball, Trans. N. S. lust. Nat. Sci., IV, 150. Eaton,

Ferns of N. A., II, 225. Underwood, Our Nat. Ferns, etc., 100.

A. alhyrium, Spreng.

Polypotlium Filix-foemina, L.

Alhyrium FHi.c-foemimi, Roth, Lawson, Can. Nat., I, 277. Watt, Can. Nat., IV, 363.

Alhyrium asplenioides, Desv.

Filir-foemin<i, Swart/.

us/ilent'oiflcs, Swart/. Pursh, II, GG4.

Fili.r-focnn'im, MX., Fl. Bor.-Am., II, 208.

aspleniovfes, MX., Fl Bor.-Am., II, 208.

Tin- Lady-Fern is a common and most polymorphous non-evergreen species, which

grows in dense lui'ts in moist fields and woods, where it reaches a height of 1J to 4 feet.

Roots! oek resembles tho.se of Ax/dorianm anguslifulium and (liety/iterioides in being creeping
and i ovi-ri'd with did stalk-bases, but is stouter: stalks smooth, erect, slightly chaffy at the

base, irrei n or almost n-d in the fresh plant, but stramineous or brown when dried; fronds

light-green, broadly oblong-ovate in outline, 1 to '.', feet long by G to 12 inches wide, occa-

sionally mu'-li narrowed at tlie base, hipinnate ; piinun numerous, short-stalked, and lan-

ceolate; pinnules oblong-lanceolate, pointed, more or less pinnatcly incised or serrate, and
distiii<-( or eonlltieiit on the narrowly winged secondary raehis

;
sori short, placed near the

mid vein, at length conlluent over nearly the whole under surface of the fronds, to which

they give a dark brown colour : indusia almost straight or variously curved, delicate, and

usually lacerate-ciliate.

Probably no other fern is more variable than this, Mr. Moore having described nearly

seventy varieties as occurring in Great Britain, all of which there is no reason should not

be found with us, as indeed many of them have been. The following are the leading
forms : Var. iiHgualum, which is so distinct as to have merited description as a species being
alone retained as a good variety. Var. exile, D. C. Eaton, is a depauperate form, with fronds

only 3 to G inches long, and pinnate, with the pinnae deeply cut into segments, which are

few toothed at the ends. Var. latifolium, Hook., has oblong-lanceolate, nearly bipinnate

fronds, 2 to 3 feet long, having the pinnae oblong-linear with a narrowly-winged secondary
raehis, and pinnules broadly ovate, foliaceous, obtuse, and often doubly serrate. Var.

cydosorum, Ruprecht, has the fronds very large, often five feet high, and bipinnate ;
the

long pinnules pinnatifid almost to their midvein
;
sori roundish, and indusium very she

Var. nolle, Moore, is small, with ovate-lanceolate, almost bi-piunate fronds, the lowe

pair of pinna? distant, and the sori distinct. Var. laa'niatum, Lowe, has small fronds and

irregular laciniated segments. Var. rigidum, Lawson, has small, rigid fronds and the sori

confined to the lower part of each pinnule, while var. cristalum, Wolleston, has multifid

apices of fronds and pinnae.
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Var. angustum, D. C. Eaton, (Aspidium anguslum, "Willd., Asplenium Filix-foemina var.

Micliauzii, Mett.), has narrow, rigid, nearly bipinnate fronds, 1 to 3 feet long, with the

pinnae narrow and obliquely ascending or curved upward ; pinnules crenate or serrate,

and sori short and abundant. Var. rhoeticum, of the Davenport Catalogue, and of Lawson,

in the " Canadian Naturalist," is covered by this form.

The rootstock.of A. Filix-foemina possesses anthelmiutic properties similar to those of

the Male-fern, but in a somewhat lessened degree.

This is one of our most widely diffused ferns, being common in most parts of British

America, from the Atlantic to northern British Columbia. In the northern woods it is

particularly luxuriant, and does not produce the contracted forms seen at the south, where

the atmosphere is less charged with moisture. Quite common and widely distributed

throughout Nova Scotia. Rev. E. H. Ball. A very common and variable fern in New
Brunswick. Fowler. Yery common in Quebec and Ontario. Luwsan, Mi-Cord, Macoun, etc.

Common in wooded parts of Manitoba and the Northwest Territory, in the Rocky Moun-

tains and in British Columbia. Macoun. Throughout Canada to the Saskatchewan and

Alpine woods of the Rocky Mountains. Drummuiul. The var. angustinn, though less com-

mon, is not extremely rare, especially in Ontario. Salt Mountain, "Whycocomagh, N. S.

Macoun and Burgess. Farmersville and Delta, Out. Liiwson. Ottawa, Out. J. Fletcher.

Belleville, Ont. Macoun. London, Out. Burgess.

[NOTE. The crediting of Asplenium marinum, L., to New Brunswick, in Hooker's "
Flora

Boreali-Americana," on the authority of E. N. Kendall, is now know to have been a mistake,

and by Eaton, in
" Ferns of North America," it is excluded as a North American species.]

Genus XL SCOLOPENDRIUM, Smith, HART'S-TONGUE.

1. S. VULGARE, Smith, (Common Hart's-Tongue, Caterpillar-Fern), Gray, Man., 662.

Hook, and Baker, Syn. Fil., 246. Lawson, Can. Nat., I, 278. Macoun's Cut., No. 2319.

Eaton, Ferns of N. A., I, 24f. Underwood, Our Nat. Ferns, etc., 100.

S. offitinarum, Swartz. Pursh, II, 667.

Asplenium scolopendrium, L.

An evergreen and rare American fern, 7 to 24 inches high, found growing in tufts in

wet, shaded ravines on the debris of limestone rocks. Rootstock chaffy, short and erect,

or long and inclined, with adherent stalks, which are also very chaffy ;
fronds bright-

green, supported on usually short stalks, 6 to 18 inches long by J to 2 inches wide, obloug-

ligulate in outline, from an auricled heart-shaped base, simple with entire or undulate

margins, obtuse or acute at the apex ;
sori linear, placed almost at right angles to the mid-

vein, in pairs, side by side, one on the lower side of one veinlet, the other on the upper
side of the next veinlet below, thus appearing to have a double indusium opening along
the middle.

Variations in this fern are very common in Europe, but none of them, with the ex-

ception of forking fronds, an approach to var. multifidum, Moore, have, so far as known, been

found within our limits.

The leaves of S. vulgare have been employed as astringents in hemorrhages and fluxes,

as solvents for renal calculi and as applications to burns, but their properties are feeble,

and they have fallen into disuse.
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One of the rarest of American ferns, being found in the United States only in central

New York and Tennessee, and in Canada at two widely separated points in New Bruns-

wick and Ontario. Very rare, near "Woodstock, N. B., 1881. Jas. Sutton. Abundant on

debris under the cliffs at Sydenham Falls and other localities around Owen Sound, Ont.

Mrs. Roy.

Genus XII. CAMPTOSORUS, Link, WALKING-LEAF.

1. C. UHIZOPHYLLUS, Link, (Common Walking-Leaf), Gray, Man., 663. Lawson, Can.

Nat., I, 279. Macoun's Cat., No. 2391. Eaton, Ferns of N. A., I, 55. Underwood, Our

Nat. Ferns, etc., 100.

Asplenium rhizojiliyllum, L., Provancher, Flor. Can., 715.

fr-oliipen'lrium rhi~ophi/Uiim, Hook.

Antiyramma rhizophylla, J. Smith.

An evenrreen species, :"> to 17 inches high, growing in tufts on shaded, mossy lime-

stone, rarely sandstone or granitic, rocks. Rootstock short, creeping, and covered with old

stalk-bases ;
stalks slender, herbaceous, dark brown near the base but green above, and

narrowly winired; fronds leathery, smooth, decumbent, lanceolate from a cordate and auri-

eled or hastate base, tapering
1 above into a long and very slender prolongation, which

oft i -n roots and gives rise to new fronds, and these in turn to others, so that two or three

gem-rations may lie connected together; in size they measure from 4 to 12 inches long by

\ to 1 inch wide just above the auricles, and their margins are entire or undulate; veins

with free apices along the margins of the fronds, are reticulated near the midrib, and have

the linear sori variously situated on either side of them.

The variation in this fern is considerable, especially as regards the size and shape of

the auricles, which are sometimes almost absent, at others prolonged to the extent of even

several inches, occasionally rooting at their tips, and- yet again so separated from the base

of the frond as to make it appear three-cleft. Forking fronds are not rare, the bifurcation

generally taking place at the tip, but sometimes from near the auricles. Mr. Arthur, in the
'

Botanical Gazette," Vol. VIII, p. 199, has described a form which he calls var. intermedium.

It is distinguished by the absence in the stipe of a thread of dark sclerenchyma character-

istic of the normal form, while the fronds, which are thinner and narrower and have acute

bases without proper auricles, are more simply veined. Specimens much resembling this

form have been found by Mr. Fletcher at Ottawa, Ont. Fronds with irregularly incised

margins have also been noticed from time to time.

Except in a few localities in Ontario, rather a rare Canadian fern. Sorel, Que. Lady

DnlhoHsic. Montreal Mountain, Que. Provancher. L'Abord-a-Plouffe, on the River Jesus,

rear of the Island of Montreal, Que. D. R. McCord. Isolated rocks in a shady pasture,

Hemminirford. Que. /. B. Goode. Limestone rocks, west of Hull, and in a ravine near

King's Mere, Chelsea, Que. J. Fletcher. Rocky woods a mile north-west of Oxford Station,

on the Ottawa & Prescott Railroad, Ont. B. Billings. Crevices of limestone rocks at the

railway bridge, Shannonville, and on boulders beyond the Big Spring, on the Marmora

Road, Hastings Co., Ont. ; very abundant on broken masses of rocks at Foster's Flats,

below the Whirlpool, Niagara Falls, Ont.; in great profusion at Owen Sound, Ont., on

boulders and ledges under the cliffs on both sides of the Bay, and at Sydeuham Falls.
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Macoun. Mountain side west from Hamilton, Ont. ; also at Ancaster and Lake Medad.

Judge Logic. Canada (Goldie), to the Saskatchewan (Drmnmond), in Hook., Fl. Bor.-Am.

Genus XIII. PHEGOPTERIS, Fee, BEECH-FERN.

# Fronds triangular ; rachis winged.

1. P. POLYPomoiDES, Fee, (Common Beech-Fern, Beech-Polypod, Mountain Polypod),

Gray, Man, 663. Macoun's Cat., No. 2302. Fowler's N. B. Cat., No. 751. Ball, Trans.

N. S. Inst. Nat. Sci., IV, 150. Eaton, Ferns of N. A, II, 217. Underwood, Our Nat.

Ferns, etc., 101.

PA. vulgaris, Mett.

Ph. conneclile, "Watt, Can. Nat, IV, 363.

Polypodium Phegopteris, L, Swartz, Syn. Fil, 40. Hook, Fl. Bor.-Am, II, 208. Pro-

rancher, Flor. Can, 713. Lawson, Can. Nat, I, 269. Hook, and Baker, Syn. Fil, 308.

Polypodium connectHe, MX, Fl. Bor.-Am, II, 271. Pursh, II, 659.

Polystichum Pliegopteris, Roth.

A non-evergreen plant, from 6 to 20 inches high, found in damp, especially rocky,

woods and on hillsides, seeming most at home in an atmosphere surcharged with mois-

ture. Rootstock slender and extensively creeping: stalks usually longer than the fronds,

slender, erect, darkened close to the base but green above, stramineous when dry, and

somewhat hairy, especially toward the top ;
fronds acuminate, longer than broad (3 to 8

by 2 to 6 inches) pinnatifid, hairy on both surfaces, but especially beneath, with scattered

scales intermixed; pinnre sessile, linear-lanceolate, acuminate, deeply pinnatilid, the lowest

pair separated from the others and turned obliquely downward and forward
;
ultimate

segments oblong, obtuse, entire or crenulate, the basal ones decurrent and adnate to the

main rachis, on which they form irregular wings ; sori borne near the margin of the seg-

ments.

This seems to be one of the least variable of our ferns. The apices of the fronds or

some of the pinna? are occasionally forked, and specimens are seen remarkably pubescent

and scaly along the midribs.

The Beech-Polypod is commonest in the Eastern Provinces, whence it ranges to west

of Lake Superior, and, according to Richardson, to the Saskatchewan, appearing again in

the Rocky Mountains. It is also known in places to extend high northward, being found

in Greenland south of the Arctic Circle, and on the west coast in Alaska and Unalaska.

Common and generally distributed throughout Nova Scotia. Rev. E. H. Ball. Common
in New Brunswick. Fowler. Common in Quebec. D'Urban, Brunei, Thomas, Bolhwell, etc.

Very luxuriant on the Island of Anticosti and shore of the lower St. Lawrence, Que ;

abundant around Lake Superior, but uncommon about Lake Nipigon, Ont. ; along Lake

Manitoba and the Porcupine Mountains, Man, but rather scarce. Macoun. Not common in

Eastern Ontario, and in the south-western peninsula seems to be replaced by P. hexago-

noplera. Macoun and Burgess. Prescott, Grenville Co, and Osgoode Station, Russell Co.,

Ont. B. Billings. Ottawa, Ont, and along the Canada Pacific Railway north of Lakes

Huron and Superior. /. Fletcher. Near the sources of the Columbia on Portage River,

Rocky Mountains, Lat. 52. Drummond.
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2. P. HEXAQONOPTERA, Fee, (Hexagon Beech-Fern), Gray, Man., 663. Macouu's Cat.,

No. 2304. Eaton, Ferns of N. A., II, 147. Underwood, Our Nat. Ferns, etc., 101.

Polyjiodium hexagonoptervm, MX., Fl., Bor.-Am., II, 271 Pursh, II, 659. Swartz, Syn.

Til., 40. Lawson, Can. Nat., I, 268. Hook, and Baker, Syn. Fil., 309.

Polypodium Phegopteris, var. majus, Hook.

This species, which often closely resembles P. polypodioiiles, is non-evergreen, grows
from 1 to 2J feet high, and inhabits rich, open woods. Rootstock slender, extensively

cm-ping, the newer part moderately chaffy ;
stalks usually exceeding the fronds, slender,

erect, scattered, dark-coloured and scaly close to the base but green and naked above, pale

straw-colour when dry ; fronds acuminate, 5 to 12 inches long and as broad or broader,

pinnutitid, slightly hairy on both surfaces, often finely glandular beneath, where also are

a few scales along the midveins ; pinmc sessile, lanceolate, acuminate, and deeply pin-

natilid, th- lowest pair in living plants turned obliquely forward but not deflexed; ulti-

mate segments oblong and obtuse, the middle ones of the lower pinnae elongated (often

mueh so) and lobed, the rest entire or crenate, while the basal ones are decurrent and ad-

naii- to the main rachis, the polygonal wings of which they form
;
some of the sori usually

remote from the margin of the segments.

Non-typical specimens of this fern are often very difficult to separate from P. polyftodi-

As a rule it is more southern in its range, is much larger, and has somewhat thicker

and more <

hali'y rootstocks, while its fronds, which are thinner, visually less hairy and

M-aly, and nearly always as broad as or broader than long, have the lower pair of pinnae

longer and broader than the pair next above. The lower pinnae too are much broader in

the middle than at the base, and the segments are more toothed.

The variations of this species seem to be confined to forking of the fronds and pinnae,

and a irreater or less amount of pubescence. Occasionally specimens are seen writh the

wing interrupted between the first and second pairs of pinnae.

Rare in Quebec and Eastern Ontario, but fairly abundant in parts of Central Ontario.

Quebec, Que. Hon. Win. !<htjtf>tir</. Waterloo and Sorel, Que., Lady Dalhovsie. Nun's

Island, Montreal, Que. ,*'. II. 7'arsows. Mirwin's Woods, near Prescott, Ont., rare. B.

Hilli/igf. Amongst boulders in a piece of rocky woods two miles from Campbell ford,

Northumberland Co., Ont.
; thickets and hillsides, Port Stanley, Lake Erie, Ont. -Macoun.

Chippcwa, Ont. Marlngnn. Rich woods, London, St. Thomas and Windsor, Ont. Burgess.

Tarry Sound, Muskoka District, Ont. Judge Logie.

** Fronds triangular but ternate with the three divisions stalked; rat his

wingless.1 - '

:!. P. DRYOITERIS, Fee, (Oak-Fern, Teruate-Polypod), Gray, Man., 663. Macoun's
No. 230.3. Fowler's N. B. Cat., No. 752. Ball, Trans. N. S. Inst., Nat. Sci., IV. 150. Wat
Can. Nat., IV, 363. Eaton, Ferns of N. A., I, 157. Underwood, Our Nat. Ferns, etc., 101.

Poly/mlium Dryoptcris, L., Swart/, Syn. Fil. 41. Hook and Baker, Syn. Fil., 300. Pro-

vancher, Flor. Can., 713. Lawson, Can. Nat., I., 269.

Polypodium calcareum, Pursh, II, 659.

Nephrodium Dryopleris, MX., Fl. Bor.-Am., II, 270.

Polytlichum Dryopteris, Roth.

The Oak-Fern is a beautiful, non-evergreen plant, growing from 6 to 24 inches hij
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in dry or rocky woods. Rootstock very slender, widely creeping, slightly chaffy on its

newer parts and especially toward the advancing end, giving off but few rootlets
;
stalks

usually exceeding the fronds and sometimes very much so, scattered, erect, very slender,

brittle, dark-colored and chaffy near the base but smooth and green above, stramineous

when dry ; fronds light green, very thin and delicate in texture, smooth, 3 to 12 inches

long by about the same or even a little greater breadth, ternate into stalked, widely spread-

ing, triangular, pinnate divisions
;
middle division the broadest and symetrical, while the

lateral have the pinna* on the lower side the longest, often very markedly so
; pinnae ses-

sile and pinuatifid, or even on the middle division bi-piimatifid ;
ultimate segments entire

or toothed
;
sori near the margin.

Like the rest of the genus, P. Dryopteris is subject to but little variation. Stouter, tal-

ler, and more rigid forms, which are not uncommon, are described as var. erectum by Law-
son in Can. Nat., Vol. I, p. 269.

Common in all or nearly all rocky woodlands from Nova Scotia to British Columbia,
and extending northward to the Arctic Circle. Not one of the commonest ferns, but to be

met with in most localities in Nova Scotia. Rev. E. IT. Ball. Common in New Bruns-

wick. Fowler. Common in Quebec. Madagan, D1

Urban, ProrancJier, Macoun, etc. Com-

mon in rocky parts of Ontario. Billings, Mucoitn, Burgess, etc. Along the Canada Pacific

Railway north of Lakes Huron and Superior./. Flelrher. Common along Lakes Manitoba

and Winnipegosis, and in the Riding, Duck, and Porcupine Mountains, Man. : Rocky
Mountains, specimens over 12 inches wide. Maco/in. Echimamish River to Oxford

House, N. "W. Ter., R. Bell. Rocky Mountains and Groat Bear Luke, Int. (JG .Ifoo/,:, in

Fl. Br.-Am. British Columbia. G. M. Dan-son.

4. P. CALCAKEA, Fee, (Limestone Beech-Fern, Limestone Polypod), Eaton. Ferns of N.

A., II, 27*7. Underwood, Our Nat. Ferns, etc., 102.

Ph. Roberliana, A. Braun.

Ph. Dryopteris, Fee, var. Robertianum, Davenport.

Polypodium Robertianum, Hoff., Lawson, Can. Nat., I, 270.

Polypodium calcareum, Smith.

Polypodium Dryopteris, var calcareum, Gray, Man., ed. 2nd, 590.

This, being a more rigid, is a somewhat less graceful plant than P. Dryopteris. It is a

non-evergreen species, from 10 to 20 inches high, found growing on limestone rocks.

Rootstock slender, widely creeping, slightly chaffy especially at and toward the advanc-

ing end; stalks scattered, slender, glandular, chaffy and darkened near the base; fronds

herbaceous but rigid, minutely glandular, 4 to 8 inches long by nearly the same width,

ternate into stalked, pinnate divisions, the lateral of which have the inferior pinna- some-

what longer than the superior ; pinnae sessile and pinnately lobed or divided ;
ultimate

segments oblong, obtuse, crenately toothed, or, in very large specimens, again lobed ;
sori

copious and submarginal.
This fern is closely related to P. Dryopteris, but is distinguished by its glandular stalks

and fronds, its greater rigidity, and by its having smaller inferior pinnae on its lateral

divisions.

Though long attributed to America, the Limestone Polypod was not clearly known

as a native until a few years ago, when it was collected on slaty rocks in eastern Minne-
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sola. Abundant on ledges of limestone about two miles up the left bank of the Berscie

River, Island of Anticosti, Que., very typical specimens, 1883. Macoun. Eecorded by

Mr. MeCord in Can. Nat., Vol. I, p. 355, as found at Sorel, Que., by Lady Dalhousie. Lake

of the "Woods, Manitoba, collected by Gr. M. Dawsou in 1873, but catalogued as P. Dri/op-

leris. About one hundred miles north-east of Lake of the "Woods, near Lonely Lake, (Lake

Soul), Out. R. Hell.

[NOTE. This fern has boon placed as a distinct species in deference to the opinions of

Mild' 1

,
Eaton and othor distinguished ptoridologists, but from personal observation of the

i vpical plant, as well as a number of specimens which seem to connect it with P. Dri/opteris,

oiio is led t<> tho same opinion as that expressed by Mr. Davenport, who, agreeing with

llookor and Maker, ranks it, in tho supplement to the Davenport Herbarium Catalogue,

only as a variety (Roliertianum) of Dryoptoris.]

# # # Fronds oblong-lanceolate ;
rachis not winged.

') 1'. AU'KSTKis, Mdt., (Alpine Beech-Fern), Eaton, Ferns of N. A., I, 1*71. Under-

wood, Our Nat. Ferns, etc., 101.

Polifjiodivm til/M'stri'. Hoppe, Hook, and Baker, Syn. Fil., 311.

Pofypodium rhoeticunt, L.

(iljii'xtrc, Swart/.

rhiH'tirum, Swart/.

i nl/>fstr', Mett.

This species ditlors greatly 1'rom the rest oi' its genus, and has a strong general resem-

blance to Ayilrniiim i'ilix-foemirui, from which, however, it is easily distinguished by the

absence of iiulusia. It is n<m-cvor;reon, and grows in tufts, reaching a height of 16 to 34

inches. Rootstork short, erect or oblique, thickened with old stalk-bases; stalks 4 to 10

inches long, black and slightly chaH'y at the base but pale brown and smooth above ;

fronds 1 to 2 feet long by 3 to 6 inches wide, acuminate, membrauaceous', smooth, pin-

nate ; pinna- deltoid-lanceolate in outline, twice parted ; pinnules oblong-lanceolate with

sharply toothed ultimate .segments; sori copious and submarginal.
Mo Canadian specimens of this plant have been obtainable for examination, but in a

list of Kew specimens it is reported as having been found in the Cascade Mountains of

British Columbia, about Lat. 40
, by Dr. Lyall.

Genus XIV. ASPIDIUM, Swart:, SHIELD-FERN, WOOD-FERN.

Indusium kidney-shaped or round, with a narrow sinus.

# Fronds thinly membranaeeous, decaying in autumn; stalks and slender, creep-

ing rootstocks nearly naked Veins simple or once forked.

1. A. NOVEHOKACENSE, Swz., (New York Shield-Fern), Pursh, II, 661. Gray, Ma
664. Macoun's Cat., No. 2315. Fowler's N. B. Cat., No. 754. Ball, Trans. N. S. Inst. Na

Sri., IV, 151. Eaton, Ferns of N. A., I, 49. Underwood, Our Nat. Ferns, etc., 104.

A. thdyplerioides, Swartz, Syn. Fil., 57.

A. IfieJypteris, Hook.

A. thclypteri*, var. Noveboracense, Willd, Provaucher, Flor. Can., 718.
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Lastrea Noveboracensis, Presl. Lawson, Can. Nat., I, 284.

Polystichum Noveboracense, Watt, Can. Nat., IV, 363.

Polypodium Noveboracense, L.

Nephrodium Noveboracense, Desv.

Nephrodium thelypterioides, MX., Fl. Bor.-Am., II, 267.

Dryopteris Noveboracensis, Gr.

A light green, very delicate fern, withering at the slightest frost, which usually grows
in grassy swamps and moist woods or thickets, where it reaches a height of 1J to 2 feet.

Rootstock rather slender, creeping just beneath the surface of the ground ;
stalks few,

generally approximated, slender, brownish -yellow, naked except when very young, about

a third the length of the fronds
;
fronds erect, lanceolate, tapering both ways from the

middle, 1 to 2 feet long by 3 to 6 inches wide, acuminate, ciliate and finely hairy along

the midribs and veins, pinnate ; pinnae sessile, lanceolate, acuminate, deeply pinnatifid,

the lowest two or more pairs gradually shorter and deflexcd until the lowest are often

mere auricles
; segments flat, oblong, obtuse, entire

;
veins mostly simple ;

sori small,

distinct, marginal ;
iudusia glandular.

Occasionally specimens present themselves in which the segments are slightly

toothed, the basal ones being sometimes enlarged and more deeply divided, while forking

fronds are not extremely rare. A var. suaveolens, D. C. Eaton, is found in New York, but

has not been noticed as yet in Canada. It is sweet scented in drying and has the fronds

narrower and more rigid with the under surface sprinkled with minute glands.

This fern is in Canada most common in the Maritime Provinces and finds its western

limit in Ontario. Common in swamps and moist places in Nova Scotia. Re.v, E. H. Ball.

Common in New Brunswick. Fowler. Quebec, Waterloo, Montreal. Que. Hon. Wm.

Sheppard. Richmond and Drummond Cos., Que. J. A. BothweU. Mount Belcril, Que.

Maclagan. Ottawa, Ont. J". Fletcher. Prescott, Out., common. /)'. Billings. Kingston
and Lakefield, Ont. Mrs. Trail/. Abundant in pine woods, Seymour, Northumberland

Co., Ont. Macoun. Hamilton, Ont. Judge Logie. Toronto, London, Windsor, and Port

Cockburn, Muskoka District, Ont. Burgess. Owen Sound, Ont. Mrs. Roy. Gore Bay,

Manitoulin Islands, Ont. /. Bell.

2. A. THELYPTERIS, Swartz, (Marsh Shield-Fern, Marsh-Fern, Snuffbox-Fern), Syn.

Fil., 50. Gray, Man., 664. Provancher, Flor. Can., 718. Pursh., II, 6G1. Macoun's Cat.,

No. 2314. Fowler's N. B. Cat., No. 753. Ball, Trans. N. S. Inst. Nat. Sci., IV, 151. Eaton,

Ferns of N. A., I, 233. Underwood, Our Nat, Ferns, etc., 105.

Laslrea Thelypteris, Presl., Lawson, Can. Nat., I, 283.

Acrostichum Thelypteris, L.

Polypodium Tlielypteris, L.

Polystichum Thelypleris, Roth., Watt, Can. Nat., IV, 363.

Nephrodium Thelypteris, Desv.

Dryopteris Tlielypteris, Gr.

This plant, common in marshes and wet places, but sometimes seen on dry ground,

is very like the preceding species, and though more rigid is also very sensitive to frost.

It varies in height from 1$ to 4 feet, and has the fertile fronds the tallest and longest

Sec. IV., 1884. 26.
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stalked with narrower segments. Rootstock slender, wide-spreading, black
; stalks scat-

tered, slender, blackish at the base but brownish-yellow above, naked except when very

young, and usually as long as or even longer than the fronds
;

fronds erect, oblong-

lanceolate, but little narrowed at the base, 9 inches to 2 feet long by 8 to 6 inches wide,

short pointed, slightly pubescent along the midribs and veins, and pinnate ; pinnae short-

stalked, linear-lanceolate, acute or acuminate, mostly horizontal, and deeply pinnatifid ;

segments oblong-ovate, obtuse, and entire, the fertile ones with their margins revolute

often making them appear acute
;
veins mostly forked

;
sori small, often confluent, placed

midway between the midrib and margin or nearer the midrib
;
indusia generally naked.

Specimens of the Marsh-Fern are sometimes met with having the lower pinnae

reduced and seemingly intermediate between this species and A. Noveboracense the var.

inlrrmci/iii of Lawson in Can. Nat., Vol. I, p. 284, and such specimens are often difficult to

place. The most obvious distinguishing characters in A. Noveboracense are : (1) stalk

much -shorter than frond ; (2) frond acuminate and much contracted at the base; (3) pin-

n:e closely sessile; (4) lobes flat : (:">) veins mostly simple; (6) sori marginal and distinct.

The deirree of pubescence and thickness of the fronds in this fern are also subject to con-

siderable variation, extremes in the direction of these characters constituting var. pubes-

ITHS of Prof. Lawson. while those in the reverse direction form var. glabra. Occasionally

plants are found with some of the segments crenate or toothed, and still more rarely fronds

are seen \vhich are bipinnati
1 with pinnatifid divisions. Forking fronds, too, are seen

in tliis fern from time to time.

A very common fern in cedar, tamarack, and other swamps, extending, according to

Katon. westward to Lake Winnipeg, which is also probably about its northern limit.

Quite common in swamps in Nova Scotia Rev. E. H. Kail. Rather common in wet

marshy places in New Brunswick. Fowler. Common in Quebec. McCard, Provancher,

Miu-liigini, I'nrsoits, etc. Abundant in Eastern and Central Ontario. Macoun, Fletcher,

Billings. Mm-laifun, Logic, Burgess, etc. Muskoka and Parry Sound, Ont. Burgess. Near
R-d Kiver Settlement, Man. McTavislt.

* * Fronds firmly membrauaceous, often evergreen ; stalks and thickened root-

stocks chaify ; veins forking freely.

t Fronds large, pinnate with pinnatifid pinna? ; iudusia large, thinish, flat, and

persistent.

3. A. f-BisTATUM, Swart:, (Crested Wood-Fern), Syn. Fil., 52. Gray, Man., 665.

Provancher, Flor. Can., 718. Macoun's Cat., No. 2309. Fowler's N. B. Cat., No. 757.

Ball. Trans. N. S. lust. Nat. Sci., IV, 153. Eaton, Ferns of N. A., II, 153. Underwood,
Our Nat. Ferns, etc., 106.

A. Ltinrustriense, Spreng.
Ijasirea rristala, Prcsl., Lawson, Can. Nat. I, 282.

JWypodiutn cristatum, L.

Polyttichum cristatum, Roth., Watt, Can. Nat., IV, 363.

Nephrwlium cristatum, MX.

A nearly evergreen species found in low woods and swamps, sometimes in dry
places, growing from 1 to 3 feet high. The fertile and sterile fronds are somewhat unlike,

1
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the latter as well as their stalks being the shorter and more decidedly evergreen. Root-

stock stout, creeping, chaffy, and covered with old stalk-bases
;
stalks shorter than the

fronds, chaffy especially near the base
;
fronds erect, smooth (or with a little chaff on the

rachis), linear-oblong or lanceolate, 9 inches to 2 feet long by 3 to 7 inches wide, and pin-

nate
; pinnae triangular-oblong or the lowest nearly triangular, mostly very short-stalked,

and deeply pinnatilid ; pinnules oblong, very obtuse, finely serrate or cut-toothed
; son

large, often confluent, placed as near the midvein as the margin ; indusia smooth.

Occasionally fronds are seen broadest in the upper third, giving them an oblanceolate

appearance; and a form found at London, Out., differs in having the sori Rmall (about half

the size commonly seen) and being less coriaceous in texture.

Var. Clintonianum, D. C. Eaton, is distinguished chiefly by its greater size and more

numerous pinnae and segments. Fronds 2J to 4 feet long by 8 to 12 inches wide
; pinna;

oblong-lanceolate, broadest at the base, deeply pinnatifid ; segments serrate or cut -toothed,

or the basal ones sometimes pinnately lobod
;

sori near the midvein. This, which is pro-

bably the form referred to by D. R. McCord in Can. Nat., Vol. I, p. 358, is sometimes mis-

taken for A. Goldianum, but differs in having the fertile fronds narrower, and all the

piunic broadest at the base instead of in the middle.

A. cristalum is found in the Eastern Provinces, and passes westward through the

wooded country, without a break, to the Rocky Mountains, while northward it is known

to extend as far as Great Slave Lake. Common in Xova Scotia. Ball and McKay . Not

very common in New Brunswick. Fowler. Not uncommon in Quebec. D'l'rban, Pro-

vanclier, J. Bell, McCord, etc. Local but not rare in Ontario. Maconn, Maclagan, Billings,

Fletcher, Burgess, etc. Porcupine Mountains, Man. Macoun. Saskatchewan. N. "W. Tor.

Richardson. Lake Winnipeg and Slave River, N. W. Ter. Eaton. Var. Clintonianum. A
form, probably this, found in Chatham Tp., Argenteuil Co., Quo. D. R. McCord. Border

of woods, Alva Farm, Knowlton, Que., and Dow's Swamp, Ottawa, Out. J. Fletcher.

Black ash swamps, Belleville, Ont. Macoun. Swamps, London, Out. Burgess. Owen

Sound, Ont. Mrs. Roy.

4. A. GOLBIANTJM, Hook., (Goldie's Wood-Fern), Gray, Man., 6GG. Provancher, Flor.

Can., 718. Macoun's Cat., No. 2317. Eaton, Ferns of N. A., I, 305. Underwood, Our

Nat. Ferns, etc., 106.

A. FUix-mas, Pursh.

Lastrea Goldiana, Presl., Lawson, Can. Nat., I, 282.

Nephrodium Goldianum, Hook, and Grev.

Dryopteris Goldiana, Gr.

One of our largest and most stately ferns, growing in low, rich woods and deep, rocky

ravines, and varying from 1J to 4 feet high, or even higher. The fronds stand in a crown,

the sterile generally somewhat the smaller, and, though firm in texture, are non-evergreen.

Rootstock stout, creeping or ascending, chaffy, and covered with old stalk-bases ;
stalks

stout, shorter than the fronds, green when fresh but straw-colour when dry, and chaffy ;

fronds erect, broadly ovate or the fertile oblong-ovate in outline, 9 inches to 3 feet long

by 6 to 15 inches wide, smooth except for a little chaff on the rachis, bright green above

but paler beneath, and pinnate ; pinnae oblong-lanceolate, the lower ones usually broadest

in the middle, and very deeply pinnatifid ; segments oblong-linear, generally somewhat
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scythe-shaped,
almost entire, or crenate, or serrate with appressed teeth

;
sori large, gener-

ally distinct, and placed very near the midvein ;
indusia smooth, often with the sides of

the sinus overlapping, thus making them appear round and entire.

This fern presents no marked variations, differences in the degree of serration of the

segments alone constituting the vars. serrata and inlegerrima of Prof. Lawson, in Can.

Nat, Vol. I, p. 283.

Very rare in the extreme eastern part of our territory, and, though found in low, rich

wo<xls throughout the greater part of Ontario, as far west as Georgian Bay, it is not

at all common even there. Near Woodstock, N. B P. Jack. Richmond aud Drummond

Cos Que../. A. liotlurell. The Mountain, Montreal, Que. D. R. McCord. Abundant

among gneiss rocks near Hamilton's Farm, River Rouge, Que. W. S. M. D' Urban. Nun's

Island, Montreal, Qne. S. H. Parsons. Ottawa, Ont. /. Fletcher. Farmersville and banks

of river to westward of Broekville, Ont., in crevices of Laurentian rocks. Lawson. Woods,

Belleville, Cast let on and Brighton, Ont. Macoun. Woodstock, Ont. Millman. Rich

woods. London, Ont. Burgess. Amherstburgh, Ont. Madagan.

t t Fronds large, twice pinnate near the base, but the upper pinnules con-

iluent ; indusia rather large, firm, convex and persistent.

r,._A. FIM.X-M \s, ?/?// c, (Male-Fern), Syn. Fil., 6.x Gray, Man., 666. Macoun's Cat.,

No. 2.-H>. Fowler's N. B. Cat
,
No. I/H". Ball, Trans. N. S. Inst. Nat. Sci, IV, 153. Goode,

Can. Nat., IX, 2!>7. Katnn, Ferns of N. A., I, 311. Underwood, Our Nat. Ferns, etc., 106.

histren Fili.r-iiins, Presl.. Lawson, Can. Nat, I, 282.

Polystirhinn Filir-mtts, Roth., Watt, Can. Nat, IV, 363.

Nt'phnx/ii/m Fili.r-mas, Richard.

Poli/podium Filix-mas, L.

Dryojiteris FilLr-iims, Schott,

A very handsome species, with the fronds rising in a circle to a height of 1 to 4 feet.

It is found in rocky woods or on open, rocky hillsides, and, though non-evergreen, stands

considerable frost. Rootstock stout, ascending or upright, chaffy, and covered with old

stalk-bases
;
stalks stout, 2 or 3 inches to 1 foot long, straw-coloured, and very chaffy ;

fronds broadly to rather narrowly oblong-lanceolate, 9 inches to 3 feet long, acuminate,

smooth except for the chaffy scales of the rachis and midribs, dark green above but paler

beneath, and pinnate ; pinnae lanceolate, tapering from base to apex, acuminate, and pin-

natifid almost or rarely quite to the midrib
; segments crowded, oblong, obtuse, not very

deeply toothed, the basal ones sometimes incisely lobed
;

sori rather large, nearer the mid-

vein than the margin, generally absent from the apex of the segments ; iudusia smooth.

This fern, in addition to being somewhat variable as regards its degree of scaliness,

presents a var. incisitm, Mett, which differs from the typical plant in having the fronds very

large and scantily chaffy ; pinnae much broader at the base; segments larger, more dis-

tant, ovate-lanceolate, acutish, and pinuately incised, with toothed lobes along the sides;

indnsia more delicate and less persistent.

The roots of A. Filix-mas have strong authelmintic properties, and in Siberia they are

used as a flavoring ingredient in brewing ale. The Norwegians use the unfolded fronds

as greens, and in other places the whole plant, which abounds in alkali, is used in the

manufacture of soap.
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In Canada this fern is not common, and, as far as yet known, is confined to restricted

areas of Nova Scotia, New Brunswick, Quebec, Ontario and British Columbia. First noted

in Nova Scotia at Whycocomagh, Cape Breton. Lindsay. Aspey Bay, Lake Ainslie and

Cape Mabou Mountains, Cape Breton, N. S. A. H. McKay. Keswick Ridge, N. B. /.

Moser. Abundant and very luxuriant along the Gaspe coast, Que., at Fox River. Macmin.

Among loose rock under the limestone cliff' at the rear of Royston Park, Owen Sound,

Out., and about ten miles up the Georgian Bay, under the same range of cliff. Mrs. Roy.

British Columbia. Lyall.

6. A. RIGIDUM, Swartz, (Rigid Wood-Fern), Syn. Fil. p. 53.

Polypodium rigidum, Hoff.

Polypodium fragrans, L.

Polysticltum strigosum, Roth.

Polyslichum rigidum, D.C.

Nephrodium rigidum, Desv.

Lastrea rigida, Presl.

This is a handsome species, though rather stiff-looking (whence its name), somewhat

fragrant, nearly evergreen, of a dull green color. In height it varies from 1 to 2 feet,

and is found growing in crown-life tufts among rocks on mountain sides. Rootstock

short, thick, very chatty, and covered with old stalk-bases
;
stalks forming .',

to }, the length

of the plant, rigidly erect, very chaffy especially at the base, greenish si raw-colour when

dry; fronds smooth except for some scattered chaff along the rachises, green above but

paler and often more or less glandular beneath, lanceolate, ovate-lanceolate or somewhat

elongated-triangular in outline, leathery in texture, and hipinnate ; pinna; oblong-lance-

olate or the lowest triangular-lanceolate, and pinnate; pinnules oblong, conspicuously

veiny and doubly serrate, with spinulose teeth
;

sori large, nearer the midvein than the

margin ;
indusia firm, convex with a very narrow sinus, bearing short-stalked glands on

their edges.

But few specimens of this fern have been obtainable for examination, and those pre-

sented little variation, except that in the largest of the specimens, which measured only

4 inches wide by about 19 inches long, many of the pinnules were deeply pinnatifid into

doubly serrate lobes, a character also seen in some of the lower and basal pinnules of

medium-sized specimens. According to Prof. D. C. Eaton, his var. argutum presents no

points of specific difference from the typical rigidum, except that its fronds are larger and

broader.

All the Canadian specimens of this fern seen were furnished by Mr. Fletcher, of

Ottawa, and were collected by Mr. J. J. Cowley, of Victoria, Vancouver Island, B. C.,

some of them from the immediate vicinity of that city, others from Mount Finlayson, on

the same island.

7. A. MARGINALE, Swartz, (Evergreen Wood-Fern, Marginal Shield-Fern), Syn. Fil.,

50. Hook., Fl. Bor.-Am., II, 160. Pursh, II, 662. Gray, Man., 666. Provancher, Flor.

Can., 718. Macoun's Cat., No. 2308. Fowler's N. B. Cat., No. 758. Ball, Trans. N. S. Inst.

Nat. Sci., IV, 153. Eaton, Ferns of N. A., II, 69. Underwood, Our Nat. Ferns, etc., lOt.

Polypodium marginals, L.

Lastrea marginalis, Presl., Lawson, Can. Nat., I, 281.
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Polyslichuin tnarginale, Watt, Can. Nat., IV, 363.

Xqihrwlium marginale, Michx, Fl. Bor.-Am., II, 267.

Dryopteris marginalis, Gray.

A large and conspicuous evergreen fern, growing on wooded banks, and especially

common on rocky, wooded hillsides. It varies in height from 8 or 9 inches to 3 feet, and

prows in circular tufts. Rootstock stout, ascending, chaffy, covered with old stalk-bases;

stalks shorter than the fronds, chatty, brownish when fresh but stramineous when dry ;

fronds smooth except for the scattered chaff on the rachis and midribs, paler on the under

surface, leathery, ovate-lanceolate or ovate-oblong in outline, 6 inches to 2 feet long, pin-

nate; pinn;r almost sessile, lanceolate or lanceolate-acuminate, broadest just above the

base, pinnate or pinnatifid : segments oblong, obtuse, often somewhat scythe-shaped, entire

or erenately toothed : sori rather large, placed close to the margins of the segments ; indusia

smooth, often lead-coloured.

In ireneral size, outline and amount of division, as well as the size, shape and prox-

imity of its divisions, this fern is quite variable, and a number of forms have been de-

srrilied. Klongated. acutisli. deeply lobed pinnules, with a sub-cordate base, constitute

var. I'liyiiHit of Kobinson. while very large fronds, (3J feet long), bipiunate with all the

pinnules pinnatilid, is var. Trai/ln of I,a\vson. Forking fronds are sometimes found, and

orcasionally others are seen broadest at the base, or having the pinnn* and their divisions

overlapping ea-h oilier. Sm;,ll plants, .1 to 6 inches high, with only the lowest pinnae

pinnatilid. the others merely lobed (a young state of the species), are not uncommon.

Abundant in ravines and on rocky slopes from the Maritime Provinces to the Lake of

the Woods, theiii-e more sparingly, and only in places, to the Rocky Mountains. Very

renerally distributed throughout the Province of Nova Scotia, and to be met with on most

rorky banks. -lieu. II. II. Bull. Uather common in New Brunswick. Ftnvlei: Common in

(Quebec. l*rocanrher. MrConl. Me/i/mrd, Bothwi'll, etc. Very common in Ontario. Lnwson,

Maroun, Hillings, I^ogie, Burgess, etc. Lakefield, Out., var. Trailltt. Mrs. Traill. Common
in the Muskoka District of Ontario, and on the Dawson lload, Man. Burgess. Split Rock

Portage, on the Xipigon River, Out., and in Peace River Pass, Rocky Mountains, Lat. 56.

Mncoim. The Saskatchewan. Drummoiul.

t t t Fronds largo, fully twice pinnate ; indusia rather small, thinuish, flat, and

at length shrivelled or deciduous.

8. A. SPINULOSCM, Swartz, (Spinulose Wood-Fern, Common Wood-Fern), Syn. Fil.,

oO. Hook., Fl. Bor.-Am., II, 261. Gray, Man., 664. Provancher, Flor. Can., 719. Macoun's

Cat., No. 2316. Fowler's N. B. Cat., No. 756. Ball, Trans. N. S. Inst. Nat. Sci., IV, 151.

Eaton, Ferns of N. A., II, 163. Underwood, Our Nat. Ferns, etc., 107.

Laslrea spinulosa, Presl.

Nephrodium spinulosum, Desv.

This species is partially evergreen, especially the barren fronds, and is one of our ve

commonest and most variable ferns. It has fertile and sterile fronds alike, forming a

crown, and finds its home in thick, especially damp, woods, where it reaches a height of

\\ to 2 feet. Of the typical form, var. vulgare, D. C. Eaton, the following are the charac-

ters : Rootstock stout, creeping or ascending, chaffy and covered with old stalk-bases ;

stalks rather slender, darkened at the base but green above, chaffy (especially wl
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young) with pale brown scales
; fronds bright green, erect, narrowly oblong-ovate, usually

12 to 15 inches long by 4 to 7 inches wide, smooth, and bipinnate ; pinna; (short-stalked,

oblique to the rachis, elongated triangular, the lowest pair broadly triangular with the

inferior pinnules twice, or nearly twice, as long as the superior, the basal ones longest of

all
; pinnules also obliquely set, connected by a very narrow wing, oblong, sub-acute,

incised or pinnatifid ; lobes spinulosely toothed, especially at the apex ; indusia smooth,
and without marginal glands.

Innumerable varieties and forms of this plant have been recorded and described, all

of which, however, are either monstrosities or can, without much straining, be referred

either to the typical form or the vars. intermedium and dilatntum.

Var. intermedium, D. C. Eaton, (A. intermedium, Willd., A. Americunum, Davenport, Laslrea

intermedia, Presl.), has the scales few and tawny ;
fronds dark green, oblong-ovate, broader

and often larger than in the typical plant, twice or often thrice pinnate, under surface mi-

nutely glandular; pinnte spreading, oblong-lanceolate, the lowest pair somewhat trian-

gular with the inferior pinnules moderately elongated, but the basal ones a little shorter

than the next
; pinnules also spreading, ovate-oblong, acuti.sh, pinnatifid or pinnate ;

ultimate segments oblong-ovate, obtuse, and spinulosely toothed on both sides and apex ;

margin and often the surface of the indusia covered with stalked glands.

Var. dilatatum, Horneman, (A. dilatalum, 8\v/., Lastrea dilntata, Presl., Nqphrodium dila-

tatum, Desv.), has the scales large and brown, often with a darker centre
; fronds very dark

green, broadly ovate or triangular-ovate, usually much exceeding, especially in breadth,

the other forms, thrice pinnate; pinna' spreading, broadly triangular with the inferior

pinnules much longer than the superior, the basal ones on the lower side longer than the

next but on the upper side usually shorter than those next them
; pinnules lance-oblong

and deeply piuuatifid ;
ultimate segments oblong and toothed

;
iudusia smooth. A dwarf

state of this variety is var. dumetorum, which fruits freely when 5 to 8 inches high, and

has compact bipinuate fronds, with the inferior basal pinnules but little elongated.

Numerous other sub-varieties of A. spinulosum have been noted, including var. obliquum,

which is a rather rigid, more than usually chaffy form of the typical plant, with pinna;

and pinnules obliquely set, and var. recurvatum, which shows a recurved convex growth

of the frond, pinna; and pinnules. A British Columbian plant from Vancouver Island is

much laxer than common, and has the pinna
1

, pinnules and segments more distant, taper-

ing and acuminate ; the pinnules, too, are narrower throughout, and the whole fern is

more rigid than is usually seen. Occasionally specimens are found with glands scattered

over the upper as well as the under surface of the fronds, and bifurcating and crested

forms occur both in the species proper and in its varieties.

Under its various forms this species crosses the continent, and is known to range

northward to Alaska and beyond the Peace and Churchill Rivers. Occurring in the

wooded districts of all the Provinces, in some places, notably the Island of Anticosti,

Eastern Quebec, and to the west of Lake Superior, it forms almost the whole undergrowth.

The typical plant is probably the least common form with us, but has been seen in Nova

Scotia, New Brunswick, Quebec, Ontario, and, according to Prof. Eaton, about Lake Su-

perior and westward to British Cohimbia. Vars. intermedium and dilatalum also extend

from the Atlantic through the Rocky Mountains to the Pacific, but while the former,

which loves drier woods than the normal form, is par excellence the usual form in Eastern
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and Central Ontario, the latter, which is not common in Ontario except about Lake Su-

perior, prevails most extensively in the Eastern Provinces and British Columbia.

9. A. BOOTTII, Tuckerman, (Bootts
1

Wood-Fern), Eaton, Ferns of N. A., II, 1*75. Under-

wood, Our Nat. Ferns, etc., 107.

A. qiinulosum, var. Boottii, Gray, Man., 665. Macoun's Cat., No. 2316, var. 1.

A. rristatum, var. uliginosum, Milde.

Ltistrea uliginosa, Newman.

Dryopteris rigida, Gray.

This fern, by some authorities regarded as a hybrid of A. spinulosum with A. crislafum,

is found in swamps and wet places in woods and thickets. It is partially evergreen,

especially the barren fronds, and, growing in a crown, attains a height of 1J to 8 feet.

The >terile and fertile fronds are somewhat unlike, the former being shorter, somewhat

less compound, and generally produced a little later in the season. A third set of fronds

is produced in summer, intermediate in size and with broader, blunter pinnules, which

may ]>*' either barren or fertile, liootstock stout, creeping or ascending, chaffy, and cov-

ered with old stalk-bases; stalks shorter than the fronds, stout, chaffy especially when

young with large, pale brown scales; fronds erect, deep green, firmly membrauaceous,

elongated-oblong or elongated-lanceolate in outline,! to 2 feet long, smooth above but

.slight ly chali'y with sometimes a few stalked glands below, nearly bipinnate ; pinnae very

short-stalked, the upper lanceolate from a broad base, the lower triangular-lanceolate and

broadest at the very base, with the inferior basal pinnules but little if any longer than

the superior ; pinnules broadly oblong, obtuse, the lower pinnatifid, the upper merely
serrate with short, spinulose teeth

;
indusia minutely glandular.

( >ur recorded stations for this fern are very few, but a more careful search would pro-

bably prove it to be less extremely rare. Bellahill, thirteen miles from Halifax, and near

Sackville Church, two and a half miles further up the old Windsor Eoad, N. S. P. Jack.

Swamp near the G. T. Ily. station at Belleville, Out., growing in the immediate vicinity

of A. rrisltilum var. Clintonintmm and A. spinulosum. Macoun. Vicinity of Hamilton, Ont.

Logie.

t t t t Fronds small
; bipinnate with small crowded pinnules ; indusia very large

and persistent.

10. A. FHAGRANS, Swarts, (Fragrant Wood-Fern), Syu. Fil., 51. Hook. Fl. Bor.-Am.,

410. Gray, Man., CC4. Macouii's Cat., No. 2307. Fowler's N. B. Cat., No. 755. Ball,

Trans. N. S. Inst. Nat. Sci., IV., 151. Eaton, Ferns of N. A., I, 175. Underwood, Our Nat.

Ferns, etc., 105.

Polystichum fragrant, Ledeb., Watt, Can. Nat. IV, 863.

Lailnafragrant, Moore, Lawson, Can. Nat. I, 288.

Polyptxiinm fragrant, L.

NqJiridium fragrans, Rich.

Drgoftentfragrant, Schott.

A low, lance shaped, evergreen fern, 4 to 14 inches high, with a pleasant aroma

odour resembling that of strawberries, the odour remaining even in the dried fronds a

becoming much more obvious when they are soaked in water. It grows in the crevices
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of shaded cliffs and on mossy rocks, especially near cascades. Eootstock stout, ascending
or erect, very chaffy ;

stalks usually very short, green or greenish straw-color, clustered,

very chaffy, the chaffiness extending along the rachis and midribs of the fronds ; fronds

mixed with old and shrivelled ones, rigid, erect, lanceolate, 3 to 12 inches long by J to 2J

inches wide, glandular on both surfaces but especially so beneath, bipinnate ; pinna?

linear-oblong and pinnately parted ; pinnules oblong, obtuse, toothed or nearly entire,

almost hidden beneath by the OAr
erlapping indusia, which are toothed and glandular round

the margin.
This species is subject to slight variations in the shape of its general outline as well

as of its pinnce and in the degree of chaffiness, slenderer and less scaly forms constituting

var. ft. Hooker.

A few economic properties are attributed to it, being used in Northern Asia as an

anti-scorbutic and in Mongolia as a substitute for tea.

The range of the Fragrant Wood-Fern is from Nova Scotia to the Rocky Mountains,

and from the boundary between us and the United States to the Arctic Circle. Hartley

"Water-Fall, Pirate Harbour, Strait of Canso, N. S. Rev. E. H. Ball. Clefts of rocks at the

Railway Tunnel at Restigouehe, N. B. Fowler. Dalhousie, N. B. J. Fletcher. Saguenay

River, Que. D. A. Walt. Hemmingford, Que. Goode. Perpendicular rocks at the Falls

of Ste. Anne des Mouts River and along the Telegraph Road, Gaspe, Que. ;
Pie Island,

and along cliffs on the shore of Thunder Bay above that island, McKay's Mountain,

Thunder Cape, and Red Rock Station, C. P. Ry., north shore of Lake Superior, Out.
; very

abundant on trap cliffs on the upper part of Nipigon River and all round Lake Nipigon,

being the common fern in that region, often with fronds over a foot long ;
Dawson Road,

Man.
;
Peace River Pass in the Rocky Mountains, above Hudson's Hope in the Canyon,

Lat. 56 12'. Macoun. C. P. Ry. north of Lake Superior, a form approaching var. ft. Hooker.

/. Fletcher. East coast of Hudson Bay, Cape Chudleigh and Cape Prince of Wales,

Hudson Strait, 1884. R. Bell. Great Bear Lake, N. W. Ter. Hooker. The Saskatchewan

to the Arctic Sea and islands. Richardson and Sir E. Parry.

Indusia round and entire, fixed by the depressed centre. Pinnae and pin-

nules usually auricled on the upper side at the base.

* Fronds simply pinnate,

f Stalks short.

11. A. LONCHITIS, Swartz, (Holly-Fern), Syu. Fil., 43. Gray, Man., 666. Hook, and

Baker, Syn. Fil., 250. Macoun's Cat., No. 2305. Eaton, Ferns of N. A. I, 161. Under-

wood, Our Nat. Ferns, etc., 103.

Polypodium Lonchitis, L.

Polystichnm LonchitissRoth, Lawson, Can. Nat. I, 285. Watt, Can. Nat. IV, 363.

The Holly-Fern is a handsome evergreen species, growing in tiifts in shaded rocky

places, usually on the debris of calcareous rocks, and attaining a height of 5 or 6 inches to

over 2 feet. Rootstock stout, ascending, very chaffy, and covered with old stalk-bases ;

stalks chaffy, 1 to 3 inches long ;
fronds dark-green, rigid, leathery, linear-lanceolate, 4 or

5 inches to 2 feet long by 1 to 2 inches wide, acute or acuminate, narrowed at the base,

Sec. IV., 1884. 27.
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smooth above but chaffy below ; pinnae very numerous, crowded and often overlapping,

broadly lanceolate-falcate or the lower triangular, strongly auricled on the upper side

wedge-truncate on the lower, spinulose-serrate with pointless teeth between the serra-

tions ; sori confined to the upper part of the frond, placed about half way between the

in nl v. -in and margin, following the outline of the auricles as well as of the pinnae.

This fern shows but little tendency to variation, the only noticeable differences being
in the size of the fronds and their coarser or finer serration. Occasionally, too, fronds are

seen oblanceolate in outline, while from Europe they are reported as sometimes forking at

the apex, which teratological variation would probably also be found here if sought for.

Found in North-eastern Nova Scotia, this fern is not seen again until it reappears in

Central Ontario, on leaving which it is again absent until the Rocky Mountains are reached,

although in the north it is reported in Hooker's Arctic Plants as being found on rocks along
the Arctic coast from the Mackenzie River to Baffin Bay. In considerable abundance

near Aspey Buy, Cape Breton, N. S. A. H. McKay. Found sparingly at Foster's Flats,

l>elo\\ the Whirlpool, Niagara Falls, Out.; very common on rocky ground, especially

under dill's, throughout the Bruce Peninsula, and around Owen Sound, Ont. ;
on the moun-

tain slopes of How River Pass, Rocky Mountains, N. "W. Ter., and in Peace River Pass,

Rocky Mountains, hat. 5(!
;
Cascade Mountains, above Yale, B. C. Macoun. Kootanie

Pass, Rocky Mountains, about Lat. 49, at 6,500 feet elevation. G. M. Dawson. Rocky
Mountains, Lat. 52- W. Dnimmond.

t t Stalks at least several inches long.

12. A. ACROSTICIIOIDES, Swartz (Christmas-Fern, Chaffy Shield-Fern), Syn. Fil., 44.

Gray, Man., titifi. Hook, and Baker, Syn. Fil., 250. Pursh, II, 661. Provancher, Flor.

Can., 718. Ma.-oun's Cat, No 231:!. Fowler's N. B. Cat., No. 159. Ball, Trans. N. S. lust.

Nat. Sci., IV, 153. Eaton, Ferns of N. A., I, 257. Underwood, Our Nat. Ferns, etc., 102.

Polystichum arrustichoides, Schott, Lawson, Can. Nat. I, 285. "Watt, Can. Nat. IV, 863.

Ne/ihrodiuiii ncroslichoidex, MX., Fl. Bor.-Am., II, 26*7.

A narrowly lanceolate fern with dark shining evergreen foliage, growing about 9 or

10 inches to 2J feet high in tufts in woods and on wooded hillsides, and especially favor-

ing rocky soil. The sterile and fertile fronds are somewhat dissimilar, the latter being

generally rather taller and more erect, with the upper fruit-bearing pinna? contracted and

smaller. Rootstock creeping and covered with old stalk-bases; stalks green above but

brown at the base, chaffy especially below ; fronds leathery, lanceolate from a scarcely

narrowed base, 6 inches to 2 feet long by 3 to 5 inches wide, smooth above but more or

less chaffy below, pinnate ; pinna; linear-lanceolate, the upper often more or less falcate,

short-stalked, abruptly narrowed at the lower side of the base and auricled above, serrulate

with appressed bristle-pointed teeth; sori placed near the midveiu, confluent, when ripe

covering the entire under surface including the auricles of most of the fruiting pinn;c.

Fronds with the pinme incised-serrate are not very uncommon, and occasionally tl

is carried so far that the pinnae are almost pinnatifid, making a form that stands inter

diate between the typical plant and var. incisum, Gray. The latter has the pinnir ct

lobed, those of the fertile fronds being nearly or quite all fruit-bearing, with the sori gen-

erally covering the upper pinna*, but confined to the tips of the lower ones. Specimens
with forking fronds and pinna? have also been reported.
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The Christmas-Fern is found from Nova Scotia to the Bruce Peninsula of Ontario,

which seems to be about the western limit of its range in Canada. Quite common in

Nova Scotia. Rev. E. II. Ball. Common near St. John, N. B., but only a single tuft

noticed in the northern counties near Molus River, Kent Co. Fowler. Woodstock, N. B.

P. Jack. Common in Quebec. Provancher, D' Urban, Madagan, Bothwell, Sheppard, etc.

Very abundant in Eastern and Central Ontario. Macoun, Lawson, Fletclier, Logic, Burgess,

etc. The var. intisum is reported from Montreal, Que. D. R. McCord. Owen Sound, Out.

Macoun. London, Ont. Burgess.

18. A. MUNITUM, Kaulf, (Chamisso's Shield-Fern), Hook., Fl. Bor.-Am. II, 261. Macoun's

Cat. No. 2306. Eaton, Ferns of N. A., I, 187. Underwood, Our Nat. Ferns, etc., 103.

Polystichum munilum, Presl.

Nephrodium Plumula, Presl.

It is an evergreen species, growing among rocks and in forests, commonly from 1 to 5

feet high, and is one of the finest of North American ferns. Rootstock stout, ascending,
covered with old stalk-bases

;
stalks stout, usually forming about one-fourth or a little less

of the height of the plant, very chaffy with brown scales; fronds standing in a crown,

leathery, lanceolate (tapering very slightly toward the base), 1 to 4 feet long by 4 to 8

inches wide, acuminate, bright green above but paler beneath, where also they are chaffy

especially on the rachis, pinnate; pinu;r numerous, wide-spreading, nearly sessile, linear-

acuminate, very sharply and often doubly sen-ate with incurved, aculeate teeth, auricled

on the upper side, obliquely truncate on the lower, all or only the upper ones fertile, none

of them contracted; sori abundant, nearer the margin than the midrib, following the out-

lines of the auricles as well as of the pinmr proper.

A form of this fern, corresponding to var. incisum of A. acrostichoides, is var. inciso-ser-

ratum, D. C. Eaton. It has large fronds and pinna* lanceolate-acuminate from a very con-

spicuously auricled base, incised a quarter or a third of the way down to the midveiu, the

divisions serrated, veins much branched and sori scattered. This is the only marked varia-

tion occurring with us, but two California forms are vars. nudatum and imbricans of D. C.

Eaton. A specimen from crevices of rocks, Vancouver Island, is rather noticeable for its

extremely narrow fronds, which are over a foot in length but do not exceed two inches in

width.

The rhizomes and uncoiled fronds of A. munilum are said to be sometimes cooked and

eaten by the Western Indians.

In Canada this fern is confined to British Columbia. North-west America. Menzies.

Nootka, Vancouver Island. Mertens. Very abundant around Victoria, Vancouver Island,

both the typical form and var. intiso-serratum ; common in rocky woods up the Fraser River

to far above Yale, within the mountains. Macoun. Damp thickets, New Westminster.

J. Fletcher.

# # Fronds bipiunate, or nearly so.

14. A. ACULEATUM, Swartz, (Prickly Shield-Fern), Syn, Fil., 53. Hook, and Baker,

Syn. Fil., 252. Eaton, Ferns of N. A., II, 123. Underwood, Our Nat. Ferns, etc., 103.

The species in North America is a Californian plant, finding its representatives within

Canadian territory in the vars. Braunii and scopulinum.
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Var. Braunii, Doell, (Braun's Prickly Shield-Fern), Gray, Man., 667. Macoun's Cat.,

No. 2812. Fowler's N. B. Cat., No. 760. Ball, Trans. N. S. Inst. Nat. Sci., IV, 154. Eaton,

Ferns of N. A., II, 124. Underwood, Our Nat. Ferns, etc., 104.

Polystifhmn angulare, Presl, var. Braunii, Lawson, Can. Nat., I, 285.

Folystichum aculeatum, Moore, var. Braunii, "Watt, Can. Nat., IV, 863.

Aspitlium Braunii, Spenuer.

Aspulium aculeatum, Pursh, II, 662. Provancher, Fl. Can., T19.

This is a fine evergreen species, 1 to 2 feet high, with a prickly aspect, growing in

the crevices of moist, shaded rocks and in rocky woods. Rootstock stout, erect, closely

,-ovored with old stalk-bases ;
stalks very short and chaffy ;

fronds growing in a crown,

elliptical-lanceolate
in outline, tapering to both ends, covered with long, soft hairs and

chaff, bipinnate : pinna
1 numerous, oblong-lanceolate, the lower short and almost obtuse,

the upper very a< ute ; pinnules mostly distinct, very short-stalked, ovate or oblong, trun-

cate and almost rectangular at the base, generally more or less auricled, sharply serrate

with incurved tooth. Occasionally fronds of this variety are seen which are oblong-

Ian, 'oolate in outline and but little narrowed at the base.

Yar. sa>j>it/ini/in, 1). ('. Eaton, (Ferns of N. A., II, 125), is also an evergreen, and grows in

the .rev ices of rocks. Stalks short; fronds narrowly lanceolate, 8 to 10 or 11 inches long by
J to 1! inches wide, deeiduously chally, pinnate ; pinnrc numerous/ovate or ovate-oblong,

rather obtuse, pinnately lobod at tin- base, but serrate with pointed and barely aculeate

teeth above, liy some good authorities this variety is placed under Aspidium mohrioides,

but Prof. Eaton, while saying it is almost as much like this species as A. aculeatum, prefers

to leave it with the latter, as it has the lobes of the pinna; somewhat aculeate.

Yars. Callforniru in, I). ('. Eaton, angulare, Brauu, and prolifenim, Wolleston, are Califor-

nian forms, the latter two being also well known in Europe.

With us the range of Yar. Eniunii is restricted to the Provinces of Nova Scotia, New

Brunswick and Quebec in the east, and British Columbia in the west. Rare, even where

local, in Nova Scotia ; occurring at Marble Mountain, Bras d'Or Lake; Sherman's Moun-

tain. Port Mulgrave, Strait of Canso ; Ehler's Water-Fall, near Guysborough, and hills

above MalKm, Capo Breton. Rev. E. II. Ball. Near Lake Ainslie, Cape Breton, N. S.

A. II. McKay. Near Baddeek, and at River Inhabitans, Cape Breton, N. S. P. Jack. Pirate

Harbour, Strait of Canso, N. S. Macoun and Burgess. Cape Blomidon, N. S. Lawson.

Sugar Loaf, Itestigouche and Odell's Grove, Fredericton, N. B. Fowler. St. Francis

River. Andover, N. B. G. U. Hay. Plentiful in rocky woods along the Gasp6 coast, Que.,

generally near the shore and often within the spray of the waves. Macoun. Quebec,

Quo. Hon. Wm. Sheppard. Temiscouata, Que., not common. Thomas. Abundant on

gneiss rocks and damp logs, valley of the River Rouge, Argenteuil Co., Que. W. S. M.

D' Urban. Portage and sources of the Columbia River, west side of the Rocky Mountains,

Lat. 52. Driimmond. Nootka, Vancouver Island, B. C. Hcenke. Having been found in

Washington Territory, U. S., var. scopulinum may be looked for in Southern British Col-

umbia, but as yet the only place it is known to exist in Canada is Mount Albert, Shick-

shock Mountains, Gaspe, Que., having been found by Professor Allan in July, 1881, and

by Professor Macoun in August, 1882. In the case of the latter, it was collected on the

summit of the mountain, at an altitude of 4,000 feet, and close to a quantity of still un-

thawed winter snow.
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Genus XV. CYSTOPTERIS, Bernh., BLADDEU-FEHN.

* Fronds ovate-lanceolate, bi-tripinnate.

1. C. FRAGILIS, Bernh., (Brittle-Fern), Gray, Man., 667. Provancher, Flor. Can., 719.

Lawson, Can. Nat., I, 286. Hook, and Baker, Syn. Fil., 108. Macouu's Cat., No 2322.

Goode, Can. Nat., IX, 299. Fowler's N. B. Cat., No. 762. Ball, Trans. N. S. Inst. Nat. Sci.,

IV, 154. Eaton, Ferns of N. A, II, 49. Underwood, Our Nat. Ferns, etc., 108.

C. lenuis, Desv.

Polypodium fragile, L.

Aspidium lenue, Swartz, Syn. Fil., 58. Pursh, II, 665.

Aspidium fragile, Swartz, Syn. Fil., 58.

Nephrodium tenue, MX., Fl. Bor.-Am., II, 269.

Cyathea fragilis, Smith.

Cysteafragilis, Smith, Watt, Can. Nat., IV, 3i:!.

This is a slender, common, and variable species, most at home in crevices of moist

shaded rocks and among stones, but also found in rich woods and sometimes in open wet

places. Its usual height is about 8 to Hi inches, though occasionally, in favored localities,

it reaches even as much as 2 feet, while in mountainous districts, depauperated forms not

exceeding 2 to 4 inches occur. It is non-evergreen, being very sensitive to frost. Root-

stock elongated, creeping, covered with old stalk-liases, and very chaffy toward the apex ;

stalks slender, clustered, very brittle, straw-color or brown shading to green in the rachis,

darkest at the base where also they are sparingly chaffy; fronds mostly reclining, oblong-
lanceolate or ovate-lanceolate, commonly 4 to 8 inches long by 1 to 3 wide, thin, smooth,

bipinnate; pinnte ovate-lanceolate or somewhat triangular, pointed; pinnules decurrent

along the narrowly winged secondary rachis, ovate-oblong, somewhat acutely toothed or

shallowly incised and toothed; sori small, roundish, usually distinct; veinlets mostly

running out to the teeth of the lobes
;
indusia acute at the free end.

This fern is extremely variable, and the same roots will at different times or even the

same time produce fronds that might be referred to different ones of the numerous so-called

varieties, of which the following are perhaps the best known : Var. dentatu, Hook., with

narrow scarcely bipiuuate fronds, less pointed pinn;e, and obtuse merely bluntly toothed

ovate pinnules. Var. angustata, Smith, with broad and often nearly tripinuate fronds, acute

pinna?, and acute lanceolate pinnules, which have sharp toothed, sharply pointed lobes.

Var. laciniata, Davenport, with narrow and little more than pinnate fronds and ovate pinna>,

the lobes of which are irregularly laciniate with narrow teeth. Var. McKayii, Lawson, a

common form in America, differing from the ordinary European plant (also found with us),

which has broad, leafy, approximate pinna1
,
in having the pinnre very far apart and nar-

rowly lanceolate
; pinnules oblong, always more or less cuneate at the base, and rounded

at the apex ;
sori few and scattered ; plant when growing with a hard, bare look and a

bluish-green colour. A very peculiar form found at Whycocomagh, N. S., falls under var.

multifida, Wolleston. It resembles var. angustata in general appearance, but has the ends of

the fronds as well as most of the pinnae and some of the pinnules forked or showing a

tendency thereto. Another form, in some respects approaching var. Dickieana, Sim., from

near Michipicotin on the north shore of Lake Superior, is broadly triangular-lanceolate in

outline, and has the pinnules overlapping one another, those of the lowest pinute remark-
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ably broadly triangular, the basal ones measuring an inch in breadth and length. Speci-

mens collected at London, Ont., have branched rootstocks nearly a foot long, while others,

gathered in the Rocky Mountains and British Columbia, have the sori confluent and cover-

ing every particle of the under surface of the fronds, so as to give them a dark brown

appearance.

This is one of the most universally distributed of ferns, appearing in almost every

part of our whole territory from east to west and from north to south, growing even on

the prairie wherever moisture sufficient for it to grow can be obtained near rock.

2. C. HULHIKKRA, Bernh.. (Bulblet Cystopteris), Gray, Man., 66*7. Provancher, Fl. Can.,

7l!. Lawson, Can. Nat., I, 287. Hook., and Baker, Syn. Fil., 103. Macoun's Cat., No.

2:124. Fowler's N. B. Cat., No. 761. Ball, Trans. N. S. Inst. Nat. Sci., IV, 154. Goode,

Can. Nat., IX, 2!'!i. Eaton, Ferns of N. A., II, 55. Underwood, Our Nat. Ferns, etc,, 108.

Polypotliitin bulbiferMiii, L.

Aa/iitlinni buibifrrui/i, Swartz, Syn. Fil., 5!'. Fursh, II, 665.

Aspidium atomarium, Muhl.

Nephrmliutn bulbifi-ruin, Michx, Fl., Bor.-Am., II, 268.

Cystfn bulbiferti, Smith, Watt, Can. Nat., IV, 3t>:3.

A tall, slender, tufted fern, generally producing on its under side fleshy bulblets, which

fall to tin- ground and form new plants which reach maturity in the second year. It is

found in wet places among rocks, or in low rich woods, attaining a height of 1J to 3 feet,

and withers with the early frosts of autumn. Kootstock short, covered with old stalk-

bases, and sparingly chaffy at its apex ;
stalks slender, rather brittle, clustered, much

shorter than the fronds, when fresh dark-brown close to the base and green above (some-

times brown throughout), but when dry pale straw-colour
;
fronds mostly reclined, elon-

gated, tapering from base to slender apex, usually 1] to 2 feet or even more in length by 3

to 5 inches wide at the base, thin, very minutely glandular in the living plant, often bear-

ing bulblets. which are commonest at the base of the pinua> and toward the apex of the

fronds, bipinnate; pinn;e ovate-oblong, pointed; pinnules oblong, obtuse, pinnatifid or

toothed, the lower ones distinct, but the rest decurrent along the narrowly-winged, sec-

ondary rachis; veinlets mostly running out to the teeth of the lobes; indusia truncate at

the free end.

Professor Lawsou proposes a var. horizontalis for a shorter form of this fern, with tri-

angular-lanceolate fronds, broad at the base and not more than three or four times longer
than broad, piniuo horizontal. The same writer also proposes a var. flugelliformis, which,

however, seems to differ in no respect from the typical form of the species. Depauperate

forms, but bearing bulblets, collected on exposed cliffs in Gaspe, Que., by Mr. Goode, are

only 2J to 2J inches long including stalks.

Found in Nova Scotia and New Brunswick, but not common, and extending west-

ward to the Lake of the Woods, Manitoba. Rare in Nova Scotia ; Hartley's Water-Fall,

Pirate Harbour, Strait of Canso. Rev. E. H. Ball. Aspey Bay, Cape Breton, N. S. A. H.

McKay. Growing with Adiantum pedutum at Newport, Hants Co., N. S. ; Grand Falls, N. B.

P. Jack. Restigouche and St. John, N. B. Fowler. On damp limestone rocks up Jupiter

River, Island of Anticosti, Que. Macoun. Common in Quebec. Provancher, D' Urban,

Bell, Madagan, McCord, etc. Very abundant throughout Ontario, as far west as the
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Peninsula. Lawson, Billings, Macoun, Logic, Burgess, etc. Manitoulin Islands, Ont. J.

Bell. Lake of the Woods. Dawson. North-West Angle, Lake of the "Woods, Man.

Burgess.

* * Fronds deltoid or pentagonal, ter-quadripinnate.

3. C. MONTANA, Bernh., (Mountain Cystoperis), Hook., Fl. Bor.-Am., II, 260. Hook and

Baker, Syn. Fil., 104. Macoun's Cat., No. 2323. Eaton, Ferns of N. A., II, 53. Under-

wood, Our Nat. Ferns, etc., 108.

Polypodium montanum, Lamarck.

Aspidium montanum, Swartz, Syn, Fil., 61.

Cyalhea montana, Smith.

Cystea montana, Lamarck, "Watt, Can. Nat., IV, 303.

This is one of our rarest, and a very beautiful species of fern, differing markedly
from the rest of the genus. It is a delicate plant, reaches a height of 8 or 9 to 1C inches,

and grows along creeks in very deeply shaded woods. Kootstock long, .slender, creeping,

scaly near the apex ;
stalks usually much longer than the fronds, scattered, slender, brown

at the base but green above, very sparingly chaffy ;
fronds deltoid or pentagonal-ovate in

outline, 3 to 6 inches long by about the same breadth, smooth except for some small scales

along the rachis and midribs, ter-quadripinnate with the rachises, even to the primary, all

narrowly-winged ; pinnae pointed, the lowest unequally deltoid-ovate and much larger

than those above, which become gradually simply lanceolate
; pinnules ovate-oblong,

inferior ones of the lowest pinna1

very much longer than the upper, divided into second-

ary pinnules, which in turn are piimately incised almost, or even quite, to the rachis into

oblong, sharply-toothed lobes
; veinlets generally ending at the indentations between the

teeth
;
indusia irregularly toothed toward the apex.

Except in size, this fern does not seem to be subject to much variation. Specimens
have been seen with the inferior basal pinnules of the lowest pair of pinnae almost as

large as the pinnae from which they sprang, and in others the lowest pair of pinnae were

very (over 2 inches) distant.

One of the very rarest of our native ferns. Labrador. Butler. In a deep ravine, in

which flowed a small brook, on the northern face of Mount Albert, Shickshock Moun-

tains, Gaspe, Que. ; in a cedar swamp near the silver mine north of Current Iviver, Lake

Superior, Out
;
abundant in Kicking Horse Pass, Rocky Mountains, N. "W. Terr. Macoun.

By streams in shady Alpine woods in the Rocky Mountains, Lat. 52-5<V. Drttmmond.

Genus XVI. ONOOLEA, L., ONOCLKA.

1. O. SENSIBIUS, L., (Sensitive Fern), MX., Fl. Bor.-Am., II, 272. Hook., Fl. Bor.-Am.,

II, 262. Pursh, II, 665. Gray, Man., 668. Provancher, Fl. Can., 111. Lawson, Can. Nat.,

I, 274. Macouu's Cat., No. 2321. Fowler's N. B. Cat., No. 764. Ball, Trans. N. S. Inst.

Nat. Sci., IV, 154. Watt, Can. Nat., IV, 363. Eaton, Ferns of N. A., II, 195. Underwood,

Our Nat, Ferns, etc., 109.

The Sensitive Fern, which grows in wet places open or shaded, usually measures

from 6 inches to 2J feet high. The barren and fertile fronds are extremely unlike, the

former being leaf-like, very sensitive to frost, quickly wilting when plucked, and much
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taller and more common than the latter, which are non-leaf-like and remain erect, though

drying up, through the winter. Rootstock elongated, creeping, naked
; stalks scattered,

very sparingly chaffy and darkened at the base, green above when fresh but brownish when

dry, the sterile usually a little longer than their fronds, the fertile usually much longer ;

sterile fronds foliaceous, smooth, triangular-ovate in outline, 3 to 15 inches in length, deeply

pinuutifid into oblong-lanceolate, generally obtuse, entire, undulate or siunuate-pinnatifid

segments, which are connected by a wing gradually widening upward, or the lowest pair

sometimes distinct ; fertile fronds nearly black, rigid, much contracted, bipiunate with the

erect, appressed, narrow pinnae divided into pinnules, which are rolled into berry-like

closed involucres ;
veins of the sterile fronds copiously anastomosing, those of the fertile free.

This fern is subject to considerable variation as regards its size and the cutting of its

pinn:r and folding' of their segments. All possible forms intermediate between the typical

sterile and fertile fronds may occur, and var. obtimlobala, Torr., (Onoclea obtusilobata, Schk.),

is the one standing about midway between the two. In it the pinnae of some of the sterile

fronds an- again pinnatifid, and the so-formed pinnules becoming contracted and some-

what revolute. without entirely losing their foliaceous character, bear a few sori. This

form is often produced from rootstocks which bear normal sterile fronds also, and the same

plant may produce var. obtusilobata one year and the type form the next, a plant with

liipinnate sterile fronds, thus standing between the normal sterile frond and var. obtusilobata,

is var. Injn'iiHiita, Lawson in Can. Nat., Vol. I, p. 274. Mr. McCord, in the same volume,

p. -'i.'iG, mentions a form with glandular sterile fronds.

Common throughout every part of Canada westward (in the swampy and wooded

region) to the head of Lake Winnipegosis and the Saskatchewan. Only two stations are

recorded with us for var. obtaxilobata, viz., wet meadow one mile north of Murray Town

Hall, Northumberland Co., Out. Mamun, and Ottawa. Out. /. Fletcher; but there is little

doubt that a careful search would show it to be much more common.

. STKUTHIOPTEW.S. Ho/., (Ostrich-Fern), Swartz, Syn. Fil., 111. Watt, Can. Nat.,

IV, :!;3. Eaton, Ferns of N. A., II, 201. Underwood, Our Nat. Ferns, etc., 109.

O. nvtlulosa, Schkuhr.

O. Gernumica, Hook.

Osmundii Slruthiopteris, L.

Mrulhinpteris Germanica, Willd., Hook., Fl. Bor.-Am., II, 262. Gray, Man., 667. Pro-

vancher, Fl. Can., "717. Macouns Cat., No. 2320. Fowler's N. B. Cat., No. 763. Ball,

Trans. N. S. Inst. Nat. Sci., IV, 154. Lawson, Can. Nat., I, 273 as var. Pennsylvania.

Slrulhioptens Pennsylvanica, Willd, Tursh, II, 666.

A tall and showy species growing in large tufts, commonly 1J to 6 feet high, in low,

open or wooded, especially alluvial, ground. The barren and fertile fronds are quite dif-

ferent. The former, which are leaf-like, much the taller, and non-evergreen, grow in a

circle and curve outward to form a beautiful vase-like receptacle for the latter, which are

few in number, non-leaf-like, and remain erect, though drying up, long after the sterile

have vanished. Kootstock short, thick, erect, covered with old stalk-bases, giving off

long, slender, subterranean stolons
; stalks short, stout, angular, those of the fertile fronds

a little the longest, darkened and chaffy at the base, green above when fresh but brown
when dry ; sterile fronds broadly-lanceolate, 1J to 5 feet long, abruptly short-pointed,
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much narrowed at the base, pinnate into numerous, sessile, linear-lanceolate, acuminate

pinna; (the lowest ones deflexed), which are in turn deeply pinnatifid into crowded,

oblong, obtuse, entire segments ; fertile fronds 9 inches to 1 feet long, dark coloured, con-

tracted, rigid, pinnate into obtuse, obliquely ascending, almost entire or pinnately lobed

pinnae, the margins of which are rolled backward to form necklace-like or almost cylin-
drical bodies enclosing the fruit

; veins of both sterile and fertile fronds free.

This fern occasionally presents a condition analagous to the var. obtusilobata of O. sensi-

bilis, in the shape of fronds intermediate between the barren and fertile, bearing a few sori

on contracted though still herbaceous pinnae.

The Ostrich-Fern in Canada ranges from Nova Scotia to Lake Winnipeg and the Sas-

katchewan, being very common as far west as Lake Huron. Only noted about forty miles
north of Michipicotin on the Magpie River, and about five miles up the Kaministiquia
River, Lake Superior, Out.

; along the Assiniboine River, from Winnipeg to the Souris

River, Man. Muroun. North-west Angle, Lake of the Woods. Man . Burgess. Canada to

the Saskatchewan . Richardson.

Genus XVII. WOODSIA, R. B,:, WOODSIA.

Stalks obscurely articulated near the base
;
fronds chaffy or smooth, never

glandular.

* Fronds glabrous or nearly so.

1. W. GLABELLA, R. Br., (Smooth Woodsia). Hook., Fl. Bor.-Am., II, 259. Gray, Man.,

669. Lawson, Can. Nat., I, 289. Watt, Can. Nat., IV, 363. Hook, and Baker. Syn. Fil.. 47.

Macoun's Cat., No. 2326. Goode, Can. Nat., IX. 298. Fowler's N. B. Cat., No. 766. Eaton,

Ferns of N. A., II, 115. Underwood, Our Nat. Ferns, etc.. 110.

W. Alpina, var. glabella, Eaton.

Polypodium fontanum, L.

This species of Woodsia is extremely delicate and non-evergreen, growing in tufts on

moist, shaded rocks, or in their crevices, and only reaching a height of 1-i to inches.

Rootstocks short, ascending, clustered ; stalks slender, usually less than an inch in length,

smooth or with a little chaff below the articulation ; fronds bright green, narrowly linear-

lanceolate, usually 1 to 5 inches long by 3 to 6 lines wide, glabrous both sides, pinnate ;

pinnae 1 to 3 lines long, roundish-ovate or somewhat deltoid, obtuse, and crenately lobed

into 8 to *7, rounded, nearly entire lobes ;
sori very few ;

indusia with only a few long

cilia on their margins.
The degree of variation in this fern does not seem to be very great, var. Belli of Law-

son having been since referred by him to W. hyperborea, in which W. glabella finds its closest

ally. The differences between the two plants consist only in the latter being shorter,

with narrower, more delicate and perfectly smooth fronds, which have but slightly lobed

pinnae and very scantily ciliate indusia. Bifurcating fronds are very occasionally seen,

and many of the Lake Superior specimens differ from those found in the Eastern Provinces

in having their pinnae markedly more distant and more inclined to be triangular.

Though comparatively rare and quite local, the Smooth Woodsia in Canada has a wide

Sec. IV., 1884. 28.
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range, extending from New Brunswick west to the Rocky Mountains, while northward it

reaches the Arctic Circle. The Tunnel, Restigouche, N. B,, rare. Fowler. Grand Falls,

N B. P. Jack. Limestone rocks, twelve miles up Jupiter River, and under cliffs at Ellis

Bay, Island of Anticosti, Que. ; frequent in crevices of rocks along the Gaspe coast and

on cliffs along the Ste. Anne des Monts River, and Riviere du Loup, Que. ; ledges of rock,

Kakabeka Falls. Kaministiquia River, ten miles south of Fort William, Red Rock near the

C. P. Ry. station, and on trap rocks up the Nipigon River, Lake Superior, Ont. ; limestone

rocks, Tine Portage, Olearwater River, below Methy Portage, Lat. 57; crevices of rock,

Bow River Pass, Rocky Mountains, N. "W. Ter. Mamun. Saguenay River and Montmor-

enci Kails, Quo. D. A. Watt. Groat Bear Lake, the original station, N. "W. Ter. Richnrd-

$/>. On rocks along the Arctic coast, from Mackenzie River to Baffin Bay. Hook., Arc. PI.

2. ~\V. iivi'KKKOKEA, R. Br., (Northern Woodsia, Alpine Woodsia, Flowercup-Fern),

Hok., l-'l. Bor.-Am., II, 2/i'i. Hook, and Baker, Syn. Fil., 46. Provancher, Fl. Can., 720.

Macoun's C'at., No. 2327. Watt, Can. Nat., IV, 363. Eaton, Ferns of N. A., II, 107.

Underwood, ( >ur Nat. Ferns, etc., 110.

JJ'. A/innn. S. V. dray, Lawson, Trans. Bot. Soc. Ed., VIII, 108, and Can. Nat., I, 289.

Jl'. Jlvcnfis. var., Bcntli.

Fiili/jxniium liy/xrboreiim, Swartx, Syn. Fil., 39.

Arrottirhmn iil/>iniu>i, Bolton.

Polyfxxlium nrroninnn. Smith.

A small, non-evergreen fern, '! to 8 inches high, growing in tufts on moist, mossy
rorks. Kootstocks short, ascending, clustered, thickly set with old stalk-bases; stalks

less than half the length of the fronds, stout for the size of the plant, numerous, chaffy

near the base, and sparingly so with hair-like scales or almost smooth above, shining,

reddish-brown : fronds linear-lanceolate, 2 to inches long by 6 lines tg 1 inch wide, spar-

ingly cliallY, hairy or nearly smooth, pinnate; pinme 3 to 6 lines long, triangular-ovate,

obtuse, pinnately lobed into a few obtuse, rounded or obovate, nearly entire lobes; sori

usually distinct ; iudusia long, ciliate.

By some authorities this fern is not considered distinct from W. llvensis. Usually the

two are easily separated, but intermediate forms occur, and it is at times very hard to

decide under which to place such. W. h>/j>erl>orea is usually the smaller, narrower, more

delicate in texture, smoother, and has shorter, more obtuse and less deeply lobed pinnae,
with sori usually remaining distinct. Prof. Lawson, in Can. Nat., Vol. I, p. 4, describes a

nearly smooth form, with longer (9 inches) and lax fronds, which he proposes to distin-

guish as var. Belli, but the distinctions seem insufficient to warrant the construction of a

distinct variety.

In Canada this fern occurs very locally from New Brunswick to the Saskatchewan,
and north to the Arctic Circle. Aroostook Falls, Victoria Co., N. Jl.Hay and Wetmorr.

Dartmouth River, Gaspe, Que., twenty miles from its mouth, var. Belli. /. Bell. Perpen-
dicular faces of rocky cliffs near Cape Rosier, Gaspe, Que. ; on rocks and in their crevices

twenty miles up the Ste. Anne des Monts River, and at the Falls of the same river at the

base of Mont Albert, Que. ; on mountain masses along the north shore of L'ake Superior,
west of Nipigon Bay, on cliffs of Jack Fish Island, Lake Nipigon, and on ledges of rock

between the Hudson's Bay Co.'s post and Lake Superior at Michipieotin, Ont. Macoun.
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Ou a moist, mossy bank near the falls on the Riviere-du-Loup, within reach of the spray
from the falls, and on mossy rocks in a ravine, Temiscouata, Que. D. A. Watt. Norway
House, Lake "Winnipeg. Richardson. Nottingham Island, Hudsoii Strait. R. Bell. On
rocks along the Arctic coast, from the Mackenzie River to Baffin Bay. Hook., Arc. PI.

* * Fronds very hairy and chaffy beneath.

3. "W. ILVENSIS, R. Br., (Rusty Woodsia, Woolly-Fern), Hook., Fl. Bor.-Am., II, 259.

Pursh, II, 660. Gray, Man., 669. Provancher, Fl. Can., 720. Lawson, Can. Nat., 1, 288.

Hook, and Baker, Syn. Fil., 46. Macoun's Cat., No. 2325. Fowler's N. B. Cat., No. 765.

Ball, Trans. N. S. Inst. Nat. Sci., IV, 155. Watt, Can. Nat., IV, 363. Eaton, Ferns of N.

A., II, 111. Underwood, Our Nat. Ferns, etc., 110.

W. hyperborea, var. rufidula, Koch.

Acrostichum Ilvense, L.

Polypodium Ilvense, Swartz, Syu. Fil., 39.

Nephrodium rufidulum, MX., Fl. Bor.-Am., II, 269.

Aspidium rufidulum, Swartz, Syn. Fil., 58.

A small, dull green, rather coarse looking, tufted, non-evergreen, but hardy fern, grow-

ing usually from 3 to 13 inches high, OH exposed metamorphic rocks and in their

crevices. Rootstock short, ascending, tufted, covered with old stalk-bases
; stalks com-

monly about half the length of the fronds, stout for the size of the plant, greenish when
fresh but straw-coloured or reddish-brown when dry, very hairy and chaffy ;

fronds lance-

olate, usually about 2 to 8 inches long by i to 2 wide, as a rale thickly covered on the

under side with chaff and hair, which is whitish when young but afterwards rusty,

green and smoother on the upper surface, pinnate ; pinna; sessile, G to 9 lines long, oblong-

ovate, rather acute, and phmatifid into about 9 to 21 oblong, obtuse, usually creuate lobes,

which have slightly reflexed margins ;
son numerous and at length confluent

;
indusia

long ciliate.

This fern is occasionally almost smooth, and, as before stated, the less chaffy forms are

hard to distinguish from the more chaffy ones of W. hi/perborea, and the var. gntrilis of

Prof. Lawson in Can. Nat., I, p. 288, which, as stated by him, seems to agree better with

W. hyperborea in technical characters, is one of these intermediate forms, and probably
referable to that species, which is found in the locality where Lawson's form was collected.

Some specimens from the north of Lake Superior are more delicate in appearance than

usual, from having all their parts narrower and much more distant, while the fronds them-

elves are narrower and more acuminate.

Woodsia Ilvensis occurs in places within our limits from Nova Scotia to the Rocky

Mountains, and north beyond the Arctic circle. Not common in Nova Scotia. A. H.

McKay. Salt Mountain, Whycocomagh, Cape Breton, N. S. Lindsay. Abundant on

G-old River, near Chester, Lunenburg Co., N. S. Rev. E. H. Ball High rocks, east

side of Lake Thomas, Halifax Co., N. S. ; Hay's Falls, near Woodstock, N. B. P. Jack.

Near Truro, N. S.Campbell. The "Look Out," Cape Blomidon, N. S.Macwn and

Burgess. Sugar Loaf, Restigouche, and mouth of Upsalquitch, N. B. Fowler. Keswick,

Nashwaaksis, St. Stephen, and near Green Head, St. John, N. B. /. Vroom. Extremely

abundant in many parts of Quebec and Ontario. Provancher, D' Urban, Lawson, Macoun,

Fletcher, Logie, Burgess, etc. Very abundant and luxuriant west and north-west of Lake
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Superior, producing fronds over a foot long and nearly two inches wide. Macoun.

Echiinamish River to Oxford House, and Nelson River, near Hudson Bay, N W. Territory.

R. Bell. Canada to Hudson Bay, Bear Lake, and the Rocky Mountains. Richardson and

Drummond. Rocks along the Arctic coast from Mackenzie River to Baflin Bay, also in

Arctic Greenland and along the east and north-east coast. Hook., Arc. PL

$ Stalks not articulated
;
fronds glandular-pubescent or smooth, not chaffy.

* Indusiu of a few broad segments, at first covering the sorus.

4. \V. oim'S.v, Torrey, (Obtuse-leaved Woodsia), Gray, Man., 668. Lawson, Can. Nat.,

I, 28!>. Hook, and Baker, Syn. Fil., 48. Ball, Trans. N. S. Inst. Nat. Sci., IV, 154. Macoun's

Cat.. No. 2:5:50. Eaton, Ferns of N. A., II, 189. Underwood, Our Nat. Ferns, etc., 111.

II'. Pcrrininnu, Hook, and Grev.

Polyjxxlium obfiinuni, Spreng

Aspidium obtusum, "\Villd., 1'ursh, II, ljt!2.

/////>////.< MUSH, Torr.

Cyttojiteris obtusn, 1'resl.

I'hwiiuttiiaii olilusum, Hook., Fl. Bor.-Am., II, 259.

Plu/st inntii/m Perrinianum, Presl.

Tliis is a non-evergreen species found growing in tufts in rocky places, and reaching

a height of !i inches to 11 feet. Rootstock short, creeping, somewhat chaffy, and covered

with old stalk-bases ;
stalks green when fresh but stramineous when dry, darkened close

to the base, chali'y when young, about half the length of the fronds ; fronds broadly-lance-

olate in outline, commonly about to 12 inches long by 2 to 3 wide, delicate, minutely

glandular-hairy especially on the under side, nearly bipinnate ; pinnae rather distant, tri-

angular-ovate or triangular-lanceolate, obtuse, pinnately parted into oblong, obtuse, cren-

ately toothed segments, the lower of which are pinuatifid ; indusia nearly covering the

sporangia at lirst, but afterward splitting into 4 to 6 spreading, jagged lobes.

Though not rare in parts of the United States, the only known station for this fern in

Canada is near Canning, Nova Scotia, in the gorge through which Dr. Hamilton's Road

winds up to the summit of North Mountain, where it was found by Mr. Peter Jack of

Halifax, who kindly supplied a specimen for examination. The plant credited in
" Ferns

of North America'' to British Columbia as Woodsia obtusa, on the authority of a list of the

specimens collected in 18G1 on the Galtou Mountains by Dr. Lyall, is not that species, but,

as Prof. Eaton recently writes, Woodsia scopulina, while Prof. How's plant so called, col-

lected at Windsor, Nova Scotia, and now in the provincial museum at Halifax, is only a

form of Cystopterufrag&it.

* * Indusia small, never covering the sori, split into narrow segments or reduced

to minute ciline.

5. W. SCOPULINA, D. C. Eaton, (Rocky Mountain Woodsia), Hook, and Baker, Syn. Fil.,

48. Macoun's Cat., No. 2328. Eaton, Ferns of N. A., II, 193. Underwood, Our Nat.

Ferns, etc., 110.

W. obtusa, Gray, not of Torrey.

A non-evergreen species usually from 6 to 12 inches high, growing in dense masses

on rocks and in their crevices, chiefly in the shade. Rootstocks short, creeping, very
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chaffy, covered with old stalk-bases; stalks shorter than the fronds, quite dark near the

base but lighter upward, puberulent with minute pointed hairs and stalked glands; fronds

lanceolate in outline, 4 to 8 inches long by 9 lines to 2 inches wide, pinnate, rachis and

under surface puberulent and glandular like the stalk ; pinmr numerous, oblong-ovate,

sub-acute, deeply pinuatifid into short, ovate or oblong, obtuse, crenulate or toothed lobes ;

sori sub-marginal ; indusia very delicate and deeply cleft into narrow segments which

terminate in short hairs.

Specimens vary greatly in the amount of their pubescence, the smoother forms being

very difficult to distinguish from W. Oregana. Some British Columbian specimens from

near Yale have fronds fully two inches wide with the pinnte so crowded as to overlap.

In the United States this species extends as far eastward as Minnesota, but \vith us, as

far as known at present, it is confined to the Rocky Mountains and British Columbia.

Rocky Mountains and Elk River, Kootanie Valley, B. C. G. M. Daivson. Among loose rocks

on mountain side, specimens thirteen inches long, at Lytton, B. C., also on Mount Finlay-

son, near Victoria, Vancouver Island, B. C. J. Fletcher. Along the Fraser and Thompson
Rivers, B. C., from Yale to Spence's Bridge, and on the mountains at these places ; abun-

dant in Kicking House Pass, Rocky Mountains. N. "W. T. Mucmin.

6. "W. OREGANA, D. C. Eaton, (Oregon Woodsia), Gray, Man., t!GO. Macoun's Cat..,

No. 2329. Watt, Can. Nat., IV, :J(>3. Eaton, Ferns of N. A., II, 185. Underwood, Our

Nat. Ferns, etc., 110.

W. obtusa. var. Lyallii, Hooker.

This is a delicate, non-evergreen fern, with the fertile and sterile fronds somewhat

unlike (the former being the taller), growing from 5 to 10 inches high in dense patches

in the crevices of rocks, very often where exposed to the sun. Rootstocks short, creeping,

chaffy, covered with old stalk-bases; stalks usually rather more than half the length of

the fronds, slender, chaffy below when young, darkened near the base but greenish or

straw-colored above
;
fronds lanceolate or linear-lanceolate, 3 to 6 inches long by 8 to 12

lines wide, smooth, pinnate ; pinna1

triangular-oblong, obtuse or acutish, pinuatifid into

segments, which are obtuse, oblong or ovate, creuate or toothed, with the teeth often

reflexed and covering the sub-marginal sori
;
iudusia very minute and divided almost to

the centre into a few beaded hairs.

Woodsice Oregana and scopulina are very much alike, and, unless the specimens are in

good condition, it is difficult to distinguish the one from the other. The most important

distinctions are the minute glandular pubescence of the latter, the difference in the divi-

sion of its larger indusia, and the similarity of its fertile and sterile fronds In general

appearance, too, W. Oregana resembles small forms of W. obtusa, from which, however, its

glabrous fronds and rudimentary involucre distinguish it. Forking fronds are not

uncommon in this species.

The Oregon Woodsia, ranges from British Columbia eastward to Lake Nipigon, while

northward it is known to reach as high as Lake Athabasca. Along the Fraser and

Thomson Rivers, B. C., from Yale to Spence's Bridge ; on Blackwater River, along the

Telegraph Trail, and at Fort St. James, northern British Columbia; Peace River Pass,

Rocky Mountains; Fort Chipewyau, Lake Athabasca, N. W. Ter., Lat. 58 48'; crevices of

rocks, Blackwater River, Lake Nipigon, Ont., 1884, a very glandular form. Maroun.
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Genus XVIII. DICKSONIA, LHer., DICKSONIA.

1. D. riuwirsctTLA, WHId., (Hairy Dicksonia, Gossamer-Fern, Hay-scented Fern),

Hook., Fl. Bor.-Am., II, 264. Pureh, II, <}71. Eaton, Ferns of N. A., I, 839. Underwood,

Our Nat. Ferns, etc., 111.

D. pubescent, Swartz.

D. jninctilobnlu, Kunze, Gray, Man., 669. Provancher, Fl. Can., 720. Macoun's Cat.,

No. 2331. Fowler's N. B. Cat., No. 161. Ball, Trans. N. S. Inst. Nat. Sci., IV, 155.

Xr/>linx/iuin punctihbulum, MX., Fl. Bor.-Am., II, 268.

Aajiidittm punrltiobulum, Swartz, Syn. Fil., 60.

DrnHsta-dtia jmnctilubula, Moore, Lawsou, Can., Nat., I, 287.

The (lossamer-Fern is a very delicate and beautiful species, with pale-green, feathery

fronds, which wither quickly when plucked, decay in autumn, and give out a pleasant

hay-like oclour in drying. It is a rather common fern in eastern North America, growing

in moist soil in pastures and open woods, and on rocky hillsides, reaching a height of 1J

to 4 feet, llootstock slender, branching, extensively creeping, naked except for a little

hair at its grow in ir extremity; stalks commonly forming about one-third or less of the

height of the plant, scattered, stout, erect, darkened toward the base but gradually fading

to straw-color, greenish when fresh, chaffless but somewhat puberulent; fronds ovate-

lan.-eolate in outline, 1 to -1 feet long by 3 to 10 inches wide, long pointed, hairy and

minutely glandular especially beneath, bi-pinnate ; pinnae lanceolate and pointed; pin-

nul'-s oblonir, mostly obtuse, pinnatifid into oblong and obtuse, cut toothed lobes; sori

minute, each on a recurved toothlet, usually one at the upper margin of each lobe of the

pinnules.

Forking fronds and pinna> of this fern are far from rare, but beyond this it seems to be

subject to little variation except that of size, and of a greater or less degree of pubescence

and glandulosity.

In its range this fern seems to be confined to about the eastern third of our territory,

not extending westward beyond the Georgian Bay. Very common in Nova Scotia.

Ri-r. /-'. //. Bull. Very abundant in New Brunswick. Fowler. Common in extreme

eastern Quebec. Mnanin. Lennoxville and \Vaterloo, Que. Hon. Wm. Sheppard. Rich-

mond and Drummond Cos., Que. /. A. Bothwell. Sorel, Que. Lady Dalhousie. Montreal,

Que. Maclagnn. Abundant in Harrington Township and on Hamilton's Farm, River

Rouge. Argenteuil Co., Que. W. S. M. D' Urban. Abundant in Stewart's Bush, Ottawa,

Out., and at Casselman, Out. J. Fletcher. Near Prescott, Out. B. Billings. Near Kingston,

Ont. J. Bell. Common along the roadside between Fliuton and the Addington Road,

Addington Co., Ont. ; low rich woods a little east of Norwood, Peterboro Co., Ont.

Parry Sound, Georgian Bay, Ont. Logic.

Genus XIX. SCHIZ^A, Smith,

1. S. rrsiLLA, Pursk, (New Jersey Schizaea, One-sided Fern), Gray, II, 650. Man.,

669. Hook, and Baker, Syn. Fil., 428. Lawson, Can. Nat., I, 291. Eaton, Ferns of N. A.,

I, 185. Underwood, Our Nat. Ferns, etc., 118.

S.fiHfoUa, De la Pylaie.
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S. lorluosa, Muhl.

This is aii extremely local, and very peculiar looking, little sedge-like plant, 1J to 4

inches high, growing in tufts in low grounds. The sterile and fertile fronds are unlike,
the former resembling bunches of short curled leaves, the latter straighter and projecting
above them like a slender culm. Rootstock very minute, horizontal, and creeping; stcrilo

fronds linear, very slender, flattened, tortuous, scarcely an inch long by a quarter of a lino

wide ;
fertile fronds equally slender, but straighter, H to 4 inches long, bearing at the

top a triangular-ovate fertile appendage, which is 2 to 4 lines broad at the base by usually
a little less length, and consists of 4 to (5 pairs of closely placed oblong pinna- ;

the two
halves of the appendage usually folded together, at least in the dried specimen.

For this rare American fern but one station is known in Canada, viz., on the shore of

Grand Lake, twenty-three miles from Halifax, N. S., where it was discovered in August,

1879, by a Miss Knight. It has not been found since that time though carefully searched

for by Mr. McKay, of Pictou, who says, however, that bush lires have swept over the place
since it was got, which may account for its absence. It had previously been recorded by
De la Pylaie as occurring in Newfoundland, and its discovery in Nova Scotia is particularly

interesting as confirming the authenticity of that station.

Genus XX. OSMUNDA, L., FI,OWEKING-FKKV.

# Sterile fronds fully bipinnate with separate pinnules.

1. O. REOALIS, L., (Royal-Fern, Flowering-Fern), Swartz, Syn. l-'il., Uio. MX., Fl. Bor.-

Am., II, 273. Gray, Man., 670. Hook, and Baker, Syn. Fil
,
4:7. Provancher, Fl. Can.,

721. Macoun's Cat., No. 2332. Fowler's N. B. Cat, No. 7C.8. Ball, Trans. X.S. lust. Nat.

Sci., IV, 155. Watt, Can. Nat, IV, -364. Eaton, Ferns of N. A, I, 20!. Underwood, ( >ur

Nat. Ferns, etc., 113.

O. speclabilis, Willd., Pursh, II, 0.38. Hook., Fl. Bor.-Am, II, 2ur>.

O. regalis, var. specfabilis, ilikle, Lawson. Can. Nat. I, 2!0.

O. glaucescens, Link.

An elegant, non-evergreen, pale green fern, commonly 2 to "> feet high, growing in

swamps, wet woods, low thickets, and by the margins of ponds and rivers, sometimes

even in running water. The fertile and sterile fronds are unlike, the former producing

at their summits a racemose panicle of fructification Rootstock creeping and greatly

thickened with imbricated stalk-bases ;
stalks erect, stout, tufted, commonly about half

the length of the fronds, smooth or with a little brown deciduous cobwebby wool, their

bases dilated to form stipular wings ; sterile fronds ovate-oblong in outline, 1 J to 3J feet

long by 8 to 20 inches wide, smooth, bipinnate ; pinnae stalked, with rather leathery,

sessile or short-stalked pinnules, which are commonly oblong-oval, obtuse, obliquely-

truncate at the base, and crenulate-serrate ; fertile fronds like the sterile except that sev-

eral of the upper pinnae are contracted and bipinnate, with the cylindrical divisions nou-

foliaceous and covered with bright brown sporangia.

The sterile pinnules vary greatly in size and shape, but none of these variations seem

Dnstant enough to justify any attempt at the formation of distinct varieties thereon. In

size they run from 9 lines to 2 inches in length by 3 to 8 lines wide, while in shape
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they may be broadly-oval or oblong-lanceolate. Their apices may be sub-acute and their

bases very unequal, rounded, sub-cordate or auricled on the lower side, while the margins

may be entire or lobed in their lower half. The American plant has been described as a

distinct species, under the names O. glawem-ens and O. spectabilis, also as a distinct variety

O. regalis var. s/ierttibilis, but it corresponds too closely to the European to admit of such

separation. The distinctions of the European O. regalis have been found in its darker

colour, greater size, more spreading pinmr, and auricled pinnules, but American specimens

identical in all these respects are not at all uncommon. As regards the fertile fronds,

.sometimes some of the fruiting pinna; are but partly contracted and continue leaf-life

with sporangia along their margins, a state analagous tov&r.obtusilobula of Onoclea sensUiilis,

or. again, the fruiting may imitate that of O. Clui/toniana, the frond being fertile in the

middle and barren above and below, var. inlerrujttn, Milde.

This plant was formerly esteemed as possessing astringent and emmenagogue proper-

ties, but is now considered of little value. In the northern parts of England an infusion

of the rhixome, which is very starchy, is a popular remedy for rickets, and an application

to sprains and bruises, while in the north of Europe a similar infusion has been used as

a starch.

The Royal-Fern is very common in most parts of the eastern half of our territory, but

becomes rare toward its western limit, which, according to Richardson and Eaton, is the

Sa.skatchf\van. < )bserved north of Lake Superior at Round Lake, on the line of the Cana-

dian 1'acilic Kailway. twelve miles east of the Pic River, and at Current River, Thunder

Bay. -Martin n. Muskeg Island, Lake Winnipeg. J. M. Maroun.

# * Sterile fronds pinnate, with deeply pinnatifid pinna 1
.

1. O. CLAYTOMANA. /,.. (Clayton's Flowering-Fern, Interrupted Fern), Swartz, Syii.

Fil.. ItiO. Pursh. II, i;.'.7. Gray. Man., 070. Hook, and Baker, Syn. Fil., 426. Lawson,

Can. Nat., I. L'Ul. Macoun's Cat.. No. 233-'}. Fowler's N. B. Cat., No. 768. Ball, Trans.

X. S. Inst. Nat. Sci., IV, 155. Watt, Can. Nat., IV, 364. Eaton, Ferns of N. A., I, 219.

Underwood. Our Nat. Ferns, etc.. 113.

O. intrmi]>lti, MX .. Fl. Bor.-Am.. II, 273. Hook., Fl. Bor.-Am., II, 265. Pursh, II, 657.

Provancher, Fl. Can.. 721.

Slruthiopteris Claytoniana, Bernh.

This is a handsome, non-evergreen species, commonly about 2 to 4 feet high, growing
in circular tufts in low grounds, wet woods and thickets. The sterile and fertile fronds

are unlike, the former growing generally on the outside of the circle, gradually curve

gracefully outward in all directions to form a vase-like surrounding for the latter, which
are taller, erect, and have a few of the middle pairs of pinna; contracted and covered with

sporangia. Rootstock creeping, greatly thickened with imbricated stalk-bases
; stalks

stout, erect, usually a little more than half as long as the fronds, when young clothed

with loose, brownish wool, with stipular wings at the base; sterile fronds oblong-lance-
olate in outline, 1J to 2 feet long by 6 inches to 1 foot wide, woolly when young bi

smooth, except for a little of the wool in the axils of the pinnae and along the midrib

when mature, rounded or short pointed at the apex, pinnate ; pinna4 short-stalked, oblong

lanceolate, rather obtuse, deeply pinnatifid into ovate-oblong, obtuse, entire, oblique pit
nules

; fertile fronds like the sterile, except that 2 to 5 pairs of the central pinnae (which
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wither early in the summer), are contracted and bipinnate, with the divisions cylindrical,
non-foliaceous and covered with dark-green sporangia.

This fern is subject to slight variations in the shape of its pinna? and pinnules. The
former are occasionally acutish instead of obtuse, and Prof. Lawson, in Can. Nat., mentions
a lax form in which they are remarkably short and somewhat triangular ;

the latter are
sometimes seen obscurely creuulate toward the apex. The position of the fertile pinna,
instead of being about the middle of the frond, may be near the top or bottom of it, and
the number may be unequal on the two sides of the rachis. Rarely some, or even all, the
fertile segments retain a foliaceous character and bear marginal fructification.

Though unaware of their ever having been used, the rhizomes of this fern possess

properties somewhat similar to those of O. regalis, and the dried fronds have been utilized

in the Lower Provinces as a winter fodder for sheep.

The Interrupted-Fern is very common throughout most parts of Canada, from Nova
Scotia to Lake Superior, and probably finds its western limit in Manitoba. In the east it

prefers swamps, but west of Lake Superior it is found in open woods. Not uncommon
around Lake Nipigon and Thunder Bay. MUCOUH. Collected by Bourgeau at Sturgeon
Lake, some hundred miles north-west of Lake Superior, and. according to Milde, on Lakn

"Winnipeg.

3. O. CINNAMOMEA, L., (Ciunamou-Feru), Swartz, Syu. Fil., ICO. MX., Fl. Bor.-Am.,

II, 273. Pnrsh, II, 657. Hook., Fl. Bor.-Am., II. 26,',. Gray, Man.. fiTO. Hook, and

Baker, Syn. Fil., 426. Provancher, Fl. Can., 721. Lawson, Can. Nat.. I, 290. Macoun's

Cat., No. 2334. Fowler's N. B. Cat.. No. 768. Ball. Trans. N. S. Inst. Nat. S.-i., IV, l.Vi.

Eaton, Ferns of N.A., I, 227. Underwood, Our Nat. Ferns, etc., 114.

O. Claytmiana, Conrad, not of L.

Struthiopteris cinnamomea, Bernh.

The Cinnamon-Fern is anon-evergreen species, growing in large clumps, from 1A to

5 feet high, in cedar swamps, low grounds and moist thickets. The sterile and fertile

fronds are unlike, the former, which are foliaceous, form in u, as in O. Clai/toniana, a green,

vase-like surrounding for the latter, which are cinnamon-coloured, non-foliaceous and

erect. The fertile fronds, which mature their fruit as they unfold, appear before the sterile

and wither early in the season, before the latter complete their growth. Rootstock creep-

ing, much thickened with imbricated stalk-bases; stalks stout, erect, the sterile about half

as long as the fronds but the fertile about the same length, stipulate at the base, when

young clothed with abundant rusty wool ;
sterile fronds oblong-lanceolate in outline, 1 to

8 feet long by 6 inches to 1-J feet wide, densely rusty-woolly when young but nearly

smooth at maturity, pointed or even acuminate, pinnate ; pinna; short-stalked, oblong-

lanceolate, acute, deeply pinnatifid into ovate-oblong, obtuse, entire, oblique pinnules ;

fertile fronds very woolly when young, having all the pinnae contracted aud bipinnate,

with the divisions cylindrical, non-foliaceous and covered with cinnamon-brown sporangia.

In the absence of fructification, this plant is not always easily distinguishable from

O. Claytoniana, the most evident differences being that in O. cinnamomea the apex of the

frond, as well as of each of the individual pinna1

,
is decidedly acute or even acuminate,

usually, too, the pinnae are narrower. As stated by Mr. Davenport in the Torrey Bulletin,

Sec. IV., 1884. 29.
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Vol. IX, p. 101, a good distinguishing point between the sterile fronds is, that in O. cinna-

momea at the base of each pinna there is a small, persistent bunch of wool, which is

nearly or wholly wanting in O. Claytonwnu.

Like the other Osmundas, variations in the pinnoc aud pinnules are not very uncom-

mon. The former may be more lanceolate than oblong-lanceolate, and the latter may be

somewhat acute, obscurely crenulate and even in the lower ones elongated and pimiatifid,

or more or less imbricated. Fertile fronds are occasionally found in which a few or most

of the lower pinna* are barren, thus imitating the normal method of fruiting in O.regiili.t,

a state which constitutes the var.fnmdosa, Gray. Occasionally, too, fronds are found copy-

ing O. Clai/lonitina in being fertile in the middle, while more rarely the apex is barren and

the base fertile. Var. alatu. Hook., has the rachis slightly wing-margined, a not uncom-

mon character of larire fronds, while pinmr, retaining a more or less foliaceous character,

with a niaririnal fructification, are found from time to time. Var. imbricans, Milde, a very

close approach to which is sometimes seen in American specimens, has rigid fronds, with

the seirments elongated and overlapping each other.

The rhizomes of this fern have been reputed to possess demulcent, sub-astringent,

and tonic properties. Boiled in milk, they yield a fine mucilage, which is useful in

diarrhoea.

Very common throughout Nova Scotia, New Brunswick, Quebec and Ontario to

Georgian Bay, which probably is with us its western limit, though it is recorded by Lawsou

in the "Canadian Naturalist" as having been found at Two Heart Kiver, Lake Superior,

by I{. Bell, Jr. Var. frumlosn has been found at the following places: Windsor, N. S.

limn. Halifax Water-Works, Halifax Co., N. S. P. Jack. Molus River, Kent Co.,N. B.

Finder. Bismark. Out., along the Canada Southern Railway. Macoun.
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X Note sur certains depdts aurif&res de la Beauce,

Par L'ABBE J.-C.-K. LAFLAMME, D.D.

( Lue le 23 mai 1884. )

Bien que je n'aie rien d'absolument neuf a communiquer aux membres de la Societe

Royale a ce sujet, je me permettrai cependaut de signaler en deux mots qiielques observa-

vations personnelles, ainsi que quelques renseignements que j'ai etc a meme de recueillir

de la bouche de personnes eminemment qualifiees. Avant d'aller plus loin, je crois qu'il

n'est que juste de i'aire remarquer 1'extreme importance quo preseutent les gisements auri-

feres de la Beauce. Les resultats qu'on y a deja obtenus, malgre les obstacles de tout

genre qui sont sans cesse venus entraver les exploitations des mineurs, sont plus que sufli-

sauts pour legitimer les plus belles esperances. II n'y a pas de doute que des travaux

judicieusement localises et conduits avec discernement et prudence no soientcouronnes de

succes.

En parcourant les differentes etudes, les differeutes recherches scientifiques qui ont

ete faites sur la geologie de cette partie du pays, on reste surpris de la petitesse du travail

accompli et de 1'immensite de ce qu'il y aurait encore a faire. A part les quelques details

que donne le rapport de progres de 1863, a part le travail de M. A. Michel, celui du Dr S.

Hunt, publics tous les deux en 1866, et un double rapport du Dr Selwyn, en 1871 et 1882,

on ne trouve plus que quelques bribes parsemees 93 et la dans quelques volumes des rap-

ports de la commission geologique, sans aucun lieu commun qui les rattache et leur douue

1'unite necessaire a toute ccuvre importante.

La petite brochure de M. W. Chapman, cousideree au point de vue geologique, n'est

qu'une compilation, une reunion assez iudigeste de differents extraits des rapports que je

viens de mentionner.

Get etat de choses est d'autant plus anormal que deja depuis longtemps on reclame

1'examen methodique de ces importantes formations.
"
II est vraiment regrettable, disait

deja M. Michel en 1866, que diverses causes aient empeche 1'exploration generale de la

region aurifere. D'autant plus, dit-il ailleurs, que, quand on considere la valeur des decou-

vertes qui ont ete faites dans la Beauce sans que le gouvernement s'en melat, il est raison-

nable de supposer que, plus tard, on finira par en faire d'autres aussi serieuses et peut-etre

encore plus importantes.
"

Je u'ai done qu'un but en ecrivant ces quelques remarques :

attirer encore une fois 1'attention des geologues canadiens sur ce petit coin du pays, et y

provoquer des travaux en rapport avec son importance miniere reelle.

L'or des alluvions se trouve sur une assez grande superficie, male, comme le faisait

deja remarquer sir "W. Logan, il y a une vingtaine d'aunees, en depots locaux, d'etendue

tres irreguliere. C'est la, en effet, un des grands ennuis des mineurs. La richesse du gra-

vier aurifere varie d'une maniere vraimeut desesperante dans 1'espace de quelques pieds.
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Los pepites d'or sont le plus souvent arroudies, ce qui indique uu point do depart assez

eloigne. En efiet, il me semble tres difficile d'admettre que ces fragments aient etc arrondis

snr place, comme quelques-uns semblent 1'admettre. D'aillenrs, on trouve dans les memes

alluvions des pepites anguleuses, non usees, provenant evidemment des veines de quartz

placees directement sous ces alluvions ; celles qui sont usees doivent done veuir d'ailleurs.

On a deja signale le caractere special du gravier aurifere de la Beauce. II semble que,

dans la description qu'on en a donuee, on a eu particulierement en vue les alluvions de la

Gilbert, qui se trouvent eusevelies sous uue epaisse couche de boulder clay, recouverte elle-

int'inc do plusieurs pieds de sol arable. Ce gravier aurifere serait done auterieur au boulder

Hay lui-memo, et appartiendrait aiusi au commencement du quaternaire, pcut-etre meme a

hi fin du tcrtiaire.

Mais il n'ost quo juste de remarquer que les graviers auriferes des rivieres du Loup
ft Metgermette out une position bien differente

;
ils reposent sur le boulder clay, au lieu

d'etre place au-dessous, et, comme ils n'ont pas la meme apparence que celui de la Gilbert,

on est porte a rroire que le drift aurifere de la Beauce appartient a deux epoques distinctes.

On a parle bien souvent du sable noir qui se trouve iuvariablement melange avec 1'or.

Deja e7i is*;*;, le Dr S. Hunt faisait remarquer que ce sable provenait probablement de la

trituration ou decomposition des formations voisines, toujours riches en oxydes de fer.

Tout dernieremeut on me remcttait un morceau d'oxyde noir de fer
(
fer titan6 ) dans lequel

on vuit une petite pepito d'or. Get echautillon vient aussi de la Beauce et donne un

exeinplo remarquablf d'une alliance tres curieuse eutre 1'or et les minerals de fer.

.Tusqu'a present, pour separer 1'or de ce sable noir, dans la plupart des cas, on laisse

secher le melange et par une insufflation menagee avec beaucoup de delicatesse, on rejette

le sable noir. qui est a pen pros deux fois plus leger que 1'or. II faut cependant y aller

avec de graudcs precautions, vu que, dans certains cas, 1'or se trouve en pepites pour ainsi

dire microscopiques. (Vest comme une poussiere dont on ne verifie la nature qu'a 1'aide

d'une forte loupe. Malgre sa tenuite, cettc poudre metallique est en quantite assez notable

pour que les mineurs aient interet a la recueillir avec grand soin.

< >n s'est demande souvent d'ou venait Tor de ces alluvions. Une petite partie a pu se

separer des veines de quartz qui traversent les rochere sous-jacents, mais la plus grande
partie vient d'ailleurs.

S'il faut croire que ces transports out eu lieu pendant le commencement de 1'epoque

glaciaire, alors que le glacier a enlove les parties superficielles des rochers decomposes

prealablement par Faction seculaire des agents atmospheriques, la direction des rain u res

superficielles indiquera de quel point de 1'horizon viennent ces amas considerables de drift.

Or ces rainures sont tres nombreuses et tres nettement marquees en un grand nombre
d'endroits. Nous les trouvons en difTerentes concessions de St-Fra^ois le long de la Gil-

bert, dans les cantons de Cranbourne, de Liniere, de Marlow, de Frampton et de Ware, et

encore ailleurs. Leur direction generale est du N.-N.-E. au S.-S.-O. Bien que ces indica-

tions ne doivent etre admises qu'avec beaucoup de precautions, elles sont cependant de

nature a faire connaitre les directions a suivre pour connaitre les gisements auriferes cpii

ont enrichi les alluvions de la Beauce.

Esperons que les travaux qui commencent cet ete sur le haut de la riviere Gilbert, et

qui sont supposes se faire snr ce qu'on pourrait appeler les veines meres, nous edifieront

pleinement snr ce sujet.
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Les veines de quartz aurifere de la Beauoe sont aussi tres iraportantes. Elles sont

nombreuses
;
on peut presque dire que tout le gonflement superficiel qui caracterise cette

partie du pays comprise entre les premieres collines a St-Joseph et la frontiere des Etats-

Unis, est sillonnee d'une profusion de veines quartzeuses.
1 Comme direction generale,

elles courent du N.-E. au S.-O. C'est a peu pres la ligne que suivent les anticlinales et

les synclinales des nombreux plissements que les geologues constatent dans ces forma-

tions. Je crois que les fissures de ces veines sont contemporaines de ces plissements.

Leur rapport avec la stratification est extremement remarquable. Elles sont generale-

ment paralleles aux lits, ce qui n'a pas peu contribue a faire douter de leur nature et de

leur valeur. II y a longtemps que MM. Hunt et Michel out signale cette curieusc disposi-

tion. Lors d'une exploration faite en 1880, j'ai eu 1'occasion de verifier moi-meme la

position relative des lits et des veines.

J'ai suivi pendant plus de vingt arpeuts une veine de quart/ auriiT-re, dans le canton

de Marlow. Cette veine disparaissait assez souveut, mais pour afHeurer un peii plus loin.

La direction generale etait assez reguliere et les indices assez nombreux pour me permettro

de localise* exactemeut la bande quartzeuse.
2

Elle etait emincmment aurifere. J'ai repete a maintes reprises des essais mecauiqnes

grossiers, et toujours j'ai trouve des petites pepites d'or sur le fond du plat de lavage. Do

meme, en lavant les alluvions qui entouraient cette veine, j'y ai toujours trouve de Tor en

quant ite notable.

Les veines de quartz sont done loin d'etre rares a la Beauce. 1x3 roc en est pour ainsi

dire crible. Vous les trouvez, d'apres M. Michel, dans les seigneuries d'Aubin-Delisle,

Aubert-G-allion et Vaudreuil, dans les cantons de Jersey, Marlow, Liniere et Metgermette.

J'ajouterai les cantons de Cranbourne, Ware et "Watford ou elles sont tres uombreuses,

souvent assez puissantes et tres probablement auri feres.

Le quartz renferme plusieurs minerals a part 1'or, qui y est d'ailleurs distrilme fort

irregulierement. On y trouve la galeue, la blende argentifere, des pyrites auriferes et

encore quelques autres. Flusieurs de ces minerals se decomposent par Faction de 1'atmos-

phere, et comme 1'or resiste a ces actions decomposantes, il reste dans la cavite

quartzeuse sous forme de pepites grossierement arrondies. J'ai pu constater moi-meme

cette origine pour quelques grains d'or passablement gros. L'explorateur doit, a ce propos,

se tenir en garde centre certains proprietaires, qui, desireux de vendre les mines qui leur

appartiennent, lui montrent des morceatTX do quartz dans les cavites desquels ils out eu

soin de faire entrer a coup de poison des pepites d'or, pour faire mousser leur mine pre-

tendue. C'est un peu ce qui s'est passe a la riviere du Loup, ou des gens out tire, dans

les sables du rivage, des coups de fusil charges de pepites d'or, au moment oil des explora-

teurs venaient faire les inspections preliminaires a des achats deftnitifs.

1

Ici, je suis en disaccord avec le dernier rapport de M. Webster tel qu'il est reproduit par M. Selwyn, mais il est

probable que mes recherchos et lea siennes ne se sont pas faites exactenient dans les m&nea localites.

D'ailleurs, ce que dit plus loin M. Webster, dans lo mme rapport, laisse croire qu'il doit y avoir plusieurs

veines auriferes. A propos des alluvions qui reposent sur le silurien superieur, il attirme que, le long de la Chau-

diere, depuis le lac Megantic jusqu'a St-Josepli, on ne peut guere laver un plat d'alluvion sans y trouver des

parcelles d'or.

" Les deux levres etaient des argillites dont les feuilleta couraient parallelement a la direction generale de

la veine.
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OoB veines quartzeuses sont tout particulierement developpees dans le silurien supe-

riour. C'est dans ee dernier terrain qu'elles sont tout specialement abondantos. A ce

propos, il serait fort important de rechercher en detail les limites des formations siluriennes

a la Beauee, car il me semble qtie les veines qui traversent le silurien superieur sont plus

importantes an point de vue eeonomique que les autres. II est assez probable que cette

recherche geologique ue presenterait pas de bien grandes difficultes, vu qu'il ne manque
pas d'endroit ou Ton pourrait so procurer des fossiles nombreux et en bon etat de con-

servation. Je citerai tout specialement plusieurs localites en la paroisse de St-George.
.If me permcttrai, en terminant, d'attirer 1'attention sur un autre point. C'est le

rendement en argent des mines de la Beauee. Tout le monde salt que 1'or de la Beauee

renlfrnif nne assez forte proportion d'argent. Or ce dernier metal a deja et6 trouv6 en

]>lusi.'urs ciidroits, non pas a 1'etat natif, mais sous la forme de sulfures plus ou moins

mmpliqufe. .T'ni eu occasion d'cxaminer pereonnellement une veine argentifere assez

rcmarquable, dans le canton de Marlow. Sa direction est sensiblement differente des

veines de ijuart/ au rife re ; de plus die renferme relativement pen de quartz, mais elle est

composef en irrande jiartic d'un sulfure complique de fer, d'arsenic et d'antimoine qui
contient nne proportion notable d'argent. II y a trois de ces veines qui se trouvent au

inenif fiulrnit, a qiiflques pieds de distance 1'une de 1'autre.

\M galriif trouvee a la Beauee est argentifere, et il ne faudrait pas non plus perdre
cela df vue dans les recherches dirigees de ce cot6.

l']n voila assez pour faire voir qu'il y a dans cette partie de notre pays plusieurs pro-

blumes a resoudre, egalement interessants au point de vue th6orique et au point de vue

economique.
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XI Note sur un gisement cFemeraude au Saguenay,

Par L'ABBE J.-C.-K. LAFLAMME, D.D.

( Lue lo 23 inui 1884.
)

Dans le cours d'une exploration geologique, faite pendant 1'ete de 1883, dans la region
du Saguenay, j'ai eu occasion d'y coustater 1'existence de certains mineraux raros, du moius
au Canada, et sur lesquels je crois devoir appeler 1'attention de la Societe Koyale.

Ce gisenient interessant se trouve a quelques niilles au nord-ouest de IVxtremite

inferieure du lac Keuogami. a peu pres a 1'endroit ou apparaissent, dans le gneiss du lau-

rentien inferieur, les premieres bandes labradoritiques du laurcntien superieur. Uu rocher

abrupt borde le cheinin public du cote du nord-est et atteint uue hauteur de deux ou trois

cents pieds. II se compose, comine la plupart des rorhers voisins, de masses gneissi(|iies,

et sa surface a ete fortement arrondie par 1'action erosive du glacier quaternaire. Sur les

flaucs de cette colline se voit uue veine asse/ mal delinie <jui se compose de mica. de quart/
et de feldspath eu gros cristaux. Ceux-ci atteignent de tres fortes dimensions. La pate de

cette veine est comme un granit a tres gros grains.

Le quartz et le feldspath ne preseutent rien d'extraordiuaire, mais !< mica est ivmar-

quable eu ce qu'il renferme dans sa masse une quantite considerable de grenats. II est

presque impossible de cliver une masse, meme relativement petite, de ce mineral, sans

trouver un grand nombre de feuillets qui tiennent emprisounes de jolis greuats, tri-s lim-

pides. Malheureusement leur volume est trop restreint pour qu'ils puissent etre utilises.

Au meme endroit se trouve encore 1'eineraude. La forme cristalliue en est parfaite-

ment defiuie : Prismes droits a six faces, a surfaces laterales profondement cannelees. La

couleur est vert d'eau, ce qui rapprocherait ce mineral de 1'aigue-marine.

Les cristaux atteignent des dimensions remarquables. .T'en ai vu qui avait plus de

deux pouces de diametre et une longueur de huit polices.

Leur forme est tellement tranchee quo les cultivateurs des environs, frappes par

1'apparence de ces pierres longues et regulieres, disaient avoir trouve une mine de che-

villes de pierre.

Les travaux qu'on a fait en cet endroit sout necessairement tres restreints, vu que les

proprietaires du terrain sont pauvres, ce qui leur enleve toute possibilite de faire des

recb.ercb.es dispendieuses. Cependant, il n'y aurait rien de surprenant si des explorations

suivies et bien conduites amenaient la decouverte de depots d'une certaine valeur.

A ce propos, il est important de remarquer que ce gisement mineralogique n'a pas

tous les caracteres d'une veine reguliere. II est bien vrai qu'on peut constater 1'existence

du melange de gros cristaux de quartz, de mica et de feldspath sur une longueur d'au dela

d'un mille perpendiculairement a 1'arete rocheuse dont j'ai parl6 plus haut, mais les limites

de cette pretendue veine sont loin d'etre nettement definies. Souvent le passage du gneiss
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aux gros cristanx se fait par une sferie de changements prcsque insensibles. A tel point

qu'on serait portfe a regarder ces gisemonts comme des agglomerations, des concentrations

cmtallines ;
ce sont comme des endroits ou, grace a une modification speciale de 1'action

metamorphique, les diffi&rentes especes mineral es ont pu revetir leurs caracteres distiiu ill's

d'nne mauiero plus parfaite.

Rien d> mirprenaut, dans cette hypothese, si les quelques mines qu'ou a fait partir a

IVndroit qu> j'ai i-xamiiu- ont accuse un changement assez notable eutre les pierres de la

surface et ci-llcs d- 1'iuterieur. Contrairement a ce qu'ou attendait, on a constate que les

rristuux d't'-meraudo sont plus rares a quelques pieds au-dessous de la partie superficielle.

(iuelle quo soit 1'importance ou la valeur de ce fait mineralogique, j'ai cru qu'il etait

:uss-x iinporfnnt ]>our en donnor communication a la Socifete Ivoyale. D'autant plus que
i-'fst lu premicro fois, j- crois, qu'on trouve un gisemcnt d'emeraiide bien caracteris6 au
Canada.
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XII. Notes on the Occurrence of Certain Butterflies in Canada.

By W. SAUNDER.S, London, Ontario.

(Read May 21, 1884.)

Important changes have evidently taken place in the recent past affecting the geo-

graphical distribution of some of the butterflies now regarded as Canadian, and similar

changes are also occurring at the present time. It is well known that some butterflies

occur in considerable abimdauce every year in many localities, while others, usually rare,

occasionally become plentiful. Some are restricted within certain limited areas, others,

though extremely rare, are found at widely distant points, while others aufain, once rare

and formerly found only in the most southern portions of our country, are now much
more common and have been taken in some of the more northern sections of Ontario and

Quebec. Seeing that these gradual changes in the location of species are oceurrinir, it is

important that all who are interested in this department of biological study should record

any observations they may have the opportunity of making, so as to aid in preparing the

way for a fuller knowledge of the geographical distribution of our species, and of tho

causes which affect such distribution.

Pnpilio cresphontes, formerly known as P. Tlioas, is a notable instance of a butterfly once

extremely rare in our Province, and found only in its most southern county, having with-

in fifteen or twenty years disseminated itself throughout the greater part of Ontario. I

well remember the great interest with which collectors looked upon the first Canadian

specimens of this butterfly. They were taken more than twenty years ago in the neigh-
bourhood of Amherstburgh and were regarded as great rarities. This insect was first

described by Cramer, and was figured by Boisduval and LeCoute in their work on the

Butterflies of North America, published in 1838, where it is referred to as a common
insect in the Southern States, feeding in the larval condition on the orange and lemon

trees. It is still abundant in the South, and is regarded as a noxious insect on account of

the injury it does to the foliage of trees of the Citrus family ;
the larva is known there

under the common name of
" the orange dog."

The species composing the Rue family, Rutacea, to which the genus Citrus belongs,

all have their leaves dotted with pellucid glands containing pungent or bitter aromatic

volatile oils. The genera are very unlike each other. We have in this country, besides

the orange and lemon, the northern and southern prickly ash, Xantlioxylum Americanum

and Carolinianum
;
the hop-tree or wafer-ash, Ptelea trifoliata ; and two introduced plants,

the garden Rue, Ruta graveolens, and Dictamnus fraxinella, the latter being cultivated in

gardens as an ornamental herbaceous plant. Wandering from its home among the orange

groves, this butterfly is enabled to recognise the allied genera in this family as suitable

Sec. IV., 1884. 30.
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food for its larva;, and iu the West lays its eggs on the prickly ash or on the hop tree, or

with equal readiness selects the herbaceous dictamuus, and occasionally the heavy-odored

garden Hue.

Doubtless these different plants are distinguished by their odor. It is difficult to

imagine in what other way an insect could be attracted to a plant brought from some dis-

tant shore, of which none of its ancestors have had any knowledge. That insects possess

the power of distinguishing and appreciating odors is evident. The carrion beetle traces

out the decomposing substance wherever it may be placed on the surface, and butterflies,

moths, and other insects swarm around sweet exudations or deposits. It may be asked

how is it thiit the permanent migration of this insect northward has been so long delayed,

and what circumstance* have brought about the result. There was no lack of food plants,

for the shrubs it n<>\\ feeds on have been growing here for thousands of years ; neither is

there anv marked change in the climate. The question as yet remains unanswered. In

one respect the instinct of this butterlly appears to be at fault. It seems to be unable to

appreciate the dili'erence in climate between the south and the north, and continues to

deposit eir-j-s until quite late in the season, too late to admit of the larvae maturing before

winter. I.asi year I found some e-<rs and newly hatched larvae as late as September

2nd. Most of the laiv;e hatcln-d at this period did not attain much more than half

their irrouth before severe frost rendered them torpid, when they became the prey of a

species of Ilemiptera which pierced them and sucked them almost dry. Several specimens

which were a few days older escaped attack and grew with unusual rapidity, attaining

MI tlii -lent Lr ro\vtli to admit of their entering on the chrysalis state, in which condition this

insect passes the winter. A similar fault is also observed in the common cabbage butter-

fly, Piirist I-II/HIC. a comparatively recent importation from the milder climate of England,

which continues to deposit egus on the cabbage until cold weather puts an end to its

powers.

Another of our large and handsome species is Pajiilio philenor, a butterfly which is

extremely rare in Canada, so much so that in the course of more than twenty-five years'

experience I have not met with a single example. Two or three specimens were taken in

the neighbourhood of Woodstock, Out., many years ago, and a most remarkable occurrence

of this insect in great abundance in West Flamborough, Ont., in 1858, is recorded by the

Kcv. ('. .T. S. licthunc. in the " Canadian Naturalist and Geologist" for August of that year.

He says,
"
these butterflies appeared in countless numbers about the lilac trees as long as

they continued in blossom and then suddenly disappeared. They lasted from the 7th to

the 18th of June, but- very few appearing after that date." He also states that they were

numerous at that time al>out Toronto. There is no record of any similar occurrence of

this insect during the twenty-five years which have since passed. It is not an uncommon

butterfly in Ohio, and this flock may have come across Lake Erie, but it is most unusual

to find any butterfly so plentiful during the first brood, as to admit of flocks like this

travelling so far from their usual breeding grounds. The larva of philenor feeds on differ-

ent species of Aristolochia, none of which I believe are native to Ontario. Aristolochia sipho,

known as Dutchman's Pipe, is cultivated as an ornamental climber in some gardens, but

whether there were any growing at that time in the vicinity of Flamborough is not known.

Had its natural food-plants been abundant, the sudden appearance of such a host would

probably have resulted in the species becoming a common one throughout western Ontario.
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On June 29th, 1882, while collecting at Point Pelee, I was astonished at capturing
in fair condition a specimen of Terias Mexicnna, an insect, as far as known, hitherto unre-

corded anywhere in this western region. Mr. W. H. Edwards, in his catalogue of the

Butterflies of America North of Mexico, gives as localities for this species, "Texas to

Arizona, California, occasionally in Kansas and Nebraska." It is scarcely possible that

the specimen taken by me during a two day's sojourn in that locality was the only one

existing there ; it is altogether likely there were others, and that the butterfly has estab-

lished itself in that district. This seems to be another example of a southern butterfly

migrating northwards, and it is quite possible that within a few years it may cover a

much more extended area, and perhaps become as common as the once rare Pajnlio cres-

phonles.

Three specimens of another butterfly, new to our Canadian lists, were taken at the

same time and in the same locality ;
these were Tliecla smilaris, Boisduval, or T. auburniana,

Harris, a species recorded as occurring in the Atlantic States, the Mississippi valley, and

in Texas.

Twenty-three years ago, on May 24th, while collecting in a swamp in the out-

skirts of London, I captured two specimens of a handsome little Thccla, which proved to

be a new species, and was named by Mr. TV. H. Edwards of West Virginia. Tliecla l<cta.

For eight or ten years following I regularly visited that locality about the same date, but

never saw another specimen. That swamp has lony- since disappeared, and its site is now

thickly covered with dwellings. The next year a single example of the same species was

captured near the city of Quebec. Although nearly a quarter of a century has since passed

away, and the number of observers in the meantime lias greatly increased, we have no

knowledge of any other specimens of this Thecla having been taken in Canada, but during

this interval the insect has been captured in West Virginia, and in one locality in Maine.

The flight of a Thecla, being short and jerky, seems to be incompatible wilh the idea of

the insect travelling any great distance, and, ii' this species had always been as rare as it

now is, it could scarcely have distributed itself over such an immense area. Doubtless we

have here an example of a butterfly once common, but which, from some unexplained

cause, has become almost extinct.
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XIII. Note on a Decapod Crustacean from the Upper Cretaceous of Highwood River,

Alberta, N. W. T. By J. F. WHITEAVES.

(Read May 21, 1884.)

U'cmai us of crustaceans allied to the lobster and crab of recent seas, though compara-

tively frequent in the Cretaceous rocks of Europe and the United States, have not yet
been recorded as occurring in deposits of the same age in Canada.

In 18?6, however, while engaged in studying the fossils collected by Mr. James Kich-

ardson from the Lower Shales of Skidegate Inlet, in the Queen Charlotte Islands, which
are now believed to be the equivalents of the Gault, and in attempting to remove the

matrix which covered one side of an Ammonite, the writer had the good fortune to expose
to view a nearly perfect specimen of a small crab, which has been sent to Dr. Henry
Woodward, of the British Museum, for examination and description.

The fossil, which it is the more immediate object of this paper to describe, is a rather

remarkable example of a macrurous decapod or lobster-like crustacean, collected by Mr.

E. Gr. McConnell. in 1882, from the Cretaceous shales of the Ilighwood liiver, a tributary
of the Bow.

The specimen originally consisted of an elongate-oval and ilattened concretionary
nodule of soft argillite, with a small piece broken off from one end, but enough of the

matrix has been removed to show most of the carapace and the upper surface of a few of

the abdominal segments. The anterior extremity of the carapace, with the rostrum, is

unfortunately not preserved, and the tail, with some of the posterior abdominal segments,
was broken off when the nodule was found. The ambulatory feet are preserved, but it

was found to be scarcely possible to remove the soft shale from around them without

running the risk of spoiling the specimen.

The carapace, like that of most of the macrura, is elongated and comparatively narrow,

with nearly parallel sides, and, when perfect, its length must have been about twice as great

as its breadth. A little in advance of the midlength a single, broadly V-shaped, deep and

rather wide groove or furrow crosses the carapace transversely. The posterior half of the

carapace is depressed and rather distinctly three-keeled in a longitudinal direction, though
it is most likely that these appearances are mostly or wholly due to a considerable and

abnormal compression from above. Be this as it may, in the specimen collected by Mr. Mc-

Connell, a central keel, or narrow but prominent raised ridge, which is about three times

as broad posteriorly as it is anteriorly, and which is bounded on each side by a deep and

angular furrow, extends from the posterior end of the carapace to the centre of the

V-shaped groove which transverses it. This central keel is much more strongly marked

than the broad and comparatively obtuse lateral keels, which latter are placed near the

outer margin of each side. The surface of the posterior half of the carapace (and perhaps

that of the anterior also) is covered with rather distant, small, isolated conical tubercles,

which, under the lens, look as if they might have each borne a bristle at the summit, and
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which, occasionally, are surrounded by a minute annulus at the base ; and the three

keels each have a single series of larger conical tubercles, whose pointed apices are directed

forward.

In front of the transverse and V-shaped furrow the carapace is very badly preserved,

and the anterior margin with the rostrum is broken off. The two lateral and tubercu-

lated keels appear to be prolonged to within a short distance of the front margin of the

carapace, though they are somewhat less distinct in front of the transverse furrow than

they an- behind it. On the anterior side of the furrow the central keel is absent, and the

median portion of this part of the carapace bears a immber of comparatively large and

prominent, distinct and conical tubercles, which are somewhat peculiarly arranged. Next

to th> furrow, and in advance of it, in the median line, there are five tubercles arranged,

in two convergent rows of two pairs and an odd one, which, if connected by lines,

woulil have much the shape of an isosceles triangle, with its base near to the furrow.

lU'tween the space bounded by these five tubercles and each lateral keel, there is a shal-

lowly concave and rather broad depression of the carapace. In front of these five tuber-

cles, again, there are four others and still larger ones, (the two anterior ones apparently of

considerable sixe). arranged somewhat in the form of a square, any of whose sides would

be greater than the base of the isosceles triangle indicated by the other five.

The upper surface of each of the abdominal segments bears a tubercle in the centre,

on its anterior edge, and another one on the margin of each of the sides. The most prom-
inent characteristic of the species, in fact, is the possession of three widely distant, longi-

tudinal and tuberculated keels, which extend over nearly the whole length of the upper
surface of the body.

To the right of the carapace, in front, there are indications of what appears to have been
a larire pinching claw, and, if the appearances presented are correctly interpreted, the

sides of the fixed ramus of that claw are also coarsely tuberculated.

I ntil its exact generic' position shall have been settled by the collection of more per-
fect specimens, it may be convenient to designate the present species as Hoploparia (?)

Canadensis, though it is by no means certain that it belongs to McCoy's genus of that

name.
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XIV. Description of a New Species of Ammonite from the Cretaceous Rocks of
Fort St. John, on the Peace Rivtr. By J. F. WHITEAVES.

(Head May 2:5, 1884.)

Several specimens of an apparently undescribed Ammonitoid shell were collected by
Mr. (now Dr.) A. E. C. Selwyn, in 1875, at Fort St. John, mostly from large concretionary
nodules in shales which, from their position, may possibly represent the Fort Benton Group
of the Upper Missouri Cretaceous. The only other fossils obtained from these shales are a

Pecteu, an Oxytoma, one, or perhaps two, species of Inoceramus. and a cast of a Is
T
utica or

Lunatia, all of which are too imperfect to be specilically determined. When found in

nodules, these Ammonites occur in the condition of imperfectly preserved and much
flattened casts of the interior of the shell, which vary in si/e from one inch and a half to

nearly eight inches in their greatest diameter. The nodules have been split open in such
a way as to expose to view only one side of each cast, upon which no vestiges of the

sutures of the septa can be traced.

At all stages of growth the whorls of the species now under consideration appear to

have been so strongly involute that the inner ones are nearly, it' not quite, covered by the

outer volution. The umbilicus or umbilical depression, consequently, is very small and

narrow, but as its boundaries are indistinctly defined, and as the specimens are irene rally

much crushed and distorted, it is difficult to estimate its proportionate width with much

accuracy.

The smallest specimens are compressed at the sides and regularly ribbed, but the

ribs, which are somewhat llexuous, are much narrower than the broad, shallow grooves

between them, and each rib bears a prominent and narrowly elongated tubercle close to

the periphery, and at a right angle to the side of the shell. At this stage of growth the

characters of the central portion of the periphery are unknown.
Two half-grown individuals, which measure respectively four and four and a half

inches in their greatest diameter, though not altogether free from distortion, are much less

abnormally compressed than any of the others. Judging by these specimens, which are

almost entirely free from the matrix, and which look as if they might have been collected

from the bedded rock, the breadth or thickness of the shelly tube, of which the outer volution

is composed, must have been considerable, and nearly or quite equal to its dorso-ventral

diameter. The periphery is broadly compressed, as are also the sides, so that the outline

of the outer portion of the aperture is nearly square, but this may be the result of a slight

amount of distortion, and the siphonal edge may have been regularly rounded in its nor-

mal condition. "With this advance in age, the ribs become converted into broad and

rounded, but not very flexuous, prominent and obliquely transverse, radiating folds. In

the smaller of the two specimens, the primary folds bifurcate widely at the umbilicus, and

for the most part alternate with shorter and simple intercalated plications. The points

at which the primary folds bifurcate are each marked by a single transversely elongated
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tubercle, whose summit is obtusely rounded, and each branch bears a similar tubercle

near the outer edge of each side of the periphery. The secondary folds also each bear a

single tubercle on both sides, near the margin of the periphery, but become obsolete and

consequently devoid of tubercles on the umbilical margin. In the larger of the two half-

grown specimens, the primary folds are simple and do not bifurcate, but bear transversely

elongated tubercles on the umbilical margin, and alternate with shorter secondary plica-

tions. In both specimens the primary and secondary folds are continuous across the peri-

phery, and the siphon.il region is entirely devoid of any kind of keel.

On the larirest examples collected, the radiating folds become nearly or quite obsolete,

unl the outer volution bears a circle of seven or eight widely distinct, very large and

prominent conical tubercles around and on the umbilical margin, and about double that

number on each side, near the outer edge of the periphery. In addition to the tubercles,

the surface is marked with coarse and irregularly disposed radiating striae, together with
a few indistinct remains of the folds which characterized it at an earlier stage of growth.
At all staires of trrowth the- tubercles, whether large or small are placed at a right or

nearly riirht angle to the sides of the shell.

The generic position of this species must, of course, remain doubtful until the sutural

line of the latter shall have been observed. In the meantime, however, judging by analo-

gies in external form and surface ornamentation, the present species seems to be somewhat

nearly related to the liarhii-erns Stealtavi (the Ammonites ftmllovi of Shumard) of the Utah
Cretai -eons, and may, therefore, be provisionally referred to that genus, under the name
Burhiferns ('.) n>niutnm. although it is quite as likely to bo an Acanthoceras or an Hoplites.
Hie .lose involution of its whorls and the ornamentation of their sides are very like those
ot some species of 1'hu -entii eras, but the broad siphonal edge of the Peace River shell seems
to forbid its reference to that genus. The most prominent characters of B. cornatum are its

small umbilicus and the large size of the tubercles on the adult shell. In B. Swallovi, the

umbilicus is stated to be so large as to exhibit
'

a large part of each of the inner volutions";
the nodes or tubercles on the sides of the shell are comparatively small, and there is a double
row of tubercles near the margin of the periphery, whereas in B. carnutum there is only a

single row.
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I. The Geology and Economic Minerals of Hudson Bay and Northern Canada.

By ROBERT BELL, M.D., LL.D., C.E., Assistant Director of the Geological Survey.

(Read Nay 23, 1884.)

Since the reading of this paper before the Royal Society, the author has been named
as the scientist and medical officer to accompany the Government expedition to be sent to

Hudson Bay during the present summer, and as he will then enjoy rare opportunities for

obtaining new information in regard to the geology of these regions, he considers it best
to give only the following abstract of his paper, and to defer the publication of the map
which accompanied it until a future time, when fuller details may be given.

The paper contained a sketch of the geology of those great tracts of the Dominion

stretching northward from the organized provinces into the polar regions, and which

may be properly designated Northern Canada. With reference to the country around
Hiidsou Bay, the author's remarks were based entirely upon his own observations. In

regard to the Northwest Territories his information was derived partly from his own
explorations and partly from the journals of earlier travellers, while the geology of the

Arctic regions was taken from the maps and writings of the scientific men who had

accompanied the various expeditions of discovery to the northern seas. In illustration of

the paper, a map of North America was exhibited, on which the author had colored the

distribution of the rock-formations, as far as known up to the present time. The char-

acter and extent of the successive divisions were then described in their chronological

order, beginning with the oldest.

Hitherto it had been customary to represent the geographical area of the main body
of the Laurentian system as consisting of two wide arms extending north-eastward and

north-westward from the great lakes, but it might be more correctly described as of a

somewhat circular form, including Greenland, which appears to be mostly Laurentian.

Hudson Bay lies in the centre of the Laurentian area of the mainland, but its shores are

fringed to a considerable extent by newer rocks.

It was evident, as Dr. Bell shewed by his geological map, that the distribution of the

Huronian series was intimately connected with that of the Laurentian, being found

mostly within the general limits of the latter. The rocks of this system appeared to rest

conformably upon the Laurentian in all cases which he had observed. The Huronian

might be characterized as the great metalliferous series of Canada. The largest areas of

Sec. IV., 1884. 31.
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these rocks which had been distinctly traced out lie between the upper lakes of the St.

Lawrence and James Bay, but other areas are known to exist far to the north-west and

north-east. They occur in considerable force on the northern side of Athabasca Lake, and

rocks which appear to correspond with them are abundant to the north of Great Slave

Lake. Dr. Bell had found a basin of Huronian rocks, measuring about 180 miles in

length, to the north-east of Lake "Winnipeg. They are reported in various parts of the

Labrador peninsula as far as the Ungava River, and the author had found them on the east

side of Hudson Bay, at Cape Hope, the Paint Hills and Richmond Gulf, and had obtained

specimens of similar rocks from near Mosquito Bay. Specimens which he had procured

through the officers of the Hudson's Bay Company and the Eskimo from the west side of

the Bay between Chesterfield Inlet and Knap Bay, indicated the existence of the Huron-

ian series along that coast.

At Marble Island, on the same side of Hudson Bay, and opposite the part of the coast

which has just been referred to, a white rock is reported to be largely developed. The

author had received specimens of it from officers of the Hudson's Bay Company, and found

it to consist of a fine-grained white quartzito, resembling saccharoidal marble, from which

circumstance the island has probably derived its name. This rock appears to be identical

with the quart/.ites which form so conspicuous a feature in the typical Iluronian of Lake

Huron, and we may have, on this part of Hudson Bay, a repetition of the same scries. Dr.

Bell had (bund boulders of white quart/He thickly scattered on the surface at the Methy

Portage, and he had been informed by Mr. Roderick Ross that similar boulders were

abundant in various parts of the country to the north-east of Lake Athabasca.

Around the mouth of the Churchill River, on the same side of the Bay, and for some

miles along the coast to the east of it, are found massive and also thinly-bedded grey

argillaceous quartxites with conglomerate beds (the well-rounded pebbles of which are

mostly of white quart/), interstratified with an occasional thin shaley layer of a rather

darker color than the mass. These strata may form part of the Huronian series, but they
also resemble the gold-bearing rocks of Nova Scotia, and, like them, hold veins of white

quartz. Assays of samples from six of these veins, all of which contained more or less

specular iron, did not, however, show any traces of the precious metal.

On the Little "Whale River and in Richmond Gulf, on the east side of the Bay,
another set of rocks is found following the Huronian and underlying unconformably the

Nipigon series, which occurs in great force on this part of the coast. This intermediate

formation consists of great bods of hard red silicious conglomerate and red and grey sand-

stones with some red shales, and appears to have a considerable volume.

Captain H. P. Dawson, R.A., who had charge, dxiring 1883, of the Observatory station

of the Circumpolar Commission at Fort Rae, on Great Slave Lake, collected specimens of

the rocks in *Uu, and made notes on the geology of the surrounding country at Dr. Bell's

request. On the shores and islands of the long northern arm of the lake, he found a red

conglomerate which may be equivalent to that which occurs at Richmond Gulf ;
also

fine-grained grey and green quartzites. Mr. A. S. Cochrane, one of the writer's assistants,

found a hard red sandstone and conglomerate with white quartz pebbles at the east end
of Lake Athabasca, and similar rocks are reported to occur on the Clearwater River above

the Methy Portage, and again to the south of Cree Lake, which lies between Isle a la

Crossc and Lake Athabasca. Sir John Richardson describes a rock between the eastern
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part of Great Bear Lake and Coronation Gulf, which appears to correspond with the hard

red conglomerates and sandstones just described.

The Nipigon formation is largely developed along the East-main coast of Hudson Bay,
between Cape Jones and Cape Dufferin, and consists of compact non-fossiliferons bluish-

grey limestone, coarse cherty limestone-breccia, quartzites, shales, diorites, amygdaloids
and mauganiferous clay-ironstones. The limestones of Lake Mistassini, in the interior of

the Labrador peninsula, bear a strong resemblance to those of the East-main coast, and are

probably of the same age. Similar limestones, associated with trap, are described by
Richardson as occurring on the shores of the Arctic Sea, between the Mackenzie and the

Coppermine Rivers. The native copper of the former stream is associated with rocks,

which, from Richardson's description, appear to be similar to those of the Nipigon series.

Non-fossiliferous limestones, like those of this formation, form the greater part of the spurs

of the Rocky Mountains, which run north-eastward across the lower part of the Mac-

kenzie River, and we may have here a great development of the Nipigon formation.

A border of Silurian rocks (principally limestones) extends along a considerable por-

tion of the western shore of Hudson Bay, and stretches inland one hundred miles on the

Nelson River. To the west and south-west of James Bay, Silurian limestones and marls

form a wide belt between the great Devonian basin of that region and the Laurentian

rocks of the interior, their base, or western limit, on the main Albany River, being 200

miles, in a straight line, from the sea, and 230 miles on the Kenogami or principal south-

western branch of the same stream. On the western side of the Laurentian nucleus,

Silurian limestones run north-westward through Manitoba and may be traced as far as

Isle a la Crosse Lake. But these strata are most widely spread in the north over the great

islands beyond the Arctic Circle, between Baffin Bay and the open ocean to the west, and

the polar sea to the north.

Devonian rocks, consisting of limestones, shales and marls, with gypsum and clay-

ironstone, form a large basin to the south-west of the head of James Bay. Strata of this

age are found here and there, following a north-westerly course, all the way from the

southern part of Manitoba to the mouth of the Mackenzie River. They do not, however,

appear to occupy so extensive an area as had been supposed by the earlier explorers.

What they had described as
" bituminous shales," belonging to this system, were found by

Dr. Bell to be really soft, fine-grained, Cretaceous sandstone, saturated and blackened by

petroleum, and which, after exposure to the weather, scaled off in flaggy pieces, which,

at a short distance, resemble coarse shale. In this region the Devonian rocks, rich in fossils,

lie in immediate and almost conformable contact with these blackened strata, so that

this error was easily made. The same conditions may extend northward, from the mouth

of the Mackenzie to Banks Land, and the Melville archipelago and the supposed Carbon-

iferous rocks of these regions may consist of lignite-bearing Cretaceous sandstones, asso-

ciated with Devonian strata, in which some of the fossil forms resemble others in the Car-

boniferous.

Fossils, supposed to be of Liassic age, have been found at Capes York, Horsburgh and

Warrender, in bright red sandstones, which form conspicuous features in the landscapes

at these points ; and, again, on Exmouth, Bathurst and Prince Patrick Islands ;
and

Richardson states that Liassic strata occupy a basin along the tYth parallel of latitude, all

the way from the 95th to the 120th meridian.
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The Cretaceous deposits are very widely spread throughout the whole length of the

Northwest Territories. They fill up the greater part of the wide depression between the

Rooky Mountains and the Laurentian hills, all the way from the United States boundary
to the Arctic Ocean. Southward, they continue to the Gulf of Mexico, so that the Cre-

taceous system forms a wide belt running north and south completely through the

continent.

The deposits overlying the Cretaceous system in the Saskatchewan and Alberta dis-

tricts, which have been classed as Tertiary, are supposed to occur in some places in the

valley of the Mackenzie, one of which is at the junction of the Bear Lake River. Tertiary

strata are well known to occur at Disco and neighboring places on the west coast of

Greenland, and lignite, probably of the same age, is reported to be found near Cumber-

land Buy, on the west side of Davis Strait.

The Post-tertiary deposits of many parts of the northern regions, which had been

traversed by Dr. Bell, were described as of much interest. In the valleys of the Moose

and Albany Rivers, they contained beds of lignite resembling the lignites of the Tertiary

period in the western territories. Dr. Bell had obtained the remains of both the mastodon

and the mammoth around Hudson Bay. The latter had also been noted at a few places
in the Northwest territories, and a number of bones and tusks of mammoths had been

found on the Rat or Porcupine River, a tributary of the Yukon, near the eastern border

of Alaska.

In referring to the economic minerals, Dr. Bell said that even the coarser ones, such as

granite, <vment-st<>nc, gypsum, clays, marls, ochres, sand for glass-making, moulding, etc.,

might yet have their value in some parts of the regions under consideration, and he had

always carefully noted them. Soapstone, mica, plumbago, asbestus, chromic iron, apatite,

salt and iron pyrites in economic quantities had been discovered in different localities.

Various ornamental stones had been noted, amongst them lazulite, malachite, jade, agate,

carnelian, chrysophrase, etc. Lignites, it was well known, are found in many places in

the great region constituting the valley of Athabasca-Mackenzie, and on the coast and
islands of the Arctic Sea; also at Disco, in Greenland, and probably near Cumberland

Bay. The Post-tertiary lignites of the Moose River have been already mentioned. An-

thracite of good quality, but apparently only in small quantities, associated with rocks of

the Nipigon series, had been found on Long Island, on the east side of Hudson Bay.

Petroleum, which proceeded from the Devonian strata, as it does in Ontario, Pennsylvania
and Ohio, was very abundant along the Athabasca and Mackenzie, and had also been

found on the Peace River, and in other localities in the far Northwest, some of which had

been described by the author, in the " Canadian Journal ", a few years ago. Vast quant i t ies

of asphalt, resulting from the drying up and oxidation of the exuding petroleum, were

found on the Athabasca, around Great Slave Lake, and at some places in the northern for-

ests, far from any large river or hike.

Of the metallic ores, iron was stated to be very abundant. Inexhaustible quantities
of rich mangauiferous ore existed on the Nastapoka Islands, near the east coast of Hudson

Bay. The or.- \\as in the form of beds lying at the surface, and the frost had broken it

into pieces of convenient sizes for shipping. Valuable deposits of magnetic iron had been

found on Athabasca and Kne.- Likes, and an extensive mass of pure limonite on

Mattagami liiver Captain II. 1'. Dawson, K. A., had discovered a vein of foliated spe.nl;
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iron on G-reat Slave Lake. Copper ore had been met with on Hudson Bay, and the native

metal, which from private accounts appeared to exist in great quantities, had long been

known to occur on the Coppermine River, which flows into the Arctic Sea. Lead ore was
abundant in the vicinity of Little Whale River and Richmond Gulf, on the East-main

coast. Zinc, molybdenum, antimony and manganese had also been collected in different

parts of the regions under consideration. The galena of Richmond Gulf contained silver,

and this metal was also found in iron pyrites in the same part of the country. Nuggets
of native silver were washed out of the gravel, along with those of gold, on the upper
waters of the Peace River. Gold had been detected in veins on the East-main coast, and

in quartz from Repulse Bay ;
and alluvial gold had been obtained in streams among the

mountains to the west of the lower part of the Mackenzie River. This region, for various

reasons, Dr. Bell regarded as the most promising one yet known in the Dominion for the

precious metals. He thought that even the gold of the drift deposits, which are cut

through by the Saskatchewan River at Edmonton, and for a distance above and below it,

might have been originally derived from this quarter, although a number of years ago he

originated the idea that the gold of these drift deposits may have come from lluronian

strata, which might exist to the north-east. Large areas of these rocks have since been

discovered on the north side of Athabasca Lake
;

still he considered it quite as likely

that the Edmonton gold had been derived from the western side of the Mackenzie valley.

It was certain, from various facts which he mentioned, that it had not come down the

Saskatchewan River itself from the Rocky Mountains.

II. Notes on Observations, 1883, on the Geology of the North Sliore of Lake

Superior. By A. R. C. SELWYN, LL.D, F.R.S., F.G.S.

(Read May 21, 1884.)

/

The author stated, briefly, the result of observations made on the stratigraphical rela-

tion of the great columnar masses of trap which form the summit of Thunder Cape, Pie

Island, McKay Mountain and other hills in the vicinity, and which have been designated

the "
crowning overflow," and considered to be newer than the rocks of the, Nipigon and

Keeweenian series. It was stated that, while those named are clearly a part of the Ani-

mikie series, there are other similar flows at a much higher, horizon, such as those at Red

Rock and in the hills on the north side of Nipigon Bay. Further, that no evidence of

unconformity could be found from the base of the Auimikie series to the top of the Kee-

weeniau, as developed between Thunder Bay and the east end of Nipigon Bay, where, in

certain islands, the red and white rocks of the Nipigon series are well exposed in contact

with the dark argillites of the Animikie series, with, in some cases, intervening layers of

vertically columnar trap, probably diabase, but similar to that of Thunder Cape, etc.

Between Silver Islet and the islands above named, the Animikie series appears to be com-

pletely overlapped by the Nipigon, and has not been certainly recognized, anywhere to

the east of Nipigon Bay.
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